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THEY COME TO COLLEGE
The Senior Students — A Hundred Questions

I would undoubtedly"They ask a hundred ques-

tions 1 never thought I'd ever

hear ..."

This 1 overheard Sunday ev-

ening during a conversation be-

tween a busy Tim Merrett and

one of his Senior Student work-

ers, as 1 roved op and down
University Avenue seeking eval-

uations of the new idea for

Queen's Initiations— the Senior

student Program.

During my rovings, I talked

to bewdldered and excited frosh

and bevWIdered and excited

fourth year "seniors" who had

many and varied comments on

the entire idea.

In general, the older students

had found their assignees en-

thusiastic (if they had been suc-

cessful in finding them at all).

By Sunday evening, the "sen-

iors" had been able to contact

two out of three of their "frosh"

which is creditable work in a

mere thirty-six hours since zero

hour (the hour freshmen began

to arrive). On the whole, the

males seemed to have been vast-

ly more successful on this line

than their female counterparts.

But all seniors seemed enthus-

iastic and felt that they had
done everything possible to meet

their groups. The main panic

has resulted from the fact that

some of Mr. Merrett's workers

have not yet shown up. Tim him-

self estimated this defaulting

average as only ten per cent and
was able to back up this estimete

with figures.

About fifty per cent of the

frosh and freshettes had met
their group leaders and those

who had, thought the idea was
"great", "helpful", or "valuable".

Others who had not yet met
their leaders were keen on the

idea, too.

Although many favoured the

new idea, few thought that it

should in any way take the place

of the hazing and excitement

provided by the sophomore 'ini-

tiations".

choose

the senior student program_ if

there was a choice", was balan-

ced on the other hand by "Noth-

ing is more valuable than good,

fun-loving initiations the sophs.

The Principal — Your Obligations

"We really do care about you,"

said Principal Corry to the Arts

and Science freshmen on Sunday
night. Speaking at the first an-

nual "Traditi'on Ceremony in

Grant Hall, Dr. Corry emphasiz-

provide!" But Mr. Merrett in-
; ed the deep concern of the uni

sists that it will never be a

matter of choice. He is sure that

both programs can work well

together. The frosh unanimous-

ly agi'ee (but still favour the

hazing)

.

Few frosh feel their friends

will be made through the Senior

Student Program meetings.

They come up with miriads of

other suggestions as to how they

will make friends. One girl

felt she would meet "two thirds

of her friends the first week". A
frosh estimated he might make
fifteen new and close friends

the first week and doubted

whether they would come from
Mr. Merrett's group meetings.

On the whole, the Senior Stu-

dent Program was blackballed

almost entirely as a friends-mak-

ing venture for the newcomers.

To sum up the general opin-

ion on campus, both, more ex-

perienced and very new Queen's

students, felt the program to be

of great value — if it is carried

out. Tim tells me the work has

barely begun and that it will

not begin to manifest itself for

at least a week or two. The frosh

are receptive — and probably

will be more so, once the excite-

ment of initiations subsides. But
before we feel this intellectual

approach to the incoming stu-

dents is sufficient and decide to

abandon the traditional initia-

tions in favour of this approach,

let me record the unanimous vote

of all those I talked to by saying

emphatically "No! I"

The position of NFCUS Clinir-

ninn is open. Appointment \vill be

nindc tonight, Applieoh'ons will be

received in the AMS Office un^

HI 6:30 tonight.

versity that the new crop of stu-

dents do well.

Following the Principal, Mr.
Bob McLeod, President of the

Alma Mater Society, welcomed

the freshmen on behalf of the

executive, and spoke on the his-

tory of the Society. Speakers

were introduced by Mr. Dave
Wilson.

Dr. Corry stressed that his

main purpose was to welcome

the freshmen to the university,

but the body of his speech was
concerned with the special bur-

dens which lie on the shoulders

of the students.

He stated that the taxpayers

of Ontario provide about two
thirds of the cost of university

education, and that only one out

of twelve young people in our

province ever have the oppor-

1

tunity for higher education.

"The taxpayer provides some-

thing for you that his own child-

ren won't get," he said. More-

over, the possession of a uni-

versity degree opens many doors

which are otherwise closed.

Consequently, he stated, the

freshmen are under a firm obli-

gation to make the most of the

privilege of attending a univer-

sity such as Queen's.

Dr. Corry also urged the

freshmen to make the first step

towards meeting the professors.

"Show an interest," he said,

"and you will get a warm res-

ponse."

Mr. McLeod's speech was
highlighted by numerous refer-

ences to the A.M.S. taken from
back files of the Journal. He
said that the A.M.S., now 107

years old, was the first univer-

sity student government dn Can-

ada, and that Queen's was prob-

ably the only university in North

America in which the faculty did

not interfere with student self-

discipline.

Landladies Swamped

No Room
For Queensmen still walking

the streets there is solace. There
are rooms, but they are a long
way from the Campus. The
housing bureau recommends that
the most promising area is Cal-

vin Park. Close to the Campus
things are grim. Many Queens-
men still look for their dream
room, sipping coke on the dusty
road.

Reports are still unconfirmed.

But our reporter discovered Sat-

urday that temporary arrange-

ments are having to be made in

Chown Hall. The girls' infirm-

ary is being turned into a double

room, and several single rooms
are having to make do for two
girls.

We asked several Queen's stu-

dents about their experiences.

Said Gail Buchner 'I'm looking

for a room. Right now I'm stay-

ing with another girl, but can't

stay there indefinitely .
.

. Stock-

ings in the bathrooms seem to

terrify landladies . . . nothing

else does.'

In interview Dean Bryce said

she greatly appreciated the res-

ponse of Kingstonians to her ap-

peal for the housing of Queens-

women. She told our reporter

they had helped her to solve a

serious, but no longer critical

situation. Local papers and radio

have helped her to find many
homes for Levanites.

Every effort was being made
to affiliate freshettes Uving 'out'

to a particular floor in residence.

This would enable them to enjoy

the same privileges and common
rooms as girls living 'in'. The
challenge, she felt, was to keep

a real sense of unity in Levaiia.

Dean Bryce felt that increased

registration in LdCvanas coupled

with the loss of Matheson, Muir,

and Macdonell house on Barrie

St. had aggravated the situation.

The rooming crisis for
Queensmen in Kingston may
have something to do with the

fact that a single room in resi-

dence costs $100 more this year

than it did last year. But that
|

didn't seem to be the whole
atory. One veteran residence man
said T'here isn't any reason for

me to complain, I suppose—but
McNeill House really is dull!

Being a young and ignorant

non-conformist, a reporter
writes, I chose the off-campus
room where I would be able to

soar to dizzy heights of profun-

dity and eruption unhampered
by guitars, girls, and garrulous

sophomores.

As it turned out, however, I

spent most of my time dodging
arguments and petty squabbles

with my landlady. Oyez! I

should have such a woman for

a mother! Instead of mediating

upon some abstruce philosophi-

cal concept or working out com-
plicated calculus exercises, I

spent niy nights wondering

:

Why isn't she speaking to me
now? Or, maybe I shouldn't

have invited that girl to my
room? Or, will she tell me to

leave next week?

Not only did my landlady have

a paranoiac fixation that all

young men were trying 'to put

something over on her', but she

had a three foot long list of rules

tacked up in the batliroom.

'Baths are to be taken from
10 a.m. to 10 p.m. — not 9:55

a.ni, or 10 p.m.

That woman must have had

a stop watch timing her roomers

as they gambolled in the bath.

Sounds exciting? My friends,

that kind of excitement a fresh-

man can do without."

Of course finding rooms isn't

the only problem. Many of the

landladies were considered
"kind', 'generous', 'reasonable'.

But there are other problems.

Said one Levanite 'The only

drawback are the four little

Conlinucd on page 3.

The position of Mo!e Attiietio

Slick is open. Appointment v.'A\

be made (onigbt. .Applications will

be received in the AMS Office

until G:00 loiiiglit.

BVT NO! FOR KNOWLEDGE
Ciub Nights

This year the freshmen or-

ientation program will include

a special evening reserved ex-

clusively for a display of clubs

on Queen's campus. The event,

to be called 'Clubs Night', will

be held in the gymnasium Thurs-

day, September 26 from 7:00

p.m. to 11 :00 p.m.

Although a novelty at Queen's,

a similar event has been in op-

eration for some time at the

University of British Columbia,

and was introduced here only

this year by Judy Nichols who
attended U.B.C. for a year. The
orientation conunittee was en-

thusiastic and encouraged Judy

and her Co-Chairman Lee Turn-

er to proceed with the plan.

I

Much of the groundwork had

been laid by the end of last year

but Lee Turner spent some time

this summer encouraging var-

ious clubs to cooperate.

In previous years attempts by

clubs to recruit members were

at best disorganized. Club dis-

plays were scattered thereby

losing their effectiveness. This

year as many club displays as

possible mil be concentrated at

the same time and place with the

result that students may see

what clubs there are before de-

ciding.

Over thirty-five clubs will be

presented in person together

with their purposes and func-

tions. A representative from

each club will be on hand to

It is expected that 'Clubs

Night' will give all participat-

ing clubs an initial boost, not

only in regard to membership

but also in organizing their own
programs for the current year.

Since this is the only example

of inter-club cooperation on

campus, the event might quite

well encourage further liaisons

between clubs in the future.

Both Judy and Lee are confi-

dent that 'Clubs Night' will most

certainly boost club membership

substantially and are hoping to

make it an annual event at

Queen's.

'Clubs Night" has been widely

advertised. Posters have been

answer questions and in some I placed throughout the campus I ad Lee Turner can

cases to accept members. and letters to freshmen and
|

at 546-4051.

freshettes hav.,.e mentioned it

as an integral part of orientta-

tion.

Although admed directly at

first year students, members of

other years interested in club

membership are welcome. At-

tendance is expected to be high

as there are no conflicting eventg

Dn the same night and 'Clubs

Night' publicity has been good.

In addition to the displays, a

short thirty minutes of light en-

tertainment is planned provided

by the Glee Club and the Revue

Guild. Also CFKC will be pro-

viding recorded music through-

out the evening.

For any further information

on 'Club Night'", Judy Nichols

contactftd

Coming
October 4th The Chad Mitchell Trio
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Double, Double

Toil And Trouble
Queen's contribution to Canadian life has always seemed to be

more significant than that of McGill or Toronto, because as a university

of a mighty independent morale, it has always represented the most

friendly in our way of life.

But a challenge now faces our university. The principal has

announced that we must increase our undergraduate school to 5,600

by 1970.

The university is almost going to double its size in seven years.

T^iis calls for three rousing choruses of 'Oil Thigh'. Our part in the

future of Canada is going to be more significant than our part in

its past.

At the same time we should add a note of warning. As a large

university there is a danger that Queen's ^vill become an anonymous
university, a large machine, merely to be judged on the efficiency of

the graduates Chat it produces. There is a danger too that we will

become a fragmented university and that privilege and fraternities

v\'ill raise their gruesome heads.

We are confident that we will overcome these dangers. But we
certainly won't unless we decide, as of right now, to keep tlie friendly

informality of Queen's alive.

We fee! that the time has come to increase the significance of

post-graduate researcli and of the honours courses. As a rider to this

we feel tliat fewer should be enrolled in the General Arts courses.

A large university is in a position to lavish more money on research.

It lias to build its reputation on research for it can no longer rely on
attracting staff, tlirough the charm of its small size. Finally research

and mystery are closely connected, and even now, despite the thousands

of material aids around us, our life is mysterious,

A Time To Choose
Freshmen are pouring in from midnight expeditions and huge

all parts of Ontario, from all pro- gossip gatherings in the Coffee

vinces and from many countries. Shop and moonlight visits to Fort

We hope that all of you will re- Henry. Or you can choose to be-
ceive a real welcome in the city come one of the many executives

and at Queen's. on the Campus. Or you can devote

You will be faced on aU sides
y^""'^'^ ^ ^o^n pen and dog-

by a barage of advice. Our advice
''^^'^'^ ^ V^"''

is Take co\'er'. You won't really
>"^^''' ""^ develop some personal

be able to take stock of the situa-
^"'^^^t- I' ^ay be rocketry,

tion for a week or two yet
nuclear physics, humorous writing.

There are two tilings that you
^^'^'"f^/^^'-^ boat design, and

" it might make a real difference to

the future of our country.

NFC US Dryline

a university of immense possibili- ,„
ties, But you will have (o discover

""^ optimistic enough to

those possibiliUes for yourselves.
'"1^"''

* -""'"l
And ever since its batUes ^vith "^""^W

decision You are much

Bishop Straohan a hundred years ^'""^g °° ^^""^

ago, it has been a fighting univer-
"'"^ '^f* of marriage and

sity. Even now it is faced by op-
position on several sides.

But its growth is as inevitable as

the baby boom during the war.
However that may be its achieve- not just delight in organization

M 1 1^ ""''r'
organization' sake. It is theomevitable They Will depend on development of these that willthe way that you mtend to eniov -rr,-,V^ i j- .

vour h-me here
' ^ T T i. J'

"°^versity
' =ina the freshmen the fine and
\ou can choose either to indulge notorious gentlemen ;ve hope they

- siring of parties and will become.

u third class general B.A.. com-
pleted after three )'ears and two
summer schools.

Our only hope is that your in-

terests will be genuine interest

an cndles

Distant Travellers
We hope Uiat the landladies \vill slightly south of the North Pole,

look witli kindness on tlie weary They have left behind them the

Queensmen as they pound the ^"^g'^g streets of Hong Kong with

stTcets. tiieir tricycle taxis, die West

, ,
Indian song and sun, and the huge

n particular we hope that they bats and butterflies of Nigeria
W.U welcome tJie students who Also they have left behind them

overseas. Our visitors their families and their friends,
of intelligence and We hope that Queen's and

enthusmsm to offer us. We hopQ Kingston nWU live up to its reputa-
that Ihey will feel that their tion as a university and a city
\'enture is a journey to ne.v ex- which welcomes into both thei^
]ier.ence and knowledge; and not social and their academic life all
a visit to a frozen iceberg far to people wherever their home
tlic north of the United States and be.

come

ha\'e

from

lots

may

GO GAELS GO

Purposes

The National Federation of Can
adian University Students is a fed

eration of the student councils of

thirty-nine Canadian universities.

It serves to promote cooperation

and to provide for an exchange of

views and information by students

and student governments.

To fuIfiU its functions, NFCUS
maintains a permanent secretariat

in Ottawa. It holds national and
regional congresses (mainly for

business) and seminars (mainly for

study). Last year it produced its

first edition of its national student

magazine, Campus, Canada,

At Queens NFCUS work is the

particular responsibility of an AM
sub-committee headed by a NFCUS
diairman who is appointed by the

AMS.

Roles

• fleprefcn(a/i(Wi—to internation-

al student congresses and in in

tematlonal exchanges; to the

governments for scholarships

tiix exemptions. These include

the recently won income tax

exemption for students' fees

• Bwullurism and BiU7igtialism

— NFCUS tries to improve

French-English relations in stu-

dent affairs. French Canadians

'have an active role to play in

NFCUS.

• £ducoiion-NFCUS has spon-

sored the perspectives series on
CFBC, an annual seminar, and
the visitations to the Ontario
liigh schools.

• Scliolarsliips — NFCUS co-

ordinates an inter-regional ex-

change scholarship programme.
Twenty scholarships were held
this year (information.)

• Injonmtion - NFCUS studies,

surveys and confers on student

problems. These range from
housing, mental health, summer
jobs to a national student coat

of arms,

• Competitions. - NFCUS sup-
ports national (competitions in

eveiything from debating to

blood donation. Queen's has'nt

distinguished herself in either

in recent years,

• Life Insurance - NFCUS has a

contract with Canada Prem

Life Insurance Company to

provide good policies for stu-

ents.

National Congress

Tlie annual congress, NFCUS
main business session will be held

in Edmonton nest week. We hope
that it will take a definite stand

on tlie national Charter of students

rights and the plight of oppressed

students in many parts of the

World.

Freshman PointersI]

— The AMS
This article is relatively light-hearted. It is set in the form

of an interview. Its purpose is to give you some idea of the

workings of the A.M.S. The A.M.S. itself is a serious business.

Its quality decides whether or not it initiates progressive legis-

lation, whether it used student funds wisely, and whether U
gives the Campus vigorous leadership. The Journal wishes (he

A.M.S. luck for the coming year and hopes tfuzt the Campus
will not only bat a sleepy eye in its direction, but be alert to

its afjairs.

We present here a supposed interview between our reporter
Lemuel Leverich, and a Pundit of the AMS.

Leverich; How powerful is the just a pleasant tea party whidh
does errand work for the senate.

Pundit; They are quite wrong
about that. They represent the
autonomy of tie student body.
For example in the 1930s . they
banned fraternities from the Cam-
pus, and they have carried on a

AMS?
Pundit: ( who is one of the

stuttering Subcommittee family) —
All powerful. Every student, who
has paid his fees is a member, and
he is subject to the articles of its

constitution. That was approved a

hundred and five years ago by the
i ceaseless war against privilege.

I

Levetuch; All the same the AMS
Levhuch; 'Since we are all mem-

1 has lots of power hasn't it?

bers don't we all have equal voting Pundit: I don't deny that. It

controls the important appoint-
rights?

PuNorr; Yes - once a year. That
is at the Annual General Meeting
wliioh takes place in February.

Leverich: How then is business

normally carried on?

Pundit: By the executive. It

meets every "Tuesday evening at 7
p.m. in tlie lower Common Room
of the Students' Union, Anybody

ments on Campus. These include
the cliairmen of its various sub-
committees.

Levericht Subcommittees?
Pundit: Ah Yes. Don't under-

estimate the powers of those com-
mittees. They include the Athletic

Board of Control, the Budget and
Finance Committee and the Ex-

Quotable Quotes
"From now on the only criterion

of admission to university will be
marks obtained, allegiance to the
peoples' republic, and moral and
political behaviour. Special con-
sideration will be given to offspring
of martyrs of the labour move-
ment."

—Premier of Hungary
o o a

"I am a generous man. I do not
like getting advice, but I love
giving it Here is my advice to you.
Stay clear of all these Do-lt-Your-
self larks and Cook-It-Yourself
stunts. Get yourself the Do-It-
Yourself way of tliinking."

—Lionel Hale

Anyone is free to take his stand

on tlie Soapbox. They may rep-

resent any opinion tlmt ihey de-

sire. The Editorial board is in no
way officially associated with the

opinions expressed here.

There is an influential group of

firebrands on the Campus. They
are known as the C.U.C.N.D. Lit-

tle do they know it but they are

more serious danger to world
peace than the Pentagon itself.

What do they desire? They want
Canada to give up its nuclear wea
pons. This in effect means that

our armed forces are completely

unequipped to deal \vith the job
that they have to do in Germany.
What it really means is that they

want tlie armed forces of Canada
to be completely ineffective. They
don't want us to contribute to our
own deterrent force. They would
like the forces of the United States

to assume the viriUty and effective-

ness of the Canadian forces. As it

we are defended by tlie United
States almost entirely. They want
the Yankees to assume all our
strengUi.

You may ask 'Why do we need
Armed Forces at all?' To answer
that all you have to do is to con-
sider the case of India. They be-
lieved they were completely safe

until Communist guerillas came
swarming across their undefended
borders. One power at least wants
to dominate the world, and the'

world includes us, particularly our
West Coast.

Tho way in wliich the C.U.C.N.D.
contributes to war is this. Tliey
are just one of the many of the or-

ganizations that suggest to the
Communists that we would not
take any effective action against
an aggressor. The more suoh or-

ganizations, the greater the temp-
tation to the Communists to take
an ill-considered and aggressive
step.

who likes can attend the meeting ternal Affairs Committee,
and they can make proposals, pro-| Leverich: Does the AMS have

any financial strength.

PuNorr: Well as a matter of fact

that is a bit of a deep dark secret.

Of course it controls student in-

terest fees. It finances most of the

main clubs on Campus through its

Budget and Finance Committee.
And it holds general supervision

over the iSnances of the Journal

and the Tricolour.

Leverich: My goodness I'm im-

pressed! There must be some check
on the power of the ANfS execu-

vided that they see the President

first.

Leverich; Who are members of

the Executive?

PuNcrr; Well, let's deal with the
voting members first. All senior,

and junior reps and Presiderrts of

the various faculty societies sit on
the AMS. There are eighteen of
them in all.

Leverich: Then who are the
non-voHng members.

Pundit: Some of them are
trouble. They include the male and I tive.

female athletic sticks, the NFCUS
fihairman and the Editor of the
Journal.

LEVEjRTCH: There are some

PuNorr: Of course. There are

elections during the year. And if

the student body isn't fast asleep

their public opinion Bias a con-
people Who say that the AMS is i siderable influence on the AMS
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Retrospective Exhibition Jo Honour Bieler
An exhibition of the paintings

and sculpture of Andre Bieler will

be held in tlie Queen's University

Agnes Etherington Art Centre,

Oct. 4 to Nov, 3, to honour Pro-

fessor Bieler who retired this year

follo\\'ing 27 years as resident artist

at tbe University. To be known

as "A Retrospective Exliibition",

the sliowing on the Queens cam-

pus will reflect a lifetime of vision

and energy by Professor Bieler.

In announcing the sepcial ex-

liibition, Dr.
J.

A. Corry, Principal

of Queen's noted that Professor

Bieler 'has become a part of the

University and has given, "more

than his share to its color, vitality

and ferment".

The exhibition will be opened

Oct. 4 by Walter Herbert, Director

of the Canada Council, to do
honor Professor Bieler's painting

career that has stretched from

1925 to tlie present. Some 25 in-

dividuals, galleries and organiza-

tions will lend pieces of Mr.

Bieler's work for the occasion.

Robert Ayre, art critic for the

Montreal Star, in his introduction

to the catalogue for the showing,

points out that Professor Bieler's

retirement from tlie University is

far from being a retirement from

art. "He sees it as freedom to work
at his own personal commitments,"

writes Mr. Ayre. At present Pro-

fessor Bieler is working on bothj On returning from overseas at

a 4' by 6' painting in the hall of
j

the War s end, he used his war
his home in Glenburnie, near

later worked as a map draughts-

man at headquarters where an

early boyhood interest in art was

aroused anew.

Kingston, and a piece of sculpture

in his workshop. Of these he says,

"Tlie one is refreshed by the otlier."

Bieler was bom in Lausanne,

Switzerland, in 1896, coming to

Canada in 1908 with his parents

who settled in Montreal.

He enlisted in the infantry and

FROM TRIBAL SCOT TO MODERN SPIRIT

THE QUEEN'S STORY
"Every tradhion grows ever

more venerable — the more

remote ils origin, the more con-

iused that origin is. The rever-

ence due to it increases from

generation to generation. The

tradition finally becomes holy

and inspires awe."

Thus spake Nietzsche in 1878

when Queen's was only 37 years

old. IE the problem of writing

about Queen's tradition was diffi-

cult in Niezsche's time, think ol

how that difficulty has been com-

pounded after 122 years of Queen's

history. However, this article is

supposed to cast some light on it.

The first tradition tliat a new-

comer encounters is the Scottish

tradition. Queen's was founded in

1841 -(as the more enterprising

among you have already discovered

from this article) by the Presby-

terian Church of Canada with the

'-help of the Church of Scotland; it

iniiially had some connection with

Edinburgh University — but what

that connection was, I don't just

know. This Scottish Presbyterian

tradition has been important in

Queen's history. The most obvious

Hnks now are the tarns, the tribal

incantations of Oil Thigh, the name

of Ban Righ Hall (House of

Queen's), the kilted pipe band,

the Scottish dancers at football

games, the Engineering Frosh dress,

the name of the Golden Gaels, etc.

But perhaps the most iniporiant

result in the existence of Queen's,

The early years of Queen's were

just one long series of difficulties,

such as banl; failures and the

threat of amalgamation with the

University of Toronto (a fate worse

than death). Sensible men would

have given up many times. But

the dour, thrifty Scots were deter-

mined to get their money's worth.

Tliey had paid to have a Scottish

University at Kingston and that was

what they were going to have!

A second tradition of which

Queen's is proud is that of a strong

and independent students' govern-

ment — the Alma Mater Society.

Queen's has the oldest student

government in Canada. It was

founded in 1858 as a combination

students' government and debating

society. For instance, a debate

The AMS Court is a third tradi-

tion of which Queen'smen can be

justly proud, Ils beginnings are

dubious and also typical of

Queen's. It was once known as

the Conciirsus Iniqiiiiatiis el Vir-

veteran's gratuity to study art in

Woodstock, New York. Once again

in Canada, he became restless and

went to Paris where he studied at

the Ecole du Louvre and worked

witli his uncle, who was a dis-

tinguished painter in Switzerland.

After his studies abroad, he spent

10 years painting continuously in

Quebec where he became estab-

lished as an artist. In 1936, he was

appointed Resident Artist and

Head of the Art Department at

Queen's University, and two years

later, he instituted a full credit

course in Art at the University.

International Artists

To Perform Here
The Queen's University Concert| on Tuesday and Wednesday. Grt

Series are organized by Prof. Grant, tliem immediately, because next
Sampson of the Enghsh Depart- j week tliey will be difficult to

ment. This series of five concerts
j
obtain,

brings to the campus some of the

best artists in the world of music

(Clenn Gould and Marian Ander-

son, for instance, have been here).

SEE YOU AT THE CONCERTS.
The regular concerts are as

follows

:

Tickets are on sale at Grant Hall

Embryo
Thespians

October 7th - Erick Friedman,

a student of Yasha Heifetz.

! November 28 - Byron Janis,

j

pianist.

January 2 - Grace Bumbry,

Mezzo-Soprano.

February 19 — Philharmonia

Hungaria. This is the first time in

twenty years that a major Euro-

pean orchestra will perform in

The Queen's Drama Guild starts

another season on Club Night,

when several skits now in rehearsal

will be produced for the interest

and entertainment of freshmen. I

Kingston.

Embryo thespians, potential direct-[ March 5 - The Romeros. This

ors. people who like moving scen-^ gf"""? of ^om guitarists, a father

I

ery and painting flats will be en- and tluree sons - the youngest

students would gather and form a

court. They would hale up an

innocent student on a trumped-up

charge, convict, and fine him.

From the proceeds, refreshments

— need I say from where — were

purchased for the Court. From

this beginning the AMS Court,

aided by the Constables, has gained

control over all discipline for non-

academic activities. This right to

<liscipline ourselves is one of the

most important rights of Queen's-

held on January 9, 1857 asked tiK iiilis. It began in a vacant lot

question: "Would mankind be
i
behind a brewery where senior

i

wing was added in 1962. The new

better without intoxicating liquors?"

The answer was "NO!" — as every

Queen'sman agrees. The meetings

of the AMS were held originally

on Saturday night to provide enter-

tainment — as dancing was pro-

hibited by the Scottish Presby-

terians. However, dancing and

other such dubious, immoral be-

haviour were sanctioned and AMS
meetings understandably lost their

charm. From this humble f^gin-

ning tbe AMS has grown to be one

of the strongest student govern-

ments;- one that has long enjoyed

rights for which other student

governments are just beginning to

fight; one that deserves your loyalty

and support.

The Agnes Etherington Art| couraged to come out for the first

Centre on the campus was estab-| General Meeting of the Guild,

lished in 1954 by the late Agnes
|

which will be held on Tuesday.

Etherington, and through the zeal October 8th. Scenes from the last

of Professor Bieler, a 5175,000 ' major production, "Much Ado

&t. iHark'H

ffiutfjfran (Gljurrfj

SUNDAY WORSHIP
9:30
11:30

7:30

The Rebel"

Three blocks North of Stadium
on Victoria nnd Earl.

The Lutheran Student Move-
ment will meet following the

evening service.

The Rev. Roy Os^vald,

Uilheran Student Chaplain
542-7 U4

Classified

Anyone inleresled in reading a couple

of hours a week lo a blind Grdduale
student, please leave your name and
phone number at the A. M.S. Office in

the Union basement.

ATTENTION

All clubs and societies ihit want
their picture in Tricolor '64 must
regislcr with the A.M,S, Office.

There arc a limited number of Tri-

color "63 for sale at the A,M.S. Office,

All students interested m doing

photography wort for Tricolor '64

contact Flynn Marr at 542-84'17.

CONSTABLES

Anyone desiring to be ao A.M.S.

Constable for the year 1963-64 please

contact A.M.S. Office or phone
548 -47') 6,

TUXEDO FOR SALE

Coat size 33in., trousers 34in, This

suit is in perfect condition. S25. Contact

Mra. C, Scrulton. 629 MacDonncll St.

Tel. 546-9808,

Used appliances, fully guaranteed

refrigerators, televisions and stoves.

Lowest prices in town. Kay's Trade-in

Centre. 340 King St. East. 542-6931.

The new occupants of 163 Alfred

St., arc holding until Sept. 30 the per-

sonal belongings of students who were

tenants under Alain Duncan's lease.

Would friends of the following salvage

their goods before it goes on the bonfire:

P, V. McLaughlin, Jerry Rush. Mae
Rcld. Bob Kennedy, Sandy Dodds and

any other former tenants.

SCM CABINET

Membcre of the SCM Cabinet please

phone Burt Frcrichs at 548-7664 be-

tween 5:30 and 6:30p.m.

Perhaps the .tradition of which

1 am most proud — and one I hope

you will come to cherish — is the

tradition of equahty. Indicative of

this equality is the ban on "Frats".

This is not a ban imposed by the

Administration, as it is in some

Universities, but one established

and enforced by the students. On

October 16, 1934 twenty-four boys

were found guilty of belonging to

a Frat and were forbidden by the

AMS Court from participating in

any extracurricular activities for one

year. Four of these were members

of the football team; Queen's was

battling for the first championship

in four years; and the Coach

refused to call up any new players.

But, with Queen's spirit, the "Fear-

less Fourteen" who remained won

the championship. The student

galleries were designed in a lar

part by him and partly paid for by

a grant from Canada Council.

It is fitting that the Canada

Council should have been the

benefactor on this occasion be-

cause, as is pointed out in Mr.

Ayre's introduction to the e.'ihibi-

tion folder, the impetus for the

creation of the Council can be

traced back to a 1951 Conference

of Arts in Canada organized at

Queen's by Professor Bieler.

Following Professor Bieler's re-

tirement, Ralph Allen, Assistant

Professor of Art, has been appoint-

ed Director of the Agnes Ethering-

ton Art Centre. Mr. Gerald Fiuley

also joins the staff as Assistant Pro-

fessor' and Acting Head of the De-

partment of Fine Art.

WEST INDIAN

CLUB PLANS
ACTIVE SEASON

14 — are Spanish and are from

Los Angeles.

A special concert will be held

on October 11, at which the Norad
Symphonic Band will perform.

This orchestra is one of tlie finest

in North America, and its program

will include selections from the

classics, as well as an arrangement

of melodies from "My Fair Lady".

Every ljueensman who likes a|

party (and who doesn't?) will be|

glad to hear that the West Indian i

Chib is planning another active
\

j'car. Many people will remember

the Steel Bands and the club's

pleasant hospitality. Few will

reahzc, liowever, that the West

Indian has a wide program of

activities, apart from their deserv-

edly famous parties.

About Nothing" will be presented,

and members will have a chance

to meet Prof. F. A. Euringer,

Director of Drama,

Prof. Euringer, new lo Queen's

this year, graduated from Univer-

sity of Toronto with a B.A. in an- Continued from page 1

thropology, but his main interest n
was in the theatre. He had acted in IlOOIDS
U, of T.'s Hart House, and upon .^y^^ They're perfectly normal
graduation went to the YaleJ well-behaved boys, but they lie

School of Theatre. Versatile, he.
^jgi^^ ^^^^^^^ ^j^.^^^.

has acted and directed in the, baggb^Hg ^^e ceiling.' Another
Straw Hat Players", a summer!

j.gj,ter said his furnished room
company that plays in the Peter-^^ad no bed. heat, blankets nor
borough area. He writes plays nndjcioset, and that the furniture is

cme^ of them was produced at] ^g^y^ _ _ ^ut nailed to the floor.
Stratford as the result of a Globe discovered that the iand-
and Mail Play\vriting Competition,, lajjgg jj^^'t usually rent their
.Vlsq, he directed at the Crest; ro^n^s financial motives.
Tiieatre. and this summer was Thev did it because they wanted
assistant to Michael I-angham at to meet a wide cross section of
Stratford.

|

people. They have their fears
Prof. Euringer \vi\\ be exhibiting ^ Qne was worried about

his talents as a director in the first: sciencemen and her teenage
maior |)roduction of the Drama; ^^ug^ter Another thought that
Guild which will be presented tliei [saving girls was as bad as liv-

-ird week in November, and which Ij^g ^^^^ church, "bells
[is expected to be The Lark," the, (telephone and door) are ring-

1 .story of Joan of Arc. I aH t^e time."

The general meeting of the club

t International House on October

established ban on Frats survived \
3 will pro\ide a welcome oppor-

the crisis — and was later sup-lt^'i'^y of renewing old acquaint-

, , A J -
. . I-

ances and greeting our new guests
ported by an Administration runng. 1 , .

-i ^ n - r ^

[

from the Caribbean. 11ns tasoniat-

^, r , . J-.- I 1 .
' inc area will be the subject of a

The final tradition I wish lo ^ '

, ^ , J film show and a panel discussion
emphasize is that of academic i

'

excellence. That is, after all, the

real purpose for coming to Univer-

sity. A degree from Queen's is a

strong degree; it will continue to be

so only as long as Queen's produces

graduates of high academic quality.

Whether you participate in sports

later on in the term. For these

events, as for all otliers wliich tlic

club sponsors, gaily colouretl and

infonnative posters will be put up.

Tlie West Indian Club extends

a warm welcome to all. These acti-

vities, which, they hope, will prove
I

cheer the teams loyally, join all the
j

equally rewarding to older and

extracurricular activities, you will
^
more recent members. So keep

not be doing Queen's justice unless

you strive to learn.

vonr eyes open and be sure to

attend.

^^^^ S^me^^

If your Norlh-Rile "'JB''

ila»n'l »tIic ai Innn ai you
Ihink il illouW. »e "ill lend
,ou a new renil — FHiiEt ONLY

/foRth'RitE 9i^ 98c
ST. lAMBERT, QUEBEC

FOR FALL

FOR YOtJR
KITTEN
COLLECTION

Glenayr

0m.
Be your loveliest In

Kitten's fabulous new
tweed look for Fall

!

Illustrated is the new
100% wool Jacquard
Tweed pattern availabk'

in exciting new fall

colour coiiibina lions.

Sizes 36-42, $13.98.

And to mplcli perfectly.

Kitten's fuity-lined pure

wool double-knit skirt.

Sizes 8-2U. S15.98. At
good shops everywhere.

r

1
Wilhout thiB label it ia not a genuine Kitten
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WARRIORZ OF AU'' RETURN . .

.

For those of you who are accustomed to looking at this page

of the Journa! to keep up with what is going on in the wonderful

world of sport here at Queen's, for those who casually glance this

way when the spirit strikes you, and especially for those lucky

people who are seeing a copy of this paper for the first time, this

is the 8Gth year we've been in business (I've been here only half

that time). A hearty welcome to this, the best possible of all

universities.

Again for those of you who are partaking of university life

for the fii-st time (and I hope not the last), this college offers

perhaps the best in clubs, associations and organizations and

whether your taste is jazz or checkers and chess, you can find the

appropriate group to suit you.

The sports at Queen's are also organized to suit every

taste. We can't all be senior football players but we can all

participate in sports at the intramural level. And it is to this

aim that the programme of intramural sports is arranged.

Check the postings on the gym bulletin board; they offer every-

thing from horseshoe pitching to paddle-ball; from boxing to

water polo; from tennis to volleyball.

The above cry echoes throughout the campus in general and

throughout the Queen's gym in particular every fall about this

time of year.

Unfortunately the majority of males ignore it and allow a

more ambitious year to make a complete rout of the annual Bews
race.

This year Science '66 will probably make a bid to duplicate

the feat of their big brothers in Science '65 and make a runaway

of the race before it has begun. The runaway method is simple.

It is a mere matter of organization on the part of a determined

iithletic stick to whom most of the credit must go for his year's

winning the Bews. The process is one commonly known as "over-

loading". It simply involves placing all the members in the year

in all the unrestricted tournaments such as tennis and paddle-

ball and picking up great sums of participation points as well as

points for wins. A well organized Sc. '65 carried this out excel-

lently last year, amassing such a fantastic early lead that by the

lime the other contenders got organized well enough to pose a

threat, the race was sewn up.

Being a loyal Artsman, I see a bad precedent being set.

Last year, as I said. Sc. '65 wo!n •— and won mainly on organ-

ization (and let us give them all due credit). But do you want
to see this go on year upon year? Arts '64 showed they could

win the coveted trophy two years ago and Arts '65 might have
done it last year with a bit moj-e participation. It may well be
that the engineers have more and better athletes but when
their opponents cannot even field a team this cannot be the
only reason. Thus endcth the sermon.

For those of you who uill be the mainstay of
your year's trophy drive, you will no doubt be glad

to hear that QJ Sports plans better news coverage
this year. A regular column will be appearing con-

cerning intramural winners and coming events and
tournaments and will be handled by Pete Kennedy
(Arts '65).

SPEAKING OF REPORTERS
Yes, speaking of reporters, it's about time I introduced my-

self and my staff for the year. My name as you see from above
is Brian Bailey. As in the latter months of last year my duty will
be to organize your Journal sports coverage and when possible in
this column to comment upon campus sports from as far inside
them as I can get. So if your team or organization feels slighted
publicity-wise I am the man to see.

Heading a staff of about twenty will be the Associate Editor,
Wayne Trusty, who is no stranger to sports, having played inter-
collegiate basketball at R.M.C. He mil handle personnel and so
will be the man to see for a job on the staff. Oh, yes. There are
still several jobs still open for anyone experienced in newspaper
work including photography or anyone willing to learn. So drop
in any Sunday or Wedesday night and see ua.

Others you will hear from are Dave Steele, Al DeQuetteville,
Tom Lake, Dave Burton, Andy Shaw, Art McColI and a list of
possible or part time reporters and photographers too long to
enumerate.

OUR PREDICTION FOR mXT WEEK

. . And Martin Ware Worries
I

1 About First Journal Issue at

photo by Bjiley
! Rugger Practice

And "Gailz of Au" Prepare to Regain "Bowl of Yatez'

CHA-GHEILL*!!! ...CHA-GHEILL'^!!!
*Cha-Ghei!]: a Gaelic

word used during a charge

to an objective, a storming

of a position; a cry of de-

termination, of unrelent-

ing pressure on a foe.

Roughly translated by
such phrases os "never

yield", "charge an' tear

'em to shreds", go you
Golden B rs, and so

on.

Heard most frequently

after Queen's touchdowns
or when an extra push is

needed: vfIII be heard Sat-

urday in the former usage.

(Thanks to QJ '61-'62)

and so begins another football season
FootbaU weekends are one of

the real highlights of the school

year at Queen's.

However as we all know it be-

comes difficult to afford even

one of these weekends.

In Toronto, there are 3 very

good hotels with quite reason-

able prices. The Park Plaza lo-

cated on Bloor St. about a block

from Varsity Stadium is prob-

ably the best of these. Area cof-

fee shops provide reasonably-

priced meals.

Second best bet is the Lord

Simcoe, on the comer of Uni-
versity and King, but good eat-

eries are scarcer. (Third best

is the King Eddy if you can get

in after Queen'sian damage a
few years baclc.)

London offers only one big

hotel, four blocks from the bus
station, with good restaurants
close-by, but it is 14 blocks

from the stadium. In both cities

the best bet is to know someone
in a frat house.

The Queen's Hotel in Mont^

RUGGER IS FOR THE RUGGED ONLY

photo by Lake

Many who read the heading

to this article may idly wonder

what rugger is and then turn

to something more promising.

To those who have read this

far congratulations are to be
offered and an invitation of-

fered to read further since a

brief attempt will be made to

tell you what rugger is, how it

ever arrived at Queen's and
what you require to play it.

Rugger is a game played in

many countries of the world

(England, France, Australia,

South Africa, U.S.A., and Japan

to name a few) and it owes its

popularity to the fact that it is

a hard-hitting, enjoyable game
which can be played by almost

anyone with an athletic bent. It

involves speed, a^lity, stamina,

courage and intelligence if it is

to be played well. Although Ca-

nadian and American football

evolved from rugger, few simi-

larities between the games
exist any longer. The team con-

sists of fifteen players divided

into eight forwards and seven

backs. The aim is to ground the

ball behind the opponent's goal

line — to do this various tactics

are employed which involve la-

teral passing among the for-

wards and backs, and anyone
on the team may at any time

,

run with the ball, tackle the op-

position and score tries (touch

downs). Forward passing and
blocking are prohibited.

Rugger is currently enjoy-

ing a rapid expansion and
growth both in the United
States and in Canada. This is

probably due (o the low cost

involved (no protective equip-

ment is allowed), but far more
likely it is due to the enjoyable

nature of the game itself — a

game in which much is left up
to the initiative of the individ-

ual. Rugger is not played in

opposition to football — it is

not played in the hope that it

will ever become "bigger"

than football, but as many Ca-

nadian newcomers to the sport

win attest, it is played because

it is enjoyable and vigorous.

Rugger has been played on

and off at Queen's for some
time, but in 1959 it came to

stay. In that year the Rugger
Club was founded, and since

then many Queensmen have
taken to the sport. Last year

there were 45 players, over half

of whom were Canadians.

The Queen's first team plays

in an intercollegiate league
with the University of Toronto,

McGill and the Ontario Agricul-

jtural College and plays addi-

itional games with neighbouring

I
clubs during the season. The

RUGGtR GAELS RETURN

second team also plays a series

of matches against such teams
as Waterloo, Western, R.M.C,
Toronto and various Ottawa
clubs.

At Queen's the Rugger Club
can offer wonderful opportun-
ities to people who like vigorous

contact sports and who also like

a good time — 50% of any Rug-
ger Club's activities are social

!

If you have a football or ath-

leti: background and are at all

interested why don't you con-

tact David Steele at 179 Alfred

Street, (542-9585) or Roger
Hirst at 82 B a r r i e Street,

(546-1343)

?

Practices are held every day
at 4:30 p.m. on the cricket

field in MacDonald Park
(Barrie and Union Streets).

AM you need to bring are

cleats, gym shoes, shorts and a
T-shirt.

real is the usual lounge there.

It's on St. James St. and the

prices are reasonable. The
Queen Elizabeth and the Lau-
rentian are a little dearer but
not above the student's pocket-

j

book.

!

Haunt Stanley St. for coffee,
iExpresso and otherwise. We
can suggest Ben's for smoked
meat sandwiches and the
Berkely, the "B" for a quiet
drink and nice surroundings, or
we can name 400 noisy night
spots.

TRACK
Rolf

: The aimiabte, suave,

debonaire new coach oj the Queen's
track team. Ex-Provincial

and Discus Champion, he

weaUh of experience jor new job.

fie IS fresh from Camp Borden
where he was coach of their strong
army learn. Enthusiaslic aboul
approaching meets with R.M.C;
Oct. 50i at Windsor; Oct. 12th al

Ctielph and the big intercollegiate

in Toronto on the 19lh, he wonders
about number of freshmen who will

be out for practice with the keen,

"old" fellows who have fust re-

turned to school. Turning to rookie

(rack man who enters room he asks.

"Why did the chicken cross the

road?

(Read on for exciting an.swer.)

Rookie: Who has had the

advantage over older experienced

fellows in thai he arrived earlier*

and had a chance to train previously

with equipment which he got in the

gym at Coach Lund's Office. He is

confident, realizing that college

standards are no better than high

school's. Turning to Rolf he replies,

"Cause he had on his red sus-

penders".

Warned you it was silly!

*First regular practice Sept.

25, informal ones each night

until then.

Shot

has

m
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And Roughrider, Pete Quinn Drops In At Gaels' Practice .... And "Moose" McCarney Tries Out For Gaels' Q.B.

!: CHA GHEILL!!!
scN cr
STEA/H SUCVCL

ALIAS - STEAMSHOVEL RESHOVELLED
OR WAS I A TEENAGE STEAMSHOVEL

And did Pseudo-Scribe of not-so-ldwly fac of Eartz hop

veliicle of parallel railz of Fe to return to battle of ed at lime-

stone cav in ancient land of Kin on pond of Ont.

For moon of sept did remind bardlike P.-S. (pseudo-scribe)

of bashez-to-be in ans oX three score +3 & 4. Lush babez from

far landz of ancestors did wail to moonz of Ag, but doz brave

tribe return for is calling strong in bloodz of many anfl is antici-

pation coeff approaching + oofor gloriouz annum at u olf q in

rieldz of atheletez.

Did then returning clod of Eartz recall gloriouz Stioveller-of-

Steam asleep in cav of Nic and did weep. For had Beloved-by-

Multi Scribe of Faire Maide Marion lain dolrmant with the brown
fox in the darkened oav of CaCO^ for 365 rotations of planet

earth.

"Unworthy," quoth P.-S., "unworthy yellow-breasted War-
riorz of Au ... to let brown fox doze so Jong." An so did same
beat Wriler-of-the-Type until disgust was soothed.

And did at same time residual moleculez of CjHsOH rever-

berate in large cnmium of p.-s. for had bash of return barely

terminated with riz of ball of fire and did remember only dimly
consumption of (N + I) jugs of amber fluidz. But did sleepy

Maide Marion (1) weep radioactive tears at return of Golden
Band (2) ignore state of p.-s.

"Welcome! ! !" quoth she. "For seven moonz to come doth
promise annum such az may compare with few in annalz of
eolden land on pond of Ont."

And with wordz did cheer arise from throatz of all and did
bash begin anew, which p.-s. did join.

Did Clod oif Eartz then too rejoice at return of joust of epi-
dermis of porker on grid of Fe for most mighty of all warriorz
are in great state of ready for Wctoty on afts of sat to come,
And do all expect Gloriouz Gailz to transport oblate spheroid past
Bravez of Blue from Town of York on aft of 5-10-63. For do men
of cav of QU also anticipate Warriorz of mentor Tin (Sn) to
trample men-of-red from land of soup-of-pea, and Nagz-of-Wez.
And do same expect Bowl of Yatez to rest in town of Kin at end
of battlez, thus commencing bash of no comparison of intensity

in 365 revs.

And after count down doz stratropheric fox rocket over
earthbound canine and fly awiay tol tune of Thy-of-the-Oyl.

• . • Gaelz 7 rip Loyola 69 - 23
by allan dequettevrlle

"1 wish you'd lend us some of that offense sometime, Frank".

These words probably sum up the 1963 version of the Queen's Golden

Gaels better than any other. They were spoken to Gael's head coach

Frank Tindall by his opposing mentor Jack Kennedy, coach of the

University of Loyola Warriors, after Saturday's exhibition tilt in which

the Gaels exploded for a 69-23 shellacking of the visiting Warriors at

George Richardson Memorial Stadium.

It is generally conceded that the Gaels will field one of the strongest

offensive teams seen in the Intercollegiate League in several seasons

and it's no secret that even the usually demure Tindall secretly feels

Lhis could be his most explosive club ever. Fielding as strong a defensive

team however, may be a thorn in an otherwise bright outlook. Although
the defensive line is fairly strong the problem lies in the backficld where

the graduation of such stidwarts as Skene, Quinn and Co. has left several

gaping holes.

This weak spot was quickly discovered, even by the small and
less experienced Warriors. Their fime quarterback Mike Kostin, a

second draft choice of the Edmonton Eskimos until he failed his senior

year, worked on this with a fine passing arm until the ball was close to

the goal line then neatly skirled the right end with the game's opening

score with less than five minutes gone in the first quarter.

It wasn't long before the Warriors got into motion again, as they

took advantage of an interception of Cal Connor's first pass attempt

and Kostin went to work again moving his team from the Queen's 45

to ttie tliree yard line, then keeping die ball and going around right

end on the same play that he used for their first major and the Warriors

lead a surprised Tricolor squad 13-0, with five minutes still left in the

first quarter. ^
But it didn't take the Gaels long

to get back in the ball game. Just^n-i "loved the attack down to the

34 seconds later BiU Edwards |

Loyola seven where rookie fullback

showed that he is back in fine shape ''"hn Brown crashed over left end

after missing most of last season '^''h J"^^ ^ "linule and a half

due to injuries, as he ripped through remaining in the first half to give

. . . and we need sports

reporters - drop in !!

the left side of the Warrior line

on a counter play for a 72 yard

touchdown run.

From here on it was all Queen's,

as they ripped through the smaller

Loyola hne for gain after gain,

Bayne Norrie scored Queen's next

six points as he also ran the counter

play and turned it into a 26 yard

scoring play. Less than three min

by doug nv^connell

(Sports Editor of The Kingston Whig-StamJard)

Frank Tindall does not refuse to make predicaons. He jftt *W)ids

them.

There have been times when it seemed as diough Queen's head
football coach was about to break tradition and although he has always

stopped short of a definite prognostication, he has always made a ,pre%
clear assessment of the situarion.

Take his annual pre-season forecast for instance. (In this case #«
term forecast is used loosely).

The head coach had his listeners on the brink of amazement bccaOse
he declared without reservation, that he thought he would have "flie

best offence I've ever had."

But he didn't disappoint as he added, "But our defensive backfield
needs a lot of work. "No matter how good your offence is, if you have
no defence, you're in trouble."

Twelve of last year's team graduated and eight of them are from
the defensive team, including linebackers Dave Skene and Fred Enttiey
and defensive backs Kent Plumley and Pete Quinn, all-stars all.

Tindall's "forecast" was proven imerring as usual in last Satuniay's

exhibition game with Loyola of Montreal.

The Golden Gaels rolled up 69 points, 425 yards nishmg, 269
yards passing.

The offence looked as good as Tindall said it would be.

There were the expected performances from Jim Young, BiU
Edwards, Bayne Norrie and Cal Connor.

Then there were the not unexpected performances of rooties John
Brown, John Latham, Glen Robinson, Heino Lilies.

Pete Thompson was a standout at his new offensive end positioD,

And the experienced offensive line was in a word — solid.

But Loyola's Warriors, who were held to diree points in last year's

game (34-3), scored 23 points Saturday.

True, the 13 points that came m the first quartet wete the result

of a pass interception and a fumble, but it was during the first qtiattef

that Loyola quarterback Mike Kostin riddled Queen's pass defence for

seven completions in nine attempts.

The Gaels are not likely to meet anyone like Kostin in the senior

intercollegiate league diis season. He was the second draft choice of

Edmonton Eskimos last season, his graduation year.

But they will meet the likes of Bemie Young,

Loyola coach Jack Kennedy divided the quarterbacking cvently

tjetween Kostin and Young, Kostin playing the first and third quarters.

It was Young who got the Loyola offence rolling again and directed

a fourth quarter touchdown march that looked almost easy,

"It's partly this new system we're trying and it's partly the person-

nel," volunteered line coach Hal McCamey. "We're going to have to

make a few changes in both."

Fullback Jim Young was employed on defence and*on kickoff "and

punt returns as well as on offence.

Questioned about die move, Tindall replied to one of the doctors

along the sidelines, "I want to see a pass interception go for a touch-

down."

Young intercepted a pass and scooted 50 yards to the goal line on
the last play of the game. It was his second touchdown of the attemoon.

"There's no doubt — it looks as if several of these guys will have

to go two ways," said McCamey.

Will Young be one?

"Well," came Tindall's typical answer, "He's certainly capable.

And we've got to find some solution,"

McCarney didn't seem as troubled.

"With that offence, we haven't got too big a problem," he said.

"The other team can't score if we've got the ball all the dme."

quarter Connor crossed up the! of a chance at a first string berth

Loyola defense when on a third ' if any of the regulars should falter.

Queen's a 28-16 lead at the half.

In die second half the Gaels

started out where they had left olf

with Norrie going over from the

two for the iifth Tricolor major.

Then after the next Warriors' drive

stalled, Bob Latham ran the ball

back to the Loyola 40 and Connor

found Edwards all alone and he

outraced the only defender to give

utes later Jim Young went off tackle the Gaels an insurmountable 42-16

on one of his patented bursts and

Queen's third scorhjg play. The

Warriors pulled closer later in the

first half as they intercepted another

Connor pass and managed a seven

yard field goal to get within flv9

points,

Then, Gaels showed just how
diversified this year's attack is.

Connor (legan hitting converted

tackle Pote ThtnnpsoQ with passes

By this time Tindall was substi-

tuting freely and rookie John

Latham (diis gives Queen's another

brother combination ) went off

tackle for yot another score and

with Edwards retired with a minor

muscle pull after kicking the first

six converts, Cal Connor added the

extra point as the third quarter

came to a close. Late in the final

down and two yards situation from

mid-field, he pitched a touchdown

pass to yet anotlier rookie Heino

Lillis.

Gaels used an onside kick to

take over the ball again from the

bewildered Warriors but their

attack faltered and tlie visitors

came to life as they marched down
the field with Chris Howlett taking

a seven yard pass from quarter-

back Bernie Young all alone in the

Queen's secondary for their final

score.

Then as the clock ran out Jim

Young intercepted a pass at mid-

field and ran it back all the way

for tlie score, then put the icing

on the cake by adding the extra

point himself.

The Queen's coaching staff

seemed pleased with the team's

showing especially the play of some

of the rookies. Lillis was especially

impressive as he started at a line-

backing position and was in on

several tackles besides showing well

at a halfback position. Halfback

Glen Robinson, second-string

Defensively tlie backfield is the

problem, although even through the

course of the game they seemed to

jell as the coaching staff tried

different combinations to plug up

the obvious holes of the first

quarter, Hal Rose in particular

turned in a good game from his

safety position, as did Bob Latham

at his comer lioeback spot.

If you attended the game and

found tlie fimal three minutes

especially long, they were. The
Intercollegiate Rules Committee

has been using the exhibition games

to try a new nUe, The last three

minutes of the game are played stop

time in an effort to prevent stalliag

and make the final few plays more

exciting. Under this new rule the

clock starts on every play with the

snap of the ball and ends when the

play is blown dead by the referee.

In Saturday's game the final three

minutes took 28 actual minutes to

play and used up 31 plays and was

found rather useless by all who
attended. A final decision on the

new rule will be handed down by

quarterback Don Bayne and John, the Rules Committee before the

Brown all showed they are capable I season's opening game.
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Tim trom An Old Pro
Having been on this campus

for six years now, let me give

you some advice. The first piece

is this: don't stay here for six

years , . . the town of Kingston

grows on you in a bad way. But

before I go on to talk of my
love for this city, let us take a

look at the campus and some of

the things to watch out for while

you are here. If you follow these

instructions carefully, you will

go far.

1) You must have noticed a

large, ugly building on Univer-

sity Avenue (no, not Grant

Hall), the Douglas Library. It's

a good place to browse around

in, when it is not closed for

football games. It contains lots

of useful information, and the

[sooner you get to know the

pretty librarians there, the ear-

lier you will write good essays.

2) Almost opposite the Lib-

rary, there is a rather bland

looking house, without any par-

ticular architctural merit. Its

the administration building, .

There dwells Miss Royce. Do not

be afraid of her! She is the

most important and useful per-

son in the University beside

yourself.

3) The third most important

place in the Union, for it con-

tains Wallace Hall and the Cof-

feeshop. By the \vay, you are

lucky that you came to Queen's

only now . . . The Union used to

be segregated ... no women were

allowed. But we progress. Soon,

too. 1 am waiting for it. The
too. I am waiting for it. The
Coffee Shop is the place where

you meet your friends and ene-

mies. Frequent it regularly and

often. They need your business.

Home Re-opens
INTERNATIONAL HOUSE

One and one half blocks north

of the Student's Memorial Un-
ion, at 181 University Avenue,
stands the hub of one of the

most vital organizations on cam-
pus — and for that matter, in

the community at large. This

is the International House at

Queen's, an organization as yet

in its infancy. Though less than
a year old, it has shown the

vigour of a most precocious in-

fant.

The idea of an International

House at Queen's began with the

creation of the International

Club in 1950. In 1962, need be-

came reality through the gener-

osity and enthusiasm of both
the Kingston and the University

conununities. The House on Uni-
versity Avenue has become a
common ground for the practice

of international understanding
and good fellowship.

There are rooms for four stu-

dents on the top floor of the

House, for a resident advivDr
on the second floor, and on the
ground floor the public common
rooms. These rooms provide an
informal atmosphere for all in-

terested in the stimulating ex-

perience of widening their

knowledge and understanding.

What's Where

At The Union
It stands unmistakably on the

corner of Union and University.

But people in residence often

don't know what the Union has
to offer.

You'd ke will advised to take
careful note of the Housing and
Employment office at the end
of the corridor to the right as

you go in. This office not only
will help you to find jobs in

summer and on graduation, but
it also will lend you $5 when you
are in a hole.

If you want an essay typed or
a circular printed then you
should go to the Student Typing
and Mimeography Service in the
basement.

Tickets to most of the import
ant shows are sold at the ticket

windows on the same floor.

For your entertainment there

is pool, Wallace Hall food, the

Coffee Shop, the Coed lounge,

TV rooms and the Journal Of-

fice.

Serious government goes on
in the A.M.S. office, serious

thought in the A.M.S. Presi-

dent's room on the top floor.

A university is not just a

place to get a degree. In its

urigmai sense, it is a place where

ptopie of varied backgrounds

and cultures, creeds, races and
experiences meet to share their

knowledge of the world about

them — and us. At Internation-

al House is the nucleus of what
is hoped will become a truly

international organizat ion,

which will provide us with

what we can never find in books

—personal contacts with the

people of the world in which we

Most of the student activities

at the House last year were
the result of joint efforts of

the International Club and other

interested groups on campus.

As expected, there were succces-

ses and setbacks. With the in-

terest being shown now the com-
ing year seems to be headed for

a full schedule at the House.

Activities will include noon-

hour discussions on timely sub-

jects, national and interaational'

programmes, informal get-to-

gethers for Canadians and over-

seas students and visitors, films

of wide interest, outdoor excur-

sions into the "wonders of the

Northern winter landscape",

and other events involving the

"communities of town and
gown".

Complete information on the
coming activities will be avail-

able at the International House
club's booth in the Gym on
Thursday, 26th of September
between 7:30 and 10:30 p.m.

On Friday, September 27th,

all are invited to an informal
get-together at the house at

which refreshments will be serv-

ed.

4) People to look out for: the

Register, your profs., the gii-ls

at the Circulation desk (they

really make you pay the fines),

Nick Unitt (he cons you into

writing articles like this one)

the Padre (a tremendously good

friend to everyone). Dean Dun-
can, the prof, whose lectures

you are skipping, and the janitor

in your building. Herb Taylor

(Editor of Who's Where) who
has the masteriist of girls' ad-

dresses), the Saints (the local

streetgang)
;
lastly you are very

seriously advised to look out for

yourself. It's easier to be thrown

out of this institution than to

come into it.

5) Footba] games are all right,

if you like to freeze. Booze is

strictly taboo in the Stadium,

and you might as well get used

to the idea. The AMS constables

are liable to frisk you, so watch
out. The victory party you can

have at home, too.

6) Freshettes are advised to

go in groups of three or four

through MacDonald Park at

nieht.

7) Vigs. are on'v human. Re-

bel figain«t them. This has nev-

er bpen (lone yet- trv it: but tell

the .Touvnal about it beforehand,

need copy . . .

8) Remember the greased

no'e on Saturday, at 6:00 p.m.

Sing

CHAD MITCHELL TRIO

COMING

Dear Dad
I arrived in Kingston yester-

day; now I am a freshman at

Queen's. I like it here. When I

arrived here, I wondered where
the university is. I did not even
Know wnat the university is.

No one in Kingston would tell

me. People looked at me with
a mixture of sadistic pleasure
and pity. I think they do not
like me here, because I am a
freshman. But I am not home-
sick yet, I have even found a
friend. She is a girl. She works
in a restaurant where all the
students go. She has to be
friends with students, otherwise
no one would eat at her place.

She is grateful. I am grateful,

too. I am also grateful to the
vigS'. They seem to love us all.

They initiated us into the
Queen's spirit. I like the Queen's
spirit. Dad, please send me
money. The Queen's spirits cost
money.

Love,
(Sign your own name and send
home to Dad.)

For you freshmen with an in-

terest in choral singing^ the

Intel-faculty Choir offers the op-

portunity of a rewarding pursuit

outside school hours. Each year,

in times past, thirty Queensmen
of all ranges from sopranoes to

basses have been singing under
the guidance of Dr. George.

Women have tended to outnum-
ber the men and in an effort to

widen the popular appeal of the

choir, President Dave Nelson
plans a program of more widely

known songs. These are likely

to include folksongs of all sorts,

negro spirituals,
,
and lighter

classical numbers which offer

fewer difficulties of preferance

than works previously under-
taken.

Meetings will be held once a

week in the Music Room (locat-

ed in the Douglas Library) pro-

bably on Tuesdays. In addition

to choral singers the choir will

look or a number of soloists

and two or three accompanists.

The eager applicant should, of
course, like singing and possess
some ability at reading music, .

Dr, George, Resident University
Musician, Director of the Glee
Club, and composer in private
life, is well qualified to prepare
the choir for its annual public

concert.

Further information on the
choir will be available from the
officers of the club at their table
on the forthcoming Club's Night.

So you newcomers to Queen's
and all other Queensmen with a

rage to sing, find out about the
Interfacuity Choir and come and
try out.

SEE THE WORLD

Study

Reading room of the Union.
Certainly the best. Socialites

avoid it.

The study rooms on the third

floor of the students' union.

Study rooms in the residences

—liable to disturbance partic-

ularly in the Girls' residences.

The Ai-ts Club Room in the
Old Arts building. Highly rec-

ommended.
The Kingston Public Library

—Not frequented and good for

the imaginative.

The rocks beneath the Murney
tower on a sunny day.

The upper deck of the Wolfe
Islander.

Certain lectures which we
won't mention.

The clock towers of the chur-
ches when the bells are not
being rung.

A bridge game when you have
a partner who likes bidding con
tracts.

And of course the common
rooms of the residences when
the lights are not turned low.

One of the most active or-

ganizations on campus is some-

thing known as the UNTD, the

University Naval Training Di-

vision, As it is unlikely that

any students (especiai'lyy fe-

male students) can survive their

years at Queen's without some
contact with the cadets and
their "Gunroom" at HMCS Cat-

araqui, this short article will

outline the history and purpose

of the organization.

Created in 1943 at the height

of the war, the purpose of the

UNTD was to provide naval

training for students while they

were in attendance at univer-

sity. Students enrolled in this

program were exempt from con-

scription, and were thus able to

continue their education acquir-

ing skills so necessary in the

highly technical war which they

were soon to fight. Prior to the

end of the war five hundred and

forty-four students at fifteen

univei^ties completed their

training. It is interesting to note

that one Queen's graduate of

the program was a sei-tain Sub-

Lieutenant Chazor from the

Gold Coast. On completion of

his training he elected to i-eturn

to his native country's navy and

is now Chief of the naval staff

of Ghana,

With the coming of peace the

role of the UNTD altered. Its

primary concern became the

production of skilled reserve of-

ficers. Candidates selected for

training became Cadets who
spend one night per week train-

ing at HMCS Cataraqui during

their first three undergi-aduate

years. They spend seventeen

weeks during two summers on

the East coast with the regular

force.

Twelve weeks of each summer
are spent at HMCS Coi-nwallis

attending classes in navigation,

marine engineering, and com-

munications. Much time is also

spent on the parade ground, on

the sports fields and in the

gunroom. However the most pro-

fitable and enjoyable training

takes place at sea during the five

week cruise. On board the Fri-

gates, decrepit war relics, the

cadets spend much of their time

doing the work of the ordinary

seamen. Some time however is

spent on the bridge sharpening

their skills of navigation and
communication. But all is not

work. Usually the ships visit at

least one foreign port in Europe,

the Carribean, or the United
States.

At the end of three winters'

and two summers' training the

cadet becomes a Sub-Lieutenant
in the Royal Canadian Naval
Reserve. Whether he decides to

remain with the reserve, join

the regular force, or retire from
the service, he will always be
qualified to give service to his

country should the need arise.

The embarrassmenls

of "difficult days"

VAN
when you use Tampax

inlernal sanitary prolection

No irritation. No chafing, no

odor. No belts, no pins, no pads.

Nothing to make you conscious

it's "that time of the month"—
and nothing to mal<e you self-

conscious about it. No wonder

millions use Tampax. It's the

better way, the nicer way, the

modern way! Canadian Tampax
Corporation Limited, Barrie,

Ontario.

Please lend mt m plain wrapper i iiiil pick,
ific of Timpsi. 1 entloie 10( lo cover eon of
mailing. Sue ii checkcil belaiv.

( ) R£cuua ( ) suFEit ( ) Junior

LET THEM EAT CAKE
Unfortunately, it is likely that

you will remain in that state

throughout your sojourn in

Kingston, for the culinary art

has long been forgotten here.

Many Kingston restaurants are
excellent for getting rid of un-
wanted female companions (just

offer her a dinner date at one
of our all-night slop kitchens,

fellows) — others are favourite
haunts for meeting friendly
nurses — a few even offer some
sort of live entertainment. But
if you are after a good, inex-

pensive meal, or even a good
expensive one for that matter,
you will be a campus hero if you
can find one.

However lest you lose more
than ten pounds in the first

week, your reporter, Hungi-y
Hank, has compiled at list of

frequented haunts. The chefs at

these places are not the masters
at disguising the taste of food
that some slop-kings are. Their
food may even be eaten

!

THE AZOR — 222 Princess
Street — If you are a gourmet,
this place is for you — discounts
on all orders over five dollars!

NAPOLI PIZZERIA — 83
Princess _ A plentiful supply
of available nurses makes the
food tolerable,

PROKOP'S INN — 327 King— Bring a date; ask for Student

menu, you will leave wiith a full

stomach and a new girlfriend.

Prices reasonable (reservations

necessary on weekends).

WARD AND HAMILTON'S
— 400 Princess— If your pocket
book is small and taste buds not
too acute, then this students'

haunt is for you.

PROKOP'S STEAK HOUSE— Bath Road — The new ex-

panded Steak House (open Jan.
1st) will be wet! Until then the
old place is the best spot in town
for steak, if you have someone
else to pay the bill,

PALMER'S GRILL — 104
William — The residents of "the
colony" eat here. From this we

gather that it must be reason-

ably good.

LASALLE HOTEL — Bagot

at Princess — It's going wet,

too ! This may mean improved

fare, as well as a big bank roll,

since reservations are still neces-

sary,

THE LINO — Princess and

Division — rumored to go wet;

likes to fatten students on a
dollar; a good place to eat.

AUNT LUCY'S — Princess

at Portsmouth — If you are a

real chicken . Jiover, then this

place is well worth the trip out.

QUEEN'S TEA ROOM—Un-
ion at Division — Bring a date

for coffee, but only those too

lazy to walk farther eat here

often.

IMPERIAL RESTAURANT
— Shopping Centre — Good

place, if you live out there, but

not really worth the cab fare

if you do not.

{Ed. Note) : if you find your-

self with a growling stomach-

but only a dime, then try pan-

cakes in the Union Coffee Shop-

Many a penniless student has

survived on these pancakes foi'

weeks 1

it
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CLOSER SUPERVISION" RESULT OF INCIDENT
Science initiation reached a de

plorable state with rumours of one

person missing after an untimely

dip in tile cool waters of Lake

Ontario. Speaking of the episode,

Dr. Corry said, "Even if, as our

preliminary investigation indicates,

tliere is no truth in the rumour, it

is a serious matter that initiation

activities should be such as to ^ve
rise to rumours of this kind. The
University will exercise closer

supervision of initiation activities,

and failure to observe rules that

arc laid down will incur severe

penalties."

Dean Conn blamed tlie incident

on the "rowdy tendencies" of a

few. These spread like a disease to

the ill-advised, and mob behaviour

sets in. At such a time, people tend

to be susceptible to the emotions

of the moment, and discretion is

lost in the flurry. Help is needed in

the form of supervision if serious

repercussions are to be avoided.

The waterfront episode was un
authorized, and those in charge of

the initiation are not to be blamed

It is the responsibility of each

student involved to consider the

consequences of such behaviour,

and if this is a superhuman task,

freshmen of the future will have to

bear the consequences. Initiation

loses its purpose when it takes a

turn to the tragic.

Dean Conn commented, "Initia-

tions have been cut down this year

after being decreased year by year.

The change is a tone toward more
constructive activities." This year

the freshmen are helping the

Kiwanis Club in the annual Peanut

Drive. Constructive activities of

this nature are rewarding to the

student personally, and also make
him shine in the eyes of the citizens

of Kingston. The initiation pro-

gramme is designed for the benefit

of all newcomers, but it is tottering

dangerously due to the immature

and irrational behaviour of a

minority group,

—Kebsti Vaino

Bottles Banned
Thinking of buying a mickey

E:?

Think twice.

iMS chief constable told the

S executive Tuesday he intends

._ :ake firm action at thii begin-

ing of the year. He said that he

'"intends to frisk at most games, and

charge people found with bottles.

He added the AMS constitution

empowers him to charge people

both in and around the Stadium

found with bottles. A charge

before the AMS Court can mean
a fine of between $15 and $100.

Last year, he said, he needed

107 constables. That was far too

many. He felt that firm action

would keep the situation in hand
at die very begmning of the season.

The AMS gave the chief its bless-

ing.

Tricolor '64

All Tricolor '64 Layout

Staif please meet with

Anne Walberg on Sunday,

September 29th at 2:00

p.m. in Committee Rooms
3 & 4.

J. DEUTSCH TO CHAIR COUNCIL
John James Deutsch is to resign

his vice-prmcipalship next week in

order to assume duties as chairman

of the Economics Council of

Canada. His term of office is

seven years.

He told the Journal that he will

ask the trustees for a leave of

absence from the professorship in

economies.

Tiie appointment is a great

honour and promises to be

extremely demanding for Dr.

Deutsch. The purposes of the

council are to "advise and make

Notice
The AMS wishes to remind the

Campus of AMS Coosdtution,

Article XV, section 7 (a), iii.

"An offence may include": "The

entrance and/or consumption of

alcoholic beverages on or about the

premises of the football stadium

or the hockey arena. The AMS
constables shall be fully empowered

to prevent this conduct. Recom-

mendation is made to the AMS
Court tliat any offender who is

convicted of this offence be fined a

minimum of $15 and a maximum

of $100."

recommendations to Maurice La
Montaigne, head of the privy

council and economic advisor to

the Prime Minister. Dr. Deutsch is

particularly concerned with advis-

ing the Government as to how
Canada can best enjoy "a high and

consistent rate of economic

growth." This includes considering

ways to strengthen Canada's inter-

national trade, as well as to explore

the expansion of particular indus-

tries at home.

Dr, Deutsch has supervision and

direction of the affairs of the

council.

Dr. Deutsch told the Journal that

he looked forward to the day, at the

moment quite a long way off, when
he might return to Queen's. His

regard for the traditions of Queen's

was very high, and, he added.

Queen's was one of the most

cohesive universities he knew.

When questioned as to the prob-

lems of expansion, he felt that they

would do httle to change Queen's

fundamental character. Of course

more residences would have to be

built, and perhaps residence life

broke some traditions. But never,

he said, would Queen's be able to

house all students in residence.

Dr. Deutsch is a graduate of

1956, travelling extensively,Queen's. He received his B.Com. until

here in 1935. His career in

Economics was estabhshed when
''^'""'"^ ^""^ ^'^J'^^^^

he was appointed assistant research government affairs to become head

director of the Rowell Sirois Com- of the department of Economics at

mission in 1937. U.B.C. In 1959 he was offered the

As a university teacher he spent Vice-Prmcipalship of Administra-

the early years of Uie war at tion at Queen's. He soon became
Queen's. He then moved to be- widely known to the student body,

come a special wartime assistant and, as a tribute to his warmth and
to the Minister of External Affairs, service, he was appointed Honor-

In 1953 he was appointed assis- ary President of the AMS. He told

tant Deputy Minister of Finance, the Journal it was an honour he
He continued government service gready treasured. John James Deutsch

The BeautyAnd The Beast
Ever since the Engineering

Faculty at Queen's came into

existence, Engineers have been

struggling to assert their equality

(superiority? ) to their arch-rival

— the Faculty of Arts and Science.

Try as they might, however, tlie

Yellow-Jackets have been unable

to deny that, indeed. Arts is superior

in at le;ist one respect — beautiful

ful women.

This year, however, the Engin-

eers have carried out an over-

whelming attack on this apparently

unassailable position — they have

lured one of die fair sex into their

ranks!

And fair she is too. Jacqueline

Finan, the first young lady to

register in the Engineering Faculty

in tlie last two years, hails from

Dartmouth, Nova Scotia. Already

deep into her studies, Jacqueline

agreed to an interview with QJ
only on the condition diat we help

her with her Calculus. We pro-

mised to do our "arty" best and

Jacqueline met us in the Coffee

Shop.

This vivacious Engmeer is no

Irio Sing For Building Fund Oct 4

Music

The Chad Mitchell Trio, one of

tlie fastest rising vocal groups in

America today, will be appearing

at the Kingston Community Centre

on Friday, October 4. The concert

will be held under the auspices of

the Queen's Building Fund and all

proceeds will go toward tlie Build-

ing Fund.

The key to the Chad Mitchell

Trio may perhaps be found in the

make-up of the trio itself — which,

no matter how you count it, always

comes up to four.

The group originated four years

ago at Ganzaga University in Spo-

kane, Washington. They do not

claim to be "folks ingers," since

they feel a folksingcr is one who
has experienced the things about

which he sings. They make con-

siderable use of folk material, how-

ever, as well as songs dealing with

topical and controversial subjects.

Top niglit clubs, television shows

and records have felt tlie impact

of the Chad Mitchell Trio. They

Applications are being re-

ceived for the following

appointments by the Levana

Society E.\ecutive.

( 1 ) Student — Faculty

Dinners Convenor

(2) Levana Journal

Editor

Those interested should

apply in writing to Jean

Little, Chown Hall, before

October 9.

have performed at many famous

spots, including the Blue Angel in

New York, the Padded Cell in

Minneapolis, the Queen Elizabeth

in Montreal, and Carnegie Hall

with Harry Belafonte, and recently

a fifteen week tour of Latin

America under the auspices of the

U.S. State Department.

Tickets are being sold every

noon at the Union, and in the

residences and Morton's Record

Bar. To date die sales have been

good, and it is expected that the

demand will exceed the available

number of tickets. The evening at

the Community Centre will include

a dance, and the cheerleaders,

football team and band will be

present. Free buses will leave the

Union at 8:00 p.m.

stranger to all — male lectures, for

she was the only girl in her high

school physics classes. It is a bit

different now, though, she ex-

plained, because there are

"zillions" of boys all over the

place. Some of her classmates

think that she won't get through,

others seem to treat her presence

as a joke, and still others take her

for granted, but she commented

wonderingly "They all seem so

anxious to help me."

We asked Jacqueline if she had

run into any problems during her

first days here at Queen's. "I'm

worried about the P.T. classes",

she answered, "especially the

swimming." Unfortunately, fellows,

she is arranging to be excused from

Engineering physical education.

There are other litde troubles

too. "Jacqueline finds that the

transits are "miles bigger" than

she. And tliose "bull sheets" that

every Engineering Freshman is

expected to leam — are certainly

not recommended reading for a

beautiful 18 year old!

With 35 hours of classes each

week, Jacqueline has a busy year

ahead of her. We have great hopes

for her.

Inside The Paper:

Pago 2: Quebec—the new look.

Page 5: Mikias and the RIdere.

Page 6: Block and Cleaver—a now by-
line.

Fbviii Flask Looks At Liquor.

The Long Nights.
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EDITORIALS

La Belle Province: A JSew Look
And what of French Canada? Are we to cx)]d-shoulder Quebec out of

Confederation? Many of us might like to do it. Some of our ancestors were
Orangemen, leagued against Papineau. French-Canadian is a harsh language

Avliich grates on our ears and is impossible to understand. Soitpe-a-pois is suitable

only for Montreal carpenters and the jacketed oafs who follow Caouette's

bedraggled banner.

Many of us do not know the Quebec

of Fermt-Neuve as the haze rises over

the river LievTe and the "draveur' kisses

his wife and leaves for the long drive

dovm the ri\'er. Few of us have seen the

colourful and briUiant society of Quebec,

the dark-eyed Yvettes and Odiles who
have welcomed so many of our Queens-

men to their Winter Carnival. Several

of the Drama Guild's unsuspecting

actors were surprised by a performance

of 'The Bald Soprano' in French by

Ottawa University French actors. They

held an Enghsh-Canadian audience en-

tranced and received a tumultuous ova-

tion as the curtain closed. Do many of

us understand the swift evolution of

the eflicient French-Canadian business-

man society, which under tlie leadership

of Lesage is bringing a new competence

to the enterprise of Quebec.

Let us keep this in mind and keep

this confederation of ours, this union,

together. Let us hope that our dele-

gates at the NFCUS Congress will do

everything to understand and meet the

needs and proposals of the students of

Quebec, the more vocal ones from Shcr-

brooke and Montreal and the more

moderate demands of the students of

Laval. Both should be taken seriously.

Unity will depend, in the last resort,

not on the subleties of politics, but on

the s)'mpath;', humour, and respect we
show our l'"rench-Canadian counterparts.

It will depend, too, on whether we can

turn a blind eye to the more extremist

bombings, demands, and demagoguery;
and appreciate the splendour of Quebec.

Bashed Bash
Initiations are undoubtedly a riot.

And sometimes too riotious a riot

by half.

Last Tuesday the Engineers engag-
ed in whiat can only be described as a
two hour brawl.

The history of initiations is a
pretty scarred affair, and initiations

themselves suffered a serious scar

last Tuesday.

Nobody pretends that initiations

are just a series of customs. They
are also an atmosphere.

And that atmosphere can make
all the difference to the newcomer's
lirst weeks at Queen's.

But there comes a time when you
just have tc call 'time out'.

Let us hope the FRECs will do just

that.

Quotable

"To go into the theatre is the surest

way to eternal damnation."

—Lyman Beacher

dim your eyes and"Films

morals."

your

—Hensley Henson

Supplernentals

Why are the results of the

summer supplementary exam-

inations so late? No one sug-

gests that the university

award prizes to those of the

students who fail in the spring

exams, but if they are allow-

ed to re-write these exams;

it seems reasonable that the

results be announced some-

time prior to the day one is

to register for the next term.

This past season there were

many students who slept be-

side the mailbox for a full

month before they learned

anything at all from the uni-

versity about their results,

some cases they were incom-

plete, or even more terrifying,

wrong.

Even the most slow-witted.

When the results arrived, in

the most irresponsible, the

laziest or the craziest of stu-

dents must make plans. You
must go a long way to find a

more wild-eyed, quivering and
distraught creature than one

who has been waiting a month
for sup. results. The middle of

September is far too late to

apply to another university,

and for those who are search-

ing for employment, nothing

makes you appear a liar so

fast as no word at all from the

school you said you attended

for the last one, two, or twelve

years.

Perhaps it could be ar-

ranged that everyone who had

to write a sup had to bring a

pen, a blotter, some knowledge

and a stamped, self-addressed

envelope into the exams. Per-

haps the budget could be

stretched just a little and two
more people could be hired to

lick stamps and record results

by the end of August. Per-

haps the track team coi4Id

take over the delivery of the

all-important letters; perhaps

those who write sups could

deliver them personally and
camp out until they have been
marked; then return from
whence they came, either hap-

py or suicidal but at least free

to make decisions about the

future.

If there is great expense

and loss of life involved in

any streamlining process,

then all those who write sups
must pool their time or their

arms and legs. Somehow, it

must be possible to arrange
that the results be revealed in

time for all concerned, the

students and the staff, to get
organized. Man's inhumanity
to man should stop short ot

exam results.

Emotional palliatives

supported by inaccurate

and woolly statements

against nuclear disarma-

ment are even more dan-

gerous in the arena of in-

telligent discussion than

serious opposition to nu-

clear disarmament. If

the Combined Universities

Campaign for Nuclear

Disarmament is consider-

ed an influential group on

campus, it is because of

its program and its ideo-

logical position. And yet,

the author of "Soapbox"

{Qiiee7i's Journal, Sept.

24) made no attempt to

evaluate the CUCND's
statement of purpose, let

alone familiarize himself

with its program.

The article failed to

present any factual ma-
terial or raise any of the

salient issues which
CUCND puts before the

Canadian student:

Is the deterrent an ef-

fective means for avoid-

ing armed conflict? Does
not the spread of nuclear

weapons to yet another

country heighten cold war
tensions?

Is not there a positive

role for Canada to play

other than being a second-

rate NATO military
power?

By becoming a nuclear

power will not Canada
andermine the UN's at-

tempts to bring about a

lasting peace?

Is not multilateral dis-

armament a way of stabi-

lizing tse power balance

during arms control and

reduction?

The CUCND is a move-
ment of university stu-

dents and faculty memb-
ers, who, recognizing the

unique threat to civiliza-

tion posed by the thermo-
nuclear age, have organ-

ized to examine this prob-

lem, and to work actively

towards its solution.

Erosion

The CUCND believes

that the nature of the

arms race is such that it

inevitably erodes all hu-

man, moral and cultural

values of civilization, and

that its only logical out-

come is the total destruc-

tion of human life. The

nuclear deterrents, both

East and West, have re-

peatedly b r 0 u g ht the

world to international

crises. The deterrents

have been unable to pre-

serve a stable interna

tionai community
which nations could con-

scientiously strive to deal

with the moral and social

problems of the tweuu
century. We must creali.

a new social awareness,

which places responsible

ity on every man,

Supernational

Both East and West are

responsible for the drift

and thrust toward World
War Three and the CU-
CND opposes the military

and political policies oi

both nuclear blocs. Th.
CUCND, along with the

other non-aligned peace

movements throughout

the world, assumes an in-

dependent position in re-

lation to the Cold War,
i.e., feels free to praise or

criticize the policies of

any nation or bloc of na-

tions. We advocate mul-

tilateral disarmament,

that is, a coordinated dis-

armament between East-

ern and Western nuclear

powers of both nuclear

and conventional weapons,

and the eventual merging
of national sovereignties

into a supernational world

government.

YOU SAID IT..
Eilitor, Journal

Your first issue, altliough

a bit sloppy, shows signs of

a change in attitude and

policy that is refreshing.

"Soapbox", particularly, is a

good idea (although how it

differs from the jawbone"

of yore is beyond us) but

in fairness to the student

body of Queen's, articles

should be signed. Tliis

policy would discourage ir-

responsible writing and give

students a chance to know
to whom they should rebut

A student witli the courage

of his convictions would be

proud to Iiave his sentiments

published under his by-line.

We doubt, though, if the

writer of the anti-CUCND
article in Tuesday's paper

would have submitted it if

'his name had been used.

BEDUM BOY
fJone could be proud of tliat

maniacal garboge.

—Alison Gordon
Penny WooiX!ak

MY THANKS
Editor, Journal:

From what I have heard

of the Tuesday night discus-

sions, the senior student ex-

periment seems to have

great potential for success.

If it is not premature to do
so, I would like to take my
turn in thanking tlie senior

students very deeply for

their patience, criticisms,

suggestions, and unwaver-
ing enthusiasm.

Particular mention must
be made of Jane McKinnon
and Alcva Shaw for great

stamina in organizing the

program

—Tim MEimiTr

War And The Personal Conscience
Editor, Journal

Bravol Bravo for the

'Soaplwx'. Seldom before
has the Journal critized a

more deserving organization.

It is imfortunate that you
criticized CUCND for the

wrong reasons. CUCND is

a group of middle class

bourgeois quibblers. They
straggle behind the leaders

of social opinion, afraid to

take a stand, unable to ex-

amine the logical presup-

positions of their policies.

Man finds himself on this

earth. What can man make
of it? What can man value?

Should man value the myth-
ical voodoo Christ? All that

man can make of his exist-

ence is that he must value

his relationship to the en-

vironment and to other men.

He must value relationships

to other men most highly.

Specifically, those relation-

ships where he completely

respects other men as

unique individuals, where
he communes with the

Other. War is the absolute

negation of these humane
relationships.

War is categorically un-

acceptable. My commitment
to oppose war is an individ-

ual commitment to action.

There can be no gap be-

tween ideology and action,

no matter liow radically

society thinks that action to

be. Only those men who
have the strength and forti-

tude to speak with action

can hope to alter and im-

prove the world. I, who
seriously oppose war and

claim to seek its alternatives,

can only act as a pacifist.

The determination to con-

demn war is morally a com-

mitment to oppose all

violence. For all violence

destroys human relation-

ships. I cannot condemn
war and also participate in

violence against my neigh-

bour. All conflict is wrong.

In the face of violence

against my person I can

only respond with my non-

violent example.

WTiat are the political im-

plications of such a posi-

tion? It is r.mk political

naivete to condone any mili-

tary alhance be it East or

West. The dialectic of

history has refuted the belief

that the security of a nation

is attained through arma-

ments, the very tools of

violence. Military alliances

thrust nations into conflict

ratlier than prevent its oc-

curance. Therefore I pro-

pose that Canada reject all

weapons, all defense pacts.

Our commitment to man, to

the community of nations

decrees we accept the re-

sponsibility for initiating

radical alternatives for

peace. There is no middle

way:

"Wandering bet\\'een two

worlds, one dead

The other powerless to be

bom."

—MEUBSAin-T

Peace is not just an in.

terim between wars. It is

a time when men resort tc

a positive alternative to

war in their relations with

other men. Such an alter-

native can only be based

on the complete respect ot

the individuality of all

men. We believe that only

in a world where all in-

dividuals are guaranteed

freedom, social justice ana
a decent standard of liv-

ing can there be a mean-
ingful and lasting peace,

Initiative

CUCND members de-

mand that all efforts of

the Canadian government
be directed toward the re-

versal rather than the ac-

celeration of the aims
race. We demand that

Canada pursue a unified

policy of independent ini-

tiatives to promote the

goal of world peace. The
first step in such a policy

must be the categorical

rejection of nuclear wea-
pons for Canadian forces

in Canada and overseas.

We declare the need for

Canada to wholeheartedly

support the United Na-
tions as the primary worln

agent for preventing and

proposing alternatives t(.

war.

We declare our opposi-

tion to all nuclear tests,

by any nation.

We declare our opposi-

tion to the spread of nu-

clear weapons to, or their

development by, any tiOr-

tioR not now possessing

them.

This is a minimal pro-

gram for the reduction of

international tensions. It

is an initial step towards

Canada's accepting a

greater responsibility in

world affairs.

-TiTE CUCND
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NFCUS To Be Divided?
Pierre Marois, president of

|

and should be studied carefully,

the Student Council of the Uni-j A resolution to this crisis might

varsity of Montreal, told the,'^^ expansion of regional

newspaper 'le Devoir' there must

be two separate national unions

of students — one French and

the other English. "If NFCUS
fails to comply with this ultima-

tum," he said, "it will sign its

own death warrant".

Doug McCalla, newly appoint-

ed Queen's NFCUS chairman,

outlined these French proposals

Tuesday to the AMS executive.

He was asking the AMS for

a directive for the annual con-

gress of NFCUS next week.

The demands of Montreal are

backed by the University of

Sherbrooke. If M. Marois' melo-

dramatic intervention is success-

ful NFCUS will cease to be a

real agent of Anglo-French co-

operation. He seems to hope

that a French student union

will become a pressure group

to lobby the Quebec government.

NFCUS would lose some of its

effectiveness as a federal pres-

sure group.

The AMS seemed to echo the

sentiments of our own ex-pi-esi-

dent Stewart Goodings. He said,

"We are confident this matter

will be settled in a mature man-
ner at the National Congress."

All the AMS was agreed that

we should be careful to say

neither 'yes' or 'no' to the French

demands. It was generally

agreed that the proposals are

important to Canada as a whole

facilities so that the French
could enjoy limited independence
in the general framework of
NFCUS.

M. Marois' activities are not
confined to stirring storms on
the national scent. He is the
leader of a boycott of the Uni-
versity of Montreal's cafeteria.

The boycott is a protest
against a rise in the price of

meals of ten cents. The boycot-

ters reckon, if they are success-

ful, they will save each student

$40 a year in food.

The rector of the university

Monseigneur Lussier, has de-

nounced the boycott. He is

threatening to expel the entire

Student Council, which is lead-

ing the boycott.

Musical Activities
Mondays 7-9 p.m.

Clvi- CIuI>-Gill)ert mid Sulliviui;

iluddigorc Performiinces (Director:

Dr. George); President: Steve Billo.

Due. 2, 3 and 4.

Tuesdays 7-9 p.m.

Interfnciilty Choir - Genend choral

music (Director: Dr. George; Presi-

dent: Dnve Nelson).

Wednesdays 7-D p.m.

Student Orchestra (University collec-

tion of instninicnts: flute, oboe, bns-

soon, French horn, 2 violas, cello

string bass, kettledrums, ovailable to

stiidenls not posses.sing their own i

strwuents). (Director: Dr. George).

Wednesdays 7-9 p.m.

Clov Club .siage relllar^^^] (nnil<

direction of stage director — a post

for which application may be made
to Steve Billo. President of tJic Glee
Club).

Band Buys
The New Look

Queen's bands have changed

and for the better. This im-

provement is the result of

$10,000 given to the band by the

A.M.S. executive last year and

the determined work of the band

executive who have been busy

all summer on the judicious ex-

penditure of this money. $4000

has been spent on new instru-

ments. Another $4000 went to-

wards new uniforms. The re-

maining $2000 has been set aside

for the construction of a band i

room. The thirty-foot square

room will be situated in the

basement of the new Physics

building and will be equipped for

storage as well as for practice.

Interest dn the band is great.

Many new senior students were
present at the first practice on

Wednesday. Twenty-five fresh-

men have also indicated an in-

terest but were prevented from
attending this practice because

of initiation activities. New-

music has been purchased by the

band and includes such pieces

as "With a Little Bit of Luck",
"Tonight", and "I Ain't Down
Yet".

Four majorettes will be cho-

sen next Tuesday at 7:00 in

Grant Hall. This year the band
is really lively. Watch for it!

Page 3

Aesculapius Speaks
This is the first of a series

of bi-weekly colnmns conceal-

ing the Aesculapian Society.

rising at 6:30 in the morning
were felt in such distant places

as the Brewers' Retail, Dean
Bryce's Residence, Padre La-
verty's house and the L.C.B.O.
At the end of the week, however,
seventy new students had been
exercised, sung to, marched,
watered and indoctrinated into

Queen's tradition. The week be-

gan with registration on Mon-
day morning Sept. 16 and a

"friendly" get together the same
Freshmen finished initiations

j

afternoon. Sophs treated the
I Saturday. The effects of 1 frosh to an enlightening tour of

The Aesculapian Society was
saddened by the loss of Dr.
Laurenson, its Permanent Sec-
retary-Treasurer, who left for

the University of Alberta. His
replacement is Dr. Steele who
we are sure will do an out-

standing job . . .

INITIATIONS
EDITOR, JOURNAL:
Sir:

Each year at this time very

vocal debate is going on con-

cerning initiations. Let me take

part in this debate through your
newspaper.

Last night, at least two peo-

ple fell into Lake Ontario behind
the Heating Plant during part
of the Science initiations, A
third man, it was feared, had
drowned. Thank goodness, all

Science Freshmen could be ac-

Grants Announced
The Canada Council recently

nnounced grants totalling $1,-

counted for. Why does this sort 855,980 to six Canadian univer-
of thing have to happen? I do sities to aid them in the expan-
not know. But I do charge thelsion of their building facilities

announcing

FORTO'CALL
EXCLUSIVE WITH TIP TOP TAILORS

Clothing in the traditional vein—specially selected for
the natural shoulder devotee.
The look Is one of conservatism spiked with the flair

and smartness sought by the individual who's basic
Qood taste demands authenticity of cloth, cut and
colour in the selection of his natural shoulder clothing
end accessories.
Make Tip Top Tailors your Port O'Call for traditional
natural shoulder clothing.

NATURAL SHOULDER VESTED SUITS . .ffomam-tBS.SO

Kingston, Ontario 117 Princess Street,

Campus Elms

Endangered
Two of the Queen's elm trees

were blighted this summer.
They had to be cut down. The
disease threatens to spread all

over the campus and give us

that treeless Toronto look.

We asked our reporter, Mary
Dawson, to delve into the facts.

She spoke to Dr. R. A. Beschei

of the Department of Biology.

The disease that may blotch

our campus is produced by a

fungus of the "Ascomycetis"

genus. It grows into the wood,

like cancer, and blocks the ves-

sels of the plant. These carry

wastes and nutrients to the

limbs. Large branches often die

because their circulation is

blocked.

The disease is spread mainly

by the Elm Bark Beetle. In som^
ways they resemble chimpanzees.

They jump fi'om tree to tree.

Can we do anything about it?

The simplest thing to do would

be to feed the beetles chemical

poisons. But if you do this you

beetles' enemies eat the poison

and die too. As a net result there

are more beetles alive than be-

fore.

A possible solution is to in-

troduce the Asian type of elm

tree. Japan was the place where

the disease had its cradle, and

Asian trees are resistant to the

disease.

people who arranged these

goings-on with being gravely

irresponsible and thoughtless.

Is this sort of thing going to

continue next year?
Initiations have been discus-

sed frequently in the past few
years by all sorts of organiza-

tions. Very little concrete ha.-^

resulted from these discussions.

But when people are liable tn

drown during inifiations, it i

high time to put an end foreve:

to this childish, irresponsible,

and ridiculous nonsense.

If the students, in their facul-

ty societies or the A.M.S., fail

the campus. Later that evening

the frosh were reassembled in

the McLaughlin Room of the

Students' Union where the

freshmen were placed under the
loving care of a sophomore 'big

brother'. The frosh were con-
ditioned with exex-cises in thi-

wee hours until Friday wiitn
the frosh, much to their relief,

were left to carry on withoi.i;

sophomore aid. In the eveningj
probies joined Meds '68 and '69

for various social events includ-
ing a scavenger hunt on Wed-
nesday and the Frosh Variety
night on Friday. The week cul-

minated in "Heli Day," durin;.'

which the frosh gave speeches,
sold themselves, and generally
amused the friendly people of

Kingston . . .

The Medical Athletic season
began Saturday with Meds '66

crushing Meds '67 21-0, and flie

mighty Meds '65 team overpow-
ering Meds '64 by 18-7 . . .

The first of a series of

C.A.M.S.L medical films, "Sur-
gery of the Colon" will be shown
Friday September 24 in Ether-
ington Hall at 4 p.m. . .

,

The Matheson Room has re-

cently been enriched by a new
painting on loan. Medsmen, il

you feel that It should become

est sum, $700,980, for a building 1 3 permanent part of the room,

to house the faculties of arts, '

pl^ase express your opinions to

science, commerce, engineering '^^ Executive

and graduate studies.

to take action, much as I dislike

the idea, the Administration
must make a ruling from above.

I hope this will not be necessary

;

I hope the A.M.S., at it« first

meeting, will come to the ap-

propriate and necessary deci-

sion.

Bert Frerichs.

in the arts, humanities and so-

cial sciences.

Sir George Williams Univer-
sity, Montreal, received the larg-

You Too Can

Write For The

Journal

Drop Tn And
See Us

The University of Alberta,

Edmonton, followed very closely

with a grant of §700,000 for con-

struction of a women's residence.

Other grants were to Bishop's

University, Lennoxville, §25,000

for her arts building; Univer-

sity of Briti.sh Columbia. Van-
couver, $280,000 for improve-

ments and additions to the li-

brary; Carleton University, Ot-

tawa, $30,000 for an extension

to her library; and McMaater
University, Hamilton. $120.00')

for an addition to the libraiy.

T'he grants are drawn from
the University Capital Grants

Fund instituted in 1957 and pro-

vide up to 50 per cent of the cost

of eligible buildings.

Medsmen and other hedonis-

tic Queen's students are remind-
ed that on October 25(h, the
gala Medical Formal will high-

light the Homecoming Weekend.

The position of AMS fe-

male athletic stick is open.

Appointment will be made
Tuesday, 8th October. Ap-
plications to the AMS of-

fice.

C^, Bb ©
Queen's University on the

Air, CFRC, is owned by Queen's

University and operated by the

student CFRC Radio Club. It

is a non-profit, non commercial
station and is licensed for edu-

|

cational broadcasting only.

The programme for the com
ing teim is as follows

:

rhiitsdny 6:30 p.m. Iq 12;00 p,i..

6:30 Sound of Mime

Prograiiinn;

;St. iVitEiretu's

^rcshgteriim (flljnrcli

11:00 n.n.-mm^^^
Scmion-'\Mial sliall I render

unto tlie Lord,

7:00 p.m,—Evcninn Worship

7:30 pjm.-Rndio Ministry' CKI,C

Scniion—Snivntion Thni Fn'tli

A false hope

8:30 p.m.-Yoiith Fcllow'sliip

Tuesdftv

7:30 p.i -Prnvcriijg Bible
hour.

"™

The position of AMS
male athletic stick is open.

Appointment will be made
Tuesday 8th October. Ap-
plications to the AMS of-

fice.

Come to Worship

Kixtljcratx (fljiirrli

SUNDAY WORSHIP
9:30
11:30

7:30

"The Hipslcr"

"The Square"

Ttiree blocks North of Stadium

on Victoria and Earl,

The Lutheran Student Move-
ment \vill mecl following the

evening service.

Ttie Rev. Roy Oswald.

Lutheran Student Chaplain

542-7134

7:30 Calendar and

Resume

7:33 Nfardi Time
S:00 Spealdng Frankly or Stiubo

Theatre

S:30 Tlie Liv inu Classic
10:30 Old Favourites

11:00 House P.irty

Friday G:SO p.m. to 2.00 a.m.

0:30 Dinner Date

7:00 Music Round tlic World
7:30 Campus Topics

7:40 Traditional Jazz

8:-30 CFRC Magazine

9:00 Concert Hall

11:00 to 2 a.m. Tlie l-alc Show

Saturday 1:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.

1:00 Masterworks

5:00 Supper Club Part 1

fi:00 Supper Chib Part II

7:30 Calendar and Personality

7:45 Broadway Music

S:30 Tlie Jazz Scene

9:30 Campus Talent
10:00 Invitation

11:00 to 2:00 Tlic Late Show

Sunday 9:00 n.ni. la 5:30 p m.
9:IHl Musical Pimomma
12:00 Classics by Request

3:00 Programme N'otcs

3:05 Sunday Pops

5:00 EmLssion Fraiicaisc

SIGNPOST
FRTOAV. SEPT. 27

Then; will be a general jnifting of
the Levam Socict)' nn Sunday. Sept,

29 at 4:15 p.m. in the Ban Righ Din-
ing Room.

SATURDAY, SEPT. 28

A football daneo will be held in Grant
'Hall from 9:00-12:00 p.m. on Satur-

day, Sept. 28. .'Vdniissioii 75c pci
person.

MONDAY, SEPT. 30

QuecDS Christian Fellosi'ship invites

Arts 'l37 to a Freshman Reception in

St. James' Hall. Union Street, at

8:30 p.m.

"The Lane of Faoas" short

;§t. fames' Qlhurri;

ICS lur aiiotner

)

? thing: is troifW

ris injury is m
^

wn as a "planter's wart'i

n't nrint that lauchpfl Rill'

R:15 paii-Coffee Hour

9;00 n.m.

11:00 a.m.

ieu.1go

movie on Imimin relations presented

by CUCND. Opening meeting of file

year; nil welcome. Ellis Hall, 7:30

TUESDAY. OCT. I

Auditions for miijurettcs will be held

in Grant Hall on Tuesday, Oct. 1 at

7:00 p.m.

?100 REWARD
For Script and Lyrics for tlii>

ycur's Revue

Info, available from:

Don Snedden 540-9946

Alison Conlcm .545-1554

TELEVISION

REPAIRS BV E.VPERTS
20 discount tu Students

KAY'S APPLIANCE
340 King St. East
Phone 542-6931

THE OTTAWA JOURNAL

Can Re ndirercd By Carrier To
SubscriberR The Dnv Of Issue By
PhotiinK 542-2685. Cost 35 Cents
Per Week,
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The Long Wait
Earhj in the morning oj September 25, Kingston Police rceeived

a report that a slndcni had disappeared in ilte lake behind the

UnivcrsUy Heating Plant. For several hours an ambulance and fire-

men waited as police dragged for a body. A QJ reporter was present

at the scene. The jollowing are his impressions recorded at that time.

Tlie setting is from Edgar Allan

Poe.

Tlie ambulance and police

searchlights shimmer eerily on the

black, quietly mo\ing waters.

Spectators silently stand on tlie

broken cement, their eyes gleam-

ing, hands in jrackets, hunched

in the chill of the early morning

hours, A young boy and his girl

wliisper the soft language of two

in love. Holding hands and gaz-

ing at one another, they appear

incongruous in such ghoulish sur-

roundings.

Far above, the stars coldly

glisten, distant and aloof, un-

affected by the apparent tragedy

unfolding beneath them. The
pilot boat piurrs quietly as tlie

grappling hook is repeatedly

flung into the darkness,

Tlie chugging of the generator

running the powerful search-

lights makes conversation difficult

at the waters edge. Each person

is left alone with his queslions —

who? why? how? The small boat

glides back and forth, suspended

in a cloud of greenish hght as

searchlights probe deep into the

murky water.

Fnrtlier up on the shore I can

hear muted questions as new-

comers try to leam the story.

Again and again: "Is somebody

in the water?" "What have they

found?" "How long . .

I can feel silent movement as

people, bored and tired of wait-

ing in the cold, return to their

cars and others take their places.

staringSome remain standing,

into the night.

Flashlights pierce the semi-

blackness, Winding, then darting

away. Again and again the

answer: "Nothing yet." The am-

bulance attendants are waiting.

The doctor paces alone, a pal

spectre among the

police and firemen.

Tlie harsh crackling of the

police radio leaks through the

closed windows of the cruiser

where detecti\'es listen to wit-

Freshette Reaction
On \Vcdnesday two roving fresh-

ette reporters conducted a public

opinion poll on Orientation and

Initiation in Adelaide Hall. The

freshettcs* answers were varied but

generally favourable. Several, how-

e\'er, thought it would be a let-

down when initiation was over. A
sampling of the comments given

were, "verj' good," "I don't go for

this, ' "need a more academic in-

troduction," and "it keeps you from

being homesick." Many "approve

highly of that bit with Senior

students," because "I'd still be lost

if I hadn't talked to her."

Some comments were contra-

darkly-clad
j

j,-j,tory. One freshette stated that

"there ain't enough social events,"

while another disliked the fact that

orientation is "one great big social

whirl." One remarked that "you're

supposed to say vigs are mean, but

nice," while another!nesses' accounts. No one is sure^ djey're really

what has happened or what is
j

described vigs as "good heads," and!

happening - a pregnant hush
j
,t„other flatly called some of them

falls over the small group as the

gleaming hook is hauled in.

Nothing nothing . . . nothmg.

"stupid." The crowning comment,

came from a freshette who answer-

!

ed our questions with one of her

The search continues but we ' own, "\\'hy'd )'0u have to pick on

turn away and start homeward,
|

uie when I'm on my way to do m\'

bodies and minds shivering. i laundry?"

"New Vogue" Film To Be

Shown at Hillel House
Breathless.

After a weary round of registra-

tion and book-buying, tliat word
apdy describes the mood of the

campus.

It is also the title of the movie

to be shown at Hillel House. 26

Barrie St.. this Sunday, September

29, at 8:15 p.m.

All are welcome; admission is

free. The mo^^e is sponsored by
Queen's Hillel, the societ)' of Jew-

ish students on campus

h^^r (hat Brciilhlcss (for punsts:

"A Hout De Souffle") was one of

the films that several years ago

initiated the wave of popularity

currently enjoyed here by French

films. It stars Jean-Paul Belmondo.

An added feature: the sound

track is in French — albeit with

English sub-titles. Attend and sup-

port biculturalism, get in shape

for French 1, or just come for fun

and humor.

Coffee and pastry \vil\ be served

Fans of foreign films \vill remem-
1
after the movie.

C.U.P. CRITICIZES N.F.C.U.S.
Strange as it seems, the activities

of NFCUS committees across the

country have drawn a considerable

amount of attention from the stu-

dent press. An observer of die

NFCUS Seminar in Guelph, him-

self from U.IJ.C., finds only criti-

cism for speakers from 'Industry'.

"Even the President of Coca Cola

failed to refresh the delegates.

The university professors who ad-

dressed flie seminar likewise drew

CLASSIFIED
Found

In (lit iiLt-ounUiig depiirtment, Rich-

iirtkon Hall, one straw I)nt wilh a jyAl

l>:i!l on top,

Bnslicz

Arls 6c Scienee "64 & '63 year parties

now combined. Music by "Tlic Dig-

Fitlos". Buses leave Adelaide and tlie

Union at 8;30. Stftg or Drag .75,

H.Y,O.B,

For Sale

itpplinnces, fully guanintccd,

rofricorn tors, televisions and Stoves.
Lowot pri«5 in lo«'n. Kay's Trade-in
Ceiiln;, K'ini; Street Enst, Phone
5^2-69.31.

Queen's Band
QucL'ii's Diuss Band NEEDS YOU.

\ll ^ of in^triniients, FREE Fool-

lull WiiliTKli, lanipuN t!;mces. Pnic-

IJ1..-V .III W.il, 7 p.m.. in Grant Hall;

Tiiurs
, 7 p.m., yt the Miisic House.

Clieetlcoders

Boys ;md girls Practices dailv nt 4:30
p.m. ill Queen's g>Tiinn!H»im.

some harsh remarks. 'The absence i

of stimulating humanities profs was'

sorely felt by some delegates . . .1

t)'pical fence-sitter and economist]

of distinction, John Deutscb, also'

failed to add any fuel to the dying!

embers of discussion." I

The writer goes on to givt

creilit to our French-Canadian col-

leagues for enlivening the discus-

sion. "The French students saved

the day. Their presence and \'itality

jolted the happy-go-lucky English-

speaking Canadian into reahzirig

there was a problem in Quebec,"

TROUBLE IN QUEBEC
Well, what is this "problem in

Quebec"? More demonstrations,

shouting, riots etc? It seems not.

University of Montreal's 'Le Cara-

bin", in its lead story asks the

momentous question, "Are the days

of NFCUS over?" To the student;

at L'U, de M., the question sug-

gests the whole thorny 'Confedera-

tion Problem'. Tliese French mem-
bers of NFCUS seem to see tliem-

selves, bound in an unhappy
marriage with the English-speaking

student and his representatives

They find the essential aspirations

of tlieir tradition frustrated al

ever)' turn. As the U.B.C. obsen'(?i

seems to recognize, economic con-

siderations are only the starting

point of tlieir protests.

"French - Canadian students

many of whom long for national:

liberation from their English'
|

speaking ' e c o n m i c oppressors',
j

fired intensive debate during in-|

formal hours."

McGILL REPLIES
I

Strong language this, and from
an obser\'er at the other end of

the country. The McCill Daily

takes a somewhat more routine

view, summarizing the proposals

for structural reforms of NFCUS.
These would, it is hoped, provide

a larger voice for the Quebec
student in national affairs and
secure a certain sum of national

revenues for expenditure in Que-
bec.

Once again a question of burn-
ing importance to our fellow stu-

dents has been disected and dead-
ened by the NFCUS organization.

While French Canada rages, the

Eugh'sh Canadian Press awaits the

NFCUS Congrtss with forboding.

miners Missing

The urgent need for more min-

ing engineers is the current worry

of Professor A. V. Corlett, head

of the Queen's University mining

engineering department. Far from

it being a problem of salary, he

feels that the current trend away
from mining engineering is due to

an insufficient challenge presented

by industry to the mining graduate.

The past pioneering glamour has

deserted the field of engineering

and those who enter the field of

research are tending toward the

pure sciences.

The men who are now graduat-

ing from Queen's, and nine other

Canadian Universities with mining

departments, are trained in a com-
bination of sciences and adminis-

tration concepts, and are capable

of handling all the current pro-

blems of the Canadian mining iu

dustry. The University departments

are taking great care to keep up
with all the changes in both min-

ing and management technolog)'.

The engineers they are thus pro-

ducing are so impressing the top

men in the mining industry that

the CIMVI education committee

has started a vigorous program to

expand the field of mining, and

improve the status of the univer-

sity mining graduate.

You, Too, Can Win 1st, 2nd,

3rd or 4th or Catch the "Training**

Before It Leaves Without You

TRACK
BY DAVE PRESTON

The track team is just sliifting into gear. Therefore it is necessar)-

that those interested in njnning for Queen's come out for practice

as soon as possible. Workouts take place at 4:30 each evening al

the outer field outside the stadium.

For those in shape the first meet is on Friday at R.M.C. Queen's,

Eastern Ontario Area Army, and, of course, R.M.C. teams will com-
pete in this "practice meet". Future dates include Oct. 41'h in Hamilton,

Oct. 5tli in Guelph, Oct. 12th in Windsor, the 19th in Toronto anti

the 26th in Kingston. The Intercollegiate Harrier is on Nov. 9th.

Queen's expects to send a strong team to the first cross- country raci'

this Saturday at R.M.C.

An irnpressix'e group of rookies have shown up so far. Joe
de La Franierc, a miler, and Steve Sii-man, a hop-stepper, seem tu

be top prospects. Sprinter Pete Tams, broad jumper Grant MacKinnon,
and long distance man John McCans, all back from last year, arc

roimding into form, Ian \ATiite, Intercollegiate 440 hurdle champion,
never seems to lose his condition and to improve each time he i-uns.

A post grad student from Australia, he has demonstrated that he is

rnc of the best in this country as well as "at home".
This list is far from complete. The others ^vill, no doubt, be

mentioned in later reports. There are many gaps which might be
filled by anyone who comes out. Hop on, the boat hasn't left yet!

BEWS NEWS
Anotlier year has started and so has a new Bews race. It

looks like the sophomore years are the years to beat a^ain, but
Science '65 and Arts '65 are still strong. Football doesn't start until

Oct, 15, but already last year's champions. Arts '65, are out practicing,
and look as strong as ever. By the way, it is no longer touch football
- it is now called flag football - instead of toucliing the man, you
grab a flag at his belt.

Entry lists are up for golf and for track and field. Those interested
in golf should burr)' and sign up as entries close on Tuesday, Oct. 1.

Entries dose for track & field on Oct. 4, Entr)' lists should be going'ui.
\'ery soon for liorse.shoes and tennis, ^^'atch for them over at"thf
<^ym so you won't miss tliemi

LEVANA SPORTS
FRESHETTE ATHLETIC NITE
TUESDAY OCT, AT 7:00 P.M

Girls, are you in condition for

this year's athletic activities, spon-

sored by Levana of course? The
place is the gym every day, the

time 4:30.

COMING ATHLETIC EVENTS
Intramural softball will be held

September 30 - October 18 ever)'

day on the Lower Campus at 4;30.

Come and practise on Friday

September 27.

Intramural tennis begins Octobei

2. For both activities sign the list

in .the gym or get in touch witl"

your year's athletic stick. All those

interested in Intercollegiate teuui.s

meet at the Napier Courts at tlk"

corner of Napier and Hill streets

at 3:30 p.m. to practise for thi.'

Intercollegiate Meet to be held

here at Queen's October 19.

Are you interested in Diving,
Racing or Syncronized Swimming
for the intercollegiate swimming
team? Of course you are — si

meet, Wednesday October 2 at 7

p.m. at Iho pool in the gym. Bvini;

your bathing suit. The diving coach
this year is Miss Phyllis Clark, one-
time Canadian Diving Champ.

^Vant to know more? Call Liz

Stothart 542-1221.

TRICOLOR '64

All students who have been

asked to work on TRICOLOR
'64 and all students who
would like to assist the Year-

book Staff in publishing this

year's TRICOLOR are asked

to meet in the Co-ed Lounge

in the Students' Union on

Monday. September 30th to

discuss plans for the forth-

coming year. Tlie meeting

will commence at 7:00 p.m.

Entrance through the Univer-

sity Avenue door,

NtiRth-mtE ]
ST. LAMBERT, QUEBEC

'
I
Jane McKinnOj^y

fW!i'"Shaw for greui riu

organizing the mai

A Welcome to Kingston from

Campus Canada
Appearing Soon
The second issue of Campus Can-

ada published by NFCUS will be

on sale here Monday Oct. 7, Tin^

issue, hke the last, will be edit<(l

by U.B.C. students. This sanu

group will also edit the third a>i'i

fourth issues to appear later fhi'.

year. The deadline for contrilm
tious to the fhird issue is Nov. 15tli.

Queen's NFCUS committee h:!.-;

undertaken to sell approximatcb
350 copies at thirty-five cents cacli.

World

Federalists

believe thai only limited world
federal go\'ernmeiit, wifii enforct--
able ivorld law, which could l>e

achieved tliroiiRh revision of the
United Nations Charter, is cap-
fible of ensuring pence pro-
viding an nltemativc secimtv sy;-
leni 10 the prcseni balance ol
terror for whicti ihc world is

spending $120,000 million ever>
year to mnintfiin.

Write for free pamphlet

"STUDENT ACTION"

lo John Jerome, Sludcnt Div..

World Fedcrnlists of Canadn
Suite 24, .16 Elgin St., Ottnwn

Organize now for World
Peace through World Law i
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make tackle — But
Gaels are weak on

} defense.

.TO WIPE AWAY THE STAIN!
"Yet another victory" seems inevitable for Frank Tindall's

gridiron Gaels as they swing into action again this Saturday

—

this time against the Sooners of Ottawa.

But neither are the rough and toligh Sooners nor the tram-

pled Loyola Warriors nor for that matter Toronto or Western the

clubs the Gaels have their books poised to pounce on. The word
again must be "Kill McGill" and indeed for a good reason—"to

wipe away the stmn."

A far from friendly football rivalry has erupted during the

past few seasons. Bitterly contested McGlil • Queens play-off

games have become a regular annual occasion; - the coals of rival-

ry were fanned to flames one bitterly cold Saturday afternoon

last November as Shotgun Skypeck passed his Redmen virtually

right into the Queen's Trophy case where the Pea-soupers casually

picked up the Yates Cup and before bewildered Queen'smen had

realized their Gaels had lost, they had disappeared across the

Canadian border and escaped safely into Quebec.

This year, with or without the foreign aid Uncle Sam can

provide from south of their bolrder (Uncle Sam sends doctors to

Africa - dentists to McGillJ McGill will be hard pressed to make
the play-offs. Tom Skypeck is now a word of the past—though

the name alone undoubtedly still makes members of last year's

Gael defence roll uneasily in their sleep. But the Redmen would
like nothing better than to be Gaelstoppers again. On the other
hand the Gaels os I said are out this year to "Kill McGill."

In preparatioh for the coming season the Tindallmen square
off against Ottawa Sooners at Richardson Stadium tomorrow and
open their season against Dalt White's Blue and White squad in

the opener October 5th. Both McGUI and the Sooners have already
beaten the same Montreal team, Notre Dame de Grace but McGill's

win was a narrow 16-14 effort. The Sooners are young and
notoriously rough and undoubtedly the Queen's coaching staff is

hoping they are a passing club wonder td get a final look at the
defensive backfield. Here the holes are evident. Fill these holes
and Queen'smen will forget the Gael Champioship teams of the
past. This team could be the greatest. Don't say I didn't tell you.

But offensive

problems are few

—

As seen here when
Bill Ferguson carries

against Loyola.

4^.

^4

girls^ gujs^ you

can still get in on an

exciting year with the

Queen's Journal Shorts

Here Golden Gaels practice to "Kill McGi

al talks to bill miklas
After deciding to talk to BUI Miklas on the subject of his

professional tenure with the Ottawa Rough Riders this summer,
I became just a bit hesitant as to what approach 1 would use.

After a serious consultation with team manager Jack Cham-
bers, I was assured that I could handle the big offensive guard.
He wasn't out tonight explamed Jack, as he was having an injury
treated, but he would probably be in the training room. Sa stand-
ing as tall as my a'T'^" would allow I headed off into the concrete
catacomb under the grandstand lookmg for my subject all the
time feehng much like a big game hunter without the comfort of
his many native bush^beaters and guides.

I finally located him at one end gotiations with Rough Rider
of the corridor joining both general manager Red CQuinn.
dressing rooms. His back was After working out on his own
turned as he was talking with for five weeks Bill reported to
equipment manager Tabby Gow tlie Rider camp in top shape,
then, as he turned and came to- When asked what impressed him
wards me, confidence suddenly most, Bill stated without hesita-
burst forth as discerned a limp, tion, "their size, at 225 I was the
Now I had it made. third or fourth smallest lineman

We grabbed a couple of seats in camp." The Riders have a rath-

in one of the dressing rooms er unique housing arrangement,

and by image of the great hairy While most of the veterans have
monster (most people's idea of their own places in and around "You have to hit low and really on the bottom of his foot that
what little boys who grow up to Ottawa, the new-comers are all counter plays and reverses, iias grown inwards rather than
be as offensive guards) was housed in make-shift dormator- contain the defense quite a bit outwards and is none-the-less
quickly shattered. Big "Milk", ies under the stands of Lands- longer," explained Bill, "while quite painful,

as he is known, turned out to be downe Park." They have a big the Riders block higher trying Now that he is getting treat-
a most aniable subject and com- room, much like this," added to stall the defense for just a ment it should be healed shortly,
pletely co-operative when con- Bill looking around the empty fraction so the play can get BUI had to miss the practice as

fronted with what we amateur Gaels dressing room," filled with going. he had the foot frozen but the
journalists tend to call 'an in- bunks, and with a Ititchen §et up Mike played half of the Riders drugs didn't last long enough,
terview". right near-by." (Memories of re- exhibition game with the Cal- You just knew sitting next to

I intended to try and get some sidence for many?) g-ary Stampeders and felt he him that he wouldn't have been

idea of an IntercoUegiate ball- Bill found the much talked stood his ground fajrly well sitting there if he could have

players feelings when he gets a about rooky-veteran relationship (wonder if Toronto Argonauts been out knocking heads on the

tryout with a professional team, no real problem. Off the field know that), "although I got hit practice field.

Bill explained that he had been the veterans stuck pretty well twice about as hard as I've ever Bill loves football, And the

contacted by the Ottawa Rough to themselves aa most of them heen hit in college ball," he fact that he has been robbed

Riders, the night before the an- ai-e parriied with families in added. of an all-star guard berth the

nual draft this past spring and town. (Take that as you want). J^i'l was in the Rider Camp past two years doesn't seem to

he apparently expressed enough He found that the rookies, who weeks when he was traded fizz on him at all. "1 don't care

interest, as he was drafted the all lived together, usuaUy spent Hamilton, as they also wanted much about that," he chuckled,

next day. His only contact with their free time in a group. On ^ 'ook. However he elected to "In college ball it's all so much

the Ottawa organization before the field Bill found the veterans '"^t"'"" Queen's to try for his fun, half the time you don't even

camp opened, were contract ne- helped him as much as possible, 5"'*^'" ^"^"""^^^ Administra- know the fans are there", and

"especially the ones who didn't ^ presently enrolled in then his round face broke into

have to worry about their jobs,"
first year of that course. a big grin, "and all those parties

I asked Bui how much he are the greatest . I thanked Bill

really learned and he stated and walked back out into the

all helped a lot
" '^^^^^ frankly that he hadn't sunsliine again to catch the last

„.„ V. , . • T »,
picked up much he hadn't seen what Mik had said about the

Bill was trrmg out mamly at
^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^.^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^^^^

the middle guard position, not
^^^^ ^^^^ .^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ "fun" of it all. All I could think

a totaUy strange position but now realizes he was able to trade about was that Loyola guard op-
one he was not conapletely fami-

[jio^yg ^^.^^ ^^^.^^ 50 Saturday's ex-
Iiar with. 'It was a httle hard ^ow the big amiable guard is all hibition game. I know it sure
trying to beat out Kaye Vau- to raise havoc with Intercol- as hell was no fun for him, and
ghan", laughed Bill. Vaughan is ]egiate defenses for another sea- there'll be a few other defensive
the Riders perennie! all-star at son. Only one thing is troubling guards wish they had left their
the offensive guard spot. The him now. His injury is what's cleats in the locker before this
only real difference Bill found known as a "planter's wart', season is over,
was in the blocking technique. "Don't print that laughed Bill. Oh well, that should make for

' Queen's offence for the moat "a broken leg or arm maybe, but plenty of interesting stories as
phoio by Lake part runs a great deal of delays, not that". It's actually a wart the season moves on.

he said, then added, "Merv Col-

lins, Jim Cain and Marv Sevan
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Booze, Queen*s And The Law

A lot of thiDgs have happened oo our

continent since last April, when we were

writing our final exams. Probably the

most serious developments have had to

do with relations between peoples.

In the United States, the civil rights

crises and demonstrations have shown

the American people at tlieir very worst

and at tlieir very best. In Canada, grow-

ing nationalism in the province of

Quebec is seriously threatening tlie

future of our country.

There are a number of parallels

which could be drawn between the

situations in the two countries, some

of which are not terribly flattering:

for us. Consider, for example, the

role of students and young people.

In the southern states and in the

northern cities, the vanguard of the pro-

test movements have been composed

largely of young people, both black and

white. Courageous young Negroes have

broken through walls of scorn and

hatred, and often through walls of fists

and heels, lo enter all-while schools and

universilics. Racially mixed groups of

young people have led tlie sit-in move-

ments, and the bus rides, Ihey have

marched on Washinglon, they have

trained themselves in the strict discipline

of non-violent protest.

While all parts of the Negro popula-

tion, and many parts of the white popu-

lation, arc contributing to the civil

rigiits movement, it is tlie young people

who have forced the issue. It is they who

have decided that all the platitudes of

gradualism, all tlic pleas to "go slowly",

are unworthy of their nation. "We are

not afraid," they sing as they march

through the streets of America, and they

are not.

In the Canadian crisis, the moral issue

is not quite so clear. Discrimination

against French Canadians, to the extent

that it exists at all, is in no way com-

parable to the discrimination against

Negroes. But the political implications

of Dur crisis arc even more serious than

Ihcy are in the United Stales. There is,

at the moment, a very clear danger that

our country will not survive. It is quite

conceivable that, within the next few

years, Quebec may decide to form an

independent country, and leave the rest

of us with a few scattered settlements on

the northern boundary of the United

States.

And faced with this threat to olir

continued existence as a nation, what

has been the reaction of our young

people? Just about nothing.

Perhaps we don't care very much.

Perhaps we're perfectly content to sit

back and assume an objective, academic

sort of pose, and watch the nation dis-

inlcgratc before our eyes.

But if we do care, then surely the

lesson that is to be learned from our

friends to the south is that the actions

of students and young people can be

important.

Our political clubs could abondon the

trivialities tliey have been bickering

about for the last few years, and try lo

suggest acceptable political solutions.

NFCUS could perform a very construc-

tive role by presenting a brief to the

Royal Commission on BicuUuralism.

The Canadian University Press could

try to resolve the issues which led to its

split along linguistic lines last Christmas.

Individual students could make the

effort to learn French, to travel to

Quebec, to engage in a dialogue with

French Canadians, lo understand what

the issues are all about.

American youth has shown us that

students need not be without influ-

ence, and thai we can have an impor-

tant role to play in the social and

political progr^ of our people. Why
do we refuse to accept the challenge?

—John Isbister

If the sport of Kings is Queens,

the sport of Queen's is most certainly

sex, spirits and supps. About sex and

supps little may be said that you don't

already know or won't learn. About

spirits, hereafter to be referred to as

Tioofze', a little advice taken to heart

is the way of msdom.

The Ontario Liquor Laws — affec-

tionalcly known as the Blue Laws after

their blue-stockinged proponents —
were, in fact, a very conservative

society's answer to a serious problem.

Before Prohibition (of tlie consumption

of alcoholic beverages), the streets of

most Ontario lo\vns and cities were

literally strewn with drunks on Market

Day and on Pay Day. Kingston was no

exception to the rule. It was neither

safe nor pleasant to walk down Princess

Street.

Liquor was cheap — a quart of rye,

for example, sold for less than a dollar.

None of the present day barriers to

drinking were as yet devised. Only real

saloon doors — "Western style" —
swung between a man, his money and

the bar. Inside, men quickly guzzled

Ihemselves into oblivion and were even

more quickly — and unceremoniously

— spewed back into the streets.

As might be expected, the cure,

prohibition, was at least as drastic as

the cause.

The lifting of Prohibition came not

because of any mass raising of the

people's voices. It came because the

"nice" people wanted an occasional

drink — preferably legal.

Thus anyone over twenty-one years

BOOK REVIEW

of age became legally entitled to pur-

chase and possess alcoholic beverages

(provided he or she went straight

holme frtim the liquor store, did not

give the liquor to a friend, did not

drink it. etc., etc., ad nauseam). But,

before this momentous event occur-

red, those who remembered the past

most vividly insisted that since tht;

"common man'' should be restrained

by the collective wisdom of the com-

munity. In dther words, a set of

discriminatory laws was put into

effect. These laws, with modifications

are still in effect. It is with this set

of laws as usually encountered that

this article deals.

The only way a city could sell hard

liquor in drinking eslablishmenis was —
and is — by means of a referendum on

the subject with sixty per cent of those

voting, voting in favour of the motion to

sell hard liquor. The forces of conserv-

atism were ensured a long hfe.

In Kingston, the creation of the

"Morality Squad" prior to tlic Liquor

Referendum, reassured the good citizens

thai their children could not be affected

by a freer liquor sales policy. Only

incidentally affected are the majority

of Queen's students, whose refuge in

the state of armed siege which exists

between town and gown was destroyed

in a fire last winter. Elsewhere, the

twenty-one age limit is often gracelessly

enforced by bartenders whose problems

of visual focus after 10 p.m. may oper-

ate in the students' interest. A plastic

birth certificate, obtainable from the

government of this province if you were

born here is a must for drinkers who

wish to be assured of service (provided

it was dated twenty-one years ago).

In other words, the efforts of the city

pubs to obtain permission to serve hard

liquor (which is far more profitable

than beer) has meant that even in the

scruffiest establishments in town (and

there are some lovehes) a scrubbed

face is an open invitation to a demand

for proof of age.

Even more important for the large

part of Ihc drinking public which is

over twenty-one, is the house rule of

many nubs that Queen's students —
even if they are over twenty-one —
will not be served because they are

Queen's students. Apparently, stu-

dents do not drink enough to be

as profitable as the ordinary drink-

ing public, whom they drive away

when they drink in a place habitually

and in large numbers.

Now if you are determined lo drink,

here are some suggestions:

—

i) Unfortunately, freshettes are the

most easily spotted of all students (after

frosh, anyway). If you want to take her

to the pub you should be prepared lo

provide her with a valid birth certificate

(if it is not hers, this is most illegal).

ii) Be aware of the types of places

where one can drink:

—

a) Preferred Lounges — beer is more

expensive; however, men and

women may congregate freely.

b) Ladies and Escorts — the rule of

thumb and the house rule here is

that each female may be accora-

REGISTRATION

by Flovia Flask

panied by not more than two male

escorts. If you are young, you

will probably be asked. The beer

is cheaper here.

c) Men's Sections — the name speaks

for itself. . .

d) Newer drinking rooms are not

qui'c as strict about age — or

they are simply more polite about

it. They do not, however, like

large groups of students;

iii) Be as unobtrusive as possible, i.e.,

no lotid swearing, and no mention of

profs, courses, fotball or any other such

esoteric subjects before you have been

served,

iv) If you look vaguely dmb, rather

than like a high-fashion model, you may

find it much easier to be overlooked.

v) Several bartenders have reported

that students generally go lo the pub in

large groups, and that a young group

(more than two) is automatically sus-

pect.

vi) The reason the hotels insist on

age identification is that they face

a fine of S5C0 for serving minors, as

well as loss of their license. You

should be prepared for a minimum

fine of S50 yourself.

The forces of law and nature have

conspired against us. But perhaps the

fact Uiat all Queen'smen and women,

regardless of year, are Kingston's social

lepers is for the best.

Tlic danger that size would deprive

Queen's of its small university spirit may

be offset by necessity. We hope so.

Oil upl

j?o.. (WLr. TL ()%Ms m,: J^on, GO BACK TO ''GO
by Calguiro d'Este

"Yes, this is a cold country. Cold with the snow and frost that have entered

into the blodstream and packed ice around the heart; cold with fear, ignorance,

repression, denial. Only alcohol consumed in great quantities can temporarily

dissolve this hard pack of ice!

"And yet Canadian pocls have written some of the best love poetry in the

worid. When I wish to account for diat fact, my reasoning goes something like

this: Canadians arc a backward folk; they have nol yet heard that love is dead."

Thus Irving Layton, in a frantic bit

of scholarly analysis, accounts for the

high quality of Canadian love poetry. We
arc asked to believe both that Canadian

are too repressed to love genuinely and

that they are too provincial to be aware

that love has long since become cxtmct

in "the great centres of civilization"

where "narcissism, hysteria, anxiety,

bcatnikism" prevail.

There is. of course, some truth in each

generalization. But Laylon overstates

his case, as usual. He makes more

sense when he contends that in this

vague land of vast, desolate spaces the

individual needs love lo define himself,

to retain his distinct identity. Especially

conscious of the Canadian need, our

poets overcompensate with lyrics or "a

concreteness and particularity, an

auihenliciiy, unmatched by those of any

other country."

There can be do doubt, I think, about

the quabty of Canadian love poetry.

And this selection, illustrated with some

fine drawings by Harold Town, is, as

far as it goes, very good. There is a

marked Canadian straightforwardness

about

Always I shall remember you, as my
car moved

Away jrom the station and left you

alone by the gate

Utterly and forever frozen in time and

solitude

Like a tree on the north shore of Lake
Superior.

(F. R. Scott, Departure)

The anthology contains bodi the nice

satirical whimsy of Jay Macphcrson's

"Eurynomc" and the mature insight of

Miriam Waddington's "Interval" which

ends

The dream fell and gave him back

Himself in a thousand pieces

All separate and disjointed.

That he knew there is no golden key.

No one has hidden it, there is no

joyous room

Where man completes his marriage in

a moment.

There are no signposts, only a lonely

road

Tlial each one travels with his suffer-

ing.

Other standouts are Alden Nowlan's

"Canadian Love Song", Louis Dudek's

metaphysical lyric "Old Song", A. I. M.
Smith's charming "Field of Long Grass",

and "The Widower", an effective study

of loneliness by Fred Cogswell. Leonard

Cohen, Milton Acorn, John Glassco,

A. M. Klein and Raymond Souster

(among others) are also in evidence.

But the poet who pops up most

frequently is, as one might expect, none

other than Irving Layton, This is fair

enough. No other Canadian poet has

been so successful in tracing both the

earthy absurdity and the rayslcrious

wonder of the love-experience. No other

Canadian has expressed so well tlie blend

of animal and spirit in the lover:

While myrtle's in your hand and in the

other

The hairy apple bringing life.

Perhaps a critic ought to finish his

review of a fine book with a few carping

afterthoughts. Mine come under the old

raised-eyebrow category known as "curi-

ous omissions." Where is Robert Finch's

fine lyric "Over"? Where is Douglas Le
Pan's very lovely poem that begins "No
music is abroad except your breath. .

."?

Why is there only one piece by A. M.
Klein? Perhaps the publisher ought lo

bring out a sequel called "Love Where

the Nights arc Longer."

Love Where the Nights are Long,

Canadian Love Poems. Selected by

Irving Layton. Drawings by Harold

Town. McClelland and Stewart. 1962.

An infinite number of arrows, a

minimum number of lost professors,

and a maxunum number of IBM cards

were the outward and visible sign of

computerized registration at Queen's.

The most no'eworthy bit of organiz-

ation was the document entitled "IN-

STRUCTIONS FOR STUDENTS AT
REGISTRATION '. This was a master-

piece. At the top of this sheet was a

vertical row of three heavy black

asterisks. Upon eagerly scanning the

lines following, the student was informed

that he must "look out where he is going,

listen and shut-up." (Author's para-

phrase )

.

Pleased with the firm tone of these

instructions he reads on only to be con-

fronted with, "If you have a 'Permit to

Register', a 'Permit to Delay Registra-

tion', or an 'Admit to Registration Card'

you will go in one fine." Have you ever

tried to go in two lines? But, the regis-

tration officials had anticipated even

such a question. The very next sentence

commands, "If you have none of these

forms you will join different lines, by

surname letters," Pity the chap named

Bollingbork-Smith.

The registering student then discovers

that ".
. . students in Physical and Health

Education will be directed lo descend a

spiral staircase to consult with their

advisors. .
." This does not fool him one

bit. Anyone can see that this is a cun-

ningly conceived lest of physique and

co-ordination to weed out the unfit. To
top it off, they also make it a test of

endurance by stating the students "must

ascend ihe same staircase as soon as

they have been advised."

One pretty young lass was heard lo

exclaim, "Oh, this is where I choose

my courses!" Her surprise can be

understood. Although the instruction

sheet sternly admonishes that "CHOOS-
ING YOUR COURSE IS THE MOST
IMPORTANT PART OF REGISTRA-
TION," there miglil be some room for

doubt here. If the rcgistralion pro-

cedure is analyzed quantitatively you

will find that only .03 per cent of the

by Phillippe Falkenburg

time is spent choosing courses by such

sophisticated techniques as, "Is that the

bald-headed old bird who teaches

pliysics? 1 think I'll lake French." The

remaining 99.97 per cent of the time is

spent writing your name (surname first,

underiine the given name used), your

address (home), your address (King-

ston); standing in line; answering such

pertment questions as "What is your

landlady's name (Gloria, age 18)?" and

"Did your grandmother go to Queen's

(I don't think so. She was in prison in

Kingston though)?".

The next portion of the instruction

sheet has already caused two suicides

amongst the logicians and grammarians

on the campus. It reads, "You may

require both parts, cither or neitlier."

Enough said.

If an observer saw the registrants

turn grey and tremble while reading

these instructions he should not be sur-

prised. They had read the terrible threat

that, "AN ERROR OR LACK OF
NEATNESS MAY CAUSE YOU TO
GO THROUGH THE WHOLE PRO-
CEDURE AGAIN OR MEET WITH
DIFFICULTIES ALL YEAR." You
have boo-booed, buddy, go back to

"Go." The last clause is sinister. What

kind of difficullies? By whom? Are they

physically dangerous?

Finally, and with relief, the student

reads that at station eight "YOU ARE
NOW OFFICIALLY REGISTERED,"
Ummmm . . . Wait now. There's a

heavily marked note after tliis statement.

Hmmmm. Ah? Oh yes, it says that

having caused a score of people count-

less hours of work and trouble, tons of

furniture to be moved about, endless

reams of forms to be printed, and now
being ofiicially registered, the student

may make any sliglu changes he wishes

merely by filling out a salmon coloured

form. (Author's interpretation).

One thing is certain. This document

will go down in history with such great

works as "How to Go About Laying an

Egg," and "How to Win at Games With-

out Actually Cheating." It will always

remain the registrant's friend.
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FRENCH GET
UBCSUPPORT
Four - way Split Proposed For ^FCLS

CUP — Vancouver — The fight for French Cauadian identity which came down to a student matter
recently has received support from the far West coast. The University of British Columbia Student Coun-
cil came forward with a series of resolutions which recogm2e Quebec as a separate nation within Confeder-
ation. . — .

The UBC proposals were closely

iligned with the original ones put

forward by Pierre Marois, Presi-

Reporters ; Sweet

.

dent of the Students' Association of

the University of Montreal, It

was hoped that they would allow

NFCUS to continue as a viable

Canadian student organization.

The following principles would

have to be the basis of this

rebuilding:

(1) Recognition of the two

nations of Canada, French-speaking

and English-speaking.

(2) Recognition of the need for

the present Congress to reconstruct

the executive of NFCUS.

(3) Establishment of a joint

commission composed of equal

representation of the English and

French Nations, to study the

effectiveness and goals of NFCUS.
This commission would report to

the 1964 Congress.

(4) Recognition of the right of

each of the divisions referred to

below to set up its own structure

within the common organization of

Canadian Students.

(5) Establishment of a joint

commission for the reconstruction

of the Canadian Conferedation.

This commission would report to

the 1964 Congress.

Benches On Lawns

Proposed By Prof.
Queen's has one of the most

beautiful campuses in Canada, but

her students have no real oppor-

tunity to enjoy this good fortune.

After visiting such universities

as Sir George Williams in Montreal

and the University of Ottawa, one

is deeply impressed by the sharp

contrast between their ultilitarian,

industrial settings and our more

relaxed and ideally collegian sur-

roundings.

Professor W. E. C. Harrison,

head of the History Department,

has observed, in a recent letter to

the President of the Alma Mater

Society, that our campus "lacks

repose." There is nowhere for the

students and professors to sit and
contemplate the beauties of our

campus.

Professor Harrison recalled the

controversy two years ago when
tiie trustees were considering erect-

ing tlie new Physics building on the

Lower Campus. As a result of the

tiisapproval voiced by graduates,

students, staff, and the Journal, the

building was transferred to its

present site between Queen's Cres-

cent and Stuart Street. Professor

Harrison termed tlie success of this

struggle to save the campus, a
"great victory."

Professor Harrison has suggested
that the AMS present a bench to

the University to be placed on the

Lower Campus, in order to com-
memorate this victory. He envis-

ages other clubs and private organ-
izations following suit. Eventually
there would be benches situated

throughout the Lower Campus, on
the quadrangle between Fleming
Hall and the New Arts Building,
and perhaps in front of some of the
University buildings.

Professor Harrison suggested that
these benches be simUar to those
wliich have been placed in Mac-
donald Park during the last few
years. They are wcU designed, ho

said, and would probably be inex-

pensive.

If waste baskets were also placed

near these benches, students could

eat their lunches here on sunny

days. What more ideal setting

could there be in which to range

far and wide in heated discussions

and profound philosophy?

Professor Harrison mentioned the

great number of beer bottles

scattered over the lawns after frosh

initiations and university parties.

The University cannot afford to

present such a bad impression to

passers-by. For, he commented,

the general public is always willing

to criticize the undergraduate. With

waste containers, this problem

could be solved.

Room at Top for Frigid Frosh

Inside The Paper:

page 2: We Need A New Theatre.

Soiipbox: Lean Levanitcs.

Page 4: CUP Roundup.

Page 5; Young And Edwards Absent

Against Ottawa.

Page 6: Campus Morality.

Block And Cleaver With
Charley Gordon.

During chilly moments of late
|

eggs

afternoon and early evening on an

open field near Kingston, a band of

harried Science frosh waited tensely

to slither up the grease-pole — the

perennial initiation favourite. The

slimy pole, protruding menacingly

in a calm autumn sky, was greased

to defy the stoutest soul.

The frosh, with bald heads, thin

(4) Recognition of the right of

each of the divisions referred to

below to set up its own structure

within the common organization ol

Canadian Students.

(5) Establishment of a joint

commission for the reconstruction

of the Canadian Confederation.

This commission would report to

the 1964 Congress.

The UBC Alma Mater Society

went on to elaborate on point (4)

as follows: NFCUS should be

divided into four regions:

( 1 ) The French-speaking divi-

sion

(2) The English-speaking divi-

sion of Centra! Canada

(3) A Western division

(4) An Atlantic division

If these changes became reality

it would mean that in order to

pass a resolution or make an

amendment a simple majority of

the French Canadian division and

a simple majority from two of the

three English Canadian divisions

would be needed.

Withdrawal?

The French universities of

was frightfully inexcusable, chance to get togeUier_ and discuss
, jviontreaJ and Sherbrooke are re-

House On Campus Social Fringe
The postgraduate Empke on I ates at last have found an answer on Stuart Street will be a place

campus is expanding. The society to the Journal Editor's lament of I
where the postgraduates can gather

has obtained the use of a house at 1924 diat they are on the social i
for parties, coffee, and records.

211 Stuart Street. The postgradu- ' fringe of the university. The house] Qm- reporter spoke to Don
_ „ . . Stewart, president of the Post-

graduate Society. He told Q.J.

that the postgraduates had wanted

a house because they needed a

one frosh provided a diversion. Inl^^'^ ^o"^^- ^^^o^e
I ported ready to withdraw from

the heat of the moment he lost not h^d been spread out aU over the kjp^^g ^^.^ demands arc not

only his jeans but his underwear. I^ty and had had litde contact I

Whether the support of an

Finally, amidst groping hands, I

^^''^ another. English university wiU further the

body loined against body, and cold I
The house belonged to the success of their endeavours remains

bare bottoms, the distraught frosh I
University. At the end of last year

j

to be seen. And should they be

rallied with their spirit of "67 and [the Postgraduate House Commit-
1
successful, whether the structure of

the grease-pole was theirs. With a 'ee approached the Administration I NFCUS can withstand a division

stampede to the buses, the affak who suggested the present address

T-shirts, and slalwart hearts, leaped] was all over. But not quite over, i on Stuart Street.

To the new sciencemen, poles witli
[

j^is year diey are collectingtowards the pole. But victory was

not to be theirs so easily. Nine

times a lone hand thrust painfully

near. Each time it missed and the

human pyramid collapsed. Forty-

two minutes later Art Thompson
managed to claim victory by

wrenching off the yellow tassle

with wirecutters.

A tliousand delighted students

bemoaned the cold, and muttered

words of damnation to the frosh.

To those who felt that the

absence of rotten tomatoes and

from within and still be in a general

sense a unified voice of the

"Canadian Student" is a moot point.

signs of "No Smoking" should be

slinked by rather than slithered up

— at least for the next few weeks.

TRICOLOR '64

All organizations on campus

wishing a picture in Tricolor

'64 are requested to register

with the AMS office before

October 15tli.

$3.00 from all graduate students
J

NFCUS Replies

in order to pay for the furniture.
|

The general feeling of

Mr. Stewart told Q.J. that the NFCUS executive is that

income from tiiat might enable the

house to buy a hi-fi set, which

would enable the postgraduates to

enjoy the occasional spontaneous

party.

they

would rather lose the University of

Montreal than endanger the entire

organization, Dave Jenkins, Presi-

dent of NFCUS. stated that the

rights of French Canadian students

He told Q.J. he would like to have always been respected and

thank Dave Spinnjelt and Ginny | defended in NFCUS.^To give a

O'Roake for their efforts, He fore- few examples

saw a considerable extension of the

Society's activities in the future.

and Sour

Che NFCUS Presi-

dent can be elected from either

racial group; NFCUS translates all

its work into the opposite language

from which it is received; NFCUS
has used simultaneous translation

equipment at its National Con-

gresses since 1937 and at its

National Seminars since their in-

ception six years ago."

Equality

The French Canadian champion-

ship of Provincial government sup-

port of education resulted in a

change of policy within NFCUS.
During the regime of Mr. Duplessis

the Quebec government was adam-

ant in its refusal of federal aid.

Since that time the policy has been

somewhat more "liberal".

Thus, the French-Canadian fight

for equality will revert to a distant

battlefield, Edmonton, from Sep-

tember 29th until October 5th, at

die national NFCUS Congress.
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EDITORIALS . .

.

Engineer's Enviable Tradition

Though few may realize it, initiations are as old as society. Whenever

men torm social groups they claim the right to regulate their membership.

Consequently applicants are subject to initiaUons which serve the dual purpose

ot test and indoctrination into tlie group. Such was probably the initial intention,

even it unexpressed in these words.

Nowadays, ot course, the test is less important than tlie indoctrination.

Interest in the group is considered -the prime requisite of membersliip. On

the other hand, indoctrination maintains an importance whicli increases with

the passage of tune and the accumulation of tradition. Social groups are con-

servative and indoctrination ser\'es the prime necessity of preserving inherited

traditions.

As we all know, tradition has always

had an important place at Queen's. The
enthusiasm of the engineering faculty

ior preserving its own peculiar inheri-

tance should thus meet with approval

rutlier than discredit. The exceptional

vigour of the indoctrination is, no doubt,

a result of tlie close nature of the society.

If anyone should doubt that Quetn s

engineers are the heirs to a unique tradi-

tion, he has only to examine the history

of tlie faculty to be swiftly enlightened,

There could be little unique about a

liberal arts faculty associated with a

Presbyterian Theological College in 19tli

century Kingston, Notable however is a

faculty which can claim as its first foun-

dation a school of mining engineering

unique in Canada. Much of the criticism

leveled ab the Engineering Society must

tome from people envious of its history

and ignorant of its justifiable pride.

More serious are the charges of

negUgence which are the unfortunate

outcome of this recent accident. Critics

should bear in mind the exceptional

nature of tliis incident; when it was

suspected th.it a drowning might have

occurred, immediate steps were taken to

allay the suspicion.

Jn fairness every Queen'sman and

members of tlie staff too should consider

how well and safely inidations have

been conducted in the past. It must be

iipparent that tlois whole "scandal" was

accidental in origin. Even the best

organized events are subject to accident.

May this university not forget, in the

excitement of the moment, the tradi-

tions which have made it great and tlie

institudons which foster and preserve

those traditions. Here surely is place for

a balanced and distant view rather than

the reaction of a moment

ff^e Want a Real Iheatre
At the beginning of 1961 the balance

of the building fund stood at about $10,-

0(J0. Ill about a year and a halt that sum
had doubled. If the Building Fund Cum-
miltee can raise that figure to some §50,-

000, private and public sources can be

expected to contribute. With luck, that

means a theatre at Queen's in five years.

This is good news. Tlie university has

an urgent need for a new theatre. As
they no wstand tlie plans call for a seat-

ing capacity of about 1,500.

Fund rsiising, however, has not en-

tailed serious planning alone. Next Fri-

day the Building Fund Committee is

bringing the Chad Mitchell Trio to

Kingston, We will be earnest supporters

of the cause and urge you to attend.

You may wonder why we need a new
theatre. If you do, you have never wit-

nessed a performance in Convocation

Hall, that gloomy gothic pile, with 400

scats at best. These limitations relegate

the Concert Series to the acoustic pecul-

iarities of Grant Hall, Moreover the

facilities of its stage are decidedly

inferior. With scarcely any wings at all,

it is also deficient in depth, hampering
ceiling entrances for witches and angels.

A new theatre w^uld be an immense
benefit to the people ot Kingston who
depend ou Queen's to bring diem en-

tertainment, beyond movies, jazz, and

liockey. Our own e.-qiansion lends

urgency to the need.

The special business of the theatre is,

of course, to probe the significance oi

our brief visit in this world. It does this

by making us laugh at the comedy ot

lilc, or by stirring our pity and fear.

Having once drawn our attention, it pre-

sents characters, who, in the humour,

selves deeply into our minds. Witnessing

pity or fear of their situation, work them-

tlieir actions, we come to sympathize

with theni; understanding them we
understand ourselves. We learn diat

behind every face, however vacimt,

there lurks an infinite variety of life

We discover, too, that men and their

vital concerns have changed but httle

in the last six hundred years, and that

modern science has opened more ques-

tions than it has answered.

Theatre, in fact, is an absolute neces-

sity unless you are among the fortunate

few with rigid dogmas, which answer

all your questions. We suppose, too, that

for those to whom pleasure is the

essence, beginning, and end of life, the

theatre will seem boring.

The Building Fund is a serious

crusade and an urgent practical neces-

sitv.

2 he Pleasant Proposal
Queen'smen Unite, There is something more that we can do

for our Campus. We need park benches.

Two years ago we managed to save the lower Campus from

the indignity of a Physics building. We should now celebrate that

triumph. Professor Harrisons proposal that the AisiS build a bench

to celebrate that victory is one we should accept. Of course it would

be the first of many. Wiat could be a better present for a graduating

class to give the university than a park bench. It is one of the essential

courting comforts that is missing from our Campus.

Just think of the time when the*

benches would be used. Spring semester system. That means that

when we need to study in the fresh

spring air. Summer when the long

hot summer days make a snooze

and a siesta a necessary lull. Fall

when we all want to recover from

registration, and when we can

gaze at the leaves as they slowly

turn brown and fall with the odd

intra-mural football on our heads,

Winter, yes winter comes for five

long months, But just think how
much help those park benches

would be for the ice sculptors.

We call on all the men and

women of Queen's to support the

cause of benches. We feel sure that

some of our strongest supporters

of the cause of benches — hereafter

to be known as the cause — will

come from those who come down
for Summer School. But remember
that rumours are flying. We are

already alleged to be on the tlu-ee

more and more of us will be at

tending summer school.

We are confident that the AMS
will endorse the scheme. We sin-

cerely hope that the graduating

classes the administration and any

of the wealthy societies around the

scheme will do the same.

Quotable

Myth is not fiction but a reality.

Proverb

The absent are always wrong.

French Proverb

Anyone is free to take his

stand on the Soapbox. They

may represent any opinion

that they desire. The Editor-

ial board is in no way of-

pcially associated with the

opinions expressed here.

The Queen's man of today

has to undergo many alarm-

ing experiences. When he

wants to take his favourite

female on a date he finds

he is restricted to buying

her some enormous steak

full of protein. Just protein,

mind you. If he wanted her

to have some good healthy

roast potatoes, or some suc-

culent butterscotch pie, he

is met with a little shriek:

"Oh! I can't possibly; I am
on a diet." It's even now so

bad that if j'ou want to give

your wife an affectionate

good-night candy, she would

slap your face and not speak

to you for a week. In fact,

it seems all cereals, goodies,

cookies, dandies, jello, pies,

butter, angelcakes, and other

satisfying foods are taboo.

What do I suppose are

the reasons for all this

absurd abstention? Well,

pei'haps our puritan tradi-

tion has changed its form.

Insilead of denying our-

selves the luxury of a

french kiss, we deny our-

selves a lump of fudge in-

tead. A bottle of Metrecal

is our special form of peni-

tence.

Of course all through his-

tory women have indulged

in this form of absurdity,

We all remember that ab-

surd pictiire of Anne Boelyn,

trying for all the world to

took as slim as a boy. Then
around came the eighteenth

century and those characters

of Jane Austen. When a

lady wanted to dress up,

she would wind a long piece

of cloth around her middle.

Two maids would take hold

of either end and pull. Suf-

focation!

Our own history is full

of such characters as Ruth

Narrowpath who wore tight

black Scottish dresses which
matched her thin face.

Perhaps the most signifi-

cant moment in our own
centur)' as far as this is con-

rerned was the moment that

the first sack dress was pro-

duced. You looked quite

absurd in a sack dress if you

hnd a figure which was any-

thing annroaching that of

Venus. For a while Jayne

Mansfield turned the trend

upside down. But only for

a while.

And now Levanites hate

to look at any food that has

any carbohydrate in it.

Many of them indulge in

the most exhausting exer-

cises just to avoid that e.vtra

pound. They even go to the

extent of doing bar-bell ex-

ercises.

To nrove the results of

their efforts thev wear those

absurd looking slacks.

T still think of the lovely

I'nhinbious maidens of Ren-

oir and real genuine bouncy

milkmaids. Oh! for a real

nice round womani

Every night I say a

short prayer that the

members of Levana may
see the folly of their ways.

—John Gott

. . . You Said It

,

DRASTIC
Editor, Journal

The CUCND is protesting emo-
tionally but helplessly against

matters as tliej' stand in our world

today. It is time we started facing

facts, unpleasant as they may be.

CUCND's stand on nuclear arms,

a loud crj' for their complete pro-

hibition (especially in Canada), is

.all very well — as far as it goes.

But nuclear weapons are tlie visible

sign, not tlie cause, of world ten-

sions and hostihties. Admittedly,

banning them would ease the situ-

ation by removing the threat of

total anuiliilatioii; it would do little

to end the Cold War permanently.

To do that one would have tt> get

to the roots of the trouble, the

reasons behind the mutual suspic-

ions of East and West, Both sides

grow increasingly aware of tlie

horrible consequences of nuclear

warfare; yet they seem powerless

to change the course of their

policies, founded as they are on the

ideals, ambitions and economic

conditions of each country.

Ever^'one, regardless of nation-

alit\'. wants a lasting peace on the

conditions of "freedom, social jus-

tice and a decent standard of liv-

ing" that the CUCND article sug-

gests are necessary. What more,

after all, c-ould one ask? But how
can countries like India and China

with their huge, growing popula-

tions hope to attain a decent stand-

ard of living? It seems inevitable

that in the not-too-distant future

these countries will have to fight

for "Lebensraum". Indeed the only

alternatives would be birth control

or some sort of methodical decima-

tion of population. Of these, the

former, which is in any case the

less likely to work — in time, is

rendered almost impossible by
widespread ignorance in these

countries; the latter would be a

moral abomination. A war, then,

seems the most logical and inevit-

able solution to present social pro-

blems.

The world situation, quite apart

from the existence of nuclear arms,

is in quite a mess. In fact, these

weapons present a unique aspect

only in that they give the whole
problem an unprecedented

gency. If the CUCND campaign
were carried to a completely suc-

cessful conclusion, and nuclear

weapons were banned, most likely

mankind would sit back with a

satisfied sigh and wait for the next

big crisis to come to a head. It

wouldn't take long, No, disarma-

ment is not enough. The serious

issues that now bring our world

to the brink of war must be re-

solved. This will necessitate a

drastic change in our relations

with our fellow men and brother

nations. It may even require a

change in the very nature of man
himself. —Nancy Beckett

Clear Vision ?

Editor, Journal

I fear that Mr, Isbister, in his

article on the menace of French
separatism, has seen as apathy

what is really a silent determina-

tion and preparedness on die part

of Canadians,

Our male youth participates in

\'igorous recreation for physical

fitness. Each of us voluntarily de
votes part of his summer to acquir

ing skill at boating and small craft

manoeuvres, and every fall the

men of our cities prove their con
tinning steadiness of hand and
clearness of eye at the annual lodge

hunt. -Jack Medd

ONTARIO STEPS BACKWARDS
Editor, Journal

Last Wednesday, the people of

Ontario took a step back into

history, into an era of do-it-yourself

captialism, which has long ago
proven its failure as political and
economic philosophy.

The party which won the elec-

tion has given this province only

one gift: The Ontario Human
Rights Code, this widely hailed

document which proclaims and
codifies the essential human rights

of all people of this province. But
does the party which sponsors this

document five up to its great

promises? No; take one example,

its fair wages legislation. Women
have a lower minimum wage then
men . . . minimum wages apply
only to the so-called Golden Horse-

shoe around Toronto, where wages
are already much higher than in

the rest of the province. What of

fairness, and equality here?

Or take health insurance . . .

the government sponsored plan
extends pre-paid coverage to a

larger number of people, but still

requires a means test, creating a

second-class citizenry, thus again

finuting the Code, Moreover, the

government-sponsored plan is run

,

by the insurance companies, who

are not really interested in serving

the people of this province, but in

making money for their sharehold-

ers. Is this fairness, is this justice?

Last Wednesday, the people of

Ontario voted themselves out of the

20th century. Do they expect a

conservative government to lead

them back into it?

The time of the self-made man
is over forever. Our society can

only be a creative and just society

when all institutions and citizens

plan their future together in an in-

telligent and daring manner and
then cooperate in bringing about
their future. —Bubt Fhebichs

COMPENSATION
Editor, Journal
The Kingston Pilot Boat Service-
always called upon in any har-
bour or waterfront emergency is

privately owned and operated. It

is not a Government Service.
I trust therefore that proper

compensation was paid to Capt-
ain Dougan for the use of his
boat during the recent dragging
operations which followed the
science initiation.

Perhaps this should be the res-
ponsibility of the Engineering
Society of Queen's. A covering
letter of thanks might well go
with the cheque.

B. McDougall
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Arc the freshmen now more
aware of what campus organiza-j

tions Queen's offers? Have senior

ludents also come to realize the I

\ ;iriety that exists?

Q.J. interviewed Judy Nichols

v:ho was in charge of Clubs' Night

Id last Thursday in the Gym-

I

n;isium.

I

"The attractive and informative

I

i^isplays provided gave the students

I ;in opportunity to realize the merits
' i>r each organization. A wide range

I

of activities was represented —
,

iinguages, sports, international and

polilical clubs, clubs for students

:
interested in special academic sub-

ijccis and clubs for pure relaxation,

j

Campus organizations can play a

vi al part in the student's life. The
interest shown both by club mem-

Clubs' Night

1 worth-

while function. I would recomr

mend that it become an annual

event in Queen's orientation. 1 can

only hope that in the next few years

more clubs will participate and

more effort will be put into setting

itp displays. Forty-five clubs par-

iicipated this year, there are over

one hundred clubs on campus — a

^^tLiggering thought for those who
iire having a hard time making up

their mind what to join.

"My sincere thanks to all clubs

or their co-operation and interest

n this experiment. My special

thanks to Lec Turner who carried

on all correspondence during the

summer and helped so ably Thurs-

day. It has been my pleasure to see

Clubs' Night such a success."

SIG-N POST
~m—

ajbers and spectators m (

1 1 would indicate that it

Mixed Up Minions

Did you guess who drew the

picture above? We didn't. It was

sent us by some vigorous little

minion of the Czcchoslovakian

Government who licks stamps in

Prague.

Believe it or not Queen's receives

many such overtly innocent mis-

sives from the Communists. They

also send us funny little booklets.

These are usually full of news to

our discredit. Often they include

hundreds of resolutions. One book-

let, for example, told us that the

thir'eenth anniversary of the launch-

ing of the aggressive war against

the Korean people by the U.S.

people is drawing near.

Our reporter nobly waded

through all this stuff until he

came across a little book entitled

"15 Years of the lUS". The lUS

is (he International Union of

Students run by the Communists

in Czechoslovakia. The little book

told us that: "the lUS. undaunted

by the hostility of stubborn and

powerful enemies, under the leader-

ship of the great socialist powers,

is looking forward to the next 15

years of struggle for unity . , . and

progress to socialism."

Not long after we received this

little book we received another

le'tcr from the lUS. This informed

us that the book was a forgery.

Hardly had we digested this, than

we received another letter denying

the book for a forgery. And hard

on the heels of this last letter came

ano'hcr denying that it had been

written by the Communist Chinese.

The old propaganda wires got

properly crossed.

QUEEN'S BRASS BAND
NEEDS YOU

All Types of Instruments

FREE Football Weekends

Campus Dances

PRACTICES:

Thurs. 7 p,m. Music House

Wed. 7 p.m. Grant Hall

West Indian Club To Swing with Calypso Band

The West Indian Club is hold-

ing its first big bash at the Com-
modore Motel next Friday at nine.

Vernon Pierrman's four man

Calypso band is coming down to

swing far into the early hours of

the morning.

Our reporter spoke with Keith

Chang, the president of the West

Indian Club. He told QJ that some

350 guests were expected. He
understood that many Queensmen

had India rubber backs, and

expected that they would twist

under a limbo stick one foot high.

Our reporter suggested that it was

a grand thing that the party would

not be dry. Mr. Chang told us he

felt that even if all the bottles in

Kingston were broken the party

would still swing.

The West Indian Club was

founded in 1956, and ever since it

has sponsored parties which posi-

tively pulsate with rhythm.

He added that there would be

separate tables and thought that

guests would enjoy themselves

most if they came with three other

couples.

— CLASSIFIED -
Two bugles. Ideal for footb:il] games.

510 cndi. Ciill 546-0284 after 6 p.m.

'GO MCA-I600. White with red up-

hnlstecy iind sent belts. Escellent mech-

iiiiicillv; iKxly in lop shape. Must sell.

$1375.1)0. Cnll 542-8864 aflur 5 p.m.

Wide iiirtttress. Good conditon. Call

542-8963.

Used Appliances. Fully guaranteed,

Rcfrigcititors, televisions, nnd stoves.

Liirtest prices in town, Kay's Trnde-In

a.>ntr<-, 340 Kini; St. E;ist. Pliotic

542-6031,

TRICOLOR '63

Any students wishing to

buy a copy of TRICOLOR
'63 may purchase one at the

AMS Office at any time. Price:

$5.00.

Applications for

Junior Justice

Applications will be accep-

ted by Ed Mayhew. President,

and Don Higgins, Chief Justice

of the Arts and Science

Society, for the Position of

Arts and Science .Tunior Jus-

tice on the AMS Court. Any-

one wishing to apply for the

position should appear at the

meeting on Wednesday, Oct.

2 at 7:00 p.m. in committee

rooms 3 and 4 of the Union.

FOUND
Sehool rin^ with .stonc. Apply AMS

LOST
One pair of glasses outside Grant

Halt on Sunday. Will finder please

return to Slieila McDonald, Chown
Hall, est. 467.

SO?

WANTED
Wanted, girl to share room anil boartt

on third floor on Lower Albert Street,

opposite Stadium, with two art.smeii

and two engineers. Call 548-4589 and
ask for Steve, giving all relevant slatis-

lifs.

Architectural

Difficulties To Be

Explored In Exhibit

An exhibition to be held in the

Agnes Etherington Art Centre,

October 2 - 27, explores the diffi-

culties of university expansion

throughout the world.

As many older universities ex-

pand they find it necessary to build

on crowded sites among existing

buildings in early and distinctive

styles.

Examples of recent architecture

in England, the United States, and

Cimada show how tliese and other

problems in university buildings

stimulate tlie architect's imagina-

tion to meet present needs through

the resources of contemporary

engineering and design.

Those with hangovers can re-

cover during the bus tour of King-

ston next morning. Tliis has been

specially arranged for students

from overseas and will leave the

International House at nine.

Tickets for the party are obtain-

able at the door.

"Audubon Series"

Again At Queen*s
This year for the fourth season.

Queen's Biological Society will be

sponsoring the Audubon Wildlife

Films series,five top quality colour

wildlife films personally narrated

by leading naturalists. This series

has in the past been very well

received by the public,

Reserved Season Tickets are

available at Pickwick Rook Shop or

in the Old Arts Building at noon

hours at a special student rate of

52.00 for the series. The first show-

ing is on October 10th, so you are

ad\'ise<l to get tickets now.

TUESDAY, OCT. 1

\'E'1V.\ will hold its first meeting io-

nii;iil in Clark Hall at 7:30 p.m. We
wclmiue anyone w!io is inter«lcd in

Amateur Riidio and Electrontes.

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 2

Corporate prajtrs vvill he held at

7,00 p.m. in the Morjfm Memori^d
Cluipt'l in die Old Ar<s Building. These
are open lo all.

THURSDAY, OCT. 3

The UiN'TD interviews will be held
ill iJip basement study room of Lcon-ard
Hall from I2.0t)- l.aOp.m.

West Indian Club'.s first general
meeting 8.(10 p.m. at Intfmational
Hou.se, 181 Uni\'ersity. For infonnalion
contact Keith Chang, 542-4383

SATURDAY, OCT. 5

Bos tour of Kingston for overseas

slndenls and Inlentational House Club
menilieis. Bu,ses leaves the House at
10,00 a.m.: n;tiim for football game.
Lnnch provided.

Classified ads. nmst \>c in the Journal
office before 10 p.m. on press nights,

Wednesday and Sunday. The charge
is 2-5 cents each.

TRICOLOR 64

All students interested in

photography work for TRI-

COLOR '64 are requested to

phone Flynn Marr. 542-8447.

Attention Arts '66

Attention Arts '66 — Due to the

absence from Queen's this year of

the elected secretary of the Arts and
Science Society, an election for this

position will be held on Tuesday,

Oct. 8th. Nominations must be

handed into either Ed. Mayhew.
the President of the Society, or

Don Higgins. the Chief Justice,

or left at the AMS Office in the

Union by Wednesday, Oct. 2nd, bv

6:00 p.m. Nomination speeches

will be heard at the regular meet-

ing of the Arts and Science Society

Executive, Oct. 2nd at 7:00 p.m.

Only sophomores arc eligible for

the position and a nomination re-

quires 5 signatures plus the consent

of the nominee. For further inform-

ation, contact Don Higgins at

546-5809. Everyone is welcome at

the meeting to hear the speeches,

in committee rooms 3 and 4 of the

Union at 7:00 p.m.

HELP!
Everyone interested in

working for the Journal,

especially those who gave

their names on Clubs'

Night, is asked to come to

a meeting in the Journal

Office tonight at 7:30.

LEVANA
APPLICATIONS

Applications arc being re-

ceived for the following

appointments by the Levana

Society Executive:

1, Student-Faculty Dinners

Convenor.

2. Levana Journal Editor.

Those interested should

apply in writing to Jean Little,

Chown Hall, before Oct. 9.

§1. Bath'n
Cullirrnti (Gliurrh

SUNDAY WORSHIP
9i30

11:00

7;30

Tile Hipster"

Three blocks North of Stadium

on Victoria and Earl.

The Lutheran Student Movc-
iiiifint will go on a com roast after

service. Dress wnrmly in old

ilothes.

The Rev. Roy Os\mld
Lntlicraii Student Ciiaplnin

542.713-1

ths traditional look

io button down sbirls

Button-down men are rapidly becoming purists In the

selection of thalr natural shoulder accessories. Our
selection ot shirtings, deftly tailored In soft Oxford

cloth with flared, long point button-down collar, box

pleat back and hanger tab, ore a must for the natural

shoulder wardrobe.

SOUD COLOUR OXFORD CLOTH 8.D.

STRIPED OXFORD CLOTH B.D *6.95

FORTOm
EXCLUSIVE WITH

TIP TOP TAILORS

Kingston, Ontario ! 1 7 Princess Street.
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Jhe JournaVs Answer To Jhe 10 - Hour Week
Crossword puzzle fans will be happy to learn that this year the

! Journiil will publish one puzzle in each Tuesday issue. The Friday

j

issues will conlain Tuesday's puzzle eompleted.

Tlie Journal will be pubhshing a highly intriguing form of the

'

crossword puzzle which along with standard clues contains five new

variations listed below to aid in solving tlie puzzle:

CLUES ACROSS

A vi^ssel at the ball park

(DOUBLE CLUE)

Let out a cry

Tlicy may go far at Cape

Canaveral

Not quite a real zone

(HIDDEN WORD)
We don't aim to miss thein

This Hock is to be found in

Arkansas

Listeners

A baked dish

Employer of a ruse, possibly

(ANAGRAM)
Actress, Elizabeth ?

Me may be interested in furs

Declare that Vera is npsct

( ANAGRAM

)

Work in the theatre

It runs up and down your back

The great man could alter Uvo

letters for Kenneth (SPLIT

WORD)

CLUES DOWN
The wine that's left

(DOUBLE CLUE)
It may entitle you to a seat

3. Not the tj'pe to do any good

in the election (HIDDEN
WORD)

4. To turn red in this way is bad

5. One of the marks of suffering,

maybe

6. Run away making a noise like

an insect (DOUBLE CLUE)

S. A disagreeable thing to do!

9. Not now, please

13. Possessions that are like groups

(SPLIT WORD)
14. In it, you're relaxed

15. Person from Louisiana

(HIDDEN WORD)
17. Not you, madam!

20. A bit of a fight (DOUBLE
CLUE)

11. Come to maturity

23. Oct ale, perhaps, from an

envoy (ANAGRAM)
2.5. Eager to turn up with a diva

(REVERSED WORD)
2fi. Sounds like pnivers for the

victim (DOUBLE CLUE)
27. Shipping hazard of the Hud-

.wn (DOUBLE CLUE)
28. Jerome was a composer

29. Group term for girls

ANAGRAM

A word formed from one clue

word or adjacent words by

re-arranging the letters. Ex-

ample: Man in charge of one

farm - Answer: FOREMAN.

DOUBLE CLUE

One answer for whicii there

are two meanings in the same

clue. Example: CapcP Yes, but

it may also be plnijctl —

.\nswer; HORN.

HIDDEN WORD

The word you are after is

actually hidden in the clue.

Example: In the iicst, you'll

find a bird - Answer: HEN.

REVERSE WORD

Tlie answer is a word

spells

answer is a word thai

the same from left to

light or right to left; also it

may be a clue word, or words,

reversed. Example; He's the

same in reverse — Answer;

DAD. Example: Piii back -

Answer: NIP.

SPLIT WORD

Parts of the final answer are

defined in the clue, Then too,

the clue will usually state a

classification, that is, that tlie

answer is basically a name,

beast, singer, etc. Example:

Port put around a monkeij

for protection - Answer:

PAR-APE-T,

.^6

INITIATIONS ARE A DRAG

phoio by Marr

CUP ROmDUP
MONTREAL - The incidence

of riots and serious unrest stem-

ming from the Canadian university

population have been relatively

non-existent. However, the occas-

ional eruption which has come to

the attention of tlie nation as a

whole generally attributes its origin

lo the French Canadian Universi-

titjs in general and the University

of Montreal in particular. U of M
is currently involved in both a

national and a domestic crisis. The

former " refers to their threatened

resignation from NFCUS, and the

latter to their cafeteria boycott

which has put the Assoc. Generalel happenings in the future. Campus

des Etudiants de L'Universite dej lighting has been increased . and

MAJORETTES
.'AUDITIONS:

Tuesday, October L 7 p,m,

Gu-^NT Hall

CHEERLEADERS
BOYS & GIRLS

Practices Daily - 4:30 p.m.

Queen's Gymnasium

Montreal m oppositioa to Mon-

seigneur Lussier, rector of the

universitj'.

The cafeteria boycott was peace-

ful and well-organized but possible

expulsion still hung over the heads

of the leaders. Pierre Marois, presi-

dent of AGEUM, stated that if the

Rector expells anyone, "The whole

student body would go on strike."

The Rector attributes the increased

cost (>[ cafeteria meals to the rising

cost of food, but tlie students feel

that the university fare does not

rate the 10 cent hike. To illustrate

riieir point they carried placards

v.'ith such quips as "On N'est Pas

au Kon Tiki"_(We are not at the

Kon Tiki.)
|

VANCOUVER - The Ubyssey,

the student newspaper of UBC,

has reported that indecent ad-

vances have been made by men

lo at least seven co-eds. University'

officials arc imdertaking steps

which they hope will prevent such

Queen's Cindermen Win
4 of 6 in training meet

An underconditioned but eager track team won the majority

of the events in a practice meet at R.M.C. last Friday. Coach

Lund was pleased that the team did so well on only three day's

conditioning. The times were not outstanding on a slow ti-ack

but practice should bring the fellows up to top pace.

Queen's won the 220, 440, the mile run and the quarter mile

relay. Smooth-striding Pete Tarns easily won the 220 in 23.4

seconds; Dave Preston took the 440 in 54,0 and rookie Joe De
La Franier, after staying with his competition for 2 laps grew

restless and leaving the others far behind, won the mile in 4 mins.,

40 seconds. An experienced relay team was lucky to win the quar-

ter mile relay iin 46.4 seconds in spite of poor baton passing. The

make-shift team consisted of Ian White, Bai-iy Fawcett, Dave

Preston and Pete Tarns. Hurdler Ian White, running the 880 be-

cause there were no hurdles, ran second to Henry of Camp Picton

who won in 2 mins. 10 seconds. lan's time was 2.13. Barry Faw-

cett was third to Jenkins in the hundred yard dash. Jenkuis, of

Picton, ran 10.5 to win.

On Saturday a well-conditioned O.A.C. team dominated a 3.4

mile cross-country race at R.M.C. Len Arnold of O.A.C. was first

in 18 mins., 14 seconds and Fred Topp, last year's winner was

third. Queen's performance did have its bright spots, however.

Joe De La Franier stayed with the winner Arnold all the way and

won a well-deserved second. John McCans was just beaten out for

4th place. Mike Robertson and Bob May -with no track condition-

ing at all this season ran determined to come 13th and 18th

respectively out of 34 conestants. With conditioning Queen's \vi|]

be more prepared to run against O.A.C. when they meet again on

November 9th.

With Glen Davison and Barry Wellar from last year's team

coming out to sprint again this week hopes are brightening for

the track team.

Idyne N<

LEVANA SHORTS

QUEEN'S CARDIGANS

another gate to the parking lot has

been installed so girls won't be

trapped there. Night porters have

been established in the girls' resi-

dences and all keys have been re-

called to prevent their falling into

the wrong hands.

SASKATOON - The national

NFCUS picture is not quite so

black as it first might appear, for

while there is trouble in the east

there is one bright light in the

west. The University of Saskatche-

wan (after a mass meeting and

referendum) has decided to join

the large student organization.

Only one vote was cast against the

motion. The forma! admittance will

I

take olace at the next national

NFCUS congress in Edmonton.
o o a

MANITOBA - The cost of fail-

ure can now be calculated directly

in terms of dollars and cents for

the students of the University of

Manitoba. A student who fails a

course and wishes to repeat it will

have to pay an extra fee which

will amount to one tliird of the

normnl tuition fee, or about $100

to $150.

SCHOLARSHIPS

Transportation assistance for

students residing in the ter-

ritori;d districts. Applications

may be picked up in the re-

gistrar's office before Nov. 1st.

FRESHETTE ATHLETIC NIGHT
Freshettes, Tonight is your chance to see and use the facili-

ties offered at the Queen's gym. At 7 :00 p.m. the Levana Athletic

Council will present a Freshette Athletic Night complete with

entertainment, refreshmnts and your choice of swimming, bas-

ketball, or volleyball. You'll meet others interested in sports and

generally have a good time. That's tonight, Tues., Oct. 1„ at 7 :Ofi

p.m. Come out and join the fun !

!

GIRLS
You can earn points for your year by participating in In-

tramural Sports. Even more when you win. Consult the bulletin

board in the gym for deails.

THIS WEEK
Intramural Softball: daily lower campus at 4:30.

Intramural Archery: October 1 - 18. Rules for this tourna-

ment are posted at Richardson Stadium,

Intramural Tennis: begins October 2.

INTERCOLLEGIATE EVENTS
Tennis: every day at 3:00 at courts on comer of Napier and

Hill Streets.

Conditioning Classes: at 4:30 every day in the gym. Be
in shape for the sport of your choice or just come for the exercise.

See you there.

Change Not Wanted By Ontario Voters

ALWAYS IN STOCK

Sizes: Small to extra large inchiding tails

103 Princess Street Phone 546-6381

TELEVISION

REPAIRS BY EXPERTS
20 % discount to Students

KAY'S APPLIANCE
310 KinB St. East
Plionc 542-6931

One oE oiir political correspond-

ents sees the recent elections in

Ontario as a largely personal affair.

Here he describes the result:

The result can only be seen as

a personal vietory for John Robarts.

He had been working under the

shadow of Leslie Frost, viewed

almost as a caretaker premier. His

stature is now as great as Frost's

ever was, and he has the present

advantage of the image of a dyna-

mic young man, a sort of conserva-

tive J.F.K.

It is this writer's opinion that if

he so desires, John Robarts can

be the next leader of the national

Progressive Conservatives. Why?
He has proven his vote-getting

ability, has the now fashionable

(politically speaking) image of a

dynamic young man, and also the

bucking of business, something not

to be taken lightly. Remember that

business cut off donations to the

Conservatives last election, and

they will not come back until an

acceptable leader is found. Cer-

tainly there are other candidates

for the leadership, but none have

so much in their favour and so little

against them. George Nowlan is too

THE OTTAWA JOURNAL

fan Be Delivered By Carrier To
Subscribers The Bay Of Issue By
Phonini; 542-2685. Cost 35 Cents
Per Week.

left federal politics.

Now we come to the sad story

of John J.
Wintermeyer. This is

rather harsh language, but I think

tlie blame for the Liberal defeat

must rest on his shoulders. He had

a message to get across to the

people and he failed to do it. A
small turnout always favours the

party in power, for the people are

satisfied and have no desire for a

change. Mr. Wintermeyer had m
choice. He had to resign.

As a politician, John Winter

meyer is finished. He will be in thi

same position now as Farquhm
Oliver, his predecessor. He wil

still be treated as an elder states

man of the party, make speechc"

to conventions, and generally leii'!

his support to the cause, but ln'^

influence will be sm,ill.

%Vko^3 %Vke%e IdJken?
A new improved form of the book used most often on Queen's

campus is to make an early appearance this year. A storehouse

of information, the "Who's Where', is to go into circulation two
weeks earlier than any previous edition. The editor was present

at registration to obtain directly the cards containing informatio'^

Proofs will be posted on Wednesday, October 2, to be checked for

completeness and accuracy. As well as name, faculty, year, Kint,'-

ston address and phone numbei-, this year's "Who's Where" will in-

clude home address, complete with street and number. This should
serve as a great help to maintain contact during the Christmas
and summer vacations.

This invaluable book used by professoi-s and students alike

dates back to 1939-1940. Known as the 'Student's Directory' it

was a mere pamphlet compared to last year's 230 pages. The 1940
October 11 issue of the Queen's Journal announced that students

old; George Hces' support is limit- were responsible for having their "Student Directory Canis" i"
. ._ ._ ^ ^ .,.

. I^i^g registrar's office by Octobe 15. This practice has been done
away with by today's computerized registration, where the "Who".-

Where" is simply one more card to be filled out. It is now the
duty of the editor Herb Taylor, to organize advertising which
pays for most of the costs and supervise publication in all its

phases.

cd to Ontario; Duff Roblin is an

other western radical, and so has

no support among businessmen,

for they consider one of this brand

quite sufficient. Davie Fulton is his

only real competition, but he has
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GAELS - 38

ilayne Norrie—2 Touchdowns

Jim Young—Missed
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Bill Edwards—Missing

SOONERS - 6
Mieii Stars As ,liaels Trininph Over Ottawa
y Alan Dequetteville

The voice over the lo^udspeaker boomed, "Here are your lineup changes for this afternoon's

;ame, for Queen's scratch No. 23 Edwards and No. 31 Young." The murmurs that rumbled

hrough the stands clearly indicated the disappoiitment of the crowd. This was the.first game of th^

eason for most students and many of them came in particular to watch this highly-rated Queen's

Golden Gael offensive team in action. Now the two itingpins of that attack wouldn't be on review.

]ven as the ball was kicked off, dissension in the ranks was clearly evident.

Eighteen seconds later they were singing "Oil Thigh" for the first of six times as Bob

Atham ran back that opening kick for a 95 yard scoring play. From then on every combination the

kiels coaches used to fill the vacancies in the powerful backfield seemed to click and before the

ontest was over the Gaels had rolled to a 38-6triumph over a surprisingly plucky junior club,

he Ottawa Sooners.

In total, Queens piled up just under 500 yards in total offense with 382 yards coming in the

'ushing department. The big ground-gainer was JOHN BROWN who took over at left half for

JILL EDWARDS and he alone crashed for 171 of those rushing yards, highlighting his perform-

mce with a 70 yard run for the Gaels second major still in the first quarter. Brown showed

xceptional ability in picking up his blocking and there was plenty of that as the Gaels hit hard

md often, PETE THOMPSON being especially adept at cutting down the Sooners' secondary once

, halfback got some running room
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With just under four minutes

emaining in the opening quar-

er BAYNE NORRIE, the only

lember of the first-string back-

ield to appear in the game, scor-

d Queen's third touchdown as

le sliced in from the Ottawa

ive yard line on a counter play.

Late in the first half, after a

;ood Gaels rush forced the Ot-

awa punter into a short kick

'f only 13 yards from the line

if scrimmage, Norrie scooted

hrough the right side of the

ffensive line, then backed into

he Sooner end-zone dragging

hree tacklers with him, and the

xaels had a commanding 26-0

lalf-time lead.

Early in the third quarter

3rown set up his second major
Pith a 34 yard gallop then three

)lays later caught the Sooners

lapping as he raced into the

snd-zone on a neat reverse from
he 20. PETE BROADHURST,
lim Young's replacement at full

>ack accounted for Gaels final

najor as he scampered in from
[6 yards out. Broadhurst was
mpressive throughout the after-

loon as he rolled up consider-
ible yardage in the Queen's ef-

lort.

However on the next play
'rom scrimmage the Sooners'
'irst effort at eiflploiting the
Jaels weakness was successful,

13 half Tom Pullen pulled in

luarterback Jim McCarthy's
mss and outraced four Queen's
[efenders for an 85 yard scor-
ng play. Much to the dismay of

he Queen's coaching- staff the
)ttawa club neglected to work
m this weakness and they were
inable to tell to any degree if

;heir efforts at remedying the
lituation were successful.
Another minor weakness

ihowed up in pass blockinp. Thn
Gaels' quarterbacks (CAL CON-

and DON BAYNE) were

rushed contdnually and dumped
heavily for losses on several oc-

casions before they could gei

their passes away.

The play of the defensive hue

was excellent however and rooky

cornerback HEINO LILLES was
a standout as he crashed in to

break up several plays before

they could get untracked.

Also quite noticeable was the

hard charge put on by the de-

fense when the Sooners attempt-

ed to punt. Several times the

rushing Gaels and this constant

kick was almost blocked by on-

pressure resulted in several

short kicks, an often overlooked

but very valuable offensive wea-

pon.

All in all things should be

fairly ship-shape as the Gaels

take on the Varsity Blues in

the league opener this Saturday.

While Young man be a doubtful

starter his determination will

probably get him in the starting

lineup. Bill Edwards should

also be ready to ramble.

The coaching staff made the

trip to Toronto Friday night to

take in the exhibition game be-

tween the Blues and Western

Mustangs in which Varsity

triumphed 13-7. They report

that nothing new or startling

showed up and that the two

clubs are fairly evenly matched.

Bob Lat-hom appears to be out for a leisurely run - actually he

is scoring a 95 yard touchdown in the opening ploy of Satur-

da/s game.

B PAG
LOOK!

. . . and don't miss the

chance for a shutterbug

with a bit of quick-

thinkability to pick up
some steady cash as a

sports photographer.

See Brian Bailey, local

380 or Journal Office,

RUGGER SEASON BEGINS

WITH INTER-SQUAD TIE
GOLDS EDGE BLUES 3-0

For the first time in a long while the Outer field was in al-

most perfect playing condition as the Rugger Gaels took to the

turf (?) for the first real tilt of the year last Saturday morning.
The sparse crowd of specta-

tors -witnessed an intra-squad

game which, although mainly

patchy in quality, afforded a

few moments of inspired rugby.

The main purpose of the game

What Others Say

The following are excerpts from the last few issues of

campus papers across the Canadian university scene — we
believe you will enjoy them.

• * • *

DAVE SOLES of the WESTERN GAZETTE came up
with a masterpiece of football optimism in saying "We loant

to extend our best ^vishes to COACH JOHN METRAS . . .

aTid the entire Mustang team. I'm sure they'll do lis proud."

Maybe the less said in this case, the better. An adjacent

column, written with a little more pride and spirit, was
headed "Fishing Team Conies In 8th." "After the secmid

night of fishing," the article states, "the Western team stood

secoTid behind Dartmouth College in the race for the Hidinam

Cup. Hoxoever, on the third day, the team only caught SSV'o

lbs. compared to champion Massachusetts' 326y2ifas.
<* • * •

THE VARSITY is a little more hopeful for the success

of U. of T's Varsity Blues. "This could be the year that

Varsity Football Blues stop marking time and start marching,

only four of their last eighteen league games." We hope that

Blues hhven't won the Yates Cup since 1958 and }iave won

THE VARSITY will print this article again this time next

year.
• • • •

The following article appeared in the University of

Waterloo's CORYPHAEUS entitled "A Littie Color Please."

Anyone who has attended a football game In ivhich

Queen's Golden Gaels ivere participatin-g was no doubt strucS'

by the unbelievably large number of school scarves, tocfttes

and mitts, which filled the stands. There is no reason why
we at the U. of W. can not match, yes, and even surpass,

Quee7is in this display of colour. Here ive must, however, rchj

on the tiiitting needles of the luomen in the various faculties

{and those at lionie) at Waterloo. HOW ABOUT IT GIRLS!
• * • •

We detect a note of sour grapes in Rich Kollins' column

of THE VARSITY. "Films show that torn ligaments suffered

by Rhodes (JIM RHODES who is playing this year for the

Varsity Intennediates) in last season's opener against Queen's

were the result of a clip that ivasn't noticed by the game of-

ficials."
• * • •

McGilt is a little more honest— and resigned to its fate.

"... the news is coming in on the other teams in the OQAA
set up points toivard a Queen's powerhouse and the usnal

average squads from Toronto and Weste}-7u FRANK TIN-

DALL'S Golden Gaels are the only team whose ranks were not

overly thinned by graduation and dropouts,"

They didn't go as far as sending the YATES CUP via

parcel post to its home at Queen's. THE DAILY expressed

the dydng hopes of the Redmen, emphasizing that "last year

the .mine preseason situation forecast had sports writers

predicting a clear Gaels' sieeep. As things turned out, they

couldn't liave been more lorong. Somehow the sanie wind

appears to be blowing this year. We hope it keeps ttp: it

always seems to prove to our advantage."

The tail wind has changed to a head wind, gentlemen.
• • * •

"We need both swimmers aiid divers if we are going to

make a good showing," says the new Western Women's Swim
Coach, ROSE MARY DAWSON. Mrs. Dawson, whose Michi-

gan girls' team won the U.S. Intercollegiate Championships

last year, says anyone who is interested and wants to work

can make her first Western team, "We need quantity to find

quality." Mrs. Dawson hopes to arrange a series of exhibition

meets with Queen's, Toronto, O.A.C., Michigan, and one or

two other schools with girls'

Queen'smen Abroad: Waterloo's CORYPHAEUS tells

us "This year's (Track and Field) team, under their new

cooch PAT GALASSO (and we're hoping for great

things from him in the future) have been practising through-

out the summer and should do much to establi.'^h Waterloo's

reputation as an athletic power," Good luck Pat.

was to enable officials to view
this year's crow of rookies and
to see if the old stalwarts were
up to scratch.

The Gold team, captained by
fly-half NORM CAMERON,
was furnished with the potential

first team back line and a heavy,

though relatively inexperienced

forward line-up. The Blues

fielded most of last year's scrum
and a three-quarter line made
up of newcomers to the Queen's
club.

On the whole the sides were
evenly matched. The first line-

out play of both sides left some-
thing to be desired although the

ball was coming out quite well

from the Blue's scrum — the

clean hooking of HUGH PHIL-
LIPSON was largely responsile

for this. Newcomer MIKE
HUGHES looked very promising

at scrum-half, but unfortunately

his fine service was not put to

the best use by the rest of the

backs, who had considerable dif-

ficulty in mounting penetrating

attacks and were shaky in the

defensive department.

Perhaps the most encourag-

ing aspect of the game was the

fast aggressive play of the Gold

three-quarters. PETER JAR-
RETT and ROLAND OGIER,
both new to the club, showed

us the tj-pe of play that Queen's

has been lacking during the last

few years. Pete's quickness in

attack led to the Gold try

(touchdown) when he kicked a

loose ball past the Blue full-back,

gathered the ball on the bounce

and scored under the posts. The
convert attempt failed.

TED CORMODE, a second

year Meds student and a new-

comer to the game, revealed

considerable potential in his

blind side wing-forward slot, as

did RALPH TURFUS and
HOWIE COOKE playing as

wing three-quarters. Old faith-

fuls BARRY LOUGHTON,
BRUCE PAPPAS, BRUCE
FERGUSSON, MARTIN
WARE. DAVE MOXON and

STEELE proved that they are

still capable of playing a solid

game.

All in all the prospects for

this season look about as prom-

ising as any in the years past,

and some close thrilling games

should be in store for Rugger

enthusiasts on campus.

The regular intercollegiate

schedule starts this coming Sat-

urday when the Rugger Gaels

host the Toronto Varsity Blues.

The senior teams will take to

the Outer Field at 11 a.m.. they

will be preceded by the interme-

diates who will start at approx-

imately 9.30 a.m.

CHAGHEIL
A noticeable lack of the cugtom-

ar\' voca! support was noticed at

the football game last Saturday.

(We know we have a winning
team this year, so let's tell the

Gaels that we appreciate their

efforts.) Bring bugles, sirens,

and, most of all, voices to the

next game—and use them.
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No year at Queen's would be complete, it seems, without a general

gnashing of teeth over the role of the university student in a larger

society. T'he great majority of this soul-searching takes for granted

the assumption that students should have a role, that they are somehow

uniquely qualified to make some kind of contribution. It is time, I think,

that someone questioned that assumption, if only to demonstrate its

validity.

John Isbister's contribution to this column on Friday provides some

useful jumping-off points. I cite it, not in disagreement, for it is a very

thoughtful bit of work. His analogy between student activities in the

American racial struggle and the lack of student activity in the present

crisis of Canadian federalism is a useful one, and I would like, if I may,

to turn it to my purposes.

When one advances the view that

perhaps student action is something

less than effective, he is invariably

met by mutters (or shouts, or

screams, depending upon the environ-

ment) of "What about the South?",

or if the mutterer has a longer mem-
ory, "What about South Korea?".

Here, it is argued, students have

played, or are playing, an important

role in destroying a distasteful sta-

tus quo. This is true. But there are

tv/o things that should be mentioned

in regard to these examples.

In the first place, these are revolu-

tionary situations. In the second

place, the student's role is basically

that of supplying man-power. This

is a valuable role. Successful pursuit

of a revolutionary goal demands a

large body of people with energy,

commitment, and spare time. Thus,

South, students are ideally suited to

do what can loosely be called "the

dirty work". But Mr, Isbister's

statement that students and young
people constitute "the vanguard of

the protest movements" is a bit mis-

leading, for it should be noted that

dwection of the student activities

came not from within the student

groups themselves but from without,

from the NAACP, CORE etc. The
student makes an excellent foot sold-

ier ; he has not yet shown any of the

qualities of generalship.

If I may carry this one step furth-

er — and, face it, you can't stop me

—

the logical conclusion is that the

student makes his best contribution

as a member—of-, something larger

than himself, in fact; something larg-

er than a group of students. In Can-
ada, we are faced with a potentially

revolutionary situation, as Mr. Is-

biater has mentioned. But we, in

English Canada are on the consen'a-

tive side of the fence. The French-

Canadian student may become a part

of the separatist movement. In such

a way he assumes a position analo-

gous—however warped the aim—to

that of the freedom rider. He acts

not as a student but as a separatist.

For those of us in English Canada,
the role is not as straight forward.

And yet to be effective we must
reject the insular approach which
too often characterizes student or-

ganizations: NFCUS is not likely to

solve the bi-culturahsm problem, but

one of the political parties might. I

contend that the wielder of influence

within a student group is a less useful

member of society than the party

worker, the freedom rider, the can-

vasser. As mentioned, student groups

tend to insularity. Once organized

they can develop a vested interest dn

self-perpetuation that comes to dwarf

the purposes that led to the original

founding.

And finally, a point which merits

a longer exposition: students often

jeopardize their own causes, give

than a bad name. Far too many
students undertake worthwhile

causes in the same manner they swal-

low goldfish. The recent demonstra-

tions against the House Un-Ameri-
can Activities Committee were re-

ported as 'T3eatnik"-led. The best

cause tends to look a bit fishy when
advanced by the usual breaded, gui-

tar-slinging lot.

We are at university to train our-

selves for some future service. If

we act on our own we are either sus-

pect or ineffective—generally both.

We can best serve by forgetting our

identity as students, by going outside

the university community to protest,

and by training ourselves for future

use. How do we a^ess the contribu-

tion of the student who works his

fingers to the bone for the cause of

bi-lingual NFCUS toilet paper — and
then flunks out?

—Charles Gordon.

QUEEN'S: ''AN AMORAL SEMI - CULTURE''

A Campus Morality?

Tricolor '64

Any students interested in

selling copies of TRICOLOR
'64 are requested to leave

their names, addresses, and

telephone numbers at the

TRICOLOR oQice in the Stu-

dents' Union before October

4lh. Sales will be conducted

during The second week of

October this year. We arc

especially inlerested in hear-

ing from sludents in their final

years in all faculties. Sales-

men will be compensated for

tlicir efforts by receipt of one

free TRICOLOR.

By Alison Gordon
University students have it made.

We are younger, stronger, and more

intelligent than the majority of the

population. Our potential is almost

frightening. We are the ones that

will make the important contribu-

tions to society dn the nexit few

decades. Most of the statesmen, bus-

iness leaders, writers, and educators

will come from our ranks. We're not

cowed much and have a healthy dis-

respect for those values we find false.

We're a pretty wonderful group, and

by God, we don't forget it, I think

we had better.

TOILET TRAINED

There is a strange sort of moral-

ity on the campuses of North

America. (This isn't going to be

yet another 'Deep and Significant

Discussion of the Sexual Mores of

the University 'Student' — God for-

fend! The morality I'm referring to

goes a lot deeper) . We feel that the

world owes us an awful lot in return

for what we are going to give them.

So we take. And we give nothing in

return. We sit in lectures and are

taught by capable and intelligent

people who do nothing but give to us.

There is a lot we could give in return
—^but we don't. We could try a bit or

respect and humility. We could give

effort. We should be willing to do

more than take notes, and more than

ZIP
All the Zing has gone out of life.

We are really in the doldrums.

The problem seems to be that the

non-conformist norm has become ac-

cepted. No wonder student's pranks
hold no fascination. Not even a
public pronouncement of belief in

free love brings any offers. What
is a girl to do? About the only
thing that is hard to find is a fourth
for bridge.

—FLAVIA FLASK, P.G.

do a minimal amount of outside

reading (if we have time) , more than

throw it all back on examinations,

get a passing grade and sit back

and be proud. When we do this we're

using the same techniques and atti-

tudes that were appropriate and suc-

cessful when we began toilet training,

ALL TAKE

Our relationships with other stu-

dents are deplorable. They are shal-

low, selfish, and—completely unsuc-

cessful. We are content not only to

take, but even to take only what is

meaningless — free beer, free help

on assignments, free cigarettes, free

coffee, and a bit of furtive sex in

the back of a car. With everyone

being afraid to fulfil his responsibil-

ities, this is all our relationships can

be. We do have responsibilities to

each other—but this is the supposed

'carefree' time of our lives, so we
don't recognize them, and thus lose

much of what we could have gained.

If our relationships with those at

University are unsatisfactory our

relationships with those outside it are

calamitous. We seem to forget that

people not at Queen's are human
beings. Large amounts of money
spent in Kingston by the University

and its students will not pay for our

subhuman treatment of Kingaton-

ians.

RUMBLES

Snake dances on Princess Street

may be displays of youthful exhu-

berance — noisy parties until ifour

in the morning only display a lack

of consideration. It seems ridiculous

that a week-end party's success is

assured when the police arrive. When
will we realize that no one owes us

anything, that pubs are not places

where minors must be served — un-

less of course they are underage con-

struction labourers, that construction

sites are not free brick and board

dispensories ? Because we are stu-

dents, we feel that we have licence

to lie and steal. We are special.

We must abandon our cherished

—

but amoral—semi-culture and become
responsible members of society. We
must. But can we?

Pete% MrcJ^au^kl-n

To become a witch a woman must be an old weather-beaten crone, her
chin and knees meeting for age, hollow-eyed, untoothed, going mumbling
in the streets, one that hath forgotten her pater noster. It is time to

remind the public of this, for nowadays any girl can make extra dough
by getting her mother to teach her epilepsy and the cramps and the rolling

of the eyes, likewise to wry the mouth, gnash the teeth, startle with the
body, and grin, mow, mop, and mutter. She is then worth good money
to a Popish priest if she will co-operate with him and be publicly exorcised.

Let the public mind also be clear

about the hair of the true witch,

which can be neither chopt nor burnt.

Oliver Cromwell's grandmother per-

formed this test on Old Mother

Samuel. Later she dreamt about

Old Mother Samuel's cat, and soon

after fell sick and died. At the trial.

Old Mother Samuel was asked

whether a dun chicken did ever suck

on her chin, a sure sign. She answer-

ed, only twice since Christmas Eve.

She also said that she was with child,

which set all the company laughing,

An Open Letter

And Where The Sparkle?
The Features page, like Toynbee's

'Study of History', is so extraor-

dinarily ill-written that it is this

writers' opinion that its contents

have been read by few and contem-

plated by fewer.

With the exception of Mr. I'Este's

book review, the page seems entirely

composed of filler of the "rah! rah!

Joe College" variety. Mr. d'Este's

book review is certainly not well-

placed on the page if merit and posi-

tion are any part of criteria for place-

ment.

M. Falkenberg's article on "Regis-

tration', though untouched with bril-

liance, is an obvious attempt to re-

flect the humor inherent in the

university's new policy of using mod-
ern science to arrange the academic
lives of the students. It is not en-

tirely a failure — it is probably as

good an effort at wit as is obtainable

on this campus. It was probably well

received by the majority of the stu-

dents for this reason.

Where are the sparkling comments
on the gods and the world of man
that used to be a reflection of a

questioning of our tribal totems?

Time and apathy seem to have rele-

gated them to Limbo. They are gone

as the students who cared have gone.

Every year the quality of the

university student is improving. The
Administration says so. The IBM
machine ensures that it is so. And
every year the level of the students'

social and personal awareness drops.

Editor's Note: After two (2)
press-nights, we, too, have reached
a similar conclusion about the la-

mentable level of student thov.ght

and its expression. Perhaps, however
the problem lies not toith the student
but tvitk the system. We are convin-
ced that years of suppression by the
'systevi' have twt duUed the native
wit and tJiJe mastery of the English
language of Queen's students. We
ask you to help us make this point
as forcibly as possible.

Every year there are fewer people

who think — and who can ex-

press their thoughts in the English

language. There is a tendency to

think that perhaps the EngUsh lan-

guage, which can be so richly expres-

sive, is dead.

If your page continues to be writ-

ten so that an article such as "Flavia

Flask's" is to set the tone of the

page, you must be prepared to realize

that you are prostituting journalism

and ridiculing the mentality (if

nothing else) of the college student.

The article was deemed by a very

occasional indication of wit, and an
intensity that is really not merited

by the subject matter.

Perhaps what you need are not

fresh ideas, but fresh students. One
so seldom encounters students to

whom all of life is exciting. Most
are so horribly blase about the whole

procedure.

It is discouraging.

By a Meynber of the Staff

for she was eigh^; and herself more
than any, for she thought that for

this reason no judgment could be

given. But the jury said it was hy

the devil.

Another highly placed murderee
was the Earl of Derby. It can now
be revealed that one of his servants

found in my lord's chamber about

midnight an image of wax, with hair
in colour like his hair twisted round.
The image was spotted, and soon
after, spots appeared also upon the
Earl. The servant cast the figure in

the fire before it was viewed by
others, thinking by this to relieve

his lord, but it turned out quite the
other way.

Doll Barthram chose a less ortho-
dox method for the spiting of Simon
Fox's servant. First she sent three
toads to plague her in bed, then a
spirit, which clapped her on the
cheeks to wake her, kissed her three
or four times and slavered on her,

and lay on her breast, pressing sore.

One John Sheerman, who just hap-
pened to have dropped in, witnesseth.

But beware of thinking that all

witches are women. Only the other
day (actually it was 1591) a village

schoolmaster tried to bewitch the
sister of one of his pupils to fall

in love with him. Learning that
the boy slept in his sister's bed, he
told his that he would teach him
without stripes if he would bring
three hairs from her privy members.
Luckily when the girl complained
that the boy would not let her sleep,

the mother, something of a witch
herself, guessed what was the matter,
and gave the boy three hairs from
the udder of a heifer. The master
cast his spell on the hairs, and the
heifer jumped over the fence, ran
down the street, and knocked on the
school-house door.

In the nude, too. Some spell.

Peter McLaughlin.
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TO WIN OR NOT TO WIN

This was the sfory lost November 17 os McGill's Redmen won

IN VICTORY — Eric Walter receives congratuiotions for his the Yates Cup — Will the Gaels get it bock this year? We IN DEFEAT— Jim Young walks glumly from the field after o

port m the McGill win lost Nov. 17. say YES! brilliant performance in a losing cause.

A QUESTION OF THE YATES CUP
By Brian Bailey, Journal Sports Editor

(With Apologies to the Late W.S.J

Each year at this time headlines, sports pages, and letters to

the editor of virtually every campus newspaper across the continent

aboiuid with the sought-after news of another football season. For

most of North America's colleges and universities the football game

has become a ritual, a tradition — a necessity.

At Queen's this is not so — here football is a worship. Hockey

or rugger or basketball teams come and go at Queen's (mostly go,

unfortunately), winning occasional honour for tlieir alma mater.

But when Queen's graduates gather they talk about the Harry Bat-

tones, the How Hamlins, the Ron Stewarts and the Jocko Thompsons

who over the past five decades have made Queen's a perennially

learcd football power. Football is our gamel And we want to wui —

often.

Tomorrow afternoon initiates the 1963 season for the Tricoloui

as they host Dalt White's Toronto Bules in Richardson Stadium. Tht

season is short (only 6 games) and every game is virtually a playofi

— tomorrow is no exception. Toronto and Queen's are tlie league's

traditional arch-rivals despite the present fierce rivalry between the

Gaels and the Redmen of McGill.

The Blues have at times shown good promise this season, while

trampling University of Ottawa 28-0 and downing Western 13-7 in

their exhibition starts, and look like the only team that might give

the Gaels a fight for the Yates Cup. Bill Waters, Bryce Taylor, Jim

Israel, and Harold Hall, and company who plagued the Gaels last

year, would like nothing better than to see last year's scores reversed.

Queen's own Gaels have been called the "strongest offensive

power in modem college football" and "the most feared backfieki

in several years" but equal notice has been taken that the Gaels

Lick experience and speed in their defensive backfield. Undoubtedly

the Blues will be the first to try to CKploit this known weakness

(the Sooners tried only one long pass last Saturday — the result —
6 points). Has Frank TindaJI been able to iron out the mistakes?

Tcmorrow will tell.

Yes, tomorrow will tell the tale — The Yates Tale — tomorrow at

2 p.m. at Richardson Stadium. Will you be there?

( For more on the Golden Gaels see pages 4, 5 and 6.

)
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2500 Stolen From Stacks
stolen or missing — 2500

books. Armed guards to be

posted at entrances of the

Douglas Library. All students

to be carefully searched upon

entering and leaving. Electric

eyes to be installed dn ALL
rooms. Sounds far-fetched ?

Perhaps, but it is a definite

fact that since the last stack

inventory, 2500 books have

been taken in an unorthodox

manner from the Queen's li-

brary. Queen's students are

responsible. Something will

have to be done. This is the

problem facing the Board of

Library Curators when they

next meet. The result may
have to be tighter regulations

and restrictions, although all

hope this will not be necessary.

At present, the library is

operated on an honour system.

Each student is trusted to sign

out all books and bring them

back promptly. Through care-

lessness, laziness, and lack of

consideration for other stu-

dents a great many books dis-

appear each year. It seems to

be forgotten that other stu-

dents are depending on these

books for assignments or that

many of them are now out of

publication and impossible to

reorder. The loss of such books

hurls not only the university,

but also and even more so, the

students.

But one must not get the im-

pression that such book thiev-

ing is a pastime exclusive only

to Queen's. On the contrary,

almost every library experien-

ces this same problem. It is

interesting to note that in the

last 5 years the loss of books

BESSETTE NOVEL ON CBC
Next Monday night, Octo-

ber 14, every eye should be

watching a television play en-

titled "Not For Every Eye". A
member of the French depart-

ment, Gerard Bessette, is au-

thor of the novel "Not For Ev-
ery Eye", which has been tele-

vised for CBC's Playdate.

HerveJodoin (Jack Greeley)

accepts a clerking job in the

. St. Joachim bookstore. The
proprietor, Leon Chicoine

(Larry Mann) sells books on
index (not for every eye) un-
der a cloak of respectability.

M. le Cur6, however, learns

the secret wares of the book-
store and a scandal involving
Jodoin and every citizen of St.

Joachim unravels the basic hy-
pocrisy of the hero and the sit-

uation.

T'he book is a satire on pro-

vincial life in French Canada
and, more specifically, on the
stupidity of censorship. The
author points a ridiculing fin-

ger at conformity motivated by
fear and at people hypocriti-
cally aligning on the side of
power. As criticism is aimed
in particular at rural Quebec,
publication in Canada at first
met with obstacles. The book,

which first appeared in Paris,

was chosen by the Grand Jury

des Lettres of Montreal as one

of the best 10 French Canadian
novels published between 1945

and 1960, The reviews follow-

ing a North American publica-

tion were generally favorable.

Another member of the

French department and a per-

sonal friend of the author,

Professor Glen Shortliffe,

translated the novel into Eng-
lish. In his opinion, "Not For

Every Eye" is the best novel

Bessette has written. His pre-

vious works include La Gag-

aiTc, Les Peda-gogucs and

Poems Teinporels. M. Bessette

has just recently completed an-

other novel, "La Commensale",

but feels it needs revision be-

fore publication. As well as

being a creative writer, he is

an authority on French Cana-

dian literature and has great

regard for the contemporary

French school of literature.

Professor Shortliffe des-

cribes his friend as an exu-

berant and passionate author.

Writing is the most important

thing in M. Bessette's life— as

a matter of fact, it is his life.

He faces a problem, however,

for he finds the period of the

earth's revolution about dts

axis entirely unsuited to his

needs. He has been known to

work for longer than twenty

four hours at a stretch, and

to sleep for periods of four-

teen hours. These intense per-

iods of creating take place in

a cigar smoke-permeated,

sound-proofed room of his

(Continued on Page 2)

ATTENTION

Who's Where Proofa

WHO'S WHERE PROOFS
Will be posted on SATUR-
DAY, OCTOBER 5th for

Levena in the WOMEN'S
RESIDENCES only, for

Arts and Science in LEON-

ARD HALL, DOUGLAS
LIBRARY, NEW ARTS
BUILDING, STUDENTS'
UNION.

PLEASE CORRECT
THEM IF NECESSARY.
THEY WILL BE REMOV-
ED ON OCTOBER 11.

across the entire Canadian con-

tinent has increased. Those

concerned are not sure of the

exact reasons for this jump but

they do feel it is connected with

the recent methods of teaching

which encourage students to

read larger numbers of books

and the corresponding relaxa-

tion of restrictions by most li-

braries. There also appears to

be a growing belief that arti-

cles taken permanently or tem-

porarily from a large institu-

tion are not really missed and
such "borro\ving" is not to be

classed as true stealing. Ob-

viously very few who take

books in such a manner intend

to hurt anyone. They fail to

realize that all of these small

offences eventually compile

themselves into one major

problem.

What is the solution to this

problem? Most people do not

feel tighter restrictions by

higher authorities will be the

true answer. In the first place,

there is no system of checks

so thorough that a determined

person could not undermine it.

Secondly, almost every student

would greatly resent being

treated like an irresponsible

child or dishonest grownup.

The library staff does not wish

to destroy their relations with

the students'. In the third place

there is always the chance that

tight rules might pose a chal-

lenge to some of the adventur-

ous students, and thereby in-

crease books lost.

No, the best results appear

to be reached by putting a lar-

ger portion of regulation res-

ponsibility in the hands of the

students themselves, for they

are the ones who suffer most

by lack of reference books,

fines, etc. This idea has prov-

(Continued on Page 2)

Concert Series

The Queen's University

Series

On Monday, October 7,

Erick Friedman, violinist

will open the 1963-64, Uni-

versity Concert Series.

Sorboime Prof.

Lectures Here
The Department of Philoso-

phy is privileged to welcome to

Queen's next Monday Paul

Ricoeur, professor of philoso-

phy at the Sorbonne, Profes-

sor Ricoeur is giving the Laid-

law lectures at Knox College,

Toronto, this week and will

be going on to lecture at the

University of Montreal. He
will spend Monday, October

7th in Kingston and has con-

sented to present a paper on

The Possibility and Difficul-

ties of a Philosophy of the Will.

This will take place in Room
14 of Dunning Hall at 4:30

p.m. Students and staff are

cordially invited.

NFCUS ANSWER: TWO SOLITUDES
What Dave Jenkins, Presi-

dent of the National Federa-

tion of Canadian University

Students, has called "a prob-

lem which is facing NFCUS
today and will be facing Can-

ada this decade" has been solv-

ed.

Nane resolutions, unanimous-

ly passed by the twenty-sev-

enth Congress, provide for the

"establishment of two equal

glroups, with internal sover-

eighty on questions within

their exclusive jurisdiction

within the new Canadian Un-

ion of Students".

This new union will permaji-

ently solve the cultural and

ethnic duality which threaten-

ed to split the NFCUS.
The office of vice-president

of International Affairs has

been abolished and the Nation-

al President will assume the

duties of this post.

The resolutions provide also

for the election of two vice-

presidents, one by a caucus of

French-speaking students and

one by a caucus of English-

speaking students, who will be

concerned with the internal

struggle of their respective

cultural groups as well as other

duties, not yet defined. Pre-

viously the two vice-presidents,

chosen from the delegates at

large, were classified under

the offices of international and

national affairs respectively.

Speaking for the motion,

Jean Bazin, University of La-

val Student President, said, "I

think there is in the eyes and

thoughts of all, the idea to de-

clare ourselves in the discus-

sions of the past few days".

On the provincial level, equal

votes will be given to the

French and English groups in

the NFCUS Congress on issues

such as the establishment of

the original structures and

constitution of the provincial

organization of students.

On the national level, the

two groups will again receive

equal votes on matters such as

the establishment of the orig-

inal structure and constitution

of a new "Canadian Union of

Students."

An official name for the new
bi-cultural union has yet to be

decided.
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EDITORIAL . . .

BOOKS WE DOmi WANl
Books it seems have become our safe little outlet to wisdom-

Our professors nobly infonii us that as long as we curl up m a

grubby little corner of Douglas Library, we will find our way to

all wisdom, knowiefige and inspiration.

At our initiations we are dragged through the dusty rigma-

role of being informed of the hallowed inspiration of walking

down the Douglas Library between rows and rows of books.

Books are supposed to educate the spirit.

'

This is a myth that deserves exploding with a large lump of

intellectual TNT. Too many of the books on our reading list are

dog-eared dust-bearers. And so they richly deserve to be.

One of the most prevalent foirms of intellectual dishonesty is

to pretend to enjoy and appreciate books that frankly drive us

to drink.

It is more or less impossible to read a book with any enjoy-

ment, with the exception of a few of the more succulent types

of pocket book, unless we have a point of view. That involves

quite a few things. It means for example that we know our own

feelings, feelings about love, about our country, about God, about

the sort of life we are going to lead, and we certainly are very

unlikely to draw a point of view from leathery texts of the 1840's

or from half a dozen freshly printed modern monstrosities. A

point of view grows out of what we most enjoy doing. And read-

ing books that should never have been printed is not enjoyable.

It is about time that a large number of the bad books are removed

from the reading ilsts on campus.

It is time too that courses were directed not towards the

"accumulation of knowledge" but towards the development of

people equipped to live, both in a technical wage-earning sense,

and a spiritual sense in our own century. 'Can't' about the Univer-

sity Mission, the accumulation of knowledge, which we have to

endure every year at Education seminars, should be exposed for

the escapism that it is.

Scholarships

UN Expects Diverting Divergences

The Ottawa Branch of the Queen's University Alumni

Association offers a bursary in the amount of ?200. to be awarded

Smually to a student who is a graduate of an Ottawa Secondary

School and in attendance at Queen's University. This Bursary is

open to all students in all faculties. Application forms may be

oDtained from Mrs. W. A. Kodgers, 4io Briar Ave Ottawa b

Completed applications must be received by the Registrar not later

than Oct. 31.
, . j «„, „ u,,,-

The Johnson's Wax Fund Scholarship Award offeis a bui-

sai-y to pay for one year the reasonable expenses for travel
^

and study in the United States of at least one
^^^^^h^.

f

student, Canadian citizen, male or female, in a United States

college or university of his or her selection in postgraduate fields

of study as economics, business administration, chemistry, en-

gineering, law. medicine, teaching, etc. Further information may

oe obtained from the Registrar.

PEACE PUNDITS PLAN

BIOLOGS' NEW BmDING

The Queen's United Nations

Club is embarking upon its most

ambitious programme in recent

years, Tliis year the U.N. Club

and International House, which

itself looks forward to a success-

ful season, will be working side

by side to present guest speak-

ers, panel discussions and open

debates on subjects covering the

gamut of U.N. and world af-

fairs. John Pearce, president of

the U.N. Club, believes that by

using International House for

the club's twice-monthiy meet-

ings on Friday at noon, his or-

ganization will be able to swell

its attendance by appealing to

foreign students on campus.

Pearce goes on to say that the

presence of a substantial cross

section of Canadian and foreign

students will guarantee diverg-

ing opinions on many issues and

therefore result in extremely in-

teresting meetings.

According to Gerry Dirks, the

Club's programme chairman, the

success of any campus organiz-

ation depends on the type and

form of progi-amme presented.

With this in mind. Dirks, along

with the rest of the executive

has attempted to obtain inter-

esting and entertaining speak-

ers to supplement the student

panels, which should diminish

the possibility of stagnation.

October 24 is the eighteenth

anniversary of the United Na-

tions as a world organization.

To bring the attention of stu-

dents to this fact, the local U.N.

Club has plans to bring a well-

known personalitj' to the campus

to address a special public meet-

ing on the evening of October

24, Details for this evening will

be announced later.

The Old Arts Building, erect-

ed in 1880, has, up to this point,

housed Queen's Biology Depart-

ment crowded on two floors.

There has been a recent up-

surge of undergraduate enroll-

ment in this department, along

with a corresponding increase in

graduate work. Facilities have

been inadequate since the end

of the Second World War. The

need for a new biology building

has been critical. This need is

to be realized at last.

Architects AUward and Gouin-

lock of Toronto designed the

building, taking great care that

it should be in harmony with the

homes in the area, and in par-

ticular with the County Court

house. The contract for constru-

ction was awarded to a Mont-

real firm, the Foundation Co.

of Canada, Ltd., submitting the

lowest tender of eleven bidders.

Basic cost will be $2,208,500, but

a total expenditure of 2.9 million

is anticipated with the necessary

equipment of furnishings. This

biology building will be the

largest structure on the campus.

It is to be erected on a square

block site south of Union Street,

bounded by Arch, Deacon and

Barrie Streets. This particular

site was chosen for its proxim-

ity to the biochemistry and phy-

siology buildings, since there is

an interdependence in the fields

of biology and raedioine.

The main portion of the build-

ing is a four-storey rectangular

block measuring 275 by 85 feet.

One-half of this main block will

be used for teaching quarters

and is expected to be completed

by the fall of '64. The south

half of the main block, the re-

search area, should be ready for

use by the Christmas of '64. A
T-shaped, three-storey wing

will extend toward the campus,

and it will consist mainly of

auditoriums.

One feature of interest will

be the closed circuit TV moni-

tors in each of the twenty-four

labs in the north teaching area.

There will also be a built-in

greenhouse on the roof.

Bessette's T.V. Novel
(Continued from Page 1)

basement. He scribbles his

notes furiously in a longhand

illegible to all but his wife.

Televising this Fi'ench novel

entailed many difficulties. Pro-

fessor Shortliffe pointed out

the arduousness of conveying

the original French meaning of

the context in translation. Cer-

tain idioms, for example, ac-

ceptable in French usage be-

come screamingly obscene upon

literal translation into English.

The plot involves vei-y little ac-

tion; meditation is of primary

importance. The novel is writ-

ten in the first person, in the

form of a diary. Televised pre-

sentation of "Not For Every

Eye" is quite a challenge —
surmounted, we hope, by the

combined efforts of Professor

Shortliffe and the Canadian

Broadcasting Corporation.

"Men build and men destroy.

Sun'iving men build again.

Sometimes there is no survival."

At Ellis Hall last Tuesday

under the auspices of the

C.U.C.N.D. Mr. Julian Griggs

began his speech with this quo-

tation. Mr. Griggs is the former

international Jiason for the Can-

adian Peace Research Institute.

He presented a paper "Planning

for Peace" written by Dr. Wil-

liam Eckhardt, a clinical psycho-

logist at the University of Iowa.

The underlying assumption of

the paper is that the major cause

of war is compound predjudice.

He feels that all prejudice con-

sists of dependence on an "in"

group and hostility towards an

"out" group. This hidden hos-

tility is fanned by accidents and

crisis and the final result is the

outbreak of open hostility or

war.

Towards a "World Without

War", Dr. Eckhardt proposes

long range proposals in the form

of research, intermediate range

programmes of education, and

short range action in the form

of legislation and immediate

peace action.

He feels that peace research

in the fields of human relations

may be of vital importance and

that work towards decreasing

racial tensions and disputes be-

tween management and labour

may be applicable to problems

on a world scale.

In the field of peace legiala.

tion Dr. Eckhardt feels that ef,

forts to achieve "world peact

tablishment of an effectivt

through world law" and the es-

world government may be tbi

only solution for .increased worlc

tensions.

Because legislators at thi

time resist international legis

lation and any loss of their sov.

ereignty, there must be immed

iate action to convince people

of the need for world govern-

ment through non-V'iolent mas;

demonstrations.
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Stack Stealing

(Cominucd ]rom Page 1)

ed to be successful in a large

number of colleges. For ex-

ample, Smith College in New
Hampshire found their book

losses dropped 50% when vol-

unteer students posted them-

selves as a check at the library

entrances compelhng the stu-

dents to show convincing evi-

dence that all books were prop-

erly marked out. This may ap-

pear arbitrary, but it was m
pelled by the students them

selves.

These are just possible solu

tions and none have proved en

tirely successful. What chan

ges, if any, that will be adop

ted by Queen's are still undt

cided; but in the end the onu

will have to be on the indivii

ual student, and his sense <

responsibility and fair play.

YOU ARE INVITED TO ATTEND A

FREE LECTURE
ON

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

Entitled

**The Meaning of Reformation"

By Ouo Bcrtschi, CSB of

Zurich, Switzerland,

Member of die Board of Lectureship

of the Motlier Church,

The First Church of Christ, Scientist,

In Boston, Massachusetts.

ON FRIDAY, OCTOBER 4

At 8:15 p.m.

IN FIRST CHURCH OF CHRIST,

SCIENTIST.

121 JOHNSON ST., KINGSTON. ONT.

— All Are Welcome —

YOU SAID IT
OBSCENITY
Editor, Journal,

The blasphemous and

obscene mouthing in con-

cert from a segment in the

stands last Saturday were in

the worst possible taste.

They call to mind an obser-

vation of the Duke of

Devonshire Uiat, after Par-

liament had passed a Bill

raising the school-leaving

age, certain words and

phrases were scribbled one

foot lower on the wall of his

London house.

Yours very sincerely,

A. M. Lavcrty.

Little League

Editor, Journal,

Dear John,

May we offer you our

congratulations for your

worthy (?) attempt to send

the age-old critical lenden-

cies of your set to new
depdi — welcome to the

"pick - on - them - they're -

smaller-(and thinner) club"!

It appears greatly to our

credit, and your detriment

that you find nothing to

comment upon but our un-

selfish and considerate

attempts to appear pleasing

and alluring in the good old

tradition of Cleopatra,

Jezebel, Delilah and com-

pany.

You are a strange male,

Mr. Golt, if you prefer view-

ing the consumption of a

"lump of fudge" to partaking

of the "luxury of a french

kiss". Strange the more are

your desires to add the price

of roast potatoes and butter-

scotch pie to your bill (al-

though we have yet to see

the Levanite who would pass

up Prokop's french fries be-

side her Prokop's protein-

packed filet mignon).

Forget Renoir's plump

peasant ^rls, Johnnie, and

deem yourself lucky to be

exposed to graceful young

things, whose waists you can

encircle with ONE arm and

whose figures do justice to

both slacks and sacks.

3 cheers for Metrecal ! !

B. & V.

Alison On Immorality

Editor, Journal,

Miss Gordon's timely plea

for humility, moral aware-

ness and a new spirit of

student responsibility is be-

yond reproach. The meat of

the matter, however, is con-

tained m her final paragraph.

O.K. Alison — that party

kept me awake loo.

Bysshe.

P,S. I liked the last one

you had.

MORE THOUGHT
This week three separate

letters are appearing the

Journal concerning the

general level of student be-i

haviour on this campus. A
university student has what

amounts to a sacred duty to

examine and criticize the

social and moral assump-

tions of his society. There

is, however, a dilTercnco

between critical mental

activity and anti-social con-

duct. Every student is drawn

into the fray when behaviour

contrary to established civi-

lized paterns occurs. Perhaps

in the future a little more

thought before action would

be the wiser course.

Delila Prim.

Spineless

Editor. Journal,

That a university news-

paper should actually edi-

torialize its support for the

shallow distortions of initia-

tions is despicable. Your

"indoctrination is necessary

because" attitude is just an-

other worm in the old apple,

If there is anything enviable

about the traditions of mon-

keys in trees, who is doing

the envying? The Journal!

What a spineless, mouse-

gutted rat.

Rick Johnstone.

Did the writer read our

2nd issue in which we con-

demned the distortions oi

initiation? We might des-

cribe Mr. Johnstone as our

only revolutionary, but if he

is, one against the science

faculty is awftd long odds.

Editor.

Founded in 1873 and published

twice a week during the academ-
ic year by the Alma Mater So-

ciety of Queen's University.
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Martin Ware
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1 la Univ(-'r

i"dubon Wildlife Films. The first in

„ 'series of fiw excellent colour nature

films The Bear River , will be ptr-

.hink i» Dunning Hall Auditonuin at

8 15 pw. on Thursday October 10th.

neserved season tickets for tlie series

„re now available at noon hours in tlie

Old Arts Building. 12;45 to 1=30. Speeid

student rates are available. Single ad-

iiiission tickets will be available at the

door. ^ ^

Saturday, October S

There will be a Tea Dance after the

football game (approx 4 to 6:30) in

Cr;in( Hall, sponsored by Ban High

House Coimeil. Admission is 25 cents.

Sunday, October fl

Tlic Oiiecn'-'^ Chess Club will hold its

first niet-ting at 2:00 p.m. in (he main

floor study room at Morris Hall. All

chess players welcome.
^

At International Howse dancing les-

sons will be given to overseas students.

This is a short course in basic ballroom

diincing every Sunday fiom 2-4. All

lliof iiilerestcd please be tliere for tlie

first lesson tliis Sunday

The Liilhemn Students will Ire s-pon-

foring a comboil following a special

7:30 ser\'ie<;. Theme: The Hipster,

Eierybody is welcome at St. Mark's -

Earl and Victoria,

Monday, Oclober 7

World University Service Committee

wrltoi^s )0U to meetings Monday eve-

niiiii'^ at 7 p.m. in Inteniational House,

IbT Utf^crsil:)' Avenue. Agendas include

inlcrtsting discussions concerning tlie

nnivcKity and the world. Applications

for p<Htions on sub-cornmi Itecs are still

l>cing accepted. This year, Queen's

WUSC again will publish "Spotliglif

Magazine and will co-sponsor a Seminar

of infemation.il interest. All arc welcome.

The Glee Chib need men, especially

ti.'nors. Even if you "can't sing", come

out for fun. This year's production is

Gilbert and Sullivan's "RUDDTGOHE".
Next rehearsal is Monday at 7 p.m. at

the Music House, 55 Lower Alfred
Street, across from tlie stndioni.

The first meeting of tlie Queen's
Cocnmerct Club will be held in Room 14
of Dunning Hall at 8 p.m. Tlie speaker,

Mr. Sam Steinberg, of Steinberg Super-
markets, will speak on "Caiiadiau Enter-
prerienrship". Students and professors of

all faculties are cordially invited.
a • s

First ineL'tiiig of the Queen's Pro-

gressive Conservative Club, in the Mc-
Laughlaii Room in tlie Students' Union
at 7:30 on Monday October 7lh. Tho
guest speaker is the Honourable Fred
Cass Attoraey General of Ontario. Re-
freshenents after the meeting.

Tuesday, Oclobcr 8
Queen's Badminton Club liegins Tues-

day in tlic Gym from 9 to 11 p.m.

Hncquets may be Tcnied from the Intra-

mural Stores in the Gvm from 12;15 to

12:45, 1:15 to 1:.35, and 5:30 to 5:45

for 10 cents per day. Feather or plastic

birds should be purchased before Tues-

day evening. Running shoes and white

clothing arc essential. Membership fee is

St.00, but two free nights are allowed.

Beginners especially welcome. For fur-

dicr infonnation, phone Charles Publow,

Arts '64 at .S«i-417S. Watch the Joimia!

for further notices.

Wednesday, October 9
The Inlematlonal Club will hold a

meeting at International ?Iouse. All

members please attend. Refrcslmicnls

will be .served.

ANSWER TO CROSSWORD
®
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the traditional look

in button down sbirts

Button-down men are rapidly becoming purlstt In th*

•election of their natural thoulder scoeieorlas. Our
•election of shirtings, deftly tailored In aoft Oxford

cloth with flared, long point button-down ooilar, box
pleat back and hanger tab, are a mutt for the natural

•houlder wardrobe.

SOUD COLOUR OXFORD CLOTH B.D.

STRIPED OXFORD CLOTH BJ>. •0^0

PQRTirCALL
EXCLUSrVEWITH

TIP TOP TAILORS
4^

Kingston, Ontario 1 1 7 Princess Street,

Campus Canada

Campus Canada the magazine

of student opinion in Canada will

be on sale next Monday, Tuesday,

and Wednesday, Three hundred

copies will be sold at thirty-five

cents apiece.

Copies will be available at the

Mens Residences from five to ,

at the AMS office all day, and

from any member of NFCUS. This

issue is published by students at

U.B.C.

The next issue appears in Jan-

uary. Contributions for it will be

accepted by the NFCUS commit-

tee up to November 15. Of the

seven lead articles that appeared

last year two were from Queen's.

This is an enviable record and one

which \vc want to keep up.

)i\mtEh (Ilmrcli

SUNDAY. OCTOBER Gth

Corner Sydenham Street &
William Slreel.

9: 15 a.m.—In ilic Chapel: The
Sacrament of the

Lord's Supper. The
Chapel entrance is on

William Street at the

rear of the church.

11:00 a.m.—The Sacrament of ihe

Lord's Supper.

7:30 p.m.—Evening Worship in

Ihc Chapel, followed

by the Sacrament of

the Lord's Supper.

EVALUATION

The Senior Students Program
The following are questions direct-

ed ill particular to freshmen, vigil-

antes, and senior students, in hopes

of securing some evaluation of the

program, whidh was tried this year

for the first time. Anybody who
feels he lias calid comments is

welcome to answer the question-

naire. Please add criticisms or

suggestions if you wish. Girls

an-iwer it too!

F—Mark X if you never met your

senior student.

F—What course are yon in?

F—Did your senior student assist

you in choosing your course?

planning your timetable?

F—Could you have done as well

by just going to registration?

F—How long did it take you to

register on Wednesday?
F—What criticisms do you have of

your senior student?

SV—Did the freshmen ask you

many questions about courses?

^rcBhatcriatt CGhurcli

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 6th

1 1 :00 a.m.—Morning Worship

7:00 p.m.—Evening Worship

7:30 p.m.—Radio Ministry.

CKLC

8:15 p.m.—Youth Fellowship

TUESDAY

7:30 p.m.—Prayer^ Bible

Hour

Come to Worship

Less than you e.>:pected?

More? About what you ex-

pected?

WHiat questions were asked be-

sides the ones dealing with

courses?

How necessary did you find the

Monday and Tuesday lectures:

essential? superfluous?

How important do you think

faculty cooperation in the

courses orientations? ( on Mon-

day and Tuesday)

SV—Were you able to answer most

of the questions the freshmen

asked?

S—Did tlie freshmen respond in

the Tuesday night session?

Should this type of program be

continued?

If so, what improvements could

you suggest for next year?

Are you a senior student, a vigil-

ante, a freshman?

A box will be provided for qucs-

tionaires on the windowsill

outside the coffeeshop in the

Student's Union

^i. fames' (Churrli

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 6th

9:00 a.m.—Holy Communion

! 1 :00 a.m.—Holy Communion

7:00 p.m.—Evening Prayer

SUNDAY

5:00 p.m.- -' Welcome to

Students"

BulTet Supper

CLASSIFIED
FOB SALE

Used appliances, fully guaranteed:

Refrigenitors, Televisions, and Stoves.

Lowest prices in town. Kaj's Trade-in
Centre. 340 King Street East. Phone
5.12-6931.

1952 PljTaouth; Car goes so well,

)ome of the body has gonci $65.00,

Phone 546-4560.

FOR RENT
Two single rooms. 196 Stuart Street,

Men only.

Queen's University International

House, ISI University Avenue, has a
few single and double rooms for men;
these are available for immedinlc occu-
pancy. They are pleasant quiet rooms
close to the campus and the resideutd

havo the opportunity, but not the neces-

sity, of participating in the international

lilc of die house. Interested students,

both foreign and Canadian, should speak
to Mr, Bartlett. tlie Resident at the

HOU.M'.

FOUND
During OricDtation Week, one wo-

man's gold Cruen ivatcli witli an ex-

pansion brati-let. Owner may contact

Alesa Sh.iw. Adelaide Halt. 479.

WANTED
Someone who is driving to Ottawa

Tlianksgi\ing weekend and is willing to

take ii payinn passenger. Please contact
Sandra Hiddcll, Adelaide Hall, 477.

FILCHED
.\nyone knowing the whereabouts of

P, V. McLaughlin's bic)*cle please let

him know as soon as possible. It was
takun li>n dius ago from the side door
of llic UniOQ. The Ltst person who took
it got five days in jail.

CIialiiierB JInifeii (JI[|nrcl!

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 6th

1 1:00 a.m.—Holy Communion

7:30 p.m.
—

"Chrrsi and my body"

8:J5 p.m.—Youth Fellowihip

A Very Cordial Invimiion lo
All Queen's Students.

NICKEL IN WORLD MARKETS... JOBS FOR CANADIANS

How Canadian Nickel helped England's Hovercraft get off the ground

Hovercraft went into service last year in England, where they were invented and built. These strange craft

actually ride on a cushion of air and, after take-ofT. are completely free of contact with the ground or water.

Making the Hovercraft a reality called for great skill and the use of the finest materials. And, in this latter

regard, Canadian nickel helped. Why nickel? Because it is strong, durable, corrosion resistant. Nickel is used

in the Hovercraft's transmission system and hydraulic and fuel pipes; nickel-containing steels are used in the

general structure, and heat-resisting nickel alloys are used extensively in the engines. The growth of nickel

markets at home and abroad helps strengthen Canada's economy and helps provide jobs for Canadians,

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED
S5 yONGE STREET, TORONTO
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by alan dequetteville

While tomorrow opens Ihe cur-

tain on anotlier Intcrcollegiale foot-

ball season, let's pause a moment

and go back a couple of years plus

or minus a day or two,

Oclober )lih, 1961. the opening

game of that year's schedule. In

cold, bare facts, the scoreboard

told the slory Queen's 8 - McGill 7.

What happened in the following

six games of that year make up

one of the most successful seasons

in Queen's football history, and a

lot of great names have left cleat

marks in tlie turf of Richardson

Stadium since Ihe game's inception

at this university many years ago.

1961 was Ihc year of nationally

lelevised college football, the

Toronto hog and the McGill Ameri-

cans, but best of all to those of us

who were here at that time, it was

the year of the Yates Cup. Who Lamberi to demolish the Gaels'

can forget opening the season with hopes of their second successive

tliat squeaker over McGill, Yates trophy triumph with only 59

winners from the previous year over

our own Gaels and prc-season

Skip

chafing

skip skip

odor... odor...

skip skip

belts... belts...

skip skip

pins... pins-

skip skip

pads... pads.

skip skip

it ~ it

favourites (to repeat in '61). Then

successive trouncings of Varsity,

Western, Western, and Varsity led

up to the Gaels final league game, a

game in which a victory gave Gaels

not only an undefeated season but

the Yates Cup as well.

However, a determined Redmen

team with a determined quarterback

stopped the Gaels cold on the frozen

field of Molson Stadium in Montreal

and sent them back to Kingston on

the short end of a 15-7 score and

with the grim task of a playoff the

next week. The next week however,

the Gaels played the type of football

they had displayed all year and

brought the Yates Cup home with a

convincing 11-0 win.

Then came last year This

time the shoe was on the oUier foot

(or Ihe Cup in the other trophy case

—!o be more exact). After starting

out as pre-scason favourites the

Gaels struggled to Ihe first-place

spot despite dropping two contests

to those same Redmen, then were

literally "thrown" out of the trophy

case by that same Mr. Skypeck

and his band of anti-Cas'ro demon-

strators. Skypeck combined with

his favourite target "wee" Willie

econdj left in that fateful playoff

contest.

Front the performances o£ these

past years, it seemsit seems a ritual has

bc-^n EC . No team has been able to

go through the six game season im-

dcfeated (no playoff for the Yates

Cup is necessary if this situation

occurs)

,

I would now like to predict a

deviation from that ritual by saying

that I believe this edition of the

Queen's Golden Gaels will go

through the 1963 football season

undefeated.

Now these are pretty strong

words, especially when spoken by

someone who doesn't have to worry ,
what's

obout backing them up. 1 also enough of this

rcali2e thai the Intercollegiate game.

league is particularly prone to up-

sets, and undoub:edly some will

take place this year. However,

i^jspi.e a catastrophe of the worst

sort, the Gaels have the personnel

and the desire to make my predic-

ron come true.

They have offensive depth com-

parable to the New York Yankees

(I also picked them). Defensively

they also have excellent personnel

but lack only experience, experi-

ence that they have gained in two

exhibition games and countless

hours of defensive practice. I'm not

going to go into names and posi-

tions. You can find that in glori-

ous technicolor on other parts of

(his page.

Closing this article is rather diffi-

cult. 1 can't think of anytliing that

would make a prediction of an un-

defeated season anticlimatic. Just

come out in numbers and lend your

support. Can't drink in Ihe stands.

Don't worry. Drink it at home

first, fill the empty mickey with

stones and bring it to the game as

a noise-maker. That way you can

kill two birds with one stone (or

get stoned and kill two mickeys,

the difference). Oh well,

So, see you at the

BEWS NEWS
Today is the closing date for. The singles tennis tournament

entries for Track and Field. Any- will get underway early next week.

and
participating should keep

sign

interested should hurry

at the gym before the lists

arc taken down. The meet is being

held on Tuesday, Wednesday,

Thursday of next week (October

8, 9, 10). All those competing

must be on time or they will be

disqualified.

USE TAMPAX

Tampax internal sanitary
protection givesyouthefree-
dom you want, the poise you
need. It's made of pure
surgical cotton, enclosed
within a silken-smooth con-
tainer-applicator. It was in-

vented by a doctor for the
benetitofallwomen, married
or single, active or not. Try
it! Your choice of 3 absor-
bency-sizes (Regular, Super
and Junior) wherever such
products are sold. Canadian
Tampax Corporation Ltd.,

Barrie, Ontario.

ONLY

MRfA-miff 98c
ST. LAMBERT, QUEBEC

checking the draw sheets in the gym

so that they won't default.

According to schedule, the golf

meet is being run off today. Good

luck to all those competing. Lists

arc still up in the gym for horse-

shoes (singles) entries. Go out and

support your yearl From the num

bers of year entries on the entry

lists now up, it seems that Sc. '65

is making another drive for the

Bews. If the sophomore years want

to catch them, they'd belter hurry

and get organized!

scN cr
ALIAS - STEAMSHOVEL RESHOVELLED

OLi. WAS I A TEENAGE STEAMSHOVEL

And once more did Maide of gloriouz fac of Au summon humble

scribe ap season of great bashez beginz. And waz scribe overjoyous at

at nuz of addishun of faire maiden from land of the blunoz to the lowly

frosh of Heinz plus 10.

And did scribe of fac note that cav of dark was full to capacity,

and that pres of fac soc did lose much cranium fuzz cuz of lac of addi-

shun. And did stat of cav of nu fizz cauz much alarm cuz of tardinezz.

And to clodz of frosh of au goez criez of wizdom to collect pilez

of moleculez from cav of LCBO for to cheer men of Gaelez over boyz

of land of hogs. For docz humble scribe foresee clodz of hogz loz clash

of skin and hogz by score of .to pointz.

And fair warningz to all men of Au, and boyz of other facz to gel

da.z of pash lemonz (if sutch exist) for most gloriouz of all bashez, For

at said bash of fac of Au shall men of glen the miller release sweet soundz

in cav of jim and hence shall pash coefficientz of all lemonz lend to fig

of ate on side.

And did the quick brown fox jump over the fat lazy dog.
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Date — Tomorrow Morning

Time — 11:00 a.m.

Place — Outer Field

Event — Rugger

It's that time of the year again

—rugger time. The Gaels take on

the University of Toronto Blues in

the league opener. It should be a

really good game, even better than

the last league game of last year —
mainly because the Gaels have a

better chance of winning. To fill in

the newcomers to Queen's, the Gaels

came within five minutes of a cham-

pionship last year before losing to

U. of T. 3-0. The reasons that

Queen's has an excellent chance of
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LEVANA SPORTS
Attention Freshettes:

Monday, Oct. 7 is your Athletic

Night. The Levana Athletic Coun-

cil has been assured that absolutely

no professor vAU call a lecture for

the hours between 7:00 and 10:00

(after that it's your problem).

Come and find out about all the

athletic events at Queen's — try

your skill and who knows, maybe

even loose a few pounds. The gym

will be open so bring your suit and

cap. We're looking forward to see-

ing you.

taking the championship this year

are as follows:

1 ) An experienced scrum return-

ing almost intact from last year led

by Barry Loughton. This is the

unit that almost carried the Gaels

to the title last year, and according

to Coach Roger Hirst is behaving

like a well-oiled machine; —

2) Roland Ogier and P^^*^p.Rjp]V]

Jarrett, two "imports" from across'

the big puddle who could very well On Su

give Queen's the best breakaway Neil Hoi

backfield in the intercollegiate loop; tral Con:

and, bate the

3) Dave Steel, fullback and cap- "Resolve'

tain, who is definitely looking his is a Be

best in a number of years — some Liet it b'

say its because he can now see. firmativi

If there are any sadistic souls known t

who like to see traitors get their feated t

just desserts, John McNeil, captain senior

of the Gaels for the last four years, and Mr.

will be playing in the scrum for the

visitors where he may be roundly

hissed and booed by all and sundry.

formidal

oppositic

For those really keen on watch- audience

ing rugger, the seconds will be

fielding a strong team for a tilt

Letters

the flooi

_ , J i,-,L mammot
against the Toronto seconds whitti

. « Vatson,
begins at 9:30.

Crawfor
Remember, then, the Outer Field

f^^^^y ^
at 11:00 tomorrow morning '"^

critique,

watch the Gaels stomp the Blues in
^^^^

RUGGER. cept Ma
Gilmour,

dies, cok

sunk gv'c

This T

proposec

high mo:

McNeil
.

ance of

that the

ONADIMJ TAMPAK CtJ»PO»ATI0N I

Buiic, Oduiio.

Flmc send mc in pliiD wnt^r^r a iilaI mck-
fff of TiTDpu. I endoK 10^ id covcf ton ol
miiiling. Site ii checked below.

( } MOULAK ( ) iVm I ) JUNIOt

THREE DOORWAYS Sr^^X'.
TO A REWARDING T£cJ;^^
PI |TI

IDC of young men interested in a career as a
u \J ' \J nCa commissioned officer in the Canadian Army:

Si THE REGULAR OFFICEIl TRAINING PLAN -This is a Iri-Bervice plan under which

liigh scliool Krndunlw roifivc ndvnnced educolion and Itudersliip training nt one of the Cnnadion

Services CollcEes or nt a university to Ixicome officera in Uie Roynl Couadion Navy, the Canadian

Army or tho Iloyal Canadian Air Force.

^THE CANADIAN OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS - t'nivciBily undergraduates may ob-

lain a tommLssion by Iraiiiiiig durinj; Uieir epure limi? nnd Bummcr liolidays. Tliey are paid for

actual traininK lime and, nfti^r Kraduulion, may c]tioose cither full-time service in the Regular

Army or piirt-lime sorviLC in Ihc Canadian Army Militia.

© MEDICAL AND DENTAL SUBSIDIZATION PLANS -These are Iri-acrvico plans under

which universily slurfenls in mcdiiinc or dentistry i-nn lie Hubsidizcd during their course and

become commissioned mediail or denlnl ofTicera in Ihe Canadian Armed Forces after erndualing

and oblainiDE their licence to praclise.

You may obtain full information on any of these plans from the

local Army Recruiting Station listed in your telephone book.

Mr. Sports Editor,

Although the season is not quite upon us. this fanatic caimot

resist the emptation to plug his favourite, and to his mind at least,

the only sport, basketball. During last year's hoop season I had

occasion to wimess several games at Western. For an exparticipant

and enthusiast such as myself it was most stimulating and encour-

aging to see the fans lined up two hours prior to game time. On

my return to our own illustrious Queen's gym the silence which

greeted our hardwood heroes was deafening.

This year the basketball Tindallmen are akeady starting to

work out for what appears to be a most promising year. It is

rather saddening for an oldster like myself to think thai they will

be met with the same roaring support. In the past, basketball on

the Qucne's campus has been unpublicized to the point of ridicu-

lousness. The sport is fast growing in this part of the country and

on rival campuses. 1 wouldn't like to think that our college is going

to be left in the backwash again this year.

Think it over, then get out and backup YOUR squad.

—A Basketball Entliusiast,

FOOTBALL SPECIAL
Tri-Color Ribbons

Free

with the purchase of 3 large

packages of FILTER PLAYERS

at

Students' Union and Tech. Supplies
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PARLIAMENT IMPROVED

this year

um return-

St year led

'his is the

the Gaels

I according

s behaving

For the past six years, mode!

parKament has been trying to

Bain acceptance as a worth-

while contribution to student

life. To see how well students

4i-e making use of this oppor-

tunity to dabble in politics, let's

loolt at the record. In the last

elections, only 836, 26% of

agOO students took the 15

^conds necessary to cast their

Ullot.

What are the reasons for

this V Technical difficulties

such as a jumble of elections in

early February and a problem

of policing the voting through-

out the year, NFCUS, or ath-

(letic cards partially account

for the lack of interest. But

the real reasons are two ; those

students who feel that campus

political clubs are not serious

enough ventures to warrant

their vote, and apathy.

- ^PREMARITAL SEX
d very well On Sunday night past Mc-

breakaway Neil House packed their cen-

:giate loop; tral Common Room for a de-

bate the subject of which was
;k and cap- "Resolved That Premai-tial Sex
looking his is a Beneficial Experience)",

rs — some Let it be known that the af-

,ow see. firmative won. Let it be

Jistic souls known that two freshmen de-

s get iheir feated two of Queen's most

eil, captain senior women. Mr. McCloud

four years, ^r. Earless, frosh of un-

rum for the
"suail fluency, did not let the

be roundly formidable reputation of the

and sundr)'
opposition overawe them. The

on watch- audience, similarly unimpres-

Js will be
turned the questions from

for a tilt
floor into a discussion of

J .--k mammoth proportions. Doctor
onds whii-h j n i.

^"'ataon, Miss Laird and Doctor

Outer Field
Crawford judged capably and
fairly and gave an excellent

norning lo
critique Coffee was served. A

:he Blues in ^^^^ ^-^^ ^^^^ all-^x-

cept Mary Corbett and Mary
Gilmour. These venerable la-

dies, colours nailed to the mast,

sunk gracefully away.

This debate, the first in a

proposed series on topics of

high moral tone, was run from
McNeil house with the assist-

ance of the QDU. It is hoped

that the series will continue.
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Enthusiast,

First of all, not only the
students who put much thought
and effort into the campaigns
but also the federal parties

themselves regard these pro-

.iects as serious undertakings

The campus has a responsibil-

ity to weigh the platforms anti

then cast a vote.

Secondly, radical changes
have been made this year: The
election itsellf has been switch-

ed from second to first term
(November 13 and 14) to give

the clubs a better chance
catch the attention of the ek\ -

torate. A much greater effm i

will be made to publicize tin

fact that voting will be by atli-

letic cards. A few exciting

angles have been added to

Model Parliament and will be

announced after Christmas,

and the JOURNAL will pro-

vide complete coverage of cam-
pus political activities this

year.

This overhaul- has been car-

ried out to stimu;ate student

interest. We ourselves can do

one of three things: Join a po-

litical club and participate in

a partisan way; help in a non-

partisan way through the de-

bating union; or just read the

platforms, sit in on several of

the discussions, and then vote.

, . _ photo by Grnf

'm Hungry

Physics Building Previewed
Queen's has made history

again! The new Physics Build-

ing on Queen's Crescent is uni-

que in North America.

For several years, especially

with the fifty per cent increase

in physics enrollment since

1956, Ontario Hall, now sixty

years old, has been cramped.

Five years ago the physics de-

partment started planning and,

working in close co-operation

with architects Marshall and

Merritt of Montreal, evolved

the present structure. Con-

struction began in July, 1962,

by Ball Brothers of Kitchener

and will be completed in De-

cember. It is expected that On-

tario Hall' will be renovated

during the summer for use by

other departments.

The total cost of the building

is three and a half million dol-

lars. The building, three stor-

eys high at the moment with

provision for another storey

later, is a circle one hundred

and sixty feet in diameter.

This round shape, resulting in

a saving of several thousand

dollars, is composed of a cen-

tral core in which equipment is

kept, eight radiating pie-shap-

ed lecture halls, twenty-two

laboratories, and a research

wing.

In addition, there are twen-

ty-five offices, a library, three

food and rest areas for post-

grads, technicians, and staff,

and an undergi-ound chamber

for the synchroton, an electron

accelerator.

Many new features are in

eluded. A gigantic Poucault

pendulum like the one at the

UN building in New York
hangs from the top to the

ground floor. Lobbies and

stairwells are finished in large

mosaic-type tiles with colorful

scientific and abstract designs.

The labs have moveable parti-

tions, and special glare-proof

windows of Belgian design are

used.

The new Physics Building

will provide the necessaiy

space to continue extensive re-

search in the fields of nuclear

physics, radioastronomy, solid

state physics, and theoretical

physics.

Pinder Speaks

PROF RETIRES WITH "RETROSPECT"
At the Agnes Etherington

Art Centre last Friday, Andre
Bieler's Retrospective Exhibi-
tion was officially opened by
Mr. Walter Herbert, Director
of the Canada Foundation.

This exhibition is a tribute
to Professor Andre Bieler,

R.C.A., ex-Resident Artist and
Professor of Fine Art at

Queen's, and to his devoted
work and great achievements
as an artist, especially in the
development of Canadian art.

In a sense, the opening was a
closing. It was not the open-
ing of the exhibition which
made this an event of import-
ance so much as the closing of
Prof. Bieler's official work at
Queen's. A great crowd of peo-
ple were assembled to congrat-
ulate him and wish him fare-
well.

Opening the proceedings,

Prof. Ralph Allen, the new
head of the Art Centre, said

he would find it hard to fill the

vacancy left by Professor

Bieler.

A Queen'sman, Mr. Sydney

Rumblow, representing Prof.

Bieler's students, presented the

university with an annual

scholarship of ¥50. for out-

standing art students, in mem-

ory of Andre Bieler.

The gift was accepted by

Dean Duncan, who said it re-

flected a great persona! tribute

to Prof. Bieler. He said that

Queen's has been fortunate

beyond words to have had

Andre Bieler at the helm of its

development in art, for the

building up of the Art Depart-

ment, the Art Centre, and

teaching, "kindling genuine af-

fection and interest in the pu-

pils".

In his speech, the Director

of the Canada Foundation, Mr.

Herbert, said that Queen's and

Prof. Bieler are "a pair of

natural aces, restless, enter-

prising, generous, reaching

high and looking forward."

Bieler, he said, is like "a

happy traveller", for whom life

has been and is an enonnous,

joyous bus ride. "All that

Bieler is now doing," he went

on, "is changing buses, getting

off the Queen's bus and on to

the Glenburnie bus."

Sketching through events of

the past, Mr. Herbert pointed

out that this was a great mo-

ment for Canadian cultui-e.

r.I-" like Bieler had worked

and fought hard to build up

art in Canada. "Men who

were far-seeing, level-headed,

knowledgeable and stubbon,"

he said, "have changed the cul-

tural face of Canada in a few

decades. Such a man is Bieler".

Mr. Herbert pointed out that

Queen's, the Agnes Ethering-

ton Art Centre, and Prof.

Bieler were together a triple

legend in Canada. He quoted

Eerenson in his discription of

Bieler: "The restrained and

sober st«tement that is sure

and convincing, and remains

eternally classic." Despite his

variety, Bieler was. in his eyes,

a supreme communicator.

Mr, Herbert wished Prof.

Bieler "boundless joy on the

remainder of his journey, with

deep warm honour and respect.

He then officially opened the

exhibition, which will continue

until November 4th.

Mrs. Lavada Pinder, New
Democratic Party candidate
for Kingston in the i-ecent Ont-
ario election, told membei-a of

the Queen's N.D.P. club meet-
ing in Dawson Hall last Wed-
nesday night "It is the rebel

and not the accomplice to the
existing social and economic
injustices who will tind his

home in the New Party."

Defining university political

club as a place where the stu-

dent can "find his slot and
have knock - down drag - out
fights," Mrs. Pinder urged her
attentive audience to strive for

a cohesive value system as the
only basis for a satisfying life.

In her analysis of the elec-

tion results Mrs. Pinder took
pride in the fact that the

N.D.P.
,
although electing only

seven members to the provin-

cial parliament, had managed
to make "planning, insurance

and pensions" words on every-
body's lips. Referring to her
own election battle, Mrs. Pin-
der noted that the N.D.P. vote

in Kingston increased by 407c

over the last provincial elec-

tion even though her opponents
spent about five times as much
per vote as she did. The youth-

ful, attractive social worker
suggested with tongue slightly

in cheek that the victorious

candidate. Syl Apps — "he

strikes me as being a bit dour"
— might have benefitted from
the reaction of the Kingston

electorate to the verbal bora-

bast of his predecessor.

Arvo McMillan, a postgradu-
ate student in politics, elected
to the provisional executive
along with Margaret Thomp-
son and Sue Nasmith, outlined
the two - fold purpose of the
club — educating members in
the full N.D.P. program and
convincing other students of
the validity of the N.D.P. posi-
tion. In pursuit of these goals
several three - member study
committees were formed to
prepare papers in the major
fields of policy,

McMillan also unveiled a
plan whereby interested mem-
bers of the club would be able
to meet informally with local

labour union people to familiar-
ize themselves with the practi-

cal problems of organization.

At the next meeting in Daw-
son Hall on October IG, the

permanent executive will be
elected and the positions of

parliamentary leader and cam-
paign manager for the ap-

proaching model parliament
will be filled.

Levana
Levana Candle lighting

Ceremony will be held in

Grant Hall Tuesday evening

at seven o'clock.

Freshettes and Seniors

are to meet in the New Arts

Building at 6:40.

Elect Ten Frosh

For Fii'st Time
THE TIME AND PLACE OF FRESHMAN ELECTIONS HAS
NOT YET BEEN DECIDED, WATCH BULLETIN BOARDS
AND FRIDAY'S JOURNAL FOR DETAILS.

The executive will consist of

10 members who are

:

1. The President, whose du-

ties are (a) to chair the ex-

ecutive meetings and to attempt

to co-ordinate the year activi-

ties; and (b) to sit as one of

the 8 voting members of the

Arts and Science SoL'iety ex-

ecutive (or the Levana Society

if the President is a girl. This

is unlikely)

.

2. The Vice-President, who
must be the opposite sex of the

president (assuming there are

2 sexes). Thus the C.P. will

probably be a girl and she will

sit as one of the voting mem-
bers of the Levana Society.

(If, however, it is a boy, lie

will sit on the AHS executive.

This, again, is unlikely.)

3. The Secretary, whose du-

ties are to record the business

of the year. Candidates for

secretary should have some

knowledge of writing.

4. Treasurer, who looks af-

ter the finances and the books

for the year. It provides good

practice for commercemen.
Knowledge of something would

be a help.

5. Social convenors, male

and female (one of each). They

organize year parties. They

also get into the year parties

free. Sometimes they are the

only people who go to the

year parties.

6. Athletic sticks, again

just one male and one female.

They must organize the ath-

letic activities of the j'ear. An
explanation of what "stick"

means would be out of place

in a serious discussion. It

would be more out of place in

mixed company.
7. Two Constables who do

lots of things. Sometimes they

do one thing, sometimes an-

other. Most people are afraid

to ask which one they are

doing. Constables are tough.

There is one other position.

It is "Assistant Secretary

Treasurer of the Arts and

Science Society." The Secre-

taiy Treasurer publicizes the

society and usually acts as trea-

surer of the Arts formal com-
mittee. He gets all kinds of

free things — like advice. He
is not a member of the year

executive.

Arts 67! the executive can

only benefit your year if it

has your support. Choose your

candidates wisely. They ore

going to be working for you.

Inside The Paper

Pago 2: . . . You Said It.

Piige 3; CUP Roundup,

Page 5: Not So Coldon Giiels.

P.igt.' 6: Sex Before Morriage.
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News Item: Royol College of Physicians and Surgeons attend

Queen's - Vorsity gome.
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EDITORIAL . . .

A Vision Beyond Ourselves

Principal Corry said in his inauguration speech of two years ago

"without a vision beyond themselves the people perish."

It was in response to that significant speech that the Journal sent

its open letter to the Principal.

Perhaps it is time to have another look at the issues that we were then

discussing. We have seen many of the proposals become acltnowledged

reality. The three semester system is vitually practised. Summer school

has expanded and more and more of us are takdng summer courses towards

our degree.

It is very difficult to guage the result of two of the issues. The first

is whether our education is now geared towards seeing subjects in

relationship : that is to say whether we view each discipline of a significant

part of a whole vision of the world.

Each discipline must be pursued until it satisfies. As the Princpal

then said: "Only in probing of a particular subject deeply does one get

a pride of mastery, and the correcting humility of following knowledge

untU it fades into mystery." This is something which will always depend

on individual effort, however gi'eat the power of mighty and enlightened

organizations may become.

The second issue is that of the relation of the student and of our

professors. The Journal is then suggested that students should be given an

opportunity to assess members of the faculty. It is easy to forsee the

outcomes of such a scheme. The reports might be on little red slips and

ihey would be from Professor to Head to Dean and before long we would

have a subcommittee on Professors. Such a scheme would be grist to a

communist scheme and not to our own way of life. What we do think

would be useful is that courses as such should be assessed. At the end

of every year three or four syndicates in each course might write appraisals

of the courses as such. The emphasis would be on concrete suggestion

rather than on destructive criticism.

It has often been stated - and with some truth - that Queen's is a

miiversity where the relation of Professor and student thrives as nowhere

else in Canada. We are very proud of this. We feel it might be taken a

step further. We would like to propose some form of the Tutorial system

for the honours courses.

We reiterate what the Journal said two years ago when we say that

it is only in personal interview that the Professor can be as frankly

critical as it is desirable that he should be. It is only in personal issue

that he can deal with those individual academic problems which people

are reluctant to bring up in class or even after it. It is in personal

interview that a professor can fire the enthusiasm of his student, and

help him, for example to plan his reading. One of the three hours of an

honours course might easily and moat wisely be devoted to the interviews,

without which courses lose much of their direction.

I was interested to see

the writeup of the plat-

form of the Combined
Universities Campai^
for Nuclear Disarmament,
and to read that this au-

gust body invites "intelli-

gent discussion."

According to the article,

the following are the

"salient issues"

:

1. Is the deterrent an ef-

fective means for

avoiding armed con-

flict? Does not the

spread of nuclear wea-
pons to yet another

country heighten
world tensions?

Aiisiver : I hold that the

deterrent is an effective

means of avoiding world

conflict. It deters.

As for the spread of nu-

clear weapons to another

country (presumably Can-

ada heightening cold war
tensions, the answer

is, "Not in this case."

Stripping the small boy of

weapons is an invitation

lor the bully to attack.

The avotwed communist
objective is world domin-

ation, end it recognizes no

.air, moral means to at-

tain this. Consequently,

stripping ourselves of

weapons makes it easier

for the Russians.

2. Is not there a positive

role for Canada to play

other than being a sec-

end-rate NATO mili-

tary power?

Answer: There is only one

role for Canada to play,

and that is the one in

which she can do the moist

good. As we are part of

NORAD and NATO, it is

up to our military and
government leaders to de.-

termine this. If it happen^
to include a nuclear role,

then so be it. Are we to

sit back and rfuse to htfld

up our end, and let the

Americans and British

protect us? Then we
WOULD be a second-rate

power, in every sense of

the word.

3. By becoming a nuclear

power wiU not Canada
undermine the UN's at-

tempts to bring about a

lasting peace?

Answer: Nonsense.
Peace is attained in one of

two ways : by fighting for

it, or by being strong

enough to stand up to an

enemy. In either ease one

needs the best weapons

available. Peace achieved

through discussion or ar-

bitration is, of course, im-

possible unless one can

trust the other party, and

we would be fools to trust

the Russians.

4. Is not multilateral dis-

armament a way of

stabilizing the power

balance during aims

control and reduction?

Answer: This sounds

like gobbledegook. Either

all must lay down their

arms or none. When in the

course of history has the

laying down of arms prov-

ed a formula for peace?

Have the CUCNDers stop-

ped to think of where we
would stand if both East
and West rvere unarmed?
We would be overwhelm-

ed by sheer weight of

numbersi All the advan-

tage would be with the

East! And since human
nature doesn't change,

there would be another

war, even if fought only

with olubs, and the East

would win. Then where
would be our peace?

The article goes on to

say that "the nature of

by P. V. McLAUGLIN

In I960 economic aid to the undei-developed countries cam

to nearly six and a half billion dollars, one fifth of the value o

all the goods they imported. In others words, they were able t

obtain 20 per cent of the goods that they need to import withou

having to pay for them.
.

But wait a second, it wasn't quite like that. That six and

half includes two billion of ordinary private capital investmet

abroad. We can't count that. And let's knock off American mi!

tary aid, that surely shouldn't count as economic aid, should it

We are not sure how much that is. but the total American aid t

South Korea, Formosa, Viet Nam, Laos and Cambodia, all mot

vated by strategic considerations, was six hundred million, let

call it half a billion. So that brings it down to four billion.

Still, four billion is a lot of ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^om the Soi

money. Perhaps we shouldn t
.^^ j^j^^j^ However, We mear,

count dumping surplus foods,
^^jj

Very kind of the Americans, I'm q^^^ ^^ink of it, we're m
sure, but cleai-ly the motive is

g^,g„ g^j^g Apart from the fac

that money cannot really pay fo

the exhaustion of one country'

natural resources by anothei

), or (he use of the men c

one country to fight and die fo

a non-Communist regime, yo

have to allow some colossal aui

to benefit the American econ-

omy, not to indulge in philan-

thropy. That's half a billion off.

Three and a half left. The cost

of the Algerian war and of de-

veloping the oil resources of the

Sahara for the benefit of the

French economy come to a stag-
J'or the fact that the terms t

gering total, thvee quarters of a
^^.^^^ ^^.^ favourable to the a(

biDion if you add German re-
^^^^^^ countnes. By this I mea

parations to Israel, what the
^.^^^ ^j^^ prouducts wTiTch th

heck are they domg m there
uj^^grdeveloped countries see

iinyway, so v/e're down to two
-

ii hre3 quarters.

Then there's the flow the Somebody in the Economics di

other way. The underdeveloped partment back me up, please,

countries which produce oil also // you don't believe us, loo

produced one and a half billion it up in Intcniational Econoim

in interest, dividends, profits. Assistance to Underdevelopt

etc. payable to western coun- Countries: Statistics of officii

tries. One and a quarter billion Contributions in 1960 (61

to go. Interest, dividends, etc. 23165), and an O.E.C.D. pub!

from non-oil-producing countries cation called The Flow of Fv

come to one billion. That leaves andal Resources to Countries i

a quarter of a billion. Course of Economic Develop

That must be the quarter of a ment in 1960.
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the arms race eroded all

human, moral and cultur-

al values of civilization."

This is a questionable

statement, to say the least.

Human and moral values

are a question of philos-

ophy and religion, which

come before the fact, not

after. Also, war brings

suffering, which in turn

brings people closer to

God. (I am not trying to

vindicate war, but to ex-

pose the weaknesses in the

CUCND argument.) Like-

wise, cultural values are

allied to material values,

which in turn are enhanc-

ed by scientific progress,

which in the past has al-

ways increased in times of

war. The arais race, then,

has not direct effect on

the stated values.

The error in "disarm-

ament" thinking is not in

the ideal of disarmament,

but in the means to attain

it. To lay down one's

arms in the face of a ruth-

less enemy is suicide. To
sit back and let others de-

fend us is cowardly. Far
better to concentrate on

the "world government"

aspect of thinking, for

here lies a way worth

while. Let us affiliate with

uni\'ersities throughout

the world to form the

CUCWG (The Combined
Universities Campaign for

World Government).

John Mahoney

You Said It

The Old Guard Knows. But I DonHOriginal

Production ? Editor, Journal:

Editor, Journal: The third issue of the Journal

Who is the choreographer^or is in ray hands and I am unable

to follow a lot,

Football Not Been For Fans
are explained

used.

first and then

May I also know the way of
despite holdmg

.election of the Editorial Board?

When overseas students come

the chow Qine at the Union? The
productions are certainly orig-

^ ^.^^^^ j^^^^^f
inal ; every day IS different. Un- . .

fortunately, so far they have '^"^ ^'"est uni-

all been somewhat inconvenient versities in Asia— Punjab Uni-

and frustrating. Today, after versity, Pakistan,

winding through the cloakroom,

the line split, part going east,

part west. Potential participants

looked on in bewilderment. ^^^^^ with a aot of things prev

Could we not return to the ^'^"t here, such as way of liv- the office of the Journal is, from

dull, unimaginative lines of pre- ing, eating, etc. But you can't
Journal itself. The "old

vious years — west along the expect that they should pick up °^ '^""'"^'^

north sidte of the hall, then what is the meaning of CUP or
east along the south side and UBC or NFCUS or CUCND,

Is it that the newcomers are not

at all given a chance, no matter

how experienced or quaJlified

they may be, or is it a sort of

"personal enterprise" of some-
one?

One cannot make out where

out the front door if necessary? which are so frequently used in

I suspect that there are others the Journal without being ex-
besides mystilf who have trouble plained even at a single place

keeping a meal down when they what for they stajojj. As far as

are dizzy. my poor knowledge in Journal-

U.R.P. ism goes, all such abbreviations

you cannot expect someone com-
pletely new or a fresh arrival at

Queen's to know all this at once.

S. H. Amed.

We are grateful for this latter,

and ^aUl implement Mr. Ahmed's
suggestiojis, ivhere possible,

Ed.

Editor Journal:

I must admit that to put it

mildly, Alan de Quetterville's

suggestion that all true-blue

Queen'smen get thoroughly

drunk before entering Richard-

son Stadium is i-ather startling.

Surely he must realize that the

Chief Constable and his aides

are endeavoring to stamp out

that sort of thing. Any rational

person must reach the sane con-

clusion that if he comes to the

gates in the described inebriat-

ed state as blandly suggested by

the fore-mentioned columnist, he

will surely be turned away from

the gates.

This is like telling a little child

that is it all right to steal as

many candies as possible from

the bon-bon dish, before Mama

catches him.

The least one would expect of

a sports columnist is that he

encourage the students to ap-

preciate the skills of football

rather than the contents of a

"mickey". Is he a part-time

bootlegger trying to attract

more customers?

He also infers that all stu-

dents wish to reach the sublime

(?) state of absolute intoxica-

tion at the games. This perhaps

is rather presumptuous on his

part. Everyone enjoys a "httle

nip", but they also come to see

good football being played and

to support the Gaels. Cheers

!

Mea Vice.

Queen's Journal

Founded in 1873 and publisheJ

twice a week during the academ-
ic year by the Alma Mater So-

ciety of Queen's University,

Vol. 91 No. 5
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TORONTO: The finances in^

volved in a university education

can be calculated in other terms

besides those of fees and the cost

of room and board. Dr. Murray

Ross of York University recently

stated that cutting classes could

possibly cost a student $240 a day.

"A college graduate earns

$175,000 more in his lifetime than

a high scliool graduate," he said,

quoting from a U.S. study.

Dr. Ross also unformed students

in his term-opening address that

they were the first to take York's

own courses and would also be the

first to receive degrees from York.

MO>rrREAL: The Quartier-

Latin in an article submitted to

the McGill Daily attempted to

explain its actions in asking that

the status of political prisoners be
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Tuesday, October 8

VE3VX will meet in the Science

Clubrooms over Tech Supphes at 7:30.

There will be l«lks on "Single Side-

band" by Bob Guest and on "Broad

cnst Audio" by Peter Trill. Anyone
\ritli an interest in amateur radio

electronics is invited.

Wednesday, October 9

Corporate Prayers a I 7:00 p.m.,

Morgan Memorial Chapel, Old Arts

Building. Open to all.

Tlie first meeting of the Debating

Union will be held at 8:00 p.m. in the

McLaughlin Room of the Union. Every

one is welcome. This will be a Eeneral

meeting and some entertaining debates

will be put on.

Thursday, Oetober 10

Queen's Cluistiao Fellowship invites

you to join them for the Erst of tlieir

e\'eiiing meetings, Crossro.ids, in St

James" Church Hall at 7;15 p.m, Rev,

D. Hunt will bo the speaker.

First meeting of the German Club at

8:00 p.m. in Intemalonal House, ISl

University Avenue. Three German stu-

dents will talk about their summer
Germany and show slides in English.

There will be folk songs and refresh-

jnents. Everyone is welcome.

Queen's Biochemical society will hold

*d meeting at 7:30 p.m. in Room 101,

New Arts Building, A film will be pre-

sented and elections held after which
refreshments will be served.

Tuesday, October 15

La premiec reunion du Cerele

Francis N'aura pas lieu (comme disent

les afficliesj mercrcdi le 9 octobre, mais
plutot mardi le quinze octobre, a

7:30. a International House.

granted to the alleged members of

the F.L.Q.

"When we demand the status of

pohtical prisoners for the alleged

members of the F.L.Q., we are only

bringing out a failing in our

criminal law. We are in no way
approving the crimmal acts which
were coromitted. We contdnue to

believe that the present situation

does not justify terrorism in rela-

tion to political affairs."

The writer of the article. Serge

Menard, felt that the acts of

terrorism were the consequence of

a political situation. The men who
planted the bombs were simply

wishing to affirm ideas which they

supported. Therefore, owing to

the special nature of their crime,

they should be subject to special

sanctions.

EDMONTON: Delegates to the

national NFCUS conference in

Edmonton agreed that students

should take a unified stand where

the RCMP is involved in security

questions on university campuses.

They asserted the right of any

student to refuse to answer ques-

tions concerning himself or any of

his fellows.

Classified
WANTED

Organist and cdioir leader for Strath-

cona Park Presbyterian Church. One
service and choir practice each week.

Phone 546-6328. Applicant accepted for

whole year or for school term only.

One or two Commerce students

(preferably female) as business managers
for Quarry. Contact Tom Marshall at

546-5423.

FOR RENT

Queen's University Internation:d

House, 181 University Ave., has a few

single and double rooms for men avail-

able for immediate occupancy. These

are pleasant, quiet rooms close to the

campus, and the residents have flio

opportunity, but not the necessity, of

participating in the international life of

the House. Interested students, both

foreign and Canadi:m, should speak to

Mr. Bartlot, the Resident of the House.

Single room available for male

student. Apply 196 Stuart Street, near

Chown Hall. Phone 542-7272.

FOR SALE

One biCTcle (male), rugged, fit, and

clicap. Phone Norm Cameron at

542-5124.

TO GIVE AWAt

One soft, wanm, so nice to come
home to, housebroken, affeclion;ite cat.

Call 546-1938.

Queen's Research-Isolate Penicillin Molecule
This is the first of a series of

weekly articles on research projects

at Queen's.

Penicillin, a powerful antibiotic,

has in the past decades become a

household word. First discovered

in 1929 by Sir Alexander Fleming,

it was purified and concentrated

for medicinal use by Sir Howard
Florey in 1939.

In the Chemistry Department

here, research into the structure

and mode of action of various

penicillins is being conducted by

Dr. S. Wolfe and his research

students.

Dr. Wolfe is a graduate of the

Universities of Toronto and

Ottawa. After post-doctoral work

in Israel, he was employed by

Bristol Laboratories. He has re-

cently returned from Europe, where

he gave a series of lectures on his

work in penicillin.

The penicillin molecule may be

compared to a key with its two

parts — the part which fits into the

keyhole and that which turns the

lock. The first part is most unport-

ant but acquires its activity only

when linked to the second part.

The development, five years ago,

of a fermentation mixture has

immensely broadened the horizons

in this field. It enables the chemist

to isolate the first half of the

penicillin molecule directly from

the fermentation mixture and then

Interested In Drama?
The Queen's Drama Guild has in recent years been the main

theatre attraction in Eastern Ontario.

It has played aged grandeur of "King Lear", the absurd hope

of "lonesco", the modern tragedy of Arthur Miller.

It has brought the unforgettable Sir John Gietgud to Kingston.

It has seen the Stratford Company perform in our own Grant

Hall.

This year it is directed by Professor Euringer, of Stratford

fame.

The Drama Club invites the freshmen to take an active part

in it.

Auditions will be held Monday to Friday from 2 p.m. until

4 p.m. in the Drama Lounge of the Old Arts Building (Convoca-

tion Hall).

The first general meeting of the Queen's Drama Guild will be

held in Convocation Hall, Thursday, October 8th, at 7:30 p.m.

Everyone is invited.

There will be a meeting at

7:00 p.m. on Thursday, Oct.

10 for everyone interested in

working for the Building Fund

in the McLaughlin Room of

the Union.

An open meeting to elect a

vice-president will be held in

Ellis Hall on Wednesday, Oct.

9 at 7:00 p.m. Intramural

athletes, snow sculpture, and

snowball weekend will be dis-

cussed. Year cards will be

available.
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Last Friday evening. Queen's

students flocked to the local Com-
munity Centre to hear The Chad
Mitchell Trio.

This group was founded at Gon-
?aga University, Spokane, Washing-

Ion, when the men's glee club was

having difiicuUies and something

was needed to take its place. The
original trio consisted of Chad
Mitchell from Spokane, Mike Koolik

of Trail, B.C., and Mike Pew, who
is no longer with the group.

A Catholic priest in Spokane,

Father Beaver, became interested

BRASS BAND PRACTICE
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 9

7:00 p.m.

Important arrangements for

Western weekend will be

made.

in the trio and arranged for them

to appear at local engagements.

When Father Beaver went to New

York, he asked the trio to accom-

pany him and sing their way across

the country. This they did, and

were fairly well received in New

York.

There was soon a vacancy in the

group, as Mike Pew had decided

to go back to school. His place

was then taken by Joe Frascr.

The trio was helped by Harry

Belafonte who "discovered" Ihem,

and had them appear in a concert

with him. However, their rise to

fame was not sudden, involving as

it did four and a half years of very

hard work.

They are still working hard, and

are constantly on the lookout for

new material. Their music is chosen

SPEER CARBON COMPANY OF CANADA
LIMITED

AGENTS MANTED
Agent required for each Major Faculty to Sell Metallic

Thread, Hand-Embroidered University and Faculty

Crests. Agents can also develop sales for Military, Com-
mercial and Club Markets. This can be a profitable

Extra Curricular Activity. Write giving Faculty, Year,

Address and Telephone Number.

P-O. BOX 1411, ST.-LAURENT, MONTREAL.

by the trio members, two musicians,

and musical director, Niet Okum.

The group performs mainly for

college students, and young adults,

but is broadening its scope to

include all age groups. When asked

if they considered themselves folk-

singers the members of the trio

replied that a folk-singer is part of

a tradition. The trio is not part of

the tradition of the west and its

pioneers. But they consider them-

selves part of the tradition of the

"Ban the Bomb", neo-naziism, and

of the John Birch Society. They

are folk-singers in the sense that

they have a message for all America

in our age.

Enrolment High Jumps
Queen's Campus presents an

ever-changing face from year to

year with the addition of better-

equipped buildings and renovations

of the old. To balance this growth,

there are, this year, more new faces

than ever among the student body.

According to figures compiled by

the Registrar, there are now 3,792

students enrolled at Queen's, an

increase of 300 from October, 1962.

Freshman enrolment has taken a

30 per cent jump this year with a

total of 1.138 as compared to 876

first year students in 1962.

The greatest change in first year

enrolment is in the combined

degree course in Arts and Physical

and Health Education where there

is a 100 per cent increase from 31

to 62 first year students. In Nurs-

ing Science, there are 53 first year

students as compared with 32 last

year. Between 620 and 630 full

time students have been registered

for the first time in Arts and Science

degree courses. This is approxi-

mately 100 more than in 1962.

Graduate students are among the

last to register at the University and

with registration in graduate degree

programs still in progress, it is esti-

mated by the Registrar's Office that

about 400 students will be engaged

in post-graduate studies at the

University.

In undergraduate courses in Arts

and Science, 519 are enrolled in

the Honours B,A. course, 316 are

working toward their B.Sc. degree,

and 817 are in General Arts.

This year 112 Ontario Scholars

(students who averaged 80 per

cent or more on their Grade XIII

examinations) have enrolled at

Queen's, while last year's freshman

class included 81 of these top pro-

vincial scholars. This year our

University can combine quality and

quantity, and it is to be hoped that

Queen's will become even more

noteworthy through the efforts and

achievements of her increased

number of students.

©8 Wm l^mj Oi
CFRC, Queen's student operated

radio station, is enjoying a great

increase in popularity among the

students. This year, in addition to

the sixty-two former members,

there are sixty new members. The

widely varied course offered to

novices this year may be respons-

ible for this new interest. Members

may attend announdng classes

under the direction of Andy
Marshall, operating schools under

Bob Leek, and transmitting classes

for third and fourth year electrical

engineering and physics students

under Roger Grant. Librarian

Warren Robinson also has some

new nssistants this year. General

meetings and the first instructor

schools were held Monday and

Tuesday but there will be further

instruction classes.

Any club wishing publicity for

upcoming events is asked to bring

announcements to the radio station.

synthesize the second half in any

number of ways. Previously, both

halves had to be prepared by fer-

mentation, severely limiting the

variations.

The penicillin molecule does not

become active until the second part

is added. Prior to this discovery

active parts could only be added to

inactive parts.

The important structures are

determined by correlating the struc-

ture of various pcniciUin molecules

with their effect upon bacteria. Dr.

Wolfe's research is mostly con-

cerned with this structure—activity

correlation. This makes it possible

to identify the kinds of effective

antibiotics.

The most significant result of this

new development is the availability

of new penicillins, which are:

stable in an acid medium and thus

can be taken orally; effective

against resistant staphylococcus

bacteria; capable of broad spec-

trum activity, i.e. useful against

other than bacterial diseases e.g.

typhus; effective despite allergic

conditions.

Penicillin is the most important

antibiotic, because it is the least

toxic to human cells. A man of

170 pounds can be given 100 grams

of the potassium salt of penicillin

before he is poisoned. He then dies

of potassium poisoning, rather

than penicillin poisoning.

All work done by Dr. Wolfe and

his students is connected directly

or indirectly with penicillin. They

synthesize the compounds and then

have them tested by our Bacteri-

ology Department.

Thus, here at Queen's an import-

ant contribution is being made to

medicine. From their studies of

structure-activity correlation. Dr.

Wolfe and his students are able to

determine the salient features of

the structure which are necessary

for activity and thus predict widi

some degree of accuracy new com-

pounds which will be effective

antibiotics.

J. EDWARD BROWN

Wherever you are. If you

wish to forego the risk of pos-

sible electrocution tomorrow.

Please contact me at

546-0145.

Your Frantic

Lab-partner.

QUEEN'S CARDIGANS
ALWAYS IN STOCK

Sixes: Small to extra large including talis

103 Princess Street Phone 546-6381

4
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CROSSWORD - YOUR SPECIAL CUT OUT SECTION
Crossword puzzle fans will be happy to learn that tins ye^ir the

1

1,

Journal will pubUsh one puzzle in each Tuesday issue. The Friday I

issues \vill contain Tuesday's puzzle completed.

The Journal \vill be publishing a highly intriguing form of the

crossword puzzle which along mth standard clues contains five new

variations listed below to aid in solving the puzzle:

CLUES ACROSS

Band leader, Paul ?

Roe becomes resentful

(ANAGRAM)

A state, but a city with

springs {DOUBLE CLUE)

Something binding

You walk on it

Ten deer possibly went in

(;\J^AGRAM)

Progress with difficulty

Sleeps like a bird

1 am an example of such a

character {DOUBLE CLUE

lleviscd time for a certain part

of the program {ANAGRAM)

The politician makes Nat sore

(ANAGRAM)

26. Gannent put on with a paint

brush (DOUBLE GLUE)

29. Cut the yield (DOUBLE
CLUE)

30. Person who kills another

32. Start with nothing but

(SPLIT WORD)
Allowed to go

2. Ob\'iously, it's not sea

(SPLIT WORD)

3, Go astrayl

4. Make confused

job.

pen

33

CLUES DOWN
It may soak up a lot of oil

5. Poor fellow looking for

maybe

6. Millicent has not much money

(HIDDEN WORD)

8. Supporting parts

12. Oh, for a Ufe of itl

13. Subject to trial

14. Brutal noises from the crowd

(DOUBLE CLUE)

15. Run off

18 Leave out

19. Frontier row (HIDDEN
WORD)

21. Of cal\'ary, maybe

23, Medicines taken in cots,

possibly (ANAGRAM)

25. Run away romantically

26. Boastful bird (DOUBLE
CLUE)

27. The climax when a monkey

gets cross (SPLIT WORD)
^

2S. Put right

[31. He finishes up in the Klondike

(HIDDEN WORD)

MACKIIVNON, WHITE STAR IN TRACK
Queen's runners had a fair

amount of success at the McMaster

Invilalional Track Meet in Hamil-

ton last Friday. Seven teams com-

peted in beautiful weather on a fast

track. Unfortunately the Queen's

team was not at full strcngtli due

to the meet being on a week-day.

Ian White and Grant McKinnoo

were outstanding for Queen's. Ian

won the 120 yd. high hurdles in

15.4 sccondi in a close race with

Paul Munroc of McMaster. Ian

might have won the 440 hurdles

loo. but the team arrived at the

meet a Ultle late and the 440

hurdles was the first event. Grant

MacKinnon, who had developed a

reputation as a fine broad-jumper,

tried [he shot put and won. His

throw of 40' 6i j" easily beat tliose

of his competition.

Dave Madill narrowly missed

winning the high jump when he

was beaten in a jump-off with

Johnson of Western after both had

missed 5' 10". Perhaps the most

exciting raec of the day was the

mile relay. Queen's came second

to Western in a stirring finish. Ian

white ran 51.5 for tlic last quarter

but in spile of this excellent time

was beaten by Don McCarten of

Western who ran 50.3 for a come-

from-behind win. Only one tenth

of a second separated the two

teams—3niins. 31 .1 sees, to Sniins,
|

31.2 sees. The Queen's team con-

sisted of Dave Preston (52.3), Joe

Dc La Franier (54.4), Jim John-

son (53.0) and Ian White (51.5),

(lap times in brackets). Jim John-

son's time was remarkable since he

had had only one day of training

before the meet. Joe De La Franier

who sprinted on the relay team got

a fourth in Ihe mile. Joe's time was

4 mins. 31.1 sees. Only those who

come in the top four in Intercol-

legiate gain points for their teams,

so wc have our fingers crossed for

ihc fellows who "placed" last

Friday.

The team got an idea of the

standards they will have to meet for

intercollegiate competition. The

winners of events, with their limes

in brackets, were; 100 and 200yds,

Haines. McMaster (9.8), (22.1);

440yds. McCarlcn, Western {50,6);

880yds, and mile, Vanderwal,

Western. 2:00 and 4:20,1; three

mile, Evans, McMaster (14:49.9);

hop-siep-jump 44' 11 Vt" and the

discuss 109' 10",

The next meet for the team

on Monday at RMC, Hopes arc

to send a small team to Windsor

on Saturday the 12th for a meet

Assumption. The team has a busy

schedule of training periods and

meets ahead!

Miller To Make Mad Music
ANAGRAM

A word formed from one clue

word or adjacent words by

re-arranging the letters. Ex-

ample: Man in charge of one

jarm - Answer: FOREMAN.

DOUBLE CLUE

One answer for which there

are two meanings in the same

clue. Example: Cape? Yes, but

it may also be platjcd —

Answer: HORN.

HIDDEN WORD

The word you are after is

actually hidden in the clue.

Example: In the nest, you'll

find a bird — Answer: HEN

REVERSE WORD

The answer is a word that

spells tlie same from left to

right or right to left; also it

may be a clue word, or words,

reversed. Example: He's the

same in reverse — Answer:

DAD. Example: Pin back -

Answer: NIP.

SPLIT WORD

FLASH — New York— Follow-

ing months of cloak and dagger

espionage our New York corres-

pondent, John Cameron Cameron,

made this statement to die Queen's

Journal "This Glenn Miller

Orchestra is great." The very nature

of Cameron's work had taken him

to all of the best dance halls of

North America where he was to

match the music of Miller against

his practised car as well as his

rhythmic dancing shoes (which by

the way are identical to those offered

as only one of the 15 fantastic prizes

for the Millionaire's Weekend

raffle). After each of these tests,

he was required to report by direct

line to his supervisor who in turn

was to report to this paper. In our

last minute interview with Mr.

Cameron, however, it was learned

that his main difficulty was that he

became so enraptured by Miller's

music that it usually took several

days before he had regained con-

sciousness, and even then he could

only murmur things like "FAN-

TASTIC and "TREMENDOUS".
It was only after several weeks of

complete and quiet relaxation that

he was able to regain enough com-

posure to make his report to this

paper.

NOTES FROM MAIDE
MARION'S DIARY: This year's

formal, with its all new, all differ-

ent Futura '64 theme should surpass

all previous formals in appearance,

and with the GLENN MILLER

ORCHESTRA, it will be the biggesi

and best sound ever to be heard on

campus. Due to lack of space,
iij

was finally agreed that a slightly

scaled-down replica would have to

be substituted for the Space Needle

'

This was a tremendous shock toj

the committee, but enough newl

ideas were brought up in the next'

five minutes to make up for a mere

400 foot tower. ... All in all, ii

for some reason you should MISS

Futura '64, you will never forgive

yourself.

N.B. First formal fittings —
Tues., Wed., Thurs. this week ai

the clubrooms.

Scoring
SCORING

FmsT Quarter

No scoring.

Second Quarter

Toronto, touchdown,

Purves 10:18-T6-Q0

Toronto, convert,

Taylor 10:16-Tr-Q0

Tumo QUAHTER
Queens, touchdown,

Edwards . 4;19-T7-Q6

Queen's, convert,

Edwards 4:19-T7-Q7
Fourth Quabter

Queen's, touchdown,

Miklas 2:09-T7-Q13

Queen's convert,

Edwards 2:09-T7-Q14

Toronto, touchdown,

Taylor 7:04-T13-Q14

Toronto, convert,

Taylor r:04-TI4-Q14

Queen's, touchdo\vn,

Norrie 7:40-T14-Q20

Queen's, convert,

Edwards , 7;40-T14-Q2i

TOO CI

/ALAN
Queen's *

on the bat

Right fror

sason the C

the holt

xuT in thi;

radiiation

juad's defi

f the pre-i

een along

ent info Si

Tainst Vai

;veral que

insivc led

owerful oil

d out of tu

puttered to

Yards rushing

Yards passing

Total offence

Passes attempted

Passes completed

Passes intercepted

First dov\'Tis

Punts

Average

Penalties

Yardage

T
136

63

199

18

7
.5

14

37.3

3

30

32.:

Howe\'er

tam showl

ailed the

jon the Ti

jir a pair c

_-mk a de

1-14. The
ro.vimatelj

/as one of

:om the s]

I quite a '

And with fuzzy head did scrilit-jndall anc

slowly arise in answer to criez o': was a Utt

Maide of most gloriouz fac of Aii The Blut

For did much rejoicmg follo^^,efen9e th;

gloriouz victory of Gaelz of Aujagnosed

over blues of u of t, both at ea%e openin;

of gin drink and in cav of ancieny a 7.0

explorer where heinz plus 7 di^Iay.

throw great bash. But does humW'

STEAM
SUCVEL

scribe recall third season of heini
, The Ga(

le Blues

seconc

lird and f

|Wn 42, Hi

plus 5 when injins from land of lily

pads did lose once and yet sic3\

cup of Yatcz from hallowed

of jim.

But with smile did scribe no'

^1^^^^^
interest of Icmonz -in sport at P^^fmped fo
of ont where spectators watch r^^'gg

moved
of U-boats under light of doul'l',^g^^,^

^
rcRection and low intensity,

^'^''.arsity's oi
docs scribe realize that all is pl*^'

^^^^^ ^
by krafty Icmonz to reduce """^'^"ack Biyce
of imports on field of greatest '^^^gj,

all sports, being also the greatci'^yj^j.

of all bashes. -^^j^ j^^.

And docs scribe hasten to rcpo'^jg
tiressir

progress of work at cav of groun<'i-''^

war ship, For will men of Au S'->'"'
TIi^ Blu

show once more much suprem"i'^^'®*^'y ^ot

over clodz of eartz and mudz iipfii'^g tv.

prep of bashes. For will cav of jin^'veral var

son be transformed into world otne at Que

next for bash of miller. ^ *°

And did the quick brown ff-'hioh bloc

jump over Ihe faking dog only **""'"g =

find waiting hunter.

n
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TOO CLOSE" SAYS TINDALL AS iGAELS WIN 21-14

ALAN DEQUETTEVILE ineffective. The obvious way to

_ , , . beat a stacked line is to pass, but
Queen's Golden Gaels almost

. ^ . , \ ,. .^ . _ . the Gaels couldnt seem to cuck

there either due mainly to a strong

Toronto rush and woak Queen's

pass block

''NOT SO GOLDEN GAELS"
on the battle and lost the war.

Right from the Bnal game of last

ason the Gaels had to find plugs

r the holes that were bound to

icur in this year's defensive dam.

raduation claimed most of the

juad's defensive team and most

the pre-season preparation had

sen along these lines. The Gaels

ent into Saturday's league opener

jainst Varsity Blues still with

jvcral question marks on the de-

nsivc ledger, but it was the

iowerful offensive team that seem-

Id out of tune and at times almost

T14-Q14 p^"®'^*^ ^ stand-still.

T14-Q20 -.^

T14-Q21

Q
12-5

219

344

18

8

1

12

If)

32,2

9

95

EL

Huw t \ L'l that same offensive

pam showed just why it has been

ailed the most explosive ever to

Ion the Tricolour as they ripped

pi a pair of long touchdowns that

-ink a determined Varsity crew

1-14. The game, played before ap-

roximately 11,000 screaming fans

/as one of the most exciting games
rom the spectators' point of view

1 quite a while. For Coach Frank
j did scrilH-indall and the rest of the Gaels
to criez of; was a little too close for comfort.

;
fac of Au Tlie Blues put up a rock-ribbed

:ing folloivefense that had the Gaels' attack

aclz of Au.iagnosed perfectly, especially in

both at ca^he opening half when they enjoy-

V of ancicn^d a 7-0 edge after 30 minutes of

plus 7 Mlay.

joes liumbK ™ ^ , , , ^ , ,

,

on of heiH''
^"^ ^^^^^ 5^°"* defense held

, land of lil)'^
"^'"^ ^^y-

id vet sieal''^"' P^^*^ mid-field until late in

allowed ca^^^/"'^""'^ 1"«rter. Then on a
lird and four situation from their

scribe noi"^
Hal Rose, tlie Gael's punl-

nnn/'
elc^cted to run the bail and was

• watch racf^^*^'^
^""^ Tl^ree penal-

t of doub!'^^
the ball domi to the

. TToi'"^«"'s nine and Tim Purves,

t 11 Plf'*"'*^'^
outstanding offense play-

luce nnn>bcl'^l^^;j^'f f^^*^^
«f I'-^f

^

ereatest o^'^'*
^'^^^ Baylors pass to give the

-iT — .,t'!:
™ game's opening score,

the great.
,y,„^ ^^^^^ 1^^^^^^^^

„'^sity took a seven point lead into
ten to rep dressing room at the half,
of ground^-'

1 of Au st«"''
"^'ifi Blues defensive line com-

li
supremaOletely bottled up tlie Gaels in the

nd mudz iipening two periods as they threw

11 cav of Ji"
everal variabons of an eight

no world "t Queens and the Gaels seem-
a to take a split second to decide

: brown f'"''''*^'^ ^•"'^k to make, and this loss

dog only *™'"g ™ade most of the plays

As a result Cal Con-

nor was left to his own resource-

fulness many times and on several

occasions was lucky to escape witli

his life, let alone any sort of gain.

Several of these problems were

undoubtedly discussed and re-

medied at half time, however, be-

cause the blocking was much im-

proved in the second half. As a

result, Connor's first aerial attempt

in tlie third period was a spectac-

ular success. After a backfield

mixup that left the Gaels with a

second and eleven situation, on

their own 34, Connor launched a

pass that Bill Edwards took on his

nnger tips at the Varsity 40. Ed-

vvarus outran tiie only delender

luat haa a clianee to catch him to

.cgiiier a quick six points, then

.L1..UCU tne convert himself.

A ifcw plays later, a sliort punt

una a no yards penalty gave the

uiue* a tirst down on tne oaels il.

I'urves worKed the bali down tor

anoClier hrst down at the six and

what seemed a sure scoring play

1-lowever, it was here that tlie

deiense rose to the occasion and

probably provided the turning

point 01 tlie game as they dug in

and iorced tlie Blues to give up

the ball on the one yard line. The

Gaels then started a drive tliat

carried them all the way down to

the Toronto 33 before it fizzled out

and they were forced to punt

Mike Kelley took Rose's kick five

yards deep in the end zone but

tumbled, and Bill Miklas was

there to pounce on the loose ball

for the Gaels second touchdown.

Edwards added the convert and

the Gaels had finally forged into

the lead.

It was short-lived, however, as

the Blues knotted the score less

than five minutes later. Varsity

took over the ball when tackle

Ray Reynolds recovered a fumble

on the Queen's six during an ex-

change in the Gaels' backfield. On

the next play quarterback Taylor

rolled around left end and un-

touched into the end zone to tie

the score.

With less than eight minutes left

it appeared the Gaels might hav>

to scramble to retain the tie, How -

ever it was only 36 seconds latt r

l-hat the offensive bomb explodi-il

again. A short kickolf attempt gave

Queen's the ball on their own 40

and on the first play from scrim-

mage Connor threw a perfect pass

that h.ilfback Bayne Norrie took on

the fly and raced with all the way.

Tlie play covered 61 yards. Again

the Gales' defense raUied to the

cause as they kept the Blues from

setting foot in their half of the

field for the remainder of the

game. Rose also came through

strongly as his last two punts of

46 and 42 yards never gave Varsity

a chance to get started for a final

charge.

Jim Young, Gaels' all-star full-

back did not dress for the game.

He is suffering from pulled

muscles in his side and the risk

of further aggravation kept him

out of the lineup. However, his re-

placement, Pete Broadhurst, was

the game's leading ground-gainer

as he rolled up 85 yards in 12

carries for a neat 7,1 yard average.

Edwards was the game's big scorer

as his touchdown and three con-

verts were good for nine points.

He also took three passes for 105

yards to lead all players in that

department.

Defensively the whole unit turn-

ed in a top notch effort

Rookie Tom Benyon was especi-

ally impressive as he was in on

many a tackle from his right inside

linebacker position. He also handl-

ed the kickoff duties for the Gaels

for the first time.

The ne.xt game is on the road, as

the Gaels journey to London this

weekend to take on the Western

Mustangs, The Mustangs are al-

ways tough to beat home and next

week's game will be one of the big

niips for the Gaels,

XUCCTS
Attention, swimmers:

All those interested in swim

ming: for Queen's on November

22 and 23 at U of T start con-

ditfcning at 4:30 every day in

the gym. Pool practices are:

Racing, Tuesday and Thursday,

7-9; Synchronized and Diving,

Wednesday, 7-8.

Biology students are recfuest-

ed to come after their evening

lectures.

The Intramural Track and Field

meet is Oct, 15 and 16. Practices

are 3:30 - 5:30 every day at

Richardson Stadium.

0 o o

Hi^e League Volleyball be-

gan on Oct. 2 and will last until

Nov. 1. Games are played at

noon hour. It is still not too late

to enter.

a o «

Levanites may take part in intra-

mural archery any week-day at

Richardson stadium until Oct. 18.:

Hand in your score to your year's;

Athletic Stick. i

0 O 0

Conditioning for all sports

continue at 4:30 every day in

the gym. Come along and get in

sihape.

Precarious 3-3 For Rugger Gaels

by DAVE FORTIER

A a result of Saturday morn-

ing's 3-3 draw against tlie Un-

iversity of Toronto Blues, four

members of the Queen's Rugger

Club have been named to the

Combined Universities' Team.

This is a team of University All-

Stars which will be playing the

"Presidents XV" — all-stars from

various other teams — next Mon-

day, On the basis of this game,

players will be selected for the

Ontario provincial team. More

details regarding this game will

be available later this week,

Tlie four Gaels chosen in-

clude captain and fullback

David Steele, right wing Roland

Ogier, scrum half Dave Moxon

and our pack leader, Barry

Loughtoo, as eighth man.

Tlu- L;.ini.' .I'^.udst 1 >>rn]ito

was a closL'ly fought tilt with

each team getting three points

late in the first half. Most of the

first half was evenly played with

neither team able to get deep

into tlie others territory, though

the U. of T. held a slight ter-

ritorial edge.

With ten minutes left in tlie

half, Barry Loughton made a

long kick to; tlie Toronto 25. An

offside penalty was called
against Toronto and Dave Steele

made good tlie lack from a very

difficult angle to send the Gaels

into tlie lead 3-0.

A few minutes later, Toronto

forced the Gaels deep into their

own end. From a scrum on the

Queen's two yard line the Blues

heeled the ball back and Larry

Johnson dove across for the try,

wluch went unconvertei

score remamed at 3-3,

During the rest of the game

the Gaels were hard pressed to

keep Toronto off the score sheet.

Alert defensive play by Dave

Steele. Bruce Ferguson, Robin

King and Peter Janett, togetlier

with two penalties against To-

ronto lielped the Gaels to hold

the Blues to a 3-3 tie.

In a seconds' game, also play-

ed Saturday morning, the baby

Blues swamped the inexperienc-

ed Queen's seconds 19-3 on three

tries by Richard Hayman and

one each by Beatty and Tarbet,

along with two converts by
Magee. Queen's lone tally came
when Jim Molineux dove on a

loose ball in the Toronto end

Loughton Leaps

''The Intramural Scene"
by PETER KENNEDY
Tlie intramural golf tournament

qualifying rounds were run off

under fair skies last Friday at the

Glen Lawrence Golf Club. The

afternoon's best scores were turn-

ed in by J.
Graham, Arts '67, and

T. Green, Science '66, each with

82. The following sLv other players

each shot 83 to qualify for the

match play tournament to be run

off m the ne.xt few weeks: D. Brock.

Arts '67; M. Beaumont, Arts '66;

M. Waddell. Arts "65; C. Nicholls.

Arts '67; M. Ryan, Arts '65, and F.

Tanner, Law.

The intramural track meet is

being staged today, tomorrow, and

Thursday afternoons on the outer

field track starting at 4:30. All

spectators are welcome. Draw

sheets are up in the gv-m for the

tennis tournament, which incident-

ally, was scheduled to start yes-

ti-rduv. Be sure you don't defaultl

Entrv lists for horseshoes are up

now. but go down on Friday, so

if you are interested, sign up now.
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A ONE SIDED DEBATE

mm
Without a doubt, the most spec-

tacular political explosions of the last

few years have occurred in Africa.

Almost every foi-mer colony has

blasted its way out of imperialism

and into the General Assembly.

We have become quite accustom-

ed to the idea of "The Emergent Af-

rica", and we've been pleased to wel-

come African diplomats to our capi-

tal, African students to our campus.

We sympathize in their cause, and
even pai-take of their enthusiasm. We
approve of Freedom, Casting off the

Yoke of Imperialism, Africa for the

Africans (a subtle variation on tlie

original slogan, which was Afrika

voor de Afrikaners).

In our enthusiasm, however, we
seem to have allowed our critical fa-

culties to become a little dulled. For,

mixed in with all their impressive

achievements, we have seen some

rather disturbing things— the denial

of civil liberties and the rise of one-

party states in some countries, the

development of a ceilain nationalist

fanaticism in others.

We have been warned "not to com-

pare their present stage of political

development with ours," and indeed

we haven't ; in fact we usually haven't

compared their political development

to anything. Anxious to avoid im-

posing our scheme of values onto a

culture which is foreign to our own,

we have too often avoided any sys

tem of values at all.

Now it's very easy to explain why
a bicameral legislature with a respon

sible cabinet and a constitutional op-

position won't work in Upper Volta.

"They don't have our political tra-

ditions," ... or, "they are trying to

create a nationalism out of tribal

mores."

But it was equally easy to explain

the rise of fascism in pre-war Ger-

many, It was due to the "humilia-

tioln of defeat," or "hardships of the

Depression," . , . and all of these

propositions had some truth. But we
realize now that we should have
opposed Hitler in the thirties.

I'm not suggesting that Kwame
Nkrumah is another Hitler, far from
it. Yet there are elements in his

regime, and in the regimes of many
other African leaders, which are po-

tentially very dangerous. In Sekou
Toui'^'s Guinea, for e.^ample, every
child is regimented into the national

youth movement, from an early age
until his late teens. Every conceiv-

able youth activity outside formal ed-

ucation, is channelled through the

youth movement. They foi-m a well

disciplined generation. Perhaps this

is all essential to the progress of

the state, but it reminds me just

little of the accounts I've read of Hit-

ler Youth. And was it really neces-

sary for national security to expel

the Boy Scouts?

It is sometimes contended that an
authoritarian government is neces-

sary in order to achieve econonuc
progress in an underdeveloped coun-
trj', as if this were a justification for

any illiberal action. But even if it is

true, this is like praising Mussoliui

b:caue h3 made the trains run on
time. And it isn't true. The sub-

continent of India, facing a hu£e

!
tpuhtion problem far more serious

than anything in Africa, is achieving

.•steady economic growth with a liberal

(kmocratic political system.

Our relationship with the "New
Africa" would be a lot healthier if we
weren't afraid to come out with some
reasoned but vigorous criticism every

now and again. After all, as the

cliche goes, "isn't that what friends

are for?"

Sex Before Marriage
MRS. J. H. CORBETT & MRS. J. B. CILMOUR /ol. 91

When the Queen's Debating Union,

in conjunction with McNeil House,

decided to hold a debate, the subject

of which concerned the relative desir-

ability of premartial sex, several ra-

ther interesting situations developed.

The first two debaters asked to

defend morality were two freshman

women students. The powers that be

decided that to discuss a subject with

i'>.h tmo ional overtones for girls

new to the whirl of first year uni-

versity was not desirable. Therefore

these writei's received a telephone

call asking if we were prepared to

discuss the subject. Since the argu-

r".r,nU we were to employ could no

longer affect us, we qualified as suit-

r' debaters. We were not prepared,

but agreed to leap into the breach.

If directness of contact with the

question was five to eight months

lost, at least we felt that we could

make a reasonablely objective eval-

uation of the subject. We sincerely

liope that the first year students who
heard the debate were able to appre-

ciate that we really did have a case.

There really is little to say about

the affirmative team other than that

Jiodetn cAftica - Ji^ 3mpte33ion
by JUDY NICHOLS

It took only twenty-two hours to fly

from New York to Nairobi, Kenya — a

short span of lime in which to make the

transition to a new country a different

culture. Yet this transition came very

gradually.

I imagine many of us carry the popular

misconceplions about tlie steamy tropical

jungles of Africa peopled by the primi-

tive African. But a brief description of

the beautiful city of Nairobi, the capital

of Kenya, in which we spent our first

three days will soon dispel many of

these views. The city itself is a model

example of a well-planned modern
capital. Its six lane main thorough-fare

is divided by a beautifully landscaped

boulevard and bordered in bright hues of

pink and red tropical flowers. The tall

modern building of government oflicials

and large business firms signify a bustling

and prosperous business community.

Modern hotels and restaurants indicate a

population of commercial travellers and

tourists attracted to the busy capital. To

the naive North American traveller it

seemed all too much like home.

But in the short time spent in Nairobi

we began to experience some of the differ-

ences. Tlie first adjustment for myself

was becoming accustomed to being the

minority race in a black community. At

first it seemed difficult to distinguish the

African as an individual — as I well

imagine it must be for the African when

he first confronts a sea of white faces in

this country. But this I found the easiest

of ilransitions to make as the hospitality

of our African student hosts soon put us

at our ease in our new environment.

One of the first and most lasting

impressions I have of Africa is the sharp

contrast between the educated African

who is quickly assuming the top admini-

Let Us Experiment
TIM MERRETT

The average "Artsman" may look down his nose at the student who
is studying engineering or science when said student confesses that he

i'ery seldom makes use of the library. But for the student involved with

the experimental sciences, the laboratory is his library. It is in the

laboratoi-y that he should encounter the raw materials of his discipline,

and it is there that he should develop the skills necessary to discover and
make use of these raw materials.

At Queen's this ideal does not seem to be realized. Many laboratory

courses here consist, in the pure sciences, of pretending to verify the theo-

retical work done in class, though the measurement of physical constants or
the checking of thoretica) relations (which must be presupposed if the
"experiment" is to be done at all). In the applied sciences, the laboratoi-y

courses of my acquaintance are slightly more justified, in that they give
some familiarity with some devices — which the engineer may even get
to use before they become obsolete. But for most laboratory courses the

procedure is often a matter of carrying out written instructions which are
meaningless to the student until after the lab has been done — if then.

The emphasis seems to be on the report which is written up later, rather

than on the experience which could be gained in the lab.

It is as if a History student were given the titles and page references

for the books he was to get out of the librai-y and told to copy his essay
a verbatim from these.

The laboratory is a source of information and a centre of activity

for the practising scientist. The engineer works with practical devices

which he must understand. Students of the humanities may complain that

science is cut and dried because it is all proven and the teacher is never
wrong. But the place where dogma fades out and where the techniques
of the scientist appear as the art they really are, handed down from master
to pupil, is in the laboratory. For there the possibility always exists

for new methods, and even new discovery.

So in the university, the lab is valuable only where it gives the student

a chance to learn, under the guidance of his professor, by trying and
failing and ti-ying and failing and trying, and perhaps even succeeding.

Let us do experiments, rather than just measure what we know to

be true and can cook if we don't get right. Let us design and test (Wir

ideas in practice, as well as merely acquaint ourBelvea with inventions

that have gone before.

Editors Note: The NFCVS Seminar on "Technology aM Man" wcls coii~

cenied ivith the purpose and vietKod of laboratory courses. It is from this

semirmr tliat tlie author drew many of his ideas.

c

strative and managerial positions, and the

Africans who still live much as have their

ancestors for generations. It is a contrast

between a still minute percentage which

makes up the progressive urban elements,

and the tradition ahstic tribal population.

And in this division lies the inherent

conflict which is making progress today

in many African nations distressingly

slow. Outward manifestations of this

ddiference are a common part of the scene

in Nairobi. I recall most vividly, per-

haps because it was a first impression —
a small bare-foot Kenyan girl, in tattered

clothing \vith her baby brother swinging

on her hip, solemnly walking back and

forth through a migic-eye door in a

large modern super-market. One may
see in the same block a large open

market with a wide assortment of foods

and native craft spread on the ground

and a modern drugstore with all the

latest in cosmetics and photographic

equipment. It is indeed a city of con-

trast.

THE CONFLICT

And this conflicting scene I slowly

began to understand as the summer pro-

gressed, is but an external indication of

the change and conflict taking place in

the mind of many Africans today. It is

a conflict which extends much beyond

the transition from open market to

modem shopping plaza into the realm

of politics and economics and social

change. Many of the leading African

officials today have had to make stagger-

ing adjustments in the ten or fifteen years

of their formal education. During their

childhood ihey may have Uved witli their

family tribes far from the western

influences which have permeated the

cities. In the course of their education,

usually concluded in overseas universi-

ties, they have been confronted by pro-

gressive ideas which they are now intro-

ducing to their countries as they attempt

to overleap centuries in a few decades.

These are the people who are bringing

the wind of change, the ideas and restless

energy which is stirring the African con-

tinent. Education is desperately needed

so the population can appreciate and
contribute to this progress. In the field

of government, and social welfare, in

technological advancement, the problems

they face are appalling. Confusion and

conflict are inevitable when traditional

societies are confronted with contempo-

rary ideas. Africa today is experiencing

the birth pains which were ours a century

ago. But much more is being demanded
of them and at a much more rapid pace,

in a world that has grown small with tlie

development of rapid transportation and
conmiunication.

And everywhere this change was

visible. In a modem city like Nairobi it

Is most evident. But it is not confined

to city limits. In the small towns and

villages visited questions were put to us,

often very perceptive questions, about

our country, our government— and most

often about segregation. Teclmological

advance which has enabled us to observe

Africa's growth first hand has also

allowed them 1o observe our own pro-

gress. And we could not deny the con-

fusion and conflict which they find here

today.

they defended their point of view

with the ardour and eloquence that

might be expected of a Queen'sman.

Our team plunged on to inevitable

defeat. The single people, outnuni.

bering those married, carried the day.

.

My partner, Mrs. Gilmour discus-

sed the social aspects of the problem,

H'er argument as here presented is

much clarified by contact with the

keen minds at McNeil House. She i

demolished the idea of free love in a

brilliant stroke - no one, she said,

wants to be branded as sexually un-

discriminating, as a tramp. (The

promiscuous, branded with the scar-

let letter, were then dismissed as

unworthy of further notice.) Free

lovers, if presented were silent. Not

po the advocates of "a trial m.-'

period." Not all her lurid painting of
j

the physical and mental difficulties

incurred by those making such a trial

convinced them that it was undesir-

able. She waxed eloquent on the

cramped conditions of back seats of

cars, the oily comments and even

more unsavoury minds of mote!

clerks, and the worry about unsure
|

contraceptive devices. All in vain.

Finally, she cited the opinion that the

climate created by hiding such an

affair from the eyes of those who

,

would censure it made it almost im-

possible to derive from any such con-

tact any real or lasting value. In

addition, she said that even if it did i

not begin as such, the affair would
I

soon acquire an unsavoury tone. She
pnripfl '"if-h a HiiSDerate advocacy of

the married state - having convinced

no one but herself.

Mv colleage, Mrs. Corbett fared

no better. Her arguments, slanted to

the ethical and personal aspects of

premarital experience, found favour
|

with the judges. Her clarity, marred

by a misplaced page of notes, and her I

sincerity, were not stiited to the tem-

1

per of the audience. Affirming that I

the noblest work of humanity is the
,

creation of a happy home and of wan-

ted children, she stated that the

opposition, by reducing the argument
to a question of biology, denied the
ability of man to rise above his hu-
man condition. Tou reduce love to

the market place," she cried. "You
reduce it to a question of utility, of
the selfish gain." She explained Ben-

loufflasLll
tham's system and tried to relate it [ardy Arer
to the question. Alas, that concept [ueen'a thii
w'^- bevond us, for it was the onlv
rertl argument of the debate. „ , t

Queen's Jo
If it was a debate. It is really ira- hit the ca

possible to argue from the specific to October 5

the general, from one's own code of proudly p
values, formulated in the depths of Douglas Li
one's private soul, to an ethic which complete.
can apply to this campus, to a group
supposedly free from all darkness of "k^l _„ .

thought. This one fact came clear 'ClCgai

THl

from the waves of discussion and
question raised by the topic. We
away from the discussion each aware

The A.M
Committee

that the others had reasons too. W,
^
Queen's

agi-eed, most amiably, to disagree.
delegates t

Surely this is the value inherent in

such a discussion. Only by openly
Jjjg"^"^ J

stating what we agree to be true, not ;

'

tneir nanby nrotecting ourselves from
and sin by burying our heads in thi'

phone nun
office no 1

telleetual freedom of the coupus
ciety.

quicksands, can we preserve the in-
^q^.^

The thre

held simul

Sir Geor

EDITOR'S APOLOGYS'tre,
The topics

Editors with too much copy, half- L^val the
crazed by coffee and late hours, unmcrci- Sir Georgt

fully chopped one major point at the end of foreign

of Alison Gordon's plea for more respon- American

sibic student behaviour. She concluded
Canadian ;

parison.
... we can. But will we?"

1
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THEY WERE GOOD THEN J00
Nineteen twenty-four — the year of the completion of the

louglas Library, the year of the construction of the first Jock

[ardy Arena, the year of R. Bruce Taylor, principal — and of

[ueen's third successive Grey Cup.

As the first Issue of the men the sub-head ran, "BOOK-
Queen's Joimial for that year

hit the campus corridors on

October 3, 1924, headlines

proudly proclaimed that the

Douglas Library would soon be

complete. To entice Queen's-

WORMS AND OTHERS MAY
BROWSE AGAIN IN LITER-
ARY FIELDS — COME
EARLY AND AVOID THE
CHRISTMAS RUSH."

Glowing reports surround-

)elegates Required For Seminar

.OGY
py, half-

unmcrci-

it the end

e respoii-

:oncludeJ

The A.M.S. External Affairs
Committee la looking for

Queen's students to serve as
delegates to three inter-univer-
sity conferences. Students
wishing to apply for any of
theae conferences should leave

their names, addresses and
phone numbers at the A.M.S.
office no later than 4 p m. on
Oct. 16th.

The three seminars are to he
held simultaneously at Laval,
Sir George Williams, and
Windsor universities during
the week starting Nov. 4th.
The topics will be as follows:
Laval, the French-Canadians;
Sir George Williams, problems
of foreign aid; Windsor, the
Amencan negro and French-
eanadian separatism — a com-
parison.

Additional information can

be obtained from the commit-

tee chairman, Jerry Dirks, or

the A.M.S, office.

FEES DUE
By Oct. 15th you must

have paid at least the first

installment of fees or you

\vill be charged with late

payment fee of $10.00 and

may be suspended from

classes.

If any organization other

than yourself is paying

your fees, you must obtain

a pennit to delay payment

of fees from the Secretary's

Office in Richardson Hall.

ing Principal Taylor's staid

welcome to the campus, said

that C.F.R.C. (which at this

time was a department of the

(See Cha Gkeil, page 5)

Irotter is Executive Assistant

Was EuropeanjCorrespondent
In September, 1963. Mr. Ber-

nard Trotter became the Ex-

ecutive Assistant to the Prin-

cipal of Queen's University.

His role is to aid Principal

J. A. Cony in coping with the

recent growth and further

planned expansion of the Uni-

versity.

Ml'. Trotter was raised in

Kingston, and after gradual^

ing from McMaster University,

received his M.A. degree in his-

tory from Queen's. His fath-

er, Dr. R. G. Trotter, was for-

merly Head of the Department

of history at Queen's, and his

brother taught mathematics

here.

Previous to his appointment,

Mr. Trotter worked for the

Canadian Broadcasting Cor-

poration. In 1950 he was sent

to New York as CBC represen-

tative at the United Nations.

He then returned to Kingston

for high-level executive train-

ing and study at the National

Defense College.

On returning to the CBC, he

was named Head of the English

Language section of Interna-

tional Service in Montreal. In

1953-54 Mr. Trotter served

with the Public Affairs Depart-

ment of the CBC in Toronto as

Program Organizer of the con-

troversial "Citizen's Forum".

He spent the next three years

in London, England, as Euro-

pean representative of the

CBC.

In an interview, Mr. Trotter

said that the CBC offers op-

portunities for creative people,

although only a limited num-

ber of positions are open to

recent university graduates.

Such a job provides valuable

experience for other positions

deahng with the public and
broadens one's understanding
of the world.

Mr. Trotter accepted the

position at Queen's partly be-

cause of "the challenge of start-

ing something new after fif-

teen years", but even more out

of a sincere interest in the

problems of today's universi-

ties.

Even after spending five

weeks in his position as Ex-
ecutive Assistant, Mr. Trotter

is still in the process of ex-

ploring the many aspects his

job entails. He has discovered,

however, that Queen's is a
"complete organism" and his

position, "exciting work".

Bleed Bleed Bleed

Time is running out for

many people, they need your
help, They need blood to con-

trol hemmorhage, combat
shock, aid mothers in child-

birth, assist victims of acci-

dents and other emergencies.

An average of one bottle of

blood must be collected every

fifteen seconds of every work-

ing day to maintain an adequ-

ate supply of whole blood and

blood products.

The Canadian Red Cross So-

ciety with tiie help of the En-

gineering Society will sponsor

its annual blood drive on

Queen's campus next week, Oc-

tober 15, 16 and 17. This year's

goal is to collect 1,500 pints of

blood, which is a 50fo increase

over last year's quota. Last

year's actual donations exceed-

ed the planned quota, amount-

ing to 1,207 pints.

REMEMBER; Blood cannot

be manufactured. It must

come from you.

Canadian Union of

Students is JSew Title

NFCUS is no more! This
may come as somewhat of a
surprise, but before you all

panic, be reassured. We have
the same gi-oup under a new
name, The Canadian Union of
Students. However, consider-
able changes have occurred.
Under pressure from our
French-Canadian colleagues,
the union has been reformed.
The new name is just a token
of the reform conceded to
their national aspirations.

Before any more is said, let

us see how these changes will
fulfill French aspirations. Next
year's President of the CUS,
Jean Bazin, will have two Vice-
Presidents beneath him. One
French-Canadian, one English,
these executives are chosen by
two caucuses representing both
our national cultures. By this

means and by their represen-

tation on the executive council,

the French-Canadians expect
to realize and express their

concept of Canadian ethnic

and cultural duality.

All in all, these concessions

seem generous. In effect, the

French-Canadian students have
an equal voice in the affairs of

the union. However justifiable

this may seem on a cultural

basis, it is hardly in accord

with principles of modern rep-

resentative government. Even
when the new union membei-s

from classical colleges and nor-

mal schools are included, the

French segment amounts to no

more than one-third of the to-

tal membership. This is praise-

worthy — that we have gone

out of our way to show that

we bear no malice or grudge

towards our French confreres.

After all, we are students, not

politicians. But as Queen's

AMS President Rod McLeod
so astutely noted: leaning over

backward can go too far. Rec-

{See NFCUS. page 3)

Steinberg Tells Store Story
Mr. Nathan Steinberg, ex-

ecutive vice-president of the

giant food store network, was

the first speaker at the Com-

merce Club meeting in Dunning

Hall last Monday night. The

club's intentions have so far

been to invite prominent Can-

adian business personalities to

speak on their careers. Mr.

Steinberg, introduced by Club

president Dave Wilson, gave

the audience personal insight

into the Steinberg success

story.

It all began humbly, accord-

ing to Mr. Steinberg, with

Mama's grocery store in 1917

on St. Lawrence in Montreal's

infamous east side. Five boys

and one girl were brought up

in this harsh environment.

Squeezing a living from the

store worth 300 dollars, the

boys stuck to their guns. They
expanded slowly into wholesale

groceterias by moving north-

w e s t through Outremont.

Their lot was so shaky that

they refused to use the Stein-

berg name at first. What the

brothers lacked in finances,

they made up for in stolid in-

genuity. They were the first

to adopt self-service food cen-

tres, and to combine the butch-

er shop and grocery store un-

der one roof.

Consumers, however, were

too blind to accept this new

shopping concept. The Stein-

bergs even had to seek guidance

from the haughty Americans.

Chicago elders frowned upon

the self-sen'ice stores with

such remarks as: "It's utter

nonsense
;
you're crazy, go back

home." So the 'crazy' brothers

went home, atill struggling to

convince the consumer of Stein-

bergs' reliability.

The chain progressed slow-

ly. The self-service groceteria

gave way to the first super-

market in 1935, Springing off

from Montreal, Steinbergs

spread rapidly through Que-

bec, Ontario, and the Mari-

times. The more personalized

meat counter was the greatest

single factor in the upsurge of

their business. Supermarket

inspired shopping-centre and

the miracle-mart sprang from

the shopping-centre. Then

came God's greatest gift to wo-

men — the trading stamp. In

their sprawling enterprise,

Steinbergs today have 143 sup-

ei-markets (42 of them in On-

tario), 20 shopping centres, 6

miracle-marts. Tliey grossed

approximately $300,000,000 in

sales and showed a profit of

about $4,700,000 during the

current fiscal year. Their next

project will be the incorpora-

tion of the supermarket with

the miracle-mart.

Mr. Steinberg provided di-

version for his listeners with

a few amusing anecedotes

about women of the twenties

w h 0 punctured celophaned

meat with hatpins in defiance

of self-servicing, and about

Westmounter dowagers who
had to be dragged out of their

limousines to push shopping

carts.

When asked whether he

would start from the bottom

again, Mr. Steinberg said that

he probably would. He added,

however, the venture would

not now be as feasible as be-

fore. He quoted. "Calculated

risks must be taken at some

time or other for success."

John Aker, second year Com-

merce representative, thanked

the speaker for an excellent

address. John sought his par-

don for not having bought the

coffee and buns from Stein-

berg's. Amused. Mr. Steinberg

forgave John "just this time."

Steinberg's has come a long

way from the "East Side".
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relevant Education: an Inspiration

—
"T^'.' "that many people, in between bites of lettuce sandwich,

misread the Journal.

Recently we have been represented as inquistorial book-burner. This

is not the precise truth. There are admittedly some books, suc)i as H.A.L.

Fisher's 'History of Europe', which we think should be burnt.

Education is a way of interrelating facts and theories, in such a way

that we may begin to gain some idea of the world in which we live, and

so that we may enjoy it the more.

Unless those interrelationships are connected to our every day bfe

both now and in the future, then our education has failed. It is nothing

but a gorgeous myth invented by knowledge-blinkered profeasors.

Books contribute to that \ision in that they alone can provide the

essential jig-saw pieces of our vision. But they are nothing more than

that. It is we who have to fit those pieces together and make the vision

coherent.

If what they have to say has nothing at all to do with our every day

life, if our history does not make us love and understand our own country,

if our philosophy does not fit or replace our religious ideas, if our economics

does not either give us the mental equipment to become a successful stock-

broker, or a national economist; then our education is not doing what it

essentially should.

We feel that too often books are just a way of escape from reality, a

dream that mil be ultimately frustated. We feel that professors in addi-

tion to advising us to read certain books should also advise us not to come

within arm's distance of others.

When we find that we are somehow glued to some appalling book

than that is the time to go out and listen to some jazz. When we have been

on a spree for a week then our advise is, 'to continue for a day and then

open Borne nobly dull book and get bored for a day.' There is some use for

some of those monsters after all.

Let's Mind Our Own Business
Free love is ncl a synonym for promiscuity. You don'f have to advoiafe

free love to aquire the reputation of the local strapper.

Laugh at one or two jokes (hat, though they refer to the unspeakable

topic of sex, are genuinely funny; reveal in a moment of madness that you

are aware of the Fcts of Life; and the job is done. Your name is in red

lights.

Gossip about anyone who akeady has

a 'name' is conversation. The spreading

of vicious rumours comes under the head-

ing of keeping up with the real campus

news. A etude and vulgar reference to

the season's victim brings loud and know-

ing shrieks from the self-appointed judges.

The only topic that aroused interest

in tliis university this term was a debate

on the subject of pre-marital sex. Each

person in this community is old enough

to have had one or two serious thoughts

on the subject. What you think is your

own business. If you choose to announce

your thoughts, that loo is your own busi-

ness. If you announce them la Kingston

and if you do not stand four-square be-

hind virginity forever, be prepared to face

a barrage of 'your best friend won't tell

you but I will, everyone is talking about

you.' Don't listen.

Too many people are subjected to

malicious and cruel treatment under

the guise of discussing the eternal

campus verites. If, perchance, you

have not encoimtered these verities,

they are: sex, politics and religion. It

is not redundant to demand ihat peo-

ple display some good taste when talk-

ing about these things. This does not

mean you cannot discuss Catholicism

in front of a Roman Catholic, facism

before a John Bircher or sex before a

nymphomaniac. Instead when you

are in the cornpany of such persons,

you could refrain from ridiculing them
for what they are.

Yell that it is not sophisticated, good

taste is consideration. If all who believe

in their own right for free love were

tramps, where would all the lovers go?

Mind your own business.

Chisolm writes a Toronto Friend; ^Queen^s Spirit^

I'm glad to be able to take, I took a bottle of rum I don't know what that

finuU)' write you from to the game on Saturday means but it's part of the

Queen's. It sure is a swell (Queen's beat you guys university and they don't

place. Even though the 21-14.) 1 better explain or let us drink. I don't know
people at this school look you'll wonder what my why but I'm sure glad I

at mc funnily when I go mistake was. Well, there's found out before I opened

b)', they seem like they'd some sort of secret pohce mine. You got no idea how
be very friendly once I organization around here hard it is to do the right

get to know them. that roughs people up at thing down here, Wit)'k.

Yesterday I saw a fella football games and scgre- Everything's so different

with a beard. Nobody gates them into the right from what I expected,

would talk to him. I heard places. Also, these secret Just one more thing. You
one fella \vith a red police search us when we know that girl I was goin

Queen's j:ickel say that go in the gate to see if we to share a room with ilown

these beatniks ought to be have booze. Well, thev here. Well, that's some-

ashamed. He said that the searched me and took my thing else I learned about

bearded guy wasn't "aware bottle and I was sorry to It's amoral. And it has

of the modem student's lose it cause my mother something to do with semi

place in society". sent mc the money for it. culture, which is bad. So I

I'm going to tell you The funny thing is these sure got some surprises,

something, 'VN'ityk. I don't secret police don't work for
p |

want you to tell anybody the government at all.
'

but I made an awful mis- Tliey belong to tlie A.M.S. BnoDEWCK Chishol-

rhe Zoo
Anyone is free to take

his stand on the Soapbox.

They may represent any

opinion t}iat they desire.

The Editorial board is in

no ivay officiaUy associat-

ed with the opinions ex-

pressed here.

IS QUEENS A ZOO?
University students in

Canada have basic secur-

ity and freedom. They

study in a country which

assures them the right to

study freely, openly, and

to express themselves,

Most Canadian univer-

sity students ai-e indiffer-

ent to this. This is largely

because lack of severe con-

trast has taken away from

the basic freedoms any of

the urgency and intensity

which originally defines

them. For the average is

it true to say that Satur-

day night is more import-

ant than Franco or South

Africa?

Students all over the

world have in common a

certain universality. They

are engaged one way or

another in learning and

fundamental truth. Plato

is pretty international. So

is organic chemistry, as-

trophysics and Beethoven.

Some students engage

in this activity in very

different contexts than

others. Some are shot, or

tortured or imprisoned.

(There is not room here

to show how un-exagger-

ated this is). Many suffer

just for being students,

for being young and want-

ing to study. Canadian

university students have

things pretty easy in this

way.

With the basic freedoms

assured however, they are

lost in the lives of the

majority in a slow though

intense and organized con-

version of pettiness, dis-

tortion, indoctrination. In-

stitutionalistation is a long

word. 1( also has a long"

meaning.

A University like

Queen's consequently in-

troduces incoming stud-

ents to a dirty bath of

petty indoctrination and

organized childishness.

After a week the rest of

the world is incredibly re-

mote. Values have be-

come entrenched in the

rhan° of Joe's nose and

candle rituals. We're back

at school now. It's so fun

to be all silly again.

To feel ashamed of the

university you go to isn't

a very constructive begin-

ning to being a university

student, nor a pleasant

sensation as the years go
by. If a student from Fez,

or Lund, or Bogota, or

Perugia, or Delhi, or

Baghdad, or Madrid, or

Tokyo came to Kingston

and was subjected to this

pre-cambrian nonsense of

initiations and their fol-

low-up, or simply viewed

it out of a car window, he

might not want to stay

long.

Herds are not very heal-

thy phenomena in univer-

sities. Neither are insular-

ity of outlook, conformity

of behaviour, excessive

formalisation, and the cull

and ritual of the mass.

But these are what dom-

inate Queen's. These are

what threaten to destroy

Queen's.

To say that a univer-

sity has a tradition of

freedom is rather trite

and meaningless. If stu-

dents at Queen's can't do

anything positively with

the freedoms they have,

can't build outwards cul-

turally, they have no real

place in the world of stu-

dents, and the essence of

the freedom is lost, des-

troyed by itself.

Rick Johnstone.
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Forget the Fun Gentlemen Frivolity or Freedom

No wonder the affirm-

ative took the honours in

the debate, "Resolved that

premarital sex is a bene-

ficial experience".

Every purposeful act is

of benefit in some way.

A thief benefits by the

money he steals. A mur-

derer benefits by the liq-

uidation of an adversary.

A fornicator benefits by

the fun he has. If fun is

all we're on earth for, lets

forge ahead! Forget
Christ!

It would be wrong,

however, to conclude that,

because the debate was

won by the affirmative,

and because the audience

indicated its approval,

such behaviour should be

condoned. Fifty million

Frenchman can be wrong.

I was heartened to read

that Mrs. Gilmour "de-

molished the idea of free

love in a brilliant stroke

—

no one, she said, wants to

be branded as sexually un-

discriminating as a tramp.

This reminds me of a

story. It seems the Duke

of Suffolk approached

Lady Chomondely one day

and asked her if she would

sleep with a man for a

million pounds.

Being very frank, she

replied "of course, what

woman would not?"

For a hundred thou-

sand? he asked.

"Quite likely," she re-

phed.

"For a thousand
pounds?"

"Well"—she hesitated.

"For one pound 1"

"Really," she exclaimed.

"Just what do you take me
for?"

"Madam we have al-

ready decided that", re-

plied the Duke. "Now its

just a question of degree."

John Mahoney

Editor, Jourml

Dieu merci, the bash and

frivolity of initiation has

officially terminated. Dieu

merci, we herds of fresh-

ettes ( whose costume is

designed to make us each

eous mass) are no longer

a molecule in a homogen-

encouraged to parade, flout-

ing brand name and num-
ber, past the male show-
ring judges — judges armed
with the discriminating eye

and the detailed fill-in-the-

blank evaluation form.

Is the accent on bash and

frivolity going to continue?

(Not that a complete void

of "bash" is tolerable.) Sure-

ly some fro.sh and freshettes

appreciate education for ed-

ucation's sake, and have

the ability to talk about

more than "who's - going-

with - who". Moreover, in-

stead of "producing" and

Oil Thigh n under a Vig's

direction and "showing our

spirit" by flashing tricolor

ribbons, we may begin to

realize that "spirit" has to

grow within before tlie song

or ribbons have real mean-

ing. And let's discard the

notion that to be "in", we
must be molecules in a

high - school type homo-

geneous mass.

A cheer for "Queen's",

but 3 cheers for "Queen'.;

University",

—Cecu-ia Leslie

P.S. I had fears that my
"rating - number" (so care-

fully noted by the head

ring-judges) would drop if I

uTOte such a letter. But

then the number is based on

looks, and not on expression,

isn't it?

We Humbly Apologize
EditoT, Journal

It has just been brought

to our attention that Mc-
Neil House is displeased

;St. ^n&retu'a

^rcshgtcrian (Eburrli

Princoss (x CUtct Sis,

Hct\iivi«1 M.i\ V. Pulnoui, B.A.
Minister

Dircdor of Praise
Brian Slnrt, ABCCX>

11:00 n.in,—Tliaiiksciving S<nTic<

Hro:idcast C.K.W.S. Hadio.
S(imioi): •ALTEIIS OF

THANKSGIVING."

7:00 p,in,—Eveninc Worship.
Scniion: "THE .SPIKIT OF

THANKFULNESS"

TUESDAY, 7;3n P.M.

Prayer ftud Bible Study Hour

COME AND WORSHIP

St. fHarlt'H

Hutllpraii (Eljurrlj

SUNDAY WORSHIP
9:S0

11:00

7;30

'Tlif Hipsler"

Three blocks Norib of Stndium
on Vicloria and Earl.

The Lutheran Student Move-
.Tiiont will go on a coin roast after

scn'icc. Dress warmly in old
clotlles.

The Rev. Roy Oswald
Lulhemn Student Qiaplain

5J2-7134

St. II imes' C£l(urct]

9:00 a.m.--Holy Communion

11:00 a.m.--Holy Communion

7:00 p.m.--Evening Prayer

SUNDAY

5:00 p.m.--"Welcome to

Students"

Buffet Supper

^Obenliaui .Strcrf

3>tnitEh (Shurcli

9.15 a.m.—In the Chapel: Divine
Service. The Chapel entrance
is on Willium Street at Ihe rear
of (he church.

11:00 a.m.—Thanksgiving Service,

"GRATITUDE AND GRACE"
Cadets of (he Royal Military
College will attend this sservice.

7:30 p.m.—In Ih

ing Worship.

Mr. Davidion will

all services.

Chapel: Even-

preneh a

I

:30 p.m,—Youih Fellowship,

with our reporting of Sun-

day night's debate there,

that McNeil House thinks

that we are bitter because

we lost. Actually, we wrote

all but the actual report of

our speeches l>efore we de-

bated. We knew we would

lose — we always lose. What
we wrote was worded, we
thought, humoursly. We of-

fer our most sincere apolo-

gies to any we have inad-

vertently offended. Further-

more (and we hope you ap-

preciate the sacrifice that

this entails ) we promise

never again to try to be
funny in print,

—Mary Corbett

NIary Gilmour

Queen's Journal

Founded in 1873 and published
twice a week during the academ-
ic year by the Alma Mator So-
ciety of Queen's University.
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Brian Bailey

Special Technical Manager:
Tony Tugwell
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Miko Fitton
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Learn to Live Says Attorney General
The Honourable Fred Cass, At-

ornc>-General of Ontario, told

tudents last Monday night, -You're

iCre to learn how to live." He was

peaking to members, old and new,

i the Queen's Progressive Conser-

ative Club in the McLaughlin

tijom at the Students' Union.

Mr. Cass began his talk by say

that he is "not a deep thinker"

at dom-

ese are

destroy

univer-

tion of

:r trite

If stu-

:an't do

y with

y have,

rds cul-

no real

of stu-

lence of

st, des-

5tone.

jitl that liis speech would be "no

leep philosophical discourse". He

aid that, as students, we must

earn to get along with people

nd that we are here because we

Kant to be sure we're on the right

rack.

Changing the subject to pen-

ions, he said "The lady in Ottawa

tas been having a time with them.

wish some one would retire her

in one." Jobs, he said, have always

leen available in Ontario for stu-

lents seeking summer employment,

it this point some one behind our

eporter muttered, "Tliat's a lie".

:oncerniiig the multiplicity of

dirties today Mr. Cass said, "Our

emocracv can work only with two

larties, not more." He added, in

more humorous vein, "We must

®

dways have the Liberals in official

opposition."

Mr. Cass then explained briefly

the oflSce of Attorney General and

commented on the crime situation

in Ontario. He said that organized

crime in an area often has its be-

ginnings in Bingo games where
90% of the prizes go back to the

operators of the game, "No law
is good or can be enforced," he
said, "if there is not public opinion

behind it,"

CLASSIFIED
Table Board

Witness to Accident Wanted

Lost
Ono sih'er tiinnn bracelet in New

Arls Building. Ohnmis distincHvc, can
he ideiilificd l»y owner. Please contnct

Sim on Bendell, 542-2151. Rewiird ofTer-

ed.

One p.iir of prescription sun glasses in

llie area of Cnirutlicrs Hall and the

Union. Conlaft Dennis Frecl, 255
Willington, 548-8823.

A pair of brown framed glasses in ii

white c-jsi.\ Finder please phone Joan
at 546-1518 or .542-9532.

A set of keys on a key ring with
'Iliistle motif. Finder please return lo

luanit.i. ex. AM.

One pair of ginsses in red case. Please
fonfaet Cordon Wiggins, Morris Hall,
Uni, 122.

For Sole
Two tuxedos. One dart blue,

bl;itlc. Size 36. Phone 542-2006.

Coon coat. Excellent (|ua!it^. Lots of
character. Worn only two years. Size
12-14. Contact Miss S. E. Cowan, 1644
King W. Hamilton, Ont. or 113 Br.int

Ave Bmntford, Ont.

Parker 61 fountain and ball point pen
set in excellent conditioned (recondition-

ed n niontii ago). Phone 546-0914.

Admiral 17" T.V. set in good condi-
tion, $20.00 or best offer. Phono H. H.
e\, 385.

Lunch and dinner Bve days weekly, oi

dinner only. Phone 542-5542.

Lunch and dinner si\ days woeI;ly,

SO.OO, Money refunded for meals missed

if informed at previoas menl. Mrs. A,

Huinniond. 226 Earl St. 542-1685.

One warm, quiet single room, clos-e to

Queen's, Men in La\s', Eeonomics, Coni-

ineree and Politics. Apply 196 Union St.

Found: Lady's raincoat. AMS office.

Witnted; One copy of "How to win
fritnds and influence people." Call J.

Allan Best. 540-4547.

Used nppliances fulSy guaranteed.

Itefrigeralors, stoves, and televisions.

Lowest prices in towTi. Kay's Trade-In

Centre, 340 King St. East. Plione 542-

6931.

Wanted: A business manager for

Qu:irry. An excellent opportunity for

'lirls to gain esperiencc in Commerce,

etc. Males, however, are also in\'ited to

iipplj-. Applications should be left for

Tom Marshall in tile AMS office.

Student's Urnon.

The Students' Typing & Mimeograph-

ing Service is now open for the typing

of iheses and es-says and the niimeo-

T iphinu of club material. Uea.son.ible

rales. Fnst service. (The sooner you

come, tile faster the service.) Electric

typewriting with the 'printed look". The
office is in the baseanent of the Union,

across [rom the coffee shop Office hours

9-5.

Wanted: An Artsman. driving a

white Chevrolet.

5 p.m., Saturday, September 2S,

the night of the Greasepole Clunb,

an automobile accident took place.

On highway 15, approximately 200

yds. from the site of the climb a

Volkswagen rolled. An artsman,

driving a white Chevrolet wit

nessed the accident and reported

it to the O.P.P.. but failed to leave

his name and address. As there

was only one other witoess, the

police are interested in contacting

this student to leam his account of

what happened.

Will the person who witnessed

the accident, or anyone who knows
anything concerning the accident

please contact Mike Evans, Leon-

ard Hall, Tel, E.\t. 291.

NFCUS Goes
(Continued from page 1)

ognition for the French-Cana-

dians is national recogmition,

but only in a cultural sense.

The fact is that we are stu-

dents, all of us, as CUS mem-
bers, not as nationals.

There is no need to worry

that these reforms will get out

of hand. French students and

English are represented on the

Structures Commission.

Our affairs seem in good

hands. The old NFCUS was
noted for its efficiency, if, too,

or its lack of imagination. Per-

haps our vital and boisterous

Applications are requested for

positions on the Queen's

NFCUS Committee - inter-

ested students should apply

to the AMS office by 5:00

p.m., Wednesday, October 9.
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WANTED PROFESSIONAL "EXPLORERS"
FOR THE DYNAMIC DECADES

I

"The project was daring and visionary and

became the largest industrial plant in Albcria",

wrote a leading business writer iiboul ChemccU's

fascinniing role in Canada's post war growth.

To-day ChcmccM urges its researchers, chemists

and engineers lo put liberal measures of imagi-

nation into their plans . . . and (o use bold action

in making them work.

Tliis go-ahead spirit is a vital part of ChemccU's

philosophy.

It ofTcrs siimiilating outlets for graduates ... a

cbalicnEc lo those who seek thai extra ingredient

of adventure in ihcir future as clicmists; chemical,

mechanical and electrical eneinccrs and engineer-

ing physicists.

A 430-acrc site at Edmonion, Alberta comprises

three plants to make organic chemicals including

alcohol, csicr and ketone solvents, acetic acid.

ditor

:

'ditor:

glycols, pentacrylhrilolandfornialdehydc,anoihcr

to produce cellulose acetate llake and a third to

make acetate and Arncl yarns and fibres.

Noted for its integrated operations and, strong-

ly allied with leading companies in the pulp,

textile and plasties industries, Chcniccll is able lo

offer you wide-open opportunities for advance-

ment in research, product development, process

engineering, plant design, important phases of

production and sales.

Sound professional growth in the dynamic

decades ahead can be yours at Chemccll, Let's

discuss ii.

Write Canadian Chemical Company. Deport-

ment A. 1155 Dorchester Boulevard. West,

Montreal 2, or lo the Personnel Deparimcnl,

Canadian Chemical Company. P.O. Box 99,

Edmonton, Alberta.

Representatives of (he Company will

visit this CampDs for interviews on
January 14, 1964.

SERVES THE CHEMICAL WORLDl

CANADIAN CHEMICAL COMPANY
MontronI • Toronto • Edmonton • Vnncouvar

A Division of
Chcmcail (HU) Llmltad

French-Canadian colleagues

will prove their worth in giv-

ing' the new CUS a lighter and
more human quality.

Applications are invited for

the position of Chief Justice

of the Arts and Science Court.

Letters of application should

be handed to Ed Mayhew,

President of the Arts and

Science Society, Fred Moon-

ey. Secretary, or to the AMS

office by 6:00 p.m., Wednes-

day, October 15. Appoint-

ment will be made at the

regular meeting of the Arts

and Science Society Execu-

tive on Wednesday, October

15, at 7:00 p.m.

SPEER CARBON COMPANY OF CANADA
LIMITED

AGENTS MANTED
Agent required for each Major Faculty to Sell Metallic

Thread, Hand-Embroidered University and Faculty

Crests. Agents can also develop sales for Military, Com-
mercial and Club Markets. This can be a profitable

Extra Curricular Activity. Write giving Faculty. Year,

Address and Telephone Number.

P.O. BOX 1411, ST.-LAURENT, MONTREAL.

PATTON'S CLEANERS
and

SHIRT LAUNDERERS

Wallv Elmer — Prop.

Dial 548-4292 — 546-6480

349 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO
The Nicest Cleaning in Town

Morton's Record Bar

244 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 542-3655

2 0 % O F F

LIST PRICE RECORDS TO QUEEN'S STUDENTS

Westinghouse

WILL BE ON CAMPUS OCTOBER 21, 22, & 23

TO INTERVIEW 1964 QUEEN'S GRADUATES

A well-defined training program is offered to prepare

candidates for positions of responsibility in:

—

DESIGN ENGINEERING
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
APPARATUS MARKETING
CONSUMER MARKETING

FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION
ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT

These position will afford opportunity for career develop

ment to graduates with potential.

Professional salary scale and increases based on perform-

ance as well as excellent employee fringe benefit plans.

Contact the Placement Officer for detailed information,

brochures, and interview appointment.

i
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My
girlfriend*s

girlfriend

told her

andshe told me,,,

and now
rm telling

you.,.

CUP Roundup: Brand-New U's and SCM Sex

try Tampax,

Honestly, it's marvelous,

You feel so clean, so fresh.

So unhampered, So uncluttered.

You're ready to go anywhere,

do fun things.

In fact you all but forget

about difFerences in days of

the month.

Tampax prevents odor,

chafing, embarrassment.

Nothing can show, no one
can know.

Tampax was made for busy
young modems.

Because it's worn internally,

it's out of sight, out ofmind.

It's simply the best way,

tliat's all.

Now why don't you go tell

someone else about it?

TA AA HAV Corporation Umiicd
1 H(V\rHA Barrie, Ontario

The trend to higher education in

Canada has taken an upsvvTng in

recent years. Although statistically

speaking, university graduates only

make up 1.9% of the total popula-

tion and 3.3% of the adult popula-

tion, the number of new colleges

and universities is impressive.

Some of these are still on die draw-

ing board but they promise to

relieve present overcrowding in the

older institutions within a few

years- A bulletin, "Universit)' Af-

fairs", published by the Canadian

government and made available

to CUP, lists some of these fledgl-

ing educational centers.

Trent VnwcTsUy will begin in-

struction, in Peterborough, in 1964.

Broffc University was incorporated

under the Corporations Act and is

iikelv to be given a university

uharter in 1964. On July 1st, 1963,

ilif University of Windsor was

uc-iled ill that cit): Noire Dame

Vnii ersity College became the first

church - related institution to be

'^iven degree - granting powers in

Western Canada. On July 1st of

ihis year the University of Victoria

became independent of UBC.

S/Hion Frascr University was chart-

ered in Burnaby and is expected to

open in 1965.

These are just a few of the un-

iversities and colleges which are

ipringing up all across tlie country.

Most of them are in smaller towns

and cities which formerly had to

export their more promising young

people to the large, old, and estab-

lished institutions, and very often

lost them for good in the process.

The small college has a definite

role to play in a growing, changing

society.

BALA - CUP: "The desire for

communication and communion is

very closely linted to sexual de-

sire." according to Dr. Keith Clif-

ford, the genera! secretary-elect of

the Student Christian Movement

at the University of British Colum-

bia.

He went on to explain that it is

"merely another aspect of our

search for oneness and unity which

we lost in the Fall,"

"The highest level of communi-

cation," he said, "is represented by

love."

"Sexuality," 'he said, "can not

overcome solitude, for by itself, it

involves the use of another as an

object of self-satisfaction."

"It can be personalized only

through love, and it is only when

it is so personalized that the

physical union of the sexes can be-

come a profound expression of

communication between two per-

sons,"

CUP refers to tlie Canadian Un-

iversity Press which is composed

of the various press delegations of

most Canadian English - speaking

universities. The items which ap-

pear in this column bi-weekly are

made available through a central

press service and also through a

direct exchange of papers. The

French language universities have

their own news ser\ice (PEN)

which co-operates with CUP.

SIG-N POStI
lut ^

FRIDAY, Otn'OBER 11

lutcmalional House, 12:15, Pane!

Discussion: "Tlie U,N. and the Emerg-

...^ Nations"; with several foreign stu-

dents. Lunch 25 cents, all welcome.

The Queen's Concert Committee at

3:01) p.m. and again at 5:00 p,m, pre-

sents as an e\tr.i concert the NORAD
Lrand, Tickets are free and may be pick-

ed up nt the department of e.Uension.

Stiidenls are urged to attend the 3:00

p.m. concert lo prevent crowding nl

tlic hitcr one.

Jnlernational House: Come and meet

overa^s and Canadian sludenls at our

infonmal and lively Friday evening

parties, starting at 9:00 p.m. 181 Un-

ivcrsit)' Ave.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 14

International House Club in\itcs you

to its "Thanlisgiving Coffee Part)-". B,

F. Trotter, M.A., Assistant to tlie Prin-

cipal, will give an informal talk on

topics of interest to overseas students.

The evening gets under way at 7:00 p.m.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 15

Non-violence — Altcmotive to the

Cold War? Study group led by Danny

D.ache: 12:30 noon, International House.

Honest to God, A study group of

fliis controversial book will be led b\'

Hanns Skoutajan at 4:30 p.m. in Com-

mittee Room No. 3 of the Union. Spon-

sored by SGM.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 10

C.inccr Society: Lecture by Denis P-

Burkitt, M.D„ F.R,C.S.(E). " 10,000-mil

Cancer Safari in East. Central and South

Africa." S:00 p.m. EUis Hall,

FRIDAY-SUNDAY. OCTOBER 18-20

Queen's Ciiristian Fellowship invites

you lo their nimunl Fall Conference at

Camp lawah (approximately 40 miles

fiom Kingston). Cost of the weekend

will be about $7.00. To register ot gel

furlher information contact Bill James,

,'546-4.'J49.

Michael Marrello

503A Princess Street

Phone 542-3714

PHze Winner in Hair Styling

Air Conditioned For You Comfort

For Dry Cleaning and

Shirt Laundering
SERVICE, QUALITY. CONVENIENCE

Our Store at 314 Barrie Street Near Princess Is Convenient

and Anxious To Serve You
Same Day Service on Request

In by 10 a.m. Ready by 5 p.m.

Save 20fo by Using Our Services at Leonard Hall

Available to All Students

Dial 54S-4407

FOR PICKUP & DELIVERY SERVICE

Cleland & Flindall
DRY CLEANERS — SHIRT LAUNDERERS

314 Barrie Street 851 Princess Street

DENIS P. BURKITT

M.D., P.R.C.S.{E).

Makercre University College

Medical Evhool

Kampala Uganda Africa

ILILSTRATED LECTME

A 10,000 Mile Cancer Safari Through

East* Central And South Africa

ELLIS HALL — QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 16, 1963

8:00 P.M.

SPONSORED BY

THE ONTARIO CANCER FOUNDATION

KINGSTON CLINIC

Lotta Hasch
(Home Ec. 57) says

My favourite ingredients for success

are a growing Savings Account and

a good banking connection at . . .

Bank of Montreal

o big tlep on the road Is on eoriy bonking connection

You'll find Ihese B ol M Branches in Kingsloii
especially cmivenieni:

Princess * Barrie Sts., in Ihc "'Y" BuildinR;
WILLIAM F, CRONIN. Managct

Main OlFicc, 297 KiiiB Si. Easl al Ihe Market:
JAMES MACPIIERSON, Manager

classic companicns
The traditional Natural Shoulder sports coat authen*
tically tailored In handsome imported herringbones,

hopsacHs and checks— In the season's newest shades
of grey, olive, brown and peivter. FROM ow $S9.9S

The slim plain front "Ivy" slack aulhentlcally cut In

worsted hopsacks and flannels in shades of olivs,

brown, grey and black, FROM uw sts.95

Both express those authentic traditional embellish-
ments that tiBve made them a classic choice for the
Natural Shoulder wardrobe,

PORT OXGALL
EXCLUSIVE WITH

1\
TIP TOP TAILORS

Kingston, Ontario 117 Princess Street,

MEDIUM WEIGHT
SHETLAND/MOHAIR
CARDIGAN

You can't beat a combinatioii of beauty and
brains! That'a why knowledgeable gals cHoobo
this Kitten beauty, A full-fasbioncd medium-
weigbt Shetland/Moiiair Cardigan with
claBBic neck, long 6lccves.,.B0 chic, bo prac-
tical for fall campus Kittens I Sizes 34-42,
$12.98. Pure wool fully-lined double-knit
skirt, matches perfectly. Sizes 8-20, §15.98.
New Fall coloura.„at good ahopa everywhere.

Witliom this label it is not a genDiite Kilteo

332/WU

R
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BEWS TRACK STARS COMPETE
The first full-scale intramuraL

competition was completed last

^eek the track and field meet.

At press time, only two days of the

three-day meet were completed, but

the Journal is reporting on these

two days now, the remainder to be

reported in the next issue. The wm-

ners in the events completed are

Usted below:

220 Low Hurdles, Bob Palon, A'67,

27.9 sec.

440 Yard Dash, Jim Johnson, Pete

Kennedy, (ie, A'67, 54.9.

Discus, Larry Huskisson, A'64, 98'll"

Broiid Jump, Maynard Van Bruol

Sc'65. lH'iV/'.

3 Mile Run, Joe dc la Franier, A'6-

15 inins. 40.8 sec.

Javelin, Roland Ogier, A'67, 156'llW

Hop-Skip-Jump, Steve Sirman, A'67

4n".
120 High Hurdles, J. Nicholson, Sc'66

18,3 sec.

Pole Vault, Flav Barrett. Sc'65, I0'6"

Note that one intramural record

tiie three mile run — was

brokea in spectacular fashion by

Joe de la Franier, erasing the old

mark by a sizeable margin. As of

press night the Arts Freshmen were

well in the lead in the track meet,

having at least double the number
of points of their nearest competi-

tors, Sc'66 and Sc'65. This looks

like the start of a good Bews drive

we wishby a freshman year

them luck.

Just notes; the tennis tournament

is being run off in rapid fashion; to-

day is the last day for eatries in,

horseshoes — let's sec some fresh-

men out to support their yearl

Cha Gheil - Gay Twenties Version

(Continued from page 1)

Joimtal) would be on the air

at 450 meters on the dial every

Wednesday evening at 8:00 to

broadcast news from the Tues-

day and Friday Journals". Ex-

citement was apparently high

as well, due to the fact that

C.F.R.C. would broadcast the

Trit:olour (Queen's teams were

not yet referred to as Gaels)

football matches.

At the bottom of the page

beside a picture of Rugby

Coach Hughes, wearing one of

the "original" Queen's sweat-

ers of "Put on your Old Queen's

Sweater" fajn^, was a small

article.

It began, "Your football

team is seriously at work en-

deavouring to fit themselves

for the coming intercollegiate

struggle — "the sports writers

of the day."

Further on it continued

"... and the genial 'Red' Bat-

stone has returned to the fold

—a bit overweight, but he is

the same old "Harry".
Tlie day after this Journal

appeared the "Hughesmen"
(Tindallmen of the day) troun-

ced R.M.C. 31-0, a fantastic

score in those low-scoring

years.

Among the 13 subs was the

name Norrie, father of the

Gaels' present half-back star,

Bayne Norrie.

After sweeping over Toronto

Balmy Beach 30-2, the Tricolour

stalwarts came up against their'

stiffest foes. Varsity, on Oct.

18.

The October 21 Jourml re-

sounded with news of an 8-2

win over Varsity and took 2i

pages to meticulously describe

every play of the game.

October 28's paper told of

the same good news. Ten thou-

sand fans had watched the

Queen'smen roll over McGill in

Molson Stadium to the tune of

13-8. The headings blared

"LEADLEY STARS WITH
TOUCH, TWO DROP KICKS
AND TWO BOOTS FOR SIN-

GLES".
"Old IMcGiil" as they were re-

ferred to in Kingston came
roaring back to Queen's the next

weekend (bringing supporters-

some of whom rode boxcars ail

the way down), but they were

sent home beaten 16-4. MeGill's

"Shagman", named after their

famous coach, Shag Shaynnesy,

had "played their best", and

their star "Nootie" Philpotts

(no kidding) was pictured

on page one as one of the game's

heroes in a losing cause.

Then it was off to Toronto

and the "King Eddy" for

Queen's supporters who were

among the 20,000 spectators

watching as Queen's dropped the

Blue and White by 14-13.

It was a great day for the

Tricolour — the Journal ran

"Oil Thigh" in entirety on the

front page — and a whole list

of cheers to be used at the next

game — a sudden death final

with Hamilton Tigers. One

cheer ran:

"Chloroform, ether.

Lay 'em out straight;

Cut 'em up, sew 'ffln up.

iVIed's Uventy-eight".

The fearful TIGERS were to

be played in Toronto to improve

gate receipts

The TIGERS, top. fell pj'ey to

the mighty Queen's machine by

an 11-1 tally after the Tricolour

stalwarts had (Come parading

into the stadium lead by a live

bear.

Only two teams now stood be-

tween Queen's and their third

straight Grey Cup — a Can-

adian record by the way —
Balmy Beach, who had already

fallen 30-2 to the gridders and

Regina in the West.

Rugger Gaels Face Big Weekend
The Queen's Rugger Gaels have

a busy weekend before them. It

begins on Saturday morning when
the second team will play a team
from Western. This is U.W.O.'s
first appearance in intercollegiate
rugger competition. Later that after-
non, the first team will play a game
in Gueiph. This is a regular league
tijt against the Ontario Agricultural
College which wiU begin at 2:00
pan.

On Monday afternoon, sue mem-
bers of the Gaels will be playing in
an all-star game at York U. — at
the corner of Lawrence and Bay-
View. This WiU be the Combined

Universities Team agaiost die "Pres-

ident's XV". The latter team is

also an all-star aggregation com-

posed of players drawn mainly from

the Toronto area. On the basis o£

this game, players will be selected

for the Ontario Provincial Team,

In addition to the four Gaels,

Dave Moxon, Dave Steele, Roland

Ogier and Barry Loughton, men-

tioned eariier in the week as having

been selected for die Combined

Universities' squad, wing - forward

Martin Ware and front-row Bruce

Pappas were also chosen.

Coach Roger Hirst is quite con-

fident over prospects for the week-

end, but stated that he hoped tliat

the game at Weston on Saturday

morning would draw a good crowd.

He pointed out that the game is new

at Weston and Uiat one of the best

ways to give it a really good start

was to have a big enthusiastic crowd

lum out. So every one who is free

on Saturday mornipg in London,

come to the rugger game and enjoy

a good tilt.

Coach Hirst also noted diat, be-

ginning Monday, pracdces for the

rest of the year will be held on the

outer field.

DAVID B. FORTIER

Eight thousand fans streamed

into the tiny Qnueen's stadium
to watch the match — held No-
vember 29 (almost December).

Queen's again was the master

by an 11-3 count, and the Jour-

nal proclaimed, "QUEEN'S
HOLDS NEW CANADIAN
RECORD — THIRD SUCCES
SIVE DOMINION CHAM
PIONSHIP WON — REGINA
DECIDES TO STAY WEST

In glowing words for all the

"boys" from Kingston town, the

Sports writer mentioned that

"Leadley and Hughes engaged in

spectacular kicking duel

throughout the game, and the

fair-haired Beach Boy at times

almost out-kicked the Queen':

star — though deficient on i

defensive play and far less spec

tacular as an open field runner"

The game had opened with

Leadley recovering his own
kickoff (this boy could do any

thing) only to have it knocked

out of his hand by another

Queen's player. When Queen's

got the ball back they used

what were called "extension

runs" by the halves to move
the ball up the field. Leadley

got within kicking distance of

the Beacher's goal line and

kicked for a rouge. Score

:

Queen's 1, Beach 0.

When Qtieen's again got pos-

session but "failed to gain by

line work" Leadley kicked an-

other rouge.

Quarter number two saw the

Beacher's Owhili's first down

pass "messed up — and the

Beaches were thrown for a saf-

ety touch". Score: Queen's 4,

Beach 0,

In the third quarter the Jour

ml reported that "then the

queerest play of the season oc-

curred. Hughes' kick was par-

itially blocked — the ball went

about 25 yards and everybody

scrambled for the ball. Hughes

followed his own kick and got

the ball, but started to run

around in circles, finally being

downed where he started from.

The with the Beaches 25 yards

out, Hughes' kick was blocked

and the ball went into the hands

of Wright, who raced over for

an easy touchdown. Score:

Queen's 11. Beach 1.

All the Beach could muster in

the final quarter were two

singles, and the Tricolour came

away to the strands of "Oil

Thigh" for a third Canadian

Cliampionship — and the Grey

Cup.

Well, 1963 Gaels, can you

beat that?

TRACK
The track team is beginning to show the results of a strong training

program. A fifteen man squad completely dominated a practice meet
at R.M.C. last Monday. The training meet was run in a fierce wind
which whipped across Uie R.M.C. point

Only in the 880 and 3 mile did Queen's not come first. The 100
yard dash was won by smooth moving Pete Tams, who ran it m 10.6
seconds into the wind. The race was exceedingly close as Barry Wellar
came 2nd in 10.7, Barry Fawcett, 4d], 10.8 and Bob Dunn 6di in II.O.

There were twelve entered in the event. Pete Tams won the 220 loo,

again facing the wind. His time of 23.5 was .2 seconds better than

Ian While's, who ran 23.7. Barry Fawcelt was 4th and Barry Wellar,

who pulled a muscle in diis event, was 5th. Dave Preslon woo the 440
in 52.7 and Jim Johnson tied for second in 53.9 seconds. Queen's had
no entries in the 880, won by Perrin of R.M.C. in 2 mins., 14 seconds.

Joe De La Franier handily took the mile in 4 mins, 32.7 seconds and
Tom Glassco was fourth. Mike Robertson broke up R.M.C. domina-
tion in the 3 mile by coming 2nd, George Knowles was 5th. Queen's

mile relay team won their event by 150 yards. The team composed of

Dave Preston (54.0), Joe De La Franier (53.0), Jun Johnson (53.4)

and Ian Wliite (53.8) had a time of 3 mins., 34.2 seconds. Considering

the fierce gale ihe meet was a very successful one.

The next event is on Saturday in Windsor. Six Queensman —
Ian White, Pete Tams, Grant McKinnon, Jim Johnson, Joe De La
Franier and Dave Preston— will compete with Canadian and American
teams on the Assumption track. The intercollegiate meet is on the

19 th in Toronto.

OFF TO WESTERN
One do«Ti, five to go. That's the situation that faces the

Queen's Golden Gaels as they prepare for the second game of

the current Intercollegiate season, as they meet the University

of Westem Ontario Mustangs this Saturday in London.

After last week's rather tight victory in which the Gaels

"squeaked" by the Varsity Blues, the team should be trying

extra hard to live up to their pre-season rating.

The Mustangs on the other hand are always tough at home,
and their opening game Wctory over the McGill Redmen in Mon-
treal will be somewhat of an incentive for them.

The Gaels have been working hard on offensive timig which
was quite a bit "off" last Saturday and almost resulted in an
opening game upset. All-star fullback Jim Young will be back in

the line-up after a two week layoff a.s the result of a severe

muscle pull in his side and he will undoubtedly be ready to reast

havoc with the Western defenses.

All in all the game promises to be a good one. It's not too

far too London from most places in central and westem Ontario,

and as many of you will be home for the log weekend, why not

drop down for the game.

WRESTLING
Wrestling classes commence at 4.30 p.m. on October 15th

in ^^Testling room in the gym. All students attending the Uni-

versity, whether you have wrestling experience or not are wel-

come, especially first year students,

Please note that all students taking part in westling are

excused from physical education classes, except those majoring

in such classes.

Speaking on Spectating

'Q-U-E-E-N-Apostrophce-S'. The mighty Queen's squad gets

a terrific boost from the roaring multitudes. Three plays later the

same (Ksplay of spelling prowess proclaims the value of academic

training, if not of originality in noise production.

Don't get me wrong, I'm not criticising our Cheerleaden. Not

only are they beautiful (at least the girls are), but I think they're

genuinely enthusiastic and do a fine job. What they do lack is

material. How much originaUly can be produced with THREE

stereotyped college yells? It's time some of you campus wits came

up with something new and distinctively Queen's. We have long

been looked up to as a symbol of colour and enthusiasm. Now

let's add to tliat a reputation as tlie ultimate in mass sound effects.

So go to it amateur poets, songsters, and pure idiots. Originate,

distort, and piagarisc to your heart's content; then send the fabulous

result to the SPORTS EDITOR, QUEEN'S JOURNAL, and we'U

see that it falls into Ihe hands of our gorgeous leaders of tlie cheer

for proper distribution to die masses, We know we've got a winning

team, let's back them up with some spectacular sound from a win-

ning crowd.

4
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BACK UP. PLEASE!

Philanthropy . . .
' ?

We sympathize with Mr. Mc-

Laughlin, bereaved by the theft of his

bicycle (Q.J. "Filched", Oct. 4), but

we cannot agree that this loss was

sufficient provocation to deprive the

underdeveloped nations of $8 billion

per annum. On checking the source

of his soSnewhat dubious statistics,

however, we found that he not only

misinterpreted them, but also played

fafft and loose with the English lan>

guage — a really shocking exhibition

from a Campus Bard. For the edifi-

cation of Mr. McLaughlin we have set

out belo^ a short course in foreign

aid for post-graduate English Schol*

ars and others.

CONCERT SERIES

WHY GIVE AID?

As most courses begin by asking the

question "Why study X", we feel that we,

too, must begin by similarly attempting a

brief (albeit incomplele) answer to the

question "Wliy do the free nations ^ve

foreign aid?" We give foreign aid to

attempt to bring peace through prosperity.

We give aid to prevent tliem training to

our ideological and economic enemies to

supply the guns and butter so badly

needed. With aid they may buy our ex-

poris— our surplus wheat or our eskimo

carvings. Foreign aid may be thought

of as life insurance for Western Society.

Not very philanthropic, are we?

Aid in the form of long term loans

of hard currency, cash gifts or private

investment is designed to help the 'un-

derdeveloped' nation build the capital

base requisite for an efficient mdustrial

economy. Just as Britain provided much

of the capital for the industrialization of

the United States who m turn helped

FRIEDMAN
Erich Friedman, the young American violinist, gave the first concert

in the 1963-64 University Concert Series on Monday evening in Grant

Halt Mr. Friedman was accompanied by Martin Smith at the piano. The

nature of the program chosen by Mr. Friedman was dominantly romantic,

with the notable exception of the Adagio and Fuga frotm the 'Sonata in G

Minor* for unaccompanied violin by Bach.

The Bach sonatas for unaccompanied violin are inordinately intricate and

difHcult to play; their nature is such that one should feel not that the sonatas are

unaccompanied but that the violin provides its own accompaniment. The contra-

puntal effect must be accomplished on the viohn alone and this demands amaz-

ing dexterity and almost perfect co-ordination. In his performance, Mr, Fried-

man demonstrated the technical skill for which he is well known. Tlie Adagio

was handled with delicate touch and tone, and the contrapuntal effect was clear

and precise. In the Fuga, however, the contrapuntal effect often lacked sharp-

ness, and this tended to mar the distinctiveness of the fugal patterns for which

the movement is noted. During the more difficult passages, it appeared as if Mr.

Friedman was pre-occupied with mastering the technical aspects of the fugal

patterns with the result that the quality of the lone suffered, and, at times, a cer-

tam harshness, almost savageness invaded the performance. However, with these

exceptions, the two movements were well performed with delicacy of (ouch and

tone, and excellent contrast.

The 'Sonata in A Major' by Franck showed Mr. Friedman at his romantic

best. The dchcate plaintiveness of the violin in announcing the main theme of

the first movement, the depth of feeling in the meditative cadenza of the third

movement, and the contrast in the conclusion between the sweetness of the theme

and the reflective elements from the theme of the thhd movement,"standTs

evidence of Mr. Friedman's great sensitivity and imagination in the interpretation

of romantic works. It was felt that the piano accompaniment was not a match

for the romantic styUng of the violin. The blurriness of rhymical patterns, the

lack of rhymical force and clarity, and the occasional heavy hand of the piano

tended to reduce the overall effectiveness of the performance. The slight defi-

ciency of the piano performance sensitivity and cleanness of note resulted m a

certain lack of rapport between the piano-vioUn dialogue of the third movement
and the canon of the fourth movement,

In the performance of Bloch's 'Poemc Mystique', the forceful, sensual

tone olf the violin was most effective, and brilliant contrast was provided

by the quiet, pensive portions and the almost ethereal quality of the high

notes. The piano accompaniment appeared to drag on occasion; however,

the powerfully dramatic climax was well executed by both.

The three short works conclu^g the program were essentially well execut-

ed. The performance of Wieniawski's 'Legende' suffered somewhat from inade-

quate rhythmic accentuation on the pari of tlie piano. The violin was technically

good, but the performance lacked the feeling exhibited in the other works. In

Saint-Saens' 'Havanaise', the languid and intense themes of the violin over the

Habanero rhythm of the piano provided good contrast. There were, however,

some technical imperfections in Mr. Friedman's performance in the second theme

and in some of the vhtuoso passages. The coda was clear-cut and well executed,

and the conclusion was unpressive in its softness. In Ravel's 'Tzigane' the long

statement of the theme by the violin was done with deep feehng, good contrast,

and fullness of tone. On occasion, the timbrous — almost rasping phrases

required of the violm seemed to lose their meaning and become grating noises

devoid of feeling; however, essentially the work was well performed and provided

a florid climax to the evenmg's concert.

JUDITH ALLAN

provide the capital for Canadian develop-

ment, so we, the rich nations, must pro-

vide it for the emergmg nations. Not

only must we build their infra-structure

(roads, dams and railways) but we must

teach them our technology and westernize

their material thmking.

If the fat "free nations" do not

provide the necessary capital, the

"emerging nations" can only develop

by squeezing the necessary capital

from the already poverty-stricken

peasant otr by selling themselves to

the Soviet Union. Whichever of the

alternatives they choose, it is certain

they will harbour no friendship for

the Western Imperialist languishing

in luxury.

THE FACTS

We must ask you to disregard the

statisitcs presented by Mr. McLaughlin.

The capital resources made available to

underdeveloped nations in 1960 totaled 8

billion U.S. dollars: it did not include

any military aid either direct or indirect;

it did not include food surpluses "dump-

ed" — if Mr. McLaughlm wishes to use

the word — on starving populations; it

did not include the money spent training

nationals of these countries in the Western

world; it did not even include costs of

admmistering these funds. Of this 8 bil-

lion, 4.9 was from official sources —
governments and international organiza-

tions—in the form of grants, loans (often

at ridiculously low rates of interest), and

other credit arrangements. The rest came

from private sources — direct and port-

folio investment, loans, and reinvested

earnings. Let us not forget that it was

foreign private capital that helped de-

velop Canada and that development fol-

lowed on the heel of the export of staples

— wheat and base metals.

These dollars are only part of the

story. Training of native personnel is

vital in this day of mushrooming know-

ledge smce the bulk of these people are

centuries behind in technological matters.

Engineers and doctors have gone, and

must continue to go, to these countries to

mstruct by lecture and example.

WESTERNIZATION

More important still, the people o£

these countries must be convinced by

ilustration, by example, or by argument

tliat this process of industrialization, of

economic Westernization in fact, is worth-

while. Here is the crux of the problem

to-day as they reach the stage of industrial

development where old ways of life are

threatened for the first time. All our

Western money does not seem to have

done this convincing job as well as it

should have. Much has been wasted or

administered wrongly. In fact the Russians

and Chinese seem in many cases to get

as much godwill value out of a million

dollars' worth of aid as we get out of a

billion.

FULL VALUE

What then are some approaches the

West might take to get full value from its

aid dollar? We believe that a program of

commodity price stabilization and re-

moval of our tariff barriers against the

products of these nations is essential for

their development. In addition we must

provide training for their technicians and

education for their teachers. We must

make long term loans available for the

construction of industry. In short we
in the West must help the emerging na-

tions to develop themselves.

However, we carmot agree that

foreign aid, as it is now given, is

completely useless nor that it is neg-

ative. Though much remains to be

done, much has been done. Back up

please, Mr. McLaughlin.

NORM CAMERON

DAVE DODGE

LEAVERS
I'd like to inform you of a few worthwliile groups which are in the process

of being formed. It is hoped that their initials wiU eventually become house-

hold words (if they can be pronounced). It must be obvious to the most casual

observer that we have not nearly enough clubs on campus. Where, for instance,

is a club which brings togetlier those that pick their noses left-handed? Or a

club for tone-deaf folksmgers — God knows, there are enough of them!

All the proposed clubs will have their initials translated into French,

of course, and have permanent executives with nothing important to do.

In this, the sponsors are following the example oif NFCUS (FNEUC).

One new group bears the intriguing name of STGDBADB — Society to

Give Deceased Bandleaders a Decent Burial. It will be composed of those m-

terested in fostering the careers of a recently neglected group: bandleaders who

have the misfortune to be aUve and playing music which docs not bring back

memories of the good old World War II days.

A club which should interest those who drink beer at football games

has the catchy initials SFTAOTCOAFMBIGRMS, or, as it is known to

aficianados, Society For The Advancement Of The Cause Of A Few More

Bathrooms In George Richardson Memorial Stadium. The new club is

considering a mass protest of a rather colourful nature, but so far have

been unable to obtain the Morality Squad's permission.

And then there is the CUCNBT, the Combined Universities Committee to

Nationalize the Bell Telephone Company. Its membership consists mainly of

those who have attempted to have a phone connected. ('And of course you'll

want a pink Prmcess Bathroom extension phone with special filter to eliminate

unwholesome background noises. Only $20 extra a month.")

Many wiU welcome die SFTSONTJAAL, the Society for the Sigomg o£

Names to Journal Articles and Letters. This group beheves that cowards are

having a bit too much fun these days.

Finally, there is HSRCTSC, or Help Send Real Caouette to Summer Camp.

We'U have to get that one translated into French somehow.

CHARLES GORDON

Unearthly

Vol. 91
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MIDNIGHT OIL DOES NOT SPLUTTER

Abolish National CUP Office?
Ed itor Ken Dushka of '"The

Viirsity" moved the abolition of

the national Ottawa ofBce of the

Canadian University Press. He

was speaking at a regional con-

ference of CUP, held at the Ryer-

son Institute of Teclmology last

Saturday and Sunday in Toronto.

The conference spUt 4-4 on the

motion. The "Queen's Journal,

represented by Martin Ware, sup-

ported Diishka's demands.

For the last 26 years the nation-

al office of the CUP has been the

main source of Canadian Campus
news. Dushka doubted whether it

is any longer a genuine source of

news. He pointed out tliat essen-

tially it re-echoes what has al-

ready been written in the member

papers. Each of tlie universities

receive exchange papers. He did

not see why they should receive

CUP releases as well.

The R)'ersonian, represented by

Ray Biggart, added its weight to

The Varsity. Daily papers, he felt,

were as good a source of univer-

sity news as tlie CUP.

The conference gave Dushka

and Biggart a mandate to investi-

gate the implications of their pro-

posals. The proposals will go for-

ward to the national congress.

The conference heard E. V.

Shrader, head of the Byerson

journalism School, argue tlie case

for a stronger national office of

CRACKER CRACKDOWN AT LEONARD
The favorite mealtime hobby of

many of the students in the Men's

Residences has come to a sharp

halt. Grumbling has been at a

minimum, for that pastime,

cracker - snatching, was illegal in

the strictest sense of the word.

At the cafeteria in Leonard

Hall soup is served at lunch and

dinner. Until a few days ago a

trayful of crackers \vi\s set out

with it and the basic idea beliind

the pilfering was to collect as

many packages as was possible.

It has been estimated that at

least 1,000 packages disappeared

each day. Obviously the caterers

who feed the men noticed this

loss, for now each bowl of soup
has one solitary package of crack-

ers placed beside it.

One pair of room-mates iiad

stock-piled more than 400 pack-
ages when the change in policy
came into eflect. For those who
may wonder about the use of
these crackers, we have but to

look at Morris Hall last year dur-
ing examinations. At that time, a

combination of tense nerves and
a ready supply of crackers led to
a cracker fight of large propor-
tini>s. Tlie stair\vays of Morris,
after the luelee, had a carpet of
crackers three inches deep. This,
however, is not the only use.
Some use them for snacks at
night when hunger gnaws at tlieir

study-starved stomachs and finan-

cial embarrassment prevents them

from filling the gap at the vend-

ing machines. One ingenious

resident of McNeill House has

even made an elaborate chandel-

ier for his room. It is perhaps the

only chandelier in the world that

can be eaten.

And so, another tradition is

lost.

the C.U.P. He felt tliat it was the

job of the president to inspire

imiversity press in which writers

of the Leacock calibre would

flourish. He mentioned that the

CUP had reached a high point in

the days when Wayne and

Shuster used to write for the

Varsity in 1939.

What particularly grieved him

was that the National President

this year Mr. Sidney Black, had

to undertake large and expensive

jobs on a paltry twenty dollars a

week. "By 1970", he told the as

sembled editors, "you may be in

competition \\'ith the Downtown
Daily Press". He felt tliat only a

national office which was finan

ciaMy strong would lead the CUP
lo this goal. His proposals tliat

advertising prices should be rais-

ed ten percent, and that ten per-

cent be given to the national

office, and that the government

should subsidize the CUP, met

with raised, but not whoUy-

disappro\'ing, eyebrows.

The issues promise to give rise

to fierce contention at the national

congi'ess to be held tliis Dec-

ember in Vancouver.

closed at 11:00 lo allow the

Maintenance Staff sufficient time

lo clean the building.

If enough interest is expressed

in this matter, it might perhaps

be possible to have one room with

desks and chairs left open. Surely

this would present no unsur-

mountable cleaning difficulties

and supervision would not be

overly expensive. QJ would

No Place To Study; All Is Closed
By J. JM. McKenzie

The last place that one would
expect to find lack of facilities for

study is at a university, and
Oueen's University at that.

As shocking as this statement

may be to many Queen's students,

the fact remains that there is

simply no place to study on the

campus after 1 1 :00 p.m. On the

stroke of eleven, every buildmg

and every room in every building

is locked and barred.

As a result, many students are *

compelled to slop their studying at
j

this early hour because they have

!

nowhere else to go. Married men
with children often find it difficult I

lo study at home, and students in
|

noisy apartments accomphsh notii-

ing whatsoever. Many students

just cannoi work as efficiently in

their bedrooms as in a study room.

The bed is frequently more attrac-

tive than the books.

Queen's has always prided her-

self on the superior quality of her

graduates, staff, students, and

facilities. The University of British

Columbia has instituted all night

study facilities. A room has been

made available for those who wish

to burn die midnight oil. It has

an outside door so that the

remainder of the building can be

locked up.

It is indeed true that there are

study rooms in several of the resi-

dences, but ofF-carapus students

cannot be moving in and out of

these buildings throughout the

night. What is needed is a cen-

trally located building easily acces-

sible to all interesled persons.

According lo Mr. Ralph Clench,

there have never been all night

study rooms at Queen's. Appar-

ently all the buildings must be

appreciate any letters with sug-

gestions or comments on this

topic, for there must be several

students interested if representa-

tions are to be made to the

Administration concerning this

affair.

Shakespeare once said; "Study

is like the heaven's glorious sun,"

but then he must have bad a place

to study.

ARTS '66

Election of Vice-President,

Wednesday, Oct. 16

Candidates

:

Bim Baker, Mary Langley

Ballot Boxes in Dunning
Hall, Old Arts Bldg.,

Leonard Hall and

Ban Righ Hall

Time:
10:30 a.m. until 4:00 p.m.

Blow Blow
photo by MABB'S

Breeze and Beer For Buffs

Intercollegiate sailing was held

at RMC on October 12 and 13.

Ten universities were represent-

ed and Sir George Williams

captured first place honours with

a score of 13.875. University of

Toronto placed second with a

score of 13.750 and Waterloo

ranked third with a score of

13.562.

Queen's team, consisting of

sk-ipper Andrew Storres and crew

Kevin Bell and Martin Mendes,

would have won the Colonel L.

F. Grant if it had not been dis-

qualified in the second race on

Saturday afternoon. The Queen's

team placed seventh with a score

of 11.500.

Boats for the regatta were

Bluenose sloops, K dingies and

Hurricanes.

Winds were up to 20 mph on

Sunday, making the last two of

the five races a test of endurance

as well as skill,

RMC outdid themselves as

hosts, providing food, accommo-

dation and free beer for the com-

petitors.

photo by MARK'S

Blow Blow Blow

Joint Statement on RCMP?
opmions concerning the reported

RCMP actions. The Queen's

delegation, feeling lhat this reso-

lution would be prejudiced to

student-professor relationsliips,

voted against it. The resolution

was passed,

Ac Queen's however, no such

survey will take place. Instead,

it is being determined whether

some joint statement could not be

made on the part of the staff,

administration and students, on

this problem.

In this state die issue rests. It

remains to be seen what results

the action will procure.

At its recent national congress

in Edmonton, the new Canadian

Union of Students passed a reso-

lution calfing on Lester Pearson's

Liberal government to raise in

Parliament, before the 15th of

November, the question of RCMP
aciivity on campuses across the

country. The congress asserted in

forceful terms that strong repre-

sentation would he made in

Ottawa if the resolution did not

meet with the required response.

A resolution was also passed

calling for a survey to be made

among university professors at

the start of the year of their

i
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EDITORIAL

Our National Mission of the Future

E U Shrader a well-known journalist, remarked this weekend to the

university editors in Toronto; "By 1970 you may well be in competition with the

downtown editors".
. j c ij „fl

The various governments of our country are planung a mustard-field of

colleges. The expansion of the universities will lead to a large expansion of the

intelligent reading public.
_ ^ ,

They will not share the romantic notion of college, which is held by many

of our compatriots. They do not dream of spectacular formals. elegant and per-

fect Cary Grant-like men, ivy covered professors. They will see college for what

it is - a swinging place under which there lurk troubles of uncertainty and of

assignments that are left in a coed's car, of dreams denied.

College is something which begins but can't be said to end. Wild weekends

may but the tastes that college develops are something which slay with us for

the rest of our days. Not only new dances, but curiosity about strange places,

not only down-to-earth humour, but interest in the strange universe yet to be

explored all ihese remain with us. So to do the faces that peer at us from the

covers of History, the exuberance of Louis JoUiel, the laugliter of John A;

Macdonald, the mechanism of Mackenzie King.

II is to these tastes that a good universiTy paper appeals. It may |do so

inadequately. It always does so hopefully. It is Ihe reflection of the Queen's

world, not the imposing of a point of view, which may enable us one day to

compete with the downtown press.

McLeod Considers CUS Congress

I should like to correct, or at least expand upon, a report made, in the last

issue of the Journal, on the decisions reached at the recent congress of the

Canadian Union of Students (formerly NFCUS — The National Federation of

Canadian University Students).

For the past few years the French-speaking students in Canada have pressed

for reform in the internal structure of NFCUS. This growing dissatisfaction arose

from what they considered to be inadequate recognition of their cultural group.

In the past NFCUS has made several good attempts at promoting understanding

between French-speaking and English-speaking students. Such efforts, however,

have not provided an answer to this problem.

As representatives of a new French-

Canadian spirit or outlook, the French

speaking students have become increas-

ingly more aware of their desired exist-

ence as a distinct cultural entity.

Consequently they sought reform which

would not only allow them to channel

their efforts, for example lobbying the

Quebec Provincial Government for free

university education, through CUS, but

would also provide for completely ade-

quate recognition of the culliual group

which they represent.

The Queen's delegation at this Congress

adopted the following position: we have

a Canadian Union of Students because we

are students regardless of the language

we speak. Nevertheless, we cannot con-

ceal the cultural group which we repre-

sent. Therefore we must consider the

Canadian Union of Students as an

organi2ation which not only represents its

siudont-mcmbers as students, but also

attempts to represent the country in which

those students live and study. The

obvious problem at this point is on what

issues we represent a group of students

regardless of cultural affihation and on

what issues we represent a bicultural

country. This congress did not completely

decide this matter. It has created a Com-

mission to study Ihe problem for one

year.

It is our opinion that the Canadiaa

Union of Students has taken a great step

forward. We have become the first

national organization of significant size

and importance to:

a) recognize the cultural and ethnic

duality of Canada, and,

b) make definite changes in organiz-

ational and representative structure

so as to make such recognition

concrete.

You may or may not agree with these

changes which were supported by your

representatives— the Queen's delegation.

It was our opinion that the majority of

those here who had thought about this

problem would agree. I hope that is true.

There is, however, one point on which

we all surely must concur. If you believe

that the students of any country are the

hope of that country then you must

believe in the importance of Ihe step

which your Canadian Union of Students

has just taken.

Anyone is free to take his

stand on the Soapbox. They

may represent any opinion

thai they desire. The Edi-

torial Board is in no way

officially associated with the

opinions expressed here.

The following short story

is based on Ezskiel 3.4-26,

which text should be read

carefully prior to reading of

the short story in order to

derive the fullest implica-

tions. The story was written

as an "impressionistic res-

ponse" to a thorough dia-

logic study of the Ezekiel

text with four other persons,

and the author claims no

total credit, therefore, for its

content.

It seems like a nightmare

now. What I mean is, who

can guess when the bomb will

drop, or the idea crystallize?

There was nothing doing

in town worthwhile. The

damned rain hadn't stopped

for three days. Sunday night

— the end of a perfect, lousy

weekend. Couldn't care less

what I'd do—anything would

be better than hitting those

damned books before I had

to. Besides, the term was

just begun and Sundays

weren't that panicky yet.

So I was just padding

around getting soaked in

more ways than one and not

giving a damn. What the hell

—anylhing for kicks. So I

went over to the main bul-

letin board—the one that

puts up with all those stupid

unreadable posters. And I

decided which one was the

most artless and hardest to

read and offered the most-

like ly-to-bore-Big-Deal. The

address was scribbled at the

bo'lom as an after-thought.

What irony. These religious

clubs want to preach the

gospel or sometliing and they

almost forget to tell a guy

where this wonderful foun-i

tain of knowledge is spewing

for'h its pukey water.

Well, I got there at last.

Had to ask ten million people

where the damn house was

before I found one that said

he thought tlie religious

fraternity was there where

the unreadable sign is hang-

ing loose by one screw.

This was real great. Me

—

a baptized heathen—going in

to hear this preacher with a

dozen droopy guys and not

one real doll in the lot. To
be honest with you, I got to

admit I'm not exactly a

heathen. I go to church once

in a while when there's some-

thing special. And I guess

I'd really like to be sincere

about believing in Christ and

loving everybody even when

Ihey hate me. But there's not

much of that going on these

days, especially in the

church. And I can't see much

point in being a hypocrite.

I was kinda embarrassed

now. The beer was wearing

off and those stupid kids were

all pumping my hand like

they remembered me from

another planet or something.

So I went in with them to

hear the preacher. Some big

shot from out of town. Can't

remember his name. But he

was prelty good. I got to

admit that. He didn't sound

much like the preachers I

was used to. In fact he was

damned good because he's

got me thinking.

Damn him! Here I was

—

out for kicks—and he starts

to make sense. I began to

feel like maybe he was talk-

ing to me right across a bar.

He said things like. "You
students claim to be Chris-

tians. Yet you sit around

this house like it might run

away if you leave it. You've

got so many activities going,

and you're so tied up trying

to promote them (I notice

you've got six out tonight.

besides tlie executive) that

you don't have time for being

Christian students. Get out

of here. Get out to the

library, or to the frat house,

or to the union, or to the

pub. Anywhere. But get out

to where the students are.

The preachers can't do it.

But you can. You talk their

language. Or you should.

Sure, you could try to show

them with catchy, theologi-

cal jargon, and you might

even amuse them. But you

got to talk their language.

They'll understand you then

and maybe laugh you out of

the room. But they'll jolly

well know what it is you're

trying to say. You've got a

pretty tremendous message,

really. You can say you

know purpose and meaning.

You can say you've found a

reason for study beyond ten

thousand bucks a year and

wintering in Florida. You
can say the real kicks in life

are found m helping people

who don't expect .it. This is

real off^-beat these days, and

you'll get a reaction one way

or the other."

I kinda looked around like

as if I was stretching my
neck and noticed that some

of those kids were squirming

in their seats. I got a kick

out of that because I had to

laugh at how they were miss-

ing the point and here I was

getting a kick out of them

missing the point. Then I

star'ed to Usten again.

"Don't think it's easy to

be a kind of "natural"

Christian. It's much easier

to avoid "worldly" com-

panions and pretend you're

already in heaven. But Christ

didn't get bom in a stable

full of manure by mistake:

This was the symbol of his

whole life—getting down to

the level of people, Christ's

followers can't be less willing

to do this. And you may
even be surprised at how
you're able to put up with all

the unwelcome signs like He
did. Don't misread those

sophisticated, aloof, beatnik,

pseudo-intellectual masks.

Behind them they're looking

for love but they act as if

they're rebels against love

and God because they really

You Said It . .

.

Western Governments Strangle the Starving Poor We Feed Our Brother And We Are His Keeper
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Editor, Journal,

May I defend my little jeu

d'esprit about foreign aid?

First, the arithmetic. The
OECD's gross figure is 7.6

billion, which I assume Mr.

Cameron rounded up to

eight. The figure includes

half a billion for actual agri-

cultural shipments under

Public Law 480 (net after

formation of counterpart

funds). It also includes

sums which orthodox econ-

omists normally exclude

from such reckonings (pri-

vate export credits, short

loans, and funds accumu-

lated by the World Bank,

I.D.A.., the E.E.C. Develop-

ment Fund, the Latin-Ameri-

can Bank, and so on) and

which bring the net figure

down below my six and a

half. Not only is six and a

half correct, but I have up my
sleeve another billion dollars

which Fm not telling anybody

about so as to make it come

10 exactly zilch, I plead

poetic licence here, or Bardic

as Mr. Dodge would say.

I looked in vain for com-

ment on the specific steps by

which my article whittled the

six and a half billions away.

Mr. Cameron preached in

favour of foreign aid, but he

preached lo the converted.

Mr, Dodge looked sad about

the ingratitude of the poor

these days, but he did not

agree not to count U,S. aid to

South Korea and Formosa

and so on.

On the point on which I

asked their help, the econo-

mists refer vaguely to 'com-

modity price stabilization',

and then go away, asking me
to withdraw. Should they

not have explained in full to

their readers a), that the

goods imported by the under-

developed countries are

bought at artificially high

prices maintained by official

government policies, and b).

that their exports are sold at

their 'natural' prices, which

become very low in times of

plenty. This is what those

nasty 'Commies' call 'exploit-

ation', though it is really a fit

of absence of mind, rather

like the one in which the

British Empire was built. If

it were the other way round,

perhaps it would be the West

that needed help.

Next week, Mr. Editor,

you shall have a Comical

Satyre in reply to the more
personal points.

All of which doesn't get

me back my bicycle.

1 am, Sir, your obedient

servant,

Peter McLaughlin.

Editor, Journal,

The learned treatise by

my friends in Honours Econ-

omics, Dave Dodge and

Norm Cameron, is a little

out of place. To maintain

that foreign aid is important

because it provides us with

"life insurance" or because

it may keep the new nations

in the western camp . . .

what nonsense. Your argu-

ments may be technically

correct, gentlemen, but they

are peripheral; they are the

arguments of old men and

politicians. Send your

article to Ottawa ii you

must, where men deal in

pros-"realities", electoral

pccts, and similar deceptive

fantasies, but don't try lo

palm off your rationaliz-

ations on Queen's students.

There is only one valid

"reason" for foreign aid.

We are members of a uni-

versal brotherhood, and we
are our brother's keeper.

John Isbister.

NFCUS and Equal Partnership

Jock Harty By John Harty
Editor, Journal,

I was surprised — not to

say pained — to see the

arena at Queen's referred to,

in a front-page story, as the

Jack Hardy Arena. It seems

a shame that the name of a

Queen'sman who spent many
years at the university, play-

ing hockey and studying,

should be mis-spelled in an

article about sports at

Queen's and in reference to

ihe building of the arena.

I can only hope tliat this

unfortunate occurrence was
due lo an oversight on the

part of proof-readers and

does not reflect a similar

misapprehension on campus.

John Harty Corbett,

Editor, Journal,

Your headline article of

Friday, Oct. 11 th ("Con-

gress Says 'Goodbye' to

NFCUS") sadly reflected

the prevafling attitude of

English-Canada towards

French-Canadian self-deter-

mination. Demands at

NFCUS arc a manifestation

of the spirit now sweeping

Quebec; and since tlie

French university students

are a main source of this

spirit, it is natural for them

to seek their rights on what-

ever scale they can.

I say "rights" because this

is what they are, however

long they have been neglec-

ted by both French and

English. Canada is not like

the United States, with state

governments subordinate to

federal rule. Canada is an

equal partnership of French

and EngUsh Canada, a con-

fedcra'ion. Assured of their

principles by the British

North America Act, French-

Canadians are now, impu-

dently according to English

Canada, asserting them.

Perhaps tlicre is hope for

passive, indecisive, self-

satisfied Canada,

David Barker.
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ieT^CUP Roundup
have givj OTTAWA: A 24 year-old gradu-

1

ate of UBC, Wayson S. Choy. has

B guy did,
hitch-hiked to Ottawa to leave a

-ot the f°
touchy problem on the doorstep of

jndaliuithePrimeM-mister.

at this Choy, born in Vancouver of

?body pia'
Canadian parents, applied for a visa

and wh-to the United States after gradua-

;ot a frier, tion this year and found that, be-

he's aft
cause of his Chinese ancestry, he

dough, ,was "not acceptable",

ik, or Go Under the American "Asian

I hate
I

Pacific Triangle" law, anyone with

airies ihSO per cent Oriental heritage is

d get som automatically relegated to special

if they pt.quotas of 105 persons per year,

ited to [The Chinese quota, in Choy's case,

is ofBcially filled for five years and

unofficially for sixteen years. Choy
.rsitywor.j^j^

that the law implies that
e are 'h .i^^g^jjgjjg ^ certain colour are

^^'^^
"inferior and second class citizens."

many sti „
e! (Bo Choy said that he went to Ottawa

And rclai"^ *°
^^"^^

you ca
*^"^^ '^^ °" behalf of Canadians

issist ih-^'*^
myself'. I was hoping that

with thc'*^""^
^ ^ suggestion based

ID first
™ moral principles that Canadian

really niu
dtizens should be treated with

respect and dignity. Subjecting any

n't be cor'^'^'"^"
h^iog to percentage colour

r It

Its. You'i
"''"^ insult."

j_ The Prime Minister's External

Affairs Department has told Choy
not bein.

rist in yoi

you we.

eve or no

have bti
,,vould be raised next week

even mm ^

ire."

a few mcr

hrist

LONDON: Students at the Uni-

versity of Western Ontario last year

were responsible for thefts of $5,625

that it IS improper to comment on

purely domestic U.S. policy." Choy

was told by Andrew Brewin, NDP
member for Greenwood, that a

the House of Commons with

regard to the case.

NEW YORK (CPS) : Freshmen

attending Columbia College are

being asked to sign an academic

integrity statement as a first step to

create an honour code and abolish

examination supervision.

An honour system has been under
discussion here for some yeare but

the major obstacle has been that

students were unwilling to sign a

statement which required them to

report any infractions of the system.

The statement provides that it is

a violation of the code to "fraudu-

lently advance one's academic status

or knowingly be a party to another

student's failure to maintain acade-

mic integrity."

* * «

CHICAGO (CPS): The city of

Chicago has gone into the dating-

bureau business with an initial order

for 3,000 attractive companions for

cadets on November 2 for dmner-

dancing.

That's how many dates they need

for the combined student bodies of

the U.S. Military Academy and the

U.S. Air Force Academy who are

coming to Chicago for the city

sponsored football game. It is hoped

that the females will meet cadet

specifications.

nev.

Its but jt

r their ov

,

4uMenExpand
The tender of $231,377 from the

Kingston firm of T. A. Andre and

Sons has been accepted by Queen's

University for construction of an

addition to Clark Hall, Construc-

tion is slated to begin as soon as

possible, with completion assured

for the fall of 1964.

The addition to the rear, or west,

side of the present book store facili-

ties, will add two-and-one-half times

the present size of the building.

The Clark Hall facilities are run

by die Engineering Society at

Queen's, and the addition will be

paid for by them. The extra space

win allow the Placement Service of

the Engineering Society and the

Housing Bureau, now located in the

Students' Memorial Union, to be

moved into the new addition.

THE CUCND
will show a Film

LANGUAGE OF FACES

THURSDAY, OCT. 17

at 7 p.m.

DUNNING HALL,
ROOM 11

Discussion to Follow

Cr*ssw*rd P*zzl*
10

. Man,

lied me o

le was ;in.^Qni the cafeteria and the pilfering

s story fro- is continuing this year at a higher

nt Peak rate.

I't listen tc
George Bullas, director of food

, - . services at UWO said that it seems
is beginnii^

. , „ , . j

I'd d [
^ challenge for every student

to get a cup, saucer and plate before
the end atjig ^^^^^^ here.

2 charade a phone survey made by the

azy thing Canadian University Press reveals

3f there at ^^''^ similar incidents are occuring

in university cafeterias across

Canada, although most dkectors of

food services are hesitant to put the
flipped IT

yajjjg directly on students. They
You sliou said that djgjr losses do not appear

)ks on iho to be as great as UWO, but some

Damn! the figures offered were $2,000

and $3,500. Several directors said

ed by so"
f^^^ ^^^^ had no idea how much was

. EDMONTON: Jean Bazin, 23

year-old law student, president of

E3 the University of Laval, was elected

president of the new Canadian

^ Union of Students (CUS) mcetmg

^ here last week.
' After his election, Bazin said that

OURNAL he realized the capital importance

of the task before him and would do

i' Aima^A'"; all he could to strengthen the organ-
b univcr^iii

ization which had been set up at the

Congress.
No.
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Clues Across

1. Abraham Lincoln's address!

S. Great times

10. One of the United States

1 1 . Give instruction on the raihoad

(DOUBLE CLUE)

1 2. Hope and Crosby highway

14. — Ticmey?

15. They wriggle through the water

16. Sofa, perhaps, from the East

(ANAGRAM)
18. It brightens our lives

19. Free from pride (HIDDEN
WORD)

20. Part of a building or a street

(DOUBLE CLUE)

24. Something heavenly to wear
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CLASSIFIED

Ono warm, quiet, single room. $8.00

per \vceV. To men in Law, Economics,

Commerce, and Politics. Close to

Quceos. Apply 196 Union St.

Ono diarni bracelet. Distinctive dioms
known io ott-ncr. Reward offered. Lest in

New Arts Building, Room 108. Please
(Mtilact Sharon Bendell at 542-2151.

A pair oF brown-frnmed glosses in n
wiiitu rase. Finder please phone Joan nt
either 546-1518 or 542-9532.

A students initiated briefcase wdi
bmks and notes. Between 3.30 and
4jOUp-ni on Friday afternoon at the
Norad Band Concert in Grant Hall.

^5183*'°"*''" ""*<^"

Ono brow

and the Un
548-4000.

I ™!]ct between Shamrock

versity. Contact George at

Set of keys with thistle motif. Finder

please call Juanita, Ex. 494.

WANTED

Wanted, girl to share fumislied apart-

ment ;it 109 Gore St. Call 546-5455 after

6 p.m.

Largo ap,-irtmcnt requires two inoro

studious occupnnts. Call 546-4943 after

7 p.m. Ask tor Mel or Mike.

Tow female students would like a tliird

girl to share a tlvrce-room apartment

located on ^Villiam St. Own room. Con-

tact Terry Cildwelt 542-6041 or Clirista

Erba at 546-1731 Ex. 347.

Wanted, an e.tpcrienced dnimniec to

play widi campus group once or twice

weekly. Phono Ike at 542-9479.

25. Show your teelh

26. They may be bolted when eaten

(DOUBLE CLUE)

29. Saintly name

30. I appear in pants of various

colours (SPLIT WORD)
31. Put forth

32. American humourist (TWO
WORDS)

Clues Down

2. Avoids Eva and little Desmond

(SPLIT WORD)
3. Showing certain powers of dis-

tinction

4. She's a relative

5. Too innumerable to be revealed

(DOUBLE CLUE)
6. Equipment in the car

(DOUBLE CLUE)
7. Dan gets a letter from Andrews

(SPLIT WORD)
9. Indulged in mass misbehaviour

13. Appointment to get something

to eat (DOUBLE CLUE)
1 6. Many men have gone there be-

cause of their convictions

(TWO WORDS)
17. Some port wine for one child

(HIDDEN WORD)
18. Possibly steals flat pieces of

stone (ANAGRAM)
(ANAGRAM)

2L Cops on the highway

22. Colour of an element

(DOUBLE CLUE)
23. The sort of taste to be sarcastic

about (DOUBLE CLUE)

27. Preposition

28. A dish from the west (ANA-

GRAM)

'Honest to God'

Answers Opposition
Campus politician: "The SCM?

Pious people with nothing to offer."

Member of St. Timothy and all

Eatons: "The SCM destroys the

faith of our kids in college. It is

a menace to the Church."

SCM^r: "Yes, the SCM does

destroy your Sunday School faith.

But it gives you something that is

far more relevant and meaningful

for today."

Agnostic: "Spealdng to SCM'ers,

you soon become a more confirmed

agnostic than before. Moreover, we
ought to have an anti-Christian

club on campus,"

Poppy Gemmell: "I know noth-

ing about the SCM, except that they

sponsor hay rides."

Tom Marshall: "I've never cared

much for the rather forced boy.

scout heartiness of such organiz-'

ations."

This cross section of opinion

reveals that the purposes of the

SCM is not very clear to most

people. Yet SCM'ers feel that this

organization has a vital role to play.

To find out more about the SCM,
the Journal asked a member of the

movement to outline its functions:

"The SCM is perhaps the only

place where the truth or falsehood

of the claims of Christianity can bo

discussed by Christians and non-

Christians. The churches, for many
reasons, often repel! the doubter,

rebels or non-believers. But in the

SCM, alt people who arc in any way

concerned with Christianity can get

together and discover critically

what these claims really mean and

whether they have any relevance

for our time.

There is room in the SCM for all

the opinions quoted above, for the

SCM is an open movement, for all

people of all faiths. What does the

SCM do? Through lectures, study

groups, and bull sessions it tries to

study the various aspects o£

Christianity."

This year, the SCM is sponsoring

seminars to study the various aspects

of the concept of non-violence, as

well as the controversial book

"Honest Io God". In addition, they

are studying the books of Acts,

Romans and Ezekiel. Next term,

they will again co-sponsor the

annual Seminar on Higher Educa-

tion.

Michael Marrello

603A Princess Street

Phone 642-3714

Pn^e Winner in Hair Styling

Air Conditioned For You Comfort

PEGGIE'S CIGAJR STORE

PEGGIE PATRICK, PROP.

Smokers" Supplies, Sundries, Imported

Tobaceos & Brighnm Pipes, Magazines

542-6203

36-f Princess Street — Kingston, Ontario

BOOKSHOP 14 Monlr«>r St.

the traditioDal look

in bottoo down shirts

Button-down men are rapidly becoming purists In ths

selection of their natural ehoulder aoceaeorlea. Our

election of shlrtlnfls, deftiy tailored In eoft Oxford

cloth with flared, long point button-down collar, box

pleat back and hangor tab, are a must for the natural

thoulder wardrobe.

SOUD COLOUR OXFORD CLOTH B.D.

STRIPED OXFORD CLOTH BJD

FORTOm
EXCLUSIVE WITH

TIP TOP TAILORS

Kingston, Ontario 1 1 7 Princess Street,
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First Interview of a Series: Ghazzali TeUs of Trinidad Queen's Researeh:

WEDNBS

This is t]ie first of a weekly series

of interviews tw^i foreign students

at Queen's University.

Arisliid GazzaL'. a Trinidadian

student at Queen's, was stumped

when he went out to football prac-

tice to find tlie fellows playing

rugby rather than socc-er or rugger.

Ghazzali, or Ghazz, as bis friends

call him, or Ghazzy as the girls call

him, chose Queen's for his studies,

not because it is particularly well-

known abroad, but because its

political science department is

widely acclaimed.

In Politics But No Politician

Ghazzali has a seven-year "leave

of absence" from his personnel post

in the Trinidadian civil service.

Sis of these years are to be spent

in attaining bis Honours B.A. in

political science and the remaining

one for a vacation,

At Queen's he is not, by any

means, gcttings his first encounter

wHth a university, for Ghazzali

holds a B.A. from London Univer-

sity. Although Ghazzah will study

political science at Queen's, he said

with a laugh, "I shawn't be a poli-

tician though, my dear."

Internationol Flavour

Ghazzali himsclF is not a native

of Trinidad, but is of Persian birth.

He came to Trinidad "at a verv

tender agcT Thus Ghazzali is

Persian - bom Trinidadian who

holds a B.A. from an English uni

versity and is now studying at a

Canadian university. Tliis is not

unusual in Trinidad where people

of all races, nations, colours, and

creeds mix freely in a non-segre-

gated communit)'. The Japanese,

Spanish, Chinese, English, Negroes

and many more enjoy "mardi gras"

celebrations together, yet each

race retains its own traditions

Ghazzali found Toronto strange

with its various sections, represent-

ing different nationahties. Besides

this, Toronto lacks a "soul", accord-

ing to Ghazzali. It is modem and

clean, displays some real architect-

ural masterpieces, but its people

are "puiitimical and conservative".

In Trinidnd one nods to strangers

and the strangers nod back. But

here this custom is considered a bit

odd. Ghazzali tried to be neigh-

bourly and waved "good morning'"

to his neighbour and was re\varded

by a friendly blank stare.

Despite all this, Ghazzali has

enjoyed his three week stay in

Canada and finds Ids fellow stu-

dents helpful, outgoing, and friend-

ly. Who else could he call upon to

decide where to buy his socks?

Canadian Climate Explains

Hurry

While in Toronto, Ghazzali had

a taste of chilly Canadian weather.

This must be why Canadians are

always in a hurry, he commented.

"I think that they have to walk

fast to keep warm." He was forced

to buy an overcoat, "in some fan-

tastic store called Eaton's". Ghaz-

zali may add snow and ice to his

experiences oF life soon.

Internationa! Club & His Views

Ghazzali feels that the Interna

tional Club defeats its purpose, or

has not achieved its goal, of inte-

grating overseas students with

native Canadians. Instead of mix-

ing tliem freely \vit5i university

life, it separates them into a clique.

Ghazzali himself has made it one

of his purposes in coming to Can-

ada to learn as much about tlie

country as he can. When Ghazzali

applied for residence, he insisted

that his roommate be a non-Tiini-

dadian with whom he might be

able to exchange and share ideas.

The educational system of Trini-

dad is simitar to ours, but is based

on the British system with a pri-

mary school and high school from

which the elite graduate to univer-

sity. Even today, after Trinidad has

attained its independence examina-

tions are set by Oxford-Cambridge,

flown to Trinidad, written there,

and marked in England. Our Ont-

ario Departmental are hardly im-

pressive compared to this red-

tapcd procedure.

As everyone else does who comes

to our relatively dry countr>',

Ghazzali commented on our hquor

laws. Like Canada, Trinidad has

minor laws, "but who knows what

a minor is?"

By the way, is there anyone on

campus who can dance the rhum-

ba, mambo, samba, tango, cba cha

clia, copa cabana, foxtrot, waltz?

Ghazzali finds twisting and tlie

"universal shuffle" uninspiring and

has foregone Queen's dances for

the simple reason tliat it is frustrat-

ing and disappointing to dance

with a partner who t^vists to a

tango,

Frosh Frolics

Despite lus degree and govern-

ment post, Ghazzali was a fresh-

man according to the old college

spirit. Tlie only complaint he had

was that the young Kingstonians

mode several Nicious attempts to

relieve him of his jiffy-shift while

he was wearing it. Ghazzah also

tinguished moustache. The whole

thing was a little juvenile, but good

fun."

Concerts Coming

Tickets are now available for the

Spring Concert Series. The pro-

gramme is as follows:

Hungarian String Quartet, Wed-

nesday, January 8.

Renato Bonacini, viohnist, Mon-

day, February 3.

Baroque Chamber Players, Wed-

nesday, February 26.

Alberni Trio (piano, violin and

cello), Tuesday, March 10.

The concerts are to be held in

Dunning Hall Auditorium at 8:30.

The special price for students is

$2.00 for the four concerts. Tickets

can be obtained in the New Arts

had to cut his hair and his dis-Bulding in Room 212.

UNFOOTBALL DANCE
GRANT HALL

Friday 18th October

Wednesday, October 16

7:00 p.m. Corporate prayers.

Morgan Memorial Chapel in the

Old Arts Building.

The first meeting of the Spanish

Club will take place at 8 p.m. at

the Agnes Etherington Art Centre,

Professor G. E, Finley of the Art

Department will show slides and

speak to the club on Spanish Art.

The program will continue %vith a

Spanish sing-song. I Bienvenidos

todos.

Queen's Biological Society: First

general meeting. Mr. B. G. Lough-

ton will speak on "Ghick eye lens

proteins and their Development".

Biology lecture room, Old Arts

Building, 8:15 p.m. Refreshments

served. Everj'body welcome

NDP Meering, 8:00 p.m., 59

West Street. Discussion of Party

platform for model praliament,

executive elections. New members

welcome.

Thursday, October 17

The Maths and Physics Club ex-

tends an invitation to all to hear

Dr.
J.

R. Allen speak about "Plasma

Physics". We will meet in room 314

in the Pliysics Building (Ontario

Hall) at 7:30

There will be a meeting of the

rila
SIG-NIPOST I

7;00 p ni. to 1:00 a.i

75c Stag $1.50 Couple

Queen's Liberal Club on Thursday

evening at 7:30 in the East Com-

mon Room of Leonard Hall. Elec-

tion of officers and model parlia-

ment are on the agenda.

"The Acts of the Apostles." A
Bible study led by Archdeacon

Hunt (St. James Church). 12:00

noon, in the New Arts Building,

Rm. 210. Bring your own lunch.

Sponsored by SGM.

SCM open meeting in McNeil

North House Common Room at

8:30 p.m. Open to all. Freshmen

particularly are asked to come out.

There will be a General Meeting

of the Aesculapian Societ)- in the

Etherington Hall Amphitheatre at

7:30 p.m. on Thursday, Oct. 17th,

After a brief business meeting, Dr

J.
Wm. D. Comett, Medical Direct-

or of Ortho Pharmaceutical (Can-

ada) Ltd., \vi\\ present a program

consisting of a short introduction

followed by the film, "Birth Con-

trol and the Law." Following a free

discussion period, coffee will be

served in the Matheson Room. All

Queen's students are welcome to

attend, ^fedical students are urged

I

to do so.

by JOAN bLANEV

This is the second of a series of

articles dealing with research at

Queen's University.

RADIO ASTRONOMY -
PROBING OUTER SPACE

The Department of Radio As-

tronomy came into existence at

Queen's in 1955. An offshoot of

Physics, Radio Astronomy probes

into the secrets of outer space.

Radio waves are the object of ob-

servation in this branch of science.

On campus, this research is con-

ducted by Dr. G. A. Harrower,

along with six graduate students,

who work in conjunction with the

Departments of Electrical Engin-

eering and Mathematics.

Dr. Harrower is a graduate of

Western and McGill. He worked

in physical electronics at Bell Tele-

phone Laboratories, New Jersey,

and then in radio astronomy \vitli

the Defence Research Board in

Ottawa. As well as being a pro-

fessor of physics. Dr. Harrower is

Assistant Dean of the Faculty of

Artrs and 'Science.

Onl)' a narrow range ot frequen

cies are able to penetrate lihe

earth's atmosphere. This makes the

study of outer space more difficult.

In optimum conditions, the human
eye obtains a satisfactory view of

the radiations from the stars which

fall in the visible spectrum. Num-
erous instruments are available

which measure radiations in the

infra-red and ultraviolet part of

the spectrum. These regions are

Ginterest in recent years. The radj,,

window was not considered to

of any significance for astronoini.''|^(|l|E_ji'|

cal observations until 1931, whet
useful results were first recorded

On the short wave side, this
i, vuwi

again limited by atmospheric aK ,
,
xJ,^ f.

sorption to about 0.25 cm., and o,'' j^jf

'

the long wave side by ionospherij^'^^lTf

reflection to about 30ra. ^"^f
®"

tnew 01 no s

Queen's University has a fieli! In the

station at Westbrook, where sonicihrough the

work is done. Use is also made ofi^^ ^^^''^

the observatory at the top of Ellijust six play

Hall. The wir

r> IT , , . , done in firs
Dr. Harrower and lus students^jj^j]^^

in j

are concerned with radiations em-^
j. ^jje^.

anating from radio sources. ],| Gaels ir

outer space, just as stars are hglii,gj.j

sources, galaxies are usually con.^I^,connell I
sidered to be radio sources. Later ii

How is this radiation receiveci?^^ Gael's c

some sort of collecting surface ainl"'^""^ ^^'^ '

a receiver are required. At present'^^^ SOOtl, ai

there are t^vo types of collecting" ^^'^ g^me

devices in operation; the array typ^'forrie as ta

and a paraboloidal antenna ofteii'^^^-

pictured on television or in news^''^^'^^'^''
*

papers. The array does not have j"**'
^'

solid surface as the paraboloidal'^®

antenna has. It is made up of
i^.^anibllng on

lation. Hedividual antennae connected

immediately below and above the

visible spectrum, respectively.

"Hiere is, however, another part

of the spectrum called the radio

window, -which has received wide

iJiller loosegether. To record the data, the*

radio energy is transformed into a*^
^oi^chdo

D.C. voltage which drives a pe,j?"/°°^
^'

recorder,
'

At Westbrook, there
Connor ,

,, "aassing dri'
array type collectors now m opera-^^j^

jj^^ ^
are t\\<

posts from
3ueen's the

(w) Westinghouse

WILL BE ON CAMPUS OCTOBER 21, 22, & 23

TO INTERVIEW 1964 QUEEN'S GRADUATES

A well-defined training program is offered to prepare

candidates for positions of responsibility in:

—

DESIGN ENGINEERING
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
APPARATUS MARKETING
CONSUMER MARKETING

FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION
ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT

These position will afford opportunity for career develop

ment to graduates with potential.

Professional salary scale and increases based on perform-

ance as well as excellent employee fringe benefit plans.

Contact the Placement Officer for detailed information,

brochures, and interview appointment.

House of Sounds

STUDENTS
GET 20 % OFF ON ALL L.P. RECORDS

House of Sounds
Don't Be Ashamed To Tell You Go To Queen's

General

Queen's Badminton Club plays

every Tuesday from 9:00 - 100:00

p.m. and Sunday from 2:00 to 5:00

p.m. in the gym. Racquets must be

rented from the intramural stores

before playing times or may be
purchased through the club at a

discount. Feather birds will be sold

during playing times, Membership
fee is $1.00 and you can join any-
time. Two free evenings are allow-

ed before joining. Running shoes

and white clothing should be worn.
Beginners are especially welcome.
For further information phone
Charies Publow, 548^178.

STONE'S
FLOWERS LTD.

246 PIUNCESS STREET

Phone 516-6631

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS

'Where a Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"

tion. The success of these

determine whether more collector

will be built. Both were constriicUgj. ^ g„
ed here at Queens by the Elecb-ic^as no gO0(
Engineers and Radio Astronomcri^Q^^jj

^-^^q

The arrays now in use eitlicr^onnor wa:
scan one area of the sky fron^^^

£jj.gj; jjf

different positions or scan tlifj^g attempts
whole sky with different parts fror Penalties
one instrument. In die latter casc^efgngiyg ,

the small common portions measur-3(jt;^ie(j yp
ed by these different parts providcti^e third
the significant results. A sky niapigajn saile
can thus be drawn from the :Hi-ieep from '

alysis of the final results. lonceding t

Dr. Harrower and bis stude[lt^im got ar

are all working on some aspect oliunity foui

this problem. They are also inveslioad snap i

gating the effect of the ionosphcrfkick, the t

on radio sources. fray to the

Thus. Queens is playing a vit.ilBarry Mit
role in reveahng the secrets offor the Mu
outer space. It is hoped much usc-Saels defe

ful information may be obtainfdthe Mustai

concerning the number, strengt^when Web
md distriljution of radio sources ifWas wide,

the sky.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:
Your own Book Slore cnn supply you with qU your requirements in Text
Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplits, Fountnin
Feus, Queen's Pennants nnd, Cushions.

OUR USED BOOK EXCHANGE IS AT YOUR DISPOSAL

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

SWEATERS
by

WARREN"
PETER SCOTT
KILSPINDIE

103 Princess Street Phone 546-6381

Ifyoiir Nonh-Rito '-aa"

Lhinli il shsulil. He will icnJ
>ou a new itrUI — FHHE!

MjRthRitE 'W 98c
ST. tAMBERT, QUEBEC

SPEER CARBON COIWPANY OP CANADA
LIMITED

AGENTS MANTED
Agent required for each Major Faculty to Sell Metallic
Thread, Hand-Embroidered University and Faculty
Crests. Agents can also develop sales for Military, Com-
mercial and Club Markets. This can be a profitable
Extra Curricular Activity. Write giving Faculty, Year,
Address and Telephone Number.

P.O. BOX 1411, ST.-LAURENT, MONTREAL.
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GAELS SAVE FIRST PLACE WINlie radii,

sd to hi

tronomi.'*

'1. whei>

ecordet),

' ^ While advertising Saturday's Intercollegiate football game, a local London radio station in-
lenc al)

. fact that Larry Ferguson, a three year veteran with the Western Mustangs and now
, and 01

lospheri,

TiiiUG-iiuM Bi:iii\n" mmim mm mmu 211-18

By Alan Dequetteville

flaying for the Gaels, was injured and would not see action against his former mates.

Ilie announcement was a source of amusement for Ferguson and the Gaels, however,

tnfiw of no such injury.

Thev

a fid; In the fourth quarter he showed the Mustangs just how physically fit he was, breaking

're som&hrough the right side of the Western line to block a 30 yard field goal attempt that turned tht;

made odme in favor of the Gaels. They rallied from that point to register the game's winning loucluiowii

of Elliiust six plays later, and register a close 20-18 victory.

The win, coupled with McGill Redmen's 25-24 upset of the Varsity Blues, left the Gaels al

iloiie in first place. For Queen's, however, it was the second squeaker in a row. The game \

ymilar in many respects to last week's 21-14 win over Toronto. Queen's just couldn't seemstudent:

:ions em-'.^
gg(. ^^eir attack in high gear, and when they did, penalties were costly.

rces.
Gaels moved strongly right from the opening kickoff, but their drive fizzled out on the eight

^^K&rd line when Bill Edward's field goal attempt missed. Western opened the scoring when Pat
ally con-^j^jConnell lofted a 52 yard punt into the endzone that Bob Latham wisely conceded.

Later in the first quarter the Mustangs took the ball on the Queen's 45 and chipped away at

ceceivedphe Gael's defense. Quarterback Bob Isreal culminated the drive by keeping the ball and rolling

-face aiid'^^^'"'^
right side of the Queen's line from ten yards out for the score. Jim Weber's convert

t Dresent^as sood, and the Mustangs held a surprisingly 8-0 lead. Cal Connor's arm put the Gaels back

n the game though, as he passed them down the field, using Jim Young, Jime Ware and Bayne

"(orrie as targets. Edwai-ds then scooted into the end zone from the 20 on his patented counter

He also added the convert to bring the Gaels back within one point.

Mustangs

present

collecting

rray tyjw

ma ofteii'^^y

in newsflo"'^^^
f"^. , , , . ,

3t have
denied. Isreal worked

abol'oid.il-^^
ball down to the Queen's 24,

up of in

3cted to
jation. He found halfback Ted

data (!
'^"^^

^l-iie touchdown. Weber's convert
^ ^° °

'Vas good and tlie host team led
es a pe,^g_,^

»^

Connor highlighted another
^® ^^'"aassing drive by catching wing-

bese
°P^'^'''3ack Jim Ware between the goal

collector

"'
posts from ten yards out to give

Queen's their second major. Af-
constmcl-jgj.

Y)ad snap Edwards' convert

^'^'^'^^^''Was no good, and the Gaels were
rononicri|jQ^y„ two points at the half,

tse eitlK';[;jQjjjj(jj. ^^^g pin-point sharp in

sky froiithe first half, completing 12 of

16 attempts.
parts frnii Penalties and a stiff Mustang
liter casi^efensive wall kept the Gaels
IS measur^ottied up in their own end in

ts pro\ iJithe thii*d quarter. McConnell
sky iii.ipigaiTi sailed a punt 15 yards

1 the ;in-ieep from the 30, Bill Ferguson

;onceding the single point. West-

; studciit-im got another golden oppor-

aspect ()l;unity four plays later when a

so investioad snap resulted in a blocked

onosphcr'(ick, the ball bounding all the

.vay to the Queen's seven, where

ng a \'it.ilBarry Mitchelson recovered it

secrets olEor the Mustangs. However, the

much u-se Gaels defense dug in and held

obtaini'dthe Mustangs to a single point

,
strengilwhen Weber's field goal effort

sources iiiWas wide. Thus the Western-

ers took a 17-13 lead into the

final period of play.

After an exchange of punts

the Mustangs drove to the Gaels'

30, and it was here that Fergu-

son came up with the game's

big play as he got in front of

Weber's field goal. The Gaels

took over on their own 45, and

Connor immediately employed

some razzle-dazzle to try and

shake up the Western defenses.

Cal pitched to Bayne Norrie,

who started around right end.

then stopped and thi-ew back to

Connor, who took the ball in full

flight, and carried it down to

the Western 34 before he was

pushed out of bounds. Edwards

and Norrie took turns as they

ran the ball down to the eight;

then Edwards scampered in for

his second major. His convert

was no good, but the Gaels had

finally taken a 19-17 lead. We?t

ern threatened again later, bui

a 20 yard field goal attempt

was wide for another single

point.

Queen's picked up the clincher

after John Metras' third down

snap sailed high over the kick-

er's head. McConnell retrieved

the ball on the ten and managed

to kick it 35 yards back to the

line of scrimmage, but Gaels

punter Hal Rose added a single

point three plays later when

his punt went 15 yards into the

end zone. Final score, Queen's

20—Western 18.
Wrestling or FootballP—As Western's Gilbart Knocks Jim Young Out Of Bounds

XV Wins 3 0—Tie For Top
by David Fortier

in Text

Fountain

Time Out

\ADA

itallic

culty

Com-
itable

year,

Varsity's so-far-unfortunate Blues, my second place pick

in the Intercollegiate race, were further humbled Saturday on

home grounds by the lowly-rated Redmen of McGill. Trailing

25-4 at the five minute whistle, after two touchdowns by "VVe^"

Willie Lambert, one by defensive half Al Schriber, and an assort-

ment of Lambert extra points. Toronto Quarterback Bruce Taylor

threw three touchdown strikes to Gerry Sternberg going 75, 31.

and 63 yai-ds to score. Taylor's conversion attempt of the middle

I marker was washed out when the ball hit the goalpost — dashing

"the Blues' chances to tie the game. Sounds like two years ago

when McGil! lost its first two starts by the unfortunate total of

3 points— then came back to play in the Yates Cup final.

U. of T. isn't out yet — They'll beat Western twice and

McGill the next time— and will finish 3-3.

McGill didn't show the passing game that pre-season indi-

cations predicted in the Varsity contest. Cullen threw 2 for 6, and

highly rated Glen St. John was 3 for 8. Saturday's squeaker may
be McGill's only win this year.

* • •

An engineering friend of mine tells of an amusing anecdote

that occurred the day he reported for work this summer at Dupont

" of Canada in Maitland. Attempting to make a friendly gesture,

one of the regular employees who had ben to several Richardson

I

Stadium grid contests, queried, "How's Cy Nabanrigin ?"

"Who?"
Cy Nabanrigin!
Not rcognizing the name, my friend inquired further. and

j

found that the friendly Dupontite'had heard frenzied fans chant-

!

ing "0" Thigh" after a Queen's T.D. and had thought they were

singing some kind of ode to one of Queen's ancient grid heroes,

"Old Cy Nabanrigin".
I wonder mow many Queen'smen — especially Freshmen —

toow the English translation of the Gaelic lyric

After the weekend action on

the rugger front, the Queen's

Rugger Squad remains tied

with Toronto for the league

leadership. The U of T's 17-0

win over McGill, coupled with

the Gaels 3-0 triumph over GAG,

left the two clubs with three

points apiece in the standings.

Queen's performance against

the Aggies was rather lack-

lustre, although they had a dis-

tinct edge in territorial play.

Queen's demonstrated an amaz-

ing inability to put the ball

across for a score, although

they spent the great majority

of the game in deep OAC terri-

tory. The Gaels' three points

came on a dropkick by new-

comer Roland Ogier.

In spite of good running by

Ogier and Peter Jarrett, the

Gaels were not able to take ad-

vantage of the numerous oppor-

tunities afforded to them, and

had to rely on wing forwards

Martin Ware and Robin King to

hold up ground gaining at-

tempts by OAC. Captain and

fullback Dave Steele again dem-

onstrated the ability which led

to his being chosen to the Com-

bined Universities squad.

In a Seconds' game played

Saturday at Western, the

Queen's squad lost in a very

close match. The baby Gaels,

playing against the wind in the

first half, managed to hold Wes-

tern off the scoresheet. In the

second half, witli the wind at

their backs, they turned the

pressure on, and most of the

second half was played in deep

Western territory, though again

Queen's demonstrated an inabil-

itj' to carry the ball across. In

fact twice Queen's managed to

get the ball over the line, but

were not able to touch it down.

Western's lone try came on a

rather freak play. With Queen's

pressing on the Western two, a

pass went astray, and was pick-

ed up by a Western player who

outlegged three of the Seconds

down the field for a try. The

convert was wide.

On Monday afternoon the all-

|star contest between the Com-

I

bined Universities team and the

President's XV took place at

I
York University in Toronto.

Seven Gaels played for the Uni-

versities: Dave Steele. Roland

Ogier, Dave Moxon, Barry

Loughton, Bruce Pappas, Martin

Ware and Don Myronuk.

In this very exciting, fast-

moving game, the Universities

got an early lead on a penalty

kick by Paul Wilson from the

U of T The President's XV,

an all-star aggregation from the

Toronto area, then racked up

three converted tries on long

runs to make the score 15-3.

mustang stoppers

BILL EDWARDS

Two Touchdowns

To Lead Attack

CAL CONNOR

Completed 12 of 16

Pass Attempts

The educated toe of Paul Wil-

son again brought the Univer-

sities into the game when he

booted a 40 yard penalty kick

to make the score 15-G. Just

after half-time, Wilson fell on a

loose ball in the end zone, and

then kicked the convert to make
the score 15-11. Late in the

game, Wilson booted his third

penalty kick of the day to make
the score 15-14, where it re-

mained till the close of play.

Judging from this, and past

performances. Senior Intercol-

legiate rugger is taking an im-

portant place in the picture.

Watch your Queen's XV lead the

field in future clashes.

Students with athletic

cards may purchase two

guest tickets for each home
game at §2.00 per ticket.

The East side of the stad-

ium is for students. Guests

must sit on the other side

of the stadium, as the east

stands are already full.

Special tickets may be

obtained from the Athletic

Board at ?5.000 for the sea-

son and ?2.00 for individual

tickets. The Board office is

open every day from 9 a,m.

to 12 noon and from 1 :30 to

5 p.m. Tickets may also be

acquired from 9 a.m. to

11:30 a.m. at the stadium

on Saturday.

LEVANA

BADMINTON. Prospective Levana intercollegiate badminton

players meet with Miss TurnbuU on Wed., Oct. 16th. at 5:30 in

the gjTn. There has to be an entirely new team this year.

ARCHERY. Intramural archery must be shot before Fri.,

Oct. 18th.

CONDITIONING. The intercollegiate conditioning programme

is held every day at 4 :30 in the gym.

TRACK & FIELD. Intramural Track & Field meet will be

held on Tues. and Wed,, Oct. 15th and 16th, from 4 to 6 p.m. at

Richardson Stadium.

SWIMMING. Intercollegiate swimming practices are as

follows: Racing. Tues. & Thurs, 7-9 p.m.; Synchronized and Div-

ing., Wed., 7-8 p.m.; Levana free swim, Tues. & Thurs.. 3:30, 4:30.

FRESHETTES. If you should participate in an intercollegiate

event, it eliminates the necessity of required gym classes.

THE INTRAMURAL SCENE

The first intramural sports event, the track and field meet, has

been completed, and the Arts Frosh won in glorious style, scoring

51 points to runner-up Science '65's 39. Arts '65 squeaked into

third place with 15.i points. Winners in Thursday's events, which

were not reported in the last Journal, are as follows:

Event Winner Year Time /Instance

High Jump Dave Madill M '68 5'4"

880 yd. run Bill Graves A '67 2 min 6.3 sec.

100 yd. dash Maynard Van Brunt Sc. '65 10.6 see.

220 yd. dash Maynard Van Brunt Sc. '65 23.6 sec.

Shot Put Dan Chrusz Sc. '65 36'3V'

Mile Run Joe de la Franier A '67 4 min. 30.7 see.

In the mile run, for the second time in the meet, Joe de la

Franier smashed an intramural record in spctacular fashion,

T-he old mark was 4.41.2. The 880 yd. relay event was won by

Sc. '65, with A '65 and A '66 a close second and third.

A '67 easily triumphed in the frosh relay, which doesn't count

in the standings.

The intramural flag football league got under way early this

week. It will be interesting to see how much the new rules affect

the game.
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AN OBIECTIVE APPRAISAL

Citizen 2ncl Class
The changing nature of French

Canada's relations with the rest of

the country is a subject which will

continually require re-statement in

terms as lucid and sensitive as those

used by Professor Frederic Gibson

of the Queen's History Department

last Thursday.

Prof. Gibson opened by stressing

two points — (hat Quebec's lunatic

fringe is only the extreme edge of a

violent revolutionary movement,

lying behind which is social and econ-

omic change on a massive scale. Sec-

ondly, he emphasized that for Canada

and the French Canadians, her most

articulate and self-conscious minority,

this is not a new problem but one

Which has stretched over more than

two centuries. The French have al-

ways felt imprisoned in an alien,

Anglo-Saxon, non-Catholic, contin-

ent, always having to fight another,

more powerful group to protect their

language, education, and religion. And

their fears of assimilation were jus-

tified again and again—1763, 1791,

1837. George Brown, A'Alton Mc-

Carthy, etc.

NO MELTING POT
But fortunately for Canada two

main things defeated this melting-

pot-at-all-costs theory. The first was

the growth of representative institu-

tions and parliamentary government,

which the French used skilfully

through block parties and bi-racial

parties to protect their culture. The

second was the B.N.A. Act which

gave the French Canadians a pro-

vince of their own in which they were

the majority, continued the principle

of co-leadership in the two national

parties giving the PVench a virtual

veto, and most important implied a

partnership of French and English

and equality of the two throughout

Canada.

But what happened to distort this?

By whittling away provincially at

French separate schools, the English

taught the French that only in Que-

bec were the two races equal. The

French were pushed back into Que-

bec, their fortress or perhaps
ghetto. From there they fired out-

bursts of nationalistic feeling at the

rtst of Canada,

ER WAR
With the turning of the century,

a new set of issues arose. Along

with Canada's emergence on the

world scene came new tensions. Bri-

tain began to make much greater

demands on her colonies for assist-

ance. In Canada, the Fi'ench and

English each responded differently.

Why? The Boer War was the key to

the puzzle. Frantically loyal English

dragged the country into this irra-

tional Imperial contest in which Can-

adiens had absolutely no interest.

This suppression (to which Canada

contributed) of a 50,000 strong min-

ority in South Africa, struck home

with the Fi-ench Canadians and form-

ed the impression they canned into

"'orld War I. They wanted Canada

to avoid entanglement in the affaii'S

of a perennially quan-eling Europe.

Conscription was regarded by the

French as an extension of Boer War
philosophy. Thus, it became their

symbol of resistance, not lack of

courage.

Pi'ofessor Gibson maintained that

it was to the great credit of the

Liberal Party and its profound sen-

sitivity to minority rights that the

conflict over conscription was avoided

Experiment
Lust Sunday, at the Agnes Etherington Art Centre, members of

the Kingston Symphony Orchestra gave a concert of chamber music. It

was a rather impromptu affair, the purpose of which was to test the

accoustical possibilities of the Art Centre's main salon. Aside from that

the performers were playing for the pure enjoyment of playing, and said

so at the outset of the concert. This idea readily communicated itself to

the audience, who seemed to enjoy the concert much more because of its

un-commercial atmosphere.

The first selection performed was Mozart's 'Eine Kleine Nacht Musik'.

The performance of this piece of music tends to var>' as the temperament

of the performers between a very strict, classical interpretation and a more

romantic approach—the Kingston group definitely prefen-ed the latter in-

terpretation, though only occasionally did that tend to the purely sentimen-

tal. The ex'cellence of their note performance generally gave their music a

dignity which it could very easily have lacked otherwise.

They next performed a series of little known concert pieces ascribed

to Purcell. It was perhaps an unfortunate choice, as the violins seemed

to have trouble matching the complex and rapidly shifting harmonies of the

cello and the base.

The 'Dance of the Blessed Spirits' from Gluck's 'Orfeo and Euridice'

as well as another brief selection from this opera provided a most enjoyable

deviation from the usual concert programme. Again, the romantic inter-

pretation was favoured, though in this piece the violins especially gave

a performance notable both for smoothness and purity in a degree seldom

matched by groups of greater renown.

As for the acoustics, the salon seemed to emphasize the base notes

at the expense of the violins, but, this did not prove distracting for the

audience. It is to be hoped that the performers found the accoustics satis-

factory, and that they will return. There is so little opportunity to hear

good music well-performed in Kingston.

in Worid War II.

NOT RURAL
Developments since the Great

War have led to two decisive changes.

One, the English Canadians no longer

try to assimilate the French Can-

adians. Two, French Canada now

faces a greater thi-eat than the Eng-

lish ever were — a social and econo-

mic revolution transforming their so-

ciety from rui-al, parochial, and agri-

cural to one which is urban and in-

dustrial. (The transfonnation is simi-

lar to those having occurred in most

Western societies with one differ-

ence). Industrialism came to French

Canada through alien hands, import-

ing a new class of non-French pro-

moters who controlled Quebec's econ-

omic life. Since the French provided

the work force, class and racial divi-

sions corresponded. To the French, it

appeared they were second-class citi-

zens in their own home. They did not

stop to consider the gaping holes in

their own educational system as a

cause. The depression deepened the

divisions and this sense of injustice.

In 1936, Maurice Duplessis and his

National Union Party overthrew Tas-

chereau's cnimbling Liberal regime.

Duplessis was to become one of the

greatest tragedies of Canadian poli-

tics. A brilliant chai-ming man, he

wasted these talents and sunk to

base, corrupt, and demagogic ends.

Having adopted a plank of economic

nationalism, he became anti-evei-y-

thing, essentially a good fascist.

Bringing forth no constructive pro-

gi-am at all, he sold out completely

to the trusts, leaving a terrible econ-

omic and social vacuum. The reform

elements, ruthlessly frustrated under

this man, burst forth with Dupelssis'

death and the rise of Paul Sauve .But

when Sauve died suddenly, these un-

ion leaders, journalists, professional

men, and university professors turned

to Jean Lesage for economic, social,

and political reform. The stiff de-

mands by these Quebec Liberals to-

day reflect their attempt to convey

to the province the impression that

the party represents all Quebec.

To meet the challenge of this

changing province. Prof. Gibson

stressed that legislation could carry

us so far. An understanding of the

reasons for the recent events in

Canada and the speaking of French

Vy the upper levels of English-Can-

pdian society would be the necessary

firsf steps, he said. Fundamentally

different concepts of words and ideas

apparently identical in the two lan-

guages can only be appreciated by a

person able to think in both French

and English. This could remedy much
of the antagonism between the op-

posing groups today, he concluded.

—Peter Walker.

Editor's Note : Professor F. W. Gibson

addressed the above remarks to the

Queen's Liberal Club at their meet-

ing last Thkirsday.

-By Mary Corbett.

fin de septembre

The account is tempered finally

by its own fabric and fugue.

A sedate gold mask, a controUed-finely hysteria

violinred and vennillion.

If a life were drifted fine

as the pattern of this leafscape

who might not keep intact the fin de si^cle

calm and quietness of his stars?

—Calaguiro D'Este.

In on editorial on the 'Engineer's Enviable Tradition' (Q.J., Oct. 1),

initiations are referred to as an "indoctrination (which) serves the pnme

necessity of preserving inherited traditions".

There is nothing wrong with this statement as it stands. The

difficulty, however, arises, when we try to discover what the real "inherited

traditions" of this university are. into which new members of the

community need to be initiated.
™ecreu.y

I suppose that the best tradition of any university smce Plato has ^

been curiosity, a burning desire to find out about man and the worid he -

lives in. This, I submit, is the real raison d'etre of a university, smce a pv
J Jj.^

university is a body of men and women dedicated to the common pursuit

of knowledge in complete freedom, without any restrictions whatever, save

those imposed by their own intellect.

This pursuit of knowledge in freedom has brought with it at least

two attitudes on the part of all students; chief among these is intellectual

humility, a feeling of awe and reverence when confronted with the universe

and the" inadequacy of man's mind ever to comprehend it fully. Socrates,

the great Athenian, is the best example of this.

The other main tradition of the university is intellectual honesty in

the pursuit of knowledge, a virtue which many of us lack sadly, probably

because we never have been initiated properly.

One further tradition of the university ought to be mentioned here:

the storing and handing on ('traditioning") of knowledge, for the use

of ail students and ultimately for society as a whole.

These are the main traditions which we have inherited at Queen's.

These are the traditions freshmen must be initiated into each year. These

are the traditions worthv of being kept alive and handed on from genera-

tion to generation. For if we lose them we will lose the very nature and

heart of the university.

And all faculties have received these traditions, be they Liberal Arts,

or Medicine, or Engineering, or Theology. To be sure, some of these facul-

ties are to a large extent professional schools. But nonetheless they all

share in the "inherited traditions" of the university; they all pursue

their craft with humility, honesty, and curiosity.

Quite frankly, I fail to see how initiations as tTiey are still practised

here can indoctrinate students in these ancient, yet living, traditions. The

senior student program this year was a step in the right direction Ihe

initiations of the various faculties were barbarian, childish, and quite o

of keeping with the high tradition of the university which we all hnve

inherited and which we have the duty of upholding and handing on.

Bilert Frerichs.

Quotable . . .

Doctor Estaminetus Crapuloaua

Pedantissimus. His portrait executed

in the manner of Praxiteles.

His pipe.

His opinions.

His Hegelism,

His foulness.

His ideas on art.

His spleen.

His jealousy.

A fine portrait of modem youth.

Beaudelaire, c. 1860.

ence .

Silence across the campus

And I

Am alone in the night.

Alone mth a thomand. thousand

Shadows.

In the shadow of that oak some yomg man studied

Alone,

And to the left of this maple some couple were

Together.

We are all alone.

They, together, were an illusion of youth

Of red ivy on limestone

Of cider crisp days

Of leaf smelting walJcs;

They were a dream that separated

Learning and breathing

Watching and waJcin-g

Listening and love

From other details less important

And thought - dared to helieve -

That the hojie their answer held could make them

One.

They were •wrong - they'll know that now.

And he - the one of the oak -

Will still be free

A book in his hand, his hack to a tree

For comfoH.

If he still wants to.

4
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^Brick or Treaf for Fund
A profit of approximately $1,-

700.00 was reported by the Build-

ing Fund Committee. The Octo-

ber 4th pep rally, featuring the

Ohad Mitchell Trio, proved to be

a successful business venture,

ticket sales are estimated at bet-

\f/een 2450 and 2500, with an un-

Kspectedly high profit.

rhis Train Is Goniia

The AMS has decided to run

she special train to Montreal and

to ask for a $2 bond for each

ibtrdent travelling on that train.

The bond instituted two years

igo after an especially riotous

weekend in Toronto. It was to

be used to replace any cutlery

ar any pieces of the train that

were removed.

The train can only run if there

are a hundred students. Tickets,

at special rates, may be obtained

with tickets to tlie game at he

A. B. of C. office.

tlagazine . . . Maybe

The latest prediction on the

arrival of Campus Canada, has it

coining on the first of next week,

la reality the "Atlantic" of the

Canadian Campuses has been

kept from Queen's by such minor

things as longshoremen's strikes,

plane crashes and the fall of the

NFCUS Empire

Copies will be available Mon.

Tues., Wed., (hopefully) from

mehibers of the CUS executive^

the AMS office in the Union,

Technical Supplies and in the

Men's and Women's Residences

Cost: a mere 35c. Buy one to sup

port Canadian student writing.

BOOK EXCHANGE
BOOK EXCHANGE is open

to return books and money
until October 31st. Basement

of Grant Hall 12:00 to 1:30

p.m.

This amount, however, is but a

small step towards the ultimate

aim ot two million dollars neces-

sary for the erection ot a theatre

on campus. The rally served ano-

ther purpose, that ot pointing out

the need for better theatrical

facilities. At present they consist

of Convocation Hall and Grant

Hall. Convocation Hall, built in

1S79, can house an audience ot

only 410. The small stage hmits

production. Poor acoustics, poor

ventilation and a cramped back-

stage present furtlier difficulties.

Grant Hall was not even built tor

the purpose of presenting tlieatri-

cal productions. It suffers from

overuse, for musical presentations,

dances, lectures, convocations and

exams alike are held there. Like

Convocation Hall, it offers a po

roof for performed art.

In response to this problem,

group of students formed the

Building Fund Committee

1959. To date, their efforts amount

to ?22,000.00, To boost the Build

ing Fund balance, they plan ;

"Buy a Brick" campaign from Oct.

25 - 26, homecoming weekend.

Freshmen and Freshettes will he

selhng small plastic bricks, to

signify the tlieme of the Commit-

tee. Sales will be on a donation

basis.

SOUND-PROOF ROOMS
Forty-two Guinea Pigs

Inhabit Leonard Hilton

DO YOU OR DON'T YOU?
Catalyst, a magazine reflecting

student thought, opinion, and

creative talents, was approved in

principle at the AMS meeting

Tuesday,

The A,M.S. Executive spent a

good deal of time discussing the

idea of a third publication on

campus in addition to Quarry

and the Journal, Its discussion last

Tuesday was exploratory. It was

endeavouring to gain some idea

as to whether there was a real

desire for "Catalyst' on campus

and if so whether there were any

sufficiently enthusiastic to organ-

ize it.

'Maureen Law of Medicine

pointed out that some 300 mem-
bers of the Medical Faculty were

against it. Rod McLeod, Presi-

dent off the AMS remarked at this

point, "Would anybody like to

reveal some previously concealed

representative feeling?" Mac Ev-

ans said that a large number of

Engineers were not too happy

about 'Catalyst'.

Doug McCalla pointed out that

the 'Catalyst' might well prove a

fertile source of ai'ticles for 'Cam-

'pus Canada', and serveral others

ex^pressed the need for a mental

stimulant on campus.

Rick Johnstone, as a represen-

tative of last )'ear*s 'Catalyst'

gave the Executive a brief out-

line of what he felt the 'Catalyst'

should try to do

The Executive finally decided

to reconsider the question, and

meantime to advertise the position

of Editor, Catalyst. It also decid-

ed that it would searcli tlie cam-

pus for all who were intere-sted

in producing the 'Catalyst'.

Classes Cancelled

It has been agreed to cancel

classes on Saturday morning,

November 9, under tlie ar-

rangement between the Fac-

ulty of Arts and Science and

the Arts Society wliicli per-

mits one holiday in each term,

the dates to be selected by the

students.

Some forty-two Queen's stu-

dents are spending the year as hu-

man guinea-pigs in experimental

living quarters, and claim to be
enjoying it

Their home is the new 42-bed
addition to Leonard Hall Men's

residence, now receiving finishing

touches, which is trying out new
ideas in sound-proofing, wall con-

struction, and room layout. Suc-

cessful new features are to be in-

corporated in designs for future

residences,

Last fall, repair work became
necessary for the roof-patio of the

one-story Leonard Hall dining

hall. Because of the pressing need
for more student accomodation it

was decided to tear out the pres-

ent concrete roof and replace it

with a full new storey of rooms.

Marshall and Merritt, architects

for Leonard HaU, (as well as for

Morris HaU and for the new phy-

sics building) designed an addi-

tion with little more weight tiian

the concrete roof. Lab experimen-

ting by the Civil Engineering De-

partment resulted in the incorpor-

ation of new sound-proofing tech-

niques intended to improve on the

less - than - satisfactory acoustic

quahties of previous residences.

All interior walls are of "dry-

wall" construction, which employs

steel studs and leaves an air bar-

rier within the wall to achieve a

weight substantially less than the

usual solid wall and at a compara-

tive price. The long-term weara-

bihty of tlie dry-wall coustruction

will now be anxiously observed,

but architects have said that the

new method has proved itself in

larger buildings in other Cana-

diau centres.

The new sound-proofing tech-

niques were put forth after the

Civil Engineering Department

conducted an extensive series of

noise-level tests with a "mock-up

of two of the proposed rooms. The

most obvious result of these tests

is the wall-to-wall carpeting which

covers every inch of floor in rooms

and hall The carpet is of an ex-

perimental synthetic mterial in

two layers, woven above and foam
below, which will hold down
maintenance costs while it soaks

up excess noise.

A new concept in room lay-out

is apparently meeting with favour

aimong the residents, A well sound

proofed partition sUdes out from

between the back-to-back book-

shelves and divides tlie double

room into two complete, single

units. Each occupant thus can

achieve relative quiet and isola-

tion when studying, while the

door can be sh'd out of sight again

to create die larger space when
the occupants are feeling more
sociable. The success of this fea-

ture so far indicates that it may
be repeated in future residences,

perhaps with some modifications

to the present floor plan.

The addition is built over the

dining hall in a U-shape around

a central court. The high rear wall

of the major structure of Leonard

Hall reflects back the southern

sun so that even rooms of the ad-

dition with a northern exposure

receive a remarkably strong nat-

ural Ught

Plans for new residence build-

ings are in the air, but nobody in

authority \vill commit himself to

he facts or figures. The Journal

intends to scoop the nation with

new information on this vital

topic \vithin the next few weeks.

Welsh Sailor And Enolish Soldier Become Model Landladies
<An oasis in a desert of over-

bearine and faceless landladies.

Such is Hampshire House, a new

idea in college rooming houses.

This novel establishment, located

at 81 Wellington Street, eight

minutes walk from the campus, is

run by a Canadian Army lieutenant

from Trent, England and a Welsh-

Cockney Londoner. Lieutenant

E, E. Witts and Arthur George
William "Jack" Hester have com-
pletely reconverted a common
variety house mto a boarder's

dream house with running water
and brand new fiimilure in every
room.

"We try to offer a 'little extra'
to the college student," explained
Lieut, Witts, who is himself a
graduate of Queen's. And indeed

they do. There is a spacious and

comfortable lounge with a tele-

vision set where any student can

drop in and chat or read news-

papers. A snack bar is open every

morning and evening to cater to in-

between-meal nibblers. Prices of

toast, coffee, hamburgers and sand-

wiches are anywhere from five lo

fifteen cents below normal prices.

There is a tape recorder and stacks

of classical records for any music

addicts.

Jack Hester, chief cook and

bottle-washer, is a fascinating

character witli hours of lularious

anecdotes. He has been at sea

since the age of fifteen and has

served as chef and chief steward on

several passenger lines. In 1954,

while he was serving as chef aboard

the Queen of Bermuda, he Jumped

ship during a strike at Halifax.

Since then, he has cooked his way

over most of Canada. He has

worked in Labrador, Frobisher

Bay, on the DEW Line, and at

Vimy Array Camp. He assured (2/

in an accent broad enough to slice

wttli one of his bread knives tliat

he would have nothing to do with

cook books whatsoever. "Throw

'em out," he exclaimed. Jack even

offered to teach any interested

Queen's girls how to cook "sans

livre".

Lieut. Witts and Jack worked

from July till September remodell-

ing die interior of the house. Over

$27,000 has been mvested already

in the venture, and tlie proprietors

have intentions of adding more

rooms yet. Meals are served cafe-

teria style and the food is ambrosial

— this Q] reporter staggered away

from the table his appetite com-

pletely and deliciously statisfied.

The menus are prepared two weeks

in advance and a mere glance at

them sets one's mouth watering.

Room and board costs $20 a

week and table board is SI 2

a week. At the present time,

Hampshire House can accommo-

date two more roomers and about

ten more table boarders. Although

men only may room at the House,

women are most welcome to eat

dicrc during the week. Chef Jack

commented, "Tlie more we get, the

cheaper we can buy the food, and

tlie more I'll like it." If enough

roomers are interested, the pro-

prietors even sell toilet articles at

wholesale prices. Rules are reason-

able and few in number; no liquor

is allowed in the House, and all

guests should leave by 11:00 p.m.

The House is surprisingly clean

and tidy from the basement to the

upper lloors. A cleaning woman
comes in twice a week to change

the linen and generally "scrub

out". Roomers, low on funds,

can wash their clothes in the base-

ment washing machine.

Lieutenant and Mrs. Witts eat

with the boarders, and the dinner

scene resembles a large family

gathering. Everyone seems lo

enjoy himself for there is no

formality at all. In the background

one can hear Jack talking to

himself in the kitchen. What a

contrast this is to one of the city

restaurants, where no one knows

anyone else, and patrons are

hurried on llieir way to make way
for more customers,

The Queen's crest in Hampshire

House's front window is plainly

visible from the sidewalk and

extends an invitation to all

Queen'smen and women to drop in

for a snack, to watch television, or

just to spin fish stories with Jack.

Parties Register

For Parliament
All parties wishing to partici-

pate in the November elections

for Model Parhament must regis-

ter \vitli the Chairman of Q.M.P.,

Jean McCans on or before Octo-

ber 25,1963. As stated in the con-

sbtution of the Q,M.P,, auy party

not affiliated with an existmg na-

tional party must also submit to

the Chairman a petidon contain-

ing the signatures of at least 100

of its supporters on or before the

dead-hne given above. Any pros-

pective "new" party should keqi

in mind the avowed purpose of

Model Parhament as stated in the

constitution. The constitution

reads; "The purpose of this as-

sociation shall be to promote in-

terest in the Government of Ca-

nada, to stimulate debate regard-

ing ciurent political issues and to

acquaint the student body of the

university with Parliamentary

Practice and Procedure,"

The authority of the Cliairman

of the Q.M.P. is final on all deci-

sions and issues relating to the

organization and direction of the

Q.M.P.

Applicants for tlie follow-

ing positions: Editor. Catalyst,

Chairman Round Table Con-

ference, Clerk and Sheriff to

the AMS Court. Apply to the

AMS office.
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EDITORIALS

Sorts of Fire in Our Lives

The Journal has nolhing but admiralion for those who stand against Ihc

prevailing preoccupation with sex: for lliose who find satisfaction in trans-fixing

butterflies, or dissecting amocbas. We would like also to wish luck to that good

soul with the feminine writing, who comes to Queen's "to study" and believes

tliat the Journal is a dirty scurrilous little newspaper.

Any paper that advocated haphazard promiscuity would deserve scom

(though it would quintuple its circulation), We do believe two things: first, that

sex is a mailer for the personal conscience and judgment, and second, that it is

a healthy, clean, enjoyable, self-realizing aspect of life which should not be

beyond discussion.

By the time that a student reaches his or her second year he should have

lost most of his inhibitions. And yet we are astonished to discover that there are

still immense wells of shame, fear, and disgust that the subject can draw upon.

This fear, this guilt, this reluctance to talk docs positive evil. It subjects

the unlucky girl who has had a baby, without being married, to communal scom.

If it could only be gently accepted as a satisfying, but easily injurious aspect of

life, many injured lives might have been saved.

And yet we go to the other extreme. Wc erect it into a tyrant and allow it

to exclude all serious thought, and to become the criterion by which we judge

our fellows.

The Journal would like its readers to carefully read some old rogue like

Shakespeare, and consider his earthy crude sense of proportions. You may be

surprised by the dirty words he uses.

If frank discussion is scurrility we will continue to be scurrilous, and revel

in our sin. And yet wc would like to say again that we wish luck to tliose who

reject our present non-morals and find satisfaction in other things. Is the satis-

faction satisfactory?

Burn that pestilent notion

We are quite willing to listen (and even print) moral lectures on the virtue

of study, and that the University is established to satisfy a burning desire for know-

ledge. But you cannot expect us to agree with it.

The universities of our country are established to train the future leaders

of our country in the full life, and to lead as many of our fellow citizens to that

full life. Now it may be that that full life includes intense curiosity about our

past, about our destiny, and a long philosophical quest. But it must not confine

itself to that.

We are here to live, lo laugh, to love, to dance, to sail, to potter around

in old sports cars. We are not here lo become book worms. It is not by books

that men are led, it is by other men.

We do not know if the Journal will survive without bursting info red ink,

if we ever again have to hear that erroneous platitude that the universities are

here to add to the store of knowledge. The University is here to train minds and

that has no relation whatever with the accumulation of knowledge.

It is true that the Universities have lo train men to work in large corpora-

tions and gigantic bureaucracies. But we do not see why a spirit of both varied

joy and queslioning should not be acceptable to the often quite enlightened

leaders of these large organizations.

Highways and Byways of the AMS
The AMS this year is full of ability and is well led. It has a spirit of

cohesion and humour that gives it life.

This is all the more reason that it should not be led into the byways of

procedural complexity which characterized its meeting of Tuesday. It discussed

"the Catalyst" for an hour and a half and decided to reconsider the question at

its next meeting. It then embarked on ihe Report of the Budget and Finance

Committee, decided on one expenditure and then ten minutes later decided

to rescind that expenditure.

It is true that the "Catalyst" did need exploratory discussion. There was
some justification for rescinding the expenditure. Yet such highways and byways
of executive machination are better left untrodden.

Mrs- Gibnour Writes Our Reu

You Said It

Scurrilous

Editor, Journal,

What a dirty scurrilous

litlle paper the Queen's

Journal is becoming. Out of

six issues we can, with luck,

get two decent ones.

Why this sex complex?

Siu-ely there are some who go

to Queen's for other purposes

than fun, sex promiscuity,

and drinking? What an argu-

ment for evolution! To have

the sex promiscuity of cats

and dogs. Man is indeed no
higher than the animals.

'One who goes to

Queen's lo study"

Yaks
Editor, Journal,

While browsing tlirougli

the text "Economic Geo-
graphy" of the Economics 4
course, I came upon this

piece of information on page

99. which could be entered

in quotable quotes.

"Yaks .... are incapable

of propagation at elevations

of less than 5,000 feet."

Arts Frosh

We are Open to all

Editor. Journal,

As the Executive of the

International House Club, we

would like lo clarify a few

points mentioned in the

article "Ghazalli tells of

Trinidad". The purpose of

the Club is to provide a

means whereby overseas stu-

dents and Canadian students

are able to combine in joint

efforts and in learning from

varied experiences, whilst at

the same time acting as a

liaison with the community.

In our activities to date we
believe that we've achieved

our purpose, though on a

limited scale. It may be true

that the Club may be oriented

to Uie overseas students but

this is only one of its unique

facets. However, it must be

strongly emphasized that the

International House Club is

open to all students and not

just to tliose from overseas.

Our membership list at

present consists of 40%

Canadian and this percent-

age persists at all our events.

If the International House

Club is to be a bigger success
on campus and in the com-
munity at large, participation

must be voluntary from the

students who are interested in

International understanding
and co-operation.

Executive of

International House Club

^i. J\iihcclu'B

l,3rcBhi)tErinH tlliurcli

Princfiis & Clerffv Sts.

Itov. Max V. Putnam, BA.,
Minister

Director of Vr.mc-
Brinti Slnrt, AUCCO

ll;O0ajii.— Morning Worship.
Sermon— Pnrlncrship in the

Gospel.

7: 00 p.m.— EveninK Wortbip.
Scnnon — God's Slnndnrd,

7: SO p.m.— Radio Minifilry,

C.K1,C.
8:lfip,m.— YoulhFcU
TUESDAY
7:30 p.m.— Prayur nnd Bible

Study Hour.

COME AND W'ORSI-HP

I'ship.

X you To-THINK, SwRf, C oN5TAi-rruy

nartvES , CONSIDER..!

THE fitt^li- lnPUC«n<3^S,

Tf\U^,P^apu^ Wli-u,,,

Kwew you Cooi-D
XiO IT I

1 am not a CUCND-er;

nor am 1 a CUCNA-er, it

this be the title of those

opposed to the former
group. You might call me a

conservative pacifist. Prim-

arily I am a pacifist; that is.

i do no believe that physical

force is an efficient way of

solving disputes nor do I

believe that, under the pre-

sent balance and degree of

turces, there will be a world

nuclear war. Indeed, the

more you think about it the

deeper grow tlie feehngs of

relief, contentment, and

satisfaction which are much
akin to the feelings of true

love. Alasl Being hardened

as we are, by history, we
are soon pervaded by our

senses of reality and of

practicality and we check

ourselves. We do not allow

ourselves to bask too much
in the warmth o£ this feel-

ing. Thus, conservative paci-

fist. We cannot live in a

world which is nothing more

than a thought. We must

turn this thought into his-

tory.

Neither Faction
There is, hf^vever, a

barrier which impedes us

in this act. It is a barrier

of human tension ; created

from the frailities of man-
kind. It is the so-called

"Cold War'" tension. Now
the aforementioned five-

letter groups are propos-

ing, I assume, for the pur-

pose of bringing about

world peace, methods of

dissolving this barrier.

One group suggests that

Canada should amass
enough megatons of costly

nuclear energy so that the

Russian "bully" will be

"deterred" from "picking

on us." Their counter-

iCuKffirsn (fitiurri)

SUNDAY WORSHIP
9; 30 a.m.

11:00 a.m.

7:30 p.m.

L.S.M. mtctH following Vespers

lo discuss Sex on Campus?

Two blocks N.E. of stadium

Comer of Earl S: Victoria Sla.

Rev. Roy Oswald
(Lulherun Sludcni Chaplain)

Phone 542-7134

parts, whose approach has

many of the aesthetic

qualities of a religion, con-

tend that without weapons

there can be no war (the

imphcaton being, I gue^
that without >var there

must be peace). If this be

a veracious account of

their respective discip-

lines, and I will no doubt

be assurred that it is not,

then, gentlemen, align

yourselves as you deem

best. As for myself, I

Editor, Journal,

Now you want all night

study rooms. Ho Ho. Also

Ha Ha. Who studies on this

campus anyway? Anyone?

Let's take me for an example.

I don't care if you don't care.

Listen anyway. Monday

night I rolled in from the

week-end loo beat to work.

Tuesday morning I slept.

Tuesday afternoon I went to

class (didn't read the book,

but I don't dare stay away;

it's a seminar). Tuesday

niglit I played poker, I lost,

but it doesn't matter I never

pay poker debts. This morn-

ing I spent figuring my
budget. Now I am writing to

tlie paper. The remainder of

the week won't be too much
different and Friday we're off

to Montreal for the game. I'll

be willing to wager that not

many of you, my peers,

(excluding the frosh who
don't know any better yet)

have employed your time to

choose to be part of neith-

er faction.

I choose to maintain the

status quo which has been

aptly tagged "over-kill".

There are enough nuclear

warheads on the face of the

earth now; for Canada to in-

dulge in the costly habit

would be superfluous. The

Americans, while protecting

their own interests are pro-

tecting ours. Tills means

that further nuclear arma-

Stiiiinliani ..^trett

3HiiitDb mymch

S:I5n.m. — In the Chapel:
Divine Service.

(The cntrancp tolhc Chapel
is on Willinm Street at Ihc
rear of the church).

llrOOn.in. — Divine Scn'iee.

HOW TO KEEP FAITH
FHOM BOTHERING YOU.

7; 30 p.m, — In the Chupel:
Evening Worship.
Mr. Davidson will prenoh ut

nil scr\'ices.

-l;00p.iii, — Orjian Recital:

Mr. P. R. C. Clarke.

cu

ment will not increase ten-

sion, nor will nuclear dis-

armament decrease it. Have

we reached a Hair-trigger

stalemate?

i\o, we haven t. llie st;t;us

or solution are already sown

and are beginning to blos-

som lorth now. Most of us

wiU agree that as long

the threat of spreading com

munism lingers there will be

no disarmament and no

peace. In tliis one statement

lies the germ of the Cold

War. The CUCWG-ers
would have us "fools" for

trusting the Hussians. For,

all but fools know that "the

avowed communist objective

is world domination". It ap-

pears tliat this group have

not got much faith in the in-

stitutions of democracy and

free enterprise which are

the real "deterents" to com-

munism. This group and

many otliers do not know
communism for what it real-

ly is, nor do they know the

circumstances under whicli

such fearful provocations are

made.

Evolving Oligarchy
Communism, in prac-

tice might be said to

approach a state of demo-

cratic oligarchy. It is rule

by an enlightened few for

an ignorant mass. Com-
munism is probably the

best practical mode of

goverment for an under-

developed, two-class so-

ciety. Effective democracy
requires, at least, an econ-

omically stable, three-class

society, in which there is

a large and literate middle

class. The corollary to

this hypothesis is that

when a society begins to

develop a middle class, it

becomes aware of the ad-

St. HJiiniL's' (!lluu-cl(

9;D0 n.m.-rioly Communion.

11:00 n.m.—Morning Prayer.

Studies in St Luke's

Gospel.

7:00 p.m.—Evening Prayer,

S:15 p.m.—CoiFee Hour.
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then not only allow,

munism to spread to

developed countries, 1

also foster it. Afli

"party" machinery h:i

established and the c

ing oligarchy has h

stable, there would

political "laissez-fairf

posed upon the world

Our part in the

scheme would be to
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traces of democrncv

this we would do 1'
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democracy and indi

liberty for which we

stand. With our shini

aTnple, the transition
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smooth and rapid.
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This controvcrsii ii

cense in the pagrii

Jotirnal.
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rR Gil

advantas;,

UP Roundup
we will II

rooms for
WATERLOO: The usual cry of

s, the "ni^patliy" which echoes at least once

y year from tiic hallowed halls of

ive compUiniing across the country_ has

ludes the yme early from the University of

lie workera'^f'^"-
"""""^ ^^'^ "

s They a
^ fofnia''0" of a club to be hence-

act fact i^^
'^"o^" Apathy Club

irexamina'dJ'^^ted to the motto "Who

1, « ires?" The voice of the above
'ill pass i^^^ g^gj. o„t_

and fotgei^jj^jgj SO" and will cover such

wide range of subjects as "The

lere is doiymposition of Pottery Found in

hwhile. NtlECled Garbage Dumps o£ the

ng anyiliin.orW'
^even Hundred Ways Not

'Use Thread, and others as not yet
parties anci^.^^^j

designed to adhere to

tile glee ^^^^ ideals of literary medio-

pts we havity. The club however, may never

)r, in slia^tjoff the ground simply because

ds do we r

built-in weakness in its basic

anything. V^position after all, "Who

1 ,
Jrcs"?

jrmless ch^n « * >*

E our tinnygc; Dr. Gordon Shrum, co

es and w(airman of the B.C. Hydro and

ir people's iiancellor of the new Simon Fraser

^cademy beUevcs that university

aduates who don't keep up on
of demc^jj.

^^^^^.^^ should have their

?r7w -e>'^" revoked. He also put forth

points that universities should

tve larger classes, better profes-

irs and year-round classes.

Dr. Shrum also advocated video-

which would be

fQge righi,

estations [.

and small

e the Cnk

nust first b

of the vert^

of evolutio,.

only allow.

spread to i

countries, 1

r it. A Fit

ichinery

1
and the c

chy has \<

?re would

laissez-fairf

n the worlJ

rt in tlip

Duld be tn

ig snciet\' ii

democnicv

'ould do 1)

; those iHi'

' and indi

which we'

h our sliini

e transitifii

1 i s m \voi

d rapid,

i. Sprott, J-

itrovers'l

the pogc'^

ped lectures

raUable to the students.

He called for more student-

ofessor discussions. "But instead

CUP Editor Judy Davidson

of professors going to the coffee

bars, students should be allowed in

the Faculty Club."
* « «

MONTREAL: The students of

the University of Montreal who de-

cided a short time ago that iO cent

hike in food costs was a matter of

principle and should be protested

by a student boycott have at least

gained one step on the ladder. The

rector of the university threatened

to have the leader of the protest

expelled, but no incidents occurred

and little more was heard. Still on

guard, 'les etudiants" threatened

still another boycott if the threat

were not lifted. The rector backed

down but unrest and indecision

were still prevalent on the moun-

tain.

Classified
LOST

Two broivn survey field books, be-

lieved lost in Cairutiiers or new addition

of Cbeni. Building Plciisc contort Peter

McCalluni, 542-6230.

FOUND
Glasses atid tasc.-A.\IS OSice.

FOR SALE
Used appliances, fully guaranteed.

Refrigerators, televisions and stoves.

Lowest priees in town, Kay's Trade-in

Centre. 340 King St. East. Phone
542-6931.

BIRTH ANNOUNCEMENT
Margaret, Nancy, Janet and Lois wisli

to announce the arrival of their dioscci

daiiglitc-r, Nemo Ilamster Caliban, on
Tu(»day, October 15 at 13 Sydenham.
Weight: 4 ounces.

ROOM FOR RENT
One warm, quiet room close to

Queen's for men in Law, Ccanmercc.

Economics and Polities. Apply to 198

Union Street.

AESCULAPIUS SPEAKS
"The Beefeaters" is coming! The

Medical Formal this year promises

to be as festive as it has been

throughout its history.

This year's theme, "The Beef-

eaters", was inspired by the corps

of men originally formed by King

Henry VII of England in 1485 to

act as a bodyguard. The Tower of

London is their official residence,

and plans have been drawn up,

awaiting only approval by the

Kingston Morality Squad, to dis-

manrte that famous edifice and re-

assemble it on the spot where the

LaSalle Hotel now stands, in order

that our dance may take place in a

building whose stalely qualities are

in keeping with the dignity tradi-

tionally associated with the Medical

Formal.

The dulcet tones of Arthur Hall-

man's Casa Loma Orchestra will

surround the dancers in the beauti-

ful ballroom, while the Seaway Five

will be swinging in the mezzanine.

The Acsculapiaa Society views

with alarm the trend towards state-

controlled medicine which is

partially due to high medical costs;

in a drastic step to forestall that

dismal result, they have slashed the

price of admission to the Formal to

a mere seven dollars, well within

the reach of all Mcdsmen.

U is alleged that the University

Administration has demanded that

the Formal Committee refuse

Beware - Candid Cameraman on Queen's Campus

Crawley Films Ltd. of Ottawa

are again lurking about the campus

for the third time this year. They

arc remaking the film made in

1 956, covering the campus, stu-

dents, and staff.

CUCND

There will be a meeting of the

CUCND at 8:00 p.m. Monday,

October 21, at 577 Johnson SC,

All members must attend.

Presently, they are taking pic-

tures of Track and Field events,

the Mechanical Engineering Depart-

ment, and the interior of Leonard

Hall, Also, they are featuring Inter-

national House, whose West Indian

and Nigerian members displayed

their traditional dances.

Filming has been done in spurts

in order to convey the year-round

impression of the campus. In this

way they have been able to feature

the Chancellor and Queen's Summer

School.

When completed, the film will

serve many purposes. It will be

NICKEL. IN WORUD MARKETS...JOBS FOR CANADIANS
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How Canadian Nickel helped England's Hovercraft get off the ground

Hovercraft went into service last year in England, where they were invented and built. These strange craft

actually ride on a cushion of air and. after take-olf, are completely free of contact with the ground or water.

Making the Hovercraft a reality called for great skill and the use of the finest materials. And, in th.s latter

regard, Canadian nickel helped. Why nickel? Because it is strong, durable, corrosion res.slant. Nickel is used

in the HovercraPfs transmission system and hydraulic and fuel pipes; nickel-con.aining steels are used m the

general structure, and heal-resisting nickel alloys are used extensively in the engines. The growth of nickel

markets at home and abroad helps strengthen Canada's economy and helps provide jobs for Canadians.

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA, U^^^^

shown to High School students con-

templating attending Queen's, as

well as to our campus visitors. Such

a film may be used for fund raising,

and shows the advances in accom-

modations and equipment from year

lo year.

It is not to be entirely new, but

will contain some memorable shots

from the previous film. One scene
which cannot be recaptured, but
only remembered, is that of Ron
Stewart getting a touch-down against

Toronto.

So. beware! If you run into a

roving cameraman on campus this

week, smile!

admission to all Meds frosh. lest

they acquire too soon, in their first

bloom of young adulthood, that

cynicism and detachment for which

the Medical profession is widely

criticized. However, the Formal

Committee, after careful delibera-

tion, has been forced to reject this

request because of a unanimous

feeling that the maturity and en-

lighlencd outlook required of the

Queen's Medical student can best

be acquired through social inter-

course with professors and col-

leagues at the Meds' formal and

similar affairs- For this reason, a

special word of invitation is here-

with directed to the class of Meds
'69. in tlie hope that many of them
will Join with the Aesculapian

upperclassmcn in search of the

meaning of life at "The Beefeaters".

Of course, Quecn'smen from the

other faculties will be welcomed at

"The Beefeaters", but we regret

that we can assume no responsi-

bility for any traumatic personality

or character changes that may
result from association with Meds-
nien at a party.

* * •

The football schedule is now
well underway with Meds '68 and
'66 both leading the league widi a

2-0 record. Meds '65 lost a closely

contested game last week to Meds
'68 by 3-0. On his gluteus, as he

had been most of the game, Murray
Barry of Meds '65 was heard

muttering, "We may have lost a

battle, but we have not lost the

war."

House of Sounds

STUDENTS
GET 20 % OFF ON ALL L.P. RECORDS

House of Sounds
Don't Be Ashamed To Tell You Go To (^uecn':

Hotel La Salle

Dine l\ the Famous Colony RooAt

Specializing in

Delicious Charcoal Broiled Steaks

Direct from Our Dining Rom Grill

Special Arrangements for Banquets & Dances

Bagot & Princess 548-3361

For Dry Cleaning and

Shirt Laundering
SERVICE, QUALITY. CONVENIENCE

Our Store at 314 Barrie Street Near Princess Is Convenient

and Anxious To Serve You
Same Day Service on Request

Id by 10 a.m. Ready by 5 p.m.

Save 20^ by Using Our Services at Leonard Hall

Available to AH Students

Dial 548-4407

FOR PICKUP & DELIVERY SERVICE

Cleland & FlindaU
SHIRT LAUNDERERS

851 Princess Street

DRV CLEANERS
314 Barrie Street

JfORth RitE 9ff 98
ST. tAMBERT, QUEBEC
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The Foreign Student

Deen Talks Malaysia

Johanne Deen carries a map of

South East Asia in his pocket and

pulls it out when ao uninformed

Canadian asks where Malaysia, his

country, is. He circled the southern

top of the Malayan peninsula and

the former British protectorate and

later crown colony, Sarawak, in

North Borneo, in red. Deen him-

self is from Sarawak- When asked

about his Dutch-sounding name,

he declared it was bona-fide Malay-

sian. Although Malaysia is only a

few months old, among Malaysians,

one may detect a spirit of pride

and loyalty for their new state.

The language spoken in Malaysia

is, of course, Malayan, a language

totally unlike Japanese and Chinese

with its own distinct letter-charac-

ters. Deen said that there are steps

being taken to adopt the Arabic

letters to the Malayan alphabet.

Deen is in his second year

Medicine. His tentative plans for

the future include internship in

Canada, but practice in Malaysia.

Deen came to Canada on a

Colombo Plan Scholarship, a selec-

There Is Still Time
Gentlemen (and others) of

Queen's: Right now you are prob-

ably saying to yourself that simply

because there are only two and

one half weeks left, and because

the formal fittings are finished, and

because you haven't got a date, and

because you don't happen to have

fifty or sbtty dollars, that you

simply cannot go to the biggest

social event on Queen's campus.

Well you couldn't be further from

the truth ^

The Science Formal has made

quite a name for itself, some of it

true, some of it false. However, one

rumour about the formal is com-

pletely false. It is NOT expensive.

The tickets are the same price as

those for the lesser formals on

campus.

True, the formal fittings have

already been held at the clubrooms,

but there are two agencies in town

who will be renting tails right up

until the week of the formal.

As for the lack of time and

dales, all I can say is "you're

crazy!" There arc literally scores

of good looking, party-loving girls

walking around this campus who

would give anything (ALMOST)

to go to the Science Formal and

dance to the one and only GLENN
MILLER. Ask someone right

now. If you want a ticket call

546-9757.

tive programme which enables top

students to study at foreign uni-

versities. The small country of

Malaysia boasts two universities.

Preparatory education consists of

six years of primary and seven

years of secondary school. Deen

studied English for eight years be-

fore coming to Canada, and like ail

overseas students, speaks it excel-

lently.

Deen says he likes Canada and

during his first summer here,

managed to travel (o Windsor,

Niagara Falls, Toronto and

Montreal. He has found Canadians,

and Kingstonians especially, "very

conservative." Neither the language

nor the customs presented any

difficulties to Deen.

His only comment on an inter-

national community within a uni-

versity was that he has no problem

meeting Asians at home and while

in Canada he wants to mix with

Canadians.

SIG-N POST I

Fridny, October 18

International Chib: Helpl We need

some girls at our Friday niglit parties.

181 University Avenue, 9:00 p.m.

Saturday, October 19

Tea Dance open to Queen's at McGiU
Sludeiits' Union after tlie game. —
Shcrbrooke St., near University St.

Billy Grahain film, "TOUCH OF
BRASS", at Bethel Church, 314 John-

son St., on Saturday, October 19, at

8:00 p.m. Sponsored by tlic Cliristian

Youtli Centre.

Monday, Oetober 21

Attention — nil P.H.E. students. Get

out your liats, guns and lariats and rope

voursclf a good time at the Wild West
Parl>-, October 21 at 8:00 p.m. in tlio

Gym.

Tuesday, October 22

At 12:45 p.m. the Queen's Student

Branch of the Engineering Institute of

Canada (EIC) presents tlie film "Uni

verse" in Ellis Hall Auditorium. Admis

sion free. All welcome.

Meds Formal. Arthur Hallman, tlie

Beefeaters, October 25.

Building Fund

Meeting for all interested

persons : 7 ; 00 p.m. Monday,

in McLaughlin Room.

GIRLS INTERCOLLEGIATE TENNIS
Thursday afternoon four Levan-

iles drove to Hamilton to represent

Queen's in the annual girls' inter-

collegiate tournament. The four

girls, Liz Carmichael, Chris

"Westerbey, Juta Kuttis, and Sue

Carr-Harris, imder the guidance

of their coach Miss Leggitt, will

be competing with students from

McGill, Toronto, Western, and

MacMasler. Last year, at tliis

same tournament. Queen's came

[by

ARTS '67

Beginning Saturday, Oct.

19, year cards for '67 may

be purchased from:

Tom O'Neill, Morris Hall,

Room 151; or Betle Honey-

well, Chown Hall, Room 115.

Buy your cards now and

avoid future fines.

second to Toronto. Once again

of T. appears to be posing
,

greatest threat, but all are confidct
. ^way :!

Queen's will make a good showini*"°^^
from (

Liz Carmichael, the Tennis Ref ^ "

^^Q^vevei
resentative of the L.A^B.C., fe,

„ ^^.^
that lagging mterest might be cuts

^^^jth tlii

introducing by "mixed doubles
London u

The intramural tournament is
Pitgjjgg^-ve the r

sently underway. Times are posit^^^^^j^ r^-^^^[^

at the gym and girls are urged i^^^^, ^-^^^^^y

get out and play. The tennis seas(,
,pj^g

is quickly coming to a close.

try to take advantage o£ it!

much cheape

ing of the ba
^ coach, with a

Michael Marrello S""""""

cJ-fair ^tl^lUt

B03A Princess Street

Phone 642-3714

Prize Winner in Hair Stylintig^t beside b

I
Air Conditioned Foi- You Comfortopponents tr.

' ^^for the rema

• became the

Queen's Offers Summer School for Executives

ARTS '66

Mary Langley was elected

Vice-President of the '63-64

Executive.

In an effort to establish a vital

link between the university and the

business world. Queen's School of

Business has taken another step

down from the ivory tower in what

will be a searching analysis of

business concepts and management

organization.

Dr. F. D. Barrett. Du-cctor of

the Summer Sessions for Business

Executives, today announced the

plans for the 1964 Queen's Uni-

versity School of Business Execu-

tive Development. A three part

programme from the second week

in May to the end of June, will

feature outstanding Canadian and

American speakers from business

and the university.

The first programme. Perspec-

tive for Management, will be a

classroom session aimed at the

heart of management problems.

Outstanding speakers at the Per-

spective will include H, George De
Young, president of the recently

Consolidated Tmto Mining Com-
pany Limited, and Ernest Dale, of

Ernest Dale Associates of New
York. The session will run from

May 11 to 15.

From May 25 to 29, a course in

Tax Management will be offered,

aimed not at lax specialists but at

financial executives and general

management people who have to

integrate taxation considerations

PATTON'S CLEANERS
and

SHIRT LAUNDERERS

Wally Elmer — Prop.

Dial 548-4292 — 546-6480

349 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO

The Nicest Cleaning in Town

DON'T MISSm
November 1, 1963

SCIENCE FORMAL '64

featuring the

Glenn Miller Orchestra

Westlnghouse

WILL BE ON CAMPUS OCTOBER 21, 22, & 23

TO INTERVIEW 1964 QUEEN'S GRADUATES

A well-defined training program is offered to prepare

candidates for positions of responsibility in:

—

DESIGN ENGINEERING
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
APPARATUS MARKETING
CONSUMER MARKETING

FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION
ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT

These position will afiord opportunity for career develop

ment to graduates with potential.

Professional salary scale and increases based on perform-

ance as well as excellent employee fringe benefit plans.

Contact the Placement Officer for detailed information,

brochures, and interview appointment.

into their decision making.

June 8 to 26, the fifth annual

Executive Summer School, as in

other years, will give senior and

middle management executives a

fresh look at the problems of busi-

ness policy, human relations, and

organizations as well as other prob-

lems in the duties of the modern

executive. Mr. Dale will also be a

speaker at this session.

Welden Rivet
(Engineering 55) says:

Debating Union

Interested in debating? Any-

one interested in upholding

the honour of Queen's in

inter-university debating com-

petition (an honour slightly

tarnished in recent years) is

earnestly invited and urged to

contact John Patton at 292 or

to place his, or her name on a

list to be posted in the Union,

opposite the coffee shop.

I find less stress and strain in my

finances by paying expenses wiih a

Personal Chequing Account at . .

.

Bank of Montreal

a big step on ihe an early banking connection

Yuu'W find these B o) M Branches in Kinsslon
especially coiiveiiieiii:

['rincess & Barric Sis., in tlic "Y" Buildiog:
WILLIAM F. CttON'IN, Manager

Muin OOice, 197 King Si. Easi al llie Market:

Graduates in higher education
The pilots who wear TCA wings are capable, confident

men, many of whom have thousands of hours of flying

experience. But, they still have to write periodic

examinations. And take refresher courses covering

the complex flight procedures of modern aviation.

Even have their flying skills checked four times a year

in flight simulators which cost as much as a million

dollars, yet never get an inch off the ground. TCA
pilots, however, don't mind these examinations.

They know the minute they stop having them, they're

grounded. When you get on the move in the busi-

ness world— or if you're travelling for pure, 'plane

pleasure, go TCA. It's who's "up front" that counts—
and TCA has the finest!

FLY CANADIAN-FLY TCA

TRANS-CANADA AIR LINES (<&) AIR CANADA
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sing \\ ^^.g ^ygii a^vaj-e Qf how most of us spend our time on

those away football weekends (mainly from the stones of our-
showinj^^^^^^^ outside sources on Monday mornings).
'"^ However, how many are familiar with the routine of the

-football team itself?
be curs

-^Itl^ that thought in mind, this columnist made the long trip
3oubles'^^

London with the Golden Gaels this past weekend to quietly
'''

P'^obBerve the road trip ritual. With assurance of my welcome from

Goach Tindall I packed my bag and typewi-iter (surprising how

QUEEN'S JOURNAL

by allan dequetteville

re posic

urged
ickey's an empty typewriter case will hold.)

EDITOR'S NOTE — The fate

of our Sports Page heading rests

with your comments before next

issue, Should we keep it or kick

it. Drop a note.

IS seaso
-phe Gaels travel by bus this year for several reasons. It is

close, iL^m^jj cheaper and takes much less time. Also it facilitates handl-

,g of the bag of equipment that must be carried. The big Colonial

~~:coach, with all hands aboard began to roll around four o'clock Fri-

ll (Jay afternoon. When everyone had settled into place team manager

Jack Chambers began the task of distributing the meal money.

/ much to the good-natured grumbling of most players, as they

opened their envelopes and compared them contemptiously to the

rising cost of living.

After a long supper stop this side of Toronto I snuck into a

Stylingg^^ beside big John Erickson (a manoeuver I picked up watching

Comrortopponents trying to escape the grasp of the powerful Gaels guard)

-for the remainder of the journey. For the next few miles traffic

• became the topic of conversaton as the massive holiday traffic

formed two perfect ribbons of light in the darkness as they ground

by in the opposite direction at a snails pace, John and two of his

Mates on the offensive line, team captain Don Rassmussen and

fe^tre Norm Jameison gathered around coach Al Lenard and went

jg^er some of their assignments for the following day's battle.

The bus thi-eaded it's way through London, past the darkened

campus to the extreme north end of the city to the secluded motel

that file team would occupy for the remainder of the weekend.

The bus ground to a halt and the players trooped into the motel

lobby where they were greeted by a compatriot out of the past,

former Gael star Freddy Endley.

Freddy made the rounds with a big cigar clenched firmly

in his teeth looking: every bit like TV's Doberman minus uniform.

He gi-eeted everyone like a long-lost brother out of the past.

Fi-eddy is working in London and playing for the London Lords.

He submitted a very helpful scouting report to the Gaels coaching

staff after the Lord's exhibition game with Western.

The first scheduled event on game day is ankle-taping, the

players filing into the room occupied by team equipment manager
Tabby Gow and trainer Stu Langdon where they were bound

according to individual needs. The next feature is the team break'

fast and the Gaels ai-e all piled back on the bus for a short trip

to a restaurant on the edge of the city where they devoured theii

(protein, low fat breakfast of steak and baked potatoes minus but

ter. Then, back to the motel for a pregame chalk talk and short

rest. At quarter to one it was back on the bus and off to the

stadium.

The short five minute ride was a quiet one as the players

mulled over thoughts of the next three hours. As the big coach

rolled through the Western campus the tension in the air became

a living thing that erupted in a roar as the bus slowed to a halt

at the rear entrance to the dressing rooms under the grandstand.

Equipment was unloaded, carried in and sorted, then the team

-began the familiar custom of dressing for battle, one they had

been going through every day now for some six weeks, since camp

opened at the first of September.

Once dressed the combatants sat quietlj';, nervously tugging

at sweaters and pants that never looked so straight, then with

another roar it was out on the field for the pregame warmup.

The Story of A Stadium

NOW I

By Mike

Fitton

assistant

sports

editor

A small brass tablet hangs

somewhere in that vast struc-

ture that is at once the home
of forty-two years of Alumni,

(he present undergraduate mas-
ses, the Golden Gaels, and that

unsurpassable spirit that is the

very foundation of Queen's.

The inscription reads:

"Desiring to put on record in

this Stadium, erected by his

brother in his memory, of the

great love and honour in which

they held him, the former com-

rades of Captain George T. Rich-

irdson, in the field of sport and

in the field of war, have set up

this tablet as a memorial of his

love of truth, his chivalrous hon-

our, and the high courage and

devotion which filled his life

and led him to his death, with

the hope that in all who continue

in manly exercise his spii-it may
endure".

Captain George Taylor Rich-

ardson, a native of Kingston, is

still I'emembered in the annals

of sports history at Queen's as

one of her greatest sons. Cap-

tain Richardson was an ideal

athlete, stan-ing for the Tri

I grabbed a seat in the press box and began sorting out the

material I would need to observe the action (I keep a ball-point

pen in my inside jacket pocket). Coach Al Lenard had set up

the telephone communication to the bench and his conversations

to the coaches on the field were interesting to say the least. For

instance, in the fourth quarter Lenard noticed Western's John

Metras come in to play right corner linebacker, a position Al knew

he was unfamiliar with by the way he moved right up behind

the defensive end.

This information was relayed to the bench but it was five

plays before it got into the Gaels huddle. However, when it did

Gal Connor sent Edwards around left end on a counter play that

sucked Metras into the line where he watched as Edwards scooted

into the end zone with the winning touchdo\vn.

Dressing room festivities were somewhat subdued mainly

because of the closeness of the win. Many players met families

and friends after the game and headed off to enjoy the remainder

of the holiday weekend. The remainder headed back to the mottl

to enjoy the luxuries of the perennial victory party thrown by

the team's social benefactor, the club physician. Dr. Kerr. Several

celebrations went on into the night and made for another short

period of slumber. By eleven Sunday morning, those of us who
were heading back to Kingston were on the bus again.

I sat with Frank Tindall for much of the trip back and the

Gael's mentor was already drawing up plans for an assault on
the Redmen from Montreal six day ahead. Frank was worried. He
was reading the London Free Press's report of the Varsity-McGill
game and was startled by the report that Willy Lambert, the
Gael's perennial nemesis, had scored a sixty yard touchdown on
a play through the center of the line. "We don't know of any play
like that," mused Frank as he began to sketch defensive plans

seemed to have one thing in mind. How to stop Lambert. But.that

hke that,- mused Fi-ank as he began to sketch defensive plans
gay Montrdal.

World War I began a few

years after his graduation, and
Captain Richardson went to

France as a company command-
er in the 14th Regiment,

P.W.O.R. of Kingston, leaving

his post as a senior member of

the great Canadian firm of

James Richardson & Sons Ltd.

He was known to all as a good

officer — brave, generous, and

solicitous for the well-being of

his men at all times. In fact,

•"hese characteristics led him to a

hero's death on February 10,

1916 at Messines Ridge in

France. Two of his men were

wounded and trapped by enemy

fire, and he was mortally wound-

ed while attempting to rescue

them. He was awarded the Le-

gion of Honour by the French

Goverament in recognition of

his leadership and courage.

Gaels only lost one game in the

next three seasons, end for two
years held the Blue Ribbon, the

Yates Cup, and the Grey Cup.

There were 12,000 spectators for

that final game in 1921, but the

Gaels lost by one point. Then
there was no turning back, and

Queen's was a top football pow-

er for a decade.

Forty generations of the Gol-

den Gaels have since played on

the venerable turf. Laurels have

been won and lost many times

there, and many faces have come

and gone, through the spirited

cheers and the shattering bot-

tles. The "cinder track" has since

disappeared into the lush green

turf, but the stadium thrived

as the University has thrived,

and the souds of "Oil Thigh"

ring across it in ever increasing

volume.

THEN—1921

GEORGE T. RICHARDSON
our in hockey and football, and

competing in many other fields

of sports. His sportsmanship

was exceptional, and he was al-

ways in the thick of the battle,

yet was never penalized for a

single infraction of riUes. He

was reputed to have "lost

Queen's a championship she

might have had" through his

"sense of honour", a character-

istic which, it is hoped, has been

preserved at Queen's with the

passing of time.

Captain Richardson also had a

sense of humour. It is said that,

to combat the bugs, common in

vartime, nestling between his

clothing and skin, he would turn

his shirt inside out every hour to

walk them to death.

To this great man, therefore,

Mr. James A. Richardson, bis

brother, and later Chancellor of

Queen's, resolved to create a

-.Liitable memorial. Mr. Richard-

nn's generous donation of $50,-

noo caused the erection of the

]M- e s e n t George Richardson

Memorial Stadium, as a home for

the Gaels and the track team,

the Queen's Journal of March 5,

] 920, spread the news

:

"It will be of .steel and con-

crete construction with ample

-iccommodation for players and

spectators, a first class playing

field unexcelled in Canada, a

good cinder track 15 feet wide

with a striaight-away of 100

yards, 20 yards wide, and a

concrete fence of artistic (Ha!

Ha!) construction around flie

whole field". The grandstand

would seat 2,000 and the bleach-

ers 1,700.

The stadium was constructed,

appropriately, by Queen's Engin-

eers (postgraduate, presumably)

and was presented to the Uni-

versity by Mr. James A. Rich-

ardson on October 8, 1921.

Suddenly, Queen's was on the

map in the sports world. The

Various structural improve-

ments have altered the stadium

little through the years. The

original wooden bleachers flank-

ing the grandstand were replac-

ed by concrete in 1950. for in-

stance, and bleachers were ad-

ded at the south end. Excellent

maintenance and many coats of

paint have preserved the stad-

ium so well that it is certainly

not antique. In fact it remains,

in the words of the Queen's

Journal of March 14, 1924. "both

adequate and typical— substan-

tial, sensible, unassuming but

impressive, and always ready to

accommodate one more, it stands

a fitting cenotaph to one who

embodied (he ideal characteris-

tics of a good student, a good

sport and at the end, a good

soldier."

RUGGER
Tomorrow morning, the Queen's

Rugger Gaels tackle the McGill

Redmen at 1 1 o'clock on McGill's

Lnwer Campus, This is a crucial

yanie for the Gaels who now stand

lied widi Toronto atop the league

standings, each team having three

poinis, McGill has always been a

stumbling block for the Gaels,

especially when playing in Mon-
treal. A Queen's victory is vital

is the Gaels wish to remain strong

contenders to win the rugger crown

from the University of Toronto,

league champions for the last few

years. Captain and All-Ontario

full-back, Dave Steele, will, how-

ever, likely be sidelined with an

injury picked up in the opening

minutes of Che all-star game played

in Toronto last Monday.

INTRAMURAL
As of press night only four

games have been played in the

intramural flag football league.

Scores arc as follows:

Sc. '64 7, Sc "66 0; Sc. '65 15,

A. "64 0; M. '68 7, Grads 7; A. '65

13. A. '67 0.

Draw sheets are up now for the

singles horseshoes tournament,

which incidently, started on Thurs-

day, deck the sheets now so you

won't default.

Entry lists have gone up for the

intramural harrier event — a 2><

mile run over the Glen Lawrence

Golf Club. Entries close on Satur-

day, Nov. 2 at noon, and the run

is to be held on Tuesday afternoon,

Nov. 5.

TRACK
Tomorrow, Saturday the nine-

tcendi, the track team meets its

biggest chaJenge — die Intercol-

legiate meet in Toronto. Fourteen

Quecn'smcn will participate wiUi

runners from eight or more schools.

Team members are: Peter Tarns,

Barry Fawcett, Dave Preston, Jim

Johnston, Bill Graves, Joe De La

Franier, John McCans, Ian White,

Grant McKinnon, Steve Sirman.

Dave Madill, Mike Robertson,

Barry WcUar. and John Lindsay.

Strongest chances are given to

Ian While and Grant MacKinnon

who have bene winning consistently

in the build-up meets. The relay

teams, particularly tlie mile learn,

have 10 be considered very highly.

Joe De La Franier must be rated

highly, too.

Outstanding competitors at the

meet will be Bruce Kidd, Frank

B^jincs, Don McCarten and Rafiu

Atkpata. Queen's will give them a

run for their moneyl

EDITOR'S PREDICTION VS. McGILL
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FOCUS

Euringer On Drama

A couple of years ago, one of the NFCUS-SCM education seminars

plunged headlong into the problem of teaching versus research. You know

the standard questions . . . should professors concentrate on research or

teaching? ... is a good researcher necessarily a good instructor? . .
.

what sort of ground rules should the administration lay down?

This particular seminar decreed, in its wisdom, that it is the prime

function of a university faculty to provide instruction, that the quality

of a man's teaching is not closely connected to his research, and that if a

professor has difficulty in both teaching and researching properly, he

should abandon the latter.

Which, in view of some of the

instructors many of us have appar-

ently faced <and here I may humbly

beseech the history and economics

departments to recognize that I am

speaking in a distinctly impersonal

sense) seemed to be a reasonable

Btist of position.

Except that it evaded the problem

completely.

It seems reasonably dear to me

that the two are pretty closely linked.

Research must continue if the fron-

tiers of knowledge are to be advanced

(and we can probably concede that

advancing the frontiers of knowledge

Is a "Good Tiling"). And, more im-

portant for students, teaching loses

in vitality and integrity if the teacher

himself is not personally working at

the fringe of knowledge in his field.

So the problem is not which is

most important, but how both can be

carried out simultaneously and with

some degree of excellence.

One solution would be a thirty hour

day.

The only other solution I can see

is an administrative reform, one

which has fortunately akeady been

pioneered for us by Smith College in

Massachusetts.

It's quite simple. At Smith College,

professors lecture on Monday, Tues-

day, and Wednesday, or on Thursday,

Friday, and Saturday. A normal

teaching load of nine hours is com-

pressed into three successive days

instead of being spread out over six.

And the system works. If a pro-

fessor feels he must spend a full week

preparing his lectures and marking

papers, why then he can, and nothing

is lost. But if he wants, he can have

a full, uninterrupted half-week, every

week, to devote to whatever his heart

desires. And that, presumably, is

usually research.

The idea is a practical application

Of Parkinson's Law. If a man i3 given

a full week to devlote to teaching.

then he finds that his week is pretty

welt filled up with teaching. If he is

given only halt a week in which to

teach his courses, lo and behold, he

finds that the other half of the week

is freel

The system can of course be abused.

The professor from Smith who told

me about it did concede that he spends

Monday, Tu^day and Wednesday

teaching and Thursday, Friday and

Saturday fishing.

Vivat Professoresl

—jofin isbiflfer

"I can't really define my role at

Queen's as yet. It could be called a

sort of reconnaissance mission for

this first year at least," said Profes-

sor F. A. Euringer, new Director of

Drama at Queen's.

Mr. Euringer explained that the

function of drama in campus life

differed greatly in various universi-

ties. "In a university like Toronto,

production started as a community

theatre, filling the need for serious

drama in the city itself. As new

theatres came to Toronto, the univer-

sity group reverted to its campus

function." As a newcomer to Queien's,

Mr. Euringer felt that he must first

assess the nature of the university

itself and its relation to the com-

munity before deciding on the func-

tion of drama at Queen's.

Mr. Euringer is incorporating these

ideas in his course in Drama 1 this

year. The course will involve the

history of the theatre as an art form

from the Greeks to modern times.

Representative plays from the various

periods will be read, but study of

these plays as literature will he left

to the English Department. He feels

Once Upon A Time
A bitterly sad phenomenon is

taking place before our unseeing eyes.

The idyllic and warm world of child-

hood is disappearing.

Today, children are growing into a

hardened, faceless society where

childhoiod is not acceptable. Hiese

youngsters are encouraged to shrug

off the light-heartedness and effer-

vescence of their early years as soon

as possible. Thus, our younger gener-

ations are fast becoming crowds of

little old men and women. We may

shudder incredulouMy at such a

ghastly image, but we cannot ignore

this grim transformation. Little, girls

of ten years, who should be skipping

or playing hopscotch, desperately don

lipstick, mascara, and nylons. Going

steady is now a social necessity in

many pre-teen groups.

How long can this downward pres-

sure on childhood years continue?

Can we visualize with horror, glumly

serious six year old faces of the near

future? This, indeed, would be Hell,

for without childhood memories —
of sun in the long grass, of snow

castles and tree forts — adult life

can be nothing but an extended and

horrible monotony.

Why this Lilliputian metamor-

phosis? It has largely come about

because we, as socially integrated

young adults, have indiscriminately

rejected all childhood qualities —
good and bad. Composure and savoir-

faire are of the essence in our quasi-

adult world. By foolishly hardening

and growing old before our time,

however, we shorten our lives and

perniciously influence those of our

younger brothers, sisters, nieces or

nephews.

It is true that we must "put away

childish things," but we must also

realize that there are many youthful

attributes that we could do well to

cling to.

Pieta c4nd cAnnunciation

Tom Marshall

Sereiie in her eter-nal youth of stojie

She hoick her now diminished son in eyes

Pitiless and tender. Not surprise

Of ngh or sorrow echo in tliat stone

But an uncommon calm. She had mode

Rim and destroyed him. In her drean^ng hands

He remains. In the birthdarjc bands

Of Eternity reclines the orpliic slmde.

Eternity recedes. And a calm-hrowed girl

Gazes on the angel once again.

A human glory and a hmian pain:

The haloed golds, wings of dazzling pearl

Illuminate these morning archways much

As heaven earth with God's first fingertouch.

EDITOR'S NOTE: This poem has been reprinted from Quarry 12

without the author's permission.

The most important of t^iese

characteristics is the insatiable in-

terest which embraces all things. A
child is never bored for long — no

psychiatrist's couch to analyze his

traumas or troubles. Many adults, on

the other hand, become blas6, and

effectively dampen this sparkling

"omni-awareness." Their lives degen-

erate into drudgery, flowing from one

day into the next — "to the last

syllable of recorded time." They

truly "signify nothing".

A crust of general disinterest hard-

ens over their niinds, and simple

stimuli no longer affect them. Greater

and greater blasts are required to

"break through" to them. Multi-

million dollar, technicolor thrill

machines now hammer and crash

against these granite shells. Around

and around, up and up, they whirl,

in a screaming, spiralling vortex of

pornography, yellow journalism, sex,

sex, S*E*X*. A society of mental

opium smokers is slowly developing.

Can this crescendo rise forever? What

is to happen when the opium loses

its effect ? WiU they tumble back into

their hovels of prosaity to grub and

scramble in materialism and super-

ficiality? They will have nowhere to

head but deeper and deeper into soul-

destroying boredom.

Happiness, too, is a quality that we

should share with children — not the

continual, "pig - satisfied" com-

placency, but an exhilerating roller-

coaster type of emotion. A child

smiles through his tears moments

after they begin to flow. He 0 Tea not

often bear a grudge — he is too busy

for his elders' silent, fish-like ani-

mosity.

And what of children's colour

blindness when they choose their

playmates? The adult world is in

desperate need of this "ailment".

It should not be difficult for us to

understand D. H. Lawrence when he

writes:

... my manhood is cast

Down in the flood of remembrance,

I weep like a child for the past.

Let us rediscover then, the child-

like, yet not childish qualities for

which he was searching and for which

the world has long been waiting.

J. M. Mackenzie

that this is a "safe" course for a

newcomer, particularly at a univer-

sity such as Queen's where few people

are familiar with modem plays.

A vigorous young man with strong

opinions, Mr. Euringer is keenly inter-

ested in modem drama and his first

production at Queen's will be a con-

temporary play, by a major artist on

a theme which Mr. Euringer himself

feels to be important in the world of

today. This is not to imply that he

will ignore the classics. Many con-

sider him one of the best Shakes-

pearian directors in Canada. This

year he assisted Michael Langham at

the Stratford Festival in directing

Tr<dlus and Cressida and acted him-

self in evei*y play presented. His pro-

ductions here will reflect the rich

traditions and experience of his work

at Stratford and with the Canadian

Players.

reflection

he said
"fheQl,

"The theatre is both

and a creator of tiiought;

discussing the role of drama

modem society. "Too many import- "While

ant thinkers are working in this

the

lOt have to i

hey must ne
medium to ignore it." He pointed to

^.^^j. ^.-^

Friesch as an example of a play- ire not the tl

Wright who reflects the Conscience of

modem Europe. "The theatre of the

idian-AmericE

iam Horden

This tliey sh(

absurd has made a great impact on )eer with the

our thought but I feel that it is a ""''"S
miversity. Tl

dramatic blind alley. Playwrights can
^ impossibl

go no further in this direction without rent and a C

producing an anemic imitation of 'poken proft

< • ^ 1
rheological :

earlier plays. Waiting for Godot is
iVg^tem Uni\

one of the best of the works of the inois, was at

"iabsurd" school and t is an early Lectun

rheological ,

Mr. Em-mger
^^^^

PEP
Friday

8;

Ou

play in this genro:

feels that the real future of modern lorary Theo'

drama lies in the direction of plays

such as Brecht's Mother Courage

because "this vein of thought is

fertile ground." Playwrights like

Brecht and Albee have 'la fantastic

influence on mojdem thought." — —
In an effort to arouse the interest ^^J^^

and participation of students at

Queen's, Prof. Euringer has schedul- CUSO, C

ed a play with a large cast. Due to ^"^["^ Ove
volunteers in

the length of time it will take to
^.^^^

rehearse completely this Fall's pro-
j^gj^j Ottav

duction, the date of presentation ig^ Executiv

might be changed to the last week in McWhinney

November or the first week in Dec- "f these stu<

ember. Eventually he hopes to r^-

^sja'"Africr
arrange the schedule so that three

^^.^ "^^^

major productions may be put on ^j^^ deleg;

during the academic year instead campuses nil

two as at presnt. pxnres.'^ed th

150 voluntee

Euringer brings th^ next summei
fund raiser,

cautioned tl

His challenging approach and con-

tagious faith in the ability of people support we

to work with him to achieve som^'
peace corps

thing new and valuable in the theatre ^^^^^ ^j^^ ^^^^

make the far-off goal of a Queen's moieets dep

theatre a closer reality. One represeO' ^'^
^

tative of the Drama Guild describe^ designate of

him es "a vital young man, Wlio sd^ _

hard pace, but a great actor-

^^^^

Hi]

winds of change to drama at Queen's-

a nara pace,

director and a brilliant man."

Eleanoe Neelands
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fheologs Thiid Sex
'Vhile theology students do

lot have to do research in sin,

ihey must nevertheless show to

he rest of the campus that they

ire not the third sex," said Can-

idian-American theologian Wil-

iam Hordem here last week.

This they sliould do by drinking

)eer with the other students and

nixing in the general life of the

miversity. They must show that

t is impossible to be both intelli-

fent and a Christian." The out-

ipoken professor from Garrett

rheological Seminary at North

Western University, Evanston, II-

inois, was at Queen's as Chancel-

oil's Lecturer at the annual

rheological Alumni Conference.

In his four lectures on 'Contem-

porary Theological Trends", he

PEP RALLY
Friday, October 25

8:00 p.m.

Outer Field

criticized those Christians who

"pray in church on Sunday and

prey on their neighbours for the

rest of the week,"

A native of Saskatchewan,

where he received degrees in

Arts and Theology, Dr, Hordem

has lived in the United States

since 1945. He said that he had

left Canada because of the lack of

opportunities in Canada. Asked

about the flight of Canadian

scholars across the border, he

said that "strangely enough, tlie

rea.son for this is not money," He
explained that the first offer to

teach in Canada reached him

after he had been teaching in

the States for a whole year. 'The

flight of scholars can only be

stopped when there are more op-

portunities available in Canada.'

Hordem, who maintains close

contacts with his nati\'e country,

felt that financially the Canadian

professor is better off. "He may

(See "Theologs" pg 3)

There is a new building on

campus. The newcomer is the

Department of Extension Building

on Union St. (behind the con-

tractor's sign); the two wings will

liouse the Public Health program

of the Faculty of Medicine and

the Grounds and Maintenance

Department. The tenants hope to

move into their new home this

week and next.

Officially listed as a "tempor

ary" structure, the building was

constructed in only four months

for a cost of $100,000. to meet a

sudden and pressing demand,

largely occasioned by the 25 per

cent annual increase in enrol-

ment in the Extension Depart-

ment. It is expected tliat there

will be a 60 to 65 per cent salvage

value when it is taken down for

rc-erection elsewhere, if the pre-

sent site is required for another

project in the next ten years or

so.

Tlie stmcture is a Butler build-

ing with pre-stressed metal side

panels, complete with windows,

shipped to the site and assembled.

Moveable interior partitions lend

flexibility to the floor plan. A
firont wall in stone offers an ele-

ment of harmony with nearby

permanent buildings.

The Department of Extension

now occupies half the top floor

of the Administration Building

iUSO Needs Government Support
CUSO, Canadian University

Service Overseas, now has 128

volunteers in tlie field.

At the second annual meeting,

held in Ottawa on October 17 and

18, Executive Secretary William

McWhinney said that ninety-sLx

of these students had been sent

to underdeveloped countries iyi

Asia, Africa, and the West Indies

this past summer.
The delegates, assembled from

campuses all across the country,

expressed the hope that another

150 volunteers could be sent out

next Slimmer, However the chief
fund raiser, Dr. G. C. Andrew,
cautioned that this figure could
not be met unless government
support were forthcoming. He
noted that, among the thirteen
"peace corps'" in the world today
only the Canadian and Australian
nroierts depended completely on
private contributions.

IDr.
J. F. Leddy, President-

designate of the new University

of Windsor, was re-elected chair-

man of CUSO. Mr. J. M. Macdon-

nell, former Conservative Member

of Parliament for Toronto Green-

wood, was elected Honorary

President.

Mr, David Forlier, last year's

CUSO chaimian at Queen's, told

the louriwl that three Queen's

graduates are now serving in

teaciiing positions with CUSO,

John Buchanan and Wendy Sal-

mond are in Ghana and Suki

Falkner is in northern India, Mr.

Fortier said that reports from

these participants will be given

to the Journal when they are re-

ceived by the local committee.

Various similar organizations,

including the Canadian commit-

tee of Operation Crossroads -

Africa, were granted membership

in CUSO. Mr. Donald Simpson,

chairman of Crossroads, welcom-

ed the move as an indication that

there was no competition between

the two groups.

Concern was expressed by some

of the French speaking delegates

that few positions were available

for volunteers in French language

countries. Mr. McWhmney point-

ed out tliat Canada has fe^v

diplomatic contacts with tlie

countries of French - speaking

Africa, hut promised that the

present placement policy of

CUSO would be reviewed.

In addition to Mr. Fortier, the

Queen's delegation included Judy

Nichols and John Isbister. Miss

Nichols asked the Journal to an-

nounce that all students interest-

ed in serving vrith CUSO should

contact her at 546-4051.

She said that CUSO would

consider applications from stu-

dents interested in serving for

one or two years after graduation.

Most of the positions would be in

the field of teaching, but students

with other interests might be ac-

comodated.

The newly created Faculty of

Graduate Studies will take over

needed space in the vacated area,

and the Faculties of Arts and

Science, and Medicine, and the

staff of the new Vice-Principal

will all find elbow room as well

The Grounds and Maintenance

Department will be moving from

cramped quarters in the top of the

Drafting Building into their new
wing.

The Public Health wing will

provide area for family care as-

pects of a new medical care pro-

gram which has been inadequate-

ly quartered in a university-

owned house on Barrie Street.

The interviewing of the faculty

as a unit is one of the ideas in

the new program, whicli was

started by Dr. John Read, Head
of the Department of Publ

Health and Preventive Medicine.

The Extension Department,

established back in 1889, has

grown considerably since the time

Queen's become the first univer-

sity on the continent to offer de

grees extramurally. This winter

there are 2,400 extramural stu-

dents in many parts of the world

many of them teachers worldng

for a degree. The Extension De-

partment handles correspondence

courses, summer school, tutorial

the United Nations seminar for

high school students, and educa-

tion conventions, which dre\v

3,000 delegates this summer

An illegible phrase, scrawled by this \vriter in a moment of

impulse probably describes Queen's Golden Gaels 26-19 triumph

over the McGill Redmen last Saturday better than any other. The
note, scratched beside a 14 yard gain reads simply, "looks like last

year's Young", and refers to Gaels' fullback Jim Young, Jim was a

rrx)kie sensation last year and an all star at season's end, but pulled

side muscles sustained in a pre-season scrimmage had kept him out

of the league opener against Varsity and greatly reduced his effect-

iveness against Western last week.

However, against the Redmen

Meds Frosh

Bloodiest Vcar

On Campus

For tlie first time in its Iiistor)'

tlie Corpuscle Gup has been won

by a year other tlian a Theology

year. At the Queen's Blood Drive

last week, Meds *69 took the

Trophy with a percentage of 98.5

blood donors. Meds '68 was in

second place with 76.89^. The

best a Theology year could

muster was a modest 46.7%.

The Trophy awarded to the

Faculty ha\'ing tlie highest per-

centage of donors was taken by

Medicine wth 48.3%. Statistics

for the otlier Faculties were as

follows: Theology 40.3%; Ap

plied Science 23.2%, and Arts

and Science 21.8%.

The total donation from

Queen's was 858 pints, some t\vo-

hundred pints over last year's

total.

he was back in familiar form,

piling up 171 yards in 17 carries

and adding 34 yards on two passes

to round out an outstanding offen-

sive performance. Only a couple

of defensive lapses and a little

guy named Lambert kept the

Gaels from making a runaway of

the game. Young was the main

cog in an offensive effort that

netted 400 yards, 299 on the

ground.

Queen's showed early that they

were up for the game ( they

haven't won in Montreal since

1960) by scoring a single point

on the game's opening Idckoff. A
McGill offside on the first attempt

gave Queen's a second try and

Young's kickoff came down near

the goal post, where both Mon-

treal deep men hesitated, the

ball bounding into the end zone

where Graeme Strathdee was

rouged for the point.

About five minutes later a

mix-up in the Redmen backfield

resulted in a fumble that Tom
Beynon recovered for the Gaels

on tlie McGill 34. On the next

play Bayne Norrie sprinted
around the right side and into

the clear on a counter play for

the six points. Bill Edward's

convert attempt was no good

and the Gaels were 7-0 leaders.

McGill went to work however,

and showed the crowd tliat the

loss of quarterback Tom Skypeck

hasn't reduced their effectiveness

as an explosive team. Sensational

halfback Willie Lambert scooted

for 23 yards to put the ball just

in Gaels' territory then Skypeck's

successor Glen St. John rifled a

pass that end Lany Culleo took

about the fifteen and about ten

vards from the nearest Gael, but

was tackled just short of the goal

line at the two, Lambert plunged

for one yard and then scampered

around the right end info tlie end

zone after taking a pitchout from

St. John. Lambert's convert at-

tempt ^vas wide.

Then Jim Young put on a show.

With the ball just inside the mid-

(See deQuelleville p. 5)

and Kilties
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EDITORIALS

Fight our Silent Foes
There are may silent enemies around us. And some of them are not

so silent. We are besieged by advertisers, propagandists and salesmen on

all sides who distort the truth simply for the sake of selling.

No one would deny that advertising has an important part to play

in our Economy and it is obvious that any useful or amusing products

should he publicized.

Yet our power to withstand lies is limited. If we are presented wth

lots of lies most of the time, it won't be long before the business becomes

a habit. We need the equipment to fight against those enemies of truth

iind honesty in the business community who make us prematurely cynical

by their wholesale slaughter of truth.

The Journal would therefore earnestly suggest to the University that

a course in 'Truth' be instituted. We further suggest that such a course

should be compulsory for all students in all faculties.

The course would be designed to assist students to analyse the content

of the national advertising media. Perhaps it might include the not wholly

novel idea of a seminar in front of the TV (all sleeping Sams to be locked

in the Union for the night). A careful and comparative study would enable

us to beware of some of those dubious techniques whereby we are sucked

into buying some totally useless item of clothing just because our sense of

superiority is offended by a clever advertisement.

The course would also analyse the main news media on a comparative

basis. It is so easy for example to believe that what Time magazine says

about the Cuban situation is the whole truth. Yet this could well bear

some close investigation,

A course in 'Truth' is not sufficient to solve the problem. We recom-

mend that a very worthwhile career for some courageous Queen'sman lies

in the field of consumer research. Consumer research analyses the quality

of products, and their price. At present to the best of our knowledge

tl^ere are two American and one Canadian pamphlets in the field. One was

first produced by the Canadian Union of Consumers this spring. We would

recommend this publication to all our readers. We would seriously suggest

that for any modem crusaders a career with such a venture could be most

rewarding.

We may idly assume that we can maintain our integrity intact by

being taken in on a quite massive scale by the large advertisers and News

printers. Such an assumption is totally false. By assuming that such

advertising is harmless we loose that honest freedom which it is our proud

boast will withstand the tides of Communist Materialism.

Find Time for "Truth
9?

The heart of our educational problem may not be whether we receive

a general or a specialist education.

But one more general course should be fitted into the honours curricu-

lum. That one extra course might be 'soliology'; it might be 'truth'.

At present the minimum in a major honours course is ten subjects.

We feel the minimum should be now cut to nine.

At first the extra compulsory course might well be sociology. Once

the neccessary planning has been done, and enough time is allowed for

the idea to mature the extra course could be 'truth'.

After all an honours degree leads as often as not to post-graduate

work in another subject. And the increasing significance of post-graduate

work is making heavy specialist work in undergraduate years less vital.

lake Your Morning Excercise

It has been suggested to us that Queen'smen are quiescent lumps. It

has also been suggested to us that the only people on Campus who are

physically fit are the inter-collegiate teams, the inter-mural footballers

and the department of Physical Education. It has been suggested to us

further the members of Levana are sadly out of shape.

We haven't ourselves analysed the question. We'd like to, but we

haven't.

We recommend as a healthy remedy: early morning runs by the lake

(especially for members of Levana). We suggest that every Queen's men
should participate in some form of circuit training. We staunchly believe

that ten lengths of the pool, butterfly stroke, every two days, would go

a long way to stopping these nasty rumors we've been hearring.

I wish my 3,500 Buddies and I could be fit

like a 'golden goel'. ^ 6

Brod, Chisoltn writes St. Mike's

Queen's University at Kingston.

Well Wityk:

Hell fella, why didn't you tell me I wag mickey-

mouse? Like it was bad news. At first. And now I'm

swingin' man. There are still a lot of things I don't

dig, but I figure I'm learning fast. I'll be getting my
yellow Queen's jacket next week.

Some guys in the Coffee Shop were telling me
about these cool sacred cows. I haven't seen any yet,

but I guess there are more here than at O.A.C. Some
damned funny names they've got. Like Establish-

ment. Can you imagine a cow called Establishment.

Some of the others ai"e Obligation, Law and Order,

Queen's Reputation, Equality, and Pope Paul. Funny
names, I think. You can't even smell these cows. But
Queen'smen don't lie so I believe them. A few years

ago three of the Queens sacred cows were sent to

St. Mike's. Booze, Religion and Sex are their names.
If you run into them let me know,

I guess I'm going to flunk this year, Wityk.
There are guys in all my classes who are real smart.

They ask questions and raise objections that even the

Profs don't understand. And vocabulary! Why I

can't even spell these words and I never heard them
used in such an unusual way before.

There's a girl here who's a Christian. You St.

Mike's guys said there weren't any at Queen's. She's

the only one I've met, though.

I tried to get interested in political clubs. But
Wityk, no matter how hai-d I try it still seems dull to

me. They talk about the same old stuff that the

guys on television do. The NDP are the least dull,

but they want to take eveiybody's freedom away.

Let's hope SIN is more interesting.

Well I gotta catch the tram to McGill. See you.

Oh yeah, I learned to play pool, I wonder
why . . .

Your pal,

—Broderick Chisholm.

You Said it , .

.

A Practical Suggestion: Sleep Saturdays Cracker Snatchers

Editor, Journal

:

During my first week

at Queen's, it soon became

evident that neither the

teachers nor the students

relished the idea of hav-

ing Saturday morning
classes. In two instances

the teachers toyed with

the idea of getting them
changed to some other

time, but soon gave this

up as impossible.

Now, after reading John

Isbister's article in the

last issue, a solution ap-

pears obvious. To carry

his idea a bit farther, why
not have one-hour classes

three days a week and one-

and-a-half hour classes the

other two days. The time

table would look some-

thing like this:

Mon. - Wed, - Fri.

8:00- 9:00

9:00-10:00

10:00-11:00

11:00-12:00

1:30- 2:30

2:30- 3:30

3:30- 4:30

Tue. - Thu.

8:00- 9:30

9:30-11:00

11 :00-12:30

1:30- 3:00

3:00- 4:30

Under the above sched-

ule, there would be almost

as many periods provided

as at present. It might be

necessary to schedule

more classes at 8:00 than
there are at present, but

I have no doubt that both

students' and department
heads' ingenuity would

keep this to a tolerable

minimum.

The possibility of hav-

ing to get up an hour ear-

lier two or three morn-
ings a week should be far

outweighed by the cer-

tainty of not having to get

up on Saturday at all I—John E. Mahoneif.

Editor, Journal:

Thank you for the Jour-

nal's sympathetic write-

up on the Cracker situa-

tion. It is high time that

something is done to save

our residential traditions,

remedy the exploitation of

poor students by the cat-

erers. Are you aware of

the fact, sir, that a slice

of bread costs five cents

on Sunday morning?

But now to the purpose

of this letter. We were

quite shocked, my buddy

and I, to see our ability at

i;natching crackers had
been greatly under-esti-

mated by whoever wrote

the article. Our stock
amounts to 973 crackers

and with the newly instal-

led restriction^ I am afraid

that we might never reach

the one thousand mark.

Anyway, we'll manage

to survive during those

long winter's Sundays.

Two room - viates in

question.

Recently coroners' jur-

ies have been much in the

news. As you probably

know, such a jury sits be-

fore inquiries into the cir-

cumstances which sur-

round fatal accidents-

They attempt to assign

or deny responsibility for

such fatalities and make
recommendations design-

ed to prevent similar ac-

cidents in the future. Of-

ten their recommendations

are downright laughable.

Any day now I expect to

hear of a recommendation

to outlaw the automobile,

or industry, or people —
some measure intended to

root out the sources of ac-

cident pssibilities. Their

intentions are honorable.

Oh yeah! But, watch out!

Yesterday just such a jury

recommended that traffic

officers be granted the

power to suspend driving

licenses for certain in-

fringements of law. To
traffic officers! Never in

any dream could I imagine

so ludicrous a suggestion.

I am not worried that any-

one will take this kind of

suggestion seriously ; at

least, not today, in 1963.

However, I am frightened

by the fact that apparent-

ly sane citizens could make
in good faith such a propo"

sal. I am trembling from

fear of where this kind of

thinking will ;i(ltimately

lead us.

Peter, where are you?

We need your finger

again.

1984

The time has come to

draw the line. The tow-

ering visiofn of George Or-

well is hanging over us,

requiring but a few more
legislative nibbles, furth-

er delegation of judical

and legislative authority

to the executive organ of

government, requiring, in

effect, only a modicum of

further encroachment on
personal liberty, and that

vision shall come crashing

AfKwn and envelop our so-

ciety. 1984 is just around
the corner

In order to have jour-

neyed out of the jungle

of swamps and trees into

the civilized jungle of

wires and concrete we
'had to compromise the

principle of individual lib-

erty. We have traded this

liberty to the state for

secm-ity and equality. How
far are we willing to go?

We have passed the point

of diminishing returns.

Think about it. The air is

already heavy with the op-

pressive weight of govern-

mental control. Do we
really any longer possess

the basic freedoms of ac-

tion ? Not so

!

The time has come, gen-

tlemen, to hurl our collec-

tive weight against the

mighty machine of gov-

ernmental control, I do not

N TUESDAY
suggest anything ^

ious not anarchy

though it is so muc,

be preferred to a ty,

of the majority. I m;
suggest that we havt

lowed a course far euo

Hold the line. Surely,
{

there has been more
t

enough legislation air.

to equip the working

gans of government,

have enough protet-

Enough equality in ai

many forms. Mur^
rape, theft, diacrin

tion, monopoly and
c

bine, desertion, neglig,

bootlegging, noise,

false advertising are ai

legal. The governti

machinery is vaguely .

ficient to cope with a CLUES AC

[5-

DRAW THE LINE 1

The individual no Iq^

can do as he wishes « g
his own property: he ir.

g
built a prescribed kini

dwelling a cei-tain dista

from the sidewalk tlini

is compelled to pay i

the government can
,

propriate his property

just about any trumi

up reason. The individ

can no longer do as

wishes with other per;

and no doubt this is j;

The individual can no!

ger do as he wishes v.

his own person: a v]

ago we had the milit

draft and today it is ai

ally illegal to take o;

own life. Alright. Lei

accept all this. Good i

bad, because it is law. I

no more. Let's draw

damned line.

TO THE SOCIALIS CLUES DC
A final work to soc

ists, you who think yp

selves the way and

light of modern n

While government is e

ing too slowly for y

satisfaction, it's hurti

at too terrifying a ap-

for some. If you ever s-

political power, and I!

will surely be the dea

blow to the human anin

remember this. E v e

piece of new legislflt

that you pass, every ^

power that you give to;

executive organ of govt

ment is another nail

the coffin of indm^

liberty.

—Jim Garrarc
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Military academy (TWO
WORDS)
Lubricant container

All those natives, perhaps

Just a sample ot opera

Walk back with the pets

(REVERSED WORD)
It makes Williams a dramatist

16. Possibly lose fruit

(ANAGRAM)
She makes a change from Jane

(ANAGRAM)
Something to wear by the sea

(DOUBLE CLUE)

20. They can be blended for

drinking purposes

22, Colorful country (DOUBLE
CLUE)

26. Toothy tool

27. May grow up in the forest

28. On watch later, perhaps

(ANAGRAM)
30. Make a selection

3L It's solid, Jacksont

(DOUBLE CLUE)

19.

CIALIS CLUES DOWN
k to soc

think yo

ly and

dern n

lent is n

Y for yi

t's hurtl

ng a 3i>

m ever p

and t!

the dea'

nan anin:

s. Eve
legislat

,
every k

;
give to 1

1 of govf

Lher nail

' indi\'i'i

Garrapi

Crop partly to eat (SPLIT

WORD)
Possibly stain cloth

(ANAGRAM)

3. It's apt to be a gentle blow

(DOUBLE CLUE)
4. Grandee from Grenoble

(HIDDEN WORD)
5. The result of equality

6. Hurry to sink the ship

(DOUBLE CLUE)
7. Photographed something

broken (DOUBLE GLUE)
10. Got up
12. Color used in the Ere depart-

ment (HIDDEN WORD)
13. Mountains also points of

the compass (SPLIT WORD)
16. Upset or spUt, maybe

(ANAGRAM)
17. Show magnetism

18. Poker term

19. Audible encouragement

21. Interested in a honeymoon,

but is sUll single (HIDDEN
WORD)

23. Incase anew
24. Scene of conflict

25. Lived to become a demon

(REVERSED WORD)
28. Dunce of the class (HIDDEN

WORD)
29. Descriptive of a nail

LAST WEEK'S ANSWERS

Mosquito Cancer Carrier?

"This may be tlie first known (herapy, and that further research

cancer tumor caused by a virus", is now being carried on by special-

stated Dr. Denis P. Burkitt, a ists from the United Kingdom, the

doctor from Uganda, at Ellis Hall Netherlands, and Uic United States

last Wednesday. He spoke of the "^'^ ^^'d.

malignant lymphoma which causes

tumors of the eye, jaw, thyroid, and

abdomen in children up to the age

of fifteen, in certain parts of

Africa.

Dr. Burkitt accompanied his lec-

ture with slides which he took in

1961 during a 10,000 mile cancer

safari through eight countries in

east-central and southern Africa.

His object was to try to determine

the causes and distribution of

(he cancer. He concluded that "it

may be carried by the mosquito"

and its spread is influenced by the

climatic factors of altitude, temper-

ature, and humidity. The tumor is

found only where the temperature

is above 60 and where the annual

rainfall is less than 40 inches. It

occurs most commonly in river

valleys and by the coast.

The surgeon stated that the virus

is extremely susceptible to chemo-

Graham To Succeed Forsey
'The Theory of Public Expendi- Clark Fellow at Queen's Univcr-

ture in a Federal Country" will be sily.

ihe topic of study for a well-known Dr. John F. Graham Head ofmaritime economist during his the Department of
tenure as the 1963-64 Skclton-

5IG-NP0ST I

Thursday, October 24
At I2;30 S.C.Nf. Bible Study on

"Acts" led hy Archdeacon Hunt of St.

Jamcf' Clmrcli. Room 210 in llic Ncav
Arts Bidg. Luncli provided.

An illustrated lecture will be

given by Dr. Lee Johnson on

"Delacroix, Poet and Realist",

in Ellis Hall, on Thursday,

Oct. 24 at 8:30p.m.

Tuesday, October 22
VE3V.\, Queen's Amateur B.idio Club,

meet at 7:30 in the Sdcnoe Club-
nioms. Tliere will be nn uucWon oF

electioiiic ei|uipment and parte. Anyone
witli an interest in amateur radio or

electronics is invited to attend. Qiiecn'-i Christian Fellowship invites

= o yol) to come to "CiossKKids" in St.
At 12:30 the S.C.M. Study Group on James' Churth Hall at 7:15 pjn. Rev.

">»'on-\'ioience" will meet at Inter- Bill Lamb will speak,
national House under the leadership ol o • o

Dannv Drache. T''*^' Roya! Astronomical Society of

• » Canada w-il! be holding its firit mcct-
At 7:00 p.m. S.C.M. Stiidv of in;; of the year in tlie" Ellis Hall Ob-

"Plonest to God". Commiltce Hm. No. 3 ser\-ator>' at 8.00 p.m. Thi.s will be an
in tlic Union. PleasJC note change of organizaHonal meeting, an da toiu-
hme,

Wednesday, October 23
At 12:30 Bible Study of 'Ezekiel"

led by Rev. C. H. Parker. Seminar Bni.

on second floor of tlic Old Arts Bldg.

Sponsored by S.C.M.sea
At 4:30 pjii. Bible study "Roman.s"

led by Anie Jcnssen, tlie S.C.M, Secre-

l:ary. Room 210, New Arts.

At 7:00 p.m. Corporate Prayers.

Morgan Mcmoriai Chapel. Old Arts.

The Queen's N.D.P. will be holdinc

a meeting in Room 11 in Dimning Hull

at 8 p.m. All are invited.

Friday, October 25
Meds Fomiul. Arthur H.illman, Tlie

Beefeaters. ^ CX

the obse^^'ator^' be conducted.
er\'one is welcome.

Sunday, October 27
ilntematirmal Hnu.-*! Club's Film

Nitrlit. The film.'; are "Pancnirtoni;" al)on»

life in tlie Arctic, and "Fonr Families"
iilmut hfe in India, France, Tapa. and
Canndft. The first film starts at 8.15
p.ni. Refreshments and good talk after
All invited.

A simultaneous chess chibiHon will
he given by Frank Anderson, chess mas-
ter at 2,00 pjn. in the McLaughlin Rm
>f the Um'on. Everyone is invited.

Economics and
Sociology at Dalhousie University,
has been named Skelton-CIark
Fellow for 1963-64 and will spend
" year at Queen's University. Last
year's Fellow was Dr. Eugene
Forsey, a research director of the
Canadian Labour Congress.

Dr. Graham is the author of a
recent book, "Fiscal Adjustment
and Economic Development- A
Case Siudy of Nova Scotia." For
the past two years, he has been a
consultant to the New Brunswick
Royal Commission on Finance and
Municipal Taxation. Since I960
he has been general editor of the
Atlantic Provinces Studies project,
established by the Social Science
Research Council of Canada

end

25 (2:30

GUIDES NEEDED
For Homecoming Week-

Friday aftemon, October

5) and Saturday
morning, October 26 (9 - 12).
Guides, particularly Meds-
men and Engineers, for Cam-
pus lours CatSl.OOanhour).
Phone Sue Powell, 546-7708
546-7708.

Theolog

SCIENCE FORMAL
FITTINGS

Arrangements can still be

made for rentals at the special

student rale by going to Syd

Samuels, 350 Princess Street,

Agent for Classy Inc., Mon-

treal.

Applications for Editor Cat-

alyst, Chairman Academic

Round Table to AMS Office,

CLASSIFIED
Wanted

Wanted father of Nemo
Caliban, No previous experience neces-

BBiy\ Apply 13 Sj'denliam St.

For Sale
A 1956 M,G. Convertible for sale.

$595 or more. Contact Paul Bri.stow at

101 McNeil. Phone 380,

Used Appliioices. Fully guaranteed.
lUUKi"^

Refrigerators, televisions, and stoves.

Lowest prices in town, Kay's Trade-in

Hamster t^"**^ St. East, Phone
Hamster

g^^-eSSl,

TRICOLOR '64

Anyone interested on selling

TRICOLORS is asked to con-

tact Al Dockrell. Bus. Mgr..

at Local 444 anytime between

L.OOp.m, and 4:00 p.m. on

Tuesday, October 22. TRI-

COLOR goes on sale on Mon-
day, October 21, sales to con-

tinue for about ten days. Sales-

men are paid a commission of

one free TRICOLOR.

Found
Found in librar)- at end of last April:

One large pair of suni;la.?ses with black

rims; One pair of glosses with black

nms: One small pearl ring; One mans

wateii mth gold strap and gold-

coloured face.

Lost
One pair of glasses in brown case

in Dunning Hall, llic Coffee Shop, or

the ^•ieini^y. Call Creg Caldwell al

W'UcK have all the PZINC gone?

Michael Marrello

503A Princess Street

Phone 542-3714

Prize Winner in Hair Styling

Air Conditioned For You Comfort

NOTICE
Students of Queen's;
Your own Book Store can supply you with nil your rcciuiremenls in Test

Books for nil Faculties and Departments. Loose Lent Supplits, Fountain

Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

OUn USED BOOK EXCHANGE IS AT YOUR DISPOSAL

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTAIUO

House of Sounds

STUDENTS
GET 20 % OFF ON ALL L.P. RECORDS

at

House of Sounds
Don't Ik- Ashamed To Tell You Go To Queen's

{continued from page 1)
not earn more money but his

standard of li\Tng is higher. More-
over, Canada needs to develop a
sense of purpose as a nation and
must overcome its inferiority coni-

plev toward the United States.

But then, Canadians are very

good missionaries in the U.S.,"

he added.

Wlietx questioned more closely

about Canadian - American rela-

tions. Di*. Horden said only
twice in recent years did I

htar something about Canada in

the papers, namely the doctor's

strike in Saskatchewan and John
Diefenbaker's stand during the

last federal election. At that time

99 per cent of the .\mericans

would have voted for Pearson,

But now they have forgotten him."

Dr, Hordem feels that the pro-

blem of bi-culturalism in Canada
is ver\' similar to the racial issue

in the States. In both sit-

uations, according to Dr. Hor-

dem, tlie church must act as a

fellowship of reconciliation. In

Canada, specifically, the new
ecumenie.il climate bet^veen the

Protestant and Roman churches

amid re.illv help, "Tlie Church

Ii.is a prophetic role to play. But

it also has a healing role. Amos
has no place in the ChnsKan
church, for it is no longer enough

just to criticize and condemn,

PEGGIE'S CIGAR STORE
PECGIE PATIlICk'. PROP.

Smokers' Supplies, Sundries, Imported

Tohnccos fij Btigliom Pipes, MagnKines

542-6203

364 Princera Street - Kincston, Ontario

Something constructive must be
done.

'

Dr. Hordem has recently been
engaged in a study-in-depth of

the attitude to religion of Ameri-
can college students. He found
the average college student to be
waiting, yet not knowing clearly

what he is waiting for, "He has

no faith in reUgion or ethics, but

lie is not liappy with this. He has

not found anything that speaks

to his need. So he is waiting and

looking for something." fn con-

trast to Ins o\\m student daj's. Dr.

Hordem said, 'There are no

more evangelists for humanism."

\Vliat of the student who
claims he has outgrown Christ-

ianity? "Before the student has

a right to say this, he .must give

Christianity a chance to grow

with In's intellectual life. If a

person gave Ciiristianit\' this kind

of chance, and then discards it.

good for him. But the opportunit)-

must be given."

aOOKSHOP 14 MonlrMi Sr.

STONE'S
FLOWERS LTD.

2iG I'UINCESS STREET

Phono 516-6634

WE TEI^GRAPH FLOWERS

-Where a Tmdilional PRESTIGE Premih'

SWEATERS
by

WARREN-
PETER SCOTT
KILSPINDIE

103 Princess Street Phone 546-6381
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CUP Roundup
VANCOUVER — Modern art

presents a problem for a great many

people. There are those who say it

is all "junk" and then there are

others who find it is a very complex

form of subjective expression.

Lying between these two extremes

we have individuals who know very

little about art but who are willing

to make a decision one way or the

other.

The engineers at UBC caused

raised eyebrows recently when they

proceeded to wreck five statues on

university grounds. Their reason

was that they didn't like them.

The university population was

generally disgusted with this seem-

ingly senseless destruction of artistic

property. There was definite feeling

abroad that the "philistincs" should

be punished and in the meantime

they were social outcasts. Surpris-

ingly enough all the culprits did was

laugh.

Two days later the entu'e campus

was inWmed of the hoax which had

been perpetrated on them. The

slalucs were all fakes, but they had

a purpose. The engineers were out

to prove that UBC didn't know art

from "junk".

Steve Whitclaw, Engineering

Vice-president, said that the engin-

eers had been working on their

masterpieces since August. Creat-

ing them was apparently no problem

as long as the creator had a good

throwing arm and plenty of wet

cement. Tlie hurdle which had to

be overcome was to get them on

campus without anyone knowing.

They were successful and people

were made aware of their artistic

ignorance.

WOLFVILLE— University poli-

ticians at Acadia managed to create

some rather bad publicity for them-

selves when an innocent prank back-

fired and a student was briefly

hospitalized as a result of injury.

The Acadia Young Liberal Club

wished to bring attention to the

antiquity of the Port Williams bridge

over tlie Cornwallis River. To

achieve this end they displayed a

horse-bug^ with a sign to the effect

that this was the kind of traffic the

bridge had been built for. Ropes

were strung across the river to

symbolize the erection of a much-

needed new span. All went well

until the Progressive Conservative

Club appeared at the scene with

the impression that the Liberals had

no legal right to use the horse-

buggy.

In the resulting attempt to remove

the vehicle, it ended up in the water

along with Pat Tupper, a Liberal

organizer, who was thrown off the

dyke and injured. Miss Tupper,

strangely enough, is a dcscendent

of the Conservative Father of Con-

federation, Sir Charles Tupper.

SACKVILLE — While McGill

University announced that a new

student union building would be

begun in thirty days, a Mount Alli-

son University editorial found fault

with local students who arc attempt-

ing to sec the same end realized.

The author suggested tliat students

energies should be channeled into

raising money for the extension of

library facilities, increasing faculty

salaries, and other more important

items.

QUEEN'S RESEARCH-ALCOHOLISM
Statistics show that the number

of alcoholics in our modem society

is steadily increasing. Undoubtedly,

this is a result of our high-living,

fast-paced age. Most alarming is

the mounting number of teenagers

who drink and the number of crimes

committed by persons under the

influence of alcohol.

Here at Queen's with the assist-

ance of Dr. D. Campbell, research

is being conducted to find a cure for

alcoholism.

Dr. Campbell attend the Universi-

ties of Oxford, London, and Pitts-

burgh. After completion of formal

studies, he tauglit for three years at

the University of Auckland, in New

Zealand. At Queen's, Dr. Campbell

is Assistant Professor of Psychology

Frank Anderson Versus Queen's - Thirty Chess Games

The Queen's Chess Club will

attempt to disprove the foul slur

that chess is a dull game this Sunday

when they play host to Frank

Anderson, Canada's greatest chess

player. Mr. Anderson will play

approximately thirty games simul-

taneously and at the same time play

one game without sight of the board.

This exhibition will be given in the

McLaughlin Room at the Students'

Union building at 2 p.m.

Mr. Anderson Is an international

chess master (one of approximately

one hundred and sixty in the worid 1
simultaneously

today). He was four times Canadian
I
of the boards.

Champion and has participated in

two Chess Olympics, in 1954 in

Amsterdam and 1958 in Munich.

He scored the highest percentage of

wins of all the participants repre-

senting 36 countries. In his youth

he tied for first in the United States

Juniors" Championship. In 1954 he

achieved the distinction of becom-

ing one of the two men in the worid

lo play one hundred games simul-

taneously when he put on an exhibi-

tion at the University of Toronto.

He also played and won eight games

without seeing any

Mr. Anderson who describes his

hobbies as women, sports car driv-

ing, power flying and gliding, and

bridge, in that order, is a graduate

in Mathematics and Physics of the

University of Toronto. He is an

electronic computor expert and has

developed a programme that enables

his computers to play chess success-

fully.

Both players and spectators, those

who have been addicted to chess

since childhood and those who have

always been agnostic about the

recreational value of the game are

invited to attend.

and Chairman of Undergraduate

Studies in Psychology.

As his special area of work (in

which he has been engaged since

1961), Dr. Campbell has chosen

traumatic conditioning. Psychologi-

cally speaking, a trauma is usually

considered an emotional shock.

Traumatic conditioning is the pro-

duction of a conditioned response

to a stimulus which, in the past, has

been associated with an unpleasant

experience. Phobias (which are

exaggerated fears) often result from

past trauma; for example, a person

who is bitten in early childhood by

a dog might have an inordinate fear

of dogs the rest of his life.

Dr. Campbell's experiments are

designed to give the subjects such

a phobia. In these, a drug is given

which produces a sudden and com-

plete paralysis. At the same lime,

a tone of a definite frequency is

sounded once. The subject develops

unpleasant associations of the tone

and paralysis. These experiments

have a two-fold purpose — to pro-

duce the same response every time

the stimulus is presented and to

determine the mechanism of this

response in the body.

At periods of one month and one

week after the initial experiments,

the subject's response to the tone,

only, is tested. This is done by

measuring the electrical resistance

of the skin, which is believed lo be

On the e\

directly linked to an emotional rti

ponse. The most startling discovc,

is that the response after one mom

is greater than it is after one wecl of the tenth

The drug used is succinylchalir, of Our Lord;

chloride, which produces complei hundred thr

relaxation of the muscles. Depent
jn the secon

ing on the individual, this effect la?
^

about 40 seconds. Because u
^^^tLmen,

experience is completely mvolm
, ,

tary. the sensation produced ,

the port bow

terrifying for the subject. Dr. Cam, '^f^"
^'"'"^

bell suggested comparing this reaip'"5_

lion to the feeling a patient mu

have when about to undergo

steii

lager and tl

we should "c

of the Quee

of which leaves a slight doubt ihi^^'^"""' ^*
J II set out

all will not end well.
boat hoping

The experiment, when perforrnetants friend

on alcoholics themselves, is slighilever, met bj

different. At the time paralysis ifaody of wj

occurring, they are given a whiff anwhom we a

a sniff of their favourite drink. Thithe Red Mer
has produced very definite respon^con unknown

in alcoholics. Francis, Bar

It cannot be definitely concludecharge of

that the response is directly due i
Queen whicl

tlie drug itself. It must be kept i^-
small he

mind that the suggestion of bein'^^^^^

cured may be the important faclifthe base of

To ascertain which is the corre:

conclusion, a control group is give

a placebo drug, which has no cf[ec

The subjects, of course, do m

know to which group they belong

While future research will depen

on the results of these experiment

and although no definite conclusioi

have yet been drawn from them, v

feel that Dr. Campbell's work

very worth-while and therefore lal

this opportunity to wish him ev

success.

Fi

Order yours nowl

'TRICOLOR'

SALES

OCTOBER 21-30
10 DAYS ONLY

$5.00 (No deposit)

See your Tricoloi' agent

soon!
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presents

A guest editorial by

SAM CHAMPLAIN

sports editor of the Explorer.
VI

Dnal re;

liscovcr

le mont On the eve of the eighth day we had seen the fires of the indentations, and fashioned with good his chance to ascertain
'c week of the tenth month of the Year settlement in a crude temporary various white signs which appar- victory for Her Majesty's Royal

ylchalii of Our Lord, one thousand nine- shelter (which we later named ently, the natives had placed Forces. When the enemy finally

complei hundred three score and three,
The House ot the Queen).

there for some reason and which
Depem

in the second hour of the third With the rising of the sun all we later decided must be of
^^''^

watch, my ships's mate sighted loyal forces of the Queen religious nature.

suse n

involur
settlement on the shore off

. did climb to the slopes of the
. ^ During the hostilities, our

mountain. Many of the trees ,
, ^ ,

,„^,>he port bow. At the time I had
, ,,,^,3 ^,

f.e.^^«e„e™l wa^^the^ Q-^s

coSm nTSecipL.'^^'
—

^

r Cam
sitting m the cabin sio-

j^Ij
ping a stein of Molson's fine

eat
^
ISB^r and thence declared that

J
"""

we should "claim it in the name

, ^of the Queen — by the name

Q°'^j^TMol3on". Weighing anchor, we

'set out for shore in the long-

boat hoping to find the inhabi-

lamenting the death of their
Upon reaching the fortifica- mighty chief, Tom-of-the-Sky

tions, (an ova'l^shaped fortress were led by a brave of the ancient
bigger by several cubits than repute. Running Lamb,
those we had seen in our home-

p^^.
land), we assembled befoi-e the

did turn and flee, 26 of their

number had fallen while our

forces had lost only 19 men.

The last we saw of the sav-

ages, 1 must report, was that
they were retreating to their

nearby caves to fortify them-
selves with their kind of fire

water. I have since decided to

name this mountain on which
the forces of Her Majesty fought

so strongly, the Mount Royal in
the duration of three honour of our Queen without

erform^tants friendly. We were, how- p'eat wall and were led by the
tenth

hours of the nineteenth day of whose monetary aid such

is slighilever, met by a hostile body—

a

brigade of Yellow Tunics
month, our forces did ptdition could never have been

wage war against the warriors of attempted.
ralysis ibody of warriors of redskin

t^i^ough a hole they had engin- Red Skins. The battle line In closing, I must report too
whiff anwhom we accordingly did call

eeiea mto the wall.
^jij ^^^^^ vigorously back and that as I now prepare to return

ink. Thithe Red Men. Fearing an attack When we had thence pene- forth with the forces of James to our homeland, I nevertheless
responsEon unknown land by nightfall, trated through the will with our the Young, Bayne, the Duke of expect a counterattack from the

Francis, Baron, of Tyndalle took provisions and ale barrels, we Norrie, and William d'Edward 'ame determined tribe of sav-

:onciuiJ&charge of the forces of the met the Redmen, who had ad- making spirited attacks through- ages, possibly within the week,

ly due iQu^t-'" which he mustered into ded to their number a handful out the fighting. The never-pas- I am nevertheless confident that

e kepli^- small heavily - armed force, of reinforcements from the sive Cal sent Bruce of Stewart I he Red Men will suffer an even

of bein These he carefully concealed at south. A curious battlefield it scurrying through the enemy's greater loss at our hands should

,nt factathe base of the mountain where was; treeless, almost without line, and the latter did make they attempt to counterattack.

p IS gIVc

no eftec
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First Place Now ..

... Yates Cup Next
by ALLAN DEQUETTEVILLE

{continued from page 1)

field stripe he plunged for suc-

cessive gains of five and four

yards. Then, on a third and one

situation he burst over right

tackle for 32 yards before being

hauled down on the 11. Jim
carried for five more yards tlien

combined with quarterback Cal

Connor to make a perfect fake,

Connor lateraling to Bill Edwards
who went wide around left end
for the score. Edwards' convert

was wide and the Gaels were
ahead by seven again.

The Gaels dominated tlic

second quarter holding the Red-

men from penetrating inside the

Queens 49 but were unable to

score themselves and so still lead

13-6 at half time.

MoGill threatened in the third

quarter when a dubious pass

interference call against Bob
Latham and a talking penalty

gave the Redmen a first down on
the Queen's 15. The drive was
halted on the next play when
McGill end Don Taylor was
called for interfering with Gael

defender Bill Ferguson on o. pass

play in the end zone, Queen's then

taking; the ball over the ten yard
line. They were unable to move
the ball and on the exchange of

punts Leon Abbott picked "up a
single for McGill when his kick
sailed into the end zone where
Boh Latham was rouged.

pholo by TRUSTY

A NORRIE COUNTER PLAY FOOLS McGILL DEFENCE—GAELS SCORE 6 POINTS

the Redmen when Hal Rose's

punt gave McGill a first down on

the nine. St. Jolm passed to Taylor

for 12 yards to give the Redmen

some breatliing room. On the

ne-vt pla)' tlie McGill quarterback

sent four receivers downfield then

flipped a screen pass to Lambert

Then it was Young again. Two

completed passes put the ball on

the McGill 53 and on the next

play Jim broke into the clear over

right tackle with the aid of fine

offensive blocking and outran

four McGill defenders to the goal

line. He also added the extra

point to give the Gaels a 20-7

lead that they carried into tlie

fourth quarter.

Edwards got Queen's in scoring

ten-itory on the first play of the

fourth quarter when he carried

down to the 18 on an IS yard

counter play. On the next play

Gonnor found end Bruce Stewart

alone on the four and passed

to him for tlie major. Young's

convert attempt hit the left up-

right and bounded back onto the

field, but the Gaels held what

looked like an insurmountable

lead of 26-7.

The Gaels applied t3ie pressure

again and attempted to bottle up

who eluded one Gael tackier with

a good sJiot at him on the line

of scrimmage then raced down
the riglit sideline to electrify the

crowd witii an 89 yard gallop for

the score.

GAEL XV TIE McGILL 6-6
by AMRTIN WARE

Queen's Rugger Gaels tied

McGill 6-6 in a close and scrappy
struggle on the Front Campus
in Montreal Saturday.

Queen's now tail Toronto by
one point in the league race and
must win their remaining two
games to win the league. Speak-
ing to some of the players one
gets the impression that they

really mean to do this.

The front Campus at McGill

has always boded ill for the Gaels

—last year they were defeated

there. The fates seemed against

them, when in the first minutes
of the game McGill was a penalty

which was converted and put
them three points ahead.

The usual fire of the forwards
seemed to have melted in leaden

footed lumbering. Queen's was
clearly superior to McGill in al-

most every department. But the

forwards failed to heel the ball

to the backs, and, without the

ball the powerful centre combin-
ation of Ogier and Jarrett was
powerless.

Queen's finally managed to tie

the score at three all, when Ogier
scored a long penalty (field

goal)

.

It was Queen's turn to score

a quick field goal in the second
half. But the McGlIl's powerful

fonvards checked the Gaels and
kept cracking away at the

Queen's line. Finally they forced

a penalty on the 25. Veteran
Nick Walt's educated boot scor-

ed the equalizing three points^

So now in the next two games
a fighting Gaels must redeem
their honour and the champion-
ship.

There is a good chance that

injured captain, Dave Steele,

will lead the Gaels in the return

game against McGill next Sat-

urday.

TWO TIES AND A WIN IN THREE STARTS

With only two minutes remain-

ing in the game the Redmen

closed the margm to seven pomts.

McGill held Queen's deep in

their own end tlien forced them

to punt, taking over the ball on

the Queen's 39. One pass was in-

complete then St. John passed

deep to Taylor who outfoxed four

Gael defenders crowded around

him and tumbled backwards into

the end zone for the major. Lam-

bert's convert attempt was block-

ed.

The McGill kickoff was taken

hy middle guard Mer\' Daub who
carried the hall out of trouble b)'

'racing" 40 yards up the left side-

line. The Gaels then just ran out

the clock in four plays to register

the 26-19 final score.

The game was a hard-hitting

one throughout with both the

Gaels offensive and defensive

lines coming up with exceptional

efforts. The offensive line seemed

to have cured the timing troubles

that hampered them in the first

two games. The defensive line

also came up with a strong game,

keeping a continual rush on St.

John each time he dropped back

to pass. Middle guard Merv Daub

and linebacker John Crouchman

played outstanding games.

Crouchman especially landed sev-

eral vicious tackles that reminded

McGill players to keep their eyes

open on ensuing plays near him.

Next week's return match with

the Redmen promises to be an-

otlier hard-fought battle. McGill

are notoriously slow starters and

while man)' people picked them

to finish last this season they have

definitely done a gieat rebuild-

ing job. Quarterback St. John was

probably their biggest question

mark but he showed that he can

throw the ball as well as anyone,

especially on long passes, and
with explosive receivers like

Taylor and Lambert, the Redmen
are capable of breaking any game
wide open with just one pTav-

the stoppable

McGill

Offence

photo by TRUSTY
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CLAIMS ON OUR TIME

double double toil and trouble
We are too busy. There are loo many

courses we have to take. In our extra-

curricular lives we are only happy when

we are rushing about.

"Expansion" - This is the keynote of the university administrator's life Consider the Engineer. He has some

today ... how to meet die rising tide of applicants . . . what facihties lo build ..

.

where to get the funds.

Yet it seems diat the administrators are seeking to provide a university

education for nodiing more than an increasing number of "palUdly mature con- /
/ / • /

formists". "apadietic applicants for the ticket for social success", and conserva- IkteC lkitli4 (Z.m,
live school children seeking to postpone the fatal day when they wiU have to go

to work Year by year more of us spend an increasing amount of our time

wondering why we are here. Year by year curricula become more rigid, classes

become larger and more boring, and students degenerate from faces to numbers.

Yet the flow of freshmen continues unabated. Why?

Perhaps the B.A. or the B.Sc. has become the passport to success in the

eyes of society. Perhaps slackers with degrees have opportunities open to them

which are closed to the bright and eager matriculants who have not wasted

three or four years at university. Perhaps parents are ncher and sons and

daughters feel that they can take three years of "fun on the Old Man" without

causing him hardship. Perhaps the Old Man insists Uiat his son go to umversiiy

as "it is the thmg to do". Perhaps university is the only alternative to work.

We students are lazy, care IHUe about the quest for truth arid humbly

accept the role cut for us bv our parents and society without giving it much

thought We pour ourselves neatly into a mould created "to provide the

nation with professional and scientific manpower" (Murray Report on

universities in Australia) and to maintain the supply of framed scientists

and engineers needed by a growing economy and national defence." iiormer

President Hoover.) We are not students but "Babbits in the making ,

spewed into society after three or four years, having been cut to fit by

Society's factory — the university.

'(lance wenendos, dance, but don't come

back jake, don't come back."

there she is. stomping in her garden ....

ihe belladonna, maraiijana garden, the

long thin lady screaming to get out. leash

just a tittle too long, a Utile loo short, up

and down the garden, round and round

the garden, mirror walls, musky weeds,

always a reflection, nothing much, but

the long thin lady paces.

"snap the leash, dodge the leash, i want

fo smoke the flowers."

thirty hours of classes and labs a week.

When he has finished this, and his

assignments, he only seems to have

enough energy left to drag himself to the

pub for the temporary escape from reality

provided by molecules of C:.HjOH. The

Engineer's training may eventually make

him of value lo the society, but surely

he is not being educated! What if he

wants to participate in extracurricular

activities? What if he wants to sit in on

Phil- 1? Unless he is an exception, he

simply doesn't have time. If this is the

case, and it is, why do we have En^eers

in the university at all? They should all

be shipped off to Ryerson. I am sure

that both the Engineers and the univer-

sity would be much happier.

And the Artsman isn't much better.

When he has the freedom which the

Engineer lacks, he usually doesn't use

it too wisely. Where they are not entirely

apathetic about everything except party-

ing, Artsmen have divided the campus

into cliquish liltle groups, each of which

appears to be more or less terribly con-

cerned about some cause. These causes

range from the building fund to a given

political party to the promotion of unity

among Canadian university students to

Only if we the undergraduates of this university, attack our disciplines

with energy, only if we challenge the maxims that society would like us to accept

without examination can we avoid being stamped and fitted for conformist

society. Only if the classes are kept small and intimate contact mamtained

between professor and student can our university be maintained as a haven for

searching thought and individual expression. If we are to avoid stullifying

rigidities of curricula and if we are to retain the seminar and an opportunity to

express our own thouglits then we must cease to "reject" the weirdy and the

nonconformist; we must ourselves become rebellious thinkers.

We must not be content with classes so large that there is no exchange

of views between proHessor and student nor with yearly marks being based

solely on repitition on exam papers. For how can truth be sought and the

university flourish in a claustrophobic atmosphere of conformity?

Let us create; let us question; let us follow our disciplines with vigour

... for if we do not. this %vili bectfme a university only in name.

by Dave Dodge

Would you like to be controversiiil? Would you like to mould

the opinions of 3,000 Queen'smen? Would you like to be a member

of the cultural elite? Join the Journal's reviewing staif.

Call Ed Franchuk at 548-3948. Remember you too can be-

come sophisticated.

ihe reflection moves, paces round the

garden, in the theatre of flowers, he turns

a distant corner and boards a chartered

bits, always using cantelope to make the

pumpkin pie, always wearing boots to

walk the coals.

"give the horse the apple, eat ihe core

yourself."

Ihe ritual includes polishing the mirror,

will the day come? the day the mirror

simply sparkles? nothing left to mourn

or celebrate, (still) the band plays on.

puppets twitch mazurkas as the bamboo

grows, nights, they watch the long thin

lady.

"dance, wenendos dance, but don't come

back jake. oh jake. jake, don't come

back."

poppy gemmell

From The McGill Daily

Unilingualis For Quebec
To my mind, French unilingualism

stands as a crucial necessity for Que-

bec; a necessity which must become

a reality as quickly as possibie.

Imhiediately I can hear the cries

of many among you. asking me:

"What about us?"

What about you? Well, you will

have to learn French just as the

French Canadians have had to learn

Ens:lish in the other provinces.

Why must such measures be under-

taken? First: Why should we be the

only province to practice official Bi-

lingualism? Why must we, the French

Canadians, be the only one of the two

Canadian nations to respect tliis bilingual-

ism? There is no reason for this to be

the case. In the other provinces some

of the English Canadians do want to learn

French, but as for the majority: NO!

You think that the Royal inquiry into

"biculturalism" will be able lo remedy

the situation? NO! Biculturalism does not

exist. You cannot possible fuse two such

different cultures into a single one. It is

insanity lo tliink that this is possible.

In parenthesis, I can easily understand

that the English Canadians of the other

provinces do not speak French and are

not interested in learning it, but I con-

demn the English Canadians of Quebec

who do not understand French. To my

way of thinking, they can have no excuse.

Secondly: It is idiotic to make a

French Canadian student study in French

for 15 years if he is obliged thereafter to

ED. NOTE: This article by CHANTAL
GAGNON. chef des Nmivelles du

Quarlier Latin, presents a view tliai has

been adopted by many French Canadian

intellectuals who are not of a radical bent.

In the minds of many moderate Quebecers

who daily witness their language being

corrupted by contact with English, Uni-

lingualism is the only answer to the

threat of absorption by the English com-

munity.

This is Ihe first of a series of articles

to follow at irregular intervals in which

French Canadian Students present their

views on the current wave of nationalism

in Quebec.

speak English in order to earn his living.

In order for French to live and be

dynamic in Quebec, it must be made to

pay. Therefore, all commercial life,

artistic life, political life, in short

EVERYTHING in the national stale of

banning the bomb and even to trying

to make other students Christians. The

proponents of each of these concerns

keep themselves happily busy trying lo

communicate their concern to the rest

of the campus. It is valuable experience

if you are not too easily disillusioned.

And usually we don't get disillusioned,

because we are so busy running around

in the belief that the cause we are sup-

porting is great and noble, that we don't

bother to stop and think about it. Now

1 don't say that the cause is not great

and noble. I am just amused to watch

the way we fool ourselves that we are

making a significant contribution just

because we are keeping ourselves busy.

This, then is our problem. Our

courses interfere with our education by

taking up too much of our time. But as

soon as we have free time we have

nothing to do. This makes us feel that

we are not needed, and so either we

escape the problem by maintaining a

state of relative insobriety, or else we

seek to fill the gap and restore our

sense of security by getting all concerned

about something and busying ourselves

organizing it. Or by writing articles for

the Journal.

TIM MERRETT

the French Canadians must be carried on

in French.

Thirdly: You have certainly heard the

qualifier "joual" spoken of in relation to

the French used in Quebec. This word

is a cry of alarm for us, the French

Canadians. It signifies, not only that the

French Canadian people speak half

French and half English but also, and

what is worse, that they are losing their

FRENCH MENTALITY. And all this,

because they arc obliged to speak English

during the day and French at night. This

amounts to nothing more or less than

gradual assimilation.

Well, we want no part of all this. We
arc French and Quiibccois long before we

arc Canadians ( if indeed we are still

Canadians. . .).

1 sm French and I want lo re-

main French. However, I want my
children and grandchildren lo be

French. I am proud to be French a"d

Quebecoise. I Itfve my nation and I

believe in her. She will be French or

she will die.

It is for oil these and for many
other reasons that Quebec must be-

come a unilinffual French state.

I venture to believe that yen wil'

ba intelligent enoug'h to understand

our position and accept it.

c^ptll, 1962

Witat mnstnich bird, what sea'Stained thing of love is this

that goes before me over greying ivaves?

It fades, moving at mist, out of the world of seme.

Forever fades (diead. And the place is strange:

What icy sky is it that summerstrenked

Wakes into dream? What stark trees

are they reach whitened roots into tUit infinite blue?

How did I co7ne, how found this mottled sea?

Or in what senseless fury of xoindy gulls

did I create you?

You are too many for me really to remember.

And yet, if I have sent you all into eternity.

I should at least evoke your memory
a bit — prattle of the ghosts

that rise and fade about me like those silent gtdh

scattering into sky — though to be caught among

mere lacings of black branch against a cold air

and anchored with those thorns

becomes you not. You might better stretch

your white-bent wings out xtside, all alone achieve

a roving crucifimon on the clouds. Therefore

irman of

•VERIDG

/ will forget you. Let there he an exorcism,

"You strangers, once beloved, all of you

and your mutations, listen:

I must love you always, and be (done.

On my birthday this year there were storms

and winds, and gulls crying omens
at the swaying trees. You rose up about me

with terrifying poxoer. snatching at my laughter, and I was

astonished. Which of you is it

calls me now? Who demands my journey?"

You go before me always, and I do not know you

A sea-stained thing of love. How did I come

to follow it so far? How fov/nd this place?

Or in what endless fury of windy gulls

Do I create you?

Jr.
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J. M. R. Beveridge, De.m of

' School of Graduate Studies,

I Head of the Department of

f^hemisfry here at Queen's, has

01 appointed President of his

na Mater. Acadia University,

ilfville, N.S.

5r. Beveridge is best Ivnown on
(ipus for his "crud" diet experi-
llts designed to tell Queen's re-

rch workers more about fnt
els in blood which could lead to
irt trouble.

l£jfls le attended Horton Academy in

ilfville. N.S. and in 1937 he' re-
/ed his R.Sc. from Acadia Un-
Kily- In 1940 he obtained
IT».D. at the University of

onto. Previous to his apjmint-
nt to Queen's in 1950. Dr. Bev-
!ge spent four years as lecturer
the University of Western Ont-

\ Di>ring that time he carried
Medical studies and was grnnt-
nis M-D. in 1950.

Q 1960 he was made a Fellow
he Royal Society of Canada and

TAlP' University granted

him an honoraiy doctorate, Dr.

Beveridge will be leaving next

summer. He told Q.J, that he is

complimented witih the appoint-

ment and he is looking fonvard to

his new job, He is, however, leav-

ing with regret for he has enjoyed

both his research and his teaching

here at Queen's. His diet research

is drawing to a close and the ex-

periment this year will probably be

the last one in that line. He at-

tributed his success to the co-

nperation of the Medical students

I'u pirticular. and also of the stu-

dents of all faculties. Dr. Beveridge

feels this cooperation is unique be-

f'ause it was given him on such d

large scale.

Because of a case awaiting

the AMS Court, the refunding

of the bond on the Montreal

train will be postponed until

further notice is given in the

Journal.

sembled in Wallace Hall on Uni-

versity Day. He fascinated his

audience for forty minutes as he

drew on the experiences of forty

)'ears ago.

Speaking of the great footballers

of the twenties he said 'their col-

lective record is excellent*. They

liave made their way in life.

He particularly remembered the

Bucket of Blood tlieatre wliich

witnes.fed some of the triumphant

movies of Rudolf Valentino, and

spoke of many happy evenings at

the 'Grand', which featured such

songs as 'Oh! OhI It's a lovely

«'ar.*

Queen's had not changed so

greatly over the years. He mention-

ed that he knew Rod McLeod's

father well and had been there

to witness the occasion he had an

'F' pinned on his breast for fuss-

ing. He noticed some changes in

fhe Journal. They talk about some

things which we never used to talk

about.'

Tlie twenties were great days

'nr dchatinti at Queen's. "We won

championships all over the place'.

He described Dr. W, McNeil as

one of the greatest coaches a team

Cont. on page 3

; whole aim of education, says Dr. Northrop Frye, is not to

ndividuals to society but to make them "as maladjusted as

.
' And yet, because of the North American tendency to "shallow

ism" and "maudlin togetherness," there are theories of educa-
Lipid enough and degraded enough" to advocate the former.

who is Principal of Victoria College in Toronto and a literary

nd scholar of international fame, made these remarks last

morning in Grant Hall in the course of his University Day
as this year's A.M.S. lecturer.

HATION 7

rye began by noting that

fersity is committed to tra-

y its very nature." But. the

university has usually re-

i those ideals that can be

. in the great medieval uii-

i. One of these is that the

ty is primarily a function of

rch. He noted tliat Queen's

n "affected by the renais-

-cular conception of educa-

d the nineteenth-centurv

: revolution, and that her

i background is non-con-

the most part, the essence

university today is a cult

ual uninteUigibihty," said

e in describing the break-

: the second medieval ideal,

the universality of know-

Though the Queen's motto,

in et XDoclnna Stabilitas,

universality, tlie inter-

less of knowledge is not

ident today. Each discipline

>arricades against the rest,

; are subjects devoted pri-

o integrating other subjects,

' discipline of Communica-
Geophysics, but these tend,

/e felt, to set up their own
il temiinology and become
iteric disciplines. "I am not

ed there is anything to be

about mutual uninteHigi-

he concluded.

urried then to the question

coming increase in the num-
students and to its effect on

ds of scholarship. Today's

Jecturer, having approxi-

"the social status of a door-

to-door pencil salesman", earns

promotion tlirough scholarship and
publicataion. His teaching ability

tends- to remain something secret

"like the political opinions of a gov-

ernment employee." However, an

incompetent teacher is really a

boon to his students, maintained

Frye. since they can then cut his

lectures and go into tlie library to

read oir their own.

COMPETENCE
In future, he felt, the academic

profession will demand certain

levels of competence. Even now
"places like Queen's don't have in-

competent people on tlie staff any

more. It's a great shame,"
"

The university now wants a

.vtreamlined efficiency in "process-

ing" its increasing number of stu-

dents. Some students will have to

learn to-resist this pressure to be-

come members of a group with

"Iiomogenious aptitudes", if any

genuine education is to survive.

. This observation brought Dr.

Frye to his central contention that

cdncation should not compromise

with the false values of "transiimt"

middle-class Canadian society but

uphold tlie specialization of the

various precise disciphnes of . the

.\rts and Sciences that proWde in-

sights into the changing pattern of

"real" society, which is the whole

cultural life of our civilization. Tliis

endeavour requires academic free-

dom since it must be carried on

without reference to tliose who live

whollv in transient society.

CONVENTION VALUE
Ordinary society, embodied for

Dr. Frye in the father who en-

Lfitirages his son to believe it is

more important to play hockey than

fhe piano, can provide no values.

Hnhf such disciplines as religipn,

philosophy and science can do this.

Frye m.nintained that Canada
'loes not have a great need for

trained leaders, as an under-

'Icveloped country does. She needs

instead "large numbers of sober

ilizens," who will sit on commit-

'ecs and pass on respect for educa-

tion to their children.

He denied that man's generic

'^rmcems, such as food, se.v, posses-

ions-. r!ossip and resenhncnts, are

R\(]ly "personal". \Vliat individual-

Cont. on pasje .1

ARTS & SCIENCE
SOCIETY COURT

Invites the application for the

following positions: Two sen-

ior judges from jr. or sr. year;

prosecuting attorney from jr.

or sr. vcar: clerk crier frdsn

sophomore year; chief of

police from sr. year. Applica-

tions are to be made to the

A.M.S, Office prior to six

p.m. Wednesday. Appoint-

ments will be made Wednes-

dav evening.

4
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Michael Marrello

503A Princess Street

Phone 542-3714

Prize Winner in Hair Styling

Air Conditioned For You Comfort

m. flJark's

Sjirtljpran (Sljurttj

SERVICES— 9:30 a.m.

n :00 a.m.

7:30 p.m.

Gucsl Speaker at Vesper Service

Dr. Coleman

"Cod and Science"

Cuts and Sutures

Sydenham and William Streels

Rev. J. A. Davidson, CD., B.A.. B.D,.

Minister

Dr. F. R. C. Clarke. F.C.C.O..

Organist-Choirtnasler

Sunday. 27th October

152Nd ANNIVERSARY
Preacher a! all services:

Rev. Jacques Beaudon, B.A., B.D.,

S.T.M.,

Eglise Unie de St. Jean, Montreal.

9:15 a.m.— In the Chapel: French-

language Service (The chapel is

reached by the door at the rear

of the church on William Street).

1 1 :00 a.m. — "Polemics of Christi-

anity".

7:30p.m. — "A Protestant View of

the Problems of French Canada

today".

Visitors will be welcome at all

services,

A French-;a:i£u:.Ee P."orest!.iit se.n/ice will

be held in the chapel of Sydenham Street

United Church on Sunday at 9:15 a.m. The

Rev. Jacques Ec-uoon will be in charge.

Mr. Beaudon wiii preach (in English) at

the 11 o'clock service, and at the evening

service, beginning at 7:30, he will deliver

a sermon-lecture on "A Protestant View of

the Problems of French Canada Today".

by your Pash Pal Gordon Watt

While passing Inst evening read-

ing a book of mythology. I finally

found out where Levana fitted in.

I thotight the designation to be

quite apt, but I was rather shocked

. . . seems that Levana's the God-

dess of Lust . . .

My landlady explained last week that she was awfully glad she

didn't have female roomers. "Those girls are always washing— face,

hair — all the time" she said. Apparently this runs up her water

bill to extremes and for this reason she says she prefer boys. She s

not so hot on medical students though — her next door neighbour

has a Scienceman who has only had one shower in two weeks — he

remains somewhat of an idol to her and she swears she'll rent to a

scienceman next year . . .

. . . funny that the French word for pie is "tarte" isn't it? . . .

. Ortho of Canada Ltd. would like to know if their products

would sell better in Quebec if the instructions on their packages were

bilingual. Any of you from that province who have views on the

subject, please drop a line to

Ortho Canada Ltd.

Box 137, Montreal, P.Q.

In lieu of refunding mailing costs, samples will be sent to you.

This interesting piece of dialogue is submitted as evidence that

our biculturalism has gone too far. The girl has just returned from a

summer at Trois Pistoles while the boy is a medical student who

spent the summer giving enemas in Toronto — setting — a certain

common room about 1 p.m.

She: Well that was a "bonne soiree." Too bad poor Jean couldn't

make it, but malheureusement she was "hors de combat" from this

afternoon's activities.

He: Well, I never really thought Jean was a very nice girl, but

I never have nerve enough to say that about her.

She: What?

He : That she was a military prostitute.

She: "Quelle" ridueulous idea, who told you that?

He: You just said she was a whore "de combats".

She : I .

and so we gracefully close the door on these two young lovers

To paraphrase B. Franklin "No Nhus is good news.

Lawson Lectures

This year's Lawson Lecture will

be by Dr. Johannes Van Riebruck,

South African Ambassador to Can-

ada. "Every year," the Lawson

Trust stipulates, "there is to be a

lecture by a prominent adminis-

trator showing how his field plays

a part in Man's Inhumanity to-

wards Man".

Dr. Van Riebruck will speak of

South Africa's approach to inter-

racial strife and how their meth-

ods could be employed in Canatia-
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B Medicare And Politics

3tt by a. doc

I

y to-

ak of

inter-

meth-

nada.

In recent years we have heard much

concerning the rising cost of medical

care across the nation. Lest they lose

a golden opportunity to impress the

voters, some of our politicians have

been quick to jump on the medicare

band wagon hoping to catch it before

il goes by or has a chance to break

down. As a result of so much be-

clouding of the issue by these self-

confessed do-gooders and their equally

determined opponents, the average

Canadian is aware of considerable in-

formation in general, but precious

little in particular concerning the cost

of medical care. What follows is an

attempt to present for your consider-

ation a few salient points concerning

medical care and politics.

In ancient times, wherever there

existed a civilization so prosperous that

it could afford the luxury of permitting

iiself representative government, the

politicians of the day invariably found

merit in bribing the fickled crowd with

its own money. In Roman times it

was the senatorial hopeful who could

provide the best entertainment and

best satisfy the animal desires of his

electorate who was elected. The success

or failure of any campaign rested on

one theme: make the people believe

Ihey are getting something for nothing.

,
Strangely, in all the centuries of pro-

gress since these crude days, there is

no really convincing evidence that man-

kind has undergone radical metamor-

phosis. He is still susceptible to the

same type of exploitation on the part

of contemporary politicians. It re-

mains to be seen whether Canadians

will fall prey to the fallacious doctrine

of the free lunch it applies to medical.

We are told that "medicare" is

absolutely essential at the present

time. We are told also that there arc

countless individuals relegated to years

of suffering because they cannot afford

to ask for medical aid. Strangely

enough, whenever one asks an advo-

cate of "medicare" to name even so

much as a single instance where some-

one has been forced by financial dis-

tress to suffer physically, one is pre-

sented with the same evasive answer,

"We don't want to embarrass anyone

by discussing his financial state," the

I

n

advocate says. Oddly, such advocates

won't present proof of their claim even

in private. Rather, their public utter-

ances arc tailored to prey on the

sympathies of those who have at some-

time or other been faced with sizable

medical bills. As one encounters Ihese

disciples of distortation, one often

wonders just how much investigation

has been made by medicare advocates

before they decide that the problem is

so great. Perhaps a more thorough

examination of the entire situation

would enable these purveyors of gloom

to discuss the problem more inform-

atively.

Admittedly there are some people

who suffer physically because they feel

an inabili'y to pay medical bills; how-

ever, there is no need to avoid medical

care due to this incapacity alone. All

major hospitals in Canada have what

are sometimes called "Outpatient

clinics". For a nominal fee one is able

to acquire the services of a large num-

ber of medical personnel—physicians,

surgeons, specialists, etc.—if the need

is evident. Seldom is the patient re-

quired to pay more than this nominal

fee. For this fee he receives some of

the best medicine available, care given

willingly by the staff doctors of the

hospitals.

In areas too sparsely populated to

warrant large hospitals, there is always

a general practitioner who dispenses

the familiar and likeable old fashioned

kind of medical care. Were he to

collect all his bills, he would be a

wealthy man indeed! Generally, how-

ever, much goes uncollected by these

country doctors. Some might argue

that under medicare such doctors

would get all that was due them.

Perhaps so, but the patients would be

receiving the same type of service at

a cost specified by arbitrary legislation.

There would be some loss of the well-

respected and much desired doctor-

patient relationship still enjoyed by

Canadians. Every patient would send

in his payments to a group of sedentary

bureaucrats who, after paying their

own salaries and expenses, would send

some of it out to the doctor but only

after the latter had used up a lot of

red tape. In essence the doctor would

n.
have less time available to practise his

calling. Under medicare the doctor

would be forced to apply as indeed the

patient would be forced to pay, a

government agency to obtain money

already due him.

THE AREA OF COMPULSION
One of the more sinister aspects of

a medicare programme is the element

of compulsion in its methods of imple-

menta'ion. In a free society this term

has no place. In the field of education

such methods as those requiring

attendance until a certain age are

widely accepted and acclaimed. An
education is something someone uses

every day and a thing without which

Ihc individual is a victim to economic

forces. Medical care is something

which we all need at some time or

other; however, few of us need it all

the time. In this respect most of us

are able to meet our medical expenses

as they arise.

The Aliermtives:

There are certain segments of our

society incapable of paying entirely

their medical expenses. These groups

are primariy those with low incomes

and those who arc retired. To facili-

Ia*c the provision of proper medical

care for these groups it would seem

proper and feasible for the govern-

ment (provincial) to subsidize a medi-

cal payment scheme applicable only

to these groups. Certain nomain fees

could be paid by the individuals

covered each time (hey required treat-

ment for new ailments. This alterna-

tive would, in effect, merely formalize

and augment a system already in

existence — the aforementioned out-

patient clinic set-up which incorpo-

rates some forms of subsidization.

As for those persons excluded from

the above mentioned group there are

several privately developed plans

available. In some cases legislation

would be necessary forbidding certain

restrictions presently preventing some

individuals from entering private plans.

There is one other element rendering

(he private medical care scheme more

desirable. There is no clement of com-

pulsion. Membership is voluntarily

sought and voluntarily surrendered.

r
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editorial

Cancer and Pash

"IE doctors don't practice what ihey preach, I have

no fear of cancer." This was the reply of an intelhgent

McGill University student to a campus reporter this month

PASH beheves that our professors should take the lead

and: Proscribe Approval of Smoking Habits.

The Change

Some doctors have put into practice what they have

scientifically and statistically domonstrated. Among doctors

who specialize in chest diseases, cigaraette smoking has be-

come extremely uncommon. At a recent mcetmg of 200

such doctors lasting for two and a half hours m a lecture

theatre equipped with ashtrays, only three cigarettes were

seen to be smoked.

The Proof

In our "smoky" cities the death-rate from lung cancer

among non-smokers is small, namely about one per 2,000

men aged 35 to 74 per annum which is about two and a

half times tlie rate in rural areas.

On the other hand, the death-rate among heavy cigarette

smokers is some thirty or forty times greater than in non-

smokers. .

Lung Cancer isn't the only result of cigarette smokmg.

Such crippling diseases as chronic bronchitis and heart

attacks, are more prominent in the heavy smoker.

The Trigger

Specifically, in the time it takes you lo read this news-

paper, approximately twenty f.ve minutes, one person will

have died of lung cancer in Great Britain. In other terms,

the man smoking twenty-five or more cigarettes a day runs

!he same risk between the ages of thirty and sixty as another

who buys a revolver with 250 chambers and inserts one live

bullet and on each of his birthdays, points the revolver at

his head and pulls the trigger.

The Proscription

Professors' We are subjected to an environment which

suggests that smoking is natural, taken for granted, and that it

is the non-smoker who is deprived and aberrant. The non-

smoker is hinted at as the crank, the faddist, the neurotic,

close to the vegetarian, the pacifist, the frcsh-air fiend. It is

not easy to be convinced of the dangers of smoking when

we see YOU with cigarettes, offering them to your colleagues

and giving them as festive-time gifts. Although we see the

naked facts, we look up to YOU for guidance and can't reject

the smoking habit without some feelings of disloyalty.

9tom Out 3)ean
The Faculty of Medicine, staff and students, extend the

warmest possible welcome to our Alumni. This is the first

Medical Alumni day, which we hope will provide the oppor-

tunity this year, and in future years, for our graduates lo

contribute to medical education here at Queen's and to

learn of the pro-

gress of their own ^^Jg^BK^^
faculty. Under the .-aiJHllM^mr^ *'

leadership of Dr,

Garfield Kelly, our

Director of Con-

tinuing Education,

we look forward to

making available

increasing oppor-

tunities for continu-

ing education for

Queen's Alumni, as

well as for the

medical profession

of Eastern Ontario,

and beyond.

E. H. Botterell

0^
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ct/ J^ettet to M^itmrny.
Dear Mummy,

Please send down my formal fast

. that Meds Student, Bill, the real

hunk that I told you about finally

lasked me to the "Beefeaters". As I

ihave previously mentioned he is a

Inice boy — so don't worry. Remem-

ber Daddy gave me sherry at Christ-

[mas last year — well now I'm going

I
to a real cocktail party. It's for

'members of the Aesculapian Execu-

tive and dales in the La Salle at 8:15,

Rooms 103, 4, 5. I promise only to

kdrink sherry and only one glass.

The dance itself is from 10:00 to

I
3-00 {send me permission to be out

'til 5i00 beMuse Dean Bryce wants

it in writing) and the music it by Art

Inallman's Orchestra. I don't know

who he is but everyone says he's the

'

moslest. The decor is something to

do with the Tower of London and

the atmosphere is Victorian jEngland

(very chaste).

By the way Mom, there are three

meal sittings, the last 2 after 12:00

so its OK I'll be able to eat the meat

sandwiches. Beefeaters is such an apt

theme. I do love beef.

I don't know what the favours arc

but I hear they'll be really different.

In any case we get an Official Pro-

gram as mementoes of the event. Janey

says she thinks that this is a hst of

all the officials present at the dance —
AMS constables, waiters etc. I'm not

sure though, I think Janey's wrong,

They are supposed to have rooms for

after the dance (just the cocktail party

rooms with the glasses)' though I can't

think what they're for. The beds are

apparently taken out so I guess it's

some sort of a party,' Mayc I'll tell you

about that afterwards too.

Bill says that all the Alumni and staff

and students usually mingle at this af-

fair really the Medical at Home so that

I'm positively petrified. What'll I say

to them. Maybe I'll talk about Graiiny's

gallstones — anyway I can't wait til!

Friday, October 25. Rush, the dress.

Mum,
Good Always,

Sally.

ALUMNI RETURN
Homecoming weekend is here again.

This year many classes of all

faculties- get together to renew old

drinking acquaintances.

1 notice on the Reunion pro-

gramme teas, luncheons, more teas

and of course cocktail parties. No

doubt there will be some nocturnal

activities held in the various King-

ston hotels Friday and Saturday

nights.

The Medical Formal, a night to

renrember, if that's possible, will be

attended by many of the alumni.

The -years that are returning in-

clude over 40 classes ranging from

1913 to 1961. Five stalwarts from

the classes of '13 will be returning to

good old Kingston to be rejuvenated

(at least for a couple of days). Mem-

bers of Medicine, Applied Science and

Arts have long since grabbed up all

the rooms in the La Salic Hotel and

no doubt many of the other hotels.

A few of the "famous" people here

at Queen's will be joining their

cronies for the weekend festivities.

Miss Jean Royce of Arts '30 is no

doubt hard at work organizing the

weekend parties. Also Dr. Ford

Conncll and Dr. G. W. Mylks, both

of Mcd's '29, and Dr. G. M. Brown

of Med's '38 will be meeting their

classmates (who have survived ulcers

and coronaries). In the Science

faculty one of the best known pro-

fessors. Dr. D. M. Gcmniet of Science

'13 is here in Kingston for the ie-

union. The list could be extended,so

as to exclude the other works of art

in this Journal but suffice it to say

that Quecn'smen of old (and new)

will be here in Kingston for one of

the biggest events of the year.

!Jtont Out Convenor • . .

On behalf of the Formal Committee, I would like to

extend to those attending the formal a very sincere wish that

'their weekend will be an enjoyable and memorable one.

We welcome the many Alumni returning tliis weekend

pr Homecoming, and hope that as ihey meet with old friends

tonight, they will see the same vibrant spirit that they remem-

ber from llieir university

life.

To the Graduating Class

in whose honour the evening

is held, we express our best

wishes and the hope that

•the future will bring your

greatest expectations.

A personal thanks to

those who aided in the

Medical Formal prepara-

tions, especially to my

committee who proved

invaluable.

Mark Fisher

9tom Out P^e^ident , . .

Each year Tlie Medical At Home is the highlight of

Medical social fimctions at Queen's University. Tlie formal

committee has worked iiard in order to prepare an evening,

long to be remembered, hi tlie company of friends and guests,

all students wilt enjoy an.evenipg of gaiety and eniertain-

meni: Queen's Alumni will have the opportimiiy of renewing

old jriendsliips in a setting

of Victorian England.

To tlie Class of '64, this

evening will be a memor-

able event in signalling their

forthcoming graduation and

tfie achievement of a long

sought goal.

We extend to Alumni,

students and staf} our best

wishes for a most enjoy-

able evening at Medical A i

Home '64.

Bob MacMillan

r
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A Freshette Confesses

3)00% Cantpu^ . • '

I eame to Queen's with the naive

idea that all men are equal ... but

I had a lot to learn!

Less than a month ago, I belie-

ved firmly in the human race as

a whole, now I am compelled to add

a second, far superior, unsurpass-

ingly debonair, suave, somewhat

unique race - that of Medsmen

!

The purpose of this article is to

disclose the innermost
f
ntime^te

of a completely innocent FRbbU-

ETTE, (at one time impartial, till

those blues appeared) towards Me-

dical students, both in general and

in particular.

For what could be more fu'f

in a girl's life than dating a Meds-

man!

1) free medical advice even

when not sought . .

.

2) then there is that spaghetti

dinner, when he subtly mentions

the dog's intestines he removed

that very day - •

3) At a football game, who has

the zestiest songs?

4) Don't forget those verj ex-

clusive parties at Medical House

where only Med's students and the

giris in Dale Green's black book

get invited.

B) Or . . . the "pro" Murray

Blackball
This Friday night at 9:00 p.m.

at Grant Hall, Science '64 will be

sponsoring the Blackball with the

theme: "A Coalmine Disaster m
Nova Scotia." The boys have gone

to great lengths to provide a real-

istic setting and by Friday night

there'll be half the heating plant s

coal piled inside the hall as well

as sixteen partly dissected bodies

from the Anatomy Building. Cost

75c stag, $1.50 drag. Don't miss

H^the only dance of the year

where you don't need a deodorant!

Mitehell, renowned as the perfect

date, if he'd only stay at a party

and refuse all those calls . . .

6) Only after a date with a Med s

man might you wonder if you have

"disdiadokofinesis." ^ , . . „

7) First to arrive and last to

leave and always sharply dressed

for lectures -oh what clas3 ! ! I •

8) Many a girVs hopes are cru-

shed however, when PATE gives

her a class-less artsman or p umber

at the "Levana Candle - Lighting

Ceremony", instead of another Dr.

Kildare
q\ Don't ever seek sympathy for

ateuchof the flu IMPOSSIBLE-

the reply, the Asiatic flu isntdue

for another month.

Nevertheless, dating Medsmen

can also be very frv^tratiiW for

T^ey are always so burdened down

work - taking ^^^^^

real sacrifice on m^r part ' but oh

what faithful DEDICATION 1!

It can be embarassmg as well

when they begin sprouting^ ott

those "technical vulgarities or

little blunt remarks like
^^^^'"^ed

believing, but feeling the naked

truth" or "one is a necessity, two

is a luxury

Also it is very puzzling, for a girl

wonders how much deeper than

"skin deep" does beauty go with a

medical man. Being a doctor h

can't appreciate women, for, and I

quote, "women in medicine cramp

our style" -what they mean IS, we

cut down on the number of-]0ke3

that can be told.

In summing up, what more reh-

able a source could a person fmd

SnaMedsman himself. God'sgm

to women. Doctor peter Stone, who

said and I quote, "the girl rec^n^

nothing but the
j

men have the interests of MAN a

heart " .... so girls - BEWARE ! !

!

AnTnonymous and .nnocent Fresh-

ette ! !

OCTOBER 25

m

FREE
at Morton s Record Bar

PRINCESS STREET - PHONE 54M655

20% OFF
UST PRICE RECORDS TO QUEEN'S STUDENTS

1^ **
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Dear Skippy:

I'm a frosh, like, and I

really go for college fun-wise.

There is much ado bash-wise.

There is great variety chick-

wise. There is one proBlem,

though, study-wise.

Joe Frosh.

Dear Jo'e:

That's the way marks go,

fail-wise.

Skippy.

^ 7

i

Skip-babe:
, ,

You should see the blonde in my calculus lab. What s Uic

solution to mectbE her? P-i* H. ARorusi

'^'^'"^I^Wnk that you arc quite (amilior widi llie ANGLES; FIGURE

it out yourscltl S'^PP^"

Denr Skippy: , ,

If an ArtOTian, an Enpneer and a Medsman asked you out tor

the same dance, what would you do? Confused.

Dear Confused. „,

.

Foinll Shppy.

Dear Skippy: , ,

I am in Medicine and, well to be honest, Im a verv popular

man. My black book is full - wfliy I'm workina on a File System

now. I fail to sec why my Campus coUeaE"es think that 'les femmcs

are scarce. Wliat is your opinion? Future SurEeon.

Dear Future SurRcon:

My opinion is that you nlready are opcraUng. Skippy.

Dear Skippy;

I am sinking into the deepest depdis of depression — I love a

Cadet, He doesn't love niel What should I do? Heartbroken.

Dear Heartbroken:
For every Cadet, there is Trudy, Judy and Valeric so put on

your old Queen's sweater and Oil Tliighl Sldppy.

Skippy Babe.i:

I ni an Engineer, like, and I'm really saakey for tiiis nurse see.

So what i-m I supposed to do while she is working this sliift jazz.

3-11 Widower

Dear Bereaved:
Listen to Brubcck, baby, and Take Five Skippy.

De:ir Skippy:

A diird year Medical student asked mc to wear lus pm. what

slrould f do? Susie Freshelte.

Dear Susie:

Tell him to be caretul wTien he pins it on. Skippy.

Attention All Future Doctors

Have you ever wondered what keeps the emer-

gency departments busy? The opportunity to find

out will present itself at 11:00 a.m. Saturday morn-

ing on the Outer Field when the Queen's Rugger team

takes on the McGill counterpart.

Rugger was invented by an impecunious young

doctor trying to establish a practice in the town of

Rugby, England. He bribed a soccer player to pick the

ball up and run with it, and, after a few initial set-

backs (lack of rules, idiots willing to play, etc.) the

game caught on and the young doctor's practice

boomed.

Since that time rugger has developed into a sport

played in many parts of the world for the enjoyment

of the medical fraternity. In fact, many of the hospi-

tals in England have their own Rugger teams for the

specific purpose of obtaining injuries on wliich to

practice their calling. Perhaps one of the most dis-

astrous developments in the history of Rugger was

the bastardization of the game now played in North

America, where attempts to cut down on the suicide

rate led to the adoption of padding and helmets and a

smaller ball so that one could less easily see who to

hit. Thankfully, however, the rules now allow for hit-

ting anyone whether they are carrying the ball or not.

Anyone wishing to view the holocaust is cordially

invited to the Outer Field at 11 :00 a.m. Saturday . . .

See you there?

r

1
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BEDPOST
NEWMAN CLUB
No t Sunday there xvill be featured a

™cs-t speaier from BrooJclj^ - .C^^mal

Lldslein. CardiDol Goldsteins top.c sv>Il be

"Was Miirtin Lutlier leally a flnkr

ANATOMY CLUB
Tlic Anatomy club will hold its second

meeting of tlie year behind the co.I p.les

of tlic hcatins; plant. The lectures wll be

on the female superstructure. Specuncus

will be provided. Bring your fl^hlights.

Remember tlie pnss\vord "38-24-38^.

QUEEN'S KENNEL CLUB

Al! mraiihcrs of Levnna are cordially

invited to nltcnd our membcr-Jiip meetinR.

Election of officers will be held tonight,

in the CocVcr Spaniel Boom of tlie Kings-

ton Humane Society. We are prepared to

handle the overflow packs that are cx-

pected.

Quotations
"Most everything is red-pink or

slightly pinkish." -Bawiy Goldwatek

"Physiology is a branch of Bio-

chcmistr)-.- - Db. Beverhjce

o 0 o

"Biochemistry is a branch of Phy-

siology."
-Dr. Hatci^eo

o O •

"There are three kinds of arleries-

]ar«G arteries, mediutn arteries and

small arteries." -B. N. Khopp

"When in doubt, say yes.

—Dean Bryce

-After all — it was just a mercy

killing."
-JoeValachi

* * •

"When a woman puts up a false

front a man doesn't know what he is

up against." -ToM Maxwell

* * •

"It's what's up front that counts."

—Paul Humphries

Your complimentary copy of

Canada Career Directory

is available now at

the QUEEN'S PLACEMENT OFFICE

STUDENT UNION.

This information booklet is available to aU

Graduating Students

Clara Nette
(Miisic 52) says:

I strike the right note in my personal

finances by payitig expenses with a

Personal Chequing Account at . .

.

Bank of Montreai,

'Hi chickie-pie."

-Keith Clugston

a big step on ihe food lo success IS an early bonking connection

You'll find these B of M Branches in Kinsslon

especially convenieni:

Princess & Barric S.s.. in
%^^i:[;^^^t^^omK Manager

Main Office. 297 King St. East al ihe Market:
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IN THIS
STUNNING
V-NECK
FOR FALL

Glenayr

Be fashion-wise... choose
this exciting V-neck
double-knit pullover

in 100% pure wool with
contracting stripes at
neck, cuHs and waist.

Sizes 34-40, S13.98.
Superbly tailored pure
wool double-knit slims

matcb perfectly with new
Fall colour combinations!
Sizes 8-20, S16.98 . .

.

at good shops
everywhere.

Without ttiis label it ia

not a gcDuine Kitten

SIG-NPOST I

SATUUDAY, OCT. 26

Aliinini Football Dances, Cnint Hall and

Gymnasium, Saturday, October 26. 9-12

p.m. Admission, $1.50 a couple.

TUESDAY, OCT. 29

The Fiencli Club will meet at 7:30 p.m.

[\t International Hou.se. Everyone is cotd-

iiilly invited.

Classified
LOST

Lost on Friday 18th Gctober. a. green

Slienffer's fountain pen without cap. Reward,

Please phone Dave 542-8352,

Lost one slide rule and handbook in a

plastic slieath. Between Adelaide and Frost

\^'inp ArniPT. Finder please contact Marg-
aret Tumber °°470,

FOUND
Biolog)' 2 tevt "The Cell". Phone 546-

9768 between 5-7 p.m.

FOR SALE
Student's desk in good condition. Call

.5-(6-.>155 after 5 p.m.

Want to buy a Tricolor? Iko Kelnick

Med's '67 is sellinj; them. 542-9479.

Tliree evening gowns, green, red, cameo

rose. Sizes 9 and U. Worn once. Very

reasonable. Phone 542-1115.

Used appliances, fidly guaranteed. Re-

frisrerntors, televisions, and stoves. Lowest

prices in lo\vn. Kay's Trade In Center. 340

King St. East. 542-6931.

WANTED
Table boarders at 200 Union St. 542-

7611.

^t. game's iEljurcl

9:00 a.m. — Holy Communion.

11:00 a.m. — Morning Prayer Broad-

cast. CKWS.

7:00 p.m.— Eveniag Prayer.

8:15 p.m.— Coffee Hour.

QIIiaimers

ll:00a;m.
— "Good From Evil".

7;30p.m. — "Christ And My Life"

8:45 p.m.— Youth Fellowship.

A Very Cordial Invitation To All

Queen's Students.

^iiElrefu's

^reabglcrian Cliittfl]

1 1 :00 a.m. — Morning Worship,

The Baptizec's Witness to Christ"

7:00p,m.— Evening Worship.

"The Christ of God"

Mr. Murray Barron will preach.

7:30p.m. — Radio Ministry, CKLC,

8:15 p.m.— Youth Fellowship. _
,'A Look al Hinduism".

7:30p.m.— Prayer & Bible Study

Hour.

\
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I3ET/
Here are the names of the 12 Pash

Paee Pets:

Marlane Donnelly

Brenda Gallie

Sylvia Wilson

Gail Myers

Lorette Bourgeault

SheQa McDonald

Margaret Thornton

Marg WanamaVer

Betty Dolbear

Marlene Sabourin

Jan Mcintosh

Selma Menhart

Match the "aines with the pictures

,„d win a free, -"tograjhed copy

of THE DALE GREEN BLACK-

BOOK.

BE WARNED!

-Notice to Staff of

Etherington Hall

All doctors, patients and siafl

u.ing Etherington Hall are re-

minded that the door at the ^vest

end of the building is for student

use only.

—The Administrator

The Tricolour Autosport Club

is sponsoring "The 4th Annual

Autumn Leaves Ralhf for "Tlie

Jmperial Oil Trophy". The rally

^viU start at the Student's Union

at 1.00 p.m. on Sun, Oct 27th

and wUl cover approx-imately

120 miles over district roads.

E%'eryone is welcome to enter.

For Dry Cleaning and

Shirt Laundering

SERVICE, QUALITY. CONVENIENCE

O.. Store at 314 Barrlc Street Near Pnncess is Convenient

and Anxious to Serve You

Same Day Service on Request

In by 10 a.m. Ready by 5 p.m.

save 20% by Using Our Service at Leonard Hall

Available to All Students

Dial 548-4407

FOR PICKUP & DELIVERY SERVICE

Cleland & Flindall

DRV CLEANERS - SHIRT LAUNDERERS

314 Barrie Street
851 Princess Street

HI PHYL - HI JO

THE PROCTOR & GAMBLE COMPANY

OF CANADA, LIMITED

HAMII-TON, ONTARIO AND PO.NTE CLAIRE, QUEBEC

islry courses.

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE PRESENT FOR

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS ON

NOVEMBER 4, 5, 6, 7

V. mav be arranged through the university Placemen.

Personal interviews may be arr g .

^^.i^g the summer of
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MODERN MEDICINE
biy Mike Sanders

Most people today are not aware

that we face exciting new frontiers.

They think that stuff went out with

the Iroquois uprisings. But now

medical knowledge (has opened new

vistas. People still get sick today and

suffer just as much as ever but they

enjoy it so much more now they

understand why. How wonderfull

The reason for this widespread

advance is none other than the family

television set. Witness some of the

dramatic educational episodes that

even the bourgeois would find intel-

ligible.

A headache is seen on the television

screen every night. A (handsome,

bleary-eyed announcer with the finest

wig and neatly placed dentures,

points to a lady beside him and says:

"Folks, do you look hke this?" We
should hope noti We haven't seen the

specimen yet but we still hope we
don't look like her. Whereupon the

camera focuses on a middle-aged

woman with the most awful headache

imaginable. We know this because

there is a mirror In front of her and

the word "HEADACHE" is written

Smack across her bead. Without

modern science, who would have

, guessed that a headache is a bunch

of machines and wires in the cranium.

Bolts of electricity are jumping across

two giant electrodes. And witness the

(Tiant sledge-hammers banging away.

Look at them bang! I'll bet you never

thought there was room to spare for

a little man who operates the control

board. The television announcer .also

tells us that the other compartments

of the cerebrum causing this head-

ache — and we hardly wonder — are

filled with four pounds of cement

( avoirdupois ) , a half gallon of

"gotchim" glue, a chronometer, two

matchsticks and various other elect-

ronic gadets,

With this television X-ray picture

of tiie poor simp's brain we diagnose

headache ahiong other minor mental

aberrations, on strong evidence of

course. Continues &e announcer, "If

this is you lady, or you Mr. Nut,

don't suffer like this poor shrimp.

Dissolve your headache as you

dissolve your stomach. It's a cinch

with "bufferstunk" handy - dandy -

candy tablets. Just drop one, or if

you have the guts, two arsenic-white,

jiffy - diffy "bufferstunk" tablets into

a glass of soda water and lime and

watch it go to work. See how it shat-

ters the glass. It does that to your

headache too, so drink it down and

"poof", no more probelms.

• so
Then there is rheumatism. Every-

body has rheumatism. A professor of

mine once had a classic case of

rheumatism o£ the brain. Poor fellow.

He was crippled throughout all his

teaching days. He wasn't good for

anything else so they let him teach.

Well, that's really quite incidental,

or shall I say, insignificant. His lect-

ures were too. But I'm thinking of

rlieumatism in the joints. The up-to-

date sauve announcers have the fol-

lowing pitch:

"You out there ... do you suffer

from bandy legs, referred pain from

your umbihcus, your mother-in-law

or anybody else? Do you have pain

that starts in your back and radiates

down into the big toe and all the way

up the sciatic nerve into the spinal

cord and servical plexus? You do?

Pity. Nothing can be done for you.

Better turn off the television now and

die noiselessly. What's that? You say

you don't liave any pain of rheuma-

tism. No pain in the back, arms, legs,

head or pocketbook? Then this is for

yoii. V\^ien you've got the courage to

try it, swallow a box of "Anasick"

tablets. What's that? You say you

don't like tin boxes? Never mind

that, go ahead and swallow that too.

It shakes up the intestines. Gives them

a healthy jolt or two and awakens

them out of that peaceful stagna-

tion."

o o •

Nowadays, this stuff is "old hat"

compared to the products of personal

hygiene. Take toothpaste for example.

It used to be that people never wor-

ried about teeth. They had none. But
today, we've turned evolution around.

Now we have not only teedi. but bad
bad teeth and bad breath too. How-
ever the Tiddley Toothpaste Com-
pany of Cavity, Rhode Island has in-

vented the remedy to end it all. Their
television commercial is now given
verbatim from memory.

"Hello out there in cavity country.

Have your morning candy, kids?

That's the spirit. Remember our
motto kiddies: we do dandy where
there's candy." Ha, ha . . . what's

tliat? You have some root canal pain?

Yes, that's what we hoped. When that

happens, just rub on half a tube of

Crust. You'll be absolutely amazed.

We always are. It gives your teeth

or what's left of them, that attractive

invisible appearance. And it solves

the Tireath' problem too by getting

to the root. Clever? We think so."

For those of you who are now
convinced that I am totally bereft of

any imagination, the following is

given to prove that while you are

dead right, at least we can dream

about the ideal medical interview

which would be as follows.

Doctor: "Good morning Jones."

Jones: "Top o' the morning to ya

doc."

Doctor: "Say, did you see the

hockey game last night?"

Jones: See itl Yee gads, doc, uh

almost split a gut from cheerin' too

hard."

Doctor: "How did you like tliat

first goal when Mahavolanche stick-

handled his way through the whole

team, circled the goal, winked at his

girl in the stands and blasted the

puck past the hunk of cheese they

called a goalie."

Jones: "Ya, but remember when . .

."

T>octor: "Say Jones, how about a

whiskey and soda?"

Jones: "Greatl"

Doctor: "Let's take the morning off

and size up the world's problems

down at the club,"

And off they go. Say, that's real

progress!

r
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Hotel Dew

Hiiiim/.. Hey Man -bongo has

it that these caves

KGH have some pretty cool chicks

b„fc_before thou makest any rash

judgements, of any wee sort, lend

me thy for a sec. Promise - skm

to skin -not to ten more than ten

nuUioncatsatatime.Anyway-this

neat pad that I am refernng to

-

situated in BRUBECK BLOCK-

aSf' BROCK" .vith the intention

of turning out graduate nurses

after three hard earned yearsat

training. These gals I am referring

to are really tops and have amph-

fiedmanyapash at Queen's.

Survey hasitthis year, thatthese

...inging- operators -MBDSMEN-

are first in view with ou.- chicks.

Curiosity killed the cat-SATIS-

FACTION brought him back- Cur-

ious cat?? Relieve your curiousity

man and swing with the spirits at

our pad on "HALLOW'S EVE
-

NUM.ERO UNO

TAMPR
Why am I swimming so !a^; in

the year? Why it's that time of the

month again, silly. With Tampix

I can do this with no irritation cha-

fing or odour. But if you don t go

swimming it doesn't work.

Rust, my dear? Why there's none

of that because there are no screws,

bolts or buckles. Even if there were,

they'd be stainless., silly-

How long have I been using

them' Not really very long-only

since I was thirteen. I think. But

then mummy told me about them

and I've used them ever since.

Mummy's so smart. Still it really

is a bloodv nuisance having to go

swimming so often - I hate the

water.

BRITISH SCIENTISTS

Ue,„'e.sent.ativ« from Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd.,

England, wiin>e visiting the campus on Thursday,

October 31, to mfet and exchange mformation with post-

graduate and'post-doctorate scientists from Britain and

the British Commonwealth wl» would Uke to consider

,.,rcers with the I.CI. in the United Kingdom. An inter-

view appointment can be arranged through your Place-

inent Office.

If yoor Nodli-R'"

ONLY

mth-RitEW 98
ST. LAWBERT. QUEBEC

House of Sounds

STUDENTS

GET 20% OFF ON ALL L.P. RECORDS

at

House of Sounds
Don-t Be Ashamed To Tell You Go To Queen's

Hotel La Salle

Dine IN the Famous Colony Room

Specializing in

Delicious Charcoal Broiled Steaks

Direct from Our Dining Rom Grill

Special Arrangements for Banquets & Dances

' '. 548.3361
Bagot & Pnncess -
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No longer need you sit at home

pondering reasons for your infa-

tuation with the world-renowned,

blue - jacketed Queen's Medsmen.

Recent research has definitely

proven that, on the whole. Queen's

ladies prefer blue, 9 to 1 over any

other brand. The following is a

brief report highlighting the more

significant discoveries brought for-

ward by our illustrious colleagues.

However, before we reveal this

impressive list of credits, we deem

it ncessary to enumerate some of

the more superficial aspects of our

demeanor for "the others" on

campus. Bear with us ladies; we

realize that you are completely

aware of the following . . .

1. The unquestionable superior-

ty, honour and hard-earned repu-

talon of the faculty, itself.

2. The overwhelming, shall we

say, "emotional appeal" of the blue

jackets.

3. The inherent Knightly Qual-

ities so important in the realm of

Medicine - purity of thought, word

& deed, modesty and chivalry to

mention only a few.

Unfortunately space has limited

a list which to us appears endless.

But we are here to mention some

of the deeper and more subtle as-

pects of our nature which, were it

not for intensive research, might

be glossed over.

For those who require a techni-

cal vocabulary, a Medsman may be

described in general terms as ver-

satile! This is important! Our fu-

ture profession demands that we

be able to mingle with all social

classes and still remain "one-up"

at all times. Therefore a Medsman

must be upon all campus affairs,

having, so to speak, his fingers in

every pie.

Nor can he remain specialized in

any particular field like "the oth-

ers." Indeed, when the occasion de-

mands, we have been known to

match drinks ^v^th the best but are

not susceptible to the dread plague,

"Stupor Communicans Inibriati

Plumbaris," prevalent among the

"yellow bellied, hard-headed booze-

guzzlers." Moreover, a student in

the faculty can wax eloquent on

most any topic thrown his way in

an intelligent manner as opposed

to the drivel advanced by the

"horn-rimmed, pipe-smoking cof-

fee-sippers." Classified under "so-

cial graces" he can twist, shimmy,
two-step, cha-cha, etc. with the

best. Non-believers are asked to

read Lou Parsons coverage of "The
Beefeater.s" in the next week's

Journal.

The obvious conclusion to be

drawn from this awe-inspiring col-

lection of data is that a date with a

medical student is a virtual guar:

antee df well-rounded entertain-

ment, for besides the ability to mix

in a crowd, a Medsman also has an

unmatched romantic side. You
need come prepared with neither

armament from the local black-

smith nor an extra of "Scotkins"

for you will not be fighting the

purely animalistic advances of the

Engineers (species: Homo Erectus

-subspecies; homius) Nor will you

be bored to tears by the ptatonic

hand-holding demonstrated with

such ardour by the Artsmen

(species: Homo Impotens — sub-

species: Gayus). But fear not for

your frustration level! Satiation is

our credo and subtley our forte.

It is common knowledge that Meds-

men have more knowledge with

which to become common, (cf. pp.

1-69 ; The McPie Report — Mons
Publishing House— Medical Quad-

rangle.)

However, like all good things,

we have our limitations. Regret-

tably our numbers are few and our

time somewhat depleted. To com-

pensate for these inherent diffi-

culties we propose the formation

of a joint Levana-Medsmen Union

with the object of answering every

maiden's prayer. For further in-

formation please feel free to con-

sult the editor of this Journal.

Perhaps in conclusion we can

leave you with a catchy phrase

. . . "If you don't know any . . .

ask a girl who uses one."

SHCrE CANCER'S
SMOKE CANCERS—the think-

ing man's cigarette.

New, king-sized Cancers guar-

antee you that rich taste of aged

Alaskan tobaccos.

Smoke Cancer

Taste Cancer

Feel Cancer

Cancer has the new "relapse"

filter, which traps tars and nico-

tines, and lets only the fresh

taste of Cancer reach your lungs.

Why fool around with other

brands of cigarettes, when the

cool fresh taste of Cavcer is av-

ailable at most stores in your

neighbourhood.

Men who think usually get

Cancer. So be a thinking man

too. Step up to your neighbour-

hood counter and get Cancer

Cancer cigarettes have recent-

ly been awarded the Good Hos-

pital Keeping Seal.
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New Deal

For Medsmen

The Dean and some of his top

men are meeting this morning to

decide the fate of medical students

for the next ten years or more.

Dean Botterell is the spark be-

hind a move which promises to

deal with the problem of why me-

dical students on graduation seem

to have forgotten everything they

ever learned. To faciliate discus-

sion. Dean Botterell has assembled

a panel of men who have had years

of experience teaching such stu-

dents how. These men (Profs.

Hatcher, Connell, McComston.

Reed and Mr. Mclntyre) will mull

over six weighty problems but will

not touch such basic trouble.^ as

whether or not it will be more apt

for a person with the name of

Hatcher to teach Embryologj' rath-

er than Physiology, or why stu-

dents fall asleep in Pharmacology.

Obsei-vers fear the answer may

be due to the dryness of the

subject, and it may be proposed at

the conference that all sucli dry

subjects and all dry lecturers be

limited in time to one-half hour.

Each of the above mentioned six

men will speak for half an hour

on his topic this morning.

In this swinging land of milk

and honey dwelt the fair Coronis

—marital status "maiden". This

chick was the living end. So much

so that Apollo, the guardian of

Delphi, chosen of fair young dam-

sels, and as a side line the God of

Truth, digged her the most. How-

ever this Coronis baby was not hip

to Apollo's jive; the end result

being that she soon looked else-

where for a mortal mover ! 1

However no grass grew under

old Apollo's feet, being as how he

was the God of Truth and all that

jazz; her infidelity was discovered!

Here the myth becomes under-

standably vague, somehow Coronis

is skin and placed on a funeral

pyre — Apollo in a moment of re-

morse snatches away the unborn

babe — enter protagonist Aescul-

apius. ApoHo left him with Chomin

the Centaur — a coo! cat, or more

specificallv, horseman. Now Cho-

min had had lads to look after

before, but all they were interest-

ed in vi'as shucking and jivmg.

Needless to say old Chomin didn't

tune in on this frequency since he

Law Reunion

Cocktail Party 4:30—7:30

Donee 9:00—1:00

Braun's Cafeteria

Soturdoy Oct. 26

All Members Low Soc.

Grads Welcome

was a medical mover — like ma

he had big thoughts. Nipups an

handstands were in order when

Chomin found Aesculapius was

tuned into his medical movement

And is wont to happen on occasion

(contrary to popular opinion), the

students aided the teacher. Froin

the four corners came the sick to

seek his aid. Unfortunately even in

those days the road to Hades was

paved! with good intentions. Ii,

reactivating one cold cat (i.e. de-

cised) Aesculapius incurred the

wrath of the big boys by cutting

into their territory ! Zeus promptly

cuffed him about the head and

shoulders with thunderbolts. Exit

stage left Aesculapius. However,

people still hoofed it in herds to his

in absentia abode. There they

learned in dreams how to cui-p

thmse'lves with snakes cutting into

the action to the point where they

became his symbol

As the pater of the "boys in blue"

he has been honoured through the

years and his symbol appears on all

medical standards (i.e. pins).

I

My Hair Used To Drive Me Crazy

By EARL

For years I was like nearly

everyone else with hair. I spent

more time on it than anything

else around the house.

In the Spring it was weed,

feed, and reseed. When summer

came I fought hard to keep my

hair green through heat, dry

spells, and water bans. There

was no end to it!

I was ready to rip out my hair,

concrete the area, and paint it

green! Instead I plugged in Ama-

N. MEYER

zoy Zoysia hair.

Although I did this in mid-

summer, those plugs grew into

solid turf that stayed green des-

pite heat and drought.

When insects, disease, and

weeds wreaked havoc on nearby

hair, mine was untouched. I

haven't used crabgrass killers or

weed killers for years. I now

half as much as my neighbors

and I've never re-E«eded my

hair again.

PATTON'S CLEANERS

SHIRT LAUNDERERS

Wally Elmer — Prop.

Dial 548-4292 — 546-6480

349 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO

The Nicest Cleaning in Town

to

1
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Pash Sports Special
By Brian Bailey

Pash Sports Editor

de Kingston

SARI CHAMPLAIN
SAILS AGAIN

In laying down this report oi

the 25th day of the tenth month

of the Year of Our Lord, one

thousand nine hundred, three

score and three, I must report

an outbrealc of sickness within our

forces — Red Fever.

It does also seem by all reports

received of the Captaine of the

Watch that those same Savages

which we did encounter scarcely

one week ago have again gather-

ed and are approaching our set-

tlement.

It gives me pleasure to assure

you, nevertheless, that Francis,

Baron of Tyndalle, General-in-

Chief of our forces, has called up

iiis yeoman and has barricaded the

mansion of Richard, Son of Stade.

to withhold the upcoming attack.

\0
It does furthermore give assur-

ance to reporte a minimum list of

casualties of the forces of the

Queen and a store of 4,000 bar-

rels of ale, stocked within the

fortification. My men do also seem

to be of high spirite.

Our scouts sent oute within the

'last watch reporte Redskinnes of

the tribe of Glennsayntjon, bearing

such names as Howl-at-the-Wind,

Son-of-Joehan, and the warrior

known as Running Lamb, the same

who took 13 scalps of my men in

the first encounter. The scouts re-

porte that these savages speak of-

ten and seemingly fearfully of

"Oylthys", a Redskinne worde

which we have decided must re-

fer to Her Majesty's soldiers.

In summing up our defenses

may I add that John, Counte of

Crouchomme and Mervin of Dawb

also have reccently done great ser-

vice to Her Majesty's cause, and

can be heavily depended upon.

William d'Edouaixl, James the

Young (whose fierce volleys the

Redmenne could not seem to stop)

and Cal de Conn^re do reporte their

forces in readiness. Our forces may
smite as many as thirty of the

Red-Skinnes - from - the - Lande -

of - the - Frog. The aforemen-

tioned soldiers of the Queen should

be largely responsible for these

casualties.

In truth our chances on the mor-

row mighte be summed with hac-

curacy in the words of Yellow

Tunics have set to the war chant

of the savages which does say

:

"Kill McGill, Kill McGill,

We can do it, we all know

We will do it tomorrow

Kill McGill, Kill McGill.

de Montreal

The football season is half over

now and a cursoi-y glance at the

standings reveals just what pre-

season prognosticians had called

for. The Queen's Golden Gaels

are undefeated in three starts.

Western is in second place with

a two for three record, the Red-

men follow with one win arid To-

ronto as usual trails the pack

with a perfect record of no wins.

The reason I say that there are

no surprises here at McGill is that

everyone expected the Redmen to

drop two of their first three starts

for they are notorious as a second

half {of the season) club. It never

does to buck a trend and with this

in mind we can never discount the

Redmen in the run for the roses.

How then does this year's squad

stack up with the teams of the

previous three seasons when the

Redmen did accomplish a success-

ful comeback?

The first thing that detractors

of the Redmen point to is that the

QB and Omega Award winner

Tom Skypeck is no longer with the

by Enn Raudsepp, Sports Editor

McGiU Daily.

team. This is hardly the problem.

Glen St. John, the Ottawa boy now

studying Law at McGill, is just

as capable a field general — per-

haps with an even better passing

arm. Last Saturday against the

Gaels, Glen threw 10 strikes for

286 yards, including two T.D's. —
a performance that even "Tom the

Bomb" would envy.

No, the problem with the Red-

men has heen the loss of less

hei-alded players of the calibre

of Tony Blair and Steve Longstaff

on defense, and Andy Connor and

Dave Morton on offence.

The defence, especially, has suf-

fered from the mass departures

of last year's regulars.

Against Toronto, the secondary

and tertiary played well for 55

minutes before allowing three

quick T.D's. by rookie flanker

Gerry Sternberg. In the match

versus the Gaels they concentrated

too much on the threat of Con-

nor's passing arm — at the ex-

pense of the ground defence. This

is the situation that is being cor-

rected and with the help given by

the probable return to action of

safety Ian Bruce (sidelined in To-

ronto with ligament troubles) the

defence should contain the Gaels

enough for the offence to win the

ball game.

Looking at the offensive per-

sonnel, this is not too much to ask.

In captains Willie Lambert and

Don Taylor, (now playing flanker)

the Redmen have an experienced

nucleus to build their plays around.

Lambert especially is enjoying his

finest season. His present rate

has been a gallop of two touch-

downs per game, giving him 37

points and a firm grip on the scor-

ing leadership.

With all these reasons in mind,

it's not hard to see why I pick

the Redmen by six points over the

Gaels this cominir Saturday. Only

time and the Gaels can prove me

wrong.
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So now you ask,

"What is University Day anyway?''
^

WeU,

the A.M.S. Constitution says:

The purpose of University Day

shall be to stimulate awareness

in the history and tradition of

Queen's.

So now you know.

i



Does this rule sound familiar ?

No student registered with the

University may form or become

a member of any chapter of any

externally-affiliated fraternity or

sorority at or near Queen's.

Now there is a story be-

niversity Day 1963
presents

1 A. M. S. Lecture
^Grant Hall, 11:00 a.m. Speaker: DR. NORTHROP
FRYE, eminent scholar, teacher, and Principal of

wictoria College, University of Toronto.

Banquet
''allace Hall, 7.30-9.00. Tickets: Banquet only $1.50.

Janquet and dance $2.00. Banquet and dance

[(couple) $3.50. Speaker: J. ALEX EDMISON, mem-

gber. National Parole Board, former Assistant to the

Principal, Queen's University. Noted raconteur.

Dance

the tarn ball
gymnasium 9-1. Dick Edney's Orch. Tickets at the

door $1.00 and $1.50.

riday, October 25th

UEEN'S
coalition in the ascendency over the Arts-

logy party (Historical note: a Queen's grad of
sing about his days at Queen's, refers to "the

, of the medicos voting like a flock of sheep."

sion and insight, obviously). This superiority

n the parts of Meds-Science undoubtedly meant
;r Faculties were overstocked with frustrated

:ians. We all know that the frustrated Junior

1 dangerous and unstable entity, liable to take
imising direction, trampling all those who stand

Thus it was that in the Fall of 1933 the Arts-

logj' party seized upon the Fraternity situation

election issue. Their advertisements in the

ed. "SAVE QUEEN'S FROM THE FRATER-
lACE" and "VOTE STRAIGHT ANTI-
rV", Against this, the Meds-Science boys could

OTE MEDS-SCIENCE FOR CONTINUED
'ERNMENT". Given the Queen's electorate,

; predictable: Arts-Levana-Theology swept five

cutive positions. To give them their due, how-
. represent a strong segment of campus opinion

iition to Fraternities.

the situation. The new executive has been

a strong mandate to abolish Fraternities. So
' do? You're right, they did nothing. At least,

ing until after ttie close of the football season,

5er of Gaels were Fratmen as well. In due

ihey took the next obvious step: they appointed

committee to investigate the whole situation,

touched all the bases, they went home to enjoy

as Dinners secure in the knowledge that what-

i, they were in the clear.

Year brought the report of the fact-finding

report which set the stage for the first climax

lity controversy. The essence of the report was

n of the Fraternities' position, and was perhaps

minded and un-biased statement to come out

iifair. They reported that the Fraternities were

1 such desirable quahties as school spirit and

mic purpose, and were innocent of all of the
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Does this rule sound familiar ?

No student registered with the

University may form or become

a member of any chapter of any

externally-affiliated fraternity or

sorority at or near Queen's.

It should, because you will see it every time you register here at Queen's

and every time you read through your Calendar. Now there is a story be-

hind this rule. And this is that story,

FRATS AT QUEEN'S
The issue of whether or not Queen's should have frater-

nities dominated life at our University from the Spring of

1933 until the Fall of 1934. Student apathy set the stage

for the crisis, and an aroused student body eventually re-

solved it. The outcome was regarded either as a great and

heroic victory for student government, or as a betrayal of

the worst kind, depending on where you sat at the time.

Although we may never know the full truth about what

happened thirty years ago, we can still learn a lot from the

controversy, and thereby gain a better appreciation of the

history and tradition of Queen's, that very history which we
are today celebrating.

The annual open meeting of the A.M.S. was a feature

of poHtical life at Queen's back in 1933, even as it b today.

Not only that, but it was viewed by the student body with a

decided lack of enthusiasm which would fit in perfectly with

present day conditions. Such was the languor of the 1933

Queen'smen that a bare hundred of them managed to make
it to Grant Hall for the meeting. Let it not be thought, how-

ever, that there were no men of purpose, resolution and

drive at Grant Hall that night. No indeed. History, or more

specifically the Queen's Journal, tells us that "a clause in

the A.M.S. Constitution prohibiting the formation of Frater-

nities and Sororities was rescinded." From this we could

reasonably suppose that at least half of those hundred stu-

dents were potential Fraternity men.

Thus at the close of the 1932-33 session Fraternities

were in at Queen's. When the University reconvened next

fall there were two Frat-Type organizations in existence.

One of these was an organization of Artsraen with head-

quarters on Princess Street, while the other was composed o£

Medical students, with a house on King Street. The Arts

Frat had been in existence semi-officially since 1924, while

Fsi Delta Phi, the Medical group, was new. Neither of these

organizations were afBliated with any national or mter-

national Fraternity, altiiough the Medsmen were thmbng
along those lines.

Now you must remember that, at this time of year the

i
elections for members of the A.M.S. were approaching. In

those days elections were run on the party system, with the

Meds-Science coalition in the ascendency over the Arts-
Levana-Theology party (Plistorical note: a Queen's grad of

1856, reminising about his days at Queen's, refers to "the

tendency ... of the medicos voting like a flock of sheep."

A man of vision and insight, obviously). This superiority

at the polls on the parts of Meds-Science undoubtedly meant
that the other Faculties were overstocked with frustrated

Junior Politicians. We all know that the frustrated Junior

Politician is a dangerous and unstable entity, liable to take

off in any promising direction, trampling all those who stand

in his path. Thus it was that in the Fall of 1933 the Arts-

Levana-Theology party seized upon the Fraternity situation

as a prime election issue. Their advertisements in the

Journal shouted, "SAVE QUEEN'S FROM THE FRATER-
NITY MENACE" and "VOTE STRAIGHT ANTI-
FRATERNITY". Against this, the Meds-Science boys could

say only "VOTE MEDS-SCIENCE FOR CONTINUED
GOOD GOVERNMENT". Given the Queen's electorate,

the result was predictable: Arts-Levana-Theology swept five

of the six executive positions. To give them their due, how-

ever, they did represent a strong segment of campus opinion

in their opposition to Fraternities.

Consider the situation. The new executive has been

elected with a strong mandate to abolish Fraternities. So

what did they do? You're right, they did nothing. At least,

they did nothing until after the close of tiie football season,

since a number of Gaels were Fratmen as well. In due

course, then, they took the next obvious step: they appointed

a fact-finding committee to investigate the whole situation.

Then, having touched all the bases, they went home to enjoy

their Christmas Dinners secure in the knowledge that what-

ever happened, they were in tiie clear.

The New Year brought the report of the fact-finding

committee, a report which set the stage for the first climax

in die Fraternity controversy. The essence of the report was

an explanation of the Fraternities' position, and was perhaps

the most fair-minded and un-biased statement to come out

of tiie whole affair. They reported that die Fraternities were

not lacking in such desirable qualities as school spirit and

serious academic purpose, and were innocent of all of the
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^^Jty for persistent

usually associated .yf'th
/he^^/

^^^^ ^^Gld be loss of

non-compliance .with
."J,?^ p Sileges for the period of

the political, social, and ^t^f
Uc t ^.^^

a year. Tliis clause is very significant xe p

'These constitutional A-ndinent^^
^^^^^^^^^^

electorate at a general meeting hemm ^^^^ ^^^^^^^^

the prospect of a f"f.^^f]!''
. janimed the hall, and stayed

droves. Upwards of a thousand jarnm
^^^^^

there all morning w\",^^°,e" of both sides. It should

passionate speeches
[[.^["^f^^^^^'^w^^^ at the actual Frats

£e noted that no "itic sm was ^^^''^ ^^^j admitted that

as they existed at
•h^lj',^,^'J.^^jv^Jt ^ve^.^

^
they offered their

"^"'^n'Lnrus The criticism was entirely

''"nrt ^^^^
closeUnd a recount was demanded^ Smce ^^^^^^ ^^^^

had to leave at that pomt the ineetmg ^^^^^
anightthefollowmgweek, when a^^^^^

^^^^^^ ^^,,rs

section was taken. Tb s
"^^^^^^ ^happened the previous

^"^"'^'^e¥r'atemity rupport's were& irt force, sufficient

Deadlock ensued. J.^^e
FratermUes

^dministra-

the A.M.S. in a conference be-

tion was worried This ^^"W^-d^^ mediated by Principal

tween the Icadinghgures on born sides, m
_^ ^ ^^^promisc.IweenThe leading figures on bom si^^^^^^^^^^

Fyfc. The <^«" Zt tSs were getting out of

since both parlies realized tha inmg^
Fraternities were no

hand. The'A.M,S. ^."Xfthey purged themselves of

longer Fraternifes in that
J^^^^^

jP^fona, Amendment,

the features objected to in he con
i^^ory pro-

and the Fr^t-^^"i!P,^r'tuon o the Amendment, and to

visions in 'he defea ed section ot
of representa-

allow a Social Control Cornmitge
^ ^^ ^^^^^

Hves of the .AM.S_and of^e Un-c^^^;y,^^^
^^^,^,,d. the

the r operations, irius, wiui p

Iwdent? dispersed for the
^"^T"

'
dispersed But not. let it

activity of the Medsmen pres ntly

When, as ^^^l^^^^'^Tx^l^^Z^^Z ^PP^^'t
students returned m the

'"grned, had gone the whole

accompli, l^^^f^^r^n imernat ona Medical Fraternity,

STd'^AM^k, slSnTundl the growing suspicion that

Jhty^^dten had pr^^^^^^^^^ - P-cut.
^^^^ ^^^^^

hundred spectators
^^^^^^the accuSd for what possible

seemed sure to go ^S^'^^^t f^sThSg stood, they were

defence could they P'^^^' Jl^ s Court convened,

transparently g"Jlty;^.^^eyman preside the defence

Chief Justice fS for adjournment, on the

i'ZS S^srnl^h?Tu^m£s:^ad'only been served

This paper was produced under the

editorial supervision of Greg Morn-

son.

jSSSir^arg^;^;^— The sen^

there-after
l^^^^/^^S^wn the offenders were to lose their

tence was landed down t>ie
^.^^ y^ar.

political, social, and
f^'^";

^
Fraternity were four mem-

^
Now included n the Med ca^Frat^^^

bers of the Queen's Eo^tb'iU team,
i,,„d. Could

a? that. The crucial game of th^^^^^^^
Well, not to

,he weakened Q"^"
^^^^J^^ld and did, scoring a magnifi-

keep you in suspense, J^eV ^°"'^^t„r This victory was re-

cent victory for •li^°l^.'^ ,'"\^Tvin<Mcation of Student

garded, somewhat •°"'^^'>',;^^ /an the victory did w^^
Government at

Q"fjf
"

^j,A^'K was willing to put a matter

dramatize the fact tha the ^'^^^^^ ^.^ances in footbaU.

of principle ahead ^^^.".'S b»t the football fans in

This may not seem like much today
^, ,y

S SenrmaTu?itrS SspSiUty. This would seem to

be a fair comment.
ourselves, was justice done?

However, we
"^"^^^'^^^"/'f'^'th; mind after reviewing

the chain of events is this wny
^^^^^^ ^ tab-

ing the likely <=o"^^^"^?,"iX^^^^^^ Why indeed?

lish themselves as
^
J""-;^^^^^ took place, we can

,.v. - -'"^^^HinetheWs^Sp ces o^

bS Id of^ese Facts, suggest a possible

^^^S^iis go back to the ^pnng of 1934 whe^^^^^^^^^^

tnen were left all
*Sfn"f?Sm wreckage of the

hope of salvagmg ^ade inquiries as to the

previous winter, they
^^PP^^^f^.'^^ie fraternity. Now we do

possibility of ^^ttmg up a fu l sca^e
,east we do

iot know the we can say that it is .

not have any proof of the resu s
^^^^^^ ^

,he strong opinion tc^ay o t ^^,„es jrom

Fraternity of 1934, that
,^ establish a fu'l-^cak

UniversUy ""'''''"'^
''^mV S Zport of this authoniy m

jralerniiy they '[f'^'Jf IheAM.S. On the basis of

after the Paternity wa^ fo™^^-
/^^^^^^^^^^ ^e also know

Frat-house for tea, and dona ed a p j^edicine ]omed

nine members of t^^ ^t^^
^'^^^^^^^^^^ other Univer-

the organization.
"^f^^'

T'.P'hc Fratmen. All this seems

rSdS^o"SJ^*3^tSSS!SlSTS:

was firmly and scurely
f

tabli Jed^ showdown
This, of course, ^vas not the case

^^^^

with the A.M.S.^me heyjeceived
^

F^^

Administration. Why this was N^^^^^
others grew

a suspicion exists that P^^^^/"'^^^
Murine the summer. Once

to veVy significant V^X ''^^\,ZS%e s„re that was any

again we must stress that^^^
f authorities, but the

was given to leaving the Un'^^^'fJ ^^^^ Queen's does not

of these Doctors fee! hurt ^"j fr
tn

caU up the same memories, quite, as lo
^^^^^

measure of their bi«ernes at t^^^^^^
^^.^ the

srho»:^^^^^^^^^^^^

give

The University Day Committee would

like to thank Mr. Herb. Hamilton and

Mrs. Dot Williams for their mvalu-

able assistance. .



This article is for anyone who might somehow have got the idea that life

at Queen's is basically serious.

HELL-
RAISING

by Herb. Hamilton

(an acknowledged expert on the subject)

It's not ior knowledge

That we come lo college

i

So run the words of a well-known college song, and while

these sentiments were probably first expressed by some

character who did no! stay around long enough to qualify for

a degree, they do in part at least echo the happy memories

the Oueen'sman of any vintage has about some caper which

took place during his day.

The history of pranks at Queen's goes back to the earliest

limes. One of the first recorded instances took place m the

1860's when some cut-ups led the Janitor's cow up mto the

belfry in the Old Memorial Building (don't bother to wnle

in and demand to know. What Belfry? — it doesn't exist any

more). And many a tale is told of the Resurrectionists, as

the Medical students were known because of their proclivi-

ties in the local graveyards — they were required to produce

their own cadavers for anatomy lessons.

One year the students painted the words "Tool Shed" on

the old wooden mechanical en^neering building, the pride

and joy of the staff of that Department. Another year they

painted the Kingston street cars in the Queen's colours, In

another they nosed out the firemen into the burnmg Old Arts

Building and salvaged the faculty records, but not for the

faculty. In still another they ran the Commuoist flag up on

the City Hall and, again, purloined and hid the exammation

tables the day before the final tests were to begin. And not

so long ago thev ran a hospital bed through the streets of

Kingston for 1.000 miles, a records that stands to this day.

Many of these didoes were embarrassing in some way or

another to the University authorities. Certamly few of them

did little if anything to improve relationships between town

and gown. No maiter if the participants later developed mto

ministers of the gospel, august members of the bar, or beloved

family doctors, and respectable high school teachers, they

were jackanapes in the eyes of ihe good burghers.

What is generally conceded to be the best caper of all

time was one that embarrassed no one, amused most people,

and is still talked about by the old men m their chimney

corners. This was the invasion of the United States on

February 2. 1956, when the Union Jack was raised high on

civic flagpoles in Watertown, Lefargeville, Clayton, and

Alexandria Bay, and the territory was reclaimed in the name

of "His Britannic Majesty, George III, by the Grace of God,

of England, Scotland, and the Colonies beyond the Seas,

King."

The manoeuvre was carried out on the birthday of

George Washington, who was described in the proclamation

posted below the Union Jack as a subversive, scoundrel,

traitor, turncoat, and rebel without cause,

The residents of the United Stales look Ihe invasion in

good pari, or that is. most of them did. In one community

the local authorities looked askance at this irreverence and

called in the F.B.I, to make an investigation, but nothing

came of this action.

The incident attracted international attention and was

reported by news services in Canada and the United Stales.

One graduate read the item in the New Orleans Times-

Picavme and commenled in a letter that the affair had

"tickled me pink." Dr. William Hamilton Fyfe, Prmcipal

of Queen's 1930-36. read it in the London Times and said

he would not be surprised if many in the U.S. laboured under

the impression that George III was stUl on the throne of

England. ... . ,

The incident did not end there. A group of disgruntled

American citizens took retaliatory measures a month later,

when a flying squadron of admirals of die Thousand Islands

Navy planted declarations at McNeill House, the Kingston

City Hall and Old Fort Hcnrv. "taking into possession the

citadel of Upper Canada and land for miles around." and

giving it back to the Indians and Eskimos. The invaders

hoisted the Thousand Islands flag, a bedsheet with rotten

fish rampant, a lighthouse, and 'he legend "Thousand Islands

^*^^hat miBht have developed into an ugly international

incident was finallv brought to an amicable conclusion with

the signing of a truce between the "Roundheads^' as the

smdents were lahelled. and representatives of the Thousand

Islands Naw. The truce was signed over a bowl of cherry

cordial in an imnressive ceremony at Alexandria Bay, and

peace has reigned ever since.
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Why • • • The GreateiG
From: Ihe loronto Star

Sat. Dec. 1st, 1923
However . . m:

REGINA DELIGHTED

AT MUDDY FIELD

Will go into today's game with

Queen's with renewed confidence.

worry about in the Dominion final at Varsity

this afternoon.

Maybe they \villl

And then again maybe they wontl

T^, h^ky westerners wiU step ont there this after-

noo^with1 idea 4a. tieir heavy .ine-plungers ^vjl

shove Queens around Uke chessmen.

This Regina outfit shapes up hke a real battog

outfit, and t one ^vill know what they have besides

phy^qne and a set ot uniforms until ftey unwrap

their stuff at 2.30 to-day.

I, looks like a real battle bet^veen a mighty hue

and Canada's strongest backfield.

THE GREY CUP



'Gaels Team Ever
Jm; Ihe Toronto Star Mom Dec, 3rd, 1923

QUEEN'S WHITEWASH
REGIM STALWARTS

Batstone, showing his best form, made

Western wing-line look bad.

CHAMPIONS AGAIN

Tricolor, lutbeaten throughout season,

ripped through Regina at will.

Playing real heady football, Queen's University of King-

ston romped home to another Dominion championship by

banding Re^na, the western title-holders, one of the worst

defeats ever seen at a Dominion final at Varsity Stadium

Saturday before 9,000 spectators. The score was 54 to 0.

Stepping right into the westerners from the kicknaff, the

Tricolor were never pressed. Batstone and Leadley ran

wUd, especially the former, who played his best game of the

year.

During the greater part of the game Queen's played minus

one or two of their many stars, but Regina failed to show

anything at any time, though they fought courageously. They

were simply outclassed, being outplayed in every depart-

ment.

The field was in good shape, consideruig the previous

heavy rams, and didn't seem to bother the "slippery coUege

halves in their bewildering trick plays.

Queen's made yards at will, while the westerners were only

successful on two occasions.

A good indication of the play is that the Tricolor

accounted for no less than nine touchdowns, showing beyond

doubt that the challengers' beef and brawn was no match

for the victors' speed and skill.

Milne and McEachem were outstanding for the losers.

McEachem's kicking, though inferior to Leadley's, was fair,

and helped to keep the score from mounting higher.

Milne, a first-rate flying wing, tackled hard, and broke

up many a Queen's brilliant end run. The rest of the Regina

wing-line was hopelessly outclassed, only being successful in

holding for a kick.

Queen's started off with a rush and opened the scoring

when Rowand was forced to rouge on Leadley's kick.

Regina then bucl<ed for yards, carrying die ball to centre.

On McEachern's kick, Leadley was downed on his own 15-

yard Une. On a series of end runs culminated by the most

spectacular run of the day, in which Batstone gained 45

yards, the play was taken to the other end of the field, where

Queen's easily bucked over for their first touch. After that

it was "custard pie". It seemed to be a matter of what

was Queen's objective— 50, 75 or 100.

Regina had their only chance to score in the second

period when Leadley's kick was blocked and Bates secured

15 yards out from the Queen's line. The bucks failed to

make any impression on the Tricolor, who rushed in Evans,

McKelvey and Thomas, who were spectators at the time, to

prevent any scoring. A drop kick was attempted by Mc-

Eachem, but the ball barely went two feet off the

Queen's securing when it went into the scrimmage. At half-

lime two more touchdowns had been secured.

In the third quarter Queen's galloped for four more tries,

and added two more in the last.

The score by periods — Queen's 7, 13, 23, 11.

Queen's have the enviable reputation of being unbeaten

throughout the season and winning the Dominion rugby

championship for the second consecuUve year. They have

played like "worid-beaters" aU season, and deserved the

iionours.

QUEEN'S:

Campbell (flying wing), Batstone (right half), Uadley

^centre half), Gib McKelvey (left half) Evans (qufter)

lSvIs (snap). Adams (inside), Muirhcad (inside
,
McKel-

veT mS Reynolds (middle). Walk«^4°"^'^^>^T^T,^
Side), Qdnn (sub), McNeil (sub), Band (sub), Aird

(S. A^glia (sub), McLeod (sub), Grondm (sub).



W hat's with the

QUEEN'S

soever, should you w'n.
descriptions of your King^^^;;

You are invited o ^^nV" "^^^ Contributions wiU

landlady for the "Wife o
Jj^,^""' i^'n^orality,

(provided

be judged on a

J-J^^^^ ^^^I Colour, and. as an .ii^r-

i:.^'^^^)^^ and Obscene

,jrn^gT;n^pTn^ri|&^^

Exhibit Two:

Editor, Journal: i™,rnal 1 have noticed increasing
^

In the last issues of
^t^f.^^rpphed Science and Levana.

friction between die ff-^y^°[^Xum^ ^^ould make an

^unSSted dunng the verbal attacks

be gained by <:o:°P.^^^""Sjvith Levan
>^

be a success on this campus. ^ concerned Scienceman

Exhibit Three:
„„iversitv has one third of its

Answer: Queens. garrulous Levanite the

A one-sided conversation mUi a g^
other day brought the "'f^H'^J^^S 4 4omen.

dents registered i°J^^"^y^',^J,^Sv mean that for every one

U^em^^Sl^^^^^^^^^^ P^^^ ^ ^

the boys, it -^^^IX^^'^J^^^^

vou can unscramble verbiage ^^^.^^ o£

bf hair gaggling across her face, you

two answers :^

\h) SrwaS'of something
^^traordinary amount

Valuable lime of P^^f'^^fJ,,^^^ fufftives from hi^

of class-room space are
"PJJ,^^^^^^^ Iter an academic

^rJcSt^trti^^pS^"^^^^^^
(a) babies;

(b) more babies. , ^ situation is that

^he most ""f°^""^,^^/Sge^^^Z^^ intelligent thar.

Queen;s girls are.^n |ve^,?j;
„ot used in increasing

Oueen'smen But '^'s 'mu b ^ time. ^ _
knowledge; it is used ^^^^^'^'Jobably costs a student be-

™^\tSwo.en,iti^i-M" ma's., wo,.

After P»a»»''fA°ctakfo^ Wsts. ften settle do™ to

"-«-i?2/^—ate.3.

JOURNAL ?

exhibits taken from Journals of recent

S'pSo?ple?oVS^n« «c.tes that most hung

tlieir members mM. ^jj, Vasser and

Misogynists, unite! Rick Malt

Exhibit Four:

words might still be added. university is to pro-

The obvious P"fP°f,^^Sv to provide a healthy outlet

vide a certain biolog.cal
;'^'y'^J°,J'for this purpose, how-

lor normal drives. In l^^^^ of the direction in w;h.ch

ever, some of ^vhom are not a^^are oi

^H^iTn^tSat way),f—ons are

^i^:^^^-^-^ .omBadie

SSe^^^SstS^^^ -^^^^ "
^^^^

Dr. Leo Koch. . the University of

A biology professor, ousted
"^J" or. Koch

Illinois for his
^'f"j^ Sedom for college students

advocates "a ^eat dea ni"^^
how, they are to indulge

to decide for themse ves when ^9 '..there are excellent

^J^S^^^ engage in hetero-se.ual rela-

^*^"L^&rrSn:aremainWnt.da^^^^^^^^^^

heaSi "A healthy ^T^SI'T Z^ssS^^^^
emotionally and 'ntellectually ^s P ^ „y

2;So*=^£^i^--xrSnr
incidence of <^°"^^Siousj^i"irthar'^^^^ sexual freedoiii

pregnancy. Dr. K^^^^Synt educational measures, w.

Uen accompanied by
J^" fJi^ease and illegitimacy. This

S,"«a';S'oTorypr"pSon Ind are no. proper,,

handled." .
gt important goal in liberal-

Dr. Koch stated that the ^osM P
, enence for

izing attitudes
sexuS seSSesponsibility and educa-

all. but rather
^fPf/^fSL^^^^^ longer avoid sex

i^^X^^:^^"^
wrone reasons." ... <j 3^ honourable mention

„ rS p^eS^^ndTin'*' S letter contalnm, two ot

the right reasons.



An intregal part of the tradition of Queen's are the

pictures of Old Queen's Buildings which reappear on



"Costs at Queen's are the highest for any

University in Ontario relative to the nunAer

of graduates. But if you look at the kind of

graduates we turn out, you'll see why."

-DR. CORRY



Finally^ for the purists, (and anyone else who may be

interested) we now present some authentic, genuine

QUEEN'S HISTORY
in the form of our beloved

PRINCIPALS

LIDDELL

1841-46

MACHAR
1846-53

COOK
1857-59

LEITCH

1860-64

SNODGRASS

DR. CORRY

GORDON Hi'/
1902-16

TAYLOR
1917-29

FYFE

1930-36

WALLACE
1936-51
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" This is the keynote of the universily adraia

"Expansion' — This s Keyi
tocWHi^s

today ... how to meet the nsing Ude of applicants

where to get the funds.

,ive school Chilton
^•-^'^ll'^^^'^l^^JZ Jcasing amount

,0 work." Year by V-/
'J^^^

become more

Yet the flow of freshmen conlmues unabated. Why.

T, u .>,. R A or the B Sc, has become the passport to si

T'tlteS : aJ'tC/universUy is Ure only aUernative ,

-^^l^:S^r*ro;rU.-n.bee„e
Society's factory - the university.

We must not be content xvith classes so large

„t vi^ws between pr*essor and student nor w. ye^^ y -rKs

...--w:t:i:\^rs^:a^:^-"^^
by Da

"Experience of anything what-

ever gained through the ordinary

educational channels, as well as

being superficial, is invariably

out of date."

-COLLF^GWOOD
in "The Idea of History"

•0I.91

AVould vou like tu be controversinl? Would you like

Call Ed Franchuk at 518-3948. Kemember you tc

come sophisticated.

From The McGill Daily

To my mind. French unilingualism

stands as a crucial necessity for Que-

bec; a necessity which must become

a reality as quickly as ptssible.

Irt^ediately I can hear the cries

of many among you, asking me:

"What about us?"

What about you? Well, you will

have to learn French just as the

French Canadians have had to learn

EnElish in the oHher provinces.

Why must such measures be under-

taken? First; Why should we be the

only province lo practice oflicial Bi-

lingualism? Why must wc, the French

Canadians, be the only one of the two

Canadian nations to respect Iliis biUngual-

ism? There is no reason for this to be

the case. In the otlier provinces some

of the English Canadians do want lo learn

French, but as for the majority: NO'.

You think that Uic Royal inquiry into

"biculturalism" will be able to remedy

the situalion? NO'. Biculturalism docs not

exist. You cannot possible fuse two such

different cultures into a single one. It is

insanity to think that this is possible.

In parentliesis, I can easily understand

thai the English Canadians of the oUver

provinces do not speak French and are

not interested in learning it, but I con-

demn the English Canadians of Quebec

Unilingualis F„
who do not understand French. To my

way of thinking, they can have no excuse.

Secondly: It is idiotic to make a

French Canadian student study in French

for 15 years if he is obhged thereafler lo

ED. NOTE: This article by CHANTAL

GAGNON. chef ties Nmivelles du

Quarlier Latin, presents a view that has

been adopted by many French Canadian

intellccluals who are not of a radical bent.

In the minds of many moderate Quebecers

who daily witness iheir language being

corrupted by contact with English, Uni-

lingualism is the only answer to the

threat of absorption by the English com-

munity.

This is the first of a series of articles

to follow at irregidar intervals in which

French Canadian Students present their

views on the cnrrent wave of nationalism

in Quebec.

speak English in order to earn his living.

In order for French to live and be

dynamic in Quebec, it must be made to

pay. Therefore, all commercial life,

artistic life, political life, in short

EVERYTHING in the national stale of

the French Canadians must be carried on

in French.

Thirdly : You have certainly heard the

qualifier "joual" spoken of in relation to

the French used in Quebec, This word

is a cry of alarm for us, the French

Canadians. It signifies, not only that the

French Canadian people speak half

French and half English but also, and

what is worse, that they arc losing their

FRENCH MENTALITY. And all this,

because they are obliged to speak English

during the day and French at night. This

amounts to nothing more or less than

gradual assimilation.

Well, wc want no part of all this. We

arc French and Quebecois long before we

are Canadians( if indeed we are still

Canadians, . .).

] Em French and I want to re-

main French. However. I want my

children and grandchildren to be

French. I am proud to be French a"d

Quebecoisc. I lave my nation and I

believe in her. She will be French or

she will die.

It is for all these and for many

other reasons that Quebec must be-

come a unilinKual French state.

I venture lo believe that yci i wil'

be intelligent enough to undei^tand

our position and accept it.

and anchored mtti those thorns

becomes you not. You vuglit better stretch

your white-bent wings out wide, all alon^ acheve

a roving crucifia.'ion on the clouds. Therefore

I will forget ymi. Let there he an eworcism.

"You strangers, once beloved, all of you

and yovr mutations, listen:

I niuM love you ahvays, and be done.

On my birthday this year there were storms

and winds, and qulls crying om-ens

at the swaying trees. You rose uj) ahout me

with terrifying power, snntchiiig at my laughter, and I was

astomshed. Which of you is it

calls me now? Who demands my journey?

You go before me always, and I do not know you.

fist
year less

e in the sale i

; year before t

' $300.

^ij'. Foster, f

d^an of the

Dr.T.

Ifchemi

>lfvill»

)Ifviil(

ved hi

rsity.

A sea-stained tUng of love. How did I come

to follow it so far? How fomid tJm place?

Or in what endless fury of windy gulh

Do I create you?

UniiVP rsity

). Diiring that

Medicul studii

his M.D, in 19S

n I960 he wa;
he Royal Socie

^^.,0^1962 Acadia V
CEDRIC CARSTAlfl
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WE NEED TO MALADJUST
FatuousFinances

photo by Graf

QUEEN'S GENTLEMEN, PAST

Irick Buyers Boosf Fund

Item.

Ittni.

Item.

Item.

Item.

Item-

Item.

Itrm.

Item.

Item

Item

Item

he Queen's Building Fund re-

ed SI.llO.lO in donations this

'k-end from the "Buy-a-Brick"

ipaign. The brick itself is meant

nnvey the idea of building and

uiasks of comedy and tragedy

esent the theatre,

ive thousand bricks were order-

and to date only 3,000 have

1 received. All of tliese were

, this week-end, as well qs 2,000

ast )'ear less than $40 was

!e in the sale of tags and the

year before this one netted

$300,

t)b Foster, executive vice-

irnnan of the Buildinc Fund,

attributed the success to an increas-

ed interest in the Building Fund

among the students and a success-

ful beginning with the Chad

Mitchell Trio concert and the new

'Go Goels Go" buttons which have

sold very successfully.

He felt the theme itself was very

valuable, and wished to express his

appreciation to Peter Maddaugh

^nd the frosh class who made a

tremendous effort to make the

bricks a .success.

To date the building fund has

made a profit of over ?3,000. Last

year the total profit of the Fund

was $1,400.

Item.

The Athletic Board of Control received at least §68,000

from student interest fees this year. ^

The AMS handed out a bountiful §500 to the major clubs

on Campus la^t Tuesday night.

The Football team receives a total expenditure of §23,000

{Hostile critics put the figure at §^4,000.)

The Hockev t^am abeo:bes about §7,500.

The Basketball (earn receives §4.463.

General Adminielralion (presumably of the intercollegiate

teams of thes^ sno-ts) costs about S15 000.

About 100 men of our 3.600 men enrollment absorb about

Ti/? of o'jr Athletic Bndiret.

The inter-mu!(3l programme, which includes the majority

of sportsmen on Campus make do with §3.365. The budget

of the Rugger Club is chopped in half for training tacili-

tls« which are scarcely ever used.

A fairer division of the Athletic Budget is imperative.

The Debating Union is cilmosl certainly obliged to with-

draw frcm inter- collegiate debating because of its low

grant. Its budget is 1^10 the size of the Union of the

University of Western Ontaria

The International House, which has at least as many

members as the hallowed hundred of our A.B. of C. was

granted a stingy §100.

The Aasociatim International des Etudiants economiqiies

el commerciales was granted S55, from which §35 is al-

ready absorbed by an outstanding debt.

The AMS is in no position to finance any organizations

starting out on Campus.

The Band has received §13,24.5 in the last five months;

SIO.OO for Capital expenditure and §3.245 for ordinary

expenses. §1.950 of this was a special grant of the AMS.

The A.B. of C. should have made this grant, since the hand

entertains football crowds, and the AB of C alone has the

resources to do this.

. The flag of scandalous disparity, if not corruption, flics

over the administration of our student interest fees. There

are a lot of sacred cows which need capturing.

We would like to see a thorough overhaul of the structure

of student interest fees, in which we could fix a definite

minimum to be granted to the clubs on Campus. This

minimum should exclude those organizations like the

Band and WUS which already receive an assured amount

from tJie fees.

The whole aim of ediicatioa, says Dr. Northrop Frye, is not to

adjust individuals to society but to make them "as maladjusted as

possible." And yet, because of tlie North American tendency to "shallow

Utopianism" and "maudlin togetherness," there are theories of educa-

tion "stupid enough and degraded enough" to advocate the former.

Dr. Trye, who is Principal of Victoria College in Toronto and a literary

critic and scholar of international fame, ihade these remarks last

Friday morning in Grant Flail in the course of his Univei-sity Day

address as this year's A.M.S, lecturer.

REPUDIATION T
Dr. Frye began by noting tliat

the university is conunitled to tra-

dition by its very nature," But. the

Queen's iu

\nil liliiud

2fl's:

Inside the Paper-

Page 4 Gorman Studies Sea

Level.

Page 6 Focus on Allen.

modem university has usually re-

pudiated those ideals tliat can be

detected in the great medieval un-

iversities. One of these is that the

university is primarily a function of

the Church. He noted that Queen's

has been aEected by the renais-

sance secular conception of educa-

tion and the nineteenth-century

scientific revolution, and that her

religious background is non-con-

formist,

"For the most part, tlie essence

of the university today is a cult

of mutual unintelligibibty," said

Dr, Frye in describing the break-

down of the second medieval ideal,

that of the universality' of know-

ledge. Though the Queen's motto,

Sapienlia et Doctrina Stabililas,

implies universality, the inter-

relntedness of knowledge is not

very evident today. Each disciplme

erects barricades against the rest.

There are subjects devoted pri-

mardy to integrating otlier subjects,

like the discipline of Communica-

tions or Geophysics, but these tend.

Dr. Frye felt, to set up their own

technical terminology and become

new esoteric disciplines. "I am not

con\'inced there is anything to be

done about mutual unintelligi-

biiih'." he concluded.

He turned then to the question

of the coming increase in the num-

bers of students and to its effect on

standards of scholarship. Today's

junior lecturer, having approve!

mately "the social status of a door

to-door pencil salesman", earns

promotion tlirough scholarship and

publicatainn. His teaching ability

tends- to remain something secret

"like the political opinions of a gov-

ernment employee." However, an

incompetent teacher is really a

boon to his students, maintained

Frve, since they can then cut his

lectures and go into tlie library to

read on their o\vn.

EVERIDGE PRESIDENT
Or.

J.
M. R. Beveridge, Dean of

' School of Graduate Studies,

i Head of the Department of

ichemistry here at Queen's, has

;n appointed President of his

Ha Mater, Acadia University,

llfville, N.S,

>, Beveridge is best kno\vn on
npus for his "crud" diet experi-

nts designed to tell Queen's re-

rch workers more about fat

els in blood which could lead to

irt trouble.

jflS ie attended Horton Academy in

'Ifvllle, N.S. and in 1937 be re-
''ed his R.Sc. from Acadi;i Un-
rsity. In 1940 he obtained
Ph.D. at the University of

[onto. Previous to bis appoint
nt to Queen's in 1950, Dr. Bcv
Ige spent four years as lecturer
the University of Western Ont-
>. During that time he carried
Medic.ll studies and was grant-
his M.D, in 1950.

tl 1960 he was made a Fellow
he Royal Society of Canada and

XAfl^*'^^^
^'^^'^^^ University granted

ACADIA'S
him an honorary doctorate. Dr.

Beveridge will be leaving next

summer. He told Q.J. that he is

complimented witli the appoint-

ment and he is looking forward to

his new job. He is, however, leav-

ing with regret for he has enjoyed

both his research and his teaching

here at Queen's. His diet research

is drawing to a close and the ex-

oeriment this year will probably be

the last one in that line. He at-

tributed his success to the co-

operaHon of the Medical students

in p-irticular, and also of the stu-

d<'nts of all faculties. Dr. Beveridge

feels this cooperation is unique be-

rjiiise it was given him on such p

large scale.

Because of a case awaitmg

the AMS Court, the refunding

of the bond on the Montreal

train will be postponed \mtil

further notice is given in the

Journal.

'I knew the footballers of tlio-

days, 1 knew tliem all' said
J.
AU

Edmison to the banqueters as-

sembled in Wallace Hall on Uni-

versity Day. He fascinated his

audience for forty minutes as he

drew on the experiences of forty

vears ago.

Speaking of the great footballers

of the twenries he said 'their col-

lective record is CYcellent*. Tlu

have made their way in life.

He particularly remembered ll

Bucket of Blood theatre which

witne-sscd some of the triuniphanl

movies of Rudolf Valentino, and

spoke of many happy evenings ,it

the 'Grand', which featured such

songs as 'Oh! Oh! li's a lovclv

war.'

Queen's had not changed so

greatly over the years. He mention-

ed that he knew Rod McLeod's

father well and had been th<'re

to witness the occasion he had .m

"F" pinned on his breast for fn-.'--

ing. He noticed some changi-s in

Hie loumal. They talk about sow

i^hiogs which we never used to talk

about.'

The twenties were great daysj

'nr debating at Ooeen's, 'We won

championships all over the place'

He described Dr, W. McNeil as

one of the greatest coaches a team

Cont, on page 3

COMPETENCE
In future, he felt, the academic

profession will demand certain,

levels of competence. Even now

"places like Queen's don't have in-

colmpetent people on the staff any

more, It's a great shame."

The uni\'ersily now wants a

streamlined efficiency in "process-

ing" its increasing number of stu-

dents. Some students %vill have to

learn to -resist this pressure to be-

come members of a group with

"homogenious aptitudes", if any

genuine educition is to survive.

This obser\'ation brought Dr.

Fr\'C to his central contention that

education should not compromise

with the false values of "transient"

middle-class Canadian society but

uphold the specialization of the

various precise disciplines of .the

Arts and Sciences that provide in-

sights into the clianging pattern of

"real" society, which is the whole

cultural life of our civilization. This

endeavour requires academic free-

dom since it rriust be carried on

without reference to those who live

wbollv in transient society,

CONVENTION VALUE
Ordinar)' society, embodied for

Dr. Frye in the father who en-

courages his son to believe it is

more important to play hockey than

the piano, can provide no values.

Only such disciplines as religion,

philosophy and science can do this.

Frye maintained tliat Canada

Hoes not have a great need for

trained leaders, as an under-

developed country does. She needs

instead "large numbers of sober

itizens," who will sit on commit-

and pass on respect for educa-

tion to their children,

He denied that man's generic

concerns, such as food, se.t, posses-

^inn,";. gossip and resentments, are

really "personal". What individu.il-

Cont. on page .3

ARTS 6t SCIENCE

SOCIETY COURT

In\-ites the application for the

following positions: Two sen-

ior judges from jr. or sr. year;

prosecuting attorney from jr.

IT -^r. ve;ir; clerk crier fr(*m

sophomore . year; chief of

police from sr. year. Applica-

liijiis are to be made to the

A. M.S. Office prior to six

p,m. Wednesday. Appoint-

ments wUI be made Wednes-

day evening.
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EDITORIALS

We Question Some Assumptions

in honour of University day, the AMS invited one of the greatest

scholars of our country and he did not disappoint us. Dr. Fvye h^s a way

of making each sentence count for a whole speech of a lesser speaker.

We found three of his assumptions difficult to accept. The first was

that the university holds a monopoly over the cultural world. To our m.ml

the word "culture" has to do with the cultivation of tastes which he

buried in our nature. It al.o refers to that indefinable quality which

makes us grasp for. perceive, and express certain things which have been

concealed to us - and sometimes to most of mankind before. The univer-

sity cannot hold a monopoy over these qualities. Indeed it is quite easy

for it to deaden these. For it must always answer for itself. It is often

far too conscious of the dmands of outside society and of history itself

to support new discovery and experience. Even now universities have

difficultv appreciating the values of Jazz, or the poetry of Ferhnghetti

or of some of the architecture, which dominates international fairs. The

responsibilities that weigh on it all too often obscure its view of value.

We feel that Dr. Frve put undue emphasis on the cult of mutual un-

intelligibil-tv. We agree that the vapid hot air of such disciplines as

.Communications" should be blown to the breeze. Yet a deep penetra-

tion into one subject will unavoidably lead to a discovery of a pattern of

relationships with other subjects. It is our belief that the specialization

of a balanced man will tend to ultimately give him a better grasp of the

universal knowledge than the man who optimistically embarks on a general

education and scorns a detailed investigation into any particular subject.

Our need for a Weltanschauung, for a satisfying overall philosophy, is

greater now than it ever was before when we sheltered under the safe

lee of fundamentally fictitious dogmas.

Finally we must challenge Dr. Frye's division of life into two:

cultural and social. We feel that he made the distinction in order to make

it clear that University was just a training ground where we learned

those values that challenged many of today's conventional values. W

do not feel his distinction is valid. In our social life we pursue enjoyment

and friendship. Unle.s our culture widens our enjoyments and deepens

our friendships it fails. The two are linked.

Perhaps essentially it is Dr. Frye's scientific and analytic method

that we challenge. The Artsman must ..ee and experience thing, as wholes.

fill

BODY OM THIS C^IAPUS

You MftV-e- -To TrifcTW

O.K. WsVc TR.VT«t

TflcKk-e so HfiRDTHtlTlME-

A Dandy Job for University Day

We'd like to take this opportunity of congratulat-

ing Greg Morris and his cohorts for the flue job they

did on the "University Day" paper.

We read every paragraph with enthusiasm- and

were intrigued to see the pictures of all our principals,

particularly of Principal Grant whom the students

would sometimes acclaim with cries of "Rule Geordie,

Rule".

We would like to extend this congratulation to all

those who worked for University Day and to all those

who helped to make the Building Fund bricks such an

immense success.

You Said it . .

.

Initiate Balance: a Spirited Reply

Editor, Journal,

With all the learned argu-

ments condemning inilialions,

one might wonder why they

exist at all. On behalf of the

Levana Vigilantes, I submit

that the prime purpose of

initiation is a social one.

To state that man is a

social being does not deny

his individuality, nor is the

word social synonymous with

herd, zoo, or homogeneous

mass. It is fallacious lo

assume tliat students coming

to a university for the first

time desire to be left com-

pletely alone and free to en-

gage in intellectual pursuits.

They arc not capable of this.

The many paths of knowl-

edge are strange, and we re-

quire direction along them.

If this were not so, we could

all study at home and forget

the University. Co-operalion

between those beginning tlie

journey (freshmen) and

those part way along (pro-

fessors, senior students) is

necessary.

But arc wc to withdraw

from society and lose our-

selves in an intellectual

cloud? Is the attribute of the

"educated man"? I don't

think so. The organized "fun

and games" of initiation have

a definite function in the

freshman's first week. The

span of attention for purely

academic matters has a limit.

Vig groups, costumes, etc.,

serve as a common bond

without which the freshman's

circle of acquaintances would

remain small and limited.

The whole orientation pro-

gramme puts the members

of the freshmen year on an

^;qual basis with regards

social, extra-curricular, and

academic opportunities (Re-

member, equality does not

imply uniformity).

The first year students all

experience the emotions of

loneliness and confusion.

Without initiations, these

feelings would be much more

acute. The development of

group spirit is a virtue, not a

vice.

"No man is an Hand, intire

of it selfe". This is our ideal.

Although on occasion we

may fall short of the ideal,

this is not a valid reason for

abandoning it.

Joanne Bascom

Dont Transform

Editor, Journal,

I am writing this letter

concerning your article in to-

day's paper "Theologs Third

Sex". Mr. Hordern seems to

think that Christian theology

students should take part in

the brawling, "boosing" sec-

tion of university lite.

Maybe Mr. Hordem

should have been a little

more concerned about what

God had to say about this

than what he himself had to

say. The Bible lells Christians

to be not conformed to this

world but lo be transformed.

1 myself fail to see that

soaking up beers with uni-

versity students is being

transformed.

But if Mr. Hordern or

anyone else can back up his

The Brink of Understanding

Editor. Journal.

1 wish to question the

following quotation which

was so prominently dis-

played in tlic special "Uni-

versity Day" paper: "Experi-

cnee of anything whatever

gained through the ordinary

educational channels, as well

as being superficial, is in-

variably out of date." It

comes from Collingwood's

book. "The Idea of History".

In the first place the state-

ment negates itself for how

can an experience be out of

da'e. What the audior is

implying is that what we

experience in the past can-

not form a mold imo which

we can nicely fit our experi-

ences of today. Furthermore,

if by "being superficial",

CoUingwood means that

those experiences, which

constitute our "ordinary edu-

ca'ion" can be counted on

only to scratch the surface

of the meanings of our

present-day experience —
then he is right in saying so.

To my mind Colling-

wood's quotation would be

less confusing if stated thus:

-Education leads only to the

brink of understanding ex-

perience".

D. B. Sproit

\Fith Beer

statement with scripture then

I will have to accept it, for it

matters not what I say or he

says, but what God says.

Maybe Mr. Hordern

should check tlie Bible

around John 3.16, or Mark

chapter 16 and find out what

a Christian really is. I don't

think he knows.

A Christian,

Ed Winacoll

P.S.: Could you give me

Mr. Hordern's address: If he

isn't a Christian then I don't

want him to miss the greatest

thing going.

Butchered

Editor, Journal,

Dr. Hordern was intro-

us, during the

Socialism

Editor, Journal,

In "Soapbox" on Tuesday,

Mr. Garard made some

rather damning statements on

sociaUsm which I feel should

be answered.

duced to

course of liis lectures to the

Alumni Conference of

Queen's Theological College

last week, as a theological

surgeon.

1 am afraid that he would

describe the author of the

article conferring him, that

appeared in last Tuesday's

paper, as a butcher.

Sincerely.

Donald MacKenzie,

Theology '66.

He mentions socialists in

the same breath as expro-

priators of property and the

military draft. Neither of

ihese have anything to do

with socialism. Apparently

he does not realize that in a

democratic society some

freedoms of some people

must be curtailed in order to

protect the rights and free-

doms of the majority. I

wonder where Mr. Garard's

freedom would be in a state

of anarchy, which he finds so

preferable to the "tyranny of

the majority".

If old age-pensions, mini-

mum wage laws, free educa-

tion, low-rent housing, yes,

and medicare are violations

of personal freedom, tlien

socialists are guilty as

charged. The real "death-

blow to the human animal"

will come when our own

government no longer cares

for the welfare of ihe indi-

vidual.

"License" they mean,

when they cry "liberty".

JeQrey White

Everyone's purpose on

coming to a university

such as Queen's should be

not only to obtain more

education, but also to

develop mature attitudes

of the mind, a degree of

self-discipline necessary

to organize proper times

for work and play, and an

acceptance of responsi-

bility

Since many students on

first coming to Queen's

live in residences, an

opportunity should exist

to put some of these pre-

cepts into practice. For

the past two years at

Morrris Hall this has been

possible in many ways in-

clud'ng the freedom of

residence hours. The

hours for bringing women

guests into the residence

wer- until 2:30 a.m. every

night for the following

reasons:

REASONS
1. Students are not, on

the whole, oriented to-

wards a social weekend:

their working habits are

irregular and often in-

volve working through

the weekend to complete

a paper and then relaxing

with a date in the early

' part of the week.

2. There is little reason

for placing Friday and

Saturday nights in a pre-

ferred position. Lectures

occur on Saturdays, the

University sponsors many

social events which occur

during the week, and

many nurses receive their

days off on week days.

3. The resident should

be encouraged to enter-

tain in his residence as

opposed to elsewhere. An
indiscreet act is less likely

to occur in a residence

common room than in

another more private loca-

tion, which would be in-

duced upon the resident if

his hours were curtailed.

4. The University Ad-

ministration does not

from

man is t

il life.

i,i„ii'„ii

^.\ihn^ tli

TUESDA
Icl'CND meetit

tilKTS
plPise nt

LL.i
procliaine

tnJieiils nura lie

llcmalionclle.
'

seem to inflict any
,] ^ORTHK

restrictions at all
,

the guests in the

ative houses which

'

under their control.

5. Freshmen, who

a bit unsure of themn:''

and what is expeetci

them at university,
,

make very litt'.e use of,'

regulation since by i-^,.

majority of them
,

freshettes who hav^

ftandard curfew at i]

p.m., only two 12:3t|

week and only eight 2

throughout the full un

sity year.

6. No restrictions w,

be placed on uppercl

men and their 4
Upperclasswomen in

dence are extended

automatic 2:30 six

of the week.

7. The upperclas;

are expected to be ma

enough to accept the

.

ponsibility of these ho;

Responsibility, mal

attitudes of the mind

self-discipline is imp

ant in future leader;

the country. Whei

these leaders come f

University.

INTELLIGENT
I think that it is (

agreed that all peopl

not have the same a

ties and talents but

versify students arc

posed to have some

more than average in

gence. Therefore,

are certainly the pt

who should be given

opportunity to dev^

these qualities. The

mer hours of 2:30 ev|!

night meant that ;

self-discipline had to

exercised (mainly i>y

upperclassmen —
reason 5). Leaving

hours at 2:30, therei(

was the proper proce;

to be followed in

situation.

In changing t

hours, the residenci' V

is, in one aspect, exi-j

ing the student's

develop this self-disci

ing without having opi

tunity to practice it

place where mist

would be noticed and

rective measures coul

taken.

Does this mean

the residence board

that university stud

especially upperclass

are not mature enou

take care of themse!

—Wade J"
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,( S'D meeting at 7:30 p.m. All

I J- ploiise attend. 577 Johnson St.

CLASSIFIED

ocliaine reunfon du Ccrcle

flum lieu a 7;30 n In lawor

nelle. Tout Ig moiidc csi

idoiits" Wives Cliili mccliiig iit 8:0(1

i„ tlic. Science clubrooniE. GuesI

ikir - Mr^- T. H. Wilca\. Subject -
'

-liiiid JiiW" AH sliidonts' wives wel-

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 30

jiBclifmistr>- Society meeting at 7:3"

"Hole of the Biocht'inist

SENT
it is qJ

people

;ame alj

s but

:s are

somev

•age in'i!

fore,

the

!
given

. The

2:30

that

had to|

inly hyi

fcture room, Craine Bldg. Spc.ik-

Mr. J.
D. Tucker. Upjohn Co, "

biiida oil '1'

Industry."

FillDAY, NOV. 1

ll'iiifid Nations Chd) nieoling at noon

liiili-malionid House. "Is Disannnment

\,i,wr?" will be tlic lopii

|["illinsi'i.n I'.irly al InliTnal ioiuil

I'l.ui III loinr ami b.iVL' a b;d!.

BnLiiii!. naiiu-s and refresliniriili. Come

[masks and costumes and join the fnn

i,ni. ISl Univ'crsit)' Ave,

GENERAL
Free Swim — Wed. and Thuis.

3-;;0 lo 4:30.

l)ram>i. 'Ilie Queen's Drama Guild

iipplieations for tlie position of

JhlKiiy Director for the Guild. Intor-

J{d parlies please phone 327,

"MLdics" Open House, Open House

?k-i!iid will be held this session on

,^111, Maureen Law, in final year

tdniiie, is in charge. At the time of

report, there are no definite plans

(he displays^

educated mau must return to so-

ciety with committed values, he

felt.

ORIGINAL SIN

The educated man accepts that

man is not by nature good, and that

power corrupts. "The belief that

man is good by nature does not

lind to :i gond-natured attitude

li.witrils man," Frye said. Suoh

groups ;is the John Rirchers who
"devote themselves to fear and

nightmare" seem to be attempting

desperately to assert their own
virtue hy projecting evil onto

others.

Dr, Frye concluded by empha-

sizing the educated man's "crusade

"

to uphold his values against the

encroachments of transient society.

The cultivated man belongs to rv

ecinpany of witnesses whose major

energies are devoted to preserving

"the satiity oF mankind," he said.

"Tiiis is the oldest and most

distinguished company in the

world. And there are some of us

who believe that it extends to an-

iitlier world as well."

ARTICLES FOR SALE
1 drcM suit, 1 tu-xedo. 1 warm whili;r

overcoat. Size 38-40, Very good condi-

tion, 548-4995 after 6 p.m.
"

2 Queen's blazers. Sixi-s 40 and 42.

Perfect condition — worn only a couple

of times. 542-5186.

1056 M.G.A. Rather tban explain

printing error, just make a reiisonable

offur around So95. Paul Bruitow, 101

McNeill, local 380.

Used appliances, fully guaranteed

refrigerators, televisions and stoves.

Lowest prices in town, Kay's Trade-in

Ciutre, 340 King St., E., phone 5-12-

CmL WANTED
One girl (o sliaic 4-r(iorn apartment

with two olbcrs. Very close lo Univer-

sity. 1 block frciin Queen's Tea Room.

Single room — furnished. Phone 542-

6692. (Editor's Note: Tile two others

Iwlitvcd to be girls.)

BIDE WANTED
To Bo^iton or vieinit>', and preferably

return, some weekend in Nov. bt-toie

the 29di - tile 9tli if possible. Share

driving and expenses. Contact Jane

Brown. 542-4359.

Lady'.

FOUND
watch. Apply A.M.S. olliei

Library Finci. Hy action of

the Board of Library Cura-

tors, Oct, 21, 1963. students

who fail to pay library book

fines after due notice has been

given will be reported to the

Deans of their respective

Faculties. This rule cancels

previous regulations relating

lo the collection of unpaid

fines.

STONE'S
FLOWERS LTD.

246 PRINCESS STREET

Phone .)4e-G634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS

Whrrr >i TracHtioiinl PRESTIGE Prevails"

House of Sounds

STUDENTS
GET 20 % OFF ON ALL L.P. RECORDS

at

House of Sounds
Don't Be Ashamed To Tell You Co To Queen's

THE PROCTOR & GAMBLE CO.

OF CANADA, LIMITED

Hamilion. Ontario and Pointe Claire. Qtiebcc

flas nuinagcmcnt positions open in Product Research. Process Devel-

opment, Engineering, Production Supervision, Induslrial Engineering

and Quality Control for graduates and post graduates in Engineering

& Honours Cbemislry courses.

Queen s

lONK
,EFF
N
CORBETf

f

NZIE,
iLFFY
•TON
N
IR-HARRl^'
. JUDY
ADLERSBlf

S, CATH) -J

E RETALl"

Edmison Reviews
from page 1

cnnid wish. In 1926 a great crowd
^

of 1,-lflO had crowded into Grant'

Mall to hear a debate on the topic

'Resolved that Singapore Base

should be fortified.'

The situation in the Boarding

Houses was rather different in

those days. Rules were printed in

some of the boarding houses. They

included the prohibition of all

obscene language, arms, gun-

powder, dogs, ardent spirits, smok-

ing and mingling with the servants.

ilte football triumphs, the social

life of the roaring twenties, the

high level of church life, the great

debdtes. the close fought races and

the close friendships had combined

to make the t\vcnties stirring times

for Queen's.

LOST
Dark brown Biigham standard pi|K-

j

(rough surface). Please t<inlact Knin
|

Hell at 542^124. Reward. (Any cigar- i

eltcs I've got left.)

A lady's gold wrist watch, Friday,

October 25 Ix-twcen the Union and the

English Annes. Finder please contact

Elma Lake. 542-6916 after 6:011 p,m,

ROOMS FOR RENT
Two single furnished rooms. 45

Pembroke St. 346-5485.

Two single and one double furnished

bedrooms, with twin beds. Quiet home.

Phone 548-7223 after 4:30 p.m. and all

day Saturday. (Students preferred.)

Rooms arc registered witli Queen's.

WANTED
P^ing!

TYPING
Expert typing done. Will pick up and

deliver. Very reasonable. Call 389-0295

between !0 a.m. and S p.m.

TUITION
Special tuition now given on how to

f;et pinned. Emphasis on studying in

the Union and trcc-cb'mbing. See A.K.

(Miss)

Michael Mairello

cHo.LT. ^iLjlist

503A Princess Street

Phone 542-3714

Prizr Winner itr Hair Styling

Ail- Conditioned For You Comfort

NOTICE

Sludenls of Queen's:

Your own Hook Store can supply ymi with all your requiremonls m Tt-vl

Honks for all Faculties and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplit*. lonntam

Pens. Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

OUR USED BOOK EXCHANGE IS AT YOUR DISPOSAL

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES

KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

"iipany Representatives will be present for Campus Interviews on

NOVEMBER 4, 5, 6, 7

>'iKi! interviews may be arranged through the university Placemenl

Office, There are also employment opportunities during the summer

of 1<JC4 for men from the 1965 Engineering and Chemistry classes.

Tlie

HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY
and

HENRY MORGAN & CO.

LIMITED

invite you to consider an executive career

in retail merchandising. Our Training Pro-

gram offers a challenging and thorough

course leading to rapid advancement to man-

agement level with excellent salaries and

company benefits. You'll train in one of our

main Stores in leading centres across Can-

ada, for such careers as Buying, Department

Administration, Accounting and Control,

Display, and Personnel Management.

Male gi-aduates in Commerce, Business Ad-

ministration or Arts are eligible for our

Training Program consisting of:

• 4-month induction period covering all maior store

(unctions.

• 2-ycor Iceluro course in mcrchondising.

• Training under on oxpcrJenecd Doporfmcnt Mon-

agct in Soles Monogcmcnt, Buying, ond Deport-

ment Administration.

Be confident of a successful future with the

Hudson's Bay Company and the Henry Mor-

gan & Co. Limited.

Make an appointment now tiiTough your

Placement Officer to see our Representatives

/or jull dcttitls.

Interviews will be conducted on

ENGINEERS
TRANE OFFERS YOU A CAREER IN

AIR CONDITIONING and

HEATING SALES

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN A CAREER
IN ENGINEERING SALES?

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN A COMPLETE TRAINING
PROGRAM AS A STARTING POINT FOR THIS CAREER?

If your answer to these questions is "yes" then you owe

it to your,selves lo look for our announcement on the inlcrvicw-

bulle'in boards.

Here is an opportunity lo combine your engineering ability

with a satisfying sales career.

Arrange now for an interview that could very well lead

you to the independence that our Salesmen enjoy.

We will be interviewing at the University

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 30, 1963

Tranc Company of Canada

L i m i te d

GUARANTEED PROTECTION AND SAVINGS—

Pius High Dividends

if H'/7/ pay you to see or call

STEPHEN HOUGHTON. B..4.. C.L.U. - Res. 542-7fi02

D. R. HOUGHTON. B.Sc. C.L.U. - Res. 548-4552

K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U. - Res. 540-0032

^L EM-METT AD.Wi - Res. 542-6783

The Mutual Life

ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CAN.\DA

101 Princess St., Tel. 546-14t)5

Branch Manager A. E. Nelson, C.L.U.

FLOWERS SAY FT BEST

Especially

For Beautiful Corsages or Flowers for Any Occasion

339 Princess Street Phone: 546-6604

Tony and his slalf invites all females

attending Queen's lo enjoy the modern

conveniences of his salon. We are

open from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. Tuesday

till Friday. Saturday we close at

4,30 p.m.

Your haic will always look better,

done by experts at Tony's. For ihe

special moment in your life we will

create a fancy or casual style, the style

is your decision.

Streaks, tints, perms and cutting are our speciidly.

IT'S THE CUT THAT COUNTS!

Our Operators arc: Mr. Tony

Mr. Sandy

242 Princess Street

Mr, Ross

Mr. Johnny

Dial 546-7767
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Queen s Research

Eastern Canada was recent-

ly, geologically speaking, cov-

ered by sea water. This occur-

red after the ice sheets left.

The last ice retreat took place

approximately 15.000 years

ago.

Here at Queen's, Dr. W. Alan

Gorman is studying the chang-

ing sea level and the resulting

fluctuation in the depth of

Lake Ontario,

After completion of formal

studies at McGill University,

Dr. Goman .ioined the Geo-

logy Department here in 1955.

Since I960, he has also lec-

tured part-time at the Royal

Militar>' College.

This past summer. Dr. Gor-

man undertook a project in the

St. Lawrence Valley. Sometime

in Ihe future, he hopes to b'e

able to draw paleogeographic

Gorman Studies Sea Level

maps (maps of the past geo-

logy in that area.) He is

attacking the problem in three

ways - studies of sea level, land

covered by ice and the fluctua-

tion of Lake Ontario.

Sea level is constantly chan-

ging. Since the last ice retreat,

this level has been rising. By

plotting sea level versus time,

the maximum sea level can be

obtained. At Cornwall, the

level is expected to rise anoth-

er 25 feet.

The amount of land covered

hy ice is obtained in like man-

ner by plottinf? the uplift of

land versus time. It is known

that the sea came up to at least

Brockville. The City of Mont-

real was covered by 500 feet

pf sea water.

The dates of past events arc

fletei-mined by measuring the

amount of i-adio-active decay

of carbon. In 1889, a whale was

found at Smith Falls. During

Seaway construction, a whits

whale, (which inhabits Hudson

Bay presently) and a seal

were found at Cornwall. Seals

have also been unearthed at

Ottawa and Mount Boyal. Us-

ng the above method, it is es-

timated that the sea covered

the St. Lawrence Valley about

11,400 years ago.

Enormous fluctuation has

occurred in Lake Ontario.

About 12,500 years ago, it was

at least 130 feet deeper. The

level fell sharply 11,400 years

ago. This produced two lakes

which had a total area two-

Ihirds of the present area. Be-

cause of icostatic uplift, the

outlet for Lake Ontario is at

Gananoque. In the next 1000

years, the level there is ex-

pected to rise another 23 feet.

Russian Research Lacks Stimulus

Dr. John Basmajian, head of

the Queen's anatomy depart-

ment, visited Soviet research

institutes in Mos-jow Lennigrad,

Kiev and Erewan during Sep-

tember, where he found that the

normal procedure was to en-

tirely segregate the teadierr,

and the research scientist'.

"This I felt has led to the

SOPH-FROSH TEA will be

now held in Ban Righ on

Nov. 3 from 5-6 p.m. Fresh-

ettes without Seniors con-

tact Mary Langley at 546-

6132.

SWEATERS
by

WARREN-
PETER SCOTT

KILSPINDIE

103 Princess Street
Phone 546-6381

creation of something of a vac-

uum atmosphere and much re-

search being done for research's

sake," said Dr. Basmajian.

The ^cientiKt, he found, re-

ceives a greater salary and en-

joys prestige advantages over

the teacher.

"It is really a demotion for a

scientist to take up a job as a

teacher. University faculty

members are ffiven the oppor-

tunity to do research if they

like, but all the ones I spoke to

said they simply didn't have

time teaching eight liours a

day."
.

Dr. Basmajian niterviewel

110 scientist in fields of naurol-

ogy and neuro-physiology and

found out several interesting

things. First, they had uH the

equipment they could possibly

use. Second, they were excellent

people, many better than we

have here. Third, on'y the very

senior scientists could initiate

new work, and all the younga-

ones seemed trapped in the ad-

vancement system. Fourth, al-

most without exception they

seemed to live for yesterday

and today rather than tomor-

row. He said this hyper-caution

and preoccupation with mesh-

.ng the modern science wjn

previously - discovered conci.^i,!

seemed to permeate all tht
if

search institutes.

"What they lacked were
hIii.

dents asking awkwaixl quest,

ions, and young assistants wiy

come up with exciting nt

ideas, I'm convinced thai
\

stimulus of having to far,,

enquiring student body fvx

day is essential for the crt^ali

of new ideas and' the dis,.,

ng of outmoded concepts.'

nie Queen'

intea-ollegiate r

oiorii iig. This I

McGill team w
Dr. Basmajian compared thj ^ij^ginning to jel

reaction of Russian scienti.'d.i ^he first hi

to that of American scienti.v

when he presented a paper
,

work being done at Queen's |,

he and his colleagues on nuiM.

functions as revealed thrmi;.

the use of electronic ampiifiu

"The American scientists wli

learn of our work are imnicii

lately excited by the prosjis

of what this wiU mean to [

ture developments in the i'.^i

However, their Russian com

terparts, although just as «
cited, begin comparing oy

findings with what had bcr

di;COVered many years ago

Russia, and look upon the nt

method as a tool to re-proi

established dictums."

overleaf Lanes
STUDENTS

Looking for something to do — From 9 a.m. to 2 a.m.

BOWL OR PLAY BILLIARDS

— Special Student Rates —

MOONLIGHT BOWL — Bowl froim 11 p.m. to 2 a.m.

25c per game Minimum 3 per Lane

BOOK-TBME

BREAK-TIME

territory play,

yard line, but

tiglitened up an

Early in tV

Queen's 25 and

phen they blocl

..need to the tw

le ball struck s

rhere Dave Hi:

ide to make tl

Midway th

lovement and

ining the pre;

rum from thi

-ank Vitale dr

After the i

the pressurt

t was unable

beautiful brei

Itter scoring tl

le Gaels only o

With Quee

ick to move th

't in the game
ioring 9-5.

Steaiv's Limited

Kiiigslon, OriUirio

f«ilurclay night?

Wear our worsted suit with

matching vetti

Campus Styled 'Tenn'" suits

of fine English Worsted in

gay herringbone pattern,

styled with natural shoulders,

hook vent jacket with three

button front. Pants styleed

with plain front and quarter

cut pockets.

Every single year

new enthusiasts jointheTampax

"club." Tampax users now

number inthemillions. And they

areenthusiasts; many even write

us how much Tampax has done

for them. Certainly Tampax has

a kind of "clothes sense"—the

good sense to stay out of sight.

Who wants sanitary protection

that's a constant reminder?

Tampax internal protection

lets you forget the problems of

problem days. Feel nicer,

cleaner, fresher. Be in fashion.

Use Tampax. Canadian Tampax

Corporation Ltd., Barrie, Ont,

FILTER

...the best-tasting
filter cigarette

Your complimentary copy of

Canada Career Directory

is available now at

the QUEEN'S PLACEMENT OFFICE

STUDENT UNION.

This information booklet is available to all

Graduating Students

PEGGIE'S CIGAR STOI
PEGGIE PATRICK, PROP.

Smokers' Supplies, Sundries, Inip"f"^l

Tobiiccos Si Briglmm Pipes, Mnga'in''|

542-6203

501 Princess Street — Kingston, Oct

BOOKSHOP 14 Montroal SI'
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Autosport stage First Rally

laies Xf Iminated; Lose 9-5
Tlie Queen's Rugger Gaels appear out of the running for the

itercollegiate rugger title after losing to McGill 9-5 on Saturday

lorn'ng- This game saw a revamped Queen's squad taking on a

IcGill team which, accoi"ding to the Redmen coach, was just

jeginning to jeil.

The first half saw no scoring, though the Gaels had an edge in

srritory play- Three times Queen's were inside the McGill 10

rd line, but when the chips were down the Redmen defense

Ightened up and forced the Gaels back.

Early in the second half, the Redmen kicked the ball to the

Bueen's 25 and then forced the Gaels back to the eight yanl line

then they blocked a kick. In the ensuing loose scrum. McGill ad-

inced to the two before being forced into touch. From the lineout

1 struck a Queen'sman's arm and bounced into the entl-zone.

lere Dave Hurley of McGill fell on the ball. The convert was

jde to make the score 3-0.

Midway through the half, McGill broke up a Queen's back

lovement and forced the Gaels back to their own fifteen. Main

lining the pressure, they pushed Queen's back to the three. In n

[rum from this point, the Redmn pu.shed over the line, when^

rank Vitale dropped on the ball to make the score 6-0.

After the kickoff following the McGill try. the Gaels turned

the pressure. Barry Loughton carried the ball over the line,

it was unable to touch the ball down so the Gaels had to wait for

beautiful breakthrough by Peter Jarrett and Roland Ogier, the

tter scoring the try between the posts. Dave Steele's convert put

Gaels only one point behind the Redmen.

With Queen's pressing, McGill took advantage of a penalty

|ck to move the ball downfield and with only a couple of minute.s

ft in the game, Neil Baird kicked a penalty goal to round out the

jring 9-5.

Triumps, Austin Healeys and
Jaguars took the starting line

with Morrises, Volvos, Volks-

wagens and Corvairs in the
"Tricolour Auto Club" annual
rally last Sunday afternoon.

Precision timing and naviga-
tion were the essence as 29 cars
competed on the 110 miles of

gravel road north of Kingston.
There were 8 check points on
the route, and the cars finished

by driving the letters T.A.C. on
the rough roads. Only 2 cars

failed to finish.

After three hours of driving.

occurred.

The winners, driver Nurse
and navigator Dodsworth, nei-

ther of them Queen'smen, had
only 5 points against their Mor-
ris Cooper, compared with up
to 30 against other cars.

Master of Ceremonies Paul

Hatchieson must be congratu-

lated on his excellent planning

and devising of the course.

Iiliolo liv Carf

Shng Roy Waits Slorting Gun

the reunion at the Imperial

Restaurant was welcome relax-

ation. Tales of misread road

signs, misinterpreted instruct-

ions and bovine obstructions

prevailed, but no accidents had

If the Gaels win next week,

and Toronto loses, the Yates

Cup will be automatically

awarded to Queen's

LEVANA
INT'RAMURAL
Bowling will start Monday,

November 4 and continue w«ek*

ly at the Princess Bowl on Prin-

cess Street near University Ave-
enue; whether your score is 30

or 300 come out and support

your year.

The Levana Basketball sche-

dule will be cancelled this week
because of the mid-term exam-
inations.

INTERCOLLEGIATE
Badminton practices this week

only: Tuesday, October 29 at

5 :30 p.m. All interested players

are welcome.

Basketball pracices this week:

Tuesday and Thursday at 4:30.

Curling: Free curling at the

Garrison club Monday Nov. 18

and 25. Players must have at

least one year's experience since

this ice time has been granted

to choose an intercollegiate team.

All those interested please sign

the list in the gym.

photo by Thitstv

THE INTRAMURAL SCENE
by PETE KENNEDY

Another intramural champion-

ship was decided last week when

Roy Henning (Arts '65) beat

Pete Annis (A '65) by a score of

6-1, 7-5, 6-0 to win the single.^

tennis championship. Several

strong entries are expected in

the tennis doubles tournament,

including last year's champions,

Roy Henning and Pete Scully

(A '65).

In intramural football action,

it looks as though A '65 and A '66

will win in their respective lea-

gues, with Sc '65 and Sc '66

close seconds. Both Arts years

are unbeaten, and each Science

year has lost only once. The

modest victory margin this year

was produced last week when

A "65 trounced Theology 35-0.

The bowling and softball lea-

gues are now well underway-

reports will be given in the next

QJ.

Harrier entries close on Nov.

2 (Satui-day) and paddleball and
doubles tennis entries close

Thursday, Oct. 31, so if you in-

tend to play; be sure to sign up
now.

No further scores iri the Bews
race can be reported at this time

as scoring has been temporarily

suspended while an investigation

is being made concerning the

scoring base for the Arts years.

But so far it seems as though Sc

'66 are leading the pack, with A
'65 close behind.

Norrie, Ware Score T.D.'s To Drop McGill 17-7

^tra rhdeTlHelplessly '\A^^^? Gaels' Mike Cow Pick Off

St. John's Pass to Lambert (26)
pbolo by Trusty

by

ALLAN DeQUETTEVILLE
Queen's Golden Gaels have

only managed to autscore their

opponents by a total of some 26

points in the first four league

giames, yet they have taken a

strangle-hold on the Intercolle-

giate football race with a per-

fect 4-0 record four points bet-

ter than their nearest rival.

Last Saturday in a rough,

tough battle the Gaels main-

tained their 'mj'stery thriller'

tactics as they waited three

quarters before turning back a

determined McGill Redmen

team 17-7 before a packed

homecoming crowd of some 10,-

000 at George Richardson Mem-
orial stadium.

The offence, brilliant at

times, were hampered in devel-

oping any sustained drives by

an assortment of penalties call-

ed by referceing that left the

crowd and the teams reeling in

dubious (by both teams) ama-

zement. Elbows, knees, piling

on and many other noticable in-

fractions right in front of the

men in green were completely

ignm-cd. as they chose to call a

collection of penalties that had

the game on the constant verge

of outbreak.

Only three plays after the

opening kickoff, the Gaels de-

fense showed they were looking

for Lambert as they forced him

to fumble on the Queen's 42

where safety Hal Rose recover-

ed the loose ball. On the suc-

ceeding play quai-terback Cal

Connor started Bayne Norrie

down the left sideline with a

screen pass where he picked up

four beautiful blocks and raced

68 yards for the score. Bill Ed-

ward's convert was wide to the

right but the Tricolor lead 6-0

after only 2:02 of the first

period. Late in the first period

they added a single point. A
Gaels drive sputtered out on the

McGill 37 and Rose lofted a

punt 10 yards into the end zone

where Bruce Johannson con-

ceded the point.

The Gaels, defense showed

possibly they were keyed on

Lambert too much (if such a

thing is possible) as they allciyr

ed McGill's other halfbacks,

Johannson and Pete Howlett to

drive for many sizeable gains.

It was Howlett. mainly, who set

up McGill's touchdown. He car-

ried five times in a drive that

originated at the Redmen 25.

McGill drove down to the

Queen's 11. Quarterback Glen

St. John sent flankers wide to

the left and called a pass pat-

tern that forced man-to-man

coverage on Lambert, who beat

his man in the end zone for

the touchdown, only two min-

utes into the second quarter.

Willie then coverted his major

to deadlock the score at 7-7.

Actually the Gaels never had

possession of the ball in McGill

territory from the time of

Rose's single, with less than

two minutes remaining in the

first quarter until more than

halfway through the third

quarter, and then they only got

to the Redmen 47 where they

were forced to punt.

The defense held the Redmen

and forced them to kick, the

offence tailing over on the Mc-

Gill 49. Fullback Jim Young

slipped behind seven (we coun-

ted them) defenders but drop-

ped a Connor pass. Two plays

later, on what looked like the

same play. Young made one of

the greatest catches of the year.

He grabbed the ball on his out-

stretched finger lips at the 16

where he was tackled after a

gain of 43 yards.

Ed^vards and Norrie com-

bined to give the Gaels a first

down on the seven. Connor then

called a perfect play as wing-

back Jim Ware took a button-

hook pass uncovered a yard

deep in the end zone for the

score. Jim Young's convert at-

tempt was good, the Gaels get-

ting another chance when Mc-

Gill was penalized on the ini-

tial chance, which was wide.

The Gaels picked up another

single point early in the fourth

period when Rose drove a great

kick of 55 yards into the Mc-

Gill end zone where a host of

tacklers smothered Johannson.

giving Queen's an eight point

lead.

The Gaels added two more

points in the last minute of

play middle guard play by

intercepting another St. John

aerial and returning it to

the Redmen 19. Cal Connor

threw for Bayne Norrie but the

ball was intercepted in turn by

McGill's Leon Abbott. Most of

the crowd were confused as the

officials awarded the Gaels two

points, as they thought the pass

was intercepted a good ten

yards in the end zone. The of-

ficials ruled differently, how-

ever, claiming the ball was

caught and then carried into

the end zone, thus two points

and a final score of 17-7.

The win, coupled with Var-

sity's 12-8 upset of Western

(Western beat Varsity 52-15

last week) left the other posi-

tions in a scramble. Western is

in second spot with a 2-2 rec-

ord while Varsity and McGill

are 1-3

The whole defensive team de-

serves credit for their perfor-

mance as they held the explo-

sive McGill attack in check fair-

ly consistently. The pass defen-

ders played well and protected

well agiiinsl the 'bombs' that al-

most upset the Gaels in Mont-

real.

Again this week Merv Daub

was outstanding up front for

the defense. His value was

shown best by the fact that Mc-

Gill ran the barest minimum of

plays up the middle, frying to

go round the ends instead.
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RALPH ALLEN

imTllDTElCHER

plioto by BcBiiif

Allen on Bieler
An Bge in which an artist's work must

either shoui or present an enigmatic face

is well described by the words it chooses

to use about its artists, Toda-y we can be

sure of hearing authoritative powerful,

sOTDg. daring, exciting, and violent. Is

Ibis, perhaps, the secret image we crave

because personal daring and excilomenl

has been lost in our conforming life?

Words like lender, lyrical, sensitive,

reflective, sound like lightly shaming

^osts Uom the past. Yei "lender" and

"lyrical" arc words thai can be used to

describe the early work of Andre Bieler

in his Retrospective Exhibition on view

at the Agnes Etheringlon Art Centre

until November 3.

Painting done from 1925-1928 or 1930

illustrates a swUt change from early signs

of romanticism to an eftorUess and

national lyricism. There is no hint of

sentimentality in these early works, yet

they remain lender, not to the particu-

lar, but tender in the sense of identifi-

caUon with the land and the people,

These paintings show the artist con-

scious of "belonging" to a structure of

na ural dignity and are the unconscious

expression of that pride of belonging.

No. 8, "Les Berlines" and No. 10 "Fete

Dieu a Ste. Famille" are excellent

examples, as is also No. 7, "Cap Tour-

mentc" which increases the intensity

with the addition of mood.

A change of direction is evident in

the paintings from 1935 which show a

renewed identificaUon with the people

and more particularly with the Province

of Quebec. The technique, now water-

colour, is more precise and disciplined

and complemented with a greater sense

of design. No. 30, "Apres La Messe"

and No. 36 "Au bout du Rang" are

typical examples of this new develop-

ment which continues and culminates

in a new preoccupation, that of the

family and more particularly the artist's

family. In this new phase the personal,

life of the artist enters for the first time

iDto the subject matter and we find No.

33 "Gatineau Madonna" and later No.

55 "Madonna of the Bush", both belong-

ing to the National Gallery of Canada.

In these paintings the technique becomes

more fluid, design shares importance

with subject matter to produce such

happy results as No. 56 "Nathalie" and

No. 59 -Family in Blue". Watercolour

in this period gives way to tempera and

oil and the whole reflects the personal

happiness of the artist.

During the foUowing years around

1950-60, wi h the family growing up,

once again the subject matter changes.

The painter considers his relationship

with society and the world at large. He

records his travels and is increasingly

conscious of French contributions to

art. No. 75 "Art and Society: Tout en

Chcrchani" and other paintings of this

period show greater attention to tech-

nique and new method. The symbolism

is humorous and all are subordinated to

his sense of design which becomes more

important than the subject matter, and

the subject becomes in a sense a release

which generates his designs. In the

latest paintings, 1960-63, there is 1

believe another change becoming appar-

ent, in which the subject is once again

on equal terms with the techmcal

,
aspects, as though the painter, having

- thorouglily explored one area was begin-

ning to seek new ground. Of these late

paintings, No. 97 "St. Tropez" and No.

105 "On the Rideau" are very satisfy-

ing examples, whilst No. 104 "Par Dela"

and No. 106 "Beyond" exclude any

identifiable subject matter. In both of

these the artist has been successful in

finding purely abstract shapes, colours

and relationships that combine to

create a feeling.

The latest manifestation of Andre

Bieler's work is his remarkable sculp-

ture. 1 think il would be a mistake to

read too heavily into them. They

should be completely enjoyed as an

expression of ihe artist's excitement and

a new and very satisfyuig sense of free-

dom as he explores new possibilities

which open up with new materials. They

have been created in a mood of high

excitement and entirely convey this

feeling.

All of these new avenues thai he has

opened arc capable of much develop-

ment and I am sure they will represent

a new and major progression in his

work. Andre Bieler's work represents

an important contribution to Canadian

Art. This contribution is by no means

ended, as is more than evident in this

exhibition. Ralph Allen

Ralph Allen, ihe new head of the

Agnes Ethcrington Art Centre, came to

Queen's in 1958 after rigorous trainmg

in the basics of art at the Cass School of

Arts and (he Slade School in London.

From 1955 to 1957, before coming to

Canada. Mr. Allen was the Assistant

,to-7he Director of the Beaux Arts Gallery

in London,

Mr. Allen said that he thought that

the lack of human reference in current

;ibstrac: an represented the most serious

flaw of tliat form. "H was an experi-

mcn , and unfortunately, it was a blind

alley. You see. what sells in the past

is what sells in the present — hence the

demand for abs:ractions. A young artist

has no chance to mature — to develop

his ideas. He is picked up by a gallery,

he is categorized, and if he tries to change

he finds that he is no longer in demand.

In faci, he may think that he has found

his best method of self-expression tif

he has been successful) and slop experi-

menting."

"Personally. 1 have a slightly con-

servative approach to art — and. to tell

the truth, it is a good one to have at

this time! I think that artists today are

sick of abstraction: Ihey are working

away from the non-objective approach.

We are trying to create something a little

more timeless. In this movement,

Canada is lagging behind. Canadians

don'l seem to have enough confidence 'o

pick up something from the start —
there seems to be a lack of faith in per-

sonal creativity, and the trend of art

today is definitely in the direction of

personal creativity. In this, the accent

is coming from the demand of people

for something a Uttle more familiar, as

you find in pop art, and away from design

as such."

emphasize drawing? It is essential to

master ihe art of drawing in order to

explore form and how form can be

represented in the most personal manner

_ this is much better than trying to

follow in the footsteps of someone else's

concept of objeclivity with some httle

variations. Right now, I am trying to

show how form develops ihrough the

use of liglH and shadow."

Mr. Allen is a noted artist in his own

right. His work has been described in

"Canadian An" as showing -'outstanding

technical ability, and a mature and

unique point of view". Apparently,

when he came to Canada he was forced

o re-think his concept of space, due to

the size of this country as compared with

the limited nature of the English country-

side. He sees Canada as "an extensive,

uncharted, almost cosmic space with a

handful of towns and villages sprinkled

across it like stars across Ihe sky." He

says of the intense richness of his colours

that ihey derive from a deeply emotional

nature "despite the usual concept of the

Englishman that you have over here".

His critics describe his major landscapes

containing "large areas of dark,

brooding, infinite space which gradually

organize themselves around and focus on

an intense and solitary light . . .
there is

a feeling that the focus is on somethinj.

particular, but there is no final inter-

pre'ation , . . the haunting force of the

s alement is always present. .
."

Mr. A len worked closely with Antla-

Bieler in the design and planning of the

art centre. He expressed a hope that the

University would take advan'age of the

splendid facilities of the art centre and

that the centre could be made into a

centre of Canadian painting, "At

present", he said, "it is a community

centre as well as an academic one ... we

arc olTering seven evening courses which

are open to people regardless of their

academic qualifications, as well as two

regular courses. This is the first time

that there have been two courses offered

in one year. There is no reason why we

should not progress to offer a complete

honours programme in art ... no reason

at all — except money".

D. Dodge

M. Corbell
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"I try lo emphasize drawing in my

teaching — the traditional approach. 1

try to show today's an as the outcome

of an historical development. It is

essential for the artist to grasp what

painters in the past were trying to do

and what methods they used to achieve

the effects they desired. Why do I

KB.
There will be a major feature on

"Confederation — Can it Survive?"

in four (4) weeks.

Anyone wishing to contribute to

this discussion please contact Dave

Dodge at 542-9152.

J^iAten . .

.

Listen to the metal fingers

Drumming up the total

Oj the large and smalt transgressions

J have wreaked upon the world.

Listen to the starving teeth

Gnawing on the entrails

Oj Ihe heart-shaped men oj fortune

Who told me I was wrong.

Listen to the cackling

Ringing round the rail yards

Oi happy tittle bastards

While their mother calls her rates.

Listen to the chalk tears

Splitting in the sewers

Oj the nighl-loud lonely city

And know this: Christ, I mourn.

Some of you may thmk that you need some ^P^\^' "^^"^'^'^ '

poetry for the Jo^,rnal. This is not really true: you needn't have suffered oveHy

Ld diarrhea from home-made wine, come from a broken home broken a hom ,

seen The Fat Lady, or played a thirteen-stringed mandolm m downtown Onll

What you must do, however, is learn and practice certain rules of campus poetn/

writing These I have compiled through five years of careful analysis of

Journal poeiry, and they are as follows:

1 Poems should always be unhappy. This signifies sensitivity. If you must

'

be happy, be happy because you find symbolic beauty m the pigeon

dung on your bicycle seat.

2 Always make it clear that you've been in love, that it's been a very sad

thing for you, but that you got lots while it lasted. This signifies sensi-

tivity. It also shows that you have lived and that you are one-up on

your friends.

3. "Oh" should be spelled "O" and used frequently.

4 "Purple" is the only permissible colour. It should be used to modify

"melancholy", "mist", "libido" and the like. The fact that no one has

ever seen a purple libido helps to forestall criticism.

5. Never use capital letters when signing your name.

6 Symbolism is very good. To be most effective it must be obscure. Com-

paring a sunset with fire is decidedly square; comparing a sunset wiui

a broom is better.

7 Poe;ry should have no connexion with social problems. It should concern

only the poet's problems. Society hates poets, and you should make

this clear. If possible, you can even imply that you are m physical

danger Society )ias disowned you and you have disowned society. Unless

you yourself are starving, don'l write about starvation. Write about your

toenail instead.

8. The phrase "And, yet," should be used as frequently as possible.

9. Throw In occasionally a completely meaningless phrase. When quencd

about it say you couldn't help yourself: it was torn out of you.

If everyone is ready, I would like to show how these rules can be used 10

get yourself into print. Here, gang, is the ultimate campus poem. I call '

"noonday prunejuice $6" (the key to ihe symbolism) and it is by charles gordo

O
Six days we were there

Gasping

And yet

We parted amidst purple tibidae.

<0f
course

the turtle didn't mind),

0 even yet

Haunted by loo melancholy a haze,

(O Too, too}

1 am even yet dying.

They are out to gel me
But I dare not surrender

While the sea hangs out to dry.
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A Change

bell

decorations for 'Tutura '64"

have l>il<en a decided step away

from tlie trnditional Science Formal

(hemes. In past years much atten-

tion was paid to trying to recreate

Ihe Litinosphere of a bygone era or

a f.irinvoy place. This required

oietiLiilous attention to details in

the (.-on^truction and the painting

ol murals with a sense of true

LirtisUy in order to bring out an

;iaiir,it(.- and authentic feeling for

(he tlieirie. If the theme were in

ao .il[iine setting murals carefully

tlupictiiin the Alps and chalets

would be necessary. If the theme

wen- in an old English setting,

murals and relief involving be-

wig^C'''' lords, beefeaters, etc..

would have to be constructed with

enough realism to justify' the title.

Ofh'ii Ihe artistry or professional

ism required to decorate for such

a thi'ine was lacking and the end

resull was tliat the decorations

gavo an impression that a lot of

work li.id been done but the over-

all effect was still amateurish.

sail Instead of relying on details of

;nsi- in(li\i.liial pieces the decorations

> for ilie Science Formal this year

'"i"::; out their feeling through the

I'^sit hiudamentals of light, colour,
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one enters the main dancing

the first thing catching his

M'iH be the sloping ceiling. Tlie

ption of the rectangular "shoe

effect is most pleasing. The
ded comers of the room add
is happy change as do the

t wall panels with their in-

t lighting. Instead of elabor-

realisHc" murals we have
e but striking silhouettes and
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Negance. with its shape being
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WTong wth detail if it is

^essionaUy created, a great deal

ion was paid to making

ordon.

ilttent

- . for the Better

the space needle a fascinating

centrepiece. It is fully lit with a

revolving restaurant top and opera-

tional elevators, its motion and

colour pattern captivating the eye.

One of the small "clubs" to the

!ide of the main ballroom will

bring one in his imagination to

die top of the tower. From his seat

at the one of the radially placed

tables he will see a silhouetted

panorama of a modem Canadian

city through "windows" in the

round walls. Tlie restaurant will

not re\'olve but the central loca-

tion of the bar is intended to help

give patrons the true "spinning

aroimd" sensation of the actual

Space Needle.

The other club at the opposite

end of the dance floor has a more

dowTi to earth "beat" theme. The

use of the colours black and red

with appropriate lighting will at-

tempt to portray the beatnik's

struggle with life and perhaps the

bar will give his solution to its

problems.

The beautiful music of the

Glenn Miller Orchestra will fill

this magnificent, dimensionless hall

with hving melodies that will plant

memories in the hearts of lucky

couples to grow flourishing in the

future. Once again the Queen's

Science Formal will be known far

and wide as tlie highlight of d\e

social season, surpassing lesser

e \' e n t s for hundreds of miles

around.

Convenor: Wayne Alexander
President: Mac Evans

y%om tke Ptedldent

horn the Convenot . .

Tonight the engineering society to produce a fitting climax for

presents 'Tutura 64". To many tliese golden years of our life,

it Avill be the highlight of the To everyone who helped make

social season at Queen's, but to 'Futura '64" possible, I offer my

those soon leaving these haUow- ^i"cere thanks and congratulations

ed halls, it mU have a far deeper for what I feel ^vill be die best

meaning. For Science '64 it is a fo™fl ever,

happy time, yet sad because it To all attending the formal to-

is the climax of our four years night, may I extend a warm wel-

at Queen's. With this in mind come and wish you a memorable

the Formal committee has tried and enjoyable evening.

The Science Formal presents

different connotations to different

people, but to everyone on cam-

pus, th's Formal, complete with

its elaborate decorations and big

name band, denotes one of the

highlights of the university social

life in Canada. Tonight, with the

aid of the Glen Miller band,

Futura '64 presents a refreshmg

outlook and format for tlie

Science Formal.

The theme this year departs

from the usual representation of

a foreign country to the more

formidable task of representing

the nebulous concept of the

modem world. This theme ties in

well with lihe modernistic pattern

of the Science '64 year crest.

Wayne Alexander and his fonnal

committee have planned carefidly

and worked relentlessly to pro-

duce the most refreshing and

exciting decorations ever to gani-

is-h the interior of the gymnasium.

On behalf of the Engineering So-

ciety, I wish to thank Wayne and

his committee for so ably carrying

out their thankless tasks.

Futura '64 represents the

changing world aroimd us. and

perhaps this is only fitting since

our waW along the limestone

path of k-nowledge has shown us

several changes in Queen's itself.

Science '64's sojourn at Queen's is

almost over, and we can certain-

ly see a change in oin:seIves as

we iiave risen to meet the chal-

lenges of higher education. Per-

iiaps Futura '64 will warn us of

die modern changing industrial

world into wliicli we \viU soon be

thrust. Perhaps it will inspire us

to keep up witli a changing

world. But these, however, are

far reaching events, and for the

present, I know that everyone at-

tending will be assured of a very

enjoyable and memorable even-

ing, one filled with memories that

eventually symbolize ourwill

brief stay at Queen's.

FUTURA '64
"trance and/or consumption of alcohoUc beverages on or about the premises of the football staduim or

. .nH « mavimu
^^^-ndaHon is made to L A.M.S. Court that any offender that is convicted of this offence be fined a mimmum of $15.00 and a maxmiu

to prohibit the entrance of alcoholic beverages to the stadium ("irisk") at then- discretion.

the hockey arena is prohibited. The A.M.S. Const-ibles shall be fully empowered to prevent this conduct.

'
of $100.00." Students are reminded that the A.M.S. Constables have

L

4^^
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Fare Well
In the Fall of the year 1960, a group of Science frosh, later

to be tagged with the handle Sc, '64, arrived at this fair univer-

sity Unknown to all this organization would lay a mark upon

the brow of the Engineering Society that would never be re-

moved.

During their maiden year,

these gentlemen of Au started

a long list of firsts and lasts that

has been carried to thier final

year.

Making their attempt at the

grease pole climb, they were

forced to woUow through a pool

of cess which surrounded that

dirty old iron rod. Today the pool

has been removed, and the loca-

tion of the grease pole has been

moved to from beside the tennis

courts to another apt spot.

Following a catastrophic slash

of their numbers, the slumping

sophomores of Sc. '64 returned

to wreak vengeance on the poor

frosh.

Under the fiendish guidance

This is a president o£ Nick from the Valley, the

He is a greasy gentlemen alowed the suppress-

All Science Presidents are some- ed to participate in newly plan-

times greasy Eh! Mac. ned initiation activities.

Now that the hardened core has reached final year, their

tasks have neariy been completed. On this, the eve of eves, the

bash of bashes will be held after many hours of serious labour.

Don't Look

Eminent Montreal artist, T-Jacques assists in the design

of Science Formal Decoration.

There is little left to tell, and little time left to tell it. A year

has come and a year will go but not without adding something,

sqme little thing to this society. And so the list grows.

Having completed Uiis obligaliun, tluy ]>

win a contest at Snow-Ball time with the following entry :

And did thorax of most humble

scribe of most glorious fac of au'

swell wiih pride at sight of decor-

ations for greatest of all bashes,

the FOR-MAL. For once again

the warriors of au have shown to

clodz of eartz and mudz proper

method for prep of bashes being

FOR-MAL not hop of sox. And

will of Glenn the miller reduce the

p;ish coefficient (being the time re-

quired divided by the results thus

obtained) to value lower than ever

thought possible for lemonz {being

generally thought to be fig of ate

on side). And have humble scribe

and illustrious warriors laboured

many moons til crania ached in

order to produce 4-mula being

e — f

However, all of this hard work did not go to their heads.

The gentlemen of '64 did allow time for recreation.

M X B

where: M is number of hours of

Miller

B is amount of molecules

champagne consumed

X = 0 for FOR-MAL

x| = > 2 for other bashes

of au

]x| = > 10 for all other

bashes including hop

of SOX of cartz and

mudz

0 for all lemonz

1 for some imports,

But on Greatest of all days of

illustrious fac of au is humble scribe

disappointed that dad of fac has

lowered mighty axe on rag of au.

For do all men of au and clodz of

eartz and mudz as well as most

lemonz crave rag of au as greatest

of all fac rags. And does scribe

note that all who reper-cuzz have

red unintended earth into rag.

Fog are all of rag of au not only

free of earth but on far higher

plane than in other fac rags. And

are all reper-cuzz-shuns soon 4-

got-10 except by those who exist

only to senshure.

But in spite of mighty axe of

dad of fac have warriors of au

again shown superiority over clodz

of eartz and mudz as will always

be done as time tends to prostrate

fig of ate.

And did the craftiest of all foxes

chuckle at sight of fat sleepy dog

with nose caught in fox trap.

3H '88

qooa 'Si

qsnq -Qi

HILLEL LECTURE
Queen's Hillel's lecture series

on Ethics opens this Sunday ev-

ening Nov. 3 at 8 p.m. at Hillel

House, 26 Barrie St., with an

;iddress by Dr. Immanuel Jako-

bovits on "Ethics in Medicine—

a Jewish Point of View"

Doctors are. to an ever-in-

creasing, extent being forced to

make decisions whose basis lie'

in ethics, rather in science. As

Man's grasp of science—medica

science in particular — becomes

firmer, he is faced more and

more with questions of right and

wrong, good and bad.

Dr. Jakobovits should prove

stimulating and controversial

\isitor to the campus. A former

Chief Rabbi of Ireland, he

author of the hook Jeivish Medi-

cal Ethics, now in its second

printing. He is at present Rabbi

of Fifth Avenue synagogue in

New York

The lecture is of particular

interest to medical students, who

themselves will shortly be faced

with ethical decisions as they

launch their careers.

Further lectures in the Hillel

Ethics series will include the

fopics "Ethics in Politics and

Public Life," featuring a well

known political figure, "Ethics

n the Mass Media", and "Ethics

in Law and Religion".

All students and faculty mem^

bers are welcome.

"You menu you did ihe whole job

with your slidc-rulc out of adjust-

nieiitf"

What IS an Em fineer?

and: f

RALLY TONIGHT
Time: 6:45 p.m. (Busses

leave from Union)

Place: Outer Field. (On re-

turn from Station)

Date: FRL NOV. 1

This went to their heads

Although paid on six - day

basis, the engineer works seven

days and almost as many nights

week. An engineer can be iden-

tified by his trusting look, the

excitement of expression on his

face and the table of signs and

cosigns carried near his heart.

Through the ages the engineer

has continued to function, until

now technical schools of our

country yield 10,000 young hope-

fuls onto the American public,

each armed with a slide rule, two
handbooks, and a bad case of

brain fatigue due to four years

of unremitting toil. Some of

these souls ar-e needily saved by

becoming bond salesmen and in-

surance agents. Some of the re-

maining souls eventually gain

success after working incessant-

ly as engineers by becoming ad-

vertising managers, accountants,

salesmen and managing execu-

tives. But also some fail and

they become assistant chief en

gineers, chief engineers and

complete failures, consulting en

gineers.

There is only one engineer on

record who has become rich. He
died recently in Colorado and

left a fortune of §50,000

amassed his fortune by unceas-

ing toil, super-human perserver-

ance ingenuity, and the death of

an uncle who left him $49,995.

Engineering is a good deal like

golf. The good drivers become

managing executives. For those

whose best shots are brassie, ad-

vertising offers a good field in

case of a good lie. Those who
approach well find salvation in

sale.'manship. Those who are

good on the green become cash-

iers and investment brokers.

But duffers remain engineers.—"York Engineer
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e Marion^s

rossword Puzzle
;rOSS

Bartz grad

Golden Horde

Social
highlight

^liere tuition goes

^On! On! !

'

Most glorious fac

Pause that refreshes

U-vana nylons

Horizontal surface of H ,0 of

low temp

[Engineering degrees are .

7.0t.

Profs

First words McGill anthem

Exotic diet

Non-Science (abbr.)

[secretary's proper place

Second-best female profes-

[sion

iMai-ion's innards

I
The Maide

I
Bartz aren't

[Levana mating call

[Publishes engineers' hand-

[book

lOn doors

[udz grad

[Common Levana expression

Lubricates gearz

lAwright

Form-al '63 mountain

Eartz play with their

Christian name of popular

Levanite

[Amateur status of 31 across

[Why eartz x-ist

(ievaiia's favourite word

im-name of popular levanite

iLevanites in general

psi

[Wliat frosh aren't

Science restaurant

ILand of bluez

pnter is the best
Aftvr year bashz

Goddess of women

Commodity sought by men of
lau

pitto

Burned down

[Some like it .

porae like .

referable above knees

DOWN

1 Chief of glorious fae

2 Too much

4 Feeling towards" exams

5 Dean's first name

7 Nine of them are dangerous

8 Science

9 Eng Chem study .

10 Little boys of blue

12 Babe from land of kin

18 aodz of .

15 Babz

20 Suit worn after form-al

22 Engineer spells "three"

24 Pond of .

26 Engineer's proposition

27 Popular Queen's politico

30 Scienceman's favourite dish

32 Frosh

33 Levanafootwear

34 Society of Amoral Engineers

36 Appearance of clodz of eartz

37 Don't drink this

38 Marion's cav

43 Science club

44 Engineer spells "eat"

45 Our main interest

46 Popular conception of

Scienceman

48 Leonard Hall plums

49 Innocence after form-al

51 Science graduate society

53 Devicz which travel laterally

under H;0

55 How much sex Sciencemen

want

57 Describes form-al

60 Mainstay of politics essays

61 Common French engineers'

word

62 What bad girls do

63 African mammals that hap-

pened to fit into crossword

65 Green draughting tables in

Union

66 Year party

. 67 Local dance hall

68 Basic lab equipment

70 Science grad

73 Obscure Hawaiian word

74 What co-ops need

75~J6urnal Party

77 Popular conception of

Scienceman

79 Frosh hat

83 Opposite to she

[search at Queen's

ifth Constituent of Matter
y^ny years ago, several en^n-

physicists, then known as

""'Sis, discovered that there

four basic constituents of

i'^^' those being fire, water,

air. Many phenomena
'eft, unexplained by their

[
for several centuries. How-

[ following several years of

research including botli observa-

tions and cooking laboratory re-

ports, the Engineering Physics class

of '64 has came up with a dis-

covery that is expected lo replace

the fire water theory to its deserved

position in society. We have dis-

covered, in fact, tliat the fifth basic

constituent of matter is none otJier

than mu.

(Continued on page 6)

A QUICK CALCULATIO ON

YOUR UNIVERSITY

INVESTMENT

Consider the time you invest getting yoor

degree as a percentage of your workink life.

It would be about 11%. To get the most

out of the remaining 89% your work should

provide the opportunity and tlie scope to

use your professional knowledge and natural

ability to best advantage.

Cominco is one of tlie world's largest

mining, metallurgical and chemical enter-

prises. It is growing and diversifying. Its

range of activities provide interesting and

challenging opportunities for graduates in

engmeering, geology, physics, chemistry,

commerce and many other professions. We

suggest you make it a point to see our per-

sonnel representatives when they visit your

campus. Cominco has much to offer you.

THE CONSOLTOATED MINING AND SMELTING COMPANY OF CANADA LIMITED

A Great Canadian Enterprise Montreal, Quebec
Trail, British Columbi
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Man, Nature Abhor Vacuum
The advent of high altitude com-

mercial flight has brought with it

an entirely unforeseen problem

known as explosive decompression.

The phenomenon affects only fe-

males, in fact only those females

intent on improving Nature.

Realizing that this problem

strikes at the very foundations of

our women, the Science Faculty has

conducted independent research

into the nature of explosive decom-

pression.

iThe conditions necessary are:

high altitude flights in insufficiently

pressurized aircraft with female

The phenomenon is

accompanied by loud explosive

sounds, together with the sudden

disappearance of certain prominent

rounded contours. The secondary

psychological effects, especially on

male passengers, are mathematically

unpredictable, but are generally

characterized by intense mirlh,

followed immediately by a sense of

disillusionment and depression.

Assuming the expansion to be an

irreversible adlabaUc process, and

the tensile strength of nibber to be

constant, the observers have con-

cluded that;

(i) Tlie practice of wearing in-

flatable rubber devices contributed

to the problem.

(ii) When the ratio of internal

pressure Po to external ambient

pressure reaches ihe criUcal value,

explosive decompression occurs.

(iii) The critical pressure ratio

depends on the construction and

material used in said devices, and

hence on the brand employed.

(iv) The intensity of the effects

are directly related to the initial

pressure Po, and it was found that

the greater the improvement on

nature, the more violent were the

Fifth Constituent of Mattel

NOVEI

effects of decompression.

Several recommendations have

been made, summarized as follows:

(i) Females planning high alti-

lude fligliis should content them-

selves wilh the more conventional

padded types of, uh, camouflage.

Failing ihis, they should famiUarize

themselves with the critical pres-

sure ratio of their preferred brand.

{ii) In the event of decompres-

sion, male passengers should con-

sole themselves with the thought

that no one is perfect and that the

girl concerned was gnly trying to

put up a good front

(Continued from page 3)

{EdUot*s Note: For the un-

informed, uneducated arts types,

the Greek letter mu was formerly

used by persons who called them-

selves scientists to symbolize the

coefficient of friction.)

To summarize the observations

that led us to our learned conclu-

sion, let us first consider the case

of a smooth, dry. level (not neces-

sarily) sheet of ice. (Physicists

always consider purely hypotheti-

ical cases so that it is difficult to

iiaiuiv, HI'- - - . - -

INTRODUCTION TO HI-FI

SlG-NPOSTl

FOR RENT

Thfw single fiimishe^J rooms. 26

Livingston Ave. 548-3116.

AMS

There will be a meeting of the AMS

Buildinn Fund Committee, MondQV.

Nov 4tK, at 7:00 p.m. in the McLaugh-

lin Boom. All interested are welcome.

LOST

One Camoo ear-ring, vicinity of Union

St. a«d Courdiouse Park Please can

Carole at 546-4978.

ARTICLES FOR SALE

One dress suit, one tuxedo, one w.inn

winter ovincoat, size 38-40. Very good

condition. 548-4993 after 8 p.m.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 7

What is an optical MASER? How does

it produce such an intense light beam?

For the answers, see llie fifcu "THE

OPTICAL MASER" in Ellis Hall audi-

torium at 12:40 p.m.. Tliursday, Nov. 7.

Tills is A Bell Teleplione Co. film spon-

sored by the Madi. and Physics Club.

Evtryone is invited to see it.

All those interested in visiting Uie

National Rcscarcli Council Labs, in

Ottawa witli the MaOi. and Physics Olub,

on Nov. 22 arc asked to contact:

Derek at 546-6293

or John at 54&-e832

NOVEMBER 16

International House stages "Inter-

national Night" in Dunning Hall Audi-

torium, by die various Ethnic groups in

the Kingston community. Watdi Iho

BiiUeUo Board for further infonnation.

Admission is free.

ST. MARY'S ROMAN CATHOUC

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 3

iMoining - Ne«Tnan Mass, 9:30. St.

Jane's Cliapel. Communion breakfast -

Cafliedral Auditorium, Speaker: Dr.

Georse ]otly, McCiU University. Even-

ing 1 Speaker: Fr. Topp, S.). Topic:

•The Meaning of Philosophy."

The growing popularity of the

hi-fi hobby has firmly entrenched a

number of new words in our English

vocabulary. This esoteric jargon is

often the cause of bewilderment to

Oie unmitiated, so the Science

Journal here presents a partial

glossary of hi-fi terms. Now you loo

can intelligently discuss pickups

with tlie most ardent devotees of

sound reproduction.

High Fidelity: Full, faithful^ repro-

duction of recorded sound.

Low Fidelity. Incomplete reproduc-

tion, e.g. artsman.

Requires undergraduates, graduates and post graduates in engi-

neering and honours science for summer and
,

permanent employment.

INTERVIEWS WITH REPRESENTATIVES

OD November 13, 14, and 15, 1963

Your University Placement Office can provide details

and hterature about Cominco and arrange an mterview.

THE CONSOLIDATED MINING AND SMELTING

COMPANY OF CANADA LIMITED

1964 GRADUATES
Canada's Largest Employer — Federal Civil Service

requires

CIVIL — ELECTRICAL — MECHANICAL

ENGINEERS
An interesteing and rewarding career may await you in the Federal

Civil Service if you are graduaUng in Civil, Electrical or Mechamcal

Engineering in 1964. New graduates in these fields will be employea

at various Canadian centres on vital and challenging projects invol-

vingdesign. development, construction, research appUcalion and con-

tracts engjneermg.

STARTING SALARY APPROXIMATELY S520O - allowances

will be made for those completing relevant post-graudate gaining.

CANDIDATES MUST WRITE A GENERAL OBIECTIVE TEST

AT 7:00 P.M. ON THURSDAY. NOVEMBER 14.

Details regarding the examination, application forms and the booklet

"Opportunities for Graduates in Engineering" are available from

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT OFHCE

or

CiVlL SERVICE COMMISSION, OTTAWA 4

Hotel La Salle

Dine in the Famous Colony Room

Specializing in

Delicious Charcoal Broiled Steaks

Direct from Our Dining Rom Grill

Special Arrangements for Banquets & Dances

548-3361
Bagot & Princess

GET

House of Sounds

STUDENTS
20 % OFF ON ALL L.P. RECORDS

at

House of Sounds
Don't Be Ashamed To TeU You Go To Queen's

Loudspeaker: Uvanite talking while

hi-fi set is on.

Woofer: Dog talking while hi-fi set

on.

Tuner: Salt water fish.

Bass: See tuner.

Treble: "Elbert" spelled backwards,

honouring J. Elbert Stylus, arts-

man, severely mjured when

several records were dropped on

his big toe.

Pickup; Levanite.

Wow: Listening to hi-fi with loose

pickup.

Resistor: What not to do with loose

pickup.

Flutter: Reaction from wow.

Response: Best with loose pickup.

Capacity: Amount of alcohol pick-

up must absorb for best response.

Ohm: Where to take your hi-fi set.

Amplifier: ConflagraUon resulting

from burning an ampli.

Diamond needle; What an engineer

gets from marriage-minded girl-

friend.

Pilch; What you get from hi-fi

salesman.

be disproven). Basically, ice

very little mu, as may be seen

one fails to keep their reaciio

normal when passing levanites

a crowded sidewalk. However,

the simple addition of a little

(having an obviously* higli mu

tent) the mu of the total system

creases to a degree where abnor

reactions are of little signifit

Another fact illustrating the ai

of mu in sand is the obviously

high mu content of concrete of

sand is the major component.

Before proceeding to the

illustration of mu, let us state

rather obvious* theorem,

theorem is simply this; the lo

amount of mu of the universe

constant.

Consider now the mu involv

during the period of examinatio

The mu is so great in fact

several students have bfcen sc

screaming and runnmg around

halls of Morris throwing

bombs and the like, an obvioii

way to transpose mu to other

sons. There is considerable

studying- However, as one incrc

the time spent studying and thus

creases the studying mu, the exE

ation mu is obviously reduced,

keeping the total mu of the unive

constant as must be.

There are of course many ot

obvious* examples of the eidslCE

of mu, but these will be. left asi

exercise for the class.

• obvious because the proof is

I darned long and involved here.

PATTON'S CLEANERS
and

SHIRT LAUNDERERS

Wallv Elmer — Prop.

Dial 548-4292 — 546-6480

349 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO

The Nicest Cleaning in Town

ir your Noilh-Rile "98"

doesn't wfiHaslonB.asyou

-- „ ONLY

NaRthMEaB 98c
ST. lAMBERT, QUEBEC

Sue Yurselph
(Law 52) says:

[E ^
SOCIAL
SELECTION EQU

'

,n
selecling

suitable

Lneering
functions,

Efrclations
have beei

Lily adopted by Q
r In ihe United

Lin similar relatio

Sving habitat and
chiefly in cert

Iriations-
It should 1

I rest my case for the

{uture on a growing

Savings Account at .

.

Bank of Montreal

a bla ttep or. tho road to 5ucce» I. on corly bonkmg conneclbn^^

Cloverleaf Lanes
STUDENTS

Looking for something to do — From 9 a.m. to 2a.in.'|

BOWL OR PLAY BILLIARDS

— Special Student Rates —

% MOONLIGHT BOWL — Bowl froim llpjn. to 2a.ni-

25c per game Minimum 3 per Laoe

Eesc
equations are n

cminlries using

Jslem, i'S bases of

llher
different from i

Untries owing theij

and society to (

Id) the Physical Pi

or Science '65

.hEm (Am- (Ma

here: G = selection

stars

h = "taste"

ence" co

widely i

determin

ment foi

ver.

Em = efficiency

men (w

C,H,,OH

Am = smallest

mass. D
individui

ation (g

Ma = mass

(gms.)

A I = Ideal m£

iThis is a highly su

and has been fo

on formal occs

Be major advantage

Bations in common
|]strates the Parado

differentiating (1

= 2hEm (AI-

,
It is seen from

bpe decreases as

he physical meani

specimens inmpn

jreasingly difflcul

among ihem; the

Choice.

;The so-called "F

is related to the

in, and will be di

the Sabatoa Ei

kEm=
Gs =

CT;~T
|erc: Gs = selectic
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yDii7( fMxd Iheie B ot M Branches in Kingston

especially convenient:

Vr'mctsa k Barric Sis., in ihc "Y" BuiWiiig:
I rmCMS & uarne a«

, ,^,ll1AM F. CRONIN. Manager

Main omce. 297 King SI. East at ihe Markel:

For Dry Cleaning and

Shirt Laundering]

SERVICE, QUALITY, CONVENIENCE
Our Store at 314 Barrie Street Near Princess Is Convenient

and Anxious To Serve You

Same Day Service on Request

In by 10 a.m. Ready by 5 p.m.

Save 20% by Using Our Services at Leonard Hall

Available to All Students

Dial 548-4407

FOR PICKUP & DELIVERY SERVICE

Cleland & Flindall
DRY CLEANERS — SHIRT LAUNDERERS

314 Barrie Street 851 Princess Stree'j

^!'is is to serve

fie Penton, cont

(liun am not ge

iim evtn getti;

fistmas. but am

j
all reasonable c

Bcti\'e Levanites

"I saw th<
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^

.^.[ecline suitable material for

functions, these cmpiri-

'f "'I'liions
have been almost uni-

adopted by Oueens engin-

' '

in tJie United States and

,1
similar relations are used,

"'l' 1- chiefly in certain constants

volving
habitat and other local

iaiions- It should be noted that

'e
equations are not applicable

counlrics using the metric

.^^^ as bases of selection are

y,er different from those used in

unities owing their engineering

iis and society to Great Britain.

(1) the Physical Proportionality,

or Science '65 Equation

= hEm {Am-CMa-AI)-} (1)

ere' G = selection coefficient —
stars

h = "taste" or "prefer

ence" constant. Varies

widely and must be

determined by experi-

ment for each obser-

ver.

Em = efficiency of speci-

men (watts per c.c.

C,H,OH)

Ajii = smallest acceptable

mass. Determined by

individual experiment-

ation (gms.)

Ma = mass of specimen

(gms.)

AI = Ideal mass (gras.)

is is a highly successful equa-

, and has been found most suit-

! on fomial occasions. It has

nujor advantage over the other

tions in common use in that it

strates the Paradox of Choice:

differentiating (I)

2hEm (AI-Ma) (2)

t is seen from (2) that the

pc decreases as Ma increases,

e physical meaning is that as

specimens inmprove it becomes

reasingly difficult to choose

ong them; the Paradox of

oice.

he so-called "Fonnar' Equa-
is related to the Sc. '65 equa-

n. and will be discussed later.

the Sabatoa Equation

kEm=P
Gs= (3)

(Tj-T.)R
re: Gs = selection coefficient

Sabatoa degrees

(watt) 2

k = I

c.c.= hour

Em = efficiency of speci-

men (watts per c.c.

C,H,OOH)

P = Fash coefficient

T, = Time taken out

(hours o'clock)

Tj = Time due in (hours

o'clock plup (12—

T,) if after midnight)

R = Residence index (see

Appendix I)

This is more suitable for inciden-

tal social functions than the Sc. '65

equation. The Sabatoa equation

works well for tea-dances, year

parties, folk-sin^g concerts and

Snowball.

(3) The Science Forma! ("For-

mal") Equation

nEmHAm-(Ma-Al)=}Th
G ^

where symbols are as in (1) with

the addition of:

C, cost of train fare

Cn = cost of booze

= cost of corsage

Th = famiharity with im-

ported date.

Note that (4) is not defined,

(C, plus C, plus CJ = 0, if

Millionaire's Weekend Ticket wins.

Then count 0 = 5 stars of 100%

Sabatoa.

(4) The following differential

equation may also be em-

ployed:

d=r dr

m = - kr - ^

dt=

(5) Appendix I

Residence Index

University,

for Queen's

RESIDENCE

Baker

Gordon .

Goodwin ... .8
Adelaide 6

Ban Righ 5

Chown 3.5

Hotel Dieu 3

K.G.H. 2

Home 1

Apartment 0

INDEX
(Residence Index

Degrees)

. 10 degrees

9

lis IS to sei-ve notice that, 1,

e Fenton, contrary to public

"'till am not getting married,

am even getting engaged at

istmaa, but am still available

all reasonable offers from at-

tive Levanites.

"I saw the Dean coming downstairs yesterday."

said Tom condescendingly.

MEET

PRONG

Wlio will illus-frat© wi^v\y usfl-ful

sciGM+ific -facts m +hese pages

t

photo by Anderson

THINGS ARE LOOKING UP

curl H^«67 - ^

Beware again, the time is at

hand when scores of levanites will

be set loose upon the helpless

males of Queen's. In the past tiiere

has always been much concern

about the insincere approach
Levana seems to take towards tliis,

for example cramming three coffee

dates in the same evening. But

now is the time to ask ourselves,

'Do we really care?" Do we really

enjoy sitting in the coffee shop, or

even in a decent restaurant (if

there is one in Kingston ) and

listening to the shallow pseudo

intellectual, and tripe garble that

flows fluently through her Jeza-

belian mask? (touch^)

I say brother it is time to take

stock of the situation and really

give this subject some serious con-

sideration. And when you do I am
certain that you will reach the

same conclusion that we have, that

Susie Q should be competely div-

orced from Levana and passed on
to the fair maidens with white

shoes. That's right, our friends and
yours, the Nurses of Kingston.

What other girls are so sincere,

fun loving, and attractive. Instead

of trying to impress upon us the

fact tliat they are taking PRIL
sometliing or other, they try to find

a subject of mutual interest. Now
at this point we can hear the mut-

terings of Levana that nurses have

to try harder in order to compete

with Levaniles. To this we simply

say "SOUR GRAPES". No, we
maintain that nurses are simply

more down to eartli, straight for-

ward and (We must use this word

again) sincere.

So lair maidens of the Nightin-

gale variety, let's have some sup-

port and really participate during

Susie-Q.

TO A MATH COURSE
We have a course whidi is rather profound.

Intervals, limits and functions are found.

Infinite series, and sequence and sectors.

Products of scalars and rotating vectors;

Indefinite integrals, definite too,

And Betas and Thetas, Gamin;is itnd Mu.

Div- and Convergence, and Disconuity,

Many such topics of great Ambiguity,

And what do we dream of — beautiful girls?

Rather Jacobians, Divs, Grads, and Curls.

And what do we learn from all this note-pUin?

Certainly something less than epsflon.

CtaJJi^ied
WANTED

Ride to Boston or vicinity

—

and preferably back again-some
weekend in November before the

29th., 9th. if possibile. Will share

driving and expenses. Contact

Jane Brown—542-4359.

NOTICE TO ALL LEVANITES
Please stay away from my

Melvyn.

Ellen

Professor living in the counti-y

has large furnished room and

private bath for rent for two

male students. Board can be

supplied. A garage is available

for a car. Within twenty minutes

driving to the University. Phone

546-1851 after 6 p.m.

TRICOLOR '64

TRICOLOR sales end Tues.,

Nov. 5.

Would any person willing to

spend one evening during the

week of Nov. 11 as a canvasser

for World University Service

please leave his/her name with

David Wilson Local 291?

LET IT BE KNOWN

:

The Big D. is out after the

Big G. and the TR3. Let those

who oppose STAND UP, and be

counted.

WARNING TO
CAROLE ANN MATHEWS
Howie Gribble plans to start

consumption on Friday night.

THE LAWS OF>ATURE
1. You can't win 'em alL

2. You can't even break even.

3. Tilings are going to get a heck

of a lot worse before they im-

prove.

4. Who says tliey're going to im-

prove.

Also to be remembered are the

laws of Finangle;

1. In any calculation, any error that

can creep in will do so.

2. Any error in any calculation will

be m the direction of most harm.

3. In any formula, constants (es-

pecially tliose obtained from en-

gineering handbooks) are to be

treated as variables.

4. The most vital dimension on any

plan or drawing stands the great-

est cliance of being omitted.

5. Mnjor changes in construction

will always be requested after

fabrication is nearly complete.

6. Any de\ace requiring service or

adjustment will be least acces-

sible.

7. If more than one person is re-

sponsible for a miscalculation, no

one will be at fault.

And always remember: If at first

you don't succeed, QUIT!

BEAT WESTER]^

ONIGHI, FOR l^OUR DANCING PLEASURE, WE PRESENl

""GLENN MILLER
ORCHESTRA
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GOLDON " GAELS
The typical engineer spends thirty hours a week at lectures,

forty hours slaving over a desk at home and twenty hourS in he

Dub" Despite this overwhelming schedule, there are a few of the

golden faculty that manage to dedicate countless hours toward

Queen's IntercoUegiate teams, and these individuals warrant at

least a mention in this shining example of masterful literature.

FOOTBALL: This year two

engineers are keeping the Gaels

in the lead in the Yates Cup race.

Tom Benyon; Tliis 6' 4". 240 lb.

brute from Sc. '65 can be shredding

the opposition each game at his

interior line backer position. Com-

ing to Queen's from Waterloo, Tom

concentrated on studies his first

two years, but diis year is a real

mainstay of the defensive unit.

Joe Kennedy, a 6" 1", 177 lb. end

from Ottawa and in his first year

at Queen's, has seen Umited action

this year but will doubtlessly be

a star of the future.

HOCKEY: Tlie entire hockey

team is held together by four en-

gineers, whose contribution to this

sport is unfathomable.

Larby Windover, a graduate of

ci\il engineering, now working on

Qiis MSc, is in his 6th season for

the Gaels as a left winger. Before

coming to Queen's, Larry played

for the Napanee Juniors,

Pete Weston, from Sc. '66 is

going into his second year of

hockey for Queen's at centre. Pre

Joe Kennedy Sc. '67

viously, Pete played for the Belle-

ville Juniors.

Doug Hunt, a Sc. '64 representa-

tive, is in bis second year for the

Cijels and plays various positions

along the front wall.

Maynabd Van Bbunt, Sc. '65's

answer to Gordie Howe, is about

to enter Ms third season with the

Gaels at right wing. "Mayn" comes

to the team from the Port Arthur

Juniors.

WRESTLING; A skillful and

exhausting sport that is on its way

up at Queen's. Both engineers com-

peting in this sport were new to

it last year, but show great prom-

ise this season.

I^AIUIY KOSIOTALO, of Sc. '66,

wrestles in the 167 lb. class and

has an excellent chance of winning

this year's meet,

Brent Graham, Sc. '64, wrestles

in tlie 190 lb. class. In his first year

last season. Brent placed second in

the cancellation round at McCill

BASKETBALL; Last but not

least m this long line of sports in

which sciencemen seem to domin-

ate, is basketball.

Doug Evans, now in his sopho-

more year, came to Queen's after

gaining a great deal of skill from

Sudbury Tech. In his first year for

Queen's, Doug, a guard, was high

scorer on the team and third high-

est in the league. Although he

didn't play for tlie Gaels last year,

this season he should set the

league on fire.

Doug Fressley, a 6' 6" giant

from Etobicoke, is another Sc. '66

member of the B-Ball squad. With

that height what could he play but

centre?

So ends the list of Sciencemen

who give their all (often their

year) for Queen's.

Athletics 64
This treatise was originally

to be devoted to a humorous dis-

cussion on atliletics '64. However,

tliis idea was quashed by a serious

writer ... me. I don't really mean

that I am a serious writer but

rather that I am serious when I

\vrite. A survey actually showed

that many handsome, intelligent

Queen's metallurgical engineers

behaved this way wliile wriring.

The survey was taken last year in

the latter three weeks of May and

an honest attempt was made to

obtain accurate, unbiased, con-

clusive results.

The survey was not, as you quite

possibly have falsely assumed.

Scienceman Views Bews
Since the beginning of time, at|'64 were able to squeak a victory

least as far back as the average|over their near Science^rivals, ^to

engineer cares to remember,

Science years have been winning

the Bews Trophy. There are

reasons for this. Basically engineers

act togetlier as a class. Along with

this, they have the advantage of

mass production. This combination

is what the opposition lacks.

In 1961-62, through the kind-

heartedness of the Science AMS

athletic stick and his fellow plumb-

ers, a new point system was de-

vised which has in the first place

helped smaller classes to offset

their lack of manpower, and

secondly helped Arts and Science,

who seemingly attract a larger

number of non-athletics.

Because of this bonus point sys-

tem for participation in 61-62, Art's

claim the coveted Bews Trophy for

the Arts and Science faculty for

the first time in Queen's history.

Not to be outdone, the science-

men rebelled at tliis unforgiveable

sin which had been committed.

Prevented by honour to go back

on the word or have the rules

changed, the engineers werer de-

termined to make a come-back.

It was the stalwart engineers of

Sc. '65 who heard then calhng. In

1962-63, they jumped into the

breach to regain the Bews Trophy

[or the Sciencemen.

Now that events are back to

normal again we see that Sc. '65,

closely followed by Sc. '66, leads

the way in the Bews race again.

Thus the legend of the Science

years marches on.

just conducted upon the metalhir-

gical people. Indeed, No. All the

students were gathered together in

rooms and advised to write. Facial

expressions were studied by Wayne

Barrick and notes were taken by

John McLatchey - two of our pre-

dominant crew, The unanimous

opinion of the board of examiners

was that these boys were serious

when they wrote but that you

couldn't take what they wrote,

seriously.

M'e had a problem - why are

our writing students serious.

A hypothesis was put forward

by Gruz, He said, "Well - uh, I

think - uh that these boys must

be in some difficulty . .
." We were

all about to leave believing falsely

that Gruz had finished when he

dropped the bombshell. ".
. . bowel

dilJiculty".

The men of '64 had not been

exercising. But whyP? Our highly

self-esteemed year has always been

well-organized, well-led and has

always participated well in all

facets of social and addetic activity

ever introduced to this grand in-

stitution. The answer to this latter

question was not self-evident, in

fact it was arrived at after count-

less hours of fruitless research

accident as many great discove

are.

Depending upon who yoy
,

and what your interests are,

'

may not appreciate this solu

You may feel diat it is presume

ous, and tliat furliher investiga?

is necessary. However . . .

While observing Feasby, a f^j

metallurgical student, buyii

brick for an experiment, I hejjjj

creak, faint but definite. Beii

sadistic sort I asked him wheit|

huj-t. He repied, "my forearm'

was astounded, it didn't

sense. I mean, let's face it, a

fuzzy or no, who can dc

beers has a powerful foream.

Then I realized the solutionf

our problem, the problem

\\'orked so hard to solve in

intervening summer months.

Chalet, that great conditioner I

Queen's engineers, was no

our greatest athletes bad slip^

into a state of disrepair.

I prayed for divine assista:

o\'er the weekend, fully awar.

j

the fact that, regardless oi t

effect produced by the prayer, i

[

more forearm creaks would
'

heard after Fri. Nov. 1.

Sixty-Seven in Sixty-Four

1949-Meds "52

1950"Sc. '51

1951-Sc. '52

1952-Sc. '53

1953-Sc. '55

1954-PHE. '54

Toilet Bowl News 1964
6, Mining, Metallurg)' and

Most sports fans have heard

about the Orange Bowl, the Rose

Bowl, the Sugar Bowl, and the

Florida Bowl, but how many have

heard of the Toilet Bowl? This is

an unique battle which can only

be found at Queen's. It is the finale

of a 'touch football tournament,

which may be changed to "tackle"

if a request to do so is ratified by

the Toilet Bo%vl Committee.

The tournament is held during

the month of January, and Toilet

Bowl 1964 will take place at a

date in February, The teams are

Geology '64

The prizes won by the champ

ions and the runners-up are of i

liquid state and, along \vith a can-

didate for Queen, are donated as

an entry fee by each team at tlie

start of the tournament.

The "Maid of the Bowl" shall
^

be determined by a general vote!

on the campus. One vote being'

alowed per raffle ticket. The pro-

ceeds of the raffle shall be towards

an Engineering Society Award. The

"winner of the raffle will receive a

suitable liquid refreshment for a

ready, and it is shaping up to be

a terrific battle,

Watdh for definite dates in the

Jiinuary editions of the Journal.

comprised of final year engmeers

The big gold tribes competmg forUold wnter's night,

the coveted Toilet Bowl Trophy Don't miss the fun when Toilet

this year will be:

1. CivU Engineering '64

2. Mechanical '64

3. Electrical '64

4. Engineering Physics '64

5. Chem. Eng. & Eng. Chem '64

1955^0. '57

1956-PHE. '56

1957-Meds '60

1958-Sc. '59

1959-Sc.'60

1960-Sc. '62

1961-Sc.'62

1962-Arts '64

1963-Sc. '65

As illustrated no freshman year

has won the Bews Trophy and

the members of Science '67 have

proven that they wish to uphold

tliis tradition. With considerable

lack of enthusiasm, few entered

and fewer still have competed in

track and field events. The result;

low standing in Bews scoring.

However the interest for team par-
j

ticipation is increasing and per-

haps several winning teams may]

be entered. This vrill only be pos-

sible if there is a greater interest

in all sports and tlie best compete.

Tt is hoped that interest spreads

and Science '67 destroys tradition

by making its place beside 1964

in tiie preceding list.

lEN'S 25 —
lEEN'S 69 —

;EN'S 38 —
lEN'S 21 —

S

Bowl time rolls around. Join inl

Vote for your Queen and come out

and see the game. You may never

get to see a Rose Bowl game, but

here is your chance to see a for-

real Toilet Bowl game, another

memorable event in your coUege

life. The teams are practising

LEVANA ATHLETICS
On Saturday, Queen's played; Highlights of the afternoon were

host for the Intercollegiate Archery the two perfect ends both shot by

Tournament. After the morning the Toronto te;im. Also Julie Yam-

's was in first place asakie of Toronto broke the record

for the liighest individual score by
round. Queen
- a mere 8 points ahead of To-

ronto.

However at the end of the after-

noon Toronto was in first place

with 3970 points; Queen's was

second with 3845. U. of Western

Ontario third with 3131 and Mc-

Mastcr fourth with 2592 points.

shooting 562 in a Coumbia round.

Shooting for Queen's were
Cookie CartwTight, Chris Ward,

Dianne Cook and Marion Hether-

ington. Cookie placed third in the

highest individual scores for the

day.

A thoroughbred classic, authentically cut In our three

button natural shoulder model—3/16" raised seams
and stitched edges, hook centre vent, slim plain front

trousers—In the comfort of the unrestrained natural

line.

Luxuriously soft wool and orlon cheviots In traditional

herringbone and diagonal patterns In a fine selection

of preferred shades—deep olive, rich brown,
Cambridge grey.

tOOrtS A GOOD DEAL MORE EXPENSIVE THAN $89.50

FQ)IT OXGALL
EXClL-alVE WITH TIP TOP TAILORS
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(Published once every few years and
more often if possible)

Predictions Become Facts
by MIKE FITTON, Assistant (Yates) Journol Editor

They said we would, we thought we could, and — we did! For

the fourth time since 1955 the Yates cup will reside in the trophy

case at Queen's, and we plan that it stay there for many years to

come.

Way back in late September and early October, when the

league championship was still a prayer in every Queen'sman's

heart, it was hard to believe the glowing complements and fav-

ourable predictions heaped upon the Gaels were not exaggerations.

We were reputed to have "the strongest offensive power in college

football," and were told that "the defense still needs a lot of

work."

But, and the credit goes to both the defensive team and the

coaching staff, the shoe was almost on the other foot. The de-

fense turned out to be rock-solid, and the offensive team was

having trouble. Our first three leagues games were won by a

touchdown or less. The scores %vere low enough, and the scoring

plays instananeous enough, to show that these were defensive

games. Then, in our home game against McGitl and the same

Willie Lambert that destroyed us last year, the offense began to

show its true potential.

Last Saturday, even before the game started, we knew we

had won. You could feel it while sitting in the stands, and you

could see it on every player's face. The Gaels were fantastic, and

justified every compliment they had been paid, playing near-per-

fect football both ways.

I'm sure the entire University vnM join with me in congra-

tulating and thanking the Gaels for their outstanding achieve-

ments.

The Gaels are currently rated as the best college team in

Canada {with St. Francis-Xavier second and Western third)
,
and

we wish them luck in their future games this season.

IS FOR
YATES
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CANADA FSNAL NEXT ? hS
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER

GAELS MAY PLAY

U. of ALTA. NOV. 16
A phone call before Saturday's

Yates Cup victory received from

the University of Alberta, invited

the Gaels lo an east-west Intercol-

legiate post-season exhibition game

provided (a) that the Gaels won

Saturday (which ihey of course

did) and (b) provided that U. of

A. won their Saturday encounter as

well. (U. of A. defeated British

Columbia 29-7 in the west).

The game which could as easily

as not be called a national final

(despite St. Francis Xavier's doubt-

less protestation to the contrary)

at present hangs in the balance

between reality and denial.

The situation presents itself as

follows: Frank Tindall, the Gael's

mentor, expresses hope that the

AB of C will approve the invitation

tomorrow (Monday) as we go to

press. Frank tells us that the idea

arose when an Edmonton Eskimo

thought the idea might draw a good

crowd in Edmonton and give the

Eskimo front office a look at the

best in Canada right on their own
|

doorstep.

Principal Corry, while expressmg

his view that the Gaels are a grca'

team, slates that no decision lias

been reached nor will t>e reached

until he meets with the AB of C on

Monday. Optimism would be un-

fair and pessimism premature m

Dr. Corry's opinion.

The story of the possibility of

such a game has bounced from

Grant Hall to McNeill House to

the Student's Union and back again

—wi:h its proponents ci'.hcr being

very sure that the game is on or on

the other hand claiming they know

it is off. The official word is un-

certainty — but watch Friday's

Journal for the word — and cross

your fingers!

WESTERN BOWS 51-9 TO SURGING GAELS DEFENSIVE DRiL
^

Continued from Page 1

Norr:e was probably the most spEctaeular offensively though,

as he made touchdowns out of the three passes he caught on plays

of SI. 79 and 6 yards, all in the second half.

Relentless pressure by the defensive team kept the Mustangs

bottled up and prevented them from organizing any sort of attack.

It was this pressure that set up the Gaels' first score, a safety

touth mid-way through the first C|uai-ter. The Mustangs attempted

a punt from their own twenty yard line but a bad snap eludeii

kicker Pat McConnell and bounded into the end zone and into

touch for the points.

Connor utilized the running power of his backfield for tliL

first touchdown, keeping strictly to the ground as he directed a

march that started on the Queen's 47 and ended with Connor

faking beautifully to Young on a third and goal situation from

the one yard line, then skirting the left end for the score.

the end zone for the score. The play gave the Gaels a 23-2

1

they headed to the dressing room after thirty minutes of

Quarterback Bob Israel threw a 30 yard strike to Mcol

who took the ball between two Gael defenders near the goj

Jim \V>--h'-'f LuWr-t] t]w extra point unci Western trailed 23-8.

LIKE WE SAID UNSTOPPABLE

JIM YOUNG PROVES

House of Sounds

STUDENTS
GET 20 % OFF ON ALL L.P. RECORDS

at

House of Sounds
Don't Be Ashamed To Tell You Go To Queen's

m
FOR FALL

FOR YOUR
KITTEN
COLLECTION

Glenayr

0^
Be your tovclicBt io

Kitten's fabulous new
tweed look for Fall

!

Illustrated iB the new
100% wool Jacquard
Tweed jpattern available

in exciting new fall

colour combinationa.

Sizes 36-42, §13.98.

And to match perfectly.

Kitten's fully-lined pure

wool double-knit ekin.

Sizes 8-20, $15.98. At
good ehope everywhere.

Without tbifl label it IB not a genuine Kitten bi^gVc.^

ALMOST UNSTOPPABLE AGAINST WESTERN

Western got on the scoreboard just five plays later when

McConnell's third down punt travelled over the end line some 64

yards from the line of scrimmage.

However Young started the rout just three plays later on a

play that originated from the Queen's 42. The Gaels got a break

from the official that was watching the play. Connor's pass seem-

ed to be falling a bit short and as Young slowed to take the ball h2

seemed to push the Mustang halfback that was defending on him.

then easily caught the pass and headetl for the end zone. The

offic'al standing right by the play appeared to grab for his flag

to indicate the interference infraction then changed his mind and

allowed the score.

Former Mustang Larry Ferguson set up the third Queen's

touL-hdo\\Ti. He l^d a defensive charge and blocked a McConnell

punt, the ball being recovered back on the Western 42. Connor

gambled on a third and six situation at the 20 but made good v;ith

a 13 yani pass to John Latham. Two plays later Cal rolled to his

left and pitched out to Bill Edwards who turned the corner into

NOTICE

Sluilenis o( Quecn'sr
.

Voiir own Book Store can supply you witb all your requirements m Tcxl

Books (or nil Faculties and Dcpnrtments. Loose Leaf SuppliU, Foiuitam

Plus, Queen's Teunants ontl Cushions.

OUR USED BOOK EXCHANGE IS AT YOUR DISPOSAL

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES

Queen's University Grounds ONT.-UIIO

started his display only a minute later. From the 20, Connor

a pass that the right fullback took on the fly and raced the i-

The Mustangs added their ninth and final point later

nuarter. A McConnell punt was hobbled on the goal line and

into the end zone where Bill Ferguson wisely conceded the

The Gaels continued their pattern of counter-attack, d

as they took over the ball at the 25. Edwards raced 25 yarriJ

a Connor pass then Young steamrolled down to the Western ;.

the next play he cut in neatly at the goal line to take ConiuVi

for the fifth Queen's major.

The Tindall men added another long touchdown si.x m:

into the final period when Norrie again turned up v

clear and picked of a perfect pass and headed down the rifrh',

line all the way to the end-zone completing a 79 yard play !

second six pointer. Young added his sixth consecutive

Seven minutes later Connor threw a screen pass to Pete T

son back against the flow of the play and the big end roan

back style 29 yards down to the seven yai-d line.

Two plays later, Norrie completed his three-touchdown

noon. He took a pass from Connor at the one yard Hne then

hooked around his defender into the end zone for the score,

added his seven extra point in a row to make the final scop

The Queen's players gained their final triumph in the

minutes when it was announced that McGill had beaten ^

and the Yates Cup was on it's way to Kingston.

notes the hard charging defensive line came

with another stellar effort as they held the Western teaiti tl

a net of 27 yards rushing and a loss of 31 yards in the fi

Continued on Page 3

UNCSTON

GUARANTEED PROTECTION AND SAVINGS —

Plus High Dividends

)( will pay you to see or call

STEPHEN ROUGHTON, B.A., C.L.U. - Kcs. 542-7G02

D. R. ROUGHTON, B.Sc., C.L.U. - Res. 54S-4552

K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U. - Res, 546-0032

M. EMMETT ADAM - Res. 542-0782

The Mutual Life

ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA

191 Princess St,. Tel. 5JG-U05

Brnncli Manager A. E. Nelson, C.L.U.

FLOWERS SAY IT BEST

Especially

For Beautiful Corsages or Flowers for Any Occasic-
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AS GALES COP CUP
XO GIVE QUEEN'S TROPHY

Continued from Page 2 '

Larry Ferguson, a three yeai- veteran with the Mustangs

e up with a stand out game against his foi-mer mates.
'"^

. Frank Vormitaag, a rough, tough Mustang lineman was

^'Jjjgratulating Young in the dressing i-oom after the game,

had been assessed a 15 yard penalty for taking a swing at the

en's
full-back early in the game .... only six of this year's

are scheduled to graduate this year and three of them may

Care to make any predictions about next year?

" Whats the matter with Alfie ?
?9

CLASS
TABLE BOAim
daily, Monday f'^^gh

(,f evening menl only. 205 Alfred

542-5542.

LOST

Cameo earring, vidmly of Union St.

Courthouse Park. Pleacc caU Carole

"lasses, vn(\i U^t brmvn square

L in brown case. Please phone

jdra Neidy at 546-0752.

IVhite evening bag, in west gym at

[ence formal. Please contact Caio!

jwford at 497.

BOOM FOR BENT
13 single furnished rooms. 28 Living-

L Ave. 548-3116.

I F I E D
AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE

For a new Chevrolet or il better used

car call George Mavcty. St. Remys
Motors Ltd., Queen at Bagot. 546-6666

PERSONAL
Will the girl who lent mo her Scripto

ballpoint in Frendi 2 e.xom please call

Wendy Smith, ext. 484.

Oopsl Wrong coat taken on Saturday,

Nov. 2n(J, at the House of tlie Good
Guys, 178 University. If you have a

green ^vin^e!^ coat (ladies) and want to

exchange for a brown one contact Wolf-

gang Feikert at 546-0320.

Losers of McNeill 4lh Nortli wish to

announce the engagement of Ron
Roberts, Sc. '65, to Kay Cunningliam, a

nurse at K.G.H. May he sleep in peace,

ALFIE PIERCE — A FORGOTTEN LEGEIVD

Alfie Fierce died in 1951 at the

age of 77. He had shared in the

triumplis and disappointments of

Queen's hockey and football teams

for more than sixty-two years.

Every year, before a football

game can be played in Kingston,

Queen's coloured mascot Alfie

Pierce steps out onto the field be-

decked in bis gayest finery. Then
tliousands of loyal students stand

up and scream madly, "What's the

matter with Alfie?" Whereupon
everyone assures all his cohorts

Signpost

/E3VX

JESDAY, NOV. 5
'Antarctic Crossing", presented

the Queen's student branch of the

LC. in EUis Hall auditorium at 12-.45

All are welcome to see t3us inter-

Admission FREE,
neeting has been canceUed.

Nest meeting will be Nov. 19,

Dr. Chisholm will speak on an-

ae. Ehecutiv© will meet at 7:00 in

I Shack.

EDNESDAY, NOV. 6
Wubon Wildlife Film. The second in

of 5 films will be sliown in

' Hall Auditorium at 8:15 p.m.

oert C, Hermes of Homestead,

presents the all-colour motion

E, "Bet\veen the Tides". Tickets

ailiible at the door. Sponsored by

Biological Society.

3e Liberal Club will hold a general

ing on model parliament policy at

in die McLaughlin Room. Sign-

king prirty to follow.

Club. The first meeting will be
at 7:30 p.m. in EUis Hall. The

ainJer of the executive will bo
and a short business session held,

will be shown.films

ISDAY, NOV. 7
icolour Autosport Club meeting at

pja, in Ellis Hall. Presentation of

Imperial Oil trophies and tliree

vies will be diown.

lichael Marrello

503A Princess Street

Phone 542-3714

^rize Winner in Hair Styling

Conditioned For You Comfort

What is an optical MASER? How docs

it produce sucb an intense light beam?

For the answers, see the film, "The

Optical MASER" at 12:40 in Ellis Hall

auditorium. This is a Bell Telephone Co.

fihn sponsored by the Mntli. & Physics

Club. Everyone is invited. All those in-

terested in visiting tlie Nation.il Researcli

Council Labs in Ottawa with the Math.

& Physics Club on Nov. 22nd are askeJ

to contact Derek at 546-6293 or John

irt 546-6832.

Meedog of the Astronomy Club

Observatory in EUis HaU. Speaker or

slides ™U be shown,

SATURDAY, NOV. 16

International House stages "Interna-

tional Night" in Dunning HaU auditor-

ium by the various ethnic groups in the

Kingston communit)'. Watch llie bulletin

boards for furtlier information. Admis-

sion FREE.

GENERAL
LEVANA BUS TO TORONTO leaves

6:00 p.m. Nov. 8 from Chown HaO.

Obtain tickets before Nov. 6 from Joanne

Bascom or Arlene Argue, Rms 333 and

332, Chown Hall, phone 496.

PEGGY SYND. MISS C/\NADA final-

ist, sensational songstress, at Pro\'incial

Hotel, Muskie Lounge, Gananoque, (Hal

McCamey, Gael Coach)

BRASS BAND, Wednesday practice

cancelled. Arrangements for Toronto trip

wiU be made at Thursday practice. 7

p.m. in Music House.

AGGIE'S CIGAR STORE
rEGGIE PATRICK. PROP.

jokers' Supplies, Sundries, Imported
ohnccos & Brighonj Pipes, Magazines

542-6203

Princess Street - Kingston, Ontario

"THE LATE AND GPsEAT"

that "He's alright." Moreover, the

mob goes on to assert vociferously,

all of Queen's shares liis views.

Once this vital ritual has been

carried out, the second attraction

of the day, as a senior football

game, may get under way. Yet one

wonders how many know anything

about Alfie!

Alfie is one of the great (and

now historic) landmarks around

the university. He has been there

longer tlian most of the faculty,

buildings, courses, graduates, —
yes, and even than most of the

students! Graduates remember him

long after they have forgotten

many of their hastily crammed

courses. Certainly if anyone (which

God forbid) should be so short-

memoried as to not remember the

gibberish vnth which Alfie is greet-

ed, at least he wiH remember, with

a shudder, the garish rig with

which the hero of tiiis saga fright-

ens the populace. The colors are

those of our beloved Alma Mater.

But the particular arrangement of

red, gold, and blue into what is

presumably meant to be a suit for

the venerable old gent, is loud

enough to efficiently replace the

brass band that the school lias

from time to time considered

organising.

For all these reasons .A.lfie long

I remains a vivid memory to the

! visitor to Queen's — including

those whose visit is of a raider pro-

j

tracted length, say 7 or 8 years!

j

Yet the average Queen'sman seems

' to know very httle about his re

Vwed and ancient mascot. It would

fhen, appear to be high time for

tlip presentation of a few details

,i))out our "Fan No. 1".

/\jound 1890, the 'teen-aged

Alfie -was first introduced to

i.,)ueen's as a mascot by "Wicky

A\ ilson, a famous full-back of the

j.iv nineties at Ye Olde Schoole.

Snon he was well-known through-

out the ORFU and the OHA, to

>\'liich the Gaels belonged before

ilicre were college leagues.

From then to now, Alfie has

lived at (and for) Queen's. He

lives in the stadium in the summer-

time, and in tie rink in the winter-

time. Woe betide any ragged

urchin or vandal who plays tag,

or wanders around our sacred

playing fields when Alfie is around

to bellow at them in his hoarse

strident voicel Needless to say, our

most loyal suppori:er has never

missed any important football or

hockey matches in the long and

glorious annals of Queen's athletic

feats.

Most graduates remember Alfie.

Most of the "big names" of past

eras look him up when they return.

At every big reunion and at every

home game in the fall, many

Alumni steal away from their old

cronies to have a short chat with

Alfie Kerce. No matter how rushed

ther schedule, they somehow make

time to have a visit with him.

When the cheerleaders led Alfie

but as living dynamic personalities

and men. Curtis, Leadley, Bat-

stone, Liz. Walker, Evans, Son-

shine, Bill Hughes, Zvonkin, Bemie

Thornton, Ed Bamabe and the

others — he knew them all, as

STEACv'fl Limited

Kingston, Onln

Saturday night?

Wear our worsted suit with

matching vesti

Campus Styled "Penn"' suits

of fine English Worsted in

gay herringbone pattern,

styled with natural shoulders,

hook vent jacket with three

button front. Pants styleed

with plain front and quarter

cut pockets.

out on the field this fall then, think

of the time he has spent watching,

and cheering for. Tricolour teams.

Remember tlint he has seen all

our greatest triumphs, all our heart-

breaking defeats. He remembers

those famous names who gave us

our victories, not as mere names.

AT QUEEN'S

friends as well as heroes. And )ust

remember this; whether you win

an athletic letter or not, whether

you play on the first team or not —

if you had a fighting heart and

"played the game", then when you

come back Alfie will remember

you.

STONE'S
FLOWERS LTD.

246 ^RI^'CESS STREET

Phone 546-6G34

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS

'\i.nterc a Traditional PRESTIGE Premils"

i

n
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R NOT TCLWi^i_^ ^ iit
" Fabiilou

by BRIAN BAILEY

(Yotesl Journal Editor

^ Rumours, rumours everywhere and not one to

^f̂ '-^^^^

\ is the storv of th. "national play-off" between ChaT^

^
;ions. Golden Gaels, and the undefeated University of A^^e^

. Stanipeders - at one moment an approved certamtj- and the next

a trampled disappointment

rank
'

.ran. TinaaU. tUe ^U^u^ous

reoHte that Frank came to Queen's for the first tune m 1939

of Sept. 28, '39 had this to say

I

Officially (Dr. Corry officially) the game .s off unti dec red

„n Dr. Corry states that he has not yet been approached official y

ncei^ning the matter and will not consider a decision un 1
he s

nfrontel with both sides of the argument. The f-^paU posi-

tion is. I believe, a wise one .seeing as how a great deal ^^^ts wi ^

is dedsion - a decision which can only be made when the full

situation is made known to him. At the present the pertinent facts

are either not gathered or indefinite.

My o.vn position is that of an -all in favour"' sports ^"thusiast.

Quite seriously. I see no argument against such a P^i'-^ff'^lP;""

am- provided hat. as the rumour and Frank Tmdall f
ve it U of

A W 11 pay travelling costs to Edmonton for the Gaels Academic

argument, do not exist either. Normally the foot>.all season

Xds a week longer with the inevitable play-off at the end falU

,

"g the last week of the schedule. This year with the Cup chnche^
'

llL'for the first time in many many moons) before the season s nd

this normal season is shortened by a week. So as
'"/J^^^ ^^^^f !

^

year the educators responsible for the schedule have felt that the

,

players would not suffer in an academic way from this extia game.

,

Thus any such argument is defeated.

Then what is the argument for the negative and the affirraa-
\

tive? .
I

The situation stacks up as what I call "the price of prestige,
j

;

The University has staked the sum of ?68.000 in total on the foot-

,

ball team - a'team that after all can at best only expect to wm its
,

own fa? share of loving cups and rose bowls. This year with one

of the "greatest offensive teams in modern college footba 1
the

Gaels have grabbed their share _ and what should we tell them

to do- sit at home and wonder if they really are the best? Should

\ U let the chance go by - the chance to make the §68.000 reap
^

~

dividends in the fonn of 68 billion units of prestige. Yes, prestige

i co4s money. Football Championships (especially those of such a

newsworthy value) mean prestige. Queen's wants (not needs -
wants) and deserves something more than a Yates Cup tor its

capital investment.

Hard logical reason and our admiration for the Gaels tell us

that they should go West. We have spent our ?68.000. let's get our

money's worth and reward an outstanding team.

Frank Tyndall, {notv differ-

ent spelling) comes to school

\vith as high a reputation as the

Moaner (the previous Queen':-!

coach) acquired in coaching eii-|

cles. A star in his college days a1
j

Syracuse University, the hui-k,\
'

linesman made his appearance m
|

Canadian football as a membti

of Argonauts' 1933 array nt

champions. He made good ith

a bang and played again in 193-1,

returned home the next year an.!

then was kept out of Canadian

football in 1936 by the no-import

rule. He helped during all these

years in teaching the tricks of

at 7uhich the Queen's

line-play to Argos and \\

and as you know there wis)

anything the matter wiB

Continued on Page 5
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Willis of tl-

had a great

in offensi'

i>y with tl

combined

injr, fierce-l

lihy l!i;it he

a new era

.
Frank

of the 1

Idn''

FRANK TINDALL AS HE AP

REARED IN QJ. IN 1948

Leimrd &
McCarney

Al Lenai'd, known to most

Queensmen as a Gael coach and

to the

. Steww
Lew Bj-uci

Peter Qu
fear's Char,

iFrank Til

"/.V

Speaking of the Yates Cup and of national championships

causes me to anticipate near-future shouts of Canadian Campus

papers of "professionalism" and 'pseudo-athletic scholarships

towaixls our hallowed halls of Ivy just as the UcMastcr Silhouette

did a fortnight ago. A small university as we are. we find our-i

...Ives in the enviable position of having one of the best football

toam= in the nation if not the best. In exchange for this honour

wo must expect the accusations of our however approving rivals

and enemies that we oifer "scholarships" to our athletes (or else

why would we have such a good team!).

The Silhouette cites the case of Ron Stewart, one of Frank

TindalVs cupbringers of the past and now a member of the Ottawa

Roughriders, who delights in telling how he "had to take a cut m
s-ilary" going from Queen's University to the professional Ottawa

team' Money cannot be given as a "gift" to players as stated by

by law six or in a lump sum since it could be considered a scholar-

ship The Alumni lured Ron to perform a part-time job. that of

watching for hurricane wamings on Lake Ontario. But such

benevolence is not peculiar to Queen's and a progressive university

rinds it necessai-y to compete for players on a progressive basis.

However, athletic ability is a god-given talent no different

from artistic abUity. Musicians can pay their way through school

by using their talents- and I think athletes should have the same

right. If that's professionalism, I'm for it —'—
' '"^^

ITS BACK

Continued i

ard &
s mach.

ies the fri

footballhas a colorful past as

player as well.

Mr. Lenard was with the Ham-

ilton team of the ORFU in the

early forties, and was on tho I

Grey Cup team of 1942, being

)ted MVP in the league that

year. In 1946, when he came to

I Queen's he was already known
' as an excellent runner, kicker.

I and passer. He played here for

I four seasons, captained the team

I for tvi-o years, and was chosen as

', in Intercollegiate all-star for

1
each of those years.

Mr. Lenard's final year with . .

t

1 year for the Tricolor. We had——_ ' eight men on the CUP AU-Star

LEONARD AS CAPTAIN team (including Al Lenard and

GAELS IN 1948 Hal McCarney, and Frank Tln-

. ., T> ^ i c dall was the AU-Star coach
a Professor in the Department of

^'^'^

Phv

isor m tne ueparLineiii, <»i *
. . „

1 nml Health Education.! After graduating in 1949. Mr.
' Continued on Page

and inspiring influence

Gael teams since then.

Hal "Moose" McCal

another important
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al lall.s lo hill

YATES CUP HISTORY
Yuies Trophy, fought for

Saturday
afternoon by the

G:iels and the Western

lias been emblematic of

the inter-

flcn

all
supremacy

^RNEV

Continued from Page 4

Fabulous Frank
walls of these teams. He

had a great deal of exper-

i,i
offensive play during

itay with the Scullers and

fonihined with the 'hard-

inp, fierce-tackling- style of

|.,y ibiif he teaches, should

jiew era of football at

Frank also has the

of the help from such

stars as Joe Breen, Dr.

E;itstone, Pep Lead'ey

uffy Griffiths. If the team

ak up the combined know

of this Big Five, we

n't have any worries. The

1! like Frank and have been

n? hai'd, so on behalf of al!

ans we say, "Welcome

.
and happy hunting."

pi) huntiiifj he has had . .

e has titrned out many c

too. Frank's sojourn at

has seen the Yates Cup

ns of 1955, '56, '61, and

3 a7id Frank has

'on to the pro ranks stars

on Stewart, Gary Schrei

Ln>' Bruce aiid most re

tf r Quinn. As coach of

'
. '.s Champions we salute

Frank Tindall.

Continued from Page 4

[nard & McCarney
's machineiy. "Moose"

les the front wall of the

. . and holds "bashes"
;ates Cup Champions.
i!e a student at Queen's
yed both defensive and of-

e under his present boss,

ie" is a keen student of thr^

and spends a lot of his time
i^i'ank going over the team
[to pick out the flaws. Dur-
hi? off-season Ha! works
lii- father in their hotel in

'"'ine, It might be men-
led lh;it their business esta-
™fiit is licensed, so any time

11 the town, drop in and
\v;uter that Hai sent you.

know, but a free beer
'e ill the offing. It's a

one mile drive from
'01. but "Moose" comes

[oe? the distance every day
the pigsitiii campaign in

assist Prof. Tindall with
thing. According to Hall
rues take as much out of
they do out of the player
t^'in show you his chewed

"lails to prove it.

collegiate union since 1 898. In

that period, college teams have

competed on 56 different occasions

for it.i possession.

The trophy was first put into

circulation in 1898 by Dr. Henry

Bridge Y^tes, a former captain of

the McGill Rcdnien, before he

graduated from that school in '93,

He offered it for compeiition be-

Ottawa won it for the first and

last time in 1907, while Western

teams have won it eleven times,

nine of these occasions coming after

World War 11.

The oiher teams competing for

the trophy at one lime or another

have been RMC, Osgoode Hall, and

McMaster,

Of the traditional three, Toronto

tu-een the diree teams who had .has won the trophy 20 times, and

already established a "traditional McGill 9 times. Queen's has won
rivahy": Queen's, McGill, and the Yates Cup 16 times now, the

Toronto.
I

last four times being 1955, 1956,

Except for the war years 1915-11961, 1963. Before this, the TH-

IS, and 1940-45, college teams color iiad not appeared on the Cup

have battled every fall for theisince 1938.

historic trophy.

Since the formation of the inter-

collegiate union, five other teams

have come in on separate occasions

to round out four-team leagues.

Of tliese five, only tlie University

of Western Ontario and Ottawa

University have ever won the

trophy.

As we do not anticipate a drastic

reduction in the wealth of experi-

enced personnel on the team, we

feel that the Gaels will have con-

trolling interest in the Yates Trophy

for at least the next two years. The

excellence of the current "second

string" might even lengthen (his

winning streak.

Rugger Gaels Win 32-0
In a game played Saturday

morning, the Rugger Gaels finally

showed some of their potential in

trouncing OAC 32-0. It was the

highest scoring effort since rugger

started at the University in 1959.

The only scoring in ihe first half

came when captain Dave Steele

booted a 33-yard penalty goal to

send the Gaels into a 3-0 lead.

The Gaels began to move in the

second half after the shifting of

cenlre Peter Jarrett to fly-half.

LEAVE MY SHORTS ALONE

Soon after the kick-off. Queen's

had the ball deep in OAC territory

where Dave Steele scored a penalty

goal lo make the score 6-0.

Minutes later ihe Gaels were

again deep in Guelph territory on

the strength of a long kick by

Roland Ogier. From a lineout at

the OAC ten. Queen's 6' 6" for-

ward John Alexander took the

throw-in and got the ball back to

Dave Moxon who in turn pas^.^.

to Peter Jarrett. Jarrett brok.

througii the Aggie backline and

just as he was hit passed to D.i\l

Steele who crashed across for tin.

TD and then converted.

After the kick-off, wmger Brian

Dawkins picked up a loose ball
|
Throw The

and dove across for the try which

Steele converted. 16-0.

"Importj" Roland Ogier and

Peter Jarrett again demonstrated

their experience, moving the Gaels

downfield with a series of kicks

Ted Cormode fell on a loose ball

in the OAC goal area after a kick

by Jarrett to raise Queen's lead to

21-0 as Steele converted.

Andy Joyce scored Queen's next

try when he picked up a loose ball

and carried it across the line.

The next two tries were scored

on similar plays. On both occa

siiins, Queen's forwards broke up

OAC back movements deep in the

visitors' territory and the Queen

backs were right there to pick up

die loose ball and go across. Dave

Moxon's unconverted try made the

'icore 27-0. The second of these

ines, which closed out the scoring,

was made by Andy Joyce and con

verted by Roland Ogier.

In a seconds' game. Queen's beat

Western 5-0 on the strength of

try by Norm Smith and convert by

Norm Cameron.

—David B. Fortier

Tmm lit
by MARTIN WARE
Journal Editor-in-Chief

Stirring times seem to be returning to Queen's. On Saturday some-
thing suddenly jelled for the Gaels offence. That vast cauldron of red

dogs, rainbows, dive plays, ninety series produced fi,fty points and the

Yates' Cup. That something also happened to the Gaels' Rugger team.
It's a funny thing about a sport. You can go on a field knowing that you
have a power packed Une-up and end up with long faces and a loss. Or
you can go in and suddenly get hold of that communal desire, and diere

you go.

The Gaels' display on Saturday proved that they deserve to go west
and play Alberta for the Churchill Cup. Year after year we hear that

the Gaels may be going west. Just about as good as hearing that there's

a Levana excursion to the Moon. The time has come. It is not very

often in the history of any University that they have a football team as

good as this year's Gaels. Perhaps the tradition will continue, scarcely

any of this year's offence is leaving. The Gaels make their mark on almost

all, however hard one tries to resist tlie temptation. The quaUty of the

football, and some of that fierce Une-play have made the game an annual

ritual, tliough a ritual on a higher level than blood sacrifices.

Being a stranger to thb annual ritual, I made up my mind to attend

one football camp. I can't say that I exactly distinguished myself. I

found myself pulling left when I was meant to be pulling right, and never

really got the whole idea of "influence blocking." I did learn one thing:

football is a game of immense subtlety, not just in the refinements of its

tortures, but also the mathematical complexity of all the plays. It also

takes the sort of co-ordination that is foreipi to a Rugger player.

All the same it is a game to which i one would like to return. It is a

game that becomes more interesting the more often you watch it (and
that is not because you learn the trick of convincing a sly AMS constable

that that bulge on your left upper arm is really your bursting biceps, and
not a wine skin).

From myself, a retired hamburg? and from the Staff we would

Uke to send our warmest congratulations to the Gaels, and I think that

we speak for many of tfie smaller sports on the Campus. But at the same
time we give due notice that we will continue to press our case on the

division of student interest fees, for it so happens that we are right in

this controversy. Finances are after all a minor matter, but for some of

the smaller organizations on Campus tliey make the difference between

life and death.

It may seem decidedly peculiar that we support the plan to send

the Gaels to Alberta. This year's Gaels decisively proved on Saturday

that they earned Uie chance. Also we beheve that the trip could be

financed from outside soiu^ces. At the same time we stand impregnable

on our position that in a question of proportions, that three major sports

involving about a hundred people have no right whatever to absorb 5/7
of the $68,000 of our student interest fees devoted to Sports whUe all

the major clubs on campus make do with $500.

All the same, despite our justified hell-raising on the subject of

finances, we'd like to say "Well done Gaels". We feel that the 'sixties

may well become — the greatest decade of football at Queen's,

QUEEN'S
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JOURNAL
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FISHER SAYS SHARP CONTROLS CABINET

"Most politicians have inferiority

complexes before university audi-

ences", declared Douglas Fisher,

the outspoken and controversial

M.P. He spoke to about 100 stu-

dents at a meeting of the NDP Club

last Wednesday. With refreshing

candour and wit he described liis

recent trip to Germany and

answered questions on the Canadian

political scene.

As a delegate to the centennial

celebrations of the Social Demo-

cratic Party in Hamburg, Mr.

Fisher was impressed with Ger-

many's remarkable recovery after

the war as "an inspiring example of

what social and economic planning

can do." While in Germany, he

spoke with feUow delegate Harold

Wilson, the leader of the British

Labour Party: "Wilson has a quick

wit and an encyclopaedic know-

ledge, with immediate recall. He's

tremendous MachiaveUi. He is

clever and fits this cleverness into

his policy."

Mr. Fisher reported that his hosts

complained about Canada's failure

to forget the last war. Although

they are proud of their accomplish-

menls. such as the Wehrmachl,

militarism is not apparent. We must

reassess what Germany represents

CUSO Meets Thursday

To assist Queen's students and

graduates interested in overseas

service the Queen's CUSO Com-

mittee is holding a panel discussion

Thursday, November 7, at 8 p.m.

in International House. The

National Executive Secretary of

CUSO, Mr. Bill McWhinney, will

be present to give a full explanation

of Canadian University Service

Overseas. Also present will be per-

sonnel with overseas experience and

overseas students. Attitudes and

conditions in overseas countries and

qualifications expected of volun-

teers will be discussed. An invita-

tion is extended to all interested

udents to come and participate.

\nyone seeking further informa-

tion on CUSO may contact Judy

Nichol at 546-5401.

in world affairs,"

On the Ottawa scene he observed

that "the politicians are very con-

scious that Parliament has started

badly. The basic weakness is poor

leadership in the two major parlies:

Mr. Pearson is weak and irresolute,

but honest, and Mr. Diefenbaker is

strong but dishonest." In attempting

10 destroy Diefenbaker by innuendo

the Liberals have sunk to his level.

The Social Credit split and rivalry,

compounded by inexperience, has

retarded the session.

In the present Liberal cabinet,

Mitchell Sharp is getting control,

but I don't think he can match

Howe's absolute authority. Circum-

stances are too different today."

With regard to the next election.

Editor oi the Arts Journal

Applications to be submitted

to Fred Mooney, Room 411,

McNeil House, by 6 p.m. on

November 13.

Editor, Calalysl. Applica-

tions to handed into the AMS
Office.

Editor. Catalyst. Applica-

cants should apply in writing

to Jean Little, Chown Hall.

he commented, "No one knows.

But both tlie Liberals and the Tories

are weU fixed financially when it

does come."

Fisher concluded by urging every-

one to read Peter Newman's new

book, Renegades In Power, the

Dieienbaker Years, because "it will

teach you more about politics than

Corry and Hodgelts ever will."

AMS COURT

TAKE NOTICE! on Tuesday,

November 12. 1963 there wiU be

a meeting of tlie AMS Court to

determine llie case of A^^S vs. Ted

Clo\'er, charged under Article XV,

section 7(fi) of the AMS Constitu-

tion,

Paul Beseau. C.J.

AMS Court.

SWEATERS
by

WARREN—
PETER SCOTT

KILSPINDIE

103 Princess Street Phone 546-6381

mm EHGIHEERS
FOR TOMORROW'S WORLD OF COMMUNICATIONS

Plan now for an Engineering Career offering scope and

responsibility In a leading Canadian industry. Consider

the potential of a career in the Bell if you are graduating In

r

I.

ENGINEERING
- ELECTRICAL
- CIVIL

- PHYSICS

Ask at yout Placement Office for

inioimaiivo booklets, and

aiiange to talk with one of our

representatives when they visit

your campus.

BELL^
Built, managed anfl avined by Canadians

Make a date to discuss a career

in telecommunications on

MONDAY, TUESDAY or WEDNESDAY

NOVEMBER 25, 26, 27.

FOR FEATURE NEWS

& REGULAR-SPORTS

PAGE, TURN TO

PAGES 7, 8 & 9

St. Remy Motors

(Bagot at Queen)

PHONE 546-6666

EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWS
May we introduce our representatives, M. M. Bayne, G. B. Dyer

and S J. Covey who will be visiting the campus.

13th, 14th AND 15th NOVEMBER
TO INTERVIEW GRADUATING AND POST-GRADUATE

STUDENTS c

in

Mechanical. Chemical and Electrical Engineering, Engmeering

Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics, Statistics, Commerce and

Economics

MURRAY « BA.YNB

Murray U. Bayne, on honors chcmUtr)' uraduii,

with a B.A. from Aoidla University nnd a

from U of T., has b«n with tho Company sic,.

1053. Ho haa held poaSUonB oh production lunt,

intcndetit with Iboth the Tcjttile Fibrta t^i

FilmH dcpnrtmenta end served is oaalatant na,.

nucr Q Shawinigan Works before hlii appointing,

iwtflonnel mnntLCtr of tho Tcitilo Fibres

GERALD B. DYER
G B Dyer joined Du Pont of Coooda lollowicf

prpilnation from Quccn'a in 1962 with a U.Sc

in chemical engineerins. He served as tcehoiuJ

n. Llant with the Teslilo Fibres Dcpartnii;',

T KinBSton and Mailland Worlia for ecvsrjl

— r-' prior to bccomlne b tochnlca.! icvcstiratu

I'h the Development Section of the Research ani

Ii. .-. lopmenl Department, He ban been invoK-tJ

II. in-lLvitica DS Research Engineer at the KinBalio

III .arcb Centre since 19B6.

s:aM J. COVEY
A Queen'n cofnmcreo (frnduato oi '47, S, J. Cotti

joined tho Oomoany't Tcjctilo Fihrea Deparlmrai

nt Kinaalon Worka on araduation as on account

injt clerk. FollowinB a ECrica or promailnns t^

became occountinir Euperviser in 1SB2. Ho

on loan to tho head office Plannlna and Conii.

Deportment for o year before beiwt appoint"!

to bis prcflent position in 1958 as occouotio;

superintendent, TojrtUc Fibres Department, ('

Moitlnnd Works.

An appointment to see Mr. Bayne. Mr. Dyer or Mr. Covey can

be made through your placement office where Company Information

Booklets, Application Forms and 1964 Position DescripUons are

also available.

Camp
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Du Pont of Canada Limited

Personnel Division, P.O. Box 660, Montreal 3

REPRESENTATIVES OF
i

The

International Nickle Company
of Canada Limited

Will visit the University to discuss SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

with 3rd year students in

ENGINEERING —
• MINING

METALLURGICAL
CHEMICAL
ELECTRICAL
MECHANICAL

I

"Tiie pay incr

At last the
'. lie less likely to

f

sening his col
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imber should
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CHEMISTRY
Also, interviews will be held with students in

GEOLOGY
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT — 2nd, 3rd 4th year

graduate geologists.

REGULAR EMPLOYMENT — Graduatmg

geologists.

on November 21 and 22

We invite you to arrange an interview through the

University Placement Service.

The

International Nickel Company
of Canada Limited

COPPER CLIFF. ONTARIO
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Library To Burst At Seams

LIBRARY AND EXTENSION VIEWED FROM SOUTH-EAST

Campaigners Are !n Uncommon Agreement
Qwcn's Journal asked tlie leaders

of Model Parliament to gioe their

staml on two issues, as a prelim-

inan/ to the publication of tlxeir

itjorms. Theij were asked to

ircss their opinion on the raise

mil tlie Members of Parliament

\m $10,000 to $18,000 annually,

to indicate the role of campus
ties in Model Parliament.

CONSERVATIVES
—Allen Dockrell

"Thp piiy increase is long over-

due. At last the average M.P. vv-ill

be less likely to go bankrupt while

serving his country. A general

igpnrance prevails concerning the

H'penses encountered by an M.P.
Tlie)' are many and great. No
memlipr should be hindered by
EnaiiM.il flistress in the execution

offiis,l,,|-ies.

^
are to be "responsible"

oiti/.-ns of Canada. Let's not
"leviloi, intellectual myopia by
Miice)!! over ]iett)' campus issues.

Bdiication is designed to broaden
one's oiitluok. not constrict it. As
iniversitv students are to be to-

"lOmAvs leaders. We are to deal
jntli til- important and the trivial

"lit not the ridiculous.

LIBERALS — Tony Campbell interests but its necessity to

The Liberal party supports the those without outweighs this.

80% pay iincrease because it

feels that it will attract members

of a higher cahbre, who would

ordinarily work in industry "

higher salaries. The member no>'-

has greater independence since hr

has been relieved of a part of the

burden of his political expense.

The Liberal party does not

favour campus issues because we
feel that Model Parliament should

stimulate interest in current na-

tional parties. Furthermore, this

is an opportunity for each party

to present its own political phil-

osophy; there is no room for

philosophy in a campus party.

The place to debate campus is-

sues is the AMS.

NEV/ DEMOCRATS
—Alison Gordon

Recognizing the rising cost of

living, tlie necessity for much

costly research, and the financial

burdens on the Members of

Parliament, the New Democratic

Party supports the salary raise.

We realize that the increase nught

be superfluous to tlie members

with substantial outside business

t^atalyst Editor Is Poppy Gemmell

8ruce Ferguson Chairs Round Table

prepared to pubb'sh one Catalyst,

and after tliat she felt that the

executive should decide whether

they bked it or not. Her appoint-

ment was unanimous.

Bruce Ferguson described the

academic round table as the onl)'

possible ste%vpot for campus pro-

blems; problems that were outside

the facult)' societies. He mention-

ed complaints about tlie Ubrary

and residences and hoped that he

could do something to stir gen-

interest at Queen's,

C.ii,,

''llairiii

IHl^ „,..

;
Hn](,

OUrs ,.\

ixiiui,

,

'yst has an editor, and tlie

Round Table has a

The new Catalyst
IS Miss Poppy Gemmell,

-ir student in Levana, and
round table chairman is

'''rguson, third year hon-
''^ student. They were ap-
' Tuesday night at the
e xecutive meeting.

i'l'V Gemmell said that she
I'ad articles of a deeper

her bands, including

lolcl V

'^'^'^"t: graduates. She
" f'"'

executive that she was

air.

nature

I see Model Parliament as an

opportunity for tlie education of

both those voting and those par-

ticipating and an opportimit\'

for us to increase our political

awareness. Because of this I feel

that caihpus issues should be

handled by the Alma Mater So-

ciety, not the campus political

parties. It is neitlier our function

nor that of Model Parliament to

do this and if we do the ^vhole

point of the election is lost.

SIN PARTY—Gordon Dowsley
Campus issues should play an

important role in Model Parlia-

ment as their incorporation \vill

create more interest in the de-

bates. Discussion of these familiar

topics ^vill diiectly increase in-

terest in government and parha-

nientary procedure, a prime pur-

pose of Model Parliament, Be-

sides, by bringing tlie various

matters to light, reform may be

initiated in worthwhile areas.

The recent pay increase to

parliamentarians is desirable as it

attracts more capable men to

political life. The higher salaries

will increase the members' dedi-

cation and encourage them to

seek furtlier tenures of office.

Hence tlie country will gain

through better government by

more capable, dedicated and ex-

perienced men and women.

Dr.
J,

A. Corry has announced

an immediate start on construc-

tion of a $2 million addition to

the Douglas Library at Queen's

UTii\'ersity.

The lowest tender of eleven

was 81,347,400 made by Ellis-

Don Limited, London, Ontario.

At present the contractors are

building the $10 million National

Library in Ottawa and have con-

structed many of the new build-

ings at Western University.

With renovations to the exist-

ing building, the estimated final

cost will be slightly more than S2

million. Completion is scheduled

for February 1965.

The new addition will triple

tlie present Ubrary capacity and

will provide additional accom-

modation for 500,000 more books.

This will bring to about 800,000

volumes the number of books for

which there will be stack room

when renovations and construc-

tion are finished. This, it is ex-

pected, will be adequate space

tor the University's main Hbrary

for die nert 25 years.

There will be accommodations

for up to 1,200 students at once

when tlie new wing is completed.

Architects for the latest build-

ing project on the campus are

Mathers and Haldenly of Toronto.

Included in their plans is a large

terrace along the eastern side that

will link the rear of tlie e.'dsting

building to the south east comer

of tlie new wing. This will pro-

vide an entrance for the main

stream of student traffic through

the middle of tlie campus.

The new wing will be added to

the north end of the present

building and will be four storeys

'high. Tliere will be fom' tiers of

stacks in the new wing, two of

them underground. The under-

ground portions will extend be-
}'ond tlie outer dimensions of the

building itself.

The addition will be of the

same gotfiic design as the original

library which was opened in 1923,

a gift from a former Chancellor

of the University, Dr. James
Douglas.

Debate to Consider Sport lund
The attempts of the Debating

Union to raise die standards of

debating on this campus and to

improve Queen's standing in

lUDL competition have been

largely chopped off at the knees

due to lack of funds. However, to

increase participation and inter-

est, the executive has planned a

series of elimination debates for

this week. The semi - finals are

scheduled for Monday of next

week and the whole plan will

cuhninate in finals at the General

Meeting on Tuesday, No\'ember

12.

The teams, made up of Debat-

ing Union members and other

interested people will debate tlie

controversial and timely topic

"Resolved that extramural sports

at Queen's receive more money

than their contribution merits".

Dr, Leith of the history depart-

ment bas consented to judge the

final debate on Tuesday evening.

Tlie programme should offer juicy

meat for both debaters and people, eloquence, and a bit of

audience. ^ invitation to come out to

The executive of the Debating the General Meeting on Tuesday

Union extends to everyone inter- at 8:00 in the Lower Common

ested in debating, money, sports, Room, Students' Union.

The Many Many

Works of WUS
The purcliasing of a mimeo-

graphing machine so that students

at an Indonesian university can
print their own tex'tbooks.

The equipping of a health clinic

at a Peruvian university which
presently has no health services.

Purchase eyeglasses for an In-

dian student.

Maintaining a Japanese student

who is being treated for TB in a

sanitorium.

k 'small loan' fund for Greek

students.

Drugs to a student health

centre in Asia.

These are some of the many
projects of W.U.S. - World Un-

iversity Service.

W.U.S. is a programme in

which the financial donations of

some students are given to less

fortunate groups to allow them an

opportunit)' to help themselves.

Arnold
J.

'ro)'nbee has said, "Our

age will be remembered because

it is the first age since the dawn

of history in which mankind dared

to believe it is practical to m^'-

the benefits of civilization avai'

able to tlie whole human race."

One of these benefits is educa-

tion; tlie education of 'the whole

human race'. We, students in one

of the more fortunate areas,

should feel responsibility to do

our share to help our less wealthy

colleaiiues. When you are offered

the opportunity next week to buy

a SHARE to assist W.U.S, in its

works, do not pass it off as just

another donation.

HELP STUDENTS TO HELP
TREMSELVES-BUY A SHARE

Carry Queen's Spii-it to Toronto

Tliis year as part of tlie

Queen's - Toronto football week-

end. Queen's University will be

running a football to Toronto,

The opening ceremonies will be

taking place today at noon on the

steps of Elhs Hall, with a bncf

address by Dean Conn, followed

by the reading of the Quara-

tlion proclamation.

Tlie cheer leaders will run the

pigskin out Division St. to the

401 where the main Quarathoners

will take over. From then on the

ball will follow an elusive course

to Toronto arriving in the wee

hours of Saturday morning.

The main idea beliind this pro-

ject in the past has been to pro-

mote Queen's spirit and possibly

a touch of Toronto spirit. To

date Toronto has failed to return

the ball but we have high

(cough) hopes for next year.

Co-operation by tlie various

\eajs involved has not been as

enthusiastic as was previously

indicated but nevertheless we are

looking forward to a safe and

successful trip.

--,__;;;_J^utive that she was uine inrerest aL yu^-^-^. . ^ ^ _ _

PUEEN'S QUARATHON IV - TORONTO
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An Innocent Looking Budget »

A Hrst glance at tlie AB of C budget might give you the idea that only

§8 917 ot student interest lees go toward football. You will see. ot course

Lt irom that liguie the receipts irorn die gates have already been deducted

and spent.

jiut don't be misled by the figures. Football is the reason why we have a

stadium that costs us SM^y every year. iMost ot that must be counted m loocbau

exoenses Tlieu there is the matter oi general administration. General admrnistra-

foo ot whati- Ticket sales? Stadium arrangement and planmngr' Footbah eqmp-

ment purohasesi- Would it not be true to say that about half the general

Lnin^traUon hgure is caused by tootbaUC Theu there are a iew other expenses

diat should come under the general head ot -tootball-. Large parts oi the ex-

ocnditure on the training room, medicd supphes, colour awards and dues are

Lnt oi football Con the AB ot C honesUy deny tku §23.000 of our personal

smdent interest fees are spent on 1-ootbail. Would it not be more accurate to

say that the hgure is really nearer §30,000?

^When you include rink expenses on the nnk the cost of the Hockey and

BasketbaU Ler^llegiate teams amounts nearly $12,000. 11 you add the cost

riner^ admimstxadoo for those sports you would find that the figure come,

to something m the region of $lb.OUU. Combine d.at with lootbaU and you se.

t^at s«med^g not very far short ot 5/7 ol our aUiletio budget is spent on thes.

naior sports,
, _ _j lH— —

—

What then are we shouting? Just this. When we come to th^ umversity

we are told that $20. hah of our student interest fee is going to be spent on

r AtbSeLcs What we are not told is that contributes to our abihty to be

spectators and not participators.
,

•^Uo we all agree that the inter-mural sports are adequate? They are o.

course the responsibihty of the PHE Department, The fact that the large s^ris

Le monoponTed the funds for the last Uventy years (and more) has mean

mrtlTe inter-mural programme has been relegated to a relabvely lumnportant

pllL i^ om programme^ we chaUeoge that idea. We chahenge the idea for

that^the^mter-mural hockey players should have to put up ^v.^

L'nvenient ice thne. We challenge the idea that the programme shoiUd

^restricted to the first teams of Years. Many people are deprived o a good

™tr^ty to enjoy themselves and become; and not just because of a g ory

Sahty but J maintenance of expenses f^ mtercoUegiate teams, whrch

Tough To them reasonable, m fact have the effect of makmg our Sports not

a democraUc field ol opportunity, but a tight little ohgarchy.

But this isn-t the only thmg that we chaUenge. No. Not by a long chalk

Why do exacUy half of our student mterest fees go to athlebcs and l^s to
on7twendeth to the main clubs. Somewhere along the hue our old sense

of proportion got thrown hito Lake Ontario.

The Bands State 1 heir Case

'

No do"ubt you are anxiously awaiting a reply to the misleading, inaccurate,

and irresponsible pack of lies you had the audacity to print front-page centre

heaw tvpe yet) in the October 29 edition. We. as member of the bands, would

hkeTo inject a few facts mto the JOURNAL, for a change. We trust you wont

find this confusing. .or,
Firstly, in the past five months, tlie band has received less than $3 500 -

considerably less than the $13,245 you wail about. No doubt the
^

$ 0 000

you mention was the special Capital Improvement grant from tlie AMS (from

Lds arising from the hquidation of old msurance policies, not i^o^
f^^'f^

funds as your article suggests) with which the bands were presented last March.

Mr Editor-in^hief, it is not the fact diat you cannot count that we resent,

but die fact that your prose misleads even thinking people mto behevmg tiiat

aU but §1,950 of the §13,500 is a yearly donation, whereas tl'^ ^^^^t

the bands received anythmg more than operating expenses (generaUy $2,100)

was over TWENTY YEARS AGOl

Secondly are you not aware that accounting ledgers have "credit as

well as "debif columns? Or do you intentionally leave unmentioned the fact

that the bands, through their sales of 'W and through their dances, contribute

S800 to the general funds of the AMS? You did write that the major clubs on

Campus are financed with §500 from the AMS. The last tvvo sentences suggest

an obWous conclusion, but perhaps you can draw it without our help, for it,

Uke many JOURNAL conclusions, is misleading.

Thhdlv on the -credit"' and "debif bit, again. Why do you fail to mention

the fact that the footbaU team is financialyl SELF-SUPPORTING? It is even

more than that - it makes a PROFIT. Mr. Editor-in-chief, gate receipts this

year run over §35,0001

In short. Mr. Edilor-in-chief, your misleading, inaccurate, and irresponsible

pack of hes is misleading, inaccurate, and irresponsible.

-Brent MacDonai-d; Manager, Queen's Ban3s

—Geoff Neigh; Pipe-Major, Pipe Band

—Ronald Roberts; Director, Brass Band

. , . And^he^JouniaVs\Remarks A6out The\Case

WeU. well, well, the band are not surprisingly furious that we liave pomted

out diat tliey are by far the most prosperous organization on Campus, We don't

deny that they have not put this prosperity to good use. This years band is

much better than last year's.

—^We did not deny that your §10,000 was for capital improvement. But you

did receive it (about five or six or seven months ago), Accordmg to our budget

(the official AMS budget) you have received §3,245. Why is tliis figure §1,200

liigher than your regular operating expenses (which you mention). Because your

expenditures have been a bit more lavish on away weekends? Because your

band is too big for your budget? You may be angry, but we are even more angry

that your receipts are six times as large as tlie receipts of the major clubs. We

challenge you to show us the §800 that you contribute on this year's AMS

budget, of revenues. It just isn't tliere. All that is thwre is your automatic grant

of §1,295 and your special grant of §1,950.

Your most fantastic remarks concerned the football team. Your figure of

§35 000 is — according to Wednesday's information from the AB of C — an

outright lie. The figure that they gave us was §25.000. We don't even have to

comment on your statement that the FootbaU team is self-supporting.

Audited Budget of the AB ofC
AUDITED BUDGET OF THE ATHLETIC

BOARD OF CONTROL FOR 1963

REVENUES

Student Fees . $ ^MSO

Surplus — Gymnasium 2,130

Surplus — Summer School 3.822

Surplus — Swunming Class 757

TOTAL 75,189

EXPENSES

FootbaU S'^l"^*

BasketbaU 4,643*

Hockey 5,516»

Boxing ^'^^^

Wrestling ^'^^^

Track M59
Cross Country

Skiing 558

Badminton 217

Golf

Intramural Sports 3,365

Colour Night Awards 655

General Administration 19,850

General Stores 358

Dues (O.Q.A.A.-C.LA.U.) 678

Levana 6,573

Rink 1.832

Stadium M69
Training Room ^63

Rugger 387

Graduate Society 343

Intermediate BasketbaU 1.005

Medical Supphes 69*

Contingencies 361

TOTAL EXPENSES $ 69,278

Balance of cost of furniture and

fixtures 997

Provision for future operation of

Women's Athletic Board of

Control 802

Net Surplus 3,112

* incKcales after gate receipts have been deducted from

expenditure.

You Said it . . -

A McGill Man Is Displeased

You at Queen's beat us

cleanly and fairly. We
found your team good,

your spirit wonderful, and

your hospitality shocking.

Is it part of your formula

to squeeze the visiting fans

into a section beginning on

the four-yard line- and en-

ding some ten to fifteen

yards behiiiil the goal line?

Or is this a special policy

reserved for McGill visi-

tors? (we recall that you

did the same thing in the

season game last year.)

Perhaps it is unfair to

make comparisons, but

please keep in mind that

McGill always reserves a

full block of seats for the

visiting fans, even those

from Queen's beginning at

the FIFTY-YARD LINE,

and extending all the way

to the goal line. (Even

though the visitors seldom

fill nearly all the seats.)

Undoubtedly you will

hesitate to print this, but

at least remember that

policies like the one vre've

APATHY-does it really ex

The vehement, yet soul-

less cries of "apathy", re-

verbating from mouth to

mouth, and in and out of

the pages of our free-ex-

pression journals, have

moved me to investigate

their bases. The conclusion

I come to is that the pre-

sent situation as regards

apathy is no cause for

alarm. Those people who

rant about enroaching ap-

athy are likely to be the

ones most afflicted vpith it,

for those whose goals are

set are too obvious in their

industry to be aware of

any "apathy". However, I

respect the intelligence of

those people who are delu-

ging us with their fren-

zied alarums and glib pro-

posals, so let us appreciate

the causes of their out-

bursts.

PRE-INDUSTRIAL
Prior to the industrial

revolution, the universities

were the main sources of

new knowledge (save for

a handful of free-lance re-

searchers) and the under-

graduates of those times

were not far removed from

the frontiers of the exist-

ing knowledge. Society at

that time was not educa-

tionally orientated. Most

college entrants were as-

stured of positions in fam-

ily businesses and they en-

roUed mainly because "it

was the thing to (Jq..

very few went, and a

more were coaxed into a

ing, because they had
ti

desire and/or the
abiij

to question the establif

ed concepts.

These first few
atudetn,

are the ones who
be blamed for our 'apat^^

if anyone need be.
Tj,;

innocently started the ^

action by making availati,

a few new ideas, the pr^'

tical applications of ^ijj^

resulted in increased
crti.

ture comfort. Econosiif,

then entered the pictuf^

By applying man's desit>

for a more easeful life

an economic system of

ordinates such as our mii,

ed capitalism, the hout

daries of knowledge rapii

ly moved out of the under,

graduates' sight. Grantei

society has compensate

for this by specialization

still the undergraduate

far removed from the peri.

Queen

What

required t

Master's
degree th

,or.ie he studied

Toronto m bit

ago lie joined the

ia ,hc field of Rat

]t has been ft

maliiin cells rcquii

Blion 10 destroy I

one firam of cells

sufiident energy t

peralure change o

. ,. .
uDdlh of a degree,

phenes of his speciality,
. ^„ ^ destroyed.

',

sidea-d destroyed

1 incapable of divisi

^Vliat is the efft

^11,7
What pan

affected?

dosage

giv^n
number or .

f^ere at Queen

Department Uicse

quesiions Dr. S.

iswer- Dr. Mak

enjpneering
from

Saskatuhewan
and

DELVING

Since the chroir

cemed with reproi

While a student may ei.

hibit symptoms of apathj

in many fields, it is onljj
,^,^5 of dar

because he cannot affortj gfa^uiar nucleoprc

to delve deeply into thesii fl^oughout the c:

branches of knowledge,
jj [he bearer of tl

Perhaps then what loobi
t^^logists are most

like a persecution of apaJ^NA syntheses in

thy is really a rebeliio:|

against the relentless en-!

croachment of the old ud i

dergraduate atmosphere; pT Tp 1
the high school format oH

*

learning. And four yean

of high school is enough to

make anyone rebel. Wf;

must learn to accept thuiaia^e nadonal h

evolution. If it is not a baijaieas recently. Bo

thmg that we come to coli publicity as far ;

lege to soak our braiiuLnj-^^ned
It wa;

with knowledge. There stiSl^^
^^.^^^.^^

exists "a haven for sear-

ching thought and free es^^

pression": one needs only

to graduate to find it

VANCOUVER: 1

British Columbia

iBookslorc makes

any downt

The mar^n

just mentioned, from the

Alma Mater Society, ac-

complish nothing, and

leave a very sour baste.

Michael E. Riordon,

McGill Univei-sity.

Esteemed Engineers
To the Editor:

To honor Engineers'

Journal, here are new ver-

ses for their song.

Admitted we're illiterate

and fail philosophy

Admitted, all the things we
do lack spontaneity

(We'd hate to see how it

would look in Freud's

psychology)

But we feel that we can

make it up in mad de-

bauchery.

We are, we are, we are, we
are the Engineers

We can't, we can't we can't

we can't, we can't dispell

our fears

To combat insecurity, N
onzes we ingest

Then do anything to dem-

onstrate that WE ARE
NOT REPRESSED.

Herbert Hunk

Soundproof^ Soundly Denied

Editor Journal,

We represent a number

of the forty-two guinea

pigs of the "Leonard Hil-

ton". We take issue with

the article which appear-

ed in Queen's Journal Oct-

ober 18, 1963 concerning

the new addition to Leon-

ard Hall.

For those of you who
have not yet seen our lux-

urious appartments we
wish to point out some of

the so-called improve-

ments;

1. Soundproofing - these

novel sliding partitions

have such sterling sound-

proof qualities that you

can hear the person in the

next suite turn over in bed.

We challenge the archi-

tects to disprove this.

2. For tenants facing the

inside coui't the view is

terrific - especially if you

enjoy playing peek-a-boo

with the tenants facing

your window.

3. The much vaunted)

room lay-out leaves much
to be desired -the book

cases are situated on the

opposite wall to the desk;

20% according

newspaper.

' The Ubyssey c

profit made by th

™ high ($30,00(

l^iat [he operating c

the wardrobe opens fron^we out of lim

the wrong end; the chffil^Mged lhat the

of drawers is situatfiiWks was betweei

directly behind the doors: ^^^.^

ing off the heaters ani\ised
,3 commen

there is no means of turi^Uj^^,^

ventilation is extremel.(,^g|

4. As of the above da«

margin

MOVIE B,

the suites have not ^
been completed.

And workmen wander-^

ing in and out is bai^C, Jl''''^
^

conducive to good "st"Ved ^ '

habits". The wiashrooni-^
'he compL

are marvels of moderrj'^'e, created by

technological achievemen'" "b, was taken frc

especially if you are a student, Larr

duck. Knee waders are a'le Uj^C Dean
essential item for entranf'lolumjjia

Ccnsc
to these salons de bain-

We do recognize tli"
"'ovie's showin

there are some outstani-
ITie campus

ing features for instancf' Vssey, s^jj

wall to wall carpets af^^^W^d y^^^ ^
the idea of sliding parHj^ated

their own
tiona if some soundpr"^^

^'andards

variety could be fou''''iorals
^'

However, we feel th^J^^^^
••<lai

these luxurious suites f^*
^

HilW;/'": chief char

^^'^'e outda

far short of the ^
,

qualities as stated in ^-'^ Playw

Signed,

GUINEA Pi^^'\

Wight,

alcoholic
]

point w(

'"•ty is an i
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Queen's Research - Radiation and Cells

Depar

Wliat is the effect of radiaUon on

j,57
Wliat part of the ceU is

^
led?

What is the radiation

^sage
required to kill a cell or a

given
number of cells?

f^ere at Queen's in tlie Biology

Unent tliese are some of the

Dr. S. Mak is trying to

-wer Dr. Mak is a graduate in

fdaeering from the University of

Srkaicliewan and ako received his

Master's
degree there. For his doc-

rorate he studied at the University

^ Toronto in biophysics. A year

ago lie joined the Biology staff here

In |]ie field of Radiobiology.

]t lias been found that mam-

malian cells require very little radi-

ation 10 destroy them. In fact, if

one gram of cells is radiated with

iufficienl energy to induce a tem-

peralure change of one one-thous-

aodlh of a degree, 90% of the cells

will be destroyed. A ceU is con-

sidered destroyed if it is rendered

incapable of division.

Since the chromosomes are con-

cirni'd mth reproduction, they are

ihe sites of damage. DNA, a

gianular nuclcoprotein, is scattered

Ihioughout the chromosomes and

ihe bearer of the genes. Radio-

biologists are most interested in the

DNA syntheses in the cell and the

efieci radiation has on its produc-

tion,
'

Dr. Mak employs two methods

in studying DNA. He is able to

measure the total DNA using

spectrophotometry, The rate of

synthesis is determined using radio-

active carbon. An autoradiograph

or geigercounter measures tliis

rate.

Dr. Mak has found that the

synthesis of DNA is affected by
radiation. The question remaining

is how it is affected.

The cells used are from a tissuo

culture. By this method small

pieces of tissue can be removed

from a living body and transplanted

in'o glass receptacles containing

suitable nutritive solutions. More
types of cells grow and flourish.

X-rays are used as the means of

irradiation.

A mammalian cell is killed much
more easily than, for example, a

virus cell. Dr. Mak suggested a

comparison of the possibility of an

X-ray hitting a cell with the possi-

bility of a dart hitting an object

The mammalian cell is large and

thus has a greater chance of being

hit than the small virus cell. One
hit is all that is required to kill a

ceil.

In the future, radiobiologists

hope to determine the mechanism

of radiation in the cell. This will

improve methods of radiotherapy

in cancer if the properties of DNA

CUP Roundup
VANCOUVER: The University of

British Columbia has managed to

thi- maf^e national headlines in two

bad areas recently. Both constitute bad

co!' publicity as far as the public is

S'°;iconcerned. It was discovered that

'the University of British Columbia
ear-

,

g^.;™0':'^'ore makes a larger profit

onlti'*'^
any downtown Vancouver

slOie, The margin by which prices

^oti wulil be reduced is as much as

^ 20% according to the student

newpaper.

The Ubyssey charged that the

profit made by the bookstore was

f» high ($30,000 -$40,000) and
fiat the operating costs of $200,000

:roni*^ out of line. They further

;he;i*atged that the markup on die

ateJtiooks w-as between 25 and 30%.
)ors; The UBC administration has re-
^a^n'lused ig comment on the news-

niel^'^^^'^
charges or to reveal the

'rofit margin on book sales to

,
,,1'uiients.

;

ys' * *

nder-^^
f^OVffi BANNED; Angry

ardly^*^"'^
'^t week forced the closing

;tu(i),
^ ^'""Icnt-made movie which

om ^'^ complete sex act. Tlie

jderrjovie, created by die UBC Drama
nenl-'Ub, was taken from a story %vritten

re ;i'a,tudent,Larry Kent. Calls to

^"^^^ and the British
"loia Censor Board halted

ti,,l
'"'<>^e's showing,

tai'd-'^ The

the 85 min. fibn

who had

own society and their

ampus newspaper

^aid the 85

' people

tlisL-
.

standards of our

^ fZ-^'V were outdated.

characters were a con-
:i <^ Plajavright. a young moUier

.^^I'^^'^ohoHc party giri.

^l^^'-^rr,^
^'^'"^ we make is that

"'ly is impossible means

of escape," claims producer-\vriter-

director Kent.

The movie had previously been

held up while Kent found some-

one to produce it and then again

when one actress asked him not to

screen it.

SASKATOON: The University of

Saskatchewan has spontaneously

produced a new cure for apathy,

the mysterious aihnent which

periodically attacks higher institu-

tions of learning. Strangely enough

it does not run along the line of

bed pushing, cramming people into

Volkswagons, or playing a manzello

for an indefinite numl>er of hours

This time it is soap-box orating

The topics so far presented have

included taxes on texts, the pur-

pose of higher education, tlie role

of die United Nations, the ignorance

of English professors, and Cana-

dian wheat sales to the Communist

bloc. The impromptu talks were

initiated by Jim Harding, a gradu-

ate psychology student who has

already spoken on "The Plight of

the Negro" and "Disarmament".

Students have begun eating tlieir

lunches standing around in order

to take in the words of wisdom or

othenvise which are flowing freely

from the campus Socrates.

PHILADELPHIA: There is a very

good probability that the National

Union of South African Students

will be banned next month by the

government of South Africa.

NUSAS, a predominantly white

national union of students, has

opposed the government's apartheid

policy for at least two decades. The

government were reported to have

stepped up their prosecutions of

dissenters and in recent months

Minister of Justice, B. J. Vorster

has threatened action against

NUSAS.

can be modified. They also hope
to determine the properties of

DNA in malignant tumours.

At present, radiation is used in

cancer therapy. A survival curve
is drawn by plotting lag percentage

survival against dosage. The num-
ber of cancerous cells in a mahg-
nant tumour survival curve can be
accurately predicted. From the

survival curve the chart done to

kill this number of ceUs can be
determmed.

'WVCLE VANYA' AND THEATRICAL CROSSTALK
With the beginning of November

the Kingston theatrical season enters

full swing.

The first offering of the season

was the Faculty Players' presenta-

tion of Anton Chekhov's provok-

ing play about the meaning of life,

ennui, frustrated love, and the tor-

ture which sometimes comes from
devoting one's hfe entirely to others;

Uncle Vanya. The cast was, as a

rule, singularly uninspired, with only

two notable exceptions. Nancy
Helwig, as Sofya Alexandrovna

(Sonya), gave a very warm and

David Ling, WUSC Scholar
It was not until August 2, 1963,

that Teck Jing Ling in Hong Kong
heard from WUSC National Com-
mittee (Toronto) that he was being

sponsored for an overseas scholar-

ship in a Canadian university. Two
months later he was transported

half way around the world to a new
environment. For the convenience

of his Canadian student friends he

has taken the adopted name of

"David" because he feels it will be

easily remembered.

David is now registered in the

first year of the diploma course of

business administration at Queen's.

He is holding a $1500 WUSC
scholarship given for the first time

this year by Queen's University.

David Ling (the first of eight

children) is twenty-two and was

bom in Sarawak. There he com-

pleted his primary and secondary

education and received his high

school certificate in both English

and Chinese. In 1959 he entered

New Asia College in Kowloon,

Hong Kong, where he took both

English and Chinese studies until

he decided upon a major in Com-
merce.

Although David Ling has been

at Queen's only since October 7 he

feels he has experienced a great

deal of kindness and friendliness in

a short time.

He is impressed by the healthy

spirit of discussion that prevails in

his classes among his fellow stu-

dents and looks forward to the

months ahead. We all wish him
success in his studies and also with

the Kingston weather. He thinks

it's getting cold now!

real performance, which was especi-

ally touching during the last scene,

when she consoled her weeping

uncle (real tears, by the way — a

phenomenon seldom seen on the

amateur stage) with a soarmg and
peaceful description of the life

which follows death.

The other outstanding perform-

ance in the Russian classic was
given by Kathleen Roberts in her

role as Marian, an old nurse, proof

that an exceptional talent can
shine even through a very minor
character. We are hideed sorry

that die play did not allow us to

see her more often.

Following close on the heels of

the Faculty Players' production was
a virtuoso performance on Satur-

day night by the inimitable Anna
Russell, deservedly billed as "the

funniest woman in the world."

Doing a number of old and new
routines, this great lady of English

comedy kept her audience laugh-

ing so hard for what must be the

fastest two hours K.C.V.I. stage has

ever seen, that members of the

audience are still dancing through

the streets of Kingston singing

gently to themselves the beautiful

folk song, "Oh, Susanna's a funny

old man."

Also of interest to the theatre-

goer was Monday evening's lecture

on the German playwright Bertold

Brecht, This lecture was given by

Professor Motekat, of the Univer-

sity of Munich, a man who met

Brecht several times and was
present at many rehearsals which
the great playwright directed. Pro-

fessor Motekat emphasized Brecht
as a poetic genius rather than as

the social reformer which he him-
self, and the Communist reghne
under which he wrote, thought him
to be. He added many illuminat-

ing details concenung the poet's

hfe and the conditions under which
his plays were written, details

wliich make it easier to understand

Brecht's work. Perhaps, as a result,

Kingston may soon see Brecht per-

formed on her own stages, and
some members of the audience may
be able to respond to die play in

the manner which tjie author in-

tended.

Playgoers are looking fonvard
to Frederick Euringer's first pro-
duction with the Queen's Drama
Guild, the modem play The Visit

which is already in rehearsal, and
wall probably be presented at the

middle or end of this month. Also
in rehearsal at the present are three

one-act plays to be presented by
the Drama Guild early in Decem-
ber, and the first production of the

Domino Players.

Any groups wishing to be men-
tioned in this column, or to receive

full-scale review in these pages
are advised to send the pertinent

information to Reviewing Dept.,

Queen's Journal, as soon as such

information becomes available.

—Edwasb S. Franchuk

A.
PROFESSIONAL "EXPLORERS"
FOR TKE DYNAMIC DECADES

"The project was daring and visionary and

became the largest industrial plant in Aiberia".

wrote a leading business writer about Chcmccll's

fascinating role in Canada's post war growili.

To-day Chemcell urges lis researchers, chemists

and engineers to put liberal measures of imagi-

nation into their pinns . . . and to use bold action

in making (hem work.

This go-ahead spirit is .T vital part ofChemcell's

philosophy.

It offers slimuiating outlets for graduates ... a

challenge to those who seek that eitira ingredient

of adventure iii their future as chemists; chemieal,

mechanical and electrical engineers and engineer-

ing physicists.

A 430-ncrc site al Edmonton, Alberta comprises

three plants to make organic chemicals including

alcohol, ester and ketone solvents, acetic acid.

glycols, pentaerylhriiol and formaldehyde.anoiher

lo produce cellulose acetate flake and a third to

make acetate and Arncl yarns and fibres.

Noted for its integrated opcralions and, strong-

ly allied with leading companies in the pulp,

textile and plastics industries. Chcmcctl is able to

offer you wide-open opportunities for advance-

mcnt in research, produei development, process

engineering, plant design, imporiajit phases of

production and sales.

Sound professional growth in the dynamic

decades ahead can be yours ai Chemcell. Let's

discuss it.

Write Canadian Chemical Company, Depart-

ment A, 1155 Dorchc?ter Boulevard. West.

Montreal 2. or to the Personnel Department,

Can,idiau Chemical Company, P.O. Box 99,

Edmonton, Alberta.

Representatives of the Company will

visit this Campus for interviews on
January 14, 1964.

SERVES THE CHEMICAL WORLDl

CANADIAN CHEIVilCAL COMPANY
Montreal • Totonto • Edmonton • Vancouver
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The Hole . .

This space is reserved jor those who wish lo contemplate holes.

Professor Ryan on - . -

EXPANSION.
One of the major problems tliis un-

iversity faces in regard to expansion is

that of locale. Wiiere should the new

buildings go? Can an integrated campus

be maintained? Seeking an ans\ver to

Uiis problem tlie Journal interviewed

Professor H. R. S. Ryan, a member of

the planning board. He explained thf

situation to us in these terms.

If the university is to accomodate

more students, we must have more

buildings. Our student population has

more than doubled in the last twentv

year^, and in the next six it is expected

to reach 5,600. Space must be found.

How to get more land and where to

look for it are tlie two problems of thr

planning board.

Since Queen's was founded by

Roya! Charter, as opposed to Provin-

cial Statute, it has not the right of

expropriation. When MacDonald Hall

was to he built the university asked

for this power in order to obtain the

land for it. Great troubles arose. The

city council muttered that since un-

iversity buildings are tax free, Kings-

ten would lose money on any land

given Queen's. A member of the Pro-

vincial Parliament suggested we ask

only for limited expropriation. The

sounds of shouting increased. Finally

a solution was found. Queen's paid

high prices to the landowners for the

property it needed. The city finally

granted the limited powers asked.

Future expansion presents even great-

er problems. The biggest of these is thf-

question of where space for new build-

ings is to be found. Expansion north-

ward is not desired by the planning

board. Expansion toward Macdonald

park must be limited by the near side

of the park grounds. The \vidth of the

nirk would preclude quick transit be-

tween classes, for one reason, and for

another, the city of Kingston does not

«-iEli the University to engulf their

greensward.

The third alternative is expansion to-

vnrd the lake along King Street. Tliis

would enforce an even greater melding

with the hospital buildings.

And

Tlie possibiUty of a university z^^^

has been proposed. Under this
pii,„

the city council would set asjj^

specific parts of the city for
thLi

deP-niie use. The city would expropri.

ate land and transfer it to the univur.

.^ily and the hospital for a combinr>j

University-Hospital zone. The zon,

limits however would have to

d^?rinrd find alarm and despondoTici

are already rife among the proper^

owners in the area.

Members of the administration

city council are even now meptin-

t'l dpal with the problem. The plamiinr

!->nirtl awaits their decision. Profe^s^

Rvan feels sure that "some snSntiu,

which is mutuall)' acceptable, if i,,.

satisfactory, will come in six to eirr]i

months."

Editor's Note: Tlie opinions cxprcsscj

above are tJwse of Professor Ryan ami

need hear no resemblance to those nf ih

administration, living or dead .

Conclusive.

I
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Pay The Damn Piper!
IT

In a moment of weakness I started browsmg through William Buckley s

little book, Vj) from Liberalism. The cover brightly announced that Barry

Goldwater had called it "a book of mind and heart, wit and eloquence" - so

naturally I was attracted to it

The book is interesting as an example of neoHthic political thought.

Buckley does have one interesting argument though. Having suffered

through four years at Yale, he has decided that universities are dogmatically

liberal. That is, academics assume a "liberal" viewpoint on almost every issue,

but they c-ontradict their own hberalism by refusing to tolerate opposing points

of view. In particular, by refusing to tolerate conservatives, i.e., Buckley.

I confess that I might be persuaded to show some intolerance for a

self-proclaimed intellectual whose only answer to the charge that the

slate can do no good is "It can arrest Communist, can't it!" Still, the

man has a point, and Queen's is a good illustration.

There are a lot of fah-ly important debates going on at various places

these days - debates bet^veen segregation and integration, between capitalism

and communism, and so forth - but these debates don't very often penetrate

into ^e heartland of Queen's.

It would seem reasonable, for example, that the politics department

should enter into one of these debates, and hire a good communist. But

to mv knowledge no department at Queen's is very interested in trying

to present all sides of whatever problems it is concerned mth. A small

number of old liberals are busy indoctrinating an eager young bunch of

new liberals . . . and the old order remaineth.

I diink if I were a communist or if 1 were a conservative I would feel

Buckley s fmstration rather acutely: no one would be bothering to reply to

my arguments; the establishment would be merely dismissmg them.

There is a wonderful old myth at Qiieen's about freedoin of opinion, one

which has not, to my knowledge, been recently tested. What would happen if

a professor seriously began to advocate Marxist-Leninist principles ihereP 1

don't know, but the fact remains that nobody is making the attempt.

More lo the point, what would happen to a student who made such

an attempt? What kind of recommendation for graduate work would he

get from his department? At least one analogous situation has arisen in

recent years, with potentially disastrous results for the student concerned.

Or how about a medsman who came out in favour of socialized medicine?

Can it really be tme that all the wonderful humanitarian souls who are engaged

in medical studies at Queen's are so unanimously opposed to sociaUzed medicine?

Or is discretion the better part of valour?

Buckley's criHcism still stands. A university which prides itself on its

tradition of liberal thought should go out of its way to encourage the presenta-

tion of opposition views.

— by John Isbister

As Canada's one hundredth birthday is

approaching, she is just beginning to

6nd her purpose and her unity as a

nation. She is reahzing slowly that she

is not just the faithful remnant of the

British Empire on the American contin-

ent, but that her future really is in-

timately tied up -with that of tlie many

nations in her South. Canada's role will

be tliat of the mediator between Western

Europe and the whole of America, for

who is better able than Canada to

mediate between the haves and the

have-nots?

It is my firm conviction that Canada

cannot fulfill this historic mission unless

she has an ahnost unlimited number of

dedicated men and women who have

been carefully tramed in the best tradi-

tion of human understanding and the

arts of peace. This is as necessary to

Canada in relation to the world as it

is for her at home.

Where is she to find these people

except in the Universities? Ex-pansion

of our institutions of higher learning is

imperative if these goals are to be

reached.

It is too late to bemoan the kick

of foresight on the part of provincial

governments in not anticipating the

war-time baby boom! It is too late to

bemoan the fact that university

Prof's Viewpoint

DESPERATE
In a recent interview. Professor

Smethurst, the head of the Classics

Department, outlined some problems

which expansion poses for a smaller

department as well as for tiie whole

imiversity. Among the ever present pro-

blems of hirmg staff and obtaining

books for the growing numbers of

students. Professor Smethurst singled

out the difficulties which all professors

encounter in establishing personal con-

tact with their classes as the most press-

ing problem facing the university in its

expansion.

But, he emphasized, the difficulties

of recruiting staff are not to be over-

looked. Even when funds are available

for salaries, it is proving increasingly

difficult to obtain more teachers; this

is true even in such a seemingly re-

stricted field as the teaching of Latin

and Greek. Professor Smethurst add-

ed that the library is certainly in-

adequate for the number of students;

for this situation, not the library

staff, he asserted is to blame, but

rather the simple fact that too many

people are after the same books. In

his view, unlimited duplication of

holdings is not practicable; further-

more the government seems reluctant

to make capital grants for the pur-

chase of books.

But, despite all this. Professor Smeth-

urst indicated that by far the greatest

problem posed by expansion is the

difficulty of effective teaching Since the

rate of increase in the size of the

Classics' Department is, if anything,

higher than that of the university as a

whole, freshman classes, despite numer-

ous divisions, have become unreasonably

large, as have even certain honours

courses. Professor Smethurst set the

maximum effective size of classes, in

the languages, at twenty-five students;

larger classes make it much more

diificult to become acquainted with

junior students and to give them the

personal attention which they require.

To achieve these smaller classes. Pro-

fessor Smethurst proposed a complete

separation of honours and general

students, as well as further division of

junior courses. This would solve one

problem, he said, but produce another.

Few professors are willing to teach

only junior courses; but there simply

will not be enough honours and ad-

vanced courses to go around. A solu-

tion iivill have to be found to this ad-

ditional problem. Professor Smeth-

urst added; for the demands of the

staff must be met.

facilities were not expanded, llir

more professors were not trained

!

Provincial and federal government;

as well as private industry must immedi-

ately undenvrite a generous program d!

expansion for all universities in thii

country.

The very best teachers musi bf

attracted to our universities in ord^i

to cope with the demands of oui

future. If necessary, we must buy to[

researchers and potential teacher;

from industry by offering them beUer

working conditions and higher pay.

If this is done, the prestige of Ih^
~

university work as a profession wili

climb, thus keeping our graduates if

tJie university. It is too late to
~

moan the shortage of staff. If indus'

try can buy the best men in all ficW?

why cannot we?
~

I realize that the dangers of expansion

are many and very great. Thus, chu'-

will increase in size, the student pre

fessor relationship will suffer, the s*^"-

eral atmosphere of a universih' li^^'

'~~

Ouren's will also become more (^1'

and take on more of the aspects of -

factory that some of our present univer

sities already have.

But T also believe that these dan^eti

will be more than offset by at least t\v^

factors: (a) the expanding student p^i?"

ulation (incidentally, increased scholiH-

ship aid must accompany the typf

expansion and its goals as envisage*'

h^re) ^vill also bring better students i'

the universitv, who will learn toget'"''

with the staff to cope vnth the new pi'^

blems; and (b) more staff will b^

to devote more time to the individu^,

student.
I

But before Canada's universiti^|,

cv.n expand as they need to expa"

the financial resources must be g"''',
~-

anteed to them. Here the only
'

danger to the universities lies. '

,
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But even if all these problems were

met and solved, even if mone)- were

:;\Milable for salaries and books, Pro-

fessor Smethurst asked if l3ie necessaiy

staff could be obtained. Tlie most press-

ing need, he asserted in closing, is for

able teacliers; this need is being felt in

Europe and the United States as well.

If the countries of Europe make moves

to retain tlieir own staff, wliich they so

desperately need, and the United States

offers the prospect of higher salaries, in

what position will the Universities of

Canada find themselves in the future?

by John Corbett

This proverb need not come true '

the university, if the university

willing and able to explain to gov^''''

ment and industry the kind of C^''

ada it envisions, if the univei"^"

refuses to bow to the wishes of

Pnancial backers. Whatever is don^'

the future, the traditional indepe']^

ence and integrity of the univers'

be itself and perform the kind

service to the nation and ultiW^'
^

to the world which it alone of "

institutions of society can perforiH'

Eilert Frerici*;
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^yiien choosing among senior stu-

dents who are competing for places

-esidence, we must take those who

Ze capal'l** of furthering the real life

f the
University. This does not in-

dude teaching everybody how to wear

funny hat5, nor how to lead an

EVERYBODY SING! Membership in

fliirty
campus clubs must not be a

requirement for admission to resi-

An authority on the residences told

Bje he needed seniors from the mor-

onic fringe in order to maintain disci-

jline. If that is so, let's be ruthless in

atpelling first year students who be-

come nuisances. After all, we throw

out about twenty per cent who, fail-

ing their courses, hurt none but them-

selves. Why should we keep those who

bother others?

Prof. R. Y. Moir

MOREI MORE! MORE)
Why must higher education shift

its emphasis from learning to the pas-

sing out of wholesale, meaningless

degi-ees? This is the question that

immediately comes to mind when one
considers the mushroom-shaped uni-

versity expansion of to-day. Espe-

cially is it pertinent in the case of

Queen's This university used to be

noted for its high standards and the

quality of the degrees conferred. It

was almost axiomatic that a B from
Queen's was equal to an A from any
other institution. Why? Because the

classes were small. Because the stu-

dents were given help and attention.

Because the atmosphere at Queen's

was one in which intellectual curiosity

flourished. But now we are told that

this is paasee. We need more students.

More buildings. More everything. Es-

pecially more money and therefore do

ded, thai

5
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IT AMUSES ME THAT:

— Queen's boasts of gi'owing bigger before it considers getting better.

^ Three geraniums equal the price of one book and there are almost as

many flowers on the campus as there are books in the library.

— most of the staff and many students consider a General B.A. an aca-

demic joke and yet the university has the nerve to take the fees.

— the rules in the women's residences are so ridiculous.

— some professors lecture with a glaze of boredom over their faces and an

almost audible prayer that the hour will go quickly and they can escape

the morons.

— first year students are told to pick a grouping before they have any

chance to discover what the courses are about.

— general couraes in arts are not interesting or challenging; and most

honours courses are; and that is all there is to it.

jf expansio!'
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the book-writing, book-selling racket has been refined to such an ex-

tent that one can be forced to buy a 'new edition' that has been revised to

the extent of thanking another typist for her valliant efforts during

the proof-reading.

the football team receives a huge free meal every day for the fii'st

two and a half months of term.

the term pseudo-intellectual is applied to anyone who is interested in

exploring his field more than is required or (even) going outside it.

the band got a grant of ten thousand dollar.^ last year so tliat they

could be the only people who can still get drunk in the stadium this year.

confessed desire to think, earn or create is greeted with snorts of

disbelief, disgust or tolerant amusement.

engineers are treated and thought of as slobs, and yet are not welcomed

when and if they do show any interest in meeting people outside their

faculty.

Arts have to fight he, scream, cheat and plot to take MORE than five

courses.

tliere is not one single course or professor prepared to begin one.

on the politics, history^ social traditions, culture, philosophy or art

of the Orient, particularly China. In this Our Year of Grace, 1963.

s univei

ishes of

tlio NEW Leonard Hilton had to be repaired.

Jhere might not be orange ci-ush or popcom or balloons on the Levana

er is done

Ql indepefl'

e nnivcrs''

the kin

d ultimnt*'

alone of

the- women who decided to attend Queen's are automatically members of

,i

-^''ana and are coerced into obeying the rules of a society they did not
^sk to join.

.1
"^"P'*^ don't sing Queen's Chi-ysanthemum or On the Old Ontario Strand

I

"oy more.

n perform if anyone does finish reading this, they still won't give a damn one way
Frerici^ another.

ipeful idt''''" poppy gemmell

we bov/ our heads to the decrees of
the Department of Education and ad-
mit any thick-headed boob that wants
to come here. "Swell the numbers!" is

the cry. "Catch up with the 20th cen-
tury."

By all means. Let us do so. Let us
do our utmost to become just like all

the others—an amorphous crawling
mass of mediocrities. Let us fire Miss
Royce and replace her with a compu-
ter. Let us build an addition to the
library. (Who needs more books?)
Let us grant degrees in Highland dan-
cing and grease-pole climbing. Let us
loss away the unique spirit of Queen's.

Let us destroy everything that this

university means to us and all its

value.

Onward ! ! ! Five thousand bodies

by 1970. Cheer, everyone, cheer.

Mary Gilmour

EMPIRE!
The ordinary empire is cultural

(Alexander the Great), political (Im-

perial Rome), or Spiritual (Islam).

If Culture, the Denarius and the Al-

mighty have failed to provide a sound
basis for a lasting empire, what
chance for success has an Academic
Empire? Power fascinates-and cor-

rupts. Before laying the physical basis

of an Academic Empire, the academ-

icians should consider the problems of

the Imperial Bureaucracy, for it is

here that their empire will founder.

"Changes in regulations become ef-

fective immediately. All inquiries re-

garding regulations should be addres-

sed to the REGISTRAR." (Queen's

Calendar, Fac. of Arts & Science).

The only solution would seem to be to

have admissions and academic regu-

lations controlled by each faculty.

There are flaws in the 'balance of

power' idea, but those concerned with

carrying out the regulations would be

those who made them, and the whole

system would at least have the virtue

of flexibility.

Mary Corbett

PIGEON - HOLED
The federal government and the

province of Ontai'io have told Queen's

that we must increase our enrolment

to 5500 by 1970.

Here is one of the many arguments

why we shouldn't expand. In Queen's

expansion program, more students

mean more residences. But the uni-

versity gets no grants from the gov-

ernments to build residences: it must

i-aise the money itself, and this is a

hard thing to do. So it must build its

residences as cheaply as possible. This

in particular implies that residences

must be built as large as possible, in

order to lie efficient. For the sake of

efficiency, students are deprived of

the communal atmosphere of a college

or house system that residences

should provide. We are pigeon-holed

as in a modern parking garage. Ef-

ficiency deprives us of the essential

educational opportunity of learning

how others think by getting to know

them well. So in forcing the univer-

sity to expand, society is really de-

priving its youth of the education it

expects the swollen university to give.

We would be far better off to open

smaller subsidiary colleges at greater

expense and then at least get what

we are paj-ing for.

On the other hand, increased en-

rolment may decrease the per capita

expense of football games.

Tim Merritt

Phil 1

Circa 1970

SPIRIT!
Expansion is made logically neces-

sai-y by expanding enrolment. The
new biology building, for instance, will

afford space and facilities for both

research and undergraduate labs so

urgently needed not only for the in-

creasing numbers of today but for

those of the future.

My main hope is that this increase

in numbers will not put enough strain

on our staff to destroy the personal

interest which they somehow find

time to take in the student. This re-

laxed professor-student atmosphere is

what makes Queen's far outshine the

American 'diploma factories'.

I have no fear that the social at-

mosphere of Queen's will change.

Queen's has that special spark of

something inadequately called SPI-

RIT! It could never be destroyed by

a mere two thousand more students!

Mary Dawson

And The Wholly

pbolo by Graf

AWFUL I
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WANTED
CFRC wants you for its

Campus Talent broadcast.

IF you can play any instru-

ment, sing, or even just

talk, and are interested in

helping us out on Campus

Talent—recorded on Tues-

days at 6:30 for broadcast

Saturday night—please con-

tact Bob Barlas at local 384,

or at the radio station (local

313).

Michael Marrello

503A Princess Street

Phone 542-3714

Prize Winner in Hair Styling

Air Conditioned For Yod Comfort

FOR RENT

Televisions, Tape Recorders,

Exercising Equipment, &

Folding Tables and Chairs

Call

APPLIANCE RENTALS

— Dial 546-6995—

Signpost
FRIDAY NOVEXtBER 8

QUARATHON IV: Runners and cars

s still needed to relie\'e some of die

prL-ssure on presf-nt paxticip.ints. Would

anyone interested in helping out please

ontnct FLAVELXE BAItRETT 5^16-6363

as soon ns possible.

Got a Year Party Coming Up?

Is your club putting on a dance?

caU

RUSS PATTERSON
— A Big Band Sound —

at 546-5952

ButTampaxwas! Ilwas invent-

ed by 0 doctor lor the benefit of

all women, married or single,

active or not Because il'e worn

inlemally, it adjusts, conforms,

never chafes or irrilates, never

creates odor.

Because it's personally pleas-

ing, young moderns choose

Tampax. Itallbutlakcs CLLj^^

the differences out of

days of the month. And f.iiVl'l

of course you can bathe wearing

Tampax. All year long, you'Ufeel

cool, dean, fresh.

For after all, Tampax was

made for you! Your choice of 3

absorbencies (Regular, Super,

Junior).

-T-A A * A \/ Corporation LimiiodJAMPAX B.rrie. Oniario

INTERNATIONAL CLUB: All those

not KOing to Toronto are welcome at

our Friday niRht party. Come and join

the fun. slarlinR at 9 P.M.

TUESDAY NOVEMBER 12

Meeting of DebatinR Union, Tues.,

Nov. 12 at 8 P.M. in Lower Common
Room, Students' Union. Inter-mural De-

bating; Final. Ail welcome

Queen's student branch of the E.I.C.

PRESENTS THE FILM 'Test FiiRht

26.3" in Ellis Auditorium, at 12:45 noon.

Admission freel All welcome.

THURSDAY NOVEMBER 14

"Impressions of Spain" at Spanisli Club

8 P.M. at International House, 181 Uni-

versity Ave. VcTiRan todos.

CLASSIFIED
LOST

One McGill Redmen jacket, taken dur-

ing the Queen's at McGIll game. Any-

one kTiowng anything about Uiis thelt

please contact Jolm Petrie, Local 291.

The ownei is e'2". 200 lbs., and has a

very short temper.

Any-one kno\™e about tlie Qii^"'^

Meds' 68 jacket taken from Grant Hall

Friday Nov 1. please contact Ted Mon-

chesky Meds' 68. Reward. Phone 548-

4832.

ARTS '67

The contest for a Year Crest is still

poine on. Here's vour chance to wm a

year' jacket and erwt. SI8.00 value! Sub-

mit \our dwHjrn to Rick Hand 507 Leon-

aid. Contest ends in a week.

The deadline for buying year cards is

No\'. 151! Buy your cards from Tom

THREE DOORWAYS JtirpSi.

TO A REWARDING LT—

S

Ml pl IDC of young men interested in a career as a

PU I U l\t commissioned officer in tfie Canadian Army:

2, THE REGULAR OFFICER TRAINING PLAN -This is e tri-service plan under which

hith school LTaduales receive advanced education and leadership trammg at one of the Canadian

Services Colleges or at a university to become officers in the Royal Caliadian Navy, the Canadian

Army or the Royal Canadian Air Force.

^ THE CANADIAN OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS - University undergraduates may ob-

tain a commi-ssion by training during their spare time and summer holidays. They are paid for

actual training time and, .ifler gradualion, may choose either fuII-tune service in the Keeular

Array or part-lime service in the Canadian Army Militia.

© MEDICAL AND DENTAL SUBSIDIZATION PLANS -These are tri-service plana under

which university studenta in medicine or dentistry can be Bubsidiied durmg their course and

become commissioned medical or dental officers in the Canadian Armed Forces after graduatmg

and obtaining their licence to practise.

You may obtain full information on any of these plans from the

local Army Recruiting Slation listed in your telephone book.

WILL BE ON CAMPUS TO INTERVIEW STUDENTS

FOR SUMMER AND REGULAR EMPLOYMENT
IN THE FOLLOWING DEPARTMENTS

EXPLORATION — PRODUCTION (Oilfield Engineering)

REFINING — MARKETING

ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE

DATA SYSTEMS AND PROGRAMMING

Kov. 19, 20, & 21

For details see posters and obtain company brochure

from your placement office.

Shell Canada Limited

O'Neill, Morris Hall, mi 151 or Bettie

Honeywell, Chown Hall,

According to the Arts and Science

Societ)' eonstituHon "Individual year tees

must be paid by November 15 of each

year, after whicli date offenders will be

summoned to appear before the Arts and

Science Court.'

WANTED

A ride to Toronto early Saturday morn-

ing (Nov. 9). Urgent. Please call Steve

Bonnycastle at local 297 or Aiistin Hen-

derson at local 390 and leave a message.

MISCELL;\iN'EOUS

For efficient t^'ping of these, terms

papers, etc. please phone Mrs. Pegler

540-7692 or Mrs, Lusk 542-3S77. Stan-

dard rates.

Any girl.'i wishing to have clothes pick-

ed up, wadied and delivered, please con-

latt Jghn or Jim 345 McNeil House.

Room lo rent, hot and cold running

water. 5 minutes walk fr<mi the univer-

sity. Room repstered at Queen's. Apply

136 Bagot Street.

House of (he good guys will not lie

open this weekend as 2/3 of the Grand

Cnuneil are honoring Toronto with their

presence this weekend.

TRICOLOR '64

There are no longer
any

TRICOLOR salesmen

campus. Anyone still

ing a copy of TRICOLoj^
'64 may obtain one at

tl,;

A. M. S. office during regy",

lar business hours. Aft^f

Friday, November 15, ^„

further orders will be taken

At that time a count
\,\]\

be meide of the number
soi^

and the contract with
th^

printer will be added to or

reduced accordingly. There

will be NO CASH SALES
IN APRIL this year. Stoi.

age problems with cojiii;;

left over are too great,
[j

you want a copy of TRi.

COLOR '64 you must buy

it no later than Novem-

ber 15. Price $5.00

Feit Ad

ONLY

NbRthMEW 98c
ST. LAMBERT, QUEBEC

Hotel La Salle

Dlne in THE Famous Colony Room

SpeciaUzing in

Delicious Charcoal Broiled Steaks

Direct from Our Dining Rom Grill

Special Arrangements for Banquets & Dances

548-3361
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Basol & Princess

House of Sounds

STUDENTS
GET 20 % OFF ON ALL L.P. RECORDS

at

House of Sounds
Don't Be Ashamed To Tell You Go To Queen's

Applicatior

received for

Spring Fashi

venof. Those

apply in writi

ji Chown Hal

1 ^^49 PRINC

For Dry Cleaning and

Shirt Laundering
SERVICE. QUALITY. CONVENIENCE

Our Store at 314 Barrie Street Near Princess Is Convenient

and Anxious To Serve You

Same Day Service on Request

In by 10 a.m. Ready by 5 p.m.

Save 20% by Using Our Services al Leonard Hall

Available to All Students

Dial 548-4407

FOR PICKUP & DELIVERY SERVICE

Cleland & FlindaU
DRY CLEANERS — SHIRT LAUNDERERS

314 Bai-rie Street 851 Princess Street 1

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL

Ottawa, Halifax, Saskatoon

Summer employment will be available for about 150 S^^^^^^^

and undergraduate students of scholarly calibre during the

of 1964. Applications arc especially invited from students intf"^

to take postgraduate work in the physical and biological scien

mathematics, engineermg, and architecture.

Applications should be submitted by 15 NOVEMBER for ta^^^

consideration.

1964 EMPLOYMENT
Continuing employment is available for recent graduates with

Master's, and Bachelor degrees in Aeronautical, Chemical,

cal. Mechanical Engineering, En^neering Physics, Chemistry:

Physics, etc.

Applications and information are usually available in your P'^*]

ment Office and your department head's oEBce. If you desire, >

may write directly to the Employment OEBcer, National Resca*

Council, Sussex Drive, Ottawa 2, Ontario.

B

=IQ Mop

Main o
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Advocates Commitments to Peace

i positive peace is the end to

. disarmament should be

'^IxzA This was the theme of

Feifs paper leading off a
— disannament at the

fmotfhly U.N. Club lunch session

^[ Friday noon at International

Souse-

In ihis state of positive peace,

the good elements in man must be
utilized if this positive peace was
!o become a reality.

will live together in a world

which the ultimate

^ue of human relationship will be

-cognized.
Advocates of disarma-

riient
should have a personal com-

t to this positive peace. All

^, reasons for disarmament,

as the difficulty of maintain-

ihe credibility of a nuclear

^ercnt force, the chance of acci-

jjolal war—all these reasons were

when one has this personal

''fitment, he said.

TO THE PRESENT SITU-

ATION, Mr. Feit explained that

^ arms race is self-sustaining in

(hat il increases the mutual hostility

detween the two power blocks.

%t military and the large corpor-

lalions connected with defence in

the U.S.A. hinder the clarification

of the issues and make an objective

.view of Ihe arms race impossible

(or many people. He closed his

paper with a quote from the

UNESCO Charter, "War originates

the minds and that peace must

[inale there also."

Challenged that he had an

lislic view of human nature,

Feit said that he had not denied

AMS To Probe

University Fiaance

The Executive Committee, and

the Budget and Finance Committee

are both to produce written reports

on the short term and long term
finances of the university. This
was decided at a meeting of the

AMS Executive Tuesday night.

It was also decided to increase

the grant to the debating union, by
$200, provided that the necessary

enthusiasm was shown. Debating

Union President, Bob Blair, had
reported to the AMS that they

would be in desperate straits, if

they were not granted the money.
The decision to review finances

came af'er considerable debate.

Laird Rasmussen argued that if

we want the clubs to function as

i'hey want to function, perhaps we
should get more money. Gerry

Du-ks argued that "the University

is expanding. I suppose our budget

should expand with it." After Rod
Maclcod had made this motion,

George Maokiflloch, representa-

tive, remarked that he agreed with

the president. "The sorest pomt
on Campus is why some people

find it very easy to get money, and

others find it very difficult."

Paul Anka and Teenage Hysteria
Last Wednesday's presentation

by the Film Society was not totally

successful. The short left one in

soraelhing of a quandary. Was it a
savagely satirical skit or are we
supposed to take Canada's cultural

Don't make a mockery of

Model Parliament

VOTE
NEW DEMOCRATIC

November 20, 21.

S-3361

RDS

1 ., , , . , ,
The mcreased grant to the

evil elements m man, but that rv . ,, . .

I_ '
I
DebaUng Union was termed a pit-

tance by Mr. Johnson, president of

the Law Society. "Why," he said,

"the University of Ottawa Union

gets $1000" Gord Phillopson, chair-

man of Budget and Finance, argued

that he was not convinced that the

Debating Union had done all they

could to find extra funds.

Loan Fund Set Up
To Help Students

The Canadian Scholarship Trust
Foundation has set up a loan fund
to help students in Canada who,
because of some unforeseen emerg-
ency in mid-term, might be un-
able to complete the year because
of lack of money. All candidates
for such loans must be recom-
mended by faculty members con-
cerned with Student Aid in the

universities where the students are
in attendance.

These loans will be interest-free

during the time the student is

attending, and for two years subse-

quent to leaving university or
college. Thereafter, interest will

be charged at 5 per cent per
annum.

Students wishing to apply for

loans should consult the Student
Aid Office of their university or
college.

gift to the world seriously? Surely

the National Fihn Board can find

more interesting subjects than Mr.
Anka. The most interesting thing
about it (besides the fact that Paul
seems to like to pat anydiing he
can get his hands on) was the shots

of his fans. A psychiatrist's night-

mare, a Freudian's delight — sweet
young high-schoolers almost invari-

ably hysterical, mouthmg pithy
htde prayers and writhing in some
strange ecstacy — they obviously
found the whole experience sunply
sublimating — as it were.

The main feature was a French
fihn entitled "Regain". An old
theme: a man who returns to the
soil, bloodies his hands with honest
toil will invariably find — a wife
with a fructuous womb, health,

happiness, truth and probably God.
But, it was told with balance and
some reserve.

I would only regret that, optimists

aside. English subtitles are still

necessary with French films.

TRACK COMES OF AGE

Applications are now being

received for the position of

§)ring Fashion Show Con-
venor. Those interested should

g)ply in wrhing to Jean Little

m Chown Hall before Nov. 1 3.

AMS EXECUTIVE
MEETING

Ban Righ HaU
Tuesday, November 12

I

PATTON'S CLEANERS
and

SHIRT LAUNDERERS

Wally Elmer — Prop.

Dial 548-4292 — 546-6480

349 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO
The Nicest Cleaning in Town

ering
|

i/enient
iva Soreback
(Phys-Ed. 5U) says

FILM SERIES
presented by Queen's

CVCND
Hiroshima Mon Amour

Thursday, November 14,

Ellis Hall, 8 p.m.

Thou Shalt Not Kill _
Thursday, November 21,

Ethering^on Hall, 8 p.m.
Ashes and Diamonds —

Thursday, November 28,

Ellis Hall, 8 p.m.

Ikiru —
Thursday, December 5,

Ellis HaU, 8 p.m.

On the Beach —
Thursday, December 12,

Ellis Hall, 8 p.m.

Admission 35c. per film.

Requires undergraduates, graduates and post graduates in engi-

neering and honours science for summer and permanent employment.

INTERVIEWS WITH REPRESENTATIVES

on November 13, 14, and 15, 1963

Your University Placement Office can provide details

and Uterature about Cominco and arrange an mterview.

THE CONSOLIDATED MINING AND SMELTING

COMPANY OF CANADA LIMITED

) gradua"

the suniif"

ts intend^ft

:al scieoi^

L for full'

with Pb-B

leal, Elec

jmistry

your Pl^^

.
desire, h

lal Rese

I keep my finances in good

'e with a growing

Savings Account at . .

,

Bank: of Montreal

B Slop on tho road lo success Is an Qarly bonking connection

l'""'// fmd ihese I) nf M Umiiclics In Ki'igsHin
especially convenient:

f'"«ss & Biirtic Sis., in the "Y" Building:
WILLIAM F, CHONIN. Man^igcr

"' ^^"^c, 297 Kins Sr. Easi nl Ihe Markel:

1964 GRADUATES
Canada's Largest Employer — Federal Civil Service

requires

CIVIL — ELECTRICAL — MECHANICAL

ENGINEERS
An interesleing and rewarding career may await you m the Federal

Civil Service if you are graduadng in Civil, Electrical or Mechanical
Engineering in 1964. New graduates in these fields will be employed
at various Canadian centres on vital and challenging projects invol-

vingdesign, development, construction, research application and con-
tracts engineering.

STARTING SALARY APPROXIMATELY S5200 - allowances

will be made for those completing relevant post-graudate training.

CANDIDATES MUST WRITE A GENERAL OBJECTIVE TEST

AT 7:00 P.M. ON THURSDAY. NOVEMBER 14.

Details regarding the examination, application forms and die booklet
"Opporluni'ies for Graduates in Engineering" are available from

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT OFFICE

or

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION. OTTAWA 4

Led by Ian White, who won
two events. Queen's track team
came a very strong fourth in the
nine team Intercollegiate meet
in Toronto. Queen's got almost
twice as many points as last
year and eleven times as many
as the year before—the increase
was 3 to 18 to 33. The most
pleasing result was that many
of the points were gained by
first year students. The meet
was won by Toronto who
gathered 59 points. McMaster
was second with 55. Western
C3rd) had 41, Queen's (4th)
with 33, and Assumption (5th)
with 25.

Ian white was indubitably
ueen's strongest performer and

one of the foremost competitors
in the meet. His 15.4 in the 120
hurdles and 55.4 in the quarter-
mile hurdles provided him with
a large margin of victory. Ian
ran a good anchor lap on the
mile relay as Queen's came third
in a very close finish. Toronto
won in 3:26,3 and Queen's
behind Western in 3:26.7 — an
average of 51.7 for Dave Preston,
Joe De la Franier, Jim Johnston,
and Ian White. Jim ran very
close to 50 on his lap. The

quarter-mile team came 5th in
44.8 (Pete Tarns, Steve Sirman,
Barry Fawcett, and Barry
Wellar).

Steve Sirman came second in
the hop-step-jump with a mighty
leap 44' G%" and third in the
broad jump with 20' 11".

Atkpata of Windsor won both
ynth 44' 11" and 22' 3" respec-
tively. Grant Mackinnon was
second in the shot put with a
put of 39' 8". Dave Preston
came third in the 440 in 51,2
seconds. Joe De la Franier came
fourth in the mile in the magni-
ficent time of 4 mins. 23 seconds.
Bruce Kidd won that in 4 mins.
(a new record). Kidd also won
the 3 mile in 14 :08. Mike
Robertson was third in the high
jump with a fine jump of 5' 10".

Dave MadiU was sixth. Barry
Fawcett and Pete Tams with
23.2 and 23.4 would both have
qualified for the 220 if they had
not been in the heats they drew.
Baines of McMaster won in
21.7, a new record. Jim John-
ston ran fast lap in the relay.
Bill Graves, despite a spike
wound that required four
stitches after the race, ran 2:04
to come eighth in the half mile.

tbe traditional look

Id Iiuttoo dowfl sportshirts

Authentically tailored In soft oxford, woven cfiecks

and woven sirlpes—with flared long polf>l button-down
collar, box pleat snd hangar tab—our sport shirts

clearlyexpress our over-zealous aHentlon to the correct

tradlllonal details of design and cut.

SIrlpes, checks and p'alns In shades
of Madder Red, Oak Brown, 95
Black/Navy, Camel and Olive

^

FORTOm
EXCLUSIVE WITH

TIP TOP TAILORS

DEPARTMENTS AT THE FOLIOWING HP TOP STORES. Ul YOllfiE ST..

Z61 COLlfGE ST.. CLOVEflDALE, CEDARBHAE & LAWRENCE PtAZAS

117 Pdnce^^s btCL-i

Kingston, Ontario
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Gaels Alberta - Bound

!

After a meeting of the A.B.

Badminton doubles (girls)

start Monday, Nov. 11, and may
be played at the following times:

Mon-Fri. 12-1. Tues. Wed., and

Fri. 8-9. All interested must sign

the lists in the gym and Ban

Righ by Friday, Nov. 8. Please

note that both partners must be

in the same year.

Position available for Badmin-

ton Representatives to the L.A.-

B.C. Those interested contact the

President, Marg Hetherington,

at 546-0647, by Monday, Nov. 11.

I

Archery winner Barb Mc-

Laughlin, NSc. '64 runner-up

Barb Murphy, Arts '64.

Intercollegiate:

Badminton practices 12:30-

1 1 :30 everyday.

i Basketbail week of Nov. 11-

1

16, practices at 4 :30 on Tuesday,

.Wednesday, and Friday, Satur-

! day, 2-5.

Intramural Scene
A '67 is a very surprised year

right now as they find themsel-

ves at the top of the Bews Tro-

phy scoring race—by a sizeable

margin, too. Standings are as

follows

;

of C. and Dr. Corry Monday af-
j

temoon, it was decided to allow

the Golden Gaels to accept the

invitation to play the University

nl Alberta on Saturday, Nov. 16,

111 Edmonton.

Both teams are so far unde-

ii^ated in season's play, with U
ut A having trampled the other

teams in their league-University

of British Columbia, Universitj-

nf Saskatchewan and University

• r Manitoba~and the Gaels hold-

ng down the same record in our

own league.

Knowledge is sketchy at press

time as to the strength of the

Western club to the extent that

all that is really more than a

goiess, is that they are an extre-

mely well-balanced team with a

hard-hitting offense and a rock

wall defense. Information is

forthcoming, however, in the

next issue of the Jaurml as to

the team's actual record and rela-

tive strength. A national rating

system connected with Ryerson

Polytechnical Institute placed

the Albertans only sixth in

the country, with Queen's on top

followed by St. Francis Xavier

second. Western, McGill and

Toronto, third, fourth and fifth

not giving U of A the nod over

any team in this league. National

ratings, especially on such new-

ly-founded basis are at best spe-

culative, and Frank Tindall and

crew will possibly find that this

will be the toughest game of the

season.

Minor details are in the work-

ing-out stage before the game

becomes official, and the one "if"

clause at the moment is thatt^

game will be held as long as
'

reasonably cold weather

heavy snow does not hit
EiimJl,

ton. Such a situation would
[.

danger gate receipts and coj;

lead to a last-minute cancellatiJ

but this would appear to beyj?

a remote possibility, (for mj
see Time Out)

.

Most of the other years look

to be out of the running at this

stage, but there should be an

exciting competition between

these four years this year for the

intramural championship. A'67

may be the first freshman year

ever to win the Bews Trophy

—

but more participation is need-

ed from their members if they

expect to maintain their lead.

Joe de la Franier paced A '67

to a sound victory in the har-

rier, run yesterday at the Glen

Lawrence Golf Club. Approxi-

mately 116 boys competed in the

2V2 mile run. A '67 ran first in

the team standings, Sc '65 sec-

ond, and Sc '66 was third. The
first 15 finishers are listed be-

low:

1. Joe de la Franier - A '67

2. Dave Preston - A '67

3. MOx Sinclair - A "67

4. Norm Cameron - A 'S4

5. iRosor Rathbun - A 'S7

6. Steve Bonnycastle - A *65

7. John GlasEow-M '69

8. Tim Kerr-M '69

9- Don McKinley - Sc 65
10. Peter Kennedy - A '65

11. Jim Wal^w-Sc "66

12. Sieve Surman - A '67

13. Bmce Dingle -Sc '66

N. Bob Bower-Sc '66

15 Tony Taylor -Sc '65

At long last the intramural

golf championship has been de-

clared—Terry Green (Sc '66)

beat Don Brock (A '65) 3 and 2

to win the individual title.

In flag football, Sc '66 beat

A '67 (6-0) in a play off to cap-

ture second place in section A.

A 6B took first place undefeated.

Sc. '65 beat A '66 (8-0) to win

first place in section B, dropping

A '66 to second place. Semi-final

playoffs this week ^vill be A'65

vs A '66 and Sc '65 vs Sc '66.

In intramural bowling, after

two weeks of play, A'67 is lead-

ing section A with 8 points,

followed closely by A'65 and

Sc'64 with 2 points each. In

section B, Sc'66 is leading with

11 points, followed by A'66 with

7 and Sc'65 with 6 points. Last

year's champions, Sc'65, seem

to be suffering from the loss of

Mike Robertson (high triple—

713) who is now playing for

A'66.

In the inti'amural softball

league, A'65 and Sc'G5 are domi-

nating one section, while A'66

has the lead in the other.

The intramural wrestling

meet will take place on Thurs-

day, Nov. 21, at 5:00 p.m. If

necessary, preliminary bouts

will be held earlier in the week.

Entries close in wrestling on

Thursday, Nov. 14.

MEN! ! ! Join an organization

where there are two lovely

females for every male. The

GLEE CLUB needs YOU!
This year's production —
Gilbert and Sullivan's RUD-
DIGORE. Next meeting is

Monday, Nov. 11, in Grant

Hall, at 7:30.

Which Triplet Hos The Toni?

Optimistic Rugger Gaels Off to Toronto
back to inside centre to take ad-

Notice of

Constitutional Change

Second Reading given in

the AMS Executive to Amend-

ment to By-Law 2, Section 7

(a), Delete 'The chief of

police shall notify the spon-

soring organization of the

posting of constables prior to

the event,"

Tomorrow morning, at eleven

o'clock, the Rugger Gaels close

out their season against the Uni-

versity of Toronto Blues, the lea-

gue leaders. Toronto is at pre-

sent the owner o£ an undefeated

record, though the Gaels tied

them 3-3 in the league opener

played here.

The Gaels have not defeated

Toronto in five years, but after

last week's outstanding perfor-

mance against OAC, coach Rog-

er Hirst is very optimistic. The

Gaels have always been strong

defensively, but on attack, they

had difficulty pushing the ball

across the line for a score. This

is shown by the fact that though

Queen's has spent the greater

part of most games in the oppo-

sition zone, they have had to be

content with close games.

In an effort to remedy this,

coach Hirst has made some swit-

ches in the Gaels, backline. Dave
Steele will be shifted from full-

vantage of his speed and power.

Dave Moxon is moving from his

scrum-half slot to full-back and

Mike Hughes, who played scrum-

half before coming to Queen's,

will replace him.

Peter Jan'ett. of course will be

back at fly-half after his out-

standing demonstration in last

week's tilt. Brian Dawkins, the

left winger, is a doubtful starter,

having injured his knee at Wed-

nesday's practice.

Preceding the 11 o'clock t;

gagement, there will be anoth^

game beginning at 9:30. Smik

morning at ten o'clock, for thtr^

who are really keen, there m

be a game against York Univd'

sity at their grounds.

So, to make your weeke:*

memorable (?), come to Tore:

to's back campus at ele\"

o'clock to watch Queen's hr.

Toronto in RUGGER.

TRICOLOR 64

ALL STUDENTS IN THEIR
GRADUATING YEAR must

make their appointment with

Wallace Berry for their Grad

picture bejore November 9.

^Ejhcnham Street :

laniteb Glliurcli

0; 15 a.m.—In the Chapel.

The Chapel is on

WilliamSt. at the

rear of Ihc Cliurch.

11: 00 a-m,—Morning Worship.

7t30 p.m.—Sermon-lecture:

nELlGIOUS PERSPECTIVES
IN TODAY'S NOVEL: J. D.

S.VLINGER: The Catcher in

the Rye,

:30i -Youth Fellowahip

in Church House.

You are alv^ys welcome tit

SijdCTiham St. Church.

0; UO a.m.—Holy Comtaunion.

ll:00nJO.—Jilonitng Prayer,

7: 00 p.m.—^Evening Prayer. —

St. Jftmca' Scries — Rev,

John Specn, B.A., B.Tb

Subject, "What 1b the hope

of the Church"?

8: 15 p.m.—Coffee Hour.

^rEohgierian COI}nccl{

Princess L Clergy Sis.

Bcv. Mas V, Pulniim, B.A.,

Minister

Brian Start. ARCCO.
Director of Praise.

SUNDAY SERVICES
11:00 a m.—Service ol Hemcm-

branee.
Sermon: "WE SEE JESUS"

7: 00 p.m.—Evening Worship.

7: SO p.m.—"Riiilio Ministry"

C.K.L,C.
B: Ifi p.m.—YouUi Fellowship,

Speaker: Mr. W. Sulherlaud.

TUESDAY. 7:30 p-m.

Prayer and Bible Study Hour
COME AND WORSHIP

1Cutt|cran <fll|urtlT

SUNDAY WORSHIP
9:30 a.m.

11:00 H.m.

7:30 p.m.

L.S.M. mccla loltowing Vespers

to discuss Scjc on Campus?

Two blocks N.E. of stadium

Comer ot Earl k Victoria Sts.

Rev, Roy Oswald
(Lutheran Student Chaplain)

Phone 542-7134

(UtinlmcrB Pniteb

00 a m.—"GOOD THINGS

PROM BAD
TIMES"

m.—Some Queatioos

Christians Face.

(2) "WHAT IS LIFE'S

MEANING?"

8:45 p.m.—YouUi Fellowship.

A Very Cordial Invitation

To Alt Queen's Sludenla.

7:301

Graduating Students in Commerce/

Economics, Mathematics and Arts..,

WHY THE mi m%mi%s lUMmm
COURSE m% so successful

mHmK%m \mmm
Tlie Company's operations arc highly diversified. Thus,

men are exposed to varied sets of business problems in

such diverse Belds as nuclear reactors, heavy apparatus

for industry, electronic equipment and apphances for

the home.

TJic Company's organization !s decentraiizcd into product

business departments. This brings men from finance,

engineering, marketing and manufacturing into close

daily association for business planning and decision-

making, increases knowledge and understanding of all

functions of the business.

Rotating assignments arc combined nith graduate seminar

classes. A variety of initial finance-oriented on-the-job

assignments in several product business departments

and graduate-level seminar courses provide a solid

grounding in many areas of business operation.

There arc continuing opportunities for professional de-

velopment. The opportunity to continue throughout a

career to move not only across functions, but also

between product business departments, assures varied

experience in depth. A dynamic environment creates

unusual opportunities for tiie outstanding man.

Company representatives will be visiting your

campus for the purpose of interviewing men
interested in openings this Spring on —

NOVEMBER 24th and 25th

CANADBAN GENE^ ELECTRIC
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idnap^Me? No Says P.

lobyTar

'clock 4
e anotb

0. Sunds;
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k Unive!

lAMPAIGN REACHES CLIMAX
embarrass everybod)

weeke:

to Tore:

it ele\"i

ien's be

PROCUIM
pholo by Graf

With the Model Parhament
scHons only eight days away.

Journal would like to outline

tcoming campaign events;

Nov. 13, 8:30 p.m., Ellis

Hall: A tri-party press con-

ference with each party re-

presented by a federal or

a provincial (member of parha-
1^ ment. SIN will participate

from the floor with questions.

The NDP will have Stephen
Lewis, MPP from Ontario,

the Conser\'atives, Keith
MacQuarrie, MP, and the

Liberals, Ben Benson, MP
and parliamentary secretary
*o the Minister of Finance,

^'ov, 14.8:00 p.m., Room 11,

Dunning Hall: A general de-
lifte and discussion with the
f 0 " r parties participating.
This vM\ be a serious at-

'<?mpt to define the issue of
f'lie campaign.

^'ov. 19, 8:00 p.m., McLaugb-
'in Room: Hyde Park Night,
^he general free-for-all wind-
"P fro the campaign with
p^'erybody out to denounce

and
else.

4. Nov. 20, from 10:00 a.m. to

4:00 p.m., and Nov. 21, from

10:00 a..m. to 1:00 p.m.:

Model Parliament elections

with voting once only, by

Athletic Card.

The Journal would also like to

draw the attention of the students

tn chanjjes in the electoral set-up.

The party receiving the largest

number of votes \vill be given a

majorit)'. or 31 of the 60 seats.

The remainder of the seats

will be distributed proportionally

among the remaining parties.

Tliis is an attempt to impro\'e ths

standard of debate and the degree

of preparation in the Model
Parliament itself (this year to be

held in late January).

Various parties will be having

events of tlieir own in the follow-

ing few days. We recommend
that for an enjoyable evening of

partisan jiolitics a close eye

sliould be kept on Signpost.

One of the more original pub-
licitj' stunts dreamed up by
Queen'smen has failed its first

plan but has achieved partial

success.

Peter L. Gordon, a first year

Law student, who is chairman of

the "Treasure Van" cohunittee,

asked the aid of Prime Minister

Lester B. Pearson in a rather un-

usual way. In a letter to Mr.

Pearson, Mr. Gordon, a nephew
of Finance Minister Walter Gord-

on, raised the question of the pos-

sibility of kidnapping the P.M.

The idea was to contribute the

ransom money to the coffers of

iiis organization. Mr. Gordon felt

that the easiest way to accomplish
his aim was to receive the consent
of the Prime Minister to the

ficticious kidnapping.

Mr. Cordon soon received a

reply from Miss Annette Perron,

private secretary to Mr. Pearson,

who enquired about the details of

the kidnap plot,

'Mr. Gordon replied that he was
delighted to find a possibility of

co-operation. He stated that he
expected that Mr. Pearson would
decline the honolu- of abduction
and instead would make a few
complimentary remarks about the

"Treasure Van" which would add
some spice to an otherwise dull

news report.

"The present plan," wrote Mr.

Gordon, "is far superior to thi.'i

and we projiose to kidnap you on

November 18th as you leave your

private exit to return home for

lunch. We plan to do this by
putting a clean black bag over

your whole body. We would also

do this to two others in our kid-

napping team so that they might
be confused to be \vith you, Three
get-away cars would then go to

my parents' residence where my
mother would serve you lunch.
We would then delay your return
to the House in time for the early
edition of the evening paper to

report your loss,**

W. Patrick Glenn was appoint-
ed Kidnapping Chief and was to

be assisted by some of the huskier
football players. Mr. Cordon con-
cluded his letter by saying that
if these plans were not feasible,

then the original idea could b?
returned to.

Miss Perron's reply, which
follows, confirmed this.

"Dear Peter;

I have your letter of October
2Sth and I am afraid that you mis-

interpreted mine of die 23rd,
which was not an acceptance of

J'our idea but merely an enquiry
info the nature of the kidnappin<r.

Now that you e.vposed tlie pro-
cedure you want to follow, I am
afraid this is not at all feasible

and that the Prime Minister
could not possibly cany out tlie

idea which you outline, no matter
how worthy the cause.

T am afraid you will have to

abnndon this particular profect

but I know the Prime Minister
would be happy to contribute in

some otlier way; for instance,

would you care to have one of
his ties, which he has worn, or
an aiitographed copy of one of

his books, which you micht b"-

able to rafHe and in that wa\'

obtain proceeds for your fund
raising drive."

Academic Bombshell at Sir Geo. Williams

Denies that Labor is Cause of Wealth
Economic consultant Robert

Theobald electrified the Sir

George Williams seminar on

foreign aid last week with the

statement that the traditional

theories of economic growth in

underdeveloped countries are out

of date and useless.

Delegates from universities in

Canada, the United States, the

pliolo by Gr

West Indies, Africa, Europe and

Riissi:! met in Montreal for five

days to discuss the economic,

political, and cultural aspects of

international aid.

Dr, Theobold, speaking in a

panel on Wednesday morning,

said that modem industry will

emplov relatively little labour,

that computers and highly de-

veloped macliines will be far

more efficient than men. Conse-

quently, he said, the problems of

distribution of income must be

considered apart from the pro-

blems of production, As product-

ion increases in underdeveloped

countries, employment wn'll fall

rather than rise. He suggested

that one possible solution might

be for governments to guarantee

a fixetl minimum income to each

por.^on, regardless of whether or

not he is working.

Processor Paul Lambert, of the

Universit\' of Lieges in Belgium,

refuted this view. Tndustri;iliza-

tinn in underdeveloped countries

can perform the usefii! function

of absorbing labour from less pro-

ductive agricultural acti\'ity, h^

said. To begin, however, suqiliis

revenues from agricultural e.vports

will have to provide the necessar\'

funds for the purchase of capital

goods.

Ill study groups, the delegates

examined many aid programs

such as the Marshall Plan, the

Columbo Plan, and the Alhance

for Progress. They discussed the

puriKises of foreign aid, compared

the American and the Russian

plans, and debated such problems

as the desirability of multilateral

rather than bilateral aid.

Queen's delegates at the sem-

inar were Dave Dodge and John

Tsbister. Mr. Dodge told the Q]
that the seminar had been highlv

successful. He particularly noted

the quality of the study groups,

and said that most delegates had

done considerable research on the

tonic before arriving. His col-

league was not so enthusiastic.

,

however, bis enjoyment of the

nfi^air being spoiled by tlie

number of evenings he bad been

obliged to carry Mr. Dodge home

CLAIM TO FAME
pholo by Gbaf

PHILOSOPHIC FOURSOME LECTURES
The role of philosophy in our

modem culture will be explored

by four internationally known

pliilosophers during the 19&1

Public Lecture Scries to be held

at Queen's.

A distinguished American pro-

fessor of philosophy from Yale

Uni\'ersity will give the first

lecture. In it he ^vill take a search-

ing look at modem society under

the general title 'TMosopliy in

an Age of Science".

The second lecture in the series

will be delivered by Dr. E, L.

Fackenheim of Toronto Univer-

sity. He will trace philosophicjil

development in a lecture entitled

"Philosophy and History".

Dr. H. M. Estall of Queens

University will present the third

lecture of the series entitled

"Philosophy and Literature". Dr.

Estall will e-varnine modem liter-

ahu-e, noting shifting philosophi-

cal concepts.

Professor Stuart Hampshire of

Princeton University \vill develop

his lecture for tbc title "Freedom

and Imagination" during the final

presentation of the series on

Thursday. December 5.

Each year the Public Lecturer

Committee at Queen's chooses i

topic of general interest for th^'

series. L;ist year Canadian and

American medical specialists dealt

with the recent developments in

medical research and treatment.

UGGER ROMP SAT., NOV. 16
BURGUNDY ROOM, LASALLE HOTEL

34
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EDITORIALS

A Huge ISeed Expanded
As one gazes from ParUament HiU north over those wooded hillsides of the

Galineau, one gets a feeling of the immense space of this country. In Toronto

this weekend the Editor met a man whose friend was a trapper m the North-West

Territories who sometimes only sees one human face in three months, and beats

his lonely trail in coimtry where Uie sun only shines for two hours of the day for

several months of the year.
^ , . a

It is tlijs huge land that has an almost desperate need for educated men.

Queen-s cannot opt out of this responsibility. By 1970 it is estimated that we

will only be tlie eighth largest university in this province — and that is talking

into account the fact thai we will have expanded to 5,600 by that time. At the

moment we are the third largest in the province. It is not only an expanding popu-

lation that demands our expansion. Common sense also does. A larger under-

graduate body mil give us a larger income, and that wiU help us to attract a

larger faculty. Unless we create some special financial mducements we are not

likely to atuacl the ablest men. If we do not expand then we wiU find that large

rashes of small universities will be opened who will not really be in a position

to do anything properly.
^.

If we had argued against expansion fifty years ago, where would we be

now? Competing with Notre Dame as a girl's school. Queen's position and size

may change. But can lhat ever change our special spirit? Ut's forget this

neanderthal ludditlsm, which lies behind much of the criticism of expansion.

Hedonism Horrible; Education\Analysed

Half the lectures a student attends here arc wasted time. "SVhy? Because

student: go to a lecture knowing nothing whatever about the subject that is being

discussed and do nothing but hurriedly scrawl the dishevelled words of wisdom

offered him by his professor. In fact tlie student would be much better at these

times reading up on some other forthcoming lecture so that he really gets some-

thing out of that.

But do not suppose, as many of our readers have done, that we advocate

hedonism, or believe tlie greatest heroes on the Campus are the playboys. There

are forty or fifty hours in a week that a student can easily devote to his courses,

and even after that he can still have plenty of time to enjoy himself. What we

beUeve is essential, is balance. There arc two sorts of people who rightly have

no place in a university, those who devote themselves exclusively to books and

those who devote themselves mainly lo having a fling.

What we have complained about before and what we will complain about

again is the idea that academics are totally unconnected to real social life. The

absurd notion in fact that Norlhrop Frye gave to us. It is this idea that encourages

much of the lifeless leaching that most of us have had to put up with from time

to time. If our professors make a serious effort to relate their subjects to our

twentieth century life, they will get that sharp interchange of opinion that must

be the heart of a genuine education. For an education is not simply the allain-

mcnt of skill or social graces or of character alone. It is also a searching of

spirit that can take many fomis. A searching of the spirit that led Bacon to argue

that depth in philosophy leads you to religion, and which has led Jean Paul Sartre

10 reject this idea and to build an existential philosophy of the will. One thing

that we can no longer accept is the notion that it is bad to search for a way of

diinking that makes emotional sense of life as well as providing us with a com-

fortable livelihood.

TIME *TO SftCK. OCT. 'X>
It^/TO IT.

<3>
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Journal Control of Faculty Journals

We will be accused of making an evil and repressive move.

True. But all the same we would like to ask that we be given final

authority over the faculty Journals. Why? Because at the moment

the faculty presidents are responsible for the Journals in question

and nobody really knows that.

Those Journals are definitely represented as examples of

editorial policy on other campuses. And frankly there are several

things printed in the last few years in the faculty years that we don't

feel that the Journal should be expected to answer for on the other

campuses across the coimtry.

There have been times m the last four years when Journal

Editors have tried to exorcise faculty Journals but seldom with much

success. And there can't be much doubt in most people's minds

that these contribute more than any other regular issues to a general

image of the paper.

We feel that it is not fair that we should be accused of being

responsible for something over which we have have no authority

at all. If we were in a position to boldly answer for what is printed,

and if we were given the final say on the selection of risque, or just

"straight wretched" articles we would be a lot happier.

You Said it . . .

A Hard Tangled Question

Editor, Journal:

This excerpt from the

"Ottawa Journal" of October

18, 1963 accurately outhnes

my views and, I hope, the

views of many other sane

students.

Why College?

Charles D. O'Connell,

director of admbsion at

the Universily of Chicago,

in a talk to freshmen.

"The real answer to 'why

are you going to college?',

the answer you are perhaps

only now beginning to formu-

late, is not one that you are

likely to have discussed with

your parents or your

teachers, and certainly not

one you will pursue with

freshman adviser. For your

answer is a private one.

"It expresses your entire

sense of values, your philos-

ophy of life; it also answers

the more searching ques-

tions: 'What kind of human

being do I want to be?' And

it is this hard, tangled, basic

questions, posed by college,

that makes of education the

essentially moral venture it

A mass of hedonistic

propaganda is thrown at the

impressionable freshman

from the moment he arrives

at Queen's. Articles in the

Journal and in the editorial

of the Hand Book have

recommended that university

years be spent developbig

one's personality and enjoy-

ing the good life rather than

acquiring knowledge.

Admittedly, the book-

worm benefits no one—least

of all himself. But the play-

boy (or girl) is a burden to

an overcrowded university

and to whomever is financ-

ing him (or her). However,

if he (or she) intends to

pursue this way of hving

beyond universily the prac-

tice undoubtedly wiU be of

value.

Sill Says Queen's Important

Editor, Journal:

On reading Mr. Dockrell's

comments in the last issue of

the Journal, I was amazed to

see what he considers to be

trivial and unimportant. He

declares campus issues lo be

•petiy".

Surely the student body

does not consider the Build-

ing Fund to be "petty". I

wonder if Al bought a brick?

Docs he consider racial

discrimination in housing

and employment for Queen's

students to be "petty"? He

may say it does not exist;

however, CUS seems to think

it does and rumours have it

that the administration

agrees.

Several people think that a

not to "develop intellectual

myopia" over "ridiculous"

matters such as this. I do not

consider where my money

is spent to be ridiculous.

Does the possible forma-

tion of an Honours Society

to recognize scholastic

achievement sound childish?

Perhaps Al came to Queen's

because we have a good foot-

ball team.

For the student who plans

assuming a position requir-

ing any knowledge, univer-

sity years should enable him

to explore and enjoy (he

field he has chosen—balanc-

ing his studies with an

equally enjoyable social life,

For those who haven't de-

cided between the social

course and the academic

course, Mr. O'ConneU's

words miglit be of assistance.

—Jaines Driscoll

review of the allocation of

Student Interest Fees is

needed. Mr. Dockrell says

These points were all in-

corporated into the original

platform of the SIN party but

had to be reworded or de-

leted because Mr. Dockrell

and the other party leaders

figured only federal issues

could "broaden one's out-

look, not constrict it". It

appears as though the SIN

party is the only one which

realizes that issues other than

federal can be and are im-

portant.

—Gordon Dowsley

''Very Well Done Peter""

Editor, Journal:

I would like to congratu-

late Peter Bieler for his

admirable work in the Stu-

dent's Handbook '63-64. It

has been written in a very

casual yet informalive man-

ner. He has included many

new additions such as: re-

sumes of the concert series,

the words of the "Old

Ontario Strand", and the

Arts' Formal — Properly

Done.

The finished product pro-

vides entertaining and inter-

esting reacMng.

—Bim Baker

Meds Monsters
Editor, Journal-

Some students on this

campus call diemselves

Mcdsmen. I wonder. I

could call them other things

but they know what they are,

or should.

At a certain football game

a number of UNDERgrads

were noticably under the

effects of a certain type of

liquid. They thought that

they were being smart in

spouting off with medical

terms in Latin. Unknown

to them there was a spec-

tator in the section, not a

student, but a person with

some medical knowledge.

These comments from so-

called medical students made

the visitor slightly irate con-

sidering that these comments

were more vulgar than any-

thing else.

One of these students then

tried to make time with a

young lady beside him and

was in danger of being put

in the middle of next week

by this lady's fiance had he

been closer to the Medsman
(I use this term loosely). He
still may suffer if he is ever

caught. The young lady told

the Meds student to get lost.

The only proper answer to

this letter can be an apology

from the Medical students

and a true effort to better

themselves

.

—A Dedicated Queen'sman

We are going to be hear-

ing a lot in the forthcommg

Model Parliament campaign

about education. Here,

everyone is in favour of it;

we want more money for

ourselves, and we need it.

But tiie problem goes deeper

than this. Expanding uni-

versity facilities and aiding a

larger number of students to

be trained in our universi-

ties is a worthwhile goal. But

;-,uch an endeavour is not

going to have tlie hoped-for

social effects if the calibre of

students is not improved.

University education for a

larger percentage of Cana-

dian people is bot.h desirable

and theoretically possible,

but primary and secondary

education must be greatly

improved or we face the

possibility of watering down

what standards of university

education we now possess in

order to accommodate a

larger number of students.

The dilemma is a familiar

one—mass education versus

high educational standards.

HIGHLY PAID
TEACHER

It is possible to have both

mass education and high

standards but it will involve

con iderable sacrifice and

effort. It is all very well to

say "We must improve stan-

dards of high school educa-

tion", but to do this we must

improve the standards of

high school teaching. To do

this, in turn, we must offer

polenlia! teachers higher

salaries, better facilities, and

a higher level of prestige for

their efforts. These factors

inter-act, but it should be

obvious that the problem is

not a simple one.

BasicaUy it
m,,

.

money, and tiiis is

the parties are conc^,?;!

Potentially this is g i
country. Because our

omy has not yet becomi

sufficient — because a^\.^u

of the major parties ^\
dared try to make thij

'

sible — we are not as
p,^^

perous as we would
|^

Despite the fact that

economy suffers from

employment, from stnjcttj,

disequilibrium, there
"

money available to

the kind of massive
spe^j

ing on education that
^

grievously need. To
just a few examples, mn,.

gifted
anothf;

motf

is being wasted on n^^^^

advertising, corporate proj

disappear across the ^

defended border, and mof,.

is wasted in the moras;

;

the government bureaucr^

NO COURAGE

In the past, and ai

present time, our govi;;

ments, both provincial t

federal, have shown a

lack of courage. In fact,

have shovra also a lack

appreciation of the m
of the problem as well,

the realm of education v

have been handed sop; t

unworkable plans. Ins'Xj

tions, such as the Onta

College of Education, wt;

are obviously in need of:

form, have not yet beeci:

examined.

the
new Ph=

^ars th.^

theatre on

just a <i'-'^'^-

;,e going rai

leen's.

With all t

.gress. it bee.

'|j,.y for us sti

ill
''Queen s

iThe life of a

es very lil

has spac

iiildings, a tt

fartment, a

j^ural athletic

innumerable 1

NDP CAN DO IT

The theoretical proM

are capable of being soH

relatively easily, but

monetary problems are rr,

difficult. Still, it is basi

a problem of will. The 0

servatives and Liberals

not shown this will, &

ceivably they are worn

about jeopardizing their c;

palgn war chests. The M

has, on the other U

shown the necessary
'

and conceivably will in

future. It needn't wo

about campaign contr

tions since it hasn't had

money to worry about in

past, and is thus prol'^

less influenced thsf"

major parties. Drastic

provement m our

system involves drasU^

adjustments in our f

policy, and, indeed, ^

thinking.

—Harr>' <-
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Contributions from the Comfortable

T^he
Golden Gaels have com

Another successful seas

Building

QUEEN'S JOURNAL
Page 3

ted
another successful season,

new Physics Building is

^%im completion, Barrie St.

'^"rs the marks of our expan-

f„ university, the success of

!"
vtiui-'s

Building Fund makes

theatre on campus no longer
'

a dream. In short, things

II
going i-ather well here at

Jiieen's.

^Vith ii'l localized pro-

ress,
it becomes increasingly

jsy for us students to be swept

"^in
"Queen's, Queen's, Queen's.

f,e
life of a Canadian student

aves very little to be desired.

|p hiis spacious- comfortable

a tolerant city police

,]i,,,:ii-tment, an extensive intra-

athletic programme, and

innumerable facilities available'

for developing his other inter-

It is a shame all students are
not as fortunate. It is a shame
that students in Peru have to use

the reconstructed shell of a hos-

pital for housing, that the 4000
students in Korea in urgent need
of treatment for TB do not have
the medical facilities we have.

Queen's students are pretty

great when it comes to Queen's

students, but do they give a
damn for any one else? Will they

dedicate some of this much vaun-
ted "Queen's Spirit" to helping

others ?

Tlic Queen's Drjimit Kuild in-

vik-s applications for the position
of Publicity Director for the Guild.
InlcTi^sted parties please phone
327.

:id al

)orT

STONE'S
FLOWERS LTD.

2.16 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 546-6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS

Where a Traditional PRESTIGE Fremils"

GET

House of Sounds

STUDENTS
20 % OFF ON ALL L.P. RECORDS

House of Sounds
Don't Be Ashamed To Tell You Go To Queen':

NOTICE
Sluricnls of Queen's:
Vour own Book Store can supply you willi all your requirements in Text
Bonki for all Faculties and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplils, Fountain
Pens. Queen's Fennants and Cusliions.

OUR USED BOOK EXCHANGE IS AT YOUR DISPOSAL

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KLVGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Harty

IK

F

>RBE1^

I

SIG-N

TUESDAY, NOV. 12t]i

Filjn. "Test Flifiht 263", presented by
aie Queens Student Branch of the E.LC.
Eliis Auditorium. 12.4S p.m. All wel-
«>me. Admission FREE.

Queen's Cliristian Fello\\'ship invites
you to Crossroads in St. James' Church
Ha 1. Union St., at 7.30 p.m. WUbur
Su icrland „f Inter-Varsitv Cluistian
I'cJioH-ship w-ill be f^ucst speaker.

Debating Union meeting at 8,00 p.m.m Lower Conmion Room, Students" Un-
ion. Inter-mural debating final. All wel-
come.

Une s&ince cin6matop;rapliique du
Cercle Fransnis aura lien a 8.3{J S
Ellis Hall. L'entrfie aa\ films est gratiiilc.

Brass B.ind rccordinR session. Ellis
HqII at 6.30.

WENESDAY, NOV. 13tli

"Impressions of Spain" at Spanish

Club, 8 p.m. at International House, 181
University A\'c, \'enRan todosi

THURSDAY, NOV. 14th

Film, "liiro.shiina Won Amour", pre-
sented by CUCND. Ellis Hall, 7 p.m.
Admission 35c.

Attention, girls of Levanal Dean Dun-
can, Dr. Wheatlcy and Mr. Fell will be
dimng at Ban Rifih Hall at 0 p.m. Ev-
eri-ono is cordially invited to meet these
professors at coffee afterwords in the
Ban Righ Conunon Room about 7 p.m.

SUNDAY, NOV. 17th

_
Tricolor Autosport Chib is holding a

'i;\Tiiklinn,i" at Sentr>' Store parking
lot on No. 2 Highway at Cataratjui.
Starling time is 13 noon. Entry fee is

50c. Program will consist of driving skill
test for driver and fun-t>-pe test for
driver and navigator. Ever>-ono can
ter and enjoy tlie funl

FLOWERS SAY IT BEST

Especially

For Beautiful Corsages or Flowers for Any Occasion

339 Princess Street Phone: 546-6604

CLASSIFIED
GIRL WANTED

Female comp,inion to go on I-wcek
sailboat trip in May witli eligible 4lJt-
ycar seieiiceman. Phone Don, Local .'5S1.

TUITION
Are you interested in playiug flamenco

or classical guitar? If so. contact Adolph

at 542-8714. Perhaps we can c\diangc
music and techniques.

TYPING
For efficient typing of tlicses, lenn

papers, etc, please phone: Mrs. Peder,
546-7692, or .Mrs. Lusk, 542-3S77. Stan-
dard rates,

34

GUARANTEED PROTECTION AND SAVINGS

-

Plus High Dividends

it will pay you to see or call

STEPHEN ROUGHTON, H.A., C.L.U. - Res. 542-7602

D. R. ROUGHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U. - Res. 548-4552

K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U. - Res. 540-0032

M. ESLMETT ADAM Res, 542-6782

The Mutual Life

ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA

191 Princess St., Tel. 546-1405

Branch ^fanogc^ A. E. Nelson, C.L.U.

pliiiiii by Geaf

ON YOUNG
c 'goal-post-tearing-do\vn'

also the strongest in the

igiate league, taking just

snds after the final gun

across the field, picking

lal posts like a wave picks

2ce of driftwood on the

, . the Gaels punted only

les but lost much yardage

lepartmeiit as they could

rage 25 yards a kick wliile

iity average on eight at-

_ras 39.1 yards .

Ot^KT the CII.IUi.C in jJUl Lilt Uclli

out of danger with a booming puQt

to centre field.

Tlie second half started poorly

for the Gaels and things never got

very much better. Toronto took

Queen's kickoff opening the second

half and Bob Dodds returned it

seventy yards for a try. After stop

ping a deep penetration by

QUEEN'S REVUE GUILD

An open meeting will bo held on
Mon, Nov. 18, ot 7:30 p.m. in

Committee Rins. 3 & 4 to elect a

Producer, Director, and Business

Manager. Anyone interested in anv
way in the Revue is asked to attend

and participate in this meeting,

since a tot of help is required to

carry out the many n.spects of pro-

duction.

MPUS TO INTERVIEW STUDENTS
AND REGULAR EMPLOYMENT
OLLOWING DEPARTMENTS

PRODUCTION (Oilfield Engineering)

NG — MARKETING

STING AND FINANCE

EMS AND PROGRAMMING

19, 20, & 2t

posters and obtain company brochure

•om your placement office.

Canada Limited

WHAT'S NEW? a vacuum
packed inner pouch to

the traditional look

in button down sportshirts

Authentically tallofed In soft oxford, woven checks

and woven stripes—wilh flared long point bulton-down

collar, box pleat and hanger tab—out sport slilrts

clearly express our over-jealous attention lo the correct

tradlllonal details of design and cut.

Stripes, checks and plains In shades

of Madder Red, Oak Brown, S6m35
Black/Navy, Camel and Ollvo

FORTOW
EXCLUSIVE WITH

TIP TOP TAILORS

DEPARTMEHTS AT THE FOLLOWING TIP TOP STORES, HI VONGE ST.,

ZU COLLEGE ST., CLOVERDAIE, CEOARBIUE £ UWRENCE PLAZAS

117 Princos .rlr.i.',

Kingston, Ontario

J.,
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REPRESENTATIVES OF

The

International Nickle Company
of Canada Limited

Will visil ihc University to discuss SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
with 3rd year sludeols in

ENGINEERING —
• MINING
• METALLURGICAL
• CHEMICAL
• ELECTRICAL
• MECHANICAL

and

CHEMISTRY
Also, interviews will be held with students in

GEOLOGY
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT — 2nd, 3rd 4th year and post-

graduate geologists.

REGULAR EMPLOYMENT — Graduating and post-graduale

geologists.

on November 21 and 22

We invite you to arrange an interview through the

University Placement Service.

The

International Nickel Company
of Canada Limited

COPPER CLIFF, ONTARIO

Music Lovers Both On and Off Campus

On Tuesday evening, Nov. 12th

the Queen's Graduate Student

Society is sponsoring a band con-

cert by the Royal Canadian Sig-

nals Band under the direction of

Capt. C.A.W. Adams. The con-

cert is free of charge and open

to everyone wishing to partake

of a delightful musical repast

between the hours of 8 and 10

p.m.

The program will be as fol-

lows :

Fattfarc- nud O Ciinada

Gr.ind Mart-h: "Marclie Mtlitairc Fran-

caise" Saint-Saens

(from the Suite AlRerienne)

Overture: "Tlic Murriacc of FiuJro"
Mozart

Trombono Solo; "Love's Jinohanlintnt"
Pry-or

Trombone Trio: "Holiday for Trombones"
Rose

Hvlbinii': "SlaiiRbtcr on lOlli Avemte"
Rodgcrs

Waltz: 'The Gttiindiets" Str.iuss

Musical Comcdv: "Olkalioma'

Quicfc Marcb: 'The Great Little .\nny"

Alford

Intfrmission

\lililar\- Band ComiMsition: "Suit in F
' Ilolst

SMiiplionit.- Transcription: "Sdiur/o and

Finale" from the Fiflli Svniplionv
Beethoven

Final: "Nightfall in Cainp" Pope

"Corps March of Oie R.C.S."
Adams

Thb is a once-in-tlic-fal!linie oppor-

tnnilv—Don't sniss itl

STUDENTS
For That Bit of Relaxation

AFTER A LONG STUDY SESSION

BOWL
Ten Pins

at

Cloverleaf Lanes
— special Student Rates —

9 MOONLIGHT BOWL — Bowl frota 11 p.m. to 2 ajn.

25c per game Minimum 3 per Lane

.„^,..j..i.<.,i 1.A1.10S1VC1J

those who devote themselves mainly to having a fling.

What we have complained about before and what we will complain about

again is the idea that academics are totally unconnected to real social life. The

absurd notion in fact that Northrop Frye gave to us. It is this idea that encourages

much of the lifeless teaching that most of us have had to put up with from time

to Ume. If our professors make a serious eiTorl to relate their subjects to our

twentieth century life, they will get that sharp interchange of opinion that must

be the heart of a genuine education. For an education is not simply the attain-

ment of skill or social graces or of character alone. It is also a searching of

spirit lhal can take many forms. A searching of the spirit that led Bacon to argue

that depth in philosophy leads you to reli^on, and which has led Jean Paul Sartre

10 reject Ihis idea and to build an exiitenlial plulosophy of the will. One thmg

that we can no longer accept is the notion that it is bad to search for a way of

thinking that makes emotional sense of life as well as providing us with a com-

fortable Uvclihood.

iiiiuiis piuitcu m tne last rew ,^

feel that the Journal should be expected to answer

campuses across the country.

There have been times in the last four yea

Editors have tried to exorcise faculty Journals but s

success. And there can't be much doubt in men

that these contribute more than any other regular i;

image of the paper.

We feel that it is not fair that we should be

responsible for something over which we have h

at ail. If we were in a position to boldly answer foi

and if we were given the final say on the selectioD

"straight wretched" articles we would be a lot hap)

You Said it . . .

A Hard Tangled Question Sin Says Queen's Important

Editor, Journal:

This excerpt from Gie

"Ottawa Journal" of October

18. 1963 accurately outhnes

my views and, I hope, the

views of many other sane

students.

Why CoUege?

Charles D. O'ConneU,

director of admission at

the University of Chicago,

in a talk to freshmen.

"The real answer to 'why

are you going to college?'.

the answer you arc perhaps

only now beginning to formu-

late, is not one that you are

likely to have discussed with

your parents or your

teachers, and certainly not

one you will pursue with

freshman adviser. For your

answer is a private one.

"It expresses your entire

sense of values, your philos-

ophy of life; it also answers

the more searching ques-

tions: 'What kind of human

being do I want to be?' And

it is this hard, tangled, basic

questions, posed by college,

that makes of education the

essentially moral venture it

is."

A mass of hedonistic

propaganda is thrown at the

impressionable freshman

from the moment he arrives

at Queen's. Articles in the

Journal and in the editorial

of the Hand Book have

recommended that university

years be spent developing

one's personality and enjoy-

ing the good life rather than

acquiring knowledge.

Admittedly, the book-

worm benefits no one—^least

of all himself. But the play-

boy (or girl) is a burden to

an overcrowded university

and to whomever is financ-

ing him (or her). However,

if he (or she) intends to

pursue this way of Uving

beyond university the prac-

tice undoubtedly will be of

value.

For the student who plans

assuming a position requir-

ing any knowledge, univer-

sity years should enable him

to explore and enjoy the

field he has chosen—balanc-

ing his studies with an

equally enjoyable social life.

For those who haven't de-

cided between the social

course and the academic

course, Mr. O'Conncll's

words might be of assistance.

—Jaines DriscoU

Editor. Journal:

On reading Mr. Dockrell's

comments in the last issue of

the Journal, I was amazed to

see what he considers to be

trivial and unimportant. He

declares campus issues to be

"petty".

Surely tlie student body

does not consider the Build-

ing Fund to be "petty". I

wonder if Al bought a brick?

Does he consider racial

discrimination in housing

and employment for Queen's

students to be "petty"? He

may say it does not exist;

however, CUS seems to think

it does and rumours have it

thai the administration

agrees.

Several people think that a

review of the allocation of

Student Interest Fees is

needed. Mr. Dockrell says

not to "develop intellecmal

myopia" over "ridiculous"

matters such as this. I do not

consider where my money

is spent to be ridiculous.

Does the possible forma-

don of an Honours Society

to recognize scholastic

achievement sound childish?

Perhaps Al came to Queen's

because we have a good foot-

ball team.

These points were all in-

corporated into the ori^nal

platform of the SIN party but

had to be reworded or de-

leted because Mr. Dockrell

and the other party leaders

figured only federal issues

could "broaden one's out-

look, not constrict it". It

appears as though the SIN

parly is the only one which

realizes that issues other than

federal can be and are im-

portant.

—Gordon Dowsley

'^'Very Well Done Peter

Editor, Journal:

I would like to congratu-

late Peter Bieler for his

admirable work in the Stu-

dent's Handbook '63-'64. It

has been written in a very

casual yet informative man-

ner. He has included many

new additions such as: re-

sumes of the concert senes,

the words of the "Old

Ontario Strand", and the

Arts' Formal — Property

Done.

The finished product pro-

vides entertaining and inter-

esting reading.

—Bim Baker

Meds
Editor, Jour
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TREASURE VAN COMING SOON
It's back again! Treasure Van

(1963-1964) returns to Queen's

from November 18 to 22.

Treasure Van, described as a

travelling curiosity shop, offers

for sale a variety of handicrafts

from around the world. Together

with silver and ivory trinkets

from India and beautiful Egypt-

ian rings are such obviously im-

practical items as Spanish wine-

skins.

The proceeds of this sale are

used by the World University

Service of Canada to help stu-

dents in other lands to obtain

the same academic advantages

as we have.

QUEEN'S REVUE GUILD

Applications .irc now lx--inji re-

ceived lit the A.M.S. office for the

position of: Director. Producer.

Business MnnaEcr of tlic fortlicom-

int; re\m- of 1964.

Aiiplicvitioiw for biusincss iii.iiiii-

'.;t should preferably he 3rd, or

)IU veiir Ciimmercc student,';.

Applicatious should be in tlit

A.M.S. oficc not liitcr llian Nov-

ember 15.

For information rcCiiiJiui; duties

.onUct Don Sneddon at 546-9946.

Miss Pauline Jewitt, the nw
her of Parliament for Northu^
berland, will open Treasm-g

v-

on Monday, November 18 at ]
°y

p.m.

In Grant Hall from l:ig
^

5 :00 p.m. and from 7 :00 to io.|,'

p.m. every day until Novernijf

22 there will be plenty of \[^_

to browse and satisfy your
curi

sity as well as to support Wljg(.

Atls iind Science Soeial Coiuij

tiilion Byliiw 1 stalts: Year F^p,

individual year fees must bt- |,,,,[

In X<n'<^nibiT 13 of each ye.ir nfijt

which diitc. offenders will lx> mui,

nioncd to iipjwiir before the Art.

and Science Court.

BOOKSHOP 14 Montraol Sr.

Queens »-

,,.averthel

fthe
league c

The Gaels

^jgfeated seas<

aispiayed
a rock

^wo.^ecta^"

A crowd t

A. edee of theii

out all t

ds in Hie firsl

However the

also being :

the Tindal

. out of the

7-1 lead 0'

roato crew. A

_,Eir own 26 yai

for a first do\vn

und one .situation

gjld wlien capt

;.^[immed fullbacl

yard loss,

ye the ball e

len an attemp

ce Taylor fron

Bob Ltham v

d zone for the

UCHDOWN
The Gaels beg,

'ensive drive

second pe

lompson came

plays to set i

inverted tackle
[

;s over the mic

3 yards down t

and then made a

of ihc same play

firil down. C;

Jim Wore in the (

(he posts and th(

iilitial score, Jim
he convert to j
»nt 7-1.

The second h

Pi-ize Winner in Hair StiiUm^'''^^ *eam bre

Onie grabbed a

Air Conditioned Fop You Con-fortB*" -11 yards to

il scoring po;

e Blues' defen;

FILM SERIE,S

presented by Queen's CUCNn

Nov.
\imii Mon Amour—Timr^i i,

14, at 7:00 p.m. in EUis H,,

Ikiru—Tlmrsdny, Nov. 2!

On the Bench—Tliiirsdny, No\'. 2S

Ashes and Diamonds—Thnr.sd a

i

Dee, S

Thoii Slialt Not Kill-Tljursd,iv

Dec. 12

admissioH, 35c

Michael Mamlli

503A Princess Street

Phone 542-3714

SWEATERS
by

WARREN-
PETER. SCOTT
KILSPINDIE

1 03 Princess Street Phone 546-63S1

The California Standard Company

Calgary, Alberta

offering careers in

PETROLEUM EXPLORATION AND PRODUCTION

will conduct campus interviews on

November 20, 21, and 22

for

Post Graduates — Graduates — Undergraduates

Honours Geology

Pbysics and Geology

Geological Engineering

Mining Engineering

Engineering Physics
(Geophysics Option)

Permanent and summer cniployn"^'

Permanent and summer employii^^"

Permanent and summer employn"-'"

Permanent and summer employn"-"

Permanent and summer cmployn"^"

Chemical Engineering — Permanent and summer employni'-'"

Arrangements for personal interviews may be made throufl''

_^ The University's Placement Office
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Queen's Golden Gaeb ended the Intercollegiate football season the same way they started it %vith

over tJie University of Toronto Blues In between they added four ^vins over the other t^vo members
*

the
league to post their first undefeated season i.i ihe 13 year tenure of head coach Frank Tindall

Gaels had wrapped up the championship and secured the Yates Cup the previous week but

^aefealed
seasons are even harder to come by than league championships in the college circuit' The

Sues looked hke anythmg but last place finishers in both their meetings with the Gaels. Saturday they

played a rock-ribbed defense that held the vaunted Queen's offence m check forcing the Gaels to rely

\v.-o
spectacular plays, a kickoff return and an intercepted pass to post a narrow 19-15 victory margin

A crowd of 10,697 watched the two defences put on a great show in the first half then sat glued to

Ae edge of their seats in tlie second half as the gattie turned into a wde open affair with both teams

nulling
out all the stops. The Gaels' defence held the Varsity rushing attack to a net gain of minus three

ds in tlie first half and allowed them only 45 more through the air in the opening two periods.
the Queen's offence ~

'

ed justice as he
However

also being stalled fairly well

i the Tindalhnen could only

out of the first half with a

^ 7-1 lead over a determined

,ronto crew. With the ball on

heir own 26 yard line they tried

a first down on a third down

situation but were stopped

old when captain Ray German
"

med fullback Jim Young for a

ard loss. Varsity couldn't

the hall either, but scored

en .m attempted field goal b\'

638!

ny

noN

oynn-'"

oyni^"

oyiiH-ii

loynW

ce Taylor from the 27 was wid'

[)r)b Ltham was tackled in tlv

id zone for the single point.

JUCHDOWN DRIVE
The Gaels began to generate an

iensive drive midway through

E second period. End Pete

iompson came up with a pair of

^
plays to set up the score. The

joiu'erted tackle grabbed one quick

ass over the middle and galloped

3 yards down to the Toronto 31

ad then made a 14 yard gain out

the same play to give the Gaels

first down. Cal Connor found

to Ware in the end zone between

le posts and the Gaels had their

itia! score. Jim Young picked up
B convert to put the Gaels in

mt 7-1.

second half started with
tither team breaking open until

'omc grabbed a Connor pass and
41 yards to put Queen's in

d scoring position at the 19.

Blues' defense tightened right
p however and escaped unscath-

^ wiipn Jim Young's field goal
ait.-Dinf from the 28 was \vide and
f^rri-v| out of the end zone. Varsity
'iJrf. fl a drive that moved them
<.ou-), fn the Queen's 37 where it

'"'i'<i in dramatic style. Israel
j"'^^'

'! to halfback Dave Galloway
Latham hit the intended

" just as the ball reached
f file 30 yard line. The ball

nded into the air where Lathnm
'(ed it off and galloped all the
)' to the Toronto end zone some
iJards away. Young's convert was
^^oA and the Gaels now lead

'
the scoring play coming just

"'e third quarter ended.

ECTATOR PLAY
len the Toronto offence started

^^'ork, driving froin their 34 in

nt1^7f'
coming when

\Z ,

tool^ a 12 yard
'

Y
P-iss in front of two Gael

.^"(iers in the end zone. Bryce
l^nr added the extra point to

r '"^ Blues back within five

\
However it took only 42

^"'l^ for the Tricolor to add to
total.

Nome took the kick fol-

^a. the Toronto score and cut

J,

'^ft' faked a handoff then

"P the 'aUe/ along the left
' that his mates had left

cV?T^
^V'fli a perfect series of

"'p^ T*"^^ team-mate

ayers
""^ ^'^''^ Varsity

jj
. ? frantic pursuit. As he

I i^j^

"'c ten he seemed to slow

eth'^"
^'^ players tumbled
as a fan decided to gel

Ifbi
''^"^

Icialf f '^'^ ^"""^ y'^'^^ '^^
^ deliberated for a second

the Gaels the ball half

justice as he took Connor's

handoff and barged into the end
zone. Young's convert was no good
but Queen's had opened up their

lead to eleven as they were on th^

long end of a 19-8 count.

Varsity was far from dead yet.

A roughing penalty and an offside

forced the Gaels to kick off from
their twenty. Young's kick swerved
off to one side and Toronto took

to the Gaels' 34 vnth another pass

to Ken Davidson, but the drive
stalled there as the Queen's pass
defence tightened up. From here
they just ran out the clock to take
the game 19-15 and the season 6-0

NOTES
.... the Queen's fans turned

out in fine style (they lost by only
four sections to three in attendance
but won in cheering) and showed

Injuries dog Rugger Gaels; TraU Toronto

itiini

'Wane,

On the

e to the goal lino at the

next play Norrie right-

EVEN ODDS 4 MEN
over on the Queen's 34. Three

straight completed passes put the

ball on the 10, then rookie Gerry

Sternberg took a pitchout from

Israel and raced into the end zone.

Taylor's convert closed thi score

to 19-15 with six and half minutes

left in the game,

Toronto got another chance after

the Gaels again gave up the ball

on downs this time on the Toronto

25. Israel connected with Hollett

to get near midfield then got down

PILE ON

pholo by Geaf

YOUNG
tliat their 'goal-post-tearing-down'

team is also tlie strongest in the

Intercollegiate league, taking just

2.009 seconds after the final gun
to sweep across the field, picking

up the goal posts like a wave picks

up a piece of drift\vood on the

beach ... the Gaels punted only

three times but lost much yardage

in this department as they could

only average 25 yards a kick while

the Varsity average on eight at-

tempts was 39.1 yards .

In a game played in Toronto on

Saturday morning, the University

of Toronto Blues demonstrated

once again why they are the inter-

collegiate rugger champions by

whipping the Gaels 18-8.

The Gaels started well, but they

seemed to tail off in the second
haff or Toronto came on much
more strongly. The player switches

made in the backline for this

game contributed, perhaps, to

Queen's downfall as the new men,
unaccustomed to their positions,

were caught out of position a

number of times.

Queen's opened up a 5-0 lead

early in die first half when centre

Roland Ogier broke through the

Toronto backline and went 40
\'ards for a try. Captain Dave
Steele booted the convert. Midway
through the haff, Toronto's Paul

Wilson kicked a 25 yard penalty

goal to make the score 5-3.

Both Toronto and Queen's miss-

ed good scoring opportunities in

the first half. Towards the end of

the half, Toronto got the ball down
to Queen's five yard line, but a

penalty against the Blues gave

Ogier the chance to put the ball

out of danger with a booming punt

to centre field.

The second half started poorly

for the Gaels and things never got

very much better, Toronto took

Queen's kickoff opening the second

half and Bob Dodds returned it

seventy yards for a try. After stop-

ping a deep penetration by

QUEEN'S HEVUE GUILD

An open meeting niil Ix; held on.

Mon, Nov. 18, nt 7;30 p.m. in

CommtHcc Rms, 3 & 4 to elect a
ProduTOT, Director, nnd Business
Manacer. Anyone interested in any
way in the Revue is asl^ed to attend

and participate in tltis meeting,
since a lot of iiclp is re<iuired to

cany out the many aspects of pro-

duction.

WILL BE ON CAMPUS TO INTERVIEW STUDENTS
FOR SUMMER AND REGULAR EMPLOYMENT

IN THE FOLLOWING DEPARTMENTS

EXPLORATION — PRODUCTION (OUfield Engineering)

REFINING — MARKETING

ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE

DATA SYSTEMS AND PROGRAMMING

Nov. 19, 20, & 21

For details see posters and obtain company brochure

from your placement office.

Shell Canada Limited

Queen's, Toronto moved back

down the field where Paul Wilson

boomed a 38 yard penalty kick

which extended the Toronto lead

to 9-5.

Minutes later, the Gaels lost

Bruce Pappas and immediately

foUowing the resumption of play,

a U of T back movement carried

45 yards \vith Paul Wilson going
across for tlie try. The convert
was wide. Halfway through the

second half, Toronto broke through
the Queen's backline to the Gaels'
two yard Hne. In the resulting

scrum, the Toronto forwards were
able to push the ball across the
line and drop on it to make the
score 15-5 as the convert was miss-
ed.

Roland Ogier added three points
to the Gaels' total when he put a

43 yard penalty kick bet\veen the

uprights. This did not daunt the
Blues. howe\'er, as thej- quickly

forced the Gaels deep into their

o\™ end, and then broke up a

Queen's backfield movement.
Winger Bill Charlton picked up
the loose ball and went across for

the try. Toronto, having bad luck
with tlieir cotwerts (thank good-
ness), missed again. This made
the score 18-3. where it closed out.

The seconds also played a game
Saturday morning losing to Toronto
9-0. Toronto scored on a penalty

kick, an unconverted trv and a 25
yard drop goal (a field goal scored

on a dropkick - on the run. yet!).

This closes out the season for

Queen's except for an exhibition

game to be played against RMC
on Saturday morning and the an-

nual Rugger Romp on Saturday

night.

David B. Fortier

PEGGIE'S CIGAR STORE
PEGGIE PATRICK, PROP.

Smokers' Supplies, Sundries, Imported
Tobaccos & Brighom Pipes, Magazines

542-8203

.30-1 Princess Street — Kingston, Ontario

io button dowfi sportshirts

$6.95

Auttienllcally tailored In soft oxford, v/oven cliecka

nnd woven stripes—with flared long polnl button-down

collar, box pleat and liangcr tab—our sport shirts

clearly express our over-zealous attention (o (he correct

traditional details of design and cut.

Stripes, checks and plains In shades

of Madder Red, Oak Brown,

Blach/Navy, Camel and Olive

FORTOmi.
EXCLUSIVE WITH

TIP TOP TAILORS

DEPARTHEHTS AT THE FOLIOWIHQ TIP TOP STORES, Zi7 YONCE ST.,

Z64 COLLEGE ST., CLDVERDALE, CEDARBRAE S LAWRENCE PLAZAS

117 Princess SivC.
Kingston, Ontario
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The American seems to do the wrong things for the right reaa>ns

and vice-versa. He believes, for instance, that sending ^ f^^^'^S

centre (the Hope) around the world wiU make everyone love Amencans.

Political aims are cloaked in humanitarian methods From a human

-

tarian point ot view, the efforts may succeed,
5^^!

not realized, he will be quick to complain (witness the debates over foreign

aid) On the other hand, he believes in fighting Communism. So he sup-

ports the likes of the late and unlamenled Diem-Nhu government - until

it proves to be too much of an embarrassment.

This discussion finds its motivation in a television programme the

November 4 edition of the worthy "East Side - W.st Side". Here we see

an honest attempt at the social document: slums in Harlem bab.es bitten

bv rats, the conflict between Negro anger and non-violent Negro patience,

hatred of Ibe white-imposed slum and employment conditions — all in

all. things that are in need of being stated, and to the kind of large

audience that this kind of programme can reach. The acting is good, the

script and photogiaphy well-done. As drama, it is moving.

Here it would seem, is the Amencan doing the right thing for the

right reasons. But things are not that simple. In his national affairs, the

American has developed the perfect defence mechanism — optimism,

"things-are-not-as-bad-as-they-seem", etc. The extremist always exag-

gerates; he is alwavs wrong. It never occurs to the American that the

situation could be so bad that the extremist's answer is the logical one.

The American forgets that his nation was bom in extremism. When

Kennedy says, "We mustn't go too far", the American agrees, for he

doesn't feel that there is that far to go, anyway.

If civil rights ever becomes a reality in the United States, it is more

than conceivable that Kennedy will go down in history as the man who

made this possible. Baldwin, King, and German Shepherd dogs will be

forgotten, for the Americans write their own history.

Optimism pervaded this television show. The distraught, unemploy-

able father of the rat-bitten baby rushes to a religious service where the

(Negi-o) minister is preaching patience and non-violence. The father

speaks "How the hell can this work?" He is a sympathetic figure,

temporarily insane. He'll be all right in the morning. (AU of the time we

are interrupted by commercials depicting people who appear to be suffer-

ing even more because of headache, constipation, frizzy hair. etc. They

are all right in the morning, too).

Sure enough, though the morning takes awhile, it cures all. The

minister comes, is rejected (surely a similar show about white people

would leave the minister out of it. I got the distinct impression that if

you Sick a clergyman on 'em, they'll be O.K."), but the husband and vnle

eventually attend the funeral. And this constitutes a happy ending. We

are left to feel that the husband will get a job. move out of the tenemnt,

be happy, and cease to cause trouble.

We the television vie^ving audience, feel better. We have recognized

that a problem exists, become emotionally involved in it, and seen it

resolve itself. We feel good, almost as good as when we kugh at Dick

Gregor>'s jokes for two hours.

But I'm getting ahead of myself. Comes the crucial moment, when

the specialist comes to inform the parents that the baby is gues^

what colour he is"? Looks just like Uncle Ben. That's where I said. Oh,

for Christ's sake, c'mon!" Will the Americans ever let Baldwin wnte their

social document for them? Or how about "The Death of Bessie Smith ?

—Charley Gordon

'roaL iZ

ALUMNI VS. STUDENTS

Glow GO!
,
vol.

91

"What the youth condones, the

adult condemns" might well describe

the attitude of the administration of

Queen's. J. Alex Edmison, the guest

speaker at the alumni banquet spoke

of the great football players, the

Valentino fibns and the Bucket of

Blood, of the breakneck pace of

college life during the magnificent

roaring twenties. The exact attitude

of the administration to this sort of

sentimentality is unknot™, but vari-

ous members of the same adminis-

tnation managed to endure this

harangue ^rithout batting an eyelash,

and even smiled at the appropriate

times.

Now, let none dare hint that most

of this roar of the twenties was due

to bootleg gin — and yet most stu-

dents and Kingstonians knew "Dollar

Bill", the bicychng bootlegger! If

they didn't; most of them privately

adniit — with great relish knowing at

least one of his colleagues.

But if one did draw the conclusion

that a large part of the roar was, in

fact, due to bootleg booze, then one

might start to think that the alumni

were students very much like our-

selves — with the obvious difference

that most of our "booze" is purchased

legally (though, of course, not all of

it is).

And yet, what is the attitude of

the administration to student drink-

ing? ZILCH !!!!!!!!!!

We are, therefore, caught on the

horns of a dilemma (in a figurative

sense). The alumni's contributions to

the university are more dependent

upon the success of our football team

than upon the quality of our academic

research (it is said that when we

were the bottom of the league a few

years ago, their contributions were

ten thousand less than they were the

next year when we won the Yates

Cup). Then, they are obsequiously

catered to by the university for the

sake of a few thousand dollars.

I wonder whether the administra-

tion realizes that it cannot tell the

students to behave like sane, civilized

adults and then turn around and tell

the alumni that they ought to give

money to the university because it

was here that Ihey spent four glori-

ously irresponsible years and wasn't

it fun and therefore give us more

money so your children can do the

same thing. Now this is obviously not

the real attitude of the administra-

tion — how far can an institution

sacrifice the principles for which it

stands and yet still retain a very real

sense of integrity? I wonder.

Moreover, the university takes a

rather dim view of students who

arrive full of the old Queen's spirit

as presented by Mom and Pop after

one of those great reunion weekends

the year before. Just ti-y and cut

classes to see the Double Hon-or

Show at the Bucket of Blood, much

less 'La Dolce Vita". Just try coming

into residence with a good healthy go,

go glow on. Just try to go on a tear

and make it back under the wire into

residence before two-thirty. Just try

singing through the streets as day

breaking on a twelve-thirty leave,

Just try to go to meals sloppily
(j

^'

no heels) dressed. HA! ! ! ! !

Why not?

Why, the alumni would never con.

tribute a penny to an institution

where their darling daughters might

have to decide for themselves whether

or not remain(?) virtuous! Whenever

any of the university regulations
is

questioned, this is the response made

by the administration.

Therefore, what sort of alumni doej

this university (and many like iij

seem to be producing? Hypocrites,

Narrow-minded hy.pocrites. People

with a "liberal arts education" why

have not even learned how to be tht

tiniest bit self-critical. People who

have not learned that posession of a

degree is not the same as either edu.

cation or maturity. The psychologists

would have us believe that free wH!

plays but a very small role in the mak-

ing of our decisions. But the educated

man is the person who knows of and

accepts his responsibility for what he

has done, regardless of what that ii

Can there be an educated woman!

The administration does not seem tj

believe there can be. I believe therf]

is.

But all this makes me wonder about

the value of a degree in terms othei

than the strictly academic.

—Mary 0>rbett, alunrnil

QUARRY

A Policy And A Prayei

DEAR ENEMIES

"Dear Enemies" is one of the most worthwhile and unusual books to

be published in Canada i^cently. The authors, Gwenthalyn Graham and

Solange Chaput Holland, both weU-known Canadian journalists, discus^ in

a series of letters their views on the place of the French and English in

Canada. They do not claim to be experts on the fields of sociology, econo-

miSs or politics, but instead try to reflect, often harsh y and impatiently

The thoughts and feelings that Pi-ench-speaking and Enghsh-speakmg

Canadians have of each other. The letters do not single out any part.culai

events "Thev are the result of a commonplace fact
:
the lack of communi-

cation between English and French speaking Canadians . Yet, written

between January and August of this year, the cannot help touching upon

such cun-ent events as the F.L.Q. bombing and the consequent trials.

Many aspects of mutual misunderstanding are freely discussed: issues

such as the prejudice against the French language outside Quebec; the

lack of Fi-ench Canadian teachers in the rest of Canada; the mdifference

of English Quebeckers to the French; the impatience of the French with

stuttering English attempting to speak their language; conscription and

divorce-law quarrels; and the institutional injustice to French Canadians.

Both authors feel that the whole spirit of upheaval in Quebec could be

verv beneficial for the whole of Canada. One gets the impression that

Ivents in Quebec are not solely of a separatist nature. Rather there exists

a spiritual questioning which considers all aspects of life It is this feel-

hat ought to be passed on to us so that Mme. KoUand could no longer

Taraccusingly "from one ocean to the other Canada seems frozen in an

Quarry, the student literary maga-

zine of Queen's University, has in the

last few years begun to surprise even

its own editors. Not only has it sold

remarkably well here in the grey

limestone cty, but it has aroused

lively interest in other centres of

North American Civihzation, Last

year's issue, which was edited by Tom
Eadie, prompted Brown University to

request copies of the eleven issues

which preceded it, and, just for good

measure, any future ones.

Closer to home, the distinguished

recipients of gift copies were dis-

tinctly more enthusiastic in their

thanks than courtesy would require.

"I found Quarry waiting for me
when I got back from my Easter visit

to San Fi-ancisco," wi-ote Irving Lay-

ton. "Many warm thanks for sending

it to me. I think you've done a excel-

lent job of editing: either that or

Queen's is hopping with burgeoning

writers. Both the poems and the

stoines are impressive. I particularly

liked your (Tom Eadie's) things.

You %vrite a good tight line, like a

girl's hair pulled back exposing a fine-

ness of forehead."

Dr. Northrop Frye's comment was

relatively terse but scarcely less

attitude which is rigid, conventional

and desperately dull". Perhaps if we

attempted to understand, tolerate,

and communicate with each other

we could find that an intermeshing

of various cultures would enrich all

our lives.

-Christiane Schweiger

kind: "I congratulate you on having

amassed so much good writing in so

short a time."

Dr. Malcolm Ross, former Head of

the Department of English here, was

impressed by the recent development

of Quarry and its principal writers.

"This is not only the handsomest

looking Quarry yet," he observed,

"but is also one of the very best in

content. The verse is above the

average level— well above (your own
work shows a clear advance, it was

good to see Nonnan and Marshall

again and there is latent talent in

some of the newcomers — Poppy

Gemmell, for instance).

Another enthusiastic commentary

occurred in the normally unexcited

columns of the Kingston Whig-Stan-

dard, whose reviewer singled out for

praise Bill Downes' "lush evocation

of a new Childe Harold . . . 'The

Pilgi-image', with its hairy roses and

its worais," finding in it "the epi-

tome of dark young urgings and cer-

tain evidences of a quiet exquisite

appreciation of immediately perceived

sensations." and then went on to des-

cribe Tom Marshall's article about

Yevtushenko as "a sensitive and com-

petent job of criticism" performed

with "aplomb and concision."

It would, of course, be rather

dangerous for the present editor of

Quarry to take these compliments too

seriously. Nor should they prevent

new writers on the campus from sub-

mitting material to Quan-y. The real

significance of such comments is their

implicit indication that Quarry can

continue, and with increasing affec-

liveness and influence, to function as
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POLITICIANS BLAME THE OTHERS
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Must Vote

alumni Qnly five hundred dollars sep-

fffates tlie possibility of a direct

Iroadcast of the Queen's-Alberta

^Golden Bowl" from
.
becoming

reality.

Spirit zoomed in the corridors

of Leonard Hall Wednesday night
"" enquiries were made to several
sources as to the possibility tliat

GPRC would send out to its

Jisleners a play-by-play of to-

morrow's 'Battle of Champions'
Rifl mm Edmonton

ha'' .^i press time. Principal Corry'

by Ihi |iction had been recruited along

ith. Aiti atli guarantee from U. of A.

lin Not pUeHc Director Zemrau of
Eadi aoadcasting rights and use of

n estat ^ipment of radio station CKUA
jgazine _^Y''ur donations by TWO

P.M today will be the decid-

ing factor as to whether the
project is to be pursued or

abandoned.

Alumni support for the project

may yet be forthcoming hut this

is not likely to be known by tlie

deadline so the determining factor

will be you the undergraduate

body.

Collection personnel will be

present during tiie noon hours at

Leonard hall, Ban Righ, and the

Students* Union and all funds

over and above the cost of the

venture which are collected will

be donated to the Building Fund.

How about getting out and sup-

porting the team that has won
for you all year ?

This is tlie second in a series of
questions put by tlie Journal to

tlie campus political parties. This
week's question Is based on tlie

following statement by tfte NDP:

The New Democratic Party:
Tlie New Democratic Club

feels that the current aspirations

of French-Canadians should be
recognized and accepted insofar

as they are compatible with the
concept of a Canadian nation. We
offer, therefore:

1. Ceneral support for the
Royal Commission on Bi-

culturalism.

2. An attempt to make the fed-

eral Civil Service more repre-

sentative of the two cultural

groups in Canada; bilingual-

ism wduld become a prere-

quisite for the senior levels.

3. An increased correlation of

the press, radio, and televis-

ion services of the two cul-

tures.

4. Acceptance of the principal

of "contracting out",

5. Greater exchange of students

and teachers between Que-
bec and English Canada.

6. Free French lessons for

for adults across Canada, in

addition to the French classes

in schools.

On the basis of platform out-

lines, the QJ. feels that the NDP
has the most enlightened policy

on French Canada. Do you

The Liberal Party:
The Liberal Club does not feel'

that merely mimicking what
Liberals have already done gives

the NDP a good platform on Bi-

culturalism. They have stolen this

policy with good intentions but

are obviously badly behind tlie

times concerning current French

Canadian aspirations. Putting this

problem as they do, under "Na
tional Affairs", along with the
Indians is indicative of their piti-

ful misunderstanding. Their edu-
cation plank still shows the age-
old predisposition to run to Ot-
ta\va to solve problems. In econ-
omic planning they seem to give
the provinces only an advisory
role. Our proposed Ministn,' of

Federal - Provincial Relations
would be a more practical step
towards solving our problems on
unity.

The Progressive Conservative
Party:

"Mr. Walker et al presume to

pass judgment on the platforms
of the various parties. I submit
that tliis action reeks of a colossal

conceit. It might be said that

there is only one element on
campus worthy to render such
verdicts. That element is the
electorate. The parties will stand

or fall on their past records on
campus and not by what Mr
Walker contrives to be the best.

Under these circumstances

cannot agree with a judgment in

validly given."

The SIN Party:
The NDP has the best poUcy on

biculturahsm but two things must
be considered. First, only the

tliree old parties included this in

their platform, and secondly,

wliile tlie NDP stand is the best

it is not good.

Naturally we all agree reform
is needed in our relations with

Quebec. Why include this

cainpus poUtics? There is, and
can only be, one stand on this

matter. Campus politics should

e\'oke interest through new,
fresh ideas. The old parties have
again shown their lack of origin-

ality; yet, even with platforms

mimicked from Ottawa, tlie

planks are still vague, impossible

to apply and tlie theme is con-

fusion.

Seventy Cosmopolitans Perform

Only 80 interested students at-

tended the annual Model Parlia-

meotary press conference Wed-
nesday night. Heath McQtiarrie,

P-C, John Munro, Liberal, and
Stephen Lewis, NDP, presented
summaries and ans\vered ques-
tions from a panel representing
the four campus parties. Queen's
students missed a mature and
sh'mulating debate.

Heath McQuarrie, former Con-
servati\'e delegate to the UN
discussed the poliHcal dilemma in

Canada. "The situation is serious,

disturbing and dangerous. We
m'tist seek an intellectual solu-
tion." McQuarrie then commented
on the failures of the other
parties. "After a most elaborate
and protracted birth, the NDP
are in decline. "Nor can the divid-

ed Social Credit provide the
answer.

As for the Liberals "after six

months, not sixty days, even their

Reue Lemqoe

Translated in

Campus Canada

Canada's National student
magazine "Campus Canada" bits

the stands on Universities across

the country during the week of

Nov. 18. At Queen's it will be
sold in the AMS office and Tech
Supplies for 35 cents per copy.

Tlie magazine, produced for

the Canadian Union of Students

by the student society of the

University of B.C. contains i

special 12-page report on bi

culturalism, including a specia

English translation of an article

by Quebec's Minister of Re-

sources, Rene Levesque.

Other articles in the 64 pnge

bilingual publication include an

evaluation of the crisis in Can-

adian University education writ-

ten by Dr. Geoffrey Andrew, ex-

ecutive director of Canadian Un-

iversities Foundation.

friends regard them as hesitant

and indecisive. Tliey have shown
a greater concern for gimmicks
and public relations than for

Parliament." McQuarrie conclud-
ed by outlining Conservative ad-
^'ances in social welfare, bi-

culturalism, and export trade.

Stephen Lewis, NDP provincial

member discussed disturbing cur-

rents in Canadian society. We
are concerned over the emergence
of a militaristic spirit and mental-

it)'. Society has mllingly accepted

the possibihty of annihilation."

Automation too is a danger. 'It

invol\'es tlie paralyzing process

of alienations of humans from

their work. He cited the threat of

unemployment, the problem of

leisure time and tlie loss of iden-

tity with one's work. Tlie human
client in society is fast disap-

pearing." Lewis severely criticized

society's indifference and perver-

sion of values. "Constant obses-

sion TOth the profit motive, greed,

and wealth have been dissemin-
ated over society by the mass
media,"

The blame rests with tlie b.vo

major parties. °\ offer you specific

solutions. Until this society de-

velops a breed of partj' like the

NDP, politics mil be a vacuum.

John Munro described the at-

titudes of the younger wng of

the Liberal party. "All Liberals

are by-products of a past genera-

ti'on. We cannot come before Can-
adians such as yourselves clothed

in robes of purity. The Liberal

Party is run by human beings

under pressure from vested inter-

ests, as are the Tories. We must
acknowledge the weaknesses of

all parties." In summary, Munro
asserted that respect for the

rights of tlie individual is the

basis of the Liberal Party.

Tlie remainder of tlie evening

was devoted to questions from
the campus parties and the audi-

ence.
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International Night, a new
at Queen's, %vlU take place

^
ij^tnrday. Nov. 16, in DunningW Auditorium.

ponsored by tlie International
' ' "'^^programme, with a cast
'^^'^r 70 performers, will last

8:00 to 11:00. Admission is
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_

a Chinese play, com-
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in native costume-
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and an Indian Bute player.

,

'^nly a few. Hillel House
also
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under the presidency of Miss

Ellen Clark, has grown into one

of the most vibrant, dynamic and

progressive organizations on cam-

pus. With over 100 members, the

Club fills a real need both for

overseas students wishing to be

integrated in Queen's and Kings-

ton, and for Canadian students

curious about foreign customs,

costumes and ideas.

irry

Friday night parties at Inter-

national House have become a

Queen's institution and tlie House

swings with 50 to 60 guests every

week. Foreign and Canadian stu-

dents, R.M.G. cadets and just

about everyone, mingle, excliange

views and generally enjoy them-

selves at these soiri^es.

tbo International Club, Many students probably do

^
sponsoring Jewish

anyl'i^lte , '^^P^"" in Septehi-

not realize how cosmopolitan

Queen's really is. According to

figures realeased by the Admin-

istration, there are 241 foreign

students at the University this

year, a 20 per cent increase over

last year, They come from every

continent in the world — from

Austiaha, Malaya, Hong Kong,

Trinidad and West Cameroons.

Aided by an enthusiastic and

ambitious executive, the Club has

so far enjoyed an amazingly suc-

cessful year and looks forward to

a bright future.

The Club plans to sponsor a

gala Christmas partj' during tlie

holidays for those students re-

maining in Kingston. In January,

a trip to Ottawa has been ar-

ranged \vith the co-operation of

tlie Ottawa International Club.

Film niglits are also planned foi

the near future. These will be

sponsored by the National Film

Board.

\A'hat plans has the Club for

the distant future? Plans for a

new International House are now
in blueprint blit have not yet been

approved. Mis Clark also hopes

that a permanent faculty adviser

for overseas students \vill be

hired in tlie future. Professor D.

B. Maclay who is presently doing

such an excellent job in tiiis field

has lectures and other research

to attend to. The foreign student

population. Miss Clark thinks, is

large enough to warrant the em-

plo)Tnent of a trained social

worker who could devote half her

time to overseas students and the

otiier half to an administrative or

clerical position in the univorsitj',
]

6ravo QDarallion If!

Through the co-operation of

the faculties of Arts and Science

and Applied Science, Quarathon

IV was an undoubted success.

The ball was ceremoniously

kicked off by Dean Conn on the

steps of Ellis Hall at 12:20 Fri-

day afternoon, Nov. 8. Seventeen

hours and twenty minutes later a

rolhcking Oil Thigh shattered the

early morning silence at Toronto's

Lawrence Park Collegiate. Mo-
ments later, their spirits dampen-

ed by the local authorities, the

runners dispersed for a few hours

sleep.

Tliey had begun at midnight

on a system with five ears and

four carloads of runners. This

system was very easy on the run-

ners, even though it inv'olved

being on the road for si.x hours.

The other system, which was
used from 12 noon to midnight,

iQ\'olved one carload running for

about an hour and a half at a

time.

Along the route the Quarathon-

ers phoned in to radio station

CKWS who carried hourly reporb

on the progress of the runners

right through until 8;00 Saturday

morning.

The finale came at 12:30 that

afternoon when a parade of 15

cars, 50 mnners, tlie cheerleaders,

and a few members of the band

left Lawrence Park and ran the

ball down Avenue Road to Varsity

Stadium. They arrived there at

1;15 to triumphantiy march flie

ball around tiie football field.

Quarathon was over for another

year.

"1
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EDITORIALS

We Don't Go For ''Glory"

Half our student interest fees are spent on glory and a third quarter on>

the Union, a convenience which is staggeringly underused. We would like to

remove the term "ivory tower" from the article printed below and apply it to

this situation. But strangely enough Uie article below ties in very closely with

what we have been saying about finances.
_

The time for moderation is fast disappearing. And it is time to introduce'

those non-financial arguments which are the most important ones of all. We are

here at Queen's to prepare ourselves for life, a life in which we want to partici-

pate not one we wish to speclate. We want to be effective members of society.

Even in sports the enjoyment of watching is half the enjoyment of playing (ever

watched a "Bardol" movie?)

At this university it so happens that we have given most of our money to

presUge, glory, fame. WeU, damn prestige, damn glory, damn fame. These

thmgs don't bring genume satisfaction. They are very joyful temporary sensations.

One of the most preposterous notions that we have recently come across

is the idea that the the universities are little "ivory towers" set off to study society.'

This idea is probably the main idea why we don't spend more money on other

things than glory. We would like not only to know why more money is not

spent on clubs as they now exist, but why somebody doesn't encourage the

growth of more clubs. Where is there a good carpenters' shop on the campus?

Where can you work metal? Where can you build saU-boats? Not the univer-

sity's responsibility? For one very good reason. The University is too damn

lazy. Many of the interests that we build now are going to last for as long as

we live. Are they to be confined mainly to football?

Merret Sides With Frye

Of course the university should be an ivory tower! Northrop Frye is right!

For the university is the training-ground for the men and women who will lead

society and change it. University graduates will have to understand society. And

to understand society we will have to study it. And the way we study our society

is by withdrawing ourselves from it to get a viewpoint with some perspective.
^

Northrop Frye did not say that life can be appreciated without living it;

He did make the valid point that the petty bourgeois life we would ordinarily

lead, from morning newspaper to morning newspaper, cannot acquire any mean-

ing unless it is viewed from a more stable standpoint. And that standpoint, he

said, is precisely what the university has to offer. Stabihty comes only from the

arts and the sciences. For what is art but the interaction between the individual

and his environment? — and when his environment happens in particular to be

society, the artist comments upon it. And what is science — and philosophy,

and any discipline essentially involving man's intellect — but the analysis by

man of his environment? Only by a study of these comments and analyses can

we discover what is essential and not just transient. Of course we must have the

arts and the sciences if we are to find anything permanent and absolute m our

society!

Of course we must withdraw from society! — and welcome the privilege

of four years of trying to understand this twentieth centtur^- technological vast

and changing world. Then we can live in society with some sense of purpose,'

with some values and judgment, with some hope that we are more than a cog

in a wheel — a cog that may be replaced by a computer.

Or, Mr. Ware, do you want to be trained to push buttons on an assembly

line, and never thmk?

Alumni Reply:

Football and the Golden Egg

In an article entitled "Alumni vs. Students" over the signature

of Mary Corbett in the last issue of the Journal there was a state-

ment that the alumni conUibu^o^s to the University are more

dependent upon the success of the footbaU team than -upon the

quality of the academic research. Mrs. Corbett wrote: "It is said

diat when we were at the bottom of the league a few years ago

their contributions were ten thousand less than they were the next

year when we won the Yates Cup."

Perhaps your readers would be interested in the actual rela-

tionship between alumni contributions and the fortunes of the foot-

ball team. Here is the record since the Alumni Fund was established

in 1949:

W L T Alumni Fund

1949 2 3 1 $113,968

1950 2 4 76,719

1951 0 6 79,857

1952 2 5 57,018

1953 3 3 53,888

1954 4 3 51,451

*1955 6 1 61,248

*1956 5 1 1 73,531

1957 0 6 111,322

1958 2 5 135,417

1959 2 4 142,754

1960 4 3 146,584

*1961 6 1 151,210

1962 4 3 160,055

•1963 6 0 ** 101 ,200

won Intercollegiate championship,

year ends December 31.

If the increases shown for 1956 and 1957 are attributed to the

fact that Queen's won the Intercollegiate championship in 1955

and 1956, then lo what do we owe the increase in 1958, after a win-

less season in 1957? Academic research?

Rather than tell the alumni that "they ought to give money to

the University because it was here they spent four gloriously

irresponsible years and wasn't it fun and therefore give us more

money so your children can do the same thing," we say — and I

quote from the printed appeal — "No student of Queen's has ever

had to pay more than 40 per cent of what it cost the University for

his or her education, thanks to Government grants, income from

endowment, and gifts from the graduates, Your contribution will

help present and future generations of Queen's students."

If it is true that any publicity is good publicity and "I don't

care what you say about me as long as you spell my name right,"

then on behalf of the Alumni I wish to say thanks very much for

the plug.

And I hope the team wms Saturday, as well!

Sincerely yours,

H. J. Hamilton,

Alumni Secretary.

You Said it

Deplores

Editor. Journal:

I deplore the fact that

some Queen'smen toppled

the goal-posts at the south

end of the Varsity Stadium

last Saturday in defiance of

constituted authority. One

guard was seen to express

disgust in an eloquent ges-

ture, and was justified in so

doing.

Establishment of rule by

moral law in the world is too

precious and too precarious

a possibility for us to retard

its development by acts of

self-indulgence, incidents of

mob action, such as the one

against which this letter

protests.

—Donald MacKenzie,

Theology '66.

Dockrell against Dowsley Friends, Again Mistaken

Editor, Journal:

Tlic following is in reply

to Mr. Dawsley's temper

tantrum in Tuesday's

Journal.

First of all, I wish to

thank Mr. Dowsley for the

personal publicity. I was

tickled pink by the whole

effort.

Might I say that I did buy

a brick, I'm against dis-

crimination in any form, I'm

a member of the AMS
Budget and Finance Com-
mittee and thereby possess

knowledge about finances on

campus that would quickly

astound Mr. Dowsley. I

came to Queen's because

there are lots of beautiful

women here, and I am all in

favour of an Honour Society

for deserving students.

Further, many of these items

are more effectively and

properly dealt with by the

AMS. They are campus

issues, not federal.

Mr. Dowsley seems to

suggest that all the other

party leaders plotted to bar

any campus issues from

Model Parhament, When
this matter was discussed no

parly platforms were known.

No one knew what SIN stood

for and no one knew that

Sin was obsessed with cradle

league issues.

It is noteworthy that Mr,

Dowsley had to form his

own poUtical party to be

elected as party leader.

~Allen Dockrelly

Parly Leader,

Campus Conservatives.

Editor, Journal:

Constructive in place of

destructive criticism, please,

Mr. Editor.

If you should like to pre-

sent a better band budget,

do not forget to provide for

the brass band, the pipe

band, four majorettes, AND
a dozen cheerleaders.

AND feed the AMS $800.

(It IS in the budget).

If you feel any justifica-

tion of this year's ex:pendi-

ture be necessary, please ask

for it in an honest manner.

Lavish weekends ? ? Like

HELL !

!

—Brent MacDonald,

Manager, Queen's Bands.

—Geoff Neigh,

Pipe-Major, Pipe Band.

—Ronald Roberts,

Director, Brass Band.

Editor, Journal:

The following is an account

of a far-too-amusing incident

which involves me in one of

my usual brash mistakes.

I was endeavouring to pur-

chase an article of male

apparel, used for protective

purposes in sport (no nasty

connotations please). Wish-

ing to get my business over

with as quickly and as

quietly as possible, I hastily

accosted what I thought to

be a salesman in one of the

local haberdasheries with

thij query, "Well, I shouldn't

like lo grab it from the rear!"

He then sympathetically

introduced me to the real

sales clerk.

—An embarrassed student

^t. ^ntirEtu's

^rcsbglerian tLlmrcli

Princess & Clergy Sis,

Rev. Mos V. PuLnam, BA.,
Mimater

Director of Praise.

Brino SUirl, ARCCO.
SimDAY SERVICES

n : 00 p.m.—Morning Worsliip,

Serujon:

cmilSTIAN BOLDNE^"
7: 00 p.m.—EteniDg Worship.

7: 30 p.m-
—"Radio Ministry"

CJCX.C.
Sermonr
LEARNING ABOUT
PRAYER"

8; 15 p.m.—Youth FeUowahip.

TUESDAY, 7:30 p.m.

Prayer nnd Bible Study Hour
COME AND WORSHIP

g>l. iflarlt'fl

?jutliprau Cljurrlj

SUNDAY WORSHIP
9:30 a.ni.

11:00 a.m.

7:30 p.m.

L,S.AI. meets following Vespers

"Open Mectinn"

Two blocks N.E. of stadium

Comer of Enrl & Victoria Sts.

Rev. Roy Oswald

(Lulhcran Student Chaplain)

Phone 542-7134

^L 3l«mcQ' <aiuirtl]

0:00 a.m.—Holy Communion.

ll:OOQ.m.—Morning Prayer.

7: 00 p.m.—Evening Prayer. —

St. James' Series — Bev.

John Spcets, B.A., D.Th.

Subject, "What Is tlic hope

ot the Church"?

8:15 p.m.—Coffee Hour.

Qll]aliiicra ^nitrb

Uliiurrl;

11:00 a.m.—Anniveriary Service

7: 30 p.m.—Anniversary Service

Dr. A. B. B. Moore, Presi-

dent of Vicloria University,

nil! preach ot both services.

8:15 p.m.—Youth Fellowship.

A Very Cordial Invilatian

To All Queen'i StudenU.

itpb (llhm-rli

0: 15 a.m.-In the Clinpeh

Divine Service. (The
Chspd is reached by the

door at the rear ot the
Church on William St.)

]:00n.m—HONEST ABODT
GOD; A Look at the

Current Crisis in Christian

Thought.

7:30p.m—RELIGIOUS PER-
PECTIVF.S IN TODAY'S
NOVEL: !. Albert Cnmus:
The Fall (In the church)

.

Mr. Davidson will preach

at all services.

8; 30 p.m.—Youtli Fellowship

I'ou are oltrayt indcome at

Sydenham St. Church.

It was with a mixture of

scorn and horror that I read

a certain M.P. who recently

visited the Campus told us

that women had a very useful

part to play in politics.

Such ideas have been rife

everywhere since that dark

day in 1928, when women

got the vote.

One thing should be clear

to the most vigorous male.

Women ha^'e no place in that

horrible hurly burly of finan-

cial finangling and charge

and countercharge which is

the heart of Kingston poli-

tics in particular and national

politics in general.

And this brings me to how

I feel the place of women

stands on Compus. In a very

peculiar state. To remedry

the situation — or at least

10 help to do so— I suggest

that Levana be renamed the

"low-inlellect group" on

Campus. Now before de-

nouncing me as a woman

hater and a revolutionary, a

stunted example of male

egotism, give me a chance

to state my case.

The title "low-intellect

group" is a title of honour

of which all levanites can be

justly proud; for does not

"low-intellect" imply high

something else. Intellect is

the thing possessed by the

finest scientists, the finest

philosophers, the great poli-

ticians; and it is fair to say

that none of these are a pro-

fession that any sane man
would persuade any sane

woman to enter. They can

be left to the male sex who

can safely be left to take

competent care of them.

Of course we take our

hats off to those rare ladies

who genuinely succeed. But

they are the exception rather

than the rule. In general

"every woman is at heart a

rake". The things that they

are best at doing are first of

all enjoying themselves, then

making homes beautiful and

lively and making then: men

and children happy,

may take perception,
unit,

standing and zilch, but
t

certainly does not take
iniei

lect. To discourage niiscd^

ceived ideas about the
'\st,_

porlance of the intelleci.
.

seems pretty obvious Uiatit,

best name for women

Queen's is "tlie low-intellej

group" on Campus.

It might perhaps inclui

the withdrawal of scholsj.

ships in those fields wliep

men obviously are required

At the moment all our ctwi

are members of a socic

which is associated by
j

name with "the goddess
i

the harp". The trouble

(hat most of the co-eds

notliing either about

harp or about the Gre;!

mythology which is at

heart of the idea,

trouble with Queen's is tji:

it has a tendency lo exisl

memories on notions t|

have absolutely no conn,

tion with reality. In kecpL

with the new and up-to-di:

Queen's over 'the nexl le

years let us give our co-.'ij

a distinguishing and raoderj

name.

It will be pretty easy fi

people to get the wrong ii';

out of this. The thing i

though, that this idea is

tainly in the best interesl^'

the co-eds. The power ilu,

they have at the momeoi

certainly too much for ihi

own good. Absorption ;

organiza'ion for orgatiii

tion's sake takes Ear if

much time. There are '

many things that are enji-':

able which do not use

time and energy on tliit,

that take real intell^;-

Examples: music, in'^i^

design, dress making,

cooking, wine making,

nis, horse-riding, and i

another twelve thousand

hundred and thirty

things.

High everything else,

"low-infellect group"-

—Mania

AS

gresa
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lit to express your views

t^e new structure of CUS?

Jhe
opportunity is now avail-

T result of the decision of

.igates at the national con-

\s in
Edmonton to set up a

structure in keeping with

T increased awareness of bi-

Jturalism in Canada, a new

Cotiimission_
on Structures was

set up-
Tliis commission will

yijy the legislative and exe-

cutive structures, the constitu-

tional basis, and the goals of
CUS.

I

At a recent meeting in Mont-
' real, the Commission announced
its desire to receive written opin-

ions from individual students.
These views, expressed in the

language of the author, and not
more than 3000 words in length,

should be aent by December 1 to

:

Structures Commission, CUS
Secretariat, suite 406, 45 Rideau
St., Ottawa, Ontario.

START YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING EARLY

fa la la la la, la la, la, la.

cnFTS TO PLEASE EACH BOY AND GIRLIE

la la la la, la la, la, la.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY

10% OFF
FOR QUEEN'S STUDENTS
coloured Danish wooden beads, t«ak animals, cuff-
links, mugs, pins and earings, candles, ties, Christ^
mas cards, and many more fascinating things

OPEN FRIDAY NIGHT TILL NINE

DQMm z

House of Sounds

STUDENTS
GET 20% OFF ON ALL L.P. RECORDS

at

House of Sounds
Don't lie Ashamed To Tell You Go To Queen's

If your Norlh-Rilc
doUTi't vvTilc as lane you
think il shoutd. wc \\\\\ scnil

ONLY

Jf0RthRitE98 98
ST. LAMBERT, QUEBEC

NICKEL IN WORLD MARKETS

How Canadian Nickel is helping to bring Paris closer to Rome

The world's longest vehicular tunnel is one of (he greatest ergineering feals in Western Europe. When completed, h wiU shorten

the road distance between Paris and Rome by 125 miles. And Canadian nickel is playing its role in this great project. AUoy steels

containing nickel are providing strength to the massive bits and extension rods for the semi-automatic driUs. Dependable nickel-

containing steels were selected for the axles, wheels and bearings of the mining cars used to haul away rock; and. because of .ts

ability to withstand very severe working conditions, nickel-chromium steel was used extensively in the mammoth 'Jumbo' mobile

drilling rig. The growth of nickel markets at home and abroad helps strengthen Canada's economy and provide jobs for Canadians.

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA,
^^^^^^^

Our Saving grace returns,

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

CLUES ACROSS

I. Biff race (TWO WORDS)
8. Strangely, it could be a mel-

on (ANAGRAM)
9. Acting deputy

10. Sound in the head

II. Fix or place firmly

13. Where to roam, we hear, in

Italy

14. Legal actions

16. Could you buy more than a
doll with one? (SPLIT
WORD)

17. Let3 go

19. Fine and lai-ge, perhaps
(ANAGRAM)

21. Cries because the boss is up-
set (ANAGRAM)

23. Time to join Doris (DOU-
BLE CLUE)

24. Notice a mark (DOUBLE
CLUE)

28. Store of weapons

29. Girl with elegance (DOU-
BLE CLUE)

30. Movie star (TWO WORDS)

CLUES DOWN

Got a Year Party Coming Up?

Is your club putting on a dance?

caU

RUSS PATTERSON
— A Big Band Sound—

a! 546-5952

Puts an end to

In name only

Runs around breaking ves-

sels (ANAGRAM)
Affectionate touches

Trade in wood (DOUBLE
CLUE)
Western entertainment

They may have seen Kay
(ANAGRAM)

Revealed little Edgar behind
the bar (SPLIT' WORD)
Hold up

Vehicle used by Oscar Wilde
(HIDDEN WORD)
Familiar name for the sun
(DOUBLE CLUE)
Although praised, perhaps,
lose hope (ANAGRAM)
She'll hardly sing low songa

Run like a horse

It will hold water
Deal with something for
nothing (DOUBLE CLUE)
Can mean "loosen", from the
sound of it (HIDDEN

WORD)
Ham's companions

Michael Marrello

603A Princess Street

Pbono 542-3714

Pi-ize Winner in Hair Styling

Air Condittoned For Yon Comiort

For Dry Cleaning and

Sliirt Laundering
SERVICE. QUALITY. CONVENIENCE

Our Store at 314 Barrie Street Near Princess Is Convenient

and Anxious To Serve You
Same Day Service on Request

In by 10 a.m. Ready by 5 p.m.
Save 20% by Using Our Services at Leonard Hall

Available to All Students

Dial 548-4407
FOR PICKUP & DELIVERY SERVICE

Cleland & Flindall

DRY CLEANERS
314 Barrie Street

SHIRT LAUNDERERS
851 Princess Street

The California Standard Company

Calgary, Alberta

offering careers in

PETROLEUM EXPLORATION AND PRODUCTION

will conduct campus interviews on

Norember 20, 21, and 22

for

Post Graduates — Graduates — Undergraduates

Honours Geology

Physics and Geology

Geological Engineering

Mining Engineering

Engineering Physics

(Geophysics Option)

Permanent and summer employment

Permanent and summer eniploymenl

Permanent and summer employment

Permanent and summer employment

Permanent and summer employment

Chemical Engineering — Permanent and summer employment

Arrangements for personal interviews may be made throogh

The University's Placement OflBce
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Bob Latham MVP Winner
The Johnny Evans Memorial Trophy awarded to the Most

Valuable Player on the Golden Gaels football club was voted

Tuesday night by a learn ballot to Bob Latham the Gaels hard

driving: defensive backfielder.

Latham outpolled Cal Connor,

Jim Young, MeiT Daub, Bayne

Norrie, Bill Edwards and John

Erickson for the honour that

was first awarded in 1932 in

memory of the great Johnny

Evans, one of the greatest play-

ers to ever don a Tricolour uni-

form.

To win the trophy Bob had to

beat out Peter Thompson, last

year's winner - and to do it by

playing solidly in evei-y game-

Rugger Gaels End

Successful Season!;

Tomorrow, the Queen's Rug-

ger Club marks the end of its

fifth season with an exhibition

game against RMC in the morn-

ing, and the annual Rugger

Romp at the LaSalle Hotel in

the evening.

The game against KMC will be

a chance for the Gaels to redeem

themselves after taking quite a

beating from the cadets last

year. The Queen's team for the

RMC encounter is going to be,

as far as possible, the first team,

with the men playing in their

regular spots. This should be

a close contest as RMC is load-

ed with "West Coast" talent

from Royal Roads.

This game will be played at

the RMC grounds at 10 o'clock

tomorrow morning. If you can-

not make the tilt at RMC, try

making the one in the Burgundy

Room at 8:30.

Intramural
standings as of press night

are as follows:

Sc '66 9967, A '67 9095, A '65

8015, Sc '65 7982.

"FATUOUS FINANCES"

BAILEY S PEAKS

In spite of their sweep in the

harrier, A '67 has slipped to sec-

ond spot, as Sc '66 surges for-

ward on a massive wave of parti-

cipation points. If Sc '66 is to be

caught by any of the three years

still within reach, they must get

their men out to participate

more.

The flag football finals are be-

ing run off this week. A '65

squealed past a suiprisingly

strong A '66, 16-15 in a 2 game,

total-point series, while Sc '65

trounced Sc '66, 27-0. In the first

game of the two-game, total-

point series between A '65 and Sc
'65 for the championship, A '65

won 6-0 on a touchdown by John

Haag. The second game is today

at 12:30 p.m. on the lower cam-

pus.

As of Nov. 9, in 5-pin bowling,

Sc '64 led section A with 13

points folowed closely by A'65

with 12 points. In section B. Sc
'66 led with 17 points and A '66

was second with 12 points. These

teams look to be the winnei-s in

their divisions.

Finals are getting under way
soon in softball, with the regular

season games almost completed.

To date, in section A, there is a

4-way tie for 1st place between

A '66 Sc '66 Sc "64 and A '64. In

section B, last year's champions

and runners-up respectively, A
'65 and Sc '65 are lied for top

spot.

Well, Mr. Ware, I guess it's about time somebody answered

your charges that the AB of C's budget is WTongly weigthed in

favour of football ... or major sports in general.

My answer to your charge is simple. Until you can propose an

alternaic spending scheme* to the one the AB of C used, you are in no

position to complain. But before you propose any alternate budget, do

you realize that when a Golden Gael steps onto the grid-iron he is the

most safely uniformed player in the league? Do you realize that the

personal equipment which every Gael uses is as good or better than

Big Four equipment? Would you like to take that equipment away?

Would you like to see Queen's players carried off the field (like several

of our opponents have been in tlie last six weeks) — their sports careers

marred and their education possibly cut short — because you insisted

less money be spent on them?

And have you ever talked to an ex-football player when he has

reached 45 or 50? If you had, you would know that injuries dont come

and— they all come back in a player's middle age. If our Golden Gaels

are willing to lake Uiat risk — the risk that every injury they suffer will

show up again laler — surely we should be happy to try to reduce the

injury risk with every possible (and costly if necessary) precaution.

Sure! You are going to say "Look at the rugger team—they

wear no equipment at all". But I will say back to you that rugger

is a different game—tackles are less jarring—and less frequent.

Contact, to the extent that it occurs on every play of a football

game, figures in, I am sure, less than ten per cent of a rugger

game. Don't get me wrong/ I think rugger is rugged—but its not

football—so we needn't compare the two.

Granted that possibly not every university or college spends in

proportion as much money on football as does Queen's. There are two

reasons for this.

One is that some other schools are in a region where people are more

interested in hockey or basketball, or even baseball — so they spend

iheir money on some other sport. Every school sU-ives to be tops in

some held of sport — it is prestige — and it caunot be denied that

human nature loves prestige.

But we aren't in a basketball-crazy area, are we? Nor is

hockey a rabid rage. But while other schools in our own league

(McGill and Toronto) find it hard to drum up any support for

their football teams in a part of the country where otherwise

football has such a widespread following—do we have this indiffer-

ence at Queen's?—No!—At Queen's we have people who love foot-

ball, and who are undeniably the pace setters in the whole Cana-

1

dian nation as far as football interest is concerned. Even Toronto,

with over 17,000 students, had a hard time matching the number

of Queen'smen in their own Varsity Stadium last—Saturday and

mth the season over. This all leads to the second reason.

Again we realize that every university does not spend in proportion

as much money on football, but we also realize that the cost of outfitting

and transporting a team is approximately the same, no matter which

university it is. Let us assume, for example, that we take Mr. Ware's

figure of S30,000 for the team to operate as the figure required to

operate any team in the league. This is a fair enough assumption, since

operating cost should be fairly uniform for all schools in the league.

This is, agreed, about 3/7 of tlie total budget — all expenses included.

At Western ihe next largest school — about twice our size — it would

be 3/14 (doesn't seem so sizeable does it?), considering that Western

lias a proportional overall budget to work with. McGill, with close to

10,000 students, would only spend 3/18 of its budget and Toronto 1/10

of its budget, by spending the same sum.

So let's face it, we're a small school in a big league. Mr. Ware's

suggestions, if taken seriously, leave us two alternatives: (I) drop out

of the league; or (2) spend a proportional amount of our budget for

football, and let our players get injured. The choice is yours Mr. Editor!

Personally, I'll keep the existing arrangement.

* Since / have asked Mr. Ware to offer a solution to (he obvious prob-

lem of insufficieni funds for campus chibs, I in my turn miisi supply one.

if siudent inieresi jees were raised by one dollar, ihis would give the

AMS more than S3,700 to devote exdusively to financiug the clubs, and

even to aiding intramural sports. With support such as football receives

on this campus, I don't imagine there are too many students who wouldn't

be wilting to pay the extra dollar in the interest of our favourite sport.

BOB LATHAM VOTED MVP
climaxing his best season with

Queen's with an 80 yd. Touch-

clown last Saturday against To-

ronto. The congratulations of

Journal Sports go out to Bob as

a deserving winner of the annual

award.

by Brian Bailey

Journal SporU Editor

LEVANA
Red Cross Instructor's Course

for Men and Women will be held

on Nov. 15, 16, 17, and 22, 23, 24.

All those interested are to meet

in the lecture room in the gym
at 7 p.m. Friday, Nov. 15. Re-

qualification will be on Nov. 25

from 4 p.m. to 10 p.m. For fur-

ther information contact Al Len-

ard at the gym.

Queen's University is sponsor-

ing a gymnastic dinner this Sat-

ui-day, Nov. 16 in the gym from

9:30 - 5:30. It will be conducted

by Mrs. M. Savage, who will

bring with her several accom-

plished women gymnasts.

Casual spectators will be ad-

mitted free of charge but those

who wish the mimeographed

notes will be charged one dollar.

This clinic is for teachers from

Eastern Ontario but will be of

intej-est to all gymnasts.

Come and watch or bring your

gym suit and participate. The

tentative programme is

:

9:30—general warm-ups
—rotate on 4 pieces of apparatus

1 1-11 :,30—mass free cal^thenics

2:00—3:30—rotate on 4 pieces

of apparatus

4-5—methods of judging rout-

ines.

On Saturday, Nov. 30, the Le-

vana Athletic Council will .play

hostess to four universities (Sir

George Williams, McGill, Mac-
donald, and Carleton) for a

general Sporting Day. The sports

will include hockey, basketball,

volleyball, badminton, archery

and swimming. Any girls who
wish to help in this "good-will"

gesture please contact Helen

Springer at 546-7280. Your ser-

vices would be used in officia-

ting or in less specialized tasks

as the Intermediate Queen's

teams will be competing.

Hockey Season Is Upon Us
Would you like to write up
Hockey for Q.J. Sports? See
B. Bailey any Press Night.

Up Coming

Q.J. Sports Features

1. GymnnsKcs —

2. History of BEWS Trophy

-Ncjtt Fridny

3. Two of Queen's Crcnlest

—The folloM-ing week

The Meteorology Dept. of the U. of A. Gateway senai

report of the predicted weather conditions for the Edmonton
,vj

end. "A strong easterly wind will blow a gale into Edmonton

1.'), The truth of the matter is that there will be 31 Gaels^,

Golden."

Like the visiting Gaels, die hosts for the "Golden Bowl", the
|,'

\'ersily of Alberta Golden Bears, represent by far the best in their
lej,'

—an undefeated club wilh an array of stars, confident that they a.K(^'.

10 tlic Golden Four of "Connor, Young, Edwards and Norrie".

The game will be staged in the Bears' "Clarke Stadium" ... but

(1 ) the Churchill Cup, emblematic of the Canadian Intercollegiaif

.

definitely not be at stake (2) the Honourable J. Percy Page, Lieuten;

Governor of Alberta, has expressed interest in donating a special cup(.

Ihis game — the Lieutenant Governor of Alberta Trophy — which
u:!

close to being an all-Canada final as possible without involving
Cl\'

promotion.

Frank Tindall, the 17-year veteran coach of the Golden d,^

and himself a former football star, boasts his first undefeat^

season as Gael Mentor. In order to go undefeated, a team muf

in this league, mn as many games as all the other teams w;,

bined—quite a feat—congrats Frank

!

Frank's U of A counterpart, Geno Fracas, is in his first year co::-!

ing the Bears. Gino is a graduate of Western University, and ^

Edmonton Eskimo fullback and linebacker . . . and a rather good?;

at that. Last Tuesday, after hearing that the game was approved byt

Queen's AB of C, Fracas remarked. "They have a good quarterb^

but so have we. They have a hard running fullback, but so have r

They also have a speedy halfback, which we also have."

The answers to the Golden Ones from the east seem lo come i;

singly but in pairs and trios. Cal Connor will be matched against

Smith, the W.C.I. A.A. all-slar quarterback last season, who conip,

a phenomenal record of 70.5 per cent pass completions for 1243 vi-

and 17 touchdowns. An injury at the beginning of the season dropj.

Smith behind team-mate Willie Algajer in the first half of this sck

In three games Algajer had completed 22 of 28 passes, while Smilb

limited action had hit on 41 of 67 for 539 yards. Not bad for an injir

quarterback.

The "We've-got-one-too" fullback Fracas mentions seems adui

to tie three fullbacks who all have excellent records. The Bean r

from a twin-fullback system which gives maximum running-pi^^t

potential. Bert Carron, a senior and all-star fullback, was drafted L

winter by the Calgary Stamps, but wants to complete his university dec

before attempting pro ball. A mere 5' 11" and 175 pounds. Bert f

leading conference rusher last year, grabbed 89.5 per cent of iht pi>-

ihrown to him and was runner up in the scoring race.

With Carron injured for the first 2 games, Irwin Strifier, Ut

Oklahama Slate, filled the gap, and led the league at the half way ro:

in rushing wilh 210 yards in 28 carries. Metro "Moose" Poseiwicb.

205 pounds, runs from the other fullback slot, and has averagd

touchdown a game this year with his ferocious running and pass caichi:

Two fleet halfbacks will challenge the superiority of Bayne Nff"

and Bill Edwards. Clarence Kachman and Ken Nielson have rivi

only each other all season for the scoring leadership. Kachman noic^

10 majors in the first four games. Nielson followed with eight lou:

downs, and delighls in beating defenders to Smith pass offerings. 1-

•eason he caught 30 of 37 passes and grabbed the scoring crown >'

nine touchdowns. He is a surprisingly deceptive runner with a p^''

sure hands, and is apparently professional bound. Kachman, the 0^

hand, is known for his running speed — known as the "mighty miJPj

(5' 8", 150 lbs.), Clarence made two field length dashes to win

Western and Dominion Championships for the Edmonton

Huskies last fall.

In all, these stars, althougli ibey have had inferior oppositio'

run ragged against (they trounced Saskatchewan 78-0 ia one ganK)>'

undoubtedly provide opposition which will make the Gaels impru^-

their 19-15 Toronto victory if they are to bring back the Lieuit"-

Govcrnor of Alberta's Tropby.

STRAY PASSES

Willie Lambert fought off a 21 point effort by Pat McCo"'

of Western and won the scoring championship, with a f*""

quarter field goal, by three points . . . Western won the
^

48-12, to even out their record at 3-3 and finish second . .

Willie" scored ali of McGiU's twelve points . . . my pick as si^'

last Saturday's squeaker were Bob Latham, Laird RassmU^

Larry Pcrgusonj and John Crouchman . . . league aJI-stars

chosen very soon - Gaels could grab 12 or more of the 24 posi"''

Gaels Cal Connor should be a shoo-in at QB. Young, Norrie

Edwards will battle with the aforementioned and Lambert

Toronto's Gerry Sternberg for the other field positiona

"Bozo" Crouchman should grab a linebacker's spot - so

last year's all star middle guard Merv Daub. Don RassmusscH

brother Laird could made the grade too, along with almost ai"

on the offensive line .... Bayne Norrie was! season's highest

for the Gaels with 42 points - far behind Lambert's 61 points

Lambert scored three-quarters of all McGill points in the sis

season . . . PREDICTIONS—Ottawa over Hamilton by 7. Vf"'

ver over Saskatchewan by 3 touchdowns - Gaels over U. of A- ^
by two majors - and next week - St. Francis X. over Varsity ^

points . . . Martin Ware over the coals in this column if he P^"*"

in eritizing the AB of C. Budget.
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SWIM TMM AFTIiR12iVMSm[ICE

tJiose who were wondering. Queen's does have a male swim
pespite lack of support from the "powers that be", Al Clark

"T'liii
swimmer in Arts '67 and Don Morrison, final year Phys Ed'

JucUt.
and head pool lifeguard, have succeeded in forming an inter-

It iias been abofat eleven years smce Queen's has had an organized

. .rcilk'giate swim team, In the past few years. Morrison's efforts

„,et \vith little success, but Clark's added enthusiasm has gained
"

'

. t nnd even pool time for the team.

List Monday night the team had its first meet in Fort Henry

,rlib, at the Vimy twenty-five metre pool

QUEEN'S JOURNAL

,\1 Clark established a new pool record for the 100 metres
jstroke with a time of 1:18.5; he was followed by Mike
,„lney and Warren Wessel. Lloyd Bishop and Tom Leary

and Second in the 100 m. backstroke while John Aker
m. freestyle. The
heat of the 100 m

ylaced first ^..wn

\pi Al Clark were second and third in the 50

n„ .1 exciting: race of the evening was the first) ..^„ „, ni.

,i
lyle: Frank Perks, Bob Gourley and a Fort Henry swimmer

,|,,[ Iiod neck and neck, all qualifying for the final.

main idea of the team this year is to form a nucleus and
I

experience for future years. Morrison says that any persons
. f,i take part in competitive swimming are welcome at club
^ every Tuesday and Thursday at 6 p.m.
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by Mike Fitton

Ass't Sports Editor

A surprising number of rooms
on Queen's campus contain small
and symbolic pieces of wood.
These pieces range in size from
a mere sliver to a six foot, 4" by
4" lojr, but they have one thing
in common — they used to he
part (or all) of a goalpost.

Queeu'sinen have been accused
of "defiance of constituted author-

it)'" (a phrase attributed to last

week's effort by an irate Queen's

Theologian ) in securing these

trophies, since, in many cases,

number of Rent-a-cops have been

See how many ways you can listen with the Philips Collegiate Trio!

Listen to jazz! Listen to lectm-es! Listen to the jokes you told last

summer! There are dozens ofways to listen with the Philips Collegiate

Trio. (Ten are shown here. Can you spot them?) And who are the

Philips Collegiate Trio? Hint #1: They all run on ordinai-y flashhght

batteries. Hint 42: You can take them with you anywhere.

hired to protect them, and proven
useless. But the fate of goalposts
must be obvious to the people who
ou-n them, because the posts are
made of cheapest and softest
wood.

Notice, in future games in
lUchardson Stadium, that we take
pride in protecting our goalposts
from the ravages of our opponents.
Notice also that they never come
in sufficient numbers to be able to
take our goalposts in a decisive
manner, as our numerous fans do in
their stadiums.

It seems, then, that it is a
recognized University activity
to attempt to steal the oppon-
ent's goalposts (witness one
metal greasepole), and, since it

presents risks that are purely
financial, (and meagre at thai),
this larceny should merit the
participation of every Queen's-
man (and Queen'swoman with a
flair for adventure).

Hotel La SaUe
Dine in the Famous Colony Room

Specializing in

Delicious Charcoal Broiled Steaks
Direct from Our Dining Rom Grill

Special Arrangements for Banquets & Dances

548-3361
Bagot & Princess

ij.f'lifips potJiot porlablo translslor
flM/fMradfo-GroM sound tiotn q

™!lslOf tadlo only 3!4 inchei hishi AM &
JMi a-l;«ntij(oi circuit, blcsound ipoaksrs.
in» iKo,ni'» imillial AM/fU Bodlo. OUiei
"Mtli aval

I lb)

2} PhiliiiE Conllnonlal '100 topo
recorder— Toho Uio trijjlc wilfi >ou . . .

tflna your good llrnoi liotiio on a Phlllpi

Conllncnlal '100 Tspo Record ci. You e'I

fabulous HUnd from o pcrliblo laps ro-

cirder that only wetihs 8 pound?. Rgcord)

2 hours por la pa.

3) Riillps nll-trantlslor porinbls reconl
ploycr — Pby all iliei ol rocoiili, alt 3

spfcdj 00 p(jrttbr» leeord plajtr |usl 7H
wido by ' hljh I

Tranilitgrlitd, complttf

wllh imsMSa A loudspuker. GcmI ngiid

raprodiidlHl

SEE THESE AND OTOEH MODELS AT YOUR PHIUP8 KEY OEAl£»

PHILIPS
takes the time to build the best

34-

STUDENTS
For That Bit of Relaxation

AFTER A LONG STUDY SESSION

BOWL
Ten Pins

at

Cloverleaf Lanes
— Special Student Rates —

• MOONLIGHT BOWL — Bowl froim llpjn. to 2ajn.

25c per game Minimum 3 per Lane

I

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

Socony Mobil Oil of Canada, Ltd. 15 one of the three largest

oil producers in Canada.

Discoverer of Pembina, Canada's largest oil field, and

Fosterton, the first commercial oil discovery in southern Sas-

katchewan, the company explores extensively throughout Canada

for oil and gas, and currently has exploration "plays" in the

Yukon and the Sable Island region off the Nova Scotian coast,

among other places.

Among 175 professionals on a staff of 650, most are graduates

of Canadian universities. They work In the company's head-

quarters at Calgary and in district offices at Calgary, Edmonton,

Regina and Dawson Creek, B.C.

The company recruits annually for graduates and under^

graduates who possess satisfactory academic records and have

the personal traits necessary to handle the challenging situations

they will encounter in their work. Rewards and benefits are made
accordingly.

APPLICANTS FOR EMPLOYMENT WILL BE INTERVIEWED ON
CAMPUS ACCORDING TO THE SCHEDULE BELOW. APPOINT-

MENTS MAY BE MADE AT THE STUDENT PUCEMENT OFFICE.

November 18 and 19

Junior Geologist—honours geology, geological engineering.

Junior Geophysicist—physics, geophysics, engineering physics,

electrical engineering, general geology.

Junior Production Engineer—petroleum, mining, civil, mechani-

cal, chemical and electrical engineering.

Summer openings exist In all three categories.

Socony Mobil Oil off Canada, Ifd*
BOX 800 CALGARY, ALBERTA

1
1

8d
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QUEENS REVUE GUILD
An open meeting will be

held on Monday, November

18, at 7:30 p.m., in Com-
mittee Rooms 3 & 4 to elect

a Producer, Director, and

Business Manager.

Anyone interested in any

way in the Revue is asked

to attend and participate in

this meeting, since a lot of

help is required to carry out

the many aspects of the

production.

I

WE PRESS

I
PUBLICITY

I

I

Is your organization dying on

'

its feet for lack of publicity? Do

'you feel that the Journal is vic-

1

timising you? If so please get in

I touch with the Journal as soon

! as possible. WE WOULD PAR-

TICULARLY WELCOME PRO-

GRAMMES OF FORTHCOM-
llNG EVENTS FROM ANY
!aND ALL CLUBS ON THE
I CAMPUS.

PATTON'S CLEANERS
and

SHIRT LAUNDERERS

Wally Elmer — Prop.

Dial 548-4292 -- 546-6480

349 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO
The Nicest Cleaning in Town

Ivan Nastikoff
{Med. 53 ) says:

I prescribe regular doses of

cash to keep my Savings Account

health)' at , . ('

Bank of Montreal

a big $lep on the road to success is an early bonking connedlon

You'll fiiul ihcse B of iW Branches in Kingston
ripecially cfiivcnieiu:

Pnucij&s & Barrie Sis., in Ihe "Y" DiiildinE:

WILLIAM V. CRONIN, Manager

Main OfTLCe, 297 King Si. Eusl al Ihe Markol:

REPRESENTATIVES OF

The

International Nickle Company
of Canada Limited

Will visit the University to discuss SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
with 3rd year students in

ENGINEERING —
• MINING
• METALLURGICAL
• CHEMICAL
• ELECTRICAL
• MECHANICAL

and

CHEMISTRY
Also, interviews will be held with students in

GEOLOGY
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT — 2nd, 3rd 4th year and post-
graduate geologists.

REGULAR EMPLOYMENT — Graduating and post-graduate
geologists.

on November 21 and 22

We invite you lo arrange an interview through the

University Placement Service.

The

International Nickel Company
of Canada Limited

COPPER CLIFF, ONTARIO

Graduates of a quick course in comfort I

Everybody passes this TCA-inspired course—and

passes it enjoyably, comfortably, quickly in the

multi-million dollar surroundings of a giant DC-8

jet, Vanguard or Viscount airplane. No exams to

write—nothing to study, although the cabin is quiet

enough for you to catch up on important papers

(or a welcome snooze). When you get on the move

in the business w/orld—or if you're travelling for

pure, 'plane pleasure, go TCA. It's the "refresher

course" you'll never fail (to appreciate).

FL Y CANADIAN - FL Y TCA

TRANS-CANADA AIR LINES m) AIR CANADA

A QUICK CALCULATION O
YOUR UNIVERSITY

INVESTMENT

Consider the time you invest getting yoor

degree as a percentage of your working life.

It would be about 11%. To get the most

out of the remaming 89% your work should

provide the opportunity and the scope to

use your professional knowledge and natural

ability to best advantage.

Cominco is one of the world's largest

raming, metallurgical and chemical enter-

prises. It is growing and diversifying. Its

range of activities provide interesting and

challenging opportunities for graduates in

engineering, geology, physics, chemistry,

commerce and many other professions. We

suggest you make it a point to see our per-

sonnel representatives when they visit your

campus. Cominco has much to offer you.

THE CONSOLroATED MINING AND SMELTING COMPANY OF CANADA LIMITED

Trail, British Columbia A Great Canadian Enterprise Montreal, Quebec
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folk Mass" Hishlights^ Theatre Night
,t

Wednesday evening the

,3ton Music Club presented

'twentieth Century Folk

The programme juxtapos-

uJaditional and modern reU

MS* ransic in a presentation

should spark a great deal

If thought
and controversy

Tiie
evening was divided into

t3, the first dedicated to

liie
more traditional fonns ol

jgitms music, and the secoiu

tothe Folk Mass itself. The first

of the programme was most

j-essive. The cantor of the

Israel Congregation, ti.L

Choirs fi'Om the Churcl]

:gt. Francis of Assisi and St.

^'s Cathedral and the Mei

Boy's Choir of St. George's

tliedra! upheid an extremely

^teriilard of performance.

Tlie Folk Mass itself was

jpaily well received by the au-

Jience. No criea of Blasphemy

ind Maledictus, maledictus ! were

ieani and very few little o

idies were carried out in apop-

eayo-

Some critics, however, fell

hat the actual presentation of

his half of the programme was
wak. Althought the combo,
;dniiiks, bass viol, and piano)
rere very good and Professor

rant Sampson's gymnastics as

onductor will not soon be sur-

Bssed, the choir's false starts.

hesitations and occasional quav
ering gave a rather unfavorable
impression.

In ian interview after the per-
formance, Prof. Sampson parti-
cularily emphasized the spon-
taneous nature of the production.
He said that if the technical

standards were not terribly high
it was at least •an improvement
on tiie "soupy ballroom atmos-
phere' of tne recording. Prof,
aampson, revising his initial

opinion, that the Folk Ma^s was
"disgustingly immoral," said
that he was impressed with the
sort of reaction within the club

itself to this new form of reli-

gious expression, "The group
was terribly interested dn the

whole affair. They felt that the

Folk Mass was a vital expression

of a traditional theme."

Probably the greatest virtue of

the whole presentation was the

spirit of enthus'i-asm which at

least animated the choir, band,

and conductor. Some of this may
have trickled down to the au-

dience. Can't we get excited

about anything?

On Thursday evening, Willian

Hutt, Zoe Caldwell, Eric Christ-

mas, and Amelia Hall, held a

near -capacity audience spell-
bound during the entire perfor-
mance of the Canadian Players'
new programme, "iVIasterpieces
of Comedy." This was a montage
of scenes from the great English
comedies, from the first real
comedy of the English shape,
Ralph Roesher Doister an ex-
cellent performance of A Re-
sounding Tinkle, an example of
the theatre of the absurd. Many
scenes from Restoration comedy
were particularly well received
by the audience.

The entire cast and in parti-
cular Eric Christmas, played
with spirit and enthusiasm, in a
pi'oduction which, although the
scenes were taken out of context,
showed a remarkable unity and
sustained humour. Our faith in

Coleridge's "willing suspension
of disbelief that constitutes poet-
ic faith" was confirmed by the
performance of William Hutt,
who was confined to a wheel-
chair as a result of a hip injury
which he sustained during a per-
formance only two days before
coming to Kingston. Mr. Hutt
executed many difficult roles

during the course of the evening,
including the attempted seduct-

ion of the fair Celia in Jonson's

sig-npostI

ffilD.lV. NOVEMBER 15
fnlim.Ltion.il House Club: Ever>'on<.'
».'lionn: to come to our weekly part)'.
»« "iid join Uie fun, starting at 9 p.m.
Afls -64 (open) Orgy: Bacchaiialirt.w ,1 Friday, November 15,W Club Hooms, S1.50 per couple.
»"JpiJi IJUk- Edncy's ordiMtra.

WD.U, NOVEMBER 17
&i?iwerinK Q.C.F. sponsor; "FniUi
»^ t-no«lc-dse", t!ie first of a series
nj," lectures by Bill Fulton, Mechan-

id Eneinircrin); graduate. In Uie Scicn-
'Uubroonis at 4:00 p.m.

H-,u5e nt 270 Albert St. Sun-
1 '- n„ ..,ri from 3-6. Winnie's EOi^E
^ ' n, . du,p in_nll of yu7..

Wix-k- Nov. 17-24. Let'5 ro

f.
' forfiet "Ties and Taffetta"

ll.ill, Nov. 22. Cost? S1.50 plus
vnur datel

^1i^D.;VY. NOVEMBER 21

CUP Roundup

Cl,(Siits Club invites meniljers
J"V others interested to a meetins
iiwsd^y. Nov. 21 at 8:00 p.m. in

J^i^^wr,rds nptijiiment, Morrij H.-ill.

K. „
'Icpicting sites in Greece
and historical intcMWl nnll

.

" '"d an informal discussion

"Pinal year P.H.E. stu-
^^iits competing as a sep-
'"^^'^ year in intra-mural

J^'>"'petition shall not be al-
^^ed to receive Arts chen-

'"'^.^nd felf'A's". If at the

,
three years they

^^^^^<i decide to compete as
^^Parate year their points
^^^te shall be "

'

end

th tiufirh

eappraised

had been in a

. year course, and let-

shall be awarded ac-

WATERLOO LUTHERAN

UNIVERSITY: The students'

council here emphatically de-

nounced the Canadian Union o£

Student's demand to the federal

government to reveal its policy

on security investigation by

RCMP officers.

The council felt that CUS had

no right to threaten or intimi-

date the government with such

an ultimatum. It felt that the

answer to the problem lay in

meeting between students and

the authorities. Such a meeting

could lead to clarification of

what is going on and perhaps co-

operation between CUS and the

government.

LONDON; The University of

Western Ontario has climbed on

the bandwagon and denounced

ita university bookstore for its

high prices. The university pa-

per, The Gazette, recently revea-

led that books can be purchased

more cheaply and quickly in

downtown London.

One local booltstore saleslady

said: "The UWO Bookstore ob

tains a 10 to 40 percent discount

on all books from Toronto brok-

ers which it doesn't pass on to

the students."

Another added: "A bookstore

could exist on a purely non-pro-

fit basis by cutting down con-

siderably the 10-40 per cent pro-

fit on books and still not operate

in the red. We have had numer-

ous comments in the past from

students who said that the prices

were cncuper than at the univer-

sity store."

The assistant manager of the

UWO bookstore answered the

criticism by explaining that

many texts are bought in the

U.S. and there is a five percent

increase in prices because of de-

valuation of the dolar. The book-

store maintained that it sells at

pubhshers' prices. CUP Round-
up cont.

FREDERICTON: A column in

the Brunswickan, the voice of

UNE, recently exposed the exis-

tance of out-of-date and unen-

forced laws.

"It is said that once a student

at Oxford went into the examin-

ation hall and refused to start

writing until he was given a

mug of ale, basing his demand
on a student regulation which

was two centuries old and had

never been repealed. After

some indecision, the invigolator

brought him the ale and he pro-

ceeded to write the exam. As he

was Iea\ing the halli the same

invigilator stopped him and fin-

ed him ten pounds for not wear-

ing a sword!"

HAMILTON : Cafeteria food at

McMaster University has recent-

ly become quite a mouthful.

Such bonus items as band-aids

green and white worms, bits of

string, hairpins and flies have

been discovered in the daily fare.

One student was fortunate

to find a live worm after he had i

bitten it in two. It was identi-

fied as a "green cabbage - salad

worm." I

Volpone, and the intruding

wheel-chair became no more no-
ticeable than a purple libido in

a Journal poem.

Contrary to what was announ-
ced in last wek's column, the
Drama Guild's evening of one-
act plays will be on November
23. These plays, directed, acted
and produced by the members of
the Guild themselves, always
provide a pleasant and varied

programme of entertainment,

and are adjudicated by three

qualified judges, this year Pro-
fessors Whalley and Le Pan of

tiie Department of English, and
by Nancy Helwig, who herself

gave such a moving performance
in Faculty Players' recent pro-
duction of V7icle Vanya.

The Guild's major production
for this term is scheduled for
December 4, 5, 6, and 7, and will
star Merilee Houston, Queen's
liveliest character actress, and
Jim Gernard, a new face to most
of us, although he has been quite
active in Queen's summer school
Drama Guild for the past few
years. This should be of interest
since it will be Prof. Fred Eurin-
ger's debut as director here at
Queen's.

Levanites will be glad to know
that the Kingston Kiwanis
Club's production of Carousel
has once again timed to coincide
with the glorious Free-for-all,

Suzie-Q Week.

Uintfiu ^eek'^s

iirtliritis Cure

Classified
WANTED

A ride for hvo to Montreal oq Fri
day p.m. or S;iturday a.m. to return
Sunday. Call 542-4050 and ask for
Poppy.

LOST

Ladies" silver watch lost Tuesday. Nov.
5; around Union or inner campus. Con-
tact Judy Robinson 546-0752.

A m;in's wiist\vatcli on the outer
field. Ileivard. Cidl McKav Brydoit nt

McNeill House, Local 383.'

mSCELl^NEOUS

ATTENTION LEVANA; Due to the
relatively poor qualities inherent in Le-
vanu, I have decided to spend my time

only with boys nevt week. Sorry to

di.'fflppoint so imany—but niaj-be nevt

yciU', D^vight "Ike" Kelnick.

For efficient typing of theses, teini

papers, etc. please phone Mrs. Pegler,

546-7692, Mrs. Lusfc, 542-3877.

NOTICE
Dominion - Provincial cheques have

been received .ind may be picked up
in the Rcgiitrar's Office.

Arthritis is a nonspecific term
that refers to any inflammatory

involvement of a joint. A num
ber of classifications exist based

upon the acuteness or chronicity

of the involment, the specific

joints involved, and other con

siderations. The chronic destruc

five inflammation of the joint

in rheumatoid arthritis repre-

sents only one component of a

systematic disorder of an ob-

scure nature.

Here at Queen's with the as-

sistance of Dr. N. A. Hinton re-

search is being conducted to find

the cause and cure for rheuma-
toid arthritis.

After completing his medical

degree at Queen's, Dr. Hinton

studied at the Uuniversity of

North Carolina. He also attended

the School of Hygiene and Im-

perial Medicine at the University

of London. Dr. Hinton has rec-

ently been made the Head of the

Department of Bacteriolog>' here

at Queen's.

While there are no precise

figures on the incidence of rheu-

matoid arthritis, it is an ex-

tremely common disorder that

is encountered virtually daily in

genei-a! clinical practice. It is

wox-ld-wide in distribution but

appears to be prevalent in the

temperate zones. Most affected

individuals have the onset of

their disease in the third and

fourth decades of Ufe. Female

are affected three times as often

as males.

begins following some fom of

stress. Symptoms can therefore

often be dated to times of expo-

sure, emotional stress, some un-
derlying disease, or physical ex-

haustion. These precipitating in-

fluences are followed usually by
the gradual onset of pain, swell-

ing and limited motion in the af-

fected joints. It is usually many
years before the exact kind of

arthritic condition is determin-

ed. Dr. Hinton hopes that by de-

tecting the presence of abnormal
gamma globulins at an early

stage he wil be able to pinpoint

the type of arthritis. A more
specific treatment could then be
started veiy early in the condi-

tion.

At present, the cause of arth-

ritis is not known. Also there is

no specific treatment now, al-

though a great deal can be done
to help and improve the condi-

tion.

Dr. Hinton is involved in re-

search on a serious disease—ser-

ious partly because it afflicts

people at an earlier age than
most types of arthritis; but
mainly because thousands of peo-
ple suffer from it.

Joan Blaney

LAST CALL

Want to start or complete

a record of your years at

Queen's?

There are still a few cop-

ies of Tricolor '63 available

at the A.M.S. Office in the

Students' Union.

The price: S5.

Dr. Hinton has been engaged

in this study for approximately

seven years. He has studied over

1000 cases in and around the

Kingston area and is still in

contact with over half of them.

During the course of this

disease an abnormal blood pro-

tein, gamma globulin, is pro-

duced. This protein, in reactions

with normal gamma globulin, be-

haves like a typical antibody.

Because of this scientists now
refer to it as an antibody.

Rheumatoid arthritis charac-

teristically affects sevei'a! joints.

The small joints of the body are

most often affected, principally

the hands, feet, wrists, and parts

of the jaw. The spine is a second

favorite site of involvement but

the larger joints such as the el-

bows, ankles, and hips are not

immune. Rheumatoid arthritis is

chronic.

Rheumatoid arthritis usually

BOND REFUND
For Toronto and Montreal.

Tuesday. November 19, 5-7
p.m. A. B.C. Office — Gym-
nasium.

All campus organizations

that want their picture in

Tricolour '64 please contact
Nancy Shedd, 548-4024, be-

fore Sunday, November 17.

RUGGERROMP
with the

METRONOMES
at the

BURGUNDY ROOM
of the

L.4SALLE HOTEL
Sal.. Nov. 16.

Liquid Refreshments at

the Bar

HEAR ALVIN HAMILTON
Former Minister of

Agriculture,

Speak on the Wheat Deals

On Monday, November 18,

EIUs Hall, 8:30 P.M.

HERE'S WHO'S WHERE?
^Hls INSULT HURLED INTO PRINT FOR THE PUBLIC GOOD BY:
Wt? ^- SMITH (388)

JARRETT (390)

CHARLIE GRAHAM (390)

DAVID E. ICENNEDY (388)

JOHN KELK (386)

BOB CARTER (386)

JOHN BALWIN (390)

DOUG WHITE (386)

BILL RANNIE (388)

BILL RDLLAR (390)

JACK JUUSOLA (388)

NEIL O'DONNELL (390)

DUNCAN HUTCHISON (390)

TOM Or^EILL (390)

-CLIP AS A HANDY REFERENCE FOR SUZIE-Q WEEK I ! I
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Engineers On Expansion
SEGREGATED?

The prospect of mammoth lecture

theatres and lack of contact with the

professor doesn't bother the En-

gineer; he got used to this as a frosh

in Civil I.

But there are some results of uni-

versity expansion that might con-

cern him. As the university expands

it becomes too big to stay tied to-

gether, and its unify is destroyed as

smaller groups become more and more

independentj firstly in spheres of

administration, then academically,

and perhaps socially. At Queen's these

groups are the faculties.

Already the faculty has its own ad-

ministration and its own student govern-

ment separate from the AMS. As the

work volume increases, more will be

done by faculties and less under central

control.

As the number of students grows,

the faculty builds up a staff of its own

wlio are busy instructing only members

of the faculty. Even courses common

to the faculties of Arts and Science and

Engineering, for example, elementary

Physics, Chemistry, and Mathematics;

are taught by different professors so

that classes do not mingle. The "Artsy"

courses such as English, Economics,

Politics, and German are special Engin-

eers' courses (never offered to Arts-

men), and tliey may be taught one day

by special Engineering professors ( never

seen by Artsmen). Along with tliis

trend, the faculty may acquire buildings

in its own little comer of the campus.

"Honest To God" by John Robin-

son. 143 pages. S.C.M. Press.

$1.10.

This little volume is the biggest news

this year in the English religious world.

It has been greeted with imcommon

enthusiasm by the laity and stark amaze-

ment by the clergy . . . what is there

about this bok that is so striking, so

controversial?

The author, the Anglican Bishop of

Woolich, attacks the world-view of the

Bible, i.e. the three-storey universe. He

maintains that modem man has come

of age, and in his sophistication can no

longer take seriously all this talk about

God and heaven bemg "way up there",

while the devil is "down there", and we

of this world are here in the middle.

He continues to repudiate the tradi-

tional Christian insistence upon proofs

for the existence of God. For him, God

is ultimate reality, He is the "Ground

of Being", the "beyond" in the midst

of life. God, as a person, is denied

existence. Robinson also mamtains

that Christianity should be stripped of

the "religious", i.e.. that Christians

should realize the fact that they are bora

to live in this world without using God

as an excuse for what they do or as an

hypothesis to explain what they do not

yet know.

It should be said that this is not a

theologians' book. But neither is it a

book to be appreciated by the laity in

general. In my opinion, it will be read

most widely by the informed laity. The

terminology of the book presupposes a

theological interest.

"Honest to God" is nothing new for

the Queen's thcologue. We too have

read Bultman, Tillich, and Bonhoeffer.

The jargon and the questions of Robin-

son's book are familiar to us, even old

stuff. Most of us would like to know

what all the fuss is about. I might add

that we have read Karl Barth, and this

is something the good bishop seems not

to have done. He would benefit greatly

from the experience.

Other theologians agree with Robin-

son's confession, "I am no theologian".

Obviously, Robinson cannot be so glibbly

dismissed, he has made pubhc and

popular the very question that the clergy

and the Engmeer will be confined to his

own cluster of limestone; he will heat

his test-tube in an Engmeering Chem-

istry building, quite remote from the Arts

counterpart. Why, for example, do we

take English I in Ellis Hall and not in the

New Arts Building in a proper Dickensian

atmosphere.

This growth is bound to affect the

Engineer academically and socially. As

faculty segregation is completed, 10 the

extent of one's own clubrooms (and even

one's own residences!) the campus be-

comes impersonal; the Engineer's friends

all wear gold jackets. The important

advantages of being associated with a

university are lost: the mingling of diverse

minds, a wider less prejudiced look at

society and the world, the exchange of

ideas (Artsmen have intelligent ideas).

The Engineer graduates from an Engin-

eer's world and knows httle else. He

might just as well have come from a

Technical Institution.

Tony Taylor

have so cautiously presented for almost

thirty years.

The book has been and will continue

to be anathamatized by the fundamentalist

and the conservatives of the Church.

Odiers have used H to G as a big stick

with which to beat the fundamentalist.

They take great pleasure at watching

them squirm as God is booted out of

His universe "out there". Others de-

light to hear the cries of "heresy!" when

attention is drawn to the chapter entitled

"The End of Theism".

There is no justification for tampering

with the faith of another person in so

unsympathetic a manner. It is not admir-

able to be abrasive merely for the sake

of seeing the sparks fly. Is there to be

detected in this book a slight sense of

superiority, a touch of arrogance? Is his

revolution really as the bishop says,

"reluctant"?

Some say this book is the work of a

courageous man. He has dared to make

public the questionings of the professional

theologian. Honest To God is seen by

them as a much needed, indeed as a

successful attempt to popularize the

crucial questions of contemporary

theology and society.

Bishop Robinson, like Bultmans and

his programme of demythology, has done

a good thing in attempting to strip

Christianity of the superstitious accumu-

lations of the centuries. He has made

the important distinction between

religion and Christianity that many of

us have sought to make without much

success.

The book is worth its price and the

lime it takes to read it. It raises good

questions, none of them easy. The

answers are not always satisfactory, but

they have caught the imagination and

interest of great numbers of us.

With all this revived theological

interest, it is unfortunate that we are not

justified by theology — but by grace.

Lance Woods
2nd year Theology.

EDITOR'S NOTE: This book review

Itas been published in keeping with the

policy of this page to be as representa-

tive of ccunpus thought as possible.

Honest to God 1 1

1

MEDIOCRITY ?

Modern construction is a visible

sign of progress in the field of En-

gineering; yet how will University ex-

pansion affect the Engineering stu-

dent?

The broadening of courses, the im-

provement of facilities, the increase in

competition for positions in industry,

make controlled expansion promising.

Yet we have difficulty filling our enrol-

ment capabilities now; how are we to

maintain good standards while attemptmg

to fulfill a larger enrolment? The prob-

lem is one of standards and not of num-

bers.

Industry today has litde room for

mediocrity and it is from this source that

the buffer will come. Controlled expan-

sion will therefore be a benefit to the

student in AppUed Science.

DavM Whiting

mu
On Saturday, Nov. 23, at 8:30 p.m.

in Convocation Hall, the Queen's

Drama Guild will provide an oppor-

tunity for thespians and critics to

see three one-act plays. This "Hallow-

ed Trinity" includes "A Marriage Pro-

posal" (Chekov), "Women of the

Tomb'' by Michel de Ghelderode and

the last and most exciting is a play

by Rick Malt "Remember the Chame-

leon", a satire on the advertising

world.

Rick Malt is a graduate student in

economics whose 'Is Nothing Sacred ?

An Irrelevant and Irreverent History

of Queen's' delighted readers last

year. He has also written the Queen's

Revue '64.

Technology, developed as an extension to man's forearm to conquer
tli^

problems of environment, has become a cudgel, the blows of which ma^
^

now trying desperately to avoid. Men must now be made for machines,

machines for men. Our universities do little more than provide technocrats
,^

build and operate machines. Religion, the arts, and philosophy are fading

the university curriculum as we "no longer have time" for them - as we

"produce more higlily skilled technicians."

Yet, in our present attempts at foreign aid, are we not merely foisting
on,

Brave New World on those societies, rich in culture, who have tlius far avoide,;

the pitfalls of materialism? They have avoided the dulling protestant
etb.,

proclaiming that "Work is a virtue". Yet, it is tlie acquisition of this Iidk\^h^,.

ethic that we claim is necessary for development. Some development!

We live in a society continually plagued by "unemployment leading

starvation". Underconsumption is one of North America's great long

problems. Yet again we are willing to force this problem on the emerging

nations under the guise of "economic development". Js there any reasuj

that the distribution of wealth should depend solely upon production i

goods and services? Why not link distribution to cultural or religion;

.ichievement? Why not link it to education or artistic creation?

We are approaching the stage when North Americans can be fed, clolljtJ,

and housed by a work force of less than 10 per cent of our population wurkinj

a 20-hour week. Yet instead if giving three cheers for having thrown oii tt.

yoke of work and being free at last pursue art, literature, natural science, ai^

religion, we try to devise new systems to enslave ourselves.

The underdeveloped countries have little notion of this protestant etiin

of OUTS - let us learn from them. Instead of givmg them 19th century cap.Li

goods as "foreign aid", let us give them cybernated factories. Instead of waitiiij

our energy and theirs building expensive hard-top roads that wash out e\w,

year, let us develop the hovercraft. Instead of building airstrips, let us di;vL-k,.

the heUcopter and vertical take-off plane.

In other words, let us jump the underdeveloped countries over Ihf

stages of growth through which we have painfully passed. As rapidly 0

our latest technology wiU permit, let us bring them to the stage where

can be adequately fed, clothed, and housed. But at all costs let us av

upsetting cultures far richer than ours and exchanging our materialisn

for their religion and art, exchanging our Coca-Cola for their Koran.

Let us, too, arrest the headlong plunge of North America into the abyss cj

the Brave New World. Let us harness machines to perform at the command rt'

men — not men to fill the requirements of machines. The time to re-assess k

North American philosophy is at hand; the time to stop foisting our nmeteenjfcEDbedand,

century "growing pains" on the new nations has arrived. Society faces a fori from

in the path of its growth: one fork leads to unparaUeled achievements in religioi|,j,^
p^^(_^

art Uterature, and the opportunity for satisfying philosophies of life for

men; the other leads to a Brave New World in the AUanUc Commumty and

malcontent, animaUstic Asia.

What wUl be our decision? Which path will we choose?

D. A. Dodp

Treasure

opened yest

Jewetl, Lib

Word and

liJids a pro

eence at Q
(ueen's gr

FOCUS

crossroads ajrica
Operation-Crossroads-Africa wiU conduct its sixth student study-work pr-^

ject during the summer of 1964. It is conceived as an effort to relate student

of different religions, racial and national backgrounds of the North Wesiti^

Hemisphere and the African continent in creative and constructive ways.

a 1962 Crossroader expressed it, "The primary aim is not the building of schoo-

but the establishment of bonds of understanding and friendship between our v^^-^

continents ... A secondary aim is to give a small number of students an oppor"^

ity to discover at first hand the characteristics of die modern African Revoluu^

Crossroads is careful to have no connection with either the Canadian or

American governments ... it does not want to be treated as a weapon in

Cold War."

A party of American and Canadian students will leave for Africa

mid-June. There will be a period of orientation prior to departure and )'

anticipated that the Canadian group may be given a brief orientation "couf

tot

LMadiaa R
Eugene S

chari

*E CanadiE

Tjiion, wi

lall on Th
atS:30p

The topic

Open to th

of the

lEreasing C
^Ir. Hall

prior to the longer and more extensive period of orientation held in Washing''-^ in

The project is financed in Canada dirough the efforts of a National C"-^

mittee of Volunteers who secure subscriptions to underwrite the approxinii'"' ^
n s Ne

$40,000.00 cost of sending twenty-five Canadian students but the bulk of

money comes from the United Church of Canada. There is nothing esclu^'

denominational about the composition of the Canaldian group. Unitana"

0 Si

on Ne

B^^'Hallm
Soard

of Ti

Roman Catholics and Hebrews along with United Church and other Protcsiai^ ^t Foundat

have made up Uie Canadian twenty-five. The Committee of Selection ;^uiy chain

national one and this year hopes to be able to choose and send twenty Ptts:

uaw-Jiin. Uiiv aiiu jfvtu in/jJ^^ —
H it' Df

r

Canadian students. Each student will be required to raise $300.00 towara ''-omrnuni,

Students chosen, whether Christian or non-Christian, will be pers'"| Eradu

who have a religious awareness and an understanding and appreciaii"'"

faiths other than their own which goes beyond mere tolerance.

Applicants must be people with warm personalities who are ge"^',"'.

interested in t>eing friendly with people of other traditions. Since the pr*^)^

will require manual labour the participants must be in good health.
^

In 1962 John Isbister went from Queen's and in 1963 Joan Beattie and 1"'

Nichols.

Applications must be in Uie hands of the National Committee by 1^""^^

15th. Additional information and application forms may be secured

Padre Laverty. ^
Padre Lflve^

'dent of

nca

the

Servi
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International Club Gala Night

Achieves Dream of Many Lands
Have you ever seen the Lion

Dance of China? You would have

if you were aE the International

show put on last Saturday in

Dunning Hall by the International

House of Queen's.

The Lion Dance is done with

the aid of the mythical Uon pic-

tured on this page. It is accom-

panied by the throbbing of drums

and the clash of cymbals. But its

effect ii fearful and fascinating.

If you had been at the Inter-

nationa) show you would have

heard a flute solo by Harsh Bhar-

gava which was one of the quietest

and most touching moments of the

evening. You would also have

seen a jubilant Indian Monsoon

Dance.

isplaysMPand Mukluks

One of die most extraordinary

dances was the African Courtship

dance which was led by Miss
Agnes Ashun. An uninhibited and
twining dance, it was acclaimed by
the audience.

The West Indian folk singers

were dressed as if they were walk-

ing down the streets of Kingston,

Jamaica, or Port of Spain, Trini-

dad. Their singing of Calypso

carols reminded us all that soon

it will be Christmas.

For diose who dream of the

South Pacific there was the Candle

dance from Ihe Philipines.

There was also a different kind

of dancing. The wild and warlike

sword dance from the Highlands,

was perfectly performed by Mary
Stewart and Joan McElroy.

To all these and the many others

who performed. Miss Ellen Clark

said a very sincere thank you.

Treasure Van was officially

opened yesterday by Miss Pauline

Jewett, Liberal M.P, for North-

umberland. Miss Jewett holds a

Pb.D. from Harvard and under-

look post-doctorate students at

D-tford and London. She also

holds a professorship in Political

Science at Queen's. She is the only

Queen's graduate to become a

clioo-

iir 1"

luuo-

Member of Parliament and to hold

such a professorship.

Treasure Van is a display and

sales of international handicrafts

sponsored by World University

Service of Canada. Its aims are

to arouse interest in crafts and

cultures of other countries; to

assist the craftsmen who make the

CBC Vice President

0 Spealt at Queen's
Canadian Register Press Release:

Eugene S. Hallm

Ihe

an, vice-presi-

in charge of programming for

Canadian Broadcasting Cor-
ixiraiion.

will speak in Dunning
on Thursday evening, Nov.

^' ^.30 p.m.

'opic of his address, which

J'^o to the public, will be "The
^f'^ of tlie Artist in an Age of
^creasing Conformity."

Halhna this

in the
esses

sponsored

year s

of public

by the

Newman Club and the
'on Newman Alumni.

Hallman is a member of the

^
of Trustees of the Broad-

'oundation of America, and a

w Dh..
'," '^'"I'^man of Intertel. He is

^'il""^"' of the Canadian Institute

^'"nmunicaUons.

graclu"^
"'^'"'^ London, Out., he

^oron"'^^
from the University of

In 1960 he joined the CBC as

programme organizer in the labour

and business field and was respons-

ible for the documentary series

"Cross Section". He became

Assistant Supervisor of Talks and

Public Affairs in 1954 and was

appointed director of Network

Programming in 1957 and has

been vice-president for program-

ming since 1960.

His talk on Thursday evening

will be followed by a question

period,

goods; and to finance some of the

activides of WUSC.

WUSe is a voluntary service

organization, governed by national

committees of students, professors,

and supported by local committees

on almost every university campus.

Its funds are used to assist over-

seas students to come to Canada

an,d help them while they are here;

to enable Canadian students to

travel abroad to take part in

special summer seminars, univer-

sity courses and voluntary work

schemes; and to give su[^ort to

projects designed to help needy

students and professors in develop-

ing countries and in emergency

situations.

This year TVeasure Van is

featuring goods from thirty coun-

tries, including Turkey and Yugo-

slavia for the first time. Everything

from mukluks to Indian tribal

effigies is on .display.

Treasure Van will be in Grant

Hall until Thursday and will be

open from 1:15 to 5:00 p.m, and

7:00 to 10:00 p.m.

Notice to all final year

students! ! ! On Wednesday,

November 20, at 12:00 Noon
there will be someone in thu

TRICOLOR office to receive

orders for TRJCOLOR '64

from ^aduating students

only. THERE WILL BE NO
SALES OF TRICOLOR
THE SPRING TERM.

photo by Graf

AMS States Its Policy
Investigations by the R.C.M.P.

1. A. Security checks on indi-

viduals entering or in the

pubUc ser\'ice are necessary

for national security. When
competent, professors, mem-

bers of staff, and students

should supply necessary in-

formation for the R.C.M.P.

B. However, no professor,

member of staff', or student

should give any evidence or

opinion to the R.C.M.P.

otiier than by signed, writ-

ten statement.

C. Furthermore, the govern-

ment

state

of Canada should

"1 1942. He immediately
the Canadian Meteoro-

< u}
'1 '^'"^'cc and was attached

.^""^'^ of World War II.

GIRLS BE PnEPARED

It's Siisie-Q Week fiKnin. Fin-

nlly tJiis i:s your chnnce . . . Re-

member that boy whom you met

at tiie ten dance? die one who

asked you out once and hasn't

called since?—assuming that he has

50 Inbs to Ret ready? And most

important, that wonderful male

\vlio has been show'erinR attention

on vou? Get into die eonipctition.

COVENTRY CONFESSIONS

i) what constitutes a

"security risk",

ii) who is the final judge

of whether or not a

person is a "security

risk",

and iii) how security investiga-

tions are to be carried

out.

D. Persons described by the

government of Canada as

"security risks" should be

so informed. There should

be adequate provision made

for appeals.

2. A.

The architect of Coventry

Cathedral, which was recentiy re-

built after being destroyed in

World War II, will pve an illus-

trated lecture at Queen's Univcr-

lUty's Dunning Hall Auditorium

next Wednesday, Nov. 20th.

Sir Basil Spence will speak on

die topic, "An Architect's Con-

fession." His talk will be pre-

cceded by a 40-minute colour film

on the building of the new

cathedral. The film wOl begin at

7:15 p.m., with the lecture to

follow at 8:30.

His lecture at Queen's will in-

clude pictorial examples of his

recent work, which will serve to

support his humanist beliefs. The

film depicts the realization of the

dreams of a determined people to

replace the cathedral as a symbol

of their defiance of tyranny and

destruction.

Sir Basil Spence received the

O.B.E. in 1957. and in 1960 was

knighted for his contribution to

architecture.

Where there is reasonable

evidence of activity of a

subversive nature on a uni-

versity campus, the

R.C.M.P. should conduct

an investigation. The uni-

versity administration

should be informed when

such an investigation is

taking place.

C. Where there is no prior

reasonable evidence of

activity of a subversive

nature, tiie R.C.M.P.

should not conduct investi-

gations of a routine or

general nature.

NOTE: This a siaiement of posi-

tion. Because the Cana-

dian Vmon of SlivJenis

has already passed reso-

lutions catting for repre-

sentation on this matter

to the govermneni of

Canada, the Atma Mater

Society, as an individual

unit within the Canadian

Union of Students, is not

a position to make state-

ments or requests with

the intention of subse-

quently making represent-

ation.

B. However, the government of

Canada should define

i) "reasonable evidence"

and ii) "activity of a subversive

nature".

FILM SERIES

This Thursday at 7 and 9

the CUCND will show in

Etlierington Hall the French

film Tliou Sluilt Not Kill, the

second movie in its series

Violence in tlie Cinema.

TREASURE VAN
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EDITORIAL

Vote You Oligarchical Aborigines
This Wednesday and Thursday, the students of Queen's are asked to vote

for one of the four parties active on Campus: Liberal, New Democratic, Pro-

gressive Conservative, or Sin.

lo the past week — a busy one for the campaigners, it has become all too

clear that the reaction of the student body as a whole is "So what?" A debate

between members from the three legitimate parties was sparsely attended, and

a debate between the four campus parly leaders was not attended at all.

If this is indicative, we can expect another year in which the apathy of

% of Queen's makes the efforts on the part of the political clubs farcical —
Last year, 26% of the student body voted in the election, and this in spite of

the fact that polls were located in places where they would be easily accessible.

We wonder what will happen when these same students are expected to walk three

or four blocks to vote in a federal or provincial election.

We may say that since Uie election on campus does not really effect us —
wluchever party gets in power will not be able lo do anything but play politicking

— there is no reason for us to vote.

The fact remains, however, that at least a couple of these parties have worked

bard to present to the students serious and responsible platforms setting forth

what they feel are the answers to national problems. All they ask you to do

is to consider the platforms, weigh their relative merits, and VOTE. It takes

a matter of minutes to do the former, and your athletic card and seconds for the

latter.

The editorial board of the QJ feels that this is not too much to ask. We
recommend that you give your support to a party and make model parhament

representative of die wishes of the entire student body. We recommend that on

Wednesday and Thursday, you bring your athletic cards and VOTE.

CP

X no-PS yoo ,,. My pjp£r , Vtop

^ /r

BE-F(?«C you tTMoTE-
So ^f<£.si,yi

C9

Anyone is free to take his stand on the Soapbox n]
may represent any opinion thai they desire. The

Edii

Board is in no way officially associated with the op/.j

expressed here.

You Said it . , .

High Intellect Group Speak

Editor, Journal-

la view of the fact that the yearly ritual of Susie-Q

has descended upon us, it seems propitious to express a

few comments and criticism which have accumulated over

the last three years. To be brief, Susie-Q is an iU-concealed

connivance which enables the socially unacceptable to force

themselves in multiplying hordes on the gentlemen of this

campus.

We sincerely believe that at this stage the whole issue

should be examined by we, the student body, and in order

to start the ball rolling it is our intention to discuss a few

of the faults inherent in this ridiculous tradition. Basically,

the "low intellect group" on campus, that is, the female o£

the species, is obviously endeavouring to assume the laurel

wreath of masculine supremacy — a role which they are

hopelessly incapable of handling. Their pathedc ineptitudes

leaves the whole institution wide open to the following

criticisms:

the true spu^it of the conven-

tion,

Ted Gloves

John Alexander

Dave Lough

1. It encourages immature

"floor" contests within the

residences for the highest

number of imignificant

"dates" achieved within

a given period of time.

The majority of these

"dates" amount to noth-

ing more than a cup of

coffee at some awkward
time of the day, and

hence serve only as an in-

convenience.

2. Many girls consider it as

a release for their spite

against past, present, or

future beaux,

3. Their attempts to achieve

the intricacies of mascu-

line social etiquette (e.g.

opening doors, and hold-

ing coats) are childishly

futile and can serve no

practical purpose,

4. Social pressures force

girls to undertake tele-

phone calls which they

bungle to the embarrass-

ment (and/or the amuse-

ment) of both parties.

5. In the minds of many
girls it serves as a further-

ance for the aims of

S.P.C.A.

6. Those in heat can run

rampant through the

campus by-ways in a

futile attempt to satiate

their animal desires.

7. Many of those in question

cannot handle the impli-

cations which accrue from
the sexual olTeosive.

These generalizations do

not apply to the few mature,

intelligent Levanites. These

use the week as a means of

repaying certain social obli-

gations, or of displaying

favour to a "special guy" in

a natural way, that uphold

Answers Alumni
Editor, Journal:

1 presume that Mr. Hamil-

ton's letter and lengthy quot-

ation of figures are intended

to prove my statement that

football and the accompany-

ing administrative pandering

to the alumni result in m-
creased donations to the uni-

versity. From 1954 to 1957

(inclusive) there is a $60,000

rise in alumni donations (co-

mcidental with Ron Stewart's

great period). From 1957 to

1960, a similar, though

Yatesless, period, the rise is

only $35,000.

It is not with the printed

appeal which Mr. Hamilton

cites that I disagree. I never

at any time said that I dis-

agreed with the policy of

promotion throu^ truth,

What I do most strenuously

object to is the mentality of

re-union weekends. 1 do
object to the sentimentality

used to part the grad and his

money — as J. Alex Edmi-
son's speech so beautifully

typified. As I said, how long

can an institution sacrifice

its principles and retain the

greatness that its past integ-

rity has brouglit it?

Is it true that any pub-
hcity is good publicity? This

imphes a rather critical un-

diseriminating audience.

What sort of advertisement

is it for a university to say

this of its graduates, cither

past or future? I still wonder.

Mary Corbeit

Dockrell Called ^Dodge^WelV
Editor, Journal:

In reply to Mr. DockrelJ

I would like to say he has

shown his personahty quite

well in his letter. Unable to

answer the criticism levelled

at him, Dodge-Well has

twisted the facts in his mind
until he came up with that

wonderful example of in-

congruity and faulty reason-

ing.

To begm with, ray first

letter was not a "temper

tantrum" because Mr. Dock-
rell isn't worth getting angry

over.

In his second paragraph he

shows why he is interested

in politics-"personal pub-

hcily".

He then states his support

and interest in campus
affah-s; but if we look further

on we see a rather signifi-

Answers
Charges

Editor, Journal:

On the front page of

Friday's Journal in an article

entitled "Pohlics Boiling",

Mr. Dockrell, the campus
Tory leader, made several

rash and unsubstantiated

charges. He charged the QJ
with conceit and, much more
serious, witii attempting "to

pass judgment on tlie plat-

forms of the various parties."

The QJ merely asked the

parties to comment on what
it considers the most crucial

iisuc facmg Canada today,

the future of Confederation.

Since the above article did

not even attempt to answer,

let's take a look at the P.C.

platform. "Support policies

designed to strengthen Con-
federation on a bi-cultural

basis." That's it, that's the

entire thing.

Tiierefore, on the basis of

1.) the Tory platform, 2.)

ihe above mentioned article

by Mr. Dockrell and 3,) the

Tory statement on page 6 of

this issue (which again

i^ores it), we are forced to

conclude the Progressive

Conservatives are deUber-

atcly trying to avoid this

issue. They have no policy

on tliis matter (as well as

many others).

Peter Walker

Don Carmichael

cant incongruity. Although

he tries to say these affairs

are important he still calls

ihem '"cradle league affairs".

In passing, let me say that his

reason for coming to Queen's

is the phoniest way to get

Susie-Q publicity that I

have seen to date; however

this publicity will obviously

make him tickled pink.

Contrary to his letter, Mr.

Dockrell did know SIN
favoured using campus

issues. This was stated in a

previous Model Parliament

meeting and also published

in the Kingston Whig-

Standard.

As lo his final comment,

I had no hand whatever in

forming the SIN party, I

was asked to join. This is

the opposite of what most of

Mr. Dockrell's party mem-

bers would like to ask him.

i quote the P.C. president

"People get tired of listen-

ing to the party leader".

In closmg, let me say Mr.

Dockrell is the only one in

campus poUtics known to

throw temper tantrums.

Tliese come quite often in

his attempts to have SIN
barred from running. On
Thursday night he broke up
the convenor's party with

bis screaming about how un-

fair our party is. I guess we
all sympathize with this

fallen idol. The shambles he

made of last year's Parlia-

ment (when he was Prime

Minister ) is now known
across the Campus. A real

blow to his much sought

"personal pubhcity".

Gordon Dowsley

WE DARE TO DIFFER
During the past two years

the Canadian political scene

has become clouded by a

vast array of confusing

issues. We have those who
favom- Separatism, those who
think Mike Pearson is the

Cat's Meow, and those who
think Diefenbaker is a good

leader. On this last item

this writer has some reserv-

ations.

DIEFENBAKER
Mr. Diefenbaker is the

leader of an old and proud

political party. Recently,

under his leadership, some of

the things regarded as taboo

within party ranks have been

changed. Witness the Con-

servative government's atti-

tude towards welfare legis-

lation. Old age pensions

were mcreased and assist-

ance v/as given to the pro-

vinces, wishing to implement

hospitaUzation plans. The
party also became less con-

cerned with the problems of

protective tariffs and the wel-

fare of vested interests.

ARM US
In most areas the univer-

sity student with Conserva-

tive leanings has agreed with

the national party and hence

Diefenbaker. In other areas

there has been marked dis-

Rakedl Once And For All
Editor, Journal:

It was with great delight

that I received your observa-

tion in the Soapbox that

"every woman is at heart a

rake."

I confess that some of

your statements at first

raUier led me lo believe that

you entertained the common,
but antiquarian notion of

women as a beast of burden.

(A tendency to quote a

buddmg philosopher, "to

exist on memories that have

absolutely no connection

with reality".)

But I must apologize for

forming an impression that

is not only groundless but

cast an unworthy blight on
your character.

It is now only too evident

to me that you were extoll-

ing the female species even

at the expense of your own
sex.

When I reflect on your

noble gesture (on behalf of

the male) to take over all

Ihe mundane, hurly-burly

aspects of the political field

in order to leave women free

to cope with the enigmas of

political theory, I feel most

humble.

Such deference to us

proves beyond a doubt that

when you dcicribcd woman
as a rake, you meant the

converse of the usual defini-

tion of rake as a "dissipated

or immoral man of fashion".

No doubt, Martin, you

meant to imply that women
(and Queen's women in par-

ticular) are not only fashion-

able, but inclined to spend

their leisure moments not in

dissipation, as is man's un-

fortunate lot, but in the

exercise of other rational

faculties.

It is wonderful to know
that tliere is at least one man
who recognizes the real

extent and depth of woman's

My Move
Editor, Journal:

After following the
sprightly exchange between

Mr. Dockrell and Mr. Dows-
ley for the past little while, I

have but one suggestion to

make: Why don't these

esteemed gentlemen stop

worrying about each other

and begin to do a bit of

serious campaigning. Pre-

senting policy is a bit more
responsible than sniping,

and neither of these gentle-

men has deigned to indulge

in the former. Will next

week's Journal publish a

letter asserting that Mr.
Dockrell's father can lick

Mr. Dowsley's

Alison Gordon
Parliamentary Leader of

tfie New Democratic Party.

capabilities.

Thank you.

Carroll Holland
T/iis is an extremely cunning

letter and it is very diffi-

cult to argue with it. It

shows us that it is lime for

us males to show our intel-

lectual superiority. It is

not enough just to liave it.

First move— nuike your
Susie-Q play chess with

you.

—Editor

agreement. We dare to
(

with Mr. Diefenbaker
oqjJ

nuclear arms issue.

he was unwilling to tat]

stand on this important
i

the Conservatives on
,

were willing and able]

make up their minds,

want nuclcEir arms for i

dian defence at home
i

abroad!

PETITION

Last January, when

gave Mr. Diefenbaker, ha

den of the Prime MinlJ

residence, a petition sip

by nearly a thousand '

men his parting commsii:j

us was — "Well, fighi

)

election, and then relurcl

principles." We fought! |
won! But we won't relumf

Diefs "Principle". Wei

vocate nuclear arms

we believe that what we [J

pose is right, we won't]

told what to believe!

dare to differ with Mi
baker!

As long as we are abti|

think for ourselves we

propose what we believt]

be right.

GARDEN PATH

We cannot allow oursd^

to be led down the

path by views out of

with the tunes. A Conwr

tive tends to view the fu^

through the wisdom of

past. He seeks change

just for change's sake bui'

a better way of doing ihi-'j

As long as we have an enf-

armed to the teeth,

and able to slit our ihn'^

then we must develop a'^^

intestinal fortitude, arid

some starch in our

bones and prepare to

if need be. We cannot af

with a spineless policy

defence. We dare to li^^

.... Mr. Diefenbaker.

Allen Doc^'
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Go
DEBATE

A debate which would have

ued a political tone to the fall

j,|jt Saturday did not occur.

Campbell, leader of the

„,nty
Uijei-al Pai-ty, challeng-

5 Allen
Dockrell, his Tory coun-

rpart, to debate the issues in

'he
forthcoming Model Parlia-

Lnt election. Campbell propos-

ed that a booth be set up at the

where each leader could voi-

]iis
platform. Dockrell, how-

er,
refused. He was, he said,

QUEEN'S JOURNAL

All students who have

not been re^stered at

Queen's University previous

to session 1963-64 and who
did not have their registra-

tion photograph taken at re-

gistration, must report to

T-he Wallace Berry Studio,

15 Montreal street, King-

ston, on Friday, November
22 between 9 a.m. and 3

p.m.

SDAY NOV. 19tJi

_3VX meets lit 7:30 in the Science

[litmnis. Prof. B. M. Chisholm of

Eliftiioal Enjpneering Dept. will

on oiitennae.

friwIoiiT Autosport Club meeting at

p.ni, in Ellis Hall auditorium. 3
ti: ivil) bt- shoivn and outline of

fiy
Sunday.

lUnSDAY, NOV. 21st

Jueeo's Cliristian Feilowship invites

1
Ki CrossTonds in St, James Ohuidi
Union St., at 7:30 Discussion, of

3.

jnomy Club: How to Use tJie

Telescope. Ellis Hall Observatory,
n.

"Thou Shalt not Kill". Auspices
;C«D. Etherington Hall, 7:00 and

Classics Club invites memlieis and any
other interested to a meeting at 8:00 p m
in Prof. Edwards apartment. Moms
Hall. Sonic slides depicting sighU ofGreece of Reneral and historic inlerest
will be shown and an infomial discus-
sion will follow.

SATURDAY, NOV. 23rd
ARTS -a^ CARTOON CAPERS" dance

at the Burgundy Ro<wn, L^alle Hotel
U>me as your favorite cartoon cliar-
acter and leave your inhibitions at
homel Girk can ask guj's (it's Suzie-Q
week, ya know) or tJie boys can do the
choosing. Kick-off time, 8:00 p.m. Fea-
turing a dirt-cheap BAR. and ENTER-
TAINMENT. WTio could pass up stic-h

n chiince? All are welcome.

SUNDAY, NOV. 24th
Tricolour Antosport Club is holding

'Tile Pre-sident's Rally", starling at Stu-
dents' Union at 1:00 p.m.

NOTICE
Shidentt of Queen's:

four own Book Store can supply you with all your requirements in Text
Books for all rnculties and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplits, Fountain
Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

OUR USED BOOK EXCHANGE IS AT YOUR DISPOSAL

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
IMNCSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

FORD
MOTOR COMPANY
OF CANADA, LIMITED

invites

you
to meet its

representative

on campus

NOVEMBER
20, 21

Graduating Seniors in

ENGINEERING
Learn what FORD can

offer YOU
^

,

^^J^gements for interviews can be made and further

icf:B««orniat|„Q obtained at the Queen's Placement Office,

' Students' Union.

CLASSIFIED
Page 3

ARTICLES FOR SALE

Slide rule. 25 scale. Phone 542-8021.

Tape Recoider. duel speed, dual track
Mike and radio-phono inouts, HI-FI out-
Rnt. Response is good for music. For
demonstratioa phone Peter Trill, local

th^'^ T-^-. NFCUS cards are wortlithen- wei^t in money. We offer too
f^\Jcotch Pine Ch'^i.stma. Tjfe.^our fellow-QueenW-n at 10 per centiscount. Pick out your o^-n'l^ee aE
t-^uiadian Tire Ass'n or The Sentry. Ted

mX^'^."^'
^
LOST

Pair of brw-n glasses at Varsity sfei-ium. Rewarf Frank Kelsey, Bm 219,
McNeill. Local .382.

Black ParkcT fountain pen lost by
Levanile at Dunning Hall. WoiJd Le-
vanite finder please phone 546^631.

TUITION WANTED
'^"""le tutor required immediately forC-rade 11 Physics. Mrs: Martin. 757

Jolmson St. 5^6-0833.

ROOMS FOR RENT
Sinde room for male student available

toimctlmtely, PracticaUy on campus. 198

Wann quiet angle room, close togucens Man m Commerce, Economics.Law or Politics. F;a]dnR yard. Mr
Ee-m. 196 Union St.

Michael Marrello

G03A Princess Street

Phone 542-3714

Prize Wimier in Hair Styliyig

Air Conditioned For You Comfort

FLOWERS SAY TT BEST

EspeciaDy

For Beautiful Corsages or Flowers for Any Occasion

339 Princess Street phone: 546-6604

34

GUARANTEED PROTECTION AND SAVINGS—
Plus High Dividends

it will pay you to see or call

STEPHEN ROUGHTON, B.A., C.L.U. - Res. 512-7602

D. R. ROUGHTON, B.Sc. C.L.U. - Res. 548-4552

K. C. KENNEDY. C.L.U. - Res. 546-0032

M. EMMETT ADAM _ r^s. 542-6782

The Mutual Life

ASSXnUNCE COMPANY OF CANADA

191 Princess St., Xel. 540-1405

Branch Manager A. E. NeUon, C.L.U.

House of Sounds

STUDENTS
GET 20 % OFF ON ALL L.P. RECORDS

at

House of Sounds
Don't Be Ashamed To Tell You Go To Queens

STUDENTS
For That Bit of Relaxation

AFTER A LONG STUDY SESSION

BOWL
Ten Pins

at

Cloverleaf Lanes
— Special Student Rates —

• MOONLIGHT BOWL — Bowl frota 11p.m. to 2ajrL

25c per game Minimum 3 per Lane

A great future

could result from a

20 minute interview

This interview coultJ decide your enlire professional career—

probably Ihc most importani iweoly minules in your life.

That is why we would like lo lalk lo you in complete confi-

dence. You tell us where you want to go in the years ahead

and we'll tell you of Ihe opporlunilies, the challenging

careere which are available at Northern Elcclric.

Northern Electric makes the things that make communica-

tions possible, from underground cable lo Iropospheric

scatter systems— from crossbar automatic exchanges lo tele-

phone handsets.

There arc excelieni opportunities for:

• graduates in engineering aad other sciences

• gradiiales in commerce and related fields

• graduates in engineering technology

• summer work for cngincciing undergmdualcs

Plan to have a talk with a Northern Electric personnel officer

the next lime he is on your campus. This interview could
mean a great future for you.

For further information imd appointnieni please coniaci ,vour PI I Officer

Hortharn Electric m
COMPANY IIMITED FJ

An all-Canadian company with over 17.000 employees
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Aesculapius Dances

So it's the end of Susie -Q

week; so you're tired of being

ambushed by those drooling,

pawing, grabbing aggressive Le-

vanites, so you're sick, sick, sick

of coffee dates, and small talk

;

so your cheeks are tired and

weak from smiling those appre-

ciative, phoney grins.

Retaliate, men I Show those fe-

male types similar discomfort!

Show that girl of yours what

sadism really means. Come to

the annual Medical Faculty

Flop!

And now you are probably

asking yourself; "Like where

and when do we see Aesulapius

and his cronies cogitate and

oscillate?"

At Grant Hall, Saturday, Nov.

2S'rd from 9 - 12 p.m. to the mu-

sic of Russ Patterson and his

eleven piece l>and (including vo-

calist) .

Everyone is welcome especial-

ly those of you who have never

seen a real live medical student

in the flesh. We have gone to

great lengths to coax some of the

hoard out of their eaves in Eth-

erington Hall. We have even per-

suaded some of the premedica!

students to take off their blue

motorcycle jackets; for a little

while anyway.

Tickets will be available at the

door at $1.50 per couple and vdll

also be sold in advance from the

year presidents in Medicine.

Why not come "en masse" and

help break tradition by making

this flop a success.

Aesculapius Speaks

Meds '66 beat Meds '65 by

13-12 in a hard fought football

final. The kicking toe of Fraser

Fellows made Meds '66 champ-

ions for the second year in a

row. Meds '65, however, had

their revenge as they beat out

Meds '64 for the bowling cham-

pionship. Meds '67 won the golf-

ing championship.

What have the younger and

"physically fit" bodies of Meds
'68 and Meds '69 been doing all

I

fail? We hope their Chnstmas

exams will be inversely propor-

tional to their athletic prowess.

On Februaiy 8. the Aeseulap-

ian society has a big weekend

planned. It will be entertaining

McMaster University with a

joint Seminar. A Post - graduate

lecture by specialists in most

major fields is also scheduled.

Watch the column for further

details.

STONE'S
FLOWERS LTD.

aifi PRINCESS STREET

Phone 546-6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS

\l7im' a Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

CHEMICAL ENGINEERS
CHEMISTS

opportunities in Canada's leading industry

PULP and PAPER

with

Kimberly-Clark Canada Ltd.

and associated companies:

TERRACE BAY. Ontario

KAPUSKASING, Onlario

Kimberly-aark Pulp and Paper Co. Hd.

Spruce Falls Power and Paper Co. Ltd.

manufacturers of ncwiprinl, pulps. Kleenex and other leading consumer
products.

Summer employment for students in the class of 1965 will be of a technical

nature.

Brochures ouilining employment opportunities and conlalning application

forms urc available al your Placement Office.

PLEASE NOTE:

Inlervicw lime can be used most effeciively if applications have been filled

out in advance and candidates have read the company's literature. Please

leave completed applications at the Placement Oflice at least one day prior

to inlerview.

Interviews will be held on Nov. 25 and 26.

The California Standard Company

Calgary, Alberla

offering careers in

PETROLEUM EXPLORATION AND PRODUCTION

will conduct campus interviews on

November 20, 21, and 22

for

Post Graduates — Graduates — Undergraduates

Honours Geology

Pliysics and Geology

Geolo^cal Engineering

Mining Engineering

Engineering Physics

(Geophysics Option)

Cliemical Engineering

Permanent and summer employment

Permanent and summer employment

Permanent and summer employment

Permanent and summer employment

Permanent and summer employment

Permanent and summer employment

Arrangements for personal interviews may be made through

The University's Placement Office

Be your loveliest in

Kitlcirs fabulous new
tweed look for Fall!

illustrateil is the new
100% wool Jacquard
Tweed pattern available

in exciting new fall

colour combinations.

Sizes 30-42.813.98.

And to uiolcb pcrfecll)'.

Kitten's fnlly-lincJ pun-

wool double-knit skirt.

Sizes 8-20, -n5.98. At
good 8hop5 everywhere.

Without thifl label it is not a genuine Kitten

W1/W14

FILTER

CUCND and Lester Pearson

Heads (Briefly) Together

Last Wednesday, thirty mem-

bers of tlie Combined Uni-

versities Campaign for Nuc-

lear Disarmament, including four

from this university, presen-

ed a brief to the Members of

Parliament in Ottawa. This was

followed by private interviews

with over fifty IVI.P.'s, including

Prime Minister Pearaon.

The brief waa intended to fo-

cus attention on what CUCND
feels is the blatant contradiction

between the values w.hich society

verbally defends and the actual

policy of our nation. While pay-

ing lip-service to dignity of the

individual, self-government and

equality of all men, we ally our-

selves with despotic governments

like Viet Nam, destroy food sur-

pluses while millions starve, ig-

nore the voice of millions who

desire world government, and

reinforce a system centered on

man's most immature and inhu-

man for of behaviour, namely

mass destruction.

Attention was drawn to the

fact that mutual deterrence ne-

cessitates a maximum posture

for war which is perpetuated

by stressing that no comprise

with the enemy is possible. This

latter procedure creates an irra-

tional backlog of rigid public

opinion that obstructs negotia-

tion when opportunities for it do

appear. Emphasis is placed on

the fact that a power balance

must be upheld but no thought

is given to the fact that nations,

not on the see-saw, can obtain

tools of mass destruction. Fur-

thermore, this militaristic "solu^

tion" does not tend towards an

equilibrlm, but rather, is cumu-

lative. Because of economic pres-

sures the competitive nature of

this system has produced a can-

cer which preys on mankind and

his values.

The CUCND delegates felt

that it was reasonable that prior-

ity should be given to basic is-

sues which not only conflict with

moral values but which threaten

the existence of the population.

However, the reaction of the

Members of Parliament

clear that they were not

ed to concern themselves

these issues*

The members of CUCND
f^,,

that the representatives of

adian people considered
thenvs^^^

ves incapable of considering

ical, humane or basic fundainejj,

tals of our system in eonductii],

the present and future
practicj]

issues of our country.

While talking with Primj

Minister Pearson emphasis '^^

placed on the need for resear^i

into such questions as the natii^

of conflict, the role of militarjg

the effects of disarmament
<^

the economy, and a more kiio»,

ledgable assessment of publico

inion (and other fields wV
provide insights into possible

ternatives to war.) Mr. Pea

praised the brief and

he considered all that was

to be important, sound and t"

He felt that the world had

ched a peak in a crisis that I

been compounding itself

1914. However, he intima

that he had no intention of al

ing the present approach to

subject or investing any reso-

ces into a search for more sta"

and moral alternatives. Thef-

eral president of CUCND.
thur Pope, stated at the i

conference following the in

view, "In our society a ma

sincerity is proven by

amount of time and money

invests. On this basis we m
question Mr. Pearson's si

ity."

The representatives of CU

ND feel that politicians .ire'

dealing with these vital p

lems. Therefore each individ

must accept the responsibili

for upholding the essence of o-

system and realigning our sot

values.

PEGGIE'S CIGAR STORE
PEGGIE PATRICK. PROP.

Smokers' Supplies, Sundries, Imported

Tobaceos isc Brigham Pipes, Magazines

5'12-6203

364 Princess Street — Kingston. Ontario

EXPORT
PLAIN

or FILTER TtP
CIGARETTES

SWEATERS
by

WARREN-
PETER SCOTT
KILSPINDIE

103 Princess Street Phone
546-63S
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DAMN »AMN DAMN DAMN DAMN!
Golden Bears Prove

Western Football

Has Come Of Age
by Alan Dequettevide

HOM£ -ZS
S^V IHAt WAS

THAT eAt For?.

A week ago Saturday. Gino Fracas and Frank Morris, coaches
of the University of Alberta Golden Bears sat in the Varsity Sta-
dium press box, scouting the Queen's Golden G^els who would be
their competion a week later in an innovation to the Intercollegiate
football season, a playoff for a Canadian championship, dubbed the
Golden Bowl.

Fracas while admitting he was favorably impressed, spoke
with a distinctively confident air when he stated that his team
would give the Gaels a real battle. Nobody took him too seriously.
Only three years previously Albei-ta had come east and dropped'a
similar playoff to the McGill Redmen by some 50 points, western
intercollegiate football was just not as good as that played in the
east. Everybody said so, and besides. Queen's was sporting what
many observers called one of the best college football teams ever
in Canada.

However, somebody, forgot to tell Fracas and the Golden Bears
and instead of proving two touchdown under-dogs (as they were
figured) they simply pulled off the upset of the year by trouncing
the Gaels 25-7 in Edmonton's Clarke Stadium.

While the Bears where only held to a net of 73 yards rush-
ing all afternoon they seemed to have a knack for getting it at the
right moments. The big story however was thi-ough the air. Alber-
ta quarterback Garry Smith picked apart the Queen's pass de-
fense as he completed 16 of 27 for 232 yards.

The Bears opened the scoring just past the midway mark of
the opening quarter. Ken Nielsen, one of the game's outstanding,
performers set up the score when he took a screen pass, Alberta's
most successful play, and tunied it into a 30 yard gain that put
the ball on the Gaels 25. Nielsen gained two yards on the next play
then combined with halfback Clarence Kachman on a bit of razzle-

dazzle to give the Bears the score. Smith passed to Kachman who
in turn flipped the ball to Nielsen who romped into the end-zone
untouched for the major. Ron Mai'teniuk added the extra point
to open up a seven point lead.

A great rush by the Bears defensive line plagued Queen's
quarterback Cal Connor all afternoon and they made it pay off

on the scoreboard with just three minute left in the opening half.

With the ball on their own five yard line Connor elected to pass
but was dumped heavily in the end-zone by Maynard Vollan for

the two point safety touch.

It looked like the Gaels got straightened out at half time, as

they exploded in a big way just three plays into the third quarter.

With a second and seven situation at his own 19, Connor rolled

out to the sideline with good blocking then was on his way. He
cut back towards the centre of the field deep in Alberta territory,

eluded the last defender at the 20 and went on in for the score, a

91 yard touchdown run. Jim Young cut the margin to two when
he added the convert.

The Bears came right back and kept the pressure on however
but couldn't add to their total until four plays into the final

quarter when Marteniuk booted a 17 yard field goal to make the

score 12-7. Queen's appeai-ed to be untra^ked as they started back

strongly moving up to the 50 when Bill Edward's caught a pass.

Then Connor threw to halfback John Latham but the ball appear-

ed to squirt out of his arm as he tried to elude defensive captain

Gary Naylor. Naylor pounced on the loose ball on the Alberta 45.

This seemed to spark the Bears as they scored 10 plays and 65

yards later, fullback Invin Strifler going from the one yard line

for the major. Marteniuk's convert was good to give Alberta a

19-7 lead with seven minutes left in the game.

Following the kickoff, the Gaels were thwarted in any at-

tempt to get their attack going and gave up the ball when punter

Hal Rose attempted a third down pass at the Queen's 34. The pass

was. a bit far for halfback John Brown and went incomplete. The

Golden Bears moved in from their showing the versatility of their

INTRAMURAL
Sc '65 won the intramural

flag football championship
on Friday by beating the
defending champions A *65

by a score of 13-0. The win-
ning coach, Mike Johansson,
had Sc '65 well lined-up as
they had to overcome a 6-0

lead gained by A '65 in the
first of the two (total pointl
games. Touchdowns were
scored for Sc "65 by Graham
Newman and Maynard Van
Brunt; Van Brunt scored
the only convert.

In 5-pin bowling. A '65

leads section A, followed

closely by Sc '64. In section

E, Sc '66 is first with A '66

in second spot. Softball fin-

als should be starting this

week.

Preliminary wrestling
bouts will be held this week,
with the final matches to

be held on Thursday at 5
P.M. All spectators are wei

come.

by Brian Bailey

Journal Sports Editor

Frank Tindall's defensive
squad, led by Mike Law in a
stellar performance turned in an
admirable show in Saturday's

Golden Bowl Game. While tHe
Gaels were bogged down in their

own end for the whole first half,

some key plays - notably Mike
Law's tipping an end zone pass
away from his Golden Bear op-
ponent prevented the game from
turning into a rout - as did Law's
later interception of a Garry
Smith pass.

John Crouchman, from ail re-

poi-ts turned in another strong
effort-and Edmonton sportscast-

er Wes Montgomery frequently

mentioned Tom Beynon, Merv
Daub and Bob Latham. Against
the speedy and wide running of-

fensive of the U of A Bears,
the stalwart defensive unit

which was the unnoticed and un-
hearlded sti-ong point of the Gol-

den Gaels throughout the season,

played and deserves considerable

credit. Hal Rose. Mike Law and
Jim Young wei-e confronted with
the fastest opponents they have
encountered anywhere in Ken
Nielson and Clarence Kachman
but held strongly at times when
the Bears looked threateningly

at paydirt.

The offense also played Sat-

urday.

backfield as Bert Carron one of four Bears to score went over
from the one. Marteniuk's convert was blocked by John Crouch-
man but it was all over except the shoutitig as Alberta lead 26-7
with only four minutes remaining.

The Gaels ended a most frustrating afternoon when Connor
was stopped on the one yard Hne as the gun went to end the game.
odds 'n ends It was hoped that if Alberta could prova they
were of the same calibre as the Gaels that this championship would
become a really big-league event (possibly Grey Cup style) ? like

a natural now a crowd of about 6000 watched the game,
down somewhat from what was expected due mainly to the fact

that the western professional final game between Regina and Bri-

tish Columbia was carried over Edmonton TV ... . Wes Mont-
gomery, sports director of CHED in Edmonton did an exceptional

job under trying circumstances of doing the telephone hookup back
to Kingston ..... The Golden Bears have a good source of talent

in the Edmonton Huskies, Canadian junior champs. Four or five

former Huskies are now with the Bears and they expect to pick

up some more from this edition The Calgary Stampeders,

Edmonton Eskimoes and Winnipeg Blue Bombers all had scouts at

Saturday's game Total offensive figures are surprisingly

close with the Bears taking the edge 305 to 283 although the Gaels

picked up the bulk of theii-s on Connor's run and their last minute

drive when the outcome was already decided This ^v^iter

would like to take the opportunity to thank both the coaches and

players of the Gaels for the co-operation extended throughout the

past season. It was a pleasure to be associated with a truly great

fottball team, on ethat can look forward to great things next year.

Maybe we can go one step farther then, was greeted

John Latham played almost
the entire Saturday game at
halfback after Bayne Norrie
was helped off the field with an
injured right ankle. -Mike Rod-
den well-known columnist for
the Whig-Standard, and himself
a former Gael called the Gaels to

toy with the Westerners to the
tune of 28-7 - pretty fair guess- I

ing but Mike got the teams mix-
ed up—at least I fee! better

about a wrong prediction on my
part - since I wasn't the only one
who gave the Gaels the nod . . .

wasn't too accurate on the Otta-
wa - Hamilton game either was
I? . . . season's prediction r&-

cord- Gaels to win every game-
9 right, 1 Avrong - Toronto over
Western twice - 1 right 1 wrong
McGill and Toronto to split; 1

right, 1 ^vrong- Vancouver and
Ottawa over Regina and Hamil-
ton 1 right, 1 \vTong- total: 12
right, 4 wrong- average .750

. . . Alberta loss was doubly dis-

appointing to me - had the head-
line all figured out - "How The
West Was Won." - oh, well

there's always next yearl ... an
engraved beer stein will be sent

to Wes Montgomery of CHED in

Edmonton as a thank-you for his

play-by-play broadcast of Satur-
day's game -all gratis ... on
behalf of Lawrie Rotenberg and
myself I would like to thank all

donors who made the Saturday
football broadcast possible -we
were pleased with the excellent

response with which the idea
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What does SIN mean? In an Interview

with the Whig-Standard on Nov. 2,

1963, Gord Dowsley said "the name was

chosen for ib obvious meaning as a

|oke."' Well a joke it is. Despite student

apathy, lie Model Parliament has a tra-

dition of sCTiousness and good faith. SIN

have broken this tradition. After seeing

die other platforms, tlieir ovm scanty

offering was revised three times. In

each they filched the better ideas of

their opponents, regardless of political

philosophy. The result of their piracy is

a morass of self-contradictions, inconsist-

encies and ignorance.

Opposition to socialized medicine has

been replaced with a provision to in-

crease health grants (whatever that

means). Their provisions on bicultural-

ism are designed to grant autonomy to

Quebec. But if the federal government

retains only five functions (foreign

affairs, coinage, postage, customs and

defence) — dien in all consistency SIN

should drop their planks on immigration,

welfare, education, trade, justice and

state lotteries.

In their ofHcial platform they proposed

a U.N. resolution "calling on Israel to

cease suppression of Arabic peoples

within her borders." We understand

that this has been dropped.

With regard to ignorance, we suggest

that SIN do some reading. Do they want

Turkey and Greece in their Atlantic

Community? Do they realize that the

R.C.M.P. already report to the Minister

of Justice? Do tbey realize there already

exists an exchange of parliamentarifins

between the Canadian and American

governments?

But, out of fairness, we must admit

that there are some novel ideas in their

platforms. However inconsistencies and

ignorance spoil their case.

As for the three federal parties, wc
were not, to say the least, overwhelmed

by the daring and imagination evident

in the formation of their policy. By in

large, however, the more imaginative

points contained in their platforms are

at least constitutionally and admdnistrat-

ively feasible.

AVe can see little divergence between

federal and campus parties. Generally,

the distinction between the Liberals

and Conservatives as the middle-of-the-

road, close-to-the-vest parties and the

NDP as the splinter group of intellect-

uals remains. We had hoped the former

pair would indulge in a bit of con-

stFiictive criticism at the expense of tiielr

federal counterparts.

Peler Walker

Don Cannicheal
The Editor-in-Chief disagrees with

every senlimeiU expressed here,

VOTE WITH
ATHLETIC CARDS ONLY
WEDNESDAY (10:00-4:00)

AND THURSDAY (10:00-1:00)

AT MANY CONVENIENT
POLL LOCATIONS

The SIN Party (Society of Individual-

istic Non-conformists
) proposes a novel

program, constructive and original. The
ideas originated on the Queen's compos
and are the product of a process of

rational thought, devoid of traditional

political bias. The following are ex-

amples of sin's concrete program:

Establishment of state - controlled

sweepstakes and lotteries, with the pro-

ceeds directed to university aid,

Re\'ision of legislation ronceming wel-

fare payments in order that recipients

of old age pensions, and of family allow-

ance, receive payments in proportion to

their need.

Establishment of a positive program

of training and educational centres for

those receiving unemployments benefits.

Payment of unemployment insurance

The Final Word In Campus Politics

LIBERALS
The Queen's Liberal Party, as most

people by now will have recognized, has

produced a platfonn which is both

reasonable and workable. In approach-

ing current political problems the mem-

bers of our club, in caucus and entirely

independent of Ottawa, have delineated

a policy which is truly liberal, in that

its expression is not vague nor is it

extrefme, and yet it is practical and it

hits honestly and bluntly the polemic

points that face our nation today.

We do support: A Canada Pension

Plan; a voluntary medicare plan; a

practical yet not extreme attitude to-

ward abortion, birth control, and

divorce; a strengAening of our Human

Rights Laws. We do advocate: tlie seat-

ing of the People's Republic of China

in the UN; the joining of Canada to the

O.A.S. in an attempt to use our middle

position between the U.S. and the Latin

republics to work towards greater hemi-

spheric unity; the reasonable increase

of foreign aid expenditures and ibe

distribution of surplus food. We are

committed: to positive and new steps

towards solving the problem of Canadian

unity before it is too late; to reorganiza-

tion and integration of the armed forces

NEW DEMCCI5/1TS
The democratic left plays now, and

will always play, an important role in

Canadian poHtics. In the early part of

the century, labour organizations were

the force fighting for social reforms.

Between 1932 and 1961, the Co-opera-

tive Commonwealth Federation perform-

ed this function, and now the New
Democratic Party has taken over as a

very valuable pressure group. It would

be a mistake, however, to assume that

we are not prepared to form a govern-

ment. Our detailed program of econ-

omic planning is not impractical — we
propose carefully thought-out policies

that could worl^ and would work, if

we were given a lAance. One only has

to look at Saskatchewan to see a pro-

gr^sive, dynamic govenunent in action,

working for the good of everyone in the

province. If the NDP is impractical, as

some suggest, that government would

not have lasted for twenty years.

Another charge often levelled at the

New Democratic Party is that as a

"splinter party" it only serves to obstruct

along as useful lines as possible for

NATO, NORAD and UN service; to

encouragement of crop diversification

and secondary industry; and to pubUoly

supported legal aid.

Tliese are all positive and adequately

hard-hitting poHcies. But before giving

us your support, please peruse a copy of

the Progressive Conservative platform.

Pay particular attention to; the right-

wing incorporation of unions, proposed

fifteen-fold increase in our foreign aid,

the ambiguous defence policy, the

woefully inadequate education platform,

tlie trivial nonsense under the heading

of biculturalism (see Friday's QJ), and

doubling the baby bonus (refer to the

unlimited federal coffers).

As for the NDP, little need be said.

Their "in socialism lies the sole hope of

our times" attitude can only be support-

ed by the most extreme members of tlie

university campus. A few of their ideas

are good, quite Liberal in factl But

their overall political phiolsopby is un-

constfuctive work in Parlittoent, whidi

would best function under a strict two-

party system. They argued that since the

Liberals and Progressive-Conservatives

are now presenting "liberal" and "pro-

gressive" legislation, there is no need

for the New Democratic Party. We
maintain that there is no real difference

between the two old parties. Their

much touted "reform" policies are mere-

ly watered-down versions of what the

CCF and NDP have been saying for

years, presented merely because they

are expedient and w^I seduce the

voters into believing that tbey are voting

for something tiiat will actually be put

into effect. We agree that the two-party

system is valuable and efficient, but only

if there is a real difference between tbe

two parties. We feel that we should be

one of those parties: that there should

be a definite left and a definite right,

not just a vague middle — or worse, two

vague middles.

fmmmmm mmmmmm
The Camptts Conservatives once again

present, for your consideration, an im-

aginative and realistic platfonn. Campus
Conservatives will introduce measures

designed to give unions Ae same cor-

porate status as most univei^ities — non-

taxable, non-profit institutions. We
would incorporate unions imder the

Dominion Companies Act. This legisla-

tion would cover unions with members

in more than one province.

ITie Campus Conservatives advocate

a "Sell Canada" policy at borne and

abroad. Canadian manufacturers would

be exhorted to sell more abroad thus

creating jobs for Canadians. Tax con-

cessions would be given to key second-

ary industries in an efifort to stimulate

additional production in Canada. The
Campus Conservatives would trade with

all countries of the world in all non-

strategic goods.

shall be conditional upon attendance at

these centres.

Creation of an exchange of delegates

between Canada and the United States,

the Canadian delegation to sit in tlie

American Congress and the American

delegation to sit in tbe House of Com-
mons. Delegates would have speaking

privileges but no vote.

Abolition of the censorship of books

and movies.

Placement of the RCMP under direct

responsibility of tbe Department of

Justice for all investigations of personal

activities alleged to be subversive.

The Canadian government should take

the initiative in the formation of an

Atlantic Economic Community modelled

on the European Cdmmon Market, to

include all nations party to NATO who
desire membership, and to take steps to

extend this communily throughout the

The Campus Conservatives recognize

the de facto conditions of the Chinese

People's Republic. Recognition at the

consular level would be extended to Red
China, Tuition refunds would be given

students serving abroad in a Canadian-

Type Peace Coips. Campus Tories ad-

vocate a massive increase in aid to

underdeveloped countries. This would
mean an increase in taxes to provide tbe

necessary funds,

Tbe Campus Conservatives vrill

double baby bonuses. Eight dollars per

child is not enough. Many parents are

unable to buy the most needed items

for growing diildren under the present

set-up. The Campus Tories would effect

extensive regulation of tJie drug industry

to provide greater protection for the in-

dividual, object — no more thalidomide

disasters. Furiier, the Campus Tories

would increase federal aid to parents of

world.

Abolition of all quotas on immigration

according to race or nationality, to be
replaced entirely by quotas according to

education and skill.

Legislation and licensing of prostitu-

tion in order to be able to control it as

a health factor.

Liquidation of RMC in accordance

with the recommendation of the Glassco

Royal Commission.

ConsHtwtional amendment: The crisis

in biculturalism is far more serious than

most English-speaking Canadians are

aware. French leadership demands
full control of its society and govern-

ment. In recognition of this crisis, the

BIN party proposes a true confederation

which would involve a redistribution of

the power of tiie central government and
a re-writing of tbe BNA Act.

Specifically, we advocate:

retarded and handicapped children.

Special attention would be given "older'*

letnrdees especially when tbe parents

have become less capable through the

advance of age to properly care for their

unfortunate cbild.

deniably out of place in Canada
todav

( refer to the disintegrating CCF -
\]^^^

coalition).

As for the SIN Party, it is dead
a|.

ready. Their leadership and their
polj,,,

has changed daily — at long last they

have brought out a platform
exact),,

contrary to the one which they startej

off with. It is highly probable that tlierg

might be another revision to the revised

revision of their original platform]

They are no longer original. Have they

decided what their name represents
yet?

Tliey should be rejected at the polh
ff,f

the farce whidh they are.

We hope that you will examine
i,,

greater depth the Liberal policy. Om
members have worked hard to make

i;

serious, practicable and reasonable and

i,ve feel that we merit your support.
1

hope that you will give us your vntr.

to'mor^o^v or Thursday. We would sin-

cerely appreciate it.

Tony Campbea

For the above reasons, I ask you no!

to discount us — I ask you to consider

our platform carefully before you vote.

The apathy on the Queen's campus to-

wards politics amazes me. I suppose it

reflects the apathy throughout tb

country, but it seems to me that as the

"intellectual creain of the country",
,

students should be the ones to take the i

most active interest in what is going I

on. I feel that we all have a very rd
'

duty to commit ourselves to what wf

!

believe to be right. For this reason, whal

I am saying is not "take my word for

it, we're good — vote for us". Merely

consider our platform, as well as those

of the two other parties and vote for I

the party you think is best. Vote foi
|

the New Democratic Party if you bellevs

that we have the best program and can

do tbe most for Canada, but. more

important, on November 20-21, VOTE,

Alison Gordon

The Campus Conservatives will enad

legislation providing tax incentives fo'

employers giving equal pay for women

doing the same work as men. This is au

area wherein women are currendy et'

ploited. Such a situation must not en-

durel

The Campus Conservatives once again

advocate Canadian possession of nuclefli

arms. Pearson and Co. have finally

brought the Grits on campus into lis*

on this matter. This year they hai*

followed the Campus Conserixitti-^'

lead of last year by reversing the"

cowardly stand of last year. The Cii'^l''''

Conservatives would undertake

organization of the whole military sfj'

up with a view to realizing more ah""
'

antly the great potential evident in

three services.

I trust that you will vote on elecHJ^

day. I hope tliat you will vote for tJ'

Campus Conservatives. .

I thank you. Al Voc^iJ^

1. That the central government be
reUeved of all its functions except

foreign affairs, coinage, postage,

customs and defence.

2. That the French people be given

an autonomous state within this

confederation which shall handle

all other government affairs for

that state.

3. That the EngKsh-spealdng pro-

vinces have the option of delegat-

ing to the central government

such powers over themselves as

have not already been defined for

the central government.

4. That a federal district be created

for the capital, comprising both

Hull and Ottawa, and being a

truly bioultural area.

As the newest party at Queen's, SIN
represents a concerted attempt to pro-

vide a provocative element hi campus

SIN'
politics.

Reject the backward parties

only backward when its upside-down *«ncra|
Hosnf

rcsear
'^^^

Rese
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Are^ Levanites Aggressive?
PLAYS
PLAYS
PLAYS

Tomorrow Night

Gei out of the garden Maudit!

' Saturday night, November 23rd,

ihe Queen's Drama Guild will pre-

aal a very exciting, well nigh

incredihle evening of live theatre.

One of the one-act plays was

milien hy a well known local

auihor. Rick Malt. His play is

jnlitled "Remember the Charae-

Im". The two other plays, whose

auihors are not quite as well known
Iixally. are "Uncle Vanya" by

Oiekov and "Women at the

Tiimb" by de Ghelderhode.

Ge! your shoes on Maudit,

«v're going lo the theatah. Satur-

djy niglit at 8:30 at Convocation

Hall. FREE FOR SUZIE-Q?

Algerian WUSC Se
Ne»l summer WUSC mil hold This sludein must be of good

mmar

? inVTON NOW HEAD

h annual seminar in Algeria. The
lenialiue programme is a week's
lenlalion period in the Lauren-

fons, a travelling seminar in

Algeria, and individual post-
Kmlnar travel in Europe.
The WUSC Seminar provides a

roique opportunity for travel and
"udy. Each year a selected group

Canadian students and staff

'P'-'iiJ tile summer studying a
'"^^^ign country learning about
«enomic. political, social, cultural,
^'i Wsiorical development and
problems. The seminar provides
'iJres and di.icusston groups,

raeciings with the leaders of the
"uniry, and an opportunity to
';^^i>'dents of other countries.

in the

"s seminar is open to students
^ upper years of any course.

academic standing, be able to

speak French, be returning to

Queen's next year, and be of

such a character as would satis-

factorily represent Queen's and
Canada.

Tlie delegate pays $300 for the

seminar and all other incidental

expenses. He (or she) also pays

for any post-seminar travel (but

not the return flight to Canada).

The rest of the expenses of the

seminar are paid by the Queen's

WUSC Committee, the provincial

governments, and various indus-

tries. In addition the delegate will

receive a scholarship for next year's

tuition.

Applications must be submitted

to the AMS office by November

20. For more information phone
Jane Matthews, local 490.

Carrying out its usual policy of
campus enliglKenment, the QJ
interviewed at random captive
males in the coffee-shop (whh
their dates). Noting that the colTee
shop was twice as fuU as usual,
the QJ wondered if Levanitcs were
"going wild". So the males were
asked whether they felt Queen's
girls were overly aggressive.

"Hell no, not aggressive
enough"; (ed. note: we feel that
no female could ever be too
icgressive for this Queen's man);

"Certainly not, most are verv
shy'-;

"Insufficiently aggressive";

"NO
! (with a look of dis-

ippointment);

Definitely not, most are
timorous and quaking";

"Well, I haven't been assaulted
yet";

"Wish they would be more
aggressive".

This led the reporters to think
that Queen'smen did not want to
see Suzie-Q abolished. One genUe-
man had forgotten aU about it, but
said that his wife would never pay

Rooms for 100 Grads
The Queen's University Board

of Trustees has appointed archi-

Philosophy Lecture - Dr. Estall
On Monday, November 25, Dr.

H. M. Estall, of the Department
of Philosophy will give the third

-^^^ Norman Hinton has been
'^^^ Head of the Bacteriology
p-^ent in the Faculty of

at Queen's University.
^^^«^ds Dr. JohnH. Orr, who

Jl'^'^hed the po.sition to become
.

'"^of Residence Planning at
^^^-mversity last May.

in h
^" ^sociate profes-

department, \vill retain
g'"' -ippointment as Director

F«icraru°'°^' ^''h Kingston
' Hospital. He graduated

Jiieen's in 1951
ilel to

follow-

iigi,^ ^^^^ internship with the

afti^u
I

Hospital, vas

\nj ^^^^^^'^ fellow with the

_
Research Board of

mycology from Duke University in

North Carolina.

In 1954 he was appointed to the

Queen's staff, and also received a

diploma of bacteriology from the

London School of Hygiene and
Tropical Medicine at the Univer-

sity of London, England.

The Queen's bacteriology de-

partment, under Dr. Hinton's

direction, will continue to contri-

bute to research projects under

what is essentially a team-effort

wiih Hotel Dieu and K.G.H,

i

lecture in the Queen's University

Pubhc Lecture Series.

Dr. Estall, originally from Eng-
land, graduated from McGill Uni-
versity in 1930, and received his

M.A. in Philosophy a year later.

In 1938 he recived the degree of
a Canada Council Senior Arts
Fellowship and at present is the

editor of Dialogue, published for
the Canadian Philosophical Asso-
ciation.

On Monday, November 25, Dr.
Estall will speak on "Philosophy
and Literature", in Dunning Hall
Auditorium at 8:00 p.m.

Ph.D. from Cornell University

he was appointed to the Philosophy

Department at Queen's in 1936

obtained his Master

;

'^gree from Queen's in

^ diploma in medical

Tlie Arts and Science

Society will officially recog-

nize only that jacket outlined

in by-law 4a of the constitu-

tion of the Arts and Science

Society.

burgundy room
lasalle hotel

Al t Centre Program
The Agnes Ethcrington Art

Centre is currently holding an
exhibition of Picasso's ceramics

and posters, "emphasizing the

more plajful side of this artist's

personality." The exhibition will

be on display until December 8.

There is also a selection of Cana-
dian painting and sculpture on
exhibition.

From December 1 to 22, forty

prints in a collection of contempo-

rary Pohsh Graphic Art will be
shown. In this exhibition the

iirtisls attempt to enclose their

own world of feehngs and fancies

in original patterns of forms and
symbols.

Nov. and Dee,
Andre Bieler will give an illus

trated talk to the University

Women's Club of Kingston on

"The Child: tiie Artist tliroiigh the

Centuries Reflects die Changin
Demands and Attitudes of

Society." This will be held Wed-
nesday, December II at 8:30p.m.
in die Art Centre.

Sludents are recommended to

take advantage of tliese events.

Gallery hours for November and
December are: Afternoons—Mon-
day to Friday and Sunday (to|

December 23). 2-5 p.m.; Even-
ings—Monday to Thursday (to

December 19), 7-9 p.m.

tects to draw up plans for two new
residences on campus.

A Kingston firm, Drever and
Smith, has been appointed to
design an addition to the Students
Memorial Union building which
will accommodate lOO graduate
students. This same firm designed

,

the original Union building built

in 1948 to replace an earlier struc-

ture destroyed by fire.

A Montreal firni, Marshall and
Merritt, who designed the New
Physics building, has been appoin-
ted to plan a fourth men's resi-

dence for 350 students. The resi-

dence will be constructed along
the east side of CoUingwood Street
on die west side of Leonard Field.
This new building will bring to

1.007 the total number of students
that can be housed in men's resi-

1

dences at Queen's.
)

The building committee of the
Board of Trustees also reported
at the October meeting of the
Board that a fourdi residence for
women is under consideration.

for the coffee anyway.

Comments ranged from:

"It's beauty",

"Suzie-Q should be held about
once a month".

"Suzic-Q should be abolished

because many girls feel obligated
to ask boys out".

"The abolition of Suzie-Q week
is an idea tiiat could only be con-
ceived by a sea-monster in Lake
Ontario",

"It is an example of rampant
immorality on campus." (Over-
heard from boy near-by—sure
wish it was!)

The QJ asked the boys if they
were plagued by "socially un-
acceptable gu-ls" (their answers
may have been hampered some-
what by the presence of then:

dates).

"No girl is socially unacceot-
able".

"Yeah, we got a couple of losers

tonight".

"Usually rather normal gu-Is

ask us out".

"No. They have to fight their
way through the ranks of the
socially unacceptable first".

"Re Saturday nigbt — YES".
(It must be said in fairness that

most Queen'smen interviewed felt

that this was not the case, and that
most giris at Queen's were loo shy
to lake advantage of such an
opportunity.)

\Micn asked if they would accept
a date with a strange girl who
called them, most felt tiiat they
would go — out of curiosity, if

they had notliing better to do, that
rhey would be flattered, that it

would depend on the sobriety of
die girl. (This male would go only
if she were stoned and couldn't
pronounce her s's — if she were
sober she would probably be a
fink,") One fellow replied — "It
depends on what she called nie".

TAKE NOTICE diat on
Tuesday, November 26, 1963
at 7:00 p.m. there will be a
meeting of the AMS Court in

the McLaughlin Room to

determine the case of the
Alma Mater Society vs Stan
Sandomirsky. Robert Stone.
William Raisbeck, and John
Conners who are charged
under Article XV, section

#7 a of the AMS Consti-
tution.

Paul Beseau,

Chief Justice, AMS Court.

Ilisenss Woiik, llolli

it House

A lecture in honour of Jewish
Book Monthly will be given at

Hillel House, 26 Barrie St. on Sun-
day. Nov. 24, at 8:15p.m, The
topic of tile lecture to be given by
Dr, Dan Vogel wUi be "The
Modem Novel — Mirror of the
American Jewish Mind." The
works of Herman Wouk, Jerome
Weidman, Pliiiip Rodi, Bernard
Malamud and Michael Blankfort
will be discussed.

Dr. Vogel is Dean and Professor
of English at Stein College for
Women at Yesheva University,
New York, He holds degrees from'
Brooklyn College. Rutgers Univer-
sitj' and New York University. Dr.
Vogel has had articles published
in numerous periodicals.

*^URday^8-12 p.M.

CARTOON CAPERS
(ARTS '65)

DANCING

ENTERTAINMENT

BAR

$1.50 COUPLE
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EDITORIAL

The One Great Show
We, unlike 'Phe Varsity' do not shut our eyes to the idea of death.

We regard it as the starting point for any sane and compassionate way of

looking at life.

For it is the one great shadow that holds us all in its shade.

Jt may come through tlie way of war, or simply on a slippery street

in the sun.

But in whatever way it may come, it is something to be faced with an

imflinching but light heart. We believe that there ARE some ideas worth dying

for. We believe that there are some people and some ideas that must be pro-

tected. We beJieve that there are some people and some ideas that must be

protected. We believe that in some cases the only way to protect them is to

kill their enemies. If only we had successfully defended Poland, if only we

had killed 10,000 Geiroans, if only we had saved the lives of many tliousands

of helpless Jews!

Just as we cannot be repelled by the idea of love and every thing that it

involves, we cannot be repelled by tie idea of death. We can only snap a

linger lightly and respectfully in its face.

There are some loyalties, some loves which make death nothing. And we

believe this is true for the Christian as well as the existentialist. For time is too

short to worry by the continual consideration of death. Killing is an unpleasant

word. It is sometimes necessary. We cannot deny tliat. But there are many

very human, not to say admirable men, who have done it.

Today, it is true, war is anathema. It must not be allowed to happen. But

-1 a strong man's world where ambitious ideologies compete for power, safety

lies in tlie way of strength and not in the way of weakness. And we, as

Canadian citizens cannot choose, without betraying our friends, to deny them

die help we liave given in the past. We cannot opt out of our alliance. Wc
must help them to remain strong.

We can respect death as the dark background on which the hght of our

lives is reflected. In fact we see it as a stronger bond between men than any

other.

^Ve do not deny that there is hypocrisy at Remembrance Day. We do not

deny that hypocrisy is a more dangerous crime than murder. But we cannot help

feeling that to be occasionally reminded of this ultimate challenge will restore

our sense of proportion which gets tangled in ljie trivial.

We must forget the bitterness of the last world war. If we accept death with

Hght and dispassionate heart, we will also glimpse the insight that it illuminates.

A Very Sound Job

We thmk that Herb Taylor, the editor of "Who's Where',

deserves the thanks of the entire Campus.

Some days ago we ran at the bottom of one of our pages a

banner reading Where's Who's Where? Well now that it is here

we have nothing but praise for it. The inclusion of home addresses

for the Erst time, tie very sensible hole for hanging it on a

string, and the occasional picture of tie Campus make it more

useful and more attractive than it has been before.

You may ask why it was late. The reason is that it was taken

to a new printer, who did not have the e^^rience or the facilities

to do a quick job.

Herb Taylor worked harder, had his own lists ready earlier

and took more care than many editors before him. We don't like

to think how many early mornings at the Press and late nights with

the proofs he spent. The job is something of a thankless task.

"Who's Where' is indispensable while we are at Queen's anr'

now it will be very useful when we are not here. We'd hke to

offer our thanks and congratulations to Herb and to those who
helped him.

You Said it . . .

Sophistication Misplaced

Editor, Journal,

"Why the gratuitous remarks at the bottom of Mr.

Wood's re\'iefw of Honest to God in last Friday's issue of

the JoumalP 1 wsh to challenge the attitude, typical or

students in general, which appears to me to have prompted
the remark. I refer to that prerequsite of college sophisti-

cation, a ridicuhng condescension with regard to Christ-

ianity, It is the mark of an intellectual to have outgrown
the superstition of religion.

First, it should be obvious one has not necessarily

eliminated Christian relevance by dispensing with some
of the superstitious forms which it has taken over the years.

I suggest there is an intellectual dishonesty in refusing to

make the distinction and this brings me to my second point.

Most people who dismiss Christ because of "intellectual

difficulties' do not do so for that reason at all. More olten

than not this is a rationalizing smoke screen to hide from
themselves that they just do not want to face up to tlie

total commital Christ demands. The price is just too high.

To cover up their failure to meet the challenge they say

there never was a challenge at all, that God does not

exist, and the attempt to put away the demands of Christ

by ridiculing them soon gives the appearance of one who
protests too much.

Thirdly, while students (and others) declare Christ

to be irrelevant, they refuse to accept the implications of

this. They continue to live in the comfortable social frame-

work emanating from a theocratic tradition. Mind you, they

find no qualms about dispensing with some of the frame-

work (such as sexual morality or the honesty that keeps one

from cheating on one's income tax even if one could not

be caught) when it suits them, I challenge all who deny
the existence of God to go ahead and live the alternative.

If you are so intellectually honest, throw out ever)-thing

and live under the tension of constant awareness of the

reoUy Uve it. if you can. Never mind the half-way stuff,

void of meaningless the existentialists put before us -
It is beurotic to distort life until it is offensive enough for

you to stand it. It is neurotic to hold the implicit meaning-
lessness and insignificance of everything and to live even
partially in a social system which does affirm meaning. To
all you two-bit atheists, (Phil I Variety) 1 say you don't

know what you are doing.

—WiLUAM Close, Arts '65

Unfortunate Innuendo Capitalized

Editor, Journal,

We would like to extend
our condolences to die three

unfortunates, Ted Glover,

John Alexander, and Dave
Lough, who have obviously

not been invited out for

Susie-Q week.

Since, however, they are

the tj-pes that feel they must
relieve their consequent

frustrations, and assert their

mascuhnity by making
derogatory comments about
the female sex, we cannot

help but feel that they de-

ser\'e their fate. No girl of

hitjh intellect would ask

them out!

The girls from Bnn High 3.

To Carol: Your sentiments

too? -Ed.

Editor, Journal,

I cannot agree wfth the

moral vacuity and vapid

reasoning inherent in Mr.

Fitton's ghb description of

what motivated me. He sug-

gests that the accusation

'was levied' since a number

of Rent-a-cops have been

hired . . . and proven use-

less.'

The phraseology is load-

ed with inuendo, much of it

Capitalized. I wonder, by

way of analogy, if one would

be wise to ignore the pres-

ence of a rented car at a stop

street, because it was a

rented car and not the full-

time possession of the person

driving It?

I may be mistaken but I

believe that at the game in

Montreal, Oct. 19, which I

attended the hiring of Rent-

a-cops, if such it was, proved

to some extent effective.

If it is true that stealing

becomes less reprehensible

in proportion to the value of

the thing stolen, perhaps we
can agree that the cheapness

of Varsity goal-posts makes
it a better idea to violate

them.

Domld Mackenzie,

Theology '66

Froshiver's Travels (or Kingston Revisited)
Editor, Journal,

During the weeks I've

been here I've thought I

should write a letter about

thatl - or that — or that

But, a busy student, I've

never had time to develop

ideas.

Last night's performance

by overseas students decides

We would like to thank you for your letter and Mr. Wooch

for his article. But toe db put one question to you. Is it

true that a per&)nal experience of a somehow perceivable

God, and not just fear of meaningless, is tlie basis of tme

faith. —EcrroB

me. 1 must write a letter.

Still no time, so Swift-like I

throw in several notions at

once — unified perhaps by
spleen.

Item: Abandon pint-a-

person blood bank and fol-

low Russia's CTCcellent plan

of extracting blood from the

recently dead { except where

fresh blood is required). I

imderstand that plasma from

one donor is safer than from

several (and this is possible

when more than a pint is

used only if it's taken from

the dead), and also that

more tests can be carried

out to assure that it is free

from hepatitus, etc. 1 should

think nearly 100 per cent of

Queeit's students wtmld sign

a pledge card. "But," you
say, "Queen's doesnt control

Red Cross policy." I'd say

it's time we made an effort

to do so, if the policy is out-

dated. Let's refuse to give

blood next year, presenting

them instead a couple-

thousand pledge cards,

modelled after pledge cards

donating eyes after deatli,

plus cards pledging to don-
ate at hospital where fresh

blood is needed.

Ttetoi: Now that the pro-

blem has been on your front

page, why doesnt the un-

iversity open more space for

study and leave at least one
place open all night now!

We crawl back at 10:30 or

11:00 to our inconvenient

rooms in town, leaving acres

of blackened desks, all for

the want of a few pence for

an all night janitor.

Item: All the imiversitv*s

careful inquiries of land-

ladies fiwbich Ttt annl&er

mood' I am incTineJ to

praise), are as nothing com-
pared with the effect the

international students' show
could have, advertised suffi-

ciently and played for a

week in a larrge auditorium,

perhaps too in the high
school one afternoon. Chil-

dren, young people, busi-

nessmen, and landladies

would love it, and the whole
town would vie for the
honor of rooming a foreign

student. It's a marvelous,
marvelous show — too great
to die in a night.

Sub-Item: A small charge
or a collection would assure

some recompence for every
participant.

Yours truly.

New Shidenl

P.S. Item first: I'd appreci-

ate comment pro or con by
a meds student.

P.S. Item third: To squan-

der that superbly explosive

dragon entirely on people

over ten is criminally waste-

full

SIR W. HAMILTON FYFE

A Past Principal Writes

Of Fraternities Here

The story of what I call the Frat race at Queeu's

in the last University Day magazine has aroused
mj,

memories of an incident which dispelled our lethargy

and had a very real effect on the subsequent historj'

of Queen's. The author has made a vivid story o[ i|

and my memories confirm his accuracy, but I thinl;

he does scant justice to the AjM.S. Several of those

Medsmen were friends of mine and I was all in favour

of their plan for a "hostel" of their own, but I triej

to dissuade th^m from affiliating with any intef.

national Fraternity, on the grounds that it could brini.

into the life of the University an element wliich

would ill consort with "the Queen's spirit", in itseH

a spirit of very genuine fraternity. During the summet

vacation of 1934 there came pressure and temptiiig

offers from across the border, and \vith some backing

from members of the medical Staff, they affiliated

with Nu Sigma Nu. T5iis was a declaration of war.

I fancy they thought that neither tlie A.M.S. nor Hit-

"authorities" would be tough enough to interfere.

Students were at that moment of term looking fonvard

to a possible, though far from certain, victory over

Varsi^. The A.M.S. knew that their resolution would

seriously endanger this hope and therefore be certain

to anger the Student body. It took a deal of courage

to adopt it.

PRESBYTERIAN VICTORY
I shall never forget, and I don't think any Queen'?

people who were there will ever forget that cold,

damp afternoon in Toronto, when "The Presbyterians"

without several of their best men solidly defeated

Varsity. That settled it, and the credit is due to the

A.M.S. and some damned good football.

EXPEL BROTHERS
And what about Authority? I was as much agatnsi

international fraternities at Queen's as were almosi

all the Trustees, but I was against those who wantd

to pass a rule which would expel from Queen's an\

student who became a member of an external frat.

That would have been misunderstood and would

have raised hell throughout the continent of North

America. We had nothing against fraternities as such

For all we cared, they could exhaust the Greek aiph.i-

bet to its last iota subscript, but we did not want Ihrm

at Queen's. So we lay rather low and the Victors-

was due to sound, com'ageous Student Govemmenl

And now there are all those fine Residences far

beyond the dreams of penury in those days of the

Great Depression which settled over Canada on my

arrival, and hfted when I left.

Well, post is not invariably propter.

W. H. Fyfe, (London, England).
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Editor, Journal

In Tuesday's Journal, "Ex-

pos6" quoted a SIN proposal

to move a "U.N, resolution"

"urging Israel to cease sup-

pression of Arab peoples

within her borders." The
platform submitted was in-

correct: the issue had been

DROPPED. SIN have ex-

pressed its regrets over any
resultant ill-feeling.

The Political Correspondents

Feud Fraud
Editor, Journal,

Both Mr. Dockiell ot'

Mr. Dowsley wish to s'^'

there is no personal anims

ity between tlieraselves s^-

we hope all were enie^'^

ed by our political feud,

Gordon Vof^^''-

Allen Dochci

witnessed by Chief of

Cliff Meyers
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^^eiTHouse
University at Kingston

"'^"^
-

to Open House". This

invitation
which chairman

! j^^v and the Open House
''""^'^„,-

will soon be sending to

^ mile radius,

's
students, the general pub

'°lnd a'l
Q"^^°'^ students past

two-hundred

parents of

;sent.

I
House, bienneal affair

well known to many stu

liere

fijch is —
from tlieir high school

,„is
liere i'^- ..^^^^^

will be held the aflernoon of

E'uiD'
occasion

ly
all

buildings will open their

)5 10 show all visitors what

jjlly
goes on withm. Students

'

demonstrate certain equipment,

eiiperimenis of a general nature

tie
carried out.

addition, organized tours of
In

addition, organizea lours oi ""^ ^-rass statements v

,„,,ersi., wiU again be offered riCa^, 'fob'SJ;
under the direction of

101 Powell who is the organizer

CUS educational tours. Students

til
faculties are asked to keep

s dale in mind so that they can

iiribuie to the success of these

by functioning as tour guides

ighoul the afternoon. Because

number of guides required is

lly quite substantial, those

eiled should give their names
liss Powell soon. I

Classified
ARTICLES FOR SALE

Tape Recorder, dual speed, dual track,
Mike and radio-phono Inputs Hi-Fi
output. Response good for music. For
demonstraHon, phone Peter Trill, local

T>-pe\vTiter. portable, "Commodore"
wth carrying case. Almost new, $40
iPhone Tony at 542-7749.

ROOM FOR RENT
Warn, quiet single room, close to

Queens, to men in Conunerce, Eeono-
nues. Law and Politics. Parldng yard
Mrs, Egan, 196 Union St

PERSONAL
Worried Athletic Slick D. H Clarke

Sc. -66. wishes lo announce to member^
of In, BEWS" ye.^ and any females
affected, tliat his name appears in "\Vlio"smere' as D. H. Clarice.

CorrecHon to -\Vho's Wliere": Address
of Rick Johnstone is 98 CoUinjnvood St
Tel. 546-9965.
To aU my associates; Important num-

'ber change in your hustler's handbook
My number is 54&-4178, not 548-6178
Ch,is. Publow,

Dearest Levanar My sinoerest apol-
ogies for the crass statements made con-
ceming you in last Friday's Journal by
by room-mates. Bob Lockhart and Al
Kassel. As a result, the most diey could
dig up was a coffee date (in our kitchen)
with each other. Myself, I find Levana
ver>' tantalizing. Can't figure out where
Al and Hob dug up tliis "inherent poor
qualities jazz, Ike Kelneck.

Isolde: Come back. All is forgiven
Franz. "

AnSCELLANEOUS
No place to eat Sunday? Tr>- SOM

Sunday Supper, Sydenham United
Churdi. 5-7p.m., 49c. Student panel
led by Dr. Coleman.

LOST
1 Pearl E.ir-ring set In Stirling Silver

Contact Lorua Rudolf. 542-2705.

QUEEN'S JOURNAL
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FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 22nd

^ E^^^" ^ ^°om 309,
McNeill House, at 8:00 p.m., concerrUng
the e.-ils of alcohol %vith respect to
imprisonment. The speaker will be die
recently converted druiilcard and present
famous faith healer, Geoff. A. BootlaEer
Come and be saved I

!

International House Club. Come and
meet overseas and Canadian students atour weekly party, starting at 9 p.m.

SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 23rd

S One-act Plays presented by theDrama Gudd in ConvoeaHon HaU al
8:30 One of the plays was \vritten by a
Canadian, in Canada, for Canadians.
Eycyone IS invited, in fact, begged, to
attend. Yea,^ of work have gl^e into
thL^ one evening, so come to sleep, eat

criticize, BUT COMEI

Queens Brass Band meet at Grant
Hall for bus to parade at 9:15 a.m.

Queen's Pipe Band. Picture for Tri-
color will be titken at Grant HaU at
9:00 a.m.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 24lh

ilu&00it'0 Sag mi mh (gaa

(Humpang ^xmiUh
CALGARY

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
FOR GRADUATES and UNDERGRADUATES

Geology

Geological Engineering, Honours Geology

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD ON
NOVEMBER 26

Appointments for Interviews should be made through the

Placement Office

" ents wishing advance information may write the
"mpaoy Recruiting Coordinator at 320 7th Ave. S.W.

Calgary, Alberta.

Tricolor Autosport Club is holding
The Presidents Rally" starting at The
btudents Union at 1:00 p.m.

Engineers: BiU Fulton Mill be speak-
ing on 'The Need for Meaning" die
M>oond and final of his lectures, in the
Science Clubrooms, at 4 p.m.

The Christian Youth Centre, 260
Barrie St., and Queens ChrisHan Fellow-
ship, welcome you to the Youdi Centre
fom 8 a.m. to 10 a.m. Break-fast will be
served and we will hear fr«m one or

I

I

two speakers of the China Inland Mission

Board.

^^ONDAY, NOVEMBER 25th

SOM Book Sale. Books for nil interest!,

10% discount to students. 12 noon - 1:30

p.m. at Students* Union, 5 - 9:30 p.m. at

Leonard Hall,

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 26th

Ski Club Meeting at 7:30 p.m. in Ellis

Hall. Films will be shown, provided wo
can get them back.

SATURDAY, NOVENfBER 30^1

Ski Smash at Yacht Club from 9 - 1.

50c. plus membership card, or 75c. each.

Bar and jukebox.

MISCELLANEOUS COMING EVENTS

Snowball Weekend. Applications for!
dances must be in the AR of C office by
December 1st. For further information
contact Di Cooke at 542-9423.

Tri~Service Fencing Club, Meets eveij-

Wednesday night from 7-9. Everyone
welcome. Co-educational Membership
is small. Held in wrestling room at

Queen's Gymnasium,

19th Ecumenical Student Conference
on the Christian ^VoTld Mission is to be
held at AtJiens, Ohio, from December 27
to January 2. Jointly sponsored by
NSCF and WSCF. Theme: "For the

Life of tlie World". For further details

contact tlie Campus Co-ordinator,
Denvj-n Docken (540-6569) before 7 pjn.
on Wednesday, November 20th. Also see
article in tliis Journal, "IQih Quadren-
nial".

(GRADUATES IN ARTS, COMMERCE,
SCIENCE, PHYSICAL EDUCATION

upjohn

""^al^S^ CO\fPANY OF CANADA, a rapidly expanding
,

P'"^>acculical manufacturer offers:
'' '

f

'
Ev!!,^'?^'"^'

stimulating career in technical sales
^'ceiient opportunity for advancement

position tliat rewards individua! achic\'ement
A well established company in a stable industry
• Excellent retirement and fringe benefits

• Expenses — automobile furnished
• Excellent salaried position

Our representative will visit your cnmpus on

Thursday nov. 28, i963
for interview appointments, apply to

r' 'Idi

STUDENT PLACEMENT OFFICE

Iwl'^ a'*''pi/^°"'^''"''*'^ P'<^'''^*^ brochure, "A CARREER
It and on "CANADA CAREERS DIRECTORY

'""m a[{i
^^^'^ Placement Annual obtainnble finom your

House of Sounds

STUDENTS
GET 20 % OFF ON ALL L.P. RECORDS

at

House of Sounds
Don't Be Ashamed To Tell You Go To Queen's

For Dry Cleaning and

Sliirt Laundering
SERVICE. QUALITY, CONVENIENCE

Our Store at 3 1 4 Barrie Street Near Princess Is Conveaient
and Aajuou3 To Serve You

Same Day Service on Request
In by 10 Q.m. Ready by 5 p.m.

Save 20% by Using Our Services at Leonard Hall

Available to All Students

Dial 548-4407

FOR PICKUP & DELIVERY SERVICE

Cleland & FlindaU
DRY CLEANERS

314 Barrie Street

SHIRT LAUNDERERS
851 Princess Street

Moanin* Beatniks
'The Moanin' After", a play by

Rick Malt \vill be produced as

Revue '64. The play is concerned

with life in Greenwich Village,

beatniks, gentry and has political

overtones. The lyrics for the Revue
were written by Gord Gosse and
are set lo a Brubeckian score.

Although not lacking enthusiasm,
the Revue Guild has, as yet, been
unable to get under way. This is

because they lack a producer.

If you possess any co-ordinating

talents and are interested in pro-
ducing the Revue, contact Don
Sncdden at 546-9946.

Welden Rivet
(Engineenng 55 ) says:

.- <J3

I find less stress and strain in ray

finances by paying expenses with a

Personal Chequing Accounc at . .

.

Bank of Montreal

a big step on the rood to suwau U an eorly banking connection

You'll liiid il,ese B of M Branches in Kingslun
especially coin-enienr;

Princess & Barrie Sis., in the "Y" Bunding'
WILLIAM F. CRONIN, Manager

Mnin Omcc, 297 King St. East al (he Markci;

If yolir Norlli-Ri
iloc»n l i^riic js Ion
Ihml. It ihnulil. „e HilfsenJ
>Jj J (ie,v rcllll — FREEI

MRthmW 98e
ST. LAMBERT, QUEBEC

PATTON'S CLEANERS

SHIRT LAUNDERERS
Wallv Elmer — Prop.

Dial 548-4292 — 546-6480

349 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO
The Nicest Cleaning in Town

WHArS NEW? a vacuum
packed inner pouch to
guarantee freshness

Inside the outer pouch you'll find another—
vacuum sealed. Open this inner one and
mmmmm—the freshness is obviousi Why
two pouches? Simple, Dutch Mill's great
taste and mildness are worth preserving. The
new vacuum packed inner pouch does it.

Guarantees that Dutch Mill Pipe Tobacco
comes to you fresh . . . stays fresh longer.
Try a pouch today.

Aromatic and regular 550*

Dutch Mill
PIPE TOBACCO

Suoeesicd Price

>. 34

or

by
ch

all

IT
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"leadbelly"
Though many of us on campus show at

least a passive interest in Folk Music

(some toould certainly claim to be folk

enthusiasts), little lias appeared io date

in the JOURNAL on this subfect. Al-

though an admitted diUitante in this field

I have attempted to sketch bekno the

legend of Huddie Ledbetter, better

knoum as LeadbeHy — the story of the

life and music of the most fasdruOing of

folk artists. I hope that this wiU merely

be tJie first article to appear in this

column; I hope that the knowledgeables

on campus will keep this column alive.

Indeed, no one, with the exception of

Stephen Foster, has contributed so much
in the folk idiom of America as Lead-

belly. He not only collected songs, but

adapted and refashioned what he had

to suit his own mood and feelings. His

music reveals a nature endowed with an

admirable sense of the dramatic, and an

insatable lust for life. For he was not

afraid to slur one vocal tone fiercely

against ano&er, not afraid to run up and

down a scale that took in baritone and

tenor registers along Uie way, nor afraid

to shift pitch or to suit hts tempo to

his mood and action.

Leadbell/s voice was not beautiful,

but rough and grainy with a nasal twang.

The ejdtement engendered came not

only from his deep understanding of the

songs he sang, but also from the unusual

and pulsating sounds of his 12-string

guitar. From the time of his discovery

in a southern prison in 1934, up until his

death in 1949, he had vmtten and re-

corded hundreds of songs, and had per-

formed at concert halls, universities and

olubs tiiroughout the United States, and

as far away as Europe.

Leadbelly was bom Huddie Ledbetter

in Mooringsport, Louisiana in 1885. He
grew up on a farm, and showed a keen

interest in music at an early age. Ho
learned the art of plowing from his

father, and an appreciation of music

from his Uncle Terrell. His first instru-

ment was a concertina ( sometimes called

a "windjammer"), and he was quick to

learn the lullabies, play songs and

spirituals sung by his mother. H wasn't

long before he was picking out these

tunes on a guitar.

Huddie rambled a great deal during

his late teens, doing odd jobs and work-

ing in the cotton fields. Because of liis

strapping size and iron constitution, he

was nicknamed "Leadbelly" (also a pun

on his last name — Ledbetter). It was

during his rambling that Leadbelly

heard a carnival man playing a 12-string

guitar, and was bewitched by the electri-

fying sounds. Shortly after, he picked up

a 12-sb-ing guitar of his own.

Leadbelly frequently got into (rouble,

as many people took advantage of his

good nature and naivete to incite him

into fights which he otherwise would

not have entered. After several tangles

with the law, he found himself in the

Texas State Penitentiary on a convicition

of assault to murder. He literally sang his

way out after serving seven years of a

35 )'ear sentence, as he was granted a

pardon by Governor Pat M, Neff after

having sung a musical plea for pardon.

A few years later he was convicted of a

similar charge, and was sentenced to a
term of six to ten years in the Louisiana

State Penitentiary. It was there that he
was discovered by John Lomax, who was
travelling through the south collecting

folk songs for the Library of Congress,

Leadbelly persuaded Lomax to let him
record a musical plea for pardon, which
he later presented to Governor O. K.

Photo coiirtesv Fol!v\vn\'? Records

Allen. The Governor was so moved by
this plea that he granted Leadbelly a

pardon, releasing him in the custody of

Lomax, Free once more by the magic
of his song, they headed for New York,

where Leadbelly was to begin his career

as a professional entertainer. An Associ-

ated Press release dated January 6, 1935
reported:

"Broadway impresarios were angl-

ing- tonight for the services of a

Louisiana swamp Negro called Lead-

belly, who twice has sung and played

his way out of prison.

"Brought to New York by John A.

Lomax, Austin, Texas, collector of

folk songs, Leadbelly *wowed *em* so

effectively at his first performance

that he brought booking agents on

the run."

After a number of appearances in

New York. Leadbelly embarked on a
series of college concerts, including one
at Harvard. The Harvard Crimson com-
mented:

"Recently pardoned from the prison

camps of Louisiana, Leadbelly, color-

ed singer of 'sinful songs*, last night

brought to a crowded Leverett House

Dining Room a new Negro music, a

music of the Negro as a man apart

from his religion — simple and

natural.

"His white teeth flashing from the

black as he sang, Leadbelly shook

with the rhythm of his song. His

left foot heat time to the beat, while

his right tapped twice, four, even

eight times to the beat. He played

masterfully a 12-string guitar as he

sang in a deep rich voice, tinged with

the Louisiana dialect."

Since audiences had diflficulty in

understanding the meaning of his songs,

Leadbelly began to weave together

narrative and song, and to intone his

expositions in a sort of free-wheeling

recitative. Quite often the narrative was
made up of so gentle a combination of

the real and imagined that it was difficult

to tell one from the other.

Leadbelly wrote some of the best

loved folk songs known today, mcluding
"Goodnight, Irene" (which, ironically,

became popular six months after hi.^

death), "Rock Island Line", "Cotton-
fields", 'Midnight Special", "Pick a Bale
of Cotton" and "Boll Weevil". "Kisses

Sweeter Than Wine", originally a free-

rhythmic Irish folksong about a cow.
owes it origin to Leadbelly, who adapt-
ed the Irish melody to his 12-sfring

guitar. He gave it a new beat, and later

taught it to the Weavers, who in turn
wrote new lyrics and made a popular
recording.

Leadbelly recorded for the most of
the major recording companies at one
time or another, and many of his records
have been reissued on LFs. Capitol
Records released an outstanding album
(LEADBELLY, T-1821) earlier this

year which, aside from some jacket

notes that are of questionable taste, con-
tain some outstanding recordings, in-

cluding two rare ones of his playing
ragtime piano. Folkways Records has
issued close to a dozen albums, includ-

ing a four-record set (LEADBELLTS
T^ST SESSIONS. FP 241 & 242) con-
taining 94 songs taped at an informal
session during the late forties. Another
fine Folk-ways package (NEGRO FOLK
SONGS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE, EC
7,5.33) is of a performance before a
group of children in New York, with
the youthful audience singing alone
with the famed folksinger on several

spirituals.

Leadbell/s music is by no means of

the comfortable, soothing background
variety offered by the folk and psuedo-
folk singers and groups of the sixties.

It is not without effort that one comes to

appreciate the coarse voice of this

legendary giant of folk expression. How-
ever. I believe that those who make an
effort to understand his music will agree

that the name of Leadbelly will remiin
forever among the all time greats of

American folk music. He will remain —
the immortal Leadbelly.

Dave Dodgf

The governments of the west are

being called upon by all and sundry to

contribute one percent of their Gross

National Product to foreign aid. When

Paul Martin announced an increase in

our aid allocation last week, the skeptics

pointed out tliat this was still less than

one-^ialf of one percent of our G.N. P.,

and therefore a Poor Show. Which it is,

of course, but not solely because it is

small in amount.

The truth is that Foreign Aid is

not a homogeneous substance. It con-

sists of commercial loans, and gifts of

capital equipment, of technical aid

and foreign students studying in

Canada. It is a little unrealistic to look

at the total amount of foreign aid,

without also considering the form in

which it is given, and its purposes.

Some aid is given to prevent starva-

tion. The U,S,, for exaample, disposes of

considerable amounts of its wheat sur-

plus to countries whose people are

desperately in need of food, but who

are too poor to purchase it.

Some is given to stimulate economic

development. Probably the greatest bulk

of funds going from developed countries

to underdeveloped countries for this

purpose is not aid at all, but takes the

form of commercial loans. It is none the

less effective for this, of course, since

investment tends to flow to areas which

are ripe for development, Look at Can-

ada, for example. Still, there are many

outright gifts, or low interest loans made

by the government. Canada's participa-

tion in the Colombo Plan is a good ex-

ample of aid given for economic develop-

ment.

Some aid is given as a part of inter-

national political strategy. This may
be outright military aid, or it may be

a more subtle form of economic

bribery. It's a litle difficult to justify

the huge sums that the U.S. has

poured into South Vietnam in recent

years on any but political grounds.

There is the International Peace Corps

movement, aimong which are such famil-

iar organizations as the Canadian
]}

iversity Service Overseas and Opera«^
Crossroads — Africa.

The point is that these different

of aid should not be confused witli

other. Economic aid is given to proniQ^

economic development; pohtical
aid

given to secure support in the Cold W
And it should not be a serious

criti^jj^.

of political aid that it may fail to achie\-

economic development. It is the
htigj,,

of futility to oppose aid to South
Vietriii^

because it has failed to improve ^
lot of the average peasant - n

designed to win a war.

It is perfectly possible to crilicuj

western aid programs for concenlrai,

ing too heavily on aid designed
fif

Cold War ends, to the detrimeni
</

purely economic aid. This in fad hi;

been the case. But we shouldn't
coii.

fuse the two purposes of aid, erei

though both may be incorporated
it

a single program.

One other fallacy is the confusion 4

peace-corps programs with econom'

aid. It is sometimes supposed that tt:

former can be a substitute for the iatitr

One peace corps volunteer may poif

with pride to the great work he has doi,

in establishing an agricultural co-opeti-

tive in Togo, and assume that he

played a vital role in tiie economic de-

velopment of that country. This is i

pretty far-fetched assumption, PftiK

Corps operate on a person-to-persoa

basis, and there are just too many peopli

in under-developed countries for 2

limited number of volunteers to have

any significant overall economic efied

Peace corps programs are of cour^

extremely valuable in their own splifft

Their own sphere is the establishment d

bonds of understanding and pcrsotti

friendship between peoples of differen!

nations and different cultures. This is ^

pretty important role, but it is not ai

economic role, and shouldn't be corui

ered as such.

John Isbistf

€t)NPEDECATICN?
Will Canada fly apart? Will the population of Quebec decide in

strike out on its own if the readjustments it thinks necessary in

Confederation are not made? Do Ontario and British Columbia fee!

that they are subsidizing the rest of the country? The present condi-

tion of our country forces us to think about these problems and mokes

a study of Confederation a necessity.

As a result Canadian universities are undertaJting on their respec-

tive campuses a study of "A New Concept of Confedration".

A weekend seminar on this theme is planned at Queen's for early

January. Students and professors will get together to consider f

(he goals of Confederation have been achieved and why there is 11"^

existing dissatisfaction within our country.

The seminar vrill consist of a prominent guest speaker, lectur&s,

discussion groups led by professors. All interested should apply in writing

before November 27, 1963 to the AMS Office, CUS Committee, stating

name, address, phone number and reason for applying, A maximum ot

31) students will be selected.

Chosen applicants will be given a general reading Ust to acquaini

themselves with the background of these problems. They vrill be askfd

to write a short report on some aspect of the problem.

It is noted that all tiiose who may be interested in attending ul'^'

summer's National CUS Seminar, also on this problem, should attend tin-

Queen's seminar.

Doug McCalla

Steve Sinar'
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la Revolntion Tranpille
Minds are stirring in Quebec, they The tenaioT, nf r,ct;«„„i,-jlinds are stirring- in Quebec, they

gj-e
awaking. The two hundred years

of
drugged sleep are over. There is a

tremendous feeling of stored-up vital-

ity
suddenly released. The "new Que-

beclcers" have become very aware of

themselves as individuals, but even

jnore so as a distinct nation or race.

They demand similar recognition by

the rest of the world. No longer do

(he Quebeckers stand passively by the

(jevelopment and the activities Avithin

their province; they want to be part

of the near future, if not actually

leading it.

This quiet revolution, which is

1 quiet only in its lack of the use of
'physical force, makes itself felt in

many quarters. Much of the change

^ „ on is unbelievably necessary.

Education is proceeding by learning
I and discussion instead of previous
memory work and placid acceptance.
Student government, something we at
Queen's take for granted, is forcing

I its way into the universities and col-
leges. There is an impatient struggle

I
to get rid of antiquated traditions

I

quickly - almost too quickly.

On the other hand there is a grow-
ns feeling of cultural and provincial

I nationalism. This nationalism is a re-
fflection of the tensions and frustra-
tions felt by all Quebeckers. They feel
that they have always had to struggle
against the English merely to live and
to keep intact their language, which
IS extremely precious to them. There

Jure the problems of separate schools,
lot conscription, and of prejudice in
me field of employment, especially in
tthe civil service. The French Can-
piaifin feels that an English-speaking
"ajority in Parliament vnll give him
JO chance to achieve his goals and
pmbitions. Hence the desire of the
yuebeckers to be a completely equal
WrtTier to the rest of Canada in Con-
BHieration.

The tension of nationalism was
close to the surface of all the students
to whom I spoke at Laval. Yet very
few of them are actually separatists.
Rather they seek to feel at home in at
least one part of Canada, Quebec.
There is a growing realization of the
potential socialistic power of the state
in economic and cultural fields and
also a growing willingness to use that
power. The French Canadians seek to
control their o^vn lives, to be "maitres
Chez-nous". Only a government which
shows concern, interest, and a will
ingness to act in these fields will be
satisfactory to them. Seperatism,
however, is an ultimate form of self-
control not too desirable to those who
have really thought about its true
consequences.

Unfortunately this nationlism is ex-
tremely provincial and inwardly tur-
ned. 1 was deeply disturbed by the
fact that few Quebeckers could think
of themselves as first, or at all, Can-
adians. They could not see beyond the
boundaries of Quebec to the rest of
Canada or to the world at large. The
suggestion that one could feel pride
in both of the country's cultures pro-

Zl . 1 ^'""^^"^ '^""^^ reply:What other culture besides ?he
French. IS there one? Their e^rtremely
nationahstic, often selfish feelings
for Quebec makes federal redistribu-
tion of income to the financially poor-
er provmces seem iUogieal.

This frightening regionalism is
present in all parts of Canada. En-
glish-speaking Canadians, too, often
think of Canada and Quebec ;s s^p-
erate entities With our modem faci-
lities of communication there must bea way of creating greater contact and
understanding between the various
parts of the country. Then an English
Canadian student could no longer saywhen asked at the Laval conference
^^ hat he had accomplished, "I met my
first French Canadian." May I sug-
gest greater encouragement for ex-
changes and excursions between the
various regions, so that Canadians
from aU parts of the country may see
how the others think and live Per-
haps another Fenian raid might also
sei-ve a temporary purpose since we
all seem to be agreed on one point- a
dislike of joining the United States.

ChrisHane Schweiger

It was a short, rather eommon-
lookmg word, none too clean, that pre-
sented itself.

'Ifs about this project of writing
something for Quarry, govnor/ he
said. 'Thought you might 'ave a few
vacancies, like. Struck me I might
rit m very neat.'

*I certainly do have a vacancy or
two, I mused. 'About five hunderd
If you must know. Perhaps I could
place you. Do you rhyme?'
'Rhyme is it? Bless your eart, I

rhyme with -alf the ruddy dictionary.
Veiy andy you'll find me, all round
> aid a symbol job for that Bill Yeets*
once, you know.'

'Yeats,*' I pondered. 'I hope you've
not been overworked.'

'Oh, no guv.
. Not a bit of it. Tell

the truth, I don't believe I've 'ad a
job since. Not in the public eye, any-
way, A few undergraduate poems
and a lav. door or two, but nothing
so 3 you'd notice.'

That sounds very satisfactory. I
cant give you an answer now, of
course. It's a question of finding five
hundred words who'll work together
as a team. Still, I'll keep you in mind.
And perhaps you can suggest other
words which might be useful, your
relatives for example, or woMs you've
been associated with in the past."
'What about my old woman, then,

guv.? She obhges now and then Of
course we'd only conjugate in priv-
ate.'

There's just one thing. I shall re-
quire references. You do exist, I sup-
pose? I get so many so-called words
trying to get in at this time of the
morning when I'm not properly
awake. They all sound all righ(>-to
listen to them they can do anything,
rhymes, symbols, puns, ambiguity,
the lot. And then it turns out they're
no good on paper."

'Don't you worry, guvnor. I'm no
higamous-hogamous.' He alluded to
the celebrated fraud case in which
twin brothers had imposed on a weal-
thy spinster in search of a rhyme for
monogamous, and had got her to pub-
lish them at her own expense. 'I exist
all right. I'm in the dictionaries, I am
some of 'em. I'll 'ave you know our
family came over with Hengist and
Horsa.'

We'll leave it at that then, shall
we? If you turn out to be the right
word for the job. I'll put you down
for It.'

'llight you are. And look me up
some day. any\vay. Well, the glow-
worm shows the matins to be near
I'll 'ave to 'op it. Recede into the un-
conscious, I should say.'

And I'd call him up right now. The
only trouble is. J can't remember
his name. What was it now? Cran-
nicle? Potious? Grunk? Creamy? Ah
well, plenty more where he came
from.

The University of Windsor's Can-
adian-American Seminar which pro-
mised to be a rather far-fetched com-
parison between the problem of the
American Negro and those of con-
federation turned out to be an ex-
tremely stimulating investigation of
Canada's role in Canadian-American
relations. The main reason for this
was, on the one hand, the boycott of
American delegates, (presumably due
to the sensitive nature of the topics)
and, on the other hand, the extremely
high calibre of the Canadian partici-

Canadian-American Seminar

Peter McLaughlin

pants. Futhermore, the fresh approa-
ches of the twenty student delegates
provided a lively contrast to the more
conservative views of the senior spea-
kers.

Beginning with French Canada,
the seminar worked its way through
such a variety of topics as Canadian-
American trade, atomic energy, the
Negro. American Subsidiary firms
in Canada, defense, and biculturalism
and Confederation. The climax came
in a speech by Jean Luc Pepin, Lib-
eral M.P. He flatly rejected the idea

that Canadan either is or should be
essentially Anglo-Saxon, with the
French minority granted certain con-
stitutional guarantees. Separatism,
however, he said was "the \'ei-y nega-
tion of Canada".
The philosophy which is gaining

support across the country defines
Canada as "socially multi-cultural,
but politically bicutural and biling-
ual". All nationalities and cultures
have rights in such an arrangement,
but only two have constitutional guar-
antees and status.

On the lighter side of the issue, he
introduced the "Lemon Theory of
Confederation" as well as the idea of
"Biculturalism for those who Think
Young."

The t^vo Queen's representatives.
Bill Ne«ton-Smith and Peter Walker
returned with the definite feeling
that Queen's should organize a simi-
lar, full-scale seminar of its own.

BUI

Damn Yankees! - Americans Boycott Windsor Conference
^
ingredients of a seminar scnce we rer«>ivprf wpc iu^ b„ ^

Peter Walker

Newton - Smith

One of the ingredients of a seminar
I

" Lanadian-American relations is
I uously Americans, Americans who

state the U.S. case with authority.
I ne University of Windsor Can-Am
I o"ierence held at the beginning of

f A ir"' ^^""^^"^ j"^^ these people,

indiff
^h«"'der from Washington,

^
iiierence from Americans in pri-

ali h
^"^'P"^^ ^"d a boycott from

,

^ut one university south of the

'pitrelv r^^ discussion into a

B[)p„K
^^nadian "exercise in intro-

"WeT^
many Problems to be

pDllcv'r^''"*^"'^''^^ ^^'^^ nuclear

fitilo p
relations, Hal Banks and

^""ild h
' Americans who

no( (L ™sde it a dialogue were
'"We. Instead, the type of non-

scnce we received was the keynote
address by Wiiber Brucker, former
governor of Michigan (1930-1932).
The present governor, George Rom-
ney, had accepted the invitation but
was only one of many who failed to
show up. Brucker gave us "the long-
est undefended border in the world"
speech and finished it off in fine style
when someone asked him what Am-
erican reaction would be to a separate
Quebec at the head of the Seaway. He
said he had no idea whatsoever.
The topic, "Do American Subsi-

diary Firms Make Good Canadian
Citizens," could have led to a frank
admission that problems do exist in
this area. But Dr. Robert Yohe, Pre-
sident of B.F. Goodrich of Canada
Limited, said he "bristled at the in-

ference" in this question. Like the
four other speakers on this panel,
he then preceded to preach us the
American business creed and com-
pletely avoided any attempt to handle
the issue.

On the student side of the seminar,
there were to have been six American
universities, half dealing with the
Negro Problem and half with the
Separatist Movement. The University
of Rochester sent a Canadian and the
rest cancelled out. Even Michigan
State and Wayne State Universities,

both over 20,000 students and both
within twenty miles of Windsor, felt

they could not afford the time or
the money.

Even a brilliant discussion of Que-

bec's quiet revolution bu such delt-
gates as Jean Luc Pepin, parliamen-
tary secretary to Trade and Commer-
ce Minister Sharp, failed to drown
out the cries "that the U.S. does not
give a damn about Canada."

At this point we had better ack-
nowledge some of those delegates
tried very hard to make the confer-
ence worthwhile-Paul Martin (on Red
China), M. Pepin. Air Vice Marshal
Clare Annis of the R.C.A.F. (on
North American defence solidarity),
Mr. Tim Creery (on better use of the
International Joint Commission) and
Mr. Dana Wilgress (on troubles with-
in G.A.T.T.).

Mr. Raymond Heard of the Mont-
real Star commenting on the sugges-

tion of an institution to study Can-
adian-American relations on a con-
tinuing basis said we would first have
to convince the Americans that U.S.-
Canadian relations are worth study-
ing at all.

Mr. Heard concluded: Montreal
Stai-. Nov. 13. 1963 "This year's con-
ference left one with the impression
that while Washington figures like
Vice President Lyndon .Johnson can
find time to slap the back of a camel
driver from Pakistan, no one has
time to visit Canada to put the record
straight on a growing number
mutual problems."

of

Peter Walker

^chael Marrello

^f'-H Princeaa Street

Pf}, ^*'°"e 642-3714

'f'i'iKer in Hair Styling

_^°'"titioned For You Comfort

club putting on a dance?

PATTERSON
^ ^ Big Band Sound—
^ at 546-5952

ijiUlfpran (!Jl|nrrlf

SUNDAY WORSHTP
9:30 a.m.

11:00 a.m.

7:30 p,m.

L.S.M. raeels folloiving Vcspcra

"Open Meetinj;

"

Two blocks N.E. of stadium

Corner of Earl & Victorift SU.

Rtv. Roy Oswald
(Lutheran Student Chaplain)

Phone 542-7134

^t. HIamcs' ^!IIIlIrr^f

9.' 00 a.m.—Holy Communion.

11: 00 n.m.—Momiog Pmye

7: 00 p.m.—EvenioB Proyer.

Preadier;

Rev, Jolin Savorithmu

^t. ^iiCirthi'B

^rcaliytrrian (lllmrcl;

Princess & Clergy Sts.

Rev. Mm v. Ptilnam, B.A.,
Minister

Director ol Praise.

Brian StATl, AHCCO,
SUNDAY SERVICES

11,00 a.m.—Monune Worship
Samion: 'JESL'S CALLS^US"
7.00 pjii.-Ev.'mi,|T Worship

S.?niioii: "THE MrNTSTRY
OI^ INTERCESSION

7..30 p.m.—"Radj'o Ministrv"
C.K.L.C.

S.I5 p.m.-Youth FL-Uow^hip

TUESDAY. 7.30 p.m.
Pra)er and Bible Studv Hour

COME AND WORSHIP

QUimIiiiccb ^Inittii

(aiiurcll

11: a.m.

—

-The Only Seciir-

lly thai Lasts."

7:30 p.in.—Some Questions

Christians Face.

(3) 'Can Faith rical

the Sick?-

S:45p.iii.—YouUi FcUowahip.

A Vcnj Cordial InviCaU'on

To All Queen't SludmU.

?nCirtil|jiiii ^trctt

ifpfl (llhurcit

9:15 Q.ni-In tlic Chapel: Di
vine Service. Mr. Der
^vyn Docken. The Cha-
pel is reached by the
door at the rear of tho
church on William St.)

11:00 a,m.-Rev- Professor C.
H. Parker: "MY SAL-
\'AT[ON IS FOREV-
ER."

4:00 p.m.— Organ Recital:
Dr. F. R. C. Clarke,
\vitli eyest artist, Peter
Hei-blom, oboist.

7:30 p.m.—Reliirious Perspec-
tives in Todav's Novel:
Rev. Hnnns F. Skouta-
jan spe.Tk oa Franz !

K';iiTca's, The Trail.

34
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SGM Seminar Applications
Applications are now being

received for membership in the

Student Christian Movement Semi-

nar for the winter term of 1964.

Participation is open to any third

year, fourth year, or graduate stu-

dent wiio feels prepared to accept

the responsibility of membership.

The Senior Seminar is a new ven-

ture for Ihe SCM. The primary role

of the group is to discipline the work

of the participants. lis purpose is

to help those who wish to read more

and really come to grips with their

subject matter but who work better

witli some guidance.

Participants will be required to

do assigned reading during the

Christmas vacation, and to pre-

pare a comprehensive paper to be

It

H

I

DON'T

BE

LATE

FOR A

VERY

IMPORTANT

DATE!

Representatives from Bell

Telephone will be on Campus
to talk about

YOUR FUTURE WITH THE BELL.

Appointments for interviews

can now be made with your

Placement Office for male

students graduating in

ENGINEERING—
Electrical - Civil - Physics

COMMERCE • ECONOMICS
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

presented orally to the group. The

topics for the papers will be chosen

from the assigned reading, but tlie

preparation of the paper should be

drawn from supplementary sources,

The theme of the Seminar will be

the work of Dietrich Bonhoeffer, an

influential figure in modern theology

in the interpretation of Christianity.

He died at Flossenburg after two

years' imprisonment by the SS.

Before his execution he composed
the outline of what would have been

his greatest work. Today it re-

mains ilo tantalize us, two pages of

fragmentary sentences.

The basic text used will be his

"Letters and Papers from Prison",

in addition, each member will be

required to read at least one of his

other books, which can be obtained

from Peler Taylor (Taylor has

expressed the hope that the pro-

gramme will meet with good res-

ponse and that the standard set by
this year's members will be both

high and rewarding for it will deter-

mine the character of the Senior

Seminar in the future.)

Applications for membership

should be made in writing before

December 7 to:

Peter Taylor,

Leonard Hall.

NOTICE
The Renaissance of Gym-

nastics at Queen's is now being

fostered by the formation of a

Gymnastic Club. The purpose

of this club is to provide a

chance for lovers of gymnas-

lics to pursue the sport at

Queen's. The first meeting of

the club resulted in the elec-

tion of a president and the

reserving of the Apparatus

Room on Monday and Thurs-

day nights at 7:30. A com-

petition team will be formed

and preliminary surveys indi-

cate that this will be a high

calibre and winning team.

This club will compete in a

pre-season meet at RMC in

which all the major teams in

Eastern Ontario will compete.

The first rate army team from

Camp Borden will be putting

on demonstrations. For further

information contact Art Kuis-

ma, Leonard Hall, Local 292;

Doug Sprott, 546-9029; or

Rolph Lund.

Hotel La Salle

Dine in the Famous Colony Room

Specializing in

Delicious Charcoal Broiled Steaks

Direct from Our Dining Rom Grill

Special Arrangements for Banquets & Dances

& Princess 548-3361

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
CHEMICAL ENGINEERS

CHEMISTS
opportunities in Canada's leading industry

PULP and PAPER

with

Kimberly-Clark Canada Ltd.

and associated companies:

TERRACE BAY, Onlark. — Kimberly-aark Pulp and Paper Co. Lid.

KAPUSKASING, Ontario — Spruce Falls Power and Paper Co. Lid.

manufaclurcrs of newsprint, pulps, Kleenex and other leading consumer
products.

Summer employment for students in Ihe class of 1965 will be of a technical
nature.

Brochures outlining employment opportunities and containing application
forms are available at your Placement Office.

PLEASE NOTE:

Interview time can be used most efTceiivcly if applications have been ailed
out in advance and candidates have read the company's literature Plcaso
leave completed applications at the Placement OfRce at least one d'av orior
lo interview. ' ^

Interviews will be held on Nov. 25 and 26.

CUP Roundup
CUP—The problems of the Negro

in the Southern United States and

South Africa are extremely difficult

to view from afar. Yot the state-

ments which emerge from these

areas tend to provide some sort of

understanding for people who are

not at the scene. In order to get a

complete picture it is necessary to

look at both sides, but this in itself

is sometimes impossible. In recent

weeks two prominent American

Negroes have expressed their

opinions to Canadian and American

students. In Halifax a South

African student spoke out in favour

of apartlieid. In Miami, a student

editor was fired and university

officials denied that it was due to an

editorial concerning the lack of

Negroes in the athletic department

and fraternity discrimination. On
the other side of the globe South

African Security Police raided the

offices of the National Students'

Union, read all correspondence and

removed some documents.

VANCOUVER: Speaking at the

Tmln
command

Heavenly days! The calendar

can't spoil my fun any more ! Not
since! first started touscTampax.
(What a wonderful product!) If

everyone's going dancing or

bowling, sailing or skating. I'm

there, too! . . . enjoying every

minute because I'm really com-
fortable 1

Tiimpax internal sanitary pro-

tection isjusl plain marvelous! I

don't even feel I'm wearing it.

And nothing shows. 1

mean even with stretch

pants or slim skirts.

Since Tanipax does
away witli belts, pins, pads, what
couM bulge? Or chafe, for that

matter? Or create odor
problems?

I can't imagine why it took me
so long to start using Tampax.
But I'm in command now ... of
my whole life!

Be in commaiid, too,

with Tampax! VourchoiceofS
absorbcncy-sizes (Regular,
Super, Junior) wherever such
products arc sold. Canadian
Tampax Corporation Limited,

irrie, Ont.

ffwilrii l,f a doctor

,

oicd by millions ofwomia

Fall Convocation of the UniverVi

of British Columbia, author Igj,^

Baldwin stated that it was the whi/
man who was the real victim ^

the south. He attacks the Negro

docs not know why. He is
almosi

constantly aware of the problem
anj

he thinks about a people who
can

not be intimidated by bombs, cj^^

or hoses.

The author criticizes the Us
administration's do-nothing aftitu^jg

The Justice Department
assure-

the people it is behind the Negio
voter drive; it supplies money,

bui

refuses to protect the Negroes.

Baldwin said that his hopes foj

the future rested with the
higii

school and college students.

DETROIT; The controversial

leader of the Black Muslims, Mai-

colm X, told students at the Univer-

sity of Wayne Stale of the possi-

bility of war between tlie members
of the white and black races. He

felt that future bloodshed was

imminent if black people continueii

to blind themselves to the while

man's hypocrisy.

"It's ridiculous for the black man

to celebrate the 4th of July, for two

wars were fought on U.S. soil, both

for the causes of freedom. But why

are 20 million people still deprived

of civil basic human rights? The

wars were fought to free white man

from white man. The Civil War was

fought to preserve the Union for

while man."

The Muslim plan, which he feels

is the only permanent solution, en-

compasses taking aU the American

Negroes and moving them to their

own piece of land. They would

prefer to go to some African countr)' ,

but would settle for the U,S,

HALIFAX: A Dalhousie Uni-
|

versity student from South Africa

said that South African apartheiii

is better for the Negroes than

American-tj^e integration.

He claimed that the govemmeni

has improved the Negroes' heallh,

education, working conditions and

political status. He stated that the

gold industry, the largest employer

of non-whites, provides medical

care for 'the workers and theii

families.

PETERBOROUGH: Every uni-

versity requires good foundation-

and these in turn usually providf

cellars. What happens to the

cellars depends upon the good

people who take care of the situa-

tion.

In the intreests of having only tht

best, Trent University has retained

Lawrence Mindha, a wine cxpeti

lo advise the president on type^.

vintage and quantities of wine to be

placed in the university's basement

ENGAGEMENT
The friends of Mr. Clarh

Henry of Sc. '65 wish to

announce his engagement

on Nov. 19, 1963, to Miss

Janie Armstrong, Dom-
ville, Ontario. Best wishes

from the boys.

ILLUSTRATED TALK

Canadian Universities'

Service Overseas

SUNDAY, 2 p.m.

Mclaughlin room

Talk and Slides

by

Return Volunteers

from

Calcutta amd Jamaica
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V-JUiiCJ

.evanite Wonderland B
QUEEN'S JOURNAL

reporte

Page 7

V
n^Levanites have been up-' moments later the entire irrouD

, Ir r'^*^"*^ ^^P""^ P"^"^- V^^^'^i^^^ to hear a slow de^ I Z^7-
*° discourage such girl, for example, while crossin^r

peeping Toma. Is there
'
liberate knocking on the Lmer*'™"^" " '

"
. . . BOUCHER HOUSE

Although the girl® like to feei

' « ^kAWk^IVlJI^

for these rumours? b&throoiA Window,
rs were assigned to

|
Another incident concerns the

stories
"'^i

who auiuonea himself firm- : ^ley too have had friiryit

,^ were warranted The iy on the front steps of the porch experiences from provS
iHng survey of the girls re- 'and fkttly refused to leave. To !

peeping Tottis. For examnle
mcovered the followinK the relief of «ll AiA fj„„n.. j. ons mar. „„,.c,-„*_j ,

the park after a Friday night of
shopping was suddenly grabbed
by the legs. By the aid of quick
thinking plus high heels she

Student ConcI
At Athens

ave

,estigate
the truth behind actions of an inebriatedTeltT^

I

'^apable of ha^^^^^ uu»«mg pjus mgl
and decide if the man who sUtioned himself firm- '

"^^le, they too have had friirht I

"i^^aged to escape
The iy onthefrnnf-. sf-ina «f . enino- .v.,^v.;„«„„,

^"tnc-
nV feel's

one man persisted in calling the
house, threatening and

RlfQces
uncovered the following

^

the relief of all he did finally de-

"dents. '^^^^ ^ but just mo-
GOODWIN HOUSE ments before the police arrived
n,ost vivid account sub-} There were also many minor -u^gesuons Then

itted by Goodwin House took
^

accounts of men climbing onto I

""^^ also a report of some stran

i,ce
(luring exam time last garbage cans, into trees, or firei^^i' entering the front hall and

„g, one of the girls was re- escapes to peer into the windows "halting off with a purse

„g in the bathtub when sud-
1

of the house. This "peeping! But residence, are nnf fi,

y a long ^T^^^Poked Tom 'problem is one common to 'only points of troub. ^
igh the^creen Her fright, all girls' residences. One annex i ai/frlqTently to d^^^^^^^^^^^

P
screams quickly brought, even went so far as to remove followed from L il^^^^^^^^f

friends to th. room. A few all nearby shrubs and trees in through M^Dona d Pa k^o:

These are just a few of the
many stories told to inquiring
repoi-ters. On the whole, the

liiKtheB-fH, v-nf^ [

^™""d-be prowler should find

anri iL
"^'^ '^"'-'"^^^ ""^""^ well prepared,and obscene suggestions. There But as this report shows.

many supposedly groundless fe-
minine fears are not merely the
result of overworked imagina-
tions. Levanites are warned to
be prepared for the long dark
winter months are just begin-
ning. -.

Cheryl Elliott

'^"^il of Carleton University

'»! the

yof

4>

YOUNG BENARJEES ^^'^

FIGURES FROM INDIAN MYTHOLOGY

US. RELEASE
'"^ Dollar Per Student

CUS membership fee has

by the Student's

^
Students' council of Mc-
^Jniversity, in keeping

ELECTION RESULTS
MODEL PARLLUWENT

trend, has approved a
per student.

1. Liberals

2. P.C/s

3. Sin

4. N.D.P,

467

306

241

229

Total votes, 1248 comprised
32.7% of the electrorate.

'Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
has opportimities for

BIOLOGISTS ItfATHEMATICIANS
CHEMISTS METALLURGISTS
ENGINEERS PHYSICISTS

CONTINUING AND SUMMER
(For graduate students and undergrodimteB not

Loc i-p,
^<iT(s than one year from graduation)

'"ONS: CHALK RIVER PINAWA, MANITOBA

^^''Mnu TOnONTO
'eated should complete an application form obtainable from

''"*rvie„. 5 ""'^^'aity placement office and return it to:
B *ith selected candidates will bo arranged at a later date.

ATOMIC ENERGY OF CANADA LIMITED
Chalk River, Ont^o

by
NOVEMBER 25, iftQ

Intercollegiate Skiing—
1st meeting Monday 7 p.m.
Gym Lecture Room. All in-
terested in intercollegiate
skiing, call Liz Colquhoun.
546-1938.

What do you do when 3.000
students gather for a week to
discuss the Christian World Mis-
Ision? "Worship and Work" has
; been the response of the plan-
ners of the 19th Ecumenical Stu-

:
dent Conference on the Christ-
ian World Mission, which is the

,

major event of the National Stu-
!

dent Christian ' Fetjeration's
1962-63 emphasis on the life and

;

mission of the Church,

i

The conference will focus

;

on minion in the world under
the title, "For the Life of the

. World".

To be held at Athens. Ohio,
,Dec. 27th, 1963, through Jan.
1
2nd, the Quadrennial has been

Yesteryear With Yeats

Graduate Record Exam-
inations will be conducted
at Queen's University on
January 18, 1964. These ex-

aminations are intended for

graduate or prospective
graduate students. A large
number of graduate schools
in the United States and
Canada recommend and
may require the results of
the Graduate Record Exam-
ination be submitted as one
of the credentials for ad-
missions. Candidates must
obtain application forms- at
the Records Office before
December 14. The fee for
the examination is $12.00.

On Tuesday afternoon Mr. V.
C. Clinton - Baddeley addressed
the English Club in a very inter-

esting account of his personal

'experience with the artist, the

.
talk was titled Working with W
B. Yeats.

,

Mr. CUnton-Baddeley worked
with Yeats in a series of broad-
casts on poetry reading with the

B. B. C. which the artist himself
directed. Ak)ng with some inter-

esting and irreverent anecdotes
on the noted author, he read such

Intercollegiate CUrling
will continue at the Garri-
son Curling Club, Monday,
from 3-5 p.m. Anyone inter-
ested, please phone Susan
Powell at 546-7708.

UNION CARBIDE
CANADA LIMITED

Interviewing for 1964 Graduates

MONDAY, DEC. 2nd, & TUESDAY, DEC. 3rd

Complete description of positions at tlie Placement Office

Our Representatives: E. L. Veitch and J. Wright

amoads foofe (fazzfiiig <if first

glance but only an expert jcwcfer can

Ceff a (fianioiul's friio V-nlue. Cut. tril-

liancy. colbr. claVify nnti ucielif are all

important. We liave llic scienlific in-

strunVcnli as wt'lf ns llie kjiow fudge and

reputation fo fiefp you make flie right

diamontl" cl\oice.

@)-
"MEBICAN GiMSOClErv

KINNEAR D'ESTERRE

well-known works as The Second
Coming and Sailing to Byzant-
ium, with particular emphasis
on the i-hymic patterns in two of
Yeats' most complex poems. Mr.
Clinton-Baddeley, in stressing

the importance of music and
rhythm in the shorter lyric

poems, sang some of them with
evident enthusiasm. His novel

presentation, with no attempt to

relaie his personal ttssociation
with the poet with the morass
of Yeatsian symbolism, was a
most refreshing approach.

designed to be sensitive to the
new insights that are entering
into our conversations about the
sacramental view of life and
niission.

God's transforming process in
which the Christian is called to
participate wilt be freshly con-
sidered under the guidance of
outstanding leaders such as
Father Alex Schmemann of St
Vladimir's Orthodox Seminary
m New York, Bishop Daniel Cor-
rigan of the Protestant Episco-
pal National Council, and Rev.
Milan Opocensky. senior lecturer
in systematic theology at the
University of Prague.

Canada's delegation to the
conference will consist of 30 stu-
dents chosen from individuals
nominated by local units of the
S.C.M. across the country. Tra-
vel allowance and financial assis-
tance will be provided for the
delegates. Basic costs are the re-
gistration fee of 5l6—and room
and board at $36.00. Anyone in-

terested is requested to contact
Derwin Docken (546-6569 by
7.00 p.m.. Friday. Nov. 22nd, at
the latest.

The AMS would like to
announce that Steve Smart
is the convener for the sem-
inar on 'Confederation' and
that he also is the coordina-
tor all French d^nadian af-

fairs on Campus.

diomond merchants 68 Princess St,

tite iraditiooalM
in button down sbirts

Button-down men are rapidly becoming purists fn the
selection of Ihelr natural shoulder accessories. Our
selection of shirtings, deftly tailored In soH Oxford
clotfi wftti flared, long point buffon-dOiVn collay, b6x
pleat back and hanger tab, are a must for the natural
sfioulder wardrobe.

SOUD COLOUR OXFORD CLOTH B.D.
STRIPED OXFORD CLOTH B£i.

pomrcALL
EXCLU31VE WITH

TIP TOP TAILORS

117 Princess Street.

Kingston, Ontario

I
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DREAMT
I WAS

A JOURNAL
SPORTS REPORTER

IN MY
MAIDENFORM BRA
(WANT A JOB — SEE

BOTTOM LEFT)

by Brian Bailey

Journal Sports Editor

time for a change—time to get our money's worth out of the fees we pay to the AB

A Maker of Queen^s .

.

"What a heritage I have!

Memory to me the young, smil-

ing faces, the thoughtful faces,

the friendly faces, of the boys

and girls of years gone by. And
why not? They were all my fam-
ily."

These were the closing words

of Mr. James G. Bews' address

of appreciation after the Mont-
real Medal for 1942 had been

presented to him, as one of the

"Makers of Queen's". The medal
was instituted in 1938 by the

Montreal Alumni Branch as a
means of doing honour to mem-
bers of the University staff who
had made "meritorious con-

tributions to the honours of

Queen's University".

Mr. Bews' first connection

with Queen's was in 1902 when
he did part-time physical instruc

tion. In 1902, after the erection

of the old gym, he was appointed

physical director at Queen's and
held this post until 1938. During
the latter half of this period he
also acted as superintendent of

buildings. 1938 he was made full-

time superintendent of buildings

and grounds.

"Jimmy", as he was affection-

ately known by countless hun-
dreds of alumni, has come to be
truly loved by all who were for-

tunate enought to come under his

influence. In the athletic sphere

his constant aim has been to

teach the true love of wholesome
sport and the cultivation of gen-
tlemanly behaviour. Much has
been said about Jimmy's fine

sportsmanship, teaching ability

and kindness, too much to repeat

here—but let it be said that his

wholesome influence over athle-

tics at Queen's will always be

remembered.

And indeed it will, for in the

fall of 1939, the James G. Bews
Trophy was presented to the

The Little Seen Bews Trophy

university by the various bran-

ches of the Queen's Alumni to

be awarded to the year team
which wins the Queen's Univer-
sity Intramural Athletic Cham-
pionship. The trophy was pre-

sented with the object of fur-

thering general participation in

intramural athletics among the

male student body, and conse-

quently the scoring system is

weighted more towards year

participation than to winning
championships. A week-to-week

running score is kept on the in-

tramural scoreboard in the main
gymnasium, so that the stand-

ings of the different teams can

be followed easily at any time

The trophy, which can be seen

in the lobby of the gymnasium,
is presented at the Annual
A.M.S. Colour Night Banquet
held in the spring of the year,

and the name of the winning
team inscribed on the base for

all time.

In the twenty-four years in

which the trophy has been in

existence. Science years have
Won 16 times, Meds years 5

times. P.H.E. years have won
twice and Arts year ('64) has
won only once. Only one year.

Sc '62, has ever won the trophy
t\vice. The trend in recent years

has been for a sophomore year
to win the Bews, but looking at

past records it seems as though
third year teams dominated the

trophy.

One thing is certain though,

no freshman has ever won the

Bews Trophy. This' is perhaps
because in order to win, a team
must have a high degree of year

spirit and organization. Thus the

Bews Trophy is indeed a true

tribute to a man who made a
great and hastly contribution to

Queen's athletics.

(don't misunderstand me; I'm not backing down on a previous article in this column

of retaining the present football expenditure). I merely think that it is time that athletic

should become directly depenable on the student support that each sport dravi^s).

The Rugger Gaels gave Toronto a long run for their money before wilting in the last half oh'?'

final game. More important though, rugger drew spect^itor support. This is good.

But rugger drew a meager pittance of the AB of C budget, paid almost all its own expen
and travelled far and wide at the players' own cost. I ask you why? Because neither support nor
eomplishment are pertinent factors in the minds of those who draw up the budget. Don't believe m
Then why haven't basketball and hockey been dropped from the intercollegiate scene at Queen'o''

Yet, why haven't they? Again, because the two most important factors are not considerti

Spectator support or at least the lack of it should have condemned both sports long ago on ty.

campus. If it hadn't then Queen's should have withdrawn these teams purely on the grouncij tb
they just don't stand a chance in the leagues they are in. No, instead each will go on as last year TK
basketball team, if lucky, will draw 50-100 people to see them win one game again this

y^j,

Queen's Icemen can only hope for the same multitudes or onlookers as they win their pair.
'

I

The position of Journal Sport-s is this; we advocate withdrawl of hockey and basketball tfaJ
from the Intercollegiate League beginning next year; we support the apportioning of the

saved in the following manner:
]

1. payment of full rugger expenses and travelling fee

2. costs of an extended basketball development program to include all interested players in ordJ

to raise the fundamental status of basketball at Queen's which would include widespreJ
training by some of the top basketball men in the Kingston area.

\

3. the widespread recruiting of exclusively basketball talent with the understanding that QuetcJ
would return to intercollegiate competition ivhen- and only when the calibre of basketttii

reached the level of our opponents and when basketball support merited this re-entry. ]
4. an increased emphasis on intramural hockey until Queen's can at least measure up to the leifl

of Junior Hockey in the Kingston area and until student support is foreseen and merited.]

Why do we conclude that it's time for a change? To justify our own thoughts of the matterJ
took a random poll on press night to determine the campus interest for either of these intercoy

giate sports; the following questions were asked: 1. Do you know what other teams other tM
Queen's played in the Intercollegiate Basketball or Hockey Leagues last season? 2. Do you
where Queen's finished in either league? 3. How many games in either sport did you attend. Qtij

tions were all asked of uper classmen or upper, classwomen completely on a random basis. Thenl
suits were sixty-four per cent knew all teams in the leagues (both hockey and basketball). tJ
other thirty-six per cent had apparently not even been interested enought to read a single Joumu
artcile on either sport.

Sixty per cent had no definite memory as to how the basketball team finished. Another sixh- p

cent were equally uniformed about hockey standings.

As to attendance, the saddest news of all showed that 4 per cent of the polled students ati

ded every basketball game, 60 per cent less than one-third of the games and 36 per cent none.
Sixteen per cent of those claimed to have attended every hockey match, while 44 per cental

peared at 2 or less and 40 per cent failed to make an appearance at a single game.
Apathy towards either sport was summed up by a denizen of Sc '64, who interjected, "don'

give a about it". Apathy has had its effect on "Journal Sports" too. to the extent that tl

has been no interest by anyone on campus in reporting Queen's games, in either sport, for

Journal. Accordingly, until such reporting support appears there will be no coverage of

sports on this page.

WWW 'If/;

RMC 8

QUEEN'S 0

3n lEar
To Hell With Participation

Sports Editor, Journal,

The Arts '65 race for the Bews Trophy is a sham right from the
word go. In order to play on an intramural team you have to be one
of two things; either of intcrcoUegiale calibre or a goo6 friend of the
coaoL

The essence of tije whole Bews program is the participation ol
a ma.\imum number of students and not just a few selected buddies.
Since we started here, the cry every year has been, "Qet out and
support your yearl Participate! Balonyl

It's all very well to support your year but there isn't much fun
or ph)'sical stimulation in sitting on a bench warming your hands
and watching the coach and a few of liis best friends play for 3/4
of the game or mora

Should you ever wonder why Arts '65 never has been able to
muster enough support to keep up a sustained drive for Bews leader-
ship, try out for a team sport that you are not a star in, and see win-
too many have given up, and our race for Intramural supremacy is

really Kvo strikes down before it starts.

-By a Teed-Off BENCH^rrran

EnrroR's Non:: This is not the first complaint received by JOURNAL
SPORTS concerning cUquishness of year teams, partictilarhj those of
Arts '65. This problem, howeoer, can hardly be remedied by JOURNAL
SPORTS, otlter than by our ashing Cord Canning - Athktic Stick of
Arts '65 — what his answer is to the charge. What do you say. Cord?

l\
WANTED URGENTLY: Part or full-time hockey and H

I bosketboll reports for the QJ. Sports Deportment Col! i

P
Mike ot 5^-2400.

j

LOUDER
EnrroRs Note; Onhj lack of space has prevented us from printing this

gem over the last several weeks — a letter in rehouse to a suggestion
on this page that Queen's Cheers are becoming hackneyed.

paeon of fair-

Sports Editor, Journal,

In response to your anguished plea in the Queens Journal of
11 October 1963, may 1 offer the following invocations to success as
"new and distinctively Queen's":

Let's give a cheer for dear old Queen's U —
Not loud enough to be boistrous.

Just loud enough to show lliem that we're determined

to defeat them.
Knit one, purl two.

Queen's U, Whoopee-doo.
For the more discriminating enthusiast, this

mindedness;

Crumpets and tea, crumpets and tea.

We are the boys of Varsity.

We're not rough, and we'ie not tough,

But boy, are we determined.

And:

Down with the heathens,

Up with the church.

Queen's U, Queen's U,
Leave 'em in the lurch.

I would be happy to offer (individual) instruction to any of your
k'ss metrically-minded feminine leaders of the cheer.

Thank you for your consideration.

Bruce NEserrr

Editor's PunimH Notc; Perhaps it would be a good idea now to
accept Mr. Nesbitt's cheers as next year the editor intends to support
the Queens Checquers Team instead of footbaU.

Rugger On Bailey
No, Mr. Bailey, rugger it's not football, and while I do

intend to compare the two (for there is no comparison) , I do

it is time a female voice was heard on the subject of sport

Kindly observe that on Saturday mornings our rugger pl^i

ers, without any protective equipment whatsoever, subject thfi^

selves to kicks in the head and to hard and frequent tackles.

players are willing, even anxious, to get back on the field e^'

after they have sustained painful injuries. With the excep'i''

of the ten-minute half-time break, the fellows spend a full seven'

minutes running, tackling, kicking, pushing in the serums,
jumping in the lineouts. Rugger playem are men, Mr. Baile}

As a spectator, moving up and down the field with the p''m stu

I am caught up to a far greater extent in the enthusiasm displ"^^ *P>' of TR
by the rugger team, than when I sit on a hard bench anio^' ^re are sliU a
thousands at a football game. "

'

In my opinion, rugger is faster, more hazardous, a 1'^**,

otice tc

.'^'^spiie effo

*e TRICO'

. .
'^^schaUstu

, . iiwuci, liiijic iiiiiiil LHJUa, "

spectator sport, and calls forth greater endurance, agility, a

the-spot thinking than football.

Let's treat fairly the devotees of this tremendous
thy deserve our respect, admiration, and support.

Pat C"f^

EDITOR'S COMMENT . . . Jom-aal Sports is certavnhj not cr>^'l

of Rugger. On the contrary, I liave the greatest respect M
game—and the players {when they are on the field).

$ Sportsboari)
The first of Levana Intercollegiate Skiing meetings ^il'

held on Monday at 7:00 p.m. in the Gym Lecture Room.
interested in skiing please contact Liz Calquhoun at 546-lf^^'

Intercollegiate Curling.
The Garrison Curling Club will meet Monday 3 - 5. Wil'

one interested please phone Susan Powell at B46-7708.

"'^ who hav.

Purchase
a

;^rbook. On
\Vcdn<

^'COLOR .(

{12 to
'^ing place

-ffeeShop

'lUace Hall

'""^ing Hal

>^dHa]I
HlasLibn
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ueen's Mourns J. FnCennedy
Send Telegram To U.S. Ambassador

The foUowing telegram was
despatched Monday: "The stu-

dents of Queen's University today
convey their deepest sympathy lo
'lie people of tlie United Slates of
America." It was addressed to the
American Ambassador to Canada
in Ottawa.

Speaking for the students of
Queen's on Friday our President
Rod McLeod had said: "I am sure
Queen's students share with the
people of Kingston and the rest of
our country ithc deep sympathy for
the late President's family and at
the same time want to express their

indignation at such a monstrous
and untimely act of violence."

The simple memorial service

held yesterday at I2I0 in Grant
Hall and led by Vice-ChanceUor
iMacIntosh is the first such to be
held at Queen's to honour an
American Head of State. All

AMS activities on the same day-

were cancelled. Saturday too had
seen the cancellation of some social

functions, such as the Dance
organized by the International

House Club.

Flags were flown at half mast

on Campus from Friday until

after noon on Monday, and many
wore black to pay tlur final res-

pects to this remarkable man.

BIZZARRE BUILDINGS
r.ast Wednesday night Sir Basil

Spcnce, architect of Coventry
C:i;hedral, addressed a thrilled

I'ldience in Dunning Hall.

After a film depicting the realiz-

i\ion of a new Coventry Cathedral,
Sir Basil launched into 'Tbe Con-
fessions 01" an Architeci". He was.
he said, first and foremost a
humanist. Originality was not of
supreme importance. Ratlier. a
'building should be warm and ahve.

Perhaps his most detailed
account was that of the new
Sussex University, which he de-
signed with virtually a free hand.

Pholos by Dcwor nnd Gruf p

INTERNATIONALISM: J.F.K/s DREAM
'

ASHES AND
DIAMONDS

Ellis Hall, Tliure. Nov. 28,
6:30 and 8:30

HARP OF BUimA
Ellis Hall, Thurs. Dec. 5,

7:0 and 9:00

ON THE BEACH
Dunning Hall, Thurs.
Dec. 12, 7:00 and 9:30

We apologize jor all former
mixiips. This is the final lime-

table. Note: Of all the fiftm.

Ashes ami Diamonds, a Polish

film, lias won widest critical

acclaim, and On the Beach
liie widest popular acclaim.

He got his inipiration for diis

from the Coliseum in Rome, which
he thought looked far more human
in ruins than it had in its origmal
perfecUon. Wi!h this in mind, he
devised a square of buildings
around a courtyard. Then he
punched holes in the square. Part
of one side he knocked'out com-
pletely. The remaining sides he
varied with archways of different

widths and sections of various
heights — either two or three
stories. As a final bid for serenity
he surrounded his courtyard with a
moat. There was some consterna-
tion about this among the direc-
tors. It was thouglit that under-
graduates woold fall in. "Of course
they will", replied Sir BasU. So
far no one has.

His projects have varied from a
crematorium in Edinburgh (the
Scots, being Scots, are having
financial difficulties with tlus) to
an apartment complex in Glasgow.
Here he has planned 400 apart-
ments, in buildings ten stories

high. An unusual feature about
these is that each apartment has
a garden, with 18 inches of soil,

hi which to grow flowers, air the
baby, or put the husband in when
he comes home drunk. As an
additional point of mterest, 37

(.Continued on page 3)

TRICOLOR '64
"'o'ice to all Students:
,^«pile efforts on the part

TRICOLOR sales staff
Dli!

'

reach
all students wishing a

^y^pv of -mrcoLOR '64.

^ ire still a number of stu-
^ "'lio have not been able
purchase a copy of tho

ar'^^k. On Tuesday, Nov.

j^^^
Wednesday, Nov 27,

Coffee
Shelop

'^t^c Hall (12- 1:00)
'""^Hg HaU
^iRigh

J^-'ardHall

"Slas Library C2nd floor)

Macdonald Hall

(11:30-12:30)

We must decide how many

to order by December 1st. We
regret that after that date we

will not pe able to accept any

further orders for TRICOLOR
'64. THERE WILL BE NO
CASH SALES IN THE
SPRING TERM. We hope

that those students who have

expressed concern over this

matter will avail themselves of

the opportuuity to purchase a

TRICOLOR at the above

mentioned places and times,

Again, THERE WILL BE
NO CASH SALES IN THE
SPRING TERM.

Model Parliament: Votes & Trends
by Don Carmichael

Jean McCanns, convenor of the

Model Parliamentary Committee,

armounced the election results last

Thursday night:

Liberals 467 votes 37%

Conservatives 306 votes 24%

SIN 241 votes 19%

N.D.P. 229 votes 18%

Eight polls placed strategically

about die campus yielded 124S

votes, 32.7% of the electorate.

Last year only 836 votes were

cast. All concerned were pleased

with the large turnout, "It was

just terrific," said Jean McCanns.

Tony Campbell, Liberal Leader

will be Prime Minister in the

Model Parliament next January.

His government will have 31 seats.

Al Dockrell, Tory Leader will head

an Opposition of II Conserva-

aives, 9 SIN, and 9 N.D.P.

The victory was never in doubt

as the Liberals swept all 8 polls,

for 37% of the vote. The other

positions were hotly contested.

The Tories and New Democrats

fought a close battle for 2nd place,

with the Tories gradually pulling

away. SIN appeared to be rele-

gated to 4th place. With only the

Leonard Hall poll to be counted,

they were 20 voles behind. Tension

mounted as the votes wers

counted, and they passed the New
Democrats by 11 voles.

Under the leadership of Gordon
Dowsley and Norm McLeod, SIN
gained support late in the cam-
paign. Allison Gordon's New
Democrats improved last year's

returns by 7%. The Ellis, Craine
and Leonard polls deminished their

returns—indicating that few Meds-
men, Engineer, or Frosh support
socialism. They did much better

at the Union. Dunning, and New
Arts polls. Since senior students
vote there, it may indicate a shift

from parental voting pattern. 5'

hallo's were spoiled.

Most of the campaign's contro-
versy developed around the nature

of Model Parliament. Most
Queen's students avoided the cam-
paign. Only 80 attended the Press
Conference, serious attempt to

^bert and
^^LLIVAN

present the mtellectual aspects of
politics. The following night si

Party debate was cancelled. The
U,N. Club Foreign Affairs debate
drew only 13. Hyde Park Night,
an intentional farce, drew a large
;tnd enrhusiastic gathering. Most
were partisan. In view of this

apathy, the high turnout was
surprising.

In the next month, a serious

attempt will be made lo reform the
Model Pariiament. The Journal
would appreciate student com-
ments and ideas.

RUDDIGORE - DECEMBER
2-3-4
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EDITORIAL

Jhe Leader of Ihe Young

None of us knew President Kennedy, few of us had ever seen him, and yet

as students we feel his loss. We cannot gush with sentiment. We can feel a quiet

respect for a simple and cheerful man. We wiU feel particularly as students,

because he has come to represent many of our hopes and enthusiasm, much of

our idealism.

What we owe to him is not easy to express in terms of concrete achieve-

ments. It is much harder lo define than that. He gave to tlie students of his

own country the inspiration to go out into all the countries of tlie world and

try and help them in their difficulties and perhaps lo do something to see that

freedom of speech, freedom of opportunity, and freedom from terror are estab-

Ushed in all the distant countries of the world.

And this spirit spread across the border to our own country and there it

gave birth to the idea of CUSO. As a result diere are Queen's men and women

working as far affeld as Ghana and India. We owe to Kemiedy that it is not

enough to believe in the abstract of equality of opportunity, but that we must

go one stage further. We must see that the Nation creates those equalities of

opportunity. In those conditions there is some chance that we wiU get a world

in which equaUty is not another item to which we pay lip sendee, but a real, if

unexpressed, article of faith.

It would have been typical of Kennedy if he had forgiven the man who slew

him. Let us not forget the unfortunate and misguided man who fired the sniper's

bullet. For his share of happiness in life cannot have been very great. And the

sort of world for which the President was working was a world where such un-

happiness would have been rare. Lincohi said "with charity for ALL". We

must try to see that that charity is achieved for all people whatever race diey

belong to, and whatever crimes they may have committed.

We can only begm to feel some of the sorrow—and perhaps awe. which

Mrs. Kennedy must now feel. It is to her and to her children all our sympathies

must go. But we will not forget the short three years of a President, who was

not perfect, very human, but who defended and honoured the creeds that he

held to be true.

Trt4T -THET Mrti-t 'S

Or THE- Species, HAS

-mer QUESTION' Tootff

BEST SrajT^ Miqrv.i.

(9

cAfT CAiw^.., CAN,. .

.

C //

The Overcome
It is true the terrible death of the King

Occurred, but in the fabled world,

In the unbroken fabric of dream

Where no belief is real:

The Queen herself drowsy, and stumbling

In a doze of dark beauty, the King

Slumped under the anguished hands

Of myrmidons, the rose of his blood

Opening beyond the sun's fragile zenith,

Beyond tlie haze of noon.

The snakelike thrashing of crowd and motorcade,

A beauty, a beauty of death

To the sorrowing soil of his sons

Incredible. . .

You Said it . .

Fear the Occasion of Faith

Editor, Journal:

Thank you for printing my previous letter. I trust

certain typographical errors did not mar my meaning

entirely. 1

In answer to your question, I agree that a personal

experience of (may I change your words) tlie Living God

is the basis of true faitii. You have, however, used basis am-

biguously—"fear of meaninglessness as the basis of true faitii'^

must surely mean "fear ... as the occasion of true faith."

All men have one common need, the need for for^veness for

rebelling against God. This need makes itself feh to different

people in different ways. To some, it is manifested in the

despau- of being unable lo cope with some moral problem.

To others, it becomes evident in the fear of meaninglessness.

To even otiiers., it never appears—the spirit of rebeUion is

so strong that ihcy have rationalized and twisted their values

until wrong is called right, (in such cases we see the "un-

forgivable sin", not that God is incapable of forgiving, but

that such men and women are incapable of seeing their need

and seeking forgiveness.)

If one thing is clear from Biblical accounts, it is that

only those recognizing tiieir need responded to Christ. Mary

Magdalene saw in Christ the answer to her moral problem.

The "rich young ruler" desperately wanted to find meaning.

He had wealth and had kept the commandments from his

youth, but a feeling of emptiness prompted him to seek die

Lord. Though he recognized his need, the sacrifice of lus

possessions was loo costly; the demand of Christ was too

exacting, as I said in my first letter. Christ demands total

commital. That is why He asked Peter three times, "Do

you love me more than tiiese (his old ways)?" The differ-

ence between Peter and the rich ruler is that Peter answered,

"Yes, Lord." But while many responded, time and again we

read that the crowds did not understand His words. He

spoke of a need they were unwilling to admit existed. They

crucified Him while we put Him out of our minds or

ridicule His claims.

It does not matter the motive for turmng to Christ;

fear of meaninglessness is as good as any other. And those

who do surrender totally to the Lord soon find that, far from

bemg weak or intellectually suicidal or namby-pamby, they

are filled with an experience of God, as you suggest Mr.

Ware, which gives confidence of an ultimate meaning, power

to deal with personality problems, and a love for others

which adds a delightful zest to life.

William J. Close, Arts '65,

203 WiUiam St.. 546-6553.

The Glory that is Grief

Editor. Journal:

It is not the idea of death

which repels me. It is the

idea oj the calculated glorifi-

cation of death in one of the

most degraded conditions to

which a man can fall—that

of killing others.

"Lest we forget" is the

battle-cry of Remembrance

Day. A t the national service

in Ottawa, a woman is

chosen as Mother-of-the-

Year to lay a wreath; the one

who has sent the most yotmg

men to be slaughtered is the

winner. Hooray! Children in

their services at school,

children who have never

seen war, or the immediate

ejects of war, sit through

eulogies on the questionable

glories of being a nation

dedicated lo killing; but it's

a nice break from classes,

and they lap it up. Yes,

there is hypocrisy in Remem-

brance Day, but not jiLU in

a few imimporiant instances

—but in the entire idea be-

hind it. If due love and

respect for those who died

(simply for them and not for

how they died) exists, it will

do so independently of a

National Day. a private

matter, not public. But why

not forget this reverence for

the "heroic" way they died?

Granted, death is "some-

thing to be faced with an ttn-

fUnching but light heart".

This is, however, a very

personal matter which no

mass National Day can pro-

mole. Must killing he re-

garded in the same way?

Surely not! Yet this also Is

necessarily a part of the

"ideal" Remembrance Day,

and ihis is the facet to which

I object. The excuse that

"many very human, not to

say admirable men" have

killed is pure rationalization,

comparable lo the child's

plea that he be hallowed to

break a certain parental rid-

ing because "everybody else

does". To die for an ideal is

certainly fine — but lo kill

for any reason? No!

Of course war is ana-

thema. Ifs anathema be-

cause it is a complete nega-

tion of alt humanitarian

instincts, and indeed of the

civilization which lias fos-

tered them. When we declare

war we automatically become

no better than those who

have provoked us. If their

ideals are, to our minds, so

debased (e.g. Hitler) we

should be ashamed of having

been unable to find a way lo

avoid lowering ourselves to

their level. What I do sug-

gest is tltat we stop trying

to rationalize participation

i)i war as something to be

proud of. It's NOT glorious,

it's an ignominious blot on

the history of our civilization.

Sandy Smart,

Arts '66.

than risking—and hosing—
their lives. We remember

them. We remember that

war today will be even more

horrible. We must not be

allowed lo forget. That is the

reason for Remembrance

Day
Ed.

It is mteresting to note the

effects of University and its

associated mode of Ufe on

each successive platoon of

pupils arriving from high

school. For some few, it is

disheartening. The novice

comes to University with his

head reeling with great

expectations. He has heard

about die unallayed social

life and the lax regulations

regarding studies, viz, if you

want to work, you can work,

and if you don't want to

work, you can shoot pool

(among otiier thmgs). He

has heard about how those

university students escape

the withermg looks of society

as they practice the various

social taboos; such as com-

munism, socialism, agnostic-

ism, atheism, alcoholism, all

m gay abandon. He eagerly

awaits the time when he can

join in the frolicking and

gambolling of his intellectual

playmates.

DIB - HARD
Well, shortiy after re^stra-

tion, if not immediately after

registration, the tender young

mind, ia the tender young

body of this, our typical

naive frosh, comes crashing

down to earth and he quickly

resumes his place in the

traces, which he had thought

he had left behind him m
high school. Tliat is most

frosh, but not quite all.

There still remain a group

of die-hard idealists (usually

artsmen) who are oblivious

TUESDAY , NOVEMBER 2^

-to the cold realities

versity Education.
Thj^'

insists on spending
^

precious time
pursuit

pie-in-the-sky dreams,

are the ones that 1
j^^j

for.

FANATICAL
What is for the

resi

«

an extra-curricular
aci|\

for them their sole

in coming to Universiij

only do they delight
Iq ^,

ing their spiritual and
'

values, but they
ate

completely absorbed
\^

task of doing so. They

a fanatical pride
in

"work" and they are j]-

completely ready to

some unsuspecting

Their behaviour stems

an abnormal desire b
non-conformist. They

sleep, and drink tlieir sir

philosophies while ihe

;

slowly passes them by.

smother whatever inie|lt(

talents they may have
i

cup of tea. And thj

wasted. Society will do

out this sort of

specialization.

Meanwhile, (back ii

school) their dear dep;

brethren are plodding

through course after c

and through one expti

after another: some

some bad, but each one.

tributing to the sum t(&!

their wisdom. They

tippled in their various

that were new to them,

they did not succumb

them. They learned in;

to be discriminating uti

distill from each of the

parts and to throw m)

chaff. Moreover they le?

not to believe adamaDib

any of the new pf"

because they had

each by a process of loi

reasoning and hen«

unwilling to discard K

favour of stronger

They learned to keep

minds open and theit i

shut and from their

will come tomon

leaders. They are not

they only look like

Anything in excess is

healthy.

J, F. K.: A Profile of Courage

They killed. They killed to

save their families, their

homes, their ways of life,

which included what ideals

they may have had. The

killing was probably for most

of them far more unpleasant

Edilr, Journal:

November 22nd, 1963 will

pass into history as the date

of the assassmation of a

great worid leader, John

Fitzgerald Kennedy.

Today many among us

mourn for him, and we all

extend sincere sympathy lo

his family. But which of us

has stopped to consider how
he would wish to be mourned

tomorrow and the day after?

How shall we pay respects

to him when the memory of

the 22nd is dimming?

Surely he would want us

to take up his torch, striving

to fulfill his ideals of justice,

equality, freedom, and
"Brotherhood of Man within

the Fatheriiood of God." He
would want us to pursue

these ideals with the same
courage, determination, and

devotion that he so often dis-

played; he would want us to

have the courage to face up

to our mistakes and to try to

correct them as he had done;

he would want us to be ever

acting within the realms of

reality while being simul-

taneously cognizant of our

ideals, to be realistic idealists

as he hunself was. But most

important we should en-

deavour to practice these

ideals on a universal basis.

Not in the hypocritical and

limited range m which we
now pursue them, but ratiier

in a wider scope encompass-

ing all men.

Perhaps a most

epitaph for this grea

would be one he

coined, the title of hi^
'

"Profiles of Courage.'
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Classified
FOB BENT

bed-sittinp room for ciri. Fiir-

Quiet, warm and c«mfontablc.

f^' l„ IJniveR'ty- Can make \-our own

rua- wann luiet single room, Ciose lo
0"*^.

gqi men in Conunerce, Econo-

l0"Cuw or Politics. Parking Yard. 196

1'^'"^""

FOR SALE
i,.n winter iacketr - with detncliablc

^''"neSuin .W. CaU Evt. 29S. Bill

r All offera eoiisidered (for the

' WANTED
^^blelwoidw at 200 Union St. 542-

MISCELLANEOUS

Siiric 0 held over for ^inolher wocM

I

inlortuniilc U-viinitos «)io Fur x ,irii>u>

^.iiidid not h.iVL. i. '1"M'. I- M.l.-it

,„„„oiis u{ \ , ^Im „ ,.

h^, «ri- lier<'l'V infonnLiI lli.it lu « I..'

S iliWe upon ri^quest bv Dlionini: 546-

fcn;; (loiin, we luid nodiinc to do with

V. vou a MEGALOMjVNIAC? Dom-
j lirifl of chosen artisls. PriKhiiv

)E '<ii. riioiiL' Don Sneddenv 5-16-

QUEEN'S JOURNAL

TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 26
SKI CLUB: A meeting ivill be held

11. Elh-.s HmII at 7:30 p.m. Membershipa
will W- ;iv.nl,iblc.

I'iin 11 tJif fihn "Interview witfi
Linus P;nilinR" is presented by die EIC
ill tlie Ellis Hall auditorium at 1S:45
noon.

CUCND niwtine. 102 Clerirv. Apt 3
(newr Princess). All membew please at-
tLTid. Interested people welcome.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 27
Queen's NDP. Bin 11, 7;00 pjm. All

interested welcome.

Signpost

EIC f. ,iu

-\[.' li ipl.i I

vmII ,>-,

i'^ Siiidint Br.mch of the
ll>>t.ir.h NiL'lif. Three

t','r,idi],il(s id Cliemicsd,
1

1

ii I I'.li. i 1
1 iij.il EiiitiiieeTinc

(iTi ( ilU uii their recent
I' I'^i. ulii.it. . lire invited to

L-ctine at 8.00.
iU-Iro,-,] linen Li will be served.

1 would like to notifv ni\' ex-friends
Hri.m B.iilfv and V.iul liristow th.it I am
not tiic^med (o Mi-s j.iu,' .Vnn-trone .is

reported ]9/il/&3. Cl.irU I kiirv. Hm
113. McNeill House.

STONE'S
FLOWERS LTD.

246 PItLNCESS STREET

Phone 546-6631

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS

^VIuT'e a TTaditional PRESTIGE Prevails"

IHURSDAY, NOVEMBER 28
LEVANA INTRAMURAL CURLING-ime Lv available at the C;ib,r:,Qui Curh

^nc C ub. rhursdavs from 4 - B ^t irt-
Nov. 2«tl,. .ind coiilinui,,. „fi"

PllASl'n 3rd movie in

Hal™
^""^'^ " ^'-^^^ ^'-^ Ellis

FRliaAY. NOVEMBER 29

& I'tn ^--^

SATn ,r.Vv ^'if
B'-o^vninc Version''.

oof^h'"
'",'^ -S-iO-LOO Y.ch( Club,

piii^ r,ui„b..-n,hip cird each. OR 75c

Sh- Club ' ^ ^^""^ ^
MISCELLANEOUS
Meresled in tlie Dehatine Union De-

cember Intrannmil contest?. If so. call

W>t. 1",^'^ 542-1534 or Bill Nc^vlon-
Vnith at 295 before Fri.

GRADUATES IN ARTS, COMMERCE,
SCIENCE, PHYSICAL EDUCATION

upjohn

Tlffi UPJOHN COMPANY OF CANADA, a rapidly expanding
cthjcnl phDTniaceulical manufacturer offers:

• A diallenging. stimulating career in leclinical soles
• Excellent opportunity for advancement

• A position that rewards indi\idual achievement
• A well established company in a stable industry

• Excellent retirement and fringe benefits
• Expenses — automobile furnished

• Excellent salaried position

Our representative will visit your campus on

THURSDAY NOV. 28, 1963
for interview appointments, apply to

STUDENT PLACEMENT OFFICE

infonnation please read our brochure, "A CARREER
Qfll'- J

FUTURE", and "CANADA CAREERS DIRECTORY
iyftJ and College Placement Annual obtainable from your
Diawmenl officer.

FILTER

Buildingi

Page 3

{ContiTvued from page 1)
pubs were demolished in prepara-
tion for this project. Sit BasU has
replaced three.

Perhaps his most impressive
building is the British Embassy in

Rome. This building is very close
to a gate by Michaelangelo and is

designed along the same propor-
tions and lines, translated into a
contemporary design, of course. It

is raised completely oQ [he ground
by 16 pillars. The upper story
then juts out above the lower one,
and the roof above that, rather
like a tree. From the road, it

appears to be floating above the

water which Sir Basil likes to put
everywhere.

Certainly his most famous work
is Coventry Cathedral, a glorious

example of modern architecture

and yet integral with the ruins of

the old church to which it is

attached. The Cathedral took

seven years to build and each
minute part was the work of an
individual craftsman. Sir Basil

said that if he were to design it

again he would do it differently. It

was a momentous inspiration

which could never occur again.

ALGERIAN SEMINAR
DEADLINE

EXTENDED TO
NOVEMBER SO

Applications for Queen's
Seminar on the problems of
Confederation being accep-
ted until November 27,
1963. Seminar to be held
weekend of January 10, 11,
12. Apply in writing to
AMS Office, CUS Commit,
tee, stating name, address,
phone and reason for ap-
plying.

A great future

could result from a

20 minute interview

This interview could decide yoirr entire professioniil career—

probably (he most itnporlanl (wi.dI\ ruioiilos in your life.

That is why wc would like to talk you in cuiiipkle confi-

dence. You tell us where you want lo go in the years ahead

and we'll tell you of Ihc opportunities, the challenging

careers which are available at Northern Electric.

Northern Electric makes (he things that make communica-

tions possible, from underground cable to Iropospheric

scatter systems— from crossbar aulomalic exchanges to tele-

phone handsets.

There are excellent opportunities for:

• graduates in engineering and other sclencM

• gradunles in commerce and related fields.

• graduatL-s in engineering technology

• summer work for engineering undergraduates

Plan to have a talk with a Northern Electric personnel officer
the ne.\t lime he is on your campus. This interview could
mean a great future for you.

For further information and sppointmcnt please coniuci your Placement Otliccr

HorttiQrn Ehctric K
COMPANY LIMITED

An all-C9nadian company with over 17,000 employees
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H^ckeyl^aels Split Games
by JOHN SHAW

Journal Staff Writer

I am writing as a Journal

Sports Reporter but without my

Maidenform Bra. Responding to

the urgent need for a hockey

reporter, I found myself walking

over to the Jock Harty Arena

about 5 p.m. Friday night. Once

inside I discovered that Waterloo

University was here to play an

exhibition game. (They were due

to play Clarkson U. but due to

the death of President Kennedy

the game was postponed). With-

in 5 minutes. I found myseaf as

official ( ?) scorer and timekeep-

er with an exciting game of

hockey to watch and report on.

Although our boys lost 5-4, in a

closely fought game, I felt with a

bit of luck they could have easily

won. They hit the post 3 times

after having beat the Waterloo

goalie cleanly. Goals were scored

by Weston, Windover, Mitchell

and Van Bnmt.

Saturday afternoon I returned,

full of enthusiasm, to see the

Gaels play the Junior B Fronten-

acs. Contrary to Sports Editor B.

BaUey's statement in Friday's

Journal, the Gaels are up to Jun-

ior Hockey in Kingston. Not only

are they up to Junior Hockey,

but they are much superior to

it as demonstrated by the score

of 6-2 in their favour. They also

out-shot the Jr. Fronts to the

tune of 57-38. Scoring for the

Gaels were Hunt, Jones, Windov-

er, Dinsmore and Van Brunt with

2. The game was exciting, rougli,

tough hockey that would have

thrilled any hockey fan. And for

the more sadistic fans, the Gaels

are not taking anything. This

was quite evident in a number of

exhibitions of pugilism in which

the Gael Hockey Men showed

their prowess.

Talking with coach Keith

Moon' Flanigan between periods,

I learned from him what I saw

to be evident on the ice. He feels

that the team is greatly improv-

ed over last year, "As much as

50 'per cent" said Moon—but of

GUARANTEED PROTECTION AND SAVINGS -

Plus High Diwdends

it will pay you to see or call

^

STEPHEN BOUGHTON. B.A., C.L.U. - Res. 542-7602

D. R. ROUGHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U. - Res. 548^552

K. C. KENNEDY, CX.U. - Res. 546-0032

M.EMMETrADAM - Res. 542-6782

The Mutual Life

ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA

m Prm«« S...
Tel. 546-1405

Branch Manager A. E. Nelson, Ci.U.

Moonmen Ready To Blast Off

course being a pessimist like

most coaches of Queen's teams-

was quick to add, "it's hard to

say much more until the team

gets into league competition."

When I asked where the most

improvement had been made, he

replied, "The forward wall. Al-

though we lost some good men

up front, we feel that with the

addition of felolws like Colvin,

Jones, and Lough, we are strong-

er and will have a bit more scor-

ing punch than last year." He

noted m passing that perhaps

the defence might be a bit weak

with 3 rookies, but from the 2

games this reporter saw, I don't

see what he is worried about.

Cunningham, McNab, Mitchell,

Kolesnik, and Stevens were thro-

wing a lot of beef around at the

blue line and blocking numerous

shots for goalie Elwin Derby-

shire (back for another season).

Men on the fonvard line not

mentioned above are Kinney,

Hunt, Jodoin. Van Brunt, Win-

dover, Weston, Dinsmore, and

newcomer Morison. All together

they look like a vastly improved

team from last year, capable of

giving Queen's some good, hard-

hitting, exciting hockey for the

Lnming season.

This weekend the team is go-

ing to Michigan University to

phiy 2 games and then on Dec. 4

to Clarkson U. for another exhi-

bition game. Their first home

U'ume will be on Dec. 7, Satur-

day, at 3 p.m. against U of T.

The game will be at the Kingston

Community Centre.

Support your hockey team and

plan to attend this game. Stu-

dents will be admitted free upon

showing their atheletic cards.

Queen's Writers

:

LIKE TO BE READ NAT-

IONALLY??
Well then ; submit an ar-

ticle to Campus- Canada-

read from Memorial to

UBC. Deadline for spring

term's issue Dee. 15. Ar-

ticles should be addressed

bo the C.U.S. Executive and

left at the A.M.S. office be-

fore the 15th. -Let's have

some Queen's representa-

tion in this next issue.

PEGGIE'S CIGAR STORE
PEGGIE PATRICK. PROP.

Smokers' Supplies, Sundries, Imported

Tobaccos Sc Brigham Pipes, Mogazines

542-6203

164 Princess Street - Kingston, Ontario

mmCANADA
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

Our representatives wiU be visiting the University

DECEMBER 2, 3 and 4th

to inlervic^v „nderEr;>du«*es in mechanical. ciemi«J '^^"Vf^JS^S
cnRineeiine pK^cs. diemirtry and oonan<^ ''"'^J^l^^i.T^:

for ™.er pSsiticw« as assistants «o de^fC"- £t ^
L-iBcen* and k^vacation relief in produobon, Eeneral plant othces ana au.

STappolntmen. to s«e them ,can ^.^^^T^^hSbT'S'ln
Office application fonns also availnble. These should be fiUed in

and forwarded lis early as possible to:-

Personnel Diviwon

DU PONT OF CANADA LIMITED
P.O. Box 660, Montreal, Quebec.

Phys. Ed. Students? Athletes of all

kinds? Coaches? Trainers

A new sports fitness magazine will soon

he available on campus for you called "All

American Athlete" which will feature coa-

ching techniques, strength, stamina and

skill improvement programs, nutrition

tips, sportsnews and vital infonnation on

training and injurj' prevention. See B.

Bailey. Sports Editor, for details . . .
soon.

NOTICE

^rro^B^oTsL can supply you with all yourTO—^—
Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplits. Fountain

Pens, Queen's PennanU and Cushions.

OUR USED BOOK EXCHANGE IS AT YOUR DISPOSAL

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES

KINGSTON Qwccn's University Croimds ONTARIO

FLOWERS SAY IT BEST

Especially

For Beautiful Corsages or Flowers for Any Occasion

339 Princess Street P»">ne: 546-6604

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 26, 1 9,

MIKE'S
FEED
BACK

In th^ last two Friday iseues of the QJ. as you who read^
said it

" and the sports page know, Mr. Donald McKenzie of Th^

lo0V '66 and 1 have been arguing, in print, the relative merits

So^-naPPing. I have done a little research on the subject,
an^

therefore purpose to clarify the matter once and for all m th),

mI- Mackenzie seems to think that I hate protective agenci„

Well sir I was not ti-ying to be insulting toward or critical of the

hired police. These men provide a valuable service to us in assisting

,

the efficient management of many things. I was not suggesting]

that goalposts should be removed for the express pux-pose of defy,

ing their authority. I merely said that their presence was unnece^

sai-v and, in most cases, ineffectual.

The hiring of these men (at least 18 at Toronto) is a costly

venture, especially when the goalposts are removed as well. Ca],

culate it : 18 men at about $2.00 per hour from before 1.30 p.m. i,

after 5.00 p.m. This is more than $125.00.

SUGGESTION: It is a waste of money to guard goalposii

with merely symbolic authority. Either establish decisive control-

jaiUng, tear gas, clubs, etc., when neceSsary-or abandon the pn>

tection of goalposts altogether.
. 1 j j.*. I

It seems to me that it is more economical to include the goaj.1

post price in the price of the tickets. It yould even be plausiblj

though I think poor sportsmanship (don't bother to refute thi^

word), to send a bill for the goalposts to the university responsible

for their absence. After all, the damages incurred by students on|

trains, etc., are paid for in such fashion.
j

Mr Herb Hamilton of the Alumni office tells me that, al.

though we receive many complaints (and I feel it is unfair thath

should have to continually soothe the ire of some of his personal

friends), we have only received one biU. A few years ago, Toronto

found themselves bereft of $400 worth of steel goalposts (ot

greasepoles) which they had presumed invincible.

SUGGESTION 2. We should be prepared to pay any bills Kt|

receive for tom-do^vn goalposts.
, ,

Mr Hamilton told me that he has consistently asked the av'-

propriate authorities in the stadia to surrender the posts to cut

them down and wrap them up." He feels that there is great danger

of injui-y from the posts as they fall (surely this is the nsk tbt

must be taken by the goalposts-napper, like the pedestrian crc^=-

'"^
wVlre!*apparently, the only university in the world whicB

will take down our opponents' goalposts whether we win or lost

Wlien Queen's arrives, "they mite the goalposts off.

SUGGESTION 3. It should be established among the loot

universities in this league that the goalposts are fair game form
spectators supporting either team.

Also relevant to my expose is the case of colleges which <m\

down their own goalposts. 1 cite the University of Alberta k

week ago, or the game in Montreal last year. If it was not loi

pride in defending them, I'm sure our goalposts would be cui-renm

concealed in some murky hovel of another Canadian city, so

risk is mutual. , ,tu,|

SUGGESTION 4. I'm all for harmless college rivah^, m
bed-pushing, quarathon and goalpost-napping, and I

that these be developed to a fine art. Perhaps we should limit

jubilant pseudo-larceny to our away-game victories, thougti. \

Mr. Mackenzie's main objection seemed to be on a mora! ^^'^

i.e., that goalpost-napping is plain stealing. I don't think 1

word "stealing", \vith all its unpleasant implications, is reie

here. The noi-mal usage involves vastly different motives to ou •

a demonstration of our pride in our college and our team, a fne

rivaliT, and a small (?) souvenir of a memorable game. Thos^J

us who do not feel it is morally wrong to remove goalposts mJ ^

a manner surely do not rate criticism from those of us wn

feel thus. After all, moral values are a personal, not coUec
|

property.

SWEATERS
by

WARREN-
PETER SCOTT
KILSPINDIE

103 Princess Street
Phone 546-6381

UNION CARBIDE
CANADA LIMITED

Interviewing for 1964 Graduates

MONDAY, DEC. 2nd, & TUESDAY, DEC. 3rd

Complete description of positions at the Placement OfBce

Our Representatives: E. L. Veitch and J. Wright

House of Sounds

STUDENTS
GET 20 % OFF ON ALL L.P. RECORDS

at

House of Sounds
Don't Be Asliamed To Tell You Go To Quepn's

Michael Marrello

B03A Princeas Street

Phone B43-S7W

Prize Winner in Hair Sfl''"'^

Air CondiHoned For You Coni(«''

mm
PLAIN

or FILTER TIP
CIGARETTES

BOOKSHOP 14 Montr*'
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(Gael Offence - 4) + (Latham
And Greenwood) = All Stars

by BRIAN BAILEY

Journal Sports Editor

Queen's Golden Gaels polled 10

f 25
All Star positions as results

of "the
tliird annual voting were

released this week. Each team

rt-iis
iriven the opportunity for

three
coaches to vote, with

points awarded on a 5 - 3 - 1 basis

for 1st, 2nd and 3rd choices. Coa-

,),es were only allowed to vote

for
opponents.

Leading the voting with 45

.points (the maximum possible)

were Queen's Cal Connor and

[jim Vounff fo^* quarterback

land fullback spot, along with

fiedler of McGill at offensive

[tackle.

McGill's speedy Willie Lam-

hiert, who won the league scoring

race, tied ^vith Western end Pal

[jfcCdnnell, with 43 points, to win

I at
their respective positions.

iJohn Metras, Jr., in his senior

rear at Western, returned to hi';

form to rate the centro'.-

Blot with 38 points. Toronto's Hc-

[Culloiigh stole the middle guard

osition from Merv Daub, am-

; 37 points, while John

T^n Z P""^t^F'^^^^ I'^ll^d 30 points to place him
at an offensive guard s position,

|
at defensive end, while Bill Wai-

a position which he retained
j

ters. the Toronto steam - roll-from last year. McGill's Macken-
1
er, was chosen as an outside line-

CONNORS & YOUNG-QUEEN'S UNANIMOUS ALL STARS

JOURNAL
SPORTS

Ediior: BRIAN BAILEY Hockey: JOHN SHAW
Associate Editor

and AB of C Rep.: MIKE FITrO> Phoios: MERV GRAF
SWs Editor: PETER KENNEDY CARL BRECKINRIDGE
Lc^nna Editor: ANN GROVES WAYNE TRUSTY

X-Men Triumph

The highly-rated St. Francis

Xavier X-men crushed their "Sen-

ior" Toronto Varsity opposition by
15-9 before a cheering Halifax

crowd last Saturday in a very well

played giinie (from a down-
homer's point of view).

The results of this game have

perhaps substantiated the incessant

claims during the last few years of

both the Atlantic and Western

Intercollegiate Leagues, that they

play football on a par with (or

better than) the esteemed Senior

Intercollegiate loop.

i'o Hell With Teed 0[f BodcIi Sitters

mi Editor. Journal:

would like to make a reply

"le charges made m the last

f.'^""'

by a typically anonymous

whom we shall hereafter refer
as Mr. X.

^^ar Mr. X:

^' people like you lhat make

f Ar!s *65 ja(,g ^tvis

a sham. The reason, Mr.
''ist Science years win the Bews

people like you who are not

good enough to make the

will stiU go out and parUci-

r ^- Sure we cry at you
—

"Parlici-

"hui not once have we cried
'^"^ 'o participate in team sports

^"Vs individual.

IT
you have to be good to

^ leam, especially an Arts '65

lo H'
necessarily

oe of intercollegiate calibre.

^
' '^'t. Mr. X, that you were

ly, 2,°"^'? *° playing regu-

Lev^ ^ didn't you express your

t(^"
'° ^^^^ Athletic Stick at

^ ^°
j^^^that this letter is just a

isn'

^'^^^ apples from someone
' good enough to make a

you
^ '^^ ^Sree

oppQ you should be given
^'"nity to participate more

in team sports. This is not the fault

of your coaches, Athletic Sticks, or

Phys. Ed. staff—it is simply because

the University facihiies are not ade-

quate enough to support a more

extensive intramural programme

such as the one at Toronto) along-

side a full intercollegiate programme.

Even if more of the students inter-

est fee were allotted to intramural

sports, unless the Athletic facilities

were expanded, the money could be

used to enable greater participation

in team sporls. Those organizmg

the intramural programme do tlie

best tliey can to make it as extensive

as possible Queen's embraces more

intramural sports than other Uni-

versities )

.

It is true Uiat in some instances

coaches good ones (which are

extremely hard to find) do show

favouritism, but this is human nature

and is apparent in the teams of all

the years. We do our best to avoid

this but to a certain extent it is

inevitable—this is a fact of life and

we all must learn to accept things

Ukc this with a grain of salt.

We certainly accept and recog-

nize some validity in your criticism,

but please, Mr. X, before you offer

such criticism again, try to offer

something constructive rather than

your own embittered, hurt feelings.

Believe us, we have considered

and debated these problems—but

what can we do? The problems are

extensive. For example, why is it

that although Arts '65 has an enrol-

ment five times that of a pre-Meds

year each enters one leam? Perhaps

the two pre-Meds years should be

combined and be allowed to submit

one team and Arts '65 be allowed to

submit two teams—perhaps thej

whole organization of intramural
|

athletics should be re-appraised,
j

Your coiisiructive suggestions would

be appreciated, Mr. X not only by

us but also by tlie entire intramural

Athletic Council.

Gord Canning,

Alts '65 Athletic Slick.

Pele Kennedy,

Arts Faculty Atliletic SiIl'

P.S. Because of the large number
i

of people like Mr. X in our year, I

we have had to content ourselves
|

with showing our "Inlrarmiral

'

Supremacy" by winning twice as

'

many championships as any other

year. If it were not for this "to hell

with participation" atliludc. Arts

'65 could win die Bews hands domi-

It is truly unfortunate.

backer, with 27 points. Western
Conwin equalled Walters' total

to grab a defensive tackle spot.

Bill Miklas teamed up with

Eriekson as the other all-star

guard by gaining 24 points,—the

same total that Bayne Norrie re-

ceived, to give him the second

halfback's spot behind Lambert.

McGill's Costarnegi scored 23

points to becom.e an all-star in-

side backer. Chris, of Western,

^^as chosen as the other outside

backer on drawling 22 points. Jim

Greenwood, in liis second year of

uitercolegilate football, polled 21

points as a defensive all-star

tackle. Twenty-one points were

iUso enough for Ray Gei-raan to

A iu the other inside backer's slot

Western defensive end Michelson
won at his position, followed in

(he voting by Bill Edwards of

Queen's and Toronto's Gerry
Steinberg, who tied for the third

iiaifback spot. Gael end Peter

Thompson polled the same num-
ber of points and won a spot at

that position. Western's Weber
filled out one of the defensive

halfback positions; Bob Latham
and Toronto's Davison snagged
the others, while Gael captain

Don Rasmussen, rounded out the
roster at offensive tackle with 14

points.

By teams, the positions were
spread as follows: Queen's - 10;

Western - G; McGUl - 4; and To
ronto - 5.

NOTES. Two biggest sui-prises

were players who didn't make
the team. Both McGill end-co-

captain Don Taylor and Gael's

MeiT Daub were expected easy

winners by this writer. West-
ern's Mundy was a lesser sur-

prise. Fiedler, Young, Lambert
and Mackenzie all were members
of last year's all-star squad ....

Cal Connor returns after a year's

absence as all-star quarterback .

.

once again A. E. Newman failed

to be named all-star water-boy.

IHE imRAMLRAL SCE^E
by PETER KENNEDY

Bews Trophy Editor

Standings to date are as follows;

Sc '66

A '67

Sc '65

A '65

11,519

10,732

9.562

8,595

Sc '66 seems to be establishing a firm lead in the Bews race,
increasing it considerably by winning the intramural wrestling
meet with 17 points to 7 each for Sc '65 and A "67. Individual win-
ners are as follows:

Weight

123

130

137

147

157

167

177

190

Heavy

Wimier in the singles hoi-shoe touraament was Ken O'Dell,
A '66, for the 2nd year in a row. He beat out John Bennett. Sc '66.

by scores of 22-8 and 21-1. He completely demoralized his oppon-
ent at one point by throwing 5 successive ringers. Winners in
the doubles hoi-seshoe were Chris Nicholt and George Muirhead,
A '67.

In Softball, defending champion, A '65, have taken first spot
in Section A. The post-gi-ads and Sc '65 wei-e playing off for 2nd
place. In Section B, a three-way tie betwetn A '64, A 66 and Sc '64

has yet to be broken.

Winner

Wayne Hendrick Sc '65

Angua Chisholm A '67

Dennis Bicknell Sc '66

Chris Snedjar Sc '66

Doug Spratt Sc '66

Hanry Vanroboya Sc '66

John Anderson A '65

Bill Hewilson Sc '66

Eric Wood A '67

ro Hell tVith Bailey

Dear Sir(P)

In reply to your ignorane state-

ments made about the Gaels

Hockey Team, it's too bad you

didn't bother to take some time out

from your slack timetable to go

over to a practice and verify your

brash remarks. This simple act

would have proven your ideas

completely and utterly absurd.

I grant you that the attendance

has not been what it should be,

but this no reason for saying the

hockey is inferior to the local brand

[
of Junior Hockey. I attended both

I exhibition games tliis past weekend

j
to see for myself and I believe

j

that this year Queen's is going to

, have a really good hockey teanL

I

I sincerely hope that all those who

j

vehemently disagreed with your

uncalled for article \vill, along with

myself, support the team a little

better this year. These boys work

hard and deserve more than the

j

kick in the pants which you so

cruell)' gave theoL

Youis

Disgustedly,

An Irate Hockey Fan.

To ffcll'

EDITOR'S COMMENT
EorroRs Note; The ignorant state-

ments attributed to me, if our (rate

hockey fan will be so kind as to

check, were directed towards those

who decide how the money is to

be allotted to the various teams,

and not towards the players on any
Queen's team. Furthermore since

this was the only letter I received

on the subject, perluips hockey in-

terest is even lower than our ipoU

indicated. I continue to support

witlidrawal.

Lie

THE PERILS OF INTRAMURAL SPORT
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C.U.S.O.

This service initiates and develops

programs providing qualified grad-

uate students to countries requesting

assistance on a two or three year bas-

is. At the specific invitation of host

nations, these volunteers work and

hve just as their counterparts in the

hoist country, not as privileged ex-

perLa. Serving at modest salaries or

allowances, they provide medical, tea-

ching and engineering assistance es-

sential to the continuing development

of t'-iese countries.

At preset C.U.S.O. volunteers are

serving in Africa, the West Indies, the

Far East and South America.

T. e position of an overseas volun-

teer is not an easy one. It demands

adjustment to a different culture

and a new way of life. No amount ol"

academic training or knowledge of the

country to which you are assigned will

provide a ready solution to the many

problems such a position entails. But

herein lies the challenge - to adapt

• n--'^' r 'o an imfamiliar environment,

and the reward - to find a place for

yourself in the community, to be ac-

cepted by the people. It is an enrich-

ing and maturing experience which

could never be obtained within our

own borders.

Information and a^lications for

C:U.S.O: may be obtained from Judy

Nichols, Clmii-vian Queen's CU.S O.

Cominittee. The initiai selection of

Queen's candidates ivill take place in

\at-e January.

CROSSROADS
This short-term summer program may

well be regarded as a testing ground

for ejctended periods of overseas work.

Crorssroads is described as a work-

camp study seminar. Since its conception

in 1957, Crossroads has sent 1,100 shi-

Students Overseas
Two key factors have prompted Canada to develop agencies for over-

seas volunteer service: the pressing problems new nations face as a resM

of acute shortages of trained personnel in aU fields! and the desire expressed

hu hundreds of young Canadians to learn through service. Today the chaUenge

Im .been put in your laps. The opportunities exist; the in v^hxch we

resppnd^nuu/- weU determine Canada's future role in world affairs.

dents from all parts of the United States

and Canada to 30 different African

countries.

Using the work camp ejq)erience and

opportunities for urgently needed serv-

ices as a vehicle of communication,

Crossroaders. working wth African

counterparts, have built village schools,

churches, clinics, small recreation halls,

taught English classes and physical edu-

cation, contritbutec! medical services and

taught agricultural method*. After work

hours and on weekends opportunities

arise for seminars with village elders

pdurators, T>ob'tioal and government

leaders, and for visits to events in other

mrh^ the country.

Workinc closely and for an extended

ppriod of time ^vith the people of the

Afnran country to whidi one is assigned,

feelings of mutual understanding and

anpreciarion are built and sustained. The

results of this are twofold. Every Cross-

roatler has aereed upon his return to

make fiftv talk-s about his ejqierience.

Through these lectures Crossroaders are

in a position to enlarge the visiou and

deepen the concem of thousands of

-.-....pns in thp United Stttes^and Canada.

Secondly, these face-to-face, contacts and

experiences have stimulated students to

further work in international studies

and overseas service. This has been the

case for 35 per cent of farmer Cross-

roaders. And their accomplishments

make an i^pressve and enviable record'

for Operation Crossroads Africa,

For further information contact

Queen's Crossroads Bepresentative Heo.

A. M. Laverty.

AIESEC

The prime purpose' of AIESEC, an

international organization of Economics

& Commecre students, is to find summer

employment for its members in any one

of 32 countries in North & -Soiith ' m

erica. Europe and Africa. These sinuni 'i

positions of "traineeships" are selpcte l

in order to give students exnerience in

the practical application of commerce

and economics.

All students in Commerce or Econ-

omics are members of AISEC and are

eligible for a traineeship in a foreign

country on submission of a $5 applica-

tion and administration fee,

The AIESEC exchange program works

on a "one for one" basis. For every

position of summer employment lie

Queen's Committee obtains for a foreign

student coming to Canada, it has the

opportunity of senduig one Queen's

student abroad. This fall the Committee

will accept applications from Queen's

students who wish to work abroad next

summer.

Since AIESEC's inception in 1949,

over 20.000 have participated in AIESEC

exchanges. As part of this, Canada con-

tributes about 100 students yearlv- I"

its two vears at Queen's AIESEC has

sent eight students abroad on suinmer-

traineeshjps.

If you are interested in apphjins: for

summer emploiiment: overseas'; cmia'^t

lohn Takach; Presidents, of - AJJ*;SEC.

the streets of London, Paris, or Berlin,

is to stroU through the pages of a history

book.

To a foreign student, Europe is a

flourishing market-place of ideas. To-

day thousands of students still debate

the greatest questions of human exist-

ance in the same Latin Quarter of Paris,

How much fun it is to spend hours in

a cafe being challenged by ideas from

all over the world. One may even have

occasion to take part in student demon-

strations!

ISRAEL
The attraction of Israel for Jewish

students is strong indeed, but it is one

which I am unqualified to describe, and

n anv cnse there is no particular need

to publicize the country to Jews. F'tw-

ever, the appeal of Israel for Gentiles

is often overlooked.

Tin's little covmtry, carved out of a

conole of valleys, the "bleak hills" of

ludea, and a sliver of desert, offers

sights and experiences to North Ameri-

cans available in no other land. Tliere

is the amazing phenomenon of economic
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develophient in an area which a. {g^

years ago was as poor as any on

face of the earth, and now is by
f^^

the most prosperous country in ^
Middle East:

There is, the experietnce of living

people which has retained a creative!

identity throughout two- thousand
yeai,

of being scattered over the face of tlip

earth, a people which has survived
ij,

the teeth of some of the worst persecn.

tion knovra to man; and a people wUc^

is now fulfilling the prophecy of tj^g

Bible by returning to the holy lamj

Tliere is the experience of living in

atmosphere of dedication, enthusiasm,

and warmfih which is all but unknown
in

our country.

Israel offers the opportunity to ii.

\'isitors of entering and taking part in

its society. In most other countries, the

tourist remains a tourist, but in Israel

he can Uve on a kibbutz, or collective

farm. From the outside, the communil

life of a kibbutz looks Tike a. summer

camp; of course it is far more than a

ramn. but it has the same spirit of

onen friendliness that we associat''

AVnnnnin Park. Hard work in \h

fields is usually required, and the work-

ing dav may begin at four in the mom-

inc but it's all fun, A knowledge of

Tt^JiTPW is belnful, but not essential

English will suffice, and anything you.

ran remember- of your high sclioo]

French or German will be useful.

One caution: If you plan to go to

Arab countries as well, enquire care-

fullv into all the immigraton regulations

and travel -with two passports.

—John Isbister

C U. S. 1 ravel
FJiROPE

TRANSATLANTIC TRAVEL BY AIR

At. pre cnt: CUS is waiting for the

Tnlemalional Air, Transport Association's

Fnal dccii^ions concerning its elisibiUty 'o

operate group fli^hls, If possible, CUS

will organize a series of approximately

15 group fligh"s open to all sUident mem-

bers of CUS.

Howc\'cr, each imivershy may organize

summer charter flights available to slu-

dcnV, professors, and members of im-

mediate families at the individual univer-

sity. If a plane is ch;u-tered for a group:'

of about ?5 studenis, each person saves

approxima'cly SI 50 on the round trip

fare. If ihc group is made up of about

1
09 'slodcnis,_ every person saves al least-

%23Q oit the roimd trip. Several univcr-

siiiesN ha.vc .ilrcady. carried out such

smoDier chaa-ter. flights, successfully.

Whelhur or--n<sl--,Qiuien's imderlakes such,

a, piafl. witt be decided, by. the interest

showft. AJistr0^a\leasLl 25 sludSDts. must

b& preseuled . to . the AMS before action

r.att-tw. token,

a : itimesledJit^ flying: to-Siirope. next

suaiimr-, phone W^endy PMiips at

542^9686 sooni

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT
IDENTITY CARD

This year the student identity cards will

be 'iold on campui at a cost of S2.00

each- These cards allow you to;

1 . Slay al student hostels all over Western

Europe, as well a", in Israel, Malta,

Turkey, and the Canary Islands. Cost

per niglit at one of these hostels varies

between countries, but shouldn't

exceed 50c.

2. Eat art student retauranis in these

counUries. Meals here usually cost

about 30 - 50c.

"god" and is given every reduction pos-

nbV. as long as he can prove that he is

? student.

-TRAVEL HANDBOOK
This will also be sold on campus by

CTIS for 'SI.00 each. These books not

only locate the hostels and restaurants

i'vailable in each country, but also

dcfcribe ihe hostel, telling when they are

open, how many beds there are, facilities

available, etc.

cAwalce!

for3. Visit museums, art galleries, etc.

a reduced rate.

It should be noted ihat in countries

such as France and Italy Ihe student is

TOUR OF CENTRAL EUROPE
T)ie Lour of Central Europe will again

he operated by CUS. This involves a re-

duced' round' rate lo Europe by ship,

student seminars on the ship, and a tour

of: England; Holland; Germany, Austria,

Sv(fil2£rland,_ Italy and Efance.

SUMMER- EMPLOYMENT PL>AN&

SlimmerEmploymem Plans in Europe,

similar to the- one operated last summer

Uirough Ihe intermediary of KliM' Royal

Dutch- Airlines, will again be undenakoB

by CUS. The plan enabled students to-

work in Hotel' and: factories in Holland

for periods- ranging from 4-~6 weeks.

ThV worfcjng- period was preceedcd>by a

5-<lAy tour of'Holland and foilowcd'by-

a

free time period during which the stu-

dents had die opportunity to travel on

iheir own in other European countries.

A Queen's student who participated in

this plan warns us however that the jobs

available involve a good deal of manual

labour such as carrying lumber, cleaning

hotels, or working on the railway.

Although the language poses a problem

to most Canadians, this is an excellent

opportunity to live and work with people

of another country.

Editor's Note: Each year more and

more siitden's go abroad either to work

or to travel. 4s a service lo Queen's

sludenis, the CVS committee is pubticiz-

in? all available irmel information in the

hopes of aiding those who plan to

"broaden their education" next year.

At first thought, a year abroad sounds

friglitfully expensive. However with

careful budgeting, and a knowledge of,

student possibilities in the city to which

one is heading, one year abroad should

not be any more expensive than a year

at Queen's. This estimate excludes, of
;

course, any, tra\'el which miebt be done

\vhen in Europe.

How does one choose a countrv i"

\vlhich to study? This depends mainb'

upon the language of the country. I iist

year, Queen's had students studying i"

such countries as England, Scotland,

France. Switzerland and Germany.

Paris, one of the most cosmopolitan

cities in Western Europe, is an exciting

and challenging place for a North Am-

erican student. Here he has a chance to

meet with and get to know people from

all over the world. VWiat an unusual

feeling to be sitting in a class made up

of all nationalties — including Japanese,

North African, Iranian, Yugoslaviai-

students; to be eating lunch with Al-

gerians and. Moroccans; to be li\nng

with people of another nationality,

either hoarding or in residence. Although

cities such as Paris are equipped with

many student residences very moderate-

ly priced, student housing is very in-

adequate.

Wlhat is the studying actually like in

a city such as Paris? This depends upon

where you like to study. Queen's is so

well equipped to receive students that

it is hard to imagine standing in line to

get into a library, and then find all the

seats taken. However, Paris is filled with

beautiful parks which, with a little bit

of concentrated effort, replace tlv

Douglas Library in no time. If, however,

it should rain, books in France are so

inexpensive that it is just as easy to

buy a book and take it back to )'oiir

room rather than to study at the

library.

Many criticize tlie average Queen's freshman for his araazingl^.restrictcr

field of mterest. And what is worse, many Queen's seniors are accused o

exactly the same failing. It is indeed unfortunate that our secondary school

system tends to produce graduates who have been ejcposed to very httle

more than the three R's plus a dose of science and (home economics. However,

Oue?n's provides tlie opportunities for all students to at least sample art,

literature and music.

F' r tbnse following a course in the libefral arts, it seems to me- to be

ti necessity to experience as many forms of artistic expression as are available.

.
^ there are ninety-t\vo shident seats left unsold for this year's concert

ser es. For a small outlay of time and money one can increase his range oi

-vp2vience; one can begin to attain a truly hberal education.

.\. great deal of time, effort and money is spent on ensuring programs

l^iah professional skill. The next concert on Thursday. Nov. 28th, presents

I

the pianist Byron Janis. Following his appearance at the Brussels World

!
Fair. Mr. Janis successfully toured the Soviet Union. He is one of the best

i

Viiown of the "young" American pianists. He may be young in years, but he

j
U tremendous in abiHty. Many look upon him as another Horowitz. Kingston

I
only gets to see bim through the efforts of the Concert Committee. I would

1 'i-HML'ly urge you to avail yourself of this opportunity.

!
I ii - rommittee felt that the students should have some part in the choice.

1 of next year's artists, As a result, a group of students consisting of Diane

Bi-ihop, Marlice Kimmeriee, Judy Allen, Wayne Musselman, Peter Moldaver,

John Clarke and David Glassco, will report any student suggestions f"i"

. programs to the Concert Committee.

11 is ri frequent complaint that Kingston does not have the,diversions

of a lai-ge city. It is remariiable that the facilities that are supplied are

not taken advantage of to a greater degree.

Tickets are now being sold at the Department of Extension at a reduced

rate.

—D. K.,Giassca

tjkinki
Two tMrds of our tuition here is being paid by the taxpayer. We arf

all on scholarsliips. Are we wortli it? Where does our re^onsibility to tin'

txvpayer lie? Have we a responsibility? Perhaps it is not in wrecking tram

o,:(hes of the CNR, or pulling down goal posts, or running, around witli

hair, in potato sacks and pyjama bottoms.

Are we gypped by the Ontario school system? Wihy do we come to

M.Lrsity or enter our first jobs ignorant and ill-pr^ared? What is the

Robarts plan doing to children now? What will education be like for our

children? Wliat can we do now to make sometlung valuable of the society

. .- lii have to direct as adults?

Three and a quarter million Canadians have ehiigrated to the Unite"

States within this generation, Why are so many of them university graduates.

Is there anytliing that can be done to improve not only tiie salaries and

opportunities in this country, but the whole abmosphere as well?

Surely we must take time off to consider these questions; time on

iiot only instead of partying or relaxing, but also time.off our blind note-

t ikinjr and our toiling for a degree and whatever it means; time-off

tliinh about where we are going and what it really- means .to ua.

For it may be that your degree may be no more than an unemplo?'

ment insurance card. Is this all you want it to be?

This year the edtication seminar is focusing on just these, problems.
I*

will be held on the first weekend of February and will feature as-speak^

Dean Duncan and Dr. Northrop Frye, and as panelists Professors Basmajiaf-

JoUiffe. Mewett, Nelson, Ryan, Shortliffe, and Watts.

—Diane Bishop, Tim Merret^
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Johnson To Appeal Case
,^,n't You Ever

,gg The Visit

0„ December 4. 5. 6. 7, Duer-

oiitt's
"The Visit" is being pre-

ted by tlie Queen's Drama
"

The direction of Professor

rer and the excellent cast

tlS fall's major production

result in an outstanding

formance.

Prof,
Euringer's experience as a

^01 and actor in Tbe Strat-

Shakespearean theatre and

"i'oae
professional theatre in To-

nlo brings a fresh vitality to this

i
producton.

Many of the cast are familiar.

Jerrilee Houston, who last year

ayed the maid in The Cbil-

Hour" this year takes the

ad role as Claire Zaohanassin.

fp Garrard v/ho has had a wealth

acting experience at summer

hool and teachers' college will

;seen in the. role of Anton Schill.

Sharp, who last year played

ledict hi the fall production

Much Ado About Notiung" this

steps into the role of "Burgo-

iieister", "The Visit" employs tte

[ienatioii technique" formulated

Bethold Brecht. All scene

s are made by the four

Don Smith, Doug Salmon,

like Mawson and Bud Chrisken-

who also play various parts of

scenery, notably the forest.

Other familiar members of the

wiU be George Atkinson, the

oliceman, who last Saturday

tight gave an excellent perform-

as "Adam" in "Remember
! Chameleon". Bud Christenson

appeared in "King Lear" and John

Hopkms played the role of

"Verges" in "Much Ado About

Nothing."

Unfortunately one of the cast,

Robert Adington, who had been

doing an excellent job, has been

hospitalized due to a recent ill-

ness. Taking his place will !>

Peter Tarns who last week played

"Chubakoo" in "A Marriage Pru-

posal".

It is an unique play vrith an

excellent cast. For the avid

theatre goer it will be an invalu-

able opportunity to see a play

which has recently completed an

outstandingly long run on Broad-

way.

All seats are reserved. Tickets

are on sale now and may be pur-

chased at the Drama Lounge or

by calling extension 327. Tickets

will also be on sale in the

Students' Union at noon hour,

Monday through Friday. Prices

are: Wednesday and Thursday,

.75 and $1.00; Friday and Satur-

day, $1.00 and $1.50.

ARTS '66

MARIPOSA BELLE BASH

General Wolfe Hotel, Wolfe

Island, Saturday, Dec. 30.

Ferries leave from foot of

Bagot St at 7:45 p.m. and

9;30 p.m., Please do not bring

your own refreshments. Ad-

mission: 1 Arts '66 year card

per couple.

Doug Jones: See Sports Page.

AMS Seeks Pianksters
Anyone kno\ving the where-

abouts of either a brass sign read-

ing Varsity, or an Engineering

building plaque which was taken

from U. of T. during the Toronto

weekend, is requested to return it

- no questions asked — to the

AMS. A letter \vritten by Doug

Ward, President of the Student's

Administrative Council at U. of

T. was considered by the AMS at

their meeting Tuesday evening.

He asked that the AMS try to find

these articles,

Another item on the agenda at

diis meeting was a letter from

Principal Cony to the AMS. en-

closing a bill from the City of

Kingston for the cost of "depaint-

ing" the statue of John A, Mac-

Donald in MacDonald park. It

is known that Queen's students

painted die statue, but the AMS

does not assume responsibility

unless a case is proved against a

group or an individual. After

some discussion on whether or

not the AMS should assume re-

sponsibility for the prank, it was

decided to refer the case to the

AMS Prosecuting Attorney in

order to find the person who was

responsible for it.

RUDDIGORE A FIRST
On December 2, 3, and 4, the

Neen's Glee Club will be pre-

^ting the Gilbert and Sullivan

"^c opera Ruddigore. The
^<irat production will be dhrect-

V Nonna Edwards, a well-

known local theatrical personahty,

and the orchestra will be con-

ducted by Dr. Graham George.

Resident Musician of the univer-

sity.

This will be the first time that

Sir Gilbert Murgotroyd

Ruddigore, or. "The Witch's

Ourse," has been performed in

Kingston, Ruddigore contains

some of SuUivan's most sparkling

music and Gilbert's most pungent

wit.

After satirizing such venerable

institutions as the Admiralty and

the House of Lords, Gilbert ohose,

in Ruddigore, to poke fun at his

own profession, tiie theatre. Eng-

Ush plays in the latter part of the

nineteenth cenby were, almost

without exception, melodramatic.

The stage teemed with wicked

villains (usually baronets), love-

strcken maidens driven mad.

ghosts, and often a bevy of brides-

maids. Accordingly, in Ruddigore,

Gilbert presents us with two Bad

Baronets; Mad Margaret, "an

obvious caricature of theatrical

madness"; a whole hord of ghosts,

ancestors who have died as a

result of the family curse; and a

corps of professional bridesmaids.

The opera is set in a Cornish

fishing village in the early part of

die nineteenth century. Authentic

period costumes have been rented

to msure historical accuracy. Dr.

Ralph Allen, resident artist at

Queen's, has painted hfe-size

portraits for a scene wliich takes

place in an ancestral portrait

galleiy.

The characterizations in Ruddi-

gore are some of Gilbert's best;

their names are typical of nine-

teenth century melodrama: Rose

Maybud, played by Sylvia Bou-

chard, is the sweet heroine, Robin

Oakapple, played by Tom Tully,

is the honest rustic, Sir Despard

Murgatroyd, played by John

Walker, is a -wicked baronet, who

is forced by a family curse to

commit a crime every day; Mad

Margaret, played by Margaret

Gallagher, has been driven mad

because Sir Despard rejected her

as one of his crimes; and Richard

Dauntless, played by Wes TWp-

lett, is the bumptious sailor usual-

ly connected with these opera-

tions.

The Glee Club's performances

^vill be accompanied by an

orchestra made up of members

of the Kingston Symphony, and

the band of the Royal Canadian

School of Signals.

At the AMS court proceedings

in the McLaughlin Room of the

Union, William "Jugs" Johnson,

a third year law student, kept a

standing - room only audience

amused and interested with
liheatricals reminiscent of Perry

Mason.

Johnson, with Wally Viner, was

defending Stan Sandonnirsky,

Robert Stone, William Reisbech.

,ind John Conners on charges of

conduct unbecoming to a member
of the AMS and ol possession oE

alcohol in the vicinity of the

stadium on November 7, the date

of the Western game.

Before pleading Johnson sub-

mitted that the charges were re-

dundant and succeeded in having

the four charged only \vith pos-

session of alcohol. The defence

entered a plea of not guilty.

Through four vritnesses — three

AMS constables and the chief

constable. Cliff Meyers, the pro-

secution attempted to establish

suspicious conduct on the part of

the four accused, Two. Sandor-

mirsky and Stone were seen to

take a satchel out of a car and

were a little later spotted running

away from the area where a

similar satchel was going up the

wall — defying all metaphysical

speculation according to Johnson.

Meyers, with two Kingston

police^man, saw Sandormirsky and

Stone running away and satchel

half way up the wall. The two

were apprehended by the Kings-

ton pohce while Meyers found the

satchel inside the stadium at the

back near the press box inmiedi-

ately behind Beisbeck and Con-

ners — and, of course, the three

hundred other people in the area.

When Reisbeck said something

about only himself and Conners

being involved Meyers ordered

them to leave and took possession

of the satchel.

At this time nobody yet knew

what was in the satchel although

Me)'ers, because of hearsay, sus-

pected an attempt woiJd be made

to smuggle alcohol into the sta-

dium. In other words, the two

students were ejected on suspicion

NOTICE
Refunds for Toronto and

Montreal bonds available in

tiie A. B. of C. office from

9:00 to 12:00 and from 1:30

to 5:00. Please pick up your

refunds.

or having alcohol and being

rowdy — which they weren't.

Meyers was present when the

Kingston police opened the

satchel revealing approximately a

case of beer. Johnson submitted

that by this action the AMS gave

up its powers of jurisdiction to

the municipal police.

On the fact that tbe satchel

could not be identified the de-

fence moved for dismissal on the

grounds of inconclusiveness of

the evidence. The court reserved

judgment in this matter.

Johnson then questioned the

court's right in judging a person

who has already previously been

tried. Quoting common law pre-

cedent he tri©i to show that the

principle of "autrefois convict —
a person caimot be tried twice for

the same crime — was being

violated by the AMS Court But

the AMS Constitution, die Court

alleged, allows a person to be

charged in this manner and the

court ruled that these principles

do not apply.

Shosving that a former AMS
constable was excused earUer

this year for a similar action

(alcohol in the stadium) Johnson

then tried to prove discrimination

on the part of the constables.

The Court unanimously found

all four defendants guilty. They

ignored the prosecution's recom-

mendation for suspended sentence

but did not fine Conners who had

already been convicted by an-

other court and gave fines of $5

and costs to the other three.

Defence lawyer Johnson stated

that an appeal will be lodged. The

court said they would recommend

changes in the AMS Constitution,

ARTS '67

YEAR CREST CONTEST
The election for the Arts '67

year crest will take place on

Monday, December 2 at

Leonard Hall and Tuesday,

December 3 at Ban Righ Hall.

Year cards must be presented

to vote.

!0a

tic

Sir Conrad Murgatroyd
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EDITORIAL

The Journal Announces An Annual Farce: ^
We are proud lo announce Ihe arrival of an annual farce. We are not

referring to an approaching dramaric production. We are referring to Christmas

exams. They are of course not as much of a farce as mid-term exams, but they

are still a farce.

What we 'dislike particularly about the Christmas exams is not that they

exist, but the philosophy that hes behind them, the philosophy that the most

important Uiing about a course is the exam that comes al the end of it.

The argument in favour of thera is that they frighten all of us, and fresh-

men especially into doing some work. This is a manifest falsification of the

trutli. After Christmas the laz>' will continue to be as lazy as they were before,

They will suddenly get alarmed in March and do enough work to get by the eagle

eyes. And why? It is for the very good reason that assignments don't count. K
exams frighten, ihey frighten students into doing work tliat is solely exam-

direcled, work tiiat is not done for tiie love and discipline of the subject. We
therefore have established that the aim of Christmas exams is corrupt.

Second we are told that Christmas exams do not take any tune, that they

are no effort, merely a brief interiude for which nobody studies particularly,

which tlie efficient pass, which the lazy and stupid fail. Anybody who argues

this has not been a freshman here. Most freshmen spend about the last two or

three weeks studying for Christmas exams. Remembering that he has already

spent eight weeks m general football hilarity, that makes the fall term something

of an academic farce.

We are then firmly told that Christmas exams help students lo find how they

are doing, and they help professors to find out how their students are doing.

Do they? Are they really an adequate lest? Are they not really a malevolently-

inspired device to deprive the professor of his Christmas ease and the student

of Christmas joy?

The real test should be assignments, and not exams. They are a steady

genuine influence on our education, and not a prestige-ridden hysteria designed

to terrify us into work for the sake of prestige, and not for a real desire lo learn.

It is true that there are some courses, like Phil. I and History 2 that are soi

enormous tliat a Christmas exam is inevitable. What we say here does not really

apply to them.

Facts are simple. When we arrive here, we are told that assignments will

count towards our final mark. This is an untrue statement. At the present time

they do not. As students of one of the older and more mature universities, we
deserve to be treated as such. We do not deserve the disruption of Christmas

exams. We do deserve a sound and consistent assignment system.

An NBC announcer said

Saturday that, because of today's

vastly improved system of com-

municalions, it was far less

likely than in 1865 that the

American public would succumb

to hysteria because of a faulty

conception of the circumstances

of the President's death. Yet the

United Stales Press has done

more by iis maudlin coverage of

the assassination of President

Kennedy to distort his person and

make impossible a valid mourn-
ing based upon the actual value

of the man and the enormity of

his death tlian could any hysteri-

cal public in any age. It was a

disgusting disregard of responsi-

bility.

"Once upon a time there

was a brave young student

of earnest character who set

out to find the Holy Grail of

Truth.

"But first", said his fairy

godmother, "you must storm

the Castle Perilous, the

Library of St. Douglas, hor-

rible of mien and fraught

with dangers." With hope

higli the valiant youth hghtly

surmounts the battlements.

(O what woes are there!

How many twisted ankles!)

Into the gapmg maw and

behind him clang the terrible

portals — trapped, trapped.

O youth what perils he be-

fore you! Through how many

dangers you must pass—the

suspicion that flies by day

and the overdue cards,

arrows in the night. But no!

With overweening pride he

mounts still higher. O un-

You Said it . .

Czll.

ifl
^ feaWess, If Faithless, Answer To Christianity Better Faith A Gratifying Treasure Van
Editor, Joitrnal:

I am somewhat irritated

by Mr. Close's flushed re-

marks in last Friday's

Journal. I think it well that

the Christian remember that

there is at least a case for

doubt, surely is it not all

so obvious that God does

exist. That is obvious.

Why is godlcssness so

meaningless and insignifi-

cant? It annoys me that so

many people go out of their

way lo console me because

they fear that I know a half-

life void of those unique

Christian elements found

found only in the lives of the

good. To them my love is

lust; my justice, fear; my
well-being, God's benevo-

lence; and my sincerity not

to be considered.

I wallow about in the

same social and moral cli-

mate as our Christian but 1

am loath to claim thai it is

the direct responsibility of

the church. It seems that it

could just as easily be the

other way around. And in

that case I can wallow

honestly, as well as comfort-

ably. And with reason, criti-

cism and intoxication. With-

out Phil I.

That the atheist lacks the

courage to meet the challenge

imphed in total commital to

Christ is perhaps true. It

does take courage to have

faith in God, in truth, in love,

in the John Birch Society,

in segregation. . . Difficulty

does not equate with truth.

Consider the gulf that lies

between the science and

rehgious philosophies. Now
science has a good thing

going for it — it works. And
science has a happy tendency

to build its pyramids right

side up. No Christian on
earth, ui the face of religious

methodological success, can

honestly confront the atheist

who denies his methods.

Religious science will always

be a subjective science

severely limited to those few
prophets who feel the need
to nourish what may well be
an illusion — one that is no
longer required.

Three observations:

1. "Heathen", I believe,

is traditionally a more proper

Christian term.

2. Christianity lacks the

charm of Norse mythology.

3. Mr. Close's offensive

temper, scorn and thesaurus

are God's fault, not mine.

—Stevens,

Arts '65

Library Noises Bother Me
Editor, Journal:

All conscientious(?) stu-

dents who use the reading

room in Ihe Douglas Library

will have, by this time, un-

doubtedly noticed some new
innovations. In the daytime,

we arc treated to the stereo-

phonic sound and cyclo mas-

sage provided free of charge;

by jack hammers crawling

up and down the north wall

of the library. However, these

fine new innovations are not

limited to ihe daytime. No
sh! As I sit here al 8 :00 p.m.

on Wednesday evening in

the reading room, I am
treated to the melodious(?)

sound of some sort of saw
outside that sounds like a

two-cylinder tractor.

For some of us, Christmas

exams start a week today.

Many of the books that are

required reading for our

courses are available only on
the reserve shelves or behind

the desk, and must be used

in the reading room only. In

some mysterious way or

other, one is expected lo pick

out the grains of wLsdom
from these worthy texts and
to conlcmplale the jcms of

truth lo the tune and vibra-

tion of jack hammers and
saws.

I trust only that the

professors will take these

most extenuating circum-

stances into consideration

when marking our Christmas

exams.

—Don Higgins

Editor, Journal:

In last Friday's letter en-

titled "Fear the Occasion of

Faith" I disagree with both

the editor and Mr. Close that

personal experience of the

Living God is the basis of

true faith.

Faith one suppjorts by
the convictions of one's own
deeds, is truer.

Do we have to seek out-

side help from the Church
and God to realize we have
faith? If we caimot first

morally support our indi-

vidually derived faith, we
should turn to religion or

some other institution for it.

Faith from them is second
to our own.

—Peter Flood,

Arts '66

Molested?

Editor, Journal:

Regarding reports of

Levanites having been
molested: With our know-
ledge of Levana, we can

conclude that anyone who
would do such a thing is

not only a deviate of the

worst order, but also must

suffer from chronic myopia.

—Davey Jarrett

John Hopkins

William Martin

Joey Slinger

Editor, Journal:

On behalf of our Treasure

Van Committee, I should

like to thank the sales girls

and all those who helped to

make our sale a success. This

year was better than average;

$5,300 was taken in during

the four days of the sale.

Apart from the financial

success everyone who
worked at Treasure Van

seemed to be enjoying them-

selves, which is even more

gratifying.

—Peter L. Gordon

Not So Naive At All

Editor, Journal:

Being a naive, frivolous

Levanile I have been con-

fronted with the not-so-

nai've, not-so-frivolous ques-

tion: What are Levanites

doing al Queen's, or more

generally, what are women
doing at university? Are

they hunting men, or training

for a specific profession, or

seeking a broader outlook on

life?

Let us hope tiiat an insti-

tution as hallowed as a uni-

versity contains few co-eds

who regard it as a delightful

agglomeration of "cligibles"

(??). These co-eds are the

ones who convince them-

selves that the world's final

hour will arrive if they miss

either Friday or Saturday

night's social functions.

Certain Queen'smen may
find it unbelievable, but

some women are at univer-

sity to study for a profession.

They want to learn because

the subject has obsessed

them, and they are eager to

pursue it.

Finally, there are those

females who seek prmci-

pally a mature outlook on

life in general. As long as

they don't regard the aca-

demic side of university as

secondary in importance,

they "will be better equipped

for the future."

Thus as a naive, frivolous

Levanite, I collect a few

words for the hard-core of

"Kick-Out-Levana" advo-

cates, as well as for those

Levaniles who find them-

selves at Oucen's merely be-

cause it was "the thing lo

do" after high school.

—Cecilia Leslie

happy youtlil Do
you

know the terrors above';

'

corpses that litter the pcrirJ

cals room? Certerjj

guards the desk? Slil] b

—aQd now he approa:

the door—^he is, he L--

enters the sanctum
y.

lorum. Not heeding
ihe J

stares, the grasping

that seek to wrest away 'i

books, the dragons iJiai
t

about the card irdei,

marches on. He has it,
i

has it—Malcolm Ross fr?!

the Cave of Phil. I b.n:

in yellow, and horrid

aspect. He clutches it h.\

neath his coat and flees, J
mindful of the slings

arrows of outraged libraiiis

—in triumph. O
youth, fated as you are i

pass Phil. I! Would I

done the same."

For those of you unat^l

to penetrate the allegory, fcl

tale is a shocking expcsil

The staff of Douglas Libra^j

are using intimidating tac6

to withhold from the a!p:-|

ing student the Lamp

Knowledge. Why must

creep about the Ubrar)

quivering terror and leavi

home the overdue card

wrests the bread of life t"'-

our mouths? It is Obj

library, not THEIRS! S:-|

dents unite: Refuse to P'T

Overdue Fines! Do Ferlil^|

Rites m the Readmg Ro*'-

—Katherine Smn^A

Apostrophe^

Editor, Journal:

Ive had just about all ''

can take of people who

know how lo use apo^'

rophe's. Is there nobody

who realize's that apf'

rophe's are used on^)'

stand for missing le"^"^'

Theyre not supposed

used on every noun,

and adjective tliat happs"'

end with an V.

I do wish people ffO'

look up in an elemefl";'

grammar book the ruit-^
,

using the apostrophe, nnd'

'

philogical significance. l>^''^|

they are permitted lo

poster's or write letter's 1'^^

publication. Eventually'

this rate, nobody will he

who know's the rule'^'

our beautiful English

age will fall into chao'S'

-Jeffrey

Arts 67-
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CUCND Desires NATO Withdrawal
Page 3

Arej

rllrouBh
the deterrent

ectioo of the concept that

can be achieved

system

"
steni

prompted several basic

^,icy
changes in CUCND at a

Mfttional
Conference held in

Montreal
two weeks ago. The

'

3t
radical change in policy ad-

^l^ted
Canada's withdrawal

) _ all military alliances inclu-

/jig
NATO and NORAD in or-

dei- to
pursue a policy of positive

peiitralism.

fhe evolution of Western civ-

llj^iition
has been a bloody one,

ne Industrial is just one exam-

pie of the human suffering. Em-

lert'ing
African nations need not

undergo these growing pams.

have" nations - and Canada

[has more than moat - must be

iffilinff to sacrifice in order to

Ifaciiitate a smooth transition of

llheir people into the twentieth

I
Century. CUCND proposes that

jmilitaiT spending be diverted to

lis end.

Further steps in accomplish-

|ing disarmament must include

[full support of the United Nat-

lions, which means no support of

military alliances, recognition oi

all de facto governments, and
their admission to the UN.

Peace r^earch is necessitated

by the problem of converting an
economy dependant on military

production to a peaceful one.

Each CUCND is to instigate re-

search into local industries de-

pendant on arms production in

order to ascertain ecomonic ra-

mifications of disarmament, and
propose alternative levels of pro-
duction.

Canada's "unique position in

the Western Alliance" is one of

moral hypocrisy which is not be-

ing utilized. Because Canada's
military structive is not vital to

the defense of the western na-

tions, Canada can research new
ways of accomplishing peace and
practicing them while being pro-

tected by United States military

might.

It was hoped that CUCND'S
new policy grappled with the old

inconsistencies which advocated

a ''Ban the Bomb" policy in the

framework of military align-

ment.

1964 GRADUATES
Canada's Largest Employer — Federal Civil Service

requires

CIVIL — ELECTRICAL — MECHANICAL

ENGINEERS
An interesteing and rewarding career may await you in the Federal

Civi! Service if you are graduating in Civil, Electrical or Mechanical

Engineering in 1964. New graduates in these fields will be employed
Bt various Canadian centres on vital and challenging projects invol-

vingdesign, development, construction, research application and con-

tracts engineering.

STARTING SALARY APPROXIMATELY $5200 - allowances

wQl be made for those completing relevant post-graudate training.

CANDIDATES MUST WRITE A GENERAL OBJECTIVE TEST

AT 7:00 P.M. ON THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 14.

Details regarding the examination, application forms and the booklet

"Opportunities for Graduates in Engineering" are available from

\JNIVERSITY PLACEMENT OFFICE

or

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION, OTTAWA 4

Sue Yurselph
(Law 52) sa7js:

I rest my case for the

ifutuie on a growing

Savings Account at

,

Bank of Montreal

bifl itep on Iho rood to success It on early banking connection

- Hfii

tou'W f\nii Ihrse IS I'l M Hrnnclits in Kingiloii

especially camenlcnt:

Princess & Barrie Sls„ in thi; "Y" BuildinB:
WILLIAM F. CRONIN. Mnnagcr

Mnin OlTice, 297 Kins Si. Enst iil ihe Miirkci:

lUDL Meets In Ottawa
The Inter University Debating

League (lUDL) has a new for-

mat this year. Previously debates
have been held so that Queen's
debaters would visit another
university while on the same
weekend representatives from
that university would debate at

Queen's.

In an effort to cut expenses
only one tournament will be held

at which all universities will be
represented. This year's tourna-

ment will be held at Ottawa Uni-
versity, on the third weeltend in

January.

In preparation for this, a ser-

ies of debates are being run at

weekly meetings on Mondays
and T*ue3day3 in Macdonald Hall.

Topics of these debates range

from the merits of bullfighting

instead of football in Richardson

Stadium, to the lowering of the

voting age to eighteen.

A team of four students will

be picked and coached by Pro-
fessor Murray Frazer of the Law
Department.

The debating Union hopes that

teams may also be sent to tour-

naments at McGill and Westem.

CFRC Hishlighfc

FLOWERS SAY IT BEST

Especially

For Beautiful Corsages or Flowers for Any Occasion

339 Princess Street Phone: 546-6604

On "CFRC Magazine", 8:30

Friday evening, Bud Christian-

son will discuss the Glee Club's

production of "Ruddigore." Also

included in this program will be
excerpts from a new American
Folk Mass. The Broadway Music
of "West Side Story" will be
heard from 7:45 to 8:30 Satur-
day night. (For those keeners
who will be diligently studying
at this time, here is some delight-

ful relaxation.)

At 9:30 Sat. night. Campus
Talent wilt present the duet
Brenda Gallie and Randy Lewis,

and Scottish fotksinger Mary

Stewart. Brenda and Randy play

the saxophone and piano respec-

tively. This talented pair will

carry you from music by Beetho-
van to their own rendition of

Apache. Mary Stewart, accom-
panying herself on the tenor
guitar, will sing folkrausic

from the heart of Scotland to

commemorate St. Andrew's day.

The Journal needs you!
Relieve your frustrations in

print. Write for the Jour-

nal. Contact Bruce Little,

ex. 384

House of Sounds

STUDENTS
GET 20 % OFF ON ALL L.P. RECORDS

at

House of Sounds
Don't Be Ashamed To Tell You Go To Queen's

ONLY

MRthmas 98
ST. LAMBERT, QUEBEC

PATTON'S CLEANERS
and

SHIRT LAUNDERERS

Wally Elmer — Prop.

Dial 548-4292 — 546-6480

349 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO
The Nicest Cleaning in Town

-"1

A great future

couM resuk from a

20 minute interview

This iDterview coiild decide your enlire professional career-

probably the most iniporianl twenty minutes in your life.

That is why we would hke to talk lo you in conipleie confi-

dence. You tell us where you want to go in Ihe years ahead

and we'll tell you of the opportuniUes. the challenging

careers which are available at Northern Electric.

Northern Electric makes the things that make communica-

tions possible, from underground cable to tropospheric

scatter systems— from crossbar automatic exchanges to tele-

phone handsets.

For further information and nppoinimeni please contaci your Placemcni Officer

Hortham Ekctric K
COMPANY LIMITED gJI

An all-Canadian company with over 17,000 employees

There arc excellent opportunities for;

• graduates in engineering and other sclcnccc

• grnduutcs in commerce and related fields

• graduates in engineering technology

• summer work for engineering undergraduates

Plan to have a talk with a Northern Electric personnel oQicer
the next time he is on your campus. This interview could
mean a great future for you.
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Moot Arques Divorce
CLASSIFIED

Next Tuesday, four third year

law students will argue the rele-

vance of our divorce laws in their

annual Moot Court. The Moot

Court system provides a unique

opportunity for the pnicUeal appli-

cation of law; in third year the

students follow tlie procedure of the

Supreme Court of Canada. The

Chief Justice is the Honourable Mr.

SKI SMASH

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 30

8;30p.ni. - 1:00 ajn.

YACHT CLUB

50c. plus memberdiip or 75c,

Bar — JuLcbox

Justice A. Kelly of the Appeal

Court of Canada; the punisne judges

are the Honourable Mr. W. H.

Micklc, Q.C. and Mr. W. G. Cun-

ningham. O.C. The four students

participating are John Parrot, Alan

Sullivan, Edgar Shane and Kenneth

Rae.

The court convenes at 2:30 next

Tuesday, December 3, in the Read-

ing Room of MacDonald Hall.

SUNDAY

Open house at the Angada

Children's Hospital of King-

ston (Stuart St.) on Sunday,

December 1st, 2 - 4 p.m. Stu-

dents welcome. Refreshments

served.

Xnijs Trees. NFCUS cnrds sire worth

Ihcir weiglit in money. We offer top

griidc Seoicli Pine Christmas Trees to

our fellow -Queen'snien at 10 per cent

[
(liMOiint, Pick out your own tree at

I

Can-idiim Tito Ass'n or The Sentr>'. Ted

Jackson, Arts '&i and Walt Cassidy,

I Meds '64

FOUND

A watdi ^vas found in tlic wrestling

rown. Pick up at the AB of C Office.

ATTENTION

Would the Le\'anite wlio phoned

546-4631 regarding a black Parker pen

lost in Dunning Hall, please phone again

iiftor 0:00 p.m. and leave her phone

number. Thank you.

WANTED

Ride to Toronto wanted, Friday niglit

or Satuiday morning. Tim Merrett, 382.

NOTICE

Tlie green giant is about to have en

offspring - to be named the littlo

friendly giant. Be prepared all and

siuidiy tor this momentous occasion.

See how many ways you can listen with the Philips CollegiateTrio!

Listen to jazz! Listen to lectures! Listen to the jokes you told last

summer! There are dozens of ways to listen with the Philips Collegiate

Tiio. (Ten are shown here. Can you spot them?) And who are the

Philips Collegiate Trio? Hint jfl: They all run on ordinai-y flashlight

batteries. Hint ^^2: You can take them with you anywhere.

tianilstot riillo only 3^ inches VgM AM S,

FM, S-litnililor circuit, bit nund jpcikcn.

Tho umild'i snijllnl AM/FM Rldlo. Oltitr

nod ell nilltU

2) Phlllpi ConUnvntal 'IDD lops
tccorilcr— Tako Ihs music mUi itu . . .

bilfij yom ioail limes homo sn a Philips

Conlincntil '100 Taw KccoiSci. You gsl

labulciii sou nil Irom b pciitblo lilia lo-

csrdei Ihil only Hclthi 8 [KiLindi, Rccoids

2 houis tti Itps.

i) niilios nll-lnnsliloi porlablc record
fiiltr — Play all )liei of IKcrils. all 3

speeds on paitablo round player |iisl

wida byW lilehl TianslitDrtied.csmplalB

wllh amfilihcr & loudipuliiu, Grul sound

IcproducUonl

SEETKESE AND OTHER MODELS AT YOUR PHIUPS KEY DEAIXR

PHILIPS
takes the time to build the best

sig-npostI
Ut

FRIDAY, NOVEMBEIl 29

Registration deadline for the 19th

Quadrennial Student Conference spon-

sored by the WSCF has been erfended

to December 3rd. The conference is to

l>e held in Alliens, Ohio from December

_7l!li to January 2nd. Interested persons

contact Der\\'yn Docker at 5-I6-6569.

International House Club last part)'

before exams. Ever>'bod)''s welcome, so

come and enjoy yourself. 0p.m,

WVSC. All appUcants for the Algeri.m

Seminar Scliolaiship wlio have deposited

tlieir applications or portions tliereof

elsewhere but in my hands wiU so infoim

me prior to Saturday midnight. Dave

CooVe. 467 Fiontennc St., 542-4575.

CUP Roundup
charged with unlawful assembl

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 1

SOM Sunday Supper at Sydenham

Church Hall, SiOOp.m. 49c.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 4

Movies of the Queen's vs. U. of

Alberta game will be shown on Wednes-

day. December 4th at 7:30 p.m. in

Dunning Hall. Frank Tindall will give

a running commentary on the gaiiic.

Admission is free.

MONDAY, DECEMBER 9

Professor C. A. \V. Manning o£ tlte

London School of Economics wil! give a^

public lecture on South African »fi*»irs
' increase over last year with a total

open to all students at Span, in Dumping compared With $1,196
Hall. Room 11. r

VANCOUVER: "To my belief

Confederation is doomed already,"

stated Pierre Bougault, editor of the

Quebec separatist newspaper,

L' Independence. "And you can'fdo

anything to stop our revolution.

We've been waiting 200 years now."

"We have to put up or shut up,"

he went on, "we refuse the status of

a minority. We want full power for

the Quebec government and we

want to govern ourselves along with

our own interests and feelings."

Bougault claimed that bilingual-

ism is not the answer. "To impose

bUinguaiism on a whole nation is

nothing more than schizophrenia."

KINGSTON: A CUP release from

Ottawa states Uiat Treasure Van

sales continue to show an increase

over last year. Sales at Queen's

were over $5,500, which to date is

second only lo the University of

Toronto.

Other figures currently available

^how York University with a 100%

GENERAL
The Drama Guild in\ites apphcations $7,493,

for director of tlie one-net play to be sent

to tlie Canadian Inten'arsity Dr.una

League Festival early in February.

Applicants are asked to choose their play

before contacting the Drama Guild

either in writing or by telephone nl 327.

in 1962. U of T sales amounted to

Memorial University,

$4,190, Dalhousie, S4,455, and

McMaster, $3,868.

EDMONTON: Four staff members

of the University of Alberta were

For Dry Cleaning and

Shirt Laundering

SERVICE. QUALITY. CONVENIENCE
O.ir Store at 314 Barrie Street Near Princess Is Convenient

and Anxious To Serve You
Same Day Service on Request

In by 10 a.m. Ready by S p.m.

Save 20^0 by Using Our Services at Leonard Hall

Available to All Students

Dial 548-4407

FOR PICKUP & DELIVERY SERVICE

Cleland & Flindall

SHIRT LAUNDERERS
851 Princess Street

Monday, November 1 8th.

The charge arose when the

sors tried to read a statement

the city council meeting calling
f"*

proles

the resignation of Mayor WiUij

Hawrelak on the grounds that h
was unfit to hold public office

Students have been picketing

city hall in recent weeks and ex{v;q

to hold future demonstrations,
fh

professors pleaded not guilty

were released on $1,000 bail.

DRY CLEANERS
314 Barrie Street

Hotel La Salle

Dine ln the Famous Colony Room

Specialising in

Delicious Charcoal Broiled Steaks

Direct from Our Dining Rom Grill

Special Arrangements for Banquets & Dances

Bagot & Princess 548-3361

All cllainonds look dazzling at first

glance but only an expert jeweler can

tell a dinnioncl's true value. Cut, bril-

liancy, color, clarity and weight are all

important. We liavc the scicniific in,-

struments as well as the knowledge and

reputation lo Kelp you make tVie right

diamond choice.

KINNEAR D'ESTERRE
diomond merchonts 168 Princess St.

The

Ltheorde.

(J
points

Science

Science

There doe

fortheothe:

.„De right

next
abc

SCM Eats Suppei

Then Talks
At the first of two SCM supp;,

meetings to be held this term,
;

delighted group of 50 students

an excellent supper and then p^,.

ticipated in a discussion on Wh^,

is the C in SCM? Dr. A. J, Col;,

man, head of the Mathematics Dj.

partment, chaired a student paiui

which invesiigatdd the dilficuii

realm of the meaning of Christianiii

Moira Beattie asserted that Lb;

Christian, and m particular its

SCM'er, must seek to relate hinisell

to the community of learning in

which he finds himself, and to coni-

municate his faith in the languag
]

of the university. She quoted Dr,

Ed. Dirks, an emminent theologian

who had spoken at a national SCM

conference. Peter Taylor outline

a criterion to be applied to any

institution in order to determin;

whether or not it is a ChrisiiM

organization: it must enconrag;

personal relationships at their mm
fundamental level. He quoted

Honest to God to show that Ibis

criterion is equivalent to saying thai

our relation to God through Chriil

is personal. John Berry admitled

that the SCM is a fun-loving move-

ment and said that this is a mani-

festation of the new religionless

Christianity. It is not enough jusiio

go to church on Sunday: we muii

worship God in our every act, and

any action acquires significance ii

we do it to the glory of God.

Tim Merrett attempted unsuccesi-

fully to shoot down Peter Taylor's

criterion by applying it to the SCM.

He was forced to conclude that lbs

movement is noi really Christian ami

that SCM should stand for Studeni

Courting Movement. Aroe Jenssi"

was the only speaker under

allotted minute. He said that n

organization can only be ChrisH^

by virtue of die Christians in i'.

he called the SCM a company

glad fools, or, at worst, of brilliJ^'

idiots. Burt Frerichs asserted th^J

the SCM was Christian by virtue

its being an open movement wIik

welcomes membership from

creeds. He supported this by q"*'

ing Nietzsche who says dial

Christian is one who doesn't kflO"

what Christianity is, and wh^J

essence is his humanity, in which

is really the same as everybody el^^

Dr. Coleman summarized w
^

the amusing story of his own

encounter with the SCM wbe"
^

was an agnostic at U. of T., and Uif

^

led a lively discussion, which
\^

finally forcdd lo conclude

promises of a return to same top

next week.
^,

No dishes were broken, afd

49c. price and the good food "-^^

a welcome relief to residence e

hunting a Sunday meal.
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l^iramural Scene
QUEEN'S JOURNAL

The
intraniural Bews Trophy

din^a have changed in the

week—di'astically. Science

, jumped up in the standings

'"Ymnts. Standings are:

Science '66 21,343

Science '65 19,406

There doesn't
seem to be much

in
recording the standings

f\he other years, as they seem

fbe right out of the race—the

fest
closest years, A '67 and A

'

jjj-e
about 7 or 8 thousand

iiits
behind. The only apparent

json for this sudden jump

;ms to be participation points

for example, in doubles horse-

hoes,
which was just completed,

j5[ries from these two science

,gars
formed over 75^0 of the

Dial
entries, and even though

lif,
tournament was won by A

I
participation points amassed

, fhe two science years swepl

em out of reach of all other

mpetitors in the Bews stand-

The tennis doubles tournam^
has finally been completed—in
an all A '65 final Bruce Corneil
and Pete Annis trounced defend-
ing champions Roy Henning and
Pete Scully by scores of 6-1,6-1,
8-6. In the semi-finals Corneii
an Annis eleminated Don McKin-
ley and Bemie James (Sc '65)

and Henning and Scully defeated
Cedric Anderson and Don Brock
A '65.

? Sportsboar

Rugger
iueen s were:

Sunday evening, Dec. 1, the
Queen's Rugger Club will hold its

semi annual meeting at 7:30. This
meeting, to be (held in Leonard
Hall East House Common Room,
will see the election of a new slate

o£ officers for nes± season. The
positions up for grabs are: presi-

dent ( and captain ) , vice-presi-

dent (and vice-captain), secretary-

treasurer, manager and entertain-

ment and publicity chairmen.

luimbnail Skctehe
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ier the

that a"
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jdy els*

:d ^V'**

vheti li'

indtlif"

icU
^^-^^

1^

jfj/Ziii."

CO'"''"*

ffS" 160 lbs. center,

bails from Toronto, grad-
^ from Queen's in 1961 with
H.E. He taught high school for

^ and now has come back to
*^'s to enter the Law Faculty,

lias previously played in
'H a. Senior league and had

^ ^vith St. Mikes in Jr. B.
^ captahi of ilhe Gaels this
in his first season.

Levana placed fourth in the
Intercollegiate Swim Meet at To-
ronto, Nov. 22 & 23.

Although fourth might not
evoke any jubUalion from you
fans (?) back home, Levana is
still to be congratulated because
this is the first time in four
years that Queen's Women have
entered a complete swim team
m an intercollegiate meet,
The results for

Diving:

Sally Brice-7 out of 9

Pam Quarters-8

Synchronized:

Strokes and Figures

Sue Cheshire-6 out of 9

Solo

Sue Cheshire-5th out of 5

Trio

Carol Palmer, Judy Wes-
tern, Doris Heffron-3rd

out of 5

Speed:

200 yards free style relay

Stephanie Kadzielawa,

Sandy Buclcingham, Diane

Walker and Pat Finline-

4th out of 6

100 yards free style

Carolyn Pasco-3rd out of 6

50 yards backstroke

Pat Finhne-3ixl out of 6

50 yards freestyle

Cecilia Leslie-5th out of 6

100 yards individual medley

Sandy Buckingham - 2nd

out of 6

200 yards free style relay

Carolyn Pascoe, Diane

Walker and Pat Finline-

3rd out of 6

Overall score:

Toronto placed fh-st in the meet

Intramural News

:

Badminton Singles Winner-
Sue Carharis, Arts '67.

Runner Up
Arts '65.

Barb Lang;!

Volleyball National Referee
Rating Course—practices dai-

ly from Dec. 2-5.

Theoi-y Exam Dec. 6 (Fi-idii

4:30.

Remite Monday, Dec. 9, 4

Practical Exam Tuesday, D
10, 7:00-9:00.

by Brian Bailey

Journal Sports Editor

I AGREE that the Intercollegiate Football League should change its rules to read "the championship
shall be aw^ded to the -earn finishing first after the six game schedule" in order to pave the way for possibi?
national finals wh.ch are .mpracfcal if delayed by the possible post season play-off which invariably results.

I AGREE that one official all star team should be chosen at the end of each season rather than die
t\vo or three that appear separately in the larger Toronto papers and in the college bi-weekUes. At present-
it seems that the most acceptable of these is the one which is operated withm the universiUes and chosen by
Uie coaches only—that—the one which QJ printed last issue.

i universiUes* national athletic association started plannmg for near
AGREE that it is time dial th

future national football play-offs and that the National Fitness CouncU shoidd afford its support-monetarv
support-to this deservmg and at-iast-due annual event. St. Francis X's Atlantic Bowl win further proves
ttie necesMty for immediate action on the subject.

I AGREE, however, that entirely too much emphasis is placed on football on this campus in par-
ticular and that if Queens spint is true spirit it would not end at mid-November but would carry on to
sports hke hockey and basketbaU. But support quite apparently does not go beyond Oie wild Saturday
football afternoons of fall, with their excuse for drmikenness and sheer hell raising. Consequently since the
students of this University neither desire nor deserve teams in any other sport to the extent that Uiey wiU show
It by their attendance—then these sports should be abolished.

-a league in which other

Doug Cdnningham - 6*0", 200 lbs.

defense.

Doug is from Kingston, but he

attended Western University from

which he graduated last year. This

year he is in first year law. Pre-

viously to this year he played 3

years with Western.

ti Slie lEar
^ Editor. Journal:

^ Tuesday's issue of the
'^'e was an article which, by

it expressed, led me to

'I
^at it had been written

^^fnt or an anarchist . . . .

,
^ plain to everyone that

IS
suggesting two extreme

,

°f action. We either must
^'idreds of babysitting con-

.
one kind or another or

^ '0 be left completely free

'
. Mike says that

3 personal matter and

m "rai or criminal. Mike, do

,, - Lee Oswald' excess

r V o u r sufficient

' acquit him? . . . .

post - stealing is moti-

Mii . ^^*'SS closely akin to

he p
/^°ved the Saints to

J°^<^
Station in this city

^Z^^^ Night hi 1962, What-
you want to give for

yjf-stealing is stupid, im-

(j,

sal and just plain damn
• If he dares to sug-

1 f. \ "Mther share of the

purj be set aside for goal-

5.'^ent,IshaUstartpay-

^'^esonapay-as-I-go

basis .... If this opinion is print-

ed there will no doubt be a flood

of maO from bold, sophisticated

students who will accuse me of

everything from Puritanism to

membership in the Klu Klux Klan.

Such bigotry, if and when it occurs,

will confirm tiie fact that these

people have been too mentally-

befogged or too lazy to bofier to

attempt to refute the argument.

—A HEAnniCK

Eorroii's Note: Letter excerpted

due to lack of space.-B. Bailey

EnrroR's Comment; Argument

McGill second

Western third

Queen's fourth

OAC fifth

McMaster sixth

All intercollegiate practices

end this Saturday, Nov. 29; the

gym will be open, and one-half

of the gym is reserv^ed for a free

basketball practice from 4:30 to

5:30.

I AGREE that if we are to keep the above mentioned teams in diis le:

umversilies so obviously employ the same recruiting fervour of which we are accused durmg the erid
season—theu we should consider the same alternatives that the Sports Editor of die Dal Gazette presents
to his readers: Either (1) We should wididraw from the leagues where we are so obviously and wiUingly put
at a disadvantage by our lack of rccruiUng; or (2J We should stay firmly in the league—and firmly make
efforts to draw some of the talent which at present is grabbed up quickly by the powerhouses in the league
this is tfie only alternaiive to abandoning these sports.

I AGREE that tlie Intramural Sports programme cannot consider itself beyond criticism until it oves
Bews hockey time at least ihe preference in the Jock Harty Arena over citj^ league games which are played
at the most advantageous limes avaUable. I am told diat the only arrangement available at present
league to operate between 11:00 p.m. and midnight. Tlie Jock Harty is a Queen's Arena —
Queen's men get preference?

I AGREE that tlie Queen's Hockey Gaels have possibilities this season—but that these have akeadv
been exaggerated. To say diat Queen's has better calibre players than the local Junior team is premature
Gaels 6-2 victory over the Junior Fronts was a win over a team lacking a key player on each of its forward
lines. I'U wait till a real game to throw my support towards the Moonmen.

How agreeable can I get?

is a "B"

shouldn't

niDii A (ifiiiii mu
Dear Mike: Yours in proffered friendship.

It was a good article. Thanks Don MacKenzie.

for taking the trouble to research Ed. Comment: Thank you for your
the subject. "Goalpost-napping"

must remain for me a phenomenon

of questionable morality and as a

theological student (not a Theo- '

an honest person,

logian, not yet anyway), I would

find it difficult to accept in toto,

your suggestion that "Moral values

are a personal, not collective pro-

perty."

letters. It was certainly a pleasure

to be able to contest this matter

Mr.

MacKenzie and I have each reach-

ed a personal solution — the m-
tention of my article — and I would

be proud to accept his friendship.

—M. E. FirroN

purely for the sake of argument} achieved this in the last issue, tJte

(see above, last sentence) is de-^. case is closed,Will someone equally

pressing and interminable. Pre- . quibbling as Mr. Headrick please

sentations of facts and personal rise and contest this letterP—M. E.

opinions are sttfficieni, and, as I Fitton

In response to a rather confus-

ing and ineffectual letter addres-
sed to me concerning the man-
agement of the intriimural teams
of Arts '65, I wish lo make the
following comments.

You are taking a rather imper-

ious stand in asserting that par-

ticipation in the Bews progi-am is

for individual sports only and
that the team sports are for a

few peopfe here who happen to

know the right persons. It sounds

as if you ai'e saying "Go out and

participate! We want your points

in individual sports but don't

bother about the team sports you

haven't a chance anyway." You

say that it sounds as if I am
just throwing sour apples, but
if you had done a little bit of in-

vestigation (as I did), you would
have no logical basis for making
such brash and completely un-
founded accusations.

As for being constructive, a
few impartial decisions when
teams are being chosen and a
fair rotational system would go
a long way.

Still teed off.

Bews Editor's comment — We
feel that the letter in the last

Journal answers this letter also,

so no further comment mil be
offered.

SliimcB* Olljurcl]

-Holy ConnuuuioD.

:00 11.m.—Holy Communion

7;00p.m,—Evening Proycr.

8:15 p.m.—Coffee Hour

Prenclier:

Jolin Snvftrithmu

^nbretu'a

|3reB[igferiiin (filjuicli

Princess & Clergy Sts.

Rev. Mm V. Putnam. BA.,
Minfalcr

Dircclar of Praise.

Brian Start, ABCCO,
SUNDAY SERVICES

11.00 n.ni.—MominiT Wordiip
Sermon: 'I BELHiVE IN GOD'
7,00 p.m.— Prcpnriilory Ser-

vice.

Sermon: "SELF - EXAMINA-
TION".

7.30 p.m.—"Rntlio Ministry'"

cj;.L.c.

8,15 p.m.—Youth FeUow-sliip

TUESDAY. 7.30 p.m.

Fnn-er and Bible StnJv Hour

COME AND WORSHIP

till! ill 111 ere |;initc&

11;(>0 a.m.—'TAo Antwer Ad-

vent Givcj."

7:30 p.m,—"trften Ood Took

A Rhk".

(3) "Can Faith Heal

ihe Sick?"

8:15 p.m.—Ori^n RcclUl.

A Very Cordial Invitation

To AS Queen't SiudmU.

Bark's

Siutlferau (Gliurrli

SUNDAY WORSHIP
9:30 a.m.

11:00 a.m.

7:30 p.m.

L,S.M, meets following Veapers

"Open MeetinE"

Two blocks N,E. of stadium

Comer of Earl & Viclorin Sts.

Rev. Roy Oswald
(Lutheran Student Chnplain)

Phone 542-7134

^Ii itrft Qlhurcli

0: 15 a.ui.—In the Chapel: The
&icrnineut of thv Lord'^

Supper. (The chnpel is

reached by the door at

(lie rear of the chuah
on Wiliani Street.)

1 1 IKI Jim.—Divine Sfr\'icc.

STAND UP AND BE
COUNTEDI

Mr. Davidson nnll preach at all

sen"icc3.

7:30 p.m.-Belip'ous Ferspoc-
Hves in Today's Novel:

3. Hugh MacLennan's
Tlie W:\tdi That Ends
the Night",

8:30 p.m.—YouUl Fellowship
in the Cburch House.
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In French Canada

THE CAULDRON BOILS
In the past two or three years, we

have been told that "we are witnessing

a "break-up of national unity", or

passing through a "crisis of Confed-

eration". Quebec has come alive, and

haa started to make Important de-

mands on the federal government.

The spectre of separation lurks in the

background, rather hazily for most

of us. To all this, the English Cana-

dian reaction has been either stu-

died ignorance, or theoretical criti-

cism of some of the arguments pre-

sented to us. We have not yet under-

stood, nor have we attempted to un-

derstand, the real implications of the

currents now flowing in Quebec

There is much to deplore in their

present attitudes - the emphasis on

past sins of English Canada, the cyni-

cism towards the present good inten-

tions of many English Canadians, the

emphasis on their own province of

Quebec, and lack of concern with the

rest of Canada. But this aUitade «

mr own fault. We have ckaUenged the

existence of the French CaTuidum

culture eo many times that we cannot

criticize their jyresent pre-occupatdon

joith that culture. Admittedly, this

makes the dialogue more difficult

since we are trying to reconcile two

different value systems. It -would be

easier if both groups were equally

conunitted to the maintenance of the

present Confederation, but we can-

not accuse the French-Canadians of

bad faith in not sharing this value

witti us.

Besides questioning their good

faith, some segments of English-spea-

king Canada have reacted by whist-

ling through the grave-yard. "After

all," they say, "French-Canadians are

practical people, and when they real-

ize what a price they would have to

pay in their sUndard of living, they

would never separate." Many French-

Canadians now profess themselves

wilUng to pay the price, because, in

their estimation, it isn't very high.

Whether or not they would find out

afterward that tJiey had underestir

mated, the fact remains that people

act on the basis of what they thinU

they know at the moment.

In other words, we are dealing with

a social movement. This movement

is feeding on a history of pressure

against the French-Canadian culture,

and on the frustation and discontent

caused by the upheavels which indus-

trialism has brought to Quebec. The

aspirations of Quebec now have a

symbolic value far beyond the actual

gains or losses they might carry with'

them. The ignorance of English Can-

ada, due in part to the past silence of

our neighbours, has allowed this caul-

dron to reach the boiling point. Be-

cause their aspirations never threat-

ened us before, we were never forced

to attempt to reconcile them with our

own.

Those French-Canadian students

we met at Laval who were not separa-

tists are ahnost as afraid of the re-

lease of the force of such a move-

ment as we are ourselves. The results

of the release of the force of such a

movement are unpredictable. Fascism,

persecution of English people in Que-

bec, retardation of economic or educa-

tional development could all be the fin-

al outcomes of this. It is for this rea-

son that even the moderates feel they

must maintain a position of leader-

ship so that they could direct the

movement, should it ever be trigger-

ed. We have been accustomed to con-

sider "good French-Canadians" all

those who think the same way we do.

Review

Z)ke One c4ct3

Queen's Drama Guild made a highly

successful season premiere Saturday

evening with three One Act plays.

The appreciative near capacity au-

dience elicited an excellent perfonn-

ance from the student cast. Plays by

de Ghelderode. Rick Malt, and Chek-

hov were featured.

The Women at the Tomb' by Michel

de Ghelderode. Flemish playwright

scarcely known in this hemisphere,

was thought provoking. Set in Jerusa-

lem, on good Friday, he presented a

full spectrum of religious experience,

attacking the phoney and exalting the

genuine. Director Pol Chantraine ob-

tained vitality and meaning from each

member of his large cast. Alita Wise

depicted the midwife very well. After

a difficult beginning Jane Vickers

brought the part of Magdalene to life

in a scene of passion and excitement.

And Victoria Watters in modem dress

as POate's Wife crystallized pseudo-

sophistication.

It was a bold production, but diffi-

cult. Chantraine failed to emphasize

the play's turning point, and was

either confused or indiscriminate in

exploiting costumes and make-up.

REMEMBER THE CHAMELEON

Remember The Chameleon by Riclf

Malt, Queen's budding play-wright

was a slick satire on American com-

mercialism. The Chameleon, a lizard

capable of changing its colour, refers

to a playwright who seeks the truth

about advertising, but joins the firm

he set out to exp(«e. The topic is time-

worn, and the treatment glib, candy

wrapper style. But Malt's dialogue

was fluid and humorous. Ilsa Tiltens'

direction was dynamic, but overem-

phasized the adman, George Alkin-

son, at the expense of the playwright

Larry Santa. If Mjalt had decided bet-

ween satire and light entertainment,

the play would have been better. But

the piece was well received and he

shows promise.

A MARRIAGE PROPOSAL

A Marriage Proposal, Anton Chek-

hov's light entertainment, was set in

a Russian drawing room. Natalya^

(Alison Gordon) is sought in marriage

by her elderly neighbour, Lomov

(David Glassco), but their accord is

threatened by petty but heated argu-

ments. All ends well, however. Robert

Schwab's direction was competent,

although Glassco looked twenty years

younger than the dialogue dictates.

The acting was the best of the even-

ing. Peter Tams portrayed the father

well, with his well-timed asides and

repetitions of "and so on and so

forth." David Glaasco's tuning was

excellent too—his muscular spasms

and voice control paced the play.

Alison Gordon was the standout; her

timing, grace, and natural ability de-

lighted the audience.

The three plays, in fact, were quite

good, and were a propitious start of

student drama. All involved should be

commended.

Remember—next week the Drama

Club's major presentation this term

—

Duerrenmatt's The Visit, directed by

Fred Euringer. It promises to be con-

troversial.

No longer could a "good French Can-

adian" in this sense maintain his lead-

ership in Quebec. Uncle Louis-ism.

like Uncle Tom-ism among American

negroes, is no longer acceptable to

the elites in Quebec

l-Yench-Canadian Iead(ers have a

responsibility not to maintain this

leadership by taking over the extreme

positions. Issuing ultimatums, and

raising expectations that cannot he

fulfilled is irresponafible flirting with

a powder keg. In this regard, it should

be noted that Premier Lesage's recent

press conferences have been states-

manlike. Instead of making threats,

he has expressed satisfaction in the

statements of federal cabinet mini-

sters, has refused to publicize the

statements of Premier Bennett by

commenting on them, and has expres-

sed confidence in the outcome of this

week's federal - provincial conference.

It is this very confidence that Que-

bec'ers have not felt towards the fed-

eral govej-nme7it recently that lias to

be re-established. Mr. Lesage is cer-

tainly contributing to this re-estab-

lishment. It is now up to the other

provincial leaders and to the federal

government to justify this confidence.

To do this English-Canadian opinion

will have to be informed of the neces-

sity to accept possible decentraliza-

tion, and separate bi-Iateral agree-

ments between Ottawa and Quebec

with regard to Quebec participation

in federal social welfare plans. In

short, English-speaking Canadians

will have to be made to realize that

Quebec is not "une province comme Ira

autres".

To insist on centralized institutions

at this time would be the surest way

to wreck the chances of Canada's sur-

vival. Institutions cannot precede the

existence of a sense of community;

they follow from it. French-Canadiam

will not develop a sence of community

with us unless we are willing to accede

to some of their most pressing aspira-

tions. When they cease to feel a threat

to their culture they might be more

able to appreciate arguments proceed-

ing from other grounds.

BOl Irrine

EDITOR'S NOTE: Jlfr. Irvine, who

was a delegate to the Laval Confer-

CTice informs us that he is wUling to

discuss the topic of French Canadian

nati&iwXism with any club that desires

such a discussion. He may be reached

in Leonard Hall at ext. 605.

^LEAVER^
Our local glorious radio stations have come in for a great deal of

criticism in the 'Utters' section of the Whig Standard. All of it is deserved,

They hit a new low early this week, just to show us they" were capable of

even greater depths. Monday night we were subjected to hour upon hour

of "make-out" music, hotel-elevator music. Why? Well, the proprietors

felt that we shouldn't have the usual rock-and-roU and other crnp, because

of the death of President Kennedy. And so, ^vith great P^ety, they present^

us with Ray Anthony and Connie Francis and Johnny Mathis. No one

seemed to have the intelligence to realize that slow music is not necessarily

appropriate. And, of course, there was the usual full complement of com-

mercials and a number of reminders that ordinary programming would

resume on Tuesday. (Bear with us while Bobby Vinton sings a sad aoug,

and then we'll reaUy rock it up tomorrow.)

For the mass media there are three possible reactions to the horror of

Friday and the days after. One is the full-day news coverage policy of soroe

of the American radio stations. Another is the policy of some of the Ameri-

can radio stations programming religious music. The third is the busmess-

as-usual policy of the CBC. which decided to televise football games, at

the same time as it attempted to keep abreast of the nightmare in the U,y.

while some might quarrel with the last, I think it can be justified. On.

thing that many people have learned from the events of the last week u

that life goes on. But, there is no excuse for the utter tastelessness of

CKWS and CKLC, which in their hypocrisy have cheapened the sincere

grief of thousands—and patted themselves on the back for it.

In contrast, the Americans, whom we frequently condemn on just

grounds, have a right to be damned proud. Anyone v/ho sat, as I did in

front of a television set all weekend, could hardly help but be impressed-

and movted-by the sympathy and taste with which the story was pr^ented,

and the grace and pride which characterized the reactions of all bu a fe«

of the Americans we saw. Rarely did the television coverage, walking a

thin line, stumble into the area of tastelessness. We perhaps could have

done without a detailed description of bloody nylons and back-seats; perhaps

the widow of a Dallas policeman should have been given P"^.^-

we were prilvileged to be able to see the nation rallying behind its ne^

Presidght; we were privUedged to witness the nation's reaction to the death

of a much-loved man-a desire not to avenge his death, but rather to

honour in deed his memory.

Some faces and scenes stand out: the immense courage and dignity

of Mrs. Kennedy, the weary but proud face of Dean Rusk greeting visitm

heads of state, the riderless horse, the maudlin but el^^^/^t speec^^^^^

L Mansfield the horror on the dying face of Lee Oswald, the thoughtful

tes o^ ordinary citizens deploring Oswald's murder, the blank nghtoou.

ness on the face of the woman who says "I believe m an eye for an eye.

We are better for seeing them all.

Charley Gordon

CCLLD yCL IMAGINE:
Prime Minister Campbell debauched?

The Journal intelligently controversitd?

Registrar Royce drunk?

Journal Editor Ware intelligent . . . ly controversial?

Rod McLeod?

— from the Editor of Nonsense

Diefenbaker: Newman's Renegade

Don Carmicheal

Renegade in Power: The Diefen

baker Years—by Peter C. Newman,

McClelland and Stewart ($7.50).

The first printing of this book was

sold out immediately; 25,000 more

copies are now on order; it is selling

faster than any other Canadian book

in the history of this country. Why?

I think the main reason for its suc-

cess is that this book fills a void which

has existed until recently in the cur-

rent affairs literature of Canada. It

provides us all, whether partisans or

political by standers, with an alive,

exciting, yet excellently documented

and objective account of a period of

Canada's political life still fresh in our

minds. The book has appeared at a

time when the political future of its

central figure is soon to be resolved

on the convention floor of his party's

national rally. The book provides an

objective basis on which Conserva-

tives may judge their leader and cast

their ballot.

This is how G. V. Ferguson, Editor

of the Montreal Star, has described

the book: "It tells how this politician

(John Diefenbaker) rose to the sum-

mit, what he did when he got there,

and how he fell. Newman believes the

story is one, fundamentally of failure,

because of the limitations of Diefen-

baker's mind and spirit. He had

fought so long and so hard to get to

the top that, paradoxically, he re-

mained leader of the opposition when
he was Prime Minister. The creation

of long-term, constructive policies was

subordinated to the techniques of sus-

picion, distrust and temporary politi-

cal gain which had served him well

until he won. He was like a man in

business who concentrates only on

the fast buck."

The pages of Mr. Newman's book

echo again the great debates and scan-

dals of our times: the pipeline debate,

the fiasco at Accra, the Coyne affair,

"the nuclear virgin who never was",

the unsuccessful cabinet coup, and

Mr. Diefenbaker'a defeats at the polls.

Newman includes numerous examp

of the former Prime Minister's del

^

erate lies, cheap tactics and ini^

siveness. ^ ,,

In addition to Mr. Diefenbaker, IN^

^

man treats in some detail those

worked with bim from 1957 to

Davie Fulton, Donald Fleming, Gson

Hees, Allister Grosand, Olive Tnet

baker, and many othera.

The author, well known as a

entator and author, is at present

tor for National Affabs of McLe^

Magazine. His long years of close
^

sociation with Canadian po'iticia^^

a member of the Parliamentary

Gallery have given him the int' .

knowledge of the Ottawa Scene wn

the pages of his book exhiirits-

"Renegade in Power" is one oi

most enjoyable books I have read-
^

anyone even remotdy interest^^j

current affairs it will provide a u
^

fascinating and valuable acco""

Canadian politics today.

Peter
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MS Plans Health

BEVERIDGE BEVERAGE

The Queen's Uaiversity Student

Health Insurance Plan is a Diag-

nostic, Surgical, and Medical

Health Care Programme set up

by the Abia Mater Society to

give financial support to the stu-

dents of the University in case of

sickness or injury, and to provide

:i medical service and preventilive

medicine measures.

The preventilive measures in-

clude chest X-rays, innoculations,

etc. The services include a medi-

cil office open every day, staffed

by a physician, a "resident", and

a nurse.

The insurance itself covers the

cost of most surgical operations

and most physicians' fees. The

present system receives $6.50 per

year of which $4.00 goes ,to the

insurance company underwriting

the plan, and $2.50 goes to defray

the cost of medical services.

Last Spring the Alma Mater

Society Executive, feeling that the

present plan was inadequate, re-

echanical High Jump Answers

of the Aid Problemsany
[Foreign aid was the topic of

cussion at the Queen's United

^tions' Club meeting last Friday

Inlernalional House. John
pisicr and Dave Dodge presented

methods of foreign aid to

ferdeveloped countries.

Isbisfcr outlined the conven-
Dal approaches to the develop-

I" of underdeveloped natons.

tile present power struggle,

||aid, political aims predominate

much foreign aid is given
•^tly for purposes of propa-
s. Tliis results in bilateral

'
no' multilateral aid. The dis-

niage of bilateral aid is the

of co-ordination among the

^Ei\'ing countries,

praliy. an agency such as the

Nations, with an overall

"'^'tiic plan, should control
"^'^ aid such that it will be

^ o'l in an orderly manner,
however, is not possible.

J'^'"fies are not willing to throw
"'oiey into one big pot from

11 will be distributed, for

E^' no credit for their dona-

f'est system is a combina-
"f these two methods, such as

I ^'-c in the Colombo Plan
/Alliance for Progress. In

^"^ is distributed in an

organized fashion and each country

gets the recognition which it wants.

Dodge broke from this approach

and followed the lines laid down

by Robert Theobald, a consulting

economist with the United Nations.

Dodge said that with increasing

mechanization, a point will be

reached in the future where all

our immediate needs are satisfied.

Theobald advises that under-

developed nations be jumped from

their present stale to a state of

intense mechanization.

This method would let these

nations skip over the stages of

suffering in between which we are

now experiencing. Capital is so

efficient, he said, that capital, with

a few computer technicians, can

produce more output than any

otlier form of labour. As this

equipment comes into use, the

countries' economies will expand

so rapidly that they will soon reach

the desired point. Thus, the costs

of developing such a country will

be reduced greatly from present

costs, which we really cannot

afford.

For anyone who is interested in

this topic, the U.N. Club and the

World University Service Com-
mittee will be holding a confer-

ence on it in mid-January.

quested a Medical Committee to

investigate the plan and make
recommendations. The commit-
tee recommended several changes.

Firstly, under our present plan

there is no coverage for any type

of mental health. Any student

seeking psychiatric help must do
so on his own, at his own expense.

As was pointed out at last year's

conference on "Student Mental

Health", there is a rising incidence

of mental ill-health among the

university population. Most other

Canadian and American univer-

sities have coverage for mental

care—but not Queen's.

Secondly, this plan is only effec-

tive during the university term and

usually undergraduate and gradu-

ate students have no coverage

whatsoever during .the summer
vacation. Families of attending

students are not covered at all.

Surely these and other aspects

of our Student Health Plan must

be reformed without delay! With
this in mind, the Alma Mater
Society Executive, in conjunction

with the Medical Faculty and Uni-

versity Administration, has set up
a committee to process plans for

a complete revision of our present

Student Health Insurance Plan.

The progress of .this committee

will be reported to the students in

the near future. Any suggestions

or constructive criticism will be

gratefully accepted. Please write

to:

Robert M. MacMilian,

Chairman,

Queen's Health Insurance,

Kingston General Hospital,

Kingston, Ontario.

The only one of its kind

in Canada

THE TOILET BOWL

SATURDAY, JAN. 18

SNOWBALL WEEKEND

Just two weeks after the

American Bowls,

ATTENTION GIRLS

OF LEVANA!

Professors Evans, Shortliffe

and Hamm of the French

Dept, will be dining at Ban
High Hail on Wed., Dec. 4 at

6 p.m. Tliose interested in

meeting .diese professors in-

formally after dinner are asked

to come to Ban Righ Common
Room about 6.45.

PHONE 618-nai, LOCAL 829 No. 21

Political thought in this country

seems to be somewhat fixated on
the problem of how quickly we can

dismember this federal system of

ours. This is all done in the inter-

ests of greater efficiency, or of

"saving Confederation" . . . and

step by step we do our best to turn

this nation (or nations) into a sort

of customs union.

Provincial premiers turn up in

Ottawa wanting more money,

wanting more responsibilities; now
they even want to be consulted

before the federal government

announces changes in central

economic policy. They are led by

the rampaging forces of Quebec

nationalism, which not only wants

more money, but wants to take

from the central government many
of Uie economic controls it now
exercises. Throughout, there is the

somewhat questionable assumption

that the provincial governments

are "closer" to the people, and

better qualified to handle their

problems.

Over all hangs a spectre of

doom: the possibility of the dis-

integration of Confederation. What
if Quebec just won't accept what

we have lo offei? We shudder at

the thought, and timidly toss

another bone of appeasement to

tlie growling monster of provincial

autonomy. Even the federal

government is on the run.

What we need at the moment is

a good strong movement for

centralism. I would be the last one

to pretend that our federal struc-

ture is perfect, or lliat tlie central

government hasn't made same
rather unwise intrusions into pro-

vincial areas. By alt means let's

abandon this ridiculous municipal

loan fund; let's ^ve pensions and
even family allowances back to the

provinces. if they want ihem. Let's

increase grants to the provinces by
S7 million dollars, or by 870
million dollars, or whatever Ihey

need to carry out their services.

But whatever we do, let's not

allow the central government to

gjve up its basic fiscal and

monetary controls over the

economy.

In all our talk about binational-

ism and regionalism, we perhaps

forget that this country has an

average unemployment level of

seven per cent of the working

force, and that over one quarter

of our population is living in con-

ditions of intolerable poverty.

Whatever the solutions to these

problems are, it's a cinch that no
province is capable of putting them

into effect by itself. Federal fiscal

poh'cy (taxation, expenditure, and
deficits) has not perhaps been as

successful as we miglit have hoped,

but this is no reason lo give up.

The answer is to use more effec-

tively the tools that die federal

government has, not to destroy

their effectiveness by dividing them
out among the provinces.

Anyone who doubts this should

consider how much excess demand
tlie province of Nova Scotia could

generate by budgeting for a deficit.

The answer is just about none at

all, because Nova Scotia is so

closely connected with the rest of

the country. And anyone who
thinks that the economic policies

of the ten provinces can be effec-

tively co-ordinated ought to read
the newspaper reports of the pro-
ceedings at any dominion-provin-
cial conference. The day that

Premier Bennett Is willing to

forego some immediate pohtical

(See ConfeJeraiiori, Page 4)

VENEZ CELEBRER NOEL
en franfais

Une soiree de chansons folk-

loriques et de Noel

Rafraichissements

Jeudi le 5 dccembre a 8 heure

ARTS CLUB ROOMS
Le frangais

Cercle

I the

FILM SHOWING

"HARP OF BimMA"

at ELLIS MALL

THUllSDAY, DEC. 5, 1903

7 find 9 p.m.

Sponsored by CUCND

^''J looking for a "Who's Where"? If you haven't got one
J'oii may get it from any member of your year executive by

I ^tiling your year card. Graduate students may pick one up at

'adiiate Society Building for 25c. and members of the Faculty

Uieir copies at .the Post Office for 50c.

Tliis week's Glee Club present-

alion of "Ruddigore" offers to

both devotee and newcomer a most

enjoyable entry into tlie timeless

world of irresistible wit and

charming music created for us by

Messrs. Gilbert and Sullivan.

Travelled pianists may repine for

the formalized, almost ritual res-

ponse of an English audience, but

will find little to criticise across the

footlights.

The music receives the spirited

and careful handUng one has

grown lo expect from Dr. George,

and is nicely interwoven with

Ruddigore is Bloodigood
By TONY MARSHALL

singing. The colourful costiunes

will please even a nostalgic English

eye, while Terry McElroy's stage

management skillfully uses the

cramped stage space lo best advan-

tage. Despite the intractably

Byzantine surroundings of Grant

Hall, the sets (by Ron Niemi and

Al Malkin) avoid both the fussy-

ness and the insecurity which so

often ravage audience concentra-

tion. The challenge of the por-

trait transformation scene is pleas-

ingly met, while the cast execute

some tricky choreography and

stage business with nimble zeal.

A lively performance from John

Walker as the engagingly villanous

Bad Baronet, and a good, swagger-

ing portrayal of Richard Dauntless

from Wes Triplett, despite a rather

weak voice for his role. Tom
Tully provides a rather wooden
Robin Oakapple, but Sylvia Bou-
chard's Rose Raybud is as sweet

and vivacious as one could wish.

Margaret Gallalier strikes tlie right

note of eerie humour as Mad
Margaret, and clowns with irresist-

ible energy in team with John
Walker in the second act. Greg
Laughton makes a commanding
ghost as Sir Roderick, while

Angela Dalgleish and Ann Whit-

taker carry the lead roles among
the Professional Bridesmaids. Ruth
Ellis gives some good, clear

singing and proficient acting lo

her role as the formidable Dame
Hanna. Rest assured also that

the dreaded hurdle of the quick-

palter songs will be surmounted.

The evident enjoyment of the cast

adds that last, essential ingredient

to tlie traditional brew.

THE VISIT** - December 4.5.6-7
For tickets phone 327 or Union Ticket Bootli at noon
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EDITORIAL

The Hegemony of the Tory Aristocracy

Sir Alec Douglas Home said in his first speech in the House of Commons

as Prime Minister of England: "It is some time since I made a speech in the

house." It certainly is. The "honourable Earl has spent his time in recent years

in his ancestral home, or in circling the embassies of the world and sampling

their cliampagne. Britain, as it exists today, has passed liim by.

His 'appointment' as Prime Minister by Sir Harold McMUlan \V9s a

determined effort to polish tiie romantic image tliat the Tories like to give

to die people. Contrary to some of our opinions Sir Harold w'as not trying to

perpetuate the hegemony of the Scottish Aristocracy; he was trying to give

the country a cliivahous gentleman in whom they could reside tiheir dreams.

Fortunately for England a haid-headed man named Harold Wilson is

going to smash' this image, and become the next Prime Minister. He is a Iiard-

headed ruthless realist, \v4io has no use for romantic dreams at all. He is not a

very nice man, but he is what England needs.

He is going to smash the image in a number of ways. He is going to

reveal Sir Alec's profound ignorance of pohtical tactics and economic matters,

with his first-class wit he is going to ring circles around Sir Alecs (Oxford

certified) fourth-class mind.

He is going to succeed for a variety of very good reasons. The New England

can no longer respect the dreosns t3iat were until 1945 its common standing

ground. It is a nation of ordinary middle class people, and of a rising and

increasingly influential group of organisation men. These, as well as the workers,

are those to whom Wilson must and will appeal. These men are the foundation

of a new radical movement. The new movement has put behind it its old

disagreements on the question of nationahsation. It is movement v/hich is on

the rising tide.

SAND CASTLE

The sand castle of Toryism that it will sweep away deserves to be swept

away. The Keeler affair was not particularly awful because of its moral denials-

denials which are made in every country very day - but it is to be blamed

lor its absolute squalor, for the absolute absence of genuine feelings. The

..^sed and puny attempts by Profumo and then by Macmillan - with

that appalhngly hypocritical Denning report - further indicated the lengtlis

wliich an aheady derelict party would go to distort the truth for the sake of its

own image.

ONLY HOPE

Its only hope tliat the Bow Group, a band of progressive academics and

executives would gain control of tiie party. This hope was dashed when Mr.

Macleod, the man they most respected, refused to have a part in the Home

cabinet. Our noble Tories will regard this honest denial, for the sake of the

ultimate future of the Tory party, as dastardly disloyalty.

RORLVNTIC

Home was appointed Prime Minister because he epitomized a romantic

hope He was cliivalrous and honest, good at catching butterflies and making

gracious speeches in the U.N, He was ignorant of economic affairs, a Beld in

whidi Wilson was an accredited expert. He brought to power Selwyn Lloyd

whose only comment on the great economic reforms of 1961 was: "Damned

useless steps, I didn't agree, that's what come of cabinet government". When

labour le\'clled the income structure with their very high income tax and death

duties, they reckoned without the brilliimt law)'ers who have made a mockery

of these laws. Some people may deny that there are two nations in England

still. That is not true. There are two nations. The public schools are estabhshed

to perpetuate inequality.

TOO LATE

Douglas Home is relati^'ely ignorant of the great problems facing the

British Universities. Only 2 per cent of the British population gets a university

education. (Compared with 5 per cent in Canada). The ToriK' much vaunted

expansion plan came long after the need had grown enormoiis.

It was the Labour party who first rejected the idea of an Independent

deterrent for Britain. The Tories clung on to this idea, when they tried to

make the Polaris submarines part of an independent British force. This was a

])olicy that was already doomed. ^Mhen they did accept the necessary policy

they accepted it late and without enthusiasm, as is usually the case when they

reform,

A NEW NATION

Tlie new Labour party represents the now ferment in Britain to cretite

a New Britain, which we can honour for Wliat it really is. The grand visions

of Beaverbrook and Churchill have no meaning for the present generation. They

are awakening to the i att that they are a relatively small dependent nation, wliidh

in the hght of these facts will have to gain a new self-respect, a respect not

based on bullying and bribing, but on a united efficiency, a faith in a new

order, a determination to achieve eqiiality of opportunity in a country wllich has

traditionally denied this. In tlie new life of the Unversities, in tlieir music and

Jazz, in their fierce satires, and now business administration programmes we

see hope of a better, more tolerant nation, free of poverty and prejudice.

If yoQ wrere to ask why

there is so much 'apathy"

on this campus, I could

very easily tell you. If you

wanted to know why

(^leen's students divide all

tieir time between doing as-

signments and ha\'ing bash-

es, I coidd again tell you.

It is because Queen's stu-

dents are STUPID.

Just like students at every

other Canadian university.

It is not only the females

on this campus who are in-

tellectually dead. The real

student — who has discover-

ed something of value in his

field and wants to explore it

fartlier and relate it beyond

his field - is just as rare

among the males as among

females of the species.

Why do we never get farther

than our courses and our

SYSTEM
Because of the school

system. For thirteen years

we have been stepped on,

and our creative faculties

stunted, by underpaid (yet

r/ 7
'/ \

^^^^

^ /r -..

* /

;
.1 -mi^ //

"Of course I want peace; who doesn't? (Ha, Ho)

responsibility to the public to think of

. But I've got my

You Said it . , .

CUCND'S Predictable Shift

Editor, Journal,

The CUCND has finaUy

made its predictable shift

toward a more neutral

stand in the Cold War. In

their concern for hum-
anity they seem to ignore

the basic nature of the hu-

man situation in offering

alternatives to it. Wheth-

er we like it or not, the

world is divided in two.

There are people in the

Ea^ who have been

taught to hate us, and now
for their fear of the power

of our southern neigh-

bour, would smash us

without hesitation. Cana-

da can declare her neutral-

ity in the East-West an-

tagonism, but surely this

will not cause the other

side to reappraise her. It

will only serve to weaken

the western alliance and

demonstrate to the woi-ld

Canada's regard for her

commitments.

Can the CUCITO in all

its moralizing on the nuc-

lear predicament justify

letting the United States

protect U3 from our ene-

mies ? Though we can only

supply a token force to the

alliance our geographic

location is invaluable for

the deployment of troops

and missile pads for the

defence of North America^

The situation is danger-

ous as it stands. Any
serious solution must be

agreed upon by both sides,

however; this la the weak-

ness of the proposal put

forth by the CUCND. Its

solution is not only unsat-

isfactory ; it could backfire

in increasing the confiden-

ce of our opponents, The
CUCND is to be admired

for its concern for man in

its dangerous predicament

but at best, its solution to

the problem is idealistic.

At worst it is appease-

ment, a policy whose out-

come could be best des-

cribed by the late Nev-

ille Chaimberlain.

Wayne Cambell

Arts 64

Living Faith

Editor, Journal,

I want to thank Mr.

Stevens and Mr. Flood for

their replies to my letter.

Mr. Stevens mistakenly

sees Christianity as a system

of tHiought in conflict with

science. On the contrary,

they operate on different

levels, so to speak; Christ-

ianity does not claim to bo

able to build bridges. What
it does claim to do is to re-

store man to the proper re-

lationship with God. Christ

speaks to man as man, not

man as scientist, or politic-

ian, or labourer. This does

not involve holding two con-

tradictory principles simul-

taneously in separate mental

compartments. Instead, the

scientist may continue to

pursue his research with llie

necessary detachment while

at the same time having the

spiTit of Clurist in his heart.

This is tlie difference be-

tween "being conformed to

this world', and being 'trans-

formed'. A eood illustration

of this would l>e Albert Ein-

stein's answer to the ques-

tion, "What do vou think of

Biblical miracles?" He said,

"As a scientist I cannot ac-

cept them; as a man 1 can-

not deny them." He had

seen beyond a descrintion of

C^d's \vorking. which like

other statements is open to

question, to the God behind

die statement who cuts

through, as it were, parti-

cular statements about him,

who grasps the individual as

a man.

This leads me to comment

on Mr. Flood's letter. Both

Mr. Flood and Mr. Stevens,

as I understand them, are

denying the validity of a

credal faith, i.e. of a fattii in

a series of propositions laid

down by a church claiming

for them disine sanction.

Such is a second hand faith,

I agree. But where Mr.

Flood and I part company
is that I disagree that an in-

dividual can, by reason, de-

rive a faith in God. He may
derive a code of morahty to

nile his life by, but this code

can only be superficially ac-

centable. More rigorous rea-

son is bound to shoot it full

of holes. I am inclined to

think that there is no valid

code of moralit)' as such,

only behaviour emanating

from the guiding by Christ

professional) teache

in turn have had
before an arbitrary

g^j^

acting system whose
'

apparent ends are
efHci"

and standardization,
Cg

be blamed if under"
hammering we have

for the sake of passing
^

vincial exams, we hnvg i

tihe capacity to thini^.j,

our fault if Canada,

years, has produced
i

genius than the city of i^y
ence did in one during]

prime? (Or rather,
Canaj

lias presnjfmably proj^j

genius only to smother

her schools.)

Even so. the sibi^^

could be at least
p.-u

redeemed if the ur

were capable of kin

their students into
thouri

after the drenching impa

by the schools. But the
i

versities don't even try?]

stead — well, what do
i

do? Whv, they are

their best to go down

same drain the schools '.

gone downl ExpansionI
i

jective entrance tests!

ciencv! Standardization!
(

dear bourgeois middle <

have insisted that [oli

must go to sohool. {Bvi

way, that's what we call t

iversity now. ) So the xtrmt

sitv has to expand to

Johnny, whether it
'.

it or not ^- \^'HKTHE^

JOHNNY IS WOBTIf

OR NOT. So we h.ivr at^

of stupid Johnnies

campus,

GO HOME
The only thing is ib.n rf

j

body seems to have noti'u

that in tihis way do ynu i

only educate Johnny,

vou put him in tlie vny '

the minority of students

'

could get somewhere

really count. The civ

"Johnny must be ediioti

more than defeats itself.

So don't talk about apali

on this campus:

Freshman, go home!

at least until you have i

nrerciated the privilege

being in a universit)'-

Tim ^''f

of an individual

surrendered to him

pletely. And this ^^^i')']

assert that the basis nf '^j

is a confirmed daily

ence of the Livin^J^

being grasped and 1™

him. I cannot prove to f

this is the way thiii^f!^

only say - in Mr.

words 'it works".

William
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at 2:30 in llie Reading

of MacDonald Hall, the Law
'"""!'[^, unll hold its annual Moot

1^' Judge in the case ^vill be

« a^,, Justice
Kelly of the Court of
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Pivorced or Not Divorced
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of Ontaro. Participants are

''''"final
year students: John

'^^ni Alan Sullivan, Edgar Shane

'^"^Ken
^''''' stand for

app''"'^"^
'''"^^ ^^^^ ^'^^ "'^

,)iiJpii*''

This
yc^'" concerns a

. ^fcf.
action. The defendant

was married in Ontario and

rnoved to New York
b«H|lU'!ltl\

(I,,-
ivitli his \vife. After tvventv

returned to Ontario. Sh

New York for five more
iniiipil in

^irs
bef'ii'e .tjoing to Nevada. After

lut(!
resided there for six

ifliiths,
'^lie served notice on her

isbaiid
that she was taking

voice action against him.

^ divori^c was granted in Nevada

mt to the wishes of both

The defendant then inar-

Icindlij

thou

them

do tin «¥

" doit
i^'''

. .

»\vn
II

^ another woman in Ontano.

ols Is
second woman is the appellant

ioni 01
'''^ ^^^^ learned of

TOT,

IS.

Oil move like a girl...

alk like a girl...

i^celikeagirL

like a girl...

"^ypol be comfortable

J«
on difficult days?

^^Tampax internal

^^'tary protection.

aren't even aware

^•^'^e wearing it!

'^'APAy ^orporaiionLimiied
•^/X Bartie, Onmrio

her husband's prior marriage, she
brought action against him on the
grounds that his first marriage was
still valid and subsistent

The case therefore rests on the
quesHon of whether this first

divorce, granted in Nevada, is

valid.

a.
[sig-npostI

lot TF%r
Tuesday, Dcccmher 3:
VE3VX meets in the Smeiiep Club-

rooms at 7:.30. Prrof C. H. Rr. Camn-
'ing of Electrical Engineering will
speak on "Any Bool knows l nlus 1
equals 1".

Yea, Virginia, there will be a meet-
ing of the Non-Violent Study Group
Tuesday, 12:30 at International House,
Thursday, December 5;
Commerce and Economics students'

There will he a General Meeting of
AIESEC at 0:30 in the Union.
Saturday, December 7:

Hockey: Queen's Golden Gaels vs
U. of T. Blues. Time: 8;15 p.m. at
Kmgston Community Centre. All stu-
dents will be admitted free with ath-
letic card. Come out and support your
hockey team.

Deadline for applications for SCM
Senior Seminar on Bonhoeffer. Apply
Peter D. Taylor, Leonard Hal! by
Saturday, December 7.
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Journal Crossword Puzzle

CLUES ACROSS

4. The son, maybe, of Charlton

(ANAGRAM)
7. Slate of the river (DOUBLE

CLUE)
8. Decreased

10. Golfing color

13. Victims

15.

19.

Food from bhe east

(ANAGRAM)
Might you take one in a boat-

house? (HIDDEN WORD)
Implant

Mark gets a letter from Oscar
(HIDDEN WORD)
Black bone, possibly

(ANAGRAM)

Samuel Clemens

(TWO WORDS)
Co half a yard wth an artist

(SPLIT WORD)
Shows willingness to go to

sleep (DOUBLE CLUE)
In which to go for a ride

A large plant

Like an egg

Bring up at the back
(DOUBLE CLUE)
Could be a copperhead

Not in front at sea

A sloe gin mixture which you
wouldn't drink (ANAGRAM)
Cry from an audience not fuUy
satisfied (DOUBLE CLUE)

CLUES DOWN
1. An old saying

Fast ships (DOUBLE CLUE)
Double ration of port winel

(HIDDEN WORD)
He has skill; also courage
(SPLIT WORD)
'Move in various ways
(ANAGRAM)
State

Execute a man in order to be
chief (SPLIT WORD)
Deserter

WHAT'S NEW? a vacuum
packed inner pouch to
guarantee freshness

Inside the outer pouch you'll find another—
vacuum sealed. Open this inner one and
mmmmm—the freshness is obviousi Why
two pouches? Simple. Dutch Mill's great

taste and mildness are worth preserving, The
new vacuum packed inner pouch does It,

Guarantees that Dutch Mill Pipe Tobacco
comes to you fresh . . . stays fresh longer.

Try a pouch today.

Aromatic and regular

Dutch Mill
PIPE TOBACCO

Glenayr0m
Be fasluon-^nse... choose
this e.tciting V-neck
doublc-knit pullover

in 100% pure ivool vdth
conlraating stripes at
neck, ciiffa and waist.

Sizes 34-40, S13.98.
Superbly tailored pure
wool ilouhle-knit elims
match perfectly with new
Fall colour conibinatious!

Sizes 8-20, SI6.98...
at good shops
everywhere.

Without diia labd it ia

uot a geuuinc Kitten

SWEATERS
by

WARREN-
PETER SCOTT
KILSPINDIE

103 Princess Street Phone 546-6381

GUARANTEED PROTECTION AND SAVINGS -

Plus High Dividends

it will pay you to see or call

STEPHEN ROUCHTON, B.A,, C.L.U. - Bes, 542-7602

D. R. ROUGHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U, - Res. 548-4552

K. C. KENNEDY. C.L.U. - Res. 546-0032

M. EMMETT ADAM - Rm. 544-6782

The Mutual Life

ASSURANCE

191 Princess St.,

Draiich MniiDgcr

COMPANV OF CANADA

Tel. 546-1405

A. E. Nelson, C.L.U.

12. An effort at composition

13. An associate in the business of

dancing (DOUBLE CLUE)
15, Outwardly, the wood's O.K.

(SPLIT WORD)
16. One of the boys in a parson's

family (HIDDEN WORD)
18. Possibly bowl-shaped for

Carter (ANAGRAM)
20. Otherwise buffalo

21. Perhaps a dangerous crowd
22. A miserable state

23. Greer groans, possibly

(ANAGRAM)
25. Kay's turned into an animal

(REVERSED WORD)
28, Extent of the grazing ground

(DOUBLE CLUE)
30. Legal

31. Possibly revel in a bar

(REVERSED WORD)
32. Wliere to get unhitched

33. Could describe a boat to China

Classified
Cliristmas Trees. NFCUS caids ore

worth their weight in money. We offer

(op grade Scotch Pino CJiristmas Trees

to our fellow-Queen'smen at 10 per
cent <liseount. Pick out your own tree

iit Canadiaa Tire Ais'n or Tlie Sentry.

Ted Jackson, Arts '04 and Wall Cassidy,

Meds '64.

FOR RENT:
1 warm quiet single room, close to

Queen's, to men in Commerce, Econ-
omics, Law and Politics. Parking yard.
19G Union Street,

FOR SALE:
Passage for one, Sault - Toronto.

Fly back, dirt clieap, from your Xmas
holidays. Avoid nauseatingty long
train or ear rides. Contact Armin,
HG-9239.
WANTED:

Ride to Toronto. Friday the 20th at
3 p.m. for two. We have to make it

by 6:30 or we miss our train. Please
phone Ike Kelneck 542-9479 or Bill
Danby, 5-12-l.UO.

Would anyone liave a copy of
Letters and Papers from Prison b?
BonhoefFer he could lend over Christ-
mas? Please contact Peter D. Taylor,
Leonard Hall,

MISCELLANEOUS:
Parties, dances, get-togethers. Want

a lively band ? 4-piec6 combo. Wo love
to play party music. Call Ike Kelneck,
M3-9479.
LOST:
One pair black-rimmed glasses, pre-

scription 2.0. Stephen Bonneycastle,
297.

PERSONAL:
To three girls who assaulted us on

University Ave, Saturday night and
were successfully beaten off: We
apologize, 3 nico(?) guys — Keith
Clugston, Thomas Murray Maxwell,

B. Bailey and Paul Bristow

wish to take tliis occasion to

apologize for any inconveni-

ence or embarrassment caused

by our announcement that

-Mr. Clarke Henry of Sc. "65

was engaged to iN^lSs Janie

Arni.strong of Domville. Be-

cause of Rished conditions

we announced tliis engage-

ment at the last minute on
Press Night with the result

that the naiiie Janie Ami-
strong should have read

Joanie Armstrong. Again we
offer our congratulations.

Michael MarreUo

603A Princess Street
Phone 542-3714

Prize Winner in Hair Styling
Air Conditioned For You Comfort

BOOKSHOP 14 Monrrvol 5t.
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CUP Roundup
DALLAS: The city of Dallas re-

cently asked Southern Methodist

University to institute a course

in reading water-meters.

The university agreed. It des-

cribes the course as "orientation

of the individual in the water de-

partment".

Queen's has no comparable

course as yet. Should there be

one in the future would it be call-

ed Meter Reading 100?

CARLETON: Journalism stud-

ents have been notified that they

must attend all lectures unless

they have a reasonable excuse.

Most journalism students have

called the policy "ridiculous"

and referred to most of their

classes as a "waste of time'

One student however, had a

strange view. Wayne Mutton

said, "1 love all my classes and 1

think they are very interesting."

Mutton is three assignments be-

hind at the moment.

TORONTO: York University is

the only university in the world

where a count is kept of submer-

ged Volkswagons. They have a

muddy parking lot.

VICTORIA: Royal Roads Cadets

who stole a sun-dial from the

campus of Victoria College had

the last laugh.

RCMP officers caught them

and made them return it. But

they put the five hundred pound

sun-dial back backwards.

CALGARY: Not everj'one hates

their book-store. A survey at the

University of Alberta found

books and supplies at the cam-

pus book-store sold for substan-

tially less than down-town.

JUELPH: Students at the Fed-

erated College of Guelph are be-

ing assessed one thousand dol-

lars for damage to administra--

tion buildings flooded by a fire

hose .

SEATTLE: A man's work really

gets into his blood. Prof, S. T.

English of the University of

Washington, Oceanography de-

partment, went to Spain.

'But I didn't really enjoy my-

self," he said, "at the flamenco

dances, at the bull-fights, or the

champagne buffets, or even

drinking wine in the Prado. I

was always thinking of the de-

partment back home, or some

scientific matter."

NEWS FEATURES

COMPARES ^ANCY^WmToiiEN^
Jacqueline Housseaux's home

is obviously France and specifi-

cally the Depai-tment of Vosges,

between Epinal and St. Di^. Miss

Housseaux is spending her

fourth year at Queen's where she

will obtain her Bachelor of Com-

merce degree. Her previous

three years spent at the "Uni-

versite de Nancy" (I don't know

whether to pronounce it "Nan-

Buy Ski Equipment from

"SKI BARN".

Latest European ski fash-

ions. Top lines in imported

ski equipment.

Queen's Agents:

John Alexander 546^5870,

Dave Lough 296.

PEGGIE'S CIGAR STORE

PEGGIE PATRICK, PROP.

Smokers' Supplies, Sundries, Imported

Tobaccos & Brigham Pipes, Magazines

542-6203

364 Princess Streei - Kingston, Ontario

Confederation
(Continued from Page 1)

advantage in the interests of the

long run economic growlh of the

nation is far off indeed.

And yet this is the position we

are quickly getting ourselves into.

The provinces are demanding

greater and greater taxing powers,

and the federal government is

almost ready to give in. If we're

not careful we're going lo lose a

hundred years of progress. It is a

simple fact of life that in today's

world full employment and vigor-

ous growth do require difficult,

disciplined, far-reaching, highly

co-ordinated economic policies.

I'm all in favour of saving Con-

federation, but let's make sure

that what we have in ten years is

worth saving. Does it make any

difTcrence to us whether or not

there are millions of people in this

country suffering from malnutri-

tion?

—JOHN ISBISTER

FOLK MUSIC 63/64

DECEMBER 7th 8.30 p.m.

FAREWELL PEFFORMANCE

THE WEAVERS
MASSEY HALL

TICKETS $4.00, ?3.25, 52.50, $1.75

Av.iilable a1 A 6t A Aecord Bar, 351 Yonce Street; Book Cclltir.

1184 Bav Street; Arcade

COMING 1 I Jiinunry IStli Canadian Folk Festival. Featuiins Oscar Brand.

COMING 1 1 February 15th, Smofters Brothers.

House of Sounds

STUDENTS
GET 20 % OFF ON ALL L.P. RECORDS

at

House of Sounds
Don't Be Ashamed To Tell Vou Go To Queen's

STONE'S
FLOWERS LTD.

m PRINCESS STItEET

Phone 546-6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWEttS

'Wliere a TradiliomI PRESTIGE Prevails"

cy" in French or "Nancy" m
English) . at the "Institute Com-

mercial de Nancy".

Miss Housseaux is a French

exchange student chosen by the

Fi-ench "Ministere de I'education

nationale" from all the appli-

cants.

Although she studied English

in France, Miss Housseaux has

difficulty in following the lec-

tures and commented on her

work: "It is so much and very

difficult." In addition to English

Miss Housseaux has studied

German, and has travelled

throughout Europe. .

There is a vast difference bet-

ween student life as Miss Hous-

seaux experienced it at Nancy

and as she finds it here at

Queen's. There is no "campus"

or student community and stu-

dents are scattered throughout

the city and wander around lost

during the first year. School

spirit and faculty competition

are not an integral part of uni-

versity life and sports do not

hold an established place in the

university as they do at Queen's.

Miss Housseaux expressed be-

wilderment at our dating habits.

Arts and Science Society Club

Booms are open for the use

of campus club meetings, ex-

clusive of Friday and Satiu:-

day night, to any club want-

ing to use them. Contact Dick

Lunman, 388.

NOTICE

students of Queen's;

Your own Book Store can supply you with oil your requircDienls in Text

Books for oil FaculU'cs and Dcpartmenls. Loose Leaf Supplits, Founfoin

Pens, Queen's Pennanis and Cushions,

OUR USED BOOK EXCHANGE IS AT YOUR DISPOSAL

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES

KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

"I cannot understand why I

should spend the whole evening

with one boy only. If you don't

like him it would be very bor-

ing." Also inconceivable is the

fact that one dances with one

partner only throughout the dur-

ation of the dance. In France

the university student goes out

in groups and enjoys the com-

pany of a number of people.

Only when the two people are

well acquainted and have mutual

interests, do they "date" as we

do in North America.

Miss Housseaux enjoys resi-

dence life. It makes learning En-

glish easier and provides the op-

portunity for making new

friends. Her comment:

oca

are so carefree and there are

many."

Here at the university

Housseaux has frequent

sion to speak French: "]

speak to me almost every dayT
French." The French

dejiart.

ment has been helpful in suppiv.

ing French literature. Mig'^'

Housseaux has attended

French films presented by %
Kingston Film Society and com.

mented: "You could find some

villages like those in the film.
Iij

is quite possible."

Miss Housseaux will return
toj

France after this year, but hyl

no definite plans for her futurt.

339

FLOWERS SAY IT BEST

Especially

For Beautiful Corsages or Slowera for Any Occasion

Princess Street Phone: 546-6604

What in Blazers!

Take the bland, blue blazer of yesteiday: add those

aulhenllc, traditional embellishments—deep hook

centre vent, Yt" raised seams and stitched edges,

lower patch and flap pocket—tailor it In rich all wool

Hopsach in the comforl of the natural line

—

What in Blazeral A handsome new interpretation of

the classic Blazer, dv

FORT OXGALL
EXCLUSIVE WITH

TIP TOP TAILORS

DEPARTMENTS AT THE FOUOWIHO TIP TOP STORES, 247 VOHGE ST.,

IM COLLEGE ST., CLOVEROAU, CEOABSRAE & LAWRENCE PLAZAS

117 Princess Street,

Kingston, Ontario
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WO OF QUEEN'S GREATEST
(^ ^N^ Courtesy Canodian

^ Football Hall of Fome

Two of rhe 'greatest" to ever

don a Tricolor football uniform

were Harry Batstone and "Pep^'

Leadfay, the bright lights of

Queen's greatest jooiball era — the

era of three consecutive Grey Cups

for Queen's. Recently both were

chosen as charier members of

Canada's Football Hall of Fame.

Still toge[]ier in greatness, for-

il HSIRI ^ fl imS^Ki^l 3 ^ ij ""er Queen's University stars

\ Harry Batstone and Fraak "Peps"

Leadlay are firmly ensiirined in the

Canadian Football Hall of Fame,
one of a pair of immortal gridiron

twosomes honoured in the twenty-

Iwo original selections for the Hall.

Citations accompanying plaques

of each, in the Hall, pay brief tri-

bute 10 this unsurpassed Tricolor

team, Batstone with brilliant ser-

vice to Toronto Argonauts and

olhers, and Leadlay, whose foot-

ball career included stardom also

with Hamilton's famous Tigers.

There have been few combina-

tions in any branch of athletics to

rival ihe Leadlay-Batstone duo.

In football, where both rose to star-

dom, both developed in much Ihe

same manner, through high school

and representative city teams lo

college and gridiron immortality.

Batstone had teamed earlier with

Side by side in the Canadian Football Hall of Fame, in Hamilton, are two greats of Queen's
^"^^ Conacher, with

Siversily, Harry Batstone and Frank 'Teps" Leadlay. One of the greatest backfield teams in his-
'^^^'^^^^ Argonauts. Leadlay had

jy, the Tricolor immortals are extolled also by citations accompanying their plaques which pay ^ieveloped, even as a youngster,

pf bul glomng tribute to two of the greatest individuals in the history of the Canadian game. with Hamilton Tiger immortals.

And, in addition to forming the

most brilliant running backfield of

ail, both Leadlay and Batstone

excelled as kickers and, indeed,

Leadlay stands alone in drop-ldck-

ing ability, long before tlte days of

the more routine placement kickmg.

Grey Cup veterans, members of

many Intercollegiate Union cham-

pionship combinations, both Lead-

lay and Batstone served well in

advisory capacities, with Batstone,

in particular, sought eagerly for

various league committees and

school coaching berdis.

Plaques in the Hall of Fam

j

shown in accompanying picture, are
j

specially designed. 24 inches square, I

jwith athletes' pictures, at the timt

'
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ichigan Masters Moonmen 9-5, 9-5
by John Shaw

l

superb between the pipes for the an ouOanding job checking MicW

past weekend, the team ^P^*=^^ also goes to |gan's top line.

10 Ann Arbour, Michigan, '

'^"^ ^^'^ Weston, John Van i

iDhv h,v. -.>- .u <f. *
I Brunt, and Frank Jodoin who were SKATE MARKS'

|pi3y two games with, the State; „ , , j

prsily. On both occasions, the

["1 men ioit by identical scores

Tills was a far better show-
|1i'in bsi year's humbling 12-1

^-3 :.k.ores. Friday night, the

'""c perhaps a Utile shaky
"le long bus trip but still put

' good show. Scorers were Dave
Peie Weston, Ron Kinney,

Mitchell, and John Van
f" scored on a break-

Elwin Derbyshire was

fXPORT
, PLAlM

I^JLTER TIP
^'Garettes

really skating.

Saturday night,

although the
score was identj-

cal, the Gaels

played much
better. Coach
Keith Flanigan

said he was very

pleased with the

night's perform-

ance. In the

second period

the score was 3-3

and rtlie Michigan team outshot

Che Gaels 17-13. Up untU 10

minutes left in the third period,

the Gaels stayed with the Michi-

gan team. The score was 6-5 at

this time, but then the Gaels just

ran out of legs. Scorers for Gaels

were Larry Jones, Captain Bill

Colvin, Larry Dinsmore, and

rookie Dave Lough (with 2 goals,

unassisted ) . Pete Weston, Jolm

Van Brunt and Frank Jodoin did

;

Last Tuesday, Bill Colvm was

octed captain; Murray Mitchell,

ast year's cap

LOUGH
3 Coat.s in 2 Caincs

lain, and Larry

Windsover were

elected Assistant

Captains . . . U
of T, visitors

here this Satur-

I
day night for the

first league
game, beat OAC
5-1 last weekend

.... they also

beat McMaster,
, . , ,

last year's champions, 4-3, and !
^ niaple leaf, the whole, with the

5-3 .. . could U of T be the team

lo beat Ibis year? . . . Come out

Intramural Scene
In intramural softball, things have finally boiled down to the

actual playoff schedule. The Post-Grads edged out Sc *65 by 5-4

in a sudden death playoff to capture second spot in section A, be-

hind A 'B5. In section B, A '66 heat A '64 and Sc '64 in sudden

death playoff games to take second place behind Sc '66. In the

semi-final this week, Post-Grads play Sc '66 and A '65 takes on

A '66. Favourites are A '65 with all-star pitcher Reg Martin, who
pitched them to the championship last year.

In 5-pin bowling, league games have been completed. Sc '64

and A '65 finished fii-st and second respectively in Section A, while

Sc '66 won section B, with A '66 finishing second. High single in

the league was scored by Ken (yOell, A '66; high triple by Bob

Roznan, Sc '66 and the high team score was posted by Sc '66. Play-

offs starting soon match A '66 against Sc '64 and Sc '66 against

A '65. Favourites are Sc '66, who were runnen-s-up last year, and

who have dominated the league so far this year. Winning teams

like this one were giving Sc '66 a slight edge over Sc '65 in their

race for the Bews.

HiicKEi mmmi sketches

Two SiiiKTb G:imcs 1 of tlieiT fame, settled in the heart of

and see the game tliis Saturday

night, December 7, at the King-

ston Community Centre at 8:15

p.m. Students admitted free with

AUilctic Card. Support tlie team

tliis year. Prediclion on the game

—Gaels to pull an upset over high-

flying Toronto Blues.

itIuniDi, Football Fans of all Descriptions

Have you any football relics of the past (Queen's Past) which

might be of interest and useful to' the Canadian Football Hall

of Fame? Search through your attics for pictures, relics etc

and write:

B. Bailey % Queen's .Journal, Kingston

exception of the glassed-in picture,

being constructed of solid walnut.

The citations that attest to indi-

vidual greatness are necessarily

brief but, detailed background on

every member of the Hall of Fame

is filed for perpetuity.

Both Leadlay and Batstone (now

Dr. Harry Batstone) reside today in

Kingston and have remained avid

Tricolor supporters to titis day. They

are seen regularly at autunmtime

Sanirday afternoon Golden Gael

games—reminders of two of the

most illustrious careers in Canadian

sport.

rVAN MILLER

WimO - DEAD OR ALIVE!!!

-For the New Year- One Sports Features Editor—Description :-

Phone B. Bailty

-YOU
—380.

Larry Jones 6'2" 185 lb. right

wing.

Larry is from Guelph and is in

first year Law, having gradua-

ted from McGill last year. While

at McGilt he played hockey for

3 years. He played Junior A
hockey with the Barrie Flyers

and the Guelph Biltmores when

those two teams were in exis-

tence a few years ago.

Dave Lough 5'11" 175 lb. cen-

tre.

Dave is from Huntsville. Last

year he attended University of

Toronto, and this year he is in

2nd Premeds here. WTiile at U.

of T. last year lie played with

St. Mikes of the Junior B Hoc-

key League.
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C U C N D

What We Are....

FOCUS ON CUCND

As groups, the Combined Univer-

sities Campaign for Nuclear Disarma-

ment, and ils non-student counterpart,

the Canadian Campaign for Nuclear

Disarmament, are more often misinter-

preted and maligned than any compar-

able group in Canada. It is unfortu-

nate that we must start off a statement

of purpose defensively, but such is our

position. U has been podnted out that

it is ludicrous that we, and other peace

movements, are forced to be embar-

rassed about not wanting to kill people.

BUT

1) We are not Communist-inspired.

2) We are not Beatniks.

3) We are not misguided intellectuals

fran'-ically in search of a cause

{"Look, Ma—Tm a radical").

4) We are not irresponsible idealists.

5) We are not junior-grade promoters

of "provocative" movies.

Our movement consists of a group of

young people who feel that they can do

more for the cause of peace working in

an active group than alone, We feel that

war is not only something to be worried

about, but something to be fought

against. And we fight against it in many

ways. Peace vigils and Easter marches

arc part of our activities, but a minor

part, and yet they form the basis of the

criticism against us. Most of our work

is less conspicuous, but more important.

For example, money Queen's CUCND is

making from its film series is going, in

part, to the Canadian Peace Research

institute to support research into such

problems as the economic consequences

of switching to a peacetime economy.

The Edmonton branch of the CUCND
has taken the responsibility of keeping

a close check on the radiation level of the

province in order to be able to warn

pregnant women and mothers of small

children, so that they can start using

non-contaminated calcium sources. This

rort of work is valuable, and done with-

out recognition.

Why peace marches? Wc feel that we

must lei people know thai there are many

who are deeply committed to the sacri-

fices necessary to work for peace

(although frankly, they may do more

harm than good by attracting people who

tliink it is fun to sing ban-the-bomb

songs but whose commitment ends there).

It is unfortunate, though, that we are

attacked because of this. We do not mind

constructive criticism, but uninformed

condemnation is irresponsible.

Alison Giordon

Quotable

On the Appointment of

Governor-General Vincent Massey, 1952

Let .the Old Worl4 where rank's yet vital,

Part !chose who have and have not title.

Toronto has no social classes —
Only the Masseys and the masses.

B. K. Sandwell

Concett SetleJ
Byrons Janis, the young American

pianist, was the performer at the sec-

ond of the University Concert Series

held in Grant Hall on the evening of

October 28.

The first three selections presented

in the program were as follows:

Haydn -Sonata in D major; Schu-

mann-Arabesque, Opus 18 ; and Schu-

bert-Impromptu Op. 90 #2.

In the performance of the Haydn
Sonata tlie themes were presented

with clarity and precision, and the

internal contrasts of the piece were

carefully drawn. The Schumann 'Ara-

besque' was simply and smoothly iper-

formed with the recurring theme tak-

ing on a muted and tender quality.

In the Schubert Impromptu the con-

trast between the right and the left

hand was effective - the rapid and

difficult scaling required of the right

was fluid as well as exact. These

three performances were technically

perfect. However the compositions ap-

peared to be reported rather than in-

terpreted. The performance seemed

to lack sensitivity and feeling and

created a cool atmosphere that was

not easily lost in the subsequent selec-

tions.

The main selection of the first half

was the Chopin Funeral March Sonata

Opus 35. The impact of the Marche

Funebre with its sombre theme and

relentless rhythm was striking. The
soft, lyrical passage between the op-

H mu mv.
The history of peace movements

really has its beginnings in the sum-

mer of 1945, in the Mojave desert of

Arizona, when a world died in a ball

of fire "brighter than a thousand

suns^' and a new world rose in a

mushroom-shaped cloud.

When the Soviet Union exploded its

first bomb in 1948, the peace move-

ment achieved its real beginning.

Lord Bertrand Russell, together with

other concerned men in Great Bri-

tain, initiated the present Campaign

for Nuclear Disarmament. Since that

time, peace movements have arisen in

many other countries, including the

United States, Japan. Germany, Holl-

and, Russia, France, the Scandinavian

countries and Canada.

In 1958, under David Gauthier, the

Rev. James Cunningham and Bogart

Kipling, the Students' Peace Action

Committee was formed in Toronto.

At the same time, under the leader-

ship of Dimitri Roussopolus, students

at McGiU and Sir George Williams in

Montreal began similar groups. In

1959, Dr. Hugh Keenleyside and Brock

Chisholm initiated the Canadian Com-

mittee for the Control of Radiation

Hazards. At first the committee was

concerned about all radiation, but soon

concentrated on radiation resulting

from nuclear testing, realizing that

this constituted the gi-avest hazard.

In 1960, Dr. Claude T. Bissell, Pre-

sident of the University of Toronto,

^nd other concerned students and

staff circulated a petition on the U
of T campus calling on the Canadian

government to keep Canada in a non-

nuclear role. This petition represents

the true beginning of the Combined

Universities Campaign for Nuclear

Disarmament. The CUCND rapidly

spread until at present it has branches

on at least 12 Canadian university

campuses. The campaign confined it-

ening and closing sections was played

sensitively and warmly, and provided

a moving contrast to the March itself.

The most interesting performance

of the concert, it seemed to this re-

viewer, was the Mussorgsky 'Pictures

at an Exhibition'. It is refreshing to

hear this piece played as scored for

the piano. The piece of music is really

a series of tone poems describing pic-

tures at an exhibition, and the reac-

tion of the musician to this series of

pictures. It is unfortunate that some
of the pictures are better suited to

performance by an orchestra than a

piano - for those ffuited to the piano,

we heard a particularly unusual and
brilliant interpretation. The most
striking portrait was that of The
Gnome'. The grotesqueness of the fig-

ure is portrayed through and com-

bined with a strange limping and
leaping rhythm.

it is rare that such a highly rated

performer comes to Kingston. Mr,

Janis is noted for his technical per-

fection and his sensitive interpreta-

tion, particularly in his performances
of Prokofiev. This reviewer was dis-

appointed that rather than choose a
programme which would provide

a showcase for these talents, Mr.
Janis generally choae to play *nice'

pieces - pieces which seemed not

especially stimulating either to him
or to his audience.

B.R, H.

A Fairly Modern Tale
Once upon a time there was a great

emperor who ruled over a land so vast

that it spanned half of the known

world. The other half of the world

was ruled by an equally great em-

peror.

But neither of the emperors was

very happy. They wanted to rule the

other half of the world, as well, for

they wanted to bring to it happiness

and wealth and peace.

Each of these empires was divided

into a large number of smaller king-

doms and principalities. And once a

year, all the kings and princes came

to pay their respects to their emperor,

offering him the first fruits of their

lands.

It was not long before each of the

emperors realized the designs of his

neighbour. And so it was natural,

that they wanted to have the very

best amies and weapons to defend

themselves and their lands. Their

craftsmen worked day and night pro-

ducing the sharpest swords, the hard-

est shields and the shinest coats of

mail. And they loved to stand at the

borders of their countries, showing

off their beautiful weapons, rattling

their swords, shaking their fists, and

calling each other names.

Until one day, an old very wise

man came to the court of one of the

emperors. With many fine and clever-

ly chosen words, he persuaded the

emperor that he could make the best

weapons of all: a coat of mail which

no sword or arrow could ever pierce.

The emperor was pleased to heat*

these words and immediately told the

wise man to proceed. He put at hi-

disposal great sums of money, his

best worshops and his most skilled

craftsmen.

So the wise men went to work. And
each day the emperor went to see how
the miraculous coat of amis was be-

ing built. But he never could see any-

thing. When he asked, the wise man
persuaded him with many fine words

that he could not see anything be-

cause he did not have faith.

The emperor did not wish to appear

as if he had no faith. For faith was
one of the things on which he had
built his country. So he loudly pro-

claimed his belief, and it was not

long before he did see . . .

Finally, the wonderful work had
been finished. Indeed, all of the em-
peror's princes and courtiers had
themselves built one of the new,
invincible coats, too. They put them
on, and in a great parade went to the

border of their land. Alt the people

were on hand to see the new armour.

and so was the enemy.

They marched up and down and

the people hailed the new invention

and felt that finally they were safe

and peace had come.

But one little child ....

Eilert Frerichs

self at first to opposition of nucleg

weapons for Canada and countries
not

then possessing them and oppogiti^

to all nuclear testing.

Gradually, as the tempo of th^

campaign increased, all the impli(^

tions of this progi-am were realize^

Thusi, the question of Canada's
con^

tinued membership in NATO was

bated for a number of years, untu

recently that policy was revised.
\[

now calls for a role of positive neutra.

lity for Canada, including withdrawal

from NATO.
Again, it was only very slowly, ap,]

due to the campaign's experiences
][,

marches and demonstrations, that the

wider problems of non-violence and

pacifism as a form of social action

came to be investigated.

Many questions about the future of I

the CUCND are being raised at % I

moment, especially since Canada no»

!

does have nuclear weapons. Its fu.

'

ture, as It would seem now, lies ptfr

cisely in the wider area of non-violenl

.

action. Also, it appears to be becom.

ing a rallying point for many stu-

dents who are concerned with the

larger problems of our society and

Canada's responsibility as a nation k :

the world.

Peggy Morton

Eilert Frerichs

:

h'/m (Society ^oks

Jules et Jim I found delightful. It

was, essentially, the story of two

friends who valued their friendship

more highly than the caprice of the

woman who wanted them both—just

as they wanted her. Jules was a Ger-

man, Jim was French. They were in-

separable • they read each other's

poetry and even translated it into

each other's language. One day they

were both captivated by the smile of

a statue, and set off to search the

earth to find the woman who posses-

sed that smile. They found her in

Catherine, and the three embarked
upon an idyllic existence. Jules grew
to love her, and she married him.

"Vou've had little experience with

women, I've had a lot with men—that

balances."

Marriage and the outbreak of WWI
coincided and the two friends went
to war each against the other's coun-

try. After the war, Jim found Jules

and his wife - and their daughter-liv-

ing in a beautiful chalet. It was al-

most as if nothing had changed. But
Catherine had grown bored with

Jules and was 'en train' of a series of

affairs. Her demands had seemed
amusing—they had now become dis-

astrous. Jules simply was not the

dominating male figure she had im-
agined, Jules, though, adored her
without qualification, and when she
agreed not to leave him if Jim, be-

came a household fixture, Jules ask-

ed Jim to agi'ee. Jim who had become
infatuated with her anyway, stayed.

Jealousy and a sense of futihty com-

bined and the menage i trois (plus)

broke up.

Eventually, Jim decided to man}'

another woman, and announced Wj
,

decision to Catherine. Catherine was
|

driven to desperation by this reject-

ion, over which she had no control,]

and killed both herself and Jim. JuleJ
j

who watched them die, mourned his

friend.

The movie was wonderfully con-

structed, tight and just moving :
tou-

1

ching lightly and glancing on; it was

never laboured, never humid; it ap-

1

proached unreality and backed oft-'

'

comic and pathetic—a teasing bi"*

no more. The techniques used «'ere

very effective. A brief still shol;-j

then frozen laughter conveyed th*
1

mood far more effectively than anj

surplus verbiage could have done. The

:

first half was light, comic and ai)ove

all, full of warmth. The abrupt in-

sertion of old newreels quickly chang-

ed the mood as the fantastic stup'^ ^

of war jarred the audience out

glow. After the war, the mood rha"^"

cd to sadness, then to one of tragedy^

classic in the simplicity of it.'^ P"*

sentation.

On the whole, the idea of the (ran-

1

sient nature of life, and the ^al'i^/^

!

close human relationships pervad

dis-

the film. The use and possibility^'

the cinema as an art form quite

tinct from any other art form ^^^J

perhaps the most striking feature

this film. It was, in fact, photogtoP"'

ic poetry.

Q. J. Beviei^*"

We wailed a Ions time this year

Thinking ii would never come.

Now it is snoyving in your eyes

And snowing in my freed heart.

Tom Marshall
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IT INITIATIONS

ti
(grant

q^ie
Traditional Carol Service,

,i by the Engineering

will be held Sunday,

„mbcr Sth at 8:30p.in. This

has filled Grant Hall on

'second Sunday night in Decem-

slnce die first year after World

p II-

I
The service of ten lessons read

senior members of the AMS
[leciilive, of special carols sung

Glee Club, and well known

H;, projected on a gianit screen,

iung by the students, is a

niorable experience of the

[lege lerm,

A tall Christmas tree, decorated

(iih toil, and spot-lighted in blue

ndi on one comer of the Hal],

hmp standard illuminates

: Glee Club,

An AMS report to the Senate

proposes that all humiliating,

potent and dangerous initiations be
banned from the University.

The report was ratified Tuesday
evening at an AMS executive

meeting in the I-ower Common
Room of the Students' Union.

The report included the years

of all the faculty societies, except

theology. Recognizing that inida-

tions were both an outlet for

emotions, and sowed the seed of

the Queen's Spirit, the reports

expressly slated that constables of

senior years should attend all

initiations of all faculties, and pre-

vent any violence. It was added

that all students who wanted to be

exempted from any initiadon

iherals Go lo Waterloo

"WO KILOS -EXACTLY"
PEDRO AND SCHILL hRQM "THE VISIT" /^', j

WHITEFACE DEPOSIT
NIGHT

DECEMBER Uth
7— 9 p.m.

STUDENTS' UNION
$5.00-52.00 Not returnable

Four delegates from the Queen's

liberal Club attended the Ontario

ersity Liberal Conference on

Future of the Liberal Party

Individualism and Collectiv-

It was held at Waterloo

uilieran University on Nov. 29

i
Robsrl Nixon, MPP, speaking

night, emphasized that in

formulating colteodvist pro-

grammes such as Medicare and the

Pension Plan, the real problem is

not the writing of a platform, but

rather the presentation of an

acceptable picture of the plan to

the voter.

Andy Thompson, MPP, stressed

that society, in its uacreasing com-

plexities needs to protect the wel-

ueen s

0 High

Goes
Schoo

1961, motivated by the

on Study of die Utilization

Jsnt Resources in Canada
P lo >) out of every 10 students

school before they have been
^''•ed to the limit of their

'"y"). the Queen's CUS corn-

ice initiated the "High School
"ations Programme". The pur-

' of the programme are 1 ) to

^iit high school students widi
nature of higlier education,

't be at university,

college, or technical

2) to provide inform-
about available financial aid,

cularly in areas which other-
"iielii not be aware of diese
"unities.

"lid February a "team" of
^^^ from Queen's, usually one
^"tl one female, travel to a
^°"nng high school where

etller

Ktiers'

Shi,

addnSis the upper classes on
'Education. The customary
"^^ has been for die male

for approximately

It is hoped that from these talks

some worthy high school students

who have written off higher educa-

tion as impossible will at least

seriously consider it. Last year

Queen's visited 26 high schools

from Cobourg to Smidi's Falls.

As the moving force behind a

province-wide High School Visita-

tion Programme, the Queen's

committee has for the last two

years co-ordinated high school

visitations from other Ontario uni-

versities. This year it is hoped that

up to twelve Ontario universities

will be involved in the programme.

The reaction from the high

schools, and from the speakers, has

been excellent. Speakers find dieir

audiences "keen" and very recep-

tive to the information forwarded

on a student-student basis.

Anyone who would be interested

in participating in Qiis rewarding

and worth wliile programme is

asked to call Bill Higginson at

542-9152.

fare of the individual, even If it

means moving toward collectivism.

Dr. Mark MacGuigan, Pro-

fessor of Law at U of T, empha-

sized that the Liberal Party should

provide an economic minimum so

thait the individual achievement

can be based on ability — that is

lo build an aristocradc intellectual

society-

Donald MacDonald, MP, Par-

liamentary Secretary of Justice, in

pointing oat both individuahsdc

and collectivisdc plans in all three

of the Canadian political parties,

said that the Liberal Party should
J

deal with each problem as it arises.

However, he did say dia,t in matters
;

of education, health and welfare

(Medicare and Legalcare) the
\

Liberal Party should definitely
j

take the collectivist position.
\

Noise Makes
0!l Burn More

SORRY DAVE
We'd like to apologize to

Dave Dodge for the fact thai

he was misrepresented and

misquoted in the article eo-

tided "Mechanical High-Jump

Solves some of the Aid Prob-

lems."

The midnight oil in the library

will be burning a little longer in

the future.

In response to a request from

the faculty of Ants and Science,

Mr. H, P. Gundy, the chief

librarian, has extended the open

hours of the reading room to 1 1 : 30

on weekdays.

One reason for this is that the

,
noise from the construction out-

side the hbrary is disturbing those

trjing to work in the daytime. The

,
extra evening hour will partially

compensate for this,

Mr. Gundy said that longer

weekend hours might also be

arranged when competent sta2 is

secured. The problems here lie in

obtaining people who can be of

some help to students and who will

not act as watchdogs. Also the

maintenance staff must have ample

time to do their job of cleaning.

The cost of extra hbrary and main-

tenance staff cannot be overlooked.

The moderate increase which has

already been made will cost

510,000 by the end of die school

year. However. Mr. Gundy said

they "must try to meet die most
desperate needs immediately."

He said that he would like to

have in the library, a non-circulat^

ing basic collection which would
enable students to walk in any time

knowing that certain books would

be there. Many of these volumes

would have duphcates which could

be taken out on the present over-

niglit bases. Mr. Gundy also wants

to let such books be taken out

much earlier, perhaps in the late

aftemon. He feels that many stu-

dents come in just after supper,

take four or five books off the

shelves, and keep .them until nine

o'clock comes. These books are

then useless to a student who might

be able to use one for a short

period of time and then return it.

The Periodicals Room will also

be open until 11:30,

activities need only apply to the

Registrar's Office.

The report consolidated changes

diat have been going on every year,

and which have meant that orient-

ation has become more important

[ban initiations. It is proposed that

one of the main points to be

developed is the senior student pro-

gramme. The only opposition to

the report came from Journal

editor Ware who wondered if

initiation should be renamed "pam-
peration".

• * »

The AMS turned down a recom-

mendation to tlie AMS Court that

the fines of (he four Medsmen,
awaiting appeal, should be stayed

until the appeal was heard. Miss

Maureen Law said that she felt

strongly diat die AMS should not

interfere in the affairs of die Court.

AMS Court has made recom-

mendations that the Queen's

Liquor by-law be reinforced. It is

propsed that any person cauglit

with liquor shall be issued with a

summons on the spot; and that any
constable failing in this responsi-

bility shall not be paid. It was
further suggested diat m thLs case

a fine of SIO could be payable to

die AMS before the Court con-

vened.

,
In a mood of sternness die AMS

(jlecidcd to ban die Ski Qub from
holding meetings on the campus.

At a recent meeting in die audi-

torium the Ski Club had left Coke
boides and many odier remains of

its activities on the floor. The
janitors are reported to have said

I that when they looked in at die

meeting they saw blue smoke
everywhere.

"^f
on. followed by

^'Vlmfem--

^''omen in the university

on the values of higher
1,

"

''15 female partner on die

5-minute

of

liai^^
^'^'^^^•arships, loans, and

. available to students,

then follov,-^ a period of

questions from the floor,
is such as "What is econo-

I afford residence?'

FREE
A.M.S. Movie

"GENEVIEVE"

Dunning Holl

Friday, December 6

4:00 p.m. nnd 7;30 p.m.

^ork on the student news-
show the real interest of
schoolers. They also voice

Id
h"^-

'l"^^*'ois which diey
<isitate to ask a grownup.

Shidents At Reduced Prices

JUDO

Knwnmur3b,viii Judo Aoadenw
finnoiinccs a Beceinners Couiso for

Students tit reduced prices.

SLudents cards must bo produced.

Kodokan recocnl'-ed' instnicfor

G. Kelly 1st Dan.

ARTSMEN
I January- 31st is a day (and
night) which many of us will

long: remember. It is the day of

the Arts and Science Formal
and of the

Aria nnil Srimcp Snurnal
the yearly Queen's Joui-nal pub-
lished by the Arts & Science

Society. Every member of
eveiy Arts year — with or

without newspaper experience
tan make a valuable contribu-

tion to this year's effort — a
contribution which you will

remember when you look back

whether it be your graduating
or freshman year.

As editor I feel there is much
untapped and hidden talent

within the Arts years, Levan-
ites included. Since it is difficult

to contact personally all known
talent I would like to invite any
suggestions and offers of help.

Phone:

RRIAN BAILEY. LOCAL 380

within the next week.

WE NEED: Poetry. Articles.

Humour, Artists, Cartoonists,

Typists, Layout help, Inter-

viewers, Photos. Anecdotes
— but mainly we need you!

HOCKEY
SATURDAY, DEC. 7di

at 8:15

Students enter mth Athledc

Card (no charge) at South-

west entrance.

Special Sccdon, Kingston

Community Centre.

{ 0. 34

for

by
tch

aU

pa-

.tic

>us

Dk
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EDITORIAL

Ihe Leadership of the Student Body
When the Editor draws his editorial pen from its sheaf, he seldom

thinks of carving out too much praise. That is particularly true in the case

of the A.M.S. because he feels that the Journal is the best way of telling

the students all the horrible things the AMS is doing.

Now it is true that there have been one or two rare occasions when

the AilS has done horrible things. Its recent action with regard to the

appeal was one, and the way in which two or three meetings have been

drawn out to excruiating lengths was another.

Nevertheless it's only fair to tell the students that the AMS is one that

they can respect. It has commenced a good deal of useful reforms, particu-

larly as far as "Health", "Initiations", and "finance" are concerned. Its

president Rod MacLeod has held a firm control over its affairs and brought

a sense of purpose to its meetings. Vice-President Maureen Law has

brought a keen experience to bear on a good few pei-plexing problems, and

CUS chairman Doug McCalla has brought new ideas, and strong organiza-

tion to his position. The AMB has had some strong debates. It could well

become one of the best executives to lead this university.

You Said it . . .

Points the finger

Miss Summer:

If I am not being too obtuse, would you mind ex-

plaining the connection between Fertility Rites and

the Douglas Library?

After much digging and excavating I discovered

the complaint behind your rather far-fetched and ex-

aggerated metaphor: the payment of over-due fines.

If I am not asking too much of you may I recommend

that you look into the consequences when people are

left unpunished in this field. There is in existence now

a superb example of people who are not force to pay

fines^professors. They, being human beings though

we often have cause to doubt it, are a prime example

of the selfishness and laziness which are two out-

standing characteristics of the homo sapiens. They

along with the post-graduates also 1 believe, are exempt

from paying fines for over - due books, and thus exploit

this privilege by keeping in their .possession books

which we "brave young students of earnest character"

need in order to find "the Holy Grail of Truth." I shall

cite one incident only: this aspiring youth was seeking

a book, assigned by a professor; this book contains,

at the most, 200 pages; one of the afore-mentioned

professor's colleagues has had this tiny "Lamp of

Knowledge" within his possession since September

24th. Now, although we find it unbelievable, professors

at Queen's do have to know how to read, and no matter

how slowly this particular one reads, I do not believe

that 21/j months is absolutely necessary to absorb its

contents. These offenders are reasonable, intelligent

and thinking human beings, just imagine the chaos if

we unreasonable, unintelligent and non-thinking stu-

dents were allowed the same "privileges". Also, may I

point out, if you had taken the time to look into his-

tory even the tiniest bit you would have noticed that

any law or statute^ in order to be effective, must of

needs (the originator knowing our basic human fraili-

ties) have teeth put into them, in other words, they

must have punishments attached to them for their non-

obger\'ance, or the statute of law is not worth the

powder to blow it up.

Of course, it may be that you were too busy per-

forming your Fertility Rites to take the time or effort

required for the necessary research?

Lynda Brooker, Arts '66

Quotable

Politics is the gentle art of getting votes from the

poor and campaign funds from the rich by promising

to protect each from the other.

Quoted by Sir Stafford Cripps.

courses. We hesitate T
deny this, but it is

we must examine the p!^'

pose of this system, 'n.'

educators of this r)ro\'\j^

^

have a task that must h!
done and this is the edu
cation of all those

deserv
ing it. They must choo!;

who the deserving
^j.^

and the choice cannot
be

Genera], sir, statistics show thai there

have been 1,356 arms races in the

recorded history of mankind, 1,340 of

which ended in war, (he other sixteen

re^ulling in Uie lolal economic col-

lapse of the countries involved.

Do you have any conunenl on that,

sir, in the light of the current world

siluation?

This one's different.

ll's not Time Yet

This is our last Journal, before Christmas.

You may wonder why we haven't put out a Christmas

Journal, or asked for Christmas messages from the leaders of

the University. Our reason is really quite simple. It is not

Christmas and we are damned if we are going to coat the

walls with sprigs of holly until it really is Christmas.

Oppressed *j

Editor, Journal,

Three cheers for Dash
Stevens, Arts '651! His letter

in last Friday's Jounal so

appropriately entitled "A
Fearless, If Faithless Answer
to Christianity" was indeed 1

a fearless defense of atiheism. I

Our society makes so

much of the right to worship

as one chooses that the

quasi - religious majority is

profoundly shocked when
one chooses not to worship '

at all. The Phil 1 variety of

atheist; to paraphrase Mr.

Close, may re\'el in the re-

actions of horror and in- ;

dignation which usually

greet a pronouncement ofJ
his beliefs. However, such "

reactions only seirve to makeil)

the sincere atheist aware-

that he is a member of

perseaited minority.

Most atheists respond tojj'

this continuous harassmenfj3

by going underground. Thev
avoid discussions of a re-j

ligious nature and live ia

constant fear that someone^

will observe and question

their im-Christian actions V

during public prayer. Dis-ilj

co\'ery means unceasing tor-

ment ("read this book" -

"come to diurch \vith me" -

"won't you talk to my min-

ister?") or social exile ("Ath-j

eists have no sextial moralitv

or honesty" )

.

This is why Dash Ste\'pns'

is to be commended. It took]

great courage for him to sign

his name to such an open ad

mission and defense of atli

Vash Aium
\

Arts '6.5

\ Frivol On
Editor, Journal,

Levanites arise! Miss

Leslie has struck us a mortal

blow! No longer can we
enjoy social functions with

a good conscience. We must

suddenly become hard-work-

ing and conscientious to

refute die charge of frivol-

ity Miss Leslie has levelled

6t us, Down with social lifel

Chain yourself to your

booksl Concentrate. The end

of ignorance is at hand.

A Reformed Levanite

Our Enemy
Editor, Journal,

If the South African re-

presentative' comes to

Queen's, I hope there is a

large number of students at

this university who care

enough to go and see what

a 'representative' of organ-

ised racism, and facism and

murder and hate can have

to say about human society.

Those who don't, tolerate.

Rick Johnstone

Wants Agreement

Dear Sir:

Knowing Mr. Isbister, I am sure that he exagger-

ated his argument in the last Block and Cleaver to

provoke controversy. It would be a shame to dis-

appoint him.

His argument is the perfect example of the sterile,

abstract argumentation I complained of last week, with

the proper dash of invective thrown in. The problem

is put as one of centralism versus a custom's union, and

the author chooses centralism, whatever that is.

How much centralism is needed to ensure that fiscal

policy is effective? Would a degree of centralism that

profoundly dissatisfied an important section of the

coimtry be in the public interest, or might it be self-

defeating? Does it make any difference to the opera-

tion of fiscal policy whether Ottawa sends cheques to

individuals, or lump sum cheques to provinces? Which
is more effective - economic planning on a regional

basis, co-ordinated at the centre, or economic planning

emanating from the centre? These are the questions

we must ask and answer.

It is in this light that we must view the request

for consultation on economic policies. Provincial gov-

ernments have strong powers to influence the location

of industry. Federal government depressed area policies

should be co-ordinated with this. Provincial budgets in

total have a profound fiscal influence. This should be

co-ordinated with federal governments budgeting

policy. It is not a matter of granting vetoes; it is a

problem of getting general agreement on objectives.

Bill Irvine

0: 00 a.m.—Holy Communion.

1 1 ;(H>—Momine Pmver and
Presentation of Wlutc
gifts,

7;00 p.m.—Ewninc Praver-

St. James' Series Rc\'-

CTcnd A, C. Capon
"Can we beUeve the

Bible."

S:15 p.m.-Coffco Hour

Preacher:

Rfcv. Jolin Savaritlimu

i 1 :00 a.m,—Advent Service.

7:30 p.m.—Advent Service.

A Very Cordial Invitation

To AS Qutm'i StiidtnU.

^gbcnliam ^treet

^1 \ttb Qlliurch

9; 19 ft.m. In the Cliapel. Di-

\ino Service, (Tlie Clia-

pel is reached by Bio

door on William Street

at the rear of the

dturdi.

11:00 tt.m.-STOPPrNG THE
DRIFT.

7:30 p.m.—Relii^ous Perspec-

tives in Today's No\'el;

(4) Alan Paton's, Too
Late dio Plialniope'.

Mr. Dai'tdsan wiD preach at nil

services.

Youlli Fellowship at 8:30 pm.

Culljcran Qlljnrrl)

SUNDAY WORSHIP
9:30 a.m.

1 1 :00 a.m.

7:30 p.m.

I.,S.M. meets folloning Vespers

"Open McctiiiE*'

Two blocks N.E. of stadium

Comer of Enrl & Victoria SU,

Rev. Roy Oswald
(Lutheran Student Chaplain)

Phone 542-7134

^n&refu'B

PreBhaiErian Qlljurcl]

Princess & Clergy SlJ,

Rev. Max V. Piilnam, B.A..

Minister

Director ot Praise.

Brian Start, AJICCO,
SUNDAY SERVICES

11.00 a.m.—Mominu Worship

Sermon: "KNOWN IN BREA-
KING BREAD".

7:00 p.m.—Eveirini: Worship.

Sermdn; "THE BIRTH OF
JESUS CHiusr'.

8.15 p.m.—Youtli Fellowship

TUESDAY, 7.30 p.m.
Prayer and Bible Sttidy Hour

COME AND WORSHIP

We were apathetically

browsing through the

Journal the other day

(mind you, only because

it was lying in front of

us) when our indoctrina-

ted, or if you wish, sys-

temized eyes were snag-

ged by Mr. Merrett's dis-

gustingly enthusiastic co-

lumn in "Soapbox".

Just who is Sir Tim-

othy trying to alienate-

the whole world? In the

course of his argument he

has succeeded in sweeping

up: Queen's students, ma-

les and females, Canadian

universities, parties, cour-

ses, the middle class, the

province, teachers, a 1

1

freshmen, and Johnny,

into one great heap of

generalizations — and for

what?
Mr. MeiTeitt's argu-

ments are, to say the

least, opionionated. His

conclusion that he derives

from these arguments ver-

ge upon the inane. Speci-

fically he has said that our

school system has "stun-

ted our creative faculties"

and caused us to concen-

trate our academic acti-

vities on our prescribed

made by personality,
f^^

there is little persona)

about the process. The
point is that this ig

(j^^

proven way, perhaps
the

only way. The unfortunate

by-product of this syate^
which alarms Tim

so

greatly, is an unavoida,

ble result.

However, this result

does not preclude any stu,

dent from exercising
his

creative faculties, as Mr
MeiTett claims. It is up to

the individual to decide,

The very basis of our

ciety is individual free-

dom and it ill behoovei

Mr. Merrett to call all

Queen's students stupid

for exercising this right.

Why must all university

students desert one ster-

eotype for another—that

of the outspoken, free-

thinking intellectual?

We suggest the fresh-

men stay here. They have

earned their right, as we

have, to make use as they

wish of the university fa-

cilities. It will stifle none

of them.

And we suggest that

Mr. Merrett temper hb

enthusiasm with a little

bit of good, old-fashioned

apathy.

Bill Martin,

Jon Pammett

Harfl - Hit Complaint

Editor, Journal,

Down with the money-

making librarians! Down
with their peculiar pecuniary

system - $.10 for tihe first

day, $.25 for each succeed-

ing day per copy — of p.iy-

ing for overdue booksl Or
has the Building Fund be-

come so diflScient in funds,

that the librarians must

thcmiselves pay for the new
addition by extracting such

gross sums of money from

students?

Do essays merit such ex-

cessively high costs of the

required reference books?

After having wTitten six

essays this term, and forkim^

out $2.00 just for the last

one alone, I'm beginning to

wonderl

Lauretta Wmodi

Arts '66.

Insult i

Editor, Journal,

How did that 'House of

Sounds' ad get by? I

sider the implication tfel

anyone is ashamed to say h"'

goes to Queen's an insult

John E. Mahoncij

I agree — Ed.
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House,
Life in a

SIGNPOST
„.V PECEMBER 6

pjOJVe nm, at International

'A' India: 1- Kerala, 2. L„= u. ,

Jff^,"" vSaee, 3. Wild Liiu in Indie.

1^ w-elcome. N.B. This b the only

]
ai^

fitns \vill be available.

, rtiristian Confereace; Univer-
S<^\ Iliontreal. Dec. 26 - Dec. 30.

f*'
"

"Crisis in ConfederatioE". Cost;

"'.[g . plus travel pool. Anyone
IP™" 'i in spendinE an e.vcitinE four

fi^- Mootreol at this Conference

^LTd-^-^-"
Docile" at 546-6569.

"*SmpAV. DECENfBER 7 7
^J/^'s Christian Fello\vsKip invites

I vj'^lijjjne to the Onffwanada Sanator-
n

J"^^ 7:30 - 9:30 p.m. for carol sine-
"^ rofreshments, Meet at the main

!^ room In the Students' Union

pm Evcnbodv svelcome.
' '

(DAV, DECEMBER 10

r irtubon
Wildlife Film, "Oike Coun-

in
colour, narrated in pereon by

>jon ScoH, of Caro, Michiean. Dun-

Hall
Auditorium 8:15 p.m. Tickets

Annua! Christmas Dinner

Students' Memorial Union

Wednesday, December 11

$1.00

Tickets Available

Wallace Hall or Tuck Shop

„ LOST

bta'^Tw^^"' ^^"^^'"^ heirloom-Wack Waterman s fountain pen -red^P on cai^will findei please leave 1?Baker House or contact Judy at 483.
One man's Alaskan black diaaiond

turn to Bim Beker, E.vt. 405."cho™

, , FOUND
^-.^'m

C'"!" Smash, Satur-day, Nov 30: one men's caidig^, bbe

SteUon Taken by mistake: one rem-sable Wue-brown rah*coat, a similar coat

PERSONAL
Four desperate Sdencemen require

i r= V'''? 235 Brock StApt 5, tlus Fnday nicht, 548-9807
Would any friend of Douclos' Gar-

diner kno\vme his whorabouts contact
hini and tell him to port car cheque to
Toronto now, 73 Bernard Avenue To-
ronto.

Bob ';Burp" Barhis, CFRC's "one beer
and out man, today celebrates his 21st

CLASSIFIED

QUEEN'S JOURNAL

ONTARIO SOCIETY
FOR CRIPPLED CHILDREN

requires for it's

FIVE SUMMER CAMPS
Strategically located throughout Ontario

the following personnel

n'ATERFRONT COUNSELLORS (Red Cross Instructors
CHAUFFEURS (Male — 21 years)
GENERAL COUNSELLORS (Male)

MUSIC AND DRAMA COUNSELLORS
ARTS AND CRAFTS COUNSELLORS

CAMP SECRETARIES
REGISTERED NURSES

KITCHEN COUNSELLORS
For further information apply to3

SUPERIOR OF CAMPS
Ontario Society For Crippled ChUdren

350 Rumsey Road, Box 1700, Postal Station "R"
Toronto 17, Ontario.

Phone 487-5311 a

FOLK MUSIC 63/64

DECEMBER 7th 8.30 p.m.

[farewell PEFFORMANCE

HE WEAVERS
^lASSEY HALL
ICKETS

S4.00, 53.25, $2.50. ¥1.75

Available ai A & A Record Bar, 351 Yonge Street; Book Cellar,

11S4 B^ Street; Arcade

^MiNG
I I January ISth Canadian Folk Festival. Featuriiie Oscar Brand,

^-^IING
! I Febniiiry IStli. Smotliecs Brotliers.

House of Sounds

STUDENTS
^ET 20 % OFF ON ALL L.P. RECORDS

at

House of Sounds
Don't Be Ash;imed To Tell You Co To Queen's

Dry Cleaning and

Shirt Laundering

Q SERVICE, QUALITY. CONVENIENCE
Store at 314 Barrie SU-eet Near Princess Is Convenient

and Anxious To Serve You
Same Day Service on Request

In by 10 a.m. Ready by 5 p.m.
Save 20% by Using Our Services at Leonard Hall

Available to All Students

Dial 548-4407

For pickup & delivery service

Cleland & FlindaU

H4 g
^**V CLEANERS — SHIRT LAUNDERERS

'"f'e Street 851 Princess Street

birthday Ceremonies befian at 12.01a.m Mth a eathermg of friends (Nancy)

tmue throuehout the day. All friendscorid y invited to the brawl in iSMcNeill tonite nt 9;00,

MISCELLANEOUS

For Sale: 1956 Volkswaeon, cood
condition, radio, reasonable 542-7408

n,.?!?"!*^^ Catalyst. Send
material to Poppy Cemmel at 5 Brvce
Avenue, Toronto Ontario.
To Eent: Comfortable room and

board suitable for sludeut. 78 Divisiorv
at, Mrs. Ivan Steele.

HOCKEY '63
LEAGUE HOME GAMES:
8;15 p.m. University of Toronto

at Kingston Community
Centre. Sat. Dec. 7

NOT 3:00 p.m.

BASKETBALL
EXHIBITION AWAY GAMES:
Change in time:

3 :00 p.m. Sat. December 7
At St. Lawrence Univ.

NOT 3 :30 p.m.
Additional game:

4:00 p.m. Sat. February 8

At Carlton

OF lie Higliligbte

Tonight at 7:00. CFRC produ-
ces a program of English Folk
songs on "Music Round the
World". Following this at 8:30
on "CFRC Magazine" Professor
Anthony Marshall of the Class-

ics Department will discuss and
compare universities of Canada,
United States, and England.

At 1 :00 p.m. Saturday Tchai-
kovsky's "Nutcracker Suite Bal-
let" is featured On "Broadway
Music". At 7:45 p.m.. CFRC pre-

sents music from the two pro-

ductions "I Can Get It For You
Wholesale" and "Gentlemen Pre-

fer Blondes". Three-quai-ters of

an hour later, on "Campus Tal-

ent" Mike Irlills will sing and ac-

company himself on the guitar,

John Conch will play popular and
classical piano. We will be heard
next week-end and throughout
the Christmas holidays at 1:00
p.m. Saturdays and 9:00 a.m,-

a :00 p.m. Sundays. Regular
broadcasting will resume Thurs-
day, January 9.

WHAT'S NEW? a vacuum
packed Inner pouch to
guarantee freshness

(nstde the outer pouch you'll find another—
vacuum sealed. Open this inner one and
mmmmm—the freshness is obvious! Why
two pouches? Simple. Dutch Mill's great
taste and mildness are worth preserving. The
new vacuum packed inner pouch does it.

Guarantees that Dutch Mill Pipe Tobacco
comes to you fresh . . . stays fresh longer.

Try a pouch today.

Aromatic and regular 550*

Dutch Mill
PIPE TOBACCO

couM result from a

20 minute inkrview

This inlerview could decide your entire professional career—

probably the most iniporlant twenty minutes in your life.

Tlial is why we would like lo talk lo >Mu in complete confi-

dence. You tell us where you want lo go in the year^ ahead

and we'll tell you of the opporlunitics. the challenging

careers which arc ayailable at Northern Electric.

Northern Electric makes the things that make communica-

tions possible, from underground cable to troposphcric

scatter systems— from crossbar automatic exchanges lo tele-

phone handsets.

There arc cxceil'.-nt opportunities for:

• gmduutcs in enginiitring and oilKr sciences

• graduates in commerce und related fields

• graduates in engineering lechnoIog>

• summer work for engineering undergnidualcs

Plan lo have a talk with a Northern Electric personnel officer
the next time he is on your campus. This interview could
mean a great future for you.

For further intornialion and appointment pleiise coniacl your Plaeemeni OftiLci —

_

HorthQrn Ekctric R
COMPANY LIMITED ffj

M all-Canadian company with over 1 7,000 employees

\
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Sport Shorts

Mixed Badminton
Doubles

wai be played ]an. 7, 8, 9, and

10. Levanites may choose a fellow

from any faculty. Sign the lists in

the gym before Dec. 6.

Intramural Curling

Will start after Christmas. It will

be held every Thursday from 4 to

6 at the Cataraqui Country Club.

The price of this is $2.00 for 8

dmes^plus your own transportation.

Hotel La Salle

Dine in the Famous Colony Room

Specializing in

Delicious Charcoal Broiled Steaks

Direct from Our Dining Rom Grill

Special Arrangements for Banquets & Dances

548-3361Bagot & Princess

Playday

The Levana Athletic Council play-

ed hostess to visiting teams from

three universities this Sat. Nov, 29.

Unfortunately, Carleton U was

unable to make it, as they became

snowbound Saturday morning. The

meet lasted from 1 to 5. The fol-

lowing sports were played, with

FILTER

winners as indicated:

Basketball-iMacDonald

Swimining-MacDonald and

Queen's (tied)

Volleyball-Queen's A

Hockey—Queen's

5-Pin Bowling-Queen's

Archery—McGill

PATTON'S CLEANERS
and

SHIRT LAUNDERERS

Wally Elmer — Prop.

Dial 548-4292 — 546-6480

349 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO

The Nicest Cleaning in Town

CANADA PACKERS

CANADA PACKERS INVITES GRADUATING STUDENTS

in Arts, Commerce, Business, Engineering, Chemistry

and Agriculture, to discuss plans for an interesting

career in a leading Canadian industry.

AGHICULTURftL SERVICES

TRAFFIC— CUSTOMS

AUDIT—ACCOUNTING

CHEMISTRY-EHGIHEERIHG

SALES— MARKETIHG

TRADIKG— PURCHASING

RESEARCH

TECHNOLOGY—PRODUCTION

PEflSOHKEl— INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

STUDENT INTERVIEWS
with Canada Packers' representative will be held on

January 13th and 14lh

at times arranged by the University Placement

Officer, For more information, Canada Packers'

Annual Report and brochure are available at the

Placement Office.

CUS Wants Callins Card
It has been suggested by the

CUS Committee of the University

of Victoria that a national Calling

Card be created, By this plan tlie

many students who travel durhig

the Christmas or summer holiday's

could avail themselves of the

directions, informaton, hospitality

or advice of any other student in

the town or district in wihich they

were travelling. This would be

accomplished by students agreein^t

to put their name and address on

Michael Marrello

503A Princess Street

Phone 542-3714

Prize Wi7iner in Hair Sti/ling

Air Conditioned For You Comfort

a nationwide Ust.

And remember, the inclusjoji

an address does not mean

obligation whatsoever to pro^^

lavish hospitality or enterta
lament

It is just felt tliat it would be

bable that the party would w
to become better acquainted

wisj^

tihe caller. It is also felt
in

seriousness that such a plan woni,]

result in a greater concept of

Brotheithood of Canadian
Univef

sity Students.

All those interested in particip^j

ing in this nationwide who's whe[,v

can sign lists in various biiil(]i„„^

These lists will be sent to the U„

iversty of Victoria for further
coir,

pletion and distribution.

Graduates of a quick course in comfort!

Everybody passes this TCA-inspired course—and

passes it enjoyably, comfortably, quickly in the

multi-million dollar surroundings of a giant DC-8

jet, Vanguard or Viscount airplane. No exams to

write—nothing to study, although the cabin is quiet

enough for you to catch up on important papers

(or a welcome snooze) . o When you get on the move

in the business world—or if you're travelling for

pure, 'plane pleasure, go TCA. It's the "refresher

course" you'll never fail (to appreciate).

FLY CANADIAN-FLY TCA

TRANS-CANADA AIR LINES m) AIR CANADA

Sue Yurselph
(Law 52) says:

I rest my case for the

ifuture on a growing

Savings Account at

Bank of Montreal

a big step on the rood to success is on early banking connection

Yvu'i\ iiiiU llicsa B af M Brtmchcs In Kingston
especially convenient:

Princess & Barric Sis., in the "Y"
WILLIAM F. CRONIN. Manager

Main Olfice, 297 King Sf. East ai the Market:

Be your loveliest in

Kitten's fabulous new
tweed look for Fall!

Illustrated ia the new
100% wool Jacquard
Tweed pattern available
in excitmg new fall

colour combinations.
Sizes 36-42, S13.98.
And to match perfectly.

Kitten's fully-lintj pure
wool double-knit skirt.

Sizes 8-20, S15.98. At
good shops overyivhere.

1
Without tiifl label it is not a geauino Kitten L^^£,.^

DEC
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enient Service Expands
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j,|^^nieiit Service of Queen's

, i,as
been a part of the

'^Iv
for foffy y^"- '^"'ing

''^'riy
y^^^ increased in

"a
effectiveness. Under the

"nirector of Placement, Mr.

'Sunders.
B.SC., tlie Place-

will improve its service

p
move

of Queen's. In 1964

its offices from the

Building into theUnion

,

aow being built behind Clark

present
facilities for inter-

jre
(]uiie inadequate. Fre-

toonis in Dunning Hall or

lij
Science Clubrooms are

J (0
accommodate all the

„
representatives. The addi-

°
Clark Hall will provide ten

t;,v
rooms, two of which may

Dveried into one exam room,

[fices and waiting rooms on

Kond floor will be spacious.

Hire which is now buried in

fir set high on some obscure

Bill be easily accessible,

viously under AMS adminis-

),
Ihe Placement Service was

I
uader the jurisdiction of the

cering Society about three

Article XI of the "Con-

iD of the Engineering Society"

ihe purpose of the Placement

V, ". . . It shall be to assist

lU and graduates of all facul-

if Queen's who are seeking

yment and to serve em-

p who use men and women
university training."

3iL« of Ihe many job oppor-

i in government, science, and
!f)' today, companies must
applicants for the positions

led ailed. As a result, they

representatives to the univer-

51 the earliest possible date,

fsir. one hundred and seventy-
iimpanies will have interviews

Queen's students, Sixty-five

'
of Ihese companies conduct

in'm'iews before Christmas,
iliirt}' percent increase of

interviews over

"18 Ihc past few years, the
f of siudents making use of
«mene Service has increased.
""Slo Mr. Saunders, approxi-
nineiy-five percent of the

engineering students and
"Jlof Ihe final year commerce
^^Pply through the Service.

^11 of these who applied

had been accepted. He went on to

say that not nearly this number of

the Artsment apply, probably be-

cause so many of them go on to post

graduate study. However 'the

demand for Artsmen in industry is

increasing he said. A number of

predominantly engineering com-

panies are hiring Arts graduates for

sales and advertismg.

To most undergraduates, the

summer job is of immediate import-

ance. TTiere are enough openings

for summer employment for nearly

all of the third year Applied Science

and Commerce students who apply.

Arts undergrads and first and second

year engineering and commerce

students usually have a more diffi-

cult time locating openings for

summer employment.

Every Friday afternoon the Place-

ment Service posts all interviews for

the coming week on the notice

board in the basement of the Stu-

dents' Union Building and in build-

ings involved in related work, and
students may sign for an interview

in the Placement Office. On the

following Monday afternoon, boards
or schedules for interviews are

made up. Most companies notify

dieir applicants by mail whether
they have been accepted or not.

The average of Queen's students

accepted for employment is high in

comparison 'to other Canadian uni-

versities. The Civil Service of

Canada reported that the average

for Civil Service exams written at

Queen's is double the national

average. With an excellent faculty,

a highly intelligent student body
(this includes Levana), and a well

co-ordinated and efficient Placement
Service it can hardly be otherwise.

To all those interested in

playing intramural hockey

this year for the first time

a "B" league will be formed

i.e. years will be allowed to

enter more than one team if

enough interest is shown

( this means 2 or 3 teams if

possible). Anyone interestetl

contact )'our athletic stick

and turn out to your year

practices.

REPRESENTATIVES OF

'nternatlonal Nickel Company
of Canada Limited

II! V

W'ith'^

University to discuss career opportunities
BTaduating and post graduate students in

f^EERING —
• MINING
• METALLURGICAL
• CHEMICAL
• ELECTRICAL
• MECHANICAL
• crvn.

We

ON January 9th and 10th

nvjie you to arrange an interview tlirough the

University Placement Service.

The

^rnational Nickel Company
of Canada Lunited

COPPER CLIFF, ONTARIO

SCMJo View

Quebec Life
During the Chrisrtmas holidays

about fifty English speaking univer-

sity students will invade the Uni-

versity de Montreal. It is expected
that there \vill be great upheavals
on the campus as the SCM holds

its Christmas conference from Dec.

26 lo Dec. 30. The theme is, "Crisis

in Confederation" — what better

topic to study in Montreal! Details

of programme and speakers are not
yet available, but will include:

Bible study, an examination of the

historical background of the Con-
federation crisis, views of French-
Canadian student life, and news of

the arts in French Canada.

The cost of the conference is

about $15.00 plus travel pool.

Some help from the SCM at Queen's
will be available. Anyone interested

in spending a few excituig days in

Montreal during the holidays con-

tact Derwyn Dockeo 546-6569
Registration deadline is Dec. 18.

Can you keep a secret

?
•

Then why use
sanitary protection

that can't
?

Isn't it high time you turned to

Tampax? Tampax is terrific at

keeping a secret. No bulges, no
telltale outlines, nothing at all to

show. No belts, no ping, no pads.

No odor. No disposal problems.

No problems at all.

You can even bathe wearing

Tampax and stay your sweet,

dainty self. You're more at ease

with Tampax—no chafing, no
irritation, no awkwardness.

Tampax was invented by a doc-
tor for the benefit of all women,
married or single,

or not. He invented thelWffH
handy applicator that baa CyZiy
the necessary smoothness

and firmness for easy insertion.

Tampax internal sanitary
protection comes in your choice

of 3 absorbency-sizes (Regular,

Super, Junior) wherever such
products are sold.

HAMILTON: Did you know that

unidentified flying objects are

actually spacecraft from other

planets?

C. S. Rickers, a qualified engineer

and UFO expert, recently presented

evidence of this phenomena in a
lecture to McMaster students.

Though he has never seen a
'spaceman he gave a detailed explan-

ation of flying saucers and their

occupants. The only spacecraft he
has observed have been at high

altitude.

The modern spaceship comes
equipped with gravity neutrahzers,

disintegration ray, paralyzing ray,

air locks, elevators, and even female

Professor Manning, from
the London School of Econo-
mics, will speak on December
9 in Dunning Hall. Professor

Manning is reputed to share

the views of the South African

government, vis-a-vis Apar-
theid. Professor Manning's
travel expenses are being paid

by Ihe South African govern-

ment. For further details,

waitch the main bulletin

boards.

CUP Roundup
' engineers.

The visitors from outer space can
speak any earth language, communi-
cated by mental telepathy, and
aisume the appearance of human
beings.

Mr. Rickers is firmly convinced
Christ was one of 12 Messiahs sent

to Earth by friendly planets to help

human beings progress. He alleges

the Star of David was actually a
spaceship and the angels were
:pacemen who mastered the art of

levitation,

ST. ANNE DE BELLEVUE: The
Faili-Yc Times, student newspaper

|

of Macdonald College, is being sued
I

by the estate of the late Pablo'

Picasso as a result of a feature

article on the artist which appeared
in the Nov. 22nd edition of the

paper.

Manuel Hermandez, counsel for

the estate, will base his action on,
the attempt of die Times to label

Picasso's works as "simplified, dis-

torted, and a synthetic cubism".

Hermandez has obtained a court

injunction to call back all outstand-

ing issues of last Friday's Failt-Ye

Times and tlie Picasso display in the

foyer of one of the student buildings

i:. to be removed from the "gringo"

college.

Reliable resources in Mexico City

stale the widow of the late Mr.
Pic;isso has suffered a stroke over

the allegation on Picasso's works.

INNSBRUCK, AUSTRIA: Co-eds
are worried over the prominence of

university "confirmed bachelor

clubs" which are growing at a rate

of 10 per cent and have been doing

so for the past three years.

One co-ed said thatt if this con-
tinues, there won't be a college man
available for marriage in 10 years.

The giri, 21 -year-old Isle Zweig,

and a dozen other women have
formed a committee to investigate

the problem.

They asked the confirmed bache-
lors of the University of Innsbruck

to tell them why and what they find

wrong with marriage. The bachelors'

answer: "What a man enjoys is to

be pampered, fussed over and
wailed on. So he marries and for-

ever after he must pamper her, fuss

over her and wait, wait, and wait."

iPORr
PLAIN

<>> FILTER TIP
CIdARETTES

J
the facts

* BeneAth

the 6AZZle

All diamonds loot dazzling at first

glance but only an expert jtweler can

tell a diamond s true value. Cut. bril-

liancy, color, clarity and weiglil are all

imporlanl. Wc have (lie siienlific in,-

sirumenis as well as tlie knowledge and
repulaliOLi to help you niiilie llic rrglil

diamond cliaji.(.-.

KINNEAR D'ESTERRE
diamond merchants 168 Princess St.

Do You Want In A
Company After Graduation?

Graduates who've been out a few years say the important things to

look for in choosing a job are good training, an unrestricted chance to
grow in a solid, recognized company, income, early responsibility

and a stimulating environment where intelligence and enthusiasm are
recognized. The points are not always in that order, but these are the
main ones. What, then, can Proctor & Gamble offer you?

1. An outstanding record of individualized, on-the-job

training.

2. Responsibilities and promotion based on a man's
ability — not on itow long he's been around.

3. A growth company which controls 30 per cent to 60
per cent of all the major product markets in which it

competes; at least one of our brands is in 95 per cent
of all Canadian households.

4. Among other benefits, highly competitative salaries

and profit sharing.

Obviously, you need to know facts before making an intelligent choice
of your career. We'd like to tell you more about us. Descriptive
brochures are available at your Placement Office and company repre-
sentatives will visit for interviews on;

Monday January 13

Tuesday January 14

for positions in

ADVERTISING, BUYING, FINANCE, SALES AND
TRANSPORTATION

PROCTOR & GAMBLE
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Quotable . .

.

i3 eQSonal <Song

Christmastime is here by golly—

Disapproval would be folly,

Deck the halls with hunks of holly

Fill the cup - and don't say 'when'l

Kill the turkeys, ducks, and chickens

Mix the pundh and drag out the Dickens-

Even though the prospect sickens

Brother — here we go again!

On Christmas day you can't get sore

Your fellow man you must adore—

There's time to rob him all the more

The odier three hundred and sixty-four.

Relations sparing no expense

All send some useless old utensil—

Or a matcliing pen and pencil-

Just the thing 1 need - how nicel

It doesn't matter how sincere it is

Or how heart-felt die spirit is

Sentiment \vill not endear it—

What's important is the pricel

So - let the raucous sleigh-bells jingle

Hail our dear old friend Kris Kringle

Driving his reindeer across the sky—

Don't stand underneath when they fly by!

Tom Lehrer

Disillusioned . .

.

After the first flush of froshdom

was worn off (and by now, it seems

to have done so), Canadian university

students in the humanities become

noticeably disillutioned with their

academic work. One of the major rea-

sons for this disillusionment is the

way in which their courses are pre-

sented for consumption.

The fault lies primarily with the

lecture system of instruction. In the

first place, there are far too many

lectures. Students attend them, not

from any particular desire for know-

ledge, but because they feel obliged

to attend in order to collect facts for

examinations. Because the assimila-

tion of facts is such a mechanical pro-

cess, the student of whom no more

than the facts is required finds it in-

creasingly difficult to identify him-

self with his work. It then becomes a

task performed to please the profes-

sor - an obscene carry - over from

high school. In more extreme cases

the petty business of competition for

marks- for their own sake - becomes

the student's only goal.

This non-involvement with course

work causes intellectual apathy and

often general dissatisfaction with

university life as a whole. Students

neglect lectures because they are not

offered encouragement for effort or

opportunity for independent thought.

Moreover, lectures and the aura

which surrounds them drives a wedge

between professor and student, rather

than drawing them closer together.

The lecture system is an impersonal

process in which the student is made
incapable of approaching his instruc-

tor on a mature basis. For his part,

the lecturer has difficulty in helping

the student with his problem because

he seldom knows much about the in-

idual student and because he must

remain aloof even in personal inter-

views in order to maintain the aura

of a intellectual mountain - goat in

lectures. Finally the lecture system

does little to develop a student's cri-

tical faculties - professor's opinions

are hoarded assiduously for the April

reaping time.

Although tutorials are becoming

more and more common in Canadian

universities, they are more of an ap-

pendage than an integral part of the

system. As such they contribute little

to the student's academic curiosity-

or powers of self-expression.

It is this writer's opinion that there

Should be only one lecture a week in

each course. The main emphasis of

the year's worlk should be handled in

relatively short tutorials given once

a week. These tutorials should be con-

ducted by a tutor who is a member of

the staff, not by graduate students.

With fewer lectures to prepare and to

deliver, professors could easily han-

dle four or five of these tutorials a

day - as they do in many English uni-

versities - the work for which would
be done by the students themselves.

This is the only way a student can
become involved on the work done at

the university, and perhaps of its

value as well.

Don Smith

Application forms for scholar-

Ships tenable in 1964-65 under the

CUS Interregional Soholarship Ex-

change Plan are available now in

the Registrar's office, it was an-

nounced today.

The exchange plan is an oppor-

tunity for students with a minimum
of second class standing to study

for a least one year at a university

in another region of Canada. Suc-

cessful candidates receive freo

tuition and travel grants to cover

transportation costs to and from

the exchange university.

The plan Is sponsored by CUS
and supported by the Canada
Council and the administration of

each of the seventeen participating

universities.

Further information can be ob-

tained frbm the CUS Chairman or

the Registrar,

THE VISIT
Actors at Queen's have been waiting impatendy for Fred Euringer's flrst

production. The fact that diere was new blood at the top, the national reputa-

tion of the new director, and the Ukehliood lihat a vein of material new! to the

yueen's stage would be tapped combined to raise their expectations. On

Wednesday night those expectations were more tlian fulfilled.

Friedrich Duerrenmatt's T/ie Visit calls for team work. The scene changes

frequently. Tlie whole cast takes part in complex clmnges of set before tlie

eyes of the authence. In amateur productions th result is too often an embarras-

sint; moment during which ^le tension of the play is lost. This produution,

however, was conspicuous for the

smoothness with whicli these changes

took place. The conquest of this obstacle

even in lihe physical conditions of Con-

vocation Hall was symptomatic of the

firm and sure hand whioh directed the

perfortnance.

It was not only in this respect that

Mr. Euringer seemed to have inspired

his actors. Tlie cast of this play is ex-

ceptionally large, and one might have

mm

e.vpfxted -to sense a shortage of talent

in the minor roles. Yet every rolc-

seemed to be filled by an entliusiastic

and aspiring actor who knew what was

expected of him and reacted spontan-

eously and imaginatively to the central

action of each scene. Foreseeably. the

result was a performance whidi held tlip

audience's attention continuously.

Among individual performances, the

outstanding one was given by MerriSe':

Houston in the central role of Clara.

Merrilee was always convincing and

often forceful and compelling. Jim

Giirrard as Anton Schill lacked the

necessary versatility, but reached hf'ight^

in his entrance into the Sacristy, and in

tlie rail\vay station scene in w^ich ho

attempts to escape from the town,
Xh

two blind men were excellent, and Stc

Sharp as Burgomeister also descry'

mention; ihe tlu-ew away some linc-s
aiij

was unconvincing in the scene in
wlii;.],

he visited Anton's shop, but on bhe wlmi

his performance was impressive.

The production was conspicuous
fg

the director's flexible and imaginatj^,,

handling of scene changes. However
one slight but unncessary distuibanix'

could be eliminated. The locale of alj^jn^,

everj' scene is clear from tin?
Urj,

moment: for instance when tlie sound

effects man gives us a train, and Aatoa

appears with a valise and someone

him if he's going on a trip, what ne^i

h;v\'e we of further witnesses? We do

not need a placard to tell njs where we

are.

Wednesday night's performance v,%

poorly attended. Downstairs there were

hardly any students in tihe audience.

Well more fool you. Queen's student.

Something new and exciting is happai-

ing down in those dusty little quarter;,

and you're not with it yet.

Peter McLaughlin

"The Visit" by Friedrich Duerrenmatt,

heralds a new approach to drama at

Queen's. A ne\v play, a fresh director

have supplanted the traditional standards

of the Queen's theatre, in attempting to

restore meaning to the theatre as an art

form.

A bardcmpt Swiss canton, Gullen,

eagerly awaits the arrival of Madame
Zaclianassian, a fabulously ricli former

inhabitant, who they hope will gener-

ously reinstate their economy. Only

Anton Schill, a poor, but popular mer-

chant knew her. As teenagers the two

had had an affair; she became pregnant

and he bribed two friends to thwart her

paternity suit. Schill then married for

money; and now is poor. She became

a whore, married a milhonaire, and has

returned to Gullen seeking 'justice'. She

offers the town one bilUon marks for

Anton's life. The rest of the play explores

this 'justice'.

Somewhat morbid? Duerreiunatt de-

scribed his play as a Hght, gay improvis-

ation piece'. Perhaps this will surprise

many vA\o see it. He treats tlie subject

in its strictest logical appHcation, so that

it sets up its own internal contradictions,

but the approach is ironic; we are not

to drown in philosophical implications.

Fred Euringer in his debut as drama
director has caught Duerrenmatt's spirit.

The production is bold and dynamic,

impressive primarily for originality and
mastery of technique. All scenery

changes take place on the stage; the

characters manipulate the scenery in the

course of movement. In the second act

when Clare Zachanassian's spirit domin-

ates the action, she dominates it sitting

on a balcony above the stage. The set

design was masterful.

Unfortunately the production was in-

hibited by first night inexperience.

Characters needed time to warm up to

their parts and scenery changes were
occasionally clumsy. Purists may resent

the mispronunciation of German terms.

But these are minor criticisms.

Euringer elicited a competent per-

formance from each member of the

large cast, Steve Sharp played the

burgomeister with precision and con-

fitlence. Peter Tams controlled perform-

ance as the Butler studied the cast.

Merrilee Houston was outstanding as

Clare: she was forceful, natural and
consistent. Jim Garrard as Anton SchilJ

was slightly less consistent, but tliere

were times when he rose to excellence,

and drove the paradox of the theme.

The production was refreshingly bold
and original. We saw an e.xcelli>nt play
— written by a man with a theme and
presented by a director and cast who
expressed it well. The Visit' must be
seen.

Don Carmichad

You know how, around this tune of year, various people receive honours

o: one sort or another? I'm thinking of the Nobel Prize, the Pulitzer Prize,

some of the things the Queen gives away - that sort of thing. The troubit

is, the recipients are already ricli, powerhd, and famous. Here, tlien. is an

award ior people who really need it: The Ratfink Prize. This year's recipients are:

Mr. Delmar Slibb, B.A. an early fighter for biculturism. He was the

first man in Medicine Hat to wear a beret (1938). Elected in 1935

as a Social Credit M.L.A. from an eastern Alberta riding, he soon

deserted the party to form the still prominent Credit-East movement,

Lt. Gen. W. Monger, U.S.A.F. (ret.), an American patriot. In 1961

be attempted to have Cape Canaveral renamed in honour of Je-ju^

Christ ("a great American"), but failed.

Dr. Lunger von Flem, noted Eye, Ear, Nose, and Throat specialiM-

Dr. Von Flem receives poslihumous recognition as discoverer of 'li-

Cough Control Center.

Mr. H. Heifer, publisher of Plowboy. His motto, "A roll in the Iw)'

is worth two in the bakery" is now a household word. And, of courstS

his Cow of the Month, is an udder deUght

Mr. E. Marsala, Hh.D., a little known but noisy proponent of religio''^

freedom.

Mr. R. Barron, entrepreneur. Mr. Barron estabhshed a company to rent

horses to would-be fox hunters in the Napanee area, and made teo

million dollars for his corporation, the Hortz Agency.

Mr U. N. Berievable, mourner. He bought his father a nine-thousand

dollar funeral and got green stamps. He took great pleasure from tH^'

pL-jrnanerit smde on die face of ihis Dad, all decked out in his Dooinsti''^

best. And he got an electric toothbrushl

Mrs. Veronica Strontium, peace marcher. She marched for forty d.iy^

and forty nights, and was arrested in Hamilton (having lost Qier Wii)');

Released on hail she asked the plaintive queston "Where's my ba"!"'

Rev. S. Timonius, religious leader. He, when confronted by an ur>^'"^^^

mother, daughter of a junlcie and a prostitute (respectively), sister "

a pimp, and mother of an alcohoUc, smiled benignly and asked "H'^'''^

you been baptized?"

Sergeant W. Hunt of the ROMP, a defender of civU hberties. Assig^J"!

in 1947 to investigate Communism at the University of Manitoba,
''^

took the wrong plane and wound up at the University of Leni"S'"^.j

Not recognizing his mistake, he spent two years there and reported '

to be "clean",

G. Tidings, student leader, He broke the Canadian Olympic r<?c<"|j

by holding ninety offices in four years at imiversity. When queried al>"'|^

bis dedication to his fellow students, he said, "It'll look good on my I"

applicationa."

Charley Gofi"'
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m CUS To ConsiderConfederation

' Stormy Petrels Flock Together
AMS Project

Underway
Guy Dozois To Strike Keynote

By STEPHEN SMART

'ENGINEERS AT WORK'
SEE 'AT>ILONE SOUOLAilS' AND REPORT IN NEXT ISSUE

photo by Graf

at Will the Province

Grant to O^^^n's This Year?

Fefs

Jiffs

Fiir those panting of ciiriosily to find

iiitl wliiit generous benefactors maintain

>i; ;]| University there are some very

F-'levant figures. They are tihe main

tjces of revenue to the University for

Ihe last academic year — that is 1962-63.

$2,410,000 - 32%
. 264,000 - 3 %

Ifceipt^i fi-om outside

sources { from cor-

jwirations etc.

)

^liscellaneous

'ntlowment

WloRil Government

174,000

67,000

697,000

1,216,000

'ovincial Go\'emment 2,635,000

$7,463,000

2 %
1 %
9 %
16%

377o

In the near future the University

presidents will be sending their total re-

quests to the Ontario governments. Last

year the pro\'inci;il government clipped

requests from $90,000,000 to $63,000,000.

In the light of the increased control the

provincial government wants to exercise

over the universities, it will be very in-

terersting to see what happens this year.

You are advised to watch closely the

columns of the Journal, of the Varsity

and of the national press. Bear in mind

too, tliat it was the pro\'incial Govern-

ment and not the university administra-

tion that fixed this year's enrolment

figure here at Queen's.

One of the major AMS projects for

this year is the C.U.S. Gonfederation

Seminar, organized by Steve Smart.

Thirty Queen's students and six pro-

fessors \vill participate. Four of the stu-

dents are French-Canadians.

The Seminar will .try to explain and
understand the revolutions that are oc-

curring in our country today,

On Saturday morning at 9;00 a.m.

Jean Foumier will present a paper to the

seminar group. Its title is: Tlie Compact
Spirit and the Quebec Reser\'e: Two
Antithetical Views of Gonfederation.

This will be followed by a general dis-

cussion.

In the afternoon Bob Page will pre-

sent a paper concerning the Progress of

Confederation since 1867. Changes in

the constitution will be considered and

it will question whether or not -the goals

of Confederation have been reached.

On Sunday afternoon a general dis-

cussion will be chaired; by Dr. A. R, M.
Lower. Three 'basic questions will be

asekd: What do we want from Gonfed-

eration today? Is it adequate? What
change if any, should be made in British

North America Act.

The results of the seminar will be sent

to the C.U.S. secretariat where they will

be put in the form of a brief to be pre-

sented to the Royal' Commission on Bi-

lingiiahsm and Biculturalism.

Threats from Quebec to separate from
the rest of Canada force Canadians to

study the existing state of Confederation.

Will Canada fly apart? Or, can we solve

die existing dissatisfaction within our
country, now, before it is too late?

In connection with the CUS Seminar
on Confederation, Mr. Guy Dozois, pro-

fessor of Political Science at the Univer-

sity of Ottawa, will speak tonight on the

theme; French Canada and Confedera-

tion. Tliis should be a significant speech

to shed light on the relations between
Englisih and French Canada.

On receiving his Baccalaureat in Mon-
treal in 1949, Mr. Dozois studied simul-

taneously Political Science at the Un-
iversity of Montreal and Architecture at

the Ecole des Beaux Arts. After a year

of travelling in Europe Mr. Dozois did
furtlier study in PoHtical Science at the

School of International Studies in Gen-
eva.

He joined the staff at the University

of Ottawa in 1955 to teach Canadian
Government and Federalism. He is cur-

rently doing research for the Royal Com-
mission on Bilingualism and Bicultural-

ism.

We must understand liie revolutions

that are occurring in our country today
if our founding cultures are to harmon-
ize — and not to contradict.

Mr. Guy Dozois will address the

Queen's campus Friday, January 10 at

8:30 p.m. in the Dunning Hall Auditor-

CUSO Presents Professor^'s Panel

man Goes onTV As
Tmesday. January 14tii 8:00 p.m.

Canadian University Service Overseas

(C.U.S.O.) will present a distinguished

panel of Queen's professors in a discus-

sion on economic, ^jolitical and social

conditions in underdeveloped countries.

Dr. A. i.M. Taylor of the Department of

Geography, Dr. Keppel-Jones, History,

Dr. Thoman. Geography, and Dr. K. B,

Sayeed, Politics and Economics bring to

Athlone Fellowships Honour Engineers

rragedy to Queen sman

Christopher Tilston, 19, of Manitowan-
ill tlie Sault area was killed in a

ghway accident on Friday December

I'llstoii and Ian Campbell, 20, of

^"'f Ste. Marie, were iiitchli iking horns
Ur

C].

The wayward class of Engineering "64

has produced two scholars. Two mem-
bers of tlie class have won Athlone

fellowships. They are W. M. 'Mac*

Evans, 21, of Saniia, Ontario, and Bob

Pritchard of Deep Ri\'er, Ontario. The

Athlone fellowship is one of the most

honoured scholarships that a Canadian

^
inslmas when the accident ocurred

^'lirty miles south of North Bay
^ Iruck in whicli they were riding

""^'<!.mtto

^"'^ of highway

ear moved into the centre lane

•"t the tnick.

pass a car on a three lane

when a south-

^'e Hire,e occupants of the car and

were killed. Campbell and tli

(Irivcn- were milmrt.

"''''^'"'i. in first year Arts and Science

^^"tive
ill the Drarma Guild an l

" "'^0 a reporter for The Journal. As
^^l^RC reporter he wrote a weekly

1,.^^.
'^^^^ Highlights" concerning

'^"iiiig
events on tlie radio station.

engineer can win, A tliird fellowship has

been awarded to a postgraduate, Thorjie

Watson of Rouyn. Quebec.

They are awarded by the British gov-

ernment and enable the holders to study

at a British Uni\'ersit)' for two years.

Botii Evans and Pritchard have said tliat

they would like to study electronics, and

they hinted Biniiingham University as

a possible destination. The fellowship

allows $1,800 for maintenances as well

as providing for tuition and books.

Evans is a final year student in elec-

trical engineering. He was president of

his year botli in his freshman year and

in his third year, and is now president

of the Engineering society. He has re-

FEES DUE

By January 15 >-ou nMist liave completed

pnvment of fees or be otiarged with ii

Iiite payment fee of $10.00, and y-ou

mny be suspended from clnsses.

If any organization otlicr tliaci y-oursi-Ii

U p.iying your fees and >x)ii cannot com-

|)l(.-ti! p,iniient by Jmi. 15, you inus!

obl;.m a PERMIT TO DELAY PAY-

MENT of fees.

presented his year both in intemiural

basketball and in intermural volleyball.

Pritchard has s^n two inches of mud,

and been within one inch of victorj'

o\'er the University of Toronto in inter-

collegiate rugger. He is also a fourth

year student, and has been a prominent

justice on the AMS Court.

Pritchard

this discussion an impressive background
of personal overseas experience and
knowledge of underdeveloped countries.

Tills panel has been] conceived \vith the

idea in mind of presenting to the student

an up-to-date picture of what he would
meet in such places as India. .Africa, the
West Indies today. The illusions which
mark many of our pictures of these
countries wiW be examined and discuss-

ed.

This panel has been especially orient-

ed towards students interested in o\'er-

seas service. However, a most interest-

ing and informative evening is in store

for all students who wish to attend. It

wnll be held in the McLaughlin Room
in the Student Union.

Friday, January 17. a follow-up on
CKWS TV, Channel 11 will explore

more intently tlie need for Canada to

put volunteers in underdeveloped coun-
tries. On Arthur Phelps TV show 'It's

Debatable" Judy Nichols, Chairman of

Queen's C.U.S.O. and Dr. A. M. Taylor
will defend Canada's Peace COqjs de-

velopments against the cliarges of Pro-

fessor Phelps and Dave Dodge. Queen's

politics and economics student, as to the

effectiveness of these volunteers.

Is the so-called idealism of these

young Canadians misplaced and mis-

directed? Would Canada do better to

direct its efforts towards more financial

and technical aid?

These events are a part of tlie pro-

gram C.U.S.O. is providing to sb'mulate

interest in overseas ser\'ice. Graduating

students are being interviewed in late

January for two year postings to eight

different countries. The majority will

take teaching positions, a number also

go as doctors, nurses, engineers and

social workers.

ilUNT HALL EBB TIDE JAN. 18

t1
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EDITORIAL

With Our Glasses Raised On High

Now is the time to baptize 1964. To all Oueensmcn, whetlier with ciiam-

paenc glass, or pewter mugs, or steins, or egg cups, or that cream-coloured coffee

cup that never sees a dish towel, we hope that you will raise it on high. We drink

10 the spirit of Queen's that it may ligliren the bad hours of exams and broken

dates and dinmg hall lines, and study plans frustrated by Ubrary regulations.

And that that spirit may carry Qucen'smcn to new academic and sporting

triumphs. We ask you Lo raise your cups to the Queen'smen, who as scholars

arc working as far afield as Munich and south of ihc border at Princeton. We

raise a specially big cupful to Ronnie Stewart, Lou Bruce, Gary Schreidcr, Pcief

Quinn and all tli; other Queen'smen making their way in professional sport.

Then too we ask you lo drink to the memory of all the wretched editors of the

Journal of the past and to all the wretched ones of the future, hoping that they

can restore to die Journal its once and near future excellence.

We ask you to raise your glasses to all those Queen'smen who have made

their way in banking or business, that Queen's taught them that dollars and

cents, bills and requisitions were of secondary importance. We raise a toast to

the provincial government that it may not believe that its great generosity to the

universities of Ontario gives it control over the academic and other freedoms of

those universities. We raise our cups to Lester B. Pearson, Canada's first chance

of a great and honest Prime Minister in forty years, and let us toast too die next

forty years, certain as they are lo bring disaster to South Africa, but in which

we may begin to establish a rule of peace on earth.

We drink to the coming year in the certain knowledge that it will bring

tragedy, maybe not as terrible as that of this last November, but tragedy nonethe-

less. Yet we are equally certain tliat there will be something that will enable lis

to endure the tragedy and time and again lead us to raise our glasses up on high..

Finally, we drink to ihc new campus of Queen's Ihrougli which the same

sort of spirit may roam, a spirit of friendUness and of unity: we drink to the

ultimate destruction of Television as a mode of entertainment. We drink to less

chaos and more cerlaint)' for the men of Queen's and to less rules and more

daring from the members of Levana. Most of all we raise our glasses lo some-

thing to which we can't quite put a name, but, which for want of a better we

call the spirit of 1964.

photo by Graf

BAPTISM BY ICE

Communications For The Cabbages

We are very pleased to hear thai the government is going to take a close

look at the power and danger of foreign, and particularly American communica-

tion media in Canada. When John Diefcnbaker was in power he did do something

about the problem. He appointed a Royal Commission, headed by Grattan

O'Leary lo look into the question and then he initiated legislation on the basis

of the reports that he received at that time. The idea of llie laws that he wanted

passed was that they were designed lo lake advertising money away from the

foreign magazines by means of a special tariff and other special taxes. But

before all of that could be properly initiated the government of Diefenbaker

had fallen.

The problem is quite a pressing one. Ah one does is to take a five minute

walk lo the corner drug slorc to sec how positively swamped we are by an

enormous spread of mildly titillating chewing-gum type journalism.

Whether or not this is a serious threat has to be decided by everyone indi-

vidually. But in deciding it please bear in mind the following quotation. It

is our only quotation to date this year, it is cut out whole from a book called

the "Uses of Literacy". "The problem is acuse and pressing — how freedom

may be kepi as in any seme meaningful whilst tlie processes of cenlrahzation

and technological development continue. This is a particulariy intricate challenge

because, even if substantial inner freedom were lost, the great new classless class

would be unlikely to know it. They would be told that they were free, and think

so too."

I CALL IT 'VARIATIONS ON A SNOWMAN'

You Said it

Better Concerts

Editor, Journal,

I would like to lodge a

plea for better quality enter-

tainment from sponsors

among the university groups

such as the Arts Society and

the Building Fund. In the

last three years in Kingston

we have been "treated" to

the Limeliters, the Travellers,

Ian and Sylvia, the lourney-

men, Peter, Paul and Mary,

Ihc Clancy Brothers, and the

Chad Mitchell Trio. Of

course, not all of these enter-

tainers were sponsored by

University groups but, in

view of the fact that we can

"enjoy" folk singing groups

through Kingston sponsors,

why can not university group

sponsors give us some diver-

sity in our entertainment?

Let us bring back quahty

performances such as those

given us by Oscar Peterson

(1960-61) and George

Shearing (1959-60). Dog
tags, rock and roll, the Hula

hoop, and now"hootenaimy."

I say that our university

group sponsors should, at

least once in three years,

provide us with a diversity

in entertainment rising above

the latest popular fad.

—George Emery.

Arts '64.

Quite Godless

Editor, Journal,

Regarding the question of

religion, I think it is neces-

sary to point out that rehgion

is merely a figment of man's

ima^nation. It was created

by man for two reasons only:

to allay his fears, and to

prevent chaos,

Rehgion began with fear.

When man appeared on ihe

scene, he was physically

weak and very vulnerable.

To him, the world appeared

a hostile place. His only

advantage was the power o£

reason. So he created

religion. He ima^ned that

there were gods in every-

thing, and they were pleased

if things went well for him,

angry if they went badly. By

a system of sacrifices and

magical rites, he could pro-

tect himself from their wrath.

Also, he could make absolu-

tion if he had incurred their

displeasure. Even today, our

religion, our prayers and our

confessions, are considered

appeasement in the face of

an angry god. Man, too

was afraid of death. All

around him he saw others

dying, often violently or in

pain. The dead were cold

and stiff and unresponsive.

He saw people die, and

developed the concept of an

immortal soul. He created

gods to take his soul into

keeping in a place where he

could commune with his

ancestors, with others who
had died. Still we use our

religion as insurance against

the future; it is a delusion

of immortality.

Man is basically a selfish

creature. He is inclined to

dn ihincs to advance his own
interests, regardless of the

wishes of others. But men
have to live in communities

to survive, and therefore

must take into consideration

Ihe wishes of others. If a

man performed an act harm-

ful to another, the man
would retaliate. Sometimes

such a punishment should be

too severe. This interchange

of actions served as a rudi-

mentary moral system. But
in the absence of a settled

code of laws, religion was
very useful as an effective

deterrent than the belief that

if he had sinned, he would

be eternally damned? But
today it is unnecessary as we
have an adequate legal

system.

There are three conclu-

sions we can draw from this

analysis,

1, Religion robbed man of

his fear of nature, but sadis-

tically replaced it with fear

of condemnation.

2, Any religion is as good
as another, as long as it

answers Ihe two basic prob-

lems.

3, Man was not created

by God. but God by man.

—Cliris Collins.

AMS SPYLiniE =:

The AMS was surprised to hear Tuesday nighl that

editors of the Journal did not intend to bring out the Joi,f^^^

this Friday. Editor Ware explained that he wanted
^

breathing space so that he could reorganize his staff,
and

adopt a new system of layout. He said that with his nv-^

mana^ng editor, Wayne Trusty, he felt that considerable

improvement could be worked in the Journal. The AMs

decided that there were enough pressing matters to warran,

a Journal this Friday; the CUS seminar, the uiter-regiog

scholarsliips were amongst others mentioned. A compro.

mise was worked out and the length of the Friday
(thati;

today's) Journal was left to the discretion of the editor.

Ski Club

The Ski Club is now back in the good graces of the

AMS, They are now allowed to resume holding meetings
ij

buildings on Campus, provided that they have AMS cod-

stables posted in their meetings and do not hold garbage

littered shindigs as they are alleged to have done in tfe

past.

CUS Pow Wow at HamOton

The AMS has agreed lo dole out $70 to send delegates

to the re^onal conference of the CUP to be held in Hamil-

ton, Ontario. The Queen's delegates include Doug McCalla

and Austen Henderson, but the representatives of the CUS

Committee have not yet been chosen. It is expected that our

delegates will find delegates from the new universities of

Trent and Laurentian at the Conference. Delegates arc

scheduled to discuss local maters like visitations as well as

national matters like the structures commission.

Heart Drive

The AMS decided to hold the heart drive on Sunday,

February I6ih. Bob McMillan is to direct the drive, and tie

AMS is seeking co-chairmen from Levana and Law. La^t

year the heart drive made over $8,000.

Colour Night

Colour Night has been scheduled for March 5tli.

Appointment of a convener has been referred to Levana.

Tenders

The time has come for the AMS to consider tenders

for the Journal. It has now been in hands of Jackson Pres*

Limited. The special commission to look into the questio"

includes Anne Kclchcson and Al McDowell. It doesni in-

clude the editor of the Journal.
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fhe Crisis in Confederation

festern Attitudes Blamed
rvmpaihy'

determination, per-

Idness-
setf-assertiveness — all

p'^''''

, of western Canada's atti

^'k^IO the current crisis in Con-

ratio"'
Awareness of the issues

^IJss
general, perhaps, than in

closer to Quebec, but fair

bers of '5"'*^ well-informed

r k h'JV^ concerned themselves

''jfllic
problems raised. Naturally.

'!'

, has been less personal contact

ihVrench Canada in the west, so

nceplions of issues and remedies

jr,'
widely.

1M,iny see the matter as simply

of hilingualism, and most of

,5C iirc willing to go to consider-

^ie
lengths to attempt to make

jnatia more truly bilingual. Others

issues essentially in the terms,

[ ihc
Ouehec separatists. They are

faficncd by surveys showing th&

tniied
support of separatism and

unfll really comprehend the more

iitr;il support for Quebec national-

Few will accept any claim of the

rtnch of Quebec 1o speak for

finch Canadian population of

jhiTia resents this Quebec pater-

ulism and comes closer to other

rfiiern attitudes. For both French

ind English then, French Canadian

lionalism is Quebec nationalism

Very few English speaking

itslt'rners feel that they have in

Dy way been threatening or domi-

ling Quebec. Given this outlook,

is natural that most westerners

^h 10 be certain that Quebec
;i not greater influence than its

e; merits. To have one province

ooal to nine or to place one pro-

nce in an inordinately special

fliilion does not seem just or

ranable, so there is little support
r any idea which would tend in

direction of a confederation of

K w-called "t^vo nations".

Even so, there is great sympathy
iih many of the demands o£

"siific; there is not too much
'Hieious desire to assimilate French
^i^d:i. Hence there is willingness

-^oniider Quebec's proposals as

arise. Limits are very defin-
ly imposed here, however, since
If wry widespread feeling is that
1^ 'ime French Canada began to
' 10 understand English Canada,
"=ad of simply crying for more
J'^n'ion, understanding, and inde-
'"'lence. The westerner wants

"lat Quebec is really con-
"'^^ with Canada as a whole and

/ recognize problems outside
""'1 often narrow and provincial
««rns. He feels that French

and are creating a crisis atmosphere
to force the rest of Canada to make
great concessions without proper
consideration of the consequences.

In fad, the westerner seems to

be a centralizer, though his attitudes

might be defined more as conserva-
tive ones, accepting the consider-
able centralization of today and not
opposing the gradual enhancement
of federal power.

Far more acceptable than bicul-

turalism is the idea of multicultural-

ism, which focuses on the preserva-
tion of national traditions within a
united, probably (eventually) uni-
lingual, whole. Some ideas are

especially well received by those o£
other than Enghsh-speaking back-
ground who feel that if there is lo

be more than one national language,
theirs is as entitled to preference as
French. The French Canadian justi-

fication on historical, political, and
constitutional grounds is not
accepted.

anadi

^ the

nationalists are exagger-

eniergency nature of things

^lichael Marrello

^"^A Princess Street
Phone 542-3714

-^i> p "''""er Hi Hair Styling
'-«n<iitioneil For You Comfort

'^utiiprmi Glliurrli

SERVICES 0;30a.in.

11:00 n.m.

VESPER 7:30 p.m.

'^MC to follow Vesper

Sen'icc.

blocks N.E. of siadiiim
'"^ of EnrI Si Victoria Sb.

I,

Rev. Roy Oswald
"'heran Sludcnl Chaplain)

Phone 542-7134

ARTS '67

The final year crest election

will be held today at Leonard
Hall. Voters must present
year cards.

Though I write on the basis of

conversations with a limited number

of people in Edmonton, Calgary,

and Saskatoon and on casual news-
paper reading, I do feel that these

attitudes are quite general (though

far from universal), amongst those

who have thought at all seriously

about the issue. It seems unlikely,

therefore, that the west will simply

accede gracefully to Quebec's de-

mands. Many feel this is equiva-

lent to appeasement, that being a
'very bad thing". This conserva-

tive approach, remoteness from the

problems of Quebec, a determina-

tion to preserve Canada, and a desire

10 see western Canadian influence

recognized in the east seem to put
the west in the intransigent wing of

Canadian politics on the questions

of biculturalism. Thougli French
Canadians may protest at this seem-
ing anti-French bias, it is my con-

tention that these attitudes arise

from within western Canada and are

not specifically anti-French. With
these roots, they are unlikely to

change rapidly. If other Canadians,

especially French Canadians, fail to

recognize such attitudes, there is a

very real danger of a disastrous

polarization of opinion in the

country.

CUP Roundup

FINAL YEAR UNDERGRADUATES
Be informed wihen rewarding positions in Qntario's Secondary
School System - for which you can qualify - are being
advertised. Apply now for your FREE Subscription to
TEACHING OPPORTUNITIES in Ontario's Secondary Schools
ii publication School Boards are utili2ing to advertise 1964-
1965 vacancies.

Fill out the coupon below (please print) and mail to:

TEACHING
OPPORTUNITIES

69 Eglinton Ave., E., Toronto 12, On*.

NAME

STREET

TOWN or CITY

POSTAL ZONE

University Course You Are Now Taking

TORONTO; The current transport-

ation of nuclear weapons from the

U.S. to Canada caught the Com-
bined Universities Campaign for

Nuclear Disarmament flat-footed.

Peter Boothroyd, CUCND execu-

tive secretary, said that many mem-
bers were home for the holidays and
the rest were unaware of the

transfer.

The organization is thinking of

establishing a community education

project in North Bay next summer.
Ten students would be located near

one of the bases and would concen-

trate on an education campaign
among the persons living there.

Dr. C. B. Macpherson, a director

of the Canadian Campaign for

Nuclear Disarmament, said that the

arrival of Nuclear warheads at the

Bomarc bases made a miserable

contrast to the federal government's

New Year's message of peace and
good will.

He said tfie nuclear Bomarcs were

worse than useless for defence and
increased Canada's dependency on
the arms race.

MONTREAL: McGiU had an idea

for a different Christmas. It wasn't

Gerald E. Finley, Acting
Head of the Department of

Fine Art will give an illustrated

public lecture this Monday,
January 13 at 8: 15 p.m. in

Ellis Hall.

going to Florida or the North Pole

It was a stay-at-home Christmas and

a marathon pool game. The object

was more than achieving a new
record. Its main aim was to raise

money for Campus Chest, the re-

named Combined Charities.

Students and faculty contributed

$145 and set a new world record for

continuous pool playing—205 hours

which exceeded by 50 the record

set at last year's marathon.

Besides money and an uncon-

tested world title the pooladion

added to the already blossoming

area of elephant lore:

"How can you tell there is an
elephant on the pool table'" "The
roll is tremendous."

CALGARY: The entire University

of Alberta (Calgary) student body
boycotted classes on December 20
in protest over the resignation of

Principal Malcolm Taylor.

Following Dr. Taylor's resigna-

tion on December 18th he was

An International Bridge

Tournament wiQ be held at

the University of Waterloo,

February I. Tlie entry fee is

$6 per team. Anyone inter-

ested please contact the AMS

Office.

Prcebgtertatt Ujtiurcl[

Princess i Clergy Sta.

Rev, Max V. Puliium, B.A.,

Minister

Director of Praise,

Brinn Stfltt, AllCCO.

SUNDAY SERVICES
IliOOn.m.—Moruing Worsliip.

Sermon: "EXODUS"
7: (10 p. in.—Evening Worship,

.Sermon: "THE UNCOM-
MITTED LIFE"

7:30p.ni,—"Hit(lio Minwtrj-"
C.KX.C.

8: 15 |j.m,—Youtli Felloivship

TUESDAY, 7:30p.m.

Prnycr niid Bible Study Hour.

COME AND wonsnip

B:00o,m,—Holy Coniniuiiiou.

1 1: (HJ II,m.—Morning Prayer.

7: DO p.m.—Evening Prayer,

S: 1.5 ii.m.—Coffee Hour,

FORD
MOTOR COMPANY
OF CANADA, LIMITED

invites

(Illinlmcrs ^ttitpi)

7: 30 p.ni.—The Living of Lift'.

ID HANDLING OUIl

FRirSTILVTIONS.^'

1 1 :«(! n,ni.—Holy Communion.

S: J.! p.m.—Youth Fellow.ship.

.1 I'eri/ Cordial Iiinitatloi.

To All Qitgen't StiidciiU.

p. iteb <£.l}ntc\]

n.-lfi u.nl.—In itie Clinpcl:

Divine Worship (The
Chnpel is readied through
Ihe William Street doot
ol llie rcur of the church.

1 1 ; (X) n,ni,-^STrFYING
JUSTIFICATION.

7:30p.m,—In the Cliapel:

ON NOT BEING A
CONFORMIST.

Mr. Dnvidson ivill preach
at oil servicej.

you
to meet its

representative

on campus

JANUARY
14 & 15
Graduating Seniors in

ARTS fir COMMERCE

Graduate Students

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Learn what FORD can

offer YOU
Arrangements for interviews can be made and further
information obtained at the Queen's Placement OHice,

Students' Union

immediately appointed President of

the University of Victoria.

The Gauntlet, UAC's student

paper, blamed the situation on the

lack of autonomy of Ibe UAC
campus which is a subsidiary of the

University of Alberta at Edmonton.

Don't forget Quarry 13.

Poems, Plays, Essays, bribes,

and manifestos in French or

English will be gratefully

accepted up to and including

February 1 . Submissions

should be left at the Queen's

Post Office and addressed lo

Tom Marshall, Editor, Quarry.

Way back when,
mother wondered

if Tampax
really

made
all that

difference

w4
There's nothing wrong in

being a "doubting Thoma-
sina" about Tampax. You
may feel that since you can

"get along" with pads—why
change.'

Millions of present-day
Tampax users once shared

your doubts. But once Pirnm
they changed, it be- fflMl
came clear to them ffflja
rhat Tampax really Ltlttl

doej make an enormous difler-

ence. You feel so secure when
odor doesn't bother you . . .

when there can be no tell-tale

OutHnes . . .when disposal isn't

difficult any more . . . when
you can't even feel your pro-

tection, once it's in place.

o <y <y

Tampax internal sanitary pro-

tection was invented by a

doaor for the benefit of all

women, married or single,

active or not. We know how
many of tliem we have sold,

and we can assure you that

millions of women have used

billions of Tampax,
Try Tampax . . . this winter.

Enjoy most of its advantages

right now. You'll get the final

advantage next summer, when
you'll be able to swim any

rime of the month. Canadian

Tampax Corporation Limited,

Barrie, Ontario.
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Four Queen's students

are giving brief talks on

CFRC Magazine this month

on subjects pertaining to

education. The program is

as follows:

Fri., Jan 10 The Role of

Residences Mary Stewart

Fri., Jan 17 Student-Facul-

ty Relations Moira Beattie

Fri., Jan. 24 Separatism

Bill Irvine

Fri., Jan. 31 University Ex-

pansion Geri-y Dirks

CFRC Magazine

Fridays at 8:30

Leonard Scholarships
Colonel Reuben Wells Leonard

(1860-1930) who established the

Foundation, was a great benefac-

tor to religious, cultural, and ed-

ucational organizations in Can-

ada.

For instance. Colonel Leonard

provided Travelling Fellowships,

Graduate Fellowships, Special

Fellowships and Penultimate

Year Scholarships for the Facul-

ties of Arts and Science, Applied

Science and Medicine. The terms

of eligibility for these Fellow-

ships and Scholarships are not

restrictive in regard to race, re-

The RCAF Offers

SUBSIDIZATION
to male students graduating in 1964-65-66-67

for employment after graduation as

PILOTS

RADiaNAVIGATORS

TECHNICAL OFFICERS

ADMIN OFFICERS

Applicants from any degree course will be considered.

For further information contact the

RCAF Resident Staff Officer at Local 451

ligion or nationality .

Under the Deed of Settlement

establishing the Leonard Foun-

dation. Colonel Leonard specified

the terms of eligibility for Scho-

larships. These include a provi-

sion that candidates must be o'f

the white race, of British Na-

tionality and of the Christian Re-

ligion in its Protestant form.

Only those who qualify under

the provision of the "PrefeiTed

Classes" as provided in the Trust

Deed should apply for a scholar-

ship. The Trust Deed states:

"Preference in the selection of

students for Scholarships shall

be given to the sons and daugh-

ters respectively of the following

classes or descriptions of per-

sons, regardless of the order of

priority in which they are de-

sigiiatefl : (a) Clergj'men ;
(b)

School Teachers; (c) Officer;!.

Non-Commissioned Officers and

Men. whether active or retired,

who have sei-ved in Her Maje:?-

ty's military, naval or air forces;

(d) Graduates of the Royal Mili-

tary College of Canada, (e) Mem-

bers of the Engineering Institute

of Canada; (f) Members of the

Mining and Metallurgical Insti-

tute of Canada".

Because of the limited amount

of money available for these

scholarships applicants should

have an academic average of

at least 66%. The family income

of male applicants should not

exceed $7500 per annum and the

family income of female appli-

cants should not exceed $6000

per annum. The number of the

scholarships are variable and

the amounts range between ?100

to ?400 per year.

All applicants must be nomin-

ated by a member of the Gener-

al Committee. Mr. M. C. Tillot-

son, the University Secretary,

is a member of the General Com-

mittee and application forms

may be obtained from his office

in Richardson Hall. New and re-

newal applications should be

completed before January 31, if

possible.

House of Sounds

STUDENTS
GET 20 % OFF ON ALL L.P. RECORDS

at

House of Sounds
Don't Be Ashamed To T.^ll You Go To Queen's

WANTED PROFESSIONAL "EXPLORERS"
FOR THE DYNAMIC DECADES

"The projcci was daring and visionary and

became ihc largest indusirial plonl in Alberta",

\vrole a Iciiding business v.rilcr aboul Chemcell's

fascinating role in Canada's post war growth.

To-day Chcmccll urges its researchers, clicmisis

and engineers to put liberal measures oP imagi-

nation into ihcir plans . . . and to use bold aclion

in making ilicm work.

Thisgo-alicad spirit is a vital pari of Chemcell's

phiiosopliy.

It offers slimiilaling outlets for graduates ... a

challenge to those who seek lhal extra ingredient

of adventure in ilicir future as chemists; chemical,

mechanical and cleclrital engineers and engineer-

ing physicists.

A 450-acresiteat lidmonton, Alberta comprises

three plants to make organic clicmicals including

alcohol, ester and ketone solvenu, acetic acid.

glycols, pentacryihriiol and formaldehyde, another

to produce cellulose acetate flake and a third lo

make acetate and Arnet yarns and fibres.

Noted for its integralcd ope rations and, strong-

ly allied with leading companies in the pulp,

leMilc and plastics industries, Chemcell is able to

offer you wide-open opportunities for advance-

ment in research, product development, process

engineering, plant design, important phases of

production and sales.

Sound professional growth in the dynamic
decades ahead can be yours at Chemeell. Let's

discuss it.

Write Canadian Chemical Company, Depart-

ment A, 1155 Dorchester Boulevard, West,

Montreal 2, or to the Personnel Deparinient,

Canadian Chemical Company, P.O. Box 99,

Edmonton, Alberta,

Representatives of the Company will

visit this Campus for interviews on
January 14, 1964.

SERVFS THE CHEMICAL WORLOl

CAMIADIAf^S CHE^^SICAL COIVBPANY
Monlteal • Toronto • Edmonton Vancouver

CFRC Features Series On

"T/ie Dilema of Collectivism

Versus Individualism"

Dr. J. A. Corry gave the first

of a series of nine weekly panel

discussion programs of CFRC
on January 9.

The series will consider the

topic "The Dilemma of Collec-

tivism versus Individualism" and

will be featured on the campus

radio station Thursday evenings

at 8 p.m., through January and

Februaiy.

The broadcasts will be in the

1964 Perspective, a program ser-

ies that generated much interest

both on and off the campus dur-

ing the last two years. They fea-

ture a 20 minute lecture by a

member of the faculty of Queen's

and are followed by 25 minutes

of panel discussion and question-

ing both by a group of students

in the studio and by Kingston

listeners who may telephone

questions to the station.

Dr. Corry's lecture dealt with

the question of "Collectivism

versus Individualism" in a gen-

eral manner and set the theme

for the series. He wUl be follow-

ed by medical doctors, psycholo-

gists, humanists and scientists

who will each explore one avenue

of the dilemma of the modern

position of individualism.

The final broadcast on M.;.

5 will explore the general

lems in education generated
h"

the dilemma. The
participant!

will be made up of a panel
nf

students and staff members

top.
The other lecturers, their

ics and the date of their

grams are: Professor Alan
thington of the psycholog-y

partment, "The Psychology

Responsibility" (Jan. 16)
; p^^

fessor J. E. Hodgetts, the HaWy
Professor of Political Science

"Political Man: Frustration
or

Challenge", {Jan. 23)
; Professor

J. Clinton Lougheed, of the En.

glish department, "The Novel'

The Group and the Individual"'

(Jan. 30); Dr. F. D. BaiTet{

chairman of the University's

executive development program

"Individualism and Organiza-

tion", (Feb. 6); Dr. Malcolm

Brown, department of medicine,

"What Price Medicine?", (Feb.

13) ; Professor Robert Moir, of

the chemistry department, "Pe;.

tieides and Food Control", (Feb,

20) ; and Professor K. B. Sayeed,

of the political science depart-

ment, "World Order versus Na-

tionalism", (Feb. 27).

The entire Persective '64 ser-

ies will be produced by CFRC.

For Dry Cleaning and

Shirt Laundering

SERVICE. QVAUTY, CONVENIENCE
Our Store at 314 Barrie Street Near Princess Is Conveni.

and Anxious To Serve You
Same Day Service on Request

In by 10 a.m. Ready by 5 p.m.

Save 20% by Using Our Services at Leonard Hal!

Available to All Students

Dial 548-4407

FOR PICKUP & DELIVERY SERVICE

Cleland & Flindall

DRY CLEANERS
314 Barrie Street

SHIRT LAUNDERERS
851 Princess Street

WITH PIUIDEIW

FOR 1964 GRADUATES WHO

WISH TO WORK TOWARD
MANAGEr</^E:?-T IN THE OFFICE

OR

ARE INTERESTED 3H THE MORTGAGE
INVESTMEfJT f:eLD

OR

WANT TO BECOME
ACTUARIES (ALSO SUMMER WORK

IN THIS FIELD FOR '65 AND '66 GBAD^'

DETAILS AVAILABLE IN YOUR PLACEMENT OF

THE PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE COMP
OF AMERlC*

M^^HBBnaesB T O R O N T ^

SNOW

Kcalio'"
(or

=n ^''^
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Ljiiyker
wislies to announce tliaf

'u neck and his summons (515 fo-

f 100
>f"''S)

pnjvent hin.

""^Tifi 75 per cent in Economic

SNOWBALL '04

V ilions for sculpture contest are

5 in th. A B Of Con;.-

' ^rcollegiate curling

r TnfcicoUeginte Curline OianvpioTi

^Zto l« held in Gueiph on Feb-

i*l4iind 15. Arninj;emtiitN .ire btin ^

, ..sendnriiik from Queen"*. \Vr«:\

, of liny n"'^-"' interested

'Zor tlic right to represent Queen's

contact GorT>' Howe at 546-9953

^ Wedifsday, Jnnuary 15.

C.U.S.

iTTfinEGIONAL SCHOLARSHIPS
Wlltw for .ipp^<^'''"""S,

^
plication forms mnj' l>e olitnined

'

Reiiistrar's office. For further

J^Hoii contact Doug McCalk at

(XB.

TYPING

ViL( Typii'ir and otiier t>T>ing neatly

.iHMTiimy done. Rea.'ionable Rsite

'Bwini'o Phillips. Cnll 542-8a'5-"

Tjpini; and oUier typing neath'

pwinptly done. Reasonable Ritrs

.\i,nt> Leonardo. Call 546-5138 ,ifte'

].

ROOMS
,

comfortable, well fnrnislicf'

th board. Ideal for student near

(Hit)'. 78 Division St.

igf apartment needs — one engin-

m live mtli 4th year Chemical,

E-irl St. Denis 542-9541, Howard
it Ji2-1734.

FOR SALE
;
Chev with full complement ol

sades inchiding motor, wheels and

body. Asking $200.00 but losv-est lender
JWt necessarily accepted. Phone poveriy
slritken Win Bronilc)' at 542-9i.xJ.

Hegional Geographj. of l-he W'oiW |jj

Wheeler. Kostbader, Thoman. SecoiKl
hand. Call 546-0314.

WANTED
J o borrow or buy, a CURTA c.JciiUi

ing nuidiine. Call Hurry DoJs\v<jriJi , .

j-i2-5(i9a.

llegiond Googj-aphy of tlie World, 2nu
Edition by Wheeler, Kostbader ano
I Jioman. Call 546-0314.

I'o buy - a pair of men's ski boo;-
10-11. CqU 546-7169 before 4.

LOST
Switched by mistake Wediiesdiv^

morning during "Coffee 3" one Simpson
suede car coat, Quilon lining size 46 i„.

one Victoria suede car eoa^, QujIoi.

lining, size 44. Please pnone 546-(f.30a
111 lliL' evi:niiig concerning this.

OVERSHOES, Bata size 10, pointed,

taken from die Student Union cloakroom
lucsday. Jan. 7 at noon by mistake. 1

huve the other (bettor) paU. Cootacl
Don MacKenzte, 291 WilBian St.. To;
548-88^.

ATTENTION SCIENCE 'fie

On Monday, 13 January 1964 in Eliii
HaU Auditorium, at 11:00 a.m., a ycir
meeting will be held to nominate can-
didates for tlie Engineering Societ>' Elec-
tions. Your j-ear must select two candi-
dates for eacli of die following positions;
2nd Vice President, Junior AMS Reprc
sentative, Treasurer, Assistant Secretarv',
These jobs can be handled by an)' en-
tliusiastic person even if he does m,.
have e.>q>?rience. The main leqnirenKii
is an interest in student government. M
a result of Christmas Exams, you will
also lun'c to select a new ye,-iT president
at til is meeting.

liootenanny '64

As a i>art of Snowball the Levana
and Arts and Science societies are
presenting 'Canadian Hootenanny
"64". It will be held next Thursday
evening at 8 p.m. in Grant Hall.

Among the Canadian artists ap-

iiearing that night is Al Cromwc-ll

who has sung his distinctive style

of blues and ballads in Toronto's

Page 5

IINOTICEI!
There are still some vacancies for

mealers at the SCIENCE '44 CO-OP.
Guys S12 per week. Gals SIl per week.
For infomiotion call Collins House 329
Earl St.. 542-0272,

ATTENTION SCIENCE '05

A nomination mectini; will be belt! on
Monday, 13 January. 1964, in Dimnin;;
H.-ill Auditorium at 8:30 p.m. to si'leci

two candidate for each of the followin-
positions: President, 1st Vice Prxjsident,

Secretary', Senior AMS Representative.
At tliis meeting you will also elect your
Science Forma^ Convenor. The continued
suceess of the Engineering Socict)' de-
pends on die ability of your year to put
Fnnvard the best possible cmdid.ites.
Student gox'ernment depends on your
support. Be at Dunning HaU on Mon-
day Night to choose vour leaders.

University of Toronto presenti

nn Tliursday, January 9, 1964

at Convocation Hall, Queen's

University Le Malade Ini-

agijiaire by Moliere.

Tickets will be sold on Tues-

day and Wednesday, January

7th and Sfch in the New Arts

Building.

Bo/ieT7ifan Embassy, Saskatoon's
Louis Rid and Oriliias Mariposa
Folk Festival.

Malka and Joso, anotlier grovip
appearing here are well known in
the coffee houses and nightclub
'•f Toronto. They also s^ing at the
Mariposa Folk Festival along with
Judith Orban. Tlie three other
grcaips are the Seaway Singers, thf^

Femwood Trio and Bob Wowk.

This is the first professional hoot-
enanny in Kingston and it promises
a wealth of folksongs from Canada
^nd other countries.

With tickets being sold at only
Sl.OO each, you can't afford to miss
this.

ATTENTION
ASPIRANT EDITORS

Anyone interested in learning

how to prepare and edit u

scholarly publication on inter-

national affairs by undertak-

ing the position of editor of

SPOTLIGHT for World Un-
iversit)' Service of Queen's

Committee is asked to leave

his or her name and phone
number at the Post Office or

to call 546-9635 for more in-

formation. DEADLINE Moi
day, January 13th, 5 p.m.

Snturdoy

Queen's Cliristian Fellowslop invites
>0U to a skating party Saturday night at
Church Atldetic League Rink. Meet in
front of Ellis Hall at 7:15 p.m.
Sunday
SCM SUNDAY SUPPER; Sunday Jan

12, Sydenliam Street United Oiurdi. 5-7
p.m. 49 cents. Topic: Sex and Morals,
ALL WELCOME.
Monday
There will be a meeting of the Queen's

Camera Club, Monday Jan. 13 at 7:00
pm. at the dark room opposite the
Cofleo shop entrance. New members are
welcome.

Signpost
The model ttyouts for ti» Lev«u

F;ishion Show will be held on Monday,
J;u>. 13 in the Cho™ East Common
Room at 7;00 pjn. AppKcanls will please
wear a straight skirt ai^ l^gh he^,
Tuesday

Tues., Jan. 14, 8 pjn., McLau^din
Room, Students' Union. FaaeA oa
Underdeveloped Countries - a contem-
porarj' look - with professon Taj^or,
Keppel-Jones, Sayeed and Thonwn- All
Wdcome.

Thursday

Snowball Hootenemiy '64 Thuis., I6th
Jm. Tickets Sl.OO.

PATTON'S CLEANERS
and

SHIRT LAUNDERERS
Wally Elmer — Prop.

Dial 548-4292 — 546-6480

349 PRINCESS STREET . KINGSTON, ONTARIO
The Nicest Cleaning in Town

itel La Salle

Dlve l\' the Famous Colony Room

Specializing in

Delicious Charcoal Broiled Steaks

Direct from Our Dining Room Grill

Special Arrangements for Banquets & Dances

548-3361Bagot & Princess

GEOLOGICAL

'mOW'IENT OPPORTUNITIES
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

(Regular & Summer)

\nth

PAN MEKICAN
PETROLEUM CORPORATION

CALGARY, ALBERTA

Interviews January 15 & 16

for

POST GRADUATES

GRADUATES
UNDERGRADUATES

I'ie University Student Placement Service for further

particulars and to arrange an interview.

v

A special messsage to

BACHELORS,
MASTERS
AND Ph.D'S i
IN CHEMISTRY
OR CHEMICAL
ENGINEERING

.4-, ..

Chemical engineers and chemists will find that research and development at
Columbia Cellulose offers unique opportunities in the fields of cellulosic chemistry to
Canadian graduates at all levels.

Our Research and Development Di\nsion, soon to be relocated in a new $900,000
Research Center in Vancouver, B.C.. concerns itself with scientific activities ranging from
short term, highly practical developments, through applied research into longer term basic
studies. For this reason, R & D is organized into four groups;

Ail diainomls Iool( dazzling nl first

(jiaiicc but only an e.\perl jeweler c*in

Icll a diamond s true value. Cut, bril-

liancy, color, cinritj' and weit'li) are oil

iniporlant. \Ve have Uie scienlilic in.-

slrumenls as well as llic knowledge and

reputation lo Iielp you mnl<c the riglil

dinmond choice.

(®)
American gemsocieiv

KiNNEAR D'ESTERRE
d'Qmond merchants 168 Princess St.

DEVELOPMENT — Development is the
responsibility of the Sulphite and ICi-aft

Groups. Both groups are concerned with
the evaluation of raw materials and the
improvement of our present products and
processes. The Sulphite Group is concerned
mainly with the chemical properties of the
raw materials and products and the
chemistry of the processes involved in the
purification of cellulose. The Ki-aft Group's
main concern is with the physical proper-
ties of wood fibres and the effect of pro-

cessing on the physical characteristics of

pulp.

APPLIED RESEARCH — Our applied
research efforts are carried out in anticipa-

tion of the Company's future requirements.
The general objectives of these activities

are the better utilization of our forest
reserves and the development of new
products and processes outside our present
operations,

BASIC STUDIES — The Basic Studies
Group is concerned with work of a longer
term nature directed toward the develop-
ment of information rather than products
and processes. Its objective is to generate
knowledge and understanding of our pro-
cesses and materials, particularly in fields

of scientific interest which are specific to

our Company.

ANALYTICAL — A most important role

in support of our Research and Develop-
ment activities is fulfilled by the Analytical

Group. It provides a service to the other
groups in analytical testing ranging from
simple gravimetric determinations to

gas chromatographic and spectroscopic
analyses. Its major contributions, however,
lie in the investigation and development of
new analytical methods pertinent to our
operations.

MORE DETAILS — Brochures outlining in more detail the activities of the Research
and Development Division are available at your campus employment office.

FOR INTERVIEWS — Graduating and Post Graduate students to the Ph.D. level in
either Chemistry or Chemical Engineering are invited to discuss employment opportunities
with Dr. R. I. C. Michie on January 20th, 1964.

See your employment oflice for an appointment.

COLUMBIA CELLULOSE
COMPANY, LIMITED VANCOUVER, B,a
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Dr. Corry Considers

Collectivism and Individualism

At what point does the extension of big organization imperil free individual thought?

The Queens Jourmil here presents the context of a speech given hij Doctor

Cornj over CFRC lost night.

I have been asked to speak

first in tliis series of talks and

discussions on the Dilemma of

Individualism and Collectiv-

ism. The subject has great im-

portance for us, a range and

depth of importance we have

been slow to realize. The per-

iod 1600-1900 was rightly call-

ed the age of individualism.

Since 1900. or thereabouts, m
ways to be noted later, we have

been moving into a collectivist

age at a rapidly accelerating

pace. Our older ways of think-

ing, actijig and living do not

fit neatly with the changing

circumstances, and we ai'e for-

ced to reflect on how far we

should resist, and how far we
should adjust. To reflect to any

purpose, we must first define

our terms.

sible for their own welfare. Tliey

must not be cushioned by social

security because the rewards of

success and the penalties of fail-

ure must go together.

Tliis is individualism at the ex-

treme, although it must be in-

sisted that even the great age

of individualism never lived up

to it fully in practice.

A thorough going collectivist

age also has special patterns of

work and action, and of thought

and belief. First, the pattern of

work and action. Instead of the

individual work of the free farm-

er in his own little fields, of the

shopkeeper behind his own coun-

ter, and the shoemaker at his

own last, there is collective work

on the collective farms, in the

great department stores, and in

the enoi-mous shoe factories turn

ing out tens of thousands of

pairs a day.

In the age of individualism,

the patterns of work and action

and the pattems of thought ex-

alted the individual as a separ-

ate, if not isolated, entity. In

its heyday, individuals were the

rnE'insprings of action, each de-

u'Nirr for himself whether he

V,' u d be butcher, baker or can

.1 I tick maker, and going about

ii III his own way. Each took the

l iska of his choice, including re-

sponsibility for failure. Each

reaped for himself the rewards

of success at whatever calling he

chose. The pattern of work and

action, as we have been told so

often, was private individual en

terpiTse.

But behind this pattern of

work and action was a pattern

of thought and belief. The ult

mate human value, the thing

most worth backing, was the

aelf-detennining. self - directing

individual. All achievement flow

ed from this source. To play their

individual roles, men had to live

in society, but society's sole val

ue was as a tool or instrument of

the individual. Society w
more than a contract between

indivi duals, atrreed to because

it suited the private purposes of

each to do so. Accordingly, it

was thought vital that society

should not cramp, stifle, or cod-

dle the individual. Individuals

must be free to back their own

judgment, defy social custom

and accepted ways of doing

things, swim against the tide.

They must bo also solely respon-

This by the way, is what is

meant by saying that we are

moving rapidly into a collectivist

age. We haven't yet got the col-

lective farms, but we have the

big industrial plants and com-

mercial eiitablishments over the

whole range of our productive

and service apparatus. Collective

work, where the individual him-

eii" no longer makes any identi-

fab'e article but merely contri-

butes a tiny fraction to some to-

tal collective result is rapidly be-

coming the dominant pattern of

ur Working lives.

This is nothing new. The pyra-

mids of Egypt and the great irri-

rralion works of Mesopotamia, to

take only two instances from the

ancient world, were not built by

individual decision and work but

by collective efforts of tens of

thousands of men over scores of

years. It may be argued that

there is something new in our

way of handling huge undertak-

ings because, for the mo.'^t part,

we conduct them through free,

private enterprise. This is true

but it has little bearing on the

essential point under discussion.

The big issue here is not free en-

terprise versus socialism but in-

dividual work versus collective

work. In this contest, the big en-

tei-prise of today imposes con-

ditions of collective work. Re-

gardless of its ownership and

its freedom from government

control, it is much mor'j congen-

ial to collectivism than to indivi-

dualism.

That is to say, the pattern of

collective work and action is a

matter of fact, not a matter of

yearning, belief or intention. On

the other hand, collectivist

thought, to which we now turn,

is a matter of belief and inten-

tion. Collectivist theory starts

from what cannot be denied. In-

dividuals cannot exist without

society which nurtures them,

educates them, and provides the

stage and the theatre as it were,

n which they play their indivi-

dual parts. Indeed the individual

gets his basic character from the

various gi-oups. from the collec-

tives, if you like: the home, the

^chool, the church and the organ-

ized community. Without these

essential props, he cannot be an

individual person at all. Society

is not an artifice or a tool that

individuals form for their priv-

ate purposes. It is the matrix

from which they take their

shape, the rock from which they

are hewn, the soil from which

they grow.

All this is true, and it is some-

thini? that inc'ividualist thought

and belief has overlooked. Hov/-

ever, collectivist thought, stan-

ding on this truth, then takes a

great leap and says simply: The

individual owes all he has, and ir.

to society. So the needs and inter

ests of society always come

first: the individual must yield,

he must conform, in the pinches

he must be ready to sacrifice

himself- For example the state

acting for the collectivity takes

the conscript's life in time of

war, because "societies are foun-

ded on the death of men". The

individual must find his princi-

pal fulfilment, not in the person-

al achievement or priggish self-

assertion, but in the great collec-

tive accomplishments, the pyra-

mids, the martial victories, the

nuclear bombs, the flight to the

m.oon, and so on.

make much of providing oppor-' point does the extension of

tunity for careers, think a lotj big organization (another

about making our own way in name for collective work) im-

the world. The heritage of in- peril the vitality of free individ-

dividualism is with us at every ual thought and action without

turn. But our work and action,
|

which we perish in the long run V

as v.-e have seen, is taking on a Have we passed that point?

strong collectivist cast. Every-

where we are becoming enmesh-

ed in collective work and collec-

tive action. Relatively few grad-

uates of Queen's University in

1964 or the next succeeding

years will work for themselves in

their own ways on their own ac-

counts. Most will be employees of

some organization or other com-

pelled to find many of their sat-

isfactions in the achievements

o" some collective.

AH such commitments whittle

down indiWdual independence.

The difficult question is to know

how much of it is for good and

how much for ill. We have great-

ly increased our incomes and our

materia! prosperity by encourag-

ing big organization and collec-

tive work. Still further gains in

productivity can likely be had

by pushing collective organiza-

tion still further, making still

more of us employees, making

us still more interdependent, in-

creasing the amount of confor-

mity needed to make the system

work, and reducing, of course,

the amount and the quality of

individual independence.

As I said, there are likely

short-run material gains in en-

couraging the collectivist trend.

If

not, are we approaching it ?

What fruitful reconciliation can

we discover and apply? How

much 01 our inherited individual-

istic ways of thought and belief

will we have to give up if we are

to have effective reconciliation?

These are all questions we

should be studying with the

greatest care. But they cannot be

studied to any purpose by gen-

eral talk in the large, like mine.

We must get down to cases of

which we will find plenty. In

one department after another of

our common life, facts and con-

siderations bearing on these is-

sues beg attention. The talks

that follow in this series will get

down to cases. I shall not try

to suggest conclusions that may
emerge from them.

However, 1 should like, in end-

ing, to suggest the bearing of

some of the other talks on the

issues I have been raising. We
are to hear next about the Psy-

chology of Responsibility. In the

heyday of individualism, men ac-

cepted individual responsibility

as the counterpart of individual

freedom of action. Although res-

ponsibility is always irksome, it

was borne because the ability

of the individual to go his own

But at what point do we incur way and to claim the rewards

Admittedly, I have stated col-

lectivism as well as individual-

ism at the extreme, where they

are warring opposites. The ulti-

mate in individualism is anar-

chy, the inability to combiiie for

nny collective purpose, the de-

feat of all human aims. The ul-

timate in collectivism is the bee-

l^ive and the anthill, the harnes-

sing of all to an unvarying pur-

pose in an unbroken routine.

Our dihmma is not a choice

between these impossible alter-

natives. Every society that is

not frozen in tradition or dissol-

ving in anarchy is a mixture of

individualism and collectivism in

work, actinn and thought. Our

own society in 1964 is a most in-

teresting and confused mixture.

Our thinking is still predomin-

antly individualistic. We are still

strong for individual freedom.

long-run spiritual losses? We
know that all original thought

and genume creativity are the

work of individual persons with

free minds. We know too that

the pioneers of thought and of

new discoveries and inventions

have very often had to fight col-

lective resistance based on tra-

dition, entrenched custom, mis-

guided piety, and what not. They

have had to swim against the

tide. Under conditions of collec-

tive work, the confonnist tide

gathers strength because we all

have to team, as second nature

the discipline of orderly coopera-

tion. We have to learn to make
our efforts flow together in a

swelling tide. If you doubt whe-

ther this requirement cramps in-

dividual thought, judgment, and

initiative, ask the man whose
bright ideas have had to run the

gauntlet of a series of commit-

tees in a large organization.

Clearly, we want the advan-

tages of both collective work and
individual freedom of thought
and action. Our dilemma is that,

on superficial examination at

least, it appears that getting

more of one involves getting less

of the other. Every progressive

society is a mixture of individ-

ualism and collectivism. At what

pay attention to his view-

judgment. How are we to ki.

the individual fro mgiving u

in frustration, all sense of

tical responsibility?
poll

of success made it worthwhile

to carry the resks of failure.

However, when the necessities of

cooperative collective work re-

quire us to take orders and to

abandon or compromise our own
judgment, why should we feel p

strong sense of responsibility for

the result. If we cannot win by

backing our own judgment, why
play a game we must always

lose? We need to know what it

is that conditions men to accept

per-sonal responsibility.

A related matter; how is th;

citizen to be persuaded to a sensp

of personal responsibility for th'

direction of political life? Invti-

vidualism taught him that mtn
by consulting together and vot

ing in elections, could control and
direct their governments. Nowa-
days he finds that control of

government is in the hands of

one or other political party, and
that significant influence on gov-

ernment is nearly a monopoly of

political parties and organized

pressure groups. That is to say,

political parties and pressure

groups are the collective organ-

izations that dominate politics.

And even if individual joins a

party or a pressure group, he
still does not know how to get

One of the later talks will
tafc

up some of the elements of ih

dilemma that affect niedidn

We all know how explosive

issue is Medicare. Some are

clined to see in the convi

merely a clash between amgaii

governments and self-centen

profession. In fact, it is

matic collision between indivii

ualistic tradition and collectirijl

trends, revealing starkly t

need for some reconciliation.

High among the achievemeiJ

of the age of individualism is th|

nurture of the free profession

including medicine. In the

tradition of individual freedom

doctors developed high standar

of devotion to the sick and

the responsibility for the usei

professional knowledge and sk

Directed only by themselve

they wrought the miracles

medical science. And how mai^

times did the pioneers in medic

discovery, diagnosis, and treaa

ment have to swim against ll(

tide? A justly proud pvofm

sets great store by individn

freedom and resposibility.

In these last years, howev^

collectivist trends and P''^^^"

have crowded harder and ham

on the doctors. Medical ednc^

tion has become monstrously

pensive. The medical studQ

pays only a tithe of the cost

'

fees : the rest comes from
'j

collective resources of the cs^

munity. Increasingly, d^'^''-'

carry on their practices m

pitals, again using resources aij

facilities that are provided

lectively. Medical rese^^]

though which new control ov^

disease is to be found, requi

vei"y large resources, and m
too, for the most part, ave

vided collectively. On top

this, the community w;i"J^

best of medical science and

made available to all who i

it. Much of the vesourcy

this purpose have to be

ce'liectively, and these ,

the imprint of collective reP^j

i'jn and administration. "'"^^

less of what is known as

care. And that regula^""'

encroach more or less ^

freedom of the individ'if

tor. Will this sense

and responsibihty

like measure?

of d^^'"

dimi"'"^

Here, as in many other
^^^^^

ments of life, we shall ^'^^^'^j^^

some mixture of indo'i

and collectivism. The onb'

decide what mixture

down to cases.

idii«"

[f

suc^^'"

the leaders of the collective to apeakera will.



Beauty Planned for Tech Supplies

i * If Ij i i
I

From Dean Conn's Picture Frame — Snme Chonge — Future Tech Su

The exicnsion of Clark Hall and the

ultimate provision of permaneni quar-
ters for the Placement and Housing
Office has been undertaken by the Engin-
eering Society. When the new addition
is completed, the entire first floor and the
new second floor will contain Technical
Supplies organized on a self-serve basis.

In ihe basement will be interview rooms
for the Placement Service, which can be

used for studying in the evenings. A
corner of the second floor addition will

contain an apartment for Ihe President of

:he Engineering Society. Alterations to

the existing building will be kept to a
minimum, and our present clubrooms'
space (including the Jackson Lounge)
will remain unal:ered. The contract

completion date is supposed to be March
Isl,

itude

cost
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DOZOIS DAMNS
DUPLESSIS
]Sew Quebec Awakened By Lesage

Professor Guy Dozois of the Universit>' of Ottawa, emphasized
the need or frankness in discussion between French and English
Canada: We must say "what we think and what we feel and what we
want. Mr. Dozois emphasized that until now there has been only

ittle action."

PHONE S*B-n31, LOCAL 229-

iller Is Dunning Speaker

I Examine the Individual
TTie problems and prospects of the individual in modern society will be Ihe

lal ihcnie of the 1964 Chancellor Dunning Trust Lectures.

Dr Herbert J. Muller, Distinguished Service Professor of English and
rament at Indiana University, will present the three lectures. He will speak

day. January 20, at 11 a.m.; Wednesday, January 22 and Monday. January
S p.m. All lectures will be in Grant Hall.

iheme of the three lectures will

; Individual in a Revolutionary

The first lecture will deal with

iasic Problems of Individuality; A
Kal Perspective;" title of the second

Tlie Pressures Against Individu-

3nd the third, "The Prospects of

iJifidual."

present Dr. MuUer is finishing the

flume of a history of freedom. The
Diume, "Freedom in the Ancient
won a Phi Beta Kappa award,

second. "Freedom in the Western
was published in February, 1963.

Muller is the fourteenth lecturer

11 a series of addresses since the
llw Dunning Trust was estab-

' in honour of the late

Dunning, Chancellor of the

% from 1940 to 1958. The pur-

trust is "to promote under-
s and iippreciation of the supreme

of the dignity, freedom and
"'ility of Ihe individual person in
society."

Mur,

iweve

DOUGLAS LIBRARY
Week-end Hours

Saturdays:

Reading Room —
8 a.m. to 1 1 :30 p.m.

Periodicals Rooms —
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Circulation Dept. —
9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

Sundays;

Reading Room —
2 p.m. to 5 p.m.

CORRECTION

We gave Ihe wrong figure $2,635

million for last year's Provincial

grant to this University. That figure

is incorrect. The figure should read

$2,365 million.

"much talk but

Mr, Dozois then explored the reasons
for Ihe recent rise in Quebec nationalism.

In the I950"s Maurice Duplcssis and the
Union Naiionale were in power and
Duplessisism is "the most hated form of

French Canadian nationalism." No intel-

lectual group held significant influence

and as a result Quebec starved, politi-

cally, economically, and intellectually.

The eleclion of Jean Lesage marked the

real beginning of the separatist move-
ment which became active in I960 claim-
ing that the altitude of the federal

government had been unsatisfactory for

the previous twenty years,

Gerard Pelletier, editor of La Presse,

once said Quebec had been sleeping since

1945 but then, said Mr. Dozois, French
Canadians awakened and soon had "the

consciousness of being a nation." Quebec,
he added, wants the responsibility for
its collec;ivc fale. But this problem will

not be dispelled until French Canadian
politicians are more definite in their de-
niand; and until English Canada responds
to these demands.

He then quoted some of the demands
of Quebec from a newspaper article by
Ma.'Lwell Cohefi. These include the de-
mand to be given the economic funds for

regional planning and for modernizing
Quebec's social structure. French-

Canadians are very anxious that federal

programmes be removed from Quebec.
These include such matters as pensions.

One of the most surprising demands of

Quebec is the demand that one half of

all the sena:ors be French-Citnadians.

They ask that the Supreme Court be re-

vised so that the final interpretation of

jomed the faculty of the

of Indiana in 1956. From
'^'35 he taught at Cornell Uni-

"'f'ere he had earlier received his

B.A., M.A, and Ph.D. degrees. While a

member of the Purdue University faculty

from 1935 to 1956, Dr. Muller was also

visiting professor at the University of

Istanbul in 1946-47 and 1951-52.

Johnson Denies Rumour
Of Residences Raise

Levana Proposes 'Snowball'
Queen's annual winter carnival, This is not lo mention a tentative

Weekend, will officially be snowball fight between RMC and

Queen's to prove beyond doubt which

instilulion is the more dominant in the

Limestone City.

Entries from years and "groups

under 50" for the snow sculpture con-

test should be complc:cd for judging

by 2:30 p.m. Friday, January 17.

Other events are two basketball

games with Queen's taking on Western

and Waterloo and Queen's against

RMC in water polo. The ski trip on

Sunday, January 1 9, setting off at

6:30 a.m., will wind up the weekend

for another year.

Snowball buttons and programmes

should be on sale shortly. Any unlikely

profits, the Joiinuil understands, are to

be d-onated to the Building Fund.

J^'lopen this Friday, January 17,

!!^'''Hy the Canad Hootenany
hursduy night in Grant Hall will

'ifsi event.

Jwbali Weekend, initiated by the

Athletic Board of Control six

^^S'> usually arranges a wide

^
eniertainment to amuse every

'^"fen'sman from playboys and
mates to scholarly debates,

the programme includes an

Club'^"'^''"*^
bonspiel at the Garri-

'he traditional snow sculp-
SiiRtes on the outer field,

"''nces, a student-faculty

'^^^
sports car rally, the Toilet
I''' more feminine counter-

""owder Puff football game.

Mr. Arthur Johnson, manager of the

men's residences, has denied the truth

of a rumoured raise in fees.

When questioned about the new resi-

dence (along the west side of Leonard

Field). Mr. Johnson said that he hopes

plans will be completed as soon as pos-

sible. He expects construction to start

in April and be finished by September,

1965. In respect to noise from construc-

tion. Mr. Johnson added, students will be

given as much consideration as in the

CISC of the present library addition.

Aside from the fact that the new resi-

dence will be larger than any of the

previous ones, accommodating 350 com-

pared to the 270 now in Leonard tiiere

are likely to be few new features. It is

.ipparenily too early to judge the innova-

tions of Leonard Hall's recently built

wing — the "Leonard Hilton."

With the opening of the west side

residence. Leonard Field will be com-

p e.ed and it is unlikely that furdier con-

struction there will be undertaken. It is

not known where later expansion will

take place.

Dozois in Action

Civil Law and the Civil Code be deter-

mined by the Quebec courts alone

Quebec, they feel, should be given a veto

of constitutional amendments where
Quebec interests are involved. They arc

oho pressing for French language train-

ing in all English-Canadian schools.

Mr. Dozois went on to say that a split

of the country can be avoided if several

steps are taken:

First. There must be co-operation in

fields such as external trade, economic
planning and ta.\ation.

Second. Changes must be made in the

B.N.A. Act with regard to the Senate
and Supreme Court.

Third. The French minorities in

English Canada must have the same treat-

men; as the English minority in Quebec.

Mr. Dozois concluded with a question
of his own. To what extent can there
be a definite answer?" He said the
answer must come from Eng'ish Canada.
"This is your responsibility."

The Revue: Malt's 'Moaning After' Gets RoDing
Mind you, it's not every day that

little English girl (whose daddy is a

noble lord) find herself in Greenwich

village. And finds that she can antago-

nize everybody, not just the working

c'asses. by living the lovely life of a

Beatnik.

The Oucen's Revue Guild has a plot

to send you snapping olT to Greenwich

Village for three glorious nights in Febru-

ary. This years revue — written by
Rick Malt and Gordon Goss—has every-
thing bul a cast. Everything includes a

director, u producer, a choreographer, a

production crew, and a script full of
psrtinenl references to sex (that'll get

ya ) , municipal planning, politics and
politicians who say nothing, in the fine

tradition of Peter Sellers, in the finer

tradition of J, Dicfenbakcr; beatniks, true

^TBY AND

"ORCHESTRA ANGKOR VAT

love, class conflicts, inhibitions and wild

mad people who sing and dance all over
the slage at K.C.V.I,!

There are many good parts, with

songs to sing and dances to stomp. So,
please, rush on over to Dunning Hall on
Wednesday night (January 15th) at
7:30 p,m. for casting. Everybody come
and test your beat potential.

GRANT HALl

JANUARY 3f
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EDITORIAL

I

Only Honours Degrees In J he Future

We are tired of hearing people taking general degrees being called

suckers. We are also tired of hearing the general degree being called a

card. The generals are not suckers, and the degree is not a card.

But the general degree is a superb chance for the suckers to make

hay. It is not too difficult to pass a general course without doing any

work at all. On the other hand there are courses like German, which you

virtually have to be a genius to pass.

If you don't have any discipline, whatever course you take, will not

make much difference to your way of thinking, until you get some disci-

pline What makes the honours course a better training is the fact that

you can scarcely get by in it without being disciplined.

But the time is fast approaching when the pressure on the Universi-

ties, will be such that not only will the Registrar's office be good training

for a high powered athlete, but also universities will have to think of limit-

ing their curricular solely to honours courses. That would not be a disaster.

It might injure the women of the Campus who are best adapted to a general

degree. There are those who say that the honours courses are far too spe-

cialized to really educate. Those who say that have not considered the

honours degree very carefully. In every honours course you take the sub-

ject that you study always extends into some other field, and by looking

into that field as well you begin to make the most of the Honours course.

Instead of dabbling in half a dozen pools as you do in the general degree,

you fish in one great pool in the honours degree, taking periodic travels to

fish something out of another pool to put it in the large pool.

These days organization is becoming so strong, and the amount of

work required to make a living so small that most of one's happiness is

going to be found outside the hours that one is at work. University train-

ing does not really train one for a particular job. It trains one to think in

a complex way. That way of thinking is best learned in an honours course,

and the day is now not too far off, when that is the only degree that any

self-respecting university will be prepared to offer.

J he Still Small Voice Speaking

We have been challenged as to our position about the Leonard Scho-

larships. There seems to be some still small voice demanding that we reply

to the challenge.

There are many people who are in doubt whether the Leonard founda-

tion scholarships are discriminatory or not. They are discriminatory. To

win one, you have to be white- you have to be a protestant, and you have

to be of British origin.

Col. Lieonard who founded the scholarships also founded a number of

other scholarships that were not discriminatory. But a great deal of his

money was devoted to these particular scholarships. Most of his ideas

were very understandable ones in the days in which he lived. In those days

there was far more difference than there is now between Africans and

people from Canada and Europe. The society in tropical Africa was large-

ly still tribal, and Canadians could not see Africans becoming part of the

sort of society that they had in North America. Those days are now gone

for ever. We now reject that idea of the inequality of men of different

colours of skin. Even the safety of the world rests on our denial of that

sort of inequality.

It is therefore seems very inappropriate that we advertise scholar-

ships, which rest of the assumption of inequality. Most people know how

Shaw's play, 'Major Barbara' shows that most of the money we use comes

from evil sources. The money here comes from an excellent source. Col.

Leonard seems to have been a dashing man. That still doesn't change the

fact that his money is being used for an evil purpose.

Apparently his will cannot be changed. The qualifications have to

stay. The only course open to any Queen'sman of character is not to ac-

cept these scholarships even if they relieve a difficult situation. They are a

symbol of a past that we must reject, and as advertized in a recent issue

of the Journal, they represent a dangerous falsification of Queen's true

position with regard to such matters.

'We reqret to announce that there has been 0 misprint in

ens
the programme.'

(1

P
You Said it

gerel Treasured

Dear Sir:

I would like to comment

upon a little piece of joyous

versification that has been

getting aired around the cam-

pus for some time. Sung to

the tune of the Battle Hymn
of the Republic it has come

to be conventional accompani-

ment for fun and games of

all kinds. I am sure that you

have heard it. It goes:

Jesus puts his money in the

Bank of Montreal

Jesus puts his money in the

Bank of Montreal

Jesus puts his money in the

Bank of Montreal

Jesus saves, Jesus saves,

Jesus saves.

This song has been grating

on me for some time and, in

an analogy which I like to en-

tei-tain, like the grain of sand

irritating the oyster to pro-

duce the pearl, it has inspired

a verse of my own sung to the

same tune and embracing a

similar style.

However, it has a quiet dif-

ferent Protagonist, one whom
Christians believe — on the

basis of their own experience

and Scriptural Revelation and

with the help of their under-

standing of modern pscholo-

gical theories of the duality of

human nature — to be the

malignant principle in the

Universe and the contradic-

tory element giving the lie

to the best and holiest of the

human heart, and called as

a matter of convenience by

Christian - you guessed it

SATAN ech ech ech. A
quite logical name really as it

means the Enemy in Hebrew.

Now let it be known that I am
a Christian, otherwise I have

hor Posterity

made a totally normal adjust-

ment to life. I realize that by

submitting such a piece of

writing I am laying myself

wide open to the bother of be-

ing the butt of other pieces of

doggerel ranging in theme

from such forthright things

as my character, poetic abili-

ty, and ear for music to such

abstruse ones as my concep-

tion of a pearl, but having

produced the thing I feel con-

strained to present it. I am
willing to take my chances so

here it is:

Satan puts his treasures in

the mouths of th' immature

Satan puts his treasures in

the mouths of th' immature

Satan puts his treasures in

the mouths of th' immature

Satan's poor, Satan's poor,

Satan's poor.

Steve Sim
Arts '67

We Regret . . .

that loe did not have room to

print to the very long replies

to the letter entitiled 'Quite

Godless!' We ivould he p?*e-

pared to print a shorter re-

ply. In future you are asked

to keep letters as short as

possible, preferably to one

side of the pamper. If you want
to ivrite at length please write

an aHicle for the Soapbox
Column. You are reminded
that articles from anybody on
Campus are welcomed for

this column. All you have to

do is to put them under the

door to the Journal Office,

preferably typed.

mn mmmm mm um\m
This is a very happy time of year. Everybody is

going around with hollow eyes and beady, stuffing a
kleenex into his pocket. Happy Common Cold everybody

!

You have one of the world's only incurable diseases.

But don't forget, this is wonderful opportunity for

having a really enjoyable gel>together. Forget what the
doctors say about infectious diseases and all that sort

of thing. You can hold a communal mustard foot^soaking,

in which you can hand around a rum bottle full of com-
munal hot toddies, and you can listen to Joan Byers. We
recommend, though of course you realize that we are
quacks, that if you have a cold you spend at least a day
or two in this sort of celebration. The worst thing that
you can possibly do during these days is look at a school
book. As we all know there is too close a connection bet-
ween psychology and other causes of disease.

But once that day or two is over, the best thing is

to call 'quits' to the cold and go on as if there wasn't a
thing wrong. You will be wrong in this too. The French
say that Napoleon lost the battle of Waterloo, because he
had a common cold.

Anyway Happy Mustard ! and Happy Common Cold

!

TIds is the first of tivo articles- In it the Edifot

tries to explain the function of the CUP and the sipf.

ficance of this year's National Conference. In the nt^

article to be run a week today he will try and

out Queen's future relationship with the CUP.

bilities

map

Notional Office

The Canadian University Press has a position thai

is very seldom understood. There are two ways
in

which the Journal can receive news from other Catn.

puses across the country. The first are the exchange

college newspapers that it receives from every univtf.

sity in Canada. The second is through releases that are

sent by the national office in Ottawa. This national

office is financed by the papers on each campus, in

the last resort that means by all the students on

all the Campuses. But the organization is not very

wealthy; in fact it can only afford to employ one mac

on a salary of ?2,000, and he, the national presidenl

has to do all the hard work for the organisation. \\

the past his job has been mainly concerned with n

ing all the exchange papers that are expressed to

office, and then sending out the main news items it

re-written and brief style.

Significance

Now it has been argued in the past here at Queen'

that most of the students are not interested in hear

ing what is going on in other parts of Canada. Bu

of course there are many things going on in othe

parts of Canada that are of direct concern to Queen

men- The recent commission on Taxation is a goo

example. A number of people, including Princiis

Corry went along to see the minister of finance. t(

try and get changes in the income tax laws for univer

sity students. And of course there are huge number

of ideas that could easily be adopted here at Queen'

for example University of Alberta's demonstration

against their mayor.

Reform

Many of the delegates to the recent national Coi

ference of the CUP in Vancouver and Victoria thoush

they were gathering with a great shadow hanging ovf'

their heads. They had heard that the Universit.v
J

Toronto's 'Varsity' had proposed the abolition of tfli

National Office at the regional conference held in

ronto. What they did not realize was that 'Varsity'

adopted an extreme position because it felt thato^^

if it adopted an extreme position at the beginning

there any chance of getting immediate action on

was important. The important thing was to make

CUP effective. For the last year or two in het^^'^

shaking hands and cracking off for Camp FortuU^

get in some skiing the President of the CUP bad
^

busily in his office devoting himself entirely to re^r

ing news stories from member papers. What the v^^

sity wanted, and what the Journal strongly suppi^
^

was the idea that the president should investig^

carefully individual stories happening in Ottawa. "

in other places, so that the papers of the Univers)

would get the jump on the papers of the Can"

Press. After early opposition from many of the

gates they succeeded in getting what they wnnte'

Trophies
f„r

This year the 'Ubyssey' won the Southam Tropn.

genera] excellence. Two of the judges were f''«r"
.^^

West, and the 'Gateway' came second, and the '^^.""^[,1

ban' third. In fact the 'Gateway' went to town
^,

competitions; it placed in five of the six compe*^'

that it entered. The Journal, as in the past three y^'

did not place in any of the competitions.

In recent years the CUP papers have become

much more professional. The lay-out especiii">'.^j

improved a thousand fold. We may soon see
'^^'^^

papers following some of the examples set. Th^

nal is set quite a challenge, to produce a paper t"^^,',;}

with the best in Canada. I am sure it can do
j

it needs is your support and as much experi'""'^

possible.
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SPEAKS
Don Hilton

111 medical students will be in

iied in the forthcoming con

f-nce on undergi-aduate and

'^igraduate medical education

"^1,6 held at Queen's by the

jian Association of Medical

',]eiils and Interns (CAMSI)

Page 3

arliameiit for Pranks
A Short Histi>ry of Model Parliament

lis
aims are to answer some

(he
questions we have asked

„gr planning for a career, for

liat
field are we best suited

i(h
respect to our interests

jjlities,
and way of life ? What

i^rtunities are offered after

jjning-? Should a medical

do] curriculum attempt to co

comprehensively all the ma
in each course? What is

;i
value of learning rare-bird

iims for a general practition-

'What is the value of didactic

[lures versus seminars versus

inica? How can the student

t leam from patients—not

) the particular disease en-

'but also the sociological, ec-

mical, and other factors that

lya part in his health?

Some professors have a gi-eat

ility to teach students. What
this ability?—is it that they
on* a more dynamic and prac

tal interest ? Is it that they try

integrate and consolidate our

owledsfG, perhaps they pose
sfions to us during a lecture

that we must actively think
<i not simply be passive recei-

Ji These types of questions
only a few in the scope of

ucational methods that will be
msed in the conference.
On Friday, January 24, in the
srnoon and evening, students

ion groups.

rhe aftei-noon will be spent in

small discussion gi'oups of
'ut ten persons each—six stu-
's, an intern, and three pro-

ition^ors. These mil be in the
5 of Medicine. General Prac-

^. Paediatrics, Psychiatry, and
'eery. The postgraduate train-

the opportunities avail-
f in each field will be discus-

r ovsiBUag ^ell as the broad topic
_«et!iod of education,
e evening session, in Ether-

Hall Amphitheatre, will
"lence at 7:45 p m. Students
P'^esent the material discus-

the afternoon groups and
s will be made by pro-

are indeed honoured
om- Dean, Dr, E. H. Bot-

" as chaii-man of this meet-
"'s assistance and direction

J
planning of this conference

iivfr.

it an

;iona

IS, ir

iciis

:e, t!

[liver-

Tibet!

een'i

iCoi

ity

>ftht

/' h&

tool

ine

id si

, W
lortf

Nents

sit'* i

appreciate. As our key-
speaker. Dr. A. L. Chute

^f'tessoi of Pediatrics at To-
.^"d Chief of Pediatrics at
spital for Sick Children

"i-oiito)
will speak on the

^'n medical education.

Fi-om its beinning in 1930

until 1956, Queen's Model Parlia-

ment consisted of little more
than a 'gathering of the clan."

There were no elections, the gov-

ernment rotated annually and

policy was the product of an in-

terparty committee.

in 1966, efforts by the organi-

zers to provide some badly need-

ed realism resulted in the gov-

ernment formulating its own
policy. Originally there were sev-

en parties that year. However,

the Canadian Nationalisis and

the Ontario Temperance Party

failed to survive the early going.

Of the remaining five, the Lib-

erals were the only ones to prom-

ise (he construction of a wheat

conveyor belt from the Prairies

Lo Halifax

The climax of the campaign
was an effigy lianging by the

Federalists. While that party

hanged and burned IVEi'. A. Dog-
matic Conservative for crimes

against Canadian unity, the Soc-

reds tried to match the spec-

tacle with an open prayer meet-

ing nearby.

Communists
The year 1957 saw elections

held for the first time. In de-

fiance of an order by Vladimir

llyich Lenin, five parties headed

into their first real compaigns.

The communists burst forth

with such policy masterpieces as

resolving the Suez crisis by mar-

ying Princess Margaret and

Nasser, rectifying the Eastern

Ontario cheese situation (what-

ever that was) and furthering

women's rights in Southern Af-

ghanistan. The Feminine Fight-

ers for Freedom (F.F.F.), a new
party that year, announced they

were guided by "the spirit of the

female intellect".

The polls showed the Tories as

victors with the F.F.F. Party

a close second and gaining fast

in the Science Clubroonis. A QJ
news item noted that "Ed Sulli-

today signed many of the

outstanding comedians present

at Thursday's Model Parlia-

ment."

Woman Gov.-Gen.
1058 heralded Queen's first

woman Governor - General, a

drum majorette. 1958 also saw

the Tories make headlines. Their

leader was alertly quoted by the

QJ as saying that engineers

were "the great unwashed" and

"will vote for the first ridiculous

party they see on the ballot."

Piqued by this stellar reporting,

the Tories in retaliation called

for the removal of the "social-

ist" managing editor and editor-

in-chief of the Joui-nal. They

also won the election, incidently.

1959 was called the Muddle
Parliament because of the fran-

tic game of musical chairs play-

ed by the established parties.

Annoyed at the formation of the
Reactionary Monarchist Party
and the Science Reform Party,
the Liberals, Progressive Con-
sei-vative and C.C.F. withdrew
from Model Parliament on Jan.
27. By the 30th the Tones had
returned, followed by the CC.P.
on Feb. 3. The Liberals stood on
principle and never did return.
The Reactionary Monarchists, a
party of the uncommon man,
withdrew their invitation to
Bridgette Bardot to be Queen's
first monarch because she did
not measure up intellectually.

They did offer nevertheless
higher tariffs on Eskimo cai-v-

ings from Hong Kong and for-

mation of road maps for inter-

stellar travelling. Said the Toi-y
leader on his narrow two seat
victory over the Monarchists,
"it shows what will happen when
you're sincere."

Christian Facists
I960, this was the year of the

Christian Facist and the IDIOT
Party. The Christian Facists

were fonned to enforce the doc-
trine of brotherly love. The IDI-
OT Party, Individuals Dedicated
to Interesting Original Thought,
operated on the fundamental
principle that all govemmental
decisions should be based on un-
deniable pure logic. But the Tor-
ies won again, on a platform
which included provision of a

training school for drinkers and
a plan for the elimination of

Arctic ice. Model Parliament

was shaken to the core that year
by its first coup d'efat- The
Christian Facists kidnapped the

Governor-General and substitu-

ted one of their own members in

his place. After having read the,

throne speech, he promptly dis-

solved parliament and gi-anted

absolute power to the Facist

head. This was the same session

their members for insolence and

released a pig on the floor of the

house to mark a speech by Paul

Martin.

Liberal at Last
The campaign of 196X, which

resulted in the first Liberal vic-

tory in five years of elections,

was highlighted by a rally mark-
ing the birthday of Sir John A.

MacDonald. Led by the Hon.

George Nowlan. a motorcade

made its way to the MacDonald
Park statue only to find Sir John
A. wearing a huge red polkadot
bow tie and carrying an equally
large "LAURIER" sign.

In 1962, an empassioned en-

gineer wrote to the QJ. accusing
the participants in Model Parlia-

ment of being merely charade-

playing politicians and hoping
that year would offer more than
a choice between a campus bar-

bershop and free sex in the

men's residences. The QJ appar-

ently agreed. "Vote if you must.

We won't," said one of its less

enlightened editorials. The re-

sults saw the Liberals win their

second in a row.

1963 was distinguished by a

high level of confusion among
the parties' defence policies and

not much else. The Tories won
a narrow three seat victory over

the Liberals.

This year's campaign marked
the appearance for the first time

since 1959 of a campus party,

SIN (Society for Individualistic

Nonconformists). The Liberals

won in a record vote. That in

capsule foim is Model Parlia-

ment historj'.

This year's Model Parliament

sessions will be on the 14lh and

15th of January, Tuesday and

Wednesday, from 7:00 to 9:00

p.m. in Grant Hall. Headed by a

Liberal majority government un-

der Prime Minister Tony Camp-

bell, it offers first class debate

plus Federal Members of Parlia-j

Theatre's Future Poses
Many Serious Doubts Now

in which the Facists shot two of I ment at the Wednesday sitting

NOTICE
^^Inilonl-s of Qucod's:

Vnur o(vii Book Store can siipplj' you wilh oil your requirements in Tc.it

nook\ for nil FncuIUcs nml DeparlTneiits. Loose Leaf SiippUt^, Foiiiitnin

rem, Queens Pennnnls rnd Cushions.

OUll USED BOOK E.XCTIANCE IS AT YOUR DISPOSAL

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES

Kl\r„STON Queen's University Grounds ONTAIUO

SWEATERS
by

WARREN-
PETER SCOTT
KILSPINDIE

ncess Street Phone 546-6381

FINAL YEAR UNDERGRADUATES
lie informed wilien rewarding positions in Ontario's Secondary

Sthcol System — for which you can qualify — are being

.>d\-ertisecl. Apply now for your FREE Subscription to

TEACHING OPPORTUNITIES in Ontario's Secondary Scliools

.1 publication School Boards are utilizing to advertise 1964-

:i->65 vacancies.

Fill out the coupon below (please print) and mail to:

TEACHING
OPPORTUNITIES

69 Eglinlon Ave., E., Toronto 12, Ont.

NAME

STREET

TOWN or CITY

POSTAL ZONE

Universit\' Course You Are Now Taking .

The Kingston Arts Council seeks
permission from Council to re-
convert the 'Grand' Theatre, in
what an unidentified source des-
cribed, as an unfavourable at-
mosphere.

The Arts Council has failed to
make up the $118,500 they need
to restore the 'Grand' Theatre
But they have succeeded in col-

lecting §75.000 from some 3,000
interested people in Kingston.
They hope to persuade the city
council to cany out a partial
reconversion.

If the Arts Council succeeds,
and the Queen's building fund
succeeds then there will one day
be two sister theatres in King-
ston, the Grand and the Queen's
Theatre.

Two years ago the Queen's 'Ov-
erall' report lambasted plans to
strike a bargain between the
Queen's building fund and the
Arts council. The report argued

.
that Queen's would not be sure

I

of control of the theatre under
' such an agreement. Professor
Angus, then director of Queen's
theatre, described the dressing
and storage facilities of the
'Grand' as very inadequate.

City Council still controls the
'Grand' theatre property. Its fin-

ancial committee vnW meet very
soon to consider the proposals

of the Arts Council. The com-
mittee will certainly take the
new proposals very seriously, but

whether they will be prepared
to take the risks of reconversion

without the full amount remains
to be seen.

If the City Council does turn
down Arts Council proposals,

present plans mean that the col-

lected §75.000 will be returned
to the donors. Then both Queen's
and the City will be as far from
a theatre as ever.

PROSPECTIVE GRADUATES

ARTS AND SCIENCE
Final year Pass Arts Students who are interested in
investigating prospects of professional training in public
iiCcoLincing, leading to qualification as a CHARTERED
ACCOUNTANT are invited to discuss career opportuni-
(le'i witli our representative who will be on campus

MONDAY, JANUARY 20
Interview appointments may be made through
the office of the Director of Placement in the

Students' Union

Clarkson, Gordon & Co.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

yiiebec - Montreal - Toronto - Hamilton - Kitchener - London
\Vindsor - Winnipeg - Regina - Edmonton - Calgary - Vancouver

PROSPECTIVE GRADUATES

APPLBED SCIENCE
Final year Engineering Students who are interested in
investigating prospects of professional training in public
iLCcounting, leading to qualification as a CHARTERED
ACCOUNTANT are invited to discuss career opportuni-
ties with our representative who will be on campus

MONDAY, JANUARY 20
Interview appointments may be made through
the office of the Director of Placement in the

Students' Union

Clarkson, Gordon & Co.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

(^iuebec - Montreal - Toronto - Hamilton - Kitchener - London
\^'ilIdso^ - Winnipeg - Regina - Edmonton - Calgary - Vancouver

PROSPECTIVE GRADUATES

ARTS AND SCIENCE
Final year Pass Arts Students who are interested in

investigating prospects of professional training in public
accounting, leading to qualilication as a CHARTERED
.'\CCOUNTANT are invited to discuss career opportuni-
ties with our representative who will be on campus

MONDAY, JANUARY 20
Interview appointments may be made through

the ofiice of tlie Director of Placement in the

Students' Union

Clarkson, Gordon & Co.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

Oiicbec - Montreal - Toronto - Hamilton - Kitchener - London
Windsor - Winnipeg - Regina - Edmonton - Calgary - Vancouver
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Arts Formal
Goes Asian
On Friday, January 31 Grant Halt

will once again rcverberale with

the big band sound of Richard

Maltby and his orchestra when the

Arts and Science Society presents

lis annual formal.

The theme of this year's Formal

revolves around a mysterious Budds

hist temple called Angkor Vat, set

in tlie jungles of Northern Cam-

bodia, in South-East Asia.

Tickets for the Formal can be

obtained from members of the

Formal Committee or in the Stu-

tbnts' Union from 11 :30 a.m. to

1:30 p.m. daily. As in the past,

only a limited number will be sold.

BOOKSHOP U Montreal St.

CLASSIFIED
WANTED

One quetoaster.

FOR SALE
15 quarts soiir niilque. Contact John

Hopldns, 542-9362.

Aee Reid wishes to infonn oil Levan-

ifi--s tiiirt tliey are entitled to a S2.00

taxi ride from Chown Hall to McNeill

Hoiise when they go on a date witli

him. See Joan Kristjanson for details.

FOR SALE
Registejed four monlh old Datli-

shimd pup; has been well trained in

PrifHean Kennels, Toronto; owner uiusf

sell cheaply—only $40.00. A real deal on

die perfect gift for a dog lover, Call

Local 380 and ask for Brian.

FOUND
Gold ring outside Richftrdson Hnll.

Contact Queens Post Offlee.

FOR SALE
5 ?;ljing banjo, John Grey model, good

conJitiou, little over one year old,

e ceilent instruction bo«k, $50.00. Con-

tact Kevin Bdl, 542-512'l.

FOR RENT
A tvvo bedroom apartment a\'ailable

from May 1 to mid September. Close to

the Unix'ereity, private entrance. Contact

Sandi Scliofieid, c\. 497, or Judi Todd,

es. 493.

FOUND
Man'i prescription glasses. Cill Frank,

542-1326.

Signpost
TUESDAY:
VE.3VX meets in the Science Cluh-

rrr.:!,. :.t 7:30. Plans for open house will

i:.p discitsicd.

Important CUCND meeHng (d 7:00

at Committee Room 3, Students* Union.

.\ll .meml>ers please attend.

Quran's Christian Fellowship invites

) 0U to Crossroads in ttie Lower Union

Common Room, Students' Union, at

7:30 pjii.

The Queen's Students' brandi of the

EIC nts the films "Fate of tliii

High Ap: Hc" nnd "Legend of tlie Raven

in Ellis Hall Auditorium at 12:45 p.in

All welcome. Free adniissioji.

CUSO presents a panel oii economic'

political and social conditions in under-

developed countries witli Professor:

Keppel-Joncs, Thoman, Taylor anJ

Snyced. 8:00 p.m. in the McLaughlin

Room of the Union. All aie welcomel

There will be n meeting of die Ski

Club at 7:30 in EllLs Hall. The rest of

the monej' of WTiiteface Weekend will

be collected in die Students' Un on from

8:15 p.m. on. Total cost \\-ill be $26.00.

WEDNESDAY:
Calling alt beatniks .... come out

and show your stuff. Auditions and

castiniT for the Bevue at 7:30 in Dun-

ning Hall.

House of Sounds

STUDENTS
GKT 20 % OFF ON ALL L.P. RECORDS

at

House of Sounds
l"t(ni't lie Ashamed To Tell You Go To Queen's

THURSDAY
Arts and Science and Levona present

Canadian Hootenanny '64 for tlie

Building Fund in Grant Hall. FiMturcd

will be a! Cromwell, Malka and Joso,

Judith Orban, Bob W'onk, The Seaway

Singers, and die Femwod Trio. Tickets

on sale at the Union, the Residences,

Dunning Hall and Morton's Record Bar

for SI.00.

FRIDAY
Come to Olpnpics '64, reminiscent of

llic Austrian Winter Olympics, 9:00 to

1:00 in Grant Malt. Admission 75c with

Snowball button. Nfu.'nc by Russ Pnttsr-

soii. And you can "sing along with

Archie" in our authentic b;isement

chiilet. Presented by Arti '64.

In tune widi Snowball \Veckeiid,

Intemaliooal House will have an Open
House following events on outer field.

Informal — liot chi^colate and good

nuisic for everyone.

SATURDAY
The deb.ituig luiton presents the Snow-

b;)l! Debate at 1:30 in Ellis Hall Audi-

torium, Four professors will debate the

topic "ftesolvea that Fair is Foul and
Foul is Fair." Come one and all for fun

and lively entertainment.

International House Club is sponsor-

ing a trip to Ottawa, weekend of January

31. A p.ij-ment of 55.00 will cover die

whole trip. Please phone Ellen at

542-7575, or Calvin nt 542-43S3 before

Jiinuarj' 20 if interested. Cani'xlian stu-

dents are welcome.

Qiieee's Almnna 1963

Joins Peace Corps

St. Remy
MOTOR SERVICE LTD.
Bagot Strcel-Kingslon-546-6666

1

A special messsage to >

BACHELORS,
MASTERS :

AND Ph.D'S H
IN CHEMISTRY
OR CHEMICAL
ENGINEERING

4V

piiiNCE rupee;!

\
CA^TLEGAfi

Chemical engineers and chemists will find that research and development at
Columbia Cellulose offers unique opportunities in the fields of cellulosic chemistry to
Canadian graduates at all levels.

Our Research and Development Division, soon to be relocated in a new $900,000
Research Center in Vancouver, B.C., concerns itself with scientific activities ranging from
short term, highly practical developments, through applied research into longer term basic

studies. For this reason, R & D is organized into four groups

:

BASIC STUDIES — The Basic Studies

Group is concerned with work of a longer

term nature directed toward the develop-

ment of information rather than products

and processes. Its objective is to generate
knowledge and understanding of our pro-

cesses and materials, particularly in fields

of scientific interest which are specific to

our Company.

ANALYTICAL — A most important role

in support of our Research and Develop-
ment activities is fulfilled by the Analytical

Group. It provides a service to the other
groups in analytical testing ranging from
simple gravimetric determinations to

gas chromatographic and spectroscopic

analyses. Its major contributions, however,
lie in the investigation and development of

new analytical methods pertinent to our
operations.

MORE DETAILS — Brochures outlining in more detail the activities of the Research
and Development Division are available at your campus employment ofBce.

FOU INTERVIEWS — Graduating and Post Graduate students to the Ph.D. level in
either Chemistry or Chemical Engineering are invited to discuss employment opportunitleB
with Dr. R. I. C. Michie on January 20th, 1964.

See your employment office for an appointment.

DEVELOPMENT — Development is the
responsibility of the Sulphite and Kraft
Groups. Both groups are concerned with
the evaluation of raw materials and the
improvement of our present products and
processes. The Sulphite Group is concerned
mainly with the chemical properties of the
raw materials and products and the
chemistry of the processes involved in the
purification of cellulose. The Kraft Group's
main concern is with the physical proper-

ties of wood fibres and the effect of pro-

cessing on the physical characteristics of

pulp.

APPLIED RESEARCH — Our applied

research efforts are carried out in anticipa-

tion of the Company's future requirements.
The general objectives of these activities

are the better utilization of our forest
reserves and the development of new
products and processes outside our present
operations.

Judith A. Kaiser, an alumna of

Queen's has begun a two-year

assignment as a Peace Corps Volun-

teer in Bolivia.

She is one of 27 volunteers

scheduled lo depart for Bolivia on

January 15, to work in a public

health programme.

The major objective of the pro-

gramme will he to help improve the

general health of the population by

teaching better health and sanita-

tion practices, and to provide on-

the-job training for Bolivian per-

sonnel,

The group trained for two months

at the University of Washington.

Seattle, where their studies included

Spanish, the history and culture of

Seaway Lecture

Current problems associated with

development of Great Lakes' com-

munities since the opening of the

St. Lawrence Seaway will be dis-

cussed by an American geographer

during an illustrated lecture on

Tlnirsday, January 16.

Dr. Harold M. Mayer, professor

of geography at the University of

Chicigo, will present the third

Tyrrell Lecture in the Ellis Hall

Auditorium at S p.m. His topic will

be "The St. Lawrence Seaway —
The First Five Years,"

Bolivia. United States history

wnrld problems. From
Seattle

voltrnicers went to Camp Rgj]

Puerto Rico for three weeks

training.

Miss Kaiser is from

New Jersey, While at Ql
studied Philosophy and

Kreneh
-jraduating last spring. She

iiJso a member of the Phil,

Chib and the French Club.
osophy

«ns of

repre-

Elections for pos

Junior and Senior AMS
fcntativcs from the Arts

Science Society will be held

on January 27 and 28.

Nominations for these pu^i.

(ions are to be submitted
ai

the AMS Office to Mr, Ed

Mayhew, President of the Aris

and Science Society by Mon-

day, January 20.

All Candidates shall present

themselves to address the Arts

and Science Society and

answer questions from ihai

body at an open meeting to he

held Monday, January 20.

For information about

nomination, see the Arts and

Science Committee, in Ihi;

Arts Clubrooms.

STONE'S
FLOWERS LTD.

24fi PRINCESS STREET

Phone 516-6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS

-Where it Trnditional PRESTIGE Prci-aih'

COLUMBIA CELLULOSE
COMPANY, UMITED VAUCOUVER, B.C.

The RCAF Offers

SUBSIDIZATION
to male students graduating in 1964-65-66-67

for employment after graduation as

PILOTS

RADIO-NAVIGATORS

TECHNICAL OFFICERS

ADMIN OFFICERS

Applicants from any degree course will be considerei

For further information contact the

RCAF Resident Staff Officer at Local 451

ONTARIO SOCIETY
FOR CRIPPLED CHILDREN

requires for it's

FIVE SUMMER CAMPS
Strategically located throuerhout Ontario

the following personnel

WATERFRONT COUNSELLORS (Red Cross Instructoi's'

CHAUFFEURS {Male — 21 years)

GENERAL COUNSELLORS (Male)

MUSIC AND DRAMA COUNSELLORS
ARTS AND CRAFTS COUNSELLORS

CAMP SECRETARIES
REGISTERED NURSES

KITCHEN COUNSELLORS
For further information wpply to:

SUPERIOR OF CAMPS
Ontario Society For Crippled Children

350 Rumsey Road, Box 1700, Postal Station "R"
Toronto 17, Ontario.

Phone 487-5311 s
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CEMEN, CAGERS
ACH DROP TWO

League Giants Topple ImprovedjGaels 5-2; 6-4
'"^kflrainple

Cagers

by Doug Bowie

& Bill McCarthy

,
weekend marked the open-

of [he Intercollegiate Basket-

^ason with the Queen's Golden

|5
travelling west for games

McMaslcr and the University

Windsor.

tiday night in Hamilton with

J
(our practices under their belts

rhe Christmas layoff, the Gaels

ned slowly and were never able

overcome a large early deficit,

ng on 10 lose 79-5 1 . Bob Howes

[he way with 14 points and Ted

ring dropped in 12.

igainst Windsor the next night

id's again fell far behind in the

half, and the Lancers coasted

97-45 victory, Doug Fraser

high scorer for the Gaels with

and Howes hit for 13.

Mihough the score looks prohibi-

Gaels showing was quite

dilabie. Last year's titleholders

raicd tops in the country this

Windsor boasts a big, strong

ni thai ha5 been practising since

fall- Queen's suffering from

sperience and lack of practice,

re siill able, once they got roll-

to hold the Lancers to a slim

5 margin in the second half,

rhe Gaels were beset with prob-

al the start of practices this

m. Gone from last year's squad

elerans Stone, Jackson and
J^l, who formed a key part of

leam's starting line-up. Work-
largely with rookies Frank Tin-
has put together a team which

>"ld improve steadily as the
ion progresses.

Wiih Bob Howes back for his

nd year at centre, Al Raisbeck
' f*>r his nOi at guard, rookies

»i Waring and Doug Eraser, who

lib.

points m a pre-season
'lion against St. Lawrence U.,
Ted Campbell who played two
^ ago. the Gaels have a starting
1"it should provide increasingly

'^nd exciting basketball through-
'he year.

We,

Need

Sports

f^eporters
- - . See B. Bailey

Press nights

by John Show

Despite a 6-0 shellacing from
the Varsity squad on December 7,

the Gaels went to Toronto deter-

mined to put up a better show than

the previous meeting. Except for

the first 8 minutes and 41 seconds

of the game the Gaels kept pace

with the home-town Blues. AH 3

goals the Blues scored in that time

were deflections which goalie Elwin

Derbyshire had no chance on. Tlie

Blues scorers were McClelland,

Steve Monteith and Olah. From this

point on the two teams were even

until midway through the middle

frame Larry Dinsmore scored to

put the Gaels on the scoreboard,.

At the 4 minute mark of the third

period. Steve Monteith scored his

second goal of the evening. Four
minutes later Doug Hunt scored

the second Queens goal. Then
Hank Monteith scored on a shot

that seemed to fool Derbyshire as

he stopped it and it rolled in behind

him into the net. The Toronto team

played much better hockey than

they did in the previous game. This

was shown by their crisp parsing

and practiced

deflect ion

which earned

them 3 goals

early in the

game. But they

seemed to

sag toward the

end of the

game as the

Gaels bottled

them up in

their own end.

Even the fans

began jeering

the Blues saying, "Where's this

great Varsity squad we've heard all

about?" An article in the Varsity

predicted a win by 5 goals but the

Gael squad proved they were a

|( better squad

than the over-

confident Blues

thought. The

three stars of

the game were

Steve Mon-
teitli, Elwin

Derbyshire and

Ward Passi.

Brent MacNab
checked and

blocked shots

and was f

general stand'

out in the game despite a mid-

period cross-check that injured his

back.

Saturday's game against Mc-

Master was a different story for the

Gaels. McMastcr also played Fri-

day night against McGill and came

away with a 1-1 tie. Frank Jodoin

opened the scoring at 1:42 of the

first period but McMaster roared

back with 3 unanswered goals by
Spoar, Savage and Apps to go into

the second period with a 3-1 lead.

But the Gaels came back with 2
goals by Peter Weston and Bill

Colvin to tie the score. Then with

Stan Kolesnik in the sin bin, Apps
scored his second goal of the after-

non and shortly thereafter Randle
scored to give the MarUn's a 5-3

lead at the end of the second period.

At 2:45 of the third period Bill

Colvin with his second, scored un-

assisted to bring the Gaels within

a goal of tying. But the fates were

against them; they missed a number
of excellent scoring opportunities

and failed to lie (he score. With one

minute left Coach "Moon" Flanigan

pulled Derbyshire in favour of a

sixth forward but the strategy back-

fired as Apps scored with his third

into the empty net at 19:19. Only
injury incurred in the game was
Stan Kolesnik who suffered an
injured knee when McMaster for-

ward McClellan broke his stick over

the back of Stan's leg.

SKATE MARKS .... Brent Mac-
Nab continued his brilliant work on
defence despite a sore back and a

bruised foot .... Gaels were with-

out forward Larry Jones who hadn't

returned and defenceman Glenn
Stevens who spramed an ankle in

pracfice last week.
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The Intramural Scene

Derbyshire Foils Varsity Marksman

by Peter Kennedy

At the completion of the first

term's intramural activities, Sc. '66

is leading the Bews race — but not

by much, as Sc '65 and A '65 are

right behind. Standings are as

follows: Sc '66, 27,599;; Sc '65,

25,346; A '65, 23,124. The next

closest year is A '67 with only

15,348 points, so the leaders are

well-defined.

Several championships were de-

cided near the end of last term.

Sc '65 beat A '65 to win the volley-

ball championship. In the semi-

finals, Sc '65 ousted Sc '64 and

A '65 disposed of A "66.

Sc '66 squealed past A '65 by
only thirteen pins and then beat

A "66, 6,265 pins to 6.017 pins to

wm the 5-pin bowling champion-

ship. A "66 had eliminated Sc "64

in the semi-finals.

In Softball, Reg Martin pitched

A '65 to wins of 4-1 and 5-0 over

the Postgrads to win die champion-
ship. In the semis A '65 beat A '66

and the Grads eliminated Sc '66.

In the intramural paddleball

tournament Don McKinley, Sc '65

defeated Tom Maikawa, Sc. '64 by
scores of 21-17 and 21-6 to win the

championship. In the semis, Mc-
Kinley eliminated Mike Robertson,

A '66 and Maikawa beat Bill

Dundass, A '65.

For the benefit of any potential

hockey players who haven't heard,

there will probably be a "B" hockey
league set up diis year so that more
people can participate in this sport.

If you are interested in playing for

your year's "B" team, contact your
athletic stick now!

iingineeis Kick Off Toilet Bowl Games

Saturday Star

PETE WESTON

^i^tison's Bay Company and Henry Morgan
& Co. Limited

hav

ifeer

^ a representative on campus to discuss management

Opportunities in retail merchandising on

^^nesday & Thursday, January 15th & 16th

See your Placement Office for an appointment.

by Howard Gribble

Due to the condition of the field

of the lower campus last Saturday

and Sunday the Toilet Bowl Pre-

liminary Games were played on the

outer field of the Stadium.

In die first game on Saturday the

Chemical Engineers and the Engin-

eering Chemists left the Mining,

Metallurgy, and Geology sitting in

the snow. Three touchdowns by

Gene Temchuck, Ron Walker and

Jim Morton in addition to two con-

verts by Morton resulted in the final

score of 20-0.

In the second game on Saturday

the Mechanicals managed to squeeze

by the Elcctricals with a 2-0 vic-

tory. However, in the first game on

TOILET BOWL PRELIMS.

Sunday they did not feel so evenly

matched. The Chemicals agahi

showed their superiority with an

18-0 win.

In the second Sunday game a

well-organized Civil Engineering

Club also came up with a shut-out,

defeating Engineering Physics by a

score of 19-0 with two touchdowns

by John McLewin and one by John

Nicholson, the remaining point com-

ing from a convert kicked by Don
Andrey.

The Preliminary Toilet Bowl

Games have thus left us with two

topnolch teams—Civil and Qiemical

—eager to battle for the coveted

TOILET BOWL TROPHY.
The game is to take place at 2:30

p.m. next Saturday at the lower

campus (opposite Ban Righ Hall).

Should field conditions be too

dangerous the teams will move to

the outer field of George Richard-

son Stadium, dragging their spec-

tators behind them.

The ''Maid of the Bowl" will be

announced at the start of the game

and she will make the draw for the

lucky winner of the TOILET BOWL
RAFFLE, and then proceed to

make the kick-off to start the game.

Be sure to get a couple of draw

tickets before Saturday; they are

available to any faculty and are sold

by most Science '64 members. It is

a worthwhile investment. Ask now.

they are gomg fast.

Following the TOILET BOWL
GAME there xvill be a free Hooten

anny al the Music House (on Alfred

St. behind Gordon House). This is

sponsored by the Engineering

Society and features a well-known

campus group. The time will be

from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. — just m
time to get a date for the Snowball

dance for thai night.

It's Snowball Weekend again. Be
sure to get in on tie fun and see

football in t!ie snow — THE
TOILET BOWL.

PEGGIE'S CIGAR STORE
I'ECGIE PATKICK, PROP.

Smokers' Supplies, Sundries, Imported
Tobuccos & Brigtioni Pipes, Magazines

542-6203

:1fl4 PrincE.'s Street ~ Kingston, Ontario

EXPORT
PLAIN

6r FILTER TIP,
CIGARETTES

FLOWERS SAY IT BEST

Especially

For Beautiful Corsages or Flowers for Any Occasion

339 Princess Street Phone: 546-6604

Engineering:, Science, Arts, Commerce

(1964 Graduates)

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN

MANUFACTURING, SALES & INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

(in Montreal, and other Quebec locations)

with

^ Dominion Textile Company Limited

9 95% Canadian owned

• largest producer of cotton goods in Canada

9 Diversified range of products - sheets, towels, blankets.

.s-hirHngs, auto fabrics, conveyor belting, etc.

11 mills, 4 principal openiting subsidiaries

• more than 11.000 employees

• net sales 1963, S137 million. 10.5% increase over 1962

Campus Interview — Friday, January 17th

For an appointment or further infonnation.

inquire at your placement office
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An Unsolicited Guide to Coming

Events at Queen's, or, Yes, Virginia,

Tliere xs a Social Season.

1. Model Parlioment

Tiiis promises to be every bit as funny

as the House of Commons, if you Iiave

that kind of sense of humour. Though

the amazing political ignorance of the

university student is tlie main attraction,

there are otlier exciting features as well,

Tliere are rumours, for example, the

RMC cadets, thv/arted in their search for

you-know-what, will, in their bitterness,

attempt to kidnap the mace and/or the

Governal-Gcneral. Come and watch tliis

struggle for civihan control of tlie mili-

taryl Hear the desks pound! See tlie

desks collapsel See the man with the tool

kit repair die desksl

2. Canadian Hootenanny

A courageous defense of our inalien-

able right to sing whether we can or

not. (This does not, of course, apply in

Ontario be\'erage rooms. ) Seventeen

banjos and forty-tlu'ee guitars can't be

wrong, can they? Hear authentic ver-

sions of Mississippi spirituals by boys

and girls from Rockcliffe Parkl Meet the

contestants in the Look Like Joan Baez

Contesll Can folk-singing and Grant

Hall co-exist? Does Grant Hall e.vist?

Come see. It's for a good cause anyway.

3. Snow-ball Weekend
The aim of this year's committee is

to cover Dunning Hall completely with

snow, in tlie hope that it will look better.

This is your cliance to show what a

good guy you iirc by smiling at the lad

who dumps snow down your girl friend's

neck. You can frolic in the snow, get

drunk, get cold, drink anti-freeze, throw

snowballs at your AMS representative!

Jf the snow melts, don't stay home. Come
out and see the ingenuity of the com-

mittee!

4. Kingston Winter Carnival

Don't beheve the cynics. The Kingston

\A'inter Cami\'al is b)' no means a

capitalist boat. The Snow Queen can-

didates are unbelievable! Vote for your

favourite! (Voting this year is by used

razor blades.) The 'highlight of tliis

year's Carnival will be a snowball fight

between Mayor Mills and Syl Apps.

Snipers include Reeve McEwen and E.

lien ("J.") Benson, M.P. Grow a beard!

^^'ear a toque! Spend money! Wow!

5. Arts Formol

ENOtic! Expensive! Hear Richard Malt-

b)', the only trumpet player who can

make "'Moon River" sound hke "(CEN-

SORED) Creek". He plays chimes too!

You'll forget St, George's Catliedrall

Drink in tlie picturesque "Furnace

Room"! Sniff tlie fragrant "Rye" in tlie

ninety-degree tropical climate. any-

one \viho was there in '62 ... . now

where'd that fellow go?

Charlie Gordon

ORIENTATION
COMMITTEE

Applications for the Arts

and Scicncc-Levana Orienta-

tion Commillee are to be sub-

mitted to Miss Jean Little and

Mr. Ed Mayhew in the AMS
Office by Wednesday, 22nd

January for appointment by

end of January by these execu-

tives. Two appointments Nvill

be made from each executive.

Applications for the Chief

Vigilante of the Arts and

Science Society are also re-

quested at this date.

AN ACT OF FAITH

Tlie proper object of ^e University

student is to inaster self-disciphne. In

University he should learn Iiow to

discipline his approach to all phases of

life; in later years, in transient society

this will sustain his values. Discipline

will give him life more fully and love

more riclily.

An analysis of discipline leads to the

concept of form. Form is die frame of

discipline. Only as man perceives form

in nature can Qie begin to discipline

liimself. A form is a mold. Emerging

ideas are not meaningind until they are

conditioned or shaped by a form. The

same is true of emotion, in fact of the

totality of experience. In this way ex-

perience is disciplined and becomes

rich. This is the basis of creativity.

Crea^ivity presupposes freedom but

freedom is not arbitrary; it must be con-

ditioned by form. Action cannot emerge

without a structure in any coherent

form; tilius tliere could be no freedom

of action. Creation would yield to

chaos. So form makes experience mean-

ingful and sparks creation.

The role of form can best be exempU-

fied in the creation of a poem. The

sonnet form precedes the sonnet. With-

out the form the miter is lost; it

patterns his thought, disciplines ibis

eloquence. How much joy is his to see

the harmony of fofm and life in the final

creation ! Otlicr examples spring to

mind. How much of worship is immersed

in form and ritual! Or again, a kiss is

a form.

As a student, a man's course will sub-

DISCIPLINE
stantially influence tlie forms which

pattern his life. True, his very early

years are his formative years, but it is

not until university that he consciously

immerses his life in these forms and

enters into a dynamic relationship with

them. He is not studying a subject; he

is pursuing a discipline.

Discipline also requires faith. The fonn

cannot be apprehended without the idea,

but the idea is not meaningful without

the form. So it is tliat only as an act

emerges can it be disciplined, but only

as it is disciplined can it be realized.

Tlie process is not static but dynamic

and the dynamic operator is faitli. We
must take a step before we feel the

ground beneath our feet.

Pet^pective Ptei ii

Prof. Worthington

Last week in the first "Perspective '64" talk, Principal Corry stated

that in order to understand what degree of collectivism society should accept,

it is first necessary to understand what conditions men to accept individual

responsibility. This Thursday, Prof. V\'orthington of the Department of

Psycholog)' will outline some of the factors affecting individual responsibility

in his talk, 'Tlie Psychology of Responsibihty."

Taking a social psychological approach, he will describe the influence

of group factors on the individual, giving a brief account of the effects

of both mobs and small groups on the individual action and behaviour.

This study leads Dr. Worthington to the conclusion that individual

behaviour is a function of the behaviour of the group of which the individual

is a member. Because this is so, there have been great changes in the

responsibility that the individual can and is willing to accept.

An understanding of the Psychology of Responsibilit)' and of these changes

in particular is essential for the student who wishes to approach an under-

standing of the dilemma of "Collectivism versus Individualism".

I shall distinguish tliree fruits
of

disciphne. The fii'st and most basic '

character or integrity. Life is essentially

adventure in character. A lecture is not

a development of ideas; a book is not a
manual of facts. They are botli more
properly adventure in character.

cipline builds character. The last two
fruits of discipline are closely tied. Tliey

are limnility and tolerance. Tliis inter-

pretation is largely obvious, but an

important aspect that should not be

missed is the freedom to respond to life

sincerely, to be genuinely before one's

companions.

Teachers, employers and students put

a great deal of misemphasis on breadtli

of experience. The successful universit)'

graduate should have participated in a

wide range of social activities and have

read extensively outside his field to be-

come acquainted with as much of life

as possible. I grant that such breadth

is imiwrtant for it generates tolerance,

one of the aspects of discipline. But it is

not the proper object of University- it

is not essential to a rich life. It is a

question of shallowness or depth. A

plane, no matter how extensive, has no

volume if it has no depth.

Football games do not breed dis-

cipline, nor do bashes, nor television

sets, not the applause of many hands, the

acclamation of many voices. Only a

steadfast faitJi in the relevance of form,

form which conditions values, values

which inspire faith, faith which give.s

depth to experience.

Peter Taylor

who try and try again
ConMder these flamenco dancers

Caught in the angry birdlike slmrpness

Of their contained passion.

Who try and try again io square the circle

Of our summer hills.

We are frozen in a similar mosaic.

Tiie Respectability Of Killing

Barry Brick

KDUCATION SEMINAR

So You Want 2o leach?

You who are considering tlie profession of teaching, think seriously. Are

you being enticed by the money, the hohdays, the fringe benifets, and the

security that teaching offers? Teachers have in their charge at least one

hundred mailable minds for approximately two tliirds of every year that they

teach. Schooling is vital in preparing for life. Whether or not young people

go on to seek on their own is often dettermined by a teatjher's example of

enthusiasm for a certain topic. People today are trusting their children to a

great mass of mediocre teachers, Is it possible to raise the calibre of teachers

entering this all-important profession?

Students at Queen's interested in this problem have organized a 'Tros-

pcctive teacher's Night" witih a very capable panel wlio will discuss the

importance and meaning of the profession, and also the qualifications of per-

sonality necessary for teacliing. The panelists will be Dean Bryce, Mr, F.

Bartlett ©f Queen's, Mr, V. Ready, principal of K,C.V.I,, and Mr. Trull, vice-

prmcipal of K,C.V.I,, Tuesday, January 21, is the date, and room 101, New

Arts Bldg. is tlie place. It is hoped that all prospective teachers will turn out

witfli questions and ideas.

Liz Colquhoun

CUCTACUE • .

.

"It's better in the hay," she said loftily-SusAN Dexteh, ex-Devanite

"There was a rise in the number of child mole stings this year"

—Kingston Radio Anno\mcer

Auschwitz and Hiroshima were less

than twenty years ago. But don't let

that impress you, sonny Jim. Because

murder is as respectable as ever. And

people are afraid or contemptuous of

peace movements, because they are

disrespectable'.

You're probably one of the passive

respecters and tolerators of your society's

killing organisations, the kind of hypro-

crite wtio goes to church on Sundays,

and spits on peace moveJments, like why

mLx Christ up in all the dirty old political

excuses for a good war, you might say.

So murder is as respectable as ever.

If you don't believe that tell people you

actively want to ensure peace now, and

see what they say, sonny Jim. Does it

terrify you this fact? Or do you smile

and say Oh but it's not a question of

murder, it's only a question of stock-

piling murder and organised killing, in

case murder ever becomes fashionable

again. Well take your smiles to Ausch-

witz and Hiroshima, sonny Jim,

Your hypocritical silence, your value-

less ap-athy, are an important part of

the collective sanction for hhe planning

and organising and stockpiling of killing.

Did you know this? Did you know in

history you are one of the greatest

causes of war because of your continua!

sanction of kilfing? You don't care? Why

should you, you say. You're alright Jacl;.

Yes, you're abight Jack. But wait until

it's too late to smile, and then you'll

coming running out of your yellow shell

like a frightened crab and yell, PEACE,

WHY WAR. But then it will be a long

way past zenith. This is when you al\v;iys

come to do your shouting, if you do.

There are students on this campus,

and others, sonny Jim, who have the

guts and values to shout PEACE NOW
at everyone, but most of all at somi^

the hypocritical and valueless acquain-

tances they have in the vegetating stu-

dent body. This isn't telling you abou!

ideals, but about your friends who are

content to roam around in their small

fleshpots and go along in their empt)'

rut not giving their precious little damn

History's full of yellow shelled cra!)5.

sonny Jim. So is your community- Do"'

you spit on peace, sonny Jim, or tln'S'

who care enough about it now.

Rick Johnstone

XXXII
Freeze tihe membrane of petty insurrection.

Or prick the pregnant pimple who belches blood.

Like an exposed ner\'e pinched by closed forceps,

He dwindles quickly, quickly, quickly.

Ratsbane he is fed, but sups on sultry dung.

To feed live ticks beneath your skin.

To open up the heart, so gently, gently —

Then press - Now; tlie razor cuts to neatly.

Boxwood for a mallet; maggot of a fly.

He screams so loudly, only to suffer, suffer, then die
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Nabs $18,000 Stamps

Gets OPP Clamps
/ ^-ni. ^^^^^^^n^f

detectives of the Ontario Provincial Police have tracked down a collection of stamps

I "f^ f
'8.000 and returned them to the University. Last Oct. II in the early morning, a large number

/ ot old and rare Canadian stamps were stolen from the Douglas Library. On Friday the Ont Prov Police
rrturned the stamps to the Library. Until then, the s afl" had not known of the theft

Because no-one reported the stamps missing, the police searched for three months in an effort to find
the owner. Only when they brought the stamps to Mr. Gundy, the Chief Librarian, was it known that they
had i)een stolen from the Library.

Reject Legal Hussies

'MY PEOPLE

Pomp and Ceremony Mark
Opening of Solemn Session

By PETER WALKER
Handling the obstacles of her preg-

luncv and looking even more attractive

llian she normally does. Queen Elizii-

belh 11, opened Queen's 1964 Model

Parliament on Tuesday evening. This

a first for Queen's. Never before his

reigning monarch presided at the

opening of a Model Parliament. To the

strains of "Rule Britannia", her colour-

ful procession made its way down t.i

Speaker's chair where her majesty,

in a \'oice as firm as Foster Hewitts,
gave the members her blessing.

The Organizers, however, were not

futirely satisfied and decided to run
tlie whole ceremony over again. This
'Hulted in yet another first - the only
Moiifl Parliament to be opened by both
a reigning monarch and a Governov-
Geaeral whose uniform fit.

With the former Kingston MPP W. M.
f^'ckie in the chair the session got
'iniienvay. Following a tlirone speech

debate marked only by some very

frivolous criticism of permanent pfilicy,

the Liberals introduced the session's

first bill. This provided for the creation

of a Ministry of Federal-Provinrial

Affairs. Continuous and close consulta-

tion, the government maintained, was

necessary because of the increasingly

important nature of provincial responsi-

bilities. Opposition criticism centi-ed on

the duplication of function involved,

such as the provision for a financial

branch competing with both the federal

and provincial departments of financ

Under the new system of majorit)' go\'-

ernments, the Liberals were able to

pass the measure.

Tlie second and last item of the

evening was a white paper on external

affairs, favouring seating of Red Chini

in the United Nations, entry into tin'

organization of American States, and

suljstantial increase in foreign aid. The

evening's best debate tool; place on

these issues.

By DON CARMICHAEL
The second sitting of Model Parlia-

ment featured federal members Egan
Chambers, P.C., and Joe Green. Lib.,

on a format of three private members'

bills and a question period.

During the question period, the

pseudo-parliamentarians demonstrat-

ed Iheir ignorance of current affairs

and a disregard for parliamentary

procedure.

Exceptions were Dirks and Irvine of

the government and MacLeod, Newton-

Smith and Judson of tlie opposition.

In proposing the SIN motion to in-

stitute state lotteries to finance univer-

sities, Mike Murray claimed that "we

do not intend to exploit all the weak-

nesses of the people, but only those for

their benefit."

After discussing the stand of the

United Church and legalized prostitu-

tion, Liberals urged that the bill "be

defeated on moral grounds—on religious

grounds!" The moral members com-

plied.

The motion to adopt an official Can-

adian flag featured the finest and wit-

tiest speech of the night by Brian Black-

stock. He described it as "typically

Canadian — it offends no one." Tlie

background is to be decided by the

user; for tlie Socreds, "split-pea Green";

for the government, "cost-of-living-

Rose". But tlie "dirty bedsheet" was
objected to on aesthetic grounds and as

a source of nationalism. Tlie motion was
soundly defeated,

Allison Gordon, N.D.P., then pro-

posed the abohtion of Model Parlia-

ment. The debate was 'marked by a

novel sincerity and tliought as disillus-

ioned members probed the value and
meaning of the institution.

Although defeated, the motion was
un excellent manner of ending parlia-

ment.

IIEDyCTiONS

Movement and Colour Make

1 he Life of Abstract Art
T'ht cainmon reaction that abstract

Tf'-'s.sionist art is something that
"t'id be done by a two year old child

jn-lei-stiindable," said Gerald Finley
^ "is lec'ture last Monday on "An Ap-

University

fDepartment

Announced

CUP; OTTAWA - CUS, maintaining

that students must be able to attend

university "irrespective of economic

considerations", singled out the parents

of university and technical students for

special tax deductions. In a brief to the

Royal Commission on ta.\ation, CUS
asked that parents of university students

be granted a ta.\ exemption on tuition

Tees. Since very few students earn the

$1,100 necessary before an exemption

-

may be granted, die present taxation

laws Eu-e of no benefit to the student

and the financial burden falls chieflv on

parents. CUS also made special recom-

mendations for ta.\ benefits, to part time

and scholarship students as well as con-

sideration for students desiring efluca-

Hon in a bilingual universit)'.

Austin Donation

The collecdpn, mounted in a number
of large volumes which are kept in a

vault in Mr. Grundy's office, was given

to the University by Dr. Austin, a form-

er faculty member. The toLiI collection

is valued at S35,000.

Mr. Gundy speculates that the tliief

followed the caretaker into the Librar-

ian's Office, entered the unlocked vault,

ransacked the collection, and left

through a first floor window.

Robbery Unnoticed

Later that same night, a police

detective stopped a man carrying a

large manila envelope. The envelope

was thrown to the ground, spreading

s-tamps all over the pavement. The man
ran off, and the policeman, recognising

him, stopped to pick up the stamps. No
action was taken against the thief until

Wednesday afternoon when the stamps

were finally evaluated and an inventory

made.

Florida Prof

To Lecture

On Statistics

poach I" Abstract Expressionism."

^
i^oplu feel they do not understand
^rt form because it has no associa-

V'llues for them. This, said Mr.
Finlfv

,,.|
.

'"1 unsatisfactory standard by
"'fi U> judge art, since even a photo-

JiiT ,

'"'^ associational values. To

^11,^7^''!'"^' the exjaressionist artist wc
Examine and revise our own stan-

^^i"ce the artist is seeking to avoid

J-
"cliche, and the traditional techni-

f'^- In

iup'f""'gh there is no secret to grasp-

-
"^'s art form Mr, Finley did outline
'"^'n characteristics. First of all the

appreciating his work wt

S with a new set of values.

iflist
does not intend his work as the

:'"^tration
of an expression alone.

'"m n^^^ painting has a subject,

^^"'-'s it does not.

Chance effects become important,

"We find the artists putting down their

brushes and picking up their trowels."

Mr. Finley described Jackson Pollock,

(he prominent American artist as em-

ploying a teclinique of dripping alum-

inum paint onto canvas from die top of

a ladder.

Using two sets of slides simultaneous-

ly Mr. Finley traced the development

of ah,stract expressionism showing how

the exprcwion of movement and colour

in an object became more important

than object itself. Showing slides of

prominent artists of the 19th and 20th

centuries, he dealt with the importance

of the restriction of the frame in ab-

stract expressionism as compared with

other art fortns,

^^'ith reference to the unusual titles

of some of the works Mr, Finle\- re-

marked that although the titles are

sometimes relevant, very, very often

thcv are not. "However it does help

the artist sort out his pictures."

The Government of Ontario has an-

nounced that it will establish a sep-

arate department of University .'Vffairs.

Tliis was announced in the speech from

the throne in Queens Park, Toronto.

The depart^nient will work in conjunc-

tion with present advisory committee

to the government. It is a sign of the

increasing influence of the "Provincial

Government.

The esLiblishment of a new Univer-

sity was also announced in the speech.

It will include the e,xisting colleges and

a new college of Arts, known as Wel-

lington.

Queen's Alone
University of Toronto is proceeding

with plans for Scarborough and Erin-

dale Colleges, while the University of

Western Ontario has agreed to operate

a new college of Education. Tins

leaves Queen's as the only one of the

big three without any attached colleges

Queen's University in conj'imction

with several other organizations includ-

ing the National Science Foundation

are sponsoring Prof. Ralph A. Bradley,

Head of the Department of Statistics at

Florida State University.

The first lecture "Statistics and its

Applications" is at 3:30, January 20th in

room 313 of Kingston Hall; the second

"Mathematical Statistics" will be at

4:00 on January 21 in room 102, Gar-

ni t hers Hall.

Dr. Bradley will be available for in-

terviewing in the Seminar Room, Car-

nithers Hall on Monday and Tuesday,

from 11-12 a.m. and 2-2:30. p.m.
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EDITORIAL

Our Friends, tlie Russians

Are you soft on Communism? Or are you strong

on survival and Christian charity?

We think that you should ask yourselves these

questions in all seriousness; for we were interested to

read the following phrase in a letter to the Editor:

'Are we fearless enough to stand in defiance of the

aggressor frightening even the Russian into short-

lived silence?'

This just about expresses one of the attitudes that

is very common around this silver old fringe of Lake
Ontario. It might be well expressed by saying that the

world is divided between the Communists (the bad

guys) and the West (us, the good guys).

Myth

What many of us have done is to build a myth of

evil around our Russian friends. They are said to be

'treacherous', 'undemocratic', 'rigid', 'unimaginative',

and 'quite relentless in their desire to bury us'. One of

the sins that they are accused of is that they have

drawn up an Atlas, which draws a Russian boundary
around two thirds of the Canadian Arctic.

Well now the time comes along to consider how
much of this is true and how much of it is myth. Some
of us have met Ivan or Leo or Georgi, and on the whole

we have found that the russians are quite ordinary

people, with a tremendous kindness in them, but who
tend to like to be respectable and sociable. Yet there

is another aspect to the Russians. Like us they are look-

ing for every advantage. That is why they were so quick

to pour missiles into Cuba, and why they were so ready

to pick up the Panamanian crises to hurl invective at

the United States. Ihey are also suspicious. That is why
Molotov when he went to stay with Winston Churchill

demanded to have two guards outside his room all night

(and, if possible, a bulldog).

]lepublics

The approach we need to the divisions between
us is the approach of Robert Frost. He said to Ki-uschev

'Let us have a noble rivalry between our two great

republics'. Instead of feeding our fears and consider-

mg our dry differences with Communist dogma, we
should be trying to inject a spirit of respect and
Ui'otherhood into our relations with the Russians. But
for the time being this will have to be based on a mutual
respect for each other's strength.

It is very useful for us to turn our focus, as Prin-

cipal Corry recently did, to the relation between collect-

ivism and individualism. The extemal distinctions

between communism and free enterprise are far less

significant than the struggle between the old oi^der of

dividualism, and the new order of collectivism, whic'i

is doing so mucli to disinipt our old patterns of life.

Survival

'Soft on Communism' is no longer the question. The
question is how we can survive, and how the human
i-phit can live while huge organizations come to demand
not men of high intelligence and initiative, but men of

limited initiative and limited intelligence. Perhaps the

answer lies above us in the skies. J.F.K. said that 'space

was the new sea on which we would have to learn to

?.B.\V. There is such a lot that is strange down here —
how is it that the birds evolved from the fish—^that we
can't help wondering what the vast sky contains. If we
are to conquer the sky, our action will have to be col-

lective, and it will also call for immense daring and in-

itiative.

The threat to us is the threat of prejudice and the

closed mind. We cannot afford hatred. Even if the

Chinese burn L.J.B. in efhgy we must try to mollify

them. If we don't, we are running away from our own
future towards an incredibly fiery finale.

'Once again the snowball crews swing info Acfion'

You Said it . . .

Editor, Journal

"Friend, I do thee 110 in-

justice; didst thou not agree

with me for a denarius?

Take what is thine and go;

I choose to give this hist

even as to thee. Have I not

the right to do as 1 choose?

Or art thou envious be-

cause I am generous?"

Matthew 20:13-lo

Having accused Christ of

discrimination, the labour-

ers were so chastized.

Let us not confuse dis-

crimination \vith the free-

dom to dispose of our per-

sonal wealth in what man-

ner we choose.

Am I discriminatory be-

cause I give pres(Mits to

some and not to others?

Have I not the right to

fa\'our whom it pleases me
in, my will?

If an African chieftain

founded a scholarship in

Africa for persons who were

black, Africans and mem-

bers of his tribe, would you

charge him with discrimin-

ation?

Discrimination consists in

the denial of rights and

privileges to which a man

or group of men is entitled.

Col. Leonard had the

riglil to dispose of his pro-

perty as he saw fit. There

is no question of entitle-

ment, hence there is no dis-

crimination. Only genero-

sity.

Art thou euNious labour-

er?

John E. MaJwnc-i

P.S.-And let no-one forget

the bigger lesson of tlie

parable. If God chooses to

reward only the labourers

in His vineyard with heav-

en, there is no discrimina-

tion because there is no en-

titlement.

'Appeal' Case
One of the four involved in the drinkinp

refused to pay Jiis fine. He is Al Raisbeck. He
s

he is not guilty and wants in some way to appeyi

ital
P

i-'arO

the four medsmen guilty of being in possession

Alcohol near the stadium last fall. The AMs
discussion of this matter last Tuesday evening

meeting held in Etherington Hall. Various inenibep

of the Executive suggested that the court make
itseii

available to hear a motion for a rehearing of
(j^^

case. If they do, this vrill be one of the first tinies
i,i

tlie history' of Queen's that a decision of the court has

been appealed.

Camera Club
The AMS decided to make a grant to the Cjmi-,,

Club of $125. This is not as much as the $300 gram

that they had asked. It will not enable them to' buy

a new enlargfer, which they badly need. Explaininu

the decision, Gord Pfiillopson, chairman of liii<l^
|

and Finance, said that he saw their need, but k\\

in the light of the uncertainty of the finances o[ ihf

AMS it would not be wise to make a larger grn^i

Glee
The AMS heard some keen debate between m mb.r,

and the Glee Club, represented by their tr.?nsiir(r.

Steve Billo, and Dr. George. The main complaini n'

the AMS was that they did not like the way in whi;[,

Ihe Club had presented a bill for between $20(1 ^inl

?300 after the producrion had already been compbhil

The Club explained themselves by saying that it \vi

been ver\' difficult to estimate ticket sales. Thi^v said

that from past experience they could estim:it' m m

come of about $800 from tickets. This would m^n

that they would need an annual grant from the AMi

of some $200. Justifying the request Dr. George sjiJ

that he felt that Art should not suffer for the sake u[

a balanced budget. He added that the Glee Cli)b

Gilbert and Sullivan production had proved the onlv

viable and long-lasting musical endeavour in his ev

perience at Queen's.

Late
, , ,

.

Tim McKenzie explained the reasons why lie fell

that there should be all-night study rooms on Campui.

He said diat in most buildings at the present time al

11:00 or 11:30 students were herded ignominiously into

the night. This was particularly hard on mairied men,

those who couldn't work at home because of wild afiirl-

ment mates, and those in single rooms, who found

the bed more inviting than the books. Th-r were

he atrreed, facilities in the residences, but thcs'' w-^'

not adequate. After listening carefully to his pvo-Ki'flK

the AMS said that they would pass them alon- t"

administration.

Prefers Folksongs to Good Jazz

Editor, Jottrml

With regard to Mr. Em-
ery's letter in Friday's

Journal, I would like lo

moke a few comments.

First, Mr, Emery classifies

hootenannies on the same

level with rock and roll,

and the hula hoop, and

moreover implies modem
jazz is far superior to folk

music. May I remind him

that folk smging has existed

in various forms for several

centuries and though the

term and idea of a hooteu-

anny is relatively new, its

essence is old. Folksinging

is part of a country's herit-

age and it is a shame that

more Canadian folk songs

are not well known.

Mr, Emery implies that

the Limelighters and other

folksong artists who have

appeared here haven't been

"quality performances".

I have a feeling that he

i si i irli t ] y prejudiced : he
jttst happens to enjoy jaz?.

more than folksinging. This

is no reason to put other

neople's taste in music

down to the cellar, Many
will agree with me that

these folksingers did pre-

sent quality performances

and top entertainment.

I admit preferring folk-

songs to jazz. They have

more meaning to me, and I

love to sing. At the same

time I do not dislike jazz.

In fact, I usually thorough-

ly enjoy hearing it, though

I much prefer Ahmad Ja-

wal to George Shearing. I

saw Oscar Peterson's per-

formance in 1961 and still

remember it as being an

excellent one.

My second main com-

ment is that the various

campus societies p

concerts which first ^ipP

^ace and r

to a large part of thepi"*
^^^^^

and second, will break t\

as far as expenses nft

cemed; they caniuit aSa

lo lose $200 or ?300 e»

concert. If the public*'

mand right now is f« ^'

singers, so be it-

One of O'c I""'
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ntisl

. understood by critics out-

^'^South
Africa, there is also

„denc.V to ignore the com-

- of the situation. For

critics often minimize the

publ

flow of black immigration
"

Suiith Africa, which is i

'Jll
of relatively good job op.

^^„jties. The white South

icsns, who are aware of some

J rate relations are very

wiiL'ii they see the harsh

i^e drawn of South Africa

people not directly involved

ever. Ihey tend to be confus-

and fail to grasp the main

ifs.
He also emphasized the

that at the present time

concept of oppression and

irimiiiation based on race, es

.tly non-white by white, has

lint "number 1 evil" in our

iety. We should not allow our

to be distorted by the

liveiiess of this issue,

'erhaps the greatest confus-

I tlie divergent interpreta

of South African policy is

failure to distinguish bet

n a policy of separation based

lace and colour and one based

other distinctions such as cul

and nationality,

in example of this is the
parison which is sometimes
between Ireland and the

ntiistan. After the Irish free

was established, an Irish-

not hving in Eire could

every human right except
benefit of living in an inde-

(Jent national state. In South
m, however, a Bantu who
ling in the Bantustan is de-

fiot only of political pow-
ut also of a number of other
human rights,

he South African regime is

n defended as if race were
even a consideration. On the

the analogy between
5'iiitustan and Ireland seems
« %ical. In fact it is false
''se dis:rimination is based
f^ce and not on nationality.
^giJ. etc. The position of

toloured population in South
f'l analogous to the Ne-
11 the United States in that
'ulturally apart from the

"Pean society. Even though

I

what positive action Canada

*3l
Pamnation Criticized By Keppel-Jones- there is no cultural difference

between the coloureds and the
]

should "take at the Unit'^ed" Na
whites, the coloured population Ui^ns. Dr. Keppel-Jones stressed
is not allowed to vote. Hence the h^"* ^'^^^^ damnation of South

distinction is made not on the|'^^'''^^
probably intensify

warned Professor

tendency to ov-

the crisis in South

He sai"^ ^^^^ while the

issues are usually

"^'^^I'all Bonspiel draw

'^^
P-M. Draw Group A
^ Chapman vs Jim
Bayne

~ N. Brown vs D.

^
J

J. Row vs J. Carrol
^ D- Belch vs Roy

^

Sinclair

P.M. Draw Group E
1 Tom Young vs John
'JiL-Latchy

I Dave Cosh vs John
u'^'arshal

' ^ Mac iVIacDonald vs
l*"!and Nice

Mullins vs Ian
Juncan

'aws to be Posted
Rink,

'iiJe

'* start promptly

f^^^''i' fee $8.00 payable

0^^^
eoing on ice.

^^"jK to the very limited
^^"t of ice time, it was

to accept only the
"-inks entered.

^= Bonspiel is at the

basis of culture but on the basis
of race.

Dr. KeppelJones also noted that
the right of self - preservation
is of often given as an argument
by the white South Africans as
a justification for their policies.
It must be kept in mind that the
white South Africans are speak-
ing of the preservation not of
the total number of people in
the state, but of a section of a
state and so an analogy with a
situation like Britain's declara-
tion of war is invalid. The essen-
tial thing is there is confusion
about the preservation of the
characteristics of a race, and
the preservation of Western ci-

vilization. There is, in fact a
great deal of fear among the
white South Africans that racial

mixture may occur. They also

fear that an African majority
with a culture and language not
in the European tradition would
transform the values and social

customs of the society. But this

must not be confused with the ar
guments about race. The defense
of Western civilization which de-
nies basic human rights to a
large rart of the population real-

ly implies that in the process of
doing this you will abandon the
values on which this civilization

is based, i. e. majority govern-
ment, individual rights and rule

by law. The South Africans
often defend their policies by
saying that we cannot demand
'he conditions of rule which
would exist in a peaceful situa-

tion (o be applicable in an em-
ergency. To this we must ask
the question, "What is the em-
ergency in South Africa?" If it

is really a temporary upheavel,

then there might be some justi-

fication for this rationalization.

But in fact it appears that there

is no sign that under the pre-

sent regime the emergency will

come to an end. The regime and

the emergency are really insep-

arable and so this justification

is invalid.

Some South Africans believe

that the Bantustan is a possible

solution. We must then consider

whether this is really a genuine
attempt at a peaceful solution or

whether "home rule all round"

is simply an attempt to appease

critical forces. Professor Kep-

pel-Jones feels the idea of the

Bantustans was formulated as

a policy which, realizing that

the white electorate is not ready

to make concessions, was in part

a genuine effort at a solution.

And mixed up with this sincere

ntention is the need of the pre-

sent government to present con-

.'itructive policies to the world.

In reply to a question asking

the situation and stated that
Canada should be prepared to

encourage any progressive mea-
sures taken by South Africa. He
feels that indiscriminate attacks
on South Africa tend to unify
the white South Africans, and
transition would be easier to

achieve if South Africa is not
split into purely racial sections.

Dr. Keppel-Jones was asked to

evaluate white South Africa sup-
port of Apar'heid. He said that
this was extreme'y difficult to

estimate, though support for

Apartheid seems to have grown
as a result of outside pressure.

He also noted that left support
comes mainly from the high in-

come brackets.

Dr. Keppe!-.Iones expressed
deep concern for the problems
of South Africa, but he said tha^
he could not foresee any easy
so'ution to the problems which
now beset Africa.

Profe.saor Keppel-Jones, who
lectures in South African his-

tory at Queen's addressed the
United N-ntions Club on the
'outh African situation.

South Africa Today

CUP Roundup
CU.P. McGILL—McGill reports

that "Bitter Ash", a highly-con-

troversial film written, directed

and produced by University of

British Columbia student Larry
Kent, will be shown there this

Friday evening.

The 87-minute movie is the re-

sult of $5,000 and three months'
effort on the part of the student

cast. Throughout the pi'oduction

stage, all this work was jeopar-

dized by the reahsm in several

of Kent's scenes.

One of the scenes shows the

sex act from beginning to end.

The film is being brought to

McGill through the Film Society

and will be open to all McGill

students.

At first the printers refused

to develop the film. However,

Kent finally found a willing

printer two days before it was
due to be premiered.

Then, a 19-year-old student-

a tress refused to allow the show
to be screened.

However, Kent's troubles were

just beginning, as the office of

the Provincial Censor was flood-

ed with calls from the general

public protesting the film. One
parent said she was taking her

son out of university because of

'he film's showing.

In response to the widespread

criticism, Kent reminded the

public that "the point we make
is that promiscuity is an impos-

sible means of escape. The
scenes, which some may think

obscene, are vitally necessary

'o the whol" film."

(EXCLUSIVE TO CPS-CUP)

—Approximately one out of ev-

ery 12 adult South Africans is

in jail today. It is possible, under
existing law in the Republic of
South Africa, to arrest a citizen
with no charge whatsoever and
hold that person incommunicado
for 90 days, at the end of which
he may be ordered held for
another 90 day period, ad infini-

tum. The only person such a
prisoner may see during the 90
day period is the federal minis-
ter of justice, who most likely

signed the order to put him
away.

Death Penalty

In the Republic of South Afri-
ca it is a crime punishable by
death to paint a poster or make
a speech advocating any change
whatsoever in the social or econ-
omic system of the country.
The law does not spell out what
sort of change is to be prohibited
from public utterance—this is

left to the government to define.

The South African govern-
ment may declare a state of na-
tional emergency at any time,

throwing the country into mar-
tial law and giving the govern-
ment power to rule by decree.

Certain areas of the country,

such as the Ti-anskei, have in

fact been ruled in such a manner
for extended periods of time.

Organizations, Books, Banned

In the Republic of South Afri-

ca, the Communist Party has
been banned since 1950. The
African National Congress, the
Pan-African Congress, and all

other vehicles of native expres-

sion have been banned in the

last decade. The opposition Lib-

eral party, though not banned,

is constantly han-assed, and the

editor of its fortnightly paper
has been arrested. The only size-

able multiracial organization in

the country, the National Union
of South Africa Students (NU-
SAS) was recently raided by the

government police and it appears

by Mark Acuff Interna tionol Affairs V-P U SS.P A
that the goverament plans to
ban NUSAS as well.

Some 4,000 books have been
banned by the Republic govem-
ment as unfit for the eyes of

South Africans, white or black.

Among the authors on the ban-
ned list are Peter Abrahams,
Richard Wright, James Baldwin,
Nicholas Monserrat, D. H. Law-
rence, Emile Zola, Francoise
Sagan, Ernest Hemingway, Ten-
nessee Williams, Roberts Graves,
and John Steinbeck.

Elections for positions of

Junior and Senior AMS repre-

sentatives from ihe Arts and

Science Society will be held

on January 27 and 28.

Nominations for these posi-

tions are to be submitted at

the AMS Ollice to Mr. Ed
Mayhew, President of the Arts

and Science Society by Mon-
day. January 20.

All Candida:es shall present

themselves to address the Arts

and Science Society and

answer questions from that

body at an open meeting to be

held Monday. January 20.

6.30 I\IcLaugh Room.

For information about

nomination, see the Arts and

Science Committee, in the

Arts Clubrooms.

Apartheid To Save Whites

Most North Americans, though
not familiar with the details of
the South African sltualion are
at least acquainted with the
word '^apartheid" and the philo-

sophy it represents — complete
separation of the races and dom-
inance by the white minority in

South Africa. In the words of

the leaders of the Afrikaner Na-
lionalisl Party, the government
party, apartheid is the means
lo "save while civilization in

South Africa." The Nationalists

are frighteningly correct — for
they have painted themselves
into a corner with the paint of

repressive social legislation, and
it appears that there is no way
ciul of the corner for South Afri-

ca short of violence.

Apartheid Laws

Faced with increasing Afri-

can unrest during the last de-

cade as a result of government
apartheid policies, the Nation-

alists have passed a series of
laws, which in the words of the

International Commission o f

Jurists, "... surpass the bounds
of civilized jurisprudence."

The first important legisla-

tive moves of the Afrikaner Na-
tionalists were the Mixed IVIar-

riage and Immorality Act, the
intent of which should be ob-

vious from the title, and the

Population Registration Act,

classifying the population by
racial origin. Both acts were
passed in 1950.

In 1958 the Strijdom admini-
stration eliminated the Cape
Coloureds from the voting rolls,

and secured passage of the Ban-
tu Education Act, which totally

segregated all schools in the
nation and placed the control of

education of native Africans
completely in the hands of the
government. Strijdom also ori-

irinated the Criminal L a w
Amendment Act which virtually

outlawed non-vioient and peace-
ful demonstrations against the

government.

The Sabotage Act makes it a
crime punishable by not less than
5 years with a maximum penal-
ty of death to disrupt any public
facility or service, commit burg-
lary or trespass, or strike for
higher wages and a great many-
other things, if the accused can-
not prove his act was not intend-

ed to, among other things: (a)

cause or promote general dislo-

cation, disturbance or disorder,

(b) further or encourage any
political aim designed to bring
about change in the economic or
social structure of the Republic,
and (c) embarass the adminis-
tration of the affairs of state.

Under the Suppression of Com-
munism Act, all newspapers in

the country are required to de-
posit about $30,000 with the
government, which is automati-
cally forfeit if the government
decides that the newspaper is

furthering the "aims of Com-
munism."

The Afrikaner response to

charges that South Africa has
become a fascist police state is

that the government is in the
process of assuring self-govern-

ment and economic progress for

the African through the crea-
tion of autonomous "Bantust-
ans" throughout the country, to

be infused with massive amounts
of government aid. In fact, these
Bantustans are and obviously
will remain under the direct con-

trol of the national police.

White opposition Unsuccessful

The only organized white op-

position is found in the Liberal

Party, headed by Alan Patton
and others. The Liberals have
never succeeded in electing a
candidate to pariiament- The na-
tional union of students NUSAS,
has also played an important
role of opposition, and it ap-

pears that the government is

plamiing to ban NUSAS as well.

NUSAS is opposed by a govern-
ment front union, the Afrikanse
Stfdentebonde.

In other words, the situation

in South Africa is such that it is

totally impossible to follow a
road of peaceful and non-violent

protests against the government
policy of apartheid. The only
road open to the African major-
ity is now through violence and
civil war. The violent answer
has been steadily gaining among
the Africans, witness the
ANC's losing ground inexorably

to the PAC over the past few
years.

Hotel La Salle

Divii [V THE Famous Colony Room

Specializing in

Delicious Chnrcoal Broiled Steaks

Direct from Our Dining Room Grill

Special Arrangements for Banquets & Dances

& Pr 5 [S-33GI

^t. ^jibrelu's

Presb^ferian (lllntrcl)

Princ^-s S: Clergy Sis.

IIpv, Max V, PiilrniTii. D.A.,

Minislpr

Director of Praise,

Hrinn Slart, ARCCO.
SUNDAY SERVICES

11,OJ a.m.—Sermon Leviiicus

7.00 n.m.— Sermon I-ifL''^

Vol lies

8,15 p.m,—Youth PMow-
ship

Pniyer and Bilile Sludy Hoiii,

COME AND WORSHIP

mra' (lll|nrcl|

-Hilly Communion.

-Mdriiinj; Pruytr.

7:00p.m.—Evening Praj'er. Si.

Jnine,?' Scrie.?. "Has
ClirUlinnity Fnilcti?"

Dr, A. N, Tlionipson,

Prt'iichcr nl botli Scn'iccs.

^t. ^ark'si

ffiiillierBn Cljurrl)

SERVICES !),30n,ui.

Two blocks N.E. of sladium

Comer of Earl & Victoria SU-

Rev. Roy Oswald
(Luiheran Student Chnphin)

Phone 542-7134

Cllljalnicrs ^-Inttn")

(fllinrrli

00 n.m,—MominH Wor^llip

7.10 p.m.—Religious Drani.i
in [he Chapel: iVIiUe
ll ii'ijs Yfl Dark".

-YoulL Felloivsliii

1 Very Cordial Invitation

To All Queen's SiudenU.

^giitnlTani ^tcEtt

H.iiteEi mmrcb

9:15 a.m.—In Ihc Chapel:
Divine Service, (TTi;
ChapL-l h reached bv
thy Willi.im Street door
at the rear of ihe-
ehurch),

11:00 Q.m.—"THE DILEM-
MA OF DECENCY,"

7;.10 p.m.—In Ihe Chapel;

EveninR Worship

S:-in p.m.—YOUTH STU-
DY GROUP

Mr. Davidson will preoeli

nt oil services.
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Brainbox? Scholarships.

A German Exchange Scholarship
|

please apply at the Registrar's

Office.
will be available to a Queen's stu

denl. Working knowledge of

German is necessary.

R. Samuel McLaughlin Fellow-

ships are available in all fields.

The Japanese Government is

offering a scholarship to a Canadian

student for study at a Japanese

national university under the

Japanese Government Scholarship

for Foreign Students.

Six Queen Elizabeth II Qntario

Scholarships, each of the value of

$4,000.00 will bs available to

tpost graduate students in tlie fields

of the humanities, social sciences,

and mathematics.

For further information on

any of the above scholarships

Michael Marrello

503A Princesa Street

Phone B42-3714

Prize Winner in Hair Styling

Air Conditioned For You Comfort

Playwrights

To Compete
The National Playwriting Semi-

nar Award for the best full-length

play or the best one-act play written

by a person ordinarily resident in

Canada.

It has prizes of $200 for the best

long play and SlOO for the best)

short play, in English.

Its purpose is to stimulate Cana-

dian playwriting for the 1967

Dominion Drama Festival, which is

scheduled to present plays written

by Canadians, in celebration o£

Canada's centennial.

Its closing date is March 1, 1964,

with adjudicator Mr. Stanley Rich-

ards, New York playwright and

critic, who has been instructor of

the Seminar since its inception.

Scripts should be typed, with,

name and address enclosed, with

SI.00 registration fee to: Professor

George E. Buckley, (Chairman of

Playwriting Seminar Committee)

,

42 Belgrave Avenue, London, Qnt.
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Tricolour Awards

My f.ivourice ingredients for success

are a growing Savings Account and

a good banking conneciion at . .

.

Bank of Montreal

a big Hep on the lood lo lucceis ii on eatly bonking connedlon

You'U liiid ihese B Af Branches In Kingslnn
especially coiwenitiu:

Main OITkc, 191 King St. Ensl 01 ihc Market:

the facts

Beneath

the Oazzle

All cjiamonJs look c^azzling at first

glance but only an expert jeweler can

tell a diamond's true value. Cut. bril-

liancy, color, clarity and Nvcigiit arc all

important. We linve the scientific in,-

strumcnts as well ns llic knowledge and

reputation lo help you mal<e the right

diamond choice.

KinNEAR D'ESTERRE
diomond merchonts 168 Princess St.

CLUES ACROSS

1. Describe a famous gate.

7. Revelation made in camera

(DOUBLE CLUE).

8. There may be a lion In it.

10. Presented in dramatic style.

1 1 . They have their fingers.

14. Semipoetic writer (HIDDEN
WORD).

16. Ready to alter, maybe (ANA-

GRAM).
17. Observed and understood

(DOUBLE CLUE).

19. Even though it grows, it may

be bread (ANAGRAM).

21. Egg containers, maybe.

22. An actress named Davis.

23. Great barrier.

26. It enables you to bend your

arm.

28. Ask beginners to start (HID-

DEN WORD).
29. Passes on.

30. Bums a bit.

31. They may be against you.

32. Being pure wolf, perhaps, is

very muscular (ANAGRAM)
33. More shady.

CLUES DOWN
1 . They may be haunting.

2. A creature to pull slowly for-

ward (SPLIT WORD).

Notice To All Campus Clubs

In order that no student who is second term of their final
acaaemj^

oustanding in any

A very poor condition to be in.

Money.

Not llie shortest line between

two points.

Possibly beats an animal

(ANAGRAM).
— Canaveral?

Exclamation of rage, excite-

ment, etc. (HIDDEN WORD).

Describes the glory of the Stars

and Stripes.

Remove a slip.

Not pests, exactly, but they're

certainly trying.

Banishment.

Take a chance on winning.

Didn't drink tea, perhaps

(ANAGRAM).

City state (TWO WORDS —
DOUBLE CLUE).

Could it crush the stern off a

boat? (HIDDEN WORD).
Perform with an end in view

(SPLIT WORD).
They may be poached.

She's in the wood with Eddie

(SPLIT WORD).
Burst out.

What you come lo when the

fight starts.

. Offer to buy a quantity of

carbide (HIDDEN WORD).
Disposed of, but mostly second-

hand (SPLIT WORD).

area of extra-

curricular affairs be excluded from

consideration for membership in

.he Tricolor Society, the executives

of all recognized campus organiz-

ations are hereby informed of the

qualifications for membership and

the correct procedure for nomina-

tion.

Admission to the Tricolor Society,

as outlined in the Alma Mater

Society Conslitulion as "the highest

tribute that can be paid a student

for valuable service to the Univer-

sity in non-athletic, extra-curricular

activities." Admission is limited to

postgraduates and students in the

GUARANTEED PROTECTION AND SAVINGS -

Plus High Dividends

II will pay you to see or call

STEPHEN HOUGHTON, B.A., C.L.U. - Res. S42-7602

D. R. ROUCHTON, B.Sc., C.L.U. - Res. 548-4552

K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U. - Res. 546-0032

M. EMMETT ADAM - Res. 542-6782

The Mutual Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA

IGl Princess St., Tel. 546-X405

Branch Manager A, E. Nelson, CL.U.

The RCAF Offers

SUBSIDIZATION
to male students graduating in 1964-65-66-67

for employment after graduation as

PILOTS

RADIO-NAVIGATORS

TECHNICAL OFFICERS

ADMIN OFFICERS

Applicants from any degree course will be considered.

For further information contact the

RCAF Resident StafT Officer at Local 451

year.

Any member of the Alma Mat
Society may submit nominations

to

[the Special Selection Committep
I These should be left in the Aln,

Mater Society Office not later thj
January 25, and must be accom
panied by a list of the

candidate'

services to student extra-curricular

activities. The purpose of \^
notice is to ensure that the cxecu

(lives of campus clubs give ^^^^
thought to the nomination of

eligitii

and outstanding members of thejj

organization. We would
appreciai,,

your co-operation in this niattci

—Tricolor Selection Commiiiit

traditional IooIl

inbottondown sportsbirts

Authentically tailored in soft oxford, woven checks

and woven stripes—with flared long point button-down

collar, box pleat and hanger tab—our sport shirts

cleailyexpress our over-zealous attentlonto the correct

traditional details of design and cut.

Stripes, checks and plains In shades
of Madder Red, Oak Brown, SBm95
Black/Navy, Camel and Olive

PORTOm
EXCLUSIVE wim

TIP TOP TAILORS

DEPARTMENTS AT THE FOUOWIHO TIP TOP STORES, M7 VONBE ST,

;H COUEGE ST.. CLOVEROAIE, CEDARBRAE A LAWRENCE PLAZAS

117 PRINCESS STREET

KINGSTON

PATTON'S CLEANERS
and

SHIRT LAUNDERERS

Wally Elmer — Prop.

Dial 548-4292 — 546-6480

349 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTAR'^
The Nicest Cleaning in Town
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fhe Journal Presents a Double Feature

For Your Amusement And Improvement

M. Bernard; A Memorable Parisian

Page S

[
can never remember a

^,nversation during which he

(nileJ W show his mild dis-

0ef and gentle cynicism by

^^p,, of those deep continental

hruas, The gesture is unique

ji,J no man born outside the

\y;\ii<ion of France can carry

j, off with any real measure

(,[
success. Generated some-

..vlierc in the small of the back,

|. rolls up the spine, pulls the

lifad to one side, retracts it

l)elo\v the level of the should-

trs. and at the same time

causes the arms to rise in list-

less resignation. It was his

ivay of " saying: Well, my
(riend. what do you expect.

That's life. And after nearly

twenty years as head waiter

in one of the good though not

expensive sidewalk cafes of

P:fns, he knew a great deal

jbniit life.

Imposing
To lite casual observer who

came only once or twice to sip a

colTee he was a tyrant, bullying

ihe wallers, waging war on the

irade^men, and treating the custo-

ners willi polite disdain. Because

fere's no doubt about it, he was

.'n imposing figure: fiftyish, silver

ti3ir. controlled stoutness, impec-

oWe black suit with silk lapels,

md in his right hand just the wisp

cf a serviette to distinguish him
'lom the well-dressed men who
licquenled the cafe by night.

His sole mission in life, it

femed, was to do nothing, and
lis measured tread up and down
lii; arcades was that of a man
consumed- by boredom and lassi-

ndi:. And yet, to his friends, he

jist the opposite: warm,
£=nial, effervescent, and hard-
"firlting,

' know because I used to

"ii'e for breakfast every morning
*" i^iefit. just as the place was
"planing. He invariably came in

1 minutes late to show that,

''T .ill. be was the head-waiter
'0 no- subject to the ordinary

'^'^ the establishment. He

ir*^^.'" ^ l*""! of energy, full

^ni'iing bonhomie, as happy a

you could meet,

J^'
liiat hour his dress was

."3': he wore a pair of baggy
'^'^^i^ied trousers, an aged

' jacket, and a listless top-

^^ashcd by the rains of the

"an a

the round of "good

Till U^''
' '^^"^'^ ^^'^^

'-ndr."^
'tie staff. He had a

''^'^''^e and a few words for

'hem, a private joke, a

y^.^l""ticnt, or an enquiry about
a' home. They loved him.

I never dared speak

f
I

' carried a mental picture

'^^rred

"""^"'y severity. But I

't^* chorus anonymously

,„^l^'"--

oihcrs, until one day he
"IV hand and I had arrived.

1^ Impeccable

tiihh^.'''"''''! disappear into a tiny

k,].'
'^'>' behind the cashier's

'frcssed for the day's work.

Sil'""*^^
of the staff changed

irji
because Monsieur Ber-

,„ ,

3s now in command and

^'J^^'^chy restored.

of people descended on

1^,

him. ritualistically. First the little

woman who took the cash threaded

the stem of a gardenia through his

buttonhole. No word was ex-

changed. He acknowledged her

presence with a barely perceptible

nod of the head. Then the chef,

fresh and crisp in white coat and

towering cap, presented the menu
for the day, like a hesitant staff

oRicer showing a battle plan to a

general. Monsieur Bernard ran a

critical eye over it. He stopped

now and then, worked his mous-

tache, complained of the cheFs

lack of imagination, struck off this,

added that, and returned the

amended version to its author.

The difference, you see, was

between the tactician and the

strategist.

Orders

Finally, in order, came the head

barman, the sous-chef, the pantry

boy, and a series of others who
performed mysterious tasks some-

where in the remote parts of the

ki'chen. Each presented a bill or

a report which Monsieur Bernard

co!lcc:ed and filed carefully in a

tin box kept for the purpose. Then
he prowled unhappily through the

kitchen, into the storerooms, be-

hind co'juters until everything was

ready for the day and first major

wave of customers arrived.

He had a beautiful sense of

command, a genius for leadership,

and at ano'her time and at another

place and under different circum-

stances he might have been a

minister of state, a financial baron,

or a commanding general. He Wi!s

a hard, demanding soul and his

own personality was mirrored in

i!he twenty-odd waiters who
worked under his direction. As
soon as they left the kitchen a

sudden charge came over them.

From a troupe of happy-go-lucky

comedians they became a corps

of sad-eyed philosophers, and they

went n.hout their tasks, listening to

compliments and complaints with

the same patient indifference that

the master displayed.

Insight

There is a common belief that

the doctor has the keenest insight

into human nature because he sees

the quirks of the brain transformed

into the ills of the body. That

may be so, but for the better part

of thirty-five years. Monsieur

Bernard has observed men and

women engaged in one of the three

basic drives : food-seeking, and

under such circumstances human

nature will out. From a distance

of ten pnces he claimed he could

read a man's character on the

s;rength of what he ordered. That,

of course, is an exaggeration, but

he was the best amateur psycholo-

gist I ever met. He knew precisely

how to diagnose each aberration,

every indiosyncrasy, and I never

saw a client yet who did not yield

lo his treatment.

Larded
He had a very decent knowledge

of languages, at least he knew

them to a depth necessary for his

day-to-day work, and even the

most exotic tongue spoken at

high velocity failed to distress

him, I'm not sure the customer

Ronald R Jeffels

Several things made the recent conference of the Canadian
University Press in Vancouver and Victoria unforgettable. One
of them was an after dinner speeclj given by the Registrar of
Victoria Coltege. Ronald R. Jeffels. He told the slory of txvo

men who had greatly affected him. Here is the story of one of
them. It n-as originally told on the CBC Radio, and with the
courtesy of the CUP is here appearing in print for the first time.
We are sure that you will enjoy ii.

always got precisely what he

wanted, but that's beside the

point. His English was grudgingly

correct but interlarded with

strange proverbs and cabbalistic

declarations. He had learned it,

chapter by chapter, from one of

those manuals, all equally bad,

and all written to show that the

author was a servant and knew his

Shakespeare and Johnson. He
loved to throw these tags into his

conversation at the most unusual

places, and I rarely had the heart

to .spoil his fun. Let me give you

an example. "To gel ideas from .i

woman is like trying to draw a

cork from an empty bottle." I'm

still not sure I understand pre-

cisely what the sentence means.

When I told Monsieur Bernard so,

he smiled remotely, because he

had somewhere read that North

American English had been cor-

rupted across the years, and there-

fore no mere Canadian had the

right to challenge what was con-

secrated in print in 5 good English

textbook. And so 1 didn't.

And Food?
Now and then, as a special

treat, he took me into a private

room and we dined together. I

never saw him eat anything except

a plain omelet, a piece of bread

and perhaps a handful of grapes.

In reality he loathed food, any

kind of food, and I suspect he

found the human refuelling pro-

cess to which he had given his

life a little vulgar and a little un-
necessary. His nose twitched

faintly as the waiters went by with

their platters of chops and cheeses,

pies and pastries, and he wouldn't

have touched any of it for the

world.

No Envy
Mind you, he was not against

other people deriving a certain

pleasure from food, provided they

didn't feign ecstasy at this or that

dish. For example, he liked to

watch a love-struck young man
feeding his lady with the best he
could afford. Monsieur Bernard
never showed enthusiasm, of

course, but he would go over to

the young people and make
knowledgeable comments about

the excellence of the ingredients

and the care with which they hati

been worked and smoothed and
blended into the masterpieces that

appeared on the table. The young
woman would listen with rapt

attention, hanging on every word,

and on such occasions he never

failed to call the waiter and repri-

mand him for some slight mis-

demeanor, usually something he

invented on the spot. The waiter

played his part to perfection; the

girl slightly embarassed. loved

every moment of it; and her escort,

glowing with pride, added another

10 per cent to the tip. So every-

body was pleased, and particu-

larly the waiter.

Monsieur Bernard retired four

years ago and went to live quietly

in the country where, I believe, he
keeps a small inn. He probably

misses the excitement of Paris, its

noise, its bustle, its ceaseless com-
ings-and-goings, and in particular

the thousands of people who across

the years came to know and res-

pect him. And so, if you go to

the same cafe today, you can see

his counterpart, one of the waiters

he trained and promoted, prowl-

ing the arcades unhappily, with

just the wisp of a serviette in his

right hand lo distinguish him from
the rest of humanity.

The French Grievances Demand Om' Action
"The French Canadians feel

that Confederation is sick. "We're

tired of beng a minority. We
maybe the best treated minorib,'

in the world, but we are still tired

of being a minority." "We won't

necessarily separate but we'll sep-

arate if necessary." These state-

ments seem to express the general

feeling of French Canadians to-

wards Confederation. The Con-

federation Seminar sponsored by

C.U.S. last weekend was planned

to present the grievances of the

average French Canadian. Two
French Canadian exchange stu-

dents attempted to represent the

general feelings in their province.

One of the predominant atti-

tudes seemed to be English Can-

ada has failed lo carry out

the promises inherent in the I5NA

Act of 1S67. The French Cana-

dian feels that certain rights were

assumed to be present in the

spirit of Confederation, and the

French Canadian, with his motto,

"Je me souviens" does remember

and make claims upon this spirit.

Today the French C.inadian

feels hke a foreigner whenever

he ventures outside Quebec. He
is unable to speak or be enter-

tained in French. His children are

not able to educated in French

schools. On a whole he feels as

though he is regarded as "a sec-

ond class citizen".

But as a French member pointed

out, "Each time -a French Cana-

dian is forced to speak Enghsh

can be and often is regarded as

a form of individual self-denial."

In Ottawa, the capital of a

supposedly bicultural country,

everything is curried out in En-

ghsh. As one Frencli Canadian

civil servant said, "We go to work

at nine and hang our tongue up

until five." Most civil servants

dealing with the public speak

only English. All reports are

translated into English. One of

the main complaints appeared to

be the lack of French-speaking

schools. Tlie French Canadian

CUS Seminar Report

Cheryl

accepts an Ottawa position at the

expense of his children receiving

the education he desires for them.

For this reason many of the

most capable French graduates

are remaining in Quebec. Tlie

French Canadian feels he is be-

Ellint

But Tm sure most of us would

regard any step towards decent-

ralization or separation in this

modern world as a step back-

wards. But neitlier can we allow

the situation to remain as it is,

It is clear that if Canada wishes

TWO cultures;'
Watt

ing squeezed into his French re-

serve," "Since wc aren't accepted

elsewhere we will Ijuild a wall'

and remain behind it. Quebec can

and will e\ist separately." If the

Frencli Canadian is considered a

foreigner outside Quebec and

greeted with comments such as

'speak white, you're outside of

Frog land now", one can under-

stand his desire for Quebec seces-

to presen'c her Confederation she

must recognize the French Can-

adian grievances and attempt to

do something about them.

The members of the seminar

proposed that Ottawa-Hull be

made a bilingual Federal Distrct

in which government business,

especially that dealing with the

public would be carried out in

both languages. They proposed an

increase in student exchange bet-

ween Quebec and the other pro-

vinces in an attempt to create

greater understanding between

the two cultiures.

In addition, any commissions

or projects abroad could be rep

resented by members of both

French and English Canadians.

There could be schools for both

groups in all provinces suppor-

ted by public taxes, and finally,

French broadcasting in so far as

the audience warranted it.

These and other proposals will

be presented to C.U.S. and then

later to the Canadian Commis-
sion on Bilingualism and Bicul-

turalism.

On a whole the Seminar was
agreed that English Canadians

must take some firm steps to-

ward solving the French Cana-

dian problem. I personal-

ly and I'm sure many other

members did not realize the

true deptli and strength of the

French Canadian dissatisfaction.

But the question is not com-

pletely oi»e-sided. The Frendh

Canadian must look to himself

and his province for the answer

to many of the problems. For

example, in many cases the rea-

son French Canada was not re-

presented in certain group com-
missions, etc. was that no French-

speaking person was competently

(pialified to fill the desired pmsi-

tion. Tliis introspection might be

difficult but all the blame cannot

be laid at the door of Enghsh
Canada. The French Canadian de-

finitely has fust complaints - a

fact which many English Cana-

dians seem obhvious to - and

the situation is rapidly lu-gent.

Both sides must careftdly con-

sider each other's argument in

an effort to reach some type of

settlement, and it can be hoped

that from this co-operative effort

will come something distinctively

Canadian of which the entire na-

tion, French and English will be

proud.
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Swimmers Down kkk
Queen's new swim icam lias won its second meet of the year. In

its first year of competition, our team beat an experienced RMC squad

55 39 pn ii 5-3-1 placing system. Out of eleven events Queen's had

six firsts.

Al Clark came first in all three individual events he entered — the

100 yard breaststroke, 50 yard breaststroke, 100 yard individual medley

as well as being a member of the winning 200 yard medley play learn.

Lloyd Bishop, first in ihe 100 yard backstroke, Warren Wessel tliird

in Ihc 50 yard breaststroke and the 50 yard butterfly, and anchorman

Frank Perks, who had a first in the 50 yard butlerfiy, completed this

team.

Deserving honourable mention arc Norm Slater, Tom Learie, Dave

Siewar;, Mike Zagrodney, Bill Kennedy, John Akcr, Dave Burgess and

all others who turned out to compete.

An added attraction was Sandy Buckingham, borrowed from the

girls' swim team, who placed second to Al Clark in the 100 yard indi-

vidual medley.

Queen's has planned four more meets this year — two more wi;h

RMC, one each wi h OAC and Peterborough Y and the team hopes to

enter in;ercollegiaie competition in Ihe near future. However, more

good swimmers are needed. Practices 4:30— 5:30 Monday, Wednes-

d-,iy, Friday; 6:00— 7:00 Tuesday, Thursday.

Gaels Double Score
Battling Gaels Down Cadets 4-2

By John Shaw

Signpost
Friday, January 17

Thi.s is tlie litst day to pay your money

for the Wiilc'face trip. Phone Bill Hay

-.548-^178 or Tom Learic-542-7481 or

come to \he Union nt noon.

Don't miss "Olj-mpies 64", the Snow-

ball (lance presentation of Arts '65.

Come in yom OljTnpic sports cloUies.

Ski slacks encouraged but pleaso no

ski-boots. InformiUity is the kcynotel

Come! Mei-t the stnrsl Enjoy yourself!

Snturdoy, January 18

Ebb Title presented by Science "65;

music by Dick Edney upstairs and The

Sigs dowTVJtflirs. Admission-Sl.50 per

cuuple.

Tlie Debating Union presents the

nnn\ial SnowkJI debate on Saturday,

J an liar)- 18, at I;30 in Ellis Hall Aud'i-

liiriiini! Prolt-swre ShortlifTe and Marshall

will inali-h wits figains-t Dr. Melvin and

Mr. Berry on the topic "Resolved tliat

fair is foul and fold is fair." Come one

and ill! for some fun and lively entet-

tiiinmcnt.

Sundo)', January 19

Starting Sunday, January 19 at 8:30

p.m. in tl>e Church Hou«! (183 Williiuii

St.) a wi-efcly study group on J. B.

Phillips' book', Your God is Too Small.

An invitation is extended to all - joii^

us for discussion, coffee and tlieology.

Fur further inform.tlion contact Dcr\v)'n

Doclicu. 542-6148.

Tlie Slri Club Mill run a bus to Snow

Ridge on Sunday, January 19. Tickets

will be sold only' today, Friday t!ie Htli.

at noon in the Students" Union.

QUEEN'S BANDS -Grant Hall will

be open Sunday, 2:30 to 6:30 and

Monday, IhOOa.m. to 1:30p.m. for

return of uniforms, miu'ric, and instru-

nTcrtts {please clean those instrmneDts).

An)'one who cannot make these limes

please c;ill Mike at 542-6969.

Monday, January 20

At 8; 15 p.m. Queen's Biobgic.il

Sot it-ty—Dr. C. N. Snralhnan, llt-ad of

Hidlogj' Deparlmtnt. will spenk on "Put!.'

.irid ApjiliiMj Biolog\" in tlie Biology

I .Uiir.' liiniin. All welcome.

H. \ W 1- Danbtcr speaks on "The
lii.li iif th.- Christian Student in Uni-

i.tmU.' tlie fiist in a noon lecture

M ni.s- sponsored by Queen's Cliristian

lVlluwsh:p, Lunch 25c„ 12:00 p.m.;

speaker, 12;30. Room 310, New Arts

Building.

Swimming. Monday nights from 7—9.

SjTicronizod. diving, and meing, Come
to die gym ut this time.

Tuesday, January 21.

Al 8 p.m. in Room 101, New Arts,

Ptospecli\'e Teachers' Night: panel dis-

cussion. All \voiild-l)e leachere welcome.

(Part of Education Seminar).

Saturday, January 25

Arts '65 - SLEIGH RIDE on Sotur-

da^y, January 2.5. Lciiving ut 8:30 from

Gcncml Notice

The Arts and Science Society invites

criticism ,iiid suggestions in respect lo

llie handling of its fiivmces. A tempor-

ary committee on finances has been

formed and will meet imniediateK.

Emiuirics and recommendations should

be dircctwl lo Fred Moone)'

Bonnycastle.

Ste\'^

CLASSIFIED
WANTED

Girl to shitfe 4-room apartment for

rcm:iinder of term. Completely furnished.

11 Svdcnliam St. Please contact: Sharon

McElroy, 542-5419.

One Histoi}- of the Modem World b)

R. P. Palmer-2nd Edition. Please «m-
tiict Elaine Mountjoy, Extension 481.

FOUND
One key case. Owner may have same

by paying for ad. Contnct Ron Hotn,

Exlen-flon 380.

near

Call Bill Bannie,

LOST

One pair of prescripton gl

Dunning Auditorium

Local 388.

In New Arts on January 15, afternoon

one navy blue wallet containing money

im identification card, and a me:il card

If found, please contact Clare Pickers

gill. Local 3EM.

A Piuier pen (red wiHi gold top), in

GiTTuthers Hall, the Old Arts Building

or betwt^n these two. \V(iu!d the finder

please return it to Malcolm Griffin,

Mathematics Department

Well the Gaels "finally" won a

hockey game and this writer can-

not think of anything to write. But

we actually won a game. Tliis

marvellous feat occurred Wednes-

day nighl at the Constantinc Arena.

The victims were RMC Redmcn.

The score was 4-2 in favour of the

Gaels.

Queen's first goal was scored by

Pete Weston, assisted by John Van

Brunt and Brent McNab at the 16

minute mark.

Then with
Frank Jodoin

in the sin bin

L a 1 i b e r t e

scored for

RMC to tie the

game at the

19:06 mark.

Midway
through I h e

second period

RMC scored

their second.

Adams was the

scorer assisted by Brown. That was

the last for RMC. At 17:50 of the

5ame period Doug Cunningham

scored, picking up Murray Mitchell's

rebound after Mitch had brought

Ihc puck from his own end. Early

in the third period the Gaels struck

for 2 quick goals. At 2:50 Larry

Dinsmore scored on a perfect pass

from the face-off from centreman

Dave Lough. Then Dave Lough

did the trick at 3:55 when he scored

on a pass from Pete Weston. The

Gaels had a number of good

chances later on in the tliird period

but couldn't beat goalie Joe

Florence of the Redmen. In the

last minute of play Frank Jodoin

played a tune on the post as he

beat Florence cleanly but missed the

net.

It seems to me that the Gaels

play their best hockey when they

are trying to put each member of

;he opposing team about 12 rows up

m the stani^. As soon as they

t^^.~^ slacken off the

body contact

the opposition

perks up. At

more than one

Scorer

Pete Weston

'!hirel period. Ed held ihe Redmen

scoreless in thai time . . . Regular

goalie Elwin Derbyshire was out

due to a case of the 'flue. He hadn'l

made any practices this past week.

. . . Another new addition to the

team Wednesday night was George

Nisliikawa wlio plays right wing

wiih Doug Hum and Jolui Hay . . .

Captain Bill Cnlvin couldn't make

the game Wednesday niglit but will

be playing Saturday when the team

goes lo Colgate.

SUMMARY

Period 2: RMC, Adams (Br

Redmen bottled

up in their own

end for more

than 2 minutes

al a time.

This weekend
j

the t c a ml

travels to Colgate for an exhibition
,

game. Next weekend they play at 1

McMasler on Friday, January 24

and at Waterloo January 25. With

a bit of extra effort they could

defeat McMaster and should be

able lo handle Waterloo with ease.

SKATE MARKS . . . Sub goalie

Peter Jackson played the first two

periods of the game and latt year's

.tub goalie Ed Shane played tlie

Queen's 4 — RMC 2

Period 1: Queen's, Weston (Van

time Wednes-] Brimt, McNab) 16:15; RMC, Lali-

day night the'berte (unassisted) 19:06.

I Gaels had the; Penalties: Weston (tripping)

9:15; Jodoin (interference) 18:43.

Cunn11:40; Queens.

(Mitchell) 17:50.

Penalties: Lough (holding)
o.^jj,

Stott (interference) 5:15.

Period 3: Queen's,
Dinsniorc

(Lough) 2:50; Queen's, Louuh
(Weston) 3:55.

^

Penalties; Sutherland

19:42.

(trippingj

Hockey Standingt

PWL T F APs

McMaster 4 3 0 1 22 14 7

Toronto 3 2 0 1

Montreal 2 2 0 0 12 7 J

Laval 3 2 1 0 22 11 4

McGill 3 0 1 2 7 y :

QUEEN'S 3 0 3 0 6 17 11

Waterloo 4 0 4 0 14 34 0

Local 250.

'to-be- ailnouneed" l(K.-.ition.

arm-up" stop at Gimer
E\tended
1 Wolfe

Hotel, tickets on sale at AMS OfTi

Union. SI.25 per couple. Limited

ilx'r si> tlun)-.

FOR RENT
Beautiful new apartment in the

recently construcled Sinicoe, to sublet

for summer months. Furnished. Two
bedrooms, kitchen, and living room with

a billcony overlooking Lake Ontario.

Situated con\-eniently on King Street

E-ast, mwr Macdonald Park, Idt-al for

tliR'e people. Reasonable. Apply before

Feb, 1 lo Norm Kearney. Local 292,

Leonard Hall, or Norm Slater at

546-5349.

Quiet, warm single room, continuous

linl water. 562 Johnson Street.

Comfortable, warm, nicely furnished i

bedroom, with large study desk, in

([u;ct pri\'ate home overlooking Lake— I

two blocks from University Grounds.

Sluue bathroom with one otlier studtnl.

Male, non-smoker and abstainer. Phone

548-348.3 after 5;15p.m.

Room for rent, $6.00 weekly. Ontk-
Tnan. Mrs. Shepherd, 3-36 Bairie St,

Apt. 3.

MISCELLANEOUS
T)pcd politics notes—supplement to

Corty and Ilodgetts, 46 pages of l\T>cd

nole-s, 75 cents. Contact John \\'Qlker

or Paul Bristow, phone 380, McNeill

House.

We would like lo diank the foltowino

wlm have donated prizes to Snowball

I

\S\;ekeiKl; Rothmans, Kinnear D'Estcrrc

I

]e\vellm. Capitol Theutre, Aunt Lucy'i,

Simpsons-Sears.

Gymnastics

On Sa'urday. November 30 (of

last term), the then unofficial

Queen's Gymnastics Team com-

peted al RMC in a pre-season meet

with seven other teams including

U of T, OAC, RMC, and CMR.
The results of their efforts are as

follows:

Team Standing — 4th.

Art Kuisma— 2nd individual all-

round

Isl — pommel

1st — vaulting

1st — parallel bars

2nd— high bar

lohn Bennett— 2nd— pommel

Bill Halperin — 2nd— vaulting

6 ribbons out of a possible 18.

On the basis of these results, the

Athletic Board of Control decided

to grant ofhcial recognition to the

cam. It is noteworthy that,

although the team stood 4th. it only

entered 16 out of a possible 36

events.

Tonight at 8:30 CFRC "Maga-

zine" will feature "Research in

Progress" with Professor Allen of

Queen's Physics Department. On

the same programme Moira Beattie

speaks on Student-Faculty Rela-

tions in the University.

Saturday will provide good listen-

ing. "Maslerworks" at 1 :00 p.m.

highlights selections by Grcig and

lyric pieces with Ruby Marie Bethel

as announcer. At 7:45 "Broadway

j

Music" presents "Dustry Rides

Again" and "Gentlemen Prefer

Blondes" with Lynn McCann. Arch

Ritter. Folk Singer and guitarist,

and Mrs. M. Hilliard, vocalist, are

featured on Campus Talent at 9:30

on Saturday evening.

On "'Perspective '64" next Thurs-

day night, Professor J. E. HodgettsProfessor J.

will discuss "Political Man:

tration or Challenge."

Frus-

House of Sounds

STUDENTS
GET 20 % OFF ON ALL L.P. RECORDS

at

House of Sounds
Di.n't B<- Ashamed To Tell You Go To Queen's

For Dry Cleaning and

Shirt Laundering
SERVICE. QUALITY. CONVENIENCE

Our Store at 314 Barrie Street Near Princess Is Convenient

and Anxious To Serve You
Same Day Service on Request

In by 10 a.m. Ready by 5 p.m.

Save 20% by Using Our Services at Leonard Hall

Available lo All Students

Dial 548-4407

FOR PICKUP & DELIVERY SERVICE

Cleland & Flindall

DRY CLEANERS
314 Banie Street

SFflRT LAUNDERERS
851 Princess Streel

FINAL YEAR UNDERGRADUATES
He informed when rewarding positions in Ontario's Secondary

:>ch<ol System — for which you can qualify — are being

ad\ertised. Apply now for your FREE Subscription to

TEACHING OPPORTUNITIES in Ontario's Secondary Schools

d publication School Boards are utilizing to advertise 19(>!-

1S65 vacancies.

Fill out the coupon below (please print) and mail to:

TEACHING
OPPORTUNITIES

69 Eglinton Ave., £., Toronto 12, Ont.

NAME

STREET

TOWN or CITY

POSTAL ZONE

University Course You Are Now Taking .
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FROM JOURNAL SPORTS

Be sure to attend one or more of the following

Snowball Sports Activities

CURLING
Mixed Bonspie! at Garrison

BASKETBALL
Queen's Gym

Friday 9:00

QUEEN'S vs WESTERN
Saturday 8;30 p.m.

QUEEN'S vs WATEHLOO

Curlinc Club
11 i!.m.-l a.m. (Sat.)

Entry Fee $5.00

SPORTS CAR RALLY
S:tt. 12:30

GIRLS FOOTBALL
Siit.-2.00 pjn.
TOILET BO\VL FOOTBALL
hO() i),m.-S;lt.

WATER POLO
QUEEN'S vs RM€
Sat, 2.00 p.m

SKIING

Journal Sports Features QueCll's Jlldo Club

AUTOSPORT CLUB
TO HOLD SNOW RALLY

The Tricolor Autosport Ouh's Third ANNUAL SNOWBALL
INTERCOLLEGIATE S. C. RALLY for the PLAYER'S TRO-
PHY will be held on Saturday January 18th. Times are as follows:
Registration opens at 11:00 A.M. Drivers meeting at 12:15 P.M-
First car off at 12:31 P.M. Assembly area is Queen's campus
between Nicol and Miller Halls.

By J. B. STEVENSON

The Queen's Judo Club was formed in 1957 to introduce the

port to novices and to further the study of experienced judo

udents.

The progressive sport of judo as it is now practised is the

suit of the work of the late Professor Jigoro Kano, who in 1882,

organized a number of the ancient methods of Japanese hand-

ifhting-, such as ju-jutsu, on a scientific basis.

Tlie literal translation of judo is, "the gentle way". This

rinciple of non-resistance is combined with the study of the laws

.{ gi-avity, dynamics, and mechanics as related to the func-

iiis of *he human body to produce a variety of throwing

;hnique3. Each technique requires a combination of breaking
opponent's balance and execution of the' throw.

Degrees of proficiency in judo are graded as belts; white
How, orange, green, blue, brown, and black-with black contain-

jg 10 degi'ees of proficiency. Each advancement requires addi-

mai skill and knowledge.

Decisions in competition are achieved by throws, hold-downs,

irangulation-submissions, armlocks (black belts only) and sii-

eriority of skill.

In judo a good sense of timing and speed are of greater value
hfln pure strength, but experience being equal, an individual com
ining timing, speed and controlled strength will be superior to
ne having only timing and speed.

The benefits of judo training are physical, mental and self-

ifense, with an emphasis on the physical and mental aspects-
Mai development comes from the leaj-ning and practice of fixed
rms of techniques and the instantaneous interchange of offense
III defeii-iL' of judo competition. The self-defense aspect of judo
3iiUs from the nature of the activity and is not of primary
"eiest to judo students.

fudo is not recognized by the O.Q.A.A., but there is in exis-
"ce The Federation of Canadian University Judo Clubs. A five-

^"team and other individual competitors will represent Queen's
the F.C.U.J.C. tournament Feb- 1, at Ryerson.

Saturday It's

'Toilet Bowl'

ciet
^'""""^^w afternoon at 2:30 P.M. the Engineering So-

1^^^-^
P'-oudly presents TOILET BOWL '64. As was the case

'^iw/i?'^'"
Chemical Engineers will do battle with the

p^.^^ Engineers for the football supremacy of final year. The

^^t'^
the winners of tomon'ow's game, being of a liquid

hflw!'
^'^ ^ great deal to encourage the players to dig their

"Qest.

. The cheerleadera and the players need your support.

% '"^ ^" the snow and be sure to make

liin/?"^ at the Toilet Bowl Hootenanny, Music House (be-
" Gordon House) 4 P.M. to 6 P.M.

The rally covers 176 miles of

reasonable road with coffee and
light refreshments provided af-

terwards. Entry fees are as fol-

lows: §2.00 for club members
(any Sports Car Club) $2.50 for

non members open to anyone,

university or non imiversity.

First overall prize is: the Pla-

yer's Ti-ophy, replicas engraved

Mosport lighters and 2 pit pass-

es to the 1964 "Players 200."

Second overall prize is engrav-

ed silver steins.

Third overall prize is engrav-

ed Mosport lighters and 2 pit

passes to the 1964 'Players 200.'

Highest Placed University En-

try - "The Performance Motors

Trophy" (to be awarded to the

highest place car representing

a university, unless the same
car wins 1st overall, in which

case the next University entry

wins the Perfonnance Motors

Trophy) — prizes will be awar-

ded to the 6 team members of

the highest place 3 car team

Although the T- A. C. is not a

C. A- S. C. affiliated club, the

rally will be run under C. A. S. C
rules regarding terms, defini-

tions, watches and timekeeping

and under the general rules

(1963) excepting those which

apply to C. A. S. C. Affiliated

clubs only (e. g. #1, 13, 18).

Both driver and navigator

must be present in order to re-

J B Stevenson Demonstrates Judo Throw

SCRIPTAE MISCELLANH

Levana Intramural vol-

ley ball starts next Tues-
day, Jan. 21.

gister. Numbers will be given

out in order of registi-ation. The
car will be impounded after re-

gistration; so have it prepared-

The nature of the rally is such

that considerable demands will

be made on both driver and navi-

gator. This is a serious event.

Results will be announced

about one-half hour after the

last car finishes, subject to pro-

test.

PIJ^YERS TROPHY

Join us for a day of good ral-

lying and an evening of good

cheer. There is a dance at the

university that night, to which

all entrants are invited. The
event is held in conjunction with

Queen's Snowball Weekend and
the Kingston Winter Carnival

and is only one part of a vast

program of fun and games to

which all our entrants are in-

vited.

ael Player

of the Week

QiiEErs mm ii\ Si\'(iwiiiiLL contests

When the Basketball Gaels

play their first home game of

the season this Friday evening

against the University of West-

ern Ontario, the squad's chances

v/ill greatly depend on the abili-

ties of two rookies.

Six foot, one hundred seven-

ty-five pound Ted Waring heads

the list of new talent. Ted play-

ed for Earl Haig Collegiate in

Toronto last year and led the

North York League in scoring.

He has adapted himself well to

Intercollegiate play, it seems, as

he has a ten-point per game scor-

ing average.

Diminutive Doug Eraser, a

product of K.C.V.I-, has shown

great potential in the season's

first encounters. The five foot

four inch speedster, who led the

local high school loop in scor-

ing last year has scored twenty-

six points in his first two

college games.

Two valuable additions to the

Gaels who may not qualify as

rookies in the strictest sense

are Ray Roy, a three year cage

veteran from the University of

Montreal and Ted Campbell, a

By BILL McCarthy

Queensman these past three

years who has not played a full

season since he led the Toronto

and District loop's scoring in

1958.

These athletes could be great-

ly inspired by your support this

week-end both Friday and Sat-

urday nights. The prospect of

good Entertainment will draw
one to the gym this weekend

and these four players along

with veterans Doug Evans. Bob

Howes, Bruce Engel and com-
pany will be giving their ail to

provide you with an exciting

game. The team as a whole looks

good and with the retuni of

erans Engel and Evans to the

lineup during the week, an im-

provement over the past perfor-

mances is assured-

Plan to make the Westfrn
and Waterloo Basketball game;
a part of your Snowball Week-
end enjoyment.

Do bedpans or textbooks build up better muscles:

Come and see the Levanites slaughter KGH at

li p.m. on Saturday on the Lower Campus. The 20

"Lovelies" will be coached by Brian Bailey. Water

Boy will be Martin Ware; referee Mike Robertson

(also cheering for the Golden Gaels) . Watch the Low

Intellect Group mash the Lower Intellect Group!

P.S. "Lovelies"—general meeting 12.30 in the Ban

Riyh Smoker today.
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AN ENGINEER'S VIEW

NO TIME TO LIVE!
Il has been said lliat the atmosphere

of the undergraduate years is changing.

Less lime is spent in hell-raising, leftism,

partygoing and the other traditional

extra-curricular activities, and more spent

in fiercely competitive study. I wasn't

here in 1920, so 1 can't judge well, but

I think it's probably quite true. The

reason is undoubtedly that the first degree

has become more of a necessity than a

luxury and that university, in spite of

the screams of a few, has become a high

level training establishment, not a breeder

reacior for producing inquiring minds.

The change is inevitable; we should

not attempt to alter its course drasti-

cally. We would be wasting our time.

But il is necessary to be very careful

that in its demand for teachers, lawyers,

doctors, scientists, engineers, the outside

world does not impose its own idea of

a training programme on the university.

Society does not really want thinkers, just

people competent to do the jobs. For

this reason, society's training courses

would lend to the production of precision

zombies. Society is always trying to stag-

nate; it is the job of thinkers to prod it

now and then.

The more that is discovered, the more

there is for tlie undergraduate to learn.

Four years has been ordained by long

usage as the only possible length for an

undergraduate programme. In order to

adapt within this limitation, the uiversi-

ties liave had lo force the undergraduate

to specialize more and more, and lo

drop other interests, curricular and extra-

curricular. Hence we have, in engineer-

ing, electrical giving birth to engineering

physics, «nd now a brand new subdivision

has been made — engineering mathe-

matics. These divisions are certainly

necessary, but to prevent the process

going to such extreme lengths as a four

year course in en^neering statistics with

one geology course for broadening we

may have to strike at the bole and

lengthen the whole programme in en^n-

eering.

The connection with work load is

obvious. The best experimental evi-

dences of insufficient length in a course

are baggy-eyed, unshaven and nervous

undergraduates who have hardly been

out of their rooms one evening since

term began, (These, surprisingly, may be

more the rule than the exception in some

courses, even here.) People need time to

absorb new ideas, no matter how hard

they study, and they need diversion. Both

can partly be supplied, and very con-

structively, in the form of unallied

courses. Unfortunately, in the time

available, all that can be done in some

fields is to give as much related material

as possible, and to hope that the student

can recover from the shock enough to

broaden his outlook later, perhaps start-

ing with comic books and working up,

Since the longer year is not likely to

come about for some time, the univer-

sities should make quite certain that in

programmes of related work, there are

no hours spent on assignments, lectures

or labs which do not provide a benefit

propor.ional to their length. Probably

little could be remedied this way, but

some improvement could very definitely

be made. It is almost (he moral obliga-

tion of the universities to make it, and

provide the student with a little time for

unrelated studies.

Wrlh a limited professor-student ratio,

the grinding out of work is probably the

only way to produce the type of gradu-

ates wanted externally now. There is

nothing intrinsically wrong with grinding,

but grinding to the exclusion of all else,

and especially grinding out useless work

is most unpleasant. Moreover, while

perhaps producing what is wanted by the

world, it does not produce what is

needed. At least until there can be more

fundamental changes, universities should

be very careful with their courses.

I see these problems as an engineer-

ing student, but I feel that they apply

certainly to the other sciences and to

medicine, and perhaps to a greater

extent than is realized, to the liberal arts.

I look forward to finding out what the

CUS-^CM Education Seminar will turn

up in the matter.

R. I. McDonald

SONNY JIM 3

"The Respectability of Killing," which

appeared in last Tuesday's Journal was

most interesting.

I wonder, if Mr. Johnstone, is not,

in his hysterical zeal, mistaking for

apathy and hypocrisy that kind of

silence which despairs of hope. Many

of the "Sonny Jims" of this world hale

war and love peace with a sincerity equal

to that of any well-organized peace-

seeker. Tlieir first quarrel, however, is

neither with war mongers nor silent

hypocrites, but with themselves.

These people are silent because they

are humble. They are humble because

they are human. They know that they

have no right to point the sharp finger

of responsibility at others: each human

action is inextricably bound up with all

others—past, present, and future. All

men are equally responsible for human

baseness and equally to be commended

for those occasional hopeful acts which

show man at his best.

It is an awareness of the unfortunate

imbalance between these two kinds
o'l

action wliich gives rise to despair,
whicj

illuminates the tears which rest at
11,^1

heart of tilings.

I do not see how invectives
liid. ^\

Johnstone's can further the caus?

peace. "Hypocrite," "valueless,"

table," "yellow shelled crabs,"

words which inspire hope of peace or

man's redemption.

It does not take "guts" to wear

black button. It does not take "guts"
1

stand up now and shout "Peace;"

empirical scientists train machines in ,

this. Perhaps it does take guts to accepJ

joint responsibility; perhaps this is nh/

we have always failed to achieve peacj

But let us see "PEACE" wriitcn

your heart and reflected in your acuon;

and your face. Then you may he m

prised how the "silent hypocrites" rej

out to share with you their inlerminiiJe,

despair and hope.

"Sonny Jim" Garrari

So I Said to Joe

The stars rolled over us,

And the dust of another morning

Lay crusted in our eyes.

His siomnch growled —
The silvery sliding of his . . .

its seed time in the field of Venus!'

The wheel has come full circle

{In the synagogue crossing myself)

Promiscuity is an impossible means of escape

For Christ's sake. Ban the Bomb!

The Consumers Union Report on

SMOKING and the Public Interest.

Published by Consumers Union. Mt.

Vernon, N.Y. 1963.

The recent publication of the fintHngs

of the U.S. Surgeon-General's Commit-

tee to inquire into the relationship of

smoking to heahh has focussed attention

upon a problem faced by most of us.

But little that this committee has re-

ported is new. It simply has made more

official evidence that there is a direct

connection between the rise in smoking

as a popular habit and the rise in lung

cancer. In 1963, the Consumers Union

of the U.S.A. pubhshcd a report not only

of the medical evidence linking cigarette

smoking with lung cancer and other

diseases, but also a history of the battle

between the cigarette industry and the

doctors doit]g research on cancer.

While literary purists might complain

that the style of the book is "bare," it is

a model of clarity. At no point in the

book do the authors claim that lung

cancer is caused by smoking—lliis has not

been proven (in the sense that nothing

can finally be proven), They have

arranged the evidence available in a

fashion which is rather reminiscent of the

detective story, and in this sense have

told three stories.

The first is called the "Medical Evi-

dence." After a graphic description of

the nature and processes of cancer, there

Is a passage which might be entitled

"When you lake a puff of a cigarette!

inhaling means that the smoke passes

on down from the throat through the

trachea or windpipe into the bronchial

lube.

"A bronchial tube begins at the wind-

pipe. Then it divides or forks into two

tubes, and each of these forks in turn . . .

The structure of the tubes thus resembles

in part the branching of a tree. . .

. . . "The tube is necessarily wider at

each fork . . . This widening causes die

air or smoke lo slow down as it enters

ihe region of greater width and perhaps,

to deposit any particles it may contain

. , . The exposure to the particles in the

air is thus greatest at the points where

the tube is widest — and autopsy studies

of hundreds of human lungs have shown

that it is in precisely these areas of

maximum exposure that precancerous

changes ... are most likely lo appear. .
."

"The surface of the bronchial tube into

which smoke is drawn is normally moist

with a fluid called mucus, excreted by

cells along ihe surface. . . This is a pro-

tective mechanism. Irritating or poison-

ous particles . , .are ejected, and the lung

thus protected . . . Cigarette smoke,

however, paralyses the ejecting action of

the cilia (hair-like bodies on the surface

of the cells which excrete the mucus —
these wave the mucus upwards to be

excreted) , . . ihe cilia disappear . . . And

the bronchial tubes are deprived of their

normal proleclivc mechanism.

Pari 11 describes the Scientific Advisory

Board of the Tobacco Industry Research

Committee and its attempts to white-

wash that industry's product.

Dr. Little, the head of this council, a

scientist with a distinguished record, is

quoted as saying that "People find it hard

lo believe that the (Tobacco Research

Institute) is made up of scientists com-

pletely uninfluenced by the tobacco

industry." The intention of the authors

of this book is made clear by their next

statement — apparently Dr. Little's only

criticism of the tobacco industry is that

they put too much money ino the liltered-

cigarette research "in which he has little

interest." The whole tenor of this part

might be described as "Some of those

who sold out."

The third part of his book describes

what those who are "hooked" should do.

It describes the research done on the

"pills" that promise to help the adi^ct

quit smoking. They describe an experi-

ment. "One group took Bantron; a

second group took apparently similar

tablets containing a tranquilizer; and the

third group took sugar pill. Again there

were no significant differences in the

results obtained."

This reviewer is of the opinion that our

generation may return for reunions

twenty years hence and find, as did the

hero of the innumerable westerns, that

"Things is changed around here, son."

This book, and Ihe many more of its sort

promised by the health authorities, will

be major inirumcnts of this change.

Mary Corbctt

Then wake me again, I'm tired —
Look, Mary, our son's in the parade!

In deep stygian darkness

Where only devils dwell. , ,

Thus quoth Cy. East Putney's bard.

C.J

RESPECTABILITY?
Poor Sonny Jim — wipe off the spittle,

sonny, and compose yourself. An off-

beat he is and a Christ-complex he has.

Tell him that and he'll be crushed —
better not. He hates violence — wouldn't

wipe off a little, teeny, blood sucking

Ilea . . . sonny. He's too compassionate.

But you — you're not much better.

Why the hell didn't you wipe him ofT?

You say what can a rubber-booted

Saviour do? — He can suck your life-

blood, sonny. He's worse than a jack-

booted Pontius — a little thing— a pest.

But his ejaculations could bring forth

disciples — then your blood can really

flow. A pale, unsure, lifeless man you'll

be then sonny Jim.

A beard instead of brains, or a leech

without principles — a sludge on the top

of society — mixed metaphors — it is

not of consequence because neither is he.

Auschwitz and Hiroshima — so he's a

place-dropper, sonny, but did he say

Munich? Let him think back — Munich

came before Auschwitz or Himsln"

So did Peari Harbour. One—upsm^"^'

— what our society needs to sLiv

and blood-filled.

Funny how the little creature;

their blood. Ever notice a jackal, ^"""1

No, they're far from extincl-
^^"^

always had them and we always

never into the fray themselves

stand around afterwards, howl a

start disturbing the offal.

They love tlie remains, sonny

tucularly yetlow shelled crabs,

at any battlefield — look at the re'''^^]

— lots of crabs then — the jackal*

'

later.

So settle back, Sonny Jim. Go

and swing. Go lo church if ''"^j

or go for lhat great pie (or do 1^'

what the hell?) And happy sp'"'"^

"Blessed are the vociferous 1"^'
'

they shall inherit the soap box-

"Jack P^'"'
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New Universities Department
Tries To Jump Baby Boom
By MARTIN WARE

'We would like to see a buffer Com-

iniltee to provide a liaison between

the New Government Department of

l_iiiiversities and the Committte of

Presidents." So said Dr. Corry

Thursday when he was asked about

the relations of the new department

and the Committee of Presidents.

He added that he felt that the bufifer

committee might be established

along the lines of the Grants Com-
mission in England.

The new department is apparently

iiilended to bolster the Old Advisory

Committee on Education. Recently

the Committee has been composed

of successful businessmen, and some
outsiders- Whatever the political

weight of the Committee, its ex-

perience as far as academic affairs

ivas concerned was fairly limited.

Tlie buffer Committee might either

assist or supplant the old advisory

Committee. Of course for the time
lieiiig the committee is no more than

J suggestion.

The action of the government
comes none too early. Since 1955
the leaders of the Ontario Universi-
ties have been trying to impress upon
the government that they would have
Itj take drastic action to. take care of
the approaching threefold expansion
of the University population. For
e.\ample the increase this year at
Queen's was 9.6 per cent. The war-
time baby boom has at last caught
up \vith us, and it is a good thing
for ail of us that the Government has
at last sat up and taken notice.

The new legislation follows the
enlightened course that Premier
Robarts has been steering. But the

fact that he has failed to produce
details in his throne speech, and
what must appear on the basis of
the released information, the one-
sided autocratic gesture whereby the
Department was established give

rise to serious misgivings. Yet none-
theless the new Department is a
sign that the present government of
Ontario is one of the first we have
had that is aware of the magnitude
of the problem that it must now
face.

Buddha Contemplates
A Buddha god, Britain's Miss Keel-

er and a test tube baby were among
the sculptures etched out of snow
for this year's Snowball Weekend.

Though not on as large a scale as

the sculptures of a couple years ago,

when a 15' statue of Mr- Khrush-

chev and Uncle Sam shaking hands

over the world globe or a 20' Playboy

bunny were erected with the aid of

scaffolding, this year's showing

exhibited originality. The artistic

skill with which the sculptures were

executed was. in Helen Lewis' words,

"quite good", and the sculptures

measure up to previous years' show-

ing. The essential of snow sculptur-

ing, snow, was unfortunately lacking

in workable quantity and quahty.

This year's judges were Mr. Tooly
of the Kingston Chamber of Cc-m-

merce who was also judge of snow

sculptures at the Kingston Winter

Carnival. Miss T, Richardson of the

Registrar's Office represented wo-

men's opinion. Professor Ralph Al-

len, Head of the Art Department,

completed the slate of judges.

First prize for the over-50 group

was awarded to Angor Vat of Arts

'67, the Campus Face Lifter stood
second and "Life Under the British

Cabinet", third.

The winner of the under-50 gi-oup

was "Carnival Bound", with "Garden
of Eden" and "Our Hero" following

in second and third places respect-

ively.

CLASSES CANCELLED

S.\TUBDAY, 1 FEBHUARY. im
It has been agreedi to cancel classes on
Sjilunlay morning, 1 Febnino', HKJ4, under
Die nrmngeuienl between the FocuKv o(
Arts Qud Science and Uie ArU Society
which permits one holiday in each temi,
llie doles to be Eclcclcd by the students.

TO AN UNKNOWN GOD?

Resolve Fair Is Foul or Fowl Is Fare
As the Debaters Punish with Puns

photo by Graf

STAMP THEFT SUSPECT APPREHENDED

^''e man who is alleged to have

stolen §18,000 worth of old and rare

"^^^iiadian stamps from the Douglas
Library was apprehended on a
street Wednesday night, soon after

police began the hunt for him. His

name is Donald Revell and he is an

ex-janitor of the library. Mr. Revell

was charged with possession of the

stolen stamps and appeared in court

yestei'day (Jan. 20).

Saturday's Snowball Debaters
failed to resolve whether "Fair is

foul and foul is fair," but put on a
great show in the attempt.

Puns abounded and logic ran wiid

as the four faciilty members drove
language and reason to unprecedent-
ed lengths to support or deny the

resolution. Professors G. Shortiiffe

and Marshall upheld the affirmative

while Professors Berry and J. A.
Milliken sought to discredit the old

adage-

Dr. Marshall opened the foray in

a most gentlemanly manner, noting

that the resolution was quoted from
Shakespeare, a distinguished English

gentleman whom no person could

authoritative source. He called upon

Widely-Hailed Star To Appear at Queen's
"^'-ace Eumbry,

mezzo
the St. Louis-

soprano who in two
"lioi-t seasons has skyrocketed to the
"^'fhts of world fame, will be at

on 23 January to give the

concert in the University Con-
'hirci

=ert Seri,

li^^-^
Aumbry created inteniational

lgg'J''"es during the summer nf

Of n.
famous "Black Venus"

the Bayreuth Festival. Her debut

Paris Opera as Amneris in

^^as a sensation, and she star-

' their production of Carmen

h ^^^^ ^ ^^'^ *°

'^dp'*'^

Last June at London's Royal
House her singing of Eboli

Carlos (she'll perform an
fi'om this opera here) was
*ine of the greatest ovations

'"don history. The Daily Ex-
^vrote, "An exciting newcomer
a Voice of startling beauty,

''^t aria set the house cheering

Miss Bumbry to American audiences

with a special recital at the White

House. And Sol Hurok, the famous
impresario, signed her to a five-year

$250,000 contract. Her recitals have

everywhere been received with the

highest acclaim. The San Francisco

Chronicle described her as "A
superb star! Not only is Miss Buj

John Kennedy re-introduced

bry a stunning beauty with a mag-
nificant mezzo-soprano voice, she has

other qualities in addition which will

likely make her the singing star of

the 1960's."

At the College of William and

Mary the students tore her pictures

from the posters to be autographed

backstage afterwards, and tlie stu-

dent government gave her an after-

concert supper. At other American
universities where she has sung, the

students have stood and cheered

after almost every number. She is

described as having "a gorgeous

voice, a soaring talent, and tempera-

ment to burn."

For her concert at Queen's her

accompanist will be Franz Rupp, an

artist of international fame himself,

who was last here as accompanist

for Miss Marian Andei-son. Their
program will include lieder by
Schubert and Brahms, opera iiriH.*!,

and Negro spirituals.

the audience's sense of honour and
Commonwealth loyalties in support
of the resolution. Relying heavily

on the art known to true bilingual ists

as "la punisme", the speaker pro-

ceeded to demonstrate that "Fare is

foul" —^ verification through "direct

aen.sory experience" with Wallace
Hall meals ; that "Fare is fowl"
— chicken being included in many
dishes at the Shanghai Restaurant
(along with rick-shaws on the half-

shell) ; and that "Fair is foul" —
evidenced by the fair perpetrators of

foul crimes inhabiting the Women's
Pen. In a neat series of agile man-
oeuvres in logic, the speaker deduced
that all arguments for the negative

were actually for the affirmative, so

his honourable opponents were really

all on his side.

Mr. Berry countered for the

negative, casting aspersions on the

fair-foul weather of the first speak-

Gi ANT'S

rholo hi Grnf

FIST /I'a^

er's British homeland, and later on
the speaker himself, noting that the
resolution was oi-iginally asserted
not by Shakespeare, but by three
weird sisters; apparently the only
other supporter of the proposition
was the first speaker — draw what
comparisons you please.

Professor Shortliife rejected so
tenuous a basis as mere science for
his arguments, and drew instead on
a host of authorities in history,

theology and the humanities. God's
deliberate use of foul or evil things
in the design of this fair universe
demonstrated the proposition, he
asserted, and the negative's argu-
ments to the contrary approached
impiety, even blasphemy in question-
ing the divine plan. Cowley, he
noted, once said in most beautiful

verse that "constant drinking . . .

makes fair" the drinker, a point
enthusiastically applauded by mem-
bers of the audience.

Medicine's Milliken, though claim-
ing to fee! "encumbered by logic"

and -lomewhat out of place in this

"intellectual exercise", expressed his

profe;^5ional sympathy for his op-
ponents and their problems, and
iiondered the ethics of assailing them
in the debate. However, drawing his

arguments from such diverse models
as democracy, women, and the per-

versity of forceps and golf balls,

the good doctor attacked the resolu-

tion with some eloquence and much
humour-

Rebuttals pi-oduced further com-
ments on federal-provincial rela-

tions, Leibnitz, the existence of
" ght-bulbs, and Chiang Kai-Shek.

"The pun is mightier than the

sword", noted Professor Shortiiffe,

and he and his colleagues regaled

the audience humour and "jeux de

mots" with which we will not befoul

the fair pages of the Queen's Journal.
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EDITORIAL

We Welcome Dr. Muller

It is not very often that we liave a chance to hear a man of the wisdom

and fame of Dr. Muller. He succeeds an honourable procession of Dunning

lecturers which includes such men as Dr. Robert Oppenheimer. Adlai Ste-

venson, and Franklin D. Roosevelt. Many of Dr. Muller's books are widely

known in Canada; and in his particular field he is as respected as any on

the continent. His 'Uses of the Past' seems not so much to come from a

man of one civilination and one time. It comes from a man who can see a

great many civilizations at once, and who does not rest his assumptions on

the presumption that ours is superior. He also flashes a red light to those

whose insights run away with them. We would Uke to welcome Dr. Muller

warmly to Queen's.

Where Can We Find Jen Men?
It was a dark spring day, one of the worst times of the year, when

we were all hung over with black coffee and exams, that a tragic event

occurred. The British American Hotel burned to the ground. With it

the Chalet burned and a whole way of life disappeared ; for the chalet was

the ever-waiting refuge of professor-persecuted Queen'smen and women.

But it was more than that. First day of the term, you could always depend

on finding some long lost friend gasping in a corner. You could always

depend on having a lively evening, whatever day of the week it was.

For the time being we have found no alternative to the Chalet- All the

ones that we have tried have drawbacks. They are either too far away, or

they lack that mysterious something that made everybody feel at home in

the old sinful Chalet.

Owing to our ancestors' besotting puritanism, we cannot fix our at-

tentions on any other pub ; because it is against the law for most univer-

sity students to enter a pub: and the law is upheld by our black morality

squad. We cannot open a pub on Campus the Senate would frown a horrible

frown upon it. Until we can begin a sufficiently fierce press campaign to

persuade our respected Premier to lower the legal age to 18, we must find

some other alternative.

What we are seeking are some ten or more Queen'smen, who are

prepared to advance a limited amount of money and to form syndicate to

found some kind of Coffee Dive near the University. We can already visual-

ize slinking levanite hostesses, and the entire clientele pulsating to the

i-hythms "to some Latin Mai-engi, and smoke, and Queen's women and

Queen'smen. The possibilities are endless. We don't feel that it would

compete with the corfee shop, because it would fill a different function.

What we still need are the ten or more men, who are ready to take

their chances, on a gamble, which, we feel, is bound to succeed.

Hell .

.

RoR LA
P>EFENSA
DE NUESTPA PATRIA
SOCIALISTA
JUNTO A FIDEL

FELICES PASCUAS Y UN PROSPERO ANIO NUEVO
C/f

We Got a New Year Card From

MR. TONY CAMPBELL

The Prime Minister Frowns On Us

Mr. Editor,

Anyone reading the QJ's re-

port on last week's session of

Model Parliament would gath-

er that once again it was a

farce. All of us who actually

participated, in it found that

this implication was altogeth-

er misleading. As the NDP
motion concerning the aboli-

tion of model parliament show-

ed {defeated 51-9.) the maj-

ority of us felt that not only

did we leam a lot from our

exi)eriences but also we en-

joyed the process.

This is not to say that there

is no room for reform. The
refoi-ms that were implemen-

ted this year were effective.

More are needed (such as

more serious inter party de-

bate before model parliament

actually convenes.) However

just because moi'e reform is

needed, this does not justify

the abolition of the whole

works. The fact is that Model

Parliament is trying to im-

prove itself. And what's

more,, it is succeeding- There

have been improvements and

there shall be more. It would

be appreciated if the positive

attempts to ameliorate Model

Parliament were dwelt upon

in the press rather than its

shortcomings.

You Said it

We Protest the hord Campaign
The Editor Joumal

Dear Sir;

We, the undersigned

with either the methods

or the thology of the Ford

Crusade.

wish to make known our

disinvolvement in the deci-

sion of Queen's Theologi-

cal Society the student

organization of Queen's

Theological College to par-

ticipate in sponsoring the

planned Ford evangelistic

crusade on the campus this

October. We do this not in

a spirit of opposition to

the campaign or its aims

but in the belief that the

society should foster

method of evangelism

other than those usually

(.mployed by this organiz-

ation.

Our action should not

be interpreted as repre-

senting any split in the

unity of pui-pose within

the Theological Society.

Rather, it indicates that

there is among Theologi-

cal students, as within the

Christian Church, a basic

purpose that encompasses

and unites widely differ-

ing personalities, view-

points and methods.

We consider ourselves,

and expect to remain,

members of the Theologi-

cal Society in good stand-

ing. Yet we feel called

upon to remain distinct

from this action of the So-

ciety, in oi"der to maintain

a witness to friends on

campus that Christianity

is not to be regarded as

necessarily synonymous

Hutchinson B.Sc.

(Alberta)

EHeiii Frericlis B.A.

(Queen's)

Peter Walford-Davis

F. A. Styles B.A.

{Queen's)

Lance Woods
W. Allison Haynes

Wm. R. Hendry
B.A. (Western)

R. Bum Purdon B A.

(Queen's)

Leslie U. Clark

D. Clifford Smith B.A.

(Carleton)

Douglas W. Heard B.A.

Wm. E. Ha/re

Douglas L. Steven

Restraint

Please

Editor, Journal:

I- hesitate to call any-

one a hysterical right-

wing hatist, but your con-

tributor 'Pessimus' is both

hysterical and right-wing,

and clearly above all he is

a hatist. So what am I to

do?

Whenever anyone has

the courage to put him-

self into an exposed posi-

tion for what he thinks

to be the good of the com-

munity, he deserves gi'a-

titude and respect. I re-

gret that I can't say the

same thing for you. Please

do not again allow our

newspaper to be Uiied for

an anonymous attack on

any individual whatsoever.

Yours,

Peter McLaughlin

Ugli! Ugh! UghlfThe Beatles

Editor, QJ.:

In the interest of the

Fine Arts, and the disso-

lution of tone - deafness

among the modem gener-

ation, I wish to dispel all

rumors that the Beatles

are Neo-Classical.

In good faith, I was
watching television one

night when a shaggy-hair-

ed herd of ruffians appear-

ed wailing their native fer-

tility rites, and accompan-
ied by a frenzied mob who
I suspect, came straight

from a Zen Buddhist rally.

I suggest that if these

same Beattlea were to get

haircuts, much, if not all,

of their popularity would

be Delilahed.

Recently, rumors have

been circulating that this

motley crew will appear in

Kingston. I submit that

Guelph would be a better

locale for their act. There

should be some 1 a w
against the public antics

of these retarded Teddy
Boys.

Will QJ take a aland for

more refined music? Will

someone bring genuine

artists instead of clowns

to our home of intellectual

awareness? I refer to the

fate of Egypt (Exodus

10:12) when a similar des-

cent of parasitic insects

occurred-

Hopefully yours,

Paul Fletcher

Auschwitz

Dear Sir:

Auschwitz and Hiro-

shima were the results of

the philosophy that Mr.

Johnstone urges us to ac-

cept. (Respectability of

Killing). We were indeed

following the "peace at all

costs" ideal when we sat

back on our fat posteriors

and watched Hitler and

his Japanese allies go on

the march. This group use

big words and high sound-

ing phrases to defend

cowardice.

1 am not advocating

that we should be the ag-

gressor. What I am say-

ing is that we should nev-

er become so frightened

of the prospects of war
that we comprise our prin-

ciples or our morality.

It is this group that bid

us stand by and watch op-

pression in South Africa.

It was thinking like this

that stopped us from aid-

ing the men, women and

children who fought tanks

and artillery with their

bare hands in Hungary. It

is this type of man (?)

who allows a German boy

to lie in a tangle of barbed

wire and bleed to death

from gunshot wounds. Are
the advocates of this pol-

icy men for blocks of

stone?

Life is precious but it

becomes cheap and mean-
ingless if we have no prin-

ciples. It is better to die

defending human princi-

ples than to live for eter-

nity as a vegetable.

Pete Miller

Leonard Hall

Distressed

Journal Editor:

It is with considerable

trepidation and a little

squearaishness that I op-

en the pages of the Jour-

nal every Tuesday and

Friday. If this newspaper

is the organ of campus
thought, then I can only

conclude that the students

of today are on the whole

a Godless, debauched and
immoral group. There are

stories of Queen'smen who
do not believe in God and
even have the audacity to

proclaim this with a hint

of boldness in their voices.

There are accounts of
Queen'smen who are con-

victed of drinking and
then even refuse to pay
the fine which the AMS,
which I feel is waging a

glorious battle to curb the

immorality rampant on
the campus, has imposed.

One would think that

these people would hang
their heads in shame and
their price silently.

And now, the students

have perhaps triumphed
in their paganism when
in the spirit of "Snowball"
they have erected a monu-
ment to a pagan God Bud-
dha. I can only conclude

that the influx into Can-
ada of non-white protes-

tants has caused this wide,

spread immorality and
paganism. 0 how far we
are from the glories of the

old British Empire, when
We held these inferior ra-

cs in their proper place

and let nothing interfere

with the spread of God's
word

A God-Fearing Student

|]

P

Unity
Cup may be three empty innocuous letters to

you, but they are not to the Confederation
o'

Canada. Because the split in CUP two years ag(

which led to the withdrawal of the French langiiag,

newspapers was one of the clearest signs that Con

federation was in danger. The last two paper.s, u
Rotonde and Le Canadien., left the CUP to juin

the French language association the Presse Etudi

ante Nationale in 1962. The PEN consist® of some

200 French language papers.

The most important job that faces the CUP
the task of rebuilding a union between the French

and English papers. Queen's has an important part

to play in this. For the University of Toronto Im

drawn up plans for a large conference to be con-

vened in Toronto in the fall of this year, to which

many of the French language papers are invited

Bilingual Conference
One of the topics of discussion has been the

autonomy of the university in a changing society

It has been suggested that the Minister of Educa'

tion of Quebec and Ontario should debate the sub-

ject with simultaneous translation. This conference

which would bring together PEN editors might

lay the foundation of a new union.

Regional
Bruce Kidd, of Toronto track fame, is the neii

President of the Ontario region and it is ([uite

clear regional organization of the Canadian Un

iversity Press is going to become extremely ini'

portant. Stories exchanged and investigated in

Ontario are obviously of more interest to us

Queen's than stories from far away.

Queen's lies very near the juncture of Ontarif

and Quebec, and it is the natural place to holt

gatherings from both areas. I am therefore reconi'

mending that perhaps Queen's would apply for the

1967 CUP conference to be held at Kingston
'

is possible that by that time -we will have done

to heal the rift of CUP and PEN, to contempla"

some sort of tacit union or if not union, then under

standing.

Professional Perversity
Crises still loom for the CUP, because many

the member papers are unhappy with the compi^''

tions as they now stand. It has recently become d^'''

that the papers that win competitions are

that most resemble the papers of the Nations

Press. This applies to the main trophies, thi

Southam and Jacques Bureau- This means tlia

professional papers like the Vancouver Sun
a position to dictate their philosophy of journal'-''''

to the university papers. Their protege, the U^Hi'^^^'-

has won the Southam Trophy for three years i"

row. Journalists of this stamp have a fine conlemr

for what they sneeringly call 'think' article^

'think' papers. This year the Varsil/ij, and to
''^^^'^

dtgree the Western Gazette and ourselves. 1""

tended this way. The Varsity, pioneering an i'"''

layout, and certainly one of the best papers ni

country was virtually ignored by the judges- T'^^

leads some of us to believe that to bring t'l'"^^

to an even keel some of us may have to contemi>i^

boycotting the competitions.

Inspiration
,

Yet these are small matters. There are 1''''^

important. As the oldest press service in the v^'""^

the Canadian University Press is one of the ij'^

respected. It can begin to inspire dreams of '^

university press in those 70 per cent of the cou"'^''
^

of the world where no such free university
pre-

exists. This amongst other things is what

president, CUP's leading ambassador Sid l^'^J'^^j

will be concerning himself with; and his succ^^'

CUP president, John MacParlane, can confi'^^"

follow in his footsteps.
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pll Brothers To Build

lor Bell Tel Graduates
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illl-CaDadian Hoot Socceeds

The
hcgiuning of construction of

lJ^.^v
building on campus has

announced. It will house the

'^'.fiily
established joint communi-

'^'uons
graduate programme for

L| Telephone engmeers.

Brotliers Limited of King-

,n
with a tender of $195,329

been awarded tlie contract

(,^,
the iwo-storey building. Com

^liiion
scheduled for August,

li((i4.
I' will be situated directly

i^irih
the existing Fleming Hall,

will be joined to the older

t)UilJiiig
by a connecting bridge

(,,rn'lor at the second storey level.

The aichiiect is Logan V. Gallaher,

The specialized addition will be

constructed so as to allow provi-

sion for two additional floors

should they be required at a later

date. Dimensions of the new
building will be 74 feet by 56 feet.

The joint communications

school was established in Septem-

ber, 1963 at Queen's under an
agreement between the University

and the Bell Telephone Company.
It provides for groups of up to 25
engineers from the company to

return to school on a two-monlli

rotation basis over a one-year

period in order to acquaint the

engineer with the latest develop-

ments in communications. The

Sayeed Stresses 'Need for

lodern Leaders' in Panel

engineers spend one month in the

classroom and the next month on
their jobs.

The lower floor will contain a

lecture room with a capacity of 50
students, a lounge and a study

area, two laboratories for con-

trolled application of the theory

work, and offices. A seminar room,
a specialized library on communi-
cation theory publications, and
administrative offices will be

located on the second floor.

The University has also plans

for the extension of the Students'

Union building to accommodate
up to 100 graduale students in-

cluding die Bell Telephone partici-

pants. Under the joint agreement,

the University supplies the neces-

sary facilities and instructors, and
the company meets tuition ex-

penses for ihe students.

"Cnnada has a unique position

repard lo underdeveloped coun-

ts," This view was stated by

K. B. Sayeed of the Political

ence Department at the CUSO
ponsored panel designed to give

slerestcd students an idea
,
of the

Rinditions they will meet in under-

ievclnped countries.

Dr Keppel-Jones of the History

kparimenl. Dr. Thoman of the

ieoET.iphy Department and Dr.

Ssyeed investigated the economic,

Bcial. political and psychological

apecls of the problem. They were
chaired by Dr. A. M. Taylor.

Dr. Thoman said the two main
Tnbleiiis were poor land capacity

iDd overpopulation. He added

overpqiulation was more
trinus because the problem would
lill e^Lsl even if they were able

increiise production to the limits

lieir capacity.

f'r. Sayeed "suffering", as he
Sid. from the law of diminish-

S "liirginal ulility," presented a
t'lire of a sub-contineni trapped
"vo sides by fear of domina-
domination by the Chinese or

f Anglo-Americans. The great
""t-er of people, illiterate,

ailieric. rapidly increasing, and
by a scarcity of re-

can exert a great pressure

ardened

Hirces

on a competitive democratic

system. Many internal and
external policies have failed. The
people want a leader widi whom
they can identify themselves, but

"a Ghandi will not do in the 20lh

century." They are hostile to

Western Representatives, particu-

larly to those who come from the

US and the UK, but "Canada has

a clean slate."

Speaking particularly about

Africa, Dr. Keppel-Jones empha-
sized that Westemizers must be

prepared for great differences in

conditions, altitudes, and values.

The approaches of "patronization"

and "good fellowship" should be

avoided. Our pre-conceived ideas

are likely to lead to exasperation

as we meet the unexpected experi-

ence. In many of the countries

people live for the present with

no thought for the future, and
contact with people with "a
greater civilization" leads to an
inner conflict and a sense of in-

security.

Dr. Taylor mainly paraphrased

Sergeant Shriver, reviewing the

genera! problems of the peace

corps. He wondered whether such

programmes gave unsatisfied youth

an opportunity to fulfill them-

Budding pornographers

are reminded of the rapidly

approaching deadline for

Quarry 13. Poems, stories,

essays, plays etc. should be
left at the Queen's Post

Office on or before Febru-

ary 1, and addressed to Tom
Marshall. Editor, Quarry.

The jEditor can also be

reached at 546-5423.

This year Quarry is inter-

ested in having some
material in French. Transla-

tions of classical or modern
European poets into contem-

porary English would also

be welcome.

Grant Hall was filled to capacity

Thursday for Hootenanny '64, a
programme consisting of all-

Canadian talent.

The Seaway Singers did not
come into their own until their

second performance but treated

the audience to some of the

greatest love songs of all time.

The next performer was Judy
Orban, a native of Peterborough.

She displayed a witty sense of

humour, a clear, well-trained voice,

and a fine repertoire of folk songs

from the British Isles. This, com-
bined with her own guitar accom-
paniment, produced a fine exhibi-

tion of contemporary fotksinging.

A young negro folksinger, Al
Cromwell of Toronto gave an
excellent performance. He played

and sang in a style closely resemb-
ling that of Josh White.

"Electrifying" aptly described
the performance of Malko and
Yoso. They sang in French,

Yiddish, Russian, a Colombian
dialect, Italian, and in one instance,

English.

Answer to Last

Week^s Crossword

©

GOT A BEEF?

^(iduates Want family Plan

Well, bring it to the Academic

Round Table! This body operates

on the assumption that changes

can be made to improve the aca-

demic tone of many phases of

university life at Queen's. If you

have any ideas for such changes

or would like to discuss possible

solutions to such problems as:

Residence life — can it be im-

proved?

Clubs — are all die organiza-

tions on our campus worth-

while?

Promotion of better student-

faculty relations (especially

for those in general courses);

Sliould there be examinations in

third and fourth year honours

courses?

If so, what are the profs, testing

for?

Solutions to the problem of all-

night studies facilities; —
then contact Bruce Ferguson al

548-8145 SOON!

lie last meeting of the Coni-

of Student Health the

''li health insurance plan was
"sscd al length.

We
Need

Sports

^porters
- . . See B. Bailey

Press nights

It was pointed out that some

students, especially graduate stu-

dents, would like a Family Plan

that would provide coverage for

their wives and children. There

was a further complaint that this

policy covers students only while

they are on campus and graduate

students, unlike undergrads, are on

campus twelve months a year.

Some committee members felt

revision should be tabled until the

"Medicare" situation is clarified.

The Committee believed that

the best way to insure that a com-

plete and economical insurance

coverage for students be available,

an "expert" in the field of health

insurance should be hired to advise

and carry out steps to adopt the

desirable aspects which are lack-

ing in our present plan.

Students Spur Forming of Pol 2 Club

Student initiative has resulted in

Ihe formation of a Politics 2 Club,

as announced by Mr, Perlin, Chief

Tutor. Apparently dissatisfied with

the absence of an organized under-

graduate political forum, several

students under the leadership of

Norman MacLeod, Arishid Ghaz-

zali and Peter Miller approached

tJie department for permission to

establish one themselves. Several

members of the department have

volunteered to address the pro-

PFGGIE'S CIGAJl STORE
PECCIE PATRICK. PROP.

Smokers' Supplies, Sundries, Imported

TotiDccos & Briglinm Pipes, Mnguzines

542-8203

[iC'l Print-ess Street — Kingston, Ontnrio

jected seminars and it is hoped

that, if successful, die pilot pro-

ject will be expanded next year

into an undergraduate club.

The first session is tentatively

scheduled for this Thursday even-

ing.

The Femwood Trio from Orillia

possessed the best audience appeal,

catering to the typical university

student. One member, Ted, dis-

played remarkable ability on the

banjo. This group will be appear-

ing at the Arts Formal.

Master of Ceremonies was Bob
Wouk who, during the evenmg led

a short smg-along.

phoio by

FERNWOOD TRIO

Enthusiasm, Funds' Inunediate Aim

Money To Come Later

Kingston is going to renovate Committee's main aim at the

the Grand Theatre into a com-

munity centre for the dramatic

arts.

Queen's University had a Build-

ing Fund Committee to promote

thf: establishment of a University

theatre.

Can Kingston support two

theatres, if both the community

and university plans should

succeed?

Elaine Knox, head of the Build-

ing Fund Committee at Queen's,

expressed the view that the Grand

Theatre would not be adequate for

the needs of the University. It

would have to serve the com-

munity as welt, and it would be too

small. She felt that the University

could use its theatre to tlie fullest

extent, using it for Drama Guild

{and Glee Club) productions, the

leaching of drama, special events

such as Hootenannies, and the

concert series. It could also be

used as a lecture room for large

freshman classes.

Miss Knox stressed that tlie

present is not to raise the money,

which should come partly from

donations, but to arouse enthusi-

asm for the theatre, to show the

students and staff the need for

such a theatre, and, in general, to

raise support on campus.

At the moment, the Building

Fund has about S22.O00, arid the

estimated cost of the dieatre will

be one and a half to two million

dollars.

The type of theatre Queen's gets

could possibly be influenced by the

drive for the renovation of the

Grand. The design of the theatre

must be in accord widi its func-

tions. If il has to serve the com-
munity as well as the University,

it will have lo dtfl^cr from one serv-

ing only the community.

St. Remy
MOTOR SERVICE LTD.
Bngot Slreet-Kiiigstoii-5 16-6666

House of Sounds

STUDENTS
GET 20 % OFF ON ALL L.P. RECORDS

at

House of Sounds
Don't 13c Ashamed To Tell You Go To Queen's

DOUGLAS LIBRARY

Week-end Hours

Saturdays:

Reading Room —
8 a.m. to 1 1 :30 p.m.

Periodicals Rooms —
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Circulation Dept. —
9a.m. to 12:30p.m.

Sundays:

Reading Room —
2 p.m. lo 5 p.m.

'i^^hael Marrello

^"^^nL
PnTces., 'street

e 6-12-37U

r,.. ^1^'' Styling
-onditioned For You Comfort

NOTICE
Shirlcnts ot Queen's:

Book Store can supply you with dl your requirements in Ti-xl

Books for nil FnculHes am! Departnicnlj.

Pens. Oii'^'^n's Pennants und Cushions.

Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain

OUR USED BOOK EXCHANGE IS AT YOUR DISPOSAL

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES

KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTAIUO

FLOWERS SAY IT

Especially

BEST

For Beautiful Corsagea or Flowers for Any Occasion

339 Princess Street Phone: 546-6604
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LOVE & TRINITY

Toronto Dean Trusts Women for Visits

CUP Toronto: Undergi-adnates

at the Trinity College men's re-

sidence are still awaiting a de-

cision on their petition for in-

creased visiting hours for wo-

men in their rooms on weekends.

Harvard's Dean John Munro

had labelled a similar request

from his students last month as

"a license to use college rooms

for wild parties or for sexual in-

tercourse."

But Trinity's Dean of Men,

A. J. Carp, stated, "I am satis-

fied with the behaviour of my
students. They set and obsei-ve

their own codes." He maintains

that "promiscuity exists wheth-

er it is in residence or not, and

thus is not affected by extended

hours."

Women now are allowed in

Trinity's room on Friday from

8-12 p.m. and on Sunday from

3 - 11 p.m. Residents want added

hours on Saturday from 3 - 12,

mainly for a place to go follow-

ing weekend activities.

Last year, some Victoria Col-

lege students had reacted indig-

nantly to new rules limiting vis-

ists to weekends only, instead of

a liberal policy throughout the

week.

"It was not advantageous from

the point of studies," said the

senior tutor, Rev. A. G. Clarke.

"Students realize the visits are

a privilege rather than a right,

and are very careful not to lose

that privilege."

Univei-sity College Dean of

Men, H. J. Macdonald, said "We
must take the view that this is

a private matter about visitors

in rooms. People will do what

they want to do."

One resident admitted, "Love-

making definitely goes on in re-

sidence, but it is too limited and

too risky. Ususally you take the

girl to a hotel. Anyway, most

fellows don't get the opportunity

to meet the right girl for a wild

time."

Another boarder, with the stu-

dent-operated co-op, which owns

23 houses near the university

that are segregated except for

married couples, commented,

"Sure, some of the fellows have

sexual relations, mostly with

girls outside tne co-op. We may
have one or two long parties

(from a 10 p.m. coffee break till

dawn), but nothing really comes

of it."

Finally, many students find it

intellectually mature to talk very

frankly about sex. In an autumn

northern weekend seminar for

the 20 - member Humanitarian

Society, following talks by three

U of T philosophy lecturers, stu-

dents had voted unanimously

that they would have pre-marital

intercourse if presented with the

opportunity.

Four of the girls admitted

that they had been presented

with the opportun'ty previously.

CUP Roundup
CUP Ottawa: From the capi-

tal comes news of complaints to

the Ottawa police by local resi-

dents that a nude woman scul-

ptured in ice by 3 Carleton stu-

dents is "obscene".

Three Artsmen are the cul-

EXPORT
PLAIN

or FILTER TIP
CIGARETTES

prits who, at last notice, were

still unrepentent. They have ap-

propriately christened as "She"

their six-foot high statue of a

headless, .annless, kneeling wo-

man. Her basic measurements

are estimated to be 100-50-90.

The sculptures maintain that

"it's artistic" and "it looks pret-

'y nice."

Hav'ng stayed up all Thurs-

day night to finish their work

of art, the boys unveiled it at a

party on Friday night.

"She" has become famous (in-

famous) through recognition on

both national tele\ision net-

works, in the local newspaper,

and several Toronto papers.

Ordered to "take it down or

cover it up" in order to maintain

peace in the neighbourhood, the

artists employed two blankets

and a sheet as covering—a cov-

ering which they feel "just looks

obscene".

CUP London: According to a

poll recently conducted at Wes-

tern Univei'sity by third year

psychology students, university

students are 23'/^ more skepti-

cal in their religious beliefs than

other people.

The pollsters came to this con-

clusion after asking 450 Western

students and an equal number

^

uf London residents about their

[
religious belief, in a carefully

prepared questionnaire.

The greatest skepticism among

male students was found in th.e

Sophomore year. Accoi"ding to

the study, this year had the

least amount of orthodoxy, the

greatest amount of atheism and

agnosticism, and the greatest

amount of uncertainty.

However, in the third and

fourth years, females are more

skeptical than males- Thus, on

entering university, males are

more skeptical than females, but

a reversal takes .place sometime

in the years before graduation.

Skepticism may not be as

\vldespread as it appears how-

ever, if the group who believes

in a Di"ine God and the group

that believes in a "power great-

er than themselves" are combin-

ed, the total difference between

students and other people is re-

reduced from 23% to 10% more
skepticism on the part, of stu-

dents.

CLASSIFIED
WANTED

One sfci to replace a broken one (Crcs-

vig), Contiiot Ted Wnmii, 546-5870.

FOR BENT

A furnished apartment Uiis summer
for tliree or four pereons close lo eam-

piis. Livine room, sun room, liiriic Idt-

dten, two bedrooms. Contact Arlfno Ar-

gue, local 496.

LaTKe seven-room apartmenl sviituble

for three or four. Fully {umished includ-

ine TV, fuUv equipped Intclien. etc.,

avjul.-ible from May 1 throuch Septem-

ber. §30 each per montli. Contact Mar-

dn Hendes or Merv Gnrf at 93 Clere>'

W (behind Students' Uirion) or phone

542-M47 .

Warm, attradrively fitrnis'hed bedroom-

f(>r a male non-'jmoker al>^iner. Verv

(luiBt pii\-ate home ov-erlookimi lake.

Contact Mre. Calahan at 548-3483 after

5:30.

Comfomble, furnished room, close to

Querai's at 85 Division St, Phone 548-

1569.

Fiirm'died bedroom and living room,

with board. Suitable for 1 or 2 students,

Division below Clerev. Dial 542-74SI.

Fumislied room with shared kitchen

supph' o\vii bedding und dishes, avail-

able for Saturday, male only. 166 Uni-

\'ersitv Ave. Phone 546-2848 after

3:30 p.m.

Room, close to campus, Collingwood
and Union, S7.00 per week: inchides

large cupboard space, double bed, and
available parking in adjacent diivewav.

Table board a\-ailable directly across the

street if desiicdi Contact Mrs. Tyson at

188 Collnitrwood, 548-4715.

LOST
Lady's while gold Traranne wrist

watcli on Union St., Thursday. Send-

mciiUl \-a\iu:. Phone 546-3559.

K & E slide rule in hght tan case,

probably in Sterling Hall on Wed., Jan.

15. Contact Stan Peck, local 387.

s FOUND
Man's watch, kidv's watch, kdy's rin£.

sun glasses, residine glasses, two ligblers,

tliree pairs of gloves (1 men's, 2 ladies'),

iext books in politics. Spani'^h, p\'s<'hol-

osy, English. At circulation desk.

One pair of sun glasses from ski trip

to Snow Ridge on Sunday. Contact Judy
Robinson, 546-0752.

Gaels'Skate In U.S. But . . ,

Injuries Colgate \p

Summary: Colgate 5 Queen's 2.

7:14

i03

Isl Period

1. Queen's, Van Brunt

(Jones)

2. Colgate, Median
(Olriksen. Ricsp) 1'

Penalties Tail, Windover, Wihnol, Dins^

more (Roui^i Play) 11:34;

Weston (Tripping) 12:41 (de-

layed); Hunt (Off, Checking)

16:08; Knobel, Van Brunt

(Slashing) 18:48.

2nd Period

.5. Coleate, Johnson -

(Spadiifor-a, McGonagle) 8:11

4, Colgate. Foley
(Unassisted) 10:00

Penalties! Nishika»%-a (Boaniing) 12:49;

MoGonairle (Off. Cliecking)

13:12; Tait (Tripping) 14:59.

ard Period

i. Co'niiic, Johnson
(Foley, Spadafora) . .

2.45

6, Queen's, \''an Brunt
(Weston) 5:45

7. Col.i-.df, Meehan
(Olriksen) 14:06

Penalties: McGonagle (High Sticking)

6:21; Weston (Tripping) 7:46;

Anderson (Delayinc Giune)

13:29; McGonagle (Hooking)

14:53.

SHOTS ON GOAL

ON lierbvshir

Knobel

Total

41

30

With 1/5 of the regular de-

fensive unit and 3 new players,

the Gaels ventured to Hamilton,

N Y., to play Colgate Univei-sity.

As it turned out the best event

of the whole effort was a steak

dinner which Colgate supplied

gratis. Although I must admit

except for the shoddy stands

Signpost

Archen': Girls, only 3 more da\s lo

slioot intrammal archery. Support \Tnir

yeitr. Also, tryouts for the inter-collegiate

tefim are now in progress. The tourna-

ment is Feb, 15 in Toronto.

Babminton; Men's intercollegiate bad-
minton; Practices will begin this week
;il times posted in the gym. All eligible

rmiles of reasonable competence are in-

vited to Ir^'out for the team, which \vi!l

be t^iosen in iilxiut two weeks. For fur-

ther information contact C, Plourde.

,548-7182.

OPPORTUNITIES for GRADUATES
.Mlitd Chemical Canaiia. Lld„ an cxpaadiiiB mulli-planl orenniintion with

diversified nianutucluriDK interests in dii-micnls, building matcrialj und oilier

lines lias appnrlunilii^ for ihc folloiving:

Chcimstr>' Graduiiles For imsilions manufactu ring.

Fnailly ot Arls S; Science

Fiii-iiHy III .\iiplit-J Sclcnee

f li. ini.ul, ( imI, Mti-linnical

Eiiijim-iT- mill F-TipiiL-pring

CliKmislry GnidauUs

Muster's aud Ph,D,'8 in

Science and Engineering

laboratory and sales.

For portions in manufaclurinK.

engineering und mtunlcnnncc, in-

diistriid engineering, sales and

luboralory.

For research and dcvclopmenl op-

portnniUea in the United Slates.

SWEATERS
by

WARUEN—
PETER SCOTT
KIT.SPINDTE

103 Princess Street Phnne 546-638!

Tuesday, Jan. 20: 12;45-the Queen's

Student Branch of the E. I. C. present.':

the film, "Hallye des Neiges" at Ellis

Hall Auditorium.

Tuesday, 12;30-Non-Violence Seminar

at International House. Sponsored by

SCM. All welcome.

Saturday Ian. 25: Arts 6.5-SLEIGH
RIDE on lanuarv 25, Leaving from a

"to - be - announced'" location. Extended
"warm-np" stop at General Wolfe Hotel,

Tickets on sale at A.M.S. Office in

Union. $1,25 per couple. Limited uum-
l>er so hurrv.

(worse than those at the 'j

floor, the Colgate Arena
is

nice. The dressing room^

large and spacious and one coyij

fit the Gaels' dressing room ,1

the 'Jock' in the shower
nion,

But enough about the Aren

The game was no indication

what a healthy Gael team
fou'

have done. Defensive stalw;

Doug Cunningham, Mun-ay Mji

cheil, and Brant McNab -

absent as were offensive
threat

Frank Jodoin and Dave Lougi

George Nishidawa and Bill

duk were out for their
.seeoi

appeai-ance in a Gael unifo,

and Don Anderson made his
(

but for the Tricolour team.
Ij,

pite a badly bruised wrist whi.

had to be taped for the gam,

John Van Brunt came throuj

with both goals for the Gael

Bill Colvin came through with

steady game as did Larry Wim

over and Larry Dinsmoi

became involved in a mild skii

mish in the first period th;

brought the wrath of the fai

down on the fellows. Elwin De

oyshire was not his old sped

cular self after a bout with it

flu last week.

It's hard enough to ^^'ill a ho

key game with 13 players, b

when you have to play America

Queen

lered, c(

offer
Gair

laysi

last-

to

Quarte

[poffderp

Footbaj

GOLD

n

ditor, Jou:

We, th(

itat except

Dwder Puf

DO reasoi

College rules and the refereW^-"* possi

too, then winning becomes raoi

than a bind. American Collej

Rules prohibit a team bod

checking in the offensive ei

and allow them to dump the pui

into the offensive end once the

have crossed their own blue liiH

This makes the game terriU

boring. As for the referoeing,

was absolutely putrid. It ^eer

ed they didn't know what wasgl^

ing on at anytime SKAT ^^''"sirfet

MARKS: ... Due to Christnt;

exams veteran Ron Kinney h

decided to hang up the blades)

far as Intercollegiate Hockey

concerned . . . this weekend tl

team travel to McMa^ter

Waterloo for 2 games .

home game will be Jan, 31. "

day, so plan to attend the

before going to the Arts Foi-ms

Bale wrot

Our en1

for any ol

ijpuls of ni

n iatte:

rse^ have
f iif low i

yone agaii

* »r infer

ttty sounc

fO'i'ne she

lion's No'

Editor-in-

STONE'S
FLOWERS LTD.

246 PKINCESS STREET

Phone 54G-6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS

'WJwre a Traditional PRESTIGE Premih

,M1ic<I Clivmioil Canaila. Ltd, \yu» 14 pliinU across Canada locntcil nl or

iiiljncoiil lo \iaiiQ population areas.

Company representatives will be at the University on

Friday, January 31st. Please enquire at tlie Placement

Service Office.

Allied Chemical Canada, Ltd,
Suliiidinry Compnnlw: Thn Hsnctt Compmiy. Limil«i, Brunnrr Mand Cmiiiilii. Ud-.

The Nicholi Chrmlrtl Company. Mroittd. Thr Smllh Mnnutocturlns Llmllnl. Nallnnnl

Anllfnt * Chcnlfal Compuny. Llmllcd, Coke Oven Coropnny uf Canada LItnlim'.

GUARANTEED PROTECTION AND SAVINGS

-

Plus High Dividends

ii will pay you to see or call

STEPHEN ROUGHTON, B,A.. C.L.U. - Bcs. 542-7602

D. R. ROUGHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U. - Res. 548-1552

K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U. - Res, 546-0032

M. EMMETT ADAM - Res. 542-0782

The Mutual Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA

191 Princess St,. Tel. 546-1405

Droiidi Muiingcr A. E. Nelson, C.L.U.

STUDENTS

Summer Employment Reminder

Approximately 1400 Summer Appointments, all facul"^'

included, will be made by the Federal Civil Servi'^'^

Commission this year. To assure consideration, J"'"^^

application must be mailed before January 31, l''^^'*
i

For further information and relevant Summer Enip'^^-

ment charts, see your bulletin board or your Univf^'*'

Placement Office immediately.
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GOLDEN GALS SMASH NURSES
Queen's Golden Gals' football squad, 15 strong, battled a be

^Iderecl.
completely outclassed KGH multitude into the turf (or

loff)
unbelievable score of 97-0 Saturday afternoon on the

^ffer
Campus. The Levana "Lovelies", running from a T-forma-

Ljud
completely overran the Nui-ses who encountered trouble with

t)ch
plays as a Double Statue of Liberty, two handed forward pass

d a last-minute desperation Sleeper in which the Nurses at-

flpted to score with an illegal ball.

Quarterback and team captain Di Crone directed her "Love-

[l(s"
in professional fashion, sending her halfbacks Ann Hohnes

jid
Janet around the ends for smashing gains. Cecilia Leslie

came up with an important interception from her inside line-
backer s slot which in a post game interview she described as "oneof my gi-eater efforts". She also commented "It was
prise. I didn't even know I had the ball.

^QURNALSeORTiS

real sur-

A further move by the "Lovelies" to strengthen the defensewas the mid-game switch from a six-man (???) line to a twelveman Ime which provided invincible to the Nurses' running attack
forcmg them to go to the air.

Head Keferep. Mike Robertson, handed out several penalties
during the game, including one very unfair talking penalty to
the Lovelies" coach and received a number of penalties himself
for illegal use of hands.

1

OLDEN GALS MURDER REF AFTER BAD CALL

Mor. Journal:

We, the nurses on campus, as well as those at KGH, take
j^iil exception to the article in Friday's paper advertising the
oivdifi- Puff Football game. The LeVanites should also. There
ni) reason for stating that either group is of low intellect

less possibly some male's misdirected mania. (I assume no
lie wrote it!)

Olh- entrance requirement for university are just as high
ifor any other course, and the only exception to this for hospital
ibools of nursing is that some will accept a grade twelve stand-

in latter years, following attainment of their B.NSc, manj'
rses iiave gone on and completed their B.A. If these people
of low intellect, then so is everyone registered in Arts. If

ij'one again states or implies that nurses, or Levanites either,
M" inferior mental ability, they had better establish some

ttty sound basis in black-and-white, because otherwise we'll
I coTLsider him or her as a crank. Even mthout taking logic,

lyone should know that generalizations are dangej-ous!

Sincerely, Barbara McLaughlin, N.Sc- '64.

'^R's Note: Article ivas written by a female — in defiance
E'htiii-in-Chief's reference to feimles as "loio intellect class".

Timm OWE
by Brian Bailey

Joumol Sports Editor

RALLY RESULTS

foo.b-.ll m ^sn n ^' S^'^"^^^^ '° mid-November
ootball mama, 850 Queen smcn crowded, pressed, crushed, wedged, shoved, pushed, crammed, or blocked
their way into the Queen s Gym to witness the Basketball Gaels back-toback Friday-Saturday night Snowball
encounters with Weslem Mustangs and Waterloo Warriors.

y & >'""wi,au

500 or more sat stood or hung by their toenails from .the rafters Friday night as the return of
veterans Doug Evans and Bruce Engel seemed to spark the Gaels to a soUd first half in which they trailed
only by two PO'nls at ,he buzzer. Returned Evans was moving and shooting well but Engel's shooting was
off. In^the second half rookie Doug Eraser, the Gaels speedy midget, proved to be a real scrapper and acrowd favounie, but his set-shots from the outside Were a louch heavy and failed to drop in for him Dou^
already claimmg the Utle of Team Speedster, proved a vicious baU hawk as well

Tindalhnen kept the score close by controlling the boards (— plaudit to Howes and Engel) but
accurate outside shooters need no rebounders. Consequently it was just a matter of time before die visitin^
Mustangs began to find their range. I feel that, the game Eraser and Raisbeck have a good night from die
outside, die Gaels won't be stopped. They are every bit as good under die baskets as any I have seen so
far.

The 75-55 score was not reaUy indicative. The game was close and hard fought — the difference
being the result of a five minute scoring spree for the 'Stangs near die beginning of the second half.

Saturday night 350 Gael Supporters again fiUed the stands to walch die big Black and Yellow
Waterioo Warriors — again prove diat outside shooting wins games.

In the first half showing a mastery of one of die game's oldest plays, die dir«e-man weave the
Warriors repeatedly worked die ball in close enough for big Jerry Raphael to lay it up. This pulled die Gaels
defence towards the basket and die visitors were left free on the outside to sink dieir sliots from more
than thirty feet in die last half.

Of the Gaels' 21 lieid goals, ex-Western Mustang veteran Jerry Ferguson figured in 10 of them
with 7 of his own and 3 assists. Newcomer Ted Warmg, Ferguson, and Evans were the only Gaels unmune
from dirowing-the-baU-away disease. The odiers, unlike all die visitors, displayed signs of nervousness ir
the form of minute mistakes which the Mustangs and Warriors mediodically turned into two point addi-
tions to their scores.

Predictions — As Eraser and Raisbeck go from the outside, so shall go die Gaels.

OFF THE RIM: Western player, on die crowd at Fridays game, "Only place in the league, with exception
of home, that IVe seen that many more spectators than seats" .... Ted Waring, proving to be an able
Gael, controls die ball well, should shoot more . . . .Bob Howes, looking "really rugged" under die basket— but still takes "hope" shots. . . .

WESTERN, WATERLOO, DOWN CAGERS

EASY DOES IT!

Despite two fine overall ef-

forts during Snowball Week-
end, the Golden Gaels are still

looking for their first league

victory in two years.

The rapidly improving Gaels

faced the highly touted and
highly favoured Western Mus-

tangs before an overflowing and

enthusiastic crowd on Friday

night. Spax-ked by the return of

\'eterans Doug Evans, Lany
Ferguson and Bruce Engel to

the line up the Gaels battled

Western to a virtual standoff in

the first half.

In the second half Queen's did

everything but score while Wes-
tern, led by the deadly Tom Wil-

liams practically tore the mesh
off the hoop- The Gaels control-

led the floor play, getting off 41

shots to Western's 29, but while

the Mustangs hit on amazing

50% of theirs, the Gaels had to

settle for an anemic 22%. Time
and again the Gaels had good

plays spoiled by a missed shot,

and the final score of 76-56 was

far from indicative of the game
itself. Williamson was the even-

ing's leading scorer with 29

points, while Evans led the Gaels

with 13 and Hawes followed

withi 10.

In light of the team's fine per-

formance the night before, the

comparatively small and sub-

dued crowd for the Waterloo

game was disappointing as was
the outcome. Following a pat-

tern similar to that of the night

before. Queen's trailed slightly

throughout the first twenty

minutes and went to the dress-

ing room on the wrong end of a

35-28 score. After Waterloo had
scored the first basket of the

second half, however, the Gaels

came roai'ing back. They cut the

Waterloo lead to 2 and appeared

on the ^'erge of taking command
of the game went the bottom
fell out. Waterloo scored a couple

of quick baskets, the Gaels mis-

sed a couple and suddenly 2

little points became an tmsur-

mountable 8. Waterloo went on

to win by 16, 74-58. High scor-

ing Jerry Raphael and accurate

Bob Balalura were the game's

high scorers with 20 points

each, while Lany Ferguson led

the Gaels in their best offensive

and defensive effort of the sea-

son with 15, followed by Howes
and Evans with 13 and 12 res-

pectively.

Queen's supporters could not

help but be encouraged by the

Gael's showing in these two

games. The return of Evans,

Ferguson, and Cugel adds new
depth and experience to a team
that was badly in need of both.

This trio, in spite of the fact

that they had been practicing

with the team for less than a

week, still accounted for more
than half of its points. Doug
Evans in paiiicular impressed
many with his tluid style and
shai-p playmaking in addition

to being the weekend's high
scorer m'th 25 points- In addi-

tion to these three. Bob Howes,
who scored 23 points, and led

in rebounds. Al Raisbeck, Ted
Waring, and Doug Fraser all

made valuable contributions.

With their revamped starting

lineup, some solid spectator sup-
port, and rusty shooting eyes
given a week to be polished up,

the Gaels appear Just ahnut
ri?adv ( o )^->.-:-\, mti . I

Results of 3rd Annual Snow-
ball Rally sponsored by Tri-
colour Autosport Club;

1st OveraU
Driver — Ed Robertson
Navigator — Paul Sabjen
Car — Triumph TR-i, 6 pen-

alty points.

Winning the Player's Trophy
and engraved "Mosport" Light-
ers and Pit Passes to "Players
200". Members of Tricolour

Autosport Club.

2nd Overall
Driver — Jim Reid
Navigator — Paul Huchison
Car — Sebring Sprite

Winning the Performance
Motors Trophy (for the highest

paced university entry exclusive

of 1st overall), and engraved
silver steins- Member of Tri-

colour Autosport Club.

3rd Overall
Driver — J. G. Marshall

Navigator — M. Jewett
Car — Corvair

Winning engraved "Mosport"
lighters and pit passes to

"Players 200". Members of

Tricolour Autosport Club.

Team Prize for lowest scored

3-car team from St. Lawrence
Auto Club.

Car No. 6 — Ed Dow, Jack

Wiilson — Con'ette.

Car No. 6 — Keith Jackson,

r. Dodsworth — Volkswagen.

Car No- 18 — John Smith,

Dave Phippen—Corvair Monza.
Record entry of 40 ears. 30

finished. Tliis was a well organ-

ized and well run rally, organ-

ized by Jack Hughes.

Notice To Clubs
In order that no student who is

outstanding in any area of extra-

curricular affairs be excluded from

consideration for membership in

the Tricolor Society, the executives

of all recognized campus organiz-

ations are hereby informed of the

qualificalions for membership and
the correct procedure for nomina-

tion.

Admission to the Tricolor Society

outlined in the Alma Mater
Society Consdtution as "the highest

(ribute that can be paid a student

Mr valuable service to the Univer-

iiv in non-athletic, extra-curricular

K-iivities." Admission is iunited to

noslgraduales and students in the

second term of their final academic
year.

Any member of the Ahna Mater
Society may submit nominations to

the Special Selection Committee.
These should be left in the Alma
Maler Society Office not later than

January 25, and must be accom-
panied by a list of the candidate's

services to student extra-curricular

activities. The purpose of this

notice is to ensure that the execu-

tives of campus clubs give some
thought to the nomination of eligible

and outstanding members of their

organization. We would appreciate

vour co-operation in this niatler.

—Tricolor Selection Committee

34
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SCIENTIST VERSUS HUMANIST

The Clash of Thinking
The University offers two types of

curricula; one provides a "professional

training," and the other provokes a

"liberal education." One might expect

this 10 give rise to two different types of

student, whom we shall designate for the

purposes of argument as, firstly En^eer-

ing and Medical, and secondly. Arts.

We go on to ask, "If two such cultures

can be distinguished, what is the essential

difference between them?" And "What

is the result of this division?" These are

some of the questions which will be dis-

cussed during the Education Seminar to

be held at Queen's the first weekend in

February, and which will define the theme

of one of the work-shops.

Thes two cultures exist not only in the

University, but in the cold world outside.

The essential distinguishing feature,

developed at a University level is the way

of thinking. The effect of this is a lack

of understanding at many levels, a clash

between what has often been termed

"ihc Humanities and the Sciences."

As a student, how one thinks is

firstly derived from his curriculum. What

he has learned, and the problems he is

asked to solve have a deep effect, which

is strengtliened as he meets the same

sorts of problems in his job. The

methods of analysis and solution he uses

form his outlook, and he applies them

to problems of life. How different are

the professional problems of a civil

cn^necr and a diplomall And when they

PexJpecli't^e Pieview

Prof. Hodgetts

come together at a meeting of the League

of Social Reconstruction to discuss an

unemployment problem, or in the spheres

of government to discuss missile pro-

gramme, their thinking may easily clash.

The solution to this clash lies partly in a

better understanding and appreciation of

the problems and thinking of the other

culture, lo be applied in one's own prob-

lems as well as in common problems of

society. I call this process "broadening"

the Engineers and "informing" the Arts-

men.

By_ "broadening" 1 mean development

of a wider outlook, and more liberal

thinking. This is especially important for

more theoretical engineers, physicists or

nuclear scientists. They should have an

appreciation of human value, of the

philosophy of science behind their work,

of metaphysics. It is equally true for the

more practical engineer, who is more

likely to involve himself with the worid,

in business, and often municipal politics.

He must appreciate society and its

heritage, and would do well to under-

stand principles of psychology and

sociology.

On the other side, tlie Artsmen must

be "informed." Too often he does not

appreciate the complex problems in-

volved in constructing the modem world.

An elementary course in building venti-

lation would do him much good, by show-

ing him the wide range of problems in-

volved, and the philosophy that an

Engineer adopts in solving them. Some-

times he does not realize the importance

of research !o technological development,

the time and money necessary to produce

something the housewife takes for

granted, like a transistor radio. (A tran-

sistor is something that makes noise;

that's why my nine transistor is louder

than your six!)

i have mentioned courses tliat each

group should take, but there is certainly

no room in the modem university curricu-

lum for more courses. Engineers and

Medsmen already have thirty hours a

week, and an Artsman would shudder at

the idea of getting a liberal education on

more than fifteen. Then what can the

University do?

We hope answers lo this question will

come out in the discussions. Perhaps

the answer lies in the realm of extra-

curricular activities; this is mainly where

friends outside one's year are mot, if at

all. It is with friends that the exchange

and understanding of ideas takes place,

and friendship should be as broad as

possible. Perhaps we shall have to break

up the strong "year faction" which eats

together, studies together, acts together.

Perhaps the answer lies in combined

initiations? Tony Taylor

NOTE: Tony Taylor will lead a workshop

at the Education seminar. The gulf

between the sciences and the humanities

will be the topic of discussion in this

workshop.

This Thursday night at 8:00p.m. as

a conlinuation of CFRC's weekly pro-

gramme "Perspective '64," Professor J. E.

Hodgetts will give a talk on the sub-

ject: "Political Man: Frustration or

Cliallenge."

Professor Hodgetts will begin by dis-

cussing two attitudes towards political

man. The first attitude is the pessimistic,

critical approach that many have of man's

poor participation in political affairs,

Professor Hodgetts will attempt to

counter this complaint, thai man is not

the political animal he should be, by

maintaining that man is first of all a

multi-sided animal, that polical power is

only a part of a vast network of social

power, and that man should therefore

be concerned with a variety of powers,

As a service lo the listeners of Perspec-

tive '64, the Journal will present a pre-

view article prior lo each programme.

Tliese articles, prepared by John Rae,

will give some idea of the problems to

be considered by the guest.

and not isolate himself lo only one form

of power, political power.

In the second part of his talk, Profes-

sor Hodgetts will consider the challenges

that fuce political man today. Professor

Hodgetts believes that one of the main

challenges for political man is in reducing

the existing gap between our knowledge

of the social sciences and our knowledge

of the mechanical sciences. Because of

increased study in the social sciences,

we are becoming more alert lo the prob-

lems that confront us, and the challenge

here is not to allow these problems to

dominate us. Another challenge for

political man is to devise improvements

and changes in our present means of

social engineering if they are found to

be inadequate.

The programme will finish off with a

panel discussion that will consider the

various aspects of Professor Hodgetts'

talk.

Reunion
Goblets tremble for a moment

In the clutch of entertainment,

While singly we recall needs for transition —
Congratulate the disappearance of our grief.

How fortunate we are that tiny talk

Rises faster than the tears may jail.

The chance of overhearing one quick sob

Unveils llie private sorrows.

Silence pauses, for a moment in the doorway

On his stealtliy way to listen

By the side of one who weeps.

Fortunate again, that we never can remember

All the words lo the slow, sad songs

But only hum the chorus as we gaze, in gay approval

On the crippled hunchback jester and his antic troupe.

The Bridge
poppy gemmell

MOVIE REVIEW
War movies have just one message.

After having grasped the fact that "war

is Hell" or that "war is stupid" or that

"war is man" there is not much more to

be learned from these movies. Never-

theless the permutations are endless and

if one does not mind being depressed,

one can see some very striking examples

of what men can do to one another. The
Bridge cleverly emphasizes several

themes.

We are introduced to the various

families involved in a somewhat compli-

cated and occasionally artificial introduc-

tion. We see the variety of responses

made to the demand for young blood (as

it were), and we arc left in short order

alone on the bridge with the young

soldiers. We see: the malleabihty of

young minds — the basic perversions —
the quick smile of pride as the sixteen

year old kills his first man — the propa-

ganda assimilated, believed and spewed

back. We sec the good destroyed indis-

criminately with the bad. The American

soldier who doesn't want to kill kids,

killed. The old German householder

killed through the adolescent's ignorance

of his weapon. We see how often men

are destroyed holding a bridge that has

no significance anyway. But the indi-

vidual examples are endless.

In effect the whole context of war is

presented. Men somehow bound in a

tradition they are not smart or -strong

enough to avoid. The themes are all

there; the stupidity, the brutality, the

insanity, the ugliness, the uselessness of

war— all expressed with depressing skill

and effectiveness,

THE SHORT
The Wild Horses of the Camarque, the

short, was an interestmg experiment in

photography. The fibn presents merely a

study in motion — the slow flowing

motion of the wild horses. Vacuous

faces float by, expressionless masks,

echoed again in the background music.

Bodies plunging through the surf or

writhing in the mud — a sort of ritual-

istic sensual dance in motion, I found

the effectiveness of the presentation

marred by the crowded atmosphere in-

duced by -the repeated shots of the herd.

Perhaps such a form of movement is

best represented by an individual

example. Yet, on the whole, the sense

of motion was well communicated.

David Glassco

The most refreshing interchange to come out of Professor Dozois' speech

last week on Confederation and French Canada was sparked by a lowly and

humble student of politics, Rory Leishman. "What will we gain" he asked wiih

lucid style and penetrating wit, "if we reorganize all our institutions, reform the

Supreme Court and the Senate, reallocate the federal taxing powers, eliminate

English broadcasting in Toronto ... and yet have not brotherly love and under-

standing between our peoples? It's not the way we do it in Indian Point," he

said, "nor in English Canada."

Blessed are the peacemakers, a voice was heard to murnier, as Ror^

rearranged his syntax and look his scat.

Professor Dozois seemed ready to launch a massive attack against this

sedition when he was informed that the suggestion had originally been made,

not by a Queen's pohtics student, but by a French Canadian Prime Minister

The essence of this revolutionary suggestion seems to be that people of

good will can make just about any system function in a manner satisfactory to

all concerned. If the system seems in danger of imminent collapse, therefore,

the solution is not to draft another constitution, but to reform our sinful ways.

Rory was kind enough to suggest that perhaps the sin lies heaviest on the

shoulders of English Canadians, for failing to accept le fait francais en Amerique.

D'accord.

But Mr. Dozois, doesn't just a little of this guilt fall on French shoulders

too? Are you really all that passionately interested in a united, bicultural

Canada, Mr. Dozois, that you can shift all the blame for its failure onto English

Canadian callousness? Aren't you in fact more of a French-Canadian national-

ist? Isn't your first love Quebec rather than Canada?

Just don't expect English Canadians to sympathize all that strongly with

your nationalism, that's all. If you feci there is injustice in this country (as there

is), or if you feel frustrated in your attempt to achieve a really bilingual and

bicultural Canada (as you very well may), then come and sit down with us.

and we will try to work something out. I think we are ready to do that now.

But if you are making all these demands purely in order to satisfy your

own sense of forming a nation, then English Canadians can hardly be expected

to give way. For you will never be satisfied. If your nationalism is strong and

deep and sincere enough, you will never feel that your people have enough

autonomy. "Give us just two more judges on the Supreme Court," you will say,

"and then we will be satisfied." But getting two more judges won't stop your

feeling of aggrieved nationalism, for nationalism is surely more of an emotional

identification than a rational thought process.

So if your nationalism is really all that strong, then perhaps there is no

alternative to separatism. For an increasing number of English Canadians this

would be a tragedy of the highest order, for we are just beginning to realize the

potentials of co-operative and amicable biculturalism.

If what you want is biculturalism, Mr. Dozois, then I think we're all set

to talk shop. If what you want is nationahst trappings and national sovereignty,

then may the parting of the ways be as pleasant as possible.

John Isbisler

HOT UNDER THE COLLAR?
Have you a burning deSire to vent yotir spleen about the petty burea-

crats who call themselves "Members of the AMS" or about the ridicu-

lous rules of the library?

The JOURNAL is planning features on the Douglas Library and

on Student Government in the near future.

Phone Dave Dodge immediately if you have good ideas for articles

for these two features.

Three Points

Ecrasez Llnfame
In reply to criticism and much argu-

menlless mud, which resembles the pro-

gress of a slug through a swamp, slimy,

vile and anonymous, several things need

to be said. The drunk ravings of Mr.

"Pessimus" might go down well in a

nunnery. As for Mr. Garrard's more

rational view, people who care silently

might just as well not care at all. Silence

acknowledges. Silence sanctions. Munich,

moreover, is not an argument against

pacifism so much as a condemnation of

silence, at one with the body of indiffer-

ence. HumiUty was also at Munich. The
drama of Munich played itself out years

before in the executions of "unsilent"

students and the like.

Here are three points:

Firstly — It is possible to make the

value judgment "Peace is necessary" and

the factual observation "War is inevit-

able" without self-contradiction. Irres-

pective of ultimate values, peace from

nuclear war is essential, because this war

would destroy ALL values, the ground

would fall away from beneath the dispu-

tants. But this, admittedly, is a value

judgment. Many narrow-minded fanatics

take a goldwater stand of "Better dead
than red" unconditionally.

Secondly— For those who arc com-

pletely devoted to making a high schoo I

out of a university, and finding a

forlable rut of childishness, well sheUer^l

from world problems, there is li"'^ '"I

say except happy snowballs and p*'!''!

playpen days. North America 'H
destroy itself Ihrough the vegetation 3" I

indifference with which it fills its v^^n

Thirdly — Of course peace is

enough, and here it directly becomes

conflict of values. Against those who

seriously concerned with killmg to '^^

j

a great standing still race, who '""^'.ipl

and bomb the smiles of Cuban ^h'^J^I

in order to protect a dog eat dog ^^^'^^^^L

other values must be asserted. Who |

selling jet planes ^nd machine g^^^ J
the South African Government?

^^^'J J
going to sell uranium to France?

As long as there is wholescale cap'*^
^_

in the world, as long as t^^^ .

''^'^"godl

profit dominates certain socieiic'^' I

murder is profitable, and people ^''^'^.^

vested interest in hating, there wiH

be war, and greedy bloated monsif'^

go on ripping the world and huma"'

pieces like mad jacksils.

-Rick Johns'""'
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PICASSO
^ND MAN

. n\en have become legends in

- lifetime. But one of tlieni is

.|p pieasso. His genius, his fas-

^Ijnt'
imagination, his blatant

jsgard for the rules of society,

p made him the most talked

ut iind, very possibly, the great-

(,1-tifit alive to-day.

The largest Picasso exhibition

„r held in Canada, bringing to-

l,er
paintings, drawings, sculp-

g and prints from all over the

15 at the Art Gallery of To-

flto
until' Februay 16. Four paint-

p from Russia, never before loan-

Q North America, are included in

exliibition.

Works have been selected on the

tm of the artist's image of man
roughout his long painting life

id Dr Evan Turner states in the

nnidiiction to the catalogue: "His

jrk is in the very greatest human-
tradition, even as it is thorough-

contemporary in its exploration of

in in terms of the conflicts and the

justments required of him in this

fitu ry.

Hie Agnes Etherington Art Centre

arr;mged for a chartered bus to

10 Toronto on THURSDAY.
L\UARY 30 to enable students to

Ihe exhibition. The bus will leave

(Art Centre at 8:00 a,m. and will

hack in Kingston about 8:00 p.m.

Me seats are still available —
aurn fare $4.75. Reservations
onld be made with Mrs. Smith at

(Art Centre as soon as possible.

iRADE 14?

Condemns Sociologists

DR. MULLER

Jisciissions on university educa-
0 invariably bog down after a
ain point. This comes when it is

'zed that to discuss the univer-
' necessitates a discussion of the
ole school system- For the calibre

university education is very de-
^fleiit on the kind of material the
Jversity receives from the high
wis.

ituiients accuse their professors
wninspired teaching, of presenting
^levant material and examining

of unimaginative essay and
«rato! v assignments, and of sup-
ine original work. T'he profes-

"etort that the student is both
"^lly and technically unprepared
University. Furthermore, he has

"''ee to study, and no idea of

begin even if the urge exists.

P'ebruary 1 and 2, CUS and
^'9 jointly sponsoring a semin-

^J"

«'ucation, entitled "Grade 14".

^^ssor Northrup Frye, who gave
""'versity Day address here this

V. will

^m. to

be on the campus for the

speak to the seminar and

participate in the discussion groups.

Dean A. R. 0. Duncan will also be

speaking, and the opening panel will

pit Dean Bryce, Dean of Women, Dr.

Joliffe of the Geology Department,

Dr. Nelson of Biology, and Dr.

Shortliffe of French against each

other on the question Who Should

Come to University? A concluding

panel will include Dr. Basmajian,

educator and anatomist, Dr. Eichner

of the German Department, and Dr.

Mewett and Professor Ryan of Law.

It is the contention of the seminar

that all too few undergraduates are

being educated and that all too many
will leave having no more idea of the

true nature of the world they gradu-

ate into than they did when they

came. We are seeking to stimulate

thought about the meaning of edu-

cation and the relevance to life; in

twentietli centui-y society of a matri-

culation or a university degree.

Registration for the seminar will

begin on Tuesday, and will take place

in-Ban Righ, Leonard Hall, and the

Union.

Plebiscite Needed?

AMS Debates Health Service
The AMS is to ask the administra-

tion whether or not it needs a pleb-

iscite for its proposed improvement

in the Queen's Health Service. The

proposals, which include an approxi-

mate $6 rise in the student interest

fees will entirely revolutionize health

services and health insurance at

Queen's.

The AMS made two significant

amendments to the proposals put

before it by the student health Com-

mittee. It has suggested that the new

health committee should be made re-

sponsible to the AMS and not to the

senate, as is suggested in the brief.

And it defeated an attempt to make

the health fee independent of stu-

dent control.

Both points sparked the AMS into

excited' debate. The proposed stu>

dent health Committee will probably

include strong faculty representa-

tion. Miss Maureen Law said that

Ments Want More Say In Student Affairs

''^ngthened regional structure
Ponse to the announcement of
"^^^ department of University

j.^ I'esulted from the Ontario

w
"''I f^onference of CUS in Ham-
[J'^t weekend.

past this provincial division

1^
National association has been
" useless. With the pi-opose<l

t^l^
«f the Department of Un-

^jjjl^'

-Affairs, this Ontario Pro-

Huj^.'^^riference, was given an op-

^
to do great things. It has

" 800(3 start by defining areas

By ROD MacLEOD

in which it would be desirable to pro-

vide for permanent channels of com-

munication between the students of

the province and the provincial gov-

ernment.

No University in Ontario is per-

mitted to use a provincial govern-

ment gi-ant for residences, food ser-

vice centres, or non-athletic enter-

tainment centres. The AMS repre-

sentatives to the Conference joined

with representatives of other Ontario

Universities in saying that they did

not like the restriction.

Dr. Mullet Sees Creative Individual

As Rare And Vital Historical Bird
Dr. MuIIer began his first lecture in the series "The Individual

in a Revolutionary World" with an investigation of the complex nature
of society in a contemporary Western Nation and the pressures facing
the man who desires to live as a creative individual in that society.

In the United States, where a battery of sociologists publish their
findings on the currents of thought in a mass society, the only opponents
to conformity appear to be those popular writers "who chant the old
slogans about individuals on freedom and progress".
Study of Pressures

Dr. MuUer asserted that the "supreme importance of the dignity,
freedom and responsibility of the individual person in human society"
could best be emphasized by a study of the pressures felt by the individual
and an examination of the historical development leading up to the present
democracy as we know it.

In modern America the individual has a pressure from at least three
different sources: the social scientist who regards man as a cell with
no existence of its own; the anthropologist who claims that culture
developed by itself with no help from the individual; and the historian
who rears the "hero-image" and concentrates on the abstract processes
jf history.

Creative Individual
In opposition to these views Dr. MuUer stated that "all human values

..... can be reaHzed only in the lives of individuals" and that 'the
creative individual is the moat apparent agent of social and cultural

change."

In tracing the rise of individualism in history. Dr. MuUer showed
tliat the development of the heterogeneous city and the rise of the higher
religions laid new stress on the role of the individual, although there is no
historical record of their "unquenchable belief in freedom". The Greeks
first made individual freedom a conscious ideal although they limited

it by their failure to express it concretely in a system of laws. The
Epicureans and Stoics contributed by emphasizing the possibility of

personal freedom under any state. Dr. MuUer felt, however, that it was
chiefly from the Nudeo-Christian doctrine of man "created in the image
of God" that the sanctity of the individual developed.

The Renaissance, with its new
opportunities for personal expres-

sion, tiie Puritans and the "personal

ethic", and the age of Enlightenment
with its stress on tiie "natural rights

of man all led up to the belief in

early 19th century America that a
man has rights to govern himself."

It was here that Detorquevella first

coined the word indiriduaiism.

Individualism Economic Freedom
Dr. Muller dwelt at length on the

problems and paradoxes of the_

growth of personal freedom in Am-
erica. In the first place, individualism

came to mean "economic freedom
and every man for himself" support-

ed by a Puritan God who favoured
the hard-working business man. In

the second place the cult of the

Romantic individual or artist-hero

developed with its disregard for the

basic conformity needed in a civiliz-

ed society. Dr. Muller concluded that

the only course an individual can

only attempt the fullest extension of

his personal freedom but within the

bounds of eivilizatiou taking care

that no one else is hurt in the pro-

cess. Under the pressures of histor-

ical conformity, the stereotyped

"bourgeois" image, and a failure to

appreciate the true nature of West-

ern achievements individuality is

stifled, but society none the less re-

quires the "hard, independent, re-

sponsible, thinking person

"the true individual".

The students of Quebec have con-

siderable say in the gi-anting of bur-

saries, scholarships and loans by the

Quebec government to individual

students-

At many other universities stu-

dent self-government is denied in the

provincial charter given to the Un-

iversity.

Do you feel that we as University

Students, who are actually living the

academic programme presented to

us should be refused the right to have

some say in the formulation?

because the committee will be almost
entirely independent, there was no
harm in making it responsible to the

senate. But many members of the

AMS including George Kinloch.

Austin Henderaon. and the Journal
Editor felt that this was "to deny
the principal of AMS responsibility

for vital student affairs. After all.

said George Kinloch, we are going to

use the service, we should have the

right to take the responsibility.

The ri.se in the interest fee will be

used to improve both health services

and health insurance. The brief pro-

poses that the director of the health

service on Campus be a full time

psychologist or internal specialist,

and that his junior resident be an

expert in the other field. To reinforce

this experience it is proposed to

employ a family physician and a

junior in both fields. This will be

the first time that the Queen's Hea'th

Service has recognized psychologicil

problems.

The AMS has also decided to use

$500 for an expert to look into the

problems of improving the health

insurance plan on Campus- At pre-

sent the insurance plan is very in-

adequate, not providing for matern.

ity or anytliing of that sort.

If you have eye or tooth troub'e,

you are going to be out of luck with

the plan as it stands. George Kinloch.

j^neaking of this, felt that it was a

dastardly omission. One member
said that he had not made his own
dentist appointments for years, and

that he used dental facilities fnr

more than medical facilities.

Ed Mayhew praised the commit-

tee, which consists of Drs. Read an^l

Slone. Maureen Law, Don Rasnuis-

sen. and Bob Macmillan, for a job

well done.

Any student or groups of

students wishing to talk

informally with Dr. MuJIer,

should contact Mr. Somkin

the Dunning Trust Lecui-er,

at 589 or IVIr. Lougheed at

468. The John Orr room in

the Union will be available

for informal discussion.

34
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EDITORIAL

In Defence of a Poem
Freedom of the Press is somethiog we have fought tooth and nail to win,

and the Journal has always prided itself on the freedom that it has had. Today

we carry that freedom of the Press to its extreme limit. We pubhsh a poem of a

certain full-hlooded splendour. It is also a poem that you would customarily

consider in bad taste, and since the matter of "good taste" enters the ethics of

the Canadian University Press, it is one that should be considered seriously.

We question the philosophy of a society that admits that some things are

esscnial for the happiness of individuals, and then proceeds to clothe those

essential things in a mist of shame, silence, and double think. Obviously the

anatomy of love is not necessary for happiness, there have been a great many

geniuses and perfectly average people who have led perfectly happy chaste lives.

At the same time we do not belive that those who think otherwise should be

ashamed, and we do not sec why they should declare that "the foul rag and bone

shop of the heart" is not in its own way quite a noble thing. This is the essential

reason why we print this poem.

Furthermore we are not prepared to accept the thesis commonly put

forward by some of our most respected thinkers tliat passion is an evil. Time

and again one reads in advise on holding meetings that one should see no strong

feeling. Well we feel that is lo deny an essential side of human natiu-e. Human

flesh is heir to strong feelings, and to destroy them is to deny most of that which

makes us human.

The reason that we have not maintained a discreet silence on this, is that

it is not always the business of tlie University Press to maintain a stately silence-

As students we represent a ferment of the new generaion. As students we are

swept into a world which is no longer that of the last generation. It is one in

which the old imperial loyalties have evaporated, and in which in all parts of the

world supernatural faith is struggUng for survival. We wish that was not so,

but it is so. There are a few things that we can put our faith in, and of one

of them, we have printed a poem.

No!
Editor, Jourrui},

We were dismayed loday 'to read the dribble which

for some unknown reason you allowed to blaspheme the

hallowed page of the Journal. We refer specifically to the

letter submitted by one Mr. Fletcher, who obviously has not

heard the album "BEATLEMANIA," which is on sale for

only $2.98 at Freddie's Lunch.

We can picture Mr. Fletcher sitting in his mid-

Victorian flat, the mausoleum silence violated only by the

splashings of Beethoven's Unfinished Fifth. We came to

Queen's to broaden our scope and expose ourselves to new
influences. What is Mr. Fletcher doing here? We would ask

him, "What is the reaction of any mature Levanite to a

seductive combination of a jigger of Old Stumpblower and

the subtle strains of Beatlemania?" And we would answer

for him, "Ecstacy!"

ROLL OVER BEETHOVEN Mill

Conservatively yours.

The Kingston Trio.

Yes!

Editor, Journal,

Have you ever seen a child with a new toy? For the

first short while the plaything occupies all the youngster's

attention, then it is cast away and replaced by some new

fancy.'

Do you remember your childhood and early teens? If

you were like me you went through a stage when you bought

records, or turned on the radio, to hear the NOISE which

was emitted, There was, and for that matter still is. a very fine

line drawn between noise and music. I have no bone to pick

witii the producers of this type of entertainment. They are

making so much money selling it to the children of the world

that it would be lunacy on their part to stop. The fact that

some pupils, who by passing a set of grade thirteen exams,

have earned the right (or have been given the privilege) to

come lo this ijniversity, could be so immature as to think

ithat they could get an audience of students from Queen's

large enough to pay even for the plane ride for one of these

groups of noise-makers, astounds me. The fact that they

used by name in a cheap publicity stunt letter to the Q.J:

annoys me. The fact that they wasted money, which some of

us down here find hard to come by, phoning long distance

to New York and wiring to England and France in pursuit of

their idols amuses nie.

Do you recall getting out of public school at four

o'clock and on the way home drawing pictures on walls or

puttmg moustaches on posters? Wouldn't it have been more
fun with a spray bomb of red paint?

Let us hope than the members of B.B.T. Enterprises

{1 understand that B.B.T. represents the initials of the

founders of this group. Bill Henderson, Bary Shchan, and
Tom Ferris) will put away their new found toy before they

find to their great disappointment that the vast majority of

Queen'smen are a least approaching adulthood.

Yours sincerely,

Paul Fletcher

TH)5?

Please Excuse our Ignorance

CORRECTION
In a report of a debate headed, "Fair is Foul and Fowl is Fare" we made

an error. We reported that two of tiie debaters had been professors Berry and

MiUiken. They were in fact professors Berry and Melvin. We would like to

apologize for any embarrassment caused to them.

You Said it , . ,

Distressed: Anger and Disapproval

Our View
The recent letter "Dis-

tressed" was a genuine letter

addressed lo the editor. In

keeping wiUi newspaper

ethics, the editor obtained

the name of the writer, but

agreed not to print the

writer's name. The writer

informed the editor that the

letter was meant as a satire

on the religious bigot, who
replaces die doctrine of love

wilh that of prejudice and

intolerance. We ran it in

order to find out for our-

selves the true feeling of

Queen'smen on this subject

of discrimination. The answer

was overwhelming. Queen's

hales discrimination. We
received fourteen letters and

a soapbox to prove it.

—The Editors.

AMSSPUlHi

Glee Glued

SlOn
hole in its pocket,

it i,

deficits of $300 bills after

recent production of "Rudd'
gore'.' The AMS has ^1
agreed to make up $200
The AMS has fur

^^^^
years now been presenicd

with $300 bills after

Glee Club productions,
amj

this year has decided to shut

the door to more last minute

calls for help,
"""

now have

and

The Glee Club will

to find the deficit itself-

Editor, Journal,

The letter headed "Dis-

tressed" in Tuesday's Journal

leaves me distressed indeed.

My first reaction waS

simply to i^ore it as the

foolish babblings of an idiot,

but I feel now that the race-

hate and i^orance expressed

by the writer should be pub-

licly condemned.

First, to identify Buddhism

with "paganism", "immoral-

ity", and "debauchery" is to

betray an almost unbeliev-

able ignorance of a great

philosophy and religion.

Further, the derogatory refer-

ences to "non-white protest-

antism" and "inferior races"

are at least 200 or, if you

like, over 1900 years out of

date. We obviously cannot

Shouldn't have Printed it

Editor, Journal,

With a few more such

"God-fearing students" being

distressed at the condition

of campus immorality and

paganism it seems to follow

from the logic of the author

of "Distressed" that soon

there should be a movement

lo get rid of the small over-

influential non-while minority

attending this institution. It

is small wonder that some of

the bloodiest episodes in

history have been attributed

to misguided reli^ous fer-

vour and the zeal of self-

righteous.

It was shocking enough to

realize that some slightiy

sane person penned one of

the most open insults on

campus; but it is beyond

comprehension how the

Journal allowed it to be pub-

Ushed under a pseudonym.

In a democratic society free-

dom of speech was meant

for expression of opinion and

certainly not for the pur-

pose of insulting- and defam-

ing the character of indi-

viduals or groups.

Our "God-fearing student"

seems to have great need for

the re-examination of his

religious views, especially

with regards to his relation

lo others. It would be my
suggestion that this person

try a bit of understanding

and lo get to know these

people he finds so easy to

insult behind the smoke-
screen of a pseudonym.

That a work of Art in

"Snowball" should be found

to convey the feeling of the

paganism triumphing on

campus can only be as re-

grettable as the grime which

bigots are hable to fijid in

any innocent work. It b my
hope that if one has lo

express opinion it will not be

suppressed but that the

Journal will give serious

consideration about printing

insulting material which the

author lacks the courage to

sign.

Yours very truly,

Keith Chang.

Well Done
Editor. Journal,

I would like to congratu-

late the CUS education com-
mittee on a very successful

"Perspective" teachers' night.

The four panelists presented

the profession in its true

aspect, referring both to its

demands and its rewards but

emphasizing Uiat it should

not be undertaken without

much thought and careful

consideration. Whether is en-

couraged, discouraged, or

more important, provoked

reconsiderations in the minds
of prospective teachers, it

achieved its aim. I would
especially like to Uiank Liz

Colquhoun and Ken Stewart

for their work and I hope this

programme will be continued

in the future.

Yours truly,

Anne Warburg.

hope lo educate this \vriter

by retorts to his letter; the

purpose of this reply is to

make it known, to our over-

seas visitors in particular,

that his kind of thinking is

shared by very few students,

and that there are many of

us who feel very strongly to

the contrary, whether for

Christian or for other

reasons, I would hope, how-

ever, that no one needs to

be told.

But maybe I missed the

point. Maybe "Distressed"

was a funny joke, or an

attempt at some Swiflian

satire. Or perhaps it was

just the work of some per-

vert, I would dare to call

him, to see what he could

stir up. Well in either case

he missed the mark very

badly and the effort was in

exti-emely poor taste. The
anonymous "God-fearing"

signature indicates at the

least a complete lack of

courage in his convictions,

and possibly an unpleasant

sort of hypocrisy as well.

I would urge again, as

others have ahready, that the

Journal Editor not ignore

his responsibility to refuse

to publish attacks of this

nature anonymously. This is,

I feel, a serious responsi-

bility.

Sincerely,

Boh Nation,

Arts '65.

in the words of Gord Phj;,

lopson "tile AMS has made

it clear to the Campus th^i

not every debt will be

by the AMS."
The AMS added a recom-

mendation to next ycj:'5

executive that in future
ji

should not pay any debts

incurred by the Glee Club,

Doug McCalla included
in

this motion the proviso thai

the AMS should consider

making a yearly grant to the

Glee Club.

The City
A Commission of Gewj

Dirk, graduate rep,, and

Doug McCalla, Queen's COS

president, has been formed.

It will study the dilRculiiej

of the relationship of tlie

AMS and the City. They

may well see Mayor Mills to

discuss the problem,

McGill to Sing?

A suggestion from McGill

that their Choral Society

come to give a concert in

Kingston has been referred

to the Levana Society. Fini

of all it was suggested that

the proposal be forwarded to

the Glee Cluh, but Ed May-

hew said he felt it should be

handed on "to one of our

propaganda machines, one of

the faculty societies."

Grads

There has been a mix-up

in the graduate interest fee

It was originally arrangeii

that the Administr:iCioD

should collect $8.50, but in

fact it only collected SS.

Since there are 267 gradu-

ate students, this leaves the

Society with a deficit of Sl3^-

The AMS is only prepared W

make half this up. if
'•'•'^^

said that the AMS could not

take responsibility for errors

not its own.
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ij., J. Robbins Kidd has been

led
honorary president of the

dian Union of Students,

represents 95% of the stu-

ptipuiation in Canada and

^ formerly named the Na-

,nal
Fedex-ation of Canadian

>ersity Students.

gorii in Western Canada, Dr.

0 received his education at

j[
George Williams, McGill and

liuinbia Universities. He r&-

^yed liis doctorate in educa-

jpfrom Columbia in 1947.

present. Dr. Kidd is the

jeoitive Secretary of the Ov-

^ Institute of Canada which
concerned with educational

1 technical assistance in the

leloping' countries. He is pro-

arnnie chairman of the Cana-

in
Conference of Education,

(J
serves on the national

lard of the Canadian Centen-
Council.

Jonsidered one of Canada's

remost authorities in the field

education, Dr. Kidd has writ-

j numerous books and reports

adult education: among them
}iitinuing Education in Can-

"Adult Education in the

ian University"- a study
spared for the National Con-

[iiigston Engineer

0 Speak on Camuus
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'US Honorary President
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ference on Canadian Universi
ties and Colleges, and "Adult
Education in Canada". In 1961
his speech "The Creative Cru
sade" was judged one of three
"outstanding contributions to
libera! education for adults" in
the United States.

[5'iVM post!
n«* —

Fridiiv. Jrm. 24, 9:00 p.m. Everyone
welcome lo coiire nnd join Uie fun and
tliuicinc at the Inlemalioncil Club Pnrty.

on the
Wolfe Island l^erri-, fool of Brock Street
at «:00 p.m. sli;iip Saturday, Sleirfi wiil
be w.iiUnir. at Wolfe Island for a round
;tlK)ul ndc io tlie General Wolfe Hotel
for a wami-up interlude. Hetum trip

il^OO p.ni A few tickets still av.Hiab!^
at AvM.S. office, or from Dave Smith
iocal 3S8. Hemcmbcr time changed j
8:00 p.m. sharp.

S.C.M. Si,nd.iv' Supper. 'The Rele
wuite of IVeliialn' lo HeliEion." Dr. C
D. Scott, SydeiilLim Street United
Churdi. Sunday, January' 28th from f

lo 9 p.m. 49 cents.

WTJSC. Queens WUSC Committee / |-
rnmds you of our regular meetings every
Monday evening at 7:00 p.m.. Interna-
tiona] House, 181 University Avenue
^00 are .i uiernlier. The business ofWUSC is voiir iiusiiicss so come on out
;uid parhiU in the deliberations.

Engineers' Hour: Film on supersonic
flifiht in Ellis Hull 11:00 p.m., Monday
January 27. Ail engineers should plar
lo itllend.

La prochaine reunion du Cercle Fran-
cois aura lieu maidi le 28 jaavier & S
h. Arfs Ciub Rooms.

professional engineer and
een's graduate will be on cam-
5 on Sun., Jan. 26. Warren
His (Science '53) will be in

Science Clubrooms at four
lock to speak on the subject

V Bother About God?"
Sir. Fallis, raised in Ottawa
ended Carleton University
two years and then came to

(^libcnliam Street

0^1" a.m. In the Chapel:

Divine Service (The
ChapeVis od William
St. at tlie rear ot

the church)

llimiiim. Divine Sert'ice

-l: DO p.m. Organ Recital by

Dr. F. R. C. Clarke

'' 311 p.m. Evening Worship in

lie Chapel

8:30 p.Di, Youth Study Group

Queen's to complete his degree.
A civil engineer, he has worked
for the Federal Civil Service
for two years in topographica:
surveys and is presently employ-
ed in Kingston as a Water and
Gas Distribution Engineer.

Last fall, he lectured to the
fourth year civil engineers con-

cerning the filtration plant and
water distribution in Kingston.
Warren Fallis^ became a Chris-

tian during the fall after his

graduation from Queen's.

On the Sundays following this

address there will be furthei

discussions on the topic, again
at four o'clock in the Clubrooms

REPLY TO BLOCK AND CLEAVER
Page 3

Michael Marrello

c^aU cSiiflUi:

G03A Prineeas Street
Phone 642-3714

Prize Winner in Hair Styling

&t. Mark's

fCiitlfpraH Clljurrii

SERVICES 0i30tt.ra.

11:00 ajn.

Tv,o blocks N.B. of stadium
"""ii" ot Earl & Victoria Sta.

Rev. Roy Oswald
"-uihcran Student Chaplain)

Phone 542-7134

(CllJiluicra ^iiiteh

(Cliurcli

ll:00n.m."Ho>v Faith
Operates"

7:30p.ni.Tlie Living ot Lite

(2) "Handling
Temp (alions"

8:M p.m.—Youth Fellowship.

A Very Cordial Invitation

To All Quecn't Sltidenta.

In his reply to M. Dozois
(Block and Qeaver, Queen's
Journal Tuesday, January 21,
1964), John Isbister sets up two
alternatives from which he asks
IVI. Dozois to choose. He offers
him a chance to proclaim either
a truly bi-cultural Canada, or
Separatism brought on by an un~
quenchable nationalism, as the
aim of French-speaking Cana-
dians today.

I see a cultural and economic
development brought on by a
desire to change, which has been
created through dissatisfaction,
but I do not see an eternal na-
tionalistic spirit leading only to
Separatism. Even less likely to
me, is the hope that a "truly bi-
cultural Canada is the desire or
want which, in its lack of fulfill-

ment, has created the dissatis-

faction necessary to inspire a
cultural and economic revolt.

Consider a French-speaking
establishment in Quebec city,
not in a large measure different
from its English-speaking coun-
terpart in Ottawa,—which will

control the Quebec Government,
and which in turn will be con-
trolled by a rapidly growing
French-speaking Economic elite

whose chief concern is, and
shall be, the raising of the econo-
mic status of the French-speak-
ing people in Quebec. If one can
agree to such a line of power and
also recognize the Government
of Quebec, with its present pow-
ers and with some additional

powers which it will take from
the Dominion Government, as
the chief instrument for econ-
omic reform within the province,
then one is forced to the conclus-

ion that neither a "truly bicul-

tural Canada" nor "Separatism"
is the correct answer.

That "a truly bicultural Can-
nada" is not the answer is cleai*

unless it involves a creation ol

economic power in the hands of

the French-speaking people. Per-
haps it would, but surely they
are separate matters. Contrai-y

to public opinion in Ontario,

there are some very good econo-

mists (who form an important
part of the "growing economic
elite") in the province of Que-
bec. They ai-e easily cognizant oi

the economic perils of Separa-
tism.

Could I thus add a third choice
to Mr. Isbister's offering? —
IVIore money—or to put it in po-
litical terms—an increase in the
economic status of the French-
speaking people of the province
of Quebec — nothing more —
nothing less.

Rod IVIcLeod

ARTS ELECTIONS
Voting Mon„ Tues., Jan. 27, 28

at Union, Durming, Leonard, New
Arts, Candid-Jtes:

Sr. AMS Bob Foster (Acclamation)
Jr. /VMS Tom Kinnear, Fr«d-
Mooney.

Society nominations to be sub-
mitted Mr. Ed Maviiew at the
AMS office by Feb. 3 '64. Open
meetiog to be held 6:30 McLau^-
hn ]f;ill oit Feb. 3. Elections to
held Feb. 10, 11.

For information see Arts con-
stitutions, available at Arts Club-
rooms.

CLASSIFIED
WANTED

Beginner wishes instruction on banio,
Reasonabh; rates. Call Wilma, evenings,
542-5565.

ACKNOWLEDCEMENT
I wish to tiiank tlie land soul who

e\chanj-ed his own good size 10^ rub-
bers for my own urubby ones. How-
ever, inine were size 10 and I do prefw
Uieni, Trader will find his own h&ck
at the library.

FORRE^fT
Two bedroom, furnished apartment

at 39 Union Street. Available from May
to September. Phone 546-5333 after
6;00 p.m.

Warm, attracti\'ely flemished bed-
room for a male non-smoker and ab-
stainer. Very quiet private home over-
lookine lake. Contact Miss Callajrhan
at 54*^J4S3 after 5:30.

FOR SALE
Typed Politics notes. Suimnary to Cor

ry and Hodgetts. 43 pages 51,75. Suit
able for engineeriau, nursing science l

Jolm Walker or Paul Bristow

Scholarships In Store
Andrews Exchange Scholarship

lie for engineering, nursing science and
arts. Jolm Walker or Paul
local 380, McNeill House.

LOST
One pair ski goggles in black case in

front of Union on Sunday night. If found
please contact 546-7709.

Clear frame prescription safety glass-
es on Sunday afternoon on the late.
Please phone Mike Morrison local 514.

A pair of black liigh-hecled snow boots
at Grant Hall after dance Sat. Jan. IS
Contact Judy Har\-ey 542-2019.

A folder containing notes for a thesis
in Economics somew^iere in Library.
\\'ouId finder please phone Jean McCans
548-4689.

One p.iir black and white leadier sld
glom es by a boy who «-as given a drive
from Carnp Fortune to Ottawa by two
Queen's students dri^-ing a blue Comet.
Gio\'es are made fpecially for a hand
ailment and were expensive. Please re-
turn to Mrs, Sheila Nioholls at 67 Powell
A\'c. Othiwa.

Princess & Clergy Sis.

"^v. V. Piitnnni. BA.,
Mil) inter

Dtfcctor of Praise,
"no,, Start. ARCCO.

l7'<VrCES OF WORSHIP
a.m.—^Mornine Worship

^
Sermon r Numbers

S,-"" P>m. Evening Worship

THf "CHRIST AND
'30

MEANING OF LIFE"
p.m.—"Radio Minis-

N I
-

try" CKLC.
15 p.m.—Youth Fcllow-

[TUESDAY. 7.30 P.M.
"'^'^r and Bible Study Hour
t-OME AND WORSHIP

^t. blames' QHfurcI]

0; 00 a.m.—Holy Communion.

ll:00ftjn.—Morning Prayer.

7:00 p.m.—Evening Prayer

8: 15 p.m.—Coffee Hour.

Ivan Nastikoff
(Med. 53) says:

I prescribe regular doses of

cash to keep my Savings Account

healthy at . .

.

Bank of Montreal

ttep on the rood lo lucceu ii an early bonking connection

YaWU f\nd these B i?/ M Branches in K'msslun
tsprciatly canvenicni:

Princess & Barric Sis., in ihe "Y" Building;
WILLIAM F. CRONIN, Manager

Mjin OlUce. 2^7 King Si. Easi at ihe Markci:

Free tuition, board, and lodging plus
S200 to\vards travelling expenses will
be given to a Queen's student by the
Uni\'crsiti- of St. ArKlrc%\-s in Scotland

Application for tfie exchange scholar-
ship should be made by letter and
should be submitted lo tho Registrar
of Queen s University by the I5th of
hebruaT>- of the year of the avwud.

TTio Welch Scholarslup

An a«-ard of ?170 ^vili be given to
a student in the Faculty of Arts andSci^ on the basis of the April e.vam-
mabons. Tlie competition is open only
to the soiK and daiighters of noncomini^
smned officers and men who served
oye«eas m the Great War. and ofmediamcs and labourers, wliich stu-
dertts must be reiridents of Kingston.
Appli^tions must be turned into the
Ilegistrar by March 1.

Arts '50 Scholarahip
An award ol §230 to be given to a

student entering the final year of .Vrtsand Science who has contributed per-
somillv to the life of the University and
mamfained a 66% average.

Sir Wilfred Lauricr Memorial Scholarship
An award of §100 for proficiency inFrench conversation giver, to a Cana-

dian-born Er^lish-spc-aking student, the
son or daughter of a British subject Ap-
plication must be made by March" 1.

^ati Univenity and YMCA Memorial

3350 Will be given in one ot more

^^ "tj^ student in any fao
^^^'^^^Z is consideredand preference is given to sons and

daughters of soldiers of die First WorldWar. Apphciitions must be in by March

The J. P. BickeU Foundation Scfaolanhlpi

Scbolarahips each for a total
ot §1,500 over three i-cats will be a^var-
ded to students having attained fiirf
class lionours in the first year final ex-
ams m Geological Science. Mining, Met-
aUurgical. or Chemical Engineering In
Applied Science and Geological Science
in Arts and Science applications to bemade to the Registrar by March 1.

TONIGHT

The Calypso Qub

Presents

THE CAMBRIANS

(Bob Thomas, Andy Marshall

Warren Robinson)

Upstairs at the

Roy York

Show starts at 9.

St. Remy
MOTOR SERVICE LTD.
Bagot StTeet-Kmgston-54(I-6666

^^^H CARL ZEISS requires a young chemist as tcchmcol sales
represeatafve and technical adviser en scientific laboratory inslrumenta.
Application in writing only to: Mr. ff. Hddom:

C.\RL ZEISS CANADA LTD.
00 Overiea Blvd., Toronto 17

STONE'S
FLOWERS LTD.

246 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 6J 6-6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS
"Wliere a Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails'

EMPIRE LIFE^9
INSURANCE
PLANS

34

designed especially

to meet the needs

of University

Students

1
As a University man, you already (tnow the value of Life

Insurance, You probobly plan to buy some "later on".

Empire Life makes it possible for you fo buy if now — by

offering you unique plans designed to meet the needs of

Universiry Students — at prices you can afford to pay.

Plan now (o enjoy a guaranleed financial future. Let an

Empire Life representative tell you about these new plans

for University Students — wfiich include guaranteed in-

surability up to age 40, regardless of your slate of heallft.

BRANCH JUANAGER
Mr. C. J. Lawlor, CL.U.

BRANCH ADDRESS
The Empire Life Insurance Company
The Professional Building
11 Princess Strwi
P.O. Box 177.
Kingslon, Ontario

Ii
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SCHOLARSHIPS AND FFl.T.OWSHrPS St Lawrence Seaway

Chicago Prof Says That

Is a 'Qualified Success'

up
pause

things go
better,!
^with
Loke

Bdtli C«i-Coli jnd Cok( lit r^isHitd IrjJe nutkt wtiirt IdenUljr onl^ Ih* prduil of CKa Cob Hi.

Fellowships
The Depax-tment of Graduate

Studies would like to make it

clear that you should apply for

graduate studies, in most eases,

through the Office of the School

of Graduate Studies, and not

through the Registrar's Office.

Lists of fellowships are to be

found in the office of the

School of Graduate Studies and

in the Journal Office. If you

are interested in doing post-

graduate studies, you are ad-

vised to look into these possi-

bilities as soon as possible.

Law Scholaiships

Two Entrance Scholarships

to the value of $1,200 each, ten-

able in the first year of study

in the Faculty of Law at

Queen's Univei-sity, are avail-

able to qualified students. A
number of Entrance Scholar-

ships to the approximate value

of $500 each are also available.

Awards will be made to the

best applicants provided high

•standing has been attained in

the college courses offered to

qualify for admission.

Application for scholarships

must be made not later than

July 17. 1964.

Scholarship applications

should be accompanied by the

names and addresses of three

persons, at least two of whom
should be familiar with the

c a n d i d a t e's undergi-aduate

work.

AJl applications and enquiries

should be addressed to: THE
DEAN, FACULTY OF LAW,
QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY.

University of the West Indies

(a) 2 Govemment Exhibi-

tions. Value: Not exceeding

$1,752 per annum plus fees.

(b) 1 Scholarship in Engin-

eering. Value: Not exceeding

$1,950 each per annum.

(c) 1 Scholarship in Agi-icul-

ture. Value: Not exceeding

$1,950 each per annum.

(d) 1 Special Scholarship for

Girls. Value: Not exceeding

$1,950 each per annum.

(e) A number of Busaries.

Value: Not exceeding $1,200

each per annum.

(f) Two Professional Tea-

chers' Certificate or Diplomas

in Education. Value: Not ex-

ceeding §1,700 each per annum.

Higher Education Loan Fund
(1) In addition, loans are av-

ailable to students annually un-

der the Higher Education Loan

Fund.

House of Sounds

STUDENTS
GET 20 % OFF ON ALL L.P. RECORDS

at

House of Sounds
Don't Be Ashamed To Tell You Go To Queen's

Dr. Harold M. Mayer, profes-

sor of geography at the Uni-

versity of Chicago, last Thurs-

day called the St. Lawrence

Seaway a "qualified success".

After five years of operation

he said the Seaway has shown

many features, good and bad,

which are under continual ex-

amination in order to improve

it.

In 1958, the volume of traf-

fic was 13 million tons while

in 1963 it was 31 million. Des-

pite this increase, many offi-

cials are disappointed because

they expected this figure to be

reached by 1961. "However,"

he added, there is no cause for

alarm" for the long range sea-

way prospects are good.

Exports are growing at a

very rapid rate, particularly in

iron ore and gi'ain. For this rea-

son, the size of the seaway will

soon be increased. New locks

will be built parallel to old ones

to handle a double stream of

traffic. The Welland Canal is

now a great bottleneck and five

of the eight locks will soon be

duplicated (three have already

been duplicated)

.

This expansion will mean an-

other enlargement which was

not foreseen. "I maintain", said

Dr. Mayer, "that a very serious

blunder was made when the

seaway was being planned be-

cause it was not made large

enough."

Have you considered

the opportunities of a career

in sales, actuarial, investment

or administration?

If so, the representatives of The Mutual Life

of Canada would be most pleased to discuss

with you further the rewarding opportunities

of an insurance career with The Mutual Life.

Mr. D. E. Weaver, F.L.M.I., Asst. Comptroller

Mr. C. A. Cline, MBA, Personnel Asst.

will be visiting

Queen's University

Wednesday, January 29th, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Contact your Student Personnel Office for Interview

The Mutual Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA

IISAD OFFICE; WATEnLOO. Ot^TARIO / ESTADLISKBD I80e

Hotel La Salle

Dine in the Famous Colony Room

Specializing in

Delicious Charcoal Broiled Steaks

Direct from Our Dining Room Grill

Special Arrangements for Banquets & Dances

548-3361Bagot & Princess

In his speech, Dr. Mayer
re

viewed the history anti

how

of
Ih

place

main features of Great

shipping. He described

series of enlargements

waterway have taken

over the years.

He said that the Stawa
from the beginning has been

"remarkable achievement
i

planning construction and

lay." It is too late now to

gue the advantages and dL
advantages of the Seaway

sin,

ply because it is here.

In looking to the future, h

said, variables such as th

European Common Market, an

the situation in Panama muj

be accounted for.

The present seaway, he ot

eluded, is one of a series

steps which will test the ir

genuity of both our countrie.

GO,
GIRL,
GO!
Be active! Nothing liampers

you, nothing holds you back,

when you use Tampax inter-

nal sanitary protection.

You can ski, skate, toboggan,

hike, bowl, in complete Effl

comfort with Tampax. mffl

You can forget abour EHiW

chafing and irritation. No

cause for embarrassineni.

Actually, you can't ev

Tampax once it's in pl^"^^

You're protected against odo'

and telltale outlines. T.imp^

is even easy to dispose ot ('^''"'

venient—when you're f^'''^

from home). Extras cm W

carried in your purse.

You'll never know the eoot'

mous difference Tamp^'^

really makes until you rrv

Join millions of young n^^^^

erns this very monch. .

Tampax user! Tampax I

able in your choice ot f'"

absorbency-sizes CR<^Ji"'^[,

Super. Junior) wherever

products arc sold. Can.^

Tampax Corporation Lin"'^''

Barrie, Ontario.

mailing. Si» iicliecknl below.

1 ) RaGUUUl - ( ) SUPB"
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llgre Improvement : Another Double heature

{Provided Absolutely Free Of Ink By CUP)

To Reconstruct University Govt.
MARTIN KNELMAN Editor of The Monitobon

WINNIPEG (CUP)

(Oiitroversy about the

— A
struc-

ture
of university government

,vhich lias been stirred up on

p„e Canadian campus may
spread to others.

X commission set up by the

Canadian Universities Foun-

dation will try to answer this

question

:

Sliould Canadian universi-

ties fall into line with univer-

ities elsewhere in the Com-

monwealth, where staff mem-
hers plan an important role

in government, or should they

fontiiiue to follow the example

of American institutions,

where the separation between

administrators and teachers is

carefully maintained?

Tlie investigation, financed

by the Ford Foundation and

headed by Sir James Mount-

ford, vice-president of the Uu-
iver.^ity of Liverpool, begins

3 study early this year.

Firing

At the University of Mani-

tuba, the issue has already

sparked the liveliest debate

since an intercepted letter led

to the firing of Prof. Harry
Crowe from United College

five years ago.

The dispute became public

ivhen Prof. Richard Hiscocks

revealed in a statement to The
Manitoban, the campus news-

that one of the reasons
he had resigned as chairman
of tiie department of political

science was the failure of the

board of governors to accept
a recommendation urging staff

representation on the board.
The recommendation was made
l>y a Staff Association commit-

' of which Prof. Hiscocka
13 chairman.

Manitoba was stunned by
llie resignation of Prof. His-
"ick^, who in 14 years has
built the department into one
"f t'le university's strongest,
Pla.vefl a leading part in Win-

nipeg culture and community

affairs and gained acclaim as

a writer {Poland: Bridge for

the Abyss). But the issues his

statement raised were more

important than the news that

he was leaving.

"It seems incongruous, to

say the least," he said, "(hat

in North America, the main
stronghold of democratic ideas

in the world, members of the

from the Amei'ican to the

British approach.

The University of Manitoba,

supported mainly by public

funds, has a two-tier system
of government through the

board of governors and the

.senate. The senate is exclus-

ively concerned with academic
matters.

The province's University

Act created a board, which

University Government. How Blah

academic staff of a university

should be ineligible to serve on

the board of governors, the

body ultimately responsible for

university policy and develop-

ment ... In my opinion the

present system has already

adversely effected the develop-

ment of the univer.sity and will

continue to do so."

A Fight

Tlie statement drew atten-

tion to a four-year behind-the-

scenes fight by local teachers

to make the University of

Manitoba the first major Can-

adian university to switch

consists of 14 persons, nine

appointed by the government,

three elected by university al-

umni, and the chancellor and

president as ex-officio mem-

bers. The act specifically pro-

vides that no member of the

teaching staff is eligible to sit

on the board.

the fACts

BeneAth

the 6AZZle

Ail diamonds look dazzling at first

glance but only nn expert jeweler can

tell Q diamond's Inie value. Cul, bril-

liancy, color, clarity and weiglil are all

important. Wc have the scientific in,-

slfuincnU as well as the knowledge and

reputation to help yon make tile right

diamond choice.

KiNNEAR D'ESTERRE
diamond merchonts 168 Princess St.

Editoriols

The dialogue has been picked

up by editorial wi-iters on Win-

nipeg's daily newspapers and

university teachers. But fol-

lowing publication of the state-

ment, Prof. Hiscocka, who says

he doesn't want to get invol-

ved in a controvei-sy, has re-

mained silent. And most mem-
bers of the board have taken

their cue from University Pre-

sident Dr. Hugh Saunderson,

who commented icily: "It is not

advisable for boai'd members to

express their personal views

on the matter at this time."

At least one member of the

board didn't agree. The most

surprising criticism came from

the chancellor of the university,

Mr. Justice Samuel Freedman.

who apparently hasn't heard

that chancelloi's are supposed

to open buildings, attend offi-

cial functions, confer degrees

and kept quiet the rest of the

time.

"The present restriction ex-

cluding staff representation,"

he told The Manitoban flatly,

"deprives the board of persons
who are most familiar with the
nature of the enterprise."

'Free Press'

The Winnipeg Free Press,

howeved, dogmatically insisted

that the "fundamental princi-

ple upon which (the present
system) is based, the separa-

tion of academic and adminis-

trative responsibilities is sound
and should not be disturbed"

and deplored attempts to "com-
promise both the faculty and
the board by involving them in

matters on which they should

be as separate as church and
state."

The Free Press attack spur-

red several of Manitoba's most
prominent academics into the

battle. When the paper ticked

off the Canadian Associatioil

of University Teachers {a guild

headed until his death last

month by Stewart Reid, a tea-

cher who left United College

after the Crowe affair and was
especially concerned with aca-

demic freedom) as "a kind ot

trade union grievance commit-

tee on matters of pay, tenure

^ ^^/snd so forth," historian and— author (The Kingdom of Can-

ada) W. L. Morton wrote in to

deplore the paper's labor-man-

agement attitude. "University

men must now be given a voice

in the determination of univer-

sity policy in its entirety," he

said. "If they are not given

such a voice, then they will be-

come an association which can-

not but be very powerful in thr

present conditions of demanc

throughout the world. A clash

with such a union would be

Saskatchewan on a national

scale."

Representafion

Meanwhile, M r . Justice

Fi-eedraan has taken every op-

portunity to campaign for staff

representation. He revealed to

a reported that the six-member

committee appointed by the

board to look into the possibili-

ty of faculty representation

was overwhelmingly opposed to

it and that the matter was ne-

ver discussed by " the whole

board of governors.
'

In spite of the uproar, there

will certainly be no change un-

til the commission has com-

pleted its study. Indeed, it

seems to be this prospect which

particularly annoys Dr. His-

cocks: "This has provided a

reason for suspending negotia-

tions now. But four years have

alrendy been virtually wasted,

and Manitoba has missed the

opportunity for giving a lead

1o the rest of Canada."

PATTON'S CLEANERS
and

SHIRT LAUNDERERS

Wally Elmer — Prop.

Dial 548-4292 — 546-6480

349 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON. ONTARIO
The Nicest Cleaning in Town

BRUCE COCKRELLCUP
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OTTAWA (CUP Special) —

Last session the House Com-
mittee on Privileges and Elec-

tions agreed unanimously in

adopting a motion to extend
the franchise to all persons 18
years of age and over. It does
not appear likely, however, that
all parties will be in harmony
when and if the motion comes
before the House of Commons
this session-

In a pre-Christmas survey,

House members were asked
what position their party was
likely to take on the floor.

Richard Cashin (L-St. John's

West) commented that the

Prime Minister supported low-

ering the voting age to 18 on

the flcor of the House a few
years back, and "I fully expect

that this matter will be sui>-

ported by the Liberal Party."'

David Orlikow (NDP-Winni-
peg N.) said that his party

"will support the revision of

the Elections Act to permit per-

sons 18 years of age and over

to vote".

Robert Thompson (SC-Red
Deer) replied that it was a So-

cial Credit policy decision to

drop the voting age to 18 years

at the last National Conven-

tion.

. Real Caouette (Creditists-

Villeneuve) answered: "Nous
endosserons la mesure d'accor-

der le droit de vote ^ 18 ans, si

elle est proposiSe aux Commun-
es."

To this point there appeared

to be agreement, but when ask-

ed whether "all 18-year olds

should vote, and not just those

in the Armed Sei-vice" there

was some contention.

The new Democrats, although

no reasons were given, thought

"all 18 year olds should be per-

mitted to vote."

Mr. Thompson quoted a poli-

cy decision passed at their last

National Convention "that the

voting age be lowered to 18

years ; furthermore, "Social

Credit Governments in Alberta

and British Columbia have ta-

ken the lead in this a number

of years ago by lowering the

voting age to 19 years."

A variety of answers were

received to the following ques-

tions. "Would you vote for an 18
year old in your constituency?"

Mr. Cashin: "If he was a Lib-

eral I would. If I was asked to

support an 18 year old I would

do it on the basis of his quali-

fications without regard to his

age." Mr. Martineau: "Age is

not a primary consideration. I

would support a candidate

which, in my opinion, because
of his experience, maturity of

judgment, ability, knowledge of
jiublic affairs, energy and in-

tegrity, is likely to become the
best representative.

It is presently estimated that
there are over 100,000 high-

school and university students

between the ages of IS and 21.

Added to this figure is some
one million or more young peo-

ple who would possible receive

the vote. The effect of such an
extended franchise is complete-

ly unpredictable and political

pundits hesitate to say what
residts such new voters would
have on a national election

scene.

When the House reconvenes
this February, the parties will

give a great deal of careful

thought to expanding the fran-

chise to 18 years, for it could

decrease I heir present House
standings or increase them
bandsomely in the next federal

election and no one knows
which.

Ifyour Nonh-Rile "98"
llariH'l wriK 01 lono ai jou
mink lolu'uld. «CHi1lienil
j-u a ni» icIIJI - KReii!

ONLY

MlRthRit£W 98
ST. LAMBERT, QUEBEC

FLOWERS SAY FT BEST

Especially

For Beautiful Corsages or Flowers for Any Occasion

339 Princess Street Phone: 546-6604
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HIGHLIliHTS
Tonight at 8:30, CFRC MAGA-

ZINE will present Dr. J. V. Bas-

majian, head of the Anatomy

Department, on "Research in

Progress," Also on the same pro-

gramme there will be a historical

talk — "Women at Queen's," after

which Jerry Dirks will speak on

"Expansion".

MASTERWORKS, Saturday at

1 :00 p.m., will highlight Serge

Prokosies, violin concerto #1 in

D Major, and excerpts from Romeo

and JiiUet Ballet. Roger Grant will

be the announcer.

"A Funny Thing Happened on

the Way to the Forum" will be the

feature album on BROADWAY
MUSIC, Saturday night at 7:45

with Bob Tisdale.

CAMPUS TALENT, 9:30 the

same evening, will have guests Steve

Tobe and Dennis Freel, folksingers

and guitarists. Nancy Porter is the

announcer.

Sunday afternoon from 4-5,

Kathy Taylor and Don McKinnon
will present "The Children's Hour"

—featuring children's songs and

poems.

Perspective '64, Thursday, Janu-

ary 26, will hear Professor W. C.

Lougheed discuss "Tlie Novel: The
Group and the Individual."

Teaching Profession Is

Trying But Rewarding
Prospective Teachers' Niglit was tion of service behind the teaching

planned lo satisfy tlie desire of many

future teachers on campus for more

than a superficial knowledge of the

teaching profession. Valuable in-

sight was provided by the four

panelists about the subtler aspects

of leaching. They discussed the

ideals and standards necessary to

make a good teacher, and the satis-

factions and frustrations that arise

for young teachers. The panel was

chaired by Louise Rydholm and the

four panelists were L. H. Trull,

xice-principal of K.C.V.I., Prof.

Fred Bartlelt, Mr. V. S. Ready,

Principal of K.C.V.I., and Dean

Bryce.

Mr. Trull, a guidance specialist,

spoke of the close connection

between teacher and student. The

teacher must be able to communi-

cate with the students without los-

ing their respect in return for popu-

larity. The guidance department is

very useful in providing the neces-

sary information about a student's

background in order that each stu-

dent may be treated as an individual.

Professor Bartletl, emphasized

that devotion to teaching is a prime

requisite. He feels that the tradi-

profession is too great for it to be

regarded as a second or third choice

of occupation.

Mr. Ready gave a candid com-

mentary on the harsh realities of

leaching. Young teachers have to

realize that they are teaching stu-

dents, not just subjects, and he also

stressed the co-operation that must

prevail on a staff. Deadlines have

10 be met and registers have to be

compiled accurately. Monumental

patience is required; the majorirj' of

students are not vitally interested in

iheh- work, and bright students are

a minority.

Dean Bryce gave a stimulating

analysis of the rewards and satis-,

factions of teaching. She said that

because teaching was at the present!

lime involved in presenting radical

new concepts, that it was especially

attractive to new graduates. "Tlie

holidays are well defined," she

added, "and you will need them,

If you have an inale desire to trans-

mit learning, leaching will give the

greatest satisfaction; you will never

be able to resist the chance to wield

a piece of chalk, or the distinctive

smell of a classroom."

Retardation Research at Queen'
Although mental retardation has

been recognized for some time,

liltle progress has been made in

determining its causes, prevention,

and cure. A mental retardation

research team at Queen's is helping

inch fonvard Canadian studies in

childhood mental afflictions.

Mental retardation research work

at Queen's started in 1960 coinci-

dent with Dr. M. Haust's return to

tlie campus, following graduate

research work at the Cincinnati

Children's Hospital in the United

Stales. Dr. Haust is assistant pro-

fessor of pathology at Queen's.

Dr. Alex. Bryans, head of the

Department of Paediatrics at the

University, as well as other doctors,

joined with Dr. Haust in her re-

search efforts.

There appears to be much mis-

understanding about the term,

mental retardation. "It is not

generally understood," Dr. Haust

said, "that mental retardation is

not a disease in itself; rather, it is

merely a manifestation of a great

assortment of disease processes."

More extensive research will

bring new hope to Canada's esti-

mated 600,000 mentally retarded

children and adults. Much of this

research, according to Dr. Haust,

MOlson's Export is Star

of Toilet Bowl 1964
The eighth annual Toilet Bowl her head, Queen Anne proceeded

has been held back as much
as

years in some areas, due to sotj^

sliame over the mental ineapaj '.

of young children. Most rt^^
has been initiated smce the enri

the Second Worid War.
'

The Queen's group have

Commander Donald J. Hamilton, of Naval Headquarters, Ottawa, will

visit Queen's University on Wednesday February 191h to interview and coun-
sel students on the Royal Canadian Navy's program of sponsored university ed-
ucation and training leading to the Naval Officer's career. Interested students
may make appointments for interviews on this date by calling the University
Placement Officer, Mr. G. O. Saunders at Placement Office Students memorial
Union, telephone Extension 442.

Cdr. Hamilton will be accompanied by Cdr. Thomas E. Connors of the
Directorate of Naval Training, Naval Headquarters.

A eraduale of tlie Uni\'<;nitv of Toronto
'48, Cdr. Haiiiilton entt-rcd the fonmer RCNVR
in April, 1943, as an ordinary seanwa. He
was later promoted So prolxitEonsiiy sub-
lie ulcnaol.

FollowiDs trainine, he served ai sea on
board the corvette HMSC RimoiLsH in the
English Channel, and later in motor launches
and harbour craft. Ho took his discharee in
1946.

Cdr. Hamilton traasferred to tbo regulsT
force in Det-ember 1948. He sulsequently
ser\'cd at Naval Headuaiters; at tlie navy's
new entry traiiiinu eslaWi.'limeiit HMSC Com-
wallis, near Dieby, No\>a Scotia; IfMSC D'lber-
ville, the former ba.sic iTiiiniag school in

Qubcce City for French-speakini; new entries,

and on board the cniiser HMSC Qiieljec. He
later sen-od in HMSC NacJcn. the RCN train-

ing estiiblisliitient in E^uiinalt, B.C., and on
Ihe staff of tlie. Director of Naval Training at
Naval Headijuarti rs.

In AtwiI, 1963, he was appointed Assistant
Director of Naval Manning (Rocruitinc) nnd
was promoted to his present rank.

UNIVERSITY UNDERGRADUATES

Commander T. E. Connors entered the

RCNVR in 1942 and was commissioned the

following year.

Me served in various sea and shore appoint-

ments during the Second World War. In Aug-
iisl, 1954. he w.is appointed for service with
Ihi: Iiittrnational Truce Supervisory Coaranis-

sioii in liido-Ciiiiia and one year later re-

lumed lo Canada to command the frigate

MMSC BueVingham. He later commanded liie

deslro>vr-escoTt irMSC St. Croix.

Cdr. Connors was appointed to Naval Head-
quarters in August 1962, as Assistant Director

of Naval Training.

which took place last Saturday after-

noon at the Richardson Stadium

outer field, resulted in a second

consecutive victory for the Chemical

Engineering and Engineering Oiem-
islry squad. Star quarterback Monte

Thornton and key players Mike
Winrow and Barry Robins managed
to click in the last two plays of the

game and pulled an unconverted

touchdown out of the snow. This

was just enough to defeat the hard-

working Civil club -|- mascot by the

score of 1 0 to 7.

Disappointed after an almost sure

win, the CivUs trudged off to the

sidelines to down the consolation

prize of 2 cases of Molson's Ex.

while the joyous test tube washers

bounced off to clean out their 3

cases.

Prior to the start of the gaihe, the

Toilet Bowl Queen for 1964 was
nnounced as Miss X, the Ovil

Engineering Candidate. The team

brought forth their princess. After

being seated on her golden throne,

Miss Carol Anne Mathews of Arts
'66 was crowned "Maid of the Bowl
1964". After Ihe golden plunger
crown had been securely tied to

to the Toilet Bowl Draw. The

lucky wiimer of a bottle full of

hquid was Big Bad Baldock of

Room 404, McNeill House.

Immediately after the game, Mr.

Jack Latimer, the Molson's King'

ston Representative, presented the

Chemical team with the Molten

Toilet Bowl Award Trophy. This

is the first year that the trophy has

been awarded. It was christened

well during the celebrations follow-

ing the game.

The Toilet Bowl Hootenanny '64

held in the Music House, proved

to be a tremendous success. Every-

one was a mite squashed, but all

appeared to be enjoying the latest

fad in enterlainment.

Our thanks go out to the leaders

of our hootenanny; the referee of

the game, Tom Beynon and his

assistants; and to the five freshettes

who had trouble encouraging the

sports fans to cheer for their favour-

ite team.

Thus ENDETH Toilet Bowl
1964; be sure to watch next year

when the En^neering Society again

brings you, the Grease Pole and the

Toilet Bowl.

Attention Queen'smen

Recruiting for Fort Henry Guard

NOW IN PROGRESS

See Your Placement Officer for Information

Write or Telephone: Box 213

Old Fort Henry

Kingston, Ontarit

542-7388

The Royal Canadian Navy offers

a sponsored university education and
excellent career opportunities to un-

dergraduates in the faculties of Ap-
plied Science, Arts, Science, Com-
merce and Business Administration.

The Navy's University Liaison Of-
ficers will conduct interviews on your
campus within Ibe next few weeks
to ^ve you an opportunity to assess

the prospects of a career as a naval

officer.

Details of the Navy's education and

career plans can be found in the

brochure, "RCN Careers", which is

available at your university place-

ment office. Obtain a copy of this

informative brochure now, and make
an appointment for an interview with

the Naval University Liaison officer.

For Dry Cleaning and

ROYAL CANADIAN NAVY

Shirt Laundering
SERVICE. QUALITY. CONVENIENCE

Our Store at 314 Barric Street Near Princess Is Convenient
and Anxious To Serve You

Same Day Service on Request

In by 10 a.m. Ready by 5 p.m.
Save 20% by Using Our Services at Leonard Hal]

Available to All Students

Dial 548-4407

FOR PICKUP & DELIVERY SERVICE

Cleland & Flindall
DRY CLEANERS

314 Barrie Street

SHIRT LAUNDERERS
851 Princess Street

a degree of success especially

electron microscope studies

tissue, and research into method
identifying the causes of

,^5^
retardation at birth.

Other studies being conduciedi

the group include: a survey of ^
chromosomal pattern in

over 30 years of age and their ni^
bom infants; a study in co-operatj^

witli the Kingston General Hospj,;

on births and the conditions
su

rounding births in so far us ih

contribute to some forms of min\

retardation; a major program
btim

conducted by Dr. Michael Partin mP^^- W
This «

riday her

for tl

Hockej

ton of the Paedriatric Depanmen
on alt births at Kingston Genfr

Hospital to detect a rare fomi

'

mental retardation known

"Phenglketonuria"; the efTcci;

protein diets on the melabolisni
i

* Saturdj

premature babies; and a study belt
"^''^

carried out by the Psycholoj
ncounters

Department under the direclion
1

Dr. Rose Ginsberg on a compsi

son of number-retention capabJ

ties of normal and retardedlira ^Jl iiuiiudi iiiiu retaraea cniidre

Most of the patients used for studij

are from the Ontario Hospit

Schools at Smiths Falls and OriUii

"Luckily," said Dr. Brjia

"many other research program

overlap to such a degree as lo alio

one study to aid another and pro

vide greater dqpth to our km
ledge of mental retardation."

What is needed, both doctoi

agree, is more money to iinaiK

graduate research in the field

mental retardation, under the direv

tion of an experienced researcher.

This is the aim of the newl

established Kennedy Memofis

Fund. Its foundation was announca

soon after the death of Piesidii

Kennedy by the Canadian Associi

tion for Retarded Children, it ni

enable Canadians to commcmorai

the late U.S. President by supposedl

what was his favourite projecl —
research crusade for the menlail

retarded.

LEV,VNA SOCIETY ELECTIONS

Elections for the posiUoiis

iPresident, Junior AMS Rep, Ti^J-

iirer, and Chief ViEil.inle of tlis

Levana Society will be hekl
FebruajY 3 and 4,

Nominations for the abovt poii-

jtions are to be submitted to

Jean Little, President, Levnna So-

piety, before Thursday, Ja]iu:i!T

i

Elections for the positions o'

(Vice President, Senior AMS Hep.

U'resident of Levana Council. Set-

W.iry, President of L«vana All'''"

tic Council will be held Fi.-l>rain'

0 and II.

Nominations for the abo^'^' P"'

itions are to be submitted U> M'-'^

lean Liulc, Presiderit, Levaiu So-

jcicty on or before Thursday, l''^'^

ruan' 6.

I For further infonnation ii^n-"^'

ing nomination cont«ct Jean Li"''"'

jOlioivn Hall, Local 591.

TO THE EDITOR

A special illustrated
1^'

ture on PICASSO will

given by Gerald Fin'^^''

Acting Head of the Dep:""'"

ment of Fine Art, on

day January 27, 4:30 P'"''

in the main Gallery of

Art Centre. The lecture

have special referenf*^

the Picasso and Man
bition in Toronto. Sti"^'"

'

of all faculties will he
"''

covie.

Well, I

pace that

ign off.
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"^^''^ weekend it s home-and-home basketball versus McGill.

Friday here at 8:30. Saturday at McGill. Prediction; Two big
for the Gaels. Come out and back the Tindallmen up to-

Hockey Gaels play at McMaster Friday night and at Water-

in, maa Saturday. Moon's boys are on the upswing and -won't be

bejj
ushed around by any team. They should split this week-end's
icounters.

Well. I ffuess I've shot the breeze to fill up all that extra
pace that we didn't have enough copy to fill so I guess I'll

pi off.

.S. For those of you will be in New York next Wednesday
niyins/ booze in WateHown), drop in at St. Lomrence U. and

r for the Hockey Gaels.

T^mm Trackmen In Gardens

as some of the best atliletes In the world. Meet officials have
planned an intercollegiate mUe relay race along with the 'bi.^
events. Joe De La Franier, Jim Johnson, Ian White and DavtPreston w.U get their work cut out for them in this race aIothere IS an mtercollegiate indoor meet in the afternoon in whichPete Tarns, (50 yds.). John Crouchman and Grant MackTnnon(shot put), Ian White (50 yd. hurdles) and Dave Preston (300yds.) will get a chance to participate. The meet w^fbe interestmg for two reasons. First the team see world reel loldersin action «nd second it will be the first time the team h^ runon boards. If you are interested to know what big« werethere, the result will be in the papers over the weekend

,p i-evivc fw.o i«w.,„ iuiiiicr (.tauiLion 1 wouia like to, on
^hjilf of all of the staff of the JOURNAL, officially challenge the ^-^
,MS EXECUTIVE to a BASKETBALL GAME, the time to C^-:^ rl/^f.--.1-. Q! 1 ' N/f
e
mutually agreed upon. It is high time that the former glory V_>CJll It^LvJl 1 kjivl i IS^-^I

I
(he JOURNAL TEAMS of yesteryear was revived both to

<-

j(i to the spirit of both organizations concerned and to give
student body a chance to see the true sportsmen on our

What do you say AMS

'

Rivalry between the AMS and the JOURNAL with regard
printed word has always been rampant at Queen's . . . .

J until a few years ago the Journal Staff got a chance to

%t it's annual knocks on the CENSORING B S in
form of a yearly Hockey Grudge Match. The Annual affair
in the last few years fallen into disuse. In suggesting that
i-evive this fallen and former tradition I would like to on

the intramural scene
Intramural hockey (including a five-team "B" league),

basketball, water polo and 10-pin bowling leagues have
gotten underway this past week and seem to be moving
along well. Several upsets have already occurred. In hockey
.V()4 beat A'66, runners-up last year by a score of 2-1.
The Arts frosh made a very strong showing by upsetting
a favoured A'65 team. The Arts freshman year has always
Seided an excellent intramural hockey team, so maybe again
Ihis year they will be a threat.

Entries are now up for doubles handball (singles
'andball draw sheets are now up — so be sure you don't
default). Entry lists are also up for free-throwing, table
fennis and swimming. At the moment the eligibility of the
ill-called "Queen's" team is being questioned.

Standings to date are:

Sc. '66 28299
Sc. '65 26246
A. '65 23124

This week-end members of

the Queen's University Ski
Racing Club will travel to

Ottawa to participate in the

Carleton University Invita-

tional Ski Meet on Friday and
Saturday, January 24th and
25th. This event, an annual

affair, has in the past five

years become one of the better

organized four-way ski meets

in eastern Canada and again

this year strong contingents

are expected from several

Canadian universities and pos-

sibly St. Lawrence University

of Canton, New York,

The Queen's club was form-
ed recently, after failure of
the Athletic Board of Control
to sanction a Univei-sity Ski
team. However it is hoped that

formal recognition will be
forthcoming.

Students from Queen's who

expect to compete include

Stephen Adams, Jack Baxter,

Ken Gfeller, Ian MacDonald

and Russ Payson along with

intercollegiate veterans Colin

Campbell, Paul HerinlsLon,

John Lake, Trev Klatz and
Frank Tanner.
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OUT OF REACH

Hockey Gaels Humiliate Juvenile All-Stars
Wednesday night the Gaels

defeated a Kingston Juvenile

2^ All Star team.

The younger

players were

greatly outclas-

sed but put up

a good battle.

Their main
downfall was
weak goal-ten-

ding. E 1 V e n

D e r b yshire
JODOIN

first and second services and
Ed Shane took over in the third.

Ed is making the trip this week-

to an in-

juiy to sub

goalie Peter
Jackson. SKA-
TE MARKS .

.

IPREDICT
that the Gaels

will win 2 gam-

es against lea-

gue - leading

McIVIsater and

SUMMARY
Queen's 1 Juvenile Allshus 2

Period 1

Queen's. Dinsmore

play between the pipes for the cellar dwelling Waterloo

(MitcheO)

2, Queen's, Jodoin
(Louffii, Jones) ... ,.

3. Queen's, Windover
(Lou2h)

J. Out-L-u's, Windover
(uniissisled)

P. Queen's, Van Brunt
MticKell, Cunninaliani)

, , .

Pen ol ties: London (eross check),
Windover fHookinel, 17:26 Camp-
bell (Elbowinz). 1S:44

Period n
6, Queen's, \Vindovcr

(Dinsmore, Hay) ... 1S.51

13:35

14:59

19:41

7:01;

Penalties: Harris (Slashine) 5:08; Wind-
ove^. (Trtppinc) 11:45; landon
(Hooking) 17:02; Jodoin (Rourfi,
Play) 1S:23.

Period ra
7. Queen's, Jones

(Van Brunt, Western) 2:45
8. Queen's Hay

(Rudyck) 4:19
S. Queen"s, Hay

(Leetnan) .,. 5:50
10. Queen's, MiEdiell

(unassisted) 7:23
11. Queen's, Van Bnir*

(Cuniiineham) 8;08
12. Allstare, NfcCulLi

fLeeman, Nilson) ...
. , 12:55

13. Queen's, Jodoin
(Cumiiiiali.Tin) 17:49

Penalties: Jodoin and Nelson (Rich Stiek-

ine), 9:08; London, (Too Many Men
on Ice), 9:49; Windover, (Hooking),
12:06; Williamson, (Kneeinc), 17:30.

I

iEMMS FLUSH CimS lfl-7l« BOIVL

TINDALLMAN
{See Story on Page 6) r
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Z)wo Poemd

c4natom^ o/ J^pve

Oh God, I must have her tonight,

I'll squeeze her struggling breasts

;

I'll crush her scornful nipples to my lips

until her loins are scorched with rhythm's fire.

And then 1*11 laugh to see her writhing body

Beg for mine.

My eyelids burst in purple flames;

Her cold nails claw my sweating back

;

Our bellies crash in madman's jazz.

Sparling Mills

See Editorial, Page 2.

(flilual

Warm lotions

soothing a flat grey rock

where man and woman ait

and watch another rock

of growing green and dead, brown strings.

while crippled oak leaves

choke and die in the wild winds —
the winds of rhythm and the cold waves.

Baptise them wilderness,

ye pagan winds,

until their rock is crushed

in the lotions of rhythmic loins,

worshipping forever the summer grasses —
the rhythm of dampness and the warm waves.

Sparling Mills

As you may have noticed, part of a valuable collection of stamps

was stolen from the library. It was eventually returned but would have

been recovered sooner had the library been aware of its loss. Now this

may seem amusing to all but the most astute observer. One such would

immediately begin searching for things which aren't there. This is a

difficult task, more difficuU. for instance, than searching for things which

are there. A recent seminar, so high-level that I daren't identify it.

concerned itself with a discussion of latent pressure groups. Latent pres-

sure groups are, of course, pressure groups which aren't there, but could

be, given the proper circumstances. The question arose, as any idiol

would suspect, how one ascertains the existence of a latent pressure group

— that is, a pressure group that is not there. To be more speciBc, when

is a group which is not there, there? Or. conversely, when is a- group

that is not there, not there?

Because this was a post-graduate seminar, further complications

developed and the gi'oup proceeded to the next question — that is, why

is a latent pressure group not there? The answer is simple, of course:

because it is. {At this point a dissident member tried to persuade the

seminar that the reason a latent pressure group wasn't there was because

it wasn't. He was asked to leave the room.)

Undoubtedly you are saying to yourself, "What a brilliantly academic

discussion, but how does it relate to me? How can I use these simple

homilies in my everyday life, as I know it today?"

Fortunately, the answer is simple. In even the most humdrum

existence, one is constantly faced with things which are not there, or not

quite there. How does one recognize these things? There is one fool-

proof method. Unfortunately it involves much work and is a bit out-

dated. By tbis method one waits until something is there which was not

there before. Then one knows that it was not there before. However,

this method involves an ex post facto identification of the non-there object.

It is the Douglas Library method but indications are that this will soon

change.

No, the lesson to be learned is this: Always check your possessions

lo make sure that there isn't something that isn*t there. For things

aren't always what they don't seem.

Charley Gordon

Pity the Scienceman!

Specialization vs. Life
The modern university offers two

types of education, namely that of

the sciences and that of the humani-

ties. Four centuries ago it was pos-

sible for a man toi be educated in both

fields and as a result Leonardo da

Vinci could design a flying machine

as well as paint "The Last Supper."

Today of course, specialization has

forced the two disciplines further

and further apart, resulting in the

heightening of the differences be-

tween the sciences and the humani-

ties.

In the light of modern knowledge,

s'milarities between the two fields

have become insignificant. The

draughtmanship and geometrical

sense Leoardo used in designing his

inventions, he applied also to his works

of art. But the scientific knowledge

that took Leonardo a lifetime to learn,

we know in less than ten years. The

overwhelming quantity and com-

plexity of facts to be learned in his

field prevents the scientist from

studying the humanities or applying

his knowledge to them. Moreover,

rarely do the scienceman's courses

develop his taste for such pursuits.

The scienceman is forced to memorize

and apply, whiie (ide^tlly) the arts-

StreiiDi of Conscious

man is left to imagine and create.

So specialized in his field does the

sc'entist become, that he knows little

else. Hense a curious situation has

developed. The physicist invents the

bomb while the philosopher considers

the ethics of using it. The scientist

in his narow field fails to compre-

hend the broader implications of his

work. The artsman, on the other

hand, knows something about every-

thing {including science) and little

.'ibout anything. By being a generalist

be can view things in a broader

perspective.

We find the scienceman In the

laboratory and the artsman in the

library, and when the former emerges

from (he fumes of the lab and the

bitter from the dust of the stacks

they meet in a common society.

Each is expected to be capable of lead-

ing a creative social existence.

But alas! The scienceman fares the

worst. How do his mathematical equa-

tions apply to current pohtical prob-

lems? Without a sense of histoiy

how can he even begin to conceive

of the dilemma of French Canada?

What does the physicist know about

the economics of the welfare state

—

yet he is expected to help elect the

country's government? How
does

the practical engineer come
to

appreciate the fine arts — what

there in common between a trarisii

and a poem? The artsman's liberal

education has equipped him \„

appreciate matters of politics, econc.

mics, ethics, culture — in fact it haz

equipped him to face LIFE.

How to build a bridge or use tlip

surgeon's scalpel the artsman leaves

to professionals. In doing so he (iot,

not suffer in his ability to live a

creative social existence. But the pro.

fessionals in science cannot afford to

ignore the humanities if they wish

to be responsible and intelligent

citizens. In addition to the study of

their specialized disciplines they must

emulate the ai'tsman in order to

appreciate the fullness of the

creative imaginative life.

How is the scienceman's dilemma

to be solved? His timetable prevents

him from taking a sufficient number

of arts courses, and therefore he

must do his reading and learning as

part of his extra-curricular activities.

But what engineer, after thirty hours

of cfasses wants to read Toynbee or

Eliot?

Cyril Synies
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Bull ... FiM?
Dawn. And the taste of grey, the

fatigue of three hours sleep pulls at

your body. And yet, at the centre,

the fuzzy ball of fear unwinds and

spreads awareness through you.

7:00 a.m. God, the number of people!

The uninitiate — me — full of silly

bravado and excitement go on down

to the starting gate. You see, the

bulls get a mile run through the

blocked-off streets. The pui-pose is

to show you're for Hemingway by

running alongside one of the bulls

holding on his horn. The knowledg-

able wait for the bulls about 200

yards from the ring — the bulls,

tired, are moving much more slowly

and are, one hopes, less inclined to

charge or hook suddenly.

But anyway, I was an unknowledg-

able so . . . the gate. Approximately

30 drunken Spaniards, the atmos-

phere on the edge of mild hysteria

(the Spaniards all talk as loudly and

as quickly as they can; the American

college students giggle, etc.) I was

first approached by one of the friendly

drunks. "The best thing to do . . .

the most exciting . . . he carefully

explained, "is to lie down in a row

and let the bulls run over you." I

asked him what the second best thing

to do was and he retired, disgusted.

Then a dear-old- Spanish-little-old-

lady (it's a type) came up to us (I

was running with another student)

and explained in great detail that we
were crazy to stand so close; that the

bulls would catch us on the hill; that

we would get gored and wouldn't we
please go and wait up at the top of

the hill? Sternly, we looked at her

—

manly indignation made our voices

tremble — us? — gringo turistos? —
With classic simplcity we made it

clear that we would await the bulls

here! 7:30 got nearer — our boozed-

up buddies piled themselves up like

so much god-damned cordwood —
tension mounting and the gun goes
off. — A fantastic sprint half-way up
the hill — boos, jeers, and cat-calls

from the assembled multitudes — ah.

yes — we'd forgotten that the first

gun was merely a warning. Sheep-

ishly, we return. The second gun is

for you — ten seconds later the third

gun goes and the bulls are off. The

second shot went — suavely noncha-

lant 1 loped off up the hill — aware,

a few seconds later, of a strange sort

of straining noise — I turned around.

Without my glasses— (I'm a damned

myopic) — all I could see was a big

black mass moving up the hill at

what, it seemed to me, was a some-

what dangerous speed.

I got to the top of the hill and

halfway through the fence (you have

to be cute — if the Spaniards think

you look hke an American they're just

as inclined to push you back in) in

time to feel the phalanx of twelve

bulls belt by. — Run like hell and try

to get into the ring before they close

the gates. Once inside you're sur-

rounded by about three hundred other

phoney thrill seekers. Then they turn

the bulls loose with taped horns (so

no one gets hurt . . . theoretically)

-

The whole secret is to figure out

where the bull will pull out of the

charge he is now in — push your

way through the crowd and station

yourself ten feet from the place

you've picked. If you're lucky (or

unlucky, depending on your point of

view) you've got him — dance and

wave your arms— shout "Hey Turo!

or "Christ, make him go away!" —

he will put down his head and charge.

Then you do either one of two things:

either you turn around and run lil<'^

hell for about a second before he

catches up to you and knocks you all

over the ring— or you wait a second,

jump nimbly aside, and Christ! you're

Ordonez, and Paco Camino ai"*

Miguelin all rolled into one — on o

good day. While you're bowing I"

your crowd, he'll probably get J'""

on his second charge.

David Glassco

The Thirteenth Hour
The dark moon coughs up grape juice

for god is Food !
— and the alleycat prowls

in the luminescence of the solar sphere.

bloated am i with the Sea of Galilee

for i found Peter's rock amongst the bullrushes.

Suicide is the spice of life

(Sisyphus roll your stone)

For forever is tomorrow

And the feline world will groan, . .

Yesterday

!

Sigmund use your leash

even the inevitable needs some reminder

Unseeing beasts !— the Resurrection was last year.
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^MS Court Reverses "Liquor Case"
On the basis of new testimony the A. M. S. Court Thursday reversed a previous decision and dismissed charges

^inst Al Raisbeek of a liquor offence in Richardson Stadium last Nov. 2.
"isnussea cnarges

Mr. Raisbeek applied Thursday evening for a rehearing of his case, offering to present previously unheard tes-
,ony of his .nnocence. The court granted the application and, having summoned the prosecutor of the ort^^al
rial,

held the rehearing the same evening.
onginai

III his application, Mr. Raisbeek stated that

FRYE TO
COME

Well Known Principal 2o Assist

At Education Seminar Saturday

, . . , . ....... of the three other students who were convicted in connection
^th the mcident were wiilmg to testify that he had had nothing to do with the matter

connection

Bid the fines imposed by the Court.)
(The three have already

This evidence had not been brought

I in the first trial partly because the

ience had at that time been misled

ith respect to certain legal techni-

ilities. he said in reply to a question

the Court. He had not intended to

criminate himself by agreeing to

me the Stadium with the other

icused students, he stated, but had

mplied with the A.M.S. Constables'

[der simply to avoid further distur-

snce.

At the rehearing, Mr. Raisbeek

istified that his companions had

p-eed on the afternoon of the alleg-

offence not to inc!\ude him in ob-

^ining or drinking the beer which

iss later seized by A.M.S. contables.

Stan Sandomirsky, one of the

iree perviously convicted along with

Raisback, supported this testi-

!ony, and stated that Mr. Raisbeek
id had no part in the purchase,
indling or drinking of the beer.

After deliberation the Court an-
mzed its unanimous decision that

Raisbeek was not guilty and there
ould be no fine. It added that it was
ry unfortunate that the new testi-
•fny had not been introduced at the
'St trial, for in that case the ori-

verdict would never have been
i^sed. However, it went on, the fail-

to bring forth all the evidence
as in no way the fault of the Court.

gCOND LECTURE

Dr. Northrop Frye, the University
Day lecturer who visited Queen's last
November, will be on campus again
this weekend to address the educa-
tion seminar on Saturday afternoon.
Dr. Frye will be staying until Sunday
in order ta participate in the discus-
sion groups of the seminar, and will
be chairing a panel on Sunday morn-
ing on Training and Education.

Dr. Frye is the Principal of Victor-
ia University in the University of

Dean Duncan Is To Explore
Technological Society

PROFESSOR LOWER OPENS ART

EXHIBITION SUNDAY

A.R. C. Duncan, the dean of the
Faculty of Arts and Science, will be
speaking at the education seminar on
Saturday at 8:00 P.M. His topic will

be Our Technological Society. The
Dean will explore the responsibilities

of education and of the individual

student in this hectic twentieth cen-
tury.

The seminar will open with a panel
on Who Should. Come to University?
by Dean Bryce, Dr. Joliiffe. Dr. Nel-
son, and Dr. Shortliffe (see Features
Page). On Saturday afternoon, Dr.
Northrop Frye will be speaking on
The Purpose of Ed\imUon. The
seminar will close on Sunday morn-
ing with a panel on Training mid
EducaUo^i, by Dr. Easmajian, Dr.
Eichner, Dr. Mewett and Professor
Ryan, and chaired by Dr. Frye.
Dean Duncan is well qualified to

talk on his subject, as he has fre-

quently lectured on the problems of

being human in a technical age. In his

address to the first education sem-
inar, four years ago, he said, "There
can be no doubt that the intention of

modern man in his moral and educa-
tional thinking is dii-ected to results

—to what can be produced. In aristo-

telian terms, techni or production

has superseded praxis or action."

"The humanities are the sole founda-
tion for a genuinely human and lib-

eral education, to which other stu-
dies may be added but for which no
other studies can be substituted."

Remember that classes are cancel-
led on Saturday, and that you can
easily afford a day and a half at this
time of year to attend discussions on
such relevant problems. Registration
for the seminar, which costs a dol-
lar, begins today in Ban High, Leon-
ard Hall, and at the A.M.S. ticket
office in the union.

Toronto. He was bom m Sherbrooke,
Quebec, and attended school in Monc-
ton, New Brunswick. He studied phil-
osophy and English at Victoria Col-
lege and later theology at Emmanuel
College. Toronto. The holder of an
M.A. from Oxford, he also held sev-
eral professorships at Victoria Col-
lege before becoming its principal in
1959.

The subject of Dr. Frye's lecture
on Saturday will be The Purposes of
Education. On this topic he has al-

ready made such assertions as:

"The thoughtful student soon real-
izes that the university is not there
to be useful to him; he is there to be
useful to it. It does not help him to
prepare for life: life will not stay
around to be prepared for."

and

"Those of us who are in the uni-
versities have heard the protest of
the delinquent undergraduate in some
such terms as this: *You tell us we
should think for ourselves, and when
we do you throw the book at us.' It

is a complicated matter to explain
to such a lad that what he means
by 'himself is a being utterly incap-
able of thought,"

Grace Bimibry EiithraDs Queen's
Sings Opera and Spii-ituals

The Pressures Against Individuality"
America today has the "highest

andard of low living in all history,"

Muller, in his lecture "Theid Dr

'assure Against Individuality," sec-

in the series of Dunning Trust
ettures.

Pi'imitive societies, each man had
fi^eater awareness of his function in

"^J^ty, than does man in modem

^l^^y.
Modem technology has be-

s slave-driver. As a result, an
'^'"g number of the population
employed at work which is un-
^^^'i»g, uncreative, and meaning-
^he masses have become mech-

anical and standardized in what could

be termed an 'organizational revolu-

tion." As a result, modem man often

feels insignificant and helpless. He
attempts to create an illusion of indi-

viduality by purchasing "pei-sonal-

ized objects". The cult of "together-

ness" is an attempt to derive com-
fort for inadequacies, but it does not

promote independence.

Pressure towards conformity exer-

ted by society ai"e extremely power-

ful. Social pressures tend to promote

a desire for security rather than in-

dividuality. The status - seeker i s

afraid of any divergence from the

THODY TO mmm mnm history

Philip Thody, from Queen'
^'ersity of Belfast, will speak

itrt'

own

Albert

m

'se of Myth and History in the

Anouilh, Giraudoux and
' in Ellis Hall on Tuesday, Jan.
8:15 p.m. Mr. Thody, a well-

authority on French Existen-
' '3 the author of:

Camus: A Study of His

|-^i-Paul Sartre: A Literary and
"^'cal study.
Alb,m Camus: 1913-1960.

"ee Orwell, Basais choises;
^nicies on Oamus, Sartre, the

Marquis de Sade, Lewis Carroll,

French Novelists and the American
Novel. For the academic year 1963-64

Mr. Thody is Visiting Professor at

the University of Western Ontario,

an appointment sponsored by the

Canada Council. Under the terms of

the Council's sponsorship Mr. Thody

is speaking at many Canadian uni-

versities during his stay in Canada.

His lecture at Queen's University

in Kingston is sponsored jointly by

the French Department and the

Kingston Branch of the Humanities
Association. It will be given in Eng-
lish and be open to the public.

patterns of the class or group to

which he is aspiring.

Dr. Muller pointed out that in the

high schools and universities today
we are producing people whose prim-

ary aim is to become "Well adjusted".

He said that in questionaires given

to them, the university student is

more likely to answer "yes" than
"no"

The standards and goals of the ma-
jority of the population are actually

set by Madison Avenue. Advertising

is geared towards an appeal towards

conformity. In fact, man seems to

have evolved to the point where his

main function is to be a consumer.

Mass media not only refect but also

mould public opinion. The ideal is

"100% acceptability", and care is

taken that "no one should he offen-

ded" with the result that program-

ming and advertising often become
"mush". Personality has become a

superficial manner which can be ac-

quired "in six easy lessons", and the

result is that man becomes phoney
and degi-aded and turns to tranquiUz-

ers for "peace of mind". Our affluent

society has produced, said Dr. Muller.

the highest proportion of neuroficism

in the civilized world.

Dr. Muller feels that the pressuve.s

towards confoimity are dangerous
threats to freedom and individuality,

and if we value the person we cannot

afford to minimize the threat.

By Judy Allon
For those who had the good sense

to attend the Concert Series program
offered last Thursday, Jan. 23rd,

Grace Bumbry. mezzo-soprano, gave
a recital of outstanding merit.

Miss Bumbry, a young American
operatic singer, gained recognition

two years ago, and has since been
steadily impressing audiences with
her recitals and operatic performan-
ces. She has an unusual voice of excep
tional power, free from tricks and the

vibrato of the British school. Her
enunciation is meticulous; her pitch

perfect. Her voice encompasses a
wide range, uniform throughout in

fullness and beauty of tone. Changes
in register are effortlessly performed.
The quality of her voice is not easily

Peidpective Pieview

PROFESSOR W. C. LOUGHEED
"The Novel—The Group and tht

Individual" will be the topic for this

Thursday's "Perspective '64" on

CPRC radio. Professor W. C. Lough-
eed of the English Department will

be the featured speaker on this

week's program, the fourth of a ser-

ies of nine weekly lecture discussions

to be presented this term.

Professor Lougheed will begin by
discussing the attitude that the novel

as a literai-y form has traditionally

been concerned with the problem of

the individual in relationship to So-

ciety. Professor Lougheed maintains

that the novel is not primarily con-

cerned with the group as a bulk force.

Professor Lougheed is of the opinion

that the modern novel is most con-
cerned with an analysis of the mind
of the principal character. Professor
Lougheed calls this the "Solipsistie

Novel" or the novel whose central

force is the individual character, and
not the group. The modern novel

shows the hero in conflict with the
group, and this is why it is difficult

fpo the novel to come out with a solu-

tion for the problem of the individual
in society.

described; one can only say that she
has ability to evoke feeling in any
register and at any volume.

Miss Bumbiy began the concert
with two selections by Purcell: When
F am Laid in Earth and Music for a
While, and followed this with an ex-
ceptionally forceful rendition of Han-
del's Arioso: Dank sei Dir, Hern Five
Schubert songs followed, and it was
a pleasant surprise to find a recital

of lieder by such a full-toned singer
handled so effortlessly and delicately.

The masterful and throughly delight-
ful performance of Die Forelle was es-
pecially notable in this group.

Miss Bumbry closed the first half
of the concert with the aria O Don
Patale. from "Don Carlo", by Verdi.
In her performance of this selection
we are able to get some inkling of
the exceptional dramatic ability
which has brought her wide acclaim
in her appeai-ances in operatic roles.

The four Brahms lieder opening the
second half of the concert were fault-
lessly performed, and gave Miss
Bnimby a better opportunity to show
her powerful and sensitive interpre-
tive ability than the Schubert lieder
of the first half. Although all four
were extremely well done, the dialo-
gue —Vergebliches Stanchen— was
outstanding, and it would be difficult

to find a better performance of this
number by anyone.
Miss Bumbry ended the concert

with four negro spirituals, and this
was in some ways the highlight of
the evening. The beauty of the voice
and the effortless performance, com-
bined with a poignant and deeply
moving presentation which would put
the sincerity-mongers of folk music
to shame, gave evidence to the un-
usual versatility and complete nat-
uralness of Miss Bumbry's singing.

Although one might comment that
Miss Bumbry's enuciation was per-
haps too perfect - the sibilance was
at times distracting-.that the breath-
ing was noticeably heavy on occasion,

and that the choice of Schubert lieder

was some\vh8t unexpected, the reci-

tal left "Tfitie room for criticism.

34



^Page 2

EDITORIAL

In Praise of Sociology
We'd like to tliank Dr. Mu'.lcr for coming to lecture us. We'd also like to

say a few words about the headline "Condemn Sociologists," which we used to

head the story of his lecture. It wasn't rcprcseniative and did not embody the

main drift of what Dr. Muller had to say. All that Dr. Muller condemned were

a few of the aspects of the sociological approach.

We ourselves would like to see the sociological approach expanded at

Queen's. Before going into our reasons for suggesting this, we'd like to make a

few warnings as to the dangers of Sociology.

Obviously like economics, or literalure it can be used for the wrong purposes.

Sociological analyses can be used by Madison Avenue men to e.vpand their

already grossly over-developed spheres of influence. Sociology can be used —
and sometimes is — to suggest that a man does not have a sou! or spirit of his

own. It goes on to say thai man's only reality is found in the group, and not in

a group which is an invisible church or something of that sort. In short it could

be used to destroy the protesting, individual search for what is true and right,

n would in this way make a mockery of all true religion and philosophy, and be

seized upon with glee by the lotalitarians.

The most obvious short tenn criticism of sociology is that it is impossible

to understand what people are writing, because they use jargon that is enormously

complicated. Not only is ii enormously complicated, but also it varies from

article to article. This is a criticism which is not very well-founded, because as

in the case of psyoholo©'. a disdpline develops its phrases as the discipline

develops.

So far we have only described perversions of sociology. Its main aim is

simply the study of society. It carries no ethical norms or overtones into its

studies. Like a film it tries to capture pressures in action and to picture those

as accurately as possible. One of its particular concerns is tlic nature of the

social pressures that act on an individual. It does not draw conclusions as how

we should act, it merely provides the basis of information. The business of acting

is left to the statesmen, business leaders and so on.

The ways that it is put to use are numerous. It can be particularly helpful

both in a study of criminology and in the tasks of rehabilitation of prisoners. It

might be used loo to determine how a man's beliefs are formed. This would be

very useful when we remember how easily tlie American soldiers were brain-

washed by the Chinese Communists in Korea. It is a discipline that is becoming

increasingly essential now that big business organization is the norm of employ-

ment.

It is only when we can see the pressures to fear that we can lake avoiding

action, and see our way to protecting the conscience of the individual, threatened

as it is at so many hands.

This question is one that is of the first priority for Queen's.

You Said it . . .

We Can Only Use One Kingston Theatre

QUEEN'S JOURNAL TUESDA' - 28.

Varsity Editor

The Problems of University

Government by Ken Drushka

We here run an imporiaiU arlicle. wriiten by the Editor in Chief of the

Vniversiiy of Toronto -Varsiiv". The reason we run it is thai it gives a first-

class background to the recent establishment of the Department of Universities.

It lielps to explain some of the fears that we have.

The creation last week of tlie provin-

cial department of university affairs repre-

sents tlie latest step in the series of

delicate negotia:ions which have been

going on behind closed doors on the

question of university-government rela-

:ions in Ontario,

The full implications of this develop-

ment are not yet clear, and they will only

become clear as the department takes

form and begins its actual operations.

But an indication of what might

happen, and the importance of the depart-

ment can be found in events which have

led to the creation of the new ministry.

The University of Toronto Act of 1906

made provision for a board of governors,

which was invested as the supreme

governing body of the university. How-

ever, the act did not establish the precise

relationship of the board with the

government.

The purpose of the board was to

provide a buffer between the government

^nd the university. Until recent years it

rpparently served this function well.

VAGUE ARRANGEMENT
From that lime until 1961 the work-

Edi'or, Journal

That was a profound stale-

statement from a student in

your arlicle on the theatres.

Journal of January 21st:

"Can Kingston support t^vo

theatres, if both Communily

and University plans should

be a success?"

Kingston Arts Council en-

deavouring to rebuild llie

Grand, pointedly ignores this

aspect, and a goodly number

of its members are on the

Queen's staff.

One realizes that terms of

employment at Queen's

should not include the pro-

vision that staff members

had to support every and any

project of the University,

but what about loyalty?

One would think that the

time and enthusiasm these

people on your staff have put

into the Grand would have

been better directed to help-

ing you obtain a Theatre

much sooner. According to

an article in the local pcess

you have at least one Pro-

fessor supporting you. but

he has retired.

I do not believe you can

re-build a gutted Movie

House for less than

S250,000. Not, that is to

say. if it is to be anything

like adequate.

It will be interesting to

you and me to see their

architects realistic report, if

and when it is published.

From reading theatre

trade papers, it would appear

that they will be lucky to

keep the Grand open twelve

weeks a year. The owner of

a hve theatre in Toronto

spent $360,000 renovating

a non-gutted theatre. Since

opening he has booked in

night club acts, and lost

money, and a week ago he

booked in a mind reader,

and lost money. This week

the theatre is closed and

there is nothing to play there.

If you keep the Theatrical

attractions you have played

in the past on the Campus,

you can readily see why the

long suffering Kingston Tax-

payers arc going to be stuck

with another While Ele-

phant.

Your's Truly,

—Interested in Queen's.

The Depths
Editor, Journal,

I must disregard Ihe buk

of Mr. Symes' article: "Pity

the Scienceman!" as thought-

less. However, I found one

enligh:ening statement. I

quote, "The Artsman knows

somelhing aboul every-

thing. .
." Mr. Symes does

not appear to have the

humility to remember one of

his primary philosophical

teachings ... the more a

man gains knowledge the

more he fathoms the depths

of his own ignorance.

—Lome Newton

Sc. '66.

NOTE: We intend to run a

number of letters on this

subjec' in our next issue.

I Cannot Accepted Your Belated Excuse Brief Note
Editor, Journal,

A! the outset Id me slate

that I am an overseas student

who did my undergraduate

work here, and am at present

doing gniduate studies. The

attempt made by the editors

in the Journal of January 24,

1964, to vindicate one of

'he most vitriolic and un-

knowledgeable articles per-

haps ever to appear in a

Queen's Journal, was one of

the most ludicrous ever con-

ceivable.

Such a poor excuse would

hardly have been acceptable

to a twelve year old; and

therefore to offer it to over-

seas students is a gross im-

pertinence. One can't help

but be convinced that the

overseas students are a

bunch of "morons" suffering

from some disease Hkc tele-

visionitis.

To attribute the disintegra-

tion of moral codes to non-

while people or to "the

inferior races," as termed in

the ori^nal letter sent in by

a God-fearing student, serves

only to show the linrits un-

inhibited bigotry and race

hate can lead individuals.

This is amply borne out

when one can actually use a

snow sculpture to vent his

spleen upon not only the

minority on campus which

should be treated in a demo-

cratic fashion : but al.so to

question The religion or the

culture of any group. It

would do well for many to

remember that Kennedy's

death was mourned through-

out the world, not because

he was an American, or

white, or a Catholic, but be-

cause he was a MAN.
Finally 1 would like lo add

that Ihe Queen's Journal

has a responsibility not only

lo the majority on the cam-

pus, who are Canadians: and

so must all share in the

blame for the publication of

such an insulting lelter from

a "God-fearing" studenl.

Many of would be happy to

learn the name of the god

wWch he fears. However,

letters published as "Dis-

tressed" perh:ips serve only

10 show the somewhat pedes-

trian character which may be

developing in the Queen's

Journal.

Yours trulv,

—Rudy French

The editors reject and disso-

ciate theni.'^elves with every

one of Ihe sentiments

expressed in fhe later "Dis-

tressed". If they fiave

offended the overseas stu-

den's on Campus, they hope

that the removal of the cause

will grud ' fallV remove the

oQence.

T/iank you for your letters,

some condemning the poem

and editorial, some of them

praising. Unless we were

wrongly informed, it was not

written by an unmarried

Queen's student. The writer

was not on the Journal staff.

Of cottrse neither tlie edi-

torial nor the poem could go

far towards expressittg wha'

it took Simone de Beauvoir

in "The Second Sex" nine

flundred pages m express.

Obviously we have been mis-

understood. We touched on

a very small aspect of love:

since the animal aspect is

one that people are most

disgusted by, we tried to

make people realize that it

was not sometlung hy which

to be disgusted. We failed in

this. We consider the sub-

ject closed.

ing relationship of the university with the

government was a vague arrangement

between the university and the govern-

ment as a whole. A clear channel of

responsibility and communication was

never evident.

Because of the increased problems

which appeared with the expansion crisis,

an advisory committee on university

affairs was established by Queen's Park'

in 1961. But this committee was not

responsible to any particular department;

and its secretary, John McCarthy, was a

civil servant in the department of educa-

tion.

Since 1961 the financial requirements

of the universities have conlinued to

increase. While the conflicts created by

the requirements of the individual

Ontario universities were somewhat

alleviated by the advisory committee, it

soon became evident that the committee

was not enough.

With the increased government spend-

ing on university education, the precise

role of the government in this field came

under close scrutiny, and the question of

university autonomy assumed more

importance. K the government was going

to be financing the universities, how much

of a voice should it have in the general

administration of the universities?

Last summer Dr. Claude Bissell, U of

T President, termed this problem one of

the biggest facing the academic com-

munity today.

Just before Christmas Dr. Bissell said

that while the board of governors had

once served a buffer role between the

university and the government, today's

problems had placed the situation in a

different context.

EXTERNAL PRESSURES
Last summer Dr. Bissell said he did

not know how long a government could

resist pressures to exert control over the

universities, and he questioned whether

a university president was an adequate

safeguard in protecting the university

from external pressures.

But Dr. Bissell then expressed his

belief that the universities would survive,

not so much by political means, as by

their own inner cohesiveness. He pointed

out that the highly influential and power-

ful alumnus body of more than 90,000

graduates offered some degree of protec-

tion.

He also said thai a partnership basis of

operation between faculty, administria-

tion and students would lead eventually

to the creation of a greater sense of com-

munity within tlie university, and that

this cohesive community would be able

to protect itself.

But as has been pointed out in pre-

vious articles this sense of community and

the cohesiveness does not exist.

Recently the fear of university admini-

strators was that university affairs would
come under the auspices of the depart-

ment of education. Although he was
never quoted as publicly saying so. Dr.

Bissell himself has been heard to say on
more than one occasion that this was
his greatest fear.

The fear that was the department of

education, staffed with secondary-school-

Irained civil servants, would not be able

to cope with the particular problems of

the universities. And there was also the

possibility that co-operation through

that department would be more or less

a one-way street, leaving the govern-

ment free to more closely control the

universities.

But last week in the speech from the

throne, the government announced its

SEAT OF GOVERNMENT

intention to create a new department

university affairs.

Details of the new departmeni

lacking, and one of the few feai

released was that the minister

probably be Education Minister WiUii

Davis or Premier John Robarts, a fi

minister of education.

The throne speech also outlined

posals for the establishment of a cti

corporation to assist the universities

their capital financial programs.

BRITISH SYSTEM
If this corporation is set up in

same manner as the University G

Committee in Britain, it could provii

buflfer between the universities and

government departmen,t.

The British committee consists

academics, and persons from rcsi

establishments, industry and other f(

of education. It is presided over by

full-time chairman with academic ex]

ence. The committee has a tw

function of advising the govern

about the size of the total univei

grants, and distribution of the

beween the different universities.

The committee, althou^ appoii

by the government, is independent

departmental control and is com

chiefly of persons with intimate kii'

ledge of universities and their convi

tions.

Whether the Ontario crown co

tion will be set up along these 1

remains to be seen. The membership

both the corporation and the departrai

are obviously of great importance to

universities.

Negotiations between the commiil«

presidents of the provincial uni'^ers'

which is headed by Dr. Bissell, and

provincial government were carried

since mid-fall until just before the ih

speech.

BEHIND CLOSED DOORS
However, the tone of these neg'

tions is an unknown factor. Because

participants are reluctant to talk, i'

hard to determine precisely wli.ii

side wants. Dr. Bissell declined to

ment on the situation on Dec. 30.

would only say that negoliadons

being conducted.

But it has since been revealed il'*'

creation of the new departme"'

corporation was not necessarily

reaching of an amiable agreement

It is reported that Dr. Biss^'H

another prominent university p"^^'

were called in by Premier Robarts ^

days before the throne speech and

scnted with the department anJ

corporation on a take-it-or-leavc-ii
^

What are the areas in which

government could interfere in om^'-

autonomy? In a report prepared l>)

Robbins committee on higher e'''"-"^

in Britain, six general areas wlTC

lined; staff appointments; the si

curricula and standards; the adm

students; the balance between i'^'*'

and research; the freedom of J^'''

ment; and the salaries and slaffin?

The reality of these dangers
'"^^^

Ontario context are evident in th^

ments of provincial politicians,

whom appear to mean well.

Him
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Explores The Ends Of Life

SPEAKS
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jiesculapian Banquet:

This year, the Aesculapian

Banquet will be held at the

Cornniodore Hotel on Friday,

February 14 at 8:30 p.m. The

admission price per couple is

J4.00.
This includes a buffet

gupper, dancing to the "Sea-

way Five" and an opportunity

to meet with professors and fel-

low niedsmen on a very infor-

mal basis.

In the course of the evening

the winners in the Aesculapian

elections will be announced;

Xhe graduating class will

I) e lionoured b y receiving

iheir Aesculapian Keys. Last

venr it was agreed by all who
attended, that the Banquet was

one of the most successful af-

fairs that they had been to since

coming to Queen's. Let's have

all Medsmen out to this annual

kash

!

P.S. Alcholic beverages will

be available.

^pnrls Corner. Medicnl Hockey League
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Meds '69 started off the

basketball schedule by beating

Meiis '68 25-14. There will be

ice time for Meds girls bet-

ween 12:30-1:30 on Saturday,

Febraury.

Hockey games on Friday:

lOino Meds '66-'69, Meds '65-

'67.

CAMSI Medical Education

Conference:

On Friday, January, 24, a

Hefh'cal Education Conference
was held at Queen's University.

Queen's was host to groups
from Laval, McGill, Ottawa,
Toronto, and Western. The pri-

fnaiy purpose of the conference

Was to define the aims and
acliievements of Medical Edu-
cation. In the afternoon, groups
of about 9-12 consisting of 2-3

professors, 5-6 Queen's' stu-

AL ALDERSBERG

: dents, and 2-3 outside students

had infoi-mal discussions re-

garding one field of Medicine
and the post-graduate training
required for that progi-am. The
Groups were in the field of In-

ternal Medicine, Paediatrics,

Psychiatry, Surgery, and Gen-
eral Practice.

At 6:00 p.m., dinner was
served at the Cataraqui Golf
Club.

At 8:00 p.m., a general meet-
ing was held. The chairman
was Dr. E. M. Botterell, Dean
of Queen's Medical Faculty.

The keynote speaker was Dr.
A. L. Chute. Chief of Paedia-
trics Hospital for Sick Children
Toronto.

He presented the probable
future evolution of Medical Ed-
ucation. This was followed by
a five-minute outline of what
had been discussed in the
afternoon by one Student from
each small group!

The Conference ended by a
General Discussion at which
time everybody had a chance to

ask anybody about anything re-

lated to Medical Education.
Many new ideas were brought
out.

It is hoped that this kind of

a progi-am will be continued in

the future.

Life—Where from? Where to?
Last Saturday sixty students
tackled this weighty topic in

a seminar at McNeill House.
Guest speakers were Doctors

Denyes of Biology, Banister of
Theology, Leith of History and
Robertson of Obstetrics.

Dr. Leith began by stating
his position as an agnostic. He
said that neither in the reveal-

ed religions nor in nature nor in

history could he find the mean-
ing of life. Finding no solution

in any of these, he said, it is

up to the individual to set his

own standards within the lawt

Dr. Robertson followed, by
saying that a universe in which
we stand in awe of, a man-like
God is impossible. All life, he
said, centers around birth, re-

production, death and immorta'
lity, for the human can achieve
all of these. He added, by way
of explanation, that pai-ents

achieve immortality by passing
on a part of themselves to their

offspring.

Dr. Banister then spoke, say-

ing that the purpose of life lies

in the production of creatures

SKIRT VOTE COMING

1 8

1 5

1 5

2 4
2 4
5 0

Elections for the positions of

President, Ji*. A. M. S. Rep.
Treasurer, and chief vigilante

for the Levana Society will be

held on Feb. 3 and 4.

Nominations for the above
positions are to be submitted to

Miss Jean Little, President of

the Levana Society by Thurs-

day, Jan. 30.

CO-ED SWIMMING
For years Queen's has been

the only University that did

not feature co-ed swimming.
This year, however, the picture

has changed. Every Wed. night

from 7:00 to 8:00 the pool has

been reserved for this purpose

and, if it becomes popular, more
time will be provided.

For that refreshing new feel-

ing—hold your coffee break in

the pool.

Northrop Frye

A. R. C. Duncan
Dean Bryce (English) Dr. Basmajain (Anatomy)

Dr. Jolliffe (Geology) Dr. Eichner (German)

Dr. Nelson (Biology) Dr. Mewett (Law)

Dr. Shortliffe (French) Prof. Ryan (Law)

Dr. Watts (Politics)

will be speaking at the education seminar this weekend,

Feb. 1 and 2.

Elections for positions of Sr.

A.M.S. Rep.. President of Lev-
ana Council, Vice President,

Secretary and President of Le-

vana Athletic council will be
held on Feb. 10 and 11.

Nominations for the above
positions are to be submitted

to Miss Jean Little, President

of the Levana Society by
Thursday Feb. 6.

For further information re-

garding nomination, contact

Jean Little, Chown Hall, loc.

581.

Please Return

The Canon Now
One starting cannon and two

stand up ashtrays were taken

from the Yacht Club during

the semi-formal party sponsor-

ed by the Ski Club on Friday,

Jan. 24th. It is urgent that

these be returned by Tuesday
night. No action will be taken

against those responsible. Any-
one with any information please

contact Bill Hay, 548^178 or

Tom Leary, 542-7481.

Alts Freshmen — Notice is giveTi

timt Ihtt Arts £: Science Sod(^l>' in-

lends to prosecute all freshmen

default on Arts Fonnnl Duty.

All Uiose who were not present lii.sl

week may turnout to Grant Hull

afternoon or evenings until Thnrs-

ilay.

Summer Travel to Germany

The German Embassy at Ottawa plans to arrange a char-

tered flight for Canadian students who wish to spend three

"lonths this summer in Germany. The approximate flight dates

be June 5 and September 5.

Participants, who should have some knowledge of Gei-man.

"^'il! have to pay their fare (about $100-?:iO). The organizers

I'^ve promised to find jobs for the participants for two months.

'1 liotels, restaurants, hospitals etc. and as hai-vest helpers. It

should be possible to save enough during those two months to

^Penci a third month sight-seeing or studying.

The project can only be realized if there are enough par-

ticipants. Interested students are requested to contact Dr. Eichner

'Kin^rston Hall, Room 412) as soon as possible.

The German Academic Exchange Service will be unable to

fi'nvide summer fellowship in 1964.

FLOWERS SAY IT BEST

Especially

For Beautiful Corsages or Flowers for Any Occasion

339 Princess Street Phone: 646-6604

SWEATERS
by

WARREN-
PETER SCOTT
KILSPINDIE

in

lany

103 Pr:incess Street Phone 546-6381

GUARANTEED PROTECTION AND SAVINGS -

Plus High Dividends

/( will pay yon lo see or call

STEPHEN ROUGHTON, B.A., C.L.U. - Res. 542-7602

D. n. ROUGFTFON, B.Sc, C.L.U. - Res. 548-4552

K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U. - Res. 546-0032

M. ENiMETT ADAM - Res. 542-6782

The Mutual Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA

191 Princess St., Tel 546-1405

Branch Manager A. E. Nelson, C.L.U.

who can respond to their en-

vironment. There must, he felt,

be life after death. There would
be no sense to any system
which could.be destroyed after

spending eons in the making.

Dr. Denyes, the last speaker,

said we must try to see a

thread running through evolu-

tion that makes more sense

than we know now. She pre-

sented three ideas to the group
for consideration. The first is

that everything we do or think
is within the frame of time.

The second is the idea of the
Trinity and the third is that

Christ is evolution.

Group discussions and a ban-

quet followed after which a
summary was made of each of

the discussions. A question

period concluded the seminar.

Although no definite answers

resulted, the organizers were
satisfied that it had given

many people a basis on which
to conduct some serious think-

ing.

Meet Rescheduled

But Queen's Out

Due to adverse weather con-

ditions, the Carleton Invita-

tional Ski Meet originally sche-

duled for Jan. 24 & 25th was

postponed to a later date.

However, it is not exirected

that Queen's will be represen-

ted at this event because of the

refusal by the Athletic Board

of Conti'ol to either recognize

or support a men's university

ski team. Accordingly, Queen's

skiers are precluded from en-

tering inter-collegiate compe-

titions.

The sole reason given for

this decision was that coach

Rolf Lund would be unable to

accompany the team to St. Saii-

veur-des-Monts, site of this

year's Ontario-Quebec Intercol-

legiate Ski Competition to be

held Feb. 14th & 15th.

To Algeria With Dodge

As Rep. lo W.U.S. Seminar
The Queen's University representative to the world univer-

sity sei*vices intemational seminar in Algeria this summer will be
David A. Dodge. Choice of the third year economics student was
revealed to Q.J. this week by WUSC chaii-man, Dave Cooke.

Dodge will attend orientation sessions in Montreal during
the last week in June, then fly to Paris. From there he and forty

other scholarship winners will travel by train and boat to Al-
geria and undertake six weeks intensive study of that country.

Their program will include an introductory session at the
Cit6 Universitaire Ben Aknoun, Algiers, study tours to various

regions of Algeria, The Northern Shores, the agricultural and in-

dustrial areas, and the Sahara Desert Development, followed by
a two-week residential seminar. Regular lectures and panel dis-

cussions will be set up by their Algerian hosts and the gi-oup it-

self will hold continuous plenary sessions and meetings of par-

ticular interest groups.

Dodge himself is particularly interested in studying the

degree to which traditional culture and religion have prevented

the acceptance of Western political and economic thought. He
wants to study the economic impact of the French community on

the traditional way of life to determine which theories if any
apply to Algeria

The Scholarship should be quite valuable to Dodge. He
hopes to do post-graduate study in the field of economic develop-

ment, and then spend some time doing field work in underdevel-

oped nations. He says he expects the seminar to give him a

chance to see the actual problems facing the governments of

developing nations, and thus put more meaning into the theories

and plans which he has read and will read.

STONE'S
FLOWERS LTD.

246 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 54G-6C34

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS

'Wlirrc a Trailitional PRESTIGE Preixiils"

House of Sounds

STUDENTS
GET 20 % OFF ON ALL L.P. RECORDS

at

House of Sounds
Don't Be Ashamed To Tell You Go To Queen's

NOTICE
Slutlenls of Queen's:

Voiir o»n Book Slore can supply you with all your requirements tii Text
Books lor nil Faculties aiid Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain
Pt'us, Queen's Perinnnts and Cushions.

OUn USED BOOK EXCHANGE IS AT YOUR DISPOSAL

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINCSTOrJ Queen's Universltj- Croiuids ONTARIO
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An Attempt Jo Explain Dropouts
MacMaslcr — The "Silhouette"

recently ran an article entitled "The

Dropout Disease." Concern over

the number of dropouts prompted

the article and an inspection of the

causes.

Lack of work and the "realization

of the inability lo cope with univer-

sity work" was oiled as the com-

monest reason for withdrawal.

Lack of interest in the course and

in university life in general was also

included. These students who are

accustomed to the strict supervision

of high school are often unable to

cope with the freedom, responsi-

bilities and pressures of university.

A second cause of withdrawal is

fiinancial. This need not be so, since

funds are available. Sometimes,

however, students miscalculate.

Some students drop out at

Christmas because of academic or

personal reasons. Some find them-

CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

Pair of -•^Wis, suitable for beginner.

Height S'e'-S'a". steel edges. Call

Carol. 548-4024.

Portable t>pe\vriter, excellent condi-

tion. CaU 546-0284 after 5:00 p.m.

FOR BENT

Two bedroom, furnished apartment at

39 Union Street. Availuble May to Sep-

tember. Phone 5-16-5383 after 6:00p.m.

Play it "SAFE" - See Rick, 515

Leonard Hilton, Phone 614.

FOUND SY THE LAKE
1 pair yellow pig skin glo\-es. Call Bob

Stevens, S98.

LOST
A jade pin, lost between Gordon House

and Be^'orley Street nnd the Union,

Simdaiy night. Contact Margaret Anne

Woods, at Ext. 485.

I week last Friday 1 green-grey bull^

knit pullover sweater and a key ring with

Le Mare emblem. Contact Steve Adams.

385.

PERSONAL
I would like to thank whoever jetumed

my slide rule, Grotelully youis, Steve

Peck.

Arts & Science Society Elections

Nominatioas for Society Exccu-

ti\'c to be submitted to Mr. Ed

Mayhew at the AMS OfBeo by

Feb. 3, '64. Open meeting to bo

Iielc! al McLnwghlin Hall at 6:30

on Feb. 3. Elections to be held

Feb. 10 t£ 11. For infonnation sec

Arts constitutions, available at Arts

Clubrooms.

Jcrfin Fielder ft-ishes (o give thanks

to: Rick Ge^e, Diane Anderson, Kag,

Poppy, Malcolm, Peter B. P., Han'. Feit,

Bob Buldier, Diane Kelly, Bob E.^lall.

Tom Miirshall. P. V, McLaughlin. Bick

Johnstone, Ed Horton. Jim Gerraid, Tom
Eadie, Ali.TOn Gordon, Don Bowell, Judy

Allan, Dave Classco, Sandy Fleming,

Fred Euringer, Bob Phillips for coming

to the Indian Boom, Thursday night to

celebrate his birth.

selves in the wrong course and

leave, expressing the intention to

return. Occasionally students are

asked to withdraw, but if they have

any chance of passing their year they

are allowed to remain.

ITie majority of dropouts are

freshmen who come from out of

town. Many find living away from

home more expensive than antici-

pated. Others find it difficult to

obtain the part-time or summer work

they had counted on.

Other reasons for dropout include

"marriage, health, and a change of

residence." Many students explain

that they had never learned to

study. Others found themselves in

the wrong course because of lack

of knowledge of their own interests

and aptitudes.

In any case, no one factor can

be blamed by itself. University

dropout is almost always the result

of a combination of factors.

SPRING CONCERT SERIES

Remaining concerts are:

Feb. 3—Renato Bonacini, violin

Feb. 26—Baroque C3iambCT

Players

Mar. 10-Alebeneri Tiio

Tickets avail^Jile—

New Arts Bldg., Room 212.

Special price for students.

Concerts are held in Dunning Hall

nt B^'iOp.m.

St. Remy
MOTOR SERVICE LTD.
Bogot Strect-Kingston-546-00G6

Michael Marrello

B03A Princess Street

Phone 642-3714

Prize Winner in Hair Styling

STUDENT
BE PRUDENT

20% SALE
All This Week

JAN. 27 — FEB. 1

DOMLIS It

68 Brock Street

between King & Wellington

OPPORTUNITIES for GRADUATES
Allied Cliemical Canada, Ltd., an eipnnding multi-plant organiMlion witb

<liveniilicd manuracturing interests in chemicals, building malcriats and other

lines bns opportunities for the (oHowiug:

Honour Chemistry Graduates

Faculty of Arts & Science

FncuUy of Applied Science

Clicmieal, Civil, Mtchanical

Engineers and' Engineering

Chemistry Graduates

Master's and Ph.D.'s in

Science and Engineering

For portions in manufacturing

laboratory and sales.

For positions in manufacturing,

engineering and maintenance, in-

dustrial cn^eering, fates and

laboratory.

For research and development op-

portunities in the Unilc<l Stales.

Aliicii Chemical Canada, Ltd. has 14 plants across Canada located at or

ailjiicent lo large population areas.

Company representatives will be at the University on

Friday, January 31st. Please enquire at the Placement

Service Office.

Allied Chemical Canada, Ltd,
SuhildlJirT Companlw; Th* Birrett Comimnr. LiinSl»d, Dmimtr' Mond Canndn. Ltd.,

The NichsLi Cti'inical Corapanr, Llmitrd, The SmILh MnniifDctuTine Limited. Nnlionnl

Anlllnt S: Chcmleal Compnny, Llnillni. Colie Ovtn CompsnT of Caiudn LImlled.

.date
,late
shower

^have
ouch ,

rush
eimve

wait
,

wait
pause

things go
better,!

Loke

Still CoU'Colt iBil Colli itt ntfUtnd Iml* nifla*Mdi MHWrMlxtlM rrediKl of CociColi Ltd.

SIG-N
Tit—

—sa-
POST I

TFT
Tuesday, Jonuary 28

Dr. S. L. Badley, under the auspices

of the English Club, wll present a lec-

ture entitled, "Premonitions of Homanti-

cisin in John Cleland's Fanny Hill". Arts

& Science Clnbrooni, S:00 p.m. Everyone

Welcome, Refrcslimenls served.

General meeting of debating union,

S:(M)p.m. Feature of meeting w-ill be

delxile \'S. RiMC on topic "Resolved (liat

in times of crisis, widespread oi'er-

e.^sure of the events tliemselves

dirough mass communication media is

detrimental to a beneficial solution of the

problem". Come out to tlie McLaughlin

Room of dio Union to support your

Queen's learn on tliis lively question.

Everyone \velcome.

VE3VX-QUAREC will be given a

torn- of the Bell Telephone Co.'s King-

ston o-diange on Princess St. Meet in

die Science Clubrooms at 7:30 for a

short business meeting before tlie tour.

Everj-one %veIoouie.

Geneml meeting of tlie Dmma Guild.

7r30 in die Drama Lounge (basement of

Convocab'on Hall), Evei)-one welcome,

Menibendiip is not necessary. Befre«li-

mcnts and rehearsals of the next produc-

tion, "Tlie American Dream".

Wednesday, January 29
Roj-al Astronomical Society of Canada

(Kingston Centre) - 8:00 p.m. Room 227,

BOOKSHOP 14 Manfreol St.

Ellis Hall. Mr. J. E. Kennedy. National

Secrefiuy. will give a lecture on "Recent

Solar Eclipses'", illustrated widi films and

slides, In addiHon, Dr. Douglas will

receive the Society's service awird. All

welcome I

Thursday, January 30

Queen's Christian Fellowship inNites

you to Crossroads, at 7:30 p.m. in the

McLaughlin Room, Students' Union,

Guides Needed
Be proud of your university. Guide

our \-isitors to Queen's Open House, Feb.

8. from 12-4 p.m. Please sign list in

Union, Leonard or Ban Righ. Orienta-

tion meeting will b? held.

Co-ed Swimming
For \e,irs, Qut'en's bus been the only

uni>'<:rsi(y that did not fe^iture co-ed

SMnmnung, This )ear, however, the

picture has changed. Ewry Weduesdiiy

night, from 7-8, die pool has been
re^cn'ed for this purpose. If it becomes

popular, more time will be pro\'ided.

For that refreslung new feeling — hold

)-our coffee date in the pool.

No Theft at Tech.
Contrary to popular

opinjj

Queen's students are not be]

exploited by the Engin,
coring

Society's Technical Supplies
]

comparison with two other Kings

book stores, prices at Technical

Supplies are usually the same

cheaper. This is true not just fo

text books, but also for the pap^^

backs, for course summaries
such

as the College Outline Series or
Coles' Notes and for slationet^

supplies.

Text books, in many cases,
are

cheaper than in the regular book
stores because Technical Suppij^

is able to buy m quantity, thereby

gaining a discount. Thus ii is lij^^iy

that any particular case of a cheapei

price elsewhere can be attribiiti;(]

to special circumstances

Attention Queen'smen

Recruiting for Fort Henry Guard

NOW IN PROGRESS

See Your Placement Officer for Information

Write or Telephone: Box 213

Old Fort Henry

Kingston, Ontario

542-7388

Have you considered

the opportunities of a career

in sales, actuarial, investment

or administration?

If so, the representatives of The Mutual Life

of Canada would be most pleased to discuss

with you further the rewarding opportunities

of an insurance career with The Mutual Life.

Mr. D. E. Weaver, F.L.M.I., Asst. Comptroller

Mr. C. A. Cline, MBA, Personnel Asst.

will be visiting

Queen's University

Wednesday, January 29th, 9 a.ni.-5 p.m.

Contact your Student Personnel Office for Interview

The Mutual Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA

HEAD OFFICE: WATERLOO, ONTARIO /ESTABLISHED ISOe
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Mike on Hockey
By Mike Fitton

Asst. Sports Editor

QUEEN'S JOURNAL

^ moot point raised a short

fifile
fflflo experienced a slight

^0smutaMon this weekend. An
^^crcoUegiate hockey buff was

to ivonder whether Water-

^ belongs in the Ontario-

piebec IntercoUegiate Hockey

figiLC.
In vieio of this weekend's

ffffilic performance by the

Jockey Gaels, perhaps this

0em&nt should be applied to

Apparently the Gaels )iave

\,-\r share of individital talent,

[j( isn't it about time they com-

iml to form a talented team,

ltd got rid of their psycho-

0col jinx against tuinning

oiiics? No one man or one line

iflff.
make a winni7^s team. We

Kt/ST mn games, unless we are

jniphiisising participation; in

chkh case hockey should be an

Uyaiiiwal sport only. Victory

s of the essence.

Of course it could be said that

the team hit a slu7n/p. But how
many slumps does it take to
realize that maybe, this year,
we're in the wrong league? It's

no shame to admit that we're
not of the calibre of Toronto or
McMaster in hockey. It might
be better to join the Ontario-
St. Lawrence League, and to

play R.M.C., Sherbrooke, Olr-

taiva, etc., and capture the oc-

casional league championship.

Of course, ive have had a hard
schedtde this year. We played
the top two teams in the first

four games of the season; and
put up a very creditable shoiv-

ing in three of these. But does
a creditable showing qualify us
as adequate oppositdon for these

teams ?

We may be underestimating
the Hockey Gaels. We are cer-

tainly not giving up on them,
and are as strongly behind then,

as ive have ever been. I don't

think that the Gaels lacked svp-

port from the fans in their first

home game, but we would like

to see a winning team instead

of the wasted talent, the "credit-

able showing", and the frustrat-

ed attitiide that invades players

who consistently i/ry hard for a

losing cause.

The basic fault of this week-
end's defeat may have been

underestimation of the opposi-

tion, which is disastrous in any
field. Let us not repeat this. We
can score goals, so potentially

we can ivin games.

There are seven games left,

and no reason why we shouUl

not win them all. We can prove

that at least we belong in Senior

Intercollegiate Hockey. Poten-

tially we have the team; tradi-

tionally we have the fans. What
more is needed?

Next Friday the Gaels wi).l

play Waterloo again, this Ume
on home ice. Our faithful fans

will be there, doing their bit.

How about you, Gaels? I hope a

word to the wise is sufficient.

QPbituarg

Well I'm eating my words.

Instead of winning two games
we lost two, one which we
should NOT' have lost. Waterloo,

so far this year, have been
patsies for the rest of the league

but turned the tables on us last

Saturday afternoon in Water-
loo. Although in all fairness to

the team, I must admit we got

a couple of Hotdogs for refer-

ees. I'm not entirely blaming
them, but it sure is hard to win
when you get cheap penalties

for some minor infraction that

goes unnoticed for the other

team.

In both games this weekend
the line of Pete Weston, John
Van Brunt, and Larry Jones

were the best we had. In fact

I'd say one of the best in the

league. One or all of them figur-

in seven of the eight goals the

Gaels scored this weekend.

SKATEMAEKS . . . Frank
Jodoin missed Saturday's game
due to an injured ankle from
Friday's game . . . Next home
game will be against Waterloo

on Friday, Jan. 31, so those who
aren't attending the Arts Form-
al, or those who are, can come
t-o the game.

(See Summaries at bottom of

page.)

CAGERS SCALP REDMEN 73 - 34, 60 - 46
By Doug Bowie

.After a long, dry journey

liroiiEh the desert of defeat,

e Queen's Golden Gaels final-

r reached an oasis last week-

nd in the form of the McGill

ledmen. This was the first

'official" oasis Queen's had been

ble ty find since 1962, and they

full advantage of the op-

ortunity afforded to "wipe
ivay the stain."

The game here Friday night

no contest. It became ob-

lous soon after the opening tip

lat the jposition was com-
letely outclassed (a situation

hich has not arisen with exact-

ly overwhelming frequency in

the more recent annals of

Queen's basketball history). The

final score was 73-34. It might

well have been 100-34 were it

noTfor the fact that Frank Tin-

dall played his second string

for close to half the game, elect-

ing to rest his best for the

return encounter the following

night. The Gaels' shooting was

better than it has been all year

{367f from the floor), while

McGiU's meagre twelve field

goals and 1S% shooting average

pointed up their almost total

ineptness. The starting five

scored almost at will while they

were on the court, with Bob

Howes ramming in 19 points

to lead the way. Nine Gaels in

all hit the scoreboard. Stan

Fogel, despite fouling out rela-

tively early, was the losers' best

with 9 points.

The two teams were back at

it again in Montreal on Satur-

day night when Queen's broke

fast to an early twelve point

lead, the game shaped up as

nothing more than a repeat per-

formance of the preceding

night's lopsided contest. Once

again plagued by poor shooting,

however, the Gaels were unable

to pull away convincingly and

led only 30-21 at the half, in-

creasing their margin to 60-46

by the time it was all over. The

Gaels scored only 20 field goals

as compared to 31 in the openerj

but Ferguson, Howes, Evans

and company controlled the

backboards, nabbing 56 re-

bounds to McGill's 39, and this

v,'as enough to insure victory.

Doug Evans picked up 12 point;

on free throws alone and was

the game's leading scorer, with

22 all told. Ted Waring, after

replacing Bruce Engel who
fouled out, was the second-half

sparkplug, and scored 12 points.

Randall and Gillman, with 14

and 9 respectively, represented

the best that the Redmen could

offer.

The play in both games was
ragged and spotty and, were it

not for its historical signifi-

cance, about all the first proved

was that McGill's first string

was no better than Queen's

second, and the return served

only to show that it is pretty

difficult to get "up" against a

team you have beaten by forty

points the night before.

McGill, incidentally, wa-^ no'

in this league last year. If thev

keep going at this rate, one

wonders if they will be next

year. The Gaels, having tasted

the heady wine of victory

journey back into the deser*

looking for another oasis (n

Blue one this time, from To-

ronto, perhaps.)

Hockey Summaries

Friday Night — McMasIcr 6, Queen's 3

FIRST PERIOD

1. MACMASTER, Savage
(McKcndry, Pond) ... 2:11

2. MACMASTER, Randlc
(Apps) 16:55

3. QUEEN'S. Van Bmnt
(Jones, Wcsion) .. 18:57

4. MACMASTER, McCtcllan
(Pond. Spoar) 19: IF

SECOND PERIOD

5. QUEEN'S, Van Brunt
(Wcsion, Jones) 11:5'

THIRD PERIOD

MACMASTER. Pond
(Spoar, Dinning)

QUFFN'S. Wcsion
(Jones. Milchell) .

MACMASTER. Randlc
(Savage, Apps) ..

MACMASTER. Randlc
(Savage) ,, , .

Shots On:
Derbyshire

Cftnnon

I 2

9 10

11 9

3 Total

16 35

7 27

Saturday — Waterloo 7, Queen's 5

FIRST PERIOD

1. QUEEN'S. Weston
(Van Brunt, Jones) .. .

7:33

SECOND PERIOD

2. QUEEN'S. Van Brunt
(Weston. Jones) 0:50

3. WATERLOO. Mervyn
(Unassisted) 3:29

A. QUEEN'S. Jones
(Weston) 5:50

5. WATERLOO. Mervyn
(Scarth) 9:10

6. WATERLOO. Passmore
(Mervyn) 9:23

THIRD PERIOD

7. WATERLOO. Passmore
(Lawless) 4:2^

8. WATERLOO. Shurman
(Mervyn, Cooke) 5:09

9. WATERLCX3. Mervyn
(Unassisted) S:4(<

10. QUEEN'S. Weston
(Mitchell) 8:26

U. OUFEN-S. Dinsmorc
(Calvin, Windover) 9:31

12. WATERLOO. Lawless
(Pascmore. Soarth) 18:35

JACQUES PLANTE PLAYING FOR REDMEN?

$ Sportsboard
Queen's Hockey Gals play host to two Universities this week-

end for the Eastern Preliminary Intercollegiate Hockey Tourna-

ment on February first at 2 p.m. McGiU, MncDonald and Queen's

will play each other—a total of three games. Each game counts to-

wards the final tournament which will be held at Montreal on the

week-end of Feb. 7.

Queen's Gals have high hopes for this weekend because they

beat McGill 2-1 last Saturday. Pat Cun-ie and Cookie Cartwright

scored the two goals for Queen's.

Iniramural Swim Meet on Thursday, Jan. 30, at 7 p.m. Sign

the lists in the gym before Tuesday at five p.m. A total of six

divers and synchronized swimmers is needed before these events

will be held.

Racers do not need to give advance notice—just present

thamselves at th» pool on Thursday, before 7 p.m.

I

r
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ENGINEER REPLIES TO MR. SYMES

Life is Specialization

Artsmen are trained to express themselves in words; Engineers

become fluent in mathematical expression, so often find themselves at a

disadvantage in verbal argument. We perhaps let statements such as that

of Mr. Symea go unanswered too often. Yet this mathematical training

instills a clear and straightforward logic, which Mr. Symes clearly lacks

in his argument.

The article claims that Specialization and Life are separate and

opposing entities; not so. Economics 1, which every Engineer must take,

points out that specialization is the watchword of our society. Samuelson

states, "No one man makes the smallest fraction of the commodities he

consumes .... Today a worker produces not even a single good." We
could not today enjoy our high standard of living without this specializa-

tion, both the Engineer's and the Artsmen's specialties.

It is my claim that the Engineers are little more specialized than the

Artsmen. Ten years after graduation, less than one in ten Engineers is

working at his 'specialty' studied in the University. It is true we have

a large number of things to learn, yet the Scienceman must spend more

time on Arts subjects than the Artsman is required to spend on science

Universities are surely not places merely to learn facts to be usedTn

later employment. We will never have any specific use for most of what

we learn here, but the time spent on it is not wasted. We are here, just

as the Artsmen, to train our minds, but we are trained to solve different

problems than the Artsmen.

The Scienceman memorizes a method and applies it to current pro-

blems. Surely the Artsmen cannot say a history, language, or economics

course is merely a training in imagination and creativity, which does

not involve memory work. I should think the Artsman has memorized past

problems and the methods used to solve them, and he must apply them to

present day problems.

Certainly we each apply our knowledge to our own problems but I

will not be persuaded that we cannot use our knowledge to consider some

problems relating to the humanities. I would not ask an Artsman to

perform a cost effective analysis of a weapons delivery system, and I

wouldn't attempt to philosophize about the shortcomings of the thirty

nine articles of the Anglican church, but I would expect him to appreciate

the reason for superelevation of a highway curve, and then I can certainly

appreciate what are basic human rights and liberties.

I shall not believe that the Engineer's life is less than the "creative

social existence" enjoyed by the Artsmen. If an Engineer builds a bridge

or highway made to serve the community, isn't this a creative social

existence, benefitting his fellow men? Of what use to us is an Artsman

in his ivory tower who reads, absorbs, and contemplates great works

of art and literature? How does he benefit his contemporaries? Our
creativity is more immediate, and far more demanding of 'creative ability'.

Granted men have pressing problems in relations with each other which

social sciences may help solve; grant also that the engineer can solve

problems related to our way of life

and the standard of living.

The physicist has had at least one

course in the economics of our

society, the Artsman has not nec^-

sarily had any. Mr, Symes implies

that because a man has not studied

extensively in economic his vote

will be irresponsible. However, Can-

adian laws do not even have a liter-

acy requirement in order to vote!

Should we take the vote of an ignor-

ant man as more reliable than that

of a University gi-aduate? By Mr.

Symes requirement, barely one in

ten thousand are informed voters.

You say I cannot be an "intelligent

citizen" without attention to the

Humanities. The Oxford Dictionary

defines "intelligent" as 'quickness of

understanding, sagacity, a rational

being.' Because I study- Engineering,

I am not prevented from being any

of those.

I have heard of English professors

who complain of Engineers who can-

not write, and I have heard geology

professors who complain because

their Artsmen cannot grasp the

Chemistry or Geometry needed for

a Freshman course. Both are exag-

gerations, there is a middle ground.

You said that as an Artsman you

are a generalist and can \'iew things

in a broader perspective, but your

statements about Engineers are un-

informed and narrow in viewpoint.

You have accused us of being

narrow minded. I accuse you of being

narrow minded for doing so.

David L. Blair
Science '66

GRADE 14
Education is obviously a Good

Thing.

In our age of Better Things out

of Good Things, the obvious thing

to do with education is to try to

prolong it. At present the process

seems to extend to Grade 13, and the

next obvious step is to add Grade 14.

Now some people might conceiv-

ably object to this, because, they

would say. Grade 13 is tedious

enough already, and it would be a

crime to force school children to

endure another year like it. These

people may be dismissed, since they

clearly do not appreciate that educa-

tion — and in particular Grade 13 —
is a Good Thing.

Others we might find observing

that there is already a Grade 14, in

the ineffectively disguised fonn of

first year university. In fact these

people are prone to generalize and

continue in their enumeration of

Grades 15, 16, and 17. But these

people too we find are really enemies

in disguise; for the basis of their

happy generalizations is the supposi-

tion that the schools teach so little

and so ineffectually that the universi-

ties must make up for lost time by

conducting their curricula at the

comic book level. These people too

don't realize that education is a

Good Thing.

Still others will leap on us with

wild enthusiasm for our

and then misguidedly propose
that

Junior Colleges be set up to incorpo^

ate the new grades 14 and 15 ^ ^'^

grades 13 and 14 — and so on. Thes^

people too are industriously trying
to

pull schoolchildren away from
ou,.

devoted high schools and coddli

teachers and standardized provincial

exams. They don't think that tiiese

are Good Things.

Continuing our survey of opinions

we find ...
Goodness ! There are no more

opinions! Maybe Grade 13 is not n

Good Thing.

Grade 14, here we cornel

Tim Merrett

ore

1 OaoteaMe . .

.

"The powers of the awakened

mind are not children's toys, and the

university cannot guarantee that

anything it offers will be harmless."

Northrop Frye

"The aim of education is not to

stuff the mind with knowledge of

facts, but to use knowledge of facts

as part of the process of intellectual

and emotional formation which

would enable a person to acquire

knowledge by and for himself."

A. R. C. Duncan

"A merely well-informed man is

the most useless bore on God's earth.

What we should aim at producing is

men who possess both culture and
expert knowledge in some special

direction. Their expert knowledge

will give them ground to start from,

and their culture will lead them as

deep as philosophy and as high as

art."

A. N. mitehead

A SEMINAR ON EDUCATION

Saturday^ Feb. 1 Sunday, heh, 2

10.00 PANEL: WHO SHOULD
COME TO UNIVERSITY?

Chair. Dr. R. L. Watts (Pol.)

Dean B. E. Bryce (English)

Dr. A. W. Jolliffe (Geology)

Dr. C. D. Nelson (Biology)

Dr. G. Shortliffe (French)

2.00 THE PURPOSES OF
EDUCATION
Dr. Northrop Frye
Principal of Victoria

University, Toronto

8.00 OUR TECHNOLOGICAL
SOCIETY

Dean A. R. 0. Duncan
Dean of the Faculty of

Arts and Science

9:30 DR. MATHERS, MORGAN
CHAPEL

10.00 PANEL: TRAINING AND
EDUCATION
Chair: Dr. Northrop Frye
Dr. J. V. Basmajian (Anat.)

Dr. H. Eichner (German)
Prof. A. W. Mewett (Law>
Prof. S. Ryan (Law)

ALL EVENTS
IN DUNNING HALL

REGISTRATION

BEGINS TUESDAY IN

LEONARD HALL, BAN RICH &

THE UNION

Should Come To University?
The education semAmr will open wiSh a pariel on WHO SHOULD

COMB TO UNIVERSITY? Below are printed some opinions of the

panelists. Dr. Ron Watts, of the Department of Political Science, will

chair the panel,

,

Editor's Note: There were a num-
ber of replies to Mr. Symes' article,

which were submitted ivitk respect

to coming edtication seminar. Mr.

Sym^s himself wUl be a discussion

leader at the seminar, and toiU be

loUling to take on all comers at that

Who Should Come to the Univer-

sity^ Anyone who can meet the ad-

mission requirements, produce a

photograph, a certificate of good

health and the money to pay the

fees.

I am not try to give a flippant

answer. I am saying that these are

the people who have been coming —
until overwhelming numbers forced

the university to select and to con-

sider the question "who should

come?"

The university is for those who are

temperamentally and intellectually

capable of pursuing the highly

specialized training and the academic

disciplines it offers.

For those who cannot make it,

other opportunities should be offered

for post secondary school education.

There should be additional techno-

logical institutes and three-year lib-

eral arts colleges.

An affluent society, a demand for

highly specialized professional train-

ing, and a population explosion have

produced a situation which the un-

iversities must handle

Dean Bryce

I propose to act as devil's advocate

for the status quo. University en-

trance requirements should be kept
at present levels : the population ex-

plosion should not be welcomed as a
God-given opportunity to raise stan-

dards. This, however, does not mean

Two years ago I attended entrance

examinations for the University of

Moscow. There were 100,000 appli-

cations for 10,000 places in the first

year class. I remember in particular

one pretty blonde girl of 16 who came
into the room to face 15 minutes of

intense questioning from her panel

of six examiners. She had been
selected because she had a brilliant

academic record in Biology. The
panel considered this the most im-
portant reason for selection.

There were other reasons. Mem-
bers of the Communist Party had
high priority, and were often selected

in spite of poor academic records.

In Canada, we have been particul-
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that I believe all to be well with the
grade 13 hurdle, nor that all reasons
for coming to university are pure
and worthy.

Alternative kinds of Grades 13 and
14 are needed. Some individuals with
rare and notable gifts may not be
capable of coping with the rather

peculiar demands of the university.

Many will nonetheless want to make
the attempt, and will swell the ranks
of the drop-outs and shoved-outs.

Neither they nor the others who fall

by the wayside for more common
reasons can properly be termed
"wastage". For surely something
rubbed off.

Many of the popular reasons for

coming td university seem deplorable

and obdurate. Nonetheless, any stay

here should fashion some new
motives — a fair reason for a
university's existence.

Dr. JoUiffe

The University serves three aims

which are different without being

contradictory: professional trainiug,

general education, and the mainten-

ance of a continuing community of

scholars to serve as a repository of

learning in the arts and sciences

that form the basis of our culture

To the scholars themselves, of course,

this last function appears pre-

eminent, for they rightly perceive

that only this enables a civilizationMream" by
to escape the painful prospect ot

having to begin again at the csve

with each succeeding generation. A*

the same time, this third role is

least easily grasped by the pul)'''

mind.

This is to say that the University

must also face ita obligations

educate the public — for the sake

its own preservation.

The hard fact is, in my view, tlis'.

the Grade 13 testing ground is

effective one; end the young pe^p'*

who survive it are going to dem""'!

and get the kind of post-seconrf"'^

education to which they feel they

entitled as contributors to an

creasingly wealthy society.

arly successful in providing special
schools for the retarded. We have
provided well for the average. We
have not put the same energy into

providing for the brilliant. In the
next seven years the number of ap-
plications for university will triple.

Let us be sure that the brilliant

student is not forgotten but receives

the highest quality education from
the very best teachers.

Dr. Nelson Dr. Sfaor
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Science Student

Foils Pyromaniac
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Kingston has been saved — for

another few days. And its saviour

as a Queen'sman

!

At two o'clock Sunday morning,

juiin Buchan, Sc. '64, oxtinguisiied

fire of newspapers in the boiler

room of his apartment building at

60 Johnson St. One of the ladies in

lasement apartment smelled smoke,

snd called for John, who put the fire

by smothering it with news-

papers.The police, who were called

liter, investigated the incident.

Buchan stated that whoever set the

; could have just walked into the

building. There were no signs of

ioaible entry. He also said that the

general opinion among the reporters

he had talked to was that the fire

Id have been set by someone other

ihan the Kingston pyromaniac, as it

out of his usual territory. On the

iher hand, it is possible that the

cellist has moved downtown.

MEMBER OF C.1NADIAN UNIVERSITY PRESS PHONE 6JS-n31, LOCAL

^Waterloo
Rejoins CUS

THE CRITIC
pholo by Griif

)avid Lewis

Condemns Our Diseased Values
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David Lewis, prominent member of
he New Democratic Party, said last
Sunday night that we, in Canada,
lave made a near ruin of political

ntegrity.

Speaking at Hillel House, IVIr.

ewis claimed that we have abandon-
political leadership in several

*ays. In the first place our political

eaders are not really leading at all.

composing their platforms, par-
lesjvin take a poll of public opinion

on certain issues and then approach
the voters with a platform which is

likely to attract the greatest number
of votes.

Secondly, this leadership has been
handed over to the public relations

men who analyse the polls. He added
that when the world went to war in

1940 Franklin Roosevelt had an
opinion and set out to persuade the

people on that point. There is little

of this present today.

laytime Maudit! Guild

0 Perform Sartre, Albee
This Friday and Saturday nights

Convocation Hall, the curtain will
s on two plays, "the American

"earn" by Edward Albee, author of

7 • ry •

Jhis Thursday
attio, Professor F.

night on CFRC
D. Barrett of the

ommerce Department will lecture
" the topic "Individualism and Or-
^I'sation",

Professor Barrett maintains that
^ change from an individualistic
"^•^y to a collectivised society has
^turally involved the development

ge-scale organisation. He views
development as being necessai-y

siise organisation ia the device
""Ugh which collectivisation takes
^ce. Because this is the case, Prof,
^^jrett feels that the preservation

fostering of individualism must
none within the framework of

;^^='nisation. Prof. Barrett will con-
to discuss the problem of the

'^''dual in organisation by taking.

J

of aii_ tjjg pessimistic approach

^
problem, and then going on.

.
"i^nt the case for an optimistic

of the individual in the organ-

vi?""
Barrett feels that in-

Jjualistn and organisation can be
^^tied together so that, like freedom
.'' order, they provide a mutually
"^forcing blend.

the currently popular play on Broad-
way "Who's Afraid of Virginia

Wolf", and "No Exit", by Jean-

Paul Sartre. Both are satirical

comedies.

The cast of "the American Dream"
under the direction of Fred Euring-
er, director of "The Visit" are well-

known IVIerrilee Hoftston, whose last

performance in "The Visit" was
superb, Alita Wise, AI Hand, Kathy
Downs and David Glasco.

"No Exit" is being directed by Jim
Garrard whom we last saw in "The

Visit" as Anton Shill. This will be

Jim's first production. The~cast of

this play includes Poppy Gemmel.
Alison Gordon, Edward Horton and

Don Bowell.

Curlain time is 8:30. Tickets are

SI.00 and will be on sale at the tkior.

Lastly, said Mr. Lewis, today we
have a "diseased standard of values",

one which recognizes the material

success of a man instead of his moral

value. Political participation today is

something which is looked down on

and politicians are an object of con-

tempt. These low standards have en-

veloped the electors with the result

that the public no longer gets excited

about immoral doings in politics. As
an example, Mr. Lewis cited the

NONG scandal of a few years ago

when several members of the Frost

cabinet were forced to resign. In the

ensuing by-elections their seats were

all filled by members of the same
party.

Any government must play a posi-

tive role and this, of necessity must

put into the hands of the man in

power great responsibility and infiu-

ence. Pi& government becomes in-

creasingly more important, the im-

portance of a higher code of ethics

in politics increases also.

Where does this leave the individ-

ual in public life? It is his duty, first-

ly, to avoid a conflict of public in-

terest and also to make it clear to the

public that there is no such conflict.

Secondly it is his duty to know what
is going on.

The politician has a very import-

ant position to fill. Along with the

church and university, they have the

task of changing the moral atmo-

sphere of the society in which we
live.

UN Man Will Consider ^Expectations"

"The Two Revolutions , a seminar

on the role of technology in the

development of the emerging nations,

will take place here from Feb. 21 to

Feb. 23. "The title of this seminar

refers to the revolution of 'Rising

Expectations' and the tecTinoIogicnl

revolution," John Pearce, the chair-

man of the seminar, told QJ report-

ers.

Speakers will be Prof. A. W.
Taylor (Queen's), Dr. K. Spicer

{Otta\va) and Mr. V. M. Kazaloy

(United Nations). The speeches,

scheduled to take place in Dunning

Hall at 1:30 and 8:15 p.m. Friday

21 Feb. and 1 :30 p.m. Saturday, wi'l

be open to all. A maximum of thirty

students from Queen's will be chosen

to form seminar groups with profes-

sors and delegates from other univer-

sities. These groups will discuss

papers to be delivered by students.

Applications to participate in

these groups should be made in

writing to the "Chairman. Technol-

ogy Seminar," and handed in at the

AMS Office in the Union not later

than noon, February 7.

The recent withdrawal of Water-
loo Lutheran University from CUS
has been followed by thefr re-entry
last week, after a meeting between
CUS President Jenkins and WLU
Student Council.

At this meeting, Jenkins answer-
ed the arguments given by WLU
for withdrawal to the satisfaction of
the council. Among the reasons given
by Waterloo for the withdrawal was
the fact that they opposed the equal
vote given to French Canadian stu-

dents, since English speaking stu-

dents constitute a majority in CUS.
They were also dissatisfied with the
national body's administration. They
felt that the benefits of CUS mem-
bership do not justify its $85,000
budget. They claimed that the CUS
Executives do not really represent

student opinion. They were opposed
to the use of CUS as a pressure

group.

Jenkins pointed out that the

Structures Committee is investigat-

ing French representation on the Na-
tional Executive, and consideration

will be given to the WLU vie^vpoint.

The administrative difficulties ap-
pear to be on a local level, Jenkins
said. An investigation of correspon-
dence between the CUS office and the
WLU Council has been carried out,

and it appears that CUS has taken
action in every instance. At the same
time, The WLU has not responded to

over twenty CUS requests for action

or information. Jenkins replied to the

charge that the CUS budget is too

high for the benefits, by saying that
the Student Councils have the power
to change or eliminate expenditures

at the National Conference. He said

that opinions expressed by CUS are

controlled by the National Congress
and the Executive is not permitted

to express its "own" opinions. CUS
does not use pressure, said Jenkins.
The Student Councils have decided

that CUS should take more steps to

promote the material and intellects

ual welfare of the students of Can-
ada. CUS uses diplomacy and co-

operation, not "pressure".

The Council was satisfied with
Jenkins' replies and voted to rejoin

CUS.

Three Queen's Debaters make
Tirst Division' in Ottawa

Royal Military College placed first

in a fifteen school debating tourna-

ment in Ottawa last weekend. The
tournament was parliamentary in

form. Two bills introduced were:

"Resolved that religion is based on
fear", and "resolved that the jury

system is unjust." McGill and RMC
finished first and second on total

points, and met in a final debate. The
negative team from RMC, Officer

Cadets Pope and Swan, were declar-

ed winners.

The Queen's team placed seventh,

a respectable first division place-

ment. The team consisted of Norm
McLeod. Don Carmichael, Jim Page,

and Ken Menzies,

The tournament consisted of two

sittings of four houses. Ottawa Un-
iversity was the host of several par-

ties, and arranged a trip to Parlia-

ment Hill for the debaters.

Although the new system of de-

bating was confusing, because the

debaters were not familiar with it,

the debaters were very pleased with
the system, and it will be seriously

considered for use at future tourna-

ments.

The CUS National Debating Finals

will be held at St. Dunstan's Univer-

sity. Charlottetown, on Tuesday,

March 10. The topic will be: "Re-

solved that Education on the Univer-
sity Level be Federalized in Canada."
The finals may be televised on the

national CBC network.

THE PHILOSOPHER
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EDITORIAL

For Our Mutual Good
Thinking it over it is time for one of those long

awaited statements of poHcy from the Journal, which

hore so many of our readers. This time it is different.

Our policy statement concerns the building of theatres

in Kingston. And if that does not interest you, then

you are a lost cause.

We are always happy to receive money, and today

we are particularly happy to receive money. The cause

is good. It is the joint cause of the Queen's building

fund and the Grand Fund together. And we now launch

this appeal for funds to be sent into the Journal. It is

time for us to call an end to this battling for the two

funds. They are different, they fulfill a different pur-

pose, and they are both first-rate causes. "We strongly

urge you to support the two together.

From the first it has been clear that the needs of

the town and the gown differ. What has been less clear

was exactly what Queen's wanted. This year we have

been blessed with a building fund committee that is

more energetic and has achieved more than many
committees of times past. The President. Miss Elaine

Knox is going to form a commission to look into the

question.

We'd like to offer some considerations to that

Committee, which they are entirely free to reject. It

has long been our belief that Queen's has two different

needs. The first is for a Small Theatre, for plays and
drama. The second is for a large auditorium for con-

certs and University lecturers, and for addresses by
the leaders of the University to the University as a

whole.

Why a small theatre? First of all the Drama Guild

and the other organizations that need a stage do not

want to put on a one night stand. If they had to per-

form in a huge auditoi-um, they would have to be con-

tent with one performance before a mammoth crowd,

or a number of performances in which each member
of the audience would feel like a trout in the Atlantic.

Now the small theatre is ready to hand. It lies in

Convocation Hall. We believe that there are possi-

bilities that Convocation Hall could be remodelled to

the entire satisfaction of those who do know about
Theatre. What is needed is greater width, greater
depth and better wing space. We could include in the
inventory, items of stage equipment like lighting. Best
of all, Convocation Hall could be remodelled in the
relatively near future.

On the other hand, there is also a definite need for
a large University Auditorium for Concerts and Public
Lectures. This would be used for purposes academic in

essence, and as such we could quite reasonably expect
the Ontario Government to contribute!?) For who-
ever heard of a University of nearly 6,000 (the proposed
Queen's figure for 1970) without a decent, large lecture/
concert auditorium?

Of course, some ninety five percent of our readers
don't give a damn about theatre or plays. That is a
pity. They also don't give a damn about the things of
the spirit, and while they know virtually everything
about nothing, they know virtually nothing about the
second Christian Commandment, "Love thy neigh-
bour." The purpose of successful theatre is to cany
one to another country of the mind. Nothing exists but
the play. If the theatre fails to do this, then it is nothing
(as when plays are acted in a large impersonal arena
like that at Stratford). If the theatre fails to stir you,
to make you laugh, and hate, and fear, and pity, then it

has completely failed. The theatre is not for pleasant
family picnics, or to appease that little gremlin in your
mind that says, "I need 'culture'." "Culture" is a mean-
ingless brand name. Theatre is an adventui'e of the
spirit. It also widens our range of understanding and
sympathy. As such it is a splendid defiance of Public
Relations mentality, an assertion that truth is not what
pleases, but what we feel.

If the University honestly feels, as has been ru-
moured among the undergraduates of the University,
that it can't see its way to spending any money on im-
proving our present theatrical facilities, it may well
have a group of journalistic lions at large. And to those
honourable gentlemen who look askance on our con-
ception of "good taste", and feel that the theatre is a
young man's easiest way to damnation, we have a very
simple reply, "Hang good taste!" And furthei-more,
"Hang the idea that the theatre is not a better way of
teaching people than is the lecture hall."

AH HAAAAA - AA AA

You Said it

Awake^ Arlsmen^ Awake

EdiIor, Journal,

What is the matter with 1,000 Queen's students on campus this

year?

Artsmen wake up! You are missing some of the better oppor-

tunities of your lifetime. You are supposed to be intelligent university

students, here on campus to educate yourself and to prepare yourself

to competently face the world after graduation.

This preparation is not all con-

tained in the Douglas Library or

in the new labs or in Philosophy

books. In face the most vital part

of your university training is

through the gaining of valuable

experience and through the

acceptance of responsibility. Only

in this way can a student fully

prepare himself for a successful

life ahead.

But over 1,000 Artsmen appear

to be ignorant of this, or they are

all very disgustingly lazy. The

Arts and Science Society offers to

its members (all Artsmen) these

opporluniiies of accepting respon-

sible positions and of learning

through experience.

Artsmen wake up! Positions are

being offered to you! And only

one or two people are showing up

to apply for them. Why don't you

grow up and accept some respon-

sibility?

Tomorrow night at 6:30 in

committee rooms 3 and 4 of the

Union applicadons will be accep-

ted for 3 positions on the fresh-

men orientation committee and for

chief vigilante for next year.

Useful changes were made this

year in the orientation programme,

and good leaders are needed to

carry them on.

Be alert for other opporlunities

also. TTie time to act is now if you

want to properly educate yourself

next year.

—Mike Evans

The Last Word
Editor, Journal,

Dare I take up the unpopular

cause for the author of "Dis-

tressed?" I confess I thought it

funny, cleverly written, and not

without point. Because I thought

the issue of racial and religious

prejudice was dead — at Queen's

at least — I read the letter as un-

questionably satiric. However by

operational definition, if the letter

offended, it was offensive. I re-

main unconvinced, however, that

the intentions of the writer were

as ignoble as those so freely

accredited to him.

To me, the letter simply said

that, faced with the divided world

which is a product of bigoted and
over-nationalistic thinking the stu-

dent is possibly deserving of a

small amount of the righteous

revelry for which he is so inclined

to be condemned; or, more impor-

tantly, that simple rowdyism is

relatively uisignificant in compari-

son to the advances, away from
past prejucMces, whidi he is mak-
ing. That prejudice then, purely

as an example of something we
are overcoming, was in bad taste,

I fail to see. Nothing of such bn-

portance can afford to be shrouded
with whispered allusions to "explo-
sive issues" or "poor taste".

If I believed the letter was
written in a spirit of vindicative

arrogance I would hardly be re-

assured by the "reaction" it caused.

If this letter were taken seriously

by majority, and minority {the

view expressed in the published

replies and tacitly confirmed by
the editors) and fifteen "letters to

the editor" was the only index of

irritation I would feel cause for

concern.

—C.M.

Constmclive Tropusais

Editor, Journal,

A recent letter by "Interested in Queen's" cottipe];

me lo break a long-standing hahit of ignoring the views

of tliose who do not have the courage to acknowled

their ideas.

"Interested" — whoever he or she is — accuses

of disloyalty those members of the Queen's staff who
support the Grand Theatre Campaign. I should

lik,

to assure your bashful correspondent that like many o£

my colleagues, I support the Grand campaign vigor

ously, not despite but because I am loyal to the

University.

Space does not permit me a full exposition of our

reasoning, but does at least allow the following points

to be made:

—We are convinced that Queen's should have

and could fully utilize a small (say (500-600 seat)

theatre for campus productions and related activities

—In addition, the Kingston community, of which

the University is an integral part (despite the wishes

fo the contrary of some malevolent people both on

and off campus) also badly needs an auditorium for

locally produced and travelling attractions and for

large-scale meetings and lectures,

—Kjngston will be a more pleasant city for all

of us, staff and students, as well as everyone else, if

we have an adequate municipal aduitorium. A new

one would cost from $l-$2 million; a rennovated

Grand is within reach.

—Our loyalty, so lightly questioned by your

nameless correspondent, is to Queen's as an inslitu-

tion. to its students and lo the intellectual tradilions

of our calling. Like my colleagues, I do not need the

gratuitous slurs of anonymous letter-writers to remind

me of where my duty lies — the University adminis-

tration and thousands of former and present students

can attest to the manner in which we discharge our

responsibilities. As for the canons of intellectual

inquiry, they demand that any belief we hold be based

on acceptable evidence. The report of a compelent

and tried architect, convinced us that the project out-

lined by the Arts Council was feasible. Our loyalty

to rational analysis — the tool of our trade — led us

to support the project,

—Some years ago I had something to do with the

University concerts. At that time 1 learned a great

deal about Kingston audiences and their interest in

the performing arts. The experiences I gained in this

way, combined with numerous trips to Brockville,

conversations with the Brockville management and an

examination of its financial statements have satisfied

me that the Grand can be operated successfully,

—Finally, let me assure you, Mr. Editor, thai

many of us Queen's professors who have contributed

to the Grand campaign were in part motivated by our

conviction that Kingston could do with more projects

in which "town" and "gown" work together towards

a common end. In view of this, let me suggest that

those Queen's people— staff and students— who have

been sluggish in the matter, play their part in the fhial

push of the Grand campaign by volunteering their

time, talents and even their thalers. To this end t

enclose SI 0.00 as the founding contribution to the

Special Queen's Community Fund for Kingston

Theatre. Kindly transmit half of this amount to the

Grand campaign and the other half to the Queeo"*

Theatre Building Fund. Donations, anyone?

Yours theatrically,

—John Meisel

Donations should be forwarded to the Qu^^"^

Journal, who will see that Ihey are jorwarded to '/i''

"Grand" and "The Building Fund."
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Education Seminar Points to Danger
Page 3

Qr, Northrop Frye, speaking

J,
I he

education seminar on Sat-

iriiay

Doctor I rye tears the Mob
challenge to take with him into

the ordinary everyday society

some of the permanent values

which are acquired in the study

of the arts and the sciences.

The arts and the sciences, he

felt, are a "tangible utopia".

They represent an ideal and yet

they are what man has already

done, and hence can do again.

The Arts and the Sciences are

the pinnacle of human achieve-

ment, and yet they are vitally

relevant to all of society. "There

is no such thing as an intellec-

tual ivory tower," he said,

"There are only social ivory

towers." It is society that tends

to stratify and break people up
into classes: the university

counteracts this process.

Following his address, Dr.

Frye was questioned vigor-

ously until it was time to break

,

off into discussion groups.

afternoon, expressed the

of the univei-sity in terms

,[ a struggle "between a Com-

,„uinity and the mob". He sug-

,^j{e<i that every university

juilent and graduate must be

^

missionary.

Xlie university, he said, is

haven of all that is perman-

ent and meaningful in life: be-

j-und the university there is

nothing but uncertainty and

ininsitoriness. In the university

ive find true culture, the arts

jiid the sciences; outside there

3ie only the values imposed by

jiadison Avenue and the daily

newspaper, which we throw out

tomorrow to make room for still

tew slogans.

Dr. Frye asserted that the

lily challenge to the student

ihat is wortih answering is the

Dean Duncan Fears the Machine
Dean A. R. C. Duncan, in an

address on Our Technological

Society given to the CUS-SCM
seminar on education this week-

end, gave a lucid outline of the

development of human techno-

logy, and emphasized the sud-

denness with which our tech-

nology has caught up with us
and has come almost to the
point of enslaving us. Techno-
logy and science have progres-
sed almost independently of
each other until very recent
times. Then it was slowly real-
ized that the discoveries of

MEET THE PUBLIC
Be an Open House '64

Guide. The Open House Com-
mittee could use the services of

student volunteers for an hour
or more duty on Saturday,

February 8. 1 to 5 p.m.

Call Local 200. Guide
Meeting — Ellis Auditorium,

6:30 - 7:00p.m. Thursday,

February 6.

CUS Tour oj Central Europe
Are you wondering what to found on every tourist itinerary.

Jj in the long summer months

.head? Does the thought of an-

ther tedious vacation at home
you with dispair? Then,

be of good cheer for the Can-
Mian Union of Students (CUS)
das the answer to your problems.
Oiite again CUS is offering its

iiighly successful Central Euro-
pean Tour with enough things
to do and places to see to give
jou j'our busiest summer in
^ars — and enough anecdotes
0 thoroughly bore all your
fiends for years to come.

The tour wanders through
England, France, Germany,
Sft'iterland, Holland and Italy,
"ith a special trip to East Ber-

providing that no unfore-
-^^ 'troubles' bar the way. In-
biied in the trip in an evening

London theatre, a Shakes-
T play at Stratford-Upon-
and an opera in Berlin,

e much of the tour is spent
't'htseeing with a professional

there are plenty of leisure
'Vs when members are free to
'' '•'^ they wish.

,^'^'itseeting includes visits to

'^fsailles, the Tivoli Gardens
.

ome, the Vienna Woods, Ox-

5 l^niversity, and to the old

,J"Mul of tourist attraction —
.

^ f^'ianging of the Guard in
"'"Ion. Besides these usual
'"^t-see" items which are

the CUS tour includes several

trips that provide a different

aspect of European life than
that gained from a steady diet

of ceremonies, shopping, and
mediaeval architecture. Visits to

a Refugee Camp, to the Free
Dachau are likely to prove both
unsettling and thought-provok-

ing.

Accommodation, most meals,

and all transportation and ad-
mission costs on the Continent

are included in the tour price.

The tour starts officially on
June 11 with a pre-sailing cock-

tail party at the University of

Montreal, and leaves the next
day aboard Q.S.S. Arkadia for

London. After spending June,

July and part of August touring

the Continent, the tour will dis-

band in Paris on August 3rd.

From then on students are on

their own and 'at their own
expense' until the 18th of Aug-
ust when the Arkadia leaves Le
Havre for Canada.

The cost of this shoe-string

extravaganza? — a paltry $777

plus thet cost of a roundtrip

ticket to Europe. For those who
are interested, detailed informa-

tion can be obtained from: J. P-

Jinchereau, CUS Travel Depart-

ment, 1117 St. Catherine St.

W., Rm. 200, Montreal, P.Q.

The 'International Student

Identity Card' ($2.00). which

entitles students to reduce

transportation rates, entrance

fee discounts, and access to stu-

dent hostels and restaurants,

and 'Travelling Student', (free)

a useful handbook with a time-
table of student fares, trans-

portation schedules etc. within
Europe, are both available at

the A.M.S. — so ann yourself

before you go — and bon voy-

fl.ffe!

science could be applied in tech-
nology, and technology began
to take great strides forward.
Dean Duncan felt that we are
only just beginning to see the
start of a fully scientific tech-
nology.

The purpose of our technology
has been to give us power over
our miaterial environment.
Using bulldozers and explosives,
for instance, we can carve out
a road over almost any bit of
terrain we like. However, while
it is one thing to use machines
on nature, it is an entirely dif-
ferent matter to use them on
other people. If in building our
road we encounter a piece of
land whose owner does not
want to sell it, new considera-
tions come into play and we
cannot remove this human ob-
stacle by the same tactics as
we would use to remove the ob-
stacles nature has thrown in

our path.

The role of education in this

exciting and dangerous new
world is extremely important.
It is urgent to train men and
women in the mathematics and
the fundamentals of the physi-
cal sciences that are necessary
to understand our age. How-
ever, maintained the Dean, of

even more vital importance are
the humanities, the subjects that
deal with us as people, not as

specialized operators of a vast
and impersonal society. Without
renewed endeavour in the field

of the humanities, we may con-

tinue disastrously in our habit

of underrating the human being
to the extent that we actually

subordinate him to the machine
he is "running".

CUP Roundup
— Bitter Ash, the

movie produced by

HAMILTON,
controversial

students at UBC has been banned

at McMaster University. The
reason? The movie has not been
approved by the Ontario Censors'

Board, making its showing illegal.

Although labelled as obscene "for

its depiction of the sex acl, Bitter

Ash has been shown at McGill,
UBC and University of Saskatche-
wan without trouble. It was shown
yesterday at U. of T. by the Student
Christian Movement.

EDMONTON. — A third year
Science student at the University of

Alberta has been threatened with

expulsion if he continues to cam-
paign to improve safely facilities in

the University's science labs. He
began his campaign when the

safety showers failed to work after

two students were sprayed with hot
chemicals when an apparatus
exploded. Later investigations

showed that only three out of a
dozen showers were working, the

lab fire extinguisher had not been
checked since August 1960, and
that there were no first aid kits or
first aid staffers on the floor.

Applications, in writing, for

the following positions should

be made to the AMS Office by
February 18:

Journal Editor

Journal Business Manager

Tricolor Editor

Tricolor Business Manager

Who's Where Editor

AMS Athletic Sticks {Male,

FemaJe)

LEVANT {ELECIIOTSS
l^'^-.OO- 1:15. and 5:30-6:30; and

in the New Arts Building from

10:00- 12:00, and 2:30-4:30,

Volini: by NFCUS card only.

Dean Conn Muses His Problems
May Need Five Year Course

'^'^lions for the positions of

'^"^^ni, Jr. AMS Rep., Treasurer

- Vig of the Levana Society
'ng held loday. PoUing sla-

^'"11 be open in the Union from MARG THOMPSON

Recently, Dean Conn, Dean of

Applied Science, revealed in an

interview some of his plans and

thoughts for the future of the

Engineering Faculty.

Dean Conn began by noting that

university expansion plans call for

an enrolment of 5600 by 1970,

5000 undergraduate and 600 gradu-

ate students. He said that while

enrolment in the Engineering

Faculty will increase proportion-

ally, the absolute increase will be

much smaller than in the Faculty

of Arts and Science. At present,

plans call for an increase from the

present 782 undergraduates to 1200

by 1970.

A new Chemical Engineering

Building is now in the planning

stage. As well as activities in the

field of Chemical Engineering, tliis

building will house a proposed new

computing centre to serve the needs

of expansion here.

The first classes in the new

Mathematics and Engineering

course contains mathematics courses

not offered in other Engineering

courses.

As of this year ('63-'64). the

graduate study programme for the

Engineering Faculty, formerly under

the M.Sc. Committee, is now under

the School of Graduate Studies,

headed by Dr. Beveridge.

The new addition to Fleming

Hall is being erected to accommo-
date the Bell engineers. The engin-

over the course of ten months. As

yet, no other organization has

expressed the wish to participate in

a similar programme.

Dean Conn expressed a desire to

see an increase in the number of

Teclmical Institutes in the province

in order to ease the load on univer-

sity engineering faculties. He com-

mented that Kingston would be

suitable for one such institute. He
did not, however, feel that it should

be asociated with Queen's.

Dean Conn returned to the sub-

ject of courses. He said that

allempts are being made to make the

programme more interesting. Sub-

jects such as Differential Equations,

Statistics and Numerical Analysis

have recently been offered as options

in the third and four years. As for

Arts courses, English, Economics,

Politics, and Business Administra-

tion are offered in the first, second,

third and final year respectively. In

the past, these latter courses were

Nominations for the posi-

tions of Vice-President, Secre-

tary, Sr. AMS Rep., L.A.C.

President of Levana Council

arc being received until Thurs-

day. February 6 by Miss Jean

Liitle, President of the Levana

Society. ChowTi Hall.

Candidates for Ihe above

positions will address tlie

members of the Society at a

General Meeting to be held on
Sunday, February 9 at 2 p.m.

in Ban Righ Common Room.
Everyone Welcome!

thought adequate to provide the

Engineering students with a thread

of Arts subjects. In this respect,

they appear to have failed. At

present, a committee is working on

setting up more options among the

humanities. It is hoped to be able

to devise a scheme whereby tlie

student will have more contact with

ihc humanities, it is hoped dial it

will be possible to offer courses in

such subjects as Philosophy, Eng

lish. History, and possibly Political

Science. It is thought tliat llie

Engineering student would then be

able to select one of diese for more

intensive study in the third and final

years.

However. Dean Conn stressed llie

difficulty of finding time for these

additional studies especially with

increased pressure for new Science

courses and for the expansion of

existing ones. Most Engineers now
have in excess of thirty hours of

classes per week. This, in turn,

could mean a change to a five year

degree course. Any such change

could not, however, be undertaken

without the co-operation of other

universities.

Al the end of the interview. Dean
Conn seemed proud of the morale

of the Engineering students and felt

that the "esprit de corps" was good.

He had confidence tliat this was not

serving to isolate them from the

remainder of the student body.

MONTREAL. — Student's at Mc-
Gill last week received anti-semitic

literature by mail in plam brown

envelopes. The "hate propaganda"

material has been systematically

sent to names from the Student

Directory, in alphabetical order.

Similar material received at Loyola

College also contained anti-negro

literature. Each of the envelopes

contains roughly the same "hate-

kit" — a back issue of the news-

paper, "Common Sense," and vari-

ous assorted leaflets. All copies

were mailed from Montreal.

TORONTO. ~ U. of T. may soon

get its first bar. The Ontario Liquor

Licensing Board has given its

official approval to the granting of

a club licence lo Massey College, a

graduate student building. The
licence would permit the sale of all

types of liquor, with or without

meals.

OTTAWA. — Carlcton University

reports that students are apathetic

to the U.S. Surgeon-General's report

on the link between smoking and

lung cancer. The report, students

beheve, is at least partly correct,

but the evidence it provides is in-

conclusive enough to make them

break the habit.

VANCOUVER. — Dr. Conrad

MacKenzie told the Prc-Medical

Society at UBC that "There are

many kinds of epidemic in the

world, but the worst form is

people." Speaking on the relation-

ship of epidemic and over-popula-

tion, he said that modern science

has minimized epidemic, "we are

faced with a great problem, over-

population." He said that with

people crammed too closely to-

gether, doctors would not be able

to immunize ihcm if there were an

epidemic.

"Another epidemic is due now,"

MacKenzie said. Our children will

have the choice of dying from some-

thing like smallpox or not being

born in the first place.

ANNOUNCIISG
Leonard Hall Associates lake

great pleasure in announcing the

entry inio Queen's social life circles

of Mr. Allan C. Pringle, formerly

a consciencious medical student. Mr.

Pringle has cast aside his cliosei

-/ofin MacPherson

career in the hope that his vast

previous experience in the Toronto

area wiU be the source of unending

delight to as many members of

Levana as he can fit into his busy

social schedule. Al wishes it to be

known that dales will be on a first

come first served basis with prefer-

ence given to petite Torontoniiuis.

So girls, why wait? The Volkswagen

is warmed up and ready to go. Call

Al now at Local 291.

0. 34

for

by
Lch

all
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WORD WALLOW: For Crossword Crocodiles

NOTICE
Sliirients of Qucen'si

Your own Book Slore ear supply you wilh all your requirements in Tcjtl

Books for all I-'acullies and Dcpartmcnls. Loose Lcnf Supplies, Fountain

Pens, Queen's PcnnanL'; Qiid Cusliions.

OUn USED BOOK EXCHANGE IS AT YOUR DISPOSAL

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES

KLVCSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTABJO

Attention Queen'smen

Recruiting for Fort Henry Guard

NOW IN PROGRESS

See Your Placement Officer for Information

Write or Telephone: Box 213

Old Fort Henrj'

Kingston, Ontario

542-7388

FIUTER;"

Clues Across:

1. Cases in which men may
keep their money

8. The desire every baseball

pitcher has (HIDDEN
WORD)

9. Is prosecuted for having

published, perhaps

(SPLIT WORD)
11. The state Des Moines is in

12. Tan may become an insect

(ANAGRAM)
13. A piece of news, possibly

14. Keep going with salt

(ANAGRAM)
15. Shelter for a while

20. Law forbidding some-

thing

23. The delight of a granJ old

general (SPLIT WORD)
25. A nice place to leave th^;

car (DOUBLE CLUE)
28. Without water

31. A meeting of neighbors

32. Possibly lead out of a

valley (ANAGRAM)
33. Inventors do so

34. It sounds an expensive

animal {DOUBLE CLUEj
35. They're built up in a big

way

Clues Down;
Small vessel

Throws out some bait

(DOUBLE CLUE)
Always found in Beverly

Hills (HIDDEN WORD)
Dope
A queer bird

Say, it might be Virginia!

(DOUBLE CLUE)
Being a ham at heart is a

pity (SPLIT WORD)
How to malce it when in

a hurry

Go easily with Mabel!

(ANAGRAM)
A walk through the

grounds, perhaps

The killer can give you a

hug! (SPLIT WORD)
Noises in the night

A sweet letter to Andy
(SPLIT WORD)
Renders invisible

!

Looks rather unp'easant

Stay and make more than

one bid (SPLIT WORD)
Maintains

Not the sort of horse px-

nected to win
She comes from Na=hvil'p

naturallv (HIDDEN
WORD)

Sciencemen Tour Council
"Many science students have no idea of the research going

on in Canada." This was the opinion expressed by Dr. K. M.

Baird one of the guides at the Math and Physics club's tour

of the National Research Council at Ottawa last week. Dr.

Baird and the other guides gave a very impressive display of

research that did go on in Canada, ranging from optical masers

to high fidelity recordings of the human heart.

The tour which began at

about 10:30 a.m. when the

students arrived by bus and

continued to 4:30 p.m. (with

time out for a free lunch pro-

vided by N.R.C.) was organiz-

ed by the Queen's Math and
Physics club.

Those present at the tour

were shown various displays in

applied Physics which includ-

ed precision equipment for

Placement Bulges

The Placement Service is

taking care of student inter-

ests at its usual quick rate.

More companies than ever be-

fore have applied to interview

Queen's students. Although

more than fifty per-cent of the

interviews take place before

Christmas, companies are still

vying for the opportunity to

persuade as many students an-

possible to accept the positions

they need filled. The opportun-

ities for summer jobs are at

an all time high too.

The Clark Hall extension

which will contain the new
Placement Service offices, is

moving along on schedule.

Construction crews are now
setting up the framework on

the second floor and pouring

concrete on the bottom one.

An optimistic estimate for the

day of completion is March 9.

measuring temperature, length

and time. At one point when
an atomic clock capable of

measuring time accurately to

ten digits, was presented, an

unidentified student was heard

to say "wonder what time it

is".

The applied Physics build-

ing at N.R.C. contains five

stories of offices and labs and
is so large that one of the

guides who had been there

seven years lost his way and

had to ask for directions.

Visit Nurses

The Nursing Science School

will present a display for Open
House '64. The school was
opened in 1942, because there

were not many nurses in the

province with enough exper-

ience to meet the demands of

teaching, supervision and pub-

lic health. There are ninety

students enrolled this year on

the Campus.
The nurses hope, by means

of their displays at Open House
to inform people of their

courses and their work.

The school is located above

the medical library and there

will be .'!iBns to show the way-

For the weary; the nurses in

tyoical manner will provide

coffee.

SWEATERS
by

WARREN-
PETER SCOTT
KILSPINDIE

103 Princess Street Phone 546-6381

All departments will be open and tour guidkis will be avai

able to show visitors throughout the buildings.

1. Nicol Hall — Department of Mining and Metallurgy

Demonstrations showing methods of aluminum casting

reparation of ores and fire-assaying will be presented. Under-
graduate students will be presenting their reseai-ch projects

such as ultra-purification of metals by zone refining and cry>tal

growing. The mining department will be having displays

rock drills, portable drills, mine cross-sections and methods of

mining. There will be a metallographic exhibit of commercial

metal specimens to be viewed under microscopes.

2. McLaughlin Holl—Department of Mechanical Engineeering

In the interBial combustion engine laboratory automotivi

diesel and gas turbines will be explained and operated. Second,

year students will be operating lathes in the department's ex-

tensive machine shop. A demonstration of a commercial re-

frigeration plant will be given. In addition, there will be tests

carried out on lubricants and metal specimens. In the upstairs

lounge coffee -will he served and students and professors wil

be available to talk to visitors about various aspects of mech

anical engineering.

3. Ellis Hall — Department of Civil Engineering

In the structural and materials laboratories tests will be

carried out on floor slabs, reinforced concrete beams, wood

specimens and columns. In the hydaulics laboratory method

of collecting pulp wood in \vater (log boom), measurement of

Jrag and lift on aerofoils and measurement of flows over weirs

will be carried out. Strength and ductility tests and analyses of

asphalts will be demonstrated. There will be cross-section

sajmples of various type of pavement. In the lobby there wil

be a town planning display; surveying instruments and aeria

mapping photographs will be available for inspection. Test:

will be carried out in the soils laboratory to show that there i;

no such thing as quicksand and to show seepage of water througli

an earth dam.

4. Fleming Hall — Department of Electrical Engineering

The post-graduate exhibits will include pictorial displays

of research in signal processing and communications. This w

include applications to defence and radio astronomy. Among

the undergraduate displays will be commercial motors, tran:

formers and Doppler radar. Of interest to the ladies will be

a demonstration of coolcing on ice. Applications of analogue

computation to problems in electrical engineering will l>i^

demonstrated. In addition, the public is invited to participate

in a number of electronic games.

Gordon Hall Annex— Department of Chemical Engineering

To commemorate the sixtieth anniversary of the depart'

ment, careers of noted graduates will be traced. Industrial

displays have been contributed by Dupont, Esso, C.I.L. and

Union Carbide. Samples of gasolines will be analysed on a ga*

chromatograph. Commercial unit operations such as distillation

extraction, absorption and crystallization will be on display. A"

analogue computer will be used to stimulate such phenomena as

a bouncing ball and a monometer sytem. Coffee will be se

t-taff and senior students will be on hand to talk to vifi'*""s

about the field of chemical engineering.

6. Stirling Hall — Department of Physics

The new physics teaching and research centre, recently

opened, will be open to the public. This building, costing $3,000,-

OJO, is unique in North America in that it is in the form of

a giant layer cake. Visitors are invited to inspect the l^irB*-*

undergraduate laboratories and lecture rooms.

7. Frost Wing — Department of Chemistry
In the inorganic research laboratories will be an inductiu"

furnace, solid state devices and analytical instruments such ^

a gas chromatograph and infra-red spectrometry. Under-

graduate displays will include cold light, column chromato-

graphy for chemical separation, di.stiliation and extractio"^

here will also be a demonstration of an ammonia fountain a"

of fiame colours used in chemical identification.

8. Miller Hall — Department of Geology
Outside the building will be a prospector's tent compli-'t^*

c iuipped with snowshoes, sleeping bags, sample cores and ^

.tove. The geophysical display will include such instrument-'

:i magnetometer, gravity meter, geophone and geiger coiinte^

-.lides taken by the students will illustrate the functions

'sologist in field work,

STONE'S
FLOWERS LTD.

216 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 546-6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS
MV, Td n TraditUmal PRESTIGE PreiMils"
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OPEN HOUSE
4nd Everyman's

Canadian Art

The first floor of the origin-

5]
house, arranged in the man-

0 of life of the donor, Mrs.

gllierington, will be on view as

!n the Main and Long Gal-

Ijries, the following exhibi-

lions are arranged:

—

EVERYMAN'S CANADA,
tirculated by the National Gal-

lery; a selection of seventy

'fflintings and drawings by ar-

,ts, professional and amateur,

ho created the popular art of

iiiada in the late 18th and

iOfh centuries. Recording the

ictivities of the people who
Iped build this nation, they

'jnge from the sophisticated

the humble, with portraits,

anciscapes, buildings and genre

aintings of everyday life.

EARLY CANADIAN DRESS
J an exhibition drawn from
Ihe Museum Collection of Dress

it Queen's and will be the first

public display of some of the
ieirlooma presented t o the
llniversity by members of Kin-
ion families. Wedding and
rciusseau dresses are includ-

^ in the display which covers
he years 1835-190(>' The selec-

ins has been made by Mrs.
Villiam Angus, Curator of the
Museum Collection of Dress.

In gallery 3 (old house) and
nntinuing in the upstairs stu-

s an exhibition entitled

Greece in a New Light".

In gallery 4 in the original

oise, there will be a selection
f smaller paintings from the
ennanent collection of the
Iniversity, gifts of Ayala and

Zacks.

The main studio on the
ound floor will be open, with
(^fk in progress.

MAUREEN LAW, CHAIRMAN OF OPEN HOUSE, AND DR. BASMAJIAN

PUBLIC DEMONTOATIONS — Dr. J. V. Basmajian, Head of the department of anatomy, explains a piece
of medical research equipment to Miss Maureen Law (Meds IV), of Ottawa, Chairman of the Open House
Committee at the University. Modem teaching and research apparatus like this will be on pubUc display

during the University's Open House, Saturday afternoon, February 8th. It is expected that more than
5,000 parents, senior high school students and friends from across Ontario will attend.

And Many Thousands of Maps
The DEPAilTMENT OF

GEOGAPHY is one the newest

on campus, and as yet does

not have a building of its o^vn.

The two major sections of Geo-

graphy, Human and Physical,

have, for the most part, been

divided between Dunning and

Miller H a 1 Is, respectively.

However a unity between the
two groups has been accom-
plished through a mutual shar-

ing of the midnight oil in Mill-

er Hall's first floor Carto-

graphy Laboratory and De-

partmental Library. It is with-

in these hallowed, musty walls

that the Department will dis-

play its facilities for "Open
House."

the Heart's Movements
The department of Bacteriology will teach a Microscopic

^m&y and will show many common Bacteria. In addition infor-
"^^t'on on habitat, and methods of transmission will be made
'^'silalile. Physiology on Arch Street will feature a graphic pre-
'^tation of the heart's electrical activity as shown on the Elec-

"^Cardiograph.

action of the heart as a
^""iP will be demonstrated

a physiography monitor.

'sciUoscope interpreting
isrve

potentials will be avail-

Of special interest will be
' A-Z preganancy tect.

Jiarmacology will show visi-

the experimental equip-

^}^^ used in demonstrating

J"
thresholds. The breath-

^

Test Equipment will also
:^ture their display. In addi-

there will be the Opium
These and many more

will be shown in phar-

J^^herington Hall across the
'^^ Campus at the KGH
' show in the amphitheatre

of heart disease

The gynaecology
Will be open.

Heart sound machine,
Heart Lung Machine an

^'Jicial Kidney and a Card-
JJefribilator will all be on

J'ay. In addition the de-
^fnentg of phychiatry and

and

mu-

The

thoi°8y will demonstrate in-

teresting equipment.

In every case student guides

will be on duty in each build-

ing.

And VE3VX
The Queen's University Am-

ateur Radio and Electronics

Club, commonly known as VE-
3VX will be handling com-

munications for Open House

64. There will be four or five

fixed Amateur transmitter-re-

ceiver station, six Army Walk-

ie-talkies and one mobile am^

ateur station. Campus traffic

tie-ups and four bottlenecks

will be reported to the 'nerve

centre", and corrective steps

will be taken.

VE3VX will have displays

such as electronic games in the

Science Clubrooms of Clark

Hall. They will also expect to

operate a phone-patch with an

amateur station in Ottawa, so

that the visitors to Queen's wiU

be able to talk directly to any-

one in the Ottawa area.

In the Departmental Lib-

rary are 14,274 sheet maps, in-

cluding all the up-to-date Can-

adian 1 :50,000 series. As well,

there are 17,065 adr photos, of
various scales, 95 air mosaics,

3,500 weather maps, 115 at-

lases and 302 wall maps. The
Cartographic, Geomorphologic,
Climatological, Soils, Urban,
Economic, Historical and Po-
litical aspects of Geography
will be represented through
displays of equipment and
maps.

AND DRAMA
When will you ever get the

chance again to see a Drama

Guild production absolutely

free? Don't miss Don Smith &
Bud Christenson in "The Man
With the Flower in his Mouth"f

a one-act play written by Luigi

Pirandello and directed by

Fred Euringer. There will be

three performances for Open

House on Saturday - at 1 :15,

2;16, and 3:15, in Convocation

Hall.

Each time that Queen's

holds Open House, a num-

ber of students act as

guides and show small

groups of visitors the

points of interest on the

campus during the after-

noon. These tours origin-

ate from the information

Centre i n Grant Hall.

This year, about one hun-

dred of the volunteer

workers are needed. There

will be an orientation

and training meeting on

February 6th., so those

who feel they are not suf-

ficiently familiar with the

campus need not hesitate

to sign the lists which are

posted in Ban High, Leon-

ard, and the Union. Fur-

ther information regard-

ing these tours may be ob-

tained from Sue Powell at

546-7708.

A World oj Anatomy
"There shall be no more chaos and confusion in the Anatomy

Building during Open House". This is the prediction of the
organizers of the Medical displays. Taking a lesson from two
years ago, they have decided to arrange their displavs in several
stations throughout the building. As visitors an-ive, thev will
be divided into small groups and guided through the building.
This arrangement has proven to have many advantages. At each
station there will be a commentator who will describe and ex-
plain just what is seen, and also the operation that is necessary
to repair it. The visitors will then have a chance to ask any
questions that they have.

The idea of the antomy displays this year it to give the lay-
man some knowledge of what a duodenal ulcer, heniia. and cor-
onary are. He will be able to see through the actual displays of
human anatomy just what a tubercular and perhaps cancerous
lunk looks like. He wUl also see how they are repaired.

Many persons who are operated on and never know just
what has happened to them will now have a chance to find out.
An electron microscope will

also be set up and slides will be
inserted for those who are in-

terested to view. This micro-
scope allows you to see thmga
indirectty that are as small as
10 cm.

Dr. Basmajian will again
have his Electromygraphy ex-
periments set up. In this ex-
periment Dr. Basmajian shows
how it is possible for the brain
to activate only one motor unit
in any part of the body. There
has been much controversy as
to whether this is possible or
not. The Doctor believes that
the fact it is .possible can have
important imphcations in phy-
siotherapy for aiding persons
who have been and are parali-

zed.

There will also be displays
set up in beur-anatomy for
those interested in what might
be inside their skulls.

By far the most popular spot
in the building last Open House
was the Anatomy Museum,
and it will be open again this

year. It is not actually a dis-

play, but for those people with
strong stomaches it provides a

great deal of interest. It con-

tains sections of ail parts of
the human anatomy and as
one woman was heard to say
as two students carried her
out "if you get sick easily
don't go in there, but it sure
is interesting."

The visitors will be placed
in small groups and guided
through the building. They will

be able to see demonstrations
of general class work that the
medical students do and in one
section a group of students
will explain to them some of

the diagnostic techniques that
doctors use. These will be ex-

plained in terms of Biochem-
istry, and the different drugs,
solutions and so on that are

used to diagnose certain dis-

eases.

Several members of the staff

who are presently doing re-

search in the field of Biochem-
istry will be on hand to ex-

plain the experimental techni-

ques that they use in their

work. And they will also be

there to perform different ex-

periments that they might use.

They will also try to explain

the results that they hope to

achieve.

AND SCHOURLY MICROFILMS
You say that you've never

been inside the Douglas Lib-

rary yet? What better time to

go than Open House? Among
the crowds of strangers, your

unfamiliarity with the build-

ing will never be noticed.

m THE SlVi\(i SIMIIIT (IF TIIKOLOIilCilL TKlfllllfi

What goes on in the Old Arts

Building — besides controver-

sies over the "theology of mis-

sion"? Tliis year. Theology's

role in Open House will be to

attempt to answer this ques-

tion.

This year, for the first time,

the veil is cast aside, and those

who wish to see our Ivory

Tower will be presented with

the multitude of studies that

constitute the Theology course.

There will be displays depict-

ing the critical approach that

is taken toward the Old and

the New Testaments, in which

they are taken apart book by

book and critically examined;

the attempts of various indi-

viduals, and of various denom-

inations, to explain the mys-
teries surrounding the presen-

ce of God in history: the de-

velopment of the Church
through the centuries of its ex-

istence, and its means of adap-

tation; the philosophies em-

bodying the response of man
to the presence of God; and

the practical side - preaching,

pastoral counselling, church ad-

ministration, church music.

Christian Education, and the

minister's personal study.

For those interested in the

summer activities of Theologs,

the film DAY OF EXPERIEN-
CE will be shown, depicting the

life of four theologs in differ-

ent situations - Saskatchewan,

Manitoba, Inner City, and Cape

Breton.

There are other careers in

the Church besides the active

ministry. These careers will be

depicted and explained. Per-

haps you can find a place in

the ongoing work of the Chris-

tian Church.

Nor have we forgotten those

of you with an enquiring turn

of mind. For your edification,

we have a Question-and-Ans-

wcr Board, and Theologs will

b e available for discussion

throughout the afternoon.

We're looking forward to meet-

ing you.

From rTheology

written by Meh-in W. Finlay

Theology 1.

Even if you're a library re-

gular, get up fi-om your desk
in the Reading Room for a few
minutes and have a look
around. Until now you may
have been unaware of some of

the valuable and interesting

possessions of the library. In

the display case opposite the

Archives you ^vill be able to

see Canadian manuscripts

from the Archives section.

Early newspapers and journals

will be on view in the Modern
Languages Study on the main
floor. The Edith and Lorne
Pierce Room on the second

floor and the main Reading
Room will both have special

displays. An unusual microfilm

exhibition is being presented

in the Periodicals Room on
the second floor, and in the ex-

hibit case opposite the Circu-

lation Desk, there will be a

display of rare books.

The Douglas Library is an

important part of the univer-

sity. You are being presented

with the opportunity of ac-

quainting yourself with some
of its interesting but less well-

known features.

5. 34
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Los Pantalones Historic Attempts

.^tStXen^rJUi^aJudo Tcam Competes For 1st Time
bution

readin gof the p)ay to be pre-

sented at their next meeting.

The reading will take place

Saturday afternoon in Room
101 of the New Art'3 Building.

The play is 'Los Pantalones',

a one-act farce by Mariano

Barranco. It takes place in

Madrid where poor Juan, dom-

inated by the four women in

the household, wishes to have

a pair of trousers shortened;

it is the adventure of these

trousers which provide some

good comedy.

The various members of the

Spanish Club who are taking

part are John Brown, Robert

Horsey, Dilys Buckley-Jones,

Diane Kelly, Maria Zakos,

and Ginny Nash. Senorita

Julia de la Riva of the Span-

ish Department will direct the

play.

As well there will be stu-

dents of both French and

Spanish in the Language Lab-

orities to demonstrate the use

of the la bsin the study of

mdoem languages.

Queen's Judo Club competed

for the first lime in the Federalion

of Canadian Universities Judo

Clubs' annual tournament held

February 1 at Ryerson, Toronto.

In the individual Junior com-

petition (white, yellow, orange

belts) C. Jorgensen, A "66. and R.

Cliarko. Sc '67, were eliminated

in the second round, F. Kelcey,

Sc '67 was eliminated in the first

round.

In individual senior competition

(green, blue, brown belt) M.

Mahon, PHE IV, and B. Everitt,

Sc '66, were eliminated in the first

round. G. Elliott, A '65, was

eliminated in the second round.

J. B. Stevenson, Arts and PHE '65

advanced to the semi-finals, losing

to J, Maries, U. of T., the eventual

Senior winner.

A five man team of Everitt,

Charko, Mahon, Elliott, and

Stevenson lost in the first round to

Ryerson 20-0.

The club as a whole fought very

hard but suffered from a lack of

experience. We are hoping to do

better in future tournaments.

U. of T. won the junior and

senior individual championships.

CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

One grey flannel suit, cheap. Not worn

since Arts Fonnrii. Long jacVct will

(.over stains. See Aco "Bartender" Reid

for details. Local 3S1.

Hannony electric guitnr, $75.00 Cal!

546-5824.

FOR RENT
New fiimislied 2 bedroom apartment.

Will accommodate 3 or 4. Avnilable

from May to September. Good location.

Phone 542-S104 after 6 p.m.

LOST
One Zippo lifter, insignia "USS

Keppler." great sentimental value. Please

contact Jane, 542-4359.

Two ski jackets, Wednesday, January

29, behind Ellis Hall. Qall Wayne Clark

or Mike Barber. Hione 29L

WANTED
Ride to Quebec for Carnival Week-

end on Thursday, February 6 or Friday,

Februiirj' 7, returning Sunday. Will

sh-are e.vpenscs. Phone Elspeth Butcher

at 5^2-8963 after 6 p.m.

House of Sounds

STUDENTS
GET 20 % OFF ON ALL L.P. RECORDS

at

House of Sounds
Don't Be Ashamed To Tell You Co To Queen's

SIG-N POST I

t.A ttV

FLOWERS SAY IT B^T
Especially

\

For Beautiftil Corsages or Plowers for Any Occasion

339 Princess Street Phone: 546-6604

OVERSEAS TRAVEL
C.U.S. Travel Department aids and

information now available. Contact Gord

Dowsley at 548-45S9 or call at the AMS
Office.

Applications in writing for tlie follow-

ing positions to the AMS Office by Feb.

10; Head Cheerleader, Assistant Band
Manager, Quarlemiaster, Band Conces-

sion Manager.

Thursday, February 6:

General Meeting of the Queen's Glid-

ing Club to take phce from 8:30 to

10:00 p.m. in Room 226. Ellis Hall.

Tricolor Autosport Club meeting

8:00 p.m. All members are urged to

attend regaidinj; banquet and ice trials.

Good movies will be shown.

Saturday, February 8:

Arts '65 Sieigh Ride set for Januar)

25 poslponed to Saturday, February 8

Tickcis previously bought will be

honoured. A few tickets still available

in AMS Office (S1.25). Wflldi Friday's

Journal for place of departure.

ANNOUNCING

THE OPENING OF THE ROYAL'S NEW BRANCH AT

461 PRINCESS STREET

Our Manager, J. E. Gummo and his staff

extend a warm welcome to all students

attending Queen's. The location is ideal

—

between Division Street and University

Avenue, just a few minutes' walk from

the campus—and you'll like our efficient,

friendly way of doing business. Savings

Accounts, Money Transfers, Tuition Loans

—whatever your banking needs, our staff

and facilities are at your disposal.

J. E. GUMMO. Manager

TUITION LOANS
Loans are available through

any branch of The Royal

Bank of Canada to assist

students who need addition-

al funds to pursue their

University courses. Terms

are reasonable and method

of repayment flexible. En-

quire at this branch for

ful particulars. ROYAL BANK

Engineers^

Must Vote

DAVE WHITING

For President

Fellow Seiencemen;

In my two years on the En-

gineering Society, I have held

thet position of Second Vice-

President and Chairman of the

Clubrooms Committee. I be-

lieve the success of the activi-

ties in the Clubrooms is some

indication of the leadership

qualities necessary for an En-

gineering Society President.

I have gained some insight

for making next year's initia-

tions a success by helping to

draft the new constitution for

initiations and orientation, and

I hope to improve communica-

tions within the society.

In short, I would appreciate

your support.—Dave Whiting.

Senior AMS Rep

Tony Taylor

Let one seek public office only

if he would enjoy such work; for

no-one is obliged to do it, but

someone might be pleased to do it.

Enjoyment cultivates interest, and

the interested person will be easy

to work wiih, will get things done.

Given uniform interest among

candidates, you must then judge

them on experience, and ability

to think.

My qualifications are enjoy-

ment, interest, one year of AMS
experience, and a respectable

quantity of hair.

—Tony Taylor

Ken Ryan

To effectively represent one

society on (he AMS, one must

understand the viewpoint of all

faculties on the campus. As a

member of the clubrooms commit-

tee and as vice-president of

Science '65 I have been associated

with representatives of all four

Science years; as Central Com-
mittee Chairman of Leonard Hall

I have had ihe opportunity to work

with students from al faculties. I

have the interest and drive to be

the Science Senior AMS Repre-

sentative.

—Ken Ryan

The annual elections for

the Engineering Society

Executive will be on Wed-

nesday, 5 February, from

11:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

Polling stations 'Will be in

Ellis Hall and the Science

Clubrooms. Candidates will

present their platforms in

the Ellis Hall auditorium

starting at 11 :00.

Note: Grant Hall will

not be used this year for

the election speeches.

For V-President

Chuck Edward

Fe'low Seiencemen:

1 have tried to outline my
qualifications for the position

of First Vice-President of the

Engineering Society in my
campaign speeches. Here I

would just like to say that I

want very much to occupy this

position, and would enthusias-

tically and conscientiously

serve you and our society. I

would very much appreciate

your vote, and would also

thank sincerely those who

helped me in my campaign.

—

Chuck Edwards

Ted Warren

Engineers

:

I am seeking the position

of first Vice-President of the

Engineering Society. It is a

responsible post and I feel that

I have the confidence, exper-

ience, and ability to do a cap-

able job. For the past year

I have sat as Treasurer of the

Society, taken an active inter-

est in all meetings, and gained

an intimate knowledge of al-

most all facets of the Society's

affairs. If elected I shall con-

tinue to support the interests

of all engineers, and in parti-

cular; strong, traditional initi-

ations.

Remember to vote, and

'WATCH FOR WARREN' on

your ballot.—Ted Warren

MONEY GRANTS

Any campus organizations

wishing to receive grants from

Ihe Arts Society should apply

to Mr. Steve Bonnycastle or

Mr, Doug May, Leonard Hall.

A budget of the organization's

financial will be required.

St. Remy
MOTOR SERVICE LTD.

Bagot Strcct-Kingston-546-066e

GUARANTEED PROTECTION AND SAVINGS ~

Plus High Dividends

ii will pay you to see or call

STEPHEN HOUGHTON, B.A.. C.L.U. - Res. 542-7602

D. R. ROUGHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U. - Res. 548-4552

K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U. - Res. 546-0032

M. EMMETT ADAM - Res. 542-6782

The Mutual Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA

191 Princess St.,

Branch Manager

Tel. 546-1405

A. E. Nelson, C.L.U.

JiM LAING

For President
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with which the Engineering
:„i^iy how

conducts your affairs will de j a\

pend upon the interest that
.

take in its activities. By noi

most of you will have heap 'li ^^^^ '^^

the various candidates. I urg

you to consider their

forms carefully and then vol

for the candidate of

choice tomorrow.

Concerning my own py
fornn, I stand for protectio

of initiations and effective

ministration of the Servid

Control Board. — Jim Laia

Junior AMS .Rep

Neil CDonnell

Fellow Seiencemen:

This position will demand limd

energy, work, and initiative fro

the elected representative,

these four respects, I am prepar;

to devote everything possible

secure efficient and sensible repr^re succumb

senta'.ion for the Engineerii

Society on the AMS. Clearly, an

unashamedly, I shall promote ill

best interests of the Engineerin

Society, in conjunction with tho?

of the other member societies

the AMS. and shall act as ,

effective liaison between the t'>'i^ket with
organizations,
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Toronto Crushed By Tindallmen
I Hockey Gaels Top Waterloo

ineerin

will dt

:hat yo

By no'

ed on eight of his first ten

They said is couldn't be done but Queen's has finally defeated

^^,|.„nto at something other than football and girl's hockey. With
best effort in two years or more the basketball Gaels dob

^jed the U. of T. Blues Saturday night 71 - 69. The game was
(^usuaUy close and exciting the whole way and literally wasn't

„cr until the final buzzer had sounded.

L^d by Larry Ferguson, who
lights glittering on the score

board sealed the verdict: Home
71, Visitors 69. Forever

There has not been a steadier

Gael all year than Larry Fergu

son, who does everything; score,

rebound, set up plays; and does

it all well. His game high of 28

points indicates only a fraction

of his overall contribution. Bob

Howes played what m&y jsgll

.^,jls from the floor, the Gaels

(sre able to put an eight point

mad between themselves and

;l,e
Blues at one point midway

i^^i thorough the second quarter,

nsibilit; oronto erased this margin very

jickly, however, and the team

ere deadlocked 38-38 at the

jf. Against Western the Gaels

be-e hean looked good early;

ble repn tc succumbing to a second half

igineeriii|)rge, and Waterloo had like-

iae buried them with a late

nskught. Saturday night a

Hilar fate was averted, how-

when with Doug Evans

ct as alading- basket for brilliant

the tnfsket with Toronto's great

ive West, the Gaels more than

their own.

The referees were calling

erything very close to the vest

'*y the third quarter several

:arly, am

)mote ih

igineerin

i'ith iho!

icieties i

O'Donnt

a respoD

is one

ty repfi 'yei's were already in danger
;en olhi

ler facu

to spea

iierests

ready

lity. Al:

interesi

;
activii

fouling out. Evans was the

to go and was given a

"leiKlous ovation by the large

^'vd, many of whom must have
l^hat his loss signalled the

d of

rello

TORONTO TWOSOME

chances. But

aes f,

til Howes and Engel controll-
idersiaij j defensive board and
iad abofnin^

^^^^^ ^^^.^ ^^^^^

Sm rebounds as we , the

'Vere able to prevent the

om opening up any kind

""^''gin until the Great Foul
^'ie began. In fairly rapid
Session no less than five

'^^ fouled out (along with
''^s of the Gaela) until with
^ "Minutes to go, Toronto had

four players left, and the
''Held a one point lead. In a
"''^'1 two minutes of scramb-

Ml
the stands in complete

oily one point was scored
'^^^^ throw by Ted Waring

^

'en seconds to play)

J'"f?!i several near misses
^^'^ near heart attacks among
^ spectators. Toronto gained
•ession after Ted Waring

his second foul shot, but
^"^^ gasp desperation heave
centre was off target and

buzzer was drowned out

* 'oud cheer of relief. The

have been the best game of hia

University career. Rebounding

tremendously all night, making

seemingly impossible tip ins, he

completely outclassed his taller

opposition member Ouchterlony.

Ted Waring, who as the num-

ber six man is asked to go in

cold and take up the slack for

someone who is tiring or has

run into foul trouble, displayed

the poise and ability under pres-

sure of a seasoned performer,

belying his rookie status. Doug

Fraser went in cold also, late in

the game, and with his speed

and dribbling ability, got the

ball moving again and scored

three key points. Al Raisbeck,

who often goes somewhat un-

noticed by the fans because he is

a defensive rather than an

offensive specialist, held Dave

West to four field goals while he

was checking him. Bruce Engel,

although still unable to find the

range from the floor, rebounded

superbly all game. And lastly,

Doug Evans who never ceases to

amaze one with his endless

repertoire of fakes and shifts,

put on a dazzling display of

play-making and scoring early

in the second half, giving the

Gaels momentum — which they

never lost.

The success of a leant in sport

often seems to come and go in

cycles which if charted would

follow some sort of simisoidal wave.

Since their last least's champion-

ship in 1956. Queen's has stifjered

through a rather prolonged "down"

cycle. Although it might be overly

theatrical to hail this game as the

"End of-an-era", it may turn out to

be the harbinger of better things to

come; the sign that, at long last,

the basketball Gaels are on the way

up again.

This past weekend, the Gaels revenged their shattering 7-5

defeat at the hands of Waterloo by beating them 13-8 on Friday
night. Bill Colvin was a standout for the Gaels this weekend as
he scored 4 goals and assisted on two others for a total produc-
tion for the night of six points. George Nishikawa and John Van
Brunt also potted two goals apiece. Murray Mitchell, Larry
Windover, Larry Dinsmore, John Hay and Lan-y Jones scored
the remaining goals for the Moonmen. It was a bad night for
both goalies as the puck bounced all over the ice.

SKATEMARKS Captain BiU Colvin seemed to be on a real

hot streak of goal scoring as last Wednesday night against St.

Lawrence University he scored three goals. Let's hope that Bill

can keep up his feat and the rest of the team play the same hockey
that won their first league game so that we can beat McGill this

coming Saturday. It might be noted that McGiil has also only
won one game also so that we should be able to beat them too.

We also have scored more goals than they have so there should
be no reason at all for a loss with a fine crowd that should be
expected in conjunction with Open House Weekend.

Summary
Queen's 13 Waterloo 8

Period 1

1. Waterloo, Lawless

(Searth) 4:05

2. Waterloo, Lawless

(unassisted) 8:15

3. Queen's, Colvin

(Dinsmore) _ 12:56

4. Waterloo, Brewer
(Lawless) „ 19:22

Penalties: Peacock (interferen-

ce) 2:06; Thompson, Dinsmore
(high sticking) 6 :38 ; Jodoin
(tripping) 6:52.

Period 2

5. Queen's, Colvin

(Mitchell) „ , 1:11

6. Waterloo, Massie
(Love, Peacock) „ 1:41

7. Queen's, Colvin

(unassisted) 1:56

8. Queen's, Nishikawa
(Windover) 2:17

9. Waterloo, Cooke
(Mervyn) 3:36

10. Queen's, Van Brunt
(Weston, Mitchell) .....4:51

11. Queen's, Dismore

(Colvin, Jodoin) 10:63

12. Queen's, Mitchell

(Dinsmore, Colvin) 12:45

Queen's, Windover
(unassisted) 14:21

14. Waterloo, Sharraan

(unassisted) 15:13

Penalties: Deighton (Holding)

5:08; Windover (boarding)

7:49; Durnam (slashing. Served

by Love and a 10 min. Miscon-

duct, served by Lehman) 11:20;

Deighton (bench ip e n a 1 1 y)

12:26.

Period 3

16. Queen's Colvin

(Dinsmore) 2:56

Queen's, Nishikawa

(Hay, Cunningham) 3:56

Waterloo, Lawless

(unassisted) 4:55

Queen's, Van Brunt

(Jones, Weston) 9:42

Queen's Hay
(Nishikawa) 12 :25

Waterloo, Cooke
(unassisted) 16:20

Queen's, Jones

(Van Brunt) „ 19:10

Penalties: Love (slashing) 11:-

34; Lawless (elbowing) and
Windover (roughing) 13:30;

Mitchell (hooking) 15:00 Cun-

ingham (elbowing) 16:00; Cun-

ningham (boarding) 19:20.

Shots on Goal

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

21.

An athletic display is being
presented in the gymnasium by
both students of the School of

Physical Education and other

Queen's students. The show is

purposely varied so that it con-

tains events that are hoped to

be of interest to all the visitors

on Queen's campus.

The programme will run from
1 to 5 p.m. on Saturday, Feb-
ruai-y 8th and is as follows:

1 p.m. GYMNASTIC DIS-
PLAY by the Boys' Gymnastics
Club, in the apparatus room, ad-

jacent to the large gym. This
club is coached by a new instruc-

tor on the Queen's phys.-ed.

staff, Mr. Lunt, who came to

us this year from R.M.C. Their

loss has certainly been our gain,

as Mr. Lunt has greatly helped

in moulding this club into one
capable of perfoi-ming top cali-

bre gymnastics.

1 :30 p.m. Men's Wrestling.

2-4 p.m. MODERN DANCE
WORKSHOP to be conducted by
an expert in the field from To-
ronto, in the small gym.

2.30 p.m. GIRLS SYNCHRON-
IZED SWIMMING DISPLAY.
These girls chosen from all the

members of the Levaua society

will put on a comedy display en-

titled "The Return of Hiawa-
tha". Coached by Anne Groves,

a 4th. year phys. ed. student,
the girls put on a good showing
at a meet in the fall at Univer-
sity of Toronto.

3 p.m. MODERN DANCE
ROUTINES will be put on by
the girls in 2nd and 3rd phys. ed.

coached by Miss Leggett.
Tliis type of dancing is re-

latively new to the field of phy-
sical education. It involves in-

terpretive movements which are

both sequential and graceful,

and requires a person who is in

good condition because it is de-

signed to require the activity of
the majority of the many body
muscles.

3:30-4 p.m. FENCING CLUB
DISPLAY.
Here is a good opportunity for

visitora to observe an ancient

and graceful sport, which once
served the practical purpose of

self-defence. All should enjoy
watching the club at arms.

4 p.m. REPEAT OF THE
GYMNASTICS DISPLAY.
The boys are going to repeat

their earlier performance for

the benefit of those who may
have missed the first show at 1.

Notice from the Phys. Ed.

department. Queen's is hosting

Western, U of T, and McMaster
in the Intercollegiate Basketball

Tournament the last week in

February.

The Intramural Scene
Tlie standings in the intra-

mural Bews race are tightening

lip somewhat, so it looks as ii

the winner can't be foreseen foi

one or two months yet. At pre-

sent, the standings are as fol-

lows :

Sc '66 29,437

Sc '65 27.657

A '65 25.354

A '67 17,203

A '66 15,611

The intramural swim meet is

just getting underway. Any
needed preliminai'ies are tonight

—the meet itself is on Thurs-

day—all spectatoi-s are welcome.

In basketball, the strong teams
in section A are A '65 undefea-

ted) and Sc '65 and Sc '67. In

section B it looks lilte P-H.E.

will land on top undefeated. In
water-polo, A '64 and A '66 will

easily top their sections unde-

feated. In hockey, A '64 (unde-

feated) is leading section A with

Sc '65 and A '66 close behind. In

section B Sc '64 is undefeated

with A '67 and A '65 in hot pur-

suit.

Entries ai'e now up for free-

thrawing, but they close tomor-
row so sign up now if you are

interested.

LEVANA
A lecture and demonstration

of some of the principles and

creative aspects of Modern In-

tei-pretive Dancing will be giv-

en by Miss Judy Jarvia of To-

ronto on Saturday, Feb, 8 from

2.00 to 4.00 p.m. in the Queen's

Gymnasium. Anyone who is cur-

ious to find out what modern

dance is all about is welcome;

this includes boys too.

SCIENCE' 64 BROOMBALL
TEAM
Mechanical

i"\letallurgical

Civil

Electrical

Chemical

Phj'sics

L T Pts.

MONTY THORNTON

The MECHANICAL Engin
eers have adapted best to the
game with three wins; Monday
they disposed of METALLUGY
& flONING, 1-0.

The Broomball League has un-

covered several agile and hardy
athletes.

Reggie Gunson and Ace Alli-

son put on crowd pleasing dis-

plays last Wednesday; if it were
not for them the CIVILS would
not have tied ELECT., 3-3 (they I

would have won.) Monty Thorn-
ton, of TOILET BOWL fame,
was on the wagon for 4 days

;

consequently was in fine physi-

cal condition and scored the

CHEMICAL'S only goal in a 1-1

tie with PHYSICS. Both clubs

were hungry for wins as eviden-

ced by their fast sportsmanlike

play last Thursday night.

This week at 11:15.

Monday MECH vs ELECT.

Wednsday CIVIL vs PHYSICS.

Thursday CHEM. vs METTAL-
LURGY.

See Page 6 for Judo
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An Interesting Prosposal

LEVANA TO MARRY?
Dissatisfaction with the function

and purposes of the Levana Society

as the women's organization on cam-

pus has been developing not only

within the last month but for a num-

ber of years. Discontent with the

Society has now reached a peak and

has been communicated to the So-

cdety at large by the members of the

Executive as they have attempted to

reconstruct a more responsible and

functional organization. The pro-

blems faced by each new executive

are not new, but to date, no'adequate

solutions have been found.

The role of Levana has changed

with time. No longer are we merely

a small united pressure group de-

manding a voice in student govern-

ment. The Levana Society has grown

to constitute approximately one-

third of the students at this univer-

sity, and it can no longer serve as

a bond of union among its members

or provide effectively for the diver-

sified interests and needs of every

woman student. Any bond of union

now felt among Levanites arises out

of their common interests as mem-

bers of the same academic faculty.

Arts and Science, rather than as

members of Levana.

Does Levana merit the status of a

faculty society within our student

government structure? Do we need a

society organization whose energies

are devoted primarily to the co-

ordination of social functions? Al-

though executives, past and present,

have been eager to branch out and

encompass new activities, their

efforts have met with disinterest

within the Society and conflict with-

out. This year's executive is endi^av-

oring to present a positive solution

to these problems. At present, the

Levana Executive is considering the

feasibility of a merger with the Art^

and Science Society. The interests of

these two societies are basicallv

similar and could be dealt with

effectively by one governing body.

Th's proposal has been raised as

an election issue by the two candi-

dates for President of the Levana

Societj' for the coming year, and

both expressed differing viewpoints

in their speeches at the General

Meeting of the Society last Sunday.

Relatively few members attended

this meeting, yet the majority of

Levana will cast their votes, if they

bother to vote at all, without having

any idea or apparent interest in the

future structure of their Society. In

light of this general lack of interest,

a merger with the Arts and Science

Society seems advisable. A combined

Arts-Levana Executive could per-

haps generate more enthusiasm in its

activities among all the members of

the Arts and Science Society, both

male and female. A Levana Council,

as a standing committee of the Arts

and Science Executive, could con-

tinue to eo-oi*dinate the strictly

female social functions

Any necessary structural changes

in the Societies must awa't the new
executives, but it is ultimately the

students within the societies who
will determine what the changes will

be. Levana, drop your teacups, and

Fhow that you desen'e a voice in

student government.

Jean Little

AMS FINANCIAL REPORT
Early in the fall the AiMS Exr

ecutive gave a mandate to its Ex-

ecutive Council and the Budget and

Finance Committee to study each

portion of the student interest fee

and some of the major expenditures

in the AMS general budget with a

view to clarifying the long run finan-

cial praspects of the AMS and its

affiliated organizations.

STUDENT HEALTH
At present each student pays $2.50

for the Student Health Service and

$4.00 for the Health Insurance plan.

The Health Insurance plan will be

studied by an expert. His report will

not likely be ready in time to have

any changes in the $4.00 portion this

year.

The total cost of the proposea new
Health Service will be approximately

$31,000 per year. Such an expansion

will necessitate a significant increase

in the present $2.50 fee. The exact

extent of the increase will depend on

the participation of the graduate

students and of the Summer School

students but it will be approximately

a $6.00 increase.

THE CANADIAN UNION OF STU-
DENTS
At present each student pays $.60

to CUS. Some other member univer-

sities have, in the last six months,

increased their fee from $.60 to

$1.00. This increase is likely to be-

come mandatory at the next national

congress. If we want CUS to continue

to expand its representation to both

the Dominion and Provincial Govern-

ments and to maintain its present

levfl of service to Canadian students

we a'so shall have to provide a sim-

ilar increase.

BAND
Finances for the operation of the

Queen's Band are derived from a

levy of $.35 per student and the

operation of the refreshment con-

cessions on campus. In the past few
years however, these sources have
proved to be inadequate and the

Band has had to seek increasingly

larger subsidies from the ABS gen-

eral budget. This year it was $1,900

or approximately $.55 per student.

It is therefore recommended that the

band levy be raised from $.35 to

S.95 per student. This would elimin-

ate the necessity for any form of

grant from the AMS general budget

and thus provide a substantial in-

crease in funds available to other

organizations seeking grants. It

would provide funds to enable the

band to function in the future at a

fcale comparable with that of other

universities in our conference.

WORLD UNIVERSITY SERVICE
OF CANADA (WUSC)

The WUSC committee is financed

by a levy of $.25 per student. The

greatest part of this goes to the

national oflfice with the result that

the local committees activities are

seriously restricted by lack of

revenue. It has been imp6s*sible to

meet the national obligations, all of

which are fixed cost, and meanwhile

carry on a reasonably broad campus
programme. Consequently it is neces-

sary to provide an increase in the

WUSC levy from $.25 to $.50 per

student,

THE GRADUATE STUDENT SO-
CIETY
The Graduate Student Society as

every other Faculty Society, receives

a $2.50 per member share of the

total student interest fee. This

year the G.S.S. received revenue

from 264 resident students. As this

society operates for the full twelve

months of the year, it has negotiated

with the AMS this year for a sum-
mer grant of $400. This enables the

Society to carry on a summer pro-

gramme which has the full support

of its members. As the enfire agree-

ment signed between the AMS and
the G.S.S. last year is to be reviewed

next year, this current financial

settlement is obviously only a tem-
porary solution.

INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS
—MALE
The Total expenditure of the

AB of C this year approximated
$117,000. Roughly ^ of the corres-

ponding revenue figure was made up
by the student levy of $20 per stu-

dent. 30^ of the expenditure was
made on football whereas approxi-

mately ISfo of the revenue was pro-

vided by football gate receipts. This

year the AB of C was forced to with-

draw from two sports because of in-

sufficient funds. Should any re-

allocation of the present AB of C
levy be contemplated, the possibility

of reduced participation and perhaps

the reduction in the calibre of par-

ticipation should be considered. It is

recommended that these conse-

quences not be contemplated. Future
enrollment increases will allow the

AB of C to expand their participa-

tion.

INTRAMURAL ATHLETICS —
MALE
Intramural Athletics are iinan<^d

by a grant given each year by the

AB of C. To our knowledge Queen's

students have as good an intramural

programme as that offered at any
other university of comparable size

in Canada. The current Int ramural
Athletic Council sees no reason for

any change in the amount of funds
allocated to the meach year.

Editor's Note: The increase in un-
iversity stvde7it population has pre-

sented more than the prohleyri of
multiplying the university's facili-

ties. One of the major sources of
pride in our university is the tradi-

tion of student-self government.
With expansion, there is the attetid-

ant problem of maintaining contact

between the students and their gov-
ernment. This problem as well as
others will be the subject of a series

of feature aiiAcles on the problems of
student government.

AMS BUILDING FUND
Much of the work done by the

Building Fund Committee, especially

that part which is noticed by the
majority of the students, has been of
a short run nature. This summer sev-

eral long run aspects, including
finances, will be studied in depth. No
answer will be available until after

this study is completed but it is

possible that a recommendation for
a student levy may result. Such an
arrangement would provide the
student committee wifH the security

it needs for long term borrowing.

THE STUDENT'S UNION
At present every undergraduate

woman student pays $8.00 to the
women's residences and $2.00 to the

Union per year. At the time this

arrangement was effecled women
students were permitted to use only

the coffee shop and the Co-ed Lounge
in the Union. The $8.00 paid to the

residences is paid into the general

Read this page with nostalgia. It is rumoured that the AMS,
ii;^

various appendages, and the year organizations will soon be replaced

by machines. (As I write this, a tear falls on the typewriter.) The admin
istration lhas decided that advantages in efficiency far outweigh

the

disadvantages of dehumanization.

A special committee is at work on the problem. Its main concern

is to make the transition from student to machine government as painie

as possible for us. (They deeply resent the allegation that they
ai

building a political machine.) The result is that, for a time, our iie

machine government will closely resemble its predecessor.

The great complex of machines which will govern us is to be located

in Dunning Hail. It was felt that this was particularly appropriate, sinic

Dunning Hall was itself designed by a machine (which has now passed on

to The Great Computing Center in the Sky). The core of the Machine

Complex is to be a two-story Tricoloured Reverse Vending Apparatii

(TRYA). It is easy to operate: one simply inserts food and it dispense'

money. Occasionally dt will refuse the food when it is on a hnn^c

strike To See What Poverty Really Means. Sometimes it will regurgitate

But the money keeps coming any^vay. It does not drink. As a matter o:

fact it will light up twice a week in the fall to warn people not tj

Take Alcoholic Beverages into George Richardson Memorial Stadilum

Or They Will Be Prosecuted.

The TRVA is not infallible, of course. Occasionally it will ston

functioning completely. However it will resume its activity when fed.

a few favourable newspaper articles, such as this one. It may hit thi

Journal editor over the head with a rubber hammer if he comes too

close, but it really likes him, in its way.

There will, of course, be a female machine. It's function is to

reproduce Sub-Machines. This will be accomplished by virgin birth

although no one can be too sure.

The idea is not without its drawbacks. There will be a period during

which Queen'smen will not get decent jobs because their applications

fail to impress. But eventually other universities will adopt the idea

and we will see the return of equality of opportunity.

Then there is the question of elections. What will replace our present

Basic Example of How Democracy Really Works? This too has been

solved. Each year -vrill elect three Nice and Attractive Guys and one

Attractive But Not Too Sexy Girl. Having been chosen in the customary

manner, they Tvill feed tlie niachines.

Thus Queen's enters the nuclear age. The tears flow freely now

Charley Gordon
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residence fund. Male students contri-

bute $10.00 to the Union and nothing

to the men's residences. Since women

students now enjoy the same privil-

edges in the Union as do male stu-

dents and since women students

living out of residence are in effect,

partially subsidizing the room and

board of those who live in, the Ex-

ecutive Council and Budget & Tin-

ance Committee of the AMS recom-

mend that be paid by the women stu-

dents to the Union rather than to

the women's residences.

FACULTY SOCIETIES
Each Faculty Society receives

$2.50 per regular student registered

in that Faculty, from the AMS. T'nis

grant enables each Faculty Society

to provide its members with activi-

ties of their choice. In many cases,

such as recent concerts, summer
band concerts, and technical supplies,

these activities benefiit more than

just the society concerned. All so-

ciety budgets were reviewed and no

large hoarding of funds was found.

CATALYST
Future issues of this production

should be contemplated only when it

is apparent that a large fund of good
materia] is available. Future issues

should be self-supporting. This could
'-^ accomplished by charging a nom-
inal amount per copy such as 10
cents. A yearly provision of funds
for this endeavour would be unadvis-
able bearing in mind the uncertainty

of the availabihty of editors and good
material and a per issue cost of $350
or $400.

UNIVERSITY DAY
The AMS lecture should be

continued on University Day. The
University Day Paper should be
continued but should be incorporated

into a regular issue of the Journal,

thus reducing the cost of University

Day by about $600, Both tHe Univer-

sity Day Banquet and Dance should
be discontinued.
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HANDBOOK
The present Handbook, consider

ing its distribution date, does

fulfil its purpose of informing tS

freshman and does not therefor

warrant the $800 expense nece?sar

to produce it. It should be reduce

to from its present 125 pages to a|

proximately 25 or 30 pages

UNALLOCATED PORTION OF THi

STUDENT INTEREST FEE
When the student interest lee wa

last raised, there was an unallocateftte for Levi

portion of $.30 approved

plebicite and by the Senate,

hy th

Of th

onl

present $45 student interest fee

AMS general budget receives

$1.95, This shortage was reflecte

clearly this year when several orgaj Iher senior i

izations with worthwhile pmjec

and programmes were refused tli^

full requests by the AMS Executi^^f

The AMS Executive, earlier in 1

year voted to increase the $1-95

the unallocated amount of $.30'

SUMMARY OF RECOMMEND
TONS
1. That the Band levy be increase

by 60 cents from 35 cents to

cents.

2. That the CUS levy be incres-

by 40 cents from 60 cents

$1.00.

3. That the WUSC levy ''^
'

creased by 25 cenis fro"^

cents to 50 cents.

4. That the Union fee be retnoV'

from the student interest f>^^
_

cause it is not an AMS re.'?P""'

bility.

'-' That the AMS Executive rec^^

mend to the Administration^

the $8.00 now being paifi

women's residences he P^'

the Union.

That the Student Health j

portion of the student fee

creased by approximately -^^

from $2.50 lo $8.50. ^^{ot^,

amount to be determined
^

any final decision is reacf

Rod McLeod
Gord PfaimpsoD
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WEATHER
(L-CBO weather office).

FRIDAY—cold with in-

Kermittent hot spells from

^04:30 A.M. High tonight

low tomorrow. The

Arts Knb Bc'xmce §ub g'tau^lar^^
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CHARD

MALTBY
SAYS

HE

WILL

WALK

!0B

Richard Q. Maltby, part-time

arnace stoker at Grant Hall,

nounced before press time

iJiat he doubted very much if

he body heat of 600 Arts
brmalites could keep Grant
lall warm tonight if he car-

ied out the public threat

hich he had issued earlier in

he day.

"I will walk off the job,"

laltby had earlier threatened,

if Bob McCord is allowed onto

lie premises."

Mr. Maltby continued, "I

rill be watching carefully to

M whether he shows up or

mt, and if he does, neither

ell nor high water nor the

U.P.T.F.S. (International Un-
M of Part Time Furnace

Stokers) can keep me on the

job.

The Sub-Standard later in-

terviewed Dr. B. T. U. Azi-

muthol, head of the Depart-

ment of Thermobiophysichem i-

geology and the Alfred E.

Newton Professor of Mono-
chromatic Inertia, regarding

the problem. Speaking of the

effects of such a shutdown. Dr.

Azimuthol stated:

"The variable transverse

action of Boltzmann's emissive

power applied to the normali-

zation factor of steridiancy, as

my colleague Avagadro elabor-

ated, may modulate under

either the acoustic resistance,

the rotational quantum num-
ber, the Poisson ratio, or the

Chastity Goodbody. eandi-
)locate«ate for Levana president, was
by th

Of th
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reflecte

lestioned today by a Sub-
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Meanwhile, in the same
ff'ce. with n 0 c onnection
hatever, Jounial Editor, and

orgai her senior idiots (er, editors)
projec
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:ecutiv*<

the Queen's Journal handed
their resignations.
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intrinsic fugacity, or in Gib-
bsian terms, the grid plate

transconductance is a resonat-
ing threshold kineticized and
attenuated by the basic angle

of minimal deviation."

With this assurance the

Arts Formal Convenor hesita-

tingly made a late moment
statement that he thought the

dance would go on as planned

but felt that the emergency
might necessitate the moving
forward of the Submarine
Races by at least two hours.

"Why, people might even start

to drink at the Formal," he
warned, "if the panic spreads."

FLASH! Tension was reliev-

ed late today as the Sub-Stand-

ard was going to press when
regular Grant Hall furnace

stoker, Martin W. Clodd, as-

sured the S.S. that there would

be no problem tonight with the

Grant Hall furnace.

"The main reason for my

_
wumalists are fourth

a?* a" reminded that she
icre .

y^^. j^^^ anybody to be
first, Miss Goodbody re-

"What, me wony?"
Meanwhile, next door in the

^^"rnal Editor's Office, Edi-

! '"ayer solemnly addressed

_ staff. "The A.M.S. are un-
^onable. The A.M.S. have

„move the A.M.S. is dis-

['f.bWfJ'^^^. The A.M.S "

,

shall show the A.M.S."
,""ted Marvin in all his
^'ng glory. "We shall

them that we too can be
^fsonable, scatter-brained,
f""^ and disorganized." At
point a sporting voice of-

the suggestion that the
considered 20 issues of

— Journal sufficient proof of
fact. Not amused the Edi-
felieved the voice of fur-

^ Journal duties.
tills same time Miss Good-

^ almost tearfully told your

S. S. reporter "I hear a rumor
that good looking girls have

reached 1% of the total levan-

ite population, a figure that

fwe have always strived to

keep low. We even believe that

not only have these traitors

been encouraged by males to

infiltrate our numbers, but

that they are brainwashed into

thinking that Queen's girls are

ladies. I dispute this!"

"What are you studying this

year Miss Goodbody?"

"Well I have Drama 6, Art

3, Psych. 14, Chemistiy 2 and

Latin 4."

"This trains you for a

career?"

"Yes, I plan to enter the

theatre when I graduate and

play a schitzophrenic Roman
painting restorer."

At this point, the interview

was cut short by the shouts of

the JouiTial's senior editors

who were yelling "Fight!

Fight! Fight! Feightl Feit!"

The door then opened and the

frenzied mob ran out of the

office yelling "We resign, We
resign. We resign!"

Later, Editor Wayer, before

the A.M.S. pleaded that the

whole thing was a hoax. At

this the entire A.M.S. laughed

convulsively and the President,

hardly able to apeak while he

lay on the floor laughing, cried

"Excellent joke Mr. Editor!"

Queen's Seeks

More Athletes

Dr. Farley F. Farley, B.A.

(29). M.A. ('83), B.S. ("39),

B.S. C'41), longtime president

of the Queen's Alumni Associ-

ation announced late today that

Queen's would seek additional

football talent for next year.

"We have recently lost

the services of All - Star

Tackle Dick "Tiger" Maltby.

who has decided to transfer to

Western next season. We
deeply regret this loss but it

aeems that Queen's does not

offer the courses young Maltby

(Maltby is 34) required for his

degree in Penmanship." Dr.

Farley at the same time denied

that football players are paid

tuition and room and board by

Alumni members.
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beliefs," stated Clodd, "is that
there is no furnace in Grant
Hall." Mr. Clodd, who also

plays football for the Queen'_
Golden Gaels, then returned to

his other job as a hurricane
watcher on Lake Ontario.

Following this revelation

Maltby was promptly fired

from his job by the Queen's
Alumni and his contract was
sold to the University of West-
ern Ontario where he will

study dentistry next year.

ANGKOR ~ WHAT?
Queen's no longer has a sac-

red cow. Dean Duncan, true to

his Karma has sat for forty

days and forty nights in the

shadow of Grant Hall waiting

for Angkor Vat. His wait is

almost over but his medita-

tions have been too intense.

He has almost melted away.

Poor Dean Duncan, May his

Nirvana be full of syllogisms.

The Bearded Prophet Speaketh
/. There was in the days of the rod of Ams a certain bearded

prophet of the course of Erlz and of the house of Bailzubiib which

from the beginning hare record of the battles of the tribes of Cwean.

2. And verily I say unto you, iltese are the words of the bearded

prophet of Aciits, Scribe of the Temple of Erlz. chosen of the high

priest Edymay and of the Council of Seven. Wearer of the Red Robe.

Writer of All Things, Mystic of the Crimson Vestment.

3. It came to pass in the eighth month of the third year of the

Great Hich Hish Priest Kor that the tribe of Cwean, the sons of Bolt,

those begai of Conn, and the followers of Dun, descended again into the

land of Kin beside the mighty Sea of Ont

4. And of their numbers was there an increase, of their might did

the messengers joretell.

5. Yet were the nations of Tor and Mont of e.xceeding strength and
were the unclrcumcized tribe from the west reported to be mighty.

6. Bill it came to pass, when every man had girded on his weapons

of war, that the children of the Great High Priest Kor destroyed these, leaving nothing to remain.

7. Behold, it was lo the glory of Cal. begat of Con, James begat of Young, and many from the house
of Erlz. that we laid waste all fiis cities at thai time and utterly destroyed the two tribes of Israel, those

of the lineage of James who dwelt in the wilderness of Mont, and all those tribes which were iincir-

ctimcized.

8. But it caine to pass on the sixteenth day of the eleventh month and the three and .sixtieth year

that the children of the tribe of Cwean were smitten from the field of battle and there was exceeding
weeping and gnashing of teeth. And lo. I say unto you. there was desolation in the hearts of tlie

followers of Dun, those begat of Conn, the sons and daughters of the physician Bott. the Scribes of the

Temple of Jimna, and all of the Tribe of Cwean.

9. And in the houses of the Kingdom to the West there was e.xceeding feasting, and /he kings and
scribes and mystics were exalted, and the high priests prepared burnt oQerings to their god. the Mighty
Bear of Gold.

10. So did the remnants of the Children turn their backs into the setting sun and straight away make
haste to carry the slain to the houses of the Land of Kin.

11. And there descended upon the sorrowed people the sword of the Great High Examiner, making
famine spread exceedingly across the Land of Kin. and many of the Children were cut down. And not
withstanding was there weeping among the Children of the Tribe of Cwean,

12. Whereupon it came to pass in those days, thai there went out a decree from the Council of the

Crimson Vestment that alt the world should know hot the Great Feast of Ertrz was at hand.
vc. So did the Children forget the sorrow of the Great High Examiner and refoiced.

14. And there was exceeding gladness, for the cameb bearing barrels of wine and o.xen bearing wine-
skins and llie rich caravan of the King of lite Tribe of Maltby were reported by our messengers to

be cro.^'iing the wilderness towards the Sea of Onl.

15. Verily I say tmto you. there was singing and merriment and the Scribes of the Red Robe began
to prepare a greeting in the form of a scroll. The^s did come unto the bearded prophet. Aetna, Scribe

of the Temple of Ertz, chosen of the High Priest Edymay, and of the CoimcU of Seven. Wearer of the

Red Robe, Writer of All Things and Mystic of the Crimson Vestment, saying. "Verilv. verily, befiold

the greetings of the Great Washed Ones, Priests of 'he Temple of the Mighty Kor. Look unto the

writings of the Children of Erlz. sons of the Land of Kin. walkers on the mighty Sea of Ont. scoffers,

prophets, prophetesses. Wearers of the Crimson Ve^lment."

16. Hearken tmto this. O people, O imwashed o"^s, this writing is the sacred record of the Great
Feast of Ertz. tribute to the Great King Maltby. to the three Mighty Men of Sacred Song, to John,
architect of the Temple of Temples, to all those of '^'e house of Ertz and the Tribe of Cwean.
17. Look upon it and weep.
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Arts Sc St. rare Siub-^tanharb

Editorial

c4 Setiou3 tVotd

!J%ont T)ke Cditot

(This Space Reserved for a Serious Eilitorinl]

c4 Coulee J4ouse 3 ot ^ti een ^

Last week Mr. Ware pointed out, perceptively, that the ChaJet
has burned down. There is no longer a place for Queen's students

to drink. Unless, of course, they have become legal, but that is

another story. Mr. Ware put forward a possible solution—a coffee

house built by students. We would like to offer a few practical

suggestions for his, and your, consideration.

1. That the A.M.S. take over the old Physics building and,
instead of tearing it down, convert it into a coffee house.

2. That every student contribute an old electric coffee pot
and that all of these be melted down and made into one huge urn.
This would mean lowering the cost of materials, it would allow
the students to feel that they have contributed something and
it would get rid of a lot of old coffee pots.

3. That to attract a larger clientele, the second floor could
be made into a bawdy-house (under A.M.S. supervision, of course)
and the basement could be made into a combination gambling-den
and saloon.

4. That the main floor be made into a large, all-night, study
room—as a front.

5. That the A.M'.S. make provision for: a "social director"
to be elected from Levana, and a committee of members of the
faculties of Applied Science and Medicine to act as wandering
publicity men.

6. That Mr. Ware encourage Artsmen to frequent this vital
new activity centre.

We feel this is the sort of thing queen's wants and
need.s. It would inspire friendlier relations between the University
and the City of Kingston. It would inspire friendlier relations bet-
ween the staff and the students. It would inspire friendlier rela-
tions.

sapientia et doctrina stabilitas
c: 2J

You Said it .

.

i>n Ear

Dear Syntax
Dear Sir:

Is prevert a perversion of

pervert or is perversion a pre-

version of pervert or, in percep-

tual prespective, is preversion

a version of perversion prever-

ted?

A perplexed, possibly perver-

ted person.

Ed. PerJutps.

? ? ?

Dear Sir:

1 am an outraged underaged
Levanite. I am outraged because

I am underaged and it is impos-

sible for me to be outraged and
I wonder if you know how I can

be assuaged?

An Outraged Levanite

.

Ed. Outraged underage assuag-

ed is averaged.

Interested
Dear Sir:

We have watched with pass-

ing interest the debate on the

abolition of war which has tak

en place in the Journal in the

past few weeks.

A Group of Students

A Plea
Dear Martin:

Please come back. I and the

kids love you and need you and

we want you to forgive us and
come back.

as ever,

Flo.

Dear Mr. Ware:

In reply to your letter of the
10th, I regret to inform you
that neither CARE nor UNI-
CEF can undertake the support
of a family in England no mat-
ter how underprivileged you
say they are. In addition, none
of the major churches will agree
to establish a mission in their

village. Although I admire your
motives, I would suggest that
you forget all about this ma1>
ter.

Simerely,

J. R, Finnegan, Attorney at Law

Queen's Si, Kingston No!
Dear Sir :

As a constant reader, I must
say that I admire your Journal

very much, however I have one

small complaint. I would like

to protest the use of the
"Queen's" in the title as it has

unsavory connotations which
make it rather embarassing for

me to carry the paper in pub-
lic. Why not use a less offen-

sive word like "Moose Jaw" or
"Guelph" in the future?

Kingston President

IS not,

I am mounting the soapbox to

day to protest against a most
serious campus mjustice, ignor-

ance of which among the stu-

dent body will allow a controlla-

ble wrong to blossom into a full

scale evil. The issue, which
will describe below constitutes a
huge menace and a coarse insult

to the intelligence of each one
of us.

To say mat this is a matter
of international or even off-cam-

pus importance would perhaps
be too hasty, but remembering
first that we are the leaders of
tommorow and second that cam
pus activity represents a some-
what scaled down version of

world activity, it could be ar-

gued that this outrage may well

bear strongly on the future

course of the western hemis
phere.

At any rate, to get to the
point, the perpetrators of this

heinous offence must be the low-

est, crawling, yellow, slimy, pan-
dering, excuses for humanity
extant. I can think of no other
case in which men (I use the

term loosely) have been so de-

void of compassion or moral sen.
se to do what these irresponsi-

ble, excremental degenerates are
doing, in fact what they have
done. If it were not for their

criminal cunning, I would per-

sonally attempt to exterminate
them. However, since I have

SOME OF THE STAFF

MIKE JOHN JOAN BOB BRUCE

found one man alone

equal to their wiles, I am lay-

ing the whole sordid plot before
you.

There are three stages to their

activity which I will set out for

you in simple terms that you
might act quickly:

1. The first or preliminary
stage—deceptively innocent but

leading to the progressively

worse stages (2.) and (3.) (be-ftame of mil
low).

2. liie second or interme-

diate stage—the logical contin-

uation of (1.) (above) and lead-

ing, inevitably, to the depths of

(3.) (below).

3. The third or last stage-
completing the insidious chain

initiated in (1) (above) and de-

veloped in (2) (above).

To date, this is the height of

their atrocities, but I have lear-

ned through personal invest!

gallons that they are sophisti-

cating the technique so that it

can be applied to small groups

or even large crowds.
My fellow students, these

maniacal wretches, these conni-

ving scoundrels, must be stop-

ped. If each of you will remain

alert to the signs of a new out-

break, these vermin can be an

nihilated before it is too late. Do

not wait to be victimized. Act

ag'gressively and save the cam

pus.
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(Signed, for reasons of per-

sontd safety)

A Conscientious Student

Arts & Science

Sub-Standard

Publislied spasticaUy once aad orily

once. Any resemblance to char
Icrs^ roiil or fictional is purely i"-

Icution qI.

The Camp ;

The BeoTded Phophct:
BniAN Bailbt

Iflaaier of CameU:
John Walker

Kumbcr One Bon

:

HUBEItT HOOLB

Itumlier Tioo Son

:

Joan Khistjansbn

Keeper of (fto Kbv9 :

BnUCB LITTLB

Privp Oaumellor:
Bob Nation

Harem Tender:
John Sinclair

A WaptBord Biii

:

GOBD LovB

Th Falcnn:
JOKV SlinokiI

Camp Foi(oioei-(i

:

John Stmw
Carl BreckenrldBC
Jolin ArmHlronK
Tim Merrott

Clmek Bel Icmere
Rick Mnit

poppy KBmm el I

AlllBoii Gordon
Lawrlo RolcnburK
Chnrllu Graham

Bin Martin
Bin HoiMlerson
Bob MoCord
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RESIDE IN RESIDENCE ... IN

Photo by Fbes'lh

LUXURIOUS LEONARD-HILTON

$

1

BEAUTIFUL BAN RICH TOWERS

Residence
4nd You
Once again it's time to con-

der whether it is worthwhile

turning to residence next

u. For those in a doubtful

rame of mind, this glowing re-

Lirt may help to influence their

^'ision. The decision of course

- obvious to us all. Those stu-

yriii who are fortunate enough
) be admitted must have ex-

ellent character, high marks,

regarious natures, and cast

ton digestive tracts. Since we
mnot, in the space alloted,

^1 adequately with the many
icets of residence existence, we
ire presenting instead some
angent vignettes about the
lany dedicated people who are
n inescapable part of the

stablishment.

Did you know that ....
Mrs. Rapunzel Stirwell, the

«ad cook has taken personal
targe of the final flavouring of

top-^d. Mrs. Stirwell, who raises

own herbs, is horribly well

Pldnned Activities ^1^^**"^ ^^^^ Sunday afternoon teas, cleanouts,
impromptu swimming parties)

Incredible Conveniences ^"^ around beds, hot water (frequently), choice
of temperatures — too hot or too cold

Personalized Service <you do everything yourself

)

emam
out- "iown for such exotic condi-

be an-

ite.Do

d. Act

; cam-

/ per-

tudeni

ents as essence de cheveux,
ttrait de dandrophe, and the

-lightful 'eau de swamp' with
'Wch she 'cleans' the glasses,
tra. Stirwell insists that there
no correlation between the

*^?e amount of pork being
^ived lately and the recent out-

of hog cholera in the sur-

"mding district. As she is

'Sponsible for the quality of

pork she let it be known con-
'fitially that it was the
''edish meat balls with butter-

noodles that delivered the

""P de grace to the five stu-
*nts who died in horrible

^"y late last term, n resi-
'»ce. Mrs. Stirwell is subject
fnuch unfair criticism ;

please
not aggravate her unhappy

life
; her husband died last

'^^ of stomach cancer. This
'elfish widow, rather than let

cooking genius go to waste

^ offered her talents to resi-
«nce.

_rhe residence board is to be
'Jiplemented for the even
Glancing effects. There are few
Jjttiples in the field of human
'^eavour which have been

J^^ipulated with such mathe-
^tical precision. Residence

Went up exiactly ten per
*nt. and the quality of food

^ Services went down ten per
' The residence manager re-

^'^ that the obvious surplus

ynoed will not be used to

J'ance the building of a new
ll'ti-million dollar residence

to cover the expense of

moving the outhouses closer to

the main buildings.

It has been rumoured that

electricity will be installed next

year due to the increase cost of

lamp wicks and kerosene.

Of course you can bring your

pets when you come to stay in

residence ! This advantage is but

another of our exclusive firsts.

To date we have accomodated

just about every conceivable

kind of pet including the plan-

aria. There is always room for

them in the kitchen. Our hospi-

tality even extends to stray

animals that wander into the

dining hall at odd times of the

day: they invariably stay to

supper.

Quotations From The Greats

HORANCE FINKBITTLE . . . Preni

(/ctstronoviical experience
"

BERRY COLDWATER . . . Arts '76 (1776) -What
the hell as lone/ as there's free beer."

mmil INDEFINITEBAKER k HON. MEEK
PERSON . . . "A Royal Commission xoill he ap-

pointed."

CHARLOTTE WANTON . . . "The moneij vimt be

going sovictohere,"

MEL NEUTRITION . . . "Oh well tlie bread and
water is good."

SELMA SCRAG . . . Lev. '69 "I go down to residence

even/ day . . . for my noon meal."

LITTLE TOMMY TUCKER . . . "/ sing for mine."

ARTHUR YONSON . . . "What's this about some
iicxv dance which has taken the residence by storing

1 hear it's called the green-apple quickstep."

On questioning the grei

Silas T. Leadbetter about resi

dence, he replied with the

pression for which he

verently remembered. Cy liyei

in residence for sixteen years i^

the second floor, west wa

c'ently concerning certain fix-

tures of the interior of Cho\vn

Hall which are visible through

the west and north windows at

l^'ght. I am referring of course
' to those cheny-red dots of

. luminescence which efulges a

room. In his comfortable su^**'*"'" and arousing glow into

roundings, he has the only roorti ^'^^'^ """^ '*'"^'>' "'^^t of a
passing Queen'sman. Such in-

-vitinjr lights are not often seen

iN- - such profusion, nor in a

-biijlding of such formidable

n-'size. Therein lies the confusion

.. or is it danger? Might not

u Boihe imaginative soul, indulg-

ing in a late nighfs reverie on

ing exclusive to residence f(i>r Stuart Street, think himself the

this new 3-D wrap-around bejd. observer of something almost

Some confusion has arisen rp Utopian — a co-operative even!

i

in residence with hot and col
^'

running water and some rela

ively comfortable seats.

BEDS — a new concept

comfort! In the Leonard-Hiltotn-

you can't lie on your bed; yo
must lie in it. A patent is pen<
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Sports Pa SEX
For Lhe madder, stranger, more

perverted among you — i.e. those

of you who have dared to read tliis

far in the Arts Sub-Standard — we

hope that you enjoy this page too.

We are featuring such able wits as

Bill Manin, John Shaw and Hubert

Hogle, all of whom I must thank

for their time and their ideas.

Read on then, and damned be

him who first cries "garbage". And

have fun at the Formal,

SIl?p Anripnt §port of
-

Posterior Pinching
An ancient, honorable, and skill-demanding sport of our ancestors is being revived on campus

the form of the Queen's University Amateur Posterior Pinching Club. The club president, John F. Subti

of Arts "64. is well known on campus for his sneaky look, sneaky mind, and sneaky hands. His histol

adoption recently as the official mascot of Levana ha;, as you know, given him access to the upper flo^

of the Women's Residences, and here he has been ab'.e to introduce and operate his Club's policies on

largo scale. He has been so pleased with Levana's response that he has recorded it on the Perverted in*

label as "Shrieks and Fun with Sneaky John
"

It is therefore with great pleasure

that we are able to feature the

fo'lowing account, obtained from

Mr. Subtley in a recent interview

by a rather bruised girl reporter.

By BILL MARTW-
It is useful first to crafine ti«_

discussion to International' NoriTiley

as it w^t^ played this summer at

the Olympic Games in Tftfa^. The

rules for many of the more popular

variations may be found in "Nura-

dey — 99 methods" by Hoyle.

No history of the game is neces-

sary. To argue whether it was

derived from water polo or Jacks

is but idle pedantry.

There are two teams for this

game which is. as you know, one

of the most brutal competitive con-

tact sports existing today. A team

has 10 players; 2 borks, 6 forwards,

and 2 wopplers. Before I discuss

ihc finer points of this sport. I

should refer briefly to the playing

area, or "blast ofT' as the veterans

call it (see fig. 1). It is a right

angled triangle, 60 x 60 x 84.894

yards. Best seats for viewing Inter-

national Nurndey are, as you might

guess, along the 42.477 yard line,

or centre strip as the veteran fans

call it. It is surrounded by a high

platinum squirrel fence.

The goals, which are two h9l

trees, are located at either end 66. -

the longest side of the playing ^'AMgBgpanited
(see fig. 1). The Wopplor 7joriitSk[

are areas of 10 yards in breai^.f .

running parellel to the two 60 yl^

lines and converging in a penalty

pit which is 10 x 10 x 10 yards and

has a bunch of green bananas inlh^

bottom. The purpose of the penal^

pit is to trap the unalert bork. or

woppler, or heaven knows, even a

forward!! The purpose of the green

bananas is self-evident.

The teams line up as iu tig. l.j

The right corner outside borks oai

the right outside comers, and thej
'

(eft corner inside borks on the leftt

lii^ide corners. The forwards bne

) just inside the Woppler Zane. J

At the starter's signal, whidi is

the release of a weather ballqpiv

from the penalty pit, 10 sqiiitrdSj

are released along the "centre

suipe" or 42,447 yard line, just in

front of the best seats. There are'

7 black squirrels, 2 greys, and one

albino, scoring 1 point, 2 poinll and

5 points apiece.

The object of the game is simple.

Each team tries to drive as loflny'

squirrels as it can up the opposing

However, the finer

points oT Jhe game — "rules" as

Ihey are known to the veterans —
now come into play.

The borks are the only offensive

men. and are the only players who

can use any part of the field, the

wopplers being confined to the

Woppler Zone, and the forwards

being allowed only in the area

between the two Woppler Zones.

The strategy now is straightforward.

The heavy forwards try to:

—

1 .
prevent the squirrels from enter-

ing their Woppler Zone.

2. prevent the opposing borks from

getting into the Woppler Zone,

especially if they are chasing

squirrels.

3. manoeuvre the squirrels in such

a way as to free their own borks

in the opposing Woppler Zone

with one or more squirrels.

TTius the body contact is tremen-

dous and what with no substitution,

this is not a game for milquetoasts

or the chicken-hearted.

. "Tile heavier wopplers defend

their Woppler Zone, and specifical^'

\\\itt goal, and try to preyW| ft

squirrel jfrooi «eking safely thereon. 'D

Thi^ c;m be done in two ways:

—

1. playing the squirrel, or in effea|^

chasing the squirrel away froni

the goal and back into the centre

area of the field.

2. playing the bork, or in effect

chucking the lighter bork into

the penalty pit or the centre area

of the field.

The best wopplers are usually^)

versa;i!e enough to master boih

skills. I

Q

The lighter and craftier bork'sl

job is clear; to get all ten squirrels
|j

in the hat tree of the opposition,
^

and to keep out of the penalty pit.
'
L

or "place of no return" as thp
j

veterans call it. A clever bork caiji

often trick the big^gile wopptcrsj.

in'.o the pit. The veterans call this!

"seducing the woppler."

When all the squirrels have han

treed, the score is tallied, and

winning team is the team with the

most squirrel counts nn the opposing

tree. NatLir:illy -lUHiLii. ' tor

go the_spoils;

"Way back in prehistoric times,

when Adam and Eve were turfed

out of the Garden of Eden into the

sinful pit of politics, sex and adver-

tising, these two originators of man-

kind developed a pleasurable every-

day greeting. The form of this

greeting was a rapid squashing of

a piece of the tail-end of the passing

person between the thumb and the

forefinger. This process was culti-

vated 10 give a fairly painless yet

efTeclive and intimate salutation.

As the population of the world

grew exponentially (see Encyclo-

paedia Britannica — Australia —
The Rabbit Situation — for

analogy), posterior pinching became

more selective and occurred only

among friends; and intimates especi-

ally. The pressure of the pinch

became the measure of friendship,

and so the weaker pinch of dainty

fenwnine hands was soon causing

disunity. It was therefore resolved

that a liefiy male pinch and a lusty

femalf screaui would indicate a firm

friendsliip.

yv. A lung period of time passed

c under this pleasant social system.

The aristocracy, of course, mono-

polized ilie field, and the plebean

masses were forbidden the privilege.

for today, thank you. The Romans

were forced to recline at all times,

never sit, and to take warm soothing

baths. The Chinese preferred to

kneel rather tlian sit and the African

bushman chose to squat.

This excellent art soon died out.

It was a case of having too much of

a good thing. Posteriors became

pink again, and people learned how

lo ride horses in comfort.

A revival occurred in the fifteenth

century when "Pinching" Pepys

(brother of Scrofulous Sam of diary

fame), Charlton Heston and Errol

Flynn dashed around the country

side pinching fayre maidens and

capturing their hearts. Scrofulous

Sam's influence appeared strongly

here, and formed the custom that

one pinched only the fayrest

maidens (and it was an extra attrac-

tion if they were strangers). Here

was a perfect setting for such
Posterior Pinching suffered

dastardly and unmerited defeat The
famous poets of this crushed

era
were all posthumously censored,

and
John Donne's great poem "On
Pyncheing" was lost for all time

present
This is the story lo the

date. We are climbing slowly ouH
of the ridiculous Victorian maoner-

isms forced on our forefathers,
ai

tiny shrieks of delight are again

beginning to brighten the aunoi

'

phere of elevators and publjj

transportation.

We at Queen's must strive lo rei

introduce and to foster this worthj

activity, not only as a sport, bu|

also as an entertainment and a pa^

of daily life. Levana members havj

-4he q

nents of ti

Languj

of modern

(0 make 8 (

intelligent

French,

that
already pledged their support lo ^spirit
moderate participation, so \'

OF QUEEN'S. ARISE! PURSUi

LIKE CI

A newc

ready
hav<

jlfection fo

(ion.

^the foi

1 I / //

8AU.'

"THIS IS THE CORRECT WAY TO PINCH A POSTERIOR'

AND PINCH YOUR PRETf

soumREL SI

ff.
ptedent

J4aient

Test Your Knowledge of Football

f The Sub-Siandard is pleased to present a self-analysis quiz for

determining your knowledge of football, (For answers see page 0).

1 ) How many passes did Cal Connor complete during lhe 1 963 season?

a) 87 b) 170 c) 8.

2 ) What was the most exciting part of the Queen's - Western home
game?

a) Cal Connor's touchdown pass. b) Jim Young's 34 yard run.

c) Neither.

3) At the Queen's - Toronlo home game, what percentage of those

students who attempted lo take liquor into the game succeeded?

a) 50% b) \% c) 99%.
4) What was the final score of the Queen's - Western away game?

a) 37— 22 b) 164— 91 c) 17— 5.

5) How much damage was done to the King Edward Hotel during

the Toronlo weekend last year?

a) $673.15 b) $2,149.21 c) $1,763.13.

6) Which members of the Gaels gained lhe greatest number of yards

rushing in 1963?

a) Jim Young b) Frank Tyndall c) Neither.

7 ) How many touchdowns were scored at the Queen's - Toronto away
game?

a) 76 b) 13 c) 6.

"Had Trouble Getting a Dote

For the Formal"

Many contesls were devised in

which a pinch was tested in

strength. Records show that one

Septimus Lustius could easily

crush a pebble, and his forearm

muscles were massive in size. Great

meets were held, and the Greeks

ranked Posterior Pinching as one of

lhe greatest events of the Mount
Olympus games.

Naturally. ladies were not

expected to subject themselves to

these feats of strength, yet they

expected and even demanded the

continuous daily greeting. Their

great shrieks and screams also be-

came an object of competition, and

the priestesses of the temple of

Venus in ancient Rome begged

passers-by to help them attain per-

fection in their dedication by offer-

ing great shieking orgies as a sign

of penitence.

But the sport was beginning to

have an effect on tlie health of the

populace. Posteriors became

purple! The man wilh many friends

— like the Roman Senaior or

King — wore purple trimming on

his robes lo show that he had

already received enough greetings

significant sport. A regular com-

petition among the English and

French nobles was "Pince le der-

riere." Scoring was based on the

number of ladies involved, the

beauty of each, the social rank of

each, and the wavelength of each's

scream. Queen Elizabeth I was a

prime target, and Sir Walter Raleigh

was lhe first man to score 3,746

comp)elilion points in one day. This

record, incidentally, still stands.

But Puritanism, the United States,

and Viclorianism arrived and again

PARTNER."

Mr. Subtley's club meets (

Wednesday and Sunday nighl

the Journal Office. (Club admis^

is two pounds per square i

pressure between the appropr

fingers). Although the menil

have been called various names

unprintable ) ,
they are confift

that under his command, a

new custom will emerge, to the

of Queen's and the benefit of n

kind.

By JOHN SHAW
First Race Odds Record

I. Can Nat Rail 20-1 — never comes in on time.

2. Licbo 7-2 — an excellent choice, alw;'>'

there.

3. Plush Pad 10-3 — promises a good future, o 'H

have plans

4. Aphrodisia 5-2 — good steaks, but hard on

stable mate Yenom.

5. Yenom 10- 1 — usuaUy runs out quickly

6. Angkor Vat '64 3-1 — a good bet, from the s:i

of Richard Maltby.

7. Stoned 2-1 — best bet for last place.

8. Extasie 3-2 — a great finisher but nevc-

going when running 3:-'

Stoned.

Others races cancelled due to preoccupation of all concerned. ^
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newcomer to our fair

jampus tells the things that al-

[j^dy have warmed his heart

inspired in him a deep

jtlection for our ancient institu-
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—the quiet luxury apart-

ments of the Leonard Hilton.

—Language Labs, the miracle

of modern science guaranteed

10 make 8 of every 10 normally

intelligent students to give up
French.

—that incredible Queen's

spirit

:

—Union coffee (This has been

a paid commercial announce-

ment).

—The Christians who write

to the Journal, that all who
read therein may be saved.

—the Editors who answer
back with deep thought and
razor wit, that all who read may
W impressed.

—signs that don't burden
ihemselves with superfluous in-

formation, because we all know

what it is from being here last
year:

—Convocation Hall,

truly Kingston's
miracle of architec-

ture.

—the remarkable
Grant Hall ceiling,

long contemplated
while bleeding for
free cookies.

—Prof. Ob . . . nu's

Math lOX course;

("Und. I would dare

to say, dcse matresses

are homolomorphisms.")

—the crawling, er . . . creep-
ing vines that droop over our
heads in the Union coffee shop,
inspiring that bracing "feeling
of all outdoors".

—the grizzled ten-year vet-

eran scholars who bring us
home the Yates Cup year after

year.

—the sight of five grim-faced
A.M.S. constables carrying off

a mysterious satchel recently

hoisted over the top of the east

wall of RichaiTlson Stadium.
—the generosity of the con-

tractors in erecting thousands
of square feet of boarding for

us to paint signs on:

m
—^the exciting blasts and

jack - hammers to entertain

weary studiers in the Douglas

Library reading room.

—Mock Parliament : ("But
didn't you see what a farce it

was last year without SIN?"

—G. D.wsl.y.).

—the idea that anybody
would actually pay good money
to go to any other Formal than
ours.

—the workman who was driv-

ing a new white Caddy to the
job on the extension to Clark
Hall; (I think I was guidanced
into the wrong line of work
back there somewhere.)

—evidence of the university

as a truly bilingual community:
("Cha-gheill na Banrighinn to

wipe away the stain . . .")

—^the helpful signs in the

Douglas Library:

DO NOT :

LeAVF Book-* _ ,

^^^^R^ BOOKS Hege
Ou-r sooKtf MEee

DRINK
EAT
TALK

Move

—a g g r e s

(there must
where)

.

s 1 V e Levanites

;

be some some-

Leonard Hall Superweapon
OTTAWA (coop) — Govern-

ment officials are rumoured to

be conducting intensive investi-

gations into what may be the

discovery of a new form of

matter. Unofficial sources have

it that this material has already

been in production for some

time.

The military value of the new
substance is due to the fact, as

yet unexplained by scientists,

that its coefficient of restitution

is slightly greater than one.

This means that when dropped

it will bounce to a point higher

than where it was dropped

from.

What ia perhaps more amaz-

ing is the fact that, after suit-

able treatment, the substance

can be eaten without detriment
to the human metabolism.

Indeed, we have from a

shocked military source that,

when first discovered for what
it really was, the new material

was being used as a form of

food. It was being served as

jello in the cafeteria of the

men's residence at Queen's
University, Kingston.

Official attention was drawn
to the new substance only by
accident. One of the residents,

finding his jello unappetizing,

had carried down to the lake, in

hopes that it might be useful as

a puck. But he unfortunately

dropped it into a hole in the ice.

Thinking his puck lost, he was
surprised to see it fly violently

out of the hole and land at his

feet.

Subsequent experiments re-

vealed the astounding proper-

ties of the substance. Professor
J. M. Murphelstadt of the Na-
tional Research Council expre,-^-

sed amazement. '^I'his substance
is incredibly dangerous", he
said. "If it is dropped but once
on a smooth, hard surface, it

will continue to bounce, getting
higher and higher with each
bouce. In this way a sufficient

mass of it can completely flatten

any building or area it happens
to be in. I can only say that
Leonard Hall is extremely lucky
that there were no accidents."

Citizens are urgently request-

ed to notify their member of

parliament IMMEDIATELY if

they discover any jello with
strange properties.

THOSE DAMNED

THALIDOMIDE PILLS

Jaulld Male & female

Men they may have many faults

But women only two —
Everything they say

And everything they do.

Dies

onBti

a ^
he gi

of n

The Substandard spotlights

alumni whose achievements in

the past year have added new
lustre to the name of Queen's,

but who were for some reason
nemlijor other have been overlooked

by the "Queen's Review".

Oswald, L. H., Arts '50. This

world traveller and political

scientist, whose information

pamphlets on the Cuban situa-

tion are highly regarded in the

profession, this year achieved

international distinction for his

quick and decisive action in top-

leve] American politics. Mr.
f^swald passed on unexpectedly
from a stomach ailment some
>f:iys later.

Ruby, Jack, Comm., '45. A
'niig-established businessman in

'lowntown Dallas, Texas, Mr.

^"by has concerned himself

^nth developing local natural

I'psources for the appreciation
"'' a wider public; ("greatest

^tii|i-joint I ever worked." says

G, String, one of the better-

'Ii'veloped resources.) Mr. Ruby
'''cently took time out from his

'"I'^y schedule to appear in a
|

6RADS IN THE NEWS Bob's Global

Who's Where

kly

national television spectacular;

critics have hailed his perform-

ance as "truly significant,"

"T.V. in its finest hour."

Keeler, C, Sc. '61. Although

only a recent graduate, this

charming Levanite has rapidly

achieved world^vide acclaim for

her activities in association with

senior members of one of the

world's most respected institu-

tions, Her Majesty's Parliament

in Great Britain. "I have had a

most exciting career over here,"

Miss Keeler told The Sub-

standard; "I have found op-

portunities for the most intim-

ate contacts with many inter-

esting personalities," Miss Keel-

er is a devoted alumna, and

says, "My experience at Queen's

has certainly helped me achieve

success in my chosen profes-

sion."

Connor, "Bull", Arts '30. For

many years chief of police in

Birmingham, Alabama, this
stui-dy and unswerving idealist

has received international atten-

tion for his dedicated efforts to

wipe out black violence and

stitutions, perhaps one in King- I bing decks,

ston near his alma mater so recent disastrous burning of his

that he need not miss next year's mother country's ship, (from

, JEW

Christine Keeler, Sc. '61

brutality in his adopted city.

He has operated during periods

of great difficulty as large num
bers of the populace demon
strated flagrant insubordination

md disregard for law and order,

t Mr. Connor attributes his skill

th the fire hose to a brief term

ith the Kingston Volunteer

(\ \|Fire Department during his

undei-graduate years.

Banks, Harold. Arts '34. "the

seaman's friend". Mr. Banks

has been striving for years to

improve the lot of the common
man and has achieved at the

same time a reputation for ruth-

ess handling of those who would
frustrate his noble purpose.

The present government of Can-

ada has at last tflken note of his

past sen'ices and arranged a

series of consultations with a

federal judge; it hopes to

<— H?^ nward "Hal" a pei-manent home
in one of its spacious penal in-

class reunion.

Trashkan. D. P., Sc. '32, last

month elected to the secretary-

ship of the International College

of Sanitary Engineers. Mr.

I'rashkan has been identified

with the collection and disposal

of residential garbage for the

people of Wawawa, Saskatche-

wan for 32 years and in that

period has received several cita-

tions for length and continuity

of service. "Thuh job is tough,

but ya meet some grand guys,"

commented Mr. Trashkan in his

acceptance speech.

Dugby Lugbudder, Arts '41,

Med. "51. Finding himself dis-

barred from medical practice

after an unfortunate series of

unfortunate incidents involving

the loss of two patients, a chim-

panzee, three scalpels, a forcep

and a considerable sum of cash

from the hospital canteen, Mr.

Lugbudder has recently em-
barked on a career in folk-

singing. Accompanying himself

on his unique one-string guitar,

which he has found most suit-

able for his particular vocal

style, he has caught the mood
of the people with his tender

and poignant "Ballad of the

Wolfe Islander" and became a

top attraction in the Belleville-

Napanee coft'ee shop circuit.

Joseph "Torch" Lolopopolous,

Arts '38. After a hurried de-

parture from Canada pending

till - unsubstantiated arson

charges following the destruc-

tion of the old B-A Hotel, where
he had been employed washing
floors, "Torch" got his first full-

time job since graduation on the

Greek liner "Lakonia", swab-

which he fortunately made an
early escape alone in a lifeboat),

he commented, "They don't have
a thing on me." Classmates

still recall "Torch's" lively
antics with the Bunsen burner

in Chem. 2 labs.

Frederick Bunting. Med. '14.

After years of research "Fear-

less Fred" is now prepared to

publish his long-awaited report

on several successful trans-

plants of animal organs to the

human species. Dr. Bunting is

Asked about the
_

making every effort to publish

while at least one of his patients

still lives. His young wife Marie,

(Glenview Public School. '61)

now chained to the doctor's

basement wall, is doing fine at-

last report. Since an appendect-
omy performed by her husband
last spring, Mrs. Bunting has
lived with a section of intestine

from a spider monkey, the kid-

ney of an Arabian sand cat, the
eyebrows of a Holstein calf,

four cloven hoofs and a specta-

cular head of peacock feathers.

Muses Dr. Bunting, "Perhaps I

got carried away."

SUBSTiliRD AWiRDS
Triumph Over Impossible Odds Award

Awarded to Walter Winklodd who, on Nov. 16, 1963, sat
through an entire Pol. 2 lecture without yawning once. He later
took his life by eating the dessert at Leonard Hall.

Execution of Planned Strategy Award
Awarded to Vernon Diddlemore who on January 25, 1963.

succeeded in smuggling a levanite into his residence room through
a third floor window. He later had his first name changed to
John when friends started calling him by his initials.

Literary Award
Awarded tu Zelda Gonff for inventing Elephant jokes.

Kindlieartedness Award
Awarded to Kingston Landlady Mrs. Myrtle S. Pennypincher

who kindly moved her six kids, two T.V. sets, and a Hi. Fi. set
down from the second floor of her home to make room for three
needy Queen's Students desiring a quiet apartment.

Chemistry Award
Awarded to Peter S. Bushmiller who in 1962 first detected

nitrate ion contamination in the soup at Ban Righ.

Physiology Award
Awarded to Melvin F. Moverr, the Spanish exchange student

who in 1963 discovered a remedy for Nitrate ion contamination.

Outstanding- Cultural Contribution Award
Awarded to Franklin J. Stnutmore who while playing his

guitar at a recent hootenanny passed off seventeen dirty songs
as 'Authentic Canadian Folklore".

Psychiatry Award
Awarded to Kingston bartender Hiram Glerk for helping

Queen's Students solve their problems.
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• . From The
Prime Minister

It is a pleasure to have

this opportunity" to ex-

tend warm greetings to

the students of the faculty

of Arts and Science of

Queen's University, on the

occasion of their annual

formal.

With best wishes to all

for the success of the ga-

thering, as well as for a

profitable year in your

chosen field of study.

Lester B. Pearson

Prime Minister

From The Formal Convener . .

.

To-night is the last time that many of us will attend the

Arts and Science Formal as undergraduates. It is my wish,

therefore, that this night be a memorable one, especially for

the graduates of 1964.

Nothing has been spared to add to the evening's enjoy-

ment. The decorations, which support the theme, will carry

you far away to South East Asia and "Angkor Vat", the

mysterious lost city of temples. Richard Maltby and his dance-

able brand of subtle swing will add immeasurably to the

evening's entertainment. The Fernwood Trio, applauded by
many Queen's students a few weeks ago, will perform in the

Red Room.
To the members of my committee I extend my sincere

thanks for a job well done. Especially worthy of praise are

Brian Chalmers and Phil Glover who so capably handled decora-

tions. To those who have helped in any way we all offer our

sincere thanks.

—JOHN TAKACH
Arts Formal Convenor

Hotel La Salle

Dine rs the Famous Colony Room

Specializing in

Delicious Charcoal Broiled Steaks

Direct from Our Dining Room Grill

Special Arrangements for Banquets & Dances

Bagot & Princess 548-3361

For Dry Cleaning and

Shirt Laundering
SERVICE. QUALITY, CONVENIENCE

Our Store at 314 Barrie Street Near Princess Is Convcnieni

and Anxious To Serve You
Same Day Service on Request

In by 10 a.m. Ready by 5 p.m.

Save 20% by Using Our Services at Leonard Hall

Available to All Students

Dial 548-4407

FOR PICKUP & DELIVERY SERVICE

Cleland & Flindall

SHIRT LAUNDERERS
851 Princess Street

DRY CLEANERS
314 Barrie Street

:15ii.ni,Iii tlic Cbnpel: The
SocnuBcnl o( the Lord's

Supper. (The Chapel is

reached gy ihe William
Slrcct door nl Lhe rem
ol the church.)

: 00 a.m. Tiie Sacrament ot

The Lord's Supper.

:30pjii. In die Chupd: Eve-
niug Worship, with The
Lord's Supper (olloyini;.

Mr, Dnvidsnn will prench

at nil tcr\-lccs.

iSOp.m.YouUi Sludy Group

From The Registrar • • •

This wcelc-end students in Arts mtd Science ivill fling their

cares to the zvinds. They jvill discard everyduij cloahings. The
men will don xohitc ties and tails, the women tvill put on their

prettiest and most sophisticated formals. Life wUl take on an
unaccustomed glamour.

This is good, and necessary for well-being but occasions of
this kind are transient. They are here and gone in a moment
of time. The lasting vahtes of University life are in the class-

room, in discussion, in debate, in the meeting of minds. Here
are the genuine satisfactions; here the search for tinith is

earned on.

This is not a carefree experience. It requires the ynosf

rigorous self-discipline, the 7nost honest probing. The demands
are relentless bxtt the rewards are in CQual measure. Here you
learn to exercise reason, to accept responsibility and tlvis is

what society will ask of you. In the brief interlude of College

years, while you live 7iot apart from tlie world, but, as the

Greeks would say, apart from necessity, the best I can loish

for you is that you mil develop your capacities to the fullest

degree.

—JEAN I. ROYCE
Registrar

From The Leader Of
The Opposition • .

.

I send my warmest greetings to tlie students of tiie Faculty
of Arts and Science of Queen's University on the occasion of
their annual formal.

Queen's has had a wonderful record in so many fields.

Her graduates have contributed much to Canada. Indeed she
has been tiie educational nursery of lai-ge numbers of great
men and women who have made their contribution to their

country.

I know that with the heritage that is theirs, the students
of 1964 will seiTe their country with equal distinction. I send
my best wishes not only for success during your college days,
but for fruitful lives devoted to your country.

—JOHN DIEFENBAKER
Leader of the Opposition

From The AMS President * . •

It is rather difficult to attempt to give an official greeting
from the AMS to one's own Faculty Society.

Nevertheless, hello

!

This is one area where I am sure the other Faculty Societies
will permit me to speak on their behalf when I extend the best
wishes of the AMS to the members of the Arts and Science
Society.

I am constantly amazed by the time and effort required to
produce a Faculty Formal. This one appears to be no exception.

Will you join with me in thanking John Takach and his
committee for the effort they have expended to make our
pleasure a reality.

—EOD McLEOD
President, AMS

From The Society President • •

.

If the Dickensian "best of times — worst of times"
description can be applied to our university years, then surely
the best of times must be made up, at least partially, of such
things as Faculty Formals.

Creative planning and able administration on the part of
our Formal Committee, not to mention their hard work, have
combined to evolve another memorable Arts Foi-mal.

As in other years, Ai-tsmen are bringing guests from
places as distant as London and Montreal to share the pleasures
of the biggest social event on an Artsman's calendar. To the
members of the Society and our guests I extend the wish that
Angkor Vat will be indeed one of the best of times.

—ED MAYHEW,
President of the Arts and Science Sociefu

iEutllprnu (Eljurrtj

SERVICES 9: 30 n-m.

11:00 a.m.

Two blocks N.E. of sladium

Comer ot Entl S: Victorin Sts.

Rev. Roy Oswald
(Lutheran Student Chnplain)

Phone 542-7134

(Elmliiiers ^Initrft

(aiiurcli

n:OUa.m.Scvcii Clirialian Ilu-

Inipemlives —
(1) "Repent"

7:30 p.ni.Thc Livii.K or Life—
(3) "Knowing hcri To
Spcnk"

8: 30 p.m. Youth Felloivship

"Talkinc Back lo Uic
M inistcr"

A Very Cordial Invilaiion

To AU Quetn't StudenU.

Prcsbijlcrtati Ulhurrli

Princc-a & Clergy Sts.

Rev. Max V. Putnam, BA.,
Minister

Director ot Praise,

Brian Start, ARCCO.
SERVICES OF WORSHIP
ll:(M)u.m.Ynut]i Scn-ico HI

Sermon: "Where Are
You Going?"

7:00p.mXveninB Worship
Sermon: "The Adoption
of Sons"

7:30 p.m. "Radio Ministry
CKLC

8: 15 p.m. Youth Fclloivsliip

Study: The Cliamcler of

St. Paul
TUESDAY. 7-30 P.M.

I'rnver and Bible Study Hour.
COME AND WORSHIP

From The Dean
For a bHef tveelc-end

hi
the academic year, the
hard-working and z'ealozus

students in the Facidty
of

Arts and Science tempo,:
arily abaiidon their vigor-
oils attempts to rival
Shakespeare, to saibble
like Gibbon, to correct
John Stuait Mill, ami h,
achieve mastery in the art
of the polyglot; they slacks
en their efforts to improve
on Godel, to evolve further
than Danoin, to tnakr
rings around Kekide,

i,,

endure longer than Buf.
ton, and to be more rrh,.

tive than Eiyistein; then
pause in their endeavours to project further than Mercafor
lo surtax Keynes, to outdo Machiavelli, a^id to dream ahoui
Freud. With sights set thus high, some hours of relaxatmn
from their labours can and ought to be beneficial.

It is a great pleasure to extend to all students in the
Facidty of Arts and Science my best wishes both for n
pleasant week-end and for every success in their academk
work.

—A. R. C. DUNCAN
Dean

liBlCH AI

l^jrPERVE]

FromTheHonorary President
It has been a pleasure for me to have been associated in

a minor way with the Arts & Science Society this year. The
duties of the office of Honorary-President are not onerous and
the efficiency and good judgment of your executive have made
any advice that I may have been called upon to give quite un-
necessary. I hope that every member of the Society has had a

pleasant and worthwhile year to date, that the formal weekend
will be joyous and exciting, and that the remaining weeks of

the year will result in successful achievement, which is the

major aim of attendance at a universitJ^ Incidentally, I am
doing all in my power to have the drilling and blasting at the

library concluded as early as possible. This is a facetious way
of saying "Now get down to work!"

—F. L. BARTLETT,
Honorary-President of the Arts & Science Sociefu

^t. fames' QKinrrlj

Q: 00 a.m.—Holy Communion

;Onn.m.—Holy Comm
Preacher, Rl. Rev. K,
C. Evans, Bishop ot On-
tario

7:(H) p.m.—Even infi Prayer

8:lfip.m.—Coffee Hour.

1^ the pActs^.

BeneAth ;

- the Oazzle

All diamonds [ooI< dazzling at first

glance but only nn expert jeweler can

lell a dinmond's Irue vniuc. Cut, bril-

liancy, color, clarity and weight ore all

important. \Vc have the scienliric in.-

slruincnls as well as the knowledge and
reputatioji to help you make llic rifilit

dinnionci clioicc.

KINNEAR D'ESTERRE
diamond merchonts 168 Princess St.

Michael Marrello

603A Princess Street
Phone Ij42-371i4

Prize Winner in Hair Styling

For The Best In Taxi Service To Angkor Vat It's

AMErS 546-

PI
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RICH ANTHOLOGY

, PERVERSION AND
BY A POOR COLLECTION OF
ANONYMOUS WRITERS

(YOUTO BE SUKPBISED THE ATTENTION A WORD LIKE THAT BRINGS)

tz aovd iviaoxiaa aas+

" siMPie SIMON
WAS A . .

.

"

nt

PLAYBOy OF

love is a great pit

The etet-nal bed time surprise

Like a rhinoceros

Making water on yotir wife,

A thing ivkick you cherish

And

I" the spirit

'^f giraffe-potted youth
Exuberant!

Biirsbhig Pontiac

Pot lady!

I'ni seek

your true unity
Hic black disc

The wedge of your affections

^'kich can cut like

•^n axe

Perish th'e thought!!!

The Eiffel Tower raped
'^hp sky that morning
'n France
'The steamroller passed

^"f I care not

on the rooftop
'•ondbye airholes

—P. EROS GROVE

*See Editorial Page 19

, ''(;niiuli,(i>K r.ir l\<r followinc nrHlUoim
."u'd bt mndc In wrlLlnit lo Iho AMS Of-

1" soon DB nfssll'li!:
I'urnni Editof
'iirnnl liusInoaB ManBBcr
|f|colour Editor
''if"]uui- Buslneaii MnnniTfr
Who's Whore Editor
ifS AlhlcUc Slick ^ ,

P
nonllcotions should be handed In

™™ory 18th.
r. '^iinllcoU,>nu for nil posiliona on the Bond
EJWuHvi. ,hoi,ld be mode !n wrUinit lo the
"•"d Manajicr or lo the AMS Office by Feb,

She was madly in love with
him.

He was madly in love with her.

She was single, but wanted to

many him.

He was single, but wanted to

marry her.

He stood on the right-hand

side of the room.
She stood on the left-hand side

of the room.

He removed his coat and vest

and tossed them in a heap in the
nearby chair.

She took off her tightly fitted

red dress and hung it neatly in

the closet

He removed his shirt and
necktie and threw them on the
same chair.

She took off her slip and laid

it carefully on the back of a
chair.

He removed his pants and
hung them on a hook on the back
of the door.

She sat on the left-hand side

of the bed and removed her
shoes and stockings.

Analysis Of AIWomen
Symbol: Wo.
Accepted Atomic Weight: 120, although isotopes ranging
from 95 to 300 have been identified.

Occurrence: Found where man is, seldom in single atate.
Physical Properties: Bawls at nothing and freezes at any
minute. Melts when properly treated, very bitter if not well
used. Fumes if disturbed.

Chemical Properties: Possesses great affinity for Ag, Au, Pt,

and C in crystalline form, etc. May give violent reaction when
left alone. Will absorb great amounts of food matter. Turns
green when placed beside a better looking specimen. Reac-
tions catalyzed by C'H='0H, etc. and proceed more rapidly in

the dark.

Uses : Highly ornamental ; useful as a tonic, for acceleration

of low spirits, equalizer in the distribution of wealth. Most
powerful (income) reducing agent known.
Caution: Highly explosive in inexperienced hands.

THE MONTH
,

I fif^ WOODS U

He sat on the right-hand side

of the bed and took off his shoes

and stockings. He stook up and

took off his shorts and under-

shirt.

She stood up and removed
very daintly her pants and bras-

siere.

There he stood, a large mus-
cular piece of manly flesh.

There she stood, the last word
in feminine loveliness.

He put on some green-striped

She put on a tightly fitting

nightgown.

He climbed into bed on the

right side.

She climbed into bed on the

left side.

He reached up and pressed

the button that put out the top

light.

She reached up and pulled the

cord that put out the reading

lamp at the head of the bed

He faced toward the left.

She faced toward the right.

He was in Leonard Hall

She was in Ban Righ

So they both turned over and

went to sleep.

*See Editorial Page 11

JOKES PAGE 5 R,

A young man entered a res-

taurant one morning, and was

approached by a buxom Scots

waitress, Good morrming, sorr.

What would you like for break-

fast," she said.

He, proud of his ear for ac-

cents, replied. You must be

Scottish. I can tell by the way
you roll your r's."

"Och no," she blushed, "it's

me high-heeled shoes."

A fifty year old prostitute

walked into a bar, sat do^vn on

a stool, and slipped to the floor.

BOOK NOOK
Economic History

Fanny Hill, by John Cleland,

Mainline Publishers Ltd., 1963,

paperbound, 201 pages, 95c.

A fascinating study of the

leisure-labour class relations in

18th centurj' England, John Cle-

land's Fanny Hill goes one step

beyond other classics in the field

such as A Study of The Leisure-

Labour Class Relations in Eigh-

teenth Century England, by J.

Profumo. Being written through

the naive and innocent eyes of

of a country girl in London for

the first time, it brings fresh

new insights to the problem.

Not only does the reader get

descriptions of working condi-

tions as they were (In the outer

low.* •

parlour or rather shop, sat three

young women, very demurely

employ'd on millinery work
which was the cover for traffic

jj^ »*** •««*•»** •*••*»***.

three beautifuller creatures

could hardly be seen. p. 101) but

descriptions of the daily life

that make the book come to life.

Dining habits (" . . . he ordered

the dinner to be brought to my
***-**•*, when it could not be

otherwise than my getting down
the v/ing of a fowl, and two or

three glasses of wine . . . pge
46.) furniture and architecture,

(" the door, where a knot

in the wood had been sUpt out

and afforded a vei-y fine ****

**** to the scene **** ..." p.

74) and living habits of both

rich and poor (" . . .
•***• ***•-

****** ***** ******

*** ******* ****** ****
^

^
"

p. 82) are brought to hfe in a

way both charming and enlight-

ening.

This is one of the best books

in a long time to explain the sig-

nificance of the advent of the

machine age and the far-reach-

ing implications of the century.

It should be on every serious

scholar's bookshelf.

Capsule reviews:

Books review in this column in

past weeks that bear further

mention

:

The Bobbsey Twins Go Moun-
tain Climbing. Because of the

obvious Freudian implications,

this book should be kept out of

the reach of children.

*See Editorial Page 14

A DOUBLE
DERIVATIVE

Begotten in the basement of a brothel.

An incidence of bastardy inane.

The product of two fertile math professors,
Procreative in a horizontal pkme.

One loas augmenting her inconie with discretion,
hi a way tliat on£ might say was rather loose.

The other, who'd espoused a jealms ivoman
Had a departmental conclave as excuse.

Discontented wiHi relations more plato-nic,

Disinclined to find relief in ways approved.
They combined to form an integrated product,
With haiinonic oscidatioTis as it moved.

They first obtaimd a gradient of the vector.

An expanded Taylor series close to ir,

Then they made the function an infective mapping,
With coefficients of infinity.

But wait . . . there is a moraHi to tftis story,

A successful math professor you can be,

Use an india-rubber for your caladations.

And avoid begetting bastards just like me.

—Anonymous

poppy seeds
Mr. Irving Layton, Canada's most prolific lusty poet, recently

wrote a poem entitled 'Why I Won't Make Love to the First Lady',
included in his collection Alms for a One-Ballad Jangler. A work
I thought slightly presumptuous.

Here is:

WHY I WON'T MAKE LOVE TO IRVING LAYTON
The fact that I have never met

our own Ovidian expert

has never been

a pressing problem.

The Combined Univcrsiiics Cam-
paign for Nudist Dcmonslrations
will hold its nnnual ^trip on the

lower campus at midnight to-

night. The club presideni, Ger-
trude Diddlemore had been con-

sidering donating her body lo

Scicnco but chnngcd faculties

afier having been throwT out of
the Men's washroom in Leonard
Hnll.

For tuxther information phone
Peg at 546-9857.

But, if I sliould encounter
Ii'ving on the Cote de Neige
(or Cote d'Azur) some other

year,

and he pronounced a line or tivo

convincing me that I should have
Experience—

I fear, I fear (alnwst for my
life)

that we would not adjourn
to a secret blissful boiver,

but go directly to

his agent's office.

Instead of JacfHe Gleason's
music to seduce her by,

! irould hear tlie whisper of

tt dictaphone; and see

H-Ir. Harold Towne — poised —
with an unobtrusive sketch

book.

*See Editorial Page 13

FIRE SALE
There was a cute little girl from

Smiths Falls,

Who wore a newspaper dress to the

Arts Ball,

She caught onto fire.

And burned her entire.

Front page, Sports Section and all.

I
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1A Raving Review
Folk Music is but a tiny

sampling of the endlessly indi-

vidualistic comments of the

"common man" on the given

subject. He gripes about, damns,

satirizes, mourns or, occasional-

ly, praises his work and the

conditions of his life. He sings

of love, false and true, its

causes, effects, controls and

cures — weeps at it, laughs at

it and lies about it and is only

rarely sure if he's pro it or con

it. And if love is often a tiring

diversion he often needs lighter

amusement and provides himself

and his kids with banjo tunes,

dances and game songs and the

biggest whoppers he can tell

with a straight face. And when
his conscience is awakened by

the challenge of larger dreams

and strong convictions he sings,

as he cannot always speak, of

the stirrings of his soul.

The "All Canadian Hooten-

annay" was far from exemplary

of this as it heralded an old ap-

proach to chaos et Queen's.

Obscure artists showed why
they are stiD obscure, and a

very FRESH master of cere-

monies was not a master,

neither did he stand on cere-

mony.

The Seaway Singers did a

commendable job of Weavering,

possibly because their gut

bucket was full of ice for back

stage refreshments. Their sing-

ing Anglican priest has nothing

on the Singing Nun where

music is concerned but you can

bet she doesn't know how to

make an elephant fly. And even

though she sings as though she

needs her adenoids out she's

probably the only girl in show

business whose knees have a

theme song, ("I Hear You
Knockin' ") and whose arms are

"Blown in the Wind". All in all

she would have made a prepos-

sessing Venus de Milo.

And then there was Judy

Orban . . .

And then Al Cromwell slith-

ered on his pants with the sug-

gestive fit, Suggestive of the

peel on a banana. He gave a

lecture on how to tune a guitar

in 26 easy lessons. Rumour has

it that now and again he sings.

Malka and Yoso (he was dis-

Angkor Vat
From

Modern Taxi

YOUR BEST BET FOR FORMAL

NIGHT TRANSPORTATION

FILTER;

covered after the concert) will

be ftne once they get a little

polish on their act. One would

never guess from the looks they

gave each other that they're

brother and sister. Oh well, in-

cest is best.

The Femwood Track — team
. . . er . . . Trio, (all four of

them) were faintly reminiscent

of the Beatles with short hair.

May they rest in peace and leave

us the same way.

Any lack of poise on the part

of the performers may be chalk-

ed up to the fact that they were

dazzled by the modeminity of

Queen's own Carnegie Hall.

CLASSIFIED
Wantcii; Copies of the Science and

Mi;ds Journals. Inlereslcd parlies conlacl
Duncan Scrap, 542-1421.

Lost: One glass eye. Popped oul dur-
ing Snowball blast. Finder please eon-
lact A. M, Lavaiory — •321,

Aparlmcnt for rent: Good place to

lay your head or a few friends.

Room for rent: Second floor, warm,
oomforlabic, good place to study. Quiel
inielleciua! atniospliere. Queen's stu-

Jents need not apply. 65 Union St.

Wanted: One ski only to fil size 9
wooden leg.

Recent research has shown that breast
cancer can be cfTeciiveiy prevented by
periodic massaec. For furUier informa-
lion, write Bailey Clinic, c/o McNeil
House, or phone 380.

Parl-limc help wanled: Mature, broad-
minded Levanites to serve in a hostess
capacity. Apply LaSalle Hold.

If yon have a Classi^ed Advertisement
you wish to have published, submit your
ad typewritten, in doubled-spaced, four-
leller words, to (he Ontario Board ol
Censors. 1557 Avenue Road, Toronto 2,

Ontario, Libel suits will no! be consider-
ed.

Purlrait Of Qncen's As in Oversized Pub
portholes, voiding their stom-

achs. Mr. Johnson, in an effort

to curb this windowhanging,
has provided receptacles for

Dear Editor, A&S-SS:
When I first came to Queen's

last fail, I was paraooxically

both happy and discouraged to

find how much spirit the stu-

dents had. The spirit of which I

speak was not university spirit,

it is purchased in a store down
on Queen St. I was told that

Queen's had more spirit than

any other university, and my
personal research has led me to

agree with this statement.

An interesting facet of the

problem is that students drink

only on weekends, but Queen's

has its own fiscal week. The
weekend orgy commences on

Thursday, and the heaviest

hangers-on and hangers-over,

conclude their revels on Wed-
nesday night. The mens' resi-

dences set sail and float off into

oblivion, listing drunkenly as
the thirsty crew hang out the

second-hand alcohol. These he
calls bathtubs, and they have
been put to good use. Miss

Royce, eager to do her part,

burned down the Chalet, but the

far-&ighted men of the Commo-
dore have answered the chal-

lenge valiantly, and the Queen'?

way of life has persevered,

daunting all obstacles.

I have concluded that Kings-

ton, our home away from home,
has been built of limestone as

a tribute to 123 years of hun<:er-

'ng intellectuals who came to

Queen's University to satiate

this thirst. Limestone is not

';o]uab]e in alcohol.

—Yours truly.

FREDDIE FROSH

Answers To Football Ouii
1) S7. Cal made passes at 463 girls during rtie 1963 season, but only 87 were

complete,

3) NEITHER, The most exciting part of this game was when Edward Drink-
more was escorted to the gate by A.M,S, Constables to the tune of "We Icnow
where you're going."

3) 99'/!'. After tJie AAI.S. constables liad confiscated enough lif|Uor for then-
part)' th.at night, liiey stopped frisking.

4) 164-91. Queen's students outdranV Western students 164 boHles to 91 . . .

A renKirkable feat considering that there were only 164 Queen's students
present.

5) S2179J11, The complete list of damages is as follows: Damage to rooms—
$64.76, Damage to hnlls-S21.9J, Damage to !obby-S72.5I, Ditmaee
sonnelMscmeone assaulted a cleaning lady)-.52.000.00

6) NEITHER. Inside right comer outside linetxicker Menin Lush gained 14,762
yards nishing througli the hall of the Queen's Hotel in Montreal at 3.30 a.m.
Sunday Nov. 10, yelling peanuts, popooni, crackerjacks. It was reported
that he had been drinking,

7) 6. Two WLTe scored in room 342 of the King Edward Hotel. Three in room
427 of Ihc Park Pkza Hotel, and one in a parked car on Eglinton Avenue.

itmage to per-

Clara Net
(Music52) says:

I strike the right note in my personal

finances by paying expenses with a

Personal Chequing Account at . .

.

Bank of Montreal

step on the rood lo lucccss \:

y.iuW I'lml Ihese IS ol M Braixhe.i

c\pei-liilly ci<ii\e

Princess Ji Barrie Sis., in the "Y" DiiildinR:

WILLIAM 1- CKONIN, M:in.ii;tr

M.iin Omcc. ;y7 King Si, E;i.si .,i iIk- M^itkci:

i\yiiiplmo]aDia Kunniog Wild; Ladies Tuld

"Nymphomania is definitely on the upswing at Queen' "

jaid Clar;ssa Thackerby to a shocked local chapter of jn^
(Illegitimate Daughters of the Empire) on Sunday evening.

Miss Thackerby expressed the opinion that this was due to
tlie deplorable practice of girls going to university to fi,j^i

lusbands rather than to be educated about life. This desperate
Jes i-e for a man leads them to go to any lengths to trap one
or maybe even two or three. In my day this would have

beeii
considered unfair competition, not to say physically exhausting

"It is distressing to think that a decent boy cannot even
.v'alk down the street these days without being approached by one
.'f the shameless hussies," said Miss Thackerby.

She concluded: "In the interests of our society we must rise

igainst this mammoth evil. I ask you, ladies, how long will

ulmit your daughters to the godless atmosphere of this degener-
(te university? I would like to suggest that the obvious solution

o this grave problem is the abolition of co-educational sehoats

"

Miss Thackerby's words were greeted by loud and prolongeii

pplause which was only interrupted by the serving of tea and
biscuits.

SIG-N POST I
luft rrr'

THURSDAY
The Qucciv's Facisl Club will meet

to-night in Ihc upper Common Room
of the Students' Memorial Union. The
guest speaker will be Mr. Barry Gold-
wnter. Republican Senator from Arizona,
and possibly CO.P. Presidential Can-
didate in Ihc upcominp American Pres-

idential Election. Mr. Goldwater's topic

will be "Meeting The Crises of the 20lh
Century with 19th Century Policies", or.

Never A Forward Step".

SUNDAY
The S.C.M. will meet tomorrow nighi

in the Ship's Lounge of the Commodore
Motel al 8:30 p.m. Guest speaker will

be Miss Norma Vincent Pealer, well-

known American exotic dancer. ML^s
Pealer will speak on the topic. "And
Now A Word Prom Everybodies'
Sponsor." The talk will be followed bv
a discussion period and a "Beer Buifei

"

— all you can drink for 49 cents.

Life Tn The Gulf Stream
William Erman was 25 when he wrote ihis diary from an ice floe in ilie

"III! firenm. li is not certain when the floe meited, only that (he diary ii'ji

months in the writing (final entry was May 19, 1962) and that it was found in

a bottle floalins off the coast of Scotland in June of that year. The foltowinff.

are excerpts:

'12 January. I don't know why mj' wife has gone to the sitern unlcw it

pite. She knows damned well I like the feel of waves spladiing over me and no«'

she has rvtised my end out of the water, the selfish brtoh. If I onlv had some tool

to break the ice with, 1 \TOiild crush her skull with a huge chunk, I think it w.ii

a mistake to bring her abroad.
'17 January Yeslcrday I sighted land. It looked like Paris by the posters ami

ni-'d sipis. Of coulee I can't read French and so I woul^'* know. It was gono

this morning anyway along with my wife. Slie is swimmini; behind now. I siioposf

the cold was too mu(Ji for her—tlie weakling. If the chtidren would slide off tuo.

The little bast.irds have been nagging me for a T.V. set. I tell fliem wliy not l;tlV

to each other. I say tliere are no stations around here anyway, but will lis-

ten? No, it's nag, nag, nag always. Sometimes I wish I did have a television set

to crush tlieir heads witli.

'2 March. My wife went under for the first time today. I counted tlu'

seconds, and it w.-s 75. Sh^ finallv popped up about 400 wirds behind. At U i^t

we are outdistandng the old bitch. Diuim trouble is, it's lonely in bed tiit?i^

nights, 1 .suppose I can find another woman until my daughter comes of

hut will l>e hard. Some of the kids «-cre throwing table-scraps to mother. 1 liev

don't seem to realize how expensive that is and I can't convince them. We !i>sl

h" oldest boy. He jumped in to swim with his motiier and^ ate him at one gulp-

Kids are getting soft. I wish they all had skates. Looks like they need the cxeri isF

I hope I ha\'en't -failed as a father.

'5 March. Tliere was a stprm today. I got my biej'cle imder cover in tiim'

thoiieh. Too bad for the baby, she was ^^'ashed away. We even had to turrn of

the T.V. because of the lightning. I think mother wws hit. She hasn't taken licr

usual boHle from the cupboard yet. I sent the twins to look for her but mv ^'^f'^

o-e and the other drowned. The oldest girl was shooting at my wife loda)-.

No luck. I borrowed the pim and got her first try. It ^^ill be more peaceful die?*'

nights and it seems wanner."

Queen's University

RECORD BUYERS
GET 20% OFF ON ALL TUITION FEES

at

Queen's University
Don't Be Ashamed to Tell You Buy at House of Sounds

House of Sounds

STUDENTS
GET 20 % OFF ON ALL L.P. RECORDS

at

House of Sounds
Don't Be Ashamed To Tell You Go To Queen's

PATTON'S CLEANERS
and

SHIRT LAUNDERERS

Wally Elmer — Prop.

Dial 548-4292 — 546-6480

349 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO
The Nicest Cleaning in Town
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— Ontario High School K»C.A.&M. Equipment and Special Features

History of the College

nlghl

lodore

T will

well-
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"And
icxiies'
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In 1450 a small group of

Edinburgh students were ex-

[jelled for chronic apathy and

mediocrity, and sent out of

Scotland in a skiff. Not caring

much where they went they lay

in the bottom of the boat

munching haggis until it

foundered on the coast of

ivhat is now Lake Ontario.

Cannily reckoning that secur-

ify lay in a college they declar-

ed themselves one and appoint-
ed a colleague, Angus Dunkle,

Master and first holder of the
H. M. Axford Chair for the
Philosophy of Sloth. Several

days later they died while
waiting in line for a meal at

the dining hall they had built.

T'he college has remained dor-

mant since. In the tradition of

the founders, no one has ever

cared.

The facilities of K.C.A.&M
are far from spectacular. The
Smugness Library has twelve
Gideon Bibles, the complete
series of Life Magazine dating
back to 1957 and all the Super-
man comic books ever printed.

K.C.A.&M. has its own,
student operated, radio station— CFARCE, broadcasting for
72 minutes, four nights a
week. It is, understandably,
non - commercial and has a
broadcasting range of 312
yards. It has, however been
picked up by an unidentified
listener at 317 yards.
Cultural Facilities

K.C.A.&M.'s theatre, fondly
referred to as the "Privy" is

a privy located behind the
Principal's house. No one has

ever been known to attend any
of the plays performed. The
Drama Guild's greatest suc-
cess "Romeo and Juliet" never
reached the casting stage.

It is rumoured that
K.C.A.&M. has a music depart-
ment. Nobody much cares.

K.C.A.&M. has preserved,
in Jell-O, the remains of its last
twelve principals. It is rather
nauseating. Other than this,

the College is a museum itself.

At least it's pretty dusty.
Visitors have often been heard
to comment, "My, this sure is

a dusty place."

Laboratory Facilities:

Negligible. The physics de-
partment, however, is justifi-

ably proud of its new, round
laboratory which has absolute-

ly no use. K.C.A.&M. also has
a cyclotron. Anyone knowing
how to operate a cyclotron is

asked to contact the Physics
Department. There is no rush.
Facilities for Field Work:

There are lots of fields
around Kingston. They offer
ample facilities for field work.

Some fields offer lots of facili-

ties. Some do not.

Facilities for Athletics:

The College has good facili-

ties for road hockey, jacks and
nerndy. Beatrice Brick, the all-

time jacks record holder,
made tensies seven times in a
row.

General Information

4Me33ag.e9^tom PtincipalMoat^

Umi

During your high school days you probably regarded

versity as a place of challenge and awakening. We at

the Kingston College of Apathy and Mediocrity hope that

we will be able to dispel these beliefs and sJwxo you the

(rue joys available in lethargy and defeat. We hope that

ijoii will, through our lack of guidance and facilities, come
lo realize the futility and melessness of enthusiasm and the

'Imre to learn.
1

——
As you plot your course tipon the great barren oceana

>j the future may the winds of fate blow adversity into your
and lead you to founder upon the rocks of our College.

We hope that your association with K.C.A.&M. will
'le as disheartening as ours has been and promises io be iv
llie future. Ibid. p.US.

CIS
Student Oath ...

In the honour and memory
of Dean Dunkle I swear to

honour the bigoted traditions
of K.C.A.&M. I swear to up-
hold her colours and her name
nd mortgage. To maintain

the hopelessness of my doings
with her and to strive to at-

tain the bitterness and defeat
which she holds before me.
Forsooth, and forthwith, and
four square. Akela. Then again
I may not.

. .'. And Song
K.C.A.&M. I sing your praises,

You will be with me all mv

I sing I am loyal,

I sing I am true,

But I am a hyprocrite,

I say pee on you.

Degrees

:

K.C.A.&M. offers the follow-

ing degrees: Doctor of Sloth
(S.D.)

; Bachelor of Sloth
(B.S.). No one has ever at-

.
tained these degrees. No one
has ever tried. Nevertheless,
some of the students are
naturals and deserving of the
honour.

Student's Memorial Union

Built in remembrance of
Dean Dunkle and his gallant
crew— it contains the original
dining hall where the bodies of
Dean Dunkle and his gallants
may be seen, rotting in the
line. Over the years their
numbers have swelled con-
siderably. The Union also
has men's and women's wash-
rooms. This is a nice touch.

Information for

Women Students:

Women students are dis-

couraged. So are men students.
Everybody is.

Living Expenses:

Living expenses are low,

considering the high cost of
living to-day. But not that
low. Miss Jean Rolls, the re-

gistrar, says ; "They're not
all that low." But then, again,
they're pretty low.

Physical Welfare of Students:

There is a College medical
service. They have never lost

a patient. Most people would
rather die than go there. A lot

do. Small wonder.
Students are advised to have

a physical examination prior
to coming to K.C.A.&M. No
one is quite sure why. Maybe

its because some people have
been known to get pretty
physical. Maybe not. In any
event, be discreet.

Student Self Government:
K.C.A.&M. has always been

governed by the students. It
might have done worse.
The Doesn't Matter Society

governs all student activities.

Well, ahnost all. It met once,
but nobody went. Everybody
was too busy doing activities.

K.C.A.&M.'s fecundity is low.
They must have other activi-
ties. Nobody has ever asked.

Fraternities:

Fraternities are not allowed.
They tend to break up the
cliques. But students interest-
ed in this sort of thing may
join the 48th Highlanders or
the Wolf Cubs or any of the
armed services.

Registration

:

Students are asked to re-
gister. Rolf Clinch, assistant
registrar, working on the
KCoc:J^ principle, where C re-

presents R-, has reorganized
the registration. Futility has
replaced confusion. Bring a
lunch.

Regulations Regarding Courses

Students registering intra-
murally for the first time must
complete 3 A courses to qualify
for a B course which admits to
no half courses although quart-
er courses represent minor
courses where at least three
major courses have a prere-
quisite of four courses other
than A, B, or XVII coui-ses.

Nobody ever goes to lectures.

epartments and Courses Offered
^fipartment of Sloth:

Angus Dunkle Xn, the H.

^I- Axford Professor and

''E^ad of the department.

S. C. MacLaughing, Asso-

ciate Professor of Comic Re-

''ef. The 48th Highlanders.

1
: A survey of rich bro-

^"^s, cunning remarks and
•^"ffled snores in the early

"lorning hours.

"equired reading: Rrross
The Rright and the Guud.

Chapterrr Tuuu.

24 & 29: Advanced study

rich brouges and braw
'Customs of the Scottish Iligh-

'anda.

ADMISSION AND FEES
required reading: Burn's

Scots Wha' Hae.

Depariment of Perversion:

Kingsley Cong, Overseer and

Head of the Department. Ar-

thur Johnson, Head council-

lor - Men. Beatrice Brick,

Head councillor-Women. Plus

an assortment of minor of-

ficials.

Civil 1. a first year survey

course. Held in the labyrinth

late at night.

Sadism 12: A lab course for

students interested in stick-

ing pins into people and small

animals.

Masochism 12: A lab course for

people and small animals in-

terested in having pins stuck

into them.

Anatomy 1: A lab course for

aspiring voyeurs. Held night-

ly in front of the women's re-

sidences.

Requirements; blue leath-

er jackets.

Department of Defeatism:

C. A. Curtly, Listener and

Head of the Department. J.

L. Sob, Associate soulmate.

Defeatism A; an introductory

course offering comprehen-

sive lists of complaints for

a variety of occasions.

Defeatism 1: Docile acceptan-

ce.

Defeatism 2: Unwilling accep-

tance.

Defeatism 3: Dedicated accep-

tance.

Defeatism 4: Inadequate-Good

reasons why you are.

Defeatism 5: Careers-what to

do when you flunk out.

Defeatism G: A lab course of-

fering lots of novel occasions

for the novel complaints stu-

died in Def. A. Individual ini-

tiative on the students part

is expected.

Admissions: Candidates for
admission to K.C.A.&M. should
delay application as long as
possible in order to allay all

suspicions of enthusiasm. If

the candidate means to regist-
er, he is advised to apply prior
to registration. If the candi-
date doesn't mean to register,
then it doesn't matter.

Requirements: Previous ed-
ucation is advantageous but
not completely necessary.
Reading and writing are re-

quired by some departments.
These, however, can easily be
faked. Candidates also require
irresponsibility. If he does not
have this, the candidate can
usually acquire it in short
order. A knowledge of spitting
is a good thing to have — but
so are some diseases.

Registration 5 ig.OO

Re - registration $ 6.00

Washroom keys

men's $ 3,00

women's I 3,00

matched set $ 5.75

Padre, advice $ .05

good advice $ 4,75

Rolf Clinch express

registration card $416.45

Ross's The Right &
the Good

Chapter 2

TOTAL

3d.

34

9466.00 3d. r
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A pot-pourrie of literary achievemeni from the Faculty of Arts and Science. VetJe c4nd WotJe
A mostly worse collection (tlefinilely not), amusing, willy, clever (very

fantastic and scandalous.

Now that good old-faskioiied spankings have passed from the

North American scene, about the only things that wflve»-ce a

child an his father's knee are the bedtime stones he hmrs.

Investigating the situation however, we have found that most

fathers aren't content -with merely telling these famous fairy

tales the way they were originally written. The modern father

adds a little exi/ra to these stories. To show you how much,

try these . . ,

"The Hare And The Tortoise"

As Told By A Psochology Major

Once upon a time, there was a Hare who boasted that he

could outrate any animal in the forest. Although this gave

him the outward appearance of being an extrovert, actually the

Hare suffered from severe inferiority complex, and his boast-

ing ser\'ed only to inflate his own ego.

And so the Hare constantly challenged the other animals

of the forest to race him . . . knowing they'd refuse ! And they

all did refuse. All except the Tortoise. Obviously, this Tortoise

suffered from delusions of grandeur, and was displaying the

early signs of acute schizophrenia.

"111 race you Hare," said the Tortoise,

"You, Tortoise? You? You'll race me?"

The race began . . . and soon the Hare was so far ahead

that he decided to take a nap. In truth he was suffering from

neurotic fatigue, a rather common symptom of the emotionally

disturbed ...
,

While the Hare slept, the Tortoise plodded on to win the

race. This of course was most unfortunate for the Tortoise since

it completely split him off from reality, turning him into a total

schizoid personality.

When the Hare awoke to find he'd been beaten, the discovery

was so ego-shattering that it jolted him into facing the truth

about himself.

I've lost . . . and yet somehow it doesn't seem important

anymore. I think I understand myself a little better now!"

And so, with professional help, the Hare was able to go

on to live a normal, productive life. And the moral of the story

is: It's much better to split the personality of Tortoise than it is

lo split Hare's . .

.

TJkij J^ittle Pig^g^^

This little piggy went to Varsity,

This little piggy stayed at home,

This little piggy got culture,

This little piggy got none.

So what the hell?

They're both still PIGS.

VIGNETTE

'Frankly Muriel, I think a simple "No"
as effective."

would have been just

Gasta waif

The dear-eyed chap with the clean fingernails stood at

the intersection, waiting. He was wearing gloves, but his red

jacket betrayed the fact that he had clean fingernails.

He saw her coming around the corner, her shawl tucked

neatly arolmd her shoulders. She tumbled from the curb into

the line of traftic and a passing truck picked her off neatly,

with its right fender.

He ran to her through the stalling cars and knelt by her.

A trickle of blood on her chin contrasted with the gray of her

skin. Her breath was difficult. He drew a revolver from his

breast and shot her through the temple. It was best that way.

"The ThreegLitile Pigs"

As Told By A Labour Lca<ler

Once upon a time dere was dese free unorganized Little

Pigs who woiked in a sweatshop for a stingy Wolf-boss. Dey
wiis so unhappy wit' de miserable woikin' conditions an' coolie-

type pay dat dey decided to do sometin' about it.

De foist Little Pig wrote up a list of grievances and took

it to his exploitin' capitalist Wolf-boss . . . but de Wolf just

huffed and puffed an' tore up de sheet of paper.

De second Little Pig decided to picket, so he made a

wooden sign an' marched up an' down in front of de sweatshop.

But de Wolf jus' huffed an' puffed an' he busted de sign to

pieces

!

But de t'oid Little Pig was smart ... an' so he organized

the other two Little Pigs into a Union, built a big Union Meeting

Hall out of bricks an' called a strike . . .

De Wolf-boss huffed an' he puffed, but no matter how
hard he tried he couldn't break de back of de Union . . .

An' so de T'ree Little Pigs went back to woik wit' a
Union Contract an' double time for overtime, an' holidays wit'

pay, an' vacations wit' pay, an' compensation, an' hospitalization,

an' coffee breaks, an' lots of other fringe benefits. An' pretty

soon de stingy Wolf-boss went bankrupt an' hadda go out of

business

!

An' de moral of de story is: In Unions dere is strength!

He grabbed me roiauJ my slender neck,
I could not shout or scream.

He carried me into his room,

Where xoe could -not be seen;

He tore away my flimsy wrap
And ga^cd upon my form—
/ 100.1 so cold and still and damp.
While he io(is xoet and warm.
His feverish mouth he pressed to mine—
/ let him have his way—
He drained me of my very self,

1 could not say him nay.
He made mc what I am.. Alas!
Thais why you find me here . . .

A broken vessel — broken glass—
IViat once held Bottled Beer.

"Cinderella"

As Told ^y A T.V. Announcer
Once upon a time, in a far-away place called Elm City,

U.S.A., there lived a Prince . . . Seymore Prince. Mr. Prince
had the dirtiest sink in town. It was so grimy and grease-
stained, he was almost ashamed to let anyone in his kitchen . . .

"I know !" he exclaimed one day. "I'll throw a fancy ball

and invite every girl in town! Maybe I'll find one who can make
my enamel shine again."

One of the snazziest-looking girls in town was named
Cinderella. She lived with her step mother and two stepsisters

who had mean tempers, said horrible things, and used ordinary
cleansers.

One stated "I'm going to take Brand X Cleanser to Mr.
Prince's ball". The other decided to take Brand Y.

Naturally Cinderella wanted to go to the ball too but she
euuldn't bring herself to take an old-fashioned cleanser alon3-

Then suddenly her fairy godmother appeared with a shiny

green can . . .

"Here you are, Cinderella, a can of new Comet Cleanser

with Chlorinol. Now you can go to the ball."

At the ball, every girl tried out her cleanser on Mr. Prince's

sink but none of them could remove the grease stains. And
then Cinderella applied Comet with Chlorinol, and the sink

turned spotless. But at the stroke of midnight , . .

"She's gone! And I don't even know who she is! But wait!

£he dropped thh can of Comet Cleanser.

Mr. Prince decided to search Elm City until he found a

Comet-Clean sink. He looked and looked. And then at last, in

the stepmother's house, he discovered Cinderella's gleaming

sink . . .

"Marry me!" he pleaded, "And keep my sink free from

.stains forever.

And so Mr. Prince and Cinderella lived happily ever after

in Elm City U.S.A., where everybody uses Comet Cleanser.

How To Be Trying In College

Without Really Succeeding
a musical comedy for young collegians

Instructions

Read Act I and one only of Act II and Act III. All acts are
of equal value.

Prologue

Narrator: Let's be realistic. What are Queen's most durable ac
complishments ? 1. The Football team. 2. The 30-minute
propaganda film about Queen's shipped around to sundry
Canadian high schools. Act I explores the delicious thought
of what would happen if Queen's were turned over to the
Athletic Boai-d of Control. In Act II, Queen's is sold out-
right to Crawley Films. In Act III, Madison Avenue tries

to repair the damage, image-wise, done by Acts I and 11

Act IV is posthumous.

ACT I

Dean's office. Early mourning.
Dr. Mohns: Jones, boy, congratulations. I've decided to put your

name on the roster of ... .

Jones : Oh, SIR ! I won't let you down ! I can run, kick, pass, block,

free throw, serve, dive, scrum, bunt, steal, score, body,

check, read, write

—

Dr. Mohns: .... the Dean's team.
Jones: (sick) oh.

Dr. Mohns: (in C sharp)

You're on the Dean's team, Mj. Jones
You're on the Dean's team, Mr. Jones

You did your sleeping in History 2

But you won't do it there any more.
Jones: (penitent)

I'm on the Dean's team. Dr. Mohna
I'm on the Dean's team, Dr. Mohns
In English 4, I just sat on my behind
But now, I shall sit on my mind.

Dr. Mohns: Stout lad.

ACT II

Dunning Hall. The moanin' after.

Professor Nietzsche: Your reading assignment for today is

Emmanuel 'Kant's Critique of Pure Reason, Chapter I. Are

there four volunteers? (There are, and they do.)

If you can Kant like we can Kant
then we can't can the old can-can
You can Kant like we can Kant

—

Director: Cut. Nick, honey, show your teeth for the camera, atta-

boy, smile. Now, Nick baby, could we have some of that

slick Hegel-synthesis dialogue? Yah. And we need some

sex. Leer at the freshette, Nick. Leer. Leer some more.

No, honey, don't knee poor Professor Nietzsche in the

stomach like that. Nick, you O.K.?

ACT ni
Third floor, Richardson Hall. The same meaning.

Building: Next on the agenda, gentlemen, is Professor Geritol

He has now reached retirement age. What do we do with

him?
Bleding: Put him into the high grass and see if he feeds.

Balding: Drop him on the pavement and see if he bounces.

Jensen: But . . .

Building: Leave him in the cathedral and see if he genuflects,

Belding: Install him in the Registrar's office and see if he tells

you to take Philosophy 1.

Jensen: But . . .

Balding: Put him in the Jaguar and see if he double-clutches.

Jensen: GENTLEMEN! Creative-wise, this brainstorming is

A-OK. All systems GO. But geography-wise—Geritol

teaches at MacMaster.
Building, Belding & Balding (grumble, mutter, buzz)

We're getting Jensen in the morning
Ding dong, his nose is going to shine

He's goofed once too often

We'll buy him a coffin

And bury him in church

—

He's left us in the lurch

—

For G-d's sake, Jensen, write your will in time.

Instructions
If you finish before the allotted time, check your s.nsvi^'^

cai-efully. Leave quietly. Do not make obscene remarks.
—Rick Malt

m
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Principal Corry Advocates

University Liberties
Proposes Financial Formula, Regular Grants

Prmcipal Cony made an eloquent plea for the freedom of the Universities last Saturday He wa.sspeaking to a seminar about "the Role of the University in the Modem State." iTsaW that he f^^ that

^

mam differences bkely to arise het^veen the Provincial Government end the Universities were money matters

KnH . Z^"^^^
against the dangers of the existing situation. As it stands now, each Universiiy sends in abudget to the Provincial Government. The Provincial Government then lops it as it see fit Last vea? itslashed the Ontano University budgets from $97 to $71 million. He felt that Lre w fmL d nS tothis system. Af er all he said. "University Presidents are not as different from other men as they someti^Sencourage people to think! .... 'they face a standing temptation to indulge their worstTnsUncts'

^
there^Salways scores of thmgs that would be weU worth doing if resources could be found He ^rthat Universu.es could quite easily be led to make excessive demands of the Provincial Govemmen . He we^t on to saythat this system of grants would "by the insidious logic of the situation" lead the Provincial Govemrnen deep

before f/ ^h'
P^^ramme of the Universities. It might be a gradual process but it was a certaTone anSbefore long the Provmcial Government would be threatening the freedoms of the University.

PROPOSALS ^ « . ...bteady Regular block grants ev-

CORRY
He made a number of proposals

avert this situation;

filllLDSMM DIRECTS "1 EXIT"

ery year to each University

A Formula to be worked out to

determine the size of these

grants

By Don Carmichael

'Wo Exit is definitely not satirical

comedy!" fumed Jim Garrard, the direc-

lor of this forthcoming play by Jean-

Paul Sartre. The play will share the bill

with Fred Euringer's production of The
American Dream by Edward Albee who
li the author of Who's Afraid of Virginia

Waolj? this Friday and Saturday evening

3' S:30. It is Mr. Garrard's first turn at

Hie thesbian helm.

Garrard is well known to Queen's and
Kingston theatre-goers for his stirring

>erformance last term as Anton Schill,

the male lead in The Visit. He has also

acted under Dr. Angus with Queen's

Summer School, and with Little Theatre

Companies in Welland and Oshawa.

Despite his successes, however, the

Philosophy and English student prefers

writing. He welcomed the opportunity to

present Sartre's play.

Jean-Paul Sartre, of course, is the

Marxist founder of French existentialism.

A prolific writer, his philosophy, novels,

and plays have dominated French litera-

ture. No Exit is his manifesto. It is set

ostensibly in Hell, but could take place

in any hoiel room, or any room with

living people. But while it is dramatic

philosophy, Garrard contends that the

play is first and foremost great theatre

and should be seen as such.

The cast — Allison Gordon who
starred in Tlie Marriage Proposal, Ed
Horton, Poppy Gemmel, and Don Bowles,

the teacher in The Visit — have worked
with director Garrard since Christmas to

prepare a first rate production.

So attention Queen's: Here is a golden

opportunity to see a great play with as

fine a cast as can be assembled on any

campus, and directed by a talented young

man with a vision. Don't miss it!

m Tnp Prize

WWmA Id llcbale

TournRinent (Ipeo

Senate To Control Health
The Senate has slated AMS plans to control the revised health

services at Queen's.

Rod McLeod, the president, told the AMS on Tuesday that the
Senate feels the sugge.sted administrative council to run the new scheme
should come under Senate and not AMS control. He added that the
Senate felt that this was a "matter of an Academic Nature". Such
matters are normally controlled by the Senate, while the AMS controls
inatters of a non-Academic nature.

The entire health service is now being referred to a Committee of Deans
for further investigation. It has already been investigated lor some five months
W a special committee, including three doctors. There has so far been no
'ntlicalion from the Senate how long the new investigation will take.

"Hie AMS decided last night that, if

"'^ new health service was to be con-
Nlcd—against the previous wishes of

Je AMS—by the Senate, (hen the fees

ilic service should be independent of

Student Interest fee. It was then

'"Sgesled that as tlie Health Service was

considered a matter of an "aca-
"lic" nature, the costs should rightly

ncluded in the tuition fee. This view
rejected by Miss Maureen Law, and
majority of the AMS were in agree-

^'^i' with her.

Mac Evans, Gerry Dirks and George
^i|i!och reiterated the reasons why tlie

"^S wanted to maintain final control
'he scheme. They said that good

''dents' money was going to be spent
" "he service, and the students should
^'^^ the final control over the scheme,

only that, but they felt that those

who used a service should know what

was best for them. Replying to these

arguments Bob Macmillan said that there

were men of considerable medical inter-

est on the Senate and their experience

could be used to good advantage.

Considerable concern was expressed

that the Senate was moving into an area

that had long been the preserve of the

AMS. The Medical representatives

replied that they felt that it was abso-

lutely vital to get the plan operational,

and that it did not matter much who con-

trolled it. Miss Maureen Law said that

she felt that the control would be largely

nominal.

Although the matter is under the con-

sideration of the Committee of Deans,

it is planned to proceed to hire an expert

to look into the question of insurance

plans.

The official decision of tlie AMS was

that the Senate — in keeping widi their

division of matters of academic and non-

academic nature — should control this

(Conliiuied on Page 3)

Come One, dome ill,

Come Canvass For

The Heart Fund
On Sunday afternoon, February 1 6,

hundreds of Queen's students wiU invade

thousands of homes in Kingston in tlie

annual Heart Fund campaign. In 1963,

Queen's students collected a total of

$9,000, The money was used in research

into the origin, mechanisms, and treat-

ment of heart disease. For every $100
collected, $6.00 is put back into Queen's

University for research purposes. At this

point co-chairmen in each faculty are

looking for volunteers to help c;mvass

tile city. To spend about an hour a year

is surely not asking too much for Heart

Research! So let 1964 be tlie most

successful campaign yet! Volunteer now!

Mary Gilmour of the I.O.D.L. has

announced a campus-wide debating

tournament to be held during the next

three weeks. Queen's students are invited

to compete for 2 prizes of S50 and $40
on tlie topic:

Resolved that: "Civilization is on the

brink of self-anniliilation," Run off de-

bates will be held in the residences during

the third week of February to select S

finalists. These will compete for the indi-

vidual awards on February 28.

Anyone interested should contact Mary
Gilmour at 546-6136.

The Debating Union will participate in

2 further tournaments this month. Feb.

14-15 Western will host a series of

impromptu debates. The following week
two Queen's teams will debate economic

and political imion witli tlie U.S. m a

tournament sponsored by McGill in con-

junction with their Winter Carnival,

A grant for each individual stu-

dent attending the University

This would vary between cour-

ses, being highest for graduate

students, and relatively lower for

Engineers and Honours Arts-

men, and lower still for men
and wonten in Generals.

He had begun his speech by remarking

that these days there was a tendency "to

rouse, shout at, push, and stick pins . . .

mto . . . the absent-minded professor."

But he doubted that this was the way to

get results. Using the story of the goose

tiiat lays the golden eggs, he reminded

his audience that the king who slew the

goose found that it had no golden

middle at all.

These days, he said, a strong public

interest is acting on the University.

People are demanding that the Univer-

sities expand and improve. He feared

that the situation of the Universities

might come to resemble that of some of

the large industries. Because they were

also to the same public interest, they

were now under the duect control of the

Government. Yet, he said, "the most

precious gifts of llie University to

society can only be made by free minds

with wide freedom to range."

{Continued on Page 3)

International House Open
International House at 181 University

Avenue will continue its now established

tradi.ion of introducing tlie Canadian

population to International Culture. All

day Saturday, as part of Queen's Univer-

sity's Open House, International House
will have overseas students representing

many of the different nalionahties of the

world. These students will be present to

explain the different displays which have

been set up to all visitors.

Among ilic displays will be a collec-

tion of dolls from around the world pro-

vided by W.U.S.C. There will also be

Indian clothing, sandals and jewellery,

African carvings, Chinese trinkets,

colourful West Indian posters, etc. At

2 o'clock a film entitled W.U.S.C. and the

World will be shown and at 3 o'clock

there will be a small sliow with a flute

player from India, West Indian smging
and African dancing.

Open House is being sponsored this

year by (he International House Club and
W.U.S.C. The purpose is to show the

people attending Open House the variety

of cultures that are represented on
campus. Everyone is most welcome and
we hope to have a large audience at our

miniature International show. A collec-

tion will be set up by W.U.S.C. as part

of the Share campaign and all donations
wilt be for scholarships for overseas

students.

Tomorrow
February 8
1-5 p«ni. OPEN HOUSE *64 Tomorrow

February 8
1 - 5 p.m.
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EDITORIAL

An ^Eerie Note
One ofien wonders if we have succeeded in banishing all the strange things

that used to inhabit the world from twentieth century society. With all our

notions of normahty, and hygiene, and illusion we seem to have fairly effectively

swept away all those funny things that we can't reasonably explain.

But have you read the Earl of Halifax's "Ghost Book", or "Unbidden

Guests" by William Oliver Stevens. Maybe as you sit down on your comfortable

residence bed one snow swept night, you too will start relating some of those

strange stories; of the man who saw his best friend leave on tlie gold rush with

a ring with an upside V on it. and who heard that he had lost his friend, and

awoke one morning, to find the ring on his own finger. Strange stories these, and

strange that we so seldom tell them any more.

For with all our button down shins and pressed pants we are no nearer

solving that incredible mystery as to why we are, and whether we are not in a

dream or trance. Perhaps too it is only special people, who have the power to

see these strange realities: for just as there are only a few who have those special

talents needed for a golden gael, and it is only one with a peculiar power who can

see things as Salvador Dali sees them, perhaps too there are only a few who can

see the outside of things. It is all very well to say that Mackenzie King was funny

in the head, when he went to sec that strange old woman in London and com-
municated with spirits. But don't a few of us know that it is very easy to sense

(but how?), when someone dear to you is in danger. There is tlie story, not

just of Juhus Caesar, but of a Canadian in India, who was sent a cable by his

mother not to go near water, and who, when the cable was found, was being

revived by artilicial respiration having dived onto an underwater obstacle.

Where do our human powers end?

You may say that ghosts arc projections of the disordered mind, and strange

knowledge purely coincidental. But that seems to be even more far fetched;

there are still experiences we can't deny; and what too of St, Paul's Cathedral

which by a miracle escaped bombing in the last world war.

Oh! yes . . . "Go read Sartre, Go read Beckett, Go read Pinter! They will

dispel all illusions, except that they themselves are an illusion.

19641

ILL You

CULTURED

ADMIT I'm

AS YOU flRt

lo The Engineers
5^

You Said it

Guerrilla

Now that we have a De-

partment of Universities

and a Department of Ed-

ucation, we trust that the

guerrilla warfare will be-

c 0 m e subject to some

appropriate Genevan con-

vention. For a start, how

about requiring a formal

declaration of war before

resuming hostilities?

Manifestoes should be

drawn up on both sides,

outlining the different ed-

ucational ideologies, A
protocol should be issued,

showing the time-honour-

ed obligations of the

Universities, and vice-

versa. Then let the univer-

sities introduce literacy

tests into iramigration

But, first, comrades, let

us rejoice that Separa-

tism has triumphed. The

Universities are free from

that crippling social dis-

ease, Universal Educa-
tion. No longer must we
strive to gear the assem-

bly-line to the standardiz-

ed product! The Ivory-To-

wer for ever.

Somehow, the rejoicing

seems premature; keep
your powder dry, for

what its worth, comrades.

Levana^s Word
PLEA TO QUEEN'SMEN;

Dates getting harder and

harder to find? Look at this.

It may be YOU.

Recently the girls in our

college were polled. The

question asked was this:

"What do you dislike most

about the men on this cam-

pus?"

The results revealed that

the worst thing a fellow can

say when he asks for a date

is this: "Are you doing any-

thing Saturday night?" No
girl wants to admit she

doesn't have a dale. Some
girls actually say, "Yes,

I'm busy." when they aren't

doing a darned thing.

The second most creepy

guy on campus is the one

who asks: "What would you

like to do Friday evening?"

The boy who calls a girl for

a date should have some sort

of enlertainmenl in mind. It's

unfair to put the girl in the

awkward position of suggest-

ing a movie or a play or a

dance because the fellow may
not have the money or trans-

portation for such an even-

ing.

The girls unanimously

agreed that the biggest drip

of all is ihc guy who stands

at the door and says, "May
I kiss you?" It's not too bad
if the girl doesn't want to be

kissed — all she has to say

is "No." But waiting for a

kiss after saying. "Yes, you
may" is gruesome. The
fellow who hasn't confidence

enough to risk a rebuff is

just as well off to forget it.—Bellv Co-ed.

A Beeffor Dief
Editor, Journal

This afternoon (Tuesday)

before the vole on the resolu-

tion of endorsement of Mr.
Diefenbaker's leadership of

the Conservative Party, the

following message was tele-

graphed to Mr. Egan Cham-
bers. President, Progressive

Conservative Association,

c/o Chateau Laurier Hotel,

Ottawa 2, Ont.

"SUPPORT DIEFEN-
BAKER'S CONTINUED
TORY LEADERSHIP TO
ENSURE GOOD LIBERAL
GOVERNMENT.
INTERESTED QUEEN'S

STUDENTS"
It's good to let him know

Queen's still loves him.

Sincerely,

One of the inierested

Queen's students.

Puts Artsmen

In Right Place

Editor, Journal,

What avout Berlrand

Russel and Dr. Albert

Shcwcitzer? What about the

Leonardo da Vinci's of our

lime? What about C. D.

Howe? What about the

architect? What about the

machine designist? Who is

the more creative, the engin-

eer or Oie arlsman?

Look about you. Unless

you open a book or slip into

an art gallery or into a music

hall or theatre, you will see

nothing that has been created

by the artsman. The engin-

eer creates the tools and

facilities which the arlsman

uses. The engineer creates

the things which make life

easy for all of us. The arts-

man just thinks about them
and if he has any talent, he
may create a poem or an oil

painting which will not in

95% of most attempts be of

any use to humankind even

in an emotional sense.

No! the engineer is the

creative person in our

society. And he gets well

paid for it loo. Take away
the engineer and we would
be going about on square

wheels.

The flaw, Symes, and in

(he thinking of most people

today, is that when you
examine an aspect of our

society, such as specializa-

tion, you lend lo think in

terms of groups of people

instead of individuals. This

is the lesson that Dr. Muller
leaches us. Because a stu-

dent happens to be in the

Faculty of Applied Science,

do not iry lo assign lo him
Liny characteristic other than

that he has an aptitude for

creating things from scienti-

fic principles. Do not say
that he cannot write poetry,

nor paint pictures, nor under-

stand the principles of the

social and welfare state.

Because an individual has
more capabilities in one field

does not mean that he has
none in all other fields.

And what the hell is a

creative social existence?

Doug Sprott

We'd like to say to the Candidates in the recent elections of the

Engineering Society, who did not receive due publicity, that we arc

sorry and will do our best to improve coverage of the Engineering
faculty in future. As far as we know there is some fury througli the

faculty as a whole al the treatment that they have received at the
hands of the Journal.

We are very glad to hear the Engineers are furious, because tliere

seems 10 have been a tradition recently established that the Journal
and the Engineers iread different paths and never the twain shall

meet. Perhaps now is as good as any other time to suggest that we
can suggest thai Engineers have just as much a right to contribute

to the Journal as anybody else. They should also be judged on the

standards a University Paper should set for itself. So if you find
articles not used, please do not be discouraged, yon may rest assured
that there is nothing the Journal does so often as to loss the article

of an Artsman into a waste can. Of course we can't use all the
articles sent to us, if we did, we'd have lo bring out a three hundred
page weekly.

Bui we have a higli respect for all who contribute, even if their

articles are not used (and we have failed to print some articles that
should have been printed). Our purpose is to try and develop the
Journal to that same high slandard that is becoming common'
throughout the Canadian University Press. So even if you are
harrassed by the Dean, and commanded lo return to the fold by
your distant girl-friends, believe us when we say that all articles are
welcome in the Journal Office, and v/c welcome the efforts of the
Engineer, as much, sometimes even more, than the Arlsman.

We'd like to add that to that section of the faculty and the
establishment that has a grievance against our tasie, that we welcome
your lellers, indignant and defiant as they are, with interest and
enthusiasm.

Men of Expeience
Editor, Journal,

With elections of all sorts

coming up I present a new
criterion for selection of

candidates. It can be seen

implied in the campaign
posters all over the campus:
in applying for any position

the candidates cite past

experience as a credential.

With this I have no com-
plaint. A point which is

often forgotten, however, is

that the position applied for

also represents potential

experience which will be

valuable in the after-life

(after fourth year). We, the

voters, are not only giving

some lucky students ihe

chance lo be a relatively

BMOC, we are also giving

him the opportunity to gain

experience denied to most of

us.

Now, to get down to the

bone I want to pick, it must

be obvious that some students

need that experience more

than others, even among the

actual candidates who apply

(no. Madam, I don't think

the most inept in every year

should automatically be the

athletic stick). Given that

all the candidates who apply

can do the job, the better

choice might well be the one

who will get the most out of

it. Since they all promise to

put their best into the task,

we can't go too far wrong.

Let'3 not be influenced too

much by these impressive

records of service in student

government and interpret

them correctly.

—Norm Cameron

^Anatomy^

ium VIEW AT LAST

Editor, Journal,

Upon reading the Anatomy of Love and the editoria]

defending it, I was impressed in two ways; first, by a com
mendable attempt on the part of the editors to shine soinc

light on one of the several confused conceptions that manv
of us have on the topic of sex and love; and, secondly h

,

an unfortunaie choice of means towards this end. Thjl,

last impression appears to have been confirmed by

letters to the editors convincing them that they have bee

misunderstood. Since the replies were probably
all

expressing only emotional reactions of approval or dis

approval, it was thought that the editors would appreciate

an attempt at a more analytical post mortem of their

endeavour.

"A WHOLE" VIEW
As implied by the editors, there still exists a qung

pervasive disgust towards the purely physical or auimjl

aspect of sex. Why this should be the case, and whether

il should continue to be so, are not only interesting but

highly significant questions. There appears to be at least

two reasons for the existence of the attitude. First, there

are some of us who, for some reason or the other, are

prudish enough to reject any and all these aspects of our-

selves that we share with the lower animals. Why we
should do this is difiicult to understand, for our similarities

with the lower species far outweigh our differences. Fromi

a theological point of view, we are unwittingly criticizing

our creator's design. From whatever point of view, wei

have no reason to be ashamed of "animal aspects" for

they make up a sizable portion of our very selves.

TO MAKE GOOD USE
There is another, and more universal, fundamcnlal,

and legitimate reason why "physical sex" is down graded

and labelled animalistic; and it lies within the nature of

love and sex itself. Sex can probably be better understood

as a neutral kind of thing, as a tool, the use of which i;

more significant than the design. In the hands of tlie

egotistical it is nonchalantly regarded as a marketable

"commodity" to be exploited solely for the purposes of

self gratification. Because this approach so often leads

lo feelings of being maimed, jilted, abused, or exploited

it comes lo be rejected and, for lack of a more appropri-

ate term, is labelled animalistic. This represents only

the more general tendency of people to develop reserva-

tions about those experiences that do not prove satisfying.

ALTRUISTIC
In the hands of the mature, physical sex h

approached with an attitude of mutual trust, a personul

sense of responsibility, and genuine altruistic motives,

and can lead to one of man's most fulfilling and rewardini;

achievements. This approach to sex represents an expres-

sion of love, for love at its best focusses more on giving

pleasure than receiving it.

This duality of sex is a critical characteristic, but

unfortunately, loo often not recognized. Many of our

initial impressions of sex are more of the unfortunate kind

and we tend to generalize, believing that sex is undesirable

or evil under any circumstances. As a result, it is diflicult

for us to go on to achieve the fulfilling and satisfying

sexual role that we are capable of and properly entitled

to. .

DUALITY
In brief, it seems plain lhat we must learn to recog-

nize the duality of sex, and this appears to be what wlis

lacking in the Journal's attempt to help us appreciate

subject. The "anaiomy of love" was seen as represenling

the immature egolistical attitude toward sex, the approach

that most of us come to distrust and disapprove. There is

little of anylhing to tell us of the too often lacking positive

attitudes required to make the anatomy of love a "qolK

noble thing,"

—Don Miilli"

ARTS & SCIENCE ELECTIONS
CANDIDATES:

President: Pete Kennedy, Pete Maddaugh.
Vice-President: Andy Joyce. Jim Shapland.

Treasurer: Mcrv Daub, Bob Dennis,

Secrelary; John Ausman, Bill Halperin.

POLI-S:

Monday, Tuesday, February 10. 11 at

Union: 9:45— 2:15.

New ArUs: Dunning: 9:45— 1:15.

Leonard: Lunch and Dinner on Monday.
Lunch Tuesday

RESULTS OF ARTS AMS ELECTIONS:
Senior AMS Rep.: Bob Foster (Acclamation).
Junior AMS Rep,: Tom Kinnear.
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Dr. Robertson Davies, the

piaster of Men at Massey Col-

lege, began a campaign about

^ month ago for the eviction

pf women visitors from the

lien's residences by 11 :30 p.m.

He has employed several

rather ingenious methods to

encourage this timely depart-

ure; one of these was the

ringing of the college bell

eleven times at 11:30 each

night. He fondly called the

bell "St. Catherine, protectress

of virgins."

When complaints about the

loud bell started coming in

from early retirers, Dr. Davies

had a smaller bell installed

which still didn't satisfy the

students. At a meeting with

them last Thursday, Dr. Davies

told the fellows that he believ-

ed that the bells were neces-

sary because students had been
smuggling female friends out

by the fire escape. He promis-

ed, however, to consider stop-

ping the bells if the residents

behaved themselves for a
month.

Early Saturday morning,

strange activities were noticed

in the halls of Massey College

— a member of the custodial

staff was seen affixing threads

with sealing wax across the

bottoms of the college fire

(ioors.

There was little doubt in the

students' minds who the insti-

gator was, but his plan was
foiled by college maids shak-

ing their mops from fire

escapes.

In protest against this "un-

fair treatment", the university

co-eds resorted to verse to

voice their opinions. In the

Wr. Corry

{Continued from Page 1)

He detailed a number of free-

doms absolutely essential to the

happy future of the Universities of

Canada. These included:

* control over appointments

to staff

* allocation of funds in its

annual budget
* curricula

* standards of admission

* examination standards

* freedom of tenure for those

who speak freely

As long as these were quite secure

he felt that the Universities could

Work out with the government how
intensively the Universities should

use their facilities. (That means
how many people should go to the

University every year, and the size

of Summer School, and so on)

.

He pointed out that any en-

croachment on tliese freedoms
^"ould seriously try the loyalty of

Universities. One of their greatest

problems was to find enough good
teachers, .so hot was the competi-
bon of government and industry.

They could best do this and carry

out the needs of the Government
if they were assured of these free-

^abmham Street

Ifi a.m In tlie Cliapel:

Divine Worship, (The
Chnpcl i.i rcnehed by the
William Street door ot

the icar at iLe church.)

n;00ft.m.THE PARADOX
OF HAPPINESS

7:30p.inJn the Chnpel:
BEYOND THE
HOIUZON

words of one literary young
lady:

A Co-ed Speaks or Gosh, Mr.
Davies, You've Got it all

Wrong.

Oh! Mr. Davies, I must tell

you:

I'm the girl who hears the bell

you

Ring to keep your little grads
From being prematurely dads.

1 tell you sir with utmost
candor

What you suggest amounts to

slander

In truth my late nocturnal

yearning

Is founded on a thirst for

learning.

And sir, I do resent the curfew
Which stops a girl from

having her few

Extra hours with her tutor

Whom you would make an
ardent suitor.

I find your double rooms
conducive

To that which I have found

elusive

None other than a concentra-

tion

Found so lacking in our nation.

Oh, sir, I know a late inspect-

ion

Would show two scholars in

reflection

And not at all what you

suspected,

On what you ring to have

corrected.

Now I must leave because you

doubt me;

My tutor must read on without

me.

Perhaps I'll move on down the

street

And find a host who's moi-e

discreet.

R.P.dV U.C.)

Three changes are proposed

in student interest fee, effective

the beginning of the next aoa-

deTnic year.

TJiey are an increase in tlie

Band levj' from 35 cents to 95

cents, nn increase in the CUS
]c%y fr«m CO cents to $1, nnd

an increase in WVS kvy from

25 cents lo 50 cents. This wH
lunount to n totnl increase in tlie

Student Interest Fee of $1.25.

This will represent an increase

from S45 to $46.25.

The A^^S intends to ask for

a plebiscite on these questions.

The plebLscite will be held on

February 17.

&t. math's

Entlirran (fiijurrli

SERVICES 9:30ft.m.

Il:00aJn.

Two blocks N.E. of stadium

Comer of Earl k Viclorio Sta.

Rev. Roy Oswald

(Luiheran Student Cliaplnin)

Phone 542-7134

Engineers

Elect

The results of the Engineer-
ing Society elections are pub-
lished below. 504 of the 778
eligible voters participated.

This represents 64.6% as com-
pared to 67% last year.

Psychology Building Opens Its Doors

WHirmc, PAV(

[DWAR05, CHUCK

WAHMN. TED

TAYLOR, TOMr

HATFICID, FFM

OlNCie, BRUCt

lUn, DAVE

O-DONNflL, NEIL

F!CK iTAN

Saturday, Feb. 8th should
be a very interesting day for
visitors to the Psychology
building next to the gym on
Union Street. There will be
about twelve different demon-
strations on many varied
topics. Some of the attractions
will be ones which the visitors

can operate themselves, such
as a test to see how susceptible
they are to suggestion. An-
other display which will appeal
to one's natural curiosity is the
two-way mirror, by means of

which one may observe other
people when they think that

they are not being watched.
There will be an exhibit on
"reaction time" and another
interesting one called "delay
feedback" which plays one's

spoken words back through
earphones at a slower rate and
thereby impedes one's speech.
Not only human behaviour

will be observed, for the Psy-
chology building houses a
small menagerie of monkeys,
squirrels, rats and guinea pigs.

One intriguing experiment
determines a squirrel's capa-
bility to distinguish between
patterned squares. A food

reward is placed behind the
same square every time and by
choosing the correct square,
the squirrel can eat. By vary-
ing the degree of similiarity

between the choice of patterns,

the visual capabilities of the

squirrel can be determined.
Also on view will be the

minute equipment used for
performing various operations

on the animals. The displays

will be arranged by post-grad-

uate students, and the visitors

will be shown through the

building by second and third

year Psychology students.

Senate (jontrol

(Continued ]rom Page 1)

particular academic matter, and

that the Committee of Deans
should be urged to separate tlic

Health levy from the Student

Interest fee. The AMS was con-

fident that there would be two

student representatives on ilie

Administrative Council. They
were imanimous in hoping that

the plan would be in operarion by
next fall.

HAPPY CAST GF "NG EXIT"

Levanites Going and

Gone to the Polls

Our Campuses
Are Questioned

Marg Thompson is the new
Levana President, Jill Frank-
lin, treasurer, and Liz Love
Chief Vjg, as a result of the

Levana elections held Monday
and Tuesday. Congratulations

!

A tie resulted between Janet

Wykes and Sandra MeConnell

for the positions of Junior

A.M.S. representative. Levan-

ites will be asked to choose

between these two girls at the

next set of elections to be held

Monday and Tu^day, Febru-

ary 10th and 11th.

A general meeting of the

Levana Society will be held in

the Ban Righ Common Room,
Sunday, February 9th, to hear

speeches from the candidates

for the positions of Vice-Presi-

dent and Secretary, President

of Levana Council. President

of L.A.C., and Senior A.M.S.

representative. The elections

for these positions, along with

Junior A.M.S. representative,

will take place on Monday and

Tuesday, February 10th and

11th.

Out of 1,100 Levanites, only

approximately 260 girls cast

their ballot! Another fifty

votes were wasted because

they were marked incorrectly.

The ballot is preferential,

which means you must mark

1 for your first choice, 2 for

second and so on.

In the hope of getting more

girls to vote, the voting card

has been changed. YOUR
ATHLETIC CARD MUST BE
PRESENTED, instead of your

C.U.S. card. Every girl of

Levana has the right to vote,

and, as well, the duty to vote.

On Monday and Tuesday,

from 12:00-1:15 and 5:30-

6:30 in Ban Righ and the

Union; and from 2:30-4:30 in

the New Arts Building, you

may VOTE for your choice of

the above candidates. Re-

member — bring your ATH-
LETIC CARD, the vote is

PREFERENTIAL, and above

all, VOTE.

In a voluntary questionnaire

given to foreign students

studying at Canadian univer-

sities, CUP turned up some
interesting comments on stu-

dent life in Canada.

A fair number of the com-

ments were derogatory. On the

whole I find a lack of sincer-

ity among people in Canada.

Most people tend to show in-

terest in other people only be-

cause "it is the thing to do".

As a result a false stilted

atmosphere is created. "From
a financial point of view I

would have made as much
money elsewhere." "The sum
total of Canadian society
seems to be ignorance and

hypocrisy tempered by mater-

ialism."

Some students felt almost a

missionary urge to enlighten

Canada concerning the rest of

the world. They wanted to talk

about their home land but no

one would listen, and were

appalled at the stereo-typed

views they encountered.

<(II|iilmerB JSiiitE-b

C!ll(urcli

H : 00 o.m. Seven Chri.'itiBn Im-
pomtives. (2) "Believe"

7: 30 p.mTTh'e" Liviiis~Life.

(4) "And Our Jenlon.'iea"

fl: 15 p,ni. Yoiilh Fcllnwship iti

St. Andre«-'g PresbyteT-
ioTi Chiircli.

A Very Cordial Invitation

To Ml Queen's SliidenU

i\uEirEbt's

Preehuteriau CCI)m-cii

Princesa i Clergy Sts.

Rev. Max V. Putnam. BJi...

Rlinisler

Director of Praise.

Briau Start. ARCCO.

SUNDAY SERVICES

ANNIVERSARY SERVICES
ll;(10n,m. Mornlna Worship
Sermon ; I Dcliavc In The fliufch.

Spcclnl Speaker for All Scrvlecsi

DR. E. G. HOMRIGHAUSEN
Donn. Princeton Thcoloelcnl

Seminary.

COME AND WORSHIP

0: 00 n.m. Holy Communion

lltOO a.m. Morning Prayer

7; 00 p.m. Evening Prayer, St.

James' Series Sermon

.

Reverend William Canip-
bcll, "Is a religious ex-

pcrientv neccssiiry?"

8: 15 p.m.Coffee Hour

ASH \\^DOTSDAY

8: no a.m. Holy Communion

10:30 n.m. Holy CommunioQ
Lenten meditations nnti

organ recital every Wed-
nesday 5 p.m.

A real problem, since it

raises emotional responses, is

that relating to the relation-

ship of visiting students with
Canadian girls. "I love Can-
adian girls but ra never

marry one because they have

too much freedom and do not

respect their husbands-" "Both

climate and girls are frigid."

"Women up here are a little bit

nicer than I'm used to." "Can-
adian parents threaten depor-
tation, police action and such
to prevent their female young
from fraternizing with for-

eigners."

The Canadian food came in

for comment and criticism.

One offered, "I am taken by
the food here and how it is

presented to the public."

Others wrote, "The only things

that bother me are the lack of

'imagination and seasoning in

the typically Canadian dish.

"I was surprised by the Blue
Laws and Canadian drinking
which is not a social grace but
a lesson in getting bombed as
quickly as possible."

Other comments — "Can-
adian education is superior

but cigaretted inferior": "The
automobile drivers in Canada
are a menace. Hope I shall

survive to finish my year";

"It becomes tiresome to hear

one's country slandered by
people economically depend-

ent on it". "Hot! cold! expen-

sive! crude radio and televis-

ion programs". "High stand-

ard of living but outdated

liquor laws."
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Need a hand? Money to hetp you through

universily, on liberal terras through our University

Tuition Loans. Longer than usual periods for repay-

raent. Talk over your problem with any Royal manager;
he'll do everything possible to "see you through".

ROYAL BANK

FILTER

1 =
P

Clues Across

3. Notices certain marks
(DOUBLE CLUE)

8. Descriptive of cleansing

waters

10. This city is in New Jersey

11. Grande river!

12. A quadrille is a square one

IS. Bird that may be in place

(ANAGRAM)

15. They're sat upon

18. Put down those eggs!

19. Wind instrument possibly

of paper (DOUBLE CLUE)

21. Just say the word

22. Lifeless? Exactly!

(DOUBLE CLUE)

23. Go past!

24. Comparatively clever

26. Rainier, possibly

29. Help Ida to reform

(ANAGRAM)

31. Not so wild

32. Never growing old

34. Start playing tennis

(DOUBLE CLUE)

35. Kind of grass

36. In music, does this instru-

ment seem loud next to an-

other? (SPLIT WORD)

37. Pretend to be a character,

perhaps

38. Sound asleep!

Clues Down

1. Sophia's an actress

Ihe Brain
Breaker

2. Made a mess of with the
aid of oil (SPLIT WORD)

4. A drawing you mean to do

(DOUBLE CLUE)

5. A healthy place in Arizona

6. It shows no admiration

7. Richard is not entirely

contented

(HIDDEN WORD)

9. It means "trouble"

12. It starts at dawn

14. Is able to preserve

(DOUBLE CLUE)

16. Hot feeling

17. Declare that the taste is

wrong (ANAGRAM)

19. Bravery is more than an-

ger (SPLIT WORD)

20. Suitably alter a couple of

letters to Ada
(SPLIT WORD)

21. Hiram's motto

(DOUBLE CLUE)

23. Matrimonial condition

24. Hide or show, possibly

(DOUBLE CLUE)

25. Do something knotty

27. Everybody's included in

the assembly

(SPLIT WORD)

28. Homes

30. A flower to make you
stare, perhaps

(ANAGRAM)

32. Declare to be less than a
beaver (HIDDEN WORD)

33. Consume something solid.

CAHl, ZEISS requires a young chemist as leclinical salei

rPl.R-.K'iifatUt ami technical adviser on scientific laboratory inslrumenls.
A|>|.licntion in writing only to: Mr, \V. Hcidorn:

CARL ZEISS CAN.U)A LTD,
GO Ovcrlea Blvd., Toronlo 17

phys.ed
^tumble
ilipflop,

, push
leap

«.nin
PUII puff

pause

things go
better,!
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CVmrcmp
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- HUNT
OTTAWA (CUP)

That contentious issue has arisen again. Are the Royat Can-
adian Mounted Police on Canadian university campuses?

Prime Minister L. B. Pearson and former Justice Minister
Lionel Chevrier said an emphatic "No" to a Canadian Union of

Students and the Canadian Association of University Teachers
(CAUT) delegation on November 15th.

Last month the Regina Campus of the University of Sas-
katchewan was the center of reports that a student had been
approached by an RCMP Security and Investigation officer. He
was asked to be a "spy."

The latest report from Regina indicates that possibly the
student misinterpreted the meaning of the officer, but the stu-

dent (un-named, but known to be honest and not given to illu-

sions) maintains that indeed the officer asked him to report on
his fellow students and professors.

CUS is presently seeking documentation on the incident

for if, it would be a direct violation of the promise given to the

student univei-sity community by the Prime Minister last Nov-
ember.

If we examine the background, we discover that last year
there was a great cry, from campus and Commons alike, that

RCMP officers were on campus "insidiously spying out" the

students and professors. CUS and Canadian University Press

(CUP) worked jointly to provide certain documentation on these

charges. Some charges were substanciated but many students, it

was suggested, did not wish to come forward and relate their

experiences with RCMP personnel.

In an exclusive interview last March with Canadian Uni-
versity Press, former RCMP Commissioner Harvison said that

the RCMP were interested in activities on Canadian campuses
because Communists were also interested.

He did not however, say directly whether RCMP officers

were presently conducting investigations of students (through
professors )or the professors themselves.

The CUS Congress meeting in Edmonton in October passed

a resolution seeking a final clarification of the RCMP on campus.
The congress went so far as to provide a "suitable manifesta-

tion' by Ottawa university students if the government did not

reply to its request for a statement of investigation policy on
the university campus by November 15.

On November 15th officials of the CAUT and CUS were
summoned for a meeting with the Prime Minister and Minister

of Justice, the new RCMP Commissioner McClelland and other
government members.

In the course of the interview they were told: "There is

at present no general RCMP surveillance of university cam-
puses. The RCMP does, in discharge of its security responsibi-

lities, go to the universities as required for information on people

seeking employment in the public service or where there are

definite indications that individuals may be involved in espion-

age or subversive activities."

This seems direct and conclusive at first, but when read

closely the statement does not make clear: "general RCMP sur-

veillance," "security responsibilities," "as required" and "espion-

age or subversive activities."

CUS also recognized this and sought a clarification on
these from the Prime Minister in a personal letter sent to him
late in November. To date no reply has been received.

Appearing on a national TV program, Dave Jenkins, CUS
president stated that "if no where else in Canada, freedom of

speech should be permitted on the university campuses. Profes-

sors" and students are afraid to think and challenge ideas if they
feel that they are under constant RCMP surveillance."

Possibly Mr. Jenkins caught the true reaction of most stu-

dents to the Mountie on campus when he said; "I don't mind

RCMP officers studying at universities; it is a good idea to

raise up the standards of the RCMP."
In the next month CUS and CUP will be investigating the

latest 'breach' of the RCMP and if it is a valid case, Mr. Jen-

kins says he will take it directly to the Prime Minister.

Bolh CmI'CbIi ind Coke an iri<ilertd lrid< nuiks wluch idinlilf wilr l^t piMucI 6| Cwt Cela L[l

GUARANTEED PROTECTION AND SAVINGS —

Plus High Dividends

H will pay you to see or call

STEPHEN nOUCHTON, B.A., C.L.U. - Kes. 542-7602

D. R. HOUGHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U. - Res. 548-4552

K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U. - Res. 546-0032

M. EMMETT ADAM - Res. 542-6782

The Mutual Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA

191 Princess St., Tel. 546-1405

Branch Manngcr A. E. Nelson, C.L.U.
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1962 more Ameri-

Lg died of lung Can-

[j
than died of our

jffest civilized dis-

se, traflfic accidents'

,
. The risk decreases

ith decreasing ex-

}ure to cigarette

noke.

he Uncertain

Inow that the red hot flame

bitter disagreements in the

^arette smoliing problem has

aled down to smouldering

Liwrs, some interesting con-

[isions can be made. I am not

eaking now of emotional

hims but of raw significant

its.

ICancer —the very word
pich strikes terror in the

arts of all of us — as a ser-

disease. Lung cancer in

rticular, is truly lethal. It

I

DO laughing matter that in

62, more Americans died of

Dg cancer than died of our

vest civilized disease, traffic

cident. Despite all the years

brilliant work at the scien-

and technical level, the

^atment of lung cancer is

remely depressing, Surgery
achieved the maximum

h\ of effectiveness that is

Issible using this avenue of

(proach. So when 95 out of

wy 100 patients die in less

an five years regardless of

Irgical, drug or X-ray treat-

pt, we must reduce the

|o r t a 1 i t y rate by other

lin Cancer Cause

[Cigarette smoking is a cause
lung cancer because there

[not only an increasing risk

cigarette smokers but the

increases with increased

losure to cigarette smoke,
like fashion, the risk de-

ses with decreasing ex-

^ure to cigarette smoke. So
[srwhelmang is the plethora

evidence that there has al-

% been a Federal Court
pinion in the United States
It a certain brand of cigar-

did cause lung cancer in

IPatient filing suit against a
l^acco manufacturer.

I^he actual physical and
ptnical reactions occurring
the body as a result of

l^rette smoke are many.
"^ever, it is sufficient only

understand that inhaled
["ke passes through the
lu'atory tract including the

f^^h, nose, throat, windpipe
its smaller divisions and

ply the millions of little

^acs which are only one cell

^^k and therefore extremely
'cate. Lining this arborous

which resembles the
pnches of a tree and hence
Riled the bronchial tree, are
F hairs which whip the
f^ichial secretions in a
'ent fashion. The secre-

move towards the wind-
1'^ and are eventually cough-

ip or swallowed. We do
['5 hundreds of times each

^ and in so doing help keep
lung tissue free of foreign

^•"'10163 caught in the secre-

Scouree of|

Smoking

By MICHAEL SANDERS

Paralyses Protection

It is now that the villain-

ous, inhaled cigarette smoke

still, I

watch J

acts by its dual mechanism. It

stops the hairs from lashing

about, actually paralyzing

them and thereby allows the

cancer - producing particles

(called carcinogens) to remain
stationary, where their accum-
ulative effect causes the dread-

ed lung pathology. There is

no doubt that tobacco smoke
is to blame for out of more
than one hundred of its con-

stituents, eight have been

found to induce cancer. But

this is not all. While the coal

tars cause cancer, the nicotine

causes very deleterious effects

on the heart and arteries and

this is why cigarette smokers

are so prone to many kinds of

heart disease. Not the least

important effect of the smoke
is its highly irritative property

'Which contributes to chronic

bronchitis and emphysema.

Not Just Cancer

Unfortunately, the public is

not aware of this fact because

the latter two diseases are

actually more lethal than can-

cer but perhaps less dramatic

since they are of a chronic

nature. The mechanism here

is one of destruction of the air

sacs and an eventual impedi-

ment to the gaseous exchange

which is the basic process of

respiration. These people are

usually of middle age and have

severe lowering of their lung

capacity; the sequelae are

obviously detrimental. Any
serious athlete knows this

complication of smoking and

if he wants to stay in condi-

tion, avoids cigarette smoke

like the plague. Without in-

tending to flog a dying horse,

suffice it to say that in 1959 in .

England and Wales, chronic

bronchitis killed 28,000. people

;

this was 5.5% of all deaths!

So striking are the anatomic

changes which occur in the

lungs as a result of cigarette

smoke, that anyone wishing to

break his smoking habit just

has to go to the anatomy or

pathology museum and see

with his own two eyes the

remarkable difference between

a smoker's and non - smoker's

lungs. Frankly, the black,

sticky, hardened lungs of a

cigai-ette smoker of many
year's duration are a site of

terror. And when you remem-

ber that the lungs beneath

your own ribs might also be

like this, it is not difficult to

understand how disease can

occur. To be more emphatic

challenge the cynic to

chest surgeon operate

on one of these miserable

cases. Perhaps he will then

understand the meaning of

disease.

Variables Unknown

The lung cancer problem is

still a perplexing one because

all the variables are not known
but many are. Lung cancer is

more common, for example, in

men than in women because

men smoke more heavily.

Variations such as amount
and duration are extremely

important considerations. Even
butt length is a significant

factor. One thing is sure.

Filter cigarettes are' not safe

but pipe and cigar smokers are

relatively safe from the risk of

lung cancer. Heredity too may
be important because just as

we have different immunologic

tolerances to bacterial infec-

tions, we also have different

susceptibilities to developing

lung cancer. Those of us

fortunate enough to have a

genetic constitution favoring

vigorous immunity may need

much more of a cancer-produc-

ing chemical in order to in-

itiate the disease.

Skeptics may suggest that

air pollution is a causative

factor. This is a solid point

worthy of consideration. There

is no doubt that atmospheric

pollution represents a major
source of carcinogens but it

has been proved that response

of our lungs to these ugly con-

taminants is less than that

produced by cigarette smoke.

It has been stated that driving

12.000 miles or more in pollut-

ed downtown urban areas

doubles the risk of lung cancer

compared to that of non-smok-

ing residents of clean rural

areas. However, 75% of lung

cancer is considered to be
related to cigarette smoking;

urbanization accounts for only
9%. If people could only be
convinced of stopping their
cigarette smoking, the annual
mortality rate of lung cancer
would be reduced by 60%.
Although other factors do play
a role, their significance is

minor compared to cigarettes.
Surely this offers the most
worthwhile avenue of cure.

Reject Cause?

It seems to me that the
great tragedy in the problem
resides in the attitude of non-
acceptance of the cause by the
public. It is not scientific

,
evidence which is at fault.

An overwhelming multitude of

— ywords has pointed to the in-

A' > I sidious nature of the cause;the
evidence is irrefutable. One
area of disappointment is the
apathetic attitude of the doctor
in setting an example. For a
man who is fully cognizant of
the medical repercussions of
cigarette smoking, the doctor
has been grossly negligent in

not setting a standard of

desirability. I am very bitter
about this inertia since it re-

presents a serious breed of
hypocrisy. It is a frustrating
slap in the face for so many
tireless workers — scientists,

Page 5

'75 per cent of lung

Cancer is related to

smoking; Urbani-

zation accounts for

only 9 per cent'

public health personnel and
educators — who only en-

vision the greatest public good.
In all fairness though, the fact
that one out of every three

doctors 'in the past ten years

has given up the habit, has not
been stressed with enough
force.

No Addiction

IVIuch talk is heard about

addiction. This is pure "bottle

wash" for it is only the means
for providing the smoker with

a crutch upon which he can

rationalize his need for cigar-

ettes. The facts belie this as-

sumed need. When actually

confronted with lung cancer

in a loved one, the smoker
gives up cigarettes as if they

were deadly poison. No per-

suasion is necessary here and

more important, no with-

Attention Queen'smen

Recruiting for Fort Henry Guard

NOW IN PROGRESS

See Your Placement Officer for Infomialion

Write or Telephone: Box 213

Old Fort Henry

Kingston, Ontario

B42-7388

drawal symptoms are evident.
The hint of withdrawal symp-
toms which are never severe,

only arises when the risk is

less personal and these are
probably not pharmacological-
ly induced by nicotine or any-
thing else but may be due to
the changing of habits and
ritualistic activities which play
some important role in the
social life of the person.

Sharp Cookies

The biggest stumbling block
preventing discontinuance of
the habit is advertising. Those
Madison Avenue boys are
"sharp cookies." And when
emphasis on pleasure, modern
heroes, virile masculinity and
romance is associated with
cigarettes, it may be well nigh
impossible to resist the hypno-
tic suggestions. I would like

to see them do a follow-up
study on these personalities

and show not only the 'before'

picture but the 'after" picture

as well. However, I am not
naive enough to believe that
T.V. pictures of patients dying
of lung cancer would be a

cigarette seller!

Education

An obvious problem is that
youngsters cannot be impress-
ed with the effects of cigarettes

on their health some thirty

years later. It is certain, how-
ever, that reiteration of the
facts -with their stark-naked
implications will have an
effect. Intelligent and honest
presentation of data showing
deaths attributable to cigar-

ette smoking, lectures on the

subject within the student's

capabilities and best of all,

visual aids such as movies or
even gross demonstrations of

pathology specimens should be
tried. The latter would un-
doubtedly have the greatest

meaning for students of bio-

logy. In addition, emphasis on
participation in stimulating

extracurricular activities of an
educational and athletic type
which underlines the whole-
some benefits of proper physi-

cal conditioning is most desir-

able. By such a program we
might achieve the spectacular
levels of physical prowess so
proudly demonstrated by the
athletic-minded Australians.

'Smoke contributes to

Chronic Bronchitis, a

disease more lethal

than Cancer.*

The essential education is

example. Youngsters are very
strongly influenced by teach-

ers, parents, social leaders, en-

tertainers and athletes. The
fact that such a high propor-
tion of non-smoking students

come from homes where
neither parent smokes gives

impetus to the idea that ex-

ample is highly important.

Leaders cannot afford to be
morally negligent.

It is still hoped that a safe

cigarette may be developed.

Although an attractive idea, it

seems unUkely that manufact-
urers will achieve this goal

without eliminating the entic-

ing aroma and flavor of a

cigarette. The fact therefore

remains unchanged
; lung

cancer has reached epidemic

proportions.

SWEATERS
by

WARREN-
PETER SCOTT
KILSPINDIE

1 03 Princess Street Phone 546-6381

the facts

BCnCAtfl

the 6AZZle

All diamonds loolt dazzling at first

glance buf only an exptrt jeweler can

lell n diamond's true valne. Cut, bril-

liancy, color, clarit>' ond weiglil are all

imporlant, \Vc Iiave the scienlific in-

struments as well as tlie knowledge and
reputation lo help you make llie right

diamond choice.

@)
KiNNEAR D'ESTERRE
diamond merchants 168 Princess St.
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FRIDAy, FEB. 7

International House Club — Open
House. Eveiyonc welcome to come, to

a party Friday night, 9 p.m. Come and
meet oveiseas and Canadiaii students.

Dancing, food and fun.

SATURDAY, FEB. 8

Arts '65. Sleigh Ride in the Stj-; Due
to continuing "adverse" w"eathor condi-

trons the Sldgh Ride to Wolfe Islajid

scheduled for this Sat. night has been

cajncc^Ued. Refunds available from ticke*

salesmen. If you ha\'e any problems

with your refunds, call Dave Smith at

ARTS '66

Arts '66 year mugs —
black ceramic with gold

decals — Arts '66, the year

crest, and your name or

nickname — ail for only

$5.50—orders will be taken

on Monday, "Tuesday, and
Wednesday in the Union,

New Arts, Dunning, and
Leonard Hall.

ii

comfort
breeds

confidence

At 4:15 p.m. Hockey, Queen's vs

McCSIl at die Jock Harty Arena, Conw
along after you have seen all the ex-

hibits and support your hockey team.

Bring along your parents and friends to

see Intercollegiate Hockej' at its best.

Queen's C^iristian Fellovvship invites

you to a Skating Part)', Meet in front

of Elks Hall at 8 p.m. EvMyonc wel-

come.

Queen's AquoCaek vs Peterborough

YMCA swim meet, 2 p,ni, - pool. All

welcome.

SUNDAY, FEB. 9

On Sun,, Feb; 9, Ebner G. IIomrig:i

aijscn. Dean of tlie Princeton Seminaiy,

New Jersey, will be speaking nu the

theme, "Towards a Christiim Way i>l

Life." The time 8:45 p,in. The place:

St, Andrew's Presbyterlau Churcli Hal!.

SCM Sunday Slipper, "Inforination

on SCM Summer \Vork Camps" Syden-
iKim St. Umted Chiirch Hall.

Cost 49 cents.

p.m.

TXJESDAY, FEB. 11

TTiere vwll be a meeting of tlie Span-

ish Club, 8 p.m. at International) House.

A few of tlie members will entertain us

rt-ith tlie comedy "Los Pantalones." It

soUnds tike a lot of fun and ever^'One is

welcome! . , . .

Prof. Tom Robinson wilt -discuss "Can
file Christian student reconcile his failh

witli philosophy?", tlie second lecture

in a series sponsored by Queen's GSirisl-'

ian Fellowship. The plao; is Room 313
of the New Arts" Building.' Luncli 25
cents, 12:00; speaker at 12:30.

© WB €
Dr. J. M. R. Beveridge of the

Biochemistry Department will

speak on "Research in Pro-

gress", a feature of CFRC
MAGAZINE presented Friday

night at 8:30. Other features

will be a British Information

Services' Talk, "England's

Atomic Clock", and a special

feature, "A Letter from a

Young Girl".

Special programming for

Open House will be excerpts

from the better shows of the

year and will be aired from 1

p.m. to 6 p.m. Saturday after-

noon.

At 9:30 Saturday evening

CAMPUS TALENT will have

guests Sylvda Hakkaka, guitar-

ist, Jim and Ian McDonald,

Sheila Pike, and Randy Lewis.

Janet Smith is the announcer.

"What Price Medicine?" will

be Dr. Malcolm Brown's topic

on PERSPECTIVE '6 4,

Thursday, February 13 at 8

p.m.

^rmr.

umn mim
I

An enthusiastic group of 27

students, representing many of

the countries of the world, gath-

ered before International House
last Friday Jan. 31 to board a

chartered bus for Ottawa as

guests of International House in

the Capital.

The tour on Saturday includ-

ed a trip to the National Art

Gallery and the Parliament

Buildings in the afternoon. In

the evening, the students were

entertained by Tom Kains, Can-

adian folk singer. In return, the

Queen's students put on a small

show with African dancing by

Agnes Ashun and Rafiu Akin-

dele, and singing by Harsh
Bharagava and Sumil Ghandi.

Wally Scott, a Jamaican played

selections on the piano followed

by a spirited 'Oil Thigh'.

On Sunday, the students met
at the House to tour Ottawa by

AHTS '67

YEAR ELECTIONS
Wednesday, Feb. 12, 8;00 p.m.

in Dunning Hall

for the following positions:

1. president

2. Wee-president

3. secretary

4. treasurer

5. male athletic stidc

6. female athletic stick

7. male social convenor
8. female social convenor
9. two constables

Begin thinking of suitable can-

didates now]

CLASSIFIED

Lost. 1 pair of glasses in case. Please

e^ll Andy at Ext. 292 Leonard Hall.

Lost at the Snowball Dance, "Ebb

Tide." a wallet containing $9, several

pictures and cards (including a Can-

adian . Broadcasting Corporation em-

plovee card, and an A.R.T.E.C. union

card, P.S.I., Hospitalization, student's

card from R)'erson Institute, George

HaT^'ey Secondary School, and Runny-

mode Collegiate). The loser would ap-

preciate the return of the cards and

the photographs. Would the finder

Hotel La Salle

Dine in the Famous Colony Room

Specializing in

Delicious Charcoal Broiled Steaks

Direct from Our Dining Room Grill

Special Arrangements for Banquets & Dances

'ot & Princess 548-3361

Yoii feel so comfortable with

Tampax internal sanitary pro-

tection that you aren't even

aware you're wearing it.

You feci comforlable jn your

mind, loo. You know odor can't

form. You know that you're per-

fcclly protected. Tampax can't

slip. You know nothing can

show, no one can know.

So naturally, you're confident,

At case in any situation. At home
or away, you're glad for the tiny

protection with the great big ad-

vantages. Glad it was invented

(by a doctor). Glad you use it.

Start Tampax now and be set

for swimming next summer.

Won't that be nice?

CORPORATION LIMITED, BARRIE, OHT.

Earl E. Riser
(Ag. 51) says:

i plough a straight furrow

in my finances with a

Personal Chequing Account at .

.

please send them to Miss N.ancy Palton,

44 Thomhill Ave., Toronto 9.

Spanish A Grammar textbook in Dun-
ning Hftll. Finder please eoutaet Margie

Tjrell 546-1518.

One tCodak 2T citmenL lost thi' nighl

of tlic Arts Formal in Grant Hall. Any-

one with any infonniiition phone Don
Slc'wart at 548-7340.

WANTED

An English translation of the Spanisii

1 text "Saga de Mexico." Ask for Gord
at 548^249.

A ride to Toronto \\'ed. night. Feb.

12 after 6 p.m. Call Ed Bonk, 546-9871.

Culaw,ay Harmony Electric Guitar.

Excellent condition. $85. Call 546-5S24.

FOR BENT

L;irge seven-room apartment suitable

for tliret or four. Fidly furnished in-

chiding T\'. fully equipped kitchen, etc.,

available from May I through Septem-
l>er. .530 each per montli. Contact
Martin Mendcs or Merv Cnif at 93
Clerg>- W. {brftind Students' Union) or
phone 542-8447.

'car. They also went up as far

as Camp Fortune. The visit to

Carlton University highlighted

the trip. Returning to the

House, they saw a movie on
Ceylonese Art and Architecture

to commemorate her Independ-
ence Day.

After the film, Mr. Christie

of the External Aid Department
spoke to the students on the

problems facing overseas stu-

dents. He explained a handbook
would be published shortly for

some solution to them.

Queen's extended an invita-

tion to Mr. Christie to speak to

us on our Campus. Mr. Edmi-
son. President of the Interna-

tional House, expressed the

hope that an Ottawa group
might return the visit next fall.

After a warm farewell, the

Queen's students were once

again headed back for Kingston.

Upon a request made by tk**

AMS the Union House Coui5
has agreed to allow the

stu
dents' Memorial Union to

used for late-night studyj^

until 3:00 a.m. at which
ifiTat

the building will be cleared
bj

the janitor. The Union will bj

locked as usual at 11:00

but anyone in the building
J^.

this time may stay and stutl^

on the condition that they tnov

to one of the three study roo

on the third floor. This will

low the janitor sufficient time to

clean the rest of the buildings

This will begin on the night of

Monday, Feb. 10.

ANGLICANS!
Ash Wednesday, Feb. 12.

Holy Communion !2:lo
noon. Memorial Room, Stu-

dents Union (to the right

of business office). Serv-

ices to continue each
Thursday at 5 p.m. during

Lent, beginning Feb. 20,

Pax Americanus

For one

Tjals, the H
nd Waterlo

f
the leagu

With si.

,)^ue, ahea-

3 a national

,vo-ganie er

This rec

rovement ii

Things ;

i^tire in tht

311s were pi

Five ga

fhey might (

heir share 0

umments.

iThe Fi

West Ii

A twenty-six year old ex-coed

from Sir George Williams Uni-

versity flew to Georgia prepared

if necessary to suffer starvation

and torture "for the cause of

peace". Miss Mary Suzuki and

Michael Newman (of Birnaby,

B.C.) are so concerned about

the rights of people to "work
for peace" and distribute leaf-

lets that they feel they have no

alternative but to join those

marchers who have been jailed

in Albany, Georgia because of

their civil disobedience activity

ies.

Last May a group of pacifists

began a walk to Cuba from Que-

bec as a protest against the

mutual military build up and

intimidation of the Cuban-U.S.

situation.

As a result of their activities

several of the pacifists claim

they were tortured by the

Georgian Bureau of Investiga-

tion men in Griffen, Geoi*gia.

last November.

In spite of documented re-

House of Sounds

STUDENTS
GET 20 % OFF ON ALL L.P. RECORDS

at

House of Sounds
Don't Be Ashamed To Tell You Go To Queen's

Bank of Montreal

a big »tep on the road lo success is on oaily banking canneclion

roil'// f\nd iheie B o] M Stanches In Kingston
especially convenleni:

Princess & B.-irrie Sis., in Ihc "Y" Building:
WILLIAM F. CRONIN, Munpget

Main OfTicc, 297 King Si. East al Itie Mnikcl:

For Dry Cleaning and

Shirt Laundering
SERVICE. QUALITY, CONVENIENCE

Our Store at 314 Barrie Street Near Princess Is Convenient

and Anxious To Serve You
Same Day Service on Request

In by 10 a.m. Ready by 5 p.m.
Save 20^0 by Using Our Services at Leonard Hall

Available to AH Students

Dial 548-4407

FOR PICKUP & DELIVERY SERVICE

Cleland & Flindall

Regardir

earns TindaL

,dian school (

er of prospe

nost puts it

heir financia

nake it an u]

cords of the brutality there Atercollegiatf

no independent news observe

to confirm these reports. Tli

student newspaper at SI

George's phoned the Georgi

police and were told that G.B.

did use possible instruments c

torture but not on the prisoner;

They reportedly played witi

them among themselves. Th

marchers claimed that youn

and old men and women wer

burned with an electric instrl

ment normally used to pn

cattle.

yi.U. Scholarships

Fields of Study ; Unrestric

ed but will depend on tl

courses offered at the unive

sity which the scholar wishf

to attend. Not tenable f(

tudy of Pharmacy or Chen

ical Engineering.

Where Tenable: At any ui 'felt, is the

iversity within the Federally of settin

Republic of Germany, for oi

year, beginning October l96J*ne of conten
«t and the tv

Value of Award
tuition (b) DM
month.

(a)

400

DRY CLEANERS
314 Barrie Street

SHIRT LAUNDERERS
851 Princess Street

Open to Canadian men
women undergraduates, kno^

ing German, in their final yeJ

of study or recent graduates b

^tween 20 and 30 years of a:

who are planning to return

a Canadian university imme"

ately following their year

study abroad.

Write to WUS of Canada.

Bancroft Avenue, Toronto 5,

1

application forms which sho^

be completed in triplicate

Feb. 15.

Forward three copies of J""

application, together with t^hr*

recent photographs (passp^

size) and the names and

dresses of three references.
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Michael Marrell*

603A Princess Street

Phone 542-87M
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Prize Winner in Hair Stll^*
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By Mike Fitton

Asst Sports Editor

For one of the few times in my life I'm o-iart (-« . , ^.t. ^ r

^is, the Hockey Gaels rolled to two onself ve vXl ^ . T r™?'
"^'^ ^"'""'^

Sports
This

Weekend
FRIDAY 9:00 p.m.

Basketball Gaels on a

three gome winning streak

take on the unbeaten

Windsor Lancers

SATURDAY 4:15 p.m.

Moon Flanntgan's Icemen

try to make it two in o

row OS McGill Redmen in-

vade tlie Jock Harty.

ieiTer

. The

t Sir

trict-

!
[he

1 01

ol

The Future of East -

West Inter^collegiate Football
A rep7'int Canadian Intercollegiate Athletic News

Regarding a comparison between American and Canadian
?mis TmdaU felt that it would be a long time before a top Can-
Jian school could compete with an American one. "The very num-

of prospects that an American university has to draw on al-
most puts It out of the question, he stated. This, combined with
iheir fmancial flexibility, suitable climate, and larger staffs would
laice It an uphill battle to try to compete." A Canadian national
ilercollegiate football playoff is possible, he felt, but a vast num-
a- of problems would have to be ironed out first. "The two main
.roblems are academic and financial. It must be remembered that
,K'h player's prime objective is in getting an education. This, coup-
J with the costs involved, our trip to the west, was $8000, makes

jbe situation highly difficult. Asked about the Queen's Alberta
ume last fall, Tindall stated, "I was impressed mostly by their
.'itking and defensive play." A rookie defensive baekfield was
;e only real weak point in the Queen's team, he added. With
j.e nucleus of last year's team back again. Tindall expects aj
ranger squad next fall. Gino Fracas, who in his rookie coaching

'

j^ar led U of Alberta Golden Bears to the unofficial 1963 nation

j

iitle feels that the main complication is the fact that there are
or five intercollegiate leagues in Canada. Fracas, a seven
veteran with the Edmonton Eskimos of the western Confer-

ine played his intercollegiate football «ith the University of
extern Ontario Mustangs in 1951 to 1954, and feels that the
^ihre of Eastern intercollegiate football hasn't improved since

^
played with Western. His explanation: "We're getting better

aching now at a lower level." Canadian college players could bi

.' good as Americans within three to five years. Fracas main-
'iis. Meanwhile, Frank Tindall, coach of Queen's University Gold-
I Gaels, who lost the unofficial playoff last fall with the V of
llierta team is of different opinions. "Since the early fifties, east-
II intercollegiate football has improved vastly, especially defen-
^ely." Without a basis of comparison, Tindall could only say
''t to his knowledge western football has made great strides in
past decade. The reason for this upsurge in western football

^felt, is the success of junior and juvenile football. The possi-
'ty of setting up a formal post-season an-angement for deter-
"ling a national intei'collegiate football champion has been a
'"e of contention for the past several seasons. East is east and
^t and the twain may meet for Canadian intercollegiate football
"^onie day.
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accepted typed only by 9:30

press nights. The Editori
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We Need Sports Feature Writers

I

jthe intramural

scene
The points have jumped some-

what, but not much though as

we are at that time of the year

when a few championships are

being declared. The swim meet

finals were held yesterday, but

a report on it wasn't available

at press time. Science '66 has

forged a slightly larger lead in

the Bews race due to their mass
participation. Science '65 with

;i!most as much participating is

till in second. Arts '65 is still

lianging on gi-imly, but their
j

lack of participation could cause
(hem to fail behind. Standings
are as folows:

"67

'66

32,953

29,478

27,298

17,797

16,435

As you can see there is quite

a drop to the fourth and fifth

positions.

Entries are now up for the
gymnastics meet. Draw sheets
are up for free-throwing and
table tennis. Be sure and look

for your match so vou won't de-

fault !

7
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McGill Here To Meet
Icemen Tomorrow

going this is quite possi-by JOHN SHAW
This past week the Gaels have

been practising hard in prepara-
tion for this weekend's action
against McGill who are directly

above them in the standings. By
beating McGill in the home and
home series coming up tomon-ow
and Wednesday night when they
travel to Montreal, they could
take over fifth place in the stan-
dings. At the rate which the

ble.

SKATE MARKS .... Dave
Lough has joined Ron Kinney
on the side lines due to Christ-
mas exams .... With Open
House this weekend we should
have a good crowd for the game.
It starts at 4:15. So come along
and bring your friends to the
game.

Gaels
PLAYER

Weston

Colvin

Van Brunt

Jones

I Liinsmore
'

i^Iitchell

Windover

Nishikawa

Hay

Scoring
G A PTS

4 7 11

6 3 9

5 3 8

2 6 8

3 3 6

1 5 6

1 3 4

2 1 3

1 1 2

(©bituary
—a wake will be held, for
those who worked so stren-

uously on the Arts &
Science Sub-Standard. Lad-
ies & Escorts only Admit-
ted, i^. BYOB (woman)
phone the bearded prophet
at 380 or Tim Finnegan at

local 13. Cost §2 per couple.

C,H,OH supplied.

(purple
)

DERB THWARTS ANOTHER DRIVE ^4 ^

FLOWERS SAY IT BEST

EspeciaUy

For Beautiful Corsages or Flowers for Any Occasion

339 Princess Street Phone: 546-6604

PATTON'S CLEANERS
and

SHIRT LAUNDERERS
Wally Elmer — Prop.

Dial 548-4292 — 546-64S0

-149 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON. ONTARIO
The Nicest Cleaning in Town
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Student Unions

Why CUS?
All national student unions are

motivated by the same general pur-

poses—the promotion of cooperation

and understanding among their mem-
bers and the encouragement of the so-

cial, cultural and material interests of

their members. How these aims are

realised depends on the circumstan-

ces. In the Republic of South Africa

for example NUSAS (National Un-

ion of South African Students) has

seen as its main task an unrelenting

llight against apartheid. To this end,

NUSAS has undertaken political and
social action in defiance of the Voer-

voerd Government and has sought

scholarships and assistance for Afri-

cans who are denied the opportuni-

ties of higher education in their own
country. In France, on the other

hand, now that its former crusade-
Algerian independence — has been

achieved, UNEP (Union Nationale

des Etudiants de France) is primar-

ily concerned with the material wel-

fare of its members, many of whom
live in dismal conditions at over-

crowded and ill-equipped institutions.

Where there had been oppression of

students and violations of human
rights as in Algeria before indepen-

dence. Iraq and elsewhere, the na-

tional student union is usually a dy-

namic and highly effective instru-

ment of student objections. In other

coses, there is less than total sup-

port for the student union. In the

United States, le^ than 50% of Am-
erica's university students belong to

USNSA, despite, or perhaps because

of, the progressive leadership given

by the NSA for the civil rights move-

ment in the US.

The point of this rather hazy in-

troduction is firstly to illustrate the

different approaches national stu-

dent unions may take in various parts

of the world. But more important,

this aketehy evidence demonstrates

that whatever the circumstances and

whatever the support of its member-
ship, the national student union

must remain true to the highest

ideals of the university community

—

academic freedom, educational appor-

tunity, racial and religious equality,

mutual understanding, liberty and

justice.

This is all very well, you way ask,

but why CUS? Is there any simple

justification for a national union of

students in Canada? Probably not,

although to most people who think

about itj the existence of the Cana-

dian Union of Students is both a ne-

cessary and desirable fact of our na-

tional life. First of all, one general

consideration: the essential facts

about Canada are her cultural, reli-

gious and linguistic diversity, the

scarcity and scattered distribution

of her population, and the consider-

able geographic and economic bar-

riers which plague her independent

and united existence. All these fac-

tors call for the careful nurturing of

political, economic and social struc-

tures to buttress diversity without

sacrificing some sense of national

consciousness. Confederation is, of

course, one such structure. CUS is

another.

Since its formation, the Canadian

Union of Students (until 1963, called

NFCUS) has sought to develop coop-

eration and understanding among
Canada's university students, to sti-

mulate a concept of national unity

and to work for the improvement of

higher education throughout Canada.

A study of the current activities of

CUS shows how these aims are be-

ing carried out.

The main project of CUS this year

is a study of Confederation, to be

carried out at the local, regional and

national level. Given the present re-

lationship between French and En-

glish Canada, it is little wonder this

is the number one priority for the in-

dividual students' councils as well as

CUS. Many students' councils, in co-

operation with the local CUS com-

mittees are sponosoring seminai's and

other activities on vai'ious aspects of

Confederation. (Both students and
laculty are participating in these lo-

cal ventuies which range from LUL j

l^rench Canada Week, to the recent

Queen's seminar on Confederation to

Editor's Note: This article was

writUn by Steivart Goodings. Good-

ings is a past president of Qmen s

Alnia Mater Society (19(il-19J2J

who subsequently became president

of the now defunct National Federa-

tion of Canadian Unicersity Stu-

dents (NFCUS). He was one of the

originators of its present successors,

the Canadian Union of Students

(CUS). As such, he is well qualified

to speak about the purposes of

national student unions, as well a-a

their problems.

the U of T's March for Canada. These

events reach a significant element in

each university family and their im-

portance can be realised only when
the concern they foster is compared

to the indifference and intertia of

two years ago.) Regional events are

also useful in stimulating discussion

—a seminar on Confederation was
held last fall at Calgary and involved

representatives from all Western uni-

versities. All this activity will cul-

minate next August at the CUS Na-

tional Seminar at Laval, where 150

students from all the universities in

Canada will discuss "A New Concept

of Confederation". Since nearly ail

public discussion of this general topic

was started by q student conference

at two years ago, there is every re;i-

son to have high hopes for this par-

ticular seminar.

The accessibility of higher educa-

tion has been a continuing concern

of CUS. (Since the Atkinson Report

on the Utilization of Student Resour-

ces, CUS has organised with increas-

ing success a programme of visits to

high schools to encourage high school

students to pursue their education.

In addition, repeated representations

have been made to the Federal and

Provincial Governments to seek
scholarships and bursaries.) This

year, the Ontario Provincial Confer-

ence of CUS has decided to develop

much closer cooperation in order to

represent Ontario's student to the

Ontario Government, and in particu-

lar to the new Department of Uni-

versity Affairs. Action of this nature

demonstrates a desire to participate

in wider affairs of the university

community, partly because of the

possibility of immediate benefits to

the students, and partly because of

a belief in the greater social respon-

sibilities of student government.
In the field of student welfare,

CUS this year has both improved

its continuing projects and undertak-

en important initiatives. (The Stu-

dent Discount Service has been ex-

tended in a number of communities.

(Benefits have been added to the life

insurance plan undcnvritten for CUS
by the Canadian Premier Life Insur-

ance Company.) (The conclusions of

the Loyola College study on student

summer employment are being
bici.ght lo the attention of govern-

ment departments, business and in-

dustrial concerns.) On January 14, an

extensive brief was presented to the

Royai Commission on Taxation re-

questing a wide range of tax conces-

sions for students, parents and uni-

versities. (The Commission gave (he

CUS delegates a warm reception and
it is hoped that several important
recommendations of value to stu-

dents will be included in the final re-

port of the Commission.) In addition,

many other activities are being car-

ried out on such topics as campus
bookstores, cooperative housing, stu-

dent union buildings, student council

finances and structures, etc.

This does not complete the list of

CUS activities this year. Such a re-

.ievv i.s not intended in this article.

But what is useful to point out here

is that the CUS programme is deter-

mined at an annual congress, to which
all member institutions send repre-

sentatives, led by the council presi-

dent. These x-epresentative groups

must make the suggestions and put

forward the ideas which later be-

come national student policy. They
must be paiticularly concerned with

their capacity to represent their con-

stituencies fairly and accurately.

CUS remains, then, as effective as

representative and as inspired as the

member students' councils. Naturally

some students may argue with the

CUS stand on English-Fi'ench Cana-

dian relations. But then I suppose

there are still a few rascists in our

student population. This analogy is

not perfect but if CUS decided to ex-

press opinions only where there is a

unanimity of outlook, it would be re-

duced, along with most other repre-

sentative institutions, to mouthing
meaningless cliches.

Some people argue that the bene-

fits of CUS are enjoyed by only a
small minority of Canada's student

population—the student leaders. To
some extent, this is inevitable. Only

a limited number of students can at-

tend a national seminar, and their in-

spiration from this experience will

be that much greater than their fel-

low students, no matter how effective

the publicity. However, every possi-

ble effort is made to involve as many
s'rdents as possible in the work of

CUS. Mass student participation is

seldom feasible, although widespread

benefits often are. The student who
asks what he gets for his 50 cents

poses ei legitimate question, but he
really shouldn't expect a simple ans-

wer. A national student union is no
give-away outfit. An impressive list

of accomplishments and benefits is

easily drawn up and will satisfy the

most materialistic critic.

But this article was supposed to

b^ rumewhat more theoretical thin

descriptive, and I don't apologize for

emphasizing a different aspect of

national student politics. At heart,

CUS is not an organization at all. Es-

sentially, it is a set of opportunities,

to be utilized or rejected by each gen-

eration of students, A student will

gi.iin very little from an involvement

in student affairs unless he believes

he has a certan commitment to his

fellow man.

Preposterous, you say? Perhaps.

But after all I'm an idealist and this

all sounds plausible to me. Anyway,
whut else can you expect from a re-

tired student politician?

Stewart Goodings

Ecoute ton ame

et tu entendra gronder

toute I'harmonie de I'enfer

le vacanne assourdissant

du choeur des damn^s

le cri dolent

des trompettes saignantes,

le roulement terrible

cles eymables de ton coeur.

Laisse monter

ee grondement diabolique

et tu subiras enfin

I'orgasme des demons.

Tu sentiras erever la vie,

Matrice noire de I'esprit.

Et tu connaitras I'oubli.

Douglas Rose

(pseudonyme)

LEAVERS
In my opinion. Queen's University is sadly deficient in at least one

respect. There is no attempt to expose the student body as a whole to

important current events. Virtually no effort has been made to enlighten

the students of this university by inviting the central figures in the

world's crises and controversies here to Queen's
Every year this point is thrust home with painful accuracy by one

particular event—The Dunning Trust Lecture Series. These addresses ai^

now the major, in fact, the only general lecture series on this campus. Ye'

alone they are singularly ill-equipped to fill the gap mentioned above-

Their purpose is to promote the understanding and appreciation of th^

individual person in human society, an aim which is as restrictive as it

admirable. To be treated properly, the topic demands a brilliant academic

with the time and the knowledge to put forth his own individual inter-

pretation. Thus, with one blow, most of the world's statesmen, scientists

and artists are barred from participating. The Dunning Trust series Per-

forms within its terms of reference a valuable and worthwhile functio"

However, asking it in addition to provide Queen's with a measure of con-

troveisy and current events is plainly unrealistic.

What I would like to propose is a new lecture series to compleme"'
the Dunning Trust. Unrestricted by topic, this series would concentrate

on the wide range of cun-ent affairs. Its speakers would be men intimately

involved in today's important events both domestic and international.

succeed, it would need two things - one, the complete and enthusias^"^

backing of the administration, faculty and students; two, sufficient f""''^

from student fees and the other major sources that money would not h''

an obstacle in attracting- speakers from any part of the world. Held an"'''

ally, it might consist of a public lecture followed by closed discussi""^

with the speaker, the staff and students selected on application by their

faculties. A five year trial run would provide ample opportunity for

series to prove its worth.

What I am not suggesting is controversy for the sake of controversy'

1 am making a plea for decisive action to jolt this student body out of

rut of disinterest and apathy.

Peter V/oikc^
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Open House Booms
Unprecented Crowd of 7000

Facinated by Growing Projects of Growing University
In the aftermath of Open House,

those concerned with its organiza-

tion have naturally formed compH-
inent and criticism.

It was generally agreed that

Open House was au unqualified suc-

cess. Estimates of 6,000-7,000 visit-

ors are considered conservative, and
demonstrators In some of the more
popular buildings must have felt

that every one of this number passed
before them in the four "short"

hours.

The medical chairman, Paul Arm-
strong, believes that the Anatomy

displays were by far the most pop-
ular part of "Medical Open Houfle".

Lines of sometimes lOO people form-
ed outside the building and workers
within had to limit the numbers for
most of the afternoon. However, it

should be said that there are "mixed-
feelings" about the Anatomy display.

Although it was considered interest-

ing by nearly all, some felt that there

should have been more opportunity

to "pick and choose" as one would
wish.

The complete tour of the building

lasted about 45 minutes. Modest esti^

Dief and the Silent Vote

Has Party by the Throat
By ALLEN DOCKRELL

The leadership question dominated the Progressive Conservative
Coiiveiu.cn in Ottawa this year. One was either a Diefenbeefer — that

une d d NOT like the guy — or one was a studebaker — one who
ictiially liked the guy. We are proud to aay that the members of the
Queen's contingent were, to a man, all DiEFENBEEFERS. There ar« a
11 w observations to be made about the reception accorded Mr. Diefen-
ijdker by the students when he spoke to them at a luncheon. First, there

was not the overwhelming enthusiasm shown for Mr. Diefenbaker that

had been so noticeable in former years. There were no great crowds
gathering around Mr. Diefenbaker at the conclusion of his speech. In

former years, one could not get near the fellow.

Secondly, expressions of dissatis-

Predicts Improvement or Exodus
In: the Held of higher education,

the Ontario Government is in a mud-
dled state of mind. And if no im-

provements are made there is a

lianger of a. teacher exodus which
could seriously hamper the universi-

ties of the province.

hese are the accusations made
by the Ontario Council of Univers'ty

Faculty Association in a brief to the

PeiApectivc Pxeview

Dr. Malcolm Brown, will be the

featured speaker on this Thursday
light's "Perspective '64" program on

CPRC radio. Dr. Brown will speak
on the topic: "What Price Medi-
cine!"

Dr. Brown will begin by consider-

"ig the process of decision-making

the field of medicine — that is,

J*ho should make the medical decis-

'"is, and how are they to be made?
tJf- Brown feels that prior to the

^Gvelopment of government medi-
''ne, the decisions as to the costs of

"ledicine were determined by various
sources of power. However, with in-

creased government direction of

I'^^ielne, the sources of power that

'ifluence tJeciaion-making in the
'^Id of medicine are reduced to the

Government and the medical profcs-
^^f. then, a new problem arises. The
problem is now the need to develop
"^^v names by which expert opinion
ftin be introduced into the process of

^yei'nnient decision - making. Once
1*113 expert opinion has been effect-

lyely introduced, there is the addi-
tional problem of government com-
^''eheneion of this opinion,

t>r. Brown's talk will be followed

^ a panel discussion that will con-
sider the apecific problems that are
"Mentioned in the lecture.

provincial government. The brief,

submitted last December, was re-

leased only recently.

By 1970 the number of university

students in Ontario will have jumped
to 91,000 from the present figure of

36,000. To meet this need, it is esti-

mated that by this time more tha i

8,500 teachers will be needed. At
present there are 2,100.

In expanding the teaching staff

care must be taken to see that the

quality of this teaching is not

diluted. Such decline in quality has

already been noted and must be met

by offering better conditions to pro-

spective teachers.

"Such conditions," said the brief,

"would include not only adequate

salaries, but easier teaching loads,

access to bett-er libraries, smaller

Science '65 and Tom Sawyer

classes of better students, and a

more enlightened policy in the matter

of research and secretarial assist-

ance."

The brief also had serious criti-

cisms of government ignorance of

the real problem. "We are compelled

to say," said the Council, "that we
have grave doubts that, in the nature

of things, the province is adequately

informed on university matters."

The distinct possibility of a teach-

er exodus was implied in another

statement in the brief. "In the flnsil

analysis, a university or a univera'ty

system stands or falls on the quality

of its teaching. If the system is such

that, because of unsatisfactory work-

ing conditions or insufficient financial

and other resources, university

teachers feel they cannot work effect-

ively, they have ample freedom to

move to other places where they

think they will have better opportun-

ities."

Review Guild . . .

. . . Postpones

This year's Revue Guild produc-

tion, "The MbanFn' After" has been

postponed until next year.

In an interview with the QJ, Dot
Snedden, president of the Revue
Guild, explained that the scope of the

production had proved to be too

much for the time available. The

AMS lias agreed to use the same
tcript and music next year.

As contracts have been signed with

the writer and he has already re-'

ceived half of the allotment, th"

writer will receive the other half

when the production is scheduled

next year.

The script was writtan bv RicV

Malt, and the music by Gord Gosae.

faction with Mr. DIefenbaker's

leadership were openly and mllitant-

ly given by many of the students.

This behaviour was hitherto un-

known at PC Cotirentions. Thirdly,

there is an increasing awareness
among the young PC's that the hier-

archy iH the party pays tittle heed to

the intellectual element within the

organization. There is some belief

that as long as Mr. Diefenbaker re-

mains leader this element will not

make itself heard. Unfortunately, the

conditions for unity within the party

dictate that there be no division over

the leadership question until either

the current leader resigns or Ig re-

moved from office by an Act of God ;

consequently, it was incumbent upon
the delegates to both register their

complaints and remain united. It is

noteworthy that the vote of con-

fidence given Mr. Diefenbaker by the

students is rumoured to have beei

passed by only one vote. The con-

stitution of the PCSF does not re-

quire the publication of results of

secret ballots- Could it be that the

handwriting is on the wall for Mr
Diefenbaker? If ao, does he see it?

What folly is youthful hope!

mates of 3,000 visitors are given for
this display.

Etherington Hall was very popu-
lar with visitors who enjoyed both
the displays and the films (on can-
cer). One student reports that he ex-
plained the various aspects of "con-
gestive heart failure" to two High
School girla for over a half-hour —
an indication perhaps that these dis-
plays kindled interest as well as
well as curiosity. Demonstrators in
histology report that their demon-
stration of the "live chick embryo"
was probably the most interesting,

particularly with the children. I

suppose like most of us, little "John-
ny" never thinks of a small pulsat-
ing heart, when he starts on his

morning egg.

The organizers of Open House
hope, in future, to have specifi:

faculty tours, so that those high
school students particularly interest-
ed In Engineering or Arts or Medi-
cine will have an opportunity to view
the different displays of that Faculty,

at, if necessary, the exclusion of
others.

The Levana representative, Peggy
Ann Hickling, felt that the Art
Center exhibit and the Psychology
contributions were of particular

note.

Nearly all visitors to Open House
visited Stirling Hall — the new
Physics teaching and research cen-

ter. AU who did were profuse in

their praises of this interesting

architectural masterpiece which is

considered by many to be the finest

of its size in North America.
An "ofl5ciaJ tour" of this building

was held early in the afternoon.

Chancellor Stirling, the Principal,

J. W. Pickersgill, E. J. "Ben" Ben-
son, members of the board of trust-

ees, representatives of the city coun^
cil and board of education as well as
student organizers participated.

A major criticism of Open House
was its brevity. "Four hours aren't

enough to see everything" was a uni-

versal complaint.

Because this is generally a "pop-
ular affair" with students, faculty

and public alike, it Is likely that in

addition to lengthening it to six or

seven hours it will also be held an-
nually.

Although the "four hour" bieni-'fi'

affair was sufficient in the past com-
nle^p viewing of all of "Open House"
will undoubtedly require more time

in future years.

ON BATING SPAGHETT
pholo by Graf
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EDITORIAL

Into the Crystal Ball

The time has come for us to look into our crystal ball,

kept rolled up in old McGill dailies, to search into some

future horoscopes. The crystal ball of course is not the sim-

plest way of telling an undergraduate fortune. The best

method is to invest in a pack of cards and use the ace

method. Take twelve cards, and the four aces and shuffle

them. Deal them out in fours, then take up each of the

individual piles and discard all cards until you come to

the ace. Shuffle the cards again this time dealing thera out

in threes. Discard in the same way and then deal out in

twos. Same thing. Then when you get down to the one pile

and you find that the aces are not separated by any bastard

cards, the answer to the question that you asked before

you started the process is 'Yes'. If not the answer is 'no'.

Now crystal ball or cards, the method is not fool proof.

Very Sorry but it isn't. Probably the best way of getting a

fortune told is to find some wild gypsy woman, who in her

natural state looks like Liz Taylor after a night out on the

town.

However we in our own way have been gazing deeply

into the future. What we see appals us, but it does

not surprise us. We see in the future the falhng effectiveness

of University Education. We see that the Presidents of

the Universities will fail to establish Junior Colleges, and

that consequently the University entrance requirements

will have to remain low. We foresee that the great pressure

of numbers will greatly exceed the increase of teachers. So
we predict that classes will grow ever larger, and academic
standards ever lower. We predict that because of the large
sizes of the classes education will concentrate on facts and
objective tests and will increasingly ignore the main pur-
poses of an education. We predict that social life will become
more and more important, and academic work an automatic
process.

But our crystal ball informs us that strong action on
part of the professors and the administration of all the
Universities in Canada can avert this situation. It only can
if its members come to regard education as a satisfying
and fulfilling way of life and not a way of winning higher
(and more ill used) salaries. Our crystal ball has also infor-
med us that it considers that Student Government has one
or two serious limitations. It tells us that while student
government is excellent at administering its every day af-
fairs, and even at arranging seminars, its lead in what
might be tei-med 'ideas' and 'crafts' is almost entirely lack-
ing. Student Government then tends to concentrate on
means and not ends. It ignores all the serious philosophical
questions, it ignores encouraging literai-y taste, or develop-
ing schemes on the Campus. So while it leads it every day
affairs, it fails to lead in what is really important. It fails
to lead in ventures like establishing a film unit on Campus,
or in establishing a gliding club, or in encouraging the re-
sidences to buy really excellent reproductions of paintings
to hang on the walls of the residence. It fails to realize that
as well as needing an academic and a social progi-amme, the
University needs far more extra-Curricular programmes.
These, and they might well include working metal and
steel and serious dress design, could well be put to the ex-
cellent use by those general artsmen, who spend most of
their time doing nothing.

Our Crystal Ball informs us that this is a very radical
suggestion, and that in all probability it will be labelled
absurd by many of the people on the Campus. It informs
us that 'After all the purpose of the University is just
Academic, and who on earth has time for other things. "It
tells us that it is not politics to consider ultimate questions,
and that it ia most embarassing anyhow. And what is more
nobody baa time for anything least of all new ideas. But
It also says 'Beware, Ontario Universities, Beware, because
the Devil himself lives in some of your machines; he is also
a good friend of those who consider Theoretical administra-
tion more important than action."

You Said it .

Sfif^ ITS -THE" T5:5RT,,..

c

The Ladies' Proposal

We Accept on EQUAL Terms

The Arts and Science Society has received a proposal of marriage.

Should anyone question the validity of the proposal, his doubts wil!

be dispelled by the reminder that 1964 is leap year. Should anyone
doubt the desirability of the union, his fears will be calmed by the

consideration that the proposed bride is fair Levana. Should anyone
Sear the outcome of the merger his worries will be removed by a
reckoning of the advantages inherent in the contract.

I, for one, feel that a tallying of the pros and cons discloses that

the scales are unbalanced in favour of the advantages of a union. The
activities of neither society will be curtailed in the future except where
they overlap at present; for example, the Concert Committee in the
new Society will have sufficient backing in terms both of finances and
capable personnel to ensure to the campus an even higher level of
concert than has been provided in the past. At the same time drastic
failures due to an overcrowding of the social calendar (e.g., the
Messiah) will be avoided. Admittedly, Artsmen are not enthusiastic
about fashion shows, but the Levana Council of the new Arts and
Science Society will concern itself ably with such activities.

Furthermore, while no undertakings that are peculiar to the men
or women need be lost, there will be greater support for endeavours in
which men and women share on interest. Surely matters of a more
academic or cultural nature, such as the approaching Arts Society Sym-
posium, are important to both the men and women in the faculty of
Arts and Science.

Thus it is clear, to me at least, that it would be well to accept
Levana's proposal of marriage. I would insist on only one thing, that
the marriage be one of equal partners — a true twentieth century
marriage. By this is meant that Levanites will be considered our
political equals. Female candidates for election to the Society executive
must be prepared to face the contest on equal terms with the men. Given
this, Jean, I am ready to order the campaign.

Many 2 hanks to Many People
Editor, Journal,

May I take this means of thanking the hundreds of students and
professors who helped to make Open House '64 a success.

My particular thanks and congratulations for a job well done go
to the Open House Committee and above all to Jim Etherington of the
Public Relations Department. Without Jim's expert advice and assis-
tance. Open House would have been almost impossible.

Maureen Law,
Chairman Open Howsc Committee.

Dear Sir;

On behalf of the execu-

tive and members of the

Queen's Drama Guild I

wish to extend a sincere

apology to those who had

bought advance tickets to

the plays last Saturday

night and had to be turn-

ed away at the door. The

responsibility for this

mix-up rests solely on the

executive of the Guild who
did not take the pains to

ensure proper measures

to deal with such an un-

expected response. In the

past programmes of this

sort have not drawn more

than 200 people whereas

more than 800 people came

An Open Letter

out to see this programme
and consequently the mea-
sures normally taken in

the handling of tickets no

longer proved satisfac-

tory.

We regret that we can-

not offer another perfor-

mance of last week's pro-

gi-amme the members of

the casts and production

to Us

crews are already commit-

ted to the next program-

me and cannot afford the

extra time that would be

involved in holding these

shows over.

We are extremely well

pleased with the interest

and obvious approval our

programmes are receiving

this year and I can re-

assure those of our sup-

porters who were disap-

pointed last Saturday

night that the programme
of plays to be presented
in three weeks will be
handled more efficiently.

Yours sincerely,

Stephen Sliarp

Presidejit,

Queen's Drama Guild

Prof. S. D. Lash

THE SOCIAL RESIOASlBlLin

OF TUE umim
This article is taken 'The Professional

Engineer- a?id Engineering Digesif. It is wrt^^e)^

by S. D. Lash of the Department of Civil Bngi-n^
eering at Qtieen's. It will be run in three parts.

I understand that this series of articles is an
attempt to bridge a gap which is alleged to exist

between the scientists on the one hand and the

humanists on the other. It has been a suggested

that there is a need either to humanize the

scientists or to "simonize" the humanists or both.

As an engineer I am in no position to judge, for

engineers are basically humane people who are

neither scientists nor humanists. However the

idea of two cultures is one with which engineers

have long been familiar. In 1818 one of the

founders of the Institution of Civil Engineers put
it this way: "The Engineer being a mediator bet-

ween the Philosopher and the working mechanic
must like an intei-preter between two foreigners

understand the language of both." The Engineer
has always seen himself as a servant of society

dedciated to its improvement. This is implied in

the famous definition of engineering as "the art

of directing the great sources of power in nature

for the use and convenience of man." Thus the

primary concern of the engineer must be the wel-

fare of man and society. In other words the En-

gineer is essentially an improver—a "do-gooder"

—a man with a vision of a world in which many of

the physical difficulties and evils imposed on us

by our environment have been overcome. It is

fashionable to sneer at "do-gooders," but for my
part they are to be preferred to the purely selfish.

I would like to consider some of the conse-

quences of this point of view a little later in

my talk but firsts I would like to consider the

Engineer as an individual. Is he a barbarian, des-

troying traditional values in the interests of so-

called progress and efficiency, is his sense of so-

cial responsibility inadequate developed, is he
lacking in an appreciation of the finer things of
life? Doubtless all these things are true about
some doctors or lawyers or school-teachers. En-
gineers as a group reflect middle class culture.

Like other university graduates the average en-

gineer reads "Time" and the "Reader's Digest"
and forms his opinions accordingly. For some
there are wider horizons. In Kingston for ex-

ample have played an active and constructive
role in local government through membership of

City Council, Public Utilities Commission and
Planning Board. In addition, one engineer has
worked tirelessly for the preservation of the "in-

timate, ordered and historical atmosphere of the
city." Another has devoted much time and ener-

gy for several years in an attempt to preserve
the natural beauties of Highway 33 along the

shore of Lake Ontario. It may be pointed out
that at the present time four of the Chancellors
of Eastern Canadian Universities are engineers
including of course Dr. J. B. Stirling of Queen's.

I have noticed that those who reproach en-
gineers for their limited appreciation of cultural
values often have a restricted concept of culture
themselves, limiting it to an appreciation of the
fine arts and literature, especially in their more
esoteric forms. But surely a cultured person is a

citizen of the world and ours today is a world in

which science and technology are of overwhelm-
ing importance. Those who lack understanding of

this can hardly claim to be cultured citizens. On
the other hand many modern artists communicate
only to a so-called elite and they can hardly com-
plain therefore if their works are not appreciated
by the uninitiated. Perhaps in fact there is little

to appreciate. Engineers can see when the Em-
pror wears no clothes and are not afraid to say so.

In our kind of society the engineer is usually
an employee and as such is frequently called upon
to do things which do not contribute much to

public welfare. He may be required to design the
machinery to produce tail fins on an automobile
or the electronic equipment required to produce
T.V. commercials. He should not be held responsi-
ble for these somewhat degrading activities. They
are essentially the manifestations of a rather sick
society.
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Vegro Students

lleet Diserimination

From The Georgian

Two Negro students from Sir George last Thursday found them-
jves face to face with discrimination when they attempted to look
xt an "apartment for rent" in N.D.G.

The Georgian was investigating
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CLASSIFIED Canadian Students Jailed

if
report by a white student that he

as "tiisgusted and disturbed" by

comment uttered by the leasing

gent of the apartment house . . .

One other good thing, there's no

jiggers here. .
." This was earlier

ji the school year when the Sir

}eorge student was looking for

ccommodalion, His Negro room-

nate was out of town at the time.

Vernon Morris, and Earle Mc-
ymont, two students sent by the

'eorgiaii, were told by the

easing agent that the apartment

would not be available until May
[St, that the rent would be $115

per month, that it was not pos-

ible for the students to see the

ipartment until after February

1st, and they could not sign a

lease until after March 1st. "She

further made it clear that by law

we could not inspect the apart-

ment . .
." said Morris and Mc-

Lymont.

On the previous evening, Bryan

Knight and a white friend had
been shown over the apartment

(the only one for rent in the

luilding) and were told by the

leasing agent that the rent was

SI 10 per month.

Half an hour after the Negroes

bad been refused the opportunity

[0 see the apartment, two white

students went to inquire about

rental particulars. These two
(Barry Barnes and Dave Kelle-

ber), were, like the other whites,

ihown over the apartment and

told that the rent was $110 a
month. The leasing agent also

said the apartment would be
available March 1st. In addition,

she agreed that ihey could return
at 5 o'clock of the same day with

a certified cheque for the first

month's rent and that they could
sign a lease on the apartment.

Instead of Kelleher and Barnes
returning at 5 p.m., the Negro
students re-visited the apartment
house at 12:30 p.m. following

Kelleher's phone call to the leas-

ing agent saying that he had
decided not to take the apartment.

When Morris and McLymont chal-

lenged the leasing agent with their

knowledge of an acquaintance
having examined the apartment
that day, and having been told he
could sign the lease, the agent

"emphatically denied any such
transaction, and thereupon agreed
to call the present tenant and find

out if we could see the apartment

... we were taken up to see the

apartment and afterwards told

that she would try and reduce the

rent of $115 by $5 and also re-

decorate the apartment. She still

said we could not sign the lease

but that the apartment would be
available on March 1st."

FOR RENT
Large 7-room apartment, suitable

for tliree or four. Fully funijshed Inc.

TV, fully equipped Idtchon. Available
May 1 through September. $30 eadi
per moatli. Contact MartiD Mendes or
Morv Graf, 93 Clergy W. (b^nd
Students' Union) or phone 542-8447.

Beautiful apartinent, from June to

August. References required. Phone
Maiy Carpenter, 546-1944 after 6 p.m.
Cheapl

WANTED
Ride lo Toronto, early Friday after-

noon if possible. Will help pay
expenses. Pieaso call Jane at 480.

Four students — table board. Lunch
and dinner, 6 days week, $10.50 eadi.
Phone 542-1685 or call at 226 Ear!
Street.

FREE
Two young, strong, handsome gentle-

men, free for Friday night and would
be a featlier in .my Levanite's cap at

tlie L«\'ana Formal. Will wear tics if

desired. Paul Gilmour and Fred
Christie. 546-7994 (caU after six).

PERSONAL
Tony Ellis Is curious to know if you

noticed anybody stealing a black
lunbrella from the cloak room of tiie

Students' Union on Friday, February
7th, between 5:30 and 7;00pm
542-1538.

SERVICES
Irene & Donna's button-sewing

icrvice. 28 Wellington. 546-5423.
E\perienced t)-pist will do typing in

own home. Mrs. W. Shepherd.
546-1224.

LOST AND FOUND
Lost a Montauk watch and found

a Parker Pen in the Union, Peter
McLaughlin, 546-9992.

Lost, one black and silver fountain
pen, with name engraved on side.

Between Dunning Hafi and Ban Righ,
Judi Montgomery, Local 492,

Apphcations are requested
for the position of

Ghainnan of tile CUS Committee
These must be submitted to

die AMS Office by 5 p.m.,

February IS.

The second annual seminar on
International Student Affairs this

year on the subject.

"Students and the Sine-Soviet

Split"

will be held at

LOYOLA COLLEGE
from

MAY 16 to MAY 21
Interested students may obtain
furtlier information and applica-

tion forms from Doug McCalla,
CUS Chairman. Please note that
any student who applies must
be intending to return to Queen's

neirt j-ear.

Second film Series Featured
The film, Paths of Glory wiU be

hown in Ellis Hall on Thursday,

Feb. 13 at 7:00 and 9:10 p.m.

rhe film is the first in the silver

ollection film series presented by
Duecn's CUCND for the second
ime.

The story deals with a cele-

brated general who, for the sake of

consents to an attack,

where attacks have twice failed

Mfore. His rage at seeing his men
also fail leads eventually to his

rdering a court martial.

The movie is a vivid portrayal
fif (he trenches — the callousness

of the high command, the human-
% of the colonel, and the high
ilrama of. court martial.

At present, there are two addi-

''onal films booked for showings

Feb. 20 and Feb. 27: die

ssian film Ballad of a Soldier

will be presented in Dunning
Hall on Feb. 20, and All Quiet On
The Western Front in Ellis Hall

on Feb. 27.

Although arrangements are not

definite, it is hoped that The
Open City, and Newcomer, Enter

In Peace will also be shown.

In an interview with the Journal,

the CUCND president explained

that the fibn series has a double

purpose: the films are intended to

present to the public the problem

of violence and to raise funda-

mental questions of war and

peace, and the movies are also

intended to raise money for the

CUCND.
Some of the projects which tlie

CUCND hopes lo support are: an

independent library of books

dealing with every aspect of the

Cold War and the war-peace

question, as well as donations of

books on these topics to the

Douglas Library; support of the

Canadian Peace Research Insti-

tute, and a lecture series next

year of prominent people con-

cerned with peace.

St. Remy
IWOTOR SERVICE LTD.

Bagot Street-Kingston-546-ee66

{From the Varsity)

ALBANY, Ga. (CUP) — Two
Canadians were arested in a vigil

outside Turner Air Force Base

Monday,

Mary Suzuki, of Sir George

Williams, and Michael Newman
of Bumaby, B.C. were arrested

for participating in a vigil protest-

ing the arrest of a group of

pacifist marchers last week.

The marchers were on a Quebec-

Cily-to-Cuba march to protest

against the settling of international

problems (principally the U.S.-

Cuba situation) "by bombard-

ments of hot words, mutual

intimidation and military build-

ups."

Another demonstrator was

Seminar

A Success
The education seminar this

year has been described as a

success by its co-chcurmen. In an

interview, Diane Bishop stated

that the purpose of the seminar

had been to stimulate thought

about the problems of education

at all levels. She added that the

replies to the evaluation question-

naire had been very pleasing and

indicative of the degree to which

the seminar succeeded in this aim.

Tim Merrett said diat a number

of participants bad pointed out

that the seminar had been a

success only for those who
attended; but considering that it

was held on a long weekend, and

the day after the Arts Formal, the

registration of over a hundred stu-

dents must be regarded as very

good.

On the whole. Miss Bishop and

Mr. Merrett agree that a great deal

of thinking has been started and

hope that some practical changes

might come about within the uni-

versity. A favourable indication

is die fact that the workshop on

libraries produced some specific

recommendations, which are pre-

sently being considered by Mr.

Gundy.

Michael Marrello

E03A Princess Street

Phone 542-3714

Prize Winner in Hair Styling

arrested later in the jail when he
argued with officers about the

earlier arrests, brin^g to 27 the

number of pacifists in the Albany
jail.

No visitors except lawyers are

permitted and no letters are

allowed to be mailed. Some mes-
sages were smuggled out on toilet

paper.

Miss Suzuki is reported to be
on an indefinite fast.

Police Chief Laurie Pritchett

has ordered forced feeding of all

the marchers.

Ray Robinson Jr., 28, an
American Negro and ex-boxcr,

was on a complete fast for 2!s days.

In hospital last Wednesday, he
gave up the fast to be coherent for

a psychiatric examination.

He now is back in jail and back
on his fast.

Peter Light, a volunteer at the

Montreal Peace Centre, plans to

fly to Georgia today and is likely

to be spending his 27Ui birthday

ui jail.

The marchers left Quebec City

last May and hope to reach

Guantanamo, Cuba. The arrest

was their eighth on the march.

The New York Committee for

Non-Violent Action claims diat

ihey were tortured with electric

cow prodders last November by
members of the Georgia Investi-

gation Bureau.

In January, the Montreal Peace
Centre Personnel and sympa-
Uiizers demonstrated outside the

U.S. Consulate in protest against

the alleged tortures.

CARL ZEISS requires

rcprcscnlnlive and tcehnicn] adviser

Application in writing only to: Mr.

a youag cliemist as Icchnical soles

on ;cieuljfic laboratory instruuienU.

W. Heidora:

CARL ZEISS CANADA LTD.
00 Overlcn Blvd., Toronto 17

STONE'S
FLOWERS LTD.

246 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 546-6634

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS

U'/ktc a Traditional PRESTIGE Premils"

House of Sounds

STUDENTS
GET 20 % OFF ON ALL L.P. RECORDS

at

House of Sounds
Don't Be Ashamed To Tell You Go To Queen's

NOTICE
Sludtnts of Queen's;
^"ur n^vn Book Store cnn supply you wilh nil your requirements in Text
2ooks tor all Faculties and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain
fen.s, Qucen'.s Pennnnl.s and Cushions.

OUIt USED BOOK EXCHANGE IS AT YOUR DISPOSAL

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

FLOWERS SAY IT BEST

EspeclaDy

For Beautiful Corsages or Flowers for Any Ocauion

339 Princess Street Phone: 546-6604

SIG-NPOST I

TUESDAY, FEB. 11

VE3VX - QUAREC will meet In the
Science Clubrooms at 7.30. Three
movies will be ^own: 'Triode Limita-
tions'*, "Klystrons and Magnetro:M,"
"Picture Tulie Implosions." As an
added attraction, Don Beattio will
speak on "Radar."

Bohemian Parly, Arts Clubrooms,
8 p.m. Dress-Beatnik. Come one, come
ail. Refreshments. Le Cercle Francais.

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 12
Queen's Liberal Club presents Ben

Benson, Kingston MJ*. and Parlia-
mentary Assistant to Walter Gordon.
7:30 in the McLaughiin Room,
THURSDAY, FEB. 13

Queen's Christian Fellowship invites
>-ou to Crossroads Panel discussion on
'What is Sin?" \\'atch posters for the
place. Time: 7:00 p.m.

Royal Astronomical Society of
Canada, Kingston Centre. 8 p.m. in the
Observatory. Dr. Horrow-er. Topic;
Radio Astronomy. All welcome.

THURSDAY, FEB. 13
"PalJis of Cloty" will be shown by

Ct/CND at 7:00 axA 9:10 in Ellis
Hall. A silver collection will be taken.

SATURDAY, FEB. 15
Dupliciite Bridge Tournament. 1:00

p.m. in the McLaughlin Boom. $10.00
in prizes. No entry fee; all you need
is a partner. Eveiyoso Interested,
plase sign tlie entry sheet in tie Union,
Residence, Gym, Library oc tho New
.Arts Building.

EXPORT
PLAIN

or FILTER TIP
CIGARETTES

SWEATERS
by

WARREN-
PETER SCOTT
KILSPINDIE

103 Princess Street Phone 546-6381

GUARANTEED PROTECTION AND SAVINGS -

Plus High Dividends

// will pay you to see or call

STEPHEN ROUCHTON, B.A., C.L.U. - Res. 542-7602

D. R. ROUCHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U. - Res. 548-4552

K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U. - Res. 546-0002

M. EMMETT AD.^M - Res. 542-6782

The Mutual Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA

191 Princess St., Tel. 516-1405

Branch Manager A. E. Nelson, Ci.U.
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Proposed Fee Increase
to be

The A M S executive approved fee increased to a total of $1.25

aUocated to the Band (60c), C.U.S. (40c), and W.U.S.C. (25c). at its meet-

ing Tuesday It asks student ratification of its decision in a plebiscite to

be held next Monday. Following are the reasons why these increases were

sought.

dents and professors in 50

countries on all continents

working for the material aid

and intellectual advancement

of the world university com-

munity.

International WUS (Geneva)

and WUS National Committees

administer a global program

consisting of mutual assistan-

ce projects in the fields of:

Student health, Student lodg-

ing and living, Educational ac-

tivities and facilities. Individ-

ual and emergency aid to stu-

dents.

The Queen's WUS Ctoramit-

tee, like others on 33 Cana-

dian University campuses, ser-

ves to translate the work of

Canadian WUS National Office,

Toronto, on the local level.

Your local committee recei-

ves 25c per capita from the stu-

dent interest fees, 10c of which

goes to the National Office as

a student levy. The remaining

15c is used to carry out pro-

jects which, are not self-sup-

porting. Every dollar collected

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 21. 1 9^4
fUgSDAY,

Conclusions Irom Crud

Each year the band has

found it necessary to apply to

the A.M.S. for a grant to help

cover its expenses. This year,

$1900—or about 55c a person

was granted. An increase in

the band levy from 35c to 95c

would eliminate the need for

AMS subsidization and leave

the AMS with sufficient money

for other student activities.

The band consists of three

distinct groups—the cheerlead-

ers, the Brass Band (including

majorettes) and the Pipe Band

(including Highland dancers).

Such an increase does not alter

the budget of the band. It mere-

ly puts the income of the band

on a more secure basis. With

this increased security, the

band executive will be able to

adopt a definite yearly plan of

improvement which will include

a permanent musical director

to assist the student director

(as Western has) and a much

needed practice room for the

bands.

CUS REQUESTS
C.U.S. is the one national

voice for 41 student councils

and 120,000 Canadian univer-

sity students. As such, it was a

major force in the winning, two

years ago, of tax exemption

for all tuition fees. The Queen's

committee serves the A.M.S.

executive and implements the

national program here.

Its program includes such

things as life insurance plans,

travel programs, interregional

scholarships, research, semin-

ars, etc. Research is carried out

on such matters as summer
employment, student govern-

ment, book stores, student hou-

sing and racial discrimination.

Various visits must be made
and meetings attended in order

to carry out these important

works.

C.U.S. is asking for 40c more

to be used to build a stronger

national organization within the

new C.U.S. structure, to help

finance the ever-expanding pro-

grams in research, representa-

tion, etc., and to develop an

active and vigorous provincial

program, especially in conjunc-

tion wilh the new Dep't of

University Affairs.

World University Service is

a voluntary organization of stu-

By Bob MacMitlan

During the past ten years approximately 3000 Queen's University students have taken pa

in the famous "CRUD DIETS", a research program under the direction of Dr. J M. Bevtndg,

Professrand Head of the Department of Biochemistry and Dr. W F. ConneU Professor and Hea,

of the Department of Medicine. This year with the completion of this research program, much ne.

ifghThS been shed on the relationship between diet and the control of blood levels

in the share campaign goes to
'
\n atherosclerosis, or hardening of the arteries, the

^^l^c^^ i^T]
the International Program of narrowed by fatty deposits, and as a result blood cannot flow

^f^'j-.f^^/'^'^;^^^^^^^
H

Action and distributed from onary arteries-the arteries that supply the heart muscle with blood-is called athrosclerosis,

Geneva. The local committee it underlies most heart attacks. „„„„i„tinn and i<i i-iia

bears the cost of printing the Coronary atherosclerosis is extremely widespread
^^?,"^f/.^'J^^^^^^^

shares and publicity. In keep- cause of death from heart disease today. Many factors have been m^^^^^

ing with its international char- prcgi-ession of this disease. Such factors include heredity, ^ A
acL, the local committee spon- smoking, hypoactivity of the thyroid increased coagi^^^^^^^

sors a seminar to study inter- diet. It is the latter two factors which have been studied mtensively at Queens by means of the

national problems. The costs of crud diets and other research projects.
^^^^.^ion of atherosclerosis

prov ding the campus with in- The ongin of the behet ttiat lat metauuuau.
;,,™drM vpam afro demonstrAts^

Lestin. qualified speakers .ay be t.aced bacU '° ^--^nlhrlS1,^^^^^^
are h.gh and several campus exte„s.ve de^^^^^^^^^

the fat deposited in the arterial wall came from this source.

By means of labelling chol

organizations have had to co-

sponsor the seminar on devel-

oping nations. The local com-

mittee would also like to pro-

vide a reserve fund for needy

overseas students on the

Queen's campus, which it can-

not afford at present.

By voting for an increase of

25c in the student interest fee

for WUSC, you would enable

your local committee to con-

tinue its worthwhile projects

and to meet all its commit-

ments to the World University

Community, TO WHICH IT IS

DEDICATED.

esterol with an isotope tag, it

has been shown unequivocally

that deposition via this route

does in fact occur.

Although the relative impor-

tance of this has yet to be as-

Applieations are being received

in the MIS Office until Tues-

day, Februruy 11:

Band Manager
Assistant Band Manager
Concessions Manager

lie.id Cheerleader.

MORE ELECTIONS

l^Medsmen To The^Poles

Al Adlersberg:

An Aesculapian President

must combine experience with

new ideas. I feel that I can of-

fer both:

Programme:
—Creation of an Aesculapian

Society Used Book Exchange.

—Medical Initiations main-

tained in their present form.

—Calling classes; definite

understanding about the

number to be called.

—Formation of a Co-ordin-

ator of campus activities.

PRESIDENT

Donald Hilton:

Some of the positive contri-

butions that our executive

would make for next year:

1. Continuation of medical

education conference.

2. Support of CAMSI in

evaluation and improve-

ment of internship train-

ing.

3. Solution to text book pur-

chasing problems.

James To Lecture On
British Paintings
An illustrated lecture on eon-

temporary British painting will

be given by Sir Philip James in

Ellis Hall, Wed., Feb. 12 at 8:16

p.m. Sir Philip James is a well-

kno^vn and important figure in

the art world of Britain, As
Director of Art, Arts Council

of Great Britain from 1958-61,

he carefully guided the course

of the country's official patron-

age, built up a large collection

of paintings, and stimulated in-

terest in art. He has also writ-

ten several books on the sub-

ject of art. Sir Philip's visit

under the auspices of the Na-

tional Gallery is his fourth lec-

ture tour of Canada.

Also on Feb. 18, at 8:30 p.m.

in the Art Centre, the follow-

ing three films will be shown:

The Next Step (students at

Leeds College of Art)

Reg Butler (British sculptor)

Conventry Cathedral.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
The Ontario Entrance

Scholarship second instal-

ment cheques, the Domin-
ion-Provincial type A and

B. Bursaries, and Ontario

Student Aid Loan cheques

are available at the Regis-

trar's office. These che-

ques may be picked up

between the hours of 10.00

A.M. to 12.00 noon and

1.15 P.M. to B.OO P.M.

Please note that all Fees

due must be cleared by
February 15.

4. Formation of important

committee: A.S.P.S.E.S.

Tomorrow morning I shall

expand on these points for you.

VICE-PRESIDENT

Don Johnson:

I feel that I have the "inter-

est, ability, and experience"

that deserve your vote on Feb-

ruary 14. Don Johnson for Aes-

culapian Vice-President.

Ian Macdonald:

Experience, originality; two

years on class executive; three

years on UNTD ; now active 1st

RCNT officer; licensed first aid

instructor; Junior Judge of
Aesculapian Court.

Hugh Scully:

Aesculapians ! There is much
room for improvement in the

relations both between students

of upper with those of lower

years, and between students

and faculty. Given your sup-

port, my five years of execu-

tive experience within and
without the Society, combined

with an agressive approach,

could do much on your behalf.

JUNIOR AMS REPRE-
SENTATIVE
Dorothy Fisher:

The position of Jr. AMS re-

quires an interested, compe-

tent, and responsible individual.

In asking for your support, I

feel that I can fulfill these re-

quirements.

Gordon Watt:
With the present uncertain-

ties concerning the Health

Service Plan strong Aescula-

pian representation on the
AMS is necessary. This I be-

lieve I can help supply.

TREASURER
Mike Jewett:

We all want a competent, ex-

perienced treasurer to handle

our funds. "JEWETT CAN DO
IT."

Larry Wiertz:

To get our Society in the

financial ballgame, I propose

an organized fund raising of-

sessed there is no doubt about

the fact that these fatty depos-

its usually accumulate more

readily in the presence of high

blood fat levels.

For some time it has been

known that the feeding of food-

stuffs high in animal fat and

cholesterol to rabbits and other

animals cause a large increase

in blood fat levels and speed-

ed the development of vascu-

lar lesions similar to human
atherosclerotic lesions. Any
treatment that inhibited a rise

in plasma lipid levels also inhi-

bited the development of the

vascular lesions.

The question at issue is

whether a similar sequence of

events occurs in man. Thus

the "crud diet" came into be-

ing to begin to answer these

questions. In each experiment

done all subjects were given the

same basal ration f or eight

days, a period long enough to

establish a plateau for serum

lipids in these young univer-

sity students. Butter fat was

found to raise the blood fat

level considerably when ingest-

ed whereas when fat was elim-

inated from the diet the levels

of blood fat decreased consider-

ably. Furthermore when cer-

tain vegetable oils, such as com
oil, were added to the diet, the

blood fat level decreased even

further.

As a result of such studies

as these, the effects of diet on

blood lipid levels have been

tested in human subjects and

there is no longer any doubt

that certain modifications ir

one's diet will lower the blood

fat level. Furthermore, sinc{

many epidemiological studies tc

date, do implicate diet as i

factor in the development o
cornary heaii; disease, it woul

appear reasonable to accep'

the premise that atherosclero-'

sis and its sequelae can be af-

fected by diet.

Research is continuing but

at present there Is little douhl-

that the lowering of dietary

animal fat and therefore chol-

esterol from the average 40-

45% of calories to 25-35';;,

coupled with an increase in tli.'

intake of vegetable oils is a ma-

jor preventive measure in Cor-

onary Heart Disease. The diet-

ary customs and habits of the

general population cannot be

changed overnight, but the high

incidence of this disease neces-

sitates continuing education of

the general public, so that ev-

entually a gradual change is

effected. Such education and

knowledge is a result of Heart

Research, the funds for this

and other research projects be-

ing supplied, in part, by your

Canadian Heart Fund.

ON SUNDAY. FEB. 16.

QUEEN'S STUDENTS AGAIN
WILL CAMPAIGN FOR RE-

SEARCH DOLLARS. WON'T
YOU HELP IN THIS MOST
IMPORTANT WORK BY VOL-

UNTEERING TO CANVASS
THIS SUNDAY?
Bob MacMillan

Chairman. Heart Fund Drive

fensive which will lubricate the

budget and destagnate the

Building Fund.

SECRETARY
Mark Fiaher:

The secretary's importance

lies in advisory capacity. I feel

that my experience as Formal

Convenor enables me to fulfill

this position adequately. Vote

FISHER.

John Whetham:

I am running for secretary,

with previous experience on,

and true executive interest in,

the body of Aesculapian So-

ciety. I respectfully solicit

your vote.

ASSISTANT SECRETARY
John Glassco:

Medsmen! for the ultimate

in fidelity vote for John Glass-

co for assistant secretary of

the Aesculapian Society.

John Leverette:

This position will demand
time, work and responsibility

from the elected representa-

tive. I would appreciate your

support and would conscienti-

ously serve you and our So-

ciety.

Ted Nelson:

Wanted:
Medsmen's votes for Ted

Nelson as assistant secretary

of the Aesculapian Society.

ACCLAMATIONS
SENIOR AMS : Clare Brant

JUNIOR CAMSI : Curt Mil-

ATHLETIC STICK: John

Bonn

The election speeches wlH

at 11:00 a.m. on Wednesday

February 12 in Etherington

Hall. All classes will be cancel-

led so that there is no excuse

for not going! Be an informed

voter and listen to the plat-

forms before choosing

candidate. Voting will take

place on Friday, February 1**

from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m-

the Anatomy Club Room a""^

in the Matheson Room.

The results will be announ-

ced at the Annual Aesculapia"

Banquet that evening in the

Commodore Motor Hotel.
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Gymnastics
On Saturday, February 1, the Queen's Gymnastic Team

travelled to Port Hope to compete in the Trinity College

School Invitational Meet. Queen's, U. of T., R.M.C., T.C.S.,

.;nd Peterborough C.V.S. took part in what was considered a

hig-h calibre meet. Despite some last minute changes which

,ri.^>ulted in some of the members having to use impromptu

!rL,utines, the Queen's team fared much better in this, their

stcond outing. The team standing was based on the aggre-

gate score of the top three men on each team competing in

^all six events. The team score were: T.C.S. — 248.5; U. of

T. — 232.4; Queen's — 220.0; R.M.C. — 204.4; P.C.V.S. —
iio team score.

The individual results as far as Queen's was concerned

'ere: Vaulting — 1. Halperin Q.U.; 2. Quisma Q.U. Side

Horse — 1. Quisma Q.U.; 2. Bennett Q.U.

The team still feels ample room for improvement and

it expects to do better in its next two outings, which are

:

M.C., Feb. 16; U. of T., Feb. 29.

BRIAN BAILEY

Journal Sports Editor

MIKE FITTON
Assistant Sports Editor

Fresh from two resounding scalpings of McGiil's Redmen,
and a two-point squeeze over highly-ranked U. of T., Frank Tin-

dall's Golden Gaels came within a hair's breath of toppling Wind-

sor lancers, the nations top-ranked hardwood courtsmen. In

dropping an 83-78 decision, the Gaels carried the play steadily

throughout and not only looked brilliant themselves but held

the lanky Windsor men to their lowest total of the season.

Five hundred and fifty bodies^ anticipating a repeat of last

week's stellar show, crammed their way into the Gymnasium m
an unprecedented wave of B-ballmania. The show, a veritable

encore of the T.O. game was staged by a team that has achieveu

an impressive late-season steadiness in their play that should

give the rest of their opponents this season plently of trouble

and themselves four wins in the remaining four games. It

i,.ight be noted too that the intriguing question of the chicken

and the egg was for the first time to my knowledge solved.

It seems that, at Queen's at least, the winning team comes first

— then the supporting crowds.

From the opening jump, the Gales moved smoothly down

courts the ball was flipped to centreman Bob Howes, who sunk

a beautiful hook starting the Gaels off on an early 5-0 edge.

Lanky Howes, on the way to fouling out, over anxiously caughc

iiie Lancer's scoring threat, Joe Green, on the shot and the

Windsormen picked up their first two on a pair of beautiful

.swishes from the line.

From the start the Gaels were pressed and at times the

experienced Lancers cashed in on their opponents' nervous-

ness to steal the ball and lay it up for the score. Due to these

early steals the Windsormen took an 11-10 lead causing the

local squad to call for a time out.

The Gaels swiftly grabbed the lead again, lost it, then

regained it on two Raisbeck foul shots leaving the score 26-24

as the Lancers used a time out. The crowd by this time realiz-

ing that the Gaels were treading in upset territory, filled the

rafters with a thundering "Go, Gaels, Gol"

In the next five minutes, the score see-sawed precariously,

the lead changed four times, until Queen's pulled ahead 35-30.

During a Lancer time out Doug Fraser went into the game,

but for the first time this season his height allowed the op-

ponents to bottle him up effectively. With the starting five of

Howes, Engel, Raisbeck, Evans, and Ferguson back on the

court, and three minutes remaining, the Gales chalked up a

43-42 lead at the half.

Howes, on his way to a ten-point night, opened the second

half scoring on another brilliant shot. Doug Evans, playing

his usual capable ball, made a timely intel^;eption as four

Lancers broke in on him alone, which he quickly followed up

with 3 points of his own.

Windsor regained the lead at 53-51, but Queen's Ferguson

dropped in two of his eventual 18 point total to tie the score

again. Howes made it 55-53 Queen's with another hook from

the key.

At this point, disaster threw its lightning bolt at Gaels who

looked helpless under a barrage of Lancer scoring from close

in. Windsor tipped in three quick hoops in a row and ran up

a 64-57 lead as Bob Howes fouled out.

T'ed Waring, the rookie from Earl Haig Collegiate, filled in

expertly but the visitors' scoring tide could not be stopped

without Howes to grab the rebounds. Ferguson fouled out at

73-59 getting a tremendous hand and only two visitor points

later Evans too was banished to the bench. To bolster the sag-

ging Gael scoring, Waring, hitting from the outside on jump

shots, piled up most of his 15 point total in the dying minutes.

Bruce Engel scored one of his three for the night bringing

the fighting Gaels to within 8 points of the Lancers but Waring

then fouled out with 30 seconds remaining and the score S3-74.

Raisbeck's two foul shots and Engel's field goal brought the

Gaels to within five as the buzzer sounded and 83-78 entered

the books as the best game seen at Queen's in many a year.

NOTES: A feature of Gael play remarked oil 6y vmiy fans

was the iinld cross-coui-t passing at center court. This persisted

throughout the game, a^id too frequently the Lancers coUected

easy baskets through careless long passes within two yards

of the center line as the Gaels moved into the Lancer end.

At half time the Gaels held a i3-i2 lead and team captain

Al Raisbeck smntned up the first half to his teammates by

saying "We've got them. We can win this one." And it loas

with ijrecisely this attitvde tliat the Gaels took to tlie floor

for the second half.

Tempers were a little frayed as the teams opened up in the

second half, and seven fouls were called within a few 7ninutes.

Bruce Engel and Windsoi-'s No. 21 loere almost involved in a

choice rhubarb, but nothing came of it, or of the other alterca-

tions. Doug Evans pleased the croivd by dribblvig right oi-er the

hastily-prostated body of one Lancer, but the teams soon settled

doiL-n to their sce-saio battle again. The confident Lancers pulled

a fancy four-on-one behind-the-back pass, which, to the delight

of the fails, was neatly intercepted by Evans.

Ferguson was spectacular. His shooting was precise, Msy

playmaking excellent, and his sense of humor as keen as evei:

As top scorer (IS points) for the Gaels, he deserves special

mention.

Bruce Engel had a poor evening as far as slwoting was

concerned. He coiddn't seem to find the range, whether from

fifteen feet out, or from right under the basket. His playmaking

was excellent though, especially when he took over as centre

from Bob Howes in the final minute. The Gael centres proved

themselves competent under the baskets, and generally controlled

the backboards.

At Raisbeck had the tou^jh assignment of looking after

Joe Green, the Windsor acc, and did a great job, holding Green

to only one basket in the second lialf, and ten points in the entire

game. Al had ten points himself and played a solid offensive

game. Ted Wa)-ing also played ivell, scaling ten of Ids total of

fifteen during the crucial final minutes.

I must also pay tribute to the keen fans at the game, whose

unfailing loud and strong support (boosf-ed by the horn of a

certain top-hattcd M.R.) helped to carry the Gaels to what was

almost called the upset of the year.
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Gael Icemen Edge
McGill Redmen S-4

By JOHN SHAW

This past weekend the

Gaels made it two wins in a

row as they beat the Mc-

Gill Redmen 5-4. Even

though we were down two

goals after 10 minutes of the

first period the Moonmen
soared back to tie and then

go ahead for the rest of the

game. At the eight minute

mark of the period Bert

Halliwell gave the Redmen

the lead as he streaked down

the wing, beat the defense-

man and walked right in to

beat Derbyshire. And at the

ten minute mark of the

period Tom Bell put McGill

two up and the Gaels seem-

ed as if they were going to

lose once again. But on the

strength of two goals by

John Van Brunt and Larry

Dinsmore they were right

back in the game. At the

end of the first period the

two teams were even. Then

early In the second frame,

Murray Mitchell imitated

Halliwell's play and put the

Gaels one up on the red team

from Montreal. The score

remained S-2 until Pete

Weston put our boys up two

early in the third period.

With Larry Windover's goal

the game seemed on ice but

McGill roared back with a

goal less than one minute

after Larry had scored. The

Marksman for the Redmen

was Ron Doleman. From
this point on McGill poured

on the coal but couldn't beat

Elwin Derbyshire until Leon

Abbott slipped the black

disc behind him. at the

seventeen minute mark of

the period. In the last three

minutes the Redmen had

some good opportunities but

couldn't beat "Derb" at all.

SKATEMARKS . ... It is

interesting to note tliat Mc-

Gill didn't get a sh'ot on net

in the second peri^od until

the ten minitte mark of

saine . ... It is possible

for the Gaels, if they win

their remaining games, to

get into the playoffs and if

they win only part of their

games they can take over

four or fifth place ahead of

McGill and Laval The fel-

lows play McGill in Mon-
treal on Wednesday night

and next Saturday they play

University of Montreal Chr-

abins at the Jock Harty. The

game starts at i:15 p.m.

and promises to be a real

good game as Montreal has

proved a complete surprise

to the league this year.

QUEEN'S 5 McGILL 4

First Period

1. McGill. Halliwall

(unassisted)

2. Mc<;ill, Bell

(Br^-anO •

3. Queen's Van Brunt

(Jones, Cunningham)

4. Queen's, Dinsmoro
(Milchell, CoU-in)

, ,

Pcnullifs: Nisliikawa (Bo^irdinc)

9;12; Cnrr (Elbowing) U:2-l; Bel!

aiid Cuimingliam (Roughing) 16:04;

Tnylor (Inlcrferencii), Qirr anJ
\Vindover (Major, fighting) 20;00.

Second Period

5, Queen's Mitcliell

(iinassisted) 2:41

Penalties; McCitl Bench Penalty

(served by Bell) 7:12; Kerr (Higli-

stlckin^ 11:03; Macnab (Hookini;

14:43; Jodoin (Charging) 19:22.

Third Period

6. Queen's, Weston
[Van Bnint) . .

2:1'

7. Queen's, Windover
(Hay) 4:07

8. MoGill. Doleman
8:02 (Cm) 5:0

9, MoCill. Abbott

10:53 (unasrisled) 17:0S

Pennlties: None.

11.-59 Shots on Cool 1 2 3 Tot-'

On Glencross 11 8 ,10

14:47 On DcrbyshLre 11 5 9
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BRAVE NEW AMS?

Behold it February again, and aUnoBt

time to appoint a new Journal editor.

To the best of my knowledge, this is the

one and only occasion on which a

reasonably complete discussion of Jouriml

policy is possible. If tradition holds, the

AMS will spend hours, in and out of

committee, discussing not only the merits

of the new editor, but a)so any ideas

which he and/or they may have about

ihe improvemenl of Ihe paper.

So it's a good lime. I can bear the

mutitudes shouting, for a few comments

on the part of the great unwashed mass.

As a long and true reader of, and some-

time toiler for, the Journai. here are

my comments, for what they are worth:

The Joitrnars greatest difficulty is

that there are too few people working

for it. There should be three Umes as

many editors, and ten times as many

reporters.

After all, this is a big operation. It

has a circulation of about four thousand.

Students alone contribute almost $10,000

to it, and advertising revenues add a

great deal more. Six or eight pages have

10 be filled twice a week. At the moment

a small number pf devotees conlribulo

about half their waking hours to the

Journal, and many suffer severely in, their

academic work.

Consider the poor Editor-in-Chief. He

spends two full nights a weelc (often

from the late afternoon to the not-so-

early hours of die morning), getting the

copy arranged for the presses. He

spends another abnost-as-fuU night at an

AMS meeting. Two days a week he has

to be on call at the printers' shop. He

wiiles all the editorials and edits the

letters and many of the news stories. He

handles the "public relations" of the

paper and, not least of his worries, is

held personally responsible for everything

that appears on every page in ever>

issue.

So why not have two editors? Or why

not have an editorial board? Why not

revive the custom of appointing Associ-

a:e Editors, with no function other dian

10 assist the Edilor-in-Chief? It's just

foolish to put all the work on die

shoulders of one person, when a small

group of people could probably do a

better job and certainly have more fun.

Why don't we have a completely

separate siaff for Tuesday and Friday

JournaW The system of alternating

cdi:ors each issue has worked well on

the Features Page this year; it could be

applied to the entire paper. There are a

lot of very talented people on this

campus who don't want to waste two

nighis a week on the paper, but who

would enjoy spending one.

The reporting staff should he greatly

expanded. The idea of "senior reporters"

— competent senior students who could

take charge of a beat — was attempted

this year, but could be greatly improved.

The reporters could be organized into

teams and given definite weekly assign-

ments. One assistant editor could be

stationed in the Journal office every noon-

hour to ^ve assignments to reporicra, and

receive stories, ads, and letters.

in other words, with a definite system

of organization, a great many more

people could be attracted to the Journal,

the work load for each individual could

be reduced to an enjoyable amount.

And while the AMS is at it, why don't

they consider hiring a professional

maoa^ng editor? For years the execu-

tive has had the services of two perman-

ent officers, without whom the whole

structure of student government would

undoubtedly collapse. The Journal is

just as big a business as student govern-

ment. Why not hire someone to keep it

on an even keel as well?

—John Isbisier

Student government in its present form

is litUe more than a farce. Our executive

societies are cliques that want practice

in the machinery of politics without

having to pay for the opportunity. They

do a lot of work, yea, but in a purely

organizational capacity.

Consider the activities of such a

society: when it is not busy elecUng or

Qominating members to perpetuate its

own. mysterious funclions, it is sponspr-

ing various forms — usually crude —
of entertainment, or helping to organize

seminars or symposia. Now these latter

activities may be "good things." but it is

my feeling that they are conducted by the

society for the prime reason o£ attempt-

ing to justify die existence of the society.

Tlic elected members feel responsibility

lying heavy on dieic hands, and so they

seek something to occupy their time. L

maintain diat if enough students want

entertainment or seminars badly enough,

they will organize these diings for them-

selves. Then, at least, the real focus will

be on the seminar or the performance,

and not on the society and the organizing

of same. For the reason that it is being

done by peop'.e who are sufficiently inter-

ested to do the work for its own sake,

the project will be much more successful.

What I object to is not that some

people just can't live unless they are so

REVIEWS:

An appreciative full house on both

Friday and Saturday evenings saw the

Ouecn"s Drama Guild's inUiguing pro-

duction of Albce's "American Dream"

and SarUe's "No Ewl".

3 9?

teamcAmetlcan
Norton imparted meaning and depth to

ihe role of Garcin. Occasionally, his

timing, faltered — during the love scene

and some of his longer speeches.

Estelle (Alison Gordon), a wealthy

society wife, murdered her il egitimate

child. She describes herself as a "Crystal

girl", a "hollow dummy"- As in. life, so

in death, she refuses to recognise any

sense of responsibility. Rather, her

world is totally self-centred; completely

one of make-believe and ordered at her

whim. A competent Alison Gordon

filled the role — too much perhaps?

Rounding out the damned trio was

Inez, a lesbian wiUi a tremendous poten-

tial for cruelty, played by Poppy (Susan)

GemmcM. Inez is the most deliberate of

the trio — she recognizes her guilt, and

51

THE AMERICAN DREAM

As the au(Hencc rose for the national

anttiem(s?) they were startled by . .
-

"The Star Spangled Banner"! Director

Fred Euringer had caught the house —
and he held it until die finale, with his

imaginatively bold production.

Merrilee Houston, as Grandma,

tickled the audience with Albee's rapier.

Her timing, articulation and make-up

paced die performance, and drove home

its theme. In a cutting, yet comic, satire.

Albee exposed the vacuity and emascula-

tion of the Mommy-dominated American

society. Alita Wise played Mommy well,

thou^ a trifle forced at times. Al Hand

was a competent and padietically comic

Daddy-figure, whose anguish about

•shaking the tubes" consistently delighted

the audience. Less consistent as Mrs.

Barker was Cathy Downs — inhibited

perhaps by taking of! her dress? That

was poindess: Cathy's lovely legs dis-

tracted the audience. She was far too

young for the part. David Glassco was

assured and efficient as the American

Dream — the young man who is physi-

cally perfect, and whose emotions have

shrivelled to nolhio^«s.

Generally speaking the production was

well-acted and directed, although a trifle

overdone in parts — it seemed overly

long. Albee's play was good satiric

comedy. His play purported to put the

lcc;h back into American theatre. The

teelh were Granny's — false.

NO EXIT

Both tempo and approach shifted

significantly with the second play, "No

Exit", by Jean-Paul Sartre, directed by

Jim Garrard. It was a very difficult play

to act and to direct, but the relatively

inexperienced cast turned in tine per-

formances. Certainly, the effect would

have been enhanced had this play been

first in order of performance.

"No Exit" is ostensibly sot in hell, but,

as Garcin pointed out "Hell is — other

people." Gnrrard's direction of the play

brings this out well: he has placed the

three damned sQuls within the confines

of a grotesque second empire ( cum

Victorian) drawing room. There they

slowly and painfully are forced to realize

their eternal punishment — the company,

of one another.

Don Bowell as the valet of hell gave

the play its initial impetus: it was a small

role but well played. Garcin (Ed Hor-

ton) in life had been introspective i a

pacifist, he had been shot for cowar(tice.

Although willing to bear the responsibility

for his cruelty to others on earth, he can-

not accept the fact of his cowardice. Ho
attempts, futilely, to rationalize this sense

of guilt. Despite his lack of experience.

realizes the nature and extent of her

pimishnient. She tortures the odiers

almost with glee. Despite a difficult

beginning, Poppy Gemmell improved

with the play, winding up with a first-

rate handling of the knife scene. But I

was slarlled to see a French lesbian

smoking Belvederes in hell.

Garrard's direction was excellent.

However, the inexperience of the cast

resulted in a loss of rapport with the

audience in the longer speeches.

P.S. a critic should criticize. But I'll

save my invective for the Drama Guild's

sloppy ticket arrangements. A longer

run was certainly warranted. And, if not,

surely reserved scats would have been

in order. Besides, the ushers might have

been a little less authoritarian.

—Don Carmichael

busy that they have no time to think

about what they are doing. That is not

my objection at all; it is a matter which

is entirely their own business. But I do

wish to decry the hypocrisy of their

claims to represent the rest of the stu-

dent body, the hypocrisy of their cries

of perplexity and rage Uiat we are apa-

thetic, because we lake no interest in

"yoHr society". And as a consequence

of this I object to the artificial election

procedure used to permit students to

enter these societies. If people want

practice in electioneering, surely their

place is in the political clulis. (f a stu-

dent has some creative proposals which
'

he feels can be put only through a year .

society or the AMS, why should he be .

subjected to all the ridiculous red tape

of running for elections or being

appomted to the appropriate commitlee?

It s'rikes me that it would be con-

siderably more honest to provide a

meeting-ground for interested students to

examine some of the fundamental prob-

lems of education, student life, etc., and i'

to form organizations and commi'tees if

and when some concrete proposals have

been made to be acled upon. The mecha-

nics of running things can be left to the
j

administration, which, after all, is paid i

to do this sort of thing. If students want

practice in polidcs, ihey would be much

better off debating ideologies and ideas.

The university is a place to think, not

to run around organizing.

—Tint Merrelt

Has the AMS a h unction?
What is student government at

Queen's? Docs it have any continuity in

its aims and purposes? Do its leaders

in fact know what its purposes are? Can

the AMS executive represent students of

Queen's in international studies move-

ments when the students it is attempting

to represent have no idea of the purposes

of the inlcrnalional movement? The

answer must be an emphatic "NO".

The funclions of an elected body musl

to a large extent be determined by the

desires of the electorate it is attempting

to represent. These desires are sup-

posedly made known through the

Journal, during election campaigns and

through personal contact widi the

elected representatives. At Queen's in

the last few years the electorate has not

made its wishes known. With little

direction from the student body, what

can the AMS executive be expected to

do? How can the executive prevent out-

side groups from working against the

interests of Queen's students when it

docs not know what those interests are?

As the interests are not articulated, the

extent to which executive can represent

student interest off the campus is

extremely limited.

If the attempt to represent student

interest off the campus is thus thwarted

by lack of interest, what then is the func-

tion of student government at Queen's?

Co-ordination. I grant that this neces-

sary evil lakes too much of the executive's

thnes, but is the AMS executive no more

than a machine or a computer as Mr.

Gordon sees it?

In one sense he is at least partially

coirecl, I believe. The executive cannot

perform the representative functions

desired by the interested students for

these students arc a very definite

minority. Even the executive is often rife

with apathetic members. Even if it were

completely composed of interested mem-

bers, it stiff could be fully representative

for it would still be attempting (o repre-

sent a disinterested majority.

I believe we have an executive com-

posed of students who try hard to work

in the best interest of their fellow stu-

dents, however undefined that interest

may be. Hampered by general apathy

on campus, it can do little nationally and

very much less interna tionaUy. Within

Ihe city of Kingston there are many pos^

sibilities as yet unexploited; within the

university there is much that can be

improved.

Although the elected representatives

have a definire responsibility to lead in

reform, the ultimate onus rests on the

shoulders of the electorate, the student

body.

—Rod Mcleod,

AMS President.

Palace Revolution

The governing body of the students at

Queen's — the AMS executive — is

responsible for non-academic activities of

the students. At the present time, this

involves quite a number of activities;

as the university grows, the task of stu-

dent government will mushroom to the

point of unmanagability. Some change

must be made in the material dealt with

by tlic AMS executive, if the job is to

remain managable. I feel that changes

along the line 1 will suggest would be of

benefit to those involved at the present

lime as well.

There is a large quantity of very routine

business which must be done. The

executive council of the AMS it seems

Eo me could be responsible for this.

Such a move would leave the executive

to decide issues of policy, or settle

matters of dispute. The size of the

present executive makes simple matters

complex, as everybody feels they must

of far greater service to the students than

is of a size and ability to easily and

cipably handle routine ttnatttrs. The

quality of the decisions could even be

improved, as a body of this size is not

bound to a single meeting per week.

The quantity of tho business at

the executive meetings, would now be

reduced, and more time could be spent

on wot-thwhile discussion of contro-

versial points; less time would be

required of the executive; more stu-

dents would feel that they could af-

ford time to enter this field of extra-

curricular activities. This would be

highly desirable.

The executive would also become more

sensitive to student opinion.

Student government is for the repre-

senting of students and their welfare. I

suggest that there are many students who

have reasonable dissatisfactions and who

do no mote than grumble to themsalvos.

and resign diemselves to the fact Uia'

"nothing will come of it." Indeed it '>

difficult to take a fairly nebulous com-

plaint and spend tlie time necessary w

get solutions, with the great volume of

"bull-work" now being done. At the

present time, unless a student has a

solution prepared, the AMS executive |5

poweriess to do anything; it cannot afford

the time to. With the burden of menia

tasks removed, such necessary time coulo

be spent. Such an arrangement would be

far greater service to the students than

the present one.

There are problems with this sug-

gestion, but not insurmountable ones,

call for action on this idea.

—Amtin Hwderson
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Rather than transforming Grant

il into a scene completely alien

unrecognizable, the Levana

mal this year will try Xo take

advantage of its rather un-

tain baroque splendours — a

miinent feature of Vienna,

ilh an absolute minimum oE

hitectural modification and

iancc on sparkling lights, rich

ours and soft materials, wc

'ieve that we have achieved an

^ct both luxurious and digni-

And so we welcome you to the

Emperor's Waliz. The Vienna of

Mettcrnich, when it was the social

and political centre of Europe,

could not have been gayer.

As you step through the giant

heart into the ballroom you will

be struck by its red and gold

elegance. The rich red drapes,

delicate while hearts and gold

crowns on the front wall will be

reflected by the wall of mirrors at

the back. A white balustrade with

flickering gold and white lights

will surround the balcony with an

unobstructed view of the dancers

below. A similar balustrade will

edge the stage and the stairs and

will terminate in a pair of trees

blooming with fanciful red blos-

soms.

The dance floor will be circled

by massive gold pillars and illu-

minated by delicate crystal chan-

deliers suspended from the arches.

Red drapes, caught back by gold

cords lead to a promenade at each

side of the room. From here one

may admire the antique marble-

topped console tables or gaze

through the mulUoned windows at

the ornamental gardens and

splashing fountains.

Pat Riccio and his orchestra of

Toronto will be featured in the

main ballroom . There will be a

quartet and vocalist in the Red

Room, as well as entertainment in

the drinking room, converted to a

House of Cards for the occasion.

A buffet supper will be served

in Ban Righ from ten until two.

We wish you an unforgettable

evening at the "Emperor's Waltz."

jUe33a^e Itom Convenor
Tonight the Levana Society

presents for your pleasure the

"Emperor's Waltz."

The splendour of a Viennese

Ballroom sets the scene for a

few golden hours of ihrec-

quarier time.

My sincere thanks go out par-

liculariy to my committee and to

all the others who put in long

hours of preparation.

AH of us wish that every

Queen on campus and her

Emperor will waltz their way

into one of the social higlilighls

of the season.

—San/Ira Brezelsky
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Nurses on Campus
At this moment there are 91

womeu registered in Nursing

Science at Queen's University.

In spite of its apparent obscur-

ity, Queen's School of Nuraing

is not an innovation. There has

been a Nursing Department here

since 1942. Why do we come

here to spend two extra years,

extending our education to five

years after grade 13, just to be

a nurae?

Nursing, as all of you who

follow the newspapers know, is

in a turmoil over professional-

ism, organization o f labour

unions, and wages. People are

beginning to realize that nurses

are involved in many different

roles, not merely the one stereo-

typed by a stiffly starched

apron and manner. Nursing is

a wide and fascinating field

with specialists in many areas.

For these people education is

necessary. The profession itself

is growing and with it the ne-

cessity for more educated wom-

en.

What type of education, then,

does a two - year university

course offer a graduate nurse?

The type of course taken by

nursing students varies slight-

ly according to the professional

speciality. The basic core, how-

evew, consists of courses in En-

glish, Psychology, Sociology, Po-

litics, Philosophy, Medical Chem-

istry, Biology, Physiology, and

Bacteriology. A fairly general

Arts course is taken in the first

year. The students study at ac-

credited hospitals for a three-

year programme, leading to an

R.N. Back at Queen's in fifth

year, either Public Health or

Teaching is chosen as the field

of specialization. Professional

courses plus further Arts sub-

jects are taken in this year.

Queen's also offei-s a one-year

diploma course for graduate

nurses in either speciality.

Those who choose Public

Health enter a wide field. The

V.O.N. (Victorian Order of Nur-

ses) requires nurses with a dip-

loma or degree; industry re-

quires nurses for their health

Commander Donald J. Hamilton, of Naval Headquarters, Ottawa, will

visit Queen's University on Wednesday February 19th to interview and coun-

sel students on the Royal Canadian Navy's program of sponsored university ed-

ucation and training leading to the Naval Officer's career. Interested students

may make appointments for interviews on this date by calling the University

Placement Officer, Mr. G. O. Saunders at Placement Office Students memorial

Union, telephone Extension 442.

Cdr. Hamilton will be accompani;d by Cdr. Thomas E. Connors of the

Directorate of Naval Training, Naval H:adquarters.

A Eraduati; of tlie University of Toronto
'48. Cdj-. Hamilton entered the fonmcr RCNVB
in April, 1943, as an ordiiiaiy seaman. He
was leter promoted tto probationary sub-

lictilenant.

Follomng traiimjg, ho served at sea on

board tfie eorvette IIMSC Rimousld in the

EncLsh Channel, and bter in motor launches

and harbour craft. He took his discharce in

1946.

Cdr, Hamilton transferred to the roetdar

force in December 1&48. He subsequently

served at Naval Headuarlers; at the nav\''s

Bc\v entry training e^tablishmtnt HMSC Com-
wnlhs, neat DiEby, Nova Scotia^ HMSC D'lber-

ville, the lonntr I»5ic Irainini! school in

Qubtcc City for French-speakinc new entries,

and on bo:iid die cruiser HMSC Qufbec. He
later wirvcd in HMSC Nnden, the RCN train-

ing establislmient in Esquimalt, D.C., and on
the staff of the Director of Na\'al Traininc at

Naval Hc:id(iu(irteis,

III April, 1963, lie was appointed Assistant

Director of Naval Manninc (RecruitinE) and
was promoted to his present rank.

Commander T. E, Connors errtered the

RCNVR in 1942 and was commissioned tlie

following year.

He served in various sea and shore appoint-

ments during flie Second World War. In Aug-

ust, 1954, he was appointed for service %vith

the International Truce Supervisory Commis-

sion in Indo-China and one year later re-

turned to Canada to command the frigate

HMSC Buckingham. He later commanded die

destro-cr-escort HMSC St. Croix.

Cdr. Connors was appointed to Naval Head-

quarters in August 1962, as Assbtant Director

of Naval Training,

UNIVERSITY UNDERGRADUATES
The Royal Canadian Navy ofTcrs

a sponsored university education and

excellent career opportunities to un-

dergraduates in the faculties of Ap-

plied Science, Arts, Science, Cona-

merce and Business Administration.

The Navy's University Liaison Of-

ficers will conduct interviews on your

campus within the next few weeks

to give you an opportunity to assess

the prospects of a career as a naval

otBcer,

Details of the Navy's education and

career plans can be found in the

brochure, "RCN Careers", which is

available at your university place-

ment office. Obtain a copy of this

informative brochure now, and make
an appointment for an interview with

the Naval University Liaison officer.

ROYAL CANADIAN NAVY

Presbglerian lihurcl]

Princess & Clcr^ Sla.

Rev. Max V. Putnam, B-A-,

Minis Icr

Director of Praise,

Brian Slarl, ARCCO.
SUNDAY SERVICES

ANNTVERSAaY SERVICES

1:00 p.m. Evening Wonhip
sermon ; 'The Mranlns o! Sat-

7:30 p.m. •Rndlo Mlnl«lry" CKIX

TUESDAY, 7:B0 P.M.

Prayer Bod Bible Study Hour

COME AND WORSHIP

0:00 a.m. Holy Communion

11:00 a.m. Mornine Prayer

7: 00 p.m. Evening Prayer.

8:Ifi p.m.CofTw Hour

HolyTuesdoy 10.30

Communion.

Wnlnr^Jny 8:00
Communion.

Wwincsdny S;00 p.m.

Med itfl lions.

Holy

programme; Child Health Cen-

tres also offer employment.

City Health Departments use

Public Health nurses in the

school and comunity. They may

work in Kingston or Toronto or

even as far north as the Indian

health offices in James Bay.

Public Health nurses, finally,

have exciting opportunities vpith

the World Health Organization.

Those who choose teaching may

work in hospital schools across

Canada, or are often required by

the World Health Organization

to help establish new schools

and supervise programmes in

other countries. With their ex-

tra exposure to a broader edu-

cation they are able to communi-

cate to their nursing students i

an understanding of some as-

pects of life outside the limited
|

hospital routine. '

Quotable Quotes iVeRi
We, the

strongly i

tions of th

lect group''

Ware in a i

seem to su

on our

ersity wo
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a two-legged animal without feathers " u"^'^^!'^^*^

our time

aseless, ti

necessary

On Engineers :—"That unlettered small-knowing soul."—Shak propose tl

speare. time perse

residence.

On AMS Constables:—"I will make it felony to drink ^UA^
beer."—Shakespeare.

On Formals :
—'These violent delights have violent ends."—

gjjgj^

speare.

On Football Games:—"Of seeming armies to make a short eas^'^-^

Then hasten to be drunk, the business of the day."—Dryfl,
"'

On Artsmen:
—

"

Plato.

On Us:—
son.

'Woman is not undeveloped man, But diverse."—Tennt
'our beds,

- — — clean and

and ironin

tetters hoi

nig)
parents he

GOSSIP COLUMN
Bi-yon Prong has contacted

botulism. We regret to say that

this form of food poisoning is

spreading rapidly throughout

Leonard Hall.

Watch for The Opening

of Our New
"College Shop"

/

Hugh Puilem

I extract more pleasure from life

by keeping my 6Qances in order with

a Personal Chequing Account at . .

.

Bank of Montreal

a big step on Iho rood to success

7/ f\nd ihae B ol M BiaiicUei In Kiiiasloii

especially ci/iivenienr

l'rince,« 4 Barric Sis.,

Muin Omcc. 297 King Si. East nl Itic Markcit

iflnrk'u

Sntl]rrau (Eljurrl)

SERVICES 9:30o.m.

Two blocks N.E. of stadium

Comer of Earl & Vicloriik Sts.

Rev. Roy Oswald

(Luiheran Studcnl Chaplain)

Phone 542-7134

(illialmere ^nileb

lliOOn.m. Seven Christian Im-
pei-ativcs. (3) "Pray"

7:30p.ni.Tho Living Lilc

{6> "When Trouble

Comes."

8:45p.n>. Yoiilli FelWshi]).

A Very Cordial Invitation

To AH Queen's SludenU

3.1 itcb (Eliurcl]

16 a.m In Uie Clinpel:

Divine Worship, (The

Chnpcl is reached by Ihe

Wlllinm Slreel door at

Ihc rear ot the church.)

1l:O0H.m. UEYOND SOR-
ROW".

7:30i..m. -THE CHRIST-
IAN'S AREA OF OB.
LIGATION."

Mr. Dnvid m will preach at

nil services.

Finko McGinko last

found a black widow

that is!) in his cereal.

Quentin Finkle

out of the dining room in a^^
last night after having eatai

soda cracker. (There is an u
confirmed report that lie ret

the date 1560 on it.)

(spi^infflthey.

and other

would fl(

cartijeven now

PROVINCE OF ONTARIO

GRADUATE FELLOW-
j

SHIPS
j

Revised forms of appli^

cation and brochures now

available in the School of

Graduate Studies. Dead-

line: 1st March 1964.

A.M.S. Amendment
Second reading has been give

to By-Law No. 2, Section 7 (a|

which had been amended at a

earlier meeting by the deietio

of the words "The Chief of

lice shall notify the sponsoriii

organization of the posting <

constables prior to the event,

by adding: "The Chief of Polio

shall be notified by the sponsol

ing organization within 24 hour

before the event in the case c

cancellation. Failure to nottf

the Chief of Police will reau

in the half payment by the spoi

soring organization for the cO^

stables." :

Section 2 (f ) was also ameilj

ed with "C.U.S." being substj

tuted for "N.F.C.U.S."

Second reading has been g'^^

to By-Law No. 11, Section
j

The A.M.S. shall have pnntj

on the athletic admission catq

and all other tickets for footbo]

games the following:
J

"The ticket holder agrees tli!^

A.M.S. constables are fully eij

powered to prevent the entranj

and or consumption of alcliol*

beverages on or about the P!f]

mises of the football stadii^

For the enforcement of this W

gulation, the holder agrees^

be searched by the A.M.S. coj

stables while entering or wnu|

in the stadium." .

Second reading has been
SJJ

en, to amendment of

No. 22 and 24 providing for 1
substitution of C.U.S. fo"" 1
substitution of C.U.S. for

C.U.S.

Michael Marrello

El)3A Princeaa Street

Phone 542-3714

Prize Winner in Hair StV
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We Resent the Label Mr. Ware
We, the members of Levana,

strongly resent the implica-

tions of the words "Low-intel-

^ lect group" used by Mr. Martin

Ware in a recent editorial. They

seem to suggest a basic inabili-

ty on our pait to handle uni-

i!^j**versity work, when in fact, the
''^ytle;

. ^ -1.

only reason our true merit is

„ unrealised is that so much of

"our time must be devoted to

useless, time - consuming but

necessary tasks. We therefore

Shak propose that there be a full-

time personal maid service in

residence. They would ease

p .part of our burden by making

'our beds, keeping our rooms

clean and doing our washing

and ironing. They would write

letters home for us telling our

niirl
Pt^'^^'^*^ ^^^"^ work-

(spid
essays,

and other great works which

would

carri<even now,

1 agoi

?aten

an u
le rei

flow from our pens

had we sufficient

time to devote to them. They
could set our hair for us, keep

a supply of coffee on hand for

the rare bi-eaks in our intense

concentration, and they could

do all our shopping for us.

Maids would also take over the
job of telephoning all the peo-

ple on our various lists, to re-

mind them of meetings, etc.

At the moment, these things

are a very great burden on us
sometimes whole evenings must
be spent on the phone. They
could take over phone duty for

us and also be on hand to take

any calls from ardent males

who persist in interrupting our

concentrated study.

It is certainly evident that

with maids in residence we
would be able to devote all our

time to the weighty matters

which are the delight of ev-

ery Levanite and our true in-

tellectual potential would be

realized.

the fACts

Beneath

the CiAZZle

All diamonds look dazzling at first

elancc bul only an expert jeweler can

tell a diamond's true value. Cut. bril-

liancy, color, clarity and weight are all

important. \Vc liave the scicnlific in.-

strumenls as well as llie knowledge and

reputation to help you make the right

diamond clioice.

KINNEAR D'ESTERRE
diamond merchonts 168 Princess St.

SIG-N POST I

Saturday, February 15

IiitertRiaonal House is holding a

Bowling Parly on Saturday evening.

Feb. 15. inslead of the usual Friday

pnrty. Come on out and try something

iicw and different. Meet at Intemn-

tioiwl Club 7:30 p.m. Party after-

wards.

Sunday, February 16

SCM Sundiiy Supper on Sun., Feb.

16. "The Relevance of Prayer to the

Uraveraty Student" SCM and Newnnn

Club in a panel discussion. Service at

t;.30 p.m. at Sydenham United CSiuroli.

Supper and panel at 5:00 p.m. Cost

49 cents.

Friday, February 28

Come to tlic formal (p.u.) of the year

at the RCBME Officers" Mess. Contaa
l-i...v\-dl :it .>16-.iSy7.

Lost

A blue pencil case on Monday morn-

ing. If found please contact Peggy

Slater at 542-2705.

The boys of Uie three residences

have put their savings together and

have bought a cow in order to

supplement Iheir "thirty ounces of

milk a day."

DON'T TELL US IT'S THE SALTPETRE
Do they really have saltpetre

in the Leonard Hall potatoes?

No one seenas to know, but

there remains to be certain

valuable clues to this question.

Why is it that for the Arts'

Formal (considered by some

the biggest -social event of the

year) every ticket was not

sold? The apathetic males cer-

tainly can't blame it on the

orchestra; Richard Maltby
proved himself two years ago

and certainly surpassed the

standard this year that he had

set previously. Nor can it be

blamed on lack of imaginative

decorations or versatile enter-

tainment provided by both the

Fernwood Trio and Ike Kelnik

and Crew.

Or, if you feel that the

Science Formal is the biggest

social event, why is it that the

Science Formal proved to have

a deficit budget. (In the area

of "drive" there is a myth

which asserts that Sciencemen

are certainly supposed to far

"outstrip" Artsmen.

The problem, my fine male

friends, does not lie within

lack of dates. You can choose

from numerous stimulating

Levanites to hordes of nurses,

and if all else fails, you could

even (shudder) — importl

!

But what do you lethargic, un-

motivated, floundering rela-

tives of Adam do? Why you
just ask for seconds in pota-

toes and sit idly by, wondering
why no fair Levanites asked
you out during Susie Q or to

the Levana Formal. (I hear it

is considered a status symbol

NOTICE
A general plebiscite will be held among the members of the

Alma Mater Society on

Monday, February 17th

60 cents

40 cents

25 cents

to approve the proposed increase in student interest fees

as follows:

Band

Canadian Union of Students

(€.U.S.)

World University Service of Canada

(W.U.S.C.

BALLOTING WILL TAKE PLACE AT:
-Sir John A. MacDonald Hall 10:>i5 nm.-ll:30 a.m.

c. J . II 1(1 ftn,T> -New Arts BuildmE 10 a.m.-ll a.m.
-Students Umon 10 a.m^ 0 p.m.

_A„a,omy Clubrooms noon-2 p.m.
-Leonard Hall 5 p,ra.-6 p.m. -Mniheson Lounjic iioon-2 p.m.

-Ban Rieh Hall 5 p.m.-6 p.m. -Pliysics Buildine 10 n-m.-noon

-Dunning Hall 10 a.n..-ll a.m. -Science Clubrooms noon-2 p.m.

"Students will receive a ballot only on presentarioii of their N.F.C.U-S. Cards

PAUL D, BESEAU, cf Returning Olticer)

Graduates of a quick course in comforti

Everybody passes this TCA-inspired course-and

passes it enjoyably, comfortably, quickly in the

multi-million dollar surroundings of a giant DC-8

jet, Vanguard or Viscount airplane. No exams to

write-nothing to study, although the cabin is quiet

enough for you to catch up on important papers

(or a welcome snooze). When you get on the move

in the business world—or if you're travelling for

pure, 'plane pleasure, go TCA, It's the "refresher

course" you'll never fail (to appreciate).

FLY CANADIAN 'FLY TCA —

-

TRANS-CANADA AIR LINES® AIR CANADA

to be among the "chosen" this

weekend.) Don't be bitter. If

you had showed some initiative

you would be going too.

But can we blame it entire-

ly on the potatoes at Leonard

Hall? This problem has puz-

zled me because no less than

one half the male population

eats in residence. No my fair

Levanites, I hate to say this

but the evidence points to —
well let's just say euphemist-

ically — a lack!

—A Concerned Biologist

Camp Staff Interviews

Manitou-wabing Camp of Fine Arts

and Camp Wahannowin

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, FEBRUARY 19 th

1:30 p.m. Students' Umon

See Mr. G. O. Saunders at Placement Office for

application and appointment

MAm 8TYOST8
Wishes to announce that they have 5 top Stylists on duty

all times, to serve you.

• Modern Styling
• Long or Short Hair
• Tops in Perms

• Expert Cutting
• Manicures
• Promp Service
• Timing & Bleaching

OPEN EVERY EVENING
635 Princess St. (at Nelson) 542-2301

House of Sounds

STUDENTS
GET 20 % OFF ON ALL L.P. RECORDS

at

House of Sounds
Don't Be Ashamed To Tell You Go To Queen's

Hotel La Salle

Dine in the Famous Colony Room

Specializing in

Delicious Charcoal Broiled Steaks

Direct from Our Dining Room Grill

Special Arrangements for Banquets & Dances

548-3361Basot & Princess

PATTON'S CLEANERS
and

SHIRT LAUNDERERS

Wally Elmer — Prop.

Dial 548-4292 — 546-6480

349 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO

The Nicest Cleaning in Town

For Dry Cleaning and

Shirt Launderinj:

SERVICE. QUALITY. CONVENIENCE
Our Store at 314 Barrie Sueei Near Princess Is Convcnieni

and Anjuous To Serve You

Same Day Service on Request

In by 10 a.m. Ready by 5 p.m.

Save 207o by Using Our Services at Leonard Hall

Available to All SludenU

Dial 548-4407

KOR PICKUP & DELIVERY SERVICE

Cleland & FlindaU

DRY CLEANERS

314 Barrie Street

SHIRT LAUNDERERS
851 Princess Street

^O. 34
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EDITORIAL

Women

The position of the woman in our modern society is a para-

dox On the one hand she is given the freedom to be educated

equaUy with men; yet she is not given the same equahty when it

comes to competing for jobs in the business world.

While there still is a prejudice in private industry against

hiring women university graduates, especially for their trammg

programs, this discrimination is slowly vanishing.

It is up to women to fight. However, you must be prepared to

further yom- training after your B. A. You must be prepared to

take the offer of a clerical job. Above all you must be prepared

to prove that you are willing to shoulder responsibility.

Making a career in marriage after graduation is not to be

frowned upon eithei-. Who cares if some women's only purpose

in attending university is to find a husband? Her education will

never be wasted. Very often after her children have started

school she will return to the labourer market.

Faculty Journal
A faculty journal should be more than a comic supplement

to the regular Q.J. It is the organ of a particular faculty and

might well be used to exprns and put forth that faculty's par-

ticular interests and concerns.

Since it does come out in place of the QJ. the same standards

of journalism should be kept; but, a certain amount of discrimin-

ation is evident in the regular issues. It is in the faculty journal

that criticisms may be replied to and particular viewpoints pe-

culiar to that faculty expressed. Future faculty journal editors

should think about this and also come to an agreement to abide

by uniform standards of journalism.

High Intellect Group?
About three years ago the boys conducted quite a successful

campaign to improve girls' dress. The tables could weU be turned.

To all outward appearances, there would seem to be a defin-

ite "hood" element at Queen's. But since they are attending

university their status subtly changes from "hood" to "intellec-

tual". It seems that in order to give the impression of being a

deep thinker and individual, dress requirements rather than

grey matter must be considered. Standard dress is:

1) blue jeans—at least two sizes too small.

2) long, unruly hair.

3) beard—especially a goatee, but at least some species of

stubble.

4) a tattered and grubby jacket—faculty, ski, or Saints—

woops! wrong hoo-er-intellectual.

5) infrequent washings—give that intense air.

Blue jeans are not much cheaper than ordinarily slacks and

price is not increased with size; hair cuts are not prohibitively

expensive; it takes only a few minutes to shave; some kindly

old lady would be glad to do your mending; and little effort is

required to stand under a hot shower.

Beatlemania is reaching epidemic proportions. Rise, girls, and

stamp it out

!

They Said It

.

He's Here! What will

Wk^ Jievana ?
by J. M, MACKENZIE

Why Levana? Indeed, for that matter, why women at univer-

sity at all? I awoke screaming during the early hours of a cold

February morning with this unprecedented, yet shockingly obvious

question smashing up from the depths of my subconscious mind

where such conjecture had been driven after years of hypnoidal,

subliminal, motivational and social pressure. The cold air pouring

in the casement had triggered a natural reaction amid the biUions

of brain cells which had been deadened by the sheer weight of

Levanile propaganda, pounding against my innocent male mmd

since Initiation.

Then, shivering in the fri^d darkness, as I began to reminisce, I

recognized all those subUe feminine techniques, so skillfully cloaked as

logical syllogisms and I realized that Pavlov's dogs had been die-hard

individualists compared to the university man in this respect. Why?

Why? Why? How could such beautiful creatures have perpetrated such

a leviathan hoax? And how, I cried to the freezing night, could they

have deceived their men — the protectors of their lives, virtue, chastity,

morals, good name, indeed, the ramparts sheltering these sweet young

things from the vicious, bloody and merciless jungle-world of life?

I could not believe it— surely a species capable of such a flagitious

subterfuge would not have been allowed to evolve on the earth. . .

Wait! A slow stirring deep in the brain. A rippling wave of warmth

moving through the cortices. Of coursel How did Archunedes feel

when he discovered his famous Law? What thoughts rushed through

Columbus' mind when he first glimpsed the lush shores of the New

World? Imagine the ineffable contentment of the yogi when at least he

has achieved Nirvana. . .

There, alone in the pre-dawn darkness, revelation of a universal

plan, a macrocosmic and greater-than-human logic, came to me, a

humble Queen'sman. Since that glorious moment, the glad tidmgs of

great joy have been expanding within me, filling my whole being and

threatening to burst my palpitaimg heart. Here, then, for the first Ume,

I can proclaim to the world: Levana has a purpose!

On Final Exams:—"Past hope, past cure, past help !"—Shake-

speare.

On Apathy :—" . . . better to be eaten to death with rust than

to be scoured to nothing with perpetual motion."—Shake-

speare.

On Chem. 2:—"I counted two-and-seventy stenches, All well de-

fined, and several stinks."—Coleridge.

On Phil. 1;—"When Bishop Berkeley said 'there was no matter',

And proved it
—

'twas no matter what he said."—^Byron.

^UeJ3aqe ftont the Jbean

In the setting of a 19th- cen-

tury ball-room, created in red.

gold and crystal by Sandra

Brezetsky and her decoratinj;

committee, the young women
of Levana and their guests will

celebrate St. Valentine's Day

with their annual Formal.

There is something signifi-

cant in the tempo of modern

music and dance against thi'

background of the past, in a

year when Levana contempla-

tes its seventy-five years of

history at Queen's and looks

forward to important changes

in its future.

Congratulations to the re-

tiring President, Jean Little,

and her executive who have

thoughtfully interpreted tradi-

tion and presented a new en-

terprise to the recently-elected

The university is ideally a monastery where young men retreat

from the cold materialism and pragmatism of society to contemplate in

peace the infinite spectrum of knowledge — of man's greatest works

and thought. Here in seclusion, far from the worid's hypocrisy and

pettiness, they labour to raise man, to lead him a few more steps along

the winding, rocky path to Truth. This is a great and exhausting task

and those that pursue such a goal comprise a mighty and courageous

band.

These selfless individuals arc, however, deep within their souls,

still human beings with natural human foibles and weaknesses. Thus

they sometimes become discouraged and lay down their academic tools.

But. is this not fortunate? Yes, for at all costs, this undescribable

quality, this "humanness", must be preserved in our great men, lest they

degenerate into machines and forsake the Cause, for which so much

lias been sacrificed.

To the women oj Levana has been passed this torch: to minister

10 the wants of these weary pilgrims when they turn in frustration from

ilic Path and eventually by their vacuous uianities, to drive the searchers,

in even greater frustration, back to the Quest.

Yes, men and women of the worid. Levana has a purpose!

Editor. JEAN F. MAYO.
News Editor. ELEANOR NEELANDS.

Siioris Editor. MARGE ELLIOTT.

Cartoonists-. SANDY NEIDY. CINNY NASH. JUDI WRIGHT.

CnnirlbuiinB Writers- LORAINE ANDERSON. ELAINE KNOX, MARYContributing writers. ^^^^ ^^^^ DYE, POPPY GEMMELL.
CATHY SEGSWORTH, SUE BRADY. VICKY
REDGRAVE, JOAN MACLEAN. MARY KAY
HARTMAN. LORNA RUDOLPH.

Typists- NANCY ROGERS. JILL GORDON. MADELAINE WAY.
SHARON COLLINS.

™^^CKENgE,^mE^PrrTON, TONV

FLOOD.

LEVANA BICULTURAL?

SACREBLEU

pliolo by BEiiiir

President, Margaret Thompson
and her officers.

Welcome all to the "EMPER-
OR'S WALTZ".

—Dean Bruce

lhank low loo
Dear Editor, Levana Journal

Thank you for the thank you

Baker House would hke to acknowledge their receipt

and their enjoyment of the "Thank you Cake" given by

Arts '67. Although we are lax Buddhists, Buddha himself

would not have been possible (much less a prize winner)

without the elevated warterline from Baker House. We
know we are wonderful (our Science Journal rating being

to the contrary) and now you know it too. Shucks ! ! !

Levanites of Queen's University, in order to refute the charge

that ^ey are flighty, uresponsible. and unintelligent, have decided

to take a definite stand on the crucial problem of billngualism and

biculturalism in Canada. They felt il their national duty to seek

out the French-Canadian boys on campus to discuss these serious

issues a date for the Levana Formal and, on the side, bicultural-

ism. On our predominantly English-speaking campus they searched

high and low for a 'habitant"; their search ended in a French lab.

he was makmg a bomb! A problem of communication soon

arose language proved a barrier as it does between our federal

government and "la belle province".

Lemiiile: Qu'est-ce que vous thmk of deuxlingualisme and deux-

culturalisme?

Jacquess Je, moi-self, cannez see no problfeme; pukque I suis a

French-Canadian. II y a only unlingualisme— nous are

tons French.

Mais, surely you cannez see que you 6tes a minority in Canada.

11 is not n^cessaire que we, les Canadiens-Anglais, make tons

the concessions?

—Ah, mais oui, since nous sommes un mmority, that ne pas is un

reason for nos tracUtional cultural values a be swamp^ sous

I'onslaught du culture of "Americanized-Canadians".

—Mais Jacques, mon cher, just dc vous show how beaucoup de

culture distinctive le Canada a even ici sur le campus, voulez—
vous aller with moi i the Levana Formal, "The Emperor's

Waltz"? Je should hope vous have entendre de the F.L.Q1 (i.e.

Fair Ladies of Queen's).

—Sacrebleu, etes-you un investigator for the R.C.M.P.?

—Vous mean the Royal Commission of Man Pursuing^ Mais,

assurement!

Eh bien. je give up! I vous accepter avec plaisir — on le con-

dition que you'll accept un corsage de fleur-de-lis.

Bien sur, si vous wearer un boutoneer de trilliums!

—D'accord, ma cherie!

Et tiius notre patriotic, diplomatic (et successful) Levanite

prepared pour "The Emperor's Walz" — et une discussion

serieuse sur tlie problem of deuxlingualisme, deuxculturaUsme,

the drapeau national, and I'anthem national. . . .

Nous suggest ....

"O Canada,

Noire split-level home and native lerre,

Vrai patriot amour

For the F.L.Q.

Avec shining coeiirs we see thee rise

he true pays stong et deyisi;

Nous stand on guard

O Canada

Nous (the F.L.Q.) stand on guard for thee!

O Canada

Glorieux et divisi

O Canada

Nous standons on guard for thee."

Jie33affe (rom tke Ptedident

In light of a present reas-

sessment of our Levana Soc-

iety, Levana '64 may look back

to determine the value of our

association not only with Le-

vana but with our university.

Hopefully, Spring Convocation

will mark the end of a worth-

while endeavour, and an illu-

minating experience for all

graduates.

Many thanks to all who

have helped with Levana acti-

vities this year, and especially
pliolo liyBi

to Sandy Brezetsky and her looking forward to a gala ev-

formal committee. Because of ening at the Emperor's Waltz,

their untiring energies, we are —Jean LittU
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Yimu n THE mmm mm
The woman college gradu-

(e, especially with a general

fU degree, will have a difficult

me obtaining a job in private

<iustry. She must offer some-

ling more specific which acts

! an entering wedge into a

,mpany. However, before dis-

issing some careers that are

len to women and what back-

•ound training ia required, it

,
worth while to present some

; the views of men about

omen in business,

rejudices

There still is definite dis-

i

imination amongst men
rainst hiring a woman college

raduate. This is immediately

vident when glancing through

company's brochure. If there

I a photograph of a woman at

11, she is either at a type-

riter or a switchboard.

Most of the prejudice against

lomen is a result of tradition.

I'hen one recruiting officer

'as asked why his firm did not

I lire women for their sales de-

i' artment, he could think of no

eason except that there had

(ever been any women in that

epartment.

Since the company must sell

lis goods in order to stay alive

tney need personnel that have

;ome up through the company

ind are ready to drive hard

iargains. Many talks are con-

(iucted over lunch in a man's

HT or club, which puts the

Voman at a disadvantage.

Neither can she play golf or

so fishing with her client. A
Koman must be "awfully darn

Mood" to make the company
*^ant to give her so much re-

pponsibility and make the men
feviate from their regular

Tocedure,

Even within the personnel

'k\d, which is usually where

'^ost women in corporations

:e found, there is a certain

nount of discrimination. It

all right for women to hire

omen, but seldom are they

ilowed to hire men. Men do

it feel that women know
ihat is required of a man for

(certain position, nor do they

link women capable of nego-

'ating salaries.

The fact that women may
ot know what is required of

g certain position is true. Sel-

pbni are women allowed to

'illow the company's training

ogram offered. But training

ograms are closed for the

ost part to women because

e company does not feel that

ivill get a sufficient return

its investment. They say

^ t women will get married

wd leave the company before

*o long. Girls are not interest-

in a career, only in a job.

^While this may be true for

Ime, it is false for others.

But because of this tradition

women are forced to enter at

a much lower level and work
up through a different hier-

archy than men.

Further evidence of discrim-

ination is shown in the fact

that few women are given the

same title as men even though

she may be doing the same
work very often. A woman
may have to put up with being

called a secretary her whole

life and having a man take all

the bouquets for her work.

A significant change in the

labour market is taking place,

however, which might dispel

some of these old prejudices.

In the last thirty years the

numbei-s of women employed

in Canada has increased 165

per cent, while the Canadian

labour force in its entirety has

increased only 65 per cent. The

last war showed employers

that women were capable of

assuming positions of high

levels of responsibility. Em-
ployers were forced to accept

women in such positions be-

cause of a dangerous shortage

of trained and qualified men.

Today, the shortage still exists,

although it is not as urgent

and employers are still reluct-

ant to hire women to fill these

positions.

The pattern of women's em-

ployment is changing as well.

The married woman's children

on the average enter school

when she is still in her ""early

or middle thirties, and modern

technological advances have
made housekeeping easier and

less time consuming. More

married women are entering

the labour force, willing to

assume the responsibilities of

paid employment. The chances

that you will return to work

after marriage are increasing,

and you should consider this

when deciding upon a career.

Certainly there is still con-

siderable prejudice against
hiring women. There is a

definite time lag between the

changing needs of our labour

force and the acceptance that

this change will necessitate a

removal of the attitudes that

bar women from positions of

responsibility at present. Wo-
men still have to enter at a

lower level than do men of

equal qualifications. Yet the

promotional ladders are open-

ing to women who will work

hard and assume responsi-

bility. A continuance of this

trend will depend on you.

Careers
What are the fields that

open to women?
To begin with she must offer

l| something more specific than a

I
B.A. degree. She needs an

I entering wedge. This is especi-

ally true since women are

seldom recruited for the com-

pany training programmes. A
good secretarial course is well

worth it. With secretarial

training and an Arts degree,

she may go as high as assistant

to a top executive — in other

words, become the woman be-

hind the man.
T'raining in home economics

is good background for work-

ing as a home economist in

large food companies and wo-
men's magazines. She might
eventually be responsible for

co-ordinating the activities of

the department staff as well as

for promoting the uses of the

company's products.

The above two courses are

offered at the Ryerson Insti-

tute of Technology and might
be well worth -while to look at

their calendar for further in-

formation.

As well, Ryerson offers a

course in Journalism which
leads to careers in the field of

communications. The Cana-
dian Broadcasting Company
and leading radio stations and
magazines offer many varied

careers. News editor, program
organizer, program researcher,

unit manager, script assistant

are just a few of the jobs for

which women may compete on

equal terms with men.

The _jurse in Radio and
Television Arts offered at

Ryerson leads to a different

set of careers in the communi-

cation field—those of producer,

co-ordinating producer, direct-

or.

Careers in the fields of ad-

vertising, set designing, inter-

ior decorating require further

training in the fine arts. Both

Ryerson and the Ontario Col-

lege of Art offer such courses,

and with that background a

woman will- have no trouble

choosing a job.

Social work is again another

field open to women. U.B.C..

Toronto and McGill offer

courses leading to a degree in

social work. While the woman
would start out as a social

worker there is every oppor-

tunity for advancement to an

executive or administrative

position.

Degrees in accounting and

library science lead to yet two

other fields. There is little dis-

crimination in the field of ac-

counting, similarly amongst

librarions who are in heavy

demand. While the idea of re-

maining in a library for the

rest of your life may not ap-

peal to you, consider that in-

creasing numbers of large cor-

porations have their own
libraries and positions here

lead to opportunities in other

fields within the firm.

This last statement really

applies to almost any couj-se.

Once you have gained your

:ala ev-

1

Waltz.

n Little

entry into the company you

have the opportunity to prove

yourself, and if successful you

may continue up the ladder of

promotion.

Doing your job is not

enough. You are the pioneer.

On your performance compan-

ies will base their opinion of

women in general. You must

display initiative, drive, and

above all show that you are

willing to accept resonsibility.

Interview
Since the employer's first im-

pression of you occurs during

the interview, this is perhaps

the most important step in se-

curing a job. Here are a few

tips to help you in future in-

terviews :

1.Appearance: Hair should

be neat, clothes mature but

conservative. An employer will

be looking at you from a long-

range viewpoint. If you impress

him with your maturity in the

beginning, he will not have to

stretch his imagination to de-

cide if you will be a mature

person ten years later.

2. Deportment: When you

walk into the room say "Good

aftei-noon, sir"—or even his

name if you are able to find it

out beforehand. Do not shake

hands unless he makes the

first gesture. If this is the case,

shake hands firmly and then

wait until he offers you a chair.

3. Have definite answers. If

he asks you if you are planning

to get married, be frank with

him.

4. Read the pamphlet giving

a brief history of the company.

These have been provided for

you by the companies for your

use. If you are asked which

branch you would like to work

in, you will at least know where

the branches are located.

5 By doing some research on

the company you will also be

able to prepare questions

which will make a pleasant

break.

6. Have a definite job in

mind. Do not say that you will

do anything. This might give

the impression that you have

just casually come in to look

over the possibilities.

Editor's Note: Information

for the above article was sup-

plied by Mrs. Elizabeth Smith,

Director of Personnel Place-

ment Service, 1168 Bay St.,

Toronto and from articles in

the Harvard Business Review

Jan.-Feb. 195S, and Canada

Careers Directory.

BUFFET SUPPER

Wallace Hall

Sun. Feb. 16

First Silling 5:00 p.m.

Second Silling 6:30p,m.

Movies
Tickets: S1.25 Per Pereon.

Petticoat Poll

photo by Marr

Are Levanites apathetic?

Lack of enthusiasm in the ex-

ecutive positions would seem

to indicate this. Merger with

the Arts and Science Society

was a major election issue —
surely the women of Queen's

are not apathetic to this pro-

posal also. Elections held on

February 10 and 11 completed

the Levana Executive for

1964-65.

President: Marg Thompson.

Vice-President: Joanne Bas-

eom.

Chief Vig: Liz Love.

Treasurer: Jill Franklin.

Secretary; Sandy Shorter.

Senior AMS. Ann Ketche-

son.

Junior AMS: Janet Wykes.

President Levana Council:

Judy Todd.

President Levana Athletic

Council: Harriet McGregor.

The first half of the voting

indicated a very light turnout

— only 25 per cent of the

Levanites cast their ballots,

and the majority of these votes

came from girls in residence.

This week's election saw only

three of the sax posts contest-

ed.

lAoIo by Man

Low Intellect

Poetry
is there

one

single thing

more exciting

than to wrinkle up

and jump upon

the new
clean

counterpane

of snow
(and wind-piled pillows.)

and eat fat

oblong oranges

that. on:e-upon-the-summertime

were roundly bussed

by the sun

somewhere else?

nope.

poppy gemmell

The Queen

Something of the warmth of copper

And the gossamer of bluebells

Lights the benediction of his hand

On her sleepy trusting head.

There are moments in the courtyard

When I would trade the fountains

And the roses in December

For one, sure owning hand

To smash this golden crown.

To cherish in simphcity

This royal heart

reigns in most exclusive solitude.That

poppy gemmell

Treasure me this morning

for I am cold, here,

in the frozen dew of love.

There is little time.

but in the light

of the last two stars

You will perceive my hiding place

You will precede the sun.

No. 34

poppy gemmell

Notice

We should like to urge all members of the A.M.S. to

ratify the decision of the A.M.S. executive to raise the

student interest fee in the amount of $1.25. of which 60c

will go to the band, 40c to C.U.S. and 25c to W.U.S.C. After

considerable discussion we have found these increases to

be in the best interest of the A.M.S.

Rod McLeod, A.M.S. President

Jean Little, President Levana Society

Mac Evans. President Engineering Society

Ed Mayhew, President Arts and Science Society

Bob MacMiilan, 'President Aest:ulapian Society

Don Stewart, President Graduate Society
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Girls ! Here's Your

DO-IT-YOURSELF
VALENTINE

c ^5
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Dougling
We were nosing around the

reading room a few days ago

and came up with a scholarly

volume regarding the evening

activities of that hallowed hall.

It seems that these two fresh-

ettes named Jane and Sally-

Baby had discovered and re-

corded for posterity certain

facts with which every Levan-

ite who frequents the library

will be familiar. The dialogue

went as follows:

Jane: Look, look, Sally-Baby,

what does P.H.E. mean? Oh!

Oh! he is big, maybe he is a

giant? Maybe it stands for

phe-fi-fo-fum

—

Sally-Baby: Qhi Oh! see his

arms dangle and his bottom

teeth stick out. He looks like a

Neanderthal man.

Jane: Oh! Oh! see the Com-
merceman in the grey-flannci

suit. See him count his money.

One, two, three pennies.

Sally-Baby: See! See! See!

See him open the AMS cash

book. Oh! Oh! see him change

the numbers in the cash book.

Jane: Oh! Oh! What fun to

be in Commerce!

Sally-Baby: Look! Look!
Look at the boy with the yellow

jacket and the funny ruler

hanging from his belt.

Jane: See him watch the girl

walk by. See the steam rise from

him.

Sally-Baby: Oh! Oh! He will

not be able to see through the

steam.

Jane: Oh! Oh! what a sad

life.

Jump up, jump up, Sally-

Baby. Here is the man in the

blue - leather jacket. He says he

is a doctor.

Sally-Baby : Look, look at

the number on his sleeve —
I

There must be 69 doctors.

I

Jane : Yea, yes, he and doctor

number 68 asked me to play

hospital yesterday.

Sally-Baby: What funny
things they do in hospitals these

days! Funny! Funny! Funny!

Jane
: O ! Oh ! see the beatnik

with the beard and the wide tie

and the leather patches on his

sleeves.

Sally-Baby: See him put his

fingers through his hair to mess
it up. Is he a post-graduate?

Jane: Oh! Oh! See him go to

the English 2 section.

Satly-Baby: Oh! Oh! See him
look at his essay — see the D.

Jane: Oh! OhI Too Bad. Oh!
Oh! it is hot in here.

Sally-Baby: See the Golden
Gael — he still has his yellow

leather jacket on.

Jane: Why does he have his

jacket on?
Sally-Baby: He must be hot-

stuff!

Jane : Funny, funny, Sally.

Sally-Baby: Oh! Oh! It is

11 :25. See the man flick out the

lights.

Jane : Oh ! Oh ! Hear the boys

mumble and start to move.

Rallv-Baby: Oh! Oh! Oh!
Help! Help! Help!

Jane: Run, Sally, run! Jump,
jump, jump . . .

Editor's Note: We regret to

notice that neither Jane nor

SaUjj-Bahy are listed in this

year's Who's Where. Oh! Oh!
Where did they go!

Ski Team '64

This past weekend, the inter-

Lollegiate Girls' Ski Meet was
held at Bishop's College. Seven

teams entered this invitational

meet: Bishop's, Queen's, U. of

T.. U. of Montreal, Sir George

Williams, U. of Ottawa, and

McGill. Queen's put up a strong

fight against the stronger Que-

bec teams but with a few bad

falls, was put out of the run-

ning. U. of Montreal won the

meet.

Skiers: Caroline Barrett, Liz

Colquhoun, Cecilia I^slie, Ann
Eowen, Nancy Page.

Team Coach: Russell Payson.

Team Manager: Liz Colqu-

houn.

Despite the fact that when

you mention Levana sports to

anyone, the usual query is

"What's dat?", a look at some

of the activities of sports-loving

Levanites should dispell doubts

that they exist. Tennis, archery,

badminton, volleyball, basket-

ball, and hockey are only some

of the sports which the girls in

the kilts enjoy.

Since Intercollegiate hockey

was first instituted, Queen's has

made many an outstanding per-

former shooting the rubber. T*he

name of hard-skating, hard-

shooting Cookie Cartwright

would make certain N.H.L. pros

turn green with envy. With a

sound defence as well. Queen's

placed second in 1962, and tied

for first with Toronto in 1963.

Coach Ed Deans describes their

performance as a "terrific team

effort." Who knows — a ladies'

N.H.L. ?

Although Queen's has rarely

seen an Intercollegiate volley-

ball victory, this team, both in

the past and in the present, can

best be described as the team

with the spirit. Oddly enough it

takes more than spirit when

your opponents are a team like

Western, who, incidentally, have

won the tourney for eleven con-

secutive years. However, the

Queen's team is confident that

"we shall overcome" someday if

not next year!

All I^evanites interested in

basketball, and especially Miss

Turnbull, want nothing more

than to see the "Bronze Baby"

reposing once more in Queen's

trophy case. At present this

trophy is cradled at Western. It

is hoped that 1964 will be the

year for the "Baby's" return.^ as

Miss Turnbull is busy conocting

schemes to confuse even the

most skilful of opponents.

Badminton has proved

Queen's stronghold in the past.

Heather Beers, Anne Carter.

Marg Benson, Janie Rodgers,

and Judy Jarvis, who held the

Junior Canadian Badminton

Championship, led Queen's to

impressive victories in 1962.

and 1962 saw Heather and Anne

give Queen's the doubles title

for the fifth consecutive year.

The team title was retained for

the third year. 1963 saw a re-

petition of Queen's victories.

The badminton team — Carol

Roblin, Jane Davies. and Barb

Langley — also includes Sue

Carr-Harris this year.

The fairer sex has also

brought laurels to Queen's via

the tennis racket. Netters Anne
Carter, Jessie Wallace, Marg
Benson, and Mary Welsh finish-

ed second in the 1961 tourney

Each Levanite who partici-

pates in any activity is keenly

aware of the value she receives

from it. New friends are made
and new skills are acquired and
developed from the Intercolleg-

iate, as well as Intramural

meets. If you do not know "Oil

Thigh" before these games, it

is a cinch you soon will!

Intrmural

Scene

Levana Swimming

Once again, '64 has walked

away with the fall sports, hav-

ing won outdoor archery, track

and field, and softball. However,

the badminton singles were won
by '67, and '66 were the basket-

ball champs.

The 2nd term sports which

are already completed are in-

door archery, bowling, hockey,

and badminton doubles, all won
by '64, and swimming, won by

'65. Thus, the total point situa-

tion so far is:

•64—436
•65—232
66—143
•67—108

Once again Queen's Univer-1

sity has been able to form a

women's swim team with parti-

pants in all three areas—racing,

diving, and synchronized swim-

ming. The girls are enthusastic

and have been practising one or

two hours a week, enough to

make a good showing at the In-

tercollegiate Swim Meet held at

the University of Toronto on

Friday and Saturday, November

22 and 23, 1963.

In the diving and synchroniz-

ed competitions, Susan Chesire

swam the solo and the fi;gures,

and Doris Heffron, Judy West-

ern, and Carol Palmer took part

in the trio which placed third.

Sally Brice and Pamela Quartus

represented Queen's in the div-

ing competitions.

study
cram;^

^notes
quotes
yawn

dawn
pause

things gQ
better.i
>-,witn

Coke
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Levana Curling

This is the first year that

Curling has been recognized by

the Levana Athletic Council,

and as a result there are well

organized intramural and inter-

collegiate teams. In Intramural

Curling '65 is leading in total

points, with '67 in second place.

Two Intercollegiate teams
composed of Diane Findlay,

Susan Powell, Sandie Best. Jane

Trussler and Ruth H a 1 1 i e.

Sharon Pirie, Pat Dart and Pat

Treble will represent Queen's in

an Intercollegiate Invitational

Bonspie] to be held at the Cat-

araqui Curling Club on Friday,

February 21 and Saturday, Feb-

bruary 22.

In the racing events, the

Queen's team placed third.

Members of the racing team

wei-e Sandra Buckingham,

Stephanie Kadzielawa, Cecilia

Leslie, Carolyn Pascoe, Shirley

Szebik, Pat Tinline and Diane

Walker. Coaches of the team

were Phyllis Clark (diving),

Anne Groves (synchronized)

and Doreen Frazer (racing).

Queen's paced fourth (out of

six) in the final standings.

The syiichronized swimming
and diving meet was held Jan-

uary 30 in the Queen's pool. '65

won the synchronized swim-

ming, with Marg Thompson of

'65 1st, Carolyn Pascoe of '65

2nd. and Betsy Hamlin of '67,

3rd.

Arts '65's water ballet entry,

featuring Marg Thompson,

Barb Forbes, and Carolyn Pas-

coe, was a modern interpreta-

tion of "Row, Row, Row Your
Boat", sung by the Arts '65

chorus

!

The winners of the diving

competition were: 1st—Jane

Wing. '67; 2nd—Pamela Quarts

us. '67.

The Racing Meet was held

February 4th and was also won

by Arts '65. Arts '66 was 2nd

and '64. 3rd. Arts '67 had no

entries. Two added events this

year were the Duck Hunt, won
by '66, and the especially popu-

lar kick board race, which gave

everyone a chance to display

their favourite kicks. Barb

Langley of '65 was the winner.

From Charlotte To Cookie

into

Hockey is a sport coming

its own in the Levana

sports program. Many of us

think that it is something new

to have Levanites playing

hockey. Actually, it began back

in the I920's. In fact, Charlotte

Whitton was one of the earliest

lady players here at Queen's.

Intramui-al hockey has contin-

ued from then until now. Inter-

collegiate hockey was played

until the mid-30's, and then

dropped from the scene. Queen's

has been participating on an

invitational basis for the past 3

years, and this year is the first

in over a decade that is official-

ly intercollegiate again.

On February 1st the Inter-

collegiate Gaels played in the

Eastern Preliminary Tourna-

ment here at Queen's. They beat

McGill 2-1, and MacDonald 4-3.

T,ast Saturday the Gaels were

defeated by Cobourg, 2-1. Tlie

Queen's goal was scored by Pat

Currie, assisted by Helen Notzl.

Next weekend the girls will play

in Wellington. And, the team

will be up against real competi-

tion when they meet Univer.'^ity

of Toronto, McMaster, and

O.A.C. on February 29 in Mon-

treal.

The Intramural tournament

was played ofF from January 14

to February 5th. The winner

this year was '64.

No. 34
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Girls in residences

Luxury in Ban Righ Towers
That title is calculated to catch

the altention of our male readers;

and it is nice to know someone

cares — about girls' residences, I

mean. The architects evidently did

not. although it is possible that

they had other pressing problems

on their minds when they were

asked to draw up plans. In that

case perhaps we can consider our-

selves guinea pigs for various

experiments, such as the Echo-

chamber Testing Programme.

Many girls could provide accurate

descriptions of the amplification

lind sound-carrying features of tlie

rooms and corridors, and the stair-

wells which are unhearalded

brainstorms in the field of

Sound Effects Research.

WHO FORGOT THE
ROLLER SKATES?

One thing has been noted about

Adelaide Hall's Enforced Recrea-

tion Plan. The extended curving

hallways, elegant polished floors,

and location of the one (!) tele-

phone per floor — or one hundred

girls, whichever conies first — are

generally approved; but apparently

someone neglected to install the

roller skates. Nevertheless, the

success of the plan is assured both

in the development of stamina and

patience and in the restriction of

each girl's social life lo a healthy

one or two dates per term.

CARE AND PLANNING
A great deal of care and plan-

ning was expended on the rooms in

Adelaide and 1 tliink it is just

about time the designer received

the credit due him. Of course,

the highlighi of the decor, besides

the varied colour schemes which

are found to be — uh— different,

is the desk-bureau combination.

I This intriguing Chinese puzzle is

' calculated to keep the mind alert

and is guaranteed to reduce primp-

ing and preening to a minimum,

THE DESK SCHEME
The greatest advantage of die

whole scheme is the provision of a

large area of desk surface to work

on. Books may be piled on the

bureau lop and the student has

the desk free to write on. In the

event that she occasionally wishes

10 comb her hair, she may use the

bureau top for writing purposes,

at which point she need only to

dispose of her legs. Or, she may

follow the standard plan and push

pens, papers and books to and

from desk top lo bureau top.

Now. with the desk clear, she

can pull up the ingenious lid and

peer forward into the mirror

revealed on the back of the lid

and now slanting backward at a

convenient, dust-collecting angle.

If she is ever curious to know

what she really looks like, she

need only prop something behind

the lid to hold it upright and kneel

comfortably on the floor lo bring

her head into view.

Meanwhile, her cosmetics are

situated safely beside the desk

cavity in a sweet little reservoir

with a flip-top lid where her desk

lamp is now resting. This is the

final touch to ensure that no Ade-

laide resident will confuse or dis-

tract herself by doing more than

one thing at once, because it is

evident from the features men-

tioned plus the crafty situation of

electrical outlets that she may

either (a) work. Ca) put on make-

up, (c) use the mirror, (d) put

on make-up wUh the use of the

mirror but — aha! this should dis-

courage them — without light.

The lamp has been unplugged and

set on the bureau so that the

mirror and reservoir lid may be

raised simultaneously.

After a month or so of frustra-

tion and falling desk lids, the

average resident is not only shell-

shocked, she is thinking. Some

resort to moving furniture. One

girl has everything arranged per-

fectly except that her bed is

snugly up against her closet door.

One who is more advanced in the

programme has left her reservoir

to the pet spiders which roam

freely throughout the building due

10 the kind" of patronage of her

cleaning lady. Thus, with her

cosmetics in her lop bureau

drawer she completely solved the

puzzle and good grooming is with-

in her reach (except for those lip-

stick smudges on her clothes).

But do not reveal this information

to the recent initiates or ihe whole

experiment will be ruined.

PROWLERS AND HORDES

OF FRESHETTES

The annex house prowlers add

immeasurably lo the spirit of

ghost story telling, as do the base-

ment silverfish and marauding

squirrels. Goodwin House has an

established tradiUon of being con-

demned every summer and wel-

coming yet another horde of m-

credulous and horrified freshettes

every fall. The adaptability of the

young is unbounded, however, and

by spring they are all sure no

residence could be as friendly or

such fun.

Cooped Up in the Coop!

Freshettes who are weigliing the advantages of another year in

residence wilh the freedom bu! relative isolation of an apartment should

consider applying to live in the Science '44^Co-op. The Co-op owns

three houses near the University
"

and Boucher House for girls.

I

cience 44 Co-op. Ihe uo-op owns ^
Berry and Collins Houses for boys H

While there are disadvantages to

life in Boucher, such as the neces-

sity for self-discipline to limit the

social activities and get on with

the studying, in many ways the

Co-op combines the fun of living

with a large group of girls with the

freedom and responsibility of an

apartment.

Many of tlie girls will be gradu-

ating this year, so there will be

spaces for about ten freshettes; if

you are interested phone Boucher

House lo inquire further or drop in

at 144 L. Albert St. to pick up an

application.

WASHROOMS UNLIMITED

One unexpected outcome of the

master plan is that we have

definitely proven that people tend

10 stick together in hardship. And

that is heartwarming. Any night

you can walk through the halls of

Chown and see groups of two or

Ihree. huddled, whispering, in a

corner of its tomb-like halls trying

to decide which of the half-dozen

washrooms to use that week. After

the fir^t shock of realizing there

are more washrooms than girls, the

strain of having to choose between

all the various arrangements soon

leads the scattered occupants to

each put their name on a door. It

also makes the place look more

inhabited than it is.

Ban Righ girls stage friendly

menu-guessing contests every

evening. No one has been right

yet (though several have passed

out sniffing too strenuously), but

this may be because of the superior

ingenuity of the kitchen staff in the

art of name-finding. They can

also be proud of their resourceful-

ness in never being forced to throw

anything out of the kitchen. (Try

the soup sometime!)

A Freshette's View of Living

Out of the told

U, us s«r, ou. wUh .he .ru.h-I an, biased, .have never
^^^^Z:;^^::^^^^^^^

for n,y firs. ,ear, I probably never shall. Dur.ng my "
^ f^ '^^^^^^ j„s.

„a.er, n,y sore tee. and I would ge. Into residence "
«J "j^^, ;>^",f,; „„„theless, an experlenee.

,e:.lng ,o class is an experience^ no, .00
-1°^;;

-
virl'rnlg i. Is posi.ively jarring.

mutual respect.

Recipe for Apartment - dwelling
— . .. . , . ..r..- j; ^^fFno cnfi n Ahnvc all. a elrl m

Apanmcnt life is a whole new

worid in a college career after the

shelter, ease and jolly mayhem of

residence. LeI not one feel so

independent" or "responsible"

after one year away from parents'

tender loving care, that an apart-

ment is fell 10 be a necessary outlet

for new mature, creative instincts.

One must take a careful, long look

al all angles of apartment life be-

fore gleefully jumping on the

bandwagon, For those contemplat-

ing such a jump, however, may I

point out a few interesting aspects

of such an idea, in the hope of

being helpful. (I really fee! thai

two years in an apartment quali-

fies me, to some degree, to dispense

such pertinent information).

Picking Room-mates:

Most important, pick room-

mates that wear approximately the

same size clothes and shoes that

vou do. Community wardrobes

have to be one of the major attrac-

tions of apartment life.

When to get an Apartment

:

It is best lo make arrangements

for an apartment in the spring as

this invariably impresses your

parents with your "responsible

business-like" approach to the

whole idea, and they will wearily

agree lo it all. This usually leaves

you with an unfurnished apart-

ment to sublet for 4 long summer

months; you have to get used to

this kind of problem.

Rules and Regulations

These are very helpful. Have

as many as you can think of, and

leave your minds open at all times

for new ones.

Cooking and Meals;

If you're going to be eating in

your apartment, best have all

mothers send cookbooks; and

everyone practice one thing over

the summer so that you aren't

starting completely cold. Above

all. never be afraid of the stove —
it's going lo be your best friend for

the next year.

Picking Courses:

Try and work out a time-table

that has you and your room-mates

making appearances on campus at

the same hours; best of all take

the same courses so that you have

to buy one set of boks, This all

makes for chummy discussions

during after dinner coffee, and

far greater chance that you're

going to make it to more lectures.

At least one of you will be noble

most of the time.

Above all, a glri must be flexible

to get the most out of apartment

life; both for her own enjoyment

and the heahh and well-being of

her roomies.

Now let's get personal about

landlady-boarder relaUonships :
I

understand we've got one of the

nicer places and more privUeges

than others. Our rooms are spot-

less, fairly nicely decorated, well-

lighted, and for the most part,

warm enough. On occasion, how-

ever, the electric system, the heat-

ing system, or the water heater is

temporarily disconUnued — any-

thing to add interest to our lives.

The little trip to the launderette

may be bothersome, but we are

permitted to use irons, tea kettles

and percolators in our rooms.

Besides these little things our land-

lady permits us to use her living

room to watch television, knit,

entertain boys, sit around and talk,

or just escape our rooms.

We have as much fun as any-

one in residence, I think. When

twelve girls live together, with no

rules but consideration, they have

to enjoy each other's company or

The Role Of Residences
S. Lewis, describing his first

as an undergraduate

C
days -

-

Oxford comes forth witli the state-

ment that nothing can quite com-

pare with the sensation that a

person experiences when he sud-

denly discovers that there really

do exist people who are remark-

ably like himself — people whose

values are the same as his, who

have arrived at similar conclu-

sions independently, people who

have fostered a love of the same

books, the same music, and the

same subjects as he. whose aims

and hopes arc similar, whose lives

are permeated by the same atmos-

phere — people who are, indeed,

on the same "wave length" as he.

And yet, such people rarely meet

each other during the hours of

hurried note-taking in class, or

even around the seminar table

where there is simply not enough

time to explore the combinations

and permutations of the thoughts

of every person present. It re-

quires the relaxed intimacy of the

dining room table, or the easy

comfort of the common room, to

summon forth the innermost ideas

of a person, free from the prospect

of interruption by a bell on the

hour, and free from the fear of

ridicule that may be associated

wilh the crowded lecture room.

Rarely can you look into a resi-

dence dining room at the end of a

meal-hour and not see at least a

few scattered pockets of two and

three and tour students, each group

intent upon its own discussion and

iblivious of the emptied hall

around it. Docs this not approach,

far more closely, the ideal of the

university as a "community of

scholars" — of thought, study, and

discussion for its own sake — than

the auditorium of four hundred

s'udents. all furiously scribbling

down notes from the same profes-

sor who stands behind his remote

lectern at the front of the amphi-

theatre?

Until a student has lived in

such an atmosphere, he has prob-

ably reserved his most intimate

thoughts and habits for his im-

mediate family; he has gone oiir

to the rest of the world, and out

10 his academic peers, carefully

assuming his "public face" and his

public demeanor" beforehand. He

has been couched in a film of

reserve that has become semi-

automatic. Ridiculous as it may

sound at first, 1 am quite con-

vinced that it is the sharing of the

same table, the same common

rooms, and the same sinks, die

heretofore unexperienced opor-

tunity of seeing many others with-

out their public faces and withoiii

their public reserve, of seeing them

in iheir oldest clothes, with the

morning sleep in their eyes, with

so many of their usual worid-

evading defences dropped, that

provides the atmosphere for a

similarly honest, undefensive. un-

arroganl, mutual interchange of

ideas. Residence combines the

necessary physical convenience

and ease of accessibility to one's

academic peers with the best

atmosphere and soil for the gener-

ation of relaxed, unhurried, and

unihreatened discussion. This is

and always has been its aim.

From a speech given by Mary

Stewart for the Education Seminar

on CFRC "Magazine", January

10, 1964.

at least not make themselves

obnoxious. Our relationships can-

not be superficial because explod-

ing irons and other small emer-

gencies separate friends from fair-

weather acquaintances. With

twelve girls in the house it is

fairly easy to find a bridge quartet

or someone ready for anything.

Well, almost anything.

Yet somehow we twelve are

more like a family than anyone

in residence. From six to seven,

some practice chanting. In case

you are wondering, the playing of

a chanter is a two-year prelude to

the bagpipes — HELP! Others in

our little company play guitars,

ukuleles, and the fool.

Like adult members of any

family, the girls of "The Harem"

are responsible for their own

hours; this may be one of the

greatest lessons we will learn while

at university— self-discipline. No

one watches over us. we govern

ourselves as we see fit. The temp-

tation to stay out late is great, but

we discover early that too many

three o'clocks make Mary a dull

girt, with late assignments and

failed exams.

Amusing incidents occur.

Imagine a girl walking in with one

boy friend to find another sitting in

the living room with five or six of

Ihe giris watching television. Think

of two giris sitting patiently prac-

tising their chanting: sounds emit

that could only be reproduced by

a Scottish heifer in labour. Light

failure the night of the RMC Ball

and one frantic female — la joic

de vivre. Then periodically some

people run out of mascara, hair

spray, and those other feminine

wiles; a drugstore, a drugstore, my

kingdom for a drugstore.

In truth there is only one word

to describe "out" life with a bunch

of nuts like my associates — »

scream. We don't have anytWng

like residence parties; first, because

we don't think the landlady would

appreciate twelve giris having, W

use a crude idiom, "a bash

Secondly, we couldn't afford it'

Thirdly and lastly, where could we

find enough "anti-frceze" without

starling a moonshine operation;

besides, one can't make a good

vintage wine in the basement.



Philharmonia

Hungarica
Queen's To Host Symphony Orchestra

For the first time in many decades a full symphony orchestra from
Europe v,'il\ play at Queen's. As part of Its second tour of North America

the famed Philharmonia Hung:arica will give a concert in Grant Hall on

Wednesday, 19 February. This will be the fourth in Queen's University

Concert Series.

The Philharmonia Hungarica 'was formed six years ago from among
~ AiUl ^^'^ instrumentalists who were forced to flee their country after the

*^ abortive revolution of 1956.

Few of these musicians had instruments to play or homes to live in.

Organization from all over the Western world offered help, and a perman-

ent home was found for the orchestra in Marl, West Germany. In May

1957 they gave their first public concert, and the critics were amazed at

their brilliance and vitality. Following this debut the orchestra was invited

to perform in most of the major cities in Europe and at many of the

Festivals.
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Festival Award For Actor
Peter Toms (A Marmpe Proposol, Tht Vmi) received the award for Best Supporting Actor at the Canadian

University Drama League Festival this week-end in Ottawa. Mr. Tams' performance as the Lieutenant in Queen's

production of Shaw's Man of Destiny ^as highly praised by the adjudicator, who seemed delighted with the charac-

terization and commented that the actor had definitely caught the appropriate mood for Shavian comedy.

The Queen's entry was directed by Stephen Sharpe, with a cast consisting of Pol Chantraine. Wendy Smith Al

Hand and Peter Tams. The adjudicator, Peter Symcox, praised the production for its imaginative costumes, inter-

esting lighting effects, and good blocking. However, he criticized the occasional attempts at seriousness in what he

called a "delicate sophisticated bubble".

Peter Symcox, well-known figure

I

in Canadian theatre and C.B.C. tele-

vision, also gave awar-ds to McGill

University for Best Production, Best

Direction, Best New Canadian Play

;

to Bishop's University for the Best

Actor; to Marianopolis College for

Women for Beat Actress and Best

Supporting Actress.

This year's festival was, for the

first time in C.I.V.D.L. (now C.U.-

D.L.) history, Bilingual. Two of the

seventeen competing plays were per-

formed in French: Universit6 de

Sherbrooke presenting the first act

of Manure's he Misanthroiie, and

University de Montreal presenting

William Saroyan's Oli^.' Ld-Bas.

Man of Destiny -will be presented

this Friday and Saturday nights,

along 'with The Invisible Line, at Con-

vocation Hall, starting at 8:30 P.M.

Don't miss the Festival award-win-

ning performance I

The reaction throughout Europe was the same. The London DaUy Tele-

graph hailed them as a "first class orchestra," and in Madrid they were

described as "one of the best orchestras in Europe." Paris praised them

for "the beauty and resonance of the string section's tone, the facility of

the players, and the intensity of the performance." The Ma-)ichester Gvard-

ian wrote, "They play with all the legendary temperamental Hungarian

passion. They are exact and lively in rhythm, outstanding in tone, and

play with a perfect unity." !

During their first North American tour in 1959 the New York critics

called them "an orchestra of the first order." Since 1959 the Philhamonia

Hungarica has been too busy in Europe to travel to North America until

this year, when during its brief tour it wiU perform in only some of the

major cities.
'

At Queen's the orchestra will play Tschaikowsky's Fifth Symphony,

Zoltan Kodaly's "Dances from Galanta," a set of seven dances based upon

gypsie melodies which Kodaly heard near his home in Galanta, and the

Ballet Suite from Bela Bartok's famous "The Miraculous Mandarin. This

work was banned for seven years because of its lurid story of seduction

and murder. Only in 1925 was the ballet given its first complete perfor-

mance The score is Bartok's most elaborately scored, calling for extra in-

struments such as piano, celeste, and a wide variety of percusion instru-

mente.

The conductor for its second North American tour will be Miltiades

Caridis, a young Greek musician who is being hailed as one of the most

brilliant and telented of the younger conductors.

WUS and UN Clubs Sponsor

''Iwo Revolutions'' Seminar

Simoa Offers Oriaiaal Paper

CUCND Conference Revisited
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This weekend, February 21 and 22,

WUSC; UN Club, and the Arts and

Science Society are sponsoring "The

Two Revolutions," a seminar on the

role of technology in development.

Friday afternoon at 1:30 p.m. in

Opera in

Kingston

The Canadian Opera Company will

lie at K.C.V.I. on March 7 to perform

Johann Strauss' comic opera Die

Fledermaus (The Bat). With such

well-known Canadian singers as Cor-

nells Opthof, Jan Rubes, Sheila Pier-

cey, and Heather Thomson in leading

roles, it promises to be an even great-

er success than last year's perfor-

mance.

Advance mail order opens Feb-

ruary 12. Details can be found on

posters displayed on campus. Box
'

office opens February 22 at Mahood's

Drug Store. All seats are reserved:

;

$3.00-$2.50-?1.50.

(Sponsored by the Kingston Univer-

sity Women's Club, proceeds will

again go to a Scholarship fund to en-

able a foreign student to come to

Quean's next ywr.

Dunning Hall, Room 14, Dr. Alistair

Taylor will give the introductory

lecture on "Technology and Develop-

ment." At 8.00 p.m. in the same room

Dr. Keith Spicer of the University

of Ottawa will speak on "Political

Order in a Changing World." Both

these lectures are open to all students

whether or not they have registered

for the Seminar.

Those who have registered for the

Seminar will discuss papers on var-

ious aspects of the three topics

:

(1) Technology and Human Val-

ues

(2) Technology and a New Poli-

tical Order

(3) Technology and Economic

Development

Mr. Pearce informed the Journal

that a few more students may still

join the discussion groups by con-

tacting him at 646-6232 before 10

p.m. Wednesday.

by Peggy Morton

Last weekend Queen's CUCND
sponsored a weekend seminar on alli-

ance systems. The seminar was plan-

ned because CUCND feels that al-

though their policy is to withdraw

from NATO, there is considerable con-

fusion about the full implications of

this. A desire was expressed for a

comprehensive study of the system of

alliances as it relates to the Cold War,

and its effect on the foreign policies

of the United Stetes, the Soviet

Union and Canada.

In addition Queen's students there

were the representatives from

branches of the CUCND at Toronto.

Sir George Williams, and Carleton

attending the conference.

The first speaker, Paul Simon, a

free lance journahst specializing in

military studies who recently pub-

lished an article in Macleans spoke

on the Warsaw Pact and the insanity

of the nuclear age. Mr. Simon pre-

sented an extremely well documented

analysis of the development of the

Warsaw Pact which he viewed not

as an agressive act of the Soviet

Union but as a logical response to US

foreign policy. The paper was an

Political Business . . .

. . . Not PoKtical Talent

AMS Open Meeting Tuesday

Feb 18th. 1964 at 7:00 p.m. is

to be held in Room 102 of the

Law Building.

Speeches from Presidential

Candidates and also Appoint-

ments, and announcement of the

Tricolour Award winners.

Dr. John Meisel of the Politics

Department declared last Wednesday

night that there has been a decline

recently in the art of politics.

Speaking to the Politics Club, he

stated that this trend began when

non-politicians such as MacNaugh-

ton and St. Laurent were brought

into the cabinet. In choosing a cab-

inet there has been an underemphasis

of talent and overemphasis of race,

region and religion. Politics has be-

come almost an adjunct of the busin-

ess world. Ex-cabinet ministers are

often found on the boards of large

fii-ms and, as in the case of Wallace

McCutcheon, ministers have been

drafted from the business world.

Dr. Meisel noted that there has

been a tendency to "plebiscite demo-

cracy". Elections are held so often

that one man has trouble staying

in parliament long enough to gain

the experience necessary to do a good

job. There is, because of this, no tra-

ditional political elite which used to

perpetuate a system, such as the

British upper class, which bred

people with incomes similar to their

own.

This is an age of specialization.

Politics too has to become specialized.

Men are needed who are ready to

devote their whole lives to politics.

original piece which will probably

be published in the future, and which

the members of the seminar felt ex-

tremely fortunate to hear. Mr. Shnon,

"a Canadian by choice", as he calls

himself, was born in Holland. His

analysis was European in outlook,

and terse in content. The presenta-

tion was flavoured by a command of

several languages which enabled Mr.

Simon to a simulate the particular

intonation and accent of the person-

ality he was quoting.

Professor Paul Merkely of the Uni-

versity of Toronto analysed US for-

eign policy of the last fifteen years

Merkely contended that there was in

reality no foreign policy formulated

in the United States until the end of

the second world war.

See "Seminar" page 3.

VALIANT
HEARTS

Due to a shortage of student can-

vassers, many homes were not cov-

ered on Heart Sunday. Some students

who volunteered failed to canvass

their allotted areas. As a result, on

Wednesady, Feb. 19th, at 7 p.m.

there will be a canvass of the homes

previously not covered. Would any-

body who agreed to canvass and did

not, and those who would like to

canvass please contact Dave Bell,

Science '65. McNeil House, local 384

as soon as possible.
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EDITORIAL

Rumours of War
Are we going to let the Republic of South Africa continue to be one

of our preferred trading partners? Or are we going to apply sanctions

against her, and make her feel the displeasure of aU the people ol

Canada with the present emergency measures. Will we one day have to

face the possibility of sending Canadian troops to fight against the South

African Government? Do we give our moral support to the present Arms

embargo on South Afrrica?

The first point to be made is that there is no need for the present

Arms Embargo. As it is the Union Government can make all the arma-

n^ents that they need. Repoits suggest that their government could

mobihze 750,000 men in just a week or two. True, or only a half truth

that is nonetheless frightening. It means that only a full scale mihtary

intervention by the major part of the Nato or Warsaw pact alliance could

hope to win victory against the government of South Africa. As it is now

the other counties of Africa could not hope to defeat the Republic of South

Africa.

Futhermore let us not deceive ourselves about Apartheid. Many nations

of all colours - black and white - have accepted Apartheid as a pnnc.pal

of their social structure. Of course that doesn't mean that Apartheid can

be justified in moral terms. It does mean that we should hesitate to con-

demn the South African Government off the bat. It is just as well to

i-emember that a true and deeply held nationalism has done excellent

things for many individuals and for many nations. All we have to do

is think of the artistic and material success of the present-day Ghana,

01 Louis XlV's Prance, and of Elizabethan England. The vei-y idea ot

having a close and cohesive unit, national or family, means desirmg and

winning a close identity of interest; and to include members who do no;

Share that identity of interest leads often to the shattering of the group

Just as we should not be too shocked at the exclusiveness of some of

the governments of the West, we should not be too surprised if the peoples

of Ghana and India are reluctant to include outsiders in their societies,

and governments. A study of history suggest that one of the d.epesl

needs of man is a particular centre of belief.

This of course has led to a conflict between different centres o:

behef . It has had horrible consequences in many places, and- sad to say

It promises to have horrible consequences in South Africa. Don t let us

m4ine that there is much held in common by the black and the white

inhabitants of South Africa. Anyone who has read Jomo Kenyattas ex-

cellent book about the Kikuyu will understand that many of the tribes

of Africa have had very satisfying and to their view moral civilisations

And so it is with many of the Bantu in South Africa. On the other hand

the .white South Africans, many of whom have the same roots as our-

selves, have their own beliefs. Some of them believe very strongly m the

principles of Calvinism and of predestination. Many of them have a

high respect for the ways of the Afrioans.

Until very recently the white people have been unable to realize

that they must give the Bantu a chance for a fuU and satisfymg Ufe.

It is only recently that the Union Government has tried to do this

by setting up Baiitustans. Hasty and desperate as this has been, it should

taken in good faith, for it seems that the Union Government does

mean to give some genuine freedom in these places.

At the same time it is reaping all the growth of its former folly.

It is beset on all sides by murmers of revolution, and by discontent. In

lear for their own safety, the white government has established a police

system that amounts to a Nazi contempt for the freedoms that a

Democracy should provide to all of its citizens.

All this grim injustice tempts us to take a stand of fierce indignation.

And that is a feeling that we should be ashamed if we didn't feel. Al the

same time we must remember that the inhabitants of South Africa, are

mainly a kindly and hospitable people, many of whom honestly thmk tha.

they are doing their best for the Bantu.

There may come a time when revolt may come against these very

people. We, in Canada, will then be faced with the ten'ible decision ol

decidmg whether or not we should take military action and send Canadian

troops For a great revolt in South Africa would obviously cause reper-

cussions on a huge scale, and would almost certainly lead to African,

if not Communist intervention. Furiihermore we would be under one of

our most solemn sanctions, we would be obUged to prevent another Hungary

happening in South Africa. Whatever happens we must not be caught

without a policy.

For the time being it is our duty to do our best for the South African

government and help them to provide a genuine freedom of opportunity

tor the Africans, and not to cause them embarrassment. The only effective

embarassment is the embarassment of all-powerful military intervention,

and we should think very hard before we sentence South Africa to such

a blood-bath that will be without an equal in the history of the Continent

of Africa. Someone must find a way of avoiding all the horror that that

will mean.

MY SINCERE THANKS
May I, through the Journal, offer the wamest

congratulations and thanks of myself and the whole

University to Miss Maureen Law and her Committee for

making last Saturday afternoon's Open House such a

successful and memorable occasion?

Large numbers of pai-ents, relatives, and prospective

students now look forward to this biennial event with

real enthusiasm. Its appeal for a large pubUc is created by

the enthusiasm of students, anxious to put a great deal

of time and effort into organizing imaginative displays

and lively events. This is something of which the Univer-

sity is particularly proud.

That the very large number of visitors this year

was handled so smoothly is a tribute to the tact and

energy of many individual guides, baby-sitters, demon-

strators and many other helpers, as well as to skillful,

detailed, planning. A first rate example has been set for

1966 when we may expect even more visitors and more

new things to show them.

A. CORRY

A Thoughtful Journalist ^ >^3

You Said it . .

.

Strangely Enough
Editor, Journal,

Your front page article

'Senate to Control Health' is

very interesting - probably

more so than even the writer

realized.

Firstly, there is no doubt

that while good students'

money will go into the health

service, bad students will also

be free to contribute.

Secondly, I was unaware

that our Senate contained

men of such medical interest.

Their pi-esence there ex-

plains thing.'; which hereto-

fore have totally baffled me.

George Ki/iloch-

Not Our View

Editor, Journal:

The Queen's P.C. Club wish-

es to disassociate itself from

the article (QJ of Feb. 11,

1964) concerning the P.C.

Student Convention and ap-

pearing under the by-line of

Allen Dockrell. 'fne opinions

and observations contained

therein ai-e those of the wri-

ter and DO NOT express ac-

curately the sentiments of

this organization.

Kespectfullu submitted,

make. Wallace,

Pres., Queen's P.C. Assoc.

A Review Reviewed

Counting the Cost

IIIILLAll IIIPLOMMIY

"The peoples of the world are united in their

resolve to build a better Ufe. Science and technologtj

ivill provide a powerful tool for this purpose; but i„

considenng how best to zwe this tool it should neve)

be forgotten that it is just a tool—a tool tliat vien

initst waster. To ignore this wouid be to replace old

tyrannies u'ith new ones."

^ L-ir>- fto the 1

I
]

present politi<

I He sLres;

sittinR o[ par
about siich iu

duced stressii

initiated die
' Canada Pensi

, pension plan

lie also diouj

to the liiRher

Canadian students who have given more than one

thought to the foreign aid problem usually conclude

that Canada's aid is insufficient at the present time.

iViany believe that we ought to give at least one per

cent of our gross national product. These same stu-

dents usually conclude also that it is only because of

isolationist sentiment and conservatism that legisla-

tors in Canada and the United States vote only miserly

appropriations for foreign aid. Even these small ap-

propriations are wrung from Congress by convincing

the "old men" that this aid is essential in the "fight

against Communism".

Students who are convinced that more aid should

be given couch their arguments in humanitarian

terms. They condemn the hard-headed old senator who

says. "If these countries want economic growth let

them do it for themselves." It appears that they are

convinced that the rich nations should actively pursue

a policy of narrowing the gap by gifts of goods and

trained personnel. They feel that moderate increases

in our aid appropriations and the channelling of aid

through a multi-nation agency such as the United Na-

tions would have a significant effect on alleviating

the poverty in the under-developed nations.

Ignorant of the problem as I am. I still question

the value of this aid; I still wonder if we are not just

replacing "old tyrannies with new ones".

D.D.T., penicillin and limited industrialization keep

the flame of life alight though this flame sinks ever

lower. "Pauperization" advances inexorably as the

population mushrooms. The number of landless, un-

employed families — families dependent on U.S. sur-

plus grain — grows from day to day. Replacement ot

peasant barter economies with more sophisticated

money economies has subjected the peasants, in their

ignorance of things Western, to all types of economic

parasites. Westerners have sawn through the rotten

beams which have supported the traditional society

but they have not replaced them with new ones.

We have left these tradition societies "in the

middle of the ford between traditional and modem

ways of life." Aid is only a carrot — it provides an

incentive to adopt "things Western" but it does not

provide the means to become Western. Medical aid

means more babies; per capita income falls because of

the population growth; black despair descends and

with it a passionate hatred of all things Western.

Our aid thus neither improves their welfare nor

acts as an "insurance policy". What then is the

answer?
Editor, QJ:

Concerning the review m-itten by Mr. Carmichael in

Tuesday's Journal, I could not help but feel that it was

slightly influenced by the article On the front page of Fri-

day's Journal. In Friday's QJ we are presented with the non-

committal observation: "here is a golden opportunity to see

a great play with as fine a cast as can be assembled on any

campus and directed by a talented young man with vision."

— "P.S. a critic should criticize." Mr. Carmichael spent seven

paragraphs trymg to avoid saying that the play was a flop

and trying to place the blame on those who were, on Fi-iday,

"as fine a cast as can be assembled on any campus" and, on

Tuesday, a cast whose "inexperience — resulted in a loss of

rapport with the audience."

I don't know what French Lesbians smoke in hell, but

I feel that the part of Inez played by Poppy Gemmell was

well cast and that the shortcomings of both herself and Ed

Horten were largely due to mis-direction. As to the role

filled by Allison Gordon, it was definitely not "—too much."

If anything her portrayal of a high class whore was not

brought out well enough by Mr. Garrard. In short I feel that

"Garrard's direction was [not] excellent."

Finally, may I congratulate all those connected with the

production of "The American Dream" for a wonderful per-

formance and a job, not "overdone in parts." I was sui-priscd

to see that Mr. Carmichael felt that the production seemed

"overly long" and wish to extend my condolences. I could

have sat through five more acts. (By the way, Don, did you

fall asleep for the second Play? That might explain your

review.)

As our QJ critic explained. "The American Dream" is

"a cutting, yet comic, satire" in which "Albee exposed the

vacuity and emasculation of the Mommy-dominated American

society." What the hell kind of teeth do you want, Mr. Car-

michael? Albee's are not Granny's.
—TOM FERRIS

The most plausible one so far put forward might

be loosely called "unlimited aid". Under this plan any

country given aid would be given a blank check, so to

speak. Schools would be built and teachers trained;

factories to "mop up" the unemployed labour force

would be erected; hospitals, roads, and other forms

of social capital would be installed. In short, these

nations would be Westernized in the space of a gen-

eration !

This would be expensive, of course, and the

political problems of choosing some areas for develop-

ment and not others are inumerable. I grant that thI^

plan avoids the humiliating pauperization now being

forced upon the poorer nations by a retardation of tlie

death rate without a concomitant cut in the birth rate

However, even if sufficient resources could be mustc-i-

ed in the rich nations, I question this entire approach

for it assumes that development means "Westerniza-

tion".

This approach puts the cart before the horse,

for "gi-owth" is the first priority. It fails to analyse

societies to see how the necessary growth can be

used to preserve the values of these countries! Growti

becomes an end in itself rather than a means to a

fuller spiritual and creative life.

I do not suggest we stop giving aid. I merely

suggest aid be given so that it will promote thosj-

values of life which the underdeveloped nations hoi<-

Aid which promotes only the "cult of the GNF

truth replaces "old tyrannies with new".

—D. A. DODGE
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BODGE

Benson Speaks At Liberal Club

On Parliamentary Situation
Liiit Tiicsduy. Mr. Ben Benson, M.I', for Kingston iind parliamentarv secrc-

Ury- to tho Mimstcr of Fiiian<x', spoke to (lie Quet-n's Liberal Club on the

j>r«eiit politaenl. situation in Canada.

He stressed the ftict that a ere^it deal had been awomplishcd in t^ie bs".

sittinjf of parliament, but ref^rcliwl tlml a i;rcat deal of Cnmidians knew little

,ibout sudi achiciTiienls. Hf d;i.eu-s:£_d a C[i;\t in.inv bills that had been intro-

duced streKiing this parliament would go down in i]iislor\' as tile one tliat b.id

initiated tlie wttlcnient of tlic Great Lakes Problem and h.id introduewl Tlie

Cimada Pension Plan Dill. Mr. Benson said he fullv supported the eovonimcnt's
iX'iwIoii plan but tlipught it needed al least Ontario's support to be saccessfu!.

lie i\ho tliougJrt tliere would be a lot of pressure on Quebec not to opt out due

to the higher premiums tltat would be a result of Quebee's own pension plan.

Mr. Benson also stated that he thought more visits to Queen's by M.P.'s

and other ]X)liticiai» to participate in sraninars and discussion would be benefi-

c-ial. He felt that elected r&presentfiti\'<;s could coiitribvile much of tlieir know-

ledge and opinions to sudi meetings. Furtlvermore, he tlvought cabinet iniiiisturs,

ufid specifically Walter Gordon, would be pleased to come lo Queen's.

CUP Roundup
by JUDY MYERS

Edmonton—Indignant student dem-

oratrators, 500 itrong, paid a noon-

Iiour visfit to the University of Alberta

president lujt long ago, but found him

out to lunch.

Undaunted, bhev presented a peti-

tion lo the president s executive ;issis-

tant. A, A. Ryan protesting a 20% tee

increase planned for the new 7 mil-

lion dollar resident complex openmg
in tlie fall.

, ,

Tlie singJng chaiKmg crowd parl^etl

the front steps of tlit- admiriistraHon

building Kirn'inn pluvcards:_ "Is^ uni-

versity a preserve for the ridi? and

"Never have so many paid so much
for so little".

. ,

Three carloads of police amved

Seminar Inspects ''Cold War Mentality

(Continued from Page 1)

Hie coaviction of n mission dae

"mtiiiifest destiny" of the Uivited States,

dominated policy. The f'jeHng that

she was a morsd innocent prompted

her to lake the role of a disinterested

ob«:T\er. Tlie deception by Stidin of

noc),.e\'e!t precipitated a total recoil

from personal diplornacv and an new
]wlic>' based on "ide-cdisin bad, self-

from personal diplomacy and a new

Cold War mentabty culmenating in the

"umbrella of nuclear terror" and a

' i-onnnunity of fear of Kalir and Niek-

eilii". Fear, said Merkely has preven-

ted development of social imagination

and creativity. Signs of a reawaken-

mS are becoming apparent however in

movements like dvil rights.

'Dallas," said Professor Merkclv, "is

the end of an era in America, T3ie

tragedy of that day kn' in the apalline

contnist het\veen tile faculties of the

hitu pK-^-ideiit and' Uhe "sqalid errand"

th.it h^' was 'in, which points out tlie

di.M-rep.mtv between deals and practi-

cixl poliuits America today.

Julian Griggs a former director of

the Canadian Peace Researdi Institute

made suggestions about possible alter-

natives to Canada's present 'useless"

role in NATO, ways that shf could

initiate action to strength die UN.

Sever.d interesting statistics about the

fin.iiites of the UN seemed to indicate

die f-.iilure of the member nations

to give tile UN adei|uate fin.vn-

eiitl support. Tlie annual budget o!

the UN is less fiiau t3iat of tJic New

GRADUATES

Have You Thought of a Career in

A Creative, Exciting, Rapidly Expanding Field

MERCHANDISING?

EaWs of Canada
Canada's Largest and Most Aggressive Retailer Offers

Challenging Careers to Young Men and Women Who

Are Looking to the Future

ARE YOU INTERESTED?

Contact Representatives of the Ontario Department

Store Division Who Will be on Your Campus.

Fcbruatv 18th. 1964

We bend an ear to undergraduate money

problems of all kinds, from setting up a savings

account, to budgeting, to discussing your financial

future. Any time we can be of help . .

.

ROYAL BANK

York police and fire department pro-

tection alone, and about o seventli Uiat

of budget of the Ontario government.

A review of NATO and Canada's par-

tidpaUon in it was given by John

Cowan wlio recently publidied a cri-

ticism of Cfln-addan foreign poHc\' titled

"See No Evil". He documented the mi-

lilury folly of d-afeusc pohcy. Canada's

foreign policy was reviewed by pro-

fessor David Gautliier of tile Univer-

sity of Toronto, who annalyze-d the

contribution of Canada to llie UN imd

NA'IO. Can-idn's role in die UN was

rexiewed, and the potential of influ-

ence in tliis sphere noted Professor

Gauthier suggested Biat a gradual

po!ic\- of 'behind tlie scene' effort*

would be tiif best role for Canada.

The possibditics of non - \'iolence

were e.plored briefly by John L<^e,

educational director for Toronto Hy-

dro. Ciling We.st lieriin as a test case

Mr. Lci' explored die idea lliat non-

\-iolent resistance caidd be en effective

mediod of opposing any invasion by

East German foroes, Arthur Pape,

Federal Chainmiii of CUCND closed

the conference witli a visionary' con-

ception of the role of tlie peace move-

ment.

A detailed report of the conference

is now being prepared and should be

available in a few weeks. As (his sem-

inar is a neii' t\pe of program for

CUCND. the co-ordinalors fell thai

valuable groundwork had been laid

for this type of work. Anyone who
wishes to obtain a report of the con-

ference when it is complete should

contact Peggy Morion al 546-9857,

shortly to the cheers of tlie crowd.

Spectators joined the nrar(i>ers in

cliants: "Why must we pay, it seems

we have no say.

'

A spokesman for the demonstrators

told Mr. Ryan that tlie demonstration

wjis not "an attempt to blacken the

name of the administration", but a

mediod of bringing attention to die

students' domplaints.

He handed die petition to Mr.

Ryan, asking diat it be referred to

die board of governors. Ryan address-

ed die group and lold thorn "to no

dinjugli die usual democratic procesi

to gjjn dieir ends."

Waifliington (Special to CUP) A pe-

tition signed by 15,0CK) Canadian stu-

dents has been brought to the attenUon

of a United State Congress committee.

The petition, whioli calls upon the

U.S. Congress to pass die omnibus
Civil Riclits Bill as a tribute lo John

F. Kennedy, was presented by Greg
Gallo, NatiorKd President of the Na-
tional Student Association (U.S.N.S.A.)

He also presented messages and
telegrams from 20 nationtd unions oE

students. He said, 'Tliis sliows die

world-wide interest and concern for

the rights of die Negro in die U.S.A."

He s"aid ho was "particularlv proud"

to be able to present the petition from

"our northern neighbour". He stressed

the value of demonstrating "interiia-

tiomd student concern" on an issue of

Oris nature 'which transcends national

borders."

SPEAKS

On Wednesday. Feb. I9di. at 7 p.m. the Aeseulapian Society will hold its

annual meeting in Edierington Hall, Alhklic crests and pins will be awarded.

Dr. Kerr, the Honorary President for 1963-64, will deliver the annual address.

The new executive will be installed.

President—Al Aldetsberg

Vice-President—Ian McDonald

Secretary—Mark Fisher

Treasurer—Lan\' Wirtz

Junior A.M.S, Rep-Gordon Watt

Assistant Sec'l-Ted Nelson

Senior A.M.S. Rep.-Clare Braut

Athletic Stick-John Bonn

Sr. CAMSI Rep,-Curt Milner.

.Mr. W. B. Stoddart, Assistant

Field Secretary of the Ontario

Secondary Sdiool Te-adiers' Fed-

eration will he in Kingston on

\Vednesda\', 19 February, and

Avill meet and tiilk with students

w^lio are interested in the teacli-

ing profession, Mr. Stoddart will

discuss some of the problems

and difficulties encountered by

young teachers in sijciiring tlieii

first Icacliing positions.

This meeting will Iw in Ellis

Hall at 4.30 on Wednesday 19,

February, 1964.

Tyrell Lecture

On Town Planning

The Failure of Planning in Ontario,"

a public k'cture on die failure of town

planning will be given at Queen's on

Feb, 18 W Norman Pearson, a plan-

ning consultant from Hamilton, Ont..

Mr. Pearson, a graduate of die pro-

fessional planning course of the Uni-

vcrsit\' of Durham in England, is

chairman of the Parks Committee of

the Conservation Council of Ontario

President of the Bnice Trail Associa-

tion, and a lecture in town planning

al McMaster and Waterloo.

Tlie lecture will be sponsored under

tlie auspices of the J. B. TyrreU Fund,

and will be tiie fourth T\Trell Lecture

since the Fund was established at

Queen's in 1959.

Students in the Faculty o£

Arts and Science w^o wisli to

be considered for admission to

Honours Coiuscs leading to tlie

B.A. Degree, sliould make for-

mal appbcation by 1, March on

fortns wliidi may be obtained

at die Registrar's Office.

Students registered in iho

first year of Courses leading to

the B.Sc. (Honours), should ap-

ply fonn.illv for permission to

proceed. Application must be

made by 1. Nfarch on syiecial

forms which may lie obtained at

die RegistTiir's Office.

Michael Marrello

503A Princess Street

Phone 642-3714

Prize Winner in Hair Styling

EXPORT
PLAIN

or FILTER TIP
CIGARETTES

CLASSIFIED
BIRTHS (ANTICIPATED)

Mr. Bill Halperin is pleased to an^

nouiice die preEnanc\- of his friend

Mr. /Vndrew Storrs. The blesed event

is to take place during die month of

July. E.\perimental scientists please

take note. Further bulletins on his

pmgrcK will be publi.*ed at a later

date. Congratulations, Andrew, for an

outstanding adiievement.

ARTICLES FOR SALE

Are you safe for die coming Year

Party? If not. see RICK, 515 Leonard

Hilton. Phone 614.

FAN CLUBS

DEATLE Fan Clubl Contact Dave

Steward. 54S-85I7. Free autographed

pictures to all members.

\\'ill Peter McLiiughlin please call

at A.M.S. office for his watc^i.

PERSONAL

The Berries and tlie Falcon wish to

anpounce the completion of John Hop-

kins' new piny, "The Milquetrain

Doesn't Stop Here Any More."

Dear Marfi: It's Friday. You can

stop \*'onyinE, we hope.

Friends "nd colleagues of Mr.

George E. Browne are cordially invi-

ted to witness Ids stout defense in

court, to ans\ver various charges. A
sibcr collection wiU be taken at the

door to help meet evpenses. Adjourn-

ment will De to the Cormnodoro lo

discuss visiting privileges. For fuidier

information phone 54S-S830,

RIDE WANTED

To Ottawa on Feb. 22

28. Sandi at 477.

id/or Feb.

To Toronto on Fri, Feb. 21 any

time before 3.00 p.m. Share expenses.

Wm. Martin. Morris Hall. 3S6.

ROOM AND BOARD

For one male student on Division

St., close to Union. CaU Mrs, Craig at

542-7481.

WANTED
One ticket, or two tickets together,

lo University Concert on Mardi 5.

"The Romeros". Contact Derw-vn

Docken, 81 Wellington St., phone 542-

0148. or see ine in Theological College

Coiiunon Room (Old Arts).

SIG-NI P05t|

Arts and Science Society Elec-

tions.

President: Peter Kennedy

Vice-President: Jim Sbapland

Secretary: Bill Halperin

Treasurer: Merv Daub.

403 ballots cost for

I'ote.

46^

TFT

THURSDAY FEB. 20

Tricolour Autosport Club final meet-

ing of file year ii* Ellis Hall at S pjn.

Important for all members to aHend,

as electionB will be held. Movies will

also be sliown. Banquet tickets avail-

able.

Queen's NDP will be holding a dif-

cusiioo from 7-9, at 59 \yest St. The

topic will be "Medicare"".

SUNDAY, FEB. 23

SW Club trip. $3.25, collected Thurs.

& Fri. from 12-1 pjm. in die Union.

Buses leave fnim front of Union ot

6.45 a.m. Sun. morning.

GUARANTEED PROTECTION AND SAVINGS -

Plus High Dividends

it will pay you to see or call

STEPHEN ROUGHTON. B.A., C.L.U. - Res. 542-7C02

D. R. ROUGHTON, B.Sc., C.L.U. - Res. 548-4552

K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U.

M. EMMETT ADAM

Res. 546-0032

Res. 542-67S2

The Mutual Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA

191 Princess St.,

Branch Mnnngcr

Tel. 546-1405

A. E. Ncbon, C.L.U.

CUCND Film

Tlie Queen's CUCND will present

die Russian film. Ballad ot n Soldier

in Dunning Hall at 7 and 9.10 p.m.

Set during the Second World War,

Ballad of a Soldier telLs tlie story of

a young Russian soldior's trip home

in ihe few days leave he h;is earned

for bravery on tlie front. All that he

encounters on the ivay and the home-

coming itself is depicted with a tcn-

dc-mess and simpUdty of st\-le wluch

never descends to false sentimcDtality

or flatness. Tile acting is fine and

sensitive dirougliout, and the photo-

graphy superb.

rerspectivc Preview

The topic for diis Tiiursday night's

"Perspective '64" program on CFRC
radio will be "Food Control and Pesti-

cides." Dr. R. Y. Moir of tiie Ciiemis-

try Department svill be tlie featured

speaker.

Dr. Moir vic^w pesticides as a val-

uable, but dangerous product of scien-

tific development. Tlie dang<^rous as-

pect of pesticides has been a subject

of public controvejs\-, and has neces-

sitated go\-emmental control of tlieir

use. This creates u new problem,

which is die probkin of public com-

preliensioa of cqiert opinion in tho

process of decisionr-making. Tliis is a

problem th.it hn= arisen out of in-

creased public conaul of scientific

development.To overcome tliis pri'--

lem, a dear and accurate presenbadon

of the tads of a particular situation,

and a clear public comprehension of

diese facts is required.

Application for die following

positions should be handed in lo

die AMS Office by Feb. ISlh.

aiief of Police

Chief Justice ot die AMS
Court

Student Handbook editor

Freslunan Orientation Con-

vener.

BOOKSHOP 14 Montrool St.

No. 34
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A.M.S. Constitutional Changes
Article I, Section 4(o) 9: Utifl.^^'^

•'N.P.C.U.S." to "C.U.S."

ArtWo /. JjOOtlon Hay -. ADD Subsee-

ilon (10) "Open House".

Article III. SecHon 1: ADD sub-sec-

llon (c) : I) to attend any open mecllne

ot Ihc AMS Executive; II) <" muve or

second mollonB; lUlto flpeaH for or

AJVI.S. Court Jonmal

ugalnal nny notion : IV) to

general inuellnE.

ArHclc IV. section 5: DDL.ETB anO

ADD now section : "Financial Asslslance

(a) Kinnnelnl asslHlftnce shall not be

Elven to any Society, club, or enterprise

mnd<^ up ot members of the Society llmt

has not In tbo pam shown an adc-iuBtc

attempt to be flnanolally selC-sumcifnl

and sound. All i^uch rcQuesta Plus an

QUdlU-d financial Blatemenl tor tho

previous year and a builfet for the cur-

real year shall flrat be presenlcd lo llic

BudKCl and Finance Commltlco whoso

flndlnes shall be passed on to the AMS
cxccuUvc for rallflcaUon. (b) Bach such

society, club or tnlcrprlse

llminelal asslslanco from 1

shall Bubrolt a complete and compre-

hensive statement of revenues and

eipensea for the current year lo the

A.M.S. no later than March IG. Section

7(1)1 INSERT "a" between "by" anii

mollon". DE1>BTB "oitcn or annual"

and IlliPLACE by "senoral".

AriicJc XV, Secl1o« lia) 'Tho y^lma

Maler Society Court ftolljl^o the tri-

bunal of the student body, and Its

decisions shall not be over-ruled by the

A M.S. eseculive. This court shall bo

responsible for the punishment ol

offcncea, cxcei.t those of an
nature cummltled by a member or mem-
bers ot the A.M.S. or by any orKanll-

^Uon subject to the Jurisdiction of the

\ M f b(- in add t on the A.M.S.

Oour?' shali: 1) Unchanged; 11) Un-

chanced : 111) hear and a^*^ "'1^'°
i"^

for damages by the A-M.S.

aaalnst any member or members of thL

A.M.S.

Section 2(B) : UnchanBcd, (b) .
Four

.lunlor Justices, one ot whom shall be

In his second year In the l^nculty of

iJiw. the remainder to bo from anj

fncu ty society. They shall be api>olntcd

by the A,M,S. oxccullve "t 'is first meel-

1ns in Ooiober. They shall sit with the

Chief Justice at all irlflls- N" -ff''^"
of Uio A M.S. Court shall bo permitted

T' lii.ld ulllce on a Faculty _Court or

Faculty executlvr A.M.! Con-

recelvlng

A.M.S-

srnblo cnncurrenUy. The A.M.S. oxecu-

llve shall sc-curo applications from all

Inloresled sludenta and In addition tba

Chief Justice shall recommend lo Uie

AilS executive such nominees for the

[loslllons of Junior Justice aa ho sees

111 (c) : UnchanBod. (d) . Uncbanfied.

Sftlloiia 3. i, 5 nnd Unchanged.

Article V, Section Kb): DBLETli

"He shall bo granted |75 buslnesa"

and SUBSTITUTE "He shall be granted

an honorarium of itOD. half lo bo paid

In September of the drat term and half

In January ot the second term."

Arliclo V. Section lid): DBJ-ETE:

"He shall bo a non-voting member ot

the A.M.S. executive."

.Arflcio V, Srctlon 1(e): DELETE
Sho shall be a non-voUng member ot

Iho A.M.S. execuUvo." (k) DELETE
and REl-ETTBR (I) as (k). Section i:

CH/VNOE last senlenco to read
:

"In

addition the C.U.S. Chairman and tho

Editor ot the Journal shall sit as non-

voting member."

Article VIII, NBW Section 3: "A

eeneml moetJns may bo called at any

lime during the academic year at tho

discretion of the A.M.S. executive."

Scclion 2(c) : DELETE.

Article SI. Section 1 : DDLBTE "must

(lie . . . olllco" and subatlluto "must

have Its conalltutlon ratified by tho

A-M.S. Executive".

Article XII, Section 3(a): CHANGE
March 30 lo "March 1". NEW (c)-

'The retiring convenor shall call a meet-

ing ot the four rellrlng chief vlgl awes,

Iho four nowly-eleotod chief vlgilanles

and tliO new A-M.S. Orlunlallon con-

vener prior to March 15, for tho pur-

pose ot ensuring the conUnuliy ol one

year's objectives and programmes with

the next year's." Tho present subauc-

llons (c), (d), le), (t). 'el. to,'''',

leltered accordingly, (d) — old Jc) .

DELETE "each of" from before the

men's resldencts" and delele Iho remain-

der of the paragraph foUowine "above

Old Scclion 10), NEW Section (t) 1:

The Chief Vigilante ot each Society,

upon ratlflcatlon ot his InlUallon pro-

Bramme by his Society execuUvc, shall

submit a copy ot the InltlaUon pro-

grammo lo Ihe A-M.S, convenor who
may recommend tho flplcllon of any un-

acceptable sections lo tho Society
cteeullve ooncerned. ADD new subaoc-

ilon 3(t) 11: "Tho resolution of any dls-

ugreeracnt between Oio A.M.S. Freshmen
Orlontallon Convener and any of the

faculty society executives as to .the

aeceptablllly ot any scclion of Iho

society's Initiallon nnd orientation pro-

grammes shall bo the reaponslblllly ot

ihe EiecuUvu Council ot the A.NLS. nnd
the faculty Huclely President concerned.'

NEW Section 3(0 1: "Changes in the

programme .... repreaentatlvo," ina

per old scclion (e), lost paragraph).

<e) II- 'DlHiBrcemunts arlBlng durlnd
the summer months shall bo resolved

by Iho Executive Council and (ho lacully

Bocleiy president concerned aflor neces-
sary communication from the A.M.S.
Convener." (h) NEW: "Tho Convener
shall bo rcsponslblo tor the Inlroductlon
of Iho Ireshmen to tho various campus
nrgnnlEallona by orfanlzlng a Clubs
NIghl" (I) NEW; DELETE old aeellon

3(g) and ADD "Tho Convener shall bo
responslblo tor tlie promotion ot aca-
demic orientation through the co-ordina-
tion of the faculty society orientation

programmes. Ho shall consult whh the

faculty society orientation committees
and shall make rceommendntlona lo tho
Executive Council of the A,M.S. lo

ensure lulflllmonl ot Article XII, Scclion

1(c).

SecHnii 7 1 a); An ottenco which may
bo tried In the A.Sl.S. Court may in-

clude any conduct which the Court m.iy

consider to be detrimental lo the A.M.S..

and tor more particularity, but not bo

OS JO reslrlcl Uie generality of Uie fore-

Rolni;. 1) violations ot regulations, reso-

lutions, orders and governing laws ol

the A M S, 11) the entrance and/or con-

sumption of alcoholic bevcraeca on or

ahoat tho premises of the football

alndlum or the hockey arena; 111) the

Inlorterence wllh A.M.S. conslables dur-

inc the performance of their duties,

(h) 1) Tho maximum fine tlint may be

imposed upon conviction under subsec-

tion (a) shall be iloi) and tho minimum
flnn be SIO. and recommendation Is

made to the A.M.S. Court that under

ordlnan- circumstances tho maximum
nne he |2l) ; 11) anyone charged with the

specific oltence In 7(a) 11) may acknow-
ledge his guilt and pay a 110.00 fine out

ot court-

Seelfoti S: At tlio end of the flrsl

ik-iTOEraph ADD: The accused may be

represented by a detonco counsel who
Bhall not bo a member of the A-M.fc.,

executive." Scclion 9: Unchanged, 10:

Unchanged. 11: Unchanged.

NEW Section 12: "The A.M.S. Court

Bhall hear a motion for a rehearIng trom

tho Prosecuting Attorney or the detend-

anl (or his counsel) for any case.

ylrticlfl XVI. section 3(4)

DELETE last sentence; lU) . f^^'^.
^bsecilon: '-The A-M.S. ConBiables

shall bo fully empowered to prevent the

entrance and/or consumpUon of

Article NEW Section 4: 'W.

Joiiniaf reporter Bhall be admitted free

of cbarce to all student functions.

.,lr(ioIt V, ScclUin 3; ADD "Ho shall

ensure lhat oil members ot Die Canadian
University Tress iCU.P.) are Included

In the extramural list." NEW Article

VII- "The Jonniol and Tricolor simll

control Jointly <he JoKmai-TYJcolor
darkroom In the Union. Priorities and
ichcdulos tor Ita use shall bo deter-

mined by the edllors-ln-chlot ot (he

Journal and rrtcofor yearbook In con-
BUiiaflon with the Bxccullvo Council at

the beginning ot each academic year."

Band Constitation

jlrHcre //, Soofion 1 ; ADD "any other

people deemed necessary by the Band
Comiulltee." Artlcls III, Section 3(n) :

DI'jLETE subsection 2 and re-number
subaequent subseclions accordingly.

Section 3 (1). (2), (3). (4): INSERT
'retiring" before "Band Committee.
(6) : DELETE "shall . . . bands". SUB-
STITUTE "shall bo appointed In the

.spring by the retiring Band Vommlttee."
spring by tile retiring Band Committee.
(6): CHA^•GE "March 1" to "Febru-

NEW Article IV, Section 1(a): A
head cheerleader and osslstanls to act

in that capacity during tho following

year Ehali be appointed by the retiring

Band Committee, subject to the raUflca-

tlon of the AJl.S. Executive In the

Spring. (b) : Cheerleaders shall be

appointed in the fall by a non-student
committee selected by the head cheer-

leader. The appointments shall be rall-

lled by both the Band Committee and
the A-M.S. Executive." RENUMBER
Article IV lo ArUcle V. RENUMBBTl
Article V to AKlolB VI.

Everywhere "N.F.C.U.S." appears,

change to "C.U.S,'"

Constitudon of The
Queen's N.F.C.U.S.

Committee

Everywhere 'N.F.C.U.S." appears,

change lo C.U.S-"

jlrllFle I. Section 1 : CHANGE
"National FederatJoll ot Canadian Unl-
verslly Students" to "Canadian Union
ot Students". E(a) : CHANGE "National
Federation" .to "Canadian Union of

Students."

NSW Article VI, Section I: CHANGE
"regional" to "provlnciar . Soofion

CHANGE "BBglonar' to "Provincial .

Tricolor Society

Intercollegiate Hockey

Finals Here Again

Art tele I. Sections
"sjwclal committee

i 3: CHANGE
aoleclions com-

mittee." Sflctioa 3 1(a) : CHANG-E to

read - "The Principal ot the University,

nr his appointee, who shall act as

chairman." (b) : After .^^g
"Scliool ot Business" and CHANGE
"Chairman of tho Board of Graduate
Studies" to "Dean ot the School ot

Gradate Studies." SecMon 2 : Dqi^etr
"undereraduale". Section 3 1(d): ADD
"It the Junior represealalive or ine

Graduate Student Society is in his final

vear or is nominated for an award, he

shall be replaced by a member _oI the

Graduate Student Society appointed by

those members of the Society execullve

who are not Ihem-Tolves nominees tor an

award". (e) : CHiANGE "Secretary-

Treasurer ot tlie IJaw Society executive

to "Secretary of the Law Society execu-

tive", CHANGE In last sentence

"Should the Vlcc-Prealdenl of the

Graduate Student Society he In hJs final

year or bo a nominee. - . ScoMon b .

CHANGE "special committee" lo "selec-

tions committee"

A. B. of C. Consfitutioii

Article I. Section 2: DEUETE "box-

inir'. Scclion 3(b» : DELETE "and

"boxing".

Article IV. Section 2 <e)„an^.
after the words "upper half add or

In tile top four".

The stjcond annual iiilcrcollegiate national hockey playoff will bi

held here Mareh 1-^ and 14, it was announced Friday.

The first n-itional hockey playoffs weie held in Kingston last yg

with the McMaster Marlins emerging as the Canadian College champions!

Several of Ihe playci^ on the teams

lhat participated last year arc now

members of Canada's Olympic team.

The coach of the Olympic tcarri,

Father David Bauer, directed his Uni-

versilv of British Columbia Thimdcr-

birds in the final eamc againsi the

Marlins during last year's intcrcollee-

iaie championships in Kingston.

In a meeting held FriiJay afternoon

-at Ihe Royal Military College, Ihe co-

host commiltee from Queen's Univer-

sity and RMC announced preliminarv

plans for the playoffs.

The champions of four Canadian

college leagues will again parlicipalo

and the University Cup, now held by

McMaster, will be awarded to the win-

ner.

As last year, the teams will travel to

Kingslon under sponsorship of Ihe

Canadian Inlcrcollcgiale Athletic

Union. Two games on Friday after-

noon, March 13, will decide the two

finalists.

A Saturday morning game will result

in the third and fourth places be

decided, while the championship gafm

will be played Saturday afternoon

Champions from the following foj

college hockey leagues will lake pai

in the playoffs: The Weslern Canadia

Inier-collegale Athletic Union, Thl

Ontario-Quebec Athletic Associalioi

The Ottawa-St. Lawrence Athlui

Association, and The Maritime Im^r-

collegiate Athletic Association.

A portion oi tne lunils to spon .,,,-

the playoffs has been made avail:,h|t

again this year on the request of the

CIAU from the Federal Governmentj

on Recommendation of the National

Advisory Council on Physical Fitness

and Amateur Sports. The remainder of

ihe costs will be met by the C\^^
mcmhership-

The Ontario Inlorcollegiate Alhletil

Association, a recent addition to ihl

CIAU, will not be participating thij

year.
|

Pine

Lose Meets, Gains Experience

aleo-

liollc beverage* on or iboiil the PreniiHca

of the toolboll stadium or the hoc)ie>

arena."

Constitution of The

"Tricolor" Yearbook

Arttclo II. Section 1(a): DHLOTE
Add NEW Scclion It'') tollows.

"tour aenlor editors; 1) th.^ &lllor-in-

Ohlef- 111 Ihe Composition Editor, tho

Production Editor, and the PfjO'*'-

i;niplilc E.iUor. nil ot whom shnl bo

deemed Assiatant Editors to me Edltor-

ln-Chle(. Section 1(1>); DBU^E (c).

RE-NiraUER to Section (b) and ut-
LHTE "a photographic Editor .

Section 2 : DBLJiTli Add NDW
Scellon 2 as follows: la) The Edtlor-

In-Clilot sliall be appolnltd Dy tho

A M S. Executive In Uio month ot

February preceding bis term of oliice.

(b) Tho BuBlnPss Manager shaU DO

npiiolnled Ot the tlTHl regular meeting

ot the new A.M-S. Bxecullve.

(cl Tho ABslatant Editors shall be

HOloclod by tho Edltor-ln-Chiot aa soort

na possible following hla appointment

The roTUalndcr ot the ataft shall be

chosen by the Gtlitor-ln-Chlet us soon as

possible In Uio fall term. All appo nt-

;v„-,.ia In this eocllon shall be aubjecl lo

ArHclp ///, Scclion 6(b): DELATE
and rololier suhBECtlon Ic) ^
Article IV. section Kll): CHANGE
Tricolor" lo "protoBslonal . DELmt-
'to bo charged nl the rato ot 15.00

RBNUMBBR Scclion ''''>'" op
Funds" na Section 1(a), RENUMBER
Section 1 from tho word •Faculty aa

Section Kb). Section ,Jlb) : DBUSTE
"Faculty . . BocIoUbb" and aubBtUuto

'Fsecutlvcs ot member Societies .
11:

CHANGE "Tricolor" lo 'prorcBslonal .

DBIjETE '"to be charged . . . Individual ,

Article II, Scclion 1(b); CHANGE
Regional" to "Provincial." SccMou
Sla): CHANGE "SoeietieB and
Theology" lo "member Societies." (c)

ill: CHANGE "RoglonoV to "provin-
cial."

.Article III, NEW SiitsccHon (c) lo

replace (c) and (d). and reletter re-

mainder of subseclions accordingly:
(c) "Tho Secretary-Treasurer shall take
minutes of the commlilec meetings, and
Fhall, upon renuest, handle tho correa-
pondenco of Die 3Ul}-commlllee3 nnd
shall handle the finances of the Com-
mittee. Hf nhall be elected from and by
Ihe new committee in tho spring. Slgn-
Ine authority shall bo held Jointly by
the caialrman and the Secretnry-
Trenauror."

NEW Article V : CHANGE "Regional"
to "Provincial". Scoiion 2: CHANGE
"Regional Congress'" lo "Provincial Con-
ference," 2(e); CHANGE "Regional
C^jngresa" to "Provincial Contorence".

Queen's swim team has had two

meets, with Peterborough YMCA and

OAC. in the last two weeks. On Open

House weekend two pool records were

set by Peterborough swimmers — Len

Minty, probably coming here nexl

year, had a time of two minutes, 27.8

seconds in the 200 yard individual

medley, and Paul Lumsden nosed out

his team-mate Douglas by one tenth of

a second with a lime of 29.7 seconds in

Ihe men's 50-yard butterfly. However,

the previous record-holder of the latter

event, Ian Blake of Queen's, recaptured

his title on Saturday with a time of 29.6

seconds.

As usual, Al Clark made ihe best

showing for Queen's in both meets, in

his specialties of bulierfly. breast-

stroke, and medley- He had a first, a

second, and a third against Peter-

borough and four firsts against OAC.

Lloyd Bishop captured the 100-yard

backstroke in both meets and the 200-

yard backstroke against OAC. Frank

Perks and Warren Wessel also swam

well in the latter competition.

Sandy Buckingham of the women's

team led the girls against PcterborouEh

by winning the women's 50 yard butter-

fly and the J 00 yard individual medley

as well as swimming for the 200 yard

medley relay team, which lost by two

one-hundredths of a second. In

nddilion, Pat Finline won the women's

50-yard backstrokc.

In spile of ihesc good performances,

Queen's lost both meets — to Peter-

borough 106-58 and to OAC 67-63.

In ihe lalier, OAC's four wins in the

freestyle events and second place

finishes in melve of the thirlecn events

were enough to overcome Queen's

superiority in breastslroke and butter-

fly. However, Queen's gained valuable

experience tn racing and also in

organization of such meets. This will

be very useful as a basis tor next year.

Don Morrison, Al Clark, and Clem

Sharp are to be congratulated for their

sacrifice of time and effort in estab-

Ishing the team this year. They cer-

tainly deserve our support in the inler-

coUegiates next year.

NOTICE

Students of Quecn's!

Vnnr own Book Slore can supply you with all your requirements m Text

Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose I>eaf Supplies, Fountain

Pens, Queen's Pennants nnd Cushions.

OUR USED BOOK EXCHANGE IS .\T YOUR DISPOSAL

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES

KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

House of Sounds

GET 20

STUDENTS
OFF ON ALL L.P. RECORDS

House of Sounds
Don't Be Ashamed To Tell You Go To Queen's

SWEATERS
by

WARREN-
PETER SCOTT
KILSPINDIE

103 Princess Street Phone 546-6381

STONE'S
FLOWERS LTD.

246 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 546-66a4

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS

Where a Tradilional PRESTIGE Preoflfls"

Camp Staff Interviews

Manitou-wabing Camp of Fine Arts

and Camp Wahannowin

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, FEBRUARY 19 Ih

1:30 p.m. Students* Union

See Mr. G. O. Saunders at Placement Office for

application and appointment

I

ARTS VIGILANTES

Application forms for Arts

and Science Society Vigilantes

may be obtained from Sieve

Bonnycastle, 2 Leonard Hall, or

John Graham, 47 Morris Hall.

Deadline for submission of appli-

cations is Friday, February 28.

St. Remy
MOTOR SERVICE LTD.

Bagot SHeet-Kingston-546-666fl

FLOWERS SAY IT BEST

Especially

For Beautiful Corsages or Flowers for Any Occasion

339 Prineess Street Phone: 546-6604

NEW
medium weight

V-NECK
FOR SPRING
in

SHETLAND
uind

MOHAIR
by

Be very cnsuiil this Spring in this

exciting neu' long-sleeved [inilovcr

raglon full-fashioned beauty ... in

scrumptious new ."spring colours!

These superbly lailoreJ, pure wool

double-knii tapcreil slims arc dyed

lo nialcli pfrfetlly! Pullover 3't-'I2,

S12.<)fi, slims 8-20. $16.98. \l

better shops L-vcrywIierc!

Without this label

il ia not n pcnninc KITTEN.
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Pine Curling Wins Meet
The first lime a rink jrom Queen's was entered in ihe O.Q.A.A.

itrling Championslvps, il look lop honours. The rink, consisting nj

\icx Scoll. skip: Don Campbell, third; Gerry Howe, second, and Dong

itcich, lead, weni to Gtielph tin's pasi weekend and after six hard games

atne out on lop.

The compelttion was of the double elimination type where a leam

jjiisl be defeated twice before being eliminated. In their first game

(jiey were defeated 6-5 by the University of Windsor on Ihe Windsor

•kip's last rock. Alter the first loss thev came back strong to win ihe

exi five games. They overpowered University of Waterloo 12-3. On

\eir nexl game, Ihey dropped three to McMasler in the first end, then

•light back and won 8-6 by taking tliree on the tenth end. Queen's

hen was matched against the Windsor rink again, and this time they

\ame out on lop 6-3. This put them in the final against the undefeated

A.C. rink. To win they had lo defeat the O.A.C. rink twice. On the

TSl game tftey overpowered their opponents 10-3. In the second game

hey were three up playing the tenth end and the O.A.C. rink ran out

[/ rocks.

Even though the Gaels can

not make the playoffs now they

can be spoilers as they were

on Saturday. With the Univer-

sity of Montreal Carabin only

three points behind league

leading Toronto Blues, the
Gals tied the Montreal team

6-6 thus making it harder for

them to overtake Toronto.

After Friday night's game

Les Carabins were only thi-ee

points behind the Blues and

had one game in hand. If they

had won on Saturday there

would have only been a one

point spread between the two

teams. As it appears now the

best the Carabins can do now

is finish second unless of course

Toronto lose both their remain-

ing games and Montreal win

both of theirs. MacMaster Mar-

lins also are three iwints be-

hind the Blues but it seems

that they are in a slump not

having won in any of their last

four starts.

As for last Saturday's game

it was perhaps one of the more

exciting games seen here this

year. In the first period it look-

ed as though the Gaels were

off to a good start as George

Nishikawa scored at the four

LTD.

acsWhip Gaels 90-82

ny

History repeated itself last

riday when a second St. Valen-

pe's Day Massacre took place

fore several hundred screaming

tnesses right in Queens very

vn gym. A gang from the west

ie, who call themselves the (Mc-

aster) Marlins were the perpe-

itors of this heinous crime,

ling set shots more deadly than

ly machine gun to annihilate

eir unsuspecting victims, the

olden Gaels. Unlike their

storical counterparts, however,

e Gaels live to fight (and be

assacred?) another day.

The Marlins are, in fact, not a

at all, but an unusually

nail, fast basketball team that

already whipped the Gads by

decisive margin in the season's

Bener. That was back on Jan.

0th, the same weekend Queen's

bsorbed a fifty point thrashing at

hands of the Windsor Lancers,

resemblance between the

aels of early January, however.

Id the squad that took the floor

ainst Windsor again just four

«ks later was purely coinciden-

On this second occasion the

ancers, mighty national cham--

ons that they are, were lucky to

cape from Kingston with only

eir composures shaken and their

ossy record still intact. The

acis and their supporters then,

'd reason to be optimistic about

MeMaster clash and the

arlins, on the other hand, eer-

ily did not come to town

Pecting Queen's to be any

shover.

As it happened, the way the

'o teams played for the first ten

'nutcs either one of them could

iivc been pushed over pretty

isily by a good high school team,

ad the Gaels been able to rack

P points at their customary rate

fore the visitors hit their stride,

Ey could have put this game out

reach. If Queen's looked bad,

'Ough, McMasler looked worse,

d the Gaels carried a lead

"ging from 2 to 7 points

'rough most of the first half,

licy were leading 29-22 with

lout 5 minutes remaining when
«^ Marlins started to hh. They

scored 14 of the next 16 points

and the half ended abrupdy with

Queen's on the wrong end of a

36-31 score.

This was the Gaels' most lack-

luster first half in many a week,

but they started the second with

a vengeance. As they have so

often this year, Doug Evans and

Evons Scores two

Larry Ferguson sparked a drive

which brought the spectators to

their feet roaring with approval

and threatened to ovenvhelm the

momentarily hapless Marlins.

Hilling from outside and the foul

line, but mostly just driving and

fast breaking over and around

them, the Gaels rammed in 22 fast

points and grabbed the lead 53-47.

At this point McMasler called a

time-out based more on despera-

tion than cool strategy, but this

was the turning point of the game.

The Mariins' shooting suddenly

became phenomenal. All they had

to do to score, il seemed, was to

shoot. Quickly, too quickly, they

tied it up and then grabbed the

lead 60-56. Queen's never caught

Ihem again. There is really no

defence against a hot-shooting

team and this one never cooled

off. The Gaels oftensively were

jusi as good, better in fact, than

they have been all year, scoring 51

points in that hectic second half

( their previous second half Iiigh

—

36 against Toronto), but the

Marlins were not to be denied.

The final score was 92-82.

Jim Baird was top gun for

MeMaster, hitting most of his

shots and scoring 26 points. Al

Irwin, the visitors' only really tall

player, was a vital cog in the

victory also, as he outrebounded

both Howes and Engcl and scored

17 pomts.

For the Gaels, Larry Ferguson

played possibly his strongest game

of the year, scoring 25 points, in-

cluding a couple of truly sensa-

tional baskets. Doug Evans is a

streaky type of player. When he's

good he's very, very good, and

when he's bad he's still very good.

Friday night he scored 27 points.

Bruce Engel, who has been hav-

ing his troubles this season, came

through also, with a fine 15 point

performance.

The Gaels were harassed all

game by a McMasler press which

Ihe Marlins' speed, more than

compensating for their lack of

height, enabled them to employ

effectively. In the end, however,

shooting made the big difference.

It is unfortunate that the Gaels

were unable to close out their

home schedule with a victory, but

they have turned in some spark-

ling efforts in recent weeks and

this just was not their night.

minute mark but the Carabins

roared back and shot three

past goalie Elwin Derbyshire.

The Montreal marksmen were

Jean Delorm^, Jean - Jacques

Granger and Gilles Lefort. But

the second frame was a 1

1

Queen's as the Moonmen pump-

ed three past Roland Poitras

in the Carabin nets. Gaels scor-

ers were Captain Bill Colvin

with two and defenceinen Mur-

ray Mitchell who has turned

in some spectacular offence

power for the team in their last

few games. Gitles Lefort also

got his second of the afternoon

the period which featured an

incident in which Carabin team

captain Claude Chapleau was
given a ten minute misconduct

and finally a game misconduct

from referee Ken Partis. After

the period was over the Cara-

bin coach announced he inten-

ded to lodge a protest over the

incident. Early in third period

it looked as though the Gaels

were going to die as Jean Del-

and Jean Cusson scored for the

Carabins, giving them a 6-4

lead. But the Gaels weren't

finished as Larry Windover

scored a little over a minute

after Cusson scored the sixth

Montreal goal. Murray Mitchell

tied the score with his second

goal of the afternoon with

three minutes left in the game.

The Gaels were all over the

Carabins in that final three

minutes but just couldn't beat

goalie Jean Viau who replaced

Roland Poitras for the third

period.

continued a-s the leagtie's lead-

ing scorer as ke potted three

against The Carabins on Fri-

day night in Waterloo . . . . ari

added feature of the game on

Saturday was the bilingual an-

nouncing of Glenn Rourlce . . .

next Saturday's game against

Laval shovAd be quite a test for

the Gael marksmen as ths

Quebeckers have a goalie by tht

name of Grenier who I am
told is supposed to be one of

the best if not the best in tlie

HOCKEY SUMMARY

Montreal S Queen's 6

PERIOD I

I. Queen's Nishikawa

Murray Mitchel

(Hay. Milchell) 426

2. Monlrcal, Dclorm^

(Lefort) 12:56

3. Montreal, Granger

(RWaumc) 16:37

4, Monlreal, Lefort

(Cusson, Oclorm^) 17:49

Penalties: Hay (hooking) 5:29.

PERIOD 2

5. Quecn'5. Colvin

(unassisted) 1:45

Ci. Monlreal, Lefort

(unassisted) 9;03

7 Queen's Mitchell

(Van Brunt) 10:42

fi. Queen's, Colvin

(Dinsmore) 17.49

IV-nallies: Cunningham (slashing)

7 51; Charbonneau (roughing)

9.53; Chapleau (kneeing, lOrnin.

misconduct, game misconduct)

16:14. (minor served by Lambdrt,

and misconduel served by Duretts).

PERIOD 3

9. Montreal, Delorme

(Cusson, Lefort) 0:12

10. Monlreal, Cusson

(L«fort) 9:0.1

11. Queen's Windover

(Colvin, Weston) 10:37

league this year. So come out 12. Queen's. Mitchell

and support the Gaels in tfieii ^^°^°"'}
. ^ ,

™
„, . , Penalties: Oinningham (elbowmg)

last home of the year. Watch
„ , , J i-„i *„ 3:45; Jodoin (holding) 6:06; Char-
Fridays Joimial a7id listen to

bonneau (interference) 8:33.

SKATEMARKS - . . Stan Shar-

man of tlie Waterloo Warrion

Total

37

28

CFRC's Calender at 7:30 o?i

Tfiursday night for the exact Shots on Goal I U UI

ime of the game. on Montreal 9 14 14

On Queen's II 6 11

The Intramural Scene
out the handicap system com- jHldCellaneOUd
nletelv.

Results of T.A.C. ICE TRIALS

In water polo it still looks like held on Gibraltar Bay Sunday,

The results of the intramural

swim meet held 10 days ago are

shown below. A'65 won a very

close and exciting meet as Sc '66

threatened to beat the defending

champions undl the last two

events — the relays, each won by

A'65.

A'64 and A'65 all the way.

is, if they don't default!

that February 16th.

50 yd. free Austin Henderson

lOOyd, free John Fenton

50 yd. breast Mike Sinclair

200 yd. breast John Anderson

A'65

Sc'65

A'67

A'65

50 yd. butterlly John Nichohon Sc'66

50 yd. back Mike Sinclair A'67

1 00 yd. medley Dave Minty A'65

Final standing in the 10-pm

bowling schedule left Sc'65 and

A'67 at the head of their leagues,

with Sc'64 and Sc'67 in the

second spots respectively. Much

controversy regarding the handi-

cap system used in these leagues

has led to an attempt to throw

Hockey has wound up with

several close races. In one sec-

tion A '64 is followed closely by

A'66 and Sc'67. In the other.

Sc.'64, A'67 and A'65 are dead-

locked. In the intramural "B"

hockey league, the A'65 "B"

team finished their season un-

defeated and so are declared un-

defeated unofficial champions.

Winners:

J. Ethier. V.W. .

R, Murphy. M.G.B.

J. Kinnear, Volvo

D. Curtis, Ford

Qass 1

Class 2

Class 3

Qass 4

HOCKEY STANDINGS

Toronio

Montreal

MncMasler

It looks as though heavy par-

ticipation by Sc"66 is going to win

the Bews, although late-counted

team-sport points for A'65 could LJivd

conceivably make a difference. mcGUI

Good Showing by Gymnasts

It is not a good policy to be making optimistic prognostications

concerning sporlii:g events, but this Saturday al R.M.C. the Queen's

Gymnastic Icam came second in all-round team competition out of a

field of eight. They came ten points behind a Kingston Army team

which consisted of senior men of highcr-than-average calibre. The

competing teams, in order of standing, were: Kingston Army—139,9:

Queen's— 129.65; RMC 1—123.6; RMC II— 117.2; KCVl 1—68.8;

KCVI 11. OECVI, Ganauoquue HS, Brian Neck of Queen's placed

third all-round. Other individual Queen's results were Brian Neck: 1,

Piirallel Bars, I, Horizontal Bar; Art Kuisma: 1. Vaulting, 2, Free

Calesthenics.

On February 29. the team travels lo U. of T. where they hope to

do even betlcr. We still feel ample room for improvement and we

would dearly like to beat the U. of T. team as they have managed lo

dominate us in our past two encounters.

Entries in

close to-day!

intramural skiing Queen's

W.iicrloo

p W L T Pis.

10 7 1 2 16 . _

10 6 2 2 14

11 6 4 1 13

9 s 3 1 11

11 4 4 3 11

9 2 6 1 5

12 11

V^7
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Profs Talk Library
The following ideas, suggestions and

criticisms have been offered to the

interviewer by professors in the hu-

manities who desire to remain anony-

mous. The comments are restricted

to apply mainly to the Faculty of

Arts and Science.

Transitional Stage: from REFEREN-
CE to RESEARCH
The Douglas Library is in a state of

transition from a small informal

arrangement, accepted as a relatively

adequate undergraduate reference lib-

rary, to one which must face increas-

ing demands in order to retain profi-

ciency as an under graduate aid, and

also to cope with the needs of gradu-

ate^ and faculty for expanded research

facilities. The problems faced are

common to the libraries of most

North American universities, all of

which are undergoing a period of

acclerated enrollment and demands.

Queen's as one of Canada's "older"

universities is not so much hampered

by attempts to set up a library, as

by the fact that, in its location, there

is no immediate access to other sour-

ces and supplies of books, such as

archives, government records, and

reference libraries. Consequently,

Douglas Library is 'on its own' and

must attempt to compensate for its

situational drawbacks by more than

adequate and extremely complete pro-

visions.

FUNDS
Probably the main drawback and

the one initiating many of the com-

plaints and shortcomings of the lib-

rary stems from inadequate funds.

The efforts of the administrators to

cope with this difficulty and to allo-

cate the existing funds as fairly and

adeqaately as possible is recognized

and appreciated, as is the realization

that it is not from this quarter that

the desired changes can originate.

One feasible suggestion, however, is

that the §35.000 stamp collection be

sold and the proceeds used to aug-

ment the book supply

SECURITY
Although the general reaction to

the recent 'stamp-lifting' from the

library vault has been one of general

amusement and incredulity, it is not

to be viewed as a laughing matter.

A knowledge of insufficient or non-

existant security measures may be

the cause of a reconsideration or even

refusal of potential, donations of rare

books or personal papers to the

library.

As far as student book thefts are

concerned the feeling is generally

one of impatience with the existing

'honor system' accompanied with

strong urgies for the adoption of

checks — especially in connection

with the stacks. A turnstile (not un-

common, by the way, in other univer-

sity libraries — eg. Toronto), or at

least some staff control over the

issuing of books could be regarded as

no further infringement on the

students' rights than is the well-

known (and accepted) "frisking" at

the stadium entrance. Other sugges-

tions concerned steps against the

illegal removal of books from the

Reading Room and the need for

more stringency in granting stack

passes, perhaps restricting them to

honours and graduate students.

INADEQUACY: Present & Future

The inadequacy of the present

library situation, in material as well

as in space and study facilities, is

recognized as owing largely to the

financial problem. However, the most

strongly criticized aspects are those

of the most stringent importance

and those which should perhaps, be

corrected at the expense of some

others. The deficiency of the collec-

tions in many fields — especially

more recently developed ones; the

chronic inadequacy of department

budgets ; the need for multiple copies

of many books (note; students of

Philosoph 1 and Politics 2) ; and the

need for more periodicals and better

and up-to-date binding of the already

purchased periodicals, are some of the

points mentioned. Due to the exist-

ence of only a few copies of some
books needed by literally hundreds of

students, many are not able to obtain

the required information, or are so

restricted in time on having gained

possession of the book, that they are

not able to use it adequately.

The difficulties in connection with

space may in some ways be alleviated

by the new wing although there is a

good deal of pessimism concerning

the adequacy of the proposed ar-

rangement. Some feel it is already

obsolete and, as such, will fail to

serve its purpose. Others grant it

some improvement, but feel such a
project should have preceded other

renovations considering Its superior

importance to the university as a

whole, and should be more extensive

than is planned.

—BARBARA HOLMES

Editor's Note . . *

Part II of this article will appeal

in the next regular Journal,

But Won't Co-operate, says Gundy
„v., T,.TTnTTnArrir cnPlRQ

H. Pearson Gundy is a quiet-

spoken man with iron-grey hair, who

left these interviewers with the im-

pression that he was resident friend-

ly spirit at the Douglas Library, a

sort of paterfamilias to Queen's half-

million book collection. Behind this,

however, one has the impresmon that

there is a very determined character.

THE NEW LIBRARY
The new library Is expected to be

finished for the fall of 1965. All the

new books presently in the libraiy

will be transferred then to the new

wing, and the present library will be

sealed off, and completely revamped

inside. When finished (fall of 1967)

it will house the Government Docu-

ments collection. Though the library

plans to double its present collection,

much of this will be located in the

twenty-odd science libraries now in

existence, and in the two faculty

libraries (law and meds). There will

be a much expanded stack area in

the new library as the stacks will

extend twenty feet beyond the build-

ing line and down an extra two levels

— as compared with the present

stacks. Mr. Gundy said that there

would be a direct ground-level access

route to the stacks through a control

counter. This would be more conven-

ient for the student as it would elim-

inate the present up-hill-and-down-

dale procedure.

Hire — "for example the books of

the pre-confederation era" — will be

in locked cases. Mr. Gundy expressed

a hope that the other books could be

readily available.

READING ROOMS
There will be three reading rooms.

The present one will remain and there

will also be a large reading room on

the main floor of the new librarj'.

The plan is to "siphon off the hon-

ours student to the new reading

room, and to arrange the present

reading room for the first year gen-

eral student in order to provide the

first year student with most of the

books he needs right there in the

reading room itself."

There will also be a large reading

room on the top floor of the new

library (with semi-vaulted ceilings)

for graduate students. Until the

whole is needed for graduates, hon-

ours students will be admitted to its

facilities.

As for special collections, these will

be located on the Mezzanine floor of

the new building, with ample reading

space. The rules of access are not

yet "spelled out". This area will

house, among other things, the Lome
Pierce collection of Canadians. The

books which mieht b» eonaidored

OPEN STACKS?
Mr. Gundy said that he tended 'to

think not'. Freshmen, for example,

reshelve books wrongly which wastes

much of the staffs' time, he said.

Since someone must be discriminated

against in the interests of space, as

well as order, the freshman finds

himself at the bottom of the totem

pole. In any case, Mr. Gundy stressed

that all the freshman's books will be

in the reading room.

RESERVED BOOKS?
Since the students do not sign out

the books, this system of keeping the

books either behind the desk or in a

locked room, is essential. The problem

becomes more serious, Mr. Gundy

said, when the key books in a course

go out of print. In that case, he add-

ed, the theft of the book from the

library might — and often has —
necessitated the changing of a whole

course.

Personally speaking, Mr. Gundy

said that he disliked having a large

collection of reserved hooks, as this

meant that students could not see

them and browse among them. When

he came to Queen's, Mr. Gundy said

that many of the most used books

were kept in a locked room. He said

that one of his first 'reforms' was

to place these books in an open

reading room. As he discovered, this

system too had its drawbacks — the

library has lost many more books

than before, and it is almost impos-

sible to control such an open system.

Mr. Gundy said that he did not like

treating students like criminals —
"unless it is absolutely necessary",

he added ruefully.

THIEVES?
It is recognised that students fed

frustrated when there are too few

books to go around. But evaytime a.

student steals, he intrudes upon an-

This series of articles on the Doug-

las Library was planned by QJ.

Staffer, Barbara Holmes.

other student's rights, Mr. Gundy

said. If the students would them-

selves enforce a code of honesty —
strictly in their own interests — it

would be much more effective than

fining overdue books,

WHY ARE BOOKS LOST?

The general feeling, as Mr. Gundy

pointed out, is that there is no moral

shame involved in stealing from the

library. He added that in every

library in Canada studies show that

the numbers of books stolen is on the

increase. This is probably because

the library, like the customs, is an

impersonal institution — and "it's

all right to cheat the customs".

WOULD DUPLICATE COPIES

HELP?
Mr. Gundy said that assuming

money not to be a consideration, it

would be desirable to have about one

book for every ten students. In

practise, however, this would mean

that for a ckiss of four hundred, re-

quirements would include for ex-

ample, forty copies of a five to ten

dollar text, not to mention the ad-

dition storage problem. As well, if

there are ten copies of a book on the

shelf, the student feels much less

guUty about taking one of ten copies

than he does one of two copies or an

only copy.

PRIORITIES — New Books va Extra

Copies

"The library, is always in a posture

of compromise between acquiring

new books and duplicates," Mr.

Gundy said. Each department is

given an appropriation, the amount

of which is decided by the board of

Library Curators. Mr. Gundy said

that the department heads generally

thought this appropriation was

enough for current books for under-

graduate use. However, as Queen's

commits itself more heavily to Grad-

uate research, large sums are requir-

ed to finance the acquisition of back

periodicals. For this reason a sum of

money, equal to that for undergrad-

uate purchases, has been provided,

but it is appropriated to the faculty

and not to the Individual depart-

ments.

- . . _. 11., iir,li"-fti'no- nnd inst

students and professors may com-

plain about the library, but this

writer was recently delighted by

certain incidents relating to the

library. Most especially, I was de-

lighted:

—to see the page turned in the

fifteen century book of hours. It

had been open at the same page —
with a picture of the flight into

Egypt — for about a year. Then

almost immediately, this collector's

item was removed to make way

for a more recent document — the

1953 College of Herald's official

recognition of the Queen's crest,

etc.

—to fid howl rtrOhlni th» t«mp«a-

ture in the stacks has become since

the new addition had gotten under-

way. It is absolutely delightful.

-to hear that it la Impossible to get

one's hands upon anything even

remotely resembling a library

budget. Just think how many

people would be disturbed by its

publication! And most of them

really well-intentioned!

—to think that we have no sedition

— such as might be found in the

writings of Mao-tse-tung—fouling

the atmosphere at Queen's, and

that we do have, on the other hand,

excellent collections of the Roman

and Christian classlcB which ara io

morally uplifting and instructive

to the formative minds of young

men and women.

INTER-LIBRARY CO-OPERATION?
Mr. Gundy said that this was the

sort of thing more favoured by

librarians than by professors who

"don't care if Toronto's got it, they

want it here". Most suggestions for

co-operative buying, he said, are

"scuppered by the facuHy*8 refusal to

co-operate". In some general areas,

there is agreement — for example,

that it would be preposterous for

Queen's to attempt to duplicate Mc-

Gill's extensive collection relating to

Islamic Studies.

UNDERGRADS SUFFERING?
Mr. Gundy pointed out that the

graduate fund is largely supported

by the R. S. McLaughlin Trust Fund.

"We are also hopeful that the Ont-

ario government will earmark money

for graduate work". (It has been

noted by others that three graduate

programmes usually should cost

in terms of books — about the same

that most universities require for

their entire undergraduate purchases

yearly). "And, of course," Mr. Gundy

added, "without graduate students,

where will the professors come

from?"

CRITICAL?
Mr. Gundy noted that the sort of

carping criticism that is natural

enough among undergraduates >s

often superficial. He said that, on the

whole, "we have a co-operative,

cordial relationship between students

and library staff."

ANOTHER COFFEE SHOP?
.

There is a lounge for the staff 1"

the library plans, but Mr. Gundy

said that the students have a cofte^

bar across the street and that t'le

restricted nature of the building sire

prevented the inclusion of such a

lounge.

-to discover who controls the

Queen's Index of Forbidden Books

(e.g. Fanny HiU). Despite the

atmosphere of moral depravity in

which this keeper is expected to

remain pure, he does so, and, in the

strongest tradition of Queen's,

carries on the noble task set to him

by the past — to protect the mmds

entrusted to him from the stench

—of corruption and thus from the

eternal flames of hell.

—As I said, I am delighted.

—MABEL BLOWER

ORIENTED?
Mr. Gundy said that while tne

library is being used almost continu-

ously, he regretted that there was

no really effective way of teaching

the students how to get the raoa^

out of the library. "Orientation ^e^":

lectures did not work. Perhaps it

might be better to show the student

how the library works when they at

more familiar with it — perhaps

second year."

LIFESPAN OP NEW LIBRARY?

"It will be adequate for perhaP-

twenly years," said Mr. Gundy. ^—MARY CORBETl

DOUG McCALLA
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Bureaucracy Be Damned

MARCH 13, 1964

Torts
Illustrated

WILD BILL SHAMBLE

led the Board of Home Mission of one of Canada's large churches for

1 a city church. A secretary of this Board answered the request by

minendation, since a city church required a man who could preach

ike to take a country charge, the Board would be glad to give all

3 the somewhat ambiguous institution of "student ministers". These

ip to six different churches, who lived an average of thirty miles

e still very 'green', having only recently left their secular occupa-

:end classes daily and maintain their studies at a high scholastic

iffer, of course — Sunday morning services are turned into religious

y knows the difference between the offices of clergyman and bank
> visits during the holidays; the sick and bereaved are comforted

younger years.

Peter Miedema

in the history of the church,

lew about it, for his congre-

was dangerously close to

<UT church offices are now.

tspected only the "better"

E the community, those who
3d clothes and could contri-

ivily to the church budget;

I to them: "Sit thou up front,

d pew." To the unimportant

0 the poor and outcast they

and thou at the back."

ind of thinking does not re-

uch explanation. It is the

code of large segrments of

Christendom. Not even the

it prophet of Utilitarianism

) refute its effectiveness. It

lerefore it is good. The ques-

ither this theology is also

1 remains, of course. But as

ard put it, "This is a ques-

ich is not asked in the
". Is it not true that so often

ches follow the pattern set

Forld? If the world thinks

ess in numbers and dollars

I of quality, why not the

If the world is concerned

I relations with the import-

! if the community, why not

:h also? If the world suc-

entertaining the masses

3 and Alms, "ith riddles and

hy should not the church

mt films, plays, books with

riddles, comic-strips and

Why should the minister

ook for the most entertain-

i and stories to fill the

inutes set aside for a ser-

As long, however, as the title

'Christian' has not been removed
from the names of the churches and

their institutions, the question of

the theology of the church and it-s

veracity will be asked, and church

officials must be prepared to give an
account of the principles on which

they base their government of thp

church. It is not enough to point to

the immense development of the

world since the beginning of the

Christian era. It is not enough to

look askance at the simple Cliristians

of the Early Church who see things

in such a naive way. It is also not

enough to refer to the many discov-

eries that have allegedly ahed such

a new light upon the Early Christian

Church.

It is of course much easier to

silence the inquirer. But the question

is there and will always be there as

long as the Bible is open on the pulpit

in front of the congregation.

Account can be given in only two

ways: the one is the tvay of honesty:
remove the Bible trom ihe pulpiis

and erase the name 'Christian' from

every church publication. The other

way is that of a complete reassess-

ment of the quality of the mission

of the church: perhaps a humble and

penitent change of pastorate where

the city minister goes to the country

charge with all its financial and

spiritual rewards, and the student

minister is given the city church mlh
all its emoluments. In so doing, some
proper and necessary theological in-

sights may be gained.

See Post Script Page 5

TORTSMAN OF THE YEAR

,^ _^.^.t. lyit u/vc yettTS ttCtlVIItGS.

they turn aside to re-create them-
selves tvith wholesome fun and frolic,

and to write into history rnemories

thafi wUl continue to be cherished

t}i)rough the years that a/re to be.

To those who go out from us this

year we express the sincere wish that,

aino7ig other fellowships, that which
has been cemented here may grow
and remain fresh with the passi^ig

of time. May those who remain con-

tinue to cultivate such healthy and
happy relationships among them-
selves, and with the University com-
munity as a whole, tliat the ireasnref

of luisdom and knozvledge, inixed

with the gifts of graces of pleasing

and attractive condtict, may issue in

strong and worthy Christian witness.

EUAS ANDREWS.

Principal.

Queen's Theological College.

Vickers plays Mona and John Patton

plays the stranger, with Pam Cornell.

Lynne McCaw, and Mike Mawson in

supporting roles. The play is beinc

directed by Bob Barlas.

"Man of Destiny" is the award

winning play in which Peter Tarns

last weekend received the a^va^d for

best supporting actor at The Can-

adian University Drama League

Festival held in Ottawa. On stage

with Peter will be Pol Chontraine.

Wendy Smith and Al Hand under thf

direction of Steve Sharp.

Curtain time is 8:30. Tickets are

$1.00 and are available at the door.

A Fireside Chat
By Don MacKenzie

med with a btlie Sabbath wme, Uerek Richards said to me:

)hy is a sort of natural theology, an attempt to understand and

the complexities of human experience." "Derekh" means "a

Hebrew; this helps me to remember that my esteemed friend

jsophcr and, alternatively, to remember by Hebrew vocabulary,

is a pupil, and Derek a student of Dr. C. A. Baxter at Mount

/niversity in the Maritimes. We imbibed at what, if not a cold

^..cai oL.eam, was forever full, forever running free. Dr. Baxter has

termed himself a pre-Pythagorean realist. This means that he is com-

mitted to the ideal of interpreting the parts in terms of the whole, in

opposition to abstraction (the &ct of considering separately what is

united in a complex object: the act of withdrawing).

Understanding and reconciling the complexities of human experience

is a rational undertaking in Baxterian terminology, for reason "is a

disciplined iTsion of reality". A Baxterian. or "cosmologist" seeks cosmo-

logical orientation by attention to that which is most positively present

and prevailing in the created order.

Derek and I attended together a first - class exposition by Professor

Phillips of the Philosophy Department to Queen's Christian Fellowship on

the theme "Christianity and Philosophy", which concluded with the

aphorism, "religion \vithout philosophy is blind; philosophy without

religion is limited to wordly concerns". In this, by way of a closing seed-

thought, we would concur.

Drama Guild Presents

The Invisible Line
FEB. 21, 22

//
and " Man of Destiny

CURTAIN 8.00 p.m.
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Profs Talk Library
The following ideas, suggestions and

criticisms have been offered to the

interviewer by professors in the hu-

manities who desire to remain anony-

mous. The comments are restricted

to apply mainly to the Faculty of

Arts and Science.

TransilionQl Stage: from REFEREN-
CE to RESEARCH
The Douglas Library is in a state of

transition from a small informal

arrangement, accepted as a relatively

adequate undergraduate reference lib-

rary, to one which must face increas-

ing demands in order to retain profi-

ciency as an under graduate aid, and

also to cope with the needs of gradu-

ate^ and faculty for expanded research

facilities. The problems faced are

common to the libraries of most

North American universities, all of

which are undergoing a period of

acclerated enrollment and demands.

Queen's as one of Canada's "older"

universities is not so much hampered

by attempt* to set up a library, as

by the fact that, in its location, there

is no immediate access to other sour-

ces and supplies of books, such 1

archives, government records, ai

reference libraries. Consequent!;

Douglas Library is 'on its own' ai

must attempt to compensate for i

situational drawbacks by more th£

adequate and extremely complete pr

visions.

FUNDS
Probably the main drawback ai

the one initiating many of the coi

plaints and shortcomings of the li

rary stems from inadequate fund

The efforts of the administrators

cope with this difficulty and to all

cate the existing funds as fairly ai

adequately as possible is recognizi

and appreciated, as is the realizatii

that it is not from this quarter th

the desired changes can original

One feasible suggestion, however,

that the §35,000 stamp collection

sold and the proceeds used to au

ment the book supply.

SECURITY
Although the general reaction to

the stadium entrance. Other sugges-

tions concerned steps against the

illegal removal of books from the

Reading Room and the need for

more stringency in granting stack

passes,_Eerhaip3_restrioting them to

ence of only a few copies of some
books needed by literally hundreds of

students, many are not able to obtain

the required information, or are so

restricted in time on having gained

possession of the book, that they ara.

aMe to use it adem'-'

But Wo
H. Pearson Gundy is a quiet-

spoken man with iron-grey hair, who

left these interviewers with the im-

pression that he was resident friend-

ly spirit at the Douglas Library, a

sort of paterfamilias t« Queen's half-

million book collection. Behind this,

however, one has the impression that

there is a very determined character.

THE NEW LIBRARY
The new library is expected to be

finished for the fall of 1965. All the

new books presently in the library

will be transferred then to the new

wing, and the present library will be

sealed off, and completely revamped

inside. When finished (fall of 1967)

it will house the Government Docu-

ments collection. Though the library

plana to double its present collection,

much of this will be located in the

twenty-odd science libraries now in

existence, and in the two faculty

libraries (law and meda) . There will

be a much expanded stack area in

the new library as the stacks will

extend twenty feet beyond the build-

ing line and down an extra two levels

— as compared with the present

stacks. Mr. Gundy said that there

would be a direct ground-level access

route to the stacks through a control

counter. This would be more conven-

ient for the student as it would elim-

inate the present up-hill-and-down-

dale procedure.

READING ROOMS
There will be three reading rooms.

The present one will remain and there

will also be a large reading room on

the main floor of the new library.

The plan is to "siphon off the hon-

ours student to the new reading

room, and to arrange the present

reading room for the first year gen-

eral student in order to provide the

first year student with most of the

books he needs right there in the

reading room itself."

There will also be a large reading

room on the lop floor of the new

library (with semi-vaulted ceilings)

— for graduate students. Until the

whole is needed for graduates, hon-

ours students will be admitted to its

facilities.

As for special collections, these will

be located on the Mezzanine floor of

the new building, with ample reading

space. The rules of access are not

yet "spelled out". This area will

house, among other things, the Lome

Pierce collection of Canadiana. The

books which miffht b« considered

rare — "for example the books

the pre-confederation era" — will

in locked cases. Mr. Gundy express

a hope that the other hooks could

readily available.

OPEN STAGES?
Mr. Gundy said that he tended

'

think not'. Freshmen, for examp

reshelve books wrongly which wast

much of the staffs' time, he sa:

Since someone must be discriminat

against in the interests of space,

well as order, the freshman fin

himself at the bottom of the tote

pole. In any case, Mr. Gundy stress

that all the freshman's books will

in the reading room.

RESERVED BOOKS?

Since the students do not sign 0

the books, this system of keeping t

books either hehmd the desk or in

locked room, is essential. The prohh

becomes more serious, Mr. Gun

said, when the key books in a coui

go out of print. In that case, he ad

ed, the theft of the book from t

library might — and often has

necessitated the changmg of a whi

course.

Personally speaking, Mr. Gun

said that he disliked having a lar

collection of reserved books, as tl

meant that students could not e

them and browse among them. Wh
he came to Queen's, Mr. Gundy s£

that many of the most used boo

were kept in a locked room. He si

that one of his first "reforms' w
to place these hooks in an op

Hotel La Salle

Dine in the Famous Colony Room

Specializing in

Delicious Charcoal Broiled Steaks

I^ect from Our Dining Room Orill

Special Arrangements for Banquets & Dances

Bagot & Princess 548-3361

. mnvollir iinliftino' flnO mst
Students and professors may com

plain about the library, but this

writer was recently delighted by

certain incidents relating to the

library. Most especially, I was de-

lighted:

—to see the page turned in the

fifteen century book of hours. It

had been open at the same page —
with a picture of the flight into

Egypt — for about a year. Then

almost Immediately, this collector's

item was removed to make way

for a more recent document — the

1953 College of Herald's official

recognition of the Queen's crest,

etc.

—to fMl how iwihini th« t«mp«ra-

ture in the stacks has become since

the new addition had gotten under-

way. It is absolutely delightful.

-to hear that It is Impossible to get

one's hands upon anything even

remotely resembling a library

budget. Just think how many

people would be disturbed by its

publication! And most of them

really well-intentioned!

—to think that we have no sedition

— such as might be found in the

writings of Mao-tse-tung—fouling

the atmosphere at Queen's, and

that we do have, on the other hand,

excellent collections of the Roman

and Chrlatian clasaicB which ar« 10

morally uplifting and instructive

to the formative minds of young

men and women.

—to discover who controls the

Queen's Index of Forbidden Books

(e.g. Fanny Hill). Despite the

atmosphere of moral depravity in

which this keeper is expected to

remain pure, he does so, and, in the

strongest tradition of Queen's,

carries on the noble task set to him

by the past— to protect the minds

entrusted to him from the stench

—of corruption and thus from the

eternal flames of hell.

—As I said, I am delighted.

-^ABEL BLOWER

CUtialmetfi ^niteb

11.00ajii.~SEVEN CHRB-
TIAN IMPERATIVES
(T) "Reeoncilc."

7.30 p-m.—The Living of lite

(0) "Love and Manias"

8:4S pjn. Youth Fellowship.

A Vary Cordial Itivitation

To All QtMcn'a Student*

j^ebenham Street

^iiittb QHjurcli

9: IS a.m In the Chapd:
Divine WonAup (Thei

Chapel is reached by tiie

William Street door at

the renr of the church.)

ll:00o.m."HOW TO KNOW
GOD". Protestant Chap-
el Choir of Royal Milituy
College.

4:00p.m.Orgon Recital: Dr.
F. R. C. Clarke. PeiKolcsi's

Stabat {tiatcr', with sop-
ranos Hanoa Dodwell mid
Martha Clarke.

Prcsbgiettan ffiburrlj

Princess !t Clergy Sta.

ftRev. Mai V. Putnam, B.A.,

MLaister
Director of Praiae,

Brian Start, ARCCO.
SUNDAY SERVICES

11:00 a.ni. Morning Worship
7:00 p.m. Evening Worship

Sennon: "Concerning For-
giveness".

7: 00 p.m. Preparatory Service.

Sermon: "Walking in Jesus'

Way".
7:30 p.m. "Radio Ministry"
CKLC.

8:15 p.m. Congretipnal Fel-

lowship.

TUESDAY. 7:30 P.M.
Prayer and Bible Study Hour
COME AND WORSHIP

ine norary pians, uui- ""'''^

said that the students have a cotiee

bar across the street and that the

restricted nature of the building si^^

prevented the inclusion of such a

lounge,

ORIENTED?
Mr. Gundy said that while tne

library is being used almost continu-

ously, he regretted that there was

no really effective way of teaching

the students how to get the most

out of the library. "Orientation weeK

lectures did not work. Perhaps «^

might be better to show the student^

how the library works when they ar

more familiar with it — perhaps

second year."

LIFESPAN OF NEW LIBRARY?

"It will be adequate for perhap=

twenty years," said Mr. „Tvf
—MARY CORBE i»

DOUG McCAtl^A
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H is my pleasure to send greetings to cdl the students of the University

through our yearly faculty paper. It is our hope that Uie JOURNAL
iiTT i l ii *\\tM-m t i '

• - • - •

medium weight

V-NECK
FOR SPRING
m
SHETLAND
and
MOHAIR
by

Re verj' casual tliis Sjiritig in this

I'xciting new long-sli.'cvpJ pullover

raglan full-ruehioiu-d licrauly ... in

3crump[iou3 new Spring colours!

These superbly lailoied, puri; wool

doublc-knil Inpcrcd slims arc dyed

to malchpurfcctly! Pullover 34-42,

S12.98. slims 8-20, S16.98. At
better shops cvcryM-hcrc!

Without this lahel

&1. Marks'

2:uU;erau IIII}iirr^

9:30 a.m. Services.

11:00 a-m Broadcast on CKTVS.

Two bloclu N.E. of stadium

Comer of Earl & Victoria Sts.

Rev, Roy Oswald
(Lutheran Student Chaplalo)

Phone 542-7134

St. Elainea' Qllmrcli

Q: 00 a.m. Holy Communion

11:00 a.m. Holy Communion

7:00 p.m. Evening Prayer.

Tuesday and Wednesday

Holy Communion

Wediicadny 4.M p.m. Orgnr
Kecilal and Lenten medi-
tations.

they turn aside to re-create thCTtv-

selves loith wholesome fun and frolic,

and to write into history Tnemories

thai' unU continue to be cherished

tlt}rojigh the years that a/re to be.

To those who go out from us this

year we express the sincere ivish that,

among other fellowships, that which
has been cemented here may grow
and remain fresh with the passing

of time. May those who remain con-

tinue to cultivate sv£h healthy and
happy relationships among them-
selves, and with the University com-
munity as a whole, tliat the ireasuren

Bureaucracy Be Damned

of wisdo7n and knowledge, mixed
with the gifts of graces of pleas-ing

and attractive conduct, may issae in

strong anrf worthy Christian loitne&s.

ELIAS ANDREWS,

Principal,

Queen's Theological College.

Drama Guild Presents

ii

19th HOLE
ON SEX
Dear T.I.

I very much enjoyed your
article on 'Sex in Canada' in
last month's T.I. I will agree,
it's a good clean sport that we're
rapidly losing ground in.

There should be more training
for our young boys and girls,

government grants, stadiums
built, prizes given.

I agree, I agree and keep up
the good work.

—Gordon Shammaster

Dear TJ., I suppose.

Your discussion about sex
really is terribly irrelevent I

believe it's a classic example of
a distinction without a differ-

ence - all of it

—J. Paredwit

Dear Editor;

You can cancel my subscrip-
tion - and make it quick. IVly kid
read that article and so did my
wife—cancel my subscription

you lecherous, degenerate, filthy

perverts.

—C. Bamefello

ON GOSSEN
Dear TJ.

I just love Gossen and think
he's a real cutie. Could you
please send me a couple of yards
of his hair and a few square
feet of one of his ties for my
scrapbook.

Ardently yours,
—Janey Miscues

BATTLE OF THE SEXES
Dear TJ.
Who was it won that won that

there drinkin' contest held here
last year? Was it A. Movit or
M. A. Murray?

I said it was Movit but my
old lady says it was Murray

—

she claims M. A. can hold more'n
any of them guys can,

—C. Turat
Your old lady was right!

The Editors

15

Vickers plays Mona and John Patton

nlays the stranger, with Pam Cornell.

Lynne McCaw. and Mike Mawson in

supporting roles. The play is being

directed by Bob Barlas.

"Man of Destiny" is the award

winning play in which Peter Tams
last weekend received the award for

best supporting actor at The Can-

adian University Drama League

Festival held in Ottawa. On stage

with Peter will be Pol Chanlraine-

Wendy Smith and Al Hand under thp

direction of Steve Sharp.

Curtain time is 8:30. Tickets are

$1.00 and are available at the door.

;ed the Board of Home Mission of one of Canada's large churcheis for

1 a city church. A secretary of this Board answered the request by
mmendation, since a city church required a man who could preach

ike to take a country charge, the Board would be glad to give all

i the somewhat ambiguous institution of "student ministers". These

ip to six different churches, who lived an average of thirty miles

e still very 'green', having only recently left their secular occupa-

end classes daily and maintain their studies at a high scholastic

iffer, of course— Sunday morning services are turned into religious

y knows the difference between the offices of clergyman and bank

! visits during the holidays; the sick and bereaved are comforted

younger years.

Peter Miedema

in the history of the church,

lew about it, for his congre-

was dangerously close to

ur church offices are now.

spected only the "better"

f the community, those who
jd clothes and could contri-

ivily to the church budget;

1 to them : "Sit thou up front,

1 pew." To the unimportant

0 the poor and outcast they

and thou at the back."

ind of thinking does not re-

uch explanation. It is the

code of large segments of

Christendom. Not even the

;t prophet of Utilitarianism

) refute its effectiveness. It

lerefore it is good. The ques-

'ther this theology is also

remains, of course. But as

ard put it, "This is a ques-

Ich is not asked in the
'. Is it not true that so often

ches follow the pattern set

rorld? If the world thinks

ess in numbers and dollars

1 of quality, why not the

If the world is concerned

I relations with the import-

t if the community, why not

;h also? If the world sue-

entertaining the masses

3 and films, with riddles and

hy should not the church

lut films, plays, books with

riddles, comic-strips and

Why should the minister

Dok for the most enlertain-

1 and stories to fill the

inutes set aside for a ser-

As long, however, as the title

'Christian* has not been removed
from the names of the churches and
their institutions, the question of

the theology of the church and its

veracity will be asked, and church

officials must be prepared to give an
account of the principles on which
they base their government of thf

church. It is not enough to point to

the immense development of the

world since the beginning of the

Christian era. It is not enough to

look askance at the simple Christians

of the Early Church who see things

in such a naive way. It is also not

enough to refer to the many discov-

eries that have allegedly shed such

a new light upon the Early Christian

Church.

It is of course much easier to

silence the inquirer. But the question

is there and will always be thei'e as

long as the Bible is open on the pulpit

in front of the congi-egation.

Account can be given in only two
ways: the one is (he way of honesty:
remove the Bible trom the pulpiis

and erase the name 'Christian' from

every church pubHcalion. The other

way is that of a complete reassess-

ment of the quality of the mission

of the church: perhaps a humble and

penitent change of pastorate where

the city minister goes to the country

charge with all its financial and

spiritual rewards, and the student

minister is given the cily church with

all its emoluments. In so doing, some
proper and necessary theological in-

sights may be gained.

See Post Script Page 5

A Fireside Chat
By Don MacKenzie

med with a httle Sabbath wme, Derek Kichards said to me:

)hy is a sort of natural theology, an attempt to understand and

the complexities of human experience." "Derekh" means "a

Hebrew; this helps me to remember that my esteemed friend

)sopher and, alternatively, to remember by Hebrew vocabulary.

IS a pupil, and Derek a student of Dr. C. A. Ba.xter at Mount

Iniversity in the Maritiraes, We imbibed at what, if not a cold

o..eam, was forever full, forever running free. Dr. Ea.\ter has

termed himself a pre-Pythagorean realist. This means that he is com-

mitted to the ideal of intei-preting the parts in terms of the whole, in

opposition to abstraction (the )act of considering separately what is

united in a complex object; the act of withdrawing).

Understanding and reconciling the complexities of human experience

is a rational undertaking in Baxterian terminology, for reason "is a

disciplined vision of reality". A Baxterian, or "cosmologist" seeks cosmo-

logical orientation by attention to that which is most positively present

nnd prevailing in the created order.

Derek and I attended together a first - class exposition by Professor

Phillips of the Philosophy Department to Queen's Christian Fellowship on

the theme "Christianity and Philosophy", which concluded with the

aphorism, "religion without philosophy is blind; philosophy mthout

rehgion is limited to wordly concenis". In this, by way of a closing seed-

thought, we would concur.

The Invisible Line
FEB. 21, 22

and "Man of Destiny
CURTAIN 8.00 p.m.

//
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Profs Talk Library
The following ideas, suggestions and

criticisms have been offered to the

interviewer by professors in the hu-

manities who desire to remain anony-

mous. The comments are restricted

to apply mainly to the Faculty of

Arts and Science.

TnuisitionGl Stage: from REFEREN-

CE to RESEAKCH
The Douglas liibrary is in a state of

transition from a small informal

arrangement, accepted as a relatively

adequate undergraduate reference lib-

rary, to one which must face increas-

ing demands in order to retain profi-

ciency as an under graduate aid, and

also to cope with the needs of gradu-

ate^and faculty for expanded research

facilities. The problems faced are

common to the libraries of most

North American universities, all of

which are undergoing a period of

acclerated enrollment and demands.

Queen's as one of Canada's "older"

universities is not so much hampered

by attempt! to set up a library, ae

by the fact that, in its location, there

is no immediate access to other sour-

ces and supplies of books, such

archives, government recorj'

reference libraries. Cons

Douglas Library is 'on its o

must attempt to compensatt

situational drawbacks by m(

adequate and extremely comp

visions.

FUNDS
Probably the main drawb

the one initiating many of t

plaints and shortcomings of

rary stems from inadequatt

The efforts of the administr

cope with this difficulty and

cate the existing funds as fa

adequately as possible is r&

and appreciated, as is the re

that it is not from this quai

the desired changes can o:

One feasible suggestion, hov

that the $35,000 stamp colle

sold and the proceeds used

ment the book supply.

SECURITY
Although the general reaction to

the recent 'stamp-lifting' from the

the stadium entrance. Other sugges-

tions concerned steps against the

illegal removal of books from the

Reading Room and the need for

more stringency in granting stack

passes, perhaps restricting them to

honours and graduate students.

ence of only a few copies of some
books needed by literally hundreds of

students, many are not able to obtain

the required information, or are so

restricted in time on having gained

possession of the book, that they are

not able to use it adequately.

But J\

H. Pearson Gundy ia a quiet-

spoken man with iron-grey hair, who

left these interviewers with the im-

pression that he was resident friend-

ly spirit at the Douglas Library, a

sort of paterfamilias to Queen's half-

million book collection. Behind this,

however, one haa the impresmon that

there is a very determined character.

THE NEW UBRARY
The new library is expected to be

finished for the fall of 1966. AU the

new books presently in the library

will be transferred then to the new

wing, and the present library will be

sealed off, and completely revamped

inside. When hnished (faU of 1967)

it will house the Government Docu-

ments collection. Though the library

plans to double its present collection,

much of this will be located in the

twenty-odd science libraries now in

existence, and in the two faculty

libraries (law and meds). There will

be a much expanded stack area in

the new library as the stacks will

extend twenty feet beyond the build-

ing line and down an extra two levels

— as compared with the present

stacks. Mr. Gundy said that there

would be a direct ground-level access

route to the stacks through a control

counter. This would be more conven-

ient for the student as it would elim-

inate the present up-hill-and-down-

dale procedure.

READING ROOMS
There will be three reading rooms.

The present one will remain and there

will also be a large reading room on

the main floor of the new library.

The plan is to "^phon off the hon-

ours student to the new reading

room, and to arrange the present

reading room for the first year gen-

eral student in order to provide the

first year student with most of the

books he needs right there in the

reading room itself."

There will also be a large reading

room on the top floor of the new

library (with semi-vaulted ceilings)

for graduate students. Until the

whole is needed for graduates, hon-

ours students will be admitted to its

facilities.

As for special coDections, these will

be located on the Mezzanine floor of

the new building, with ample reading

space. The rules of access are not

yet "spelled out". This area wUl

house, among other things, the T^me
Pierce collection of Canadiana. The

books which might b« considorad

rare — "for example the I

the pre-confederation era" —
in locked cases. Mr. Gundy e:

a hope that the other books

readily available.

OPEN STACKS?
Mr. Gundy said that he te

think not'. Freshmen, for (

reshelve books wrongly whicl

much of the staffs' time,

Since someone must be discri

against in the interests of a

well as order, the freshme

himself at the bottom of th

pole. In any case, Mr. Gundy

that all the freshman's booki

in the reading room.

RESERVED BOOKS?
Since the students do not

the books, this system of kee

books either behind the desk

locked room, is essential. The

becomes more serious, Mr.

said, when the key books in

go out of print. In that case,

ed, the theft of the book f

library might — and often

necessitated the changing of

course.

Personally speaking, Mr.

said that he disliked having

collection of reserved books,

meant that students could

Ihem and browse among then

he come to Queen's, Mr. Gm
that many of the most use

were kept in a locked room,

(hat one of his first 'refon

to place these books in J

YOU CAN GO A LONG WAY
The student community needs

our product - its dependabiUty is

legend. The young man loves that

Boor shift, as he races away from

the Women's Residence, and if his

snuggling date isn't careful she

might enjoy it too.

You will have nodced the basic

colours for the V.W. No flashy

reds or yellows. Our flat grey

melts into the Kingst6n limestone

to provide perfect camouflage. It

Imay he hell driving down King

Street but once you reach Mumey

Tower, you're miobtruSive and in

bbsihKis. But, beware of snow-

banks with licence plates. Hiose

are white V.W.'s.

Though not cavernous like some

domestic cars, the V.W. is cozy. A

slide rule or similar instrument will

show you how to enjoy every inch.

"Happiness is a V.W. clutch",

and for once we are not vaunting

our product's assets. TruO intimacy

is no problem.

Many V.W. parts are inter-

diangeable from one year to the

next making it easier to get parts

for a V.W. than for many domestic

cars. If you need new seat springs,

if you want to replace a torn roof-

ing panel, or if you are suffering

from a heel battered dash-board,

we can fix you up easily.

Every V.W. looks like every

other V.W. It's easy to see that we

don't bother with surface changes.

We work down deep.

We used to ofter (at no extra

charge) the choice of a St

Christopher's medal or a Martin

Luthei icon.

iSIow we offer a three way option

- the medal, the icon, or a "dial-

pak" of Ortho-Novum.'

As we said though^the changes

made in a V.W.'flre dowtt deeji.

students and professors may com-

plain about the library, but this

writer was recently delighted by

certain incidents relating to the

library. Most especially, I wta de-

lighted :

ture in the stacks has become since

the new addition had gotten under-

way. It is absolutely delightful.

—to see the page turned in the

fifteen century book of hours. It

had been open at the same page —
with a picture of the flight into

Egypt — for about a year. Then

almost Immediately, this collector'a

item was removed to make way

for a more recent document — the

1953 College of Herald's official

recognition of the Queen's crest,

etc.

_to fMl bow rwMhlntf th« t«mp«a-

-to hear that it Is Impossible to gel

one's hands upon anything even

remotely resembling a library

budget. Just think how many

people would be disturbed by its

publication! And most of them

really well-intentioned I

-to think that we have no sedition

— such as might be found in the

writings of Mao-tse-tung—fouling

the atmosphere at Queen's, and

that we do have, on the other hand,

excellent collections of the Roman

and Christian dassicB which »ra to

morally uplifting and instructive

to the formative minds of young

men and women.

—to discover who controls the

Queen's Index of Forbidden Books

(e.g. Fanny Hill). Despite the

atmosphere of moral depravity in

which this keeper is expected to

remain pure, he does so, and, in the

strongest tradition of Queen's,

carries on the noble task set to him

by the past— to protect the mmds

entrusted to him from the stench

-of corruption and thus

eternal flames of hell.

from the

—As I said, I am delighted.

-JHABEL BLOWER

bar across the street and that th

restricted nature of the building si

prevented the inclusion of such

lounge.

ORIENTED?
,

Mr. Gundy said that while tne

library is being used almost continu-

ously, he regretted that there wa^

no really effective way of teachini,

the students how to get the rnos

out of the library. "Orientation wee

lectures did not work. Perhaps 1

might be better to show the studeii
_

how the library works when they a

more familiar with it — perhaps

second year."

LIFESPAN OF NEW LIBRARYJ
"It be adequate for per^ai'

twenty years." s^d Mr. G"''^*'* -^rfT

—MARY CORBM^
DOUG McCALl'^

I
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// is my pleasure to seiid greetings to all the st/udents of the University

through our yearly faculty paper. It is our hope tluut Wie JOURNAL
ivill be of interest to you and, that it wUi stim/ulate yow tkinldng.

We are a small faculty when com-,

pa/red to Arts and Science; yet we

are proud to be a pa/rt of Queen's.

We are searching for truth and

welcome it from whatever source if,

may come. We are endeavouring to

"articulate" our faith in the mighty\

acts of God and welcome this oppor

tunity to express it.

It is our intention in the coming

year to participate more fuUy in th

life of the students. We who are on

the Al/.ia Mater Societry exectttivc

pledge to all members of the Alma

Mater Society our best efforts.

Allison Hoines|

£a ^ere Catherine

m

The annual dance of the Queen's Theological Society will be held

tonight in the MacGillivray-Brown Hall, Barrie St. tonight from 9:00 to

1:00. The theme features a Parisian sidewalk cafe. La Mere Catherine.

It will be worth seeing what happens when a group of budding Canadian

clergymen ia suddenly transported to the gaieties of Parisian night life.

Tickets will be available at the door for $5.00 per couple; corsages

are provided, lunch will be served and dre^ is semi-formal. We extend

a cordial invitation to the rest of the campus to come and help us to

simulate the festive atmosphere of a night in Paris.

(Srpptitiga iErom ^Irinrtpal AnJirruia
/ am ka/ppy to extend best loishes

and warmest greetings to the sino-

dents of the Theological College on
the occasion of their amrnal banquet
and dance.

These occasions are the "pause
that refreshes" students in all facul-

ties when, anticipating loJiat still re-

mains to be done before the curtain

rings down on the year's activities,

they turn aside to re-create them-

selves with tolwlesome fun and frolic,

and to write into history memories
that^ will continue to be cherished

tl^-ough the years that are to be.

To those who go out from us this

year we express the sincere wish that,

a->nong other fellowships, that which
has been cemented here may grow
and remain fresh with the passing

of time. May those who remain con-

tinue to cvXtivate such healthy and
happy relationships among them-
selves, and with the University com-
munity as a whole, tltat the ireas7ires

of wisdom and knowledge
with the gifts of graces of

and attractive conduct, may
strong and ivorthy Christian

ELIAS ANDREWS.

, mixed
pjeasing

issue in

U'itness.

Principal,

Queen's Theological College.

Drama Guild Presents

//

I
The Invisible Line

Bureaucracy Be Damned
(1) A few years ago, a young minster asked the Board of Home Mission of one of Canada's large churches for

a recommendation for q position as mmister in a city church. A secretary of this Bo9.rd answered the request by

stating that he was not able to give the recommendation, since a city church required a man who coidd preach

to a city audience; but if the writer would like to take a country charge, the Board would be glad to give all

possible assistance.

(2) This same Canadian church sponsors the somewhat ambiguous institution of "student ministers". These

ai t university students who are in charge of up to six different churches, who lived an average of thirty mil^
from the university. These students often are still very 'green', having only recently left their secular occupa-

tions. They are expected by the church to attend classes daily and maintain their studies at a high scholastic

level. The churches entrusted to these men suffer, of course— Sunday morning services are turned into religious

meetings with an address by a man who hardly knows the difference between the offices of clergyman and bank

manager. Pastoral care takes the form of nice visits during the holidays; the sick and bereaved are comforted

with the leftovers of pious speeches heard in younger years.

How can responsible church leaders

expect a man to be a good minister

of the Word of God and at the same
Lime force him to concentrate wholly

sucessfully in his university work?

Small wonder that so many of the

chai-ges served by these men are

run down and almost, if not entirely,

dead! And most of these are country

charges.

The answer of the Board Secre-

tary, given above, points to the crux

of the matter: behind the senseless

struggles of student ministers to

serve two masters at the same time,

and behind the apparent retreat of

the Church from the country into the

city, lies a definite theology which

has been devised in church head-

quarters.

Such a theology is not a new phen-

Uraoi^ iioild

frusentsg

"Mao Uf DestiDf
Tonight and tomorrow night

Queen's Drama Guild is presenting

their last two piays for this season.

"The Invisible Line" and '*The Man
of Destiny".

"The Invisible Line" is a new Can-

adian play set on Vancouver Island.

Mona Law* recuperating from illness

and a broken romance in which her

fiance has abruptly disappeared with-

out explanation, is spending the sum-

mer alone in a cottage on the east

coast of the island. Her only neigh-

bour is a solitary young woman with

a tiny baby. The child becomes sud-

denly ill, and Mona takes it in while-

the mother hastens away to locate

a doctor. It is near midnight. A
stranger, wet and exhausted, comes

up from the sea seeking refuge. Thi?

Mounted Police are on his track. They

trail him to the cottage. His identi'--.

Mona's impulsive reaction to his pro-

blem, and through this the solution

of her own personal mystery regavfl-

ing the defection of her fianc^ months

ago, form the plot of the drama. Jane

Vickers plays Mona and John Pattoii

nlays the stranger, with Pam Cornell.

Lynne McCaw. and Mike Mawson in

supporting roles. The play is being

directed by Bob Barlas.

"Man of Destiny" is the award

winning play in which Peter Tarns

last weekend received the award for

best supporting actor at The Can-

adian University Drama League

Festival held in Ottawa. On stage

with Peter will be Pol Chantraine.

Wendy Smith and Al Hand under th*-

direction of Steve Sharp.

Curtain time is 8:30. Tickets are

$1.00 and are available at the door.

Peter Miedema

omenon in the history of the church.

Jesus knew about it, for his congre-

gation was dangerously close to

where our church offices are now.

They respected only the "better"

people of the community, those who
wore good clothes and could contri-

bute heavily to the church budget;

they said to them : "Sit thou up front,

in a good pew." To the unimportant

people, to the poor and outcast they

said, "Stand thou at the back."

This kind of thinking does not re-

quire much explanation. It is the

accepted code of large segments of

modem Christendom. Not even the

shrewdest prophet of Utilitarianism

is able to refute its effectiveness. It

works, therefore it is good. The ques-

tion whether this theology is also

Christian remains, of course. But as

Kierkegaard put it, "This is a ques-

tion which is not asked in the

churches". Is it not true that so often

the churches follow the pattern set

by the world? If the world thinks

that success in numbers and dollars

is a sign of quality, why not the

church? If the world is concerned

with good relations with the import-

ant people if the community, why not

the church also? If the world suc-

ceeds in entertaining the masses

with piays and films, mih riddles and

jokes, why should not the church

also put out films, plays, i)ooks with

biblical' riddles, comic-strips and

the like? Why should the minister

not also look for the most entertain-

ing jokes and stories to fill the

twenty minutes set aside for a ser-

mon?

As long, however, as the title

'Christian' has not been removed
from the names of the churches and
their institutions, the question of

the theology of the church and its

veracity will be asked, and church

officials must be prepared to give an
account of the principles on which
they base their government of thp

church. It is not enough to point to

the immense development of the

world since the beginning of the

Christian era. It is not enough to

look askance at the simple Christians

of the Early Church who see things

in such a naive way. It is also not

enough to refer to the many discov-

eries that have allegedly shed such

a new light upon the Early Christian

Church.

It is of course much easier to

silence the inquirer. But the question

is there and mil always be there a.s

long as the Bible is open on the pulpit

in front of the congregation.

Account can be given in only two
ways : the one is the w^y of honesty

:

remove the Uible trora the pulpiis

and erase the name 'Christian' from

every church publication. The other

way is that of a complete reassess-

ment of the quality of the mission

of the church: perhaps a humble and

penitent change of pastorate where

the city minister goes to the country

charge with al! its financial and

spiritual rewards, and the student

minister is given the city church with

all its emoluments. In so doing, some
proper and necessary theological in-

sights may be gained.

See Past Script Page 5

A Fireside Cliat
By Don MacKenzie

vvarmtd with a hllle Sabbath wine, Derek Richards said to me:

•Philt^ophy is a sort of natural theology, an attempt to understand and

reconcile the complexities of human experience." "Derekh" means "a

way" in Hebrew; this helps me to remember that my esteemed friend

is a philosopher and, alternatively, to remember by Hebrew vocabulary.

1 was a pupil, and Derek a student of Dr. C. A. Baxter at Mount

Allison University in the Maritimes, We imbibed at what, if not a cold

clear stream, was forever full, forever running free. Dr. Baxter has

termed himself a pre-Pythagorean realist. This means that he is com-

mitted to the ideal of interpreting the parts in terms of the whole, in

opposition to abstraction (the act of considering separately what is

united in a complex object; the act of withdrawing).

Understanding and reconciling the complexities of human experience

is a rational undertaking in Baxterian terminology, for reason "is a

disciplined vision of reality". A Baxterian, or "cosmologist" seeks cosmo-

logical orientation by attention to that which is most positively present

and prevailing in the created order.

Derek and I attended together a first - class exposition by Professor

Phillips of the Philosophy Department to Queen's Christian Fellowship on

the theme "Christianity and Philosophy", which concluded with the

aphorism, "religion without philosophy is blind; philosophy without

religion is limited to wordly concerns". In this, by way of a closing seed-

thought, we would concur.

#/

FEB. 21, 22
and "Man of Destiny

CURTAIN 8.00 p.m.

#/
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Letters

Re: The Ecumenicol Movement

Tlie Editor,

Queen's Theological Journal,

Re; The Ecumenical Movement,

The immediate objective of the ecu-

menical movement ncrw gaining ground

in the Roman Catholic Church is b

sincere attempt to understand the

beliefs of other churches, and to present

and explain Roman Catholic doctrine to

them.

The clearest indication of this objec-

tive comes from the Second Viitican

Council. It was set forth by Pope John

XXni in his announcement of Christian

unity as a long term objective of the

Council itself. It was re-iterated in the

address of Pope Paul VI at the opening

of the second session last September;

The Council, while calling and counting

as its own those who belong to the fold

of Christ in the fullest and truest sense,

opens the door and calls out too, in

anxious expectation to the many fol-

lowers of Christ who are not at present

within the unique fold."

The Church gave practical evidence

of its ecumenical spirit by inviting

official representatives of all the other

Chrislinn churches to attend the sessions

of the Council as observers. The 65 who

did attend were loud in their praises

of the freedom whidi characterized the

discussion and the charity with which

they were welcomed,

The Council came to grips with the

problem of ecumenism when a

"Schema" or project on this topic was

presented for discussion. Time did not

permit its completion in the last session;

its final disposition has been held over

for the third session which will open in

September of this year. But the think-

ing of the Council Fathers was clear

from the opinions expressed during the

discussion.

The final aim of the ecumenical

movement from the Roman Catholic

point of view, is the visible union of all

Christians in the one true Churcli of

Christ. This ultimate aim is not pos-

sible of accomplishment at tlie present

time; the immediate objective is mutual

understanding and charity among those

who are united by baptism but separ-

ated by differences in doctrine.

All Christians have much in common:

our Christian name, rebirth in the some

Holy Spirit through baptism, prayer to

our common Father through Jesus

Christ, and the treasures of the Holy

EDITORIAL'

Scriptures. We need to emphasize the

things which we have in common rather

than those on which as yet we do not

agree.

The ecumenical movement will not

he helped by any Christian body water-

ing down its beliefs. As far as the

Roman Cathohc Church is concerned,

it cannot back away from the commis-

sion given by Christ to "teach all things

that I have commanded you" ( Matthew

2S;19). But we can and must review

the ways in which we present the

teachings of Christ. Much of the mis-

understanding which has brought about

the lamentable diNisions of Christendom

has been the result of presentation of

some points of doctrine in terms less

intelligible to other Christians than they

might be. Our theologians are engaged

at present in searching out new formulae

lor many of the age-old tnilhs. In this

way we hope to further the cause of

ecumenical dialogue.

—Don Mtjronuk

President, Queert's Newnmn Club.

SAFETY FIRST

Editor,

Queen's Theological Journal.

Recent philosophicid discussions have

at last unearthed a moral question for

our age which is both relevant and

immediate in its force - is it ethical

to sleep with a girl without a contra-

ceptive? Ask the same gathering,

another, though more academic and

restricted, problem was brought to light

— should a lecturer sleep with his stu-

dents? The second point was resolved

to the satisfaction of all the philosophers

involved ( who, incidentally, will re-

main nameless): it is unethical to sleep

with one's own students, but anyone

else's are fair game. The first, however,

still provides grounds for spirited discus-

sion.
,

It might well be an idea for modem
religionists to declare themselves on this

pointed question. Even if they regard

premarital relations as iniquitous per se

(a not uncommon position, though one

not as violently held as it was a few

decades ago) then the question of rela-

tive cupabiHty could still be debated

with some relevance, and the side issue

of the legitimacy of contraceptives

themselves might provide a few laughs

in itself. At any rate, there it is — a

pragmatic and stimulating moral, ethical

and even aesthetic problem. Go to it.

-John Firth

HYBRIS • then NEMESIS
We recall several occisions when someone unknown to us asked abruptly,

"Are you saved?" It never dawned on us to question the sincerity, only the

sanity of the enquirer.

Perhaps you too have met with a similar religious enthusiast. The instinc-'

ti\'e reaction is one of revulsion at tlus somewhat crude carriacture of

Clmstiauity.

It is even more jarring to find the same attitude, though in a more sophisti-

cased form, in the large institutional churches. The question, "Are you saved?"

is not asked. It would be surprising in the extreme if a luke-warm nominal

Christian showed any interest in those outside of the Church! Rather, the

attitude in tlie Church is often of the smug, complacent, self-satisfied — "I am
saved" variety.

It is so cosy and comfortable to be a Christian, Tlhe Church of the Christ

has been turned into a religious club! We recall with some trembling the words

of Christ, "Woe unto you when all men speak well of you." The Old Testa-

ment prophet cried, "Woe unto them who arc at ease in Zion." Has the Caiurcb

shut its ears to these words? '

How tragic it is, that no one laughs when the preaclier reads in tones of

great solemnity to an audience of "well-dressed, well-fed, well-taught, solid,

leading citizens" who ha\'e deposited their bodies on the pews of a noble;

richly ornamented churcli — the text from Paul: "For consider brethren youi'

call; not many of you were wise according to worldly standards, not many were
powerful, not many of noble birlh; but God chose wJiat is foolish in the world

to shume the wise, God cliose what is weak in the world to shame the strong,

God chose what is low and despised in the world, so that no human might

boast in the presence of God,"

The Church professes to follow one who gave up all for the sake of man,
wlio became poor that they might become ricJi — but tlie Church has shown
itself to be part of the contemporary search for wealth and power.

We note too the disagreement between the Church's claims to holiness and
catliolicity and its continued existence in sin and conflict.

Posf Script

We might all do well to hear Augustine: "Do not seek to kill iniquity as if

it were something outside of Thyself."

PROCLAMATION
Take mee to you, imprisort mee, for I

Except you entlirall mee, never shall be free.

Nor ever chost, except you ravish mee.

John Donne, Holy Sonnei XIV

Susan Johnson's maidenhead

Soon shall perish in her bed,

Nor shall all her cries prevent

What the god of love has sent.

Dionysus I invoke

To ensure the masterstroke

Is delivered to effect

While his servant is erect.

Let her tideless inland sea

Witness fair Aphrodite,

Bom of foam, full-fleshed and firm.

Subject to the conquering worm.

Hers shall be that timeless state,

Unassailed by love or hate.

An eternity that's reckoned

By a doctor to the second

But for us uncharted lies

In the region of her thighs

While the landscape of her frame

Seismically achieves our aim.

After, when the fit as passed,

(Nothing, infinite can last)

We will lie and plot anew

What our bodies next shall do.

And my silent praise shall be

Of that state virginity

Which provides an object fit

For concupiscence and wit.

-Tom Eadie

SQUEAKER

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

An Archbishop has been defined

as a Christian ecclesiastic of a rank

superior to that attained by Christ.

The tone of some of the articles of

this issue of Theology Faculty

Journal may sound a Uttle super-

cilious. One look at some of the

names following is ample explana-

tion for the somewhat bizarre

departure from the cautious and

conservative.

Screwtape: Lance Woods

Chief Abstainer: Burt Frerichs

Prof, of Systematic Sex: Tom Eadie

B.V.M.: Mary Corbett

Laid-Outers: Oli Hawrylyshyn,

Peter Flood,

Rod, Carr-Harris

Fallen Angels: Derwyn Docken,

Cam MacMillan,

Fred. Styles,

Lionel Amichand,

Dave Northey

Resurrected Angel: Peggy Morton

Image Maker: Ted Davey

Helpful Spirits: too fierce to

mention

PROCLAMATION: An Inter

p

relation

Since the redactors of the Old Testa-

ment saw fit to interpolate interpreta-

tions of the Song of Songs (Canticles),

it would seem permissible (and perhaps

advisable) for me to provide an ctplica-

lion for the above poem. Proclamation^

It might, perhiips, be too easy to read

it as a seduction poem rather than a

reUgious allegory dealing with the pro-

cess of conversation, despite the fact

that sexual imagery is quite common in

works dealing with this area of human
experience. (As proof of tliis, one need

only c-onsider Tlte Song of Solomon, or

the opinions of commentators such as

Tillich who, in Systematic Theology,

states that mysticism represents "an

ecstatic union of man and God" as being

analogous to the erotic relation in which

there is a drive toward a moment in

which the difference between lover and
beloved in extinguished".)

In a sense, of course, the poem is a

seduction piece—one in whidi a spiritual

virgin is seduced by God. Thus the

maidenhead it(entioned becomes Ian

obvious symbol for the soul's resistance

to the process of conversion, and the

"god of love" of hue four is evident

reference to Christ, The god Dionysus

is another Christ figure ( the use of pagan

mythology to enforce Christian themes

has been endorsed by St. Augustine,

who referred to it as "mining Egyptian

gold" ) whose assistance is invoked

"while his servant is erect" — i.e. alive

(this is a Protestant poem, 1 am afraid,

and extends no hope of salvation after

death )-

Aphrodite is employed as a symbol of

the lusts of the flesh which, tied to the

flesh, are transient. "Full-fleshed and
firm" is employed in ironic contrast to

"Subject to the conquering worm", i.e.

death. Thus, the "tideless inland sea" of

the mind, the mystic calm at the

moment of coversjon, is to witness the

death of the body's hold over the soul,

The fourth and fifth stanzas make it

clear that this ekstatis, this moment
when the mind touches eternity, none-

theless takes place while the convert is

in the flesh and stiU subject to time (thus

an observer could time it) but also

point out that it is uncharted, "in the

region of her thighs"—in the heart of

darkness, in the area assigned by
mediaeval theologians to processes of

religious ecstasy.

The sixth stanza points out that this

moment will pass at which moment llie

convert must evidence this new-found

faith in works (I.e. "plot anew/What our

bodies next shall do"). Tlie final stanza

speaks in an anthropomorphic fashion of

the concupiscence of God in desiring

new souls (surely as licit as "for I the

Lord thy God am an jealous God") and
conclude by endorsing good wit, a tme
sense of values.

EDITOR'S COMMENT:

We do not apologize. It is enough to

say; If the religious are suffering pom
repressed sex, we miglu add tltaf the

promiscuous are suffering from repressed

religion.

saved / ^

t J-

\
I
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A.M.S. Constitutional Changes

SecoQd reading was given to the following amendments to by-

laws:

BY-LAW NO. 23

Subsection (c)-CHANGE "end of February" to "end of October"

BY-LAW NO. 13

ADD to the last sentence, "except where contracts with profes-

sional performers limit the number and/or quality of pictures to be
-taken. In this case the Editor or Photography Editor shall contact the

group involved."

BY-LAW NO. 10

Section 1, First paragraph-DELETE "two" and CHANGE "years"

to "year". Second paragraph-DELETE. Section 2—DELETE. NEW
Section 2 "This committee shall consist of: 1) A chairman who may
be one of the senior representatives of the Alma Mater Socie^
Executive. 2) One representative from each of the member Societies.

These representatives shall be appointed by their respective Society

executives in the spring."

ArHcie IV, Section 2 (b) CHANGE $6.00 to $7.25.

Article /V, Hcction 4: DELETE and ADD new section; "Pennan-
ent Secretary-Treasurer (a) The Permanent Secretary-Treasurer shall

be a member of the staff appointed by the A.M.S. Executive. His
duties as treatajrer shall be to keep separate accounts of the Queen's
Journal and the A.M.S. (including Tricolor and the Queen's Bands)
and to submit audited financial statements of both before October 21.

He shall submit unaudited statements at the last ordinary meeting of
the A.M.S. executive in the spring, (b) He shall be assisted in hiiJ

duties by the Assistant Secretary-Treasurer, who shall be employed by
the A.M.S. execuHve. (c) He and his assistant shall be bonded by the
Society for the sum of two thousand dollars ($2,000). (d) He, or
his assistant, shall make no payments except on cheques counter-
signed by the President, or the chairman of the Budget and Finance
Committee or from a petty cash fund of fifty dollars ($50.00) to be
administered under the imprest system." (e) He shall be granted an
honorarium of nine hundred dollars ($900.00) annually.

Section 5: DELETE and ADD new section: "Financial Assist-

ance (a) Financial assistance shall not be given to any Society, club,
or enterprise made up of members of the Society that has not in the
past shown an adequate attempt to be financially self-suflScient and
sound. All such requests plus an audited financial statement for the
previous year and a budget for the current year shall first be pre-
sented to the Budget and Finance Committee whose findings shall
be passed on to the A.M.S. executive for ratiflcaUon. (b) Each such
society, club or enterprise receiving financial assistance from the
AM.S. shall submit a complete and comprehensive statement of
revenues and expenses for the current year to the A.M.S. no later
than March 15.

Section 7 (b) Insert "a" between "by" and "motion". DELETE
"open or annual" and REPLACE by "general".

Article XVI. Section 4 NEW subsection (a) "Remuneration of
the Chief of Police while constabling shall be at the rate of $1.30 per
hour. 4 (b)-Old Section 4.

CONSTITUTION OF QUEEN'S C.U.S, COMMITTEE
Article II, Section 2. (b) CHANGE "February 15" to "March I".

DELETE 'He must have had ... . C.U.S. Committee"
WOMEN'S ATHLETIC BOARD OF CONTROL

Article V, Section 8. (2) DELETE and add new subsection as
follows: "The Snowball committee will consist of the following: a)
Six girls from Levana, of whom at least two must be members of the
Levana Athletic Council and all of whom will be chosen by the
Levana Athletic Council, b) Two representatives from each of the
Arts and Science, Engineering and Aesculapian Societies. These
representatives will be elected by their respective Society executives.
At least one from each Society must be a male representative.'

PATTON'S CLEANERS
and

SHIRT LAUNDERERS
Wally Elmer — Prop.

Dial 548-4292 — 546-6480

349 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO
The Nicest Cleaning in Town

Ottawa Secondary Schools

TEACfflNG OPPORTUNITIES

Representatives of the Ottawa Secondary School Board will

meet with interested shidents in Committee Rooms 3 and 4

in

STUDENTS' MEMORIAL UNION

the afternoon and evening of FEBRUARY 27th.

CLASSIFIED
Page 3

FOR SALE
One Royal Typewriter, recently over-

hauJcd. Ei^ty-eight clile characters

including all those required for
languages and mathctnalics. Contact
Tully Chambers, evenings at 542-4630.

Tri-Scrvicc Ball Ticket al half price.

Keason—change of plans. CoU Chris
Demisch at 546-4297. .

LOST
One Green Pencil Case with ball

point pen and drafting pencil. Two
weeks ago, cast side University Avenue,
near Grant Hall. Phone 542-6141. Aak
for Joe.

Two Biology Tent Books. "Genetics"
and "The Cell". Phone 548-4944.

WANTED
Economics Text — Samuelson (for

Economics 1 or 10). Call Madolyn,
546-2883.

ATTENTION ALL BEATS
Submit orip'nal poems and paintings

to George Anderson, McNeil House
and ihey may be seen or read at the
Arts -67 Year Party: "A Night At The
Hungry i," Friday, February 28,
8:30- 1:00a.m. Brauns' Cafeteria,

Railway Street. Stag or Drag.

PERSONAL
On the occasion of St. Valentine's

Day, Mr. Bruce Nesbitt wishes to thank
his few anonymous admirers. This
being leap year, however, he has
conscientiously avoided being com-
mitted by Couds-Hallmark, and hopes
they will understand.

Daphne — Please don't run away.
I love you — Davie.

Anyone knowing the whereabouts of
John "Pussy Cat" Baker, please con-
tact Cheryl Smith. 546-1335.

BULLETIN! BULLETINI
Congratulations arc in order to Mr.

George E. Browne on the arrival of a

pretty, blue summons on Tuesday,
February 18. The gay announcement
calls him lo appear before the magis-
trate on Monday, February 24, 1964
at ten o'clock in the forenoon, to
Bns^ve^ lo an offence contrary lo
section 373 subsection 1 of Iho
Criminal Code and to be dealt with
according to law. The wake will be
postponed until 8:00 p.m. that evening
in view of the early trial hour. AU
friends and colleagues are urged lo

lend iheir moral support to this

innocent man. Silver Collection.

FOR RENT
Unfurnished Apartment for rent

from May I. Kitchen, living room, two
bedrooms and balh. Private entrance.
Albert Street near Union. Phone 546-
2883. Madolyn Way.

Apartment suitable for three to four
people next to Queen's Tea Room,
#320. Will consider SI20 a month.
May to September. Phone Doug
Wilson, Ext. 296,

Table Board. 205 Alfred. Two
meals. Five days per week. Phone
542-5542.

LOST
A Ring — small, turquoise, sur-

rounded by seed pearls; probably in
the Library or Sludenls' Union. Please
contact Jane Routledge, 542-5404.

LEVANA VIGILANTES
Application forms for Levana Vigi-

lanlcs may be obtained from Liz Love,
Ban Righ f-R 25. Deadline for sub-
mission of applications is Friday. Feb
28th.

ARTS & SCIENCE SOCIETY
There is again a vacancy on the Arts

and Science Student-Faculty Orienia-
lion Committee. Applications for this
position should be submitted to Fred
Mooney, McNeill House.
On February 28. Laval University is

Iiolding a seminar lo discuss (he posi-
tion of the provinces within the
national economy. Two delegates will
be sent from Queen's probably com-
merce, economics, or poliUcs sludenls.
Anyone inlerested should apply immedi-
ately to Mr. Ed. Mayhew.

WANTED
Table boarders. 200 Union Street

Phone 542-7611.

FOR RENT
Two bedroom appartments for 3 or

4. Fully furnished. Good location.
Available from May 1 to September I.

Phone Nancy Page, Ext. 491, after
6 p.m.

CONCRATULATIONS
Last week Mrs. Al Souder pre-

sented Mr. Al Souder with a 2 oz. baby
rabbit by the name of Isador. Hearty
congratulations are extended lo the
proud parents.

PERSONAL
Any Frcshellcs wishing tutoring in

Physics I, contact I. B. "Shorty" Woods
at McNeill 383.

Any Levana Volunteers for a
McNeill 4th centre floor party, please
call the floor social convenor, "Wash-
out" Pearson at McNeill 383.

Applications are requested

for the position of

C.U.S. CHAIRMAN
These must be sumitted

to the A.M.S. Office by
5:00 p.m. Monday, Feb,

24.

TAX RECEIPTS
AVAILABLE

Tuition Income Tax Re-

ceipts are now available at

the Accountant's

Richardson Hall.

Office,

SKI CLUB

All persons owed money

by the Ski Club should

check the Mailing List, If

your name is not there, and

you have not received a

cheque in the mail, phone:

Tom Learie, 542-7481; or

Bill Hay, 543^178,

Iva Soreback
(Phys-Ed. 5U) says:

E

I keep my tinances in good

shape with a growing

Savings Account at . . . (1

Bank of Montreax

a big ilop on iho road to luccaii ii on early banking connection

You'H find ihest B of M Branches In Kings/on
especially convenleni:

Princess & Burrie Sli, in l^o "Y" Buildina:
WILLIAM F. CRONIN, Manngcr

\Um OlTjce. 297 King Si. East ai the Murkci:

ISIG-N POST
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Iniemalional House Oub. All over-
seas students are invited to attend a
discussion group at Ihe House follow-
ing the 'Two Revolutions" Seminar
lecture given by Dr. Spicer in Dunning
Hall at 8 o'clock, Come and air your
views on this challenging topic, "Politi-
cal Order in a Changing World." Coffee
will be served.

Instead of a Friday night party there
will be an Open House Party on
Saturday at 9:30p.m.

SATURDAY, FEBRUAHY 33
Hockey - Queen's vs. Laval Univor-

sKy at Uie Jock Harty Atc«i at 3:00
p.iD. Last home game of the season
so como out and support the team.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 23

"Into a New Intensity" A. J. Cole-
man on T. S. Eiiot. Last Supper of the
year. Sydenham St. United Church
5:00p.m. Cost 49c

f7^^

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 24
Rev. Bill TTiomeloe will give tho

third lecture in a series j^osoted by
Queen's Christiaii Fdlowship, Boom
313. New Arts Building. Luncii 25c.
at 12 Noon. Speaker at 12:30 pjn.
Audubon Wild Life film. Chester P.

Lyons presents "Nature's Plans and
Puzzles" at 8:15 p.m. in Dunning Hall
Auditorium.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 25
SCM Elections. All SCM'ers come

and vote in next year's CabmeL Nomi-
nations may be made at tho meeting
Dunning Hall, 12:30 p.m.
WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY 28
Don't miss 'Xa Mode", ihe Levana

Fashion Show 1964. 2:30 - 8:30p.m. at
Grant Hall. Rcfrcshinents and Door
Prizes al ihc door or from committee
members.
THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 27

Queen's Biological Society. D. J. R.
Vallentync wil spcal: on 'The Romance
of Mud" in the Biology Lecture Room,
Old Arts Building at 8:15pjn.

the pActs

BeneAth

the 6Azzle

All diamonds look dazzling at first

glance but only an expert jeweler can
tcll a diamond's true value. Cut. tril-

liancj', color, clarity and weight are all

imporlanl. We have ihe scienlific in,-

strumenls as well as tlie knowledge and
reputation lo help you make the right

diamond choice.

KINNEAR D'ESTERRE
diomond merchants 168 Princess St.

study
cram:

^notes
quotes
yawn

dawn
pause

things go
better,!
^with
Loke
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HItiHLIUHTS
Professor John Coleman of

the Mathematics Department

will discuss "Research in" The

Secondary School System" on

Research in Progress, a regu-

lar feature of CFRC MAGA-
ZINE, 8:30 Friday 28. Also,

Dr. Lynn will discuss "Heart

Research" and there will be a

historical note on Murney Tow-

er.

MASTERWORKS. Saturday,

February 29, will highlight

works by J. S. Bach. Al Mc-

Dowell is the announcer.

"Subways are for Sleeping"

and "Gypsy" will be the fea-

tures of BROADWAY MUSIC
at 7:45 Saturday evening. The

announcer will be Laurie Rot-

enburg.

Ike Kelnick and John Ma-

hony will be the guests on

CAMPUS TALENT, 9:30 Sai^

urday evening. Sally Price is

the announcer.

Hecause yon

waul to be feminine, .

.

dainty .

.

. poised . . . sure of

yourself...you use Teanpn.x

intmud sanitary protection.

It's the nice way of taking

the problems out of problem

days. Yon'n not even aware

you're wearing it. ..it's out

of si^ht, out of mind. In

every respect...from easy dis-

posal to total comfort .

.

. the

Tampax way is the better

way. Try it this very month!

Catiadian Tampax Corporation

Liniittd^ Barrit, Ontario.

Canadian
Intercollegiate

Hockey
Championships

For Dry Cleaning and

Shirt Laundering

SERVICE. QUALITY. CONVENIENCE
Our Store al 3!4 Barric Sireel Near Princess Is Convenient

and Anxious To Serve You
Same Day Service on Request

In by 10 a.m. Ready by 5 p.m.

Save 207o by Using Our Scr\'ices at Leonard Hall

Available to All Students

Dial 548-4407

FOR PICKUP & DELIVERY SERVICE

Cleland & FUndaU
DRV CLEANERS

314 Barrie Street

SHIRT LAUNDERERS
851 Princess Street

Jesus, Fact orjiction?
A year ago a University of

British Columbia professor sug-

gested that Jesus of Nazareth,

known to Christians as the

Christ, might never have exist-

ed, and shocked headlines echo-

ed the story over half a contin-

ent. Strangely enough, however

most of the ex)citement was

from people outside the spheres

of interest sometimes called

'theological circles". This (was

nut a particularly new or ori-

ginal theory; it had been met

and answered often before. Any
hypothesis failing to regard

Jesus of Nazareth as a validly

historical character simply ig-

nores too many facts and leav-

es too many questions unans-

wered for serious considera-

tion- Regardless of what doubts

may be brought forward regar-

ding his relationship to the

Christ of Faith, the prophet

from Nazareth is at least firm-

ly entrenched in history as one

who lived and worked in a cer-

tain period.

But concerning the details of

his life, and the strict, unbias-

ed "historicity" of the accounts

we have of him, the modern
Church is much less dogmatic

than it has been in the past.

On occassion, the Gospel have

been treated as the sort of

"purely factual" account that

might be found in a legal re-

cord or official report. Such

treatment has led to attempts

to map out a chronological ac-

count of Jesus' life, to analyse

his mental processes, and the

dominant characteristics of his

psychology. These attempts us-

ually ended in confusion, or

with an embrassing jumble of

material left over that seemed

inconsistent and impossible to

fit into the system of organiza-

tion being used.

Today, scholars in the field

of Biblical criticism realize

that it is unrealistic to think

of the Gospels in terms of im-

partial and objective accounts,

without interpretation (if in-

deed history is ever simply fact

without interpretation). Every
page is filled with the message

of faith, that Jesus is the

Chiist ! There is Jiothing about

them at all, in fact that can

be called "impartial" or "objec-

tive"' in the sense or personal

disinvolvement.

Ii such a choice were forced

upon a reader who approached

the Gospels without previous

convictions, he would certainly

find it more accurate to say

lhat the gospel record is a tes-

timony to what the Church
htiicvcd about Jesus, rather

than that it is a cold, unemo-
tional observation of simple

fact. For those who still long

for the Jesus of History. who.-^e

biography and psychological

patterns can be traced out in

detail, this conclusion is to be

resisted at all cost, and bitter-

ly contested. Still the fact re-

mains that what is at hand is

a "history of faith" written

by those who came to the task

with their attitudes already

fahiiped, and not impartially,

with attitudes still to be deter-

mined by what the enquiry re-

vealed.

Having said all of this, how-
.

ever, it must be added that the

,

Charch does stand firmly bo-

hind the historicity of the en-

counter of man with God in

J^sus Christ! Nor do the find-

ings of Biblical Criticism weak-

en that stand

!

Those who wrote the Gospels

were neither fools nor men ig-

norant of the biographically ac-

curate facts of the career of

Jesus of Nazareth. Neither, as

they well knew, were those for

whom they realized themselves

to be writing. But they saw
that, even in the face of a

career that apparently had

ended in abysmal failure and

aborted hopes, there was in-

credibly triumphant success in

the fact of the movement in

-which they were caught up. In

terms of the achievement of

human intentions, Jesus had

been a disastrous failure; yet

in the incredible revitalization

of the lives of those he had

touched, and was still somehow,

inexplicably, touching, there

was an amazing success in

terms of the will of God! Such

success could only be under-

stood in terms of such complete

harmony of the will of Jesus

with that of God that it promp-

ted both the conviction that he

was the Christ, and the state-

ment that in some unique way,

"God was in Christ, reconciling

the world to Himself."

It was in the light of this

conviction that the Gospels and

their sources came into being.

It was in an attempt to ex-

press this same conviction as

well as mere statistical data,

and to show his relation to the

great exgiectations of the past,

that the evangelists retold the

life of Jesus, whom they knew
beyond a doubt to be the Christ.

They were limited in their

vehicles of expression to the

terms and thought forms of

their own day, and of a century

now long past. Many of those

terms and thought forms are

unacceptable to modern man.

yet underlying the alien

thought forms and modes of

expression is the conviction

Hotel La Salle

Dine in the Famous Colony Room

Specializing in

Delicious Charcoal Broiled Steaks

Direct from Our Dining Room Grill

Special Arrangements for Banquets & Dances

548-3361Bagot Si Princess

House of Sounds

STUDENTS
GET 20 % OFF ON ALL L.P. RECORDS

at

House of Sounds
Don't Be Ashamed To Tell You Go To Queen's

that in this man there was at

work a great force and power

that could restore men to an

unbroken relationship with
their God.

It is the source of this power

that constitutes the goal of

modern scholarship's n e w
"quest for the Historical Jesus"

that source is to be found not

in displays of supernatural abi-

lity, but in his full commit-

ment to the will of God.

In the final analysis, this is

the "essence" that made Jesus

of Nazareth the Christ, and it

is the essence of the Christian

faith.

De Gaulle Of DeM
A hearty three cheers for the

brave Moderator of the United

Church of Canada. In true pro-

phetic style. Dr. James Mutch-

mor recently denounced the Os-

trich Complex of the United

States with regards to the

Peoples' Republic of China.

Too long Canadians have
buried their heads in the Am-
erican Sandpile. De Gaulle has

shown us the way. In defiance

of the Great Eagle, he has re-

cognized the real China: Peo-

ples' China. Are Canadians go-

ing to follow suit or make
monkeys of themselves : "Hear
no evil, see no evil ....?"

In advocating Canada's re-

cognition of Peoifles' China,

Dr. Mutchraor is standing on

strong theological ground. Re-

velation, as well as reason,

leads us to believe we do most
good in human relations pwhen

we confront, not ignore, our

enemies. People can bear being
hated. Many relish a good fight.

Some even deem it glorious to

perish getting one last whack
at the dirty *•*•?, But be-

ing ignored that's another

thing. For when someone hates

us, we have, at least, the satis-

faction of being treated as hu-
mans. But if we are ignored

we are haunted by the feeling

we each add up to 92 cents

worth of Na, CI, O, C, H, etc.

Needless to say, such feeling

does not make for sociable in-

dividuals nor friendly nations.

Perhaps, God himself has a

higher opinion of the militant

atheists than of the respectable

citizen who never thinks of

Him. A theologian has said if

there is a devil he is not the

one in eternity who opposes

God so much as the one who
ever ignores Him. Consider

these lines:

When Jesus came to Golga-

tha, they hanged him on a
tree

They drave great nails
through hands and feet

and made a Calvary.

When Jesus came to Birm-
ingham they simply pass-

ed him by

They only just passed down
the street and left him in

the rain.

And Jesus crouched against
the wall and cried for Cal-

vary.

Michael Marrello

603A Princess Street
Phone B42-8714

Prize Winner in Hair Styling
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cce Homo!
Nightdreams dayvisions ecstatic vig-

ils' this crowd, this mob : a face : it

drowns a cry unheard never ending

agony,

you twist

you turn

i run
i hide

we flee

they scream:

the face the face the face

THE FACE. 0 god

pounced upon by (?) of men
torn apart, ripped, cleft pieces,

helpless

kicked spat beat: a simple mur-
der

(Hitchcock would have loved it)

.

They came from everywhere: How
Long O Lord?

Dirt misery, filthy, bed, unmade
foul, air: too much smoke (the

smokestack in your face was made
by God, you fool, you dear dear fool)

windows unopenable. Also: booze

hunger hospital sanatorium for those

who are consumed (with a passion

for justice). How Long, brown-shirt-

ed Lord, how long?

Stifling jobs, degrading jobs, (de-

humanized uebermensch - Capitalist)

,

no job (dirty Jew, canuck, nigger,

Lust

For

Life

Is it that the lust for comfort has

murdered the passion of the sovl?

Every society has had a sort of by-

word upon which its foundation rest.

The early settlers in new England

used the memory of religious per-

secution and a resultin gbelief in

the founding of a "New Jerusaelm"

as their stronghold. The UEL'S at

least nominally supported the concept

of Empire as their foundation. The

pioneers spoke of freedom and eq-

uality. And security is our God.

The church has not been unwashed

by the tide of secur.
.

hunting. And
though there is a growing tendaey to

vote NDP among he theologs at

Queen's one wonder what happens to

the 'beer drinking socialist theolog'

once he has been established in his

quiet suburban parish. In fact, it

seems that he too becomes submer-

ged in the round of inane social en-

gagements rather than appear as dif-

ferent. I have been informed by many
theologs that they are 'no different

from anyone else." They even seem

to be proud of this rather nebulous

achievement. And when this confor-

mity assumes the posture of hand-

shaking, cordial joviality, the 'good

guy' who delivers sermons on Sunday
guaranteed not to shake anyone out

of the apathy which invariably ac-

companies security, we can indeed

understand why Christ was so vehe-

ment in his insistence that riches

were incompatible with the kingdom
of God.

The Iscariot

white man), crisis in Cuba, Laos,

us and war and the end?

Onward Christian soldiers ....
from Bethlehem to Calvary.

Pool pot hells and halls, fabulous
fifty, tasteless tunes (n)-e-(u)-rotic

movies
; dirty kisses full of lies stolen

in sweaty embrace in alleys, cars,

beds, alleys, halls, doors, streets, halls

cells, halls, hells, cells, hells, hells, a

million hells in one FACE. And Bach.
They came from everywhere: How
Long O Lord?

passions and self of men (love)

reborn

unborn

stillborn faces, dirty, greedy
fingers, broken

nails, halitosis (we're all out of
pepsodent) ; they came
from the ends of the ends of the

earth

of time

of life

of everything

from everywhere and always,
slowly, one after the other the other
and so they went and as they went-
the great-getting-up morning-they
beat they hit, I scourge, you scour-
ge, he she it we work labour form
mould mint imprint hammer paint
build compose design creat unveil:

THE FACE, this poor poor face so
young so poor so young so ... .

mankindly.

On Bible Thumping—
A sentence will suffice

"To attempt to convej't by mir-

acles is a profwnation of the

sold.

Ralph Waldo Emerson

It would be a great sight to see

the city man move to the country and
the student-minister go into the glory

of the city noble. Would this not be

a real Christian sight? There were
kings who went on foot and slaves

who rode horseback. There also was,

and is, the one who did not feel

ashamed in claiming the highest glory

for himself, even of being equal to

God, put aside all the tokens of his

high state and became the servant

of all.

If this sight were to be seen on our
highways, there would also be a
gi-eat uproar. The country would be
as shocked as if a nuclear war had
just begun. The papers would be
screaming, the radio howling, the
T.V. would weep and cry, and all

would be of one mind and of one
tongue, 'The world has come to its

end, our ministers are all insane.' It

may never have occurred to the
readers of this paper that the study
of theology proper is a mad endea-
vour, that any association with that
man from Nazareth and his unworld-
ly message is like taking last step

over the ridge of the falls. And yet,

a redistribution of the Church's ser-

vants and a relocation of its nobility

Thirty years it was revealed to us,

centuries bruised, broken, beaten,

battered

:

Ecce Homo: Behold the Man.

U
My God, my God
Why?
Hast thou forsaken me?
What, my God, have I, forsaken,

done?

Lord, is it me, it it me, me III

Lord, it it me is it me, is it ine.

1, I, I?

But Lord, I am not as others are: I

am saved, redeemed, FACED, healed,

forgiven: I obey thee, I love thee, I

even don't gossip about the minister.

Some: Onward Christian soldiers,

on your knees to the Holy Moun-
tain. How long?

Some: Preserve Us from Our folly,

and rescue Us out of Our mys-
tery, misery. How Long?

One: What you have done to the

least of these my brethren . . .

Did I kick, spit beat simple murder?
Forgive us our trespasses..

Forgive ua.

Forgive.

Amen.

Burt Frerichs

^gatitat Clyrtafianitu
The greatest sin, according to

Nathaniel Hawthorne, who was a
dubious theologian perhaps but
nevertheless a man of strong moral
instincts, was the worship of the
intellect to the point where it ex-

cludes the human heart. While I do
not want to over-emphasize the leas

than maaaive intellect of the Queen's
theolog, and the church in general,

there is reason to direct this condem-
nation against the church. The im-
portance of the work of the great
theologians — Earth, Reinhold and
Richard Neibuhr, Paul Tillich and
many more cannot be disputed. But
the intellectualization of faith, when
it excludes fundamental concern for
one's fellow man, renders Christian-
ity a sterile philosophy.

But perhaps I am bsing too kind.
It is possible that the real failure of
the church has roots not in the in-

tellectualization of the heart, but
simply in apathy. "You are your
brother's keeper." "T^iou shalt love

thy brother as thyself." Forgotten
Words? I think so.

If the Queen's theolog withdraws
from his ivoiy tower at all it seems
to be only to assert the righteous

wrath that he feels at the "non

Christian' behaviour of his fellow

students. And he seems to typify ffie
attitude of the church in general.
The slums about him, the exploita-
tion by landlords who control the
rents and therefore the filthy con-
ditions under which many must live,
and the absence of recreational facil-
ities for the youth forced to live
under these conditions, the graft and
corruption in municipal politics, the
insanity of the 'over-kill' policies of
our governments, discrimination on
the basis of race or colour — the
list is endless. Are the theologs'
hands too pure to be defiled by this
muck? The modem church is con-
spicuous in its silence on important
social issues. The sermon every Sun-
day is only surpassed in platitudes

and meaningless syllables by the
speeches of our politicians.

A 'nice church in the suburbs' has
become the ambition of too many.

Instead we have translated moral-
ity into attacks on sex, drinking and
the 'poor show* when the collection

plate is passed around. The church
has become a bastion of convserva-

tism and apathy, and in the words of

a British labour MP we might con-

clude: 'Xeave the church alone. It

is the last bulwark against Christ-

ianity."
i

*

[ 1^

AH- HA .'

. . . POST SCRIPT (Continued from Page 1)

would not be as unbelievable and as
paradoxical as the fact that that one
man gave his life for his enemies,

that God himself undertook death

for people who can do so very well,

without this God.

Of course, this will not happen.
It is so very clear that the common
sense of our spiritual leaders will

prevents any haaty decision; they

may even be intelligent enough to

prevent a promulgation of the ques-

tions about the propriety of their

theological ventures. It would not be
the first time in history that com-
mon sense takes the place of the wis-

dom of the crucified. For the well

educated Grecian man the cross was
simply foolishness, and who is there

to measure the degree to which west-
era man is Greek? The Hellenized

gospel has served us so long and so

well; along our road through history

we have been able to collect so much
additional rationality, that it has be-

come fully unthinkable to bother with
the few characteristics of that man
Jesus, that might disrupt the solid

structure of our vainglory.

He i.s the one that was, the one
that is, and the one that is to come.
And his presence is a little out of
proportion in camparison to our sel-

estive opinions in theological matters.

Thus we talk about him in stories

that have the taste of bed-time tales.

That he is to come may well be true.

It is better to think of some future

disaster in terms of that sweet and
friendly shepherd of the people than
in terms of bombs and deadly fallout.

He promised to be with us tilt the

end of the word. This is another pre-

again, we have solved this problem
senee that causes some concern. But
quite nicely. Certainly, Jesus is with
us, but 'in our minds and hearts', in

some place where we can not see him,
and so well excused that we never can
be required to show Him; all that is

necessary is a slight tQUch of com-
mon sense and an appeal to the dig-

nity of man. When I tell you that I

have seen Jesus, and that he dwells

in my heart, I expect you to believe

my words and not to ask me for

proofs of His presencew

Nobody expects us to raise the

dead, or even to heal the sick and to

restore the sight to the blind; let

alone someone asking us to lift up
mountains and to dump them in the

sea; and another 'let alone", to sell

all we have to give it to the poor. Let
alone to love the neighbor instead of

ourselves. This last problem was
nicely solved, many years ago; the

love for thy neighbour is not to in-

terfere with the love for oneself, to

the contrary, the real love for one-

self is the love for the neighbour,

and 'who is my neighbour anyway?'.

We are coming to an end. The con-

clusion is obvious. Let it not bother

you that sometimes some crank comes

up with nasty questions that should

not be asked within the limits of the

Church. These quegtious origtJiatcd

in- a twisted mind, in the mind of a

man who never ivas taught to think

along the proper lilies of man's in-

finite importance and his excellent

skill in deceit.

The student-minister will continue

his gratifying job to the detirment

of his parishioners and to the inflat-

ion of his little nothingness. The
glorious speakers of the large city

churches will rest in peace, that is,

in the peace of their own achieve-

ments, and possibly in the peace of

the understandable grace of their God
who has always been used to pay-

ing for what they have done. Our
church leaders will stick to the guns
of high-handed highway - robbery,

that is, church policies suitable for

the prayed for organizational success

of their offices and their due re-

\vard in D.D.'S, honoris causa. Is

it not a pity?

Cutis

TRI-SERVICE BALL
February 28 9:30-3:00 a.m. Buffet Supper Tickets still available from Rod Follweli 546-3597
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'Sigma
Note: Sigtna-C is a mitf-week or-

ganization for boys a-ged 12-14 years.

It is sponsored by the Canadian

Council of Churches and is used in

the United Church, Baptist Church

and a feio other Protestant Church-

es.

Si?ma-C i3 an organization which

seems to have been conceived in the

minds of frustrated members of the

Masonic Order or the Orange Lodge.

This is the only conclusion an inno-

cent if rather angry reader of the

Sigma-C Manual can come to. For

to understand the organization and

program of Sigma-C requires the

mind of a mathematical genius with

the patience of Job, as well as the

full-time services of a professional

interpreter, presumably the minister

of the local church after his train-

ing in Queen's Theological College.

It is small wonder that great stress is

laid in the Manual on exrplaining the

nature and purpose of the organiza-

tion to parents, adult sponsors, Chris-

tian education committees and Sun-

day school teachers. The language

used is very complicated and terribly

secret, as are the activities of the

group. I want to give a few examples

of what I mean:

1} The secret hand^sMke is form-

ed so that the fingers of the two

persons shaking hands form the let-

ter "s" (Sigma). This handshake

may be uatd only on special occasions,

such as in the Half-way Mark cere-

mony, the Achievement Recognition

ceremony and the Graduation cere-

mony and when members of the same

group wish to greet each other. A
special rubric is added in bold type

to the effect thai "the handshake

will be used only between boys and

CG.'s (leaders) who are members of

Sigma-C. The innocent is left to

speculate about the punishment head-

quarters will inflict upon infringe-

ment of this Old Testament type law.

2) Paks (short for programme

package) ; the incorrect spelling here

opens the way to the most interesting

thoughts about the educational achie-

vements of the inventors of Sigma-C.

There are group paks and solo paks

both of which are said to be essential

Come and hear

MR. CARL POLLOCK

President and chairman

of the Board

Dominion Electrohome Ltd.

Room 14, Dunning Hall

8:00 p.m.

All Welcome.

parts of the Sigma-C programme.

3) Group Achievements and Group

Achievement Officers who are known

as the Dioko, the Scoop and the Prop-

man.

4) There is a hidden gavel (a min-

iature, -silver-like metal gave! which

is worn out of sight).

5) Overtake sessions are held for

boys who have to catch up with the

rest of the group because they could

not atttnd ane or two meetings. Why
this is called Overtake Session when

their purpose is to catch up, I will

never know. This may however be

"The Poiwer of Positive Thinking at

work-

6) Solo Pake, Soloscopes, Jndividu-

aJ Achievement and Half-way Marks.

7) The greatest mystery is pre-

sented by the name of the organiza-

tion, Sigma-C, and the code-word of

the programme Scope. Two pages are

required in the Manual to explain

the cryptic symbols which are some-

how derived from the Greek text of

Philippians 3:14. The person who
thought of this ought to receive the

Nobel Prize for ingenuity and psy-

chological torture, with the ancient

symbol of the octagon, the names

leave one with the impression that

one has to do with a mystery reli-

gion or something similar.

8) There is also, of course, the

official Sigma-C garb, shirt, tie T-

shirt and .-iweatshirt, which may be

ordered from the T. Eaton Company.

This costs money for the parents or

the Adult Sponsor and also keeps the

T. Eaton Company happy, thus main-

taining the affluent society of Can-

ada when children around the rest of

the world are dressed in rags and go

hungry.

One is left to wonder what the

Christian gospel has to say to all

this nonsense. Moreover, I just can-

not imagine any healthy individual

having enough time and energy to

memorize all this secrecy. Neither

can I imagine noimal 12-14 years old

boys (at the time of life when they

are most pragmatic and matter of

fact), who are caught up in the ex-

citement and mystery of the space

age, being terribly enchanted by se-

cret handshakes and the like. Perhaps

the churches will sometime come to

realize that we are no longer play-

ing copa and robbers in the world and

neither are our young people.

Arts '67 B Hockey Team de-

molished Science '67 A Hockey

Team 6-1 on Saturday, Feb. 16.

On a bright sunny afternoon last

fall on the lower campus, an event

of earth shaking proportions occur-

red—at least a few people were shak-

en up by it. The Theology touch foot-

ball team (basically the same one

that last year won a volley ball game)

smashed a record that had been

standing for three years. You can

imagine what jubilations, cheering

and other unmentionable celebration

this caused back in the sacred halls

of the Ivory Tower. It was even sug-

gested by some right-wingers that

this event directly caused a sudden

revival in devotional exercises as

well.

I hope by now that I have suffi-

ciently stumulated your curiosity as

to this great past event. (If I had

not, then where is your sense of awe
and wonder?) But to tickle your in-

terest and entice you to read on

—

temptation you know—let me des-

cribe what led up to the breaking of

this record. Here is a real chance for

reader participation and "dialogue";

see if you can guess what the secret

is.

We had the ball deep in our own
end. "Lastic arm Hendry" our quar-

ter back, sneakily executed a couple

of plays to the left for a few yards.

Then a "Flat Pass to the Right"

(technical term, see Barth Church

Dogmatics, Volume II) to "greasy

shoes" Docken picked up a first down.

"Lastic-arm" now wasted, literally

wasted— (bless his hide)—a couple

of plays with galloping McKenzie

and mighty Melvin. Then we uncork-

ed a dandy; a real eye opener, ....

for the other team and us. "Greasy

shoes" Docken caught one of "Lastic

arm" Hendry's long and high passes

to put us dangerously close to the

forbidden fruit. Going all out on the

next play, "Lastic arm" slung a pass

straight up centre into the waiting

embrace of "bent-finger" Hutchin-

son. And then what joy! This rookie

im.port from Alberta ate of the "tree

of Life". (See Genesis 2:9, or for

that matter the whole Bible).

Well, that's the event. Have you

guessed what it is? No? Good, now
I can tell you. Last fall the Theology

touch football team scored its first

touchdown in intramural competi-

tion over the last three years Great

eh? No other football team has done

that! I'm sure now that you can share

our joy. It was only marred by the

fact that our place kicker was a sin-

ner and thus the convert was "wide

of the mark", causing us to lose the

game by one point.

Now however, I want to switch

the mood from the banal and silly

and become a little more sincere. As

out-going Athletic Stick for Theo-

logy, I want to thank all theologs

and Arts-TheologB who have contri-

buted their time, effort and some-

times their humiliation in intramural

athletics for Theology. I know we

have not ended up on the victory side

\ery often and the score at times has

even been ridiculous as judged by

normal athletic standards. But I do

not think that scores are entirely

the most important aspect of sport.

It is trite to say? "It does not matter

whethtr you win or lose; but how
you play the game." However, there

is some truth still in this statement.

Just as important as winning are

fair play, sportsmanship, enjoying

the game for itself alone, team har-

mony, and respect for each other

including the opposition as persons.

On these counts I think Theology

rates highly. To all who have made
this possible, with their participation,

a hearty handshake and a "Thanks
a lot".

D. Docken

Marguerita
/ said that I was going to say:

"The rain is daiidng over the death of the snow.'

{hard, windr-driven rain).

She said it was poetic, so I waited

for another thought to spring to mind.

It was unfortunate, for nothing came

and the entelechy, time's child, aborted-

Apologia for Lustless Love
As I walked her doion the days and

nights of years (toward her home)
I valusd her above all else tlmt I

could hope for, dream for, long for.

We paused — she touched my lips

and said, "You're sweet";

I walked away, belonging to the sky
regions.

Madman's jazz, huh!

(St. J\nftrclu's

^cefthgtiTinn (ilhurcl]

Priuccis & Clersjr Sts.

Rev. Max v. Putnam, BA.,
Mmiller

Director ol Prtuie,

BiisQ Start, AltCCO-

80NDAY SERVICES

ANNIVERSARY SERVICES

Sermon: " WhaUivv.T A Uao
SovtcOi"

"Radio UlDliliy CKU}

COME AND WORSHIP

^t. 3niuc»' (Ill]urcli

0:00 A.m. Holy Communion

1 1 : 00 n.m . Momlog Froyct

7:00p,m. Evenlug Prayer.

SiISp.m.CoSM Hour

Wcdnctduy B: 00 a.m. Holy
Coramunion.

1:49 pjn. Orgnn reciUd and
L«ntcn mc^itnlioDs

Sutlfrraii CDIiurrl]

SERVICES OiSOftJn.

11:00 B.m.

Two blocks N.E. of siadium

Comer of Earl b Vietoru Sti.

Rev. Rov Oswald
(Lulheran Student Chaplain)

Phone 542-7 1 54

CQljalmere Pntteb

(flliurrli

11:00a.m. Seven Chmtian Im-
pers lives. <*) "Love"

7:S0pjn.nie J-ivlng Life,

(fi) "TiVhcn lo be Anpy".

8; 45 p.m. Yoolh FellowJiip.

A Very Confiul Inwtalion

To AH Qutm't StudmU

^E^cnha^^I Attest

9:I5B.mIn the Chapel:
Divine WorUiip.

11:00 ojn. "TRnjMPHANT
GENTLENESS".

7: SO p.m. In the Chapel:

CRAVPN SPIRIT".

Mr. Davidson iriU preach at
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Expansion Program Features

Health Centre, Postgrads
A $25,500,000 building program for Queen's University, scheduled for completion by 1970. covering projects

planned or already underway, was announced last Wedn>sday by Principal J. A. Corry.

"The program has three salient features," Dr. Corry said in announcing the program. "Marked expansion
ill enrolments in all undergraduate faculties; a high increase in honours course work: and a substantially greater

expansion in post graduate studies-" The number of post graduate students is expected to increase from the 1963
total of 361 to 625, and enrolment in all undergraduate faculties from the present 3,335 to 5,000.

The program covers new buildings being planned for academic purposes and residences, buildings already

under construction and the renovation of some existing buildings for other purposes as new buildings become avail-

able.

T e Gentilhomme

Barbeau Blasts Anglo Canada
Dr. Kaymond Barbeau said last

Monday that the separatists in Que-

bec are finishing the job which the

Fathers of Confederation started.

Speaking in Dunning Hall, the

young professor of French Litera-

ture at the University of Montreal

said that a confederation was formed

when it was seen that the union of

Upper and Lower Canada (made in

1840) was not going to work out.

The Fathers of Confederation had

to separate the two in order to form
a satisfactory federation.

The time to act is now, he said, for

although French Canadians now
form 29 per cent of the population,

projections show that by the end of

the century this percentage will be

reduced to 17 per cent

"You think your way and 1 think

mine", said Dr. Barbeau. "ilnglish

Canadians will never understand

how the French Canadians fee! be-

Bohemian^ Success

To Hit Queen^s

Peldpective P\

Next Friday and Saturday nights Convocation Hall will be the scene

of a new theatrical experience at Queen's. The A.M.S. has succeeded in

bringing 'The Village Revue' from Toronto to appear on those two nights.

The Revue is comprised of three young Torontonians, who conceived

the idea of satirical sketches after the style of The Establishment. Like

their British counterparts, their humor is often biting, and unfailingly

funny. The trio of two men and a girl

will put on fifteen skits that reflect

the life and society of Canada. Any-
thing and everything is fair game

—

including themselves!

The Village Revue was first pro-

duced early in 1962 af Toronto's Bo-

hemian Embassy, where it was so

successful that it soon moved to the

Theatre in the Dell. The C.B.C. were

quick to recognize their special

brand of wit, and they appeared on

C.B.C.'s top rated program 'Quest'

and were unanimously accalimed by
Toronto's critics as "the top political

.

and social satire show in Canada."

Don Cuiten, 25; Chic Roberts, 31;

and Carol Robinson, 23, bring with

them a variety of experirenee gained

from working in many spheres of

show business. Carol and Chic are

both accomplished actors as well as

being popular Polk Singers. Amongst

other things, Don, Director at the

'Embassy', is a successful writer for

television with many feature shows

and one series already to his credit.

Tickets, on sale at the residences

and the A-M.S. office, are fast dis-

appearing, and those not sold by Fri-

day will be on sale in the Union be-

tween 12:00 and 1:00 p.m. Also,

there will be a few tickets available

on the night of the shows, at the

door.

Professor K. B. Sayeed of the

Political Science Department will

speak this Thursday night on

CFRC's weekly program, "Perspect-

ive '64". He will speak on the topic:

"World Order vs Nationalism".

Professor Sayeed defines national-

ism as being not only the acquisition

of national independence, but also

the assertion and extension of

national interests. He maintains that

a world order can be achieved within

th"s framework of nationalism, a

world order based on adherence to

rules which after time accumulate a.

definite binding force-

There are two prerequisites for

the achievement of this world order.

First, there is the need to esitablish

a check on the actions of the two

great power blocs in the world to-

day.

Secondly, the increasing economic

division between the rich nations and

the poor nations is a threat to the

establishment of a world order. This

economic division must be resolved,

and foreign aid should be administer-

ed for the purpose of establishing

general internal stability and econ-

omic equilibrium within the emerg-

ing nations. The emerging nations

must be strengthened.

cause they think like a majority and

could never imagine themselves in

the position of the French. Because

of the different concepts of the two

groups, the new generation in Que-

bec feels that no agreement can be

arrived at."

"Separatism will end the war

which started on the Plains of

Abraham^ The attempts which are

being made to save the union are

heroical," said Dr. Barbeau. "but it

is too late. The people of Quebec

want to be a free state. The western

world needs another voice in the

United Nations. Canada's voice is

not enough because it has never

spoken Frsncfi."

After separation, he said, we want
to be friends and good neighbours.

The end is near for Confeaerarion,

so we might as well do it and remain

friendly.

Pearson On

2 own Planning
Mr. Norman Pearson, planning

consultant for the Hamilton-Went-

worth area, last Tuesday evening

blamed the present trouble with town
planning in Ontario on the antiquat-

ed structure of municipal govern-

ment.

According to Mr. Pearson, the pro-

vincial government should recognize

that planning is the work of the

government ajid should reorganize

local areas so that long-term plan-

ning: could be carried on more effect-

ively. A step in the right direction,

he felt, was the creation in 1944 of

a Minister of Planning and Develop-

ment at the provincial level. This

office has since been abolished and,

as a result, town-planning has moved
backwards.

For planning to succeed, he said,

the public must be educated to under-

stand its value. Most people eitber

think of planning as being funda-

mentally opposed to industrial

growth or as being synonymous with

zoning. As a society we have not

accepted the idea of respect for our

Burroundings and resources. As a

result, "when times are good, we're

in too much of a hurry to plan, and

when times are bad, there is no need

to plan."

A health sciences centre, at a cost

of $6,600,000 that will include lab-

oratory and teaching facilities as

well as a new medical library and
office space, a chemical engineering

building at $1,800,000, required to

accommodate more students enrol-

ling in this course and release space

that is much needed in the Chemistry

building facilities now being used for

chemical engineering and an addition

to gymnasium facilities at $900,000

are included in the plans.

In addition $2,700,000 has been

allotted for building renovation that

will enable the University to obtain

the maximum use from classrooms

and other facilities for the academic

program and administrative ser-

vices.

Provision for three residences: one

for men, one for women {both the

fourth on Queen's campus) and a

graduate residence, totalling $5,500,-

000 will involve the borrowing of

nine - tenths of these costs from

Central Mortgage and Housing Cor-

poration on a long term, low cost loan

provided for this purpose- Residences

(much needed at Queen's because al-

most 90 per cent of the student body

comes from out-of-to^Ti and requires

accommodation! cannot be financed

by other means since Government

funds are restricted to use foi

specific academic purposes. Cost of

the men's residence is estimated at

$2,400,000 and the women's residence

at $2,200,000. while the accommoda-
tion for graduate students is expect-

ed to cost $900,000. Another $3,000,-

000 %vill be needed for land pur-

chases, utilities and building services

and minor projects.

The total also includes the cost o)

the Biology building and the Douglas

Library now under construction.

The new $25,000,000 building pro-

gram compares with the more than

$20,000,000 Queen's has invested in

28 capital projects since 1950.

"While this extensive construction

and overhaul of buildings has greatly

enlai-ged and improved the Univer-

sity's facilities, much more remains

to be done if the needs of our expand-

ing student body are to be met," Dr.

Corry said.

The expansion is roughly parallel

to that of the University of To-

ronto, similarly located in a high-

cost built-up urban area but is on a

smaller scale than some of the rela-

tively newer universities which have

greater space in which to grow.

The largest expansion of under-

graduate students is expected to

occur in the Faculty of Applied

Science, and the Faculty of Arts and

Science, particularly in the latter.

(See Exrpmsion Page 4)

New Editors Appointed

Bailey Looks Forward
Brian Bailey has been appointed Editor-in-Chief of next year's

Journal and Mike Evans is Tricolor Editor.

Outlining his plans. Bailey said that his acceptance of the position

hinged on a substantial increase in honoraria paid to the members of the

itafF. He proposed to institute a training programme for Journal reporters,

and to withdraw from Canadian Uni-

versity Press (CUP).

He also plans to conduct public

opinion polls, to publish a series of

features on University research, and

members of staff, to conduct con-

tests, and to appoint a special

editor for the Christmas issue.

Bailey began work on the Journal

as a cartoonist in his second year,

and half-way through the year he-

came sports editor, the position

which he now holds.

Evans has been on the staff of

Tricolor for the last two years. His

photography has been noted for its

imagination and excellence.

pliolo by Behiit

Our Glorious Future

VILLAGE REVUE
FRIDAY and SATURDAY CONVOCATION HALL
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EDITORIAL

Diogenes Speaks From

His Anonymous lub
Ediior, }oumal.

The "Douglas Library Squibs" scattered by "Mabel

Blower" in your issue oF February 18 were a rather damp

lot. Mabel is under the impression that "we have no sedii

lion - such as might be found in the writings of Mao

Tse-tung - fouling the atmosphere at Queen's." Foul or

otherwise, Mao's writings are available for study at tha

Douglas Library in the two volumes of liis Selected Worfis,

in Cliincse Communist Tevolutionartj strategy, 1945-1949.

in Mno's China: jtarly reform documents, 19421944, and

in Communist China 1955-1959; poUcij documents wiih

analysis. These and other books dealing with Red China

(not to mention a much larger number on Soviet Com-

munism} arc easily accessible, granted some familiarity

with the library catalogues. Possibly Mabel has had trouble

finding her way about there? Well, there are plenty o£

Iielping hands. It seems likely also that she hasn't visited

the government documents library in Macdonald Hall,

where on open shelves the browser may find Evergreen

("A Miiga7jne of Chinese Youth and Students"), Soviet

News B'dkiin, Soviet Union Today and other "seditious"

publications. The Douglas Library, moreover, subscribes

to Peking Review — and Pravda.

Mabel is apparently unaware that she can have all

this, and John Cleland too. She fancies that the Douglas

Library has an Index expurgatorins which includes Fanny
Uill, It is a mildly entertaining fancy but reporters, surely,

should deal in facts. Not only is there no Index but in

order to borrow a copy of Fanny Hill Mabel need simply

apply to the Librarian — a precaution, not a prohibition,

intended to keep the book in general circulation rather

longer than niiglil be the ca-fe if it were placed in the

stacks. It would not have been difficult for Mabel to

obtain this information but perhaps she is an old-fashioned

girl - there is cerldinly something old-fashioned about her

fancies - and fell a little shy about asking.

Tips was sloppy reporting, and sloppy editing too.

Net result: two damp squibs,

— Diogenes
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New Directions

If the revolution, quiet or otherwise, impending in French Canada does

notliing else, it is almost certain to enhance (by contrast) the heavy dead

hand of Anglo-Saxon mediocrity that has for so long afflicted our country. For

it will soon be impossible for even the foggiest English-Canadian dullard to be

unaware of the vital expanding society that is reshaping itself with such passion

in our bland, amorphous midst.

There are some things, mind you, to be said for Anglo-Saxons. This race

has evolved the most efficient and flexible form of liberal-democratic govern-

ment yet attempted (somelhing we luckily inherited from the British and that

the French-Canadians also owe to them), and it has in Britain and the United

States founded dynamic creative and even brilliant societies. Unfortunately

Canadians have reacted to this in an imitative rather than creative fashion.

This seems to be a residt of our incorrible Loyalist obsession. The Ameri-

cans were pioneers who carried British energy and ideals to the creation of a

new and expcrimntal social order. They have not achieved Utopia, to be sure,

but they have given more economic and social opportunities to more people

tlian any other country lias been able to do. Of course, natural resources were

on their side. And they have not succeeded in ending injustices and discrimin-

ation.';, but a significant and perhaps surprising number of Americans still hold

these goals.

We on the other hand, have always lagged behind, our economy a branch

of the American economy, our social and cultural concerns [such as they have

been) a pale and conservative imitation of the dechning British model. In

each respect our position and attitude is that of the colony.

This curious paradox of independence by means of counter-balancing

colonialisms was perhaps unavoidable, given our location on the North

American continent and our need to cHng to something that would offset the

inevitable American influence. But it need not always be our plight. For wa

have now another influence thrown into the balance. If Canada, in the next

few generations, can succeed in achieving a viable bi-cultural state, in which

two nations can commune \vithout merging, then something distinctive, some

significant creative thrust, could result

An American parallel might be invoked. The American negroes, roughly

10% of the population, were not long ago the most back\vard element of the

nation's life. Today, with their non-violent "revolution", they are, in an import-

ant respect, the most progressive. They are reminding Americans again of their

never quite realized ideals, and thus may be revitalizing a complacent society.

Is it not possible that the French-Canadians, a rough third of our citizens, whq

were quietly going about their business a few years ago in their static, almost

metUaeval community, and who are now governed by what is easily the most

progressive government in Canada, may save us from our all too evident

sterility?

Over the Seas

As the cold sun sinks below the horizon of

Lake Ontario, you too may feel like sinking for-

a while below the Canadian horizon. Perhaps

some of your ancestors blood has not entirely

evaporated, and some strange restlessness urges

towards Europe, maybe just for the summer, and

maybe for a winter or two as well.

One night you may have got trapped in

your landlady's lodger trap, and sublimed your

uncontrollable fury in a dream. Before your eyes

you see the white dome up on Montmarte, and

you think of the wild bohemian life in Paris,

and then your mind flashes to the quiet canals

of Northern Belgium, and suddenly to the

Yugoslavian city of Dubrovhik. In the lemon

groves you hear the music of violins, and in the

sea these extraordinary purple fishes, and oh the

walls the ghost of Richard Coeur de Lion him

self, wondering at the sight of his Peregrine

falcon, flying higher than the hill to the north

of the city.

But, my wondering twentieth century

scholar, take care before you travel heart in

liand and head in sand, that you know what you

are doing. For landladies lurk in Paris (with

Alsatians to control their tenants), and there is

salt in the mediterranean to sting your eyes, and

a bunch of mercenary scoundrels to sting your

pocket book. It maybe that you will find the

crude wine of Paris no substitute for clear

Canadian beer, and you may prefer the excite-

ment of a crazy Queen's fall to those intermin-

able black sweatered arguments of Parisian stu-

dents about meetaphysics ( or aesthetics or any-

thing else that may sound profound).

Before you go on the Journey do not dream

of what you may find. And do not plan those

adventures; for both the dreams and the plans

will hang around your neck like keys to the

doors that you never opened.

You Said it

Argues ^'•Barheau Cannot he a Leader of french Canada"
Editor, Journal,

Last Monday night a very

good crowd heard M. Raymond

Barbeau's talk on Separatism in'

French Canada, I believe that

most — if not all of those present

- had come in good faitli to

learn from a genuine separatist

the real motives behind French

Canadian discontent today and

the reasons for the necessity of

having an independent Quebec.

I do not know at the moment

what are the reactions of my
fellow English Canadian stu-

dents to M. Barbeau's speech,

but it seemed to me, being

French Canadian, that M.

Barbeau's performance lacked

conviction and sometimes fell

unfortunately into near childish-

ness. I agree that it was diffi-

cult (or M. Barbeau to make

himself understand very clearly

in English — iis he pointed out

-aud therefore our guest speaker

is not totally to be blamed for

the rather poor performance.

But I would like to ask the

initiator of the evening, the Arts

and Science Societ)', why they

in\'itcd M. Barbeau? It is quite

possible lhat many other French

Canadian sepratists, generally

more influential, were sounded

out but for different reasons

could not make it. Whetlier

this is true or not, the fact still

remains that it was M. Barbeau

who came to Queen's plead the

cause for independence in a

manner that cannot be termed

gracious. I wonder if the Arts

and Science Society was a\vare

of the sort of person M. Barbeau

is. and whether it would not

have been preferable to seek the

adWce of the many persons who,

on this campus, have a know-

ledge of French Canada before

inviting one of its representa-

tives. Far be it for me to suggest

that the Arts and Science Society

acted in bad faith but a httle

more attention could have pre-

vented what I consider was a

poor display of statesmanship

on the part of guest.

Although I am not a separatist,

I feel that tlie idea of an inde-

pendent Quebec contains some

good and in fact is easier to

defend on logical ground than

the continued presence of

Quebec within Confederation.

Therefore it would have been

much more valuable to all those

present if the Arts and Science

Society had resorted to some-

one less arrogant than M. Bar-

beau and, very importimt, more

wiling to compromise with the

well-intentioned audience. In

this way the English Canadians

might have seized to a certain

degree the logic underlying the

separatist philosophy.

But in the present circum-

stances I doubt whedier M.
Barbeau was able to carry his

message across the floor; and if

ho did suceed, I would strongly

urge those who think they were
convinced not to pay much
attention to M. Barbeau's com-
ments, for he represents a

I minority within a minority ( the

I separatist movement) and to all

intent purposes he has no influ-

ence whatsoever on the Frencli

Canadian scene. M. BARBEAU
MUST NOT BE CONSIDERED
A LEADER OF FRENCH
CANADA.
The crisis in Confederation

today, because of its import-

ance, should be a matter of

concern to all Canadians, especi-

ally the students, and this is the

reason why the different student

societies, in seeking the expon-

ents of the French Canadian

point of view, should be very

careful as to whom they choose.

They must remember that it is

easier to create a bad impression

than a good one, something

that must be avoided at all costs

if dispersion of extremism, one

way or the other, is to be

stopped. In the failure to find

someone suited for the task, it

is better to have no one.

-Gmj Robitaille

Questions the Rubber Stamp
Editor, loumal.

In a "notice" in the Levana

journal, it was stated that I,

among other, urged the students

to ratify the fee increase plebis-

cite. I did agree that the

plebiscite should be held since

some students felt lhat the in-

creases were necessary. I did

not agree that it should be
ratified.

I realize that the plebiscite has

boen officially passed, but a

plebiscite is "an expression of

the people's will by ballot of all

eligible voters on a political

issue." Tlie results indicate a

vote of 529 of 3821 students, I

beheve that this was due to lack

of proper publicity. I know that

tnany of the students I talked to.

did not know that the plebiscite

W.1S being held or where to vote.

The original report on the

Finances of the AMS did not

give any concrete reasons for

the increases, except that certain

organization did not have sufBci-

ent money to operate as they

felt necessary. In the notice in

the Levana Journal, it was stated

that "after considerable discus-

sion we have found these in-

creases to be necessary in the

best interest of the AMS." There

were no reasons given in this

notice to the increases. This in

fact says that a few students

think it is okay, so give it the

rubber stamp. The tact that a

plebiscite must be held is be-

cause no memberfs) of the AMS
executive can know fully what
the students want or need. If

they do, why have a plebiscite?

I contend that the stated

results of the plebiscite cannot

be accepted because the students

were not given enough informa-

tion, and consequently only 13,9

percent of the studets voted.

s —Don Stewart
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CUP Roundup
CLASSIFIED

by JUDY MEYERS

STEAMSHOVEL
And did Scribe ivitli high iulensily of

quii'ering descend, to subtertnneun deptlia

of Cav ot Nic in response lo summoQKc

ot faire Maidc Muxion. And did Foirc

Mnidc chnatize Scribe on long silcnc.-r.

but did pus Scribe on cranium at ncivx

nt Icrmlnution ot snide silence.

And wos Scribe very displeased lo

obser\-e scribbliugz ot smatl-minded boyz

of tac ot carta on. Golden Barrier mysleri-

ouzly crccttil by men ot. most glorious

Fac about addition lo hiding place of

snide siiinll-Diinded dodz.

And did Faire Malde reach stale ot

higli enthalpy on receiving reportz ot

boshcz oil through. Land of Con, as wus

her goodp friend Poon of Tang active to

the n''' degree. And did well-proven

equation for boshez of Warriots ot most

^orious Fac hold true;

1

Y=:intcn5ity of bosh

S=nuaiber ot Golden Wnrriora present

c=2.71Ba818a8. . . .

x=Molez ethonol available

t(x) =tunclion ot rcscmblnncc ot Lcmonz

to Tomatoes cc input of Amber

Fluid.

And did quickest ot all bcatlc-foxez

trip over scrctunlng dog because of bairc

ill eyes.

MONTREAT^Tlie SS-niaii editorial stuiT of Ihe Qunrlicr Lnlin. the Undcr-
gntdualc ncwt--piiptT ol llic Uiiiversile dc Monlrcal, hnmlcil in Ihdr rtsigiialions lit

noon on Friday, Fclitunry II, The cause for iJiis mass resignation was a "vole dfi

binme" pas<(:d by Llie SludcnU' Council against Picrrc-Enimonuel Garon for on
editorial which appeared on January 30.

The cdilorial challenged by the Council was a "very violent and bitter dc-

nonnt-cinenl" ot an nllegcd textbook monopoly and the Rector Lussicr's connection
wilh it. The monopoly was exiMiscd by the Bouchanl Commission. The Council's

nniicr arose iiiainty from a paragraph which icad:

"There nrc two allernnlivcs to choose [rom: either Ibe Heclor knew that he had
been dislioncst in cnmbining the hvo duties, or else lie did not knoiv. If he did not
know, he is a poor fool, lolally unannrc ot the situation; if hi- kncit uod neverUielcis

ewrcised the two functions simulLimeoualy, he shows ufi that he is a shabby, petty
individual for whom the individual good is preferable lo that of tlie community.

On the night of Thursday, February 13, a council nieeling was held to discuss

the situalioti. Aniid hot nod niigty arguments, a decision was finally reached lo toJie

» vote on the proposed "vote de blorac". The Council voted 19-19 in favour ot the

motion.

Although the Council specified Uial this was merely a warning, Uio editorial

staff, considering this ns proof that lliey did not have llie confidence of the Council,

handed in tlieir resignations.

The 91 members ol the editorial slalf have, hoive\'er, agreed to remain for two

more weeks in order to give the Council time fiud a new staff. Five weeks of publi-

cation will still rcinuin after they leave.

Co-Direcleur Michel Beaulicu slated: "1 don't believe that anyone will bock
down and return." During their two last weeks tliere will no longer be an editorial

— the charnctt'ristic mnsthead and ears will be omitted.

TJirce years ago n similar motion was passed against Editor Jacques Quay, but
ho did not resign. This is the first case of staff resignation at "Le Quartier Latin"

under these conditions.

HAMILTON—"Alcohol can be used as a tenaon releaser or socialiMr. particu-

larly if one faces a very boring evening."

These were the wiir<ls ^viLll which Miss Barbara Stevens, a registered nurse in

an alcoholic cliiuc, addressed a meeting of the Sociology Club ot McMaster Univer-

sity.

It is important, however, lo know yourself and the effects of vntyiog amounts
ot alcohol, in order to u;c and not abuse it. Alcoholism is becoming inctea^ingly

prevalent, and the commonest age for the first drink ot the psychological aJcohalie

has rcochwl u low of 14.

Miss Stei'ens stated that "The dependence of Notlli Americans on tnuiquiliiers,

barbiturates, and alcohol has turned them inlo happy Hltlc robgU with, chemicals
controlling tlieir bodie?."

Tablcboarders Wanted. 200 Diiioa St.

Phone S42-70n.

Bide wanted lo Toronto, Friday, Feb.

«S. Two girls, wil share expenses. Sue

Fitchctt or LiK Sinclair. Local 4S0.

TO RENT

A two-bedroom, furnished apartment at

30 Union Street for summer months, June

1 lo September I, lOGl. Shower, fridge,

stove, etc. Close to ctunpus. Phone

540-5383, apartment No, 0.

Large housekeeping room. 7i Clergy

Street W. Phone 543-0300.

Brand new, completely furnished 5

room apartment. 9 minutes from campus,

3 minutes from downtown. 9 big beil-

rooms, large living room with hide-away

bed. AvaiUble May 1 to Sept. 1. Cull

"The Lodge" 548-7G14.

LOST

One precious garbage con from in front

of 210 University Ave. last week. Would

finder please phone 518-3350. Would

nprccialc return full or empty — the

garbage is not too precious.

XnSCELLANEOUS

Wilt all groups and clubs who hove

had their pictures taken by WaDacc

iBcrry for Trirulor pick up the proofs,

Salurdoy afternoon, February 20, ol 41

Union Street, Apt. No. 7.

"Tlie Mathesonn". Sign stolen from

305i Alfred. Pleare return to AMS Office,

no questions asked.

FOR SALE

Arts '07 year crests on sale in Union,

Tuesday, 12-1. Available aoy lime trooi

Mike Highes— Leonard. John Argue—
McNeill. Bob Maj-— Morris, Solly Glen-

dlnning,— Chown, Price ?4.7fl.

Don't miss "La Mode", tlic

Levana Fafhion Show, 100),

Wednesday, February 20, 2:30p.m

and 8: 00 p.m. at Grant Hall.

Refreshments and door pri7cs.

Tickets arc 50c,, available at the

door, or from eomraitlcc members.

Recommendations:

Arts and Science Constitution

tSLm
SIG-N POSt|

The following are recommcniled
ohanBca In Lho Conslllutlon of (he ArLs
and Science Society. Conalltutlonal
cliungea will be made at llic Annual
MeetlnB on March 4,

ArHcIc HI, page i

Delete acclion 1 and ndii a new section

which rcatis: "The term "ordinary mem-
bers' Hhnll Include nil mole Intrnmurnl
sludenlH who are retrlstered In the

Facullv ot Arts and Science or tho

Scliuol of BuHliicsa itnd who have liald

the Suolely fee,"
Di'li I,' ,s..i-[Kin 1 and add 0. new Sec-

tion I'.UI. Ii 1-. "Honorary mombera
jjiflii.i 1.

r
1" "loalea of lho PacUlLy

of \[i . — I- iKU and nil mulea whd
hnvL' r. . il. , ,1 liu- Degree of JJachelor
ot Coiin.TCL (niTii the School ot Buslncsa
of Queen's University.

jlrflcle V, page 7

From Section (b) dolelo "or a gradu-
ate atudent doing post-graduate work
Jntramurally."

ArCMe VI, Section 8, page 13
Add to tho last sentence ot Section S

"and announced iti the Journal within
one week o{ pjiBalng.'"

Chnogc "By-lows shall become bind-

ing upon being passed by two thirds of

the whole of (ho Arts and Sclenco
Society . . lo rend "By-lnwa slioll

become binding upon being passed by a
(wo-lhlrds vole at two Buooesslve meet-
ings of tho Arts and Science Society
EiXeeullve."

Arliclc VII. Section 6. page 15
Dclolo Sccllon C anO add a new Sec-

tion 6 which reods: "Tho Chief Justice
Bhall contact eadi incumbent elected

onieer of tbo society not leas than ono
week before nominallon for Ihe election

ot ncxl year'a ofllccrs are due. He shall

report at thi.s time hfa flndlngB or lack

thereof, of nt least two candidates for

each clecled oftlce. None of the cjiocu-

tlvo. otllcers of thu Society shall be
elected by acclnrontlon cxccnt tba
Honorary President, except In tho caao
of an obvious Iraooasc, In sucli a situa-
tion, tlie President and Chief Justice

shall be emiJowered lo declare the
nominations jircceiluro concluded."
ArMcIo lA', Section 1. page IS

Add a aub-aocilon (J) lo read, "Ihe
Finance Commit lea".

Add n Secllon 7 lo read;
"Tiio Finance' Committee shall conaiat

of tho treasurer, tho vice-president and
the Qsslslanl .secretory-treasurer, and
flhall be olmlreil by the treasurer, lis

duty Mlinll be to guide the executive In

the allocation of funds".
Article XIV, Section 1. Sub-secllon (b).

page 2G,

Add lo the end of aub-sectlon lb) ;

" : tor example, an assistant athletic

stick". The Constitution of lho Athletic
Organlialion of the Arts and Science
Society.

Article II, Secllon i. page 30.

Under "Toaro Sparta", replnco Mem-
bers of any Intramural team" with

"Membera of any
than cliampluaa
Article II, Seclio

intramural team other
ir runners-up."
L i. page 37.

Under
"Harrier",
harrier
to read

:

"Individual Sports" remove
Add a separate section for

ifler "Tournament Sports"

are awarded as
"Harrier
Points for harrier

follows

:

Intramural champion 1

Anyone placing second or third .... 3
Anyone placing fourth or fifth 2
Anvonc placing sixth to tenth .... 1

Purtlclpailun
Dotault — l«aa 1/3

Under "Tournament Sports" replace
tho point system with a new system to

read:

Intramural chompion 4
Runner-up 3

Scnil-flnoliat 2

Parlleipation 1/.1

Default from qualifying round—loss 1/3

From "Nolo <1)" delete "Except for
participation polnta".

In "Note (i)" In tho last aenlence
change "minimum" to "maximum".
From "Note 6" doleto "Members o(

POHt-gradualo years shall participate oa
members of final year Arts and Science".

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 25
VE3VX meeU in the Science Club-

rooms at 7:30, Dick Todd, VE2BDP will

speak on "colour Television". Nomina-

tions will be heard tor next year's ciccu-

livc. Come and decline.

ARTS 'Bl FINAL YEAR PARTY. Al

the Yacht Club on February ZS. al 8,30,

dl.SO per couple ot the door. Everyono

turn out for our lost social event as a

yeor.

LA DEBNTERE REUNION du Cerele

FronCais mira lieu mardi, le S.'i tSvricr a

8,90 h. nu\ Arts Club Rooms. Causcric

par M, Lamonlogne du R,M,C. suivlc

par dcs ^ISclions de I'dxecub'f du Ccrcle

pour Tannine piochaine. Tout le mondc

est invite. RaFrolcliissemenls.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 27

"All Quiet on the Western Front",

sponsored by CUCND. in Ellis Hall at

7:00 ond 0:10, Silver collection.

Newman Club Annuol Relreot. Retreat

Moster. Father Belyea, CJJ.S,. Thursday

Mass, 5 p.m., St. James' Cbnpcl. Friday,

ia;30p.m,. Special Talk in Ellis Hall

Auditorium, Moss at 6p.ro,, St. Jomes'

Chapel, Everybody welcome.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 28

ARTS '67 YEAR PARTY, "A Nigit

nt the Hungry-i". 8:30-1:00. Braun's

Cafeteria (Railway St), Sflc. with year

card. 30c. without-

MONDAY, NIARCH 2

ARTS 03 YEAR ELECTIONS irill be

held al 0:80. Highhghl will he election

of permanent executive for Arts 'Oa.

Even those grodualiog this year ore

eligible for positions on the permanent

cxec'utive, so be sure ond conic. Elec-

tions for nexl year's executive will also

be held. Don't miss this imporiant

geneml meeting.

mo's 'Where Editor

ft Handbook Editor

3 Chief of Police

4 Qiicf Justice AMS Court

S Freshman OrientoUon Convenor

Dendline (or applications

March 1

The next concert In the Spring

Series will be the Baroque Cham-

ber Ployers from Montreol, ond

will be held iit Dunning Hoil at

8; 30 p.m. on .Wednesday, Febru-

ary 20.

GUARANTEED PROTECTION AND SAVINGS —

Plus High Dividends

1/ will pay you lo see or call

STEPHEN ROUCHTON, B.A., C.L.O. - Res, 512-7602

D. R. ROUCHTON, B.Sc, C.L,U. - Res. 548-4552

K. C. KENNEDY, CX.U. - Re*, 546-0032

M. EMMETT ADAM - Res. 542-6782

The Mutual Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA

191 PrinccM St., Tel. 546-1405

Branch Manager A. E. Nebon, C.L.U.

PLEBISCITE 1 1

1

The proposed three inctwiscs in

the student interest fees were all

pofscd in a plebijcile held on Mon-
day, Februaty 17.

The increase for llie band nf GQ
cenU passed 313 lo Sit. The 40
rents for CUS went Ihrougfa 283

lo 243. and the 25 cents for WUS
l>y 305 to S24.

Engineering Society

Positions Open

ATTENTION SCIENCEMEN

Applications will now be received

for (lie following Engineering Society

punttoiis:

From Sc'65

Senior Jtidgc, Senior Prosecuting

Allomey. Sheriff. Chief of Police.

Senior Judge, Junior ProsccutiiiB

Allomey, Clerk.

(1) Quessi (fomieriy Service Conljol

Board) Representative Union House

Committee Itepreseotnlivc.

From Sc'67

Court Crier.

d) Qiicsa (formerly Service Control

Board) Reprcscntoti\'cs.

APPLICATION FORMS MAY BE
OBTALVED FROM ANY YEAR
PRESIDENT OR BILL HERZER —
543-7(M4.

Union TV Room

Scene of Spectacle

The Joumnl has received positive proof

Ihot Queen's sludenls arc not apathetic.

On Sunday night, over eighty cullure

fiends crowded llie TV room in the

Union to sec the Bealles. Unconfirmeil

reporta stale Lbat in Adelaide nail,

three girls were eleelroculed In o struggle

to get closest to Ibc set. Although a

veneer of sophisticalioii prevented the

girls in the Union from screaming, the

spectators watched with toscinalion and

fonie ivith adoration.

For those who nrc sceptical about the

intellectual oppear ot the BcolJes. proof

of their cultural value was seen lo be

evident by llio appearance of such

campus intellceluots as Editor Ware.

Tom Marshall, the well-known campus

poet. John Isbister. "rcprcscnlalivc of

the radicot middle", the , entire Journal.

.staff, and many others at equal note.

Uneonlirmed reports stale tilat Editor

Ware spent tlie next hour in his olGcc,

transfixed before a mirror, reconibing

his hatr.

IXPORT
PLAIN

or FIUTER TIP
CIGARETTES

phys.ed
^tumble
flip flop,

,
push

leap
pun puff

pause

things go
better,!
^witn
Coke

I Cod'Ull uid III ttttiltitJ liiiM mill idmlilf w'l S» producl of Cm CcIi t(i
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A Critical Ear

For The Philharmonia
Philhormonia Hiingarica. Mllliadcs CaridiSj Conduclor Grant Hall, 19 February,

1964

Dances from Calania . .
, . ,. Zollan Kodaly

Suiic from Ihc ballet. "The Miraculous Mandarin" Beln Bortok Symphony

No. 5 in E-minor, Op, 64 Pclcr Ih'ch Tchaikovski,

Exlernal circumslanccs may and often do itive an mslilution ccrlain valid

claims upon public sympnlhy and support beyond its natural merit. However, a

critic it not concerned with ilic?e cliiims upon his sympathy, but with the way in

which the insiitulion fulIilK Us obligjiion to the public as an institution. Thus,

although the Philharrroniii Hung.^ricii may represent something meaningful to

the people of the Western World because of its history, and although the New
York Times h^s sdld thjt the group "as an orchestra in exile serves the cause of

freedom by wrving Hie c.iusc o( Art," 1 must report what I heard, not what [

felt, and what I heard Wednesday was an orchestra playing in a way which did

not justify its repui^ition. The playing was thin-sounding, lacking in precision,

often technically mcsiy (notably in the second movemeni of ihe Rhuikoi'skil,

and did not exhibit the refinement of execution and tone lor which il is renowned.

Nor was it only the ensemble playing which was bad. On u number of occ.-Lsions

the solo instruments produced playing which was extremely inarticulate and un-

attractive. The outstanding oiimple Wies thai of the first horn in the lovely solo

passage in the second movement of the Tchaikovski.

For those who had never heard Tchaikovski's fi/ih symphony, Wednesday's
performance was a poor inlroduclion. First they were prepared by Ernest New-
map's program in the notes, which was unfortunate, because his program is so

dull, and because the symphony does so well without one. And second they were
given an exaggerated uneven reading which destroyed the music's beauty and
coherence. Miliiudcs Caridis, Ihc young Greek conductor, played the symphony
with all the traditional excesses—the accelerations of tempo proportional to the

volume, the sentimental labouring of rccurrani tliemes, the lullpaiisen, Ihe bras-

siness—in short, with nothing new, and il emerged from the ordeal in its usual

state of disrepair.

The enjoyable Dances from Galania, by Kodaly, and Bnrtok's uninteresting

music from the ballet, "Tbe Miraculous Mandarin," were adequately performed.

Queen's - Kingston Relations

BOOKSHOP 14 Monlreol Si.

Heart Fund

Drive A Success

L. C. Ayres. treasurer of the

Heart Fund Campaign, announ-

ced that the grand total collec-

ted by students last Sunday and

Wednesday in the Heart Fund

drive has reached S8.000.

31 science students canvassed

on Wed. night and brought in

a total of S530.6S to make up

Ihe above total.

Ottawa Secondary Schools

TEACfflNG OPPORTUNITIES

Rfpiest'iitative!, of llic Ottawa Secondary School Board will

meet with inlerested students in Committee Rooms 3 and 4

in the

STUDENTS' MEMOniAL UNION

Ihe iifternooii and evening of FEBRU.'VRY 27th.

Hamilton Board of Education

AN EXPANDING SYSTEM REQUIRES

Secondary School Teachers

IN ALL SUBJECT AREAS

Representntives of Uie Haioilton Board of Education

will be on Compiis to Interview Gradunting Students

on

MARCH 2 and MARCH 3

We tn\'ite you to arrange an inter\'iew through tbe

University Employment Bureau.

MR, D. A. COOPER,

Superintendent of Secondary Schools

MRS. D. G. COOKE,

Chairman, Board of Eduaition.

DR. G. E. PRICE.

Director of Education.

A committee of three students con-

sisting of Gerry Dirk.ii. Doug McCalla
and Robert Foster, have completed a

report on Qucen's-Kingslon relations in

an aliempi to promote imderstanding

between the town and the university.

The commiike suggested that ma-
chinery be created to enable student

volunteers to participate in various

forms of community work. It it hoped
that the students could decide upon
their own service project instead of

aclinp jiisi lis .1 ini:.ins of manpower
for money drives. Il i%as recommended
that this proposal be iLudicJ by Ihe

Arts and Science and the Levana
societies.

In Praise Of
A RussianFilm
North Americans have a dearth of

poetry in their lives. I find it diitrcssing

lo see a ^tow, free-moving, sineinj!

movie and find the audience spending

most of its lime giggling. "Ballad oi a

Russian Soldier" was a bealiliftilly

made movie. It was simple and straight-

forward; clear and concise.

War defeats some; some maintain
their humanity. In war relationships are

made, perhaps with the iniensi'.y of

youth: and in war relationships fade

—

fade with the anguish of thj fir^t loss.

In war, some wives wait and thLs is

joy, and some wives don't and. as

before, this is sorrow. And war a

mixture of love and hate and faith and
despair and humor and bitterness

—

as is life. And children grow older
fustci and become aware faster. And
old men, like young men, need their

stories—and the young blow soap-

bubbles on the stairs. And perhaps the

mothers suffer more than any.
It was a good movie.

The committee also recommended
that Open Hou.se be an annunl event

and that a real attempt be made to

publieiic this day in Kingston lu well

as the neiglibouring communities.

A special Open House Journal could

be distributed in Kingston to serve

as the main publicity tool for Open
House. In addition, this Journal might

carry articles about the campus and,

in general, act as a means to reach the

public.

More contacl should be made with

various service and community organ-

izations by such methods as having

students addressing their meetings, not

only on subjects of a local oflturc, but

on topics of overall general impor-

tance. At the same lime, some form
of liaison between the A. M.S. executive

and the Kingston city council might

be instituted so that civic officials

could have a better understanding

of problems faced by students, the

most obvious example being student

housing.

It was suggested that Ihe mass
media be informed regularly about cam-
pus events of general interest. Some
attempt might be made to produce, in

co-operation with Ihe television station,

a weekly show on student activities.

The committee felt that it was not

competent to draw up an extensive list

of rccommcndalions of action as to

what the university administration

could do to strengthen relations. They
did suggest, however, that the Acade-
mic Round Table enquire into the pro-

gramme which the Department of Ex-
tension offers to the town. If the scope

is felt 10 be insufficient, wcU-formula-

tcd suggestions should be given the de-

partment,

The report, it is hoped, will start

some action on a problem which pre-

viously no one attempted lo solve.

Foreign Aid

A Catalyst Not A Crutch
Dr. K. Spicer, a political

scientist from the University

of Ottawa, rejected the mea-

sure of 1 percent of GNP for

detei-mining Canada's foreign

aid effort. He was addressing

the seminar on The Impact of

Technology on Development at

Queen's last weekend.

The absorbtive capacity of

the recipients and the admin-

istative efficiency of the don-

or country should be the deter-

mining factor. Capital and
should be given only to those

countries near the 'take-off'

point to self sustaining econo-

mic growth. This aid should be

short-term emergency aid hav-

ing the function of a catalyst

opposed to the American tj'pe

which seems to be used by as a

crutch by some emerging na-

tions. Allowing the exports of

the merging nations into Can-

ada and supporting internation-

al commodity agi'eements are

preferable, to aid which is 'the

easy way out'. Politicians see

aid as easier to 'sell' the Can-

adian public since capital goods

SUPPORT

'OPERATION PENNIES'

HOCICEY

QUEEN'S FOOTBALL
GAELS

vs

CKWS "NO STARS"

THURSDAY
FEBRUARY 27. 1964.

8:30 P.M.

JOCK HARTY ARENA
ADMISSION: 25c

University Expansion

AMS ANNUAL MEETING

ELUS HALL
7:00 p.m.

TUBS. FEB. 25

1

Annual Repjrts
Constitution Amendments
Induction of New Pres.

(Continued from Page 1)

In the Faculty of Arts and

Science, there will be continu-

ing emphasis on honours cour-

ses which produce (jualified

specialist teachers so important

to secondary education as well

as candidates for graduate

work, many of whom must be

attracted to university teach-

ing to teach the growing num-
bers of students who will be

attending universities.

In Medicine, enrolment will

expand to the limits of teach-

ing facilities available in the

Kingston area. Substantial cap-

ital needs in Medicine arises

from the fact that buildings in

use for 50 years and more

have become obsolete, concnr-

rent with the dramatic expan-

sion of knowledge in all bran-

ches of medical science and

consequent new requirements

of modem clinical teaching.

STONE'S
FLOWERS LTD.

246 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 546-6634

WE TELEGRAPH FWVVERS

Wltrrc n TratliHoiitil PBESTIGE Prevnih"

House of Sounds

STUDENTS
GET 20 % OFF ON ALL L.P. RECORDS

at

House of Sounds
Don't Be Ashamed To Tell You Go To Queen's

Dr. Corry sees the rapid ex-

pansion of graduate work that

must occur to provide three

times the present number of

qualified university teachers

within this decade as an appro-

priate role for Queen's.

"Such rapid expansion of

graduate work must be a prim-
ary responsibility of mature in-

stitutions with solidly estab-

lished records of quality in un-

dergraduate and graduate

work. Queen's has such a re-

cord. Since the end of World
War II, graduate studies have
expanded rapidly in all facul-

ties and high standards have
been maintained on a firm base

established on which to build

further expansion of this im-

portant aspect of University

work."

"The ever-increasing social

and scientific complexities of

society are accelerating the de-

mand for post-graduate spe-

cialists by indsutry, business

and government, as ^rell as by
the teaching needs of the uni-

versities themselves. The gra-

duate studies progi-am of today
is thus a critical condition of

the national growth of tomor-
row."

Michael Marrello

B03A Prineess Street
Phone 642-3714

Prize Winner in Hair Styling

produces in Canada are said to

prime the pump of the econ-

omy. The fact that the United

Nations has a greater pool of

experts and needs the prestige

imply that multi-lateral aid is

also important.

Dr. A. Taylor of Queen's out-

lined the problems and poten-

tialities of the changing tech-

nological order and its rele-

vance to the underdeveloped
nations. The uses being made
of technology in our society

make it imperitive that we de-

cide how this technology is to

be used.

In the discussions groups,
there was found to be no con-
sensus as to how technology is

to be used, in the affluent so-
cieties or in the underdeveloped
one. Extra copies of papers on
changing technology and hum-
an values used in the seminar
are available in the library.

They may be picked up in the
Reading Room.

The Book of The Month
Club

This month's selections
include;

"Advantage of Being a
Jewish, Fi-ench - Canadian
Indian" by Eugene St.

Louis.

"The Revised Physics
Cookbook" (3rd edition)
By Al Souder, Author of

"Experiments Made Easy"
"How to keep you Room

Tidy," by Hubert Hogle
and Ron Taylor.

"T h e Advantages of
Moving to Ottawa" by
Ivan B. Woods and Eugene
St. Louis, (authors of
"Lady Chapman's Lover")
"Sexual Customs of Pyg-

mies" by Ian B. Woods.
"How to have your date

in by 10.30" by Keith Roy.
"The Thermodymamic

Properties of Thin Rubber
Membranes" by Graham
Pearson, (author of "Safe-
ty First").

"How to Play Hockey
Without Losing your Low
Voice" by "Jock" St.
Louis.

"I talked to 1. W. as
they gassed him in the
phone booth" by G. M.
Anyone wishing these

books should send two box
tops and 25c to The Mc-
Neill House Press, Mc-
Neill House, Ont.

St. Remy
MOTOR SERVICE LTD.

Bagol Street-Kingslon-546-060a

SWEATERS
by

WARREN-
PETER SCOTT
KILSPINDIE

103 Princess Street Phone 546-6381

NOTICE
Students of Queen's;

Your oivn Book Store ean supply you with nil your requirements in Text
Books for nil Faculties and Departments. Loose Leaf Supplies, Fountain
Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

OUR USED BOOK EXCHANGE IS AT YOUR DISPOSAL

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

FLOWERS SAY IT BEST

EspedsUy

For Beautiful Corsages or Flowers for Any Occasion

S39 Prineess Street Phone: 546-6604
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ICEMEN DUMP LAVAL 5 - 4
Page 5

by Gord Love

Bill Colvin's goal in the final

seconds made frozen feet

worthwhile for the few hun-
dred fans who watched Queen's

Golden Gaels edge Laval's Red
and Gold 6-4 at the Jock Harty
Arena Saturday afternoon.

Laval, weary after a To-
ronto game Friday, couldn't

skate with a determined third

period attack which saw the

Gaels pump 17 shots, includ-

ing the tying and winning
goals, at Grenier in the nets

for the visitors.

Larry Jones, a refugee from
the Univeraily of Montreal
paced the Gaels with 3 goals.

John Van Brunt, his centre

looked best for the winners,

leading a number of dangerous

rushes and picking up two
assists. Veteran Larry Dins-

more tested the Laval goalie

several times and scored the

opener.

Laval held their own for

two fast periods in which
passes were clicking for both

sides. The highlight of the

second period was the penalty

killing of Yvon Pequet, who
restricted the Gaels to two
weak shots as Guimond sat

out two minutes for hooking.

The four goals (from Roy,

Guimond, and Dufour with 2),

that got behind Elwin Derby-

shire, came as a result of poor

clearing by Queen's, the only

weak spot in the first two
frames.

The third period was all

Gaels'. After 10 minutes, they

led 10-2 in shots and Jones had
scored the tying goal (his 3rd)

from a faceoff. Pressure was
showing on both aides as pass-

.
ing became careless. George
Nishikawa, Larry Windover,

Van Brunt and Jones missed

big chances to score the winner
as Derbyshire robbed Ste.

Marie and Dufour on break?.

Then at 19:13, Murray Mitch-

ell made his bid for the Olym-
pic diving team and Guimond
went off for tripping. With a

one man advantage. Moon
Flanigan sent on Van Brunt,

Colvin, Dinsmore, Mitchell and
MacNab for a faceoff to the

left of the Laval goal. At
19:35, Van Brunt missed the

open corner by inches, and it

looked as if the game was over.

Dufour started to clear out of

his own end but was checked.

Bill Colvin grabbed the loose

puck, moved to the right of the

defence and drove a hard

backhand past Grenier, who
didn't even see it. Four seconds

later, the final siren sounded

and the Gaels skated off with

a well-earned, if close, 5-4

victory.

HOCKEY 8UMMAHY
PERIOD 1:

1, Laval, Dufour

(Lacbonce, Guy) ^^'^

i. Queen's, Dinsmoro

(Mitchell)

a, Laval, Hoy
(Lnchonpe. Mnrlel)

i. Queen's, Jones

(SUvens) ISJSO

Penalties: Hoy (bonnKng) 0:68;

PaqucL (sliuhing) 10:34.

PERIOD 2:

5. Quecn'a, Jones

(Van Brunt) 2:01

6. Laval, Guunond
(Lacbonce) 0:fiS

7. Laval. Dutour

(Hcbect) i0;55

Penaltier. Guimond (hooking) H;03.

PEHIOD 3:

8. Queen's, Jones

(Von Brunt) 8i33.

B. Queen's, Colvin

(unassisted) 10;GS

Penalties: Dixon (intetferenco) 3:26;

Guimond (tripping) 19:13.

ShoU on Ooal: I 11 HI ToUj
On Grenier (Laval) 14 18 17 IS

On Derbyshire Id 13 6 35

GAELS SCORING
Colvin, Bill 10

Weston, Pete 6
Von Brunt, John .,,

Jones, Larry

Milcbell, Murroy
Dinsmore, Larry

Windover, Lorry _

Niuhikftwa, George

Hay, John
.

Jocloin, Frank

PLAYER
Goata For

DerbygHire 46

in lEar

hrom The

Sports Desk

LEVANA

Wednesday, March 26 is the

deadline for nominntions to be
submitted to llie LAC President

Mare Hetherinfilon (642-8546).

Positions are open for repre-

sentatives for nil (lie sports as

well as treasurer, sccrelary, vice-

president and Journal represen-

tative. The new president is

Harriet Mac Greeor (546-0752)

who has acclaimed on Febmary
4lh,

Help organize women's ath-

letics next year]

Voh'ne will bo on March 2nd
and 3rd in Ban Boieh and the

gym.

SKI CLUB

All persons owed monev by the

Ski Club should check the mail-

ing list. If your name is not

there, and you have not receiv-

ed a cheque in the moil, phone:

Tom Leario 542-7481
or

Bill Hay 548-4178

LEVANA CURLING

Levnnn tntcrcolleeiato Invita-

tional Curline Bonspiel, Feb. 21-

22 at Cntnrnqui G £: C Club,
1. Queen's A Diane Findlay-skip

2. Toronto Peggy Dewhurst-skip
3, McMaster
4, Queen's B Rutli Haltle-sldp

Queen's A team:

Diane Findlay-sldp

Jane Trusslcr-vico

Susan PowelI-2nd.
Sandra Best-lend.

YOUTH vs RESPONSIBILITY

We feel it is absolutely im- These are strong words but

perative that certain facts

about Interraural Sports at

Queen's, and in particular the

Hockey Program, should be

brought to the attention of

the Student Body.

The students of the Faculty

of Law have a keen interest

in the Hockey Program be-

cause it provides an enjoyable

outlet and relief from the

pressures of an onerous aca-

demic load. It is because of

this interest that we have be-

come more and more concern-

ed about the increasing rough

play and poor officiating that

is evident in this year's

Hockey Program,

The undergraduate stu-

dents are adamant in their

crusade to turn the "Jock

Hardy" into a forum for ir-

rational mayhem. For some

strange reason they are in-

terested only in play com-

pletely devoid of responsi-

bility and spotsmanship.

we are professional students

interested in our careers and

many of us have families to

think of. Do you, the students

of Queen's, feel that we
should risk all o tfhis in order

to provide a team against

which these immature, irre-

sponsible students can release

their pent up emotions (these

emotions being the result, we
are sure, of a deep-rootetl

frustration from the pursuit

of such profound subjects as

"Fanny Hill")? Surely not!

Something must be done to

rectify the situation.

Our own feelings can be
best put forth in a quote from
the immortal Grantland Rice

:

When that one Great Scorer

comes to mark against your
name, He marks not if you
won or lost but how you
played the game.

CONCERNED

!

THE LAW LIONS.

(AGERS SLIP FROM PEDESTAL

GO DOWM TWICE
by Doug Bowie

Tbc Golden Gaels made their lecond

foray n'e;tward last weekend but once

again found Uic pickings sHm.

At Waterloo, Friday night, Uie Wor-

riers just had too much fire-po^Tcr for

the Gaels. Waterloo is a big, well-condi-

tioned team that runs and runs, a strategy

which has brought them victory in all

INTRAMURAL SCENE
The intramural gymnastics

meet was held last week, and

winners are as follows:

H-':-.nnnt n-ir Bob Dunn, A '66

Mais Herb Taylor, A '66

Parallel Burs Bob Dunn, A '06

Rope Climb Gary McNeil, A '6*

Pommel Horse Bob Dunn, A '66

Vaulling Bob Dunn, A '66

The individual winner, with

four firsts, one second, and a

thu-d. Bob Dund. Runner - up

was Gary McNeil with one first

and three seconds. These fel-

lows led their years, A '66 and

A '67 to the team championship

and runner-up, respectively.

In singles handball, Wayne
Norman, Sc '66 beat Don Mc-

Kinley, Sc '65 in the semi-finals

and then went on to trounce

Mike Robertson, A '66 in the

finals by scores of 21-13 and

21-6 to win the championship.

Robertson had beaten Bob
Bower, Sc '66 in the other semi-

final match. Norman then tea-

med with classmate John Nich-

olson to beat post-grads Don
Watts and Ian Blake to win the

doubles handball championship.

In the semi-finals they had

beaten Bob Bower and Pierre

Chantraine, Sc '66 while Watts

and Blake had disposed of Don
McKinley and Dave Whiting,

Sc '65.

In 10-pin bowling A'65 snea-

ked into the ^mi-finals by

virtue of Sc '67 having been

disqualified for misrepresenta-

tion, and they were promptly

beaten by Sc '65 who will ad-

vance to the finals against Sc

'64 who had previouflly ousted

A '67.

In basket-ball, it looks as

though A '65, who are leading

their two-game total-point ser-

ies against P.H.E,, will be

playing Sc '67 in the finals, Sc

'67 earlier disposed of M'67.

The basket-ball finals are on

Wed. & Thurs. evenings start-

ing at 7:00 p.m.

In water polo, as expected,

A '65 beat Sc '65 and A '64 beat

A '67 to throw these two teams

into the finals. The final game
of the A '65 vs A '64 series

will be played tomorrow at 5:30

A '64 is the defending champ-

ion.

In an all-Art aemi-final ser-

ies, A '65 beat A '66 and A '64

beat A '67 to pit together two

teams who were each champ-

ions in their respective fresh-

man year but haven't won the

hockey championship since. The

final games are today and to-

morrow at noon.

In the Bews scoring race Sc

'66 is still on top by quite a

sizeable margin with Sc '65

and A '65 breathing down their

necks. The nine thousand-point

lead over A '65 looks impregna-

ble, but Sc '66 still seems to be

scared as they realize that

team sport points have yet to

come in—A '65 made the finals

in all four team sports this

term, while Sc '66 did not make
even one of them. Furthermore

A '65 is very close to winning

three of those championships

—

hockey, basketball, and water-

polo. So, although it is gener-

ally conceded that Sc '66 has

won the Bews, A '65 is still

hopeful. Standings to date are

as follows: Sc '66 44652
Sc '65

A '65

A "67

A '66

10(01

35326
24341
20327

but two of their garaea this season. In

their home gym the Warriors combined

this dcvoalnling running game iritb nn

omnrinR sliooling streak wb'ch saw

Ulem hit 05% of tlleir first linlt abota to

forge to a comninnding 54-31 lend after

twenty minutes Tlie Gads played jual

about on a par with them in the second

half, hut the iS point bulge was insur-

mounlnble, and Waterloo won by 26,

9-J-63. The secoiid-phicc Warriors bonsL

the lenguc's second lending scorer, liig

Jerry Rnphncl, who is a fine rcbounder

nud defensive pln^'cr as ncU. He eanie

up with an oulslnnding 35 point perform-

ance to boost bis seawn's scoring average

lo 93.5, second only to Toronto's Dove

West.

AI Riusbcek hnd his best game of the

year, scoring ID points to lead the Gacli.

Bob Howes hooped IS.

The next niglit in London the Gad a

agnin lo.st the gnme in Uic lirst bnlf.

Victimized by qucslionobte refereeing

(only 3 fouls were called ngninat I lie

whole Wcslem team in the first 211

minutes, while Itnisbcck and Es'ans bad

3 eacb for the Gaels — ood hurl by som-:

careless bolt-hnodliug the Guds droppetl

llebind early and went to the dressing

room trailing 45-24, The Muslongs just

managed to liok! tlicm at boj' by a 37-30

innrgin in tlio second half, giving them on

ovcmll mnrpn o( 8S-00. The third mem-

ber of the league's Big Three, Tom
Willinmsoii. was bis usual tdf dropping

in iO points to lead the winners.

Wcitenia attack was wdl bnloneed,

howev-cr. with four men scoring 13

or mote. Larry Ferguson, going nil out

against his old mates, was the Gael's

lop man with 10 points, foUowed by
Raisbcck with 14.

The Gaels rcconi is now 3-6 and they

dose Ihe season this weekend with a

gome in Toronto against the Blue*.

RUGGER
Editor, Journal:

We would like to correct

some of the impressions that
must have been made as a

consequence of the debates

concerning rugger that were
written last fall in the

Queen's Journal.

It is probable that some
people regard Mr. Ware as

being an official Rugger Club

spokesman, especially in view

of the lack of an official Rug-
ger Club rebuttal. At no time,

however, was the executive of

the club in contact with Jlr.

Ware and the latter waa in

no way e.xpressing the opin-

ion of the Rugger Club at

large. The lack of official re-

buke was an unfortunate

oversight and wag based on

the consideration that Mr-

Ware's remonstrations were

doing no harm and that the

ensuing battle between the

Journal Editor and the Sports

Editor was a healthy e.xpres-

aion of personal opinions. We
were of the view that Mr.

Ware personally felt that he

had to bring to the attention

of the students what he

thought were gross inequali-

ties of budgeting. Since he

was a member of the Rugger
Club, the only real example

with which he was familiar

was rugger, and thus he used

this sport as one of his e.'c-

amples.

We hope that he did not

seriously intend to create a

Football vs Rugger battle be-

cause this is absolutely an-

tagonistic to the aims of the

Rugger Club and has been

REPLIES
since its inception. We have
always felt that rugger could

serve as a useful role as com-
plementary to, not competi-
tive with football in the

autumn athletic schedule.

Rugger players are the
staunchest football fans and
vice versa. Our aim Is to

amplify the athletic program,
to offer a rugged contact

game for those not possessing

sufficient stature for football,

for others from foreign coun-

tries and or those Canadians

who have been attracted by
the great Intrinsic merits of

the sport and its social acti-

vities.

University rugger has

reached provincial calibre. A
combined Queen's - Toronto

all-star team lost a haiTowing

one-point decision to the Ont-

ario representatives. The U.

of T. squad is definitely the

finest team in Ontario. On
May llth, a combined Quebec-

Ontario intercollegiate all-star

aggregate will battle Scotland

in Toronto's Varsity Stadium.

Ne.\t December, U. of T. hopes

to send a touring side to Wales

and Scotland.

At the same time, the rapid-

ly increasing Canadian inter-

est in rugger is reflected by
the expanding acceptance we
have acquired on this campus.

In the future, we fully expect

to offer a more exciting spec-

tator game and a champion-

ship team worthy of the

Queen's Tricolour. A sincere

thank you for your support.

On behalf of the Rugger

Club.

THE UNIVERSITY CUP—Now held by the McMaster Marlins,

last year's national intercollegiate hockey champions, this cup

will be fought over for the Canadian Championship igain this

year at the Memorial Centre on March 13 and 14. Teams from

the four college hockey leagues across Canada will participate

in the tournament. The cup was donated last year by Queen's

University and The Royal Military College in recognition of

the first intercollegiate hockey game that was played between

the two on the ice of Kingston harbour in 1885. Queen's won

that first one 1-0.
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If Ihe Library Is 2 he University . .

Then is this a University?
William's Report

PART 2

Resources tor Research
Resources of Canadian University

Libraiies for Research in the Hum-
anities and Social Sciences. Published

by the National Conference of Can-

adian Univei^ities and Colleges. Ot-

tawa, 1962.

The following statemenla are ex-

cerpts from the above-named survey

report.

This is the report of a survey spon-

sored by the National Conference of

Canadian Universities and Colleges

and financed by Council on Library

Resources, Inc. . . . While the sciences

are being reasonably well served by

libraries In Canada, collections in the

-humanities and social sciences are re-

latively weak. "Pew of them" the Lib-

rary Survey Committee pointed out,

"arc cidequBte "for research even at a

junior level, and these limited resour-

ces in turn limit very seriously the

training in research that can he given

•lo young scholars." The Committee

suggested that a -means of improving

the situation would be "to persuade

the larger universities- lo select cer-

-lein limited subject fields, and lo

bulid up collections in those fields

systematically, year by year."

Resources were considered in the

'"HOm&liitiea and social sciences only,

hrtd Within ^heae fields, Canadian

materials Wtere excluded .... The

survey was limited to fourteen uni-

versities designated by the sponsor-

ing committee: Alberta. British Co-

lumbia, Dalhousie, Laval, McGill, Mc-

Master, Manitoba, Montreal, New
Brunswick, Ottawa, Queen's Saskat-

chewan, Toronto, and Weatern On-

tario . . . These liniversities all had

eraduate-school enrollments of more

than one-hundred for 1960-61 , . . .

. . . Canada has a population slight-

ly larger than either California or

New'YOrk, but each of the two states

has research library resources sub-

stantially in excess of Canada's total

. . . Canadian library resources are

evidently falling further and further

behind those ... in Canada, only To-

ronto, B.C.. Alberta, McGill, Montreal

and Western spent over ?90,000 for

books and other library materials

during the year 1960-61. Twelve uni-

versities in California alone matched

or surpassed the expenditures of

these libraries.

University adminislrators may be

reluctant to recognize facts that call

for heavy expenditures by libraries

. . . Building fine research collections

in a short period is not something

that can be left to chance or lo un-

systematic contributions of sugges-

tions by members of the faculty.

The following appraisals of the lib-

rary collections were made by a sur-

veyor brought from Harvard, and

mainly based upon reports of profes-

sors at the universities examined on

the library holdings at their own uni-

versity. (Ed. Note: We propose only

to note Queen's holdings as they are

noted in the report.)

Psychology
Queen's was described ... as one of

the older departments like Toronto

and McGill that "possess good his-

torical libraries, although even these

have yawning gaps that betray recur-

rent budgetary crises". The collec-

tion at Queen's is not yet regarded

as fully adequate for advanced gra-

duate work, but there are plans for

development of a comprehensive lil>-

rary on behavioural science; the pro-

gramme in experimental - clinical

psychology at Queen's is a joint un-

dertaking of the Departments of Psy-

chology and Psychiatry, and it began

in 1959.

Philosophy
. . . Toronto is in ihe lead, followed

closely by Ottawa, B,C., Montreal,

McGill, and Queen's . . . Queen's has

imm

a particularly good Plato collection

. . . Kant is also a strong point at

Queen's . . .

Ancient History

The ancient history collection at

Queen's little more than half the size

of Toronto's, is the second largest in

Canada, but is regarded as inadequate

for advanced graduate work, and ap-

pears to be losing ground rather than

gaining relative to others . .

.

Mediaeval History

Queen's, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba

are interested in mediaevel studies,

though their collection are thus far

regarded as inadequate for advan-

ced work.

British History

Queen's has emphasized the mediae-

val, Tudor and contemporary periods,

but offers no work beyond the M.A.

as yet.

French History

. . . Queen's (which is developing its

collection in the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries particularly) . .

.

may also be mentioned ....

German History

Toronto . . .then . . . B.C., McGili, and

Queen's appear to rank next . . .

History of Eastern Europe includ-

ing the Slavic Nations

.... And Queen's . . . but these are

all in their infancy.

The Commonwealth Nations and
others of Africa, South Asia and the

Pacific

. . . Third place may be shared by
Queen's {with McGill and Western)

This writer has heard some rather scathing criticism of the article 'Douglas

Library Squibs' by Mabel Blower. Chief among the criticisms levelled was

that Fanny Hill is, indeed, available - upon application to the Librarian for

permission to read it. This, it was maintained, is the only way to handle

books 'like that'. Surely, anyone who ia a university student should have

the right to read whatever he or she wishes - without asking permission.

That is something that most students thought they had left behind when
•^"they stopped asking permission to leave the classroom to go to the balh-

**Oiom, Well, for their information, this same attitude will be with them all

through university - and life.

The university, m its policy of restricting the students' reading - or

' late leaves - denies the student the right to chot^e his or her own course

''Of action. It also denies the student the right to learn what every person

'Who hopes to become educated must learn in life - to make his or her own
- deci^ofls, and to take full responsibility for whatever are the residls of

these decisi(ms.

Perhaps we live in a welfare state. Perhaps it is easier than ever to

shirk responsibilities - to put everything off on the forces of life that we
cannot control. Perhaps the only reason for studying the humanities is to

produce trained rationalizers - and what else are sociologists, phycholo-

gists, etc. but the most expertly trained body of conscience-soothers ever

developed in the histoiy of man? They refer to reUgion as a crutch. They
are the new reUgion - the new crutch.

-It is time - desperately time - to train university students to be res-

ponsible members of society. And this is something that can only be learned

- by trial-and-error. Why not let us make our mistakes? If we are to learn

to read with discrimination - the elementary art for the student - why lock

up Fanny Hill? Surely the older generation should finally have realized

the futility of trying to give us advice based upon their experience! Un-
fortmately, each person must leani some things himself - perhaps this is

lamentable, but most assuredly it is 'the Human Condition". It is something

that can be worked out by computers or by old men.

Mary Corbcit

Profs vs. Library
Consistent and effective avenues

of consultation between the faculty

and the Board of Library Curators

are required to satisfy mutual needs.

In this way, the faculty might learn

of the policies and procedures of the

library administration—gain a know-

ledge of their shortcomings and come

to understand their restrictions and

limitations. On the other hand the

library staff could more easily realize

the needs of the faculty and attempt

to more fully satisfy their

Some contact between students and

library staff also, such as a sugges-

tion box or a 'student faculty library

committee', which would facilitate

the presentation and descussion of

complaints or proposals, would serve

as a safety valve for gripes which

might otherwise be chronic due to

lack of knowledge by the student of

library facilities, or by the library of

student needs.

Hours

The administration is to be praised

and thanked for their attempts to

ease the problems caused by the

adjacent construction, by lengthening

the hours of access to the Reading

Room. The need for longer hours

and more continual access to books in

all library departments is a general

one, and one which should be recog-

nized. A plausible suggestion is that

the library be open until perhaps 2:00

a.m. every day and that it be staffed

by students {stacks, periodicals room,

reading room, etc.) in the 'off-beat'

hours. Requiring very little training,

students could man the various desks

American History

Of existing collections the largest are

at Toronto, B.C., Western and Queen's

but these would need to be strength-

ened if anything beyond elementary
undergraduate instruction were to

be offered.

Geography

At Queen's where the Department of

Geography is in its second year (at

the time oi the survey), the collect-

ions are still in their infancy.

Political Science

Law, as a professional field normally

served by separate libraries, has not

been covered in this survey, but it

can be reported that the collection of

international law at Queen's is belie-

ved to be the best in Canada (etcet-

era, about law).

Classical Languages and Litera-

tures

. . . Queen's has not abdicated so

completely (as McGill) but is rapidly

fahing behind British Columbia and
Montreal, and is being overtaken by
Ottawa.

Italian Language and Literature

. . . Queen's has sufficient material

to support some undergradautc in-

struction beyond elementary langu-

age courses . ,

.

French Language and Literature

Queen's has a relatively large collec-

tion of older monographs, but Is fail-

ing to keep pace . .

.

English Language and Literature

At Queen's the Chaucer collection is

noteworthy, and other Middle Eng-

lish texts are being collected ; the ren-

aissance drama and the Romantic

movement are of particular inter-

There is no mention of the Queen's

collection in the following categories

Religion; History in General, Histor-

iography, and the Auxiliary Scien-

ces; Oiher Modem European History;

Near Eastern History; Far Eastern

History ; Anthropology ; Economics

;

oociology; Music; Fine Arts; General

Linguistics and Comparative Litera-

ture; Spanish Language and Litera-

ture; American Literature; Slavic

Lianguageis and Literatures; Near

Kastern Languages and Literature;

I'ar Eastern Languages and Litera-

tures; Other Languages and Litera-

tures.

Editors' Note: The recommendations

of Mr, Williams, the surveyor, as

well as the over all needs of Queen's

and other Canadian unviersity lib-

raries as the surveyor understands

them to be will form part two of this

articles, and will appear in the next

issue of the Journal.

and positions for one or two-hour per-

iods and earn a little spending money

while catching up on some reading.

Appeal to Studente

—in order to more effectively cope

with the problem of the great demand

for books on reserve at the Reading

Room desk and to assure harrasaed

students of a chance to use these

books, if they aren't readily availitble

when they call, why not institute a

'reserve list' which would allow the

student to sign for the book at a

certain hour and guarantee the use

of it at that particular time?

—if no better arrangements can be

made for a longer staffing of the

library, why not eliminate its morn-

ing use in order to extend its even-

ing period, when it would surely be

of greater use to more students?

—why is there not access to the bib-

liography room—should it not be

considered part of the open shelves?

—why not break up or duplicate spe-

cial collections? Most of the materials

in the John Buchan collection are only

of secondary literary merit and might

just as well be dispersed among the

general collection rather than remain,

to a great degree, unused and seldom

seen. Can sentimental value outweigh

scholarly need? Similarly, although

the Lome Pierce collection is valuable

as a unit, many of its newer holdings

ought to be>duplLaated for the general

stacks.

—Mr. Gundy's job is a heavy and

very trying one—why not h»ve an

assistant librarian to aid him in his

many and varied tasks?

—why. not^'esttLblish a central office

in constant touch with scholarly pub-

lications which could keep the uni-

versities informed of all the existing

and available material?

Miscellaneons

This boils dovm to a basic need for

a change in the fundamental philoso-

phy concerning the library. Our mis-

take, and that of many universities,

consists of seeing the library as a

function of the university and not as

the university itself, as far as the

Arts faculty is concerned. The lib-

rai-y exists only to serve the student,

and as the laboratory of the human-

ities, should be considered as vital

-and as demanding of equipment as

are the various scientific laws. It is

the comprehensiveness of the library

which attracts both professors and

students to the institution and, as

such, gives it its life blood.

Consequently, it must serve those

for whom it exists and must be adjus-

ted to student needs first and fore-

most, regardless of how difficult or

onerous this may be. The obligation

therefore rests on the student and
it is for him to demand his rights and

see that the library fulfills its prim-

ary purpose.

Barbara Holmes
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Dean Duncan Resigns
Says He Looks Forward To

Writing and leaching

Dean Duncan has announced in a letter to the faculty that he intends to resign as Dean of Arts

at the end of this Academic year.

Since September, 1959 he has shouldered the responsibihties of the office. He told the Journal

that he felt that the time had now come when he should return to teaching, which he loved, and build up

his own department of philosophy as a graduate schooli He said he wants to find time for \vriting projests

he had shelved five years ago.

In an interview given the Journal this week he said that he didn't think there was time to combine

the duties of Dean with those of teaching. "You know I am busy in the Dean's Oflace between nine and

six every day of the week," he said, "and I once attended University functions on ten successive evenings."

He went on to add that he regarded

the "job of Dean as a tremendous

administrative diallenge". The main

QneBn'S StUdGIltS V^^^^^^ ^he next few year, wont

be mainly directed at the Dean's Office.

It will only affect the Dean in an indirect

way. That is to say he is at the moment

responsible for making all postgraduate

appointments — a sUghtly curious situa-

tion.
'.

RX.M.P. Approaches

fs Students

LIBERAL LEADERS LAUGH IT UP

Liberals Elect Ellen Oark
Ellen Clark was elected secretary-

treasurer of the Canadian University

Liberal Federation last weekend in

Ottawa by a large majority of 300 dele-

gates attending the annual convention.

It was the first time a Queen's student

ihad been elected to a national post.

Besides her other duties. Miss Clark will

be in charge of maintaining and

strengthening contmunication ties among

all the Liberal University Club tlttough-

out Canada.

Bill Irvine, president of the Queen's

Liberal Club, was offered the position

of policy chairman for the Federation;

however, Bill will be studying overseas

next year, and therefore unfortunatel)'

could not accept the nomination.

The convention itself centered around

the problems of French Canada and

Confederation. The Hon. Guy Favreau

addressed the meeting on the need for

a stronger unity tliroughout Canada and

a strong federal government. Tlie con-

vention also heard from M. Pepin, M.P.,

who emphasized the liberal acceptance

of the "compact theory". Among other

speakers at the Convention were several

cabinet ministers including Mr, Pearson,

Mitchell Sharp, Arthur Laing, and Allan

MacEachen.

Prime Minister Pearson emphasized

the place of youth in the Liberal party.

MacEachen and Favreau also spoke of

the students as an invigorating and

rejuvenating element within the party.

The Conference- stressed the need for

'bilinguahsm in higher levels of the civil

service and the establishment of French-

English schools in several provinces.

A request was also made that the

present government commence fonnal

negotiations for entry into the Organiza-

tion of American States.

Some points discussed in regard to

education were: more capital aid to

universities, including a loan fund and

scholarship plan; federal assistance for

construction of technical schools; and

extension of family allowance cheques

to the age of 18 for those attending

school.

Other resolutions were: abolition

of the Death Penalty; recognition of

Red China and its admission to tlie

U.N.; re-evaluation of Canada's role in

NATO and establishment of a U.N.

Permanent Police Force.

Although there were points of dis-

agreement, the delegates were unani-

mous in their vote of confidence in their

leader, Mr. Pearson.

The Queen's Liberal Club had one

of the largest delegations at the conven-

tion. In addition, it won tlie award as

the best club in Ontario,

Two students were approached by an

RGMP agent last week at Queen's,

according to rehable sources. The

report indicates that the agents are in

search of narcotics users or "pushers,"

and are not concerned with "subversive"

students.

The Queen's Journal has not been

able to interview the students in

question yet, but reliable sources indi-

cate that the students were to act as

"camouflage" agents, one of whom would

live with the RCMP officer. Unsure of

the morality of this action, the students

consulted a priest who eapressed the

opinion that under the circumstances

the action was correct. Evidence from

reliable persons indicate tliat the stu-

dents intend to comply v-ith '^lie requests

of the officer. Sources said that the stu-

dents would receive no payment for

iheir assistance.

BOB FOSTER

It was announced at Iho annual

general meeting of llie AMS that Mr,

Bob Foster, Sr. Arts Kcp., had been

elected the new president of the AMS.
His Vice-President

m^^Bt^m Taylor.

^Hi^^Hgj Quesijoncd as lo his

^^^^R plans, Mr. Foster

Hp _ M replied: "It is a

T ^* privilege to accept

'] the position and nts-

i ponsibility of your

i
* M Alma Mater Society.

\ ^ During ihe past

- (. year, an excellent

H^^k example of slrong

^^^^^^^k leadership combined

g^^H^ wilh long term p!nn-

MR. BOB FOSTER ning was exhibited

by Rod McLeod
and his executive. It Is my hope that wo
shall be able to continue in this develop-

ment. Speciflc problems for our immedi-

ate concern will include student health.

Queen's-Kingston relations. Building

Fund, Student nutonomy, structure of

the student government, and our role in

the ncadirmic community."

"Canada faces ten year of crisis",

he continued. The increased demand

for University teachers poses serious

problems. Not least of these is the

terrible temptations from South of the

border. He said that he was heartened

to hear how many members of the staff

had turned down remunerative oppor-

tunities. They realize, he added, that,

if they accept, it will mean that one

day they will have to bet^me Americans.

He felt that a very considerable loyalty

to Canada existed on the Queen's

Caiivpus.
,

He told the Journal that Queen's was

a parb'cularly suitable centre for Cana-

dian studies. He welcomed the new

Institute of Commonwealth and Com-

parative studies in the English faculty,

and added he felt that Queen's might

come to be one of tlie best centres for

Canadian Historical studies. "^Ve have

an excellent supply of documents,"

Then tlie interviewer asked him about

the "academically subversive" editorial

published in the Journal two years ago.

The interviewer doubted if much action

had been taken on this. Dean Duncan

replied that tlie tremester system might

not be in action at Queen's but some-

thing very similar was: "You know", he

said, "that we have more Arts students

here in the sunlmer time than in the

winter," On the other hand his answer,

when questioned about possibilities of

starting a tutorial system at Queen's,

was unfavourable. 'We simply can^

afford it," he said, "but the more tiny

httle seminars the better." He regarded

exams as a necessity, We are committed

to a North American pattern, and w©
can't break out of it. Other universities

demand a full tr-^nscript. He went on,

"as far as mid-terms and Christmas

exams are concerned, that is another

matter."

The Dean touched on another matter,

that has raised the ire of some post

Jourml editors. These individuals have

criticized those professors who have not

had the courage to take a stand on what

they tliemselves believe. The Dean told

the story about Nettleship, the famous

Oxford Don. A student once asked him

about immortality. NetUeship gave all

the arguments for. and then he gave all

the arguments against. "The student

then asked him what the right answer

was. 'T'hat is not my job." rephed tlie

Don, "It's what you are paid to do",

said the student. Concluding his story

with a chuckle the Dean said, "a lot of

members of the faculty succumb to the

temptation of hiding behind objectivity."

No announcement has been made as

to who is lo succeed Dean Duncan.

French Want Equal Share

Guitar Family Visits Queen's
A father and three sons, all of whdm

play the guitar, will give the final con-

cert in this year's Queen's University

Concert Series. Tlie concert \vill take

place in Grant Hall next THiursday, 5

March.

The Romeros were bom in Spain,

and until a couple of years ago concer-

tized only in their native coimtry. There

they became a legend \vith their playing

of classical and Flamenco music.

When tlie family moved to California

they were unknown in North America.

But each concert they gave was greeted

with rave reviews and cheering audi-

ences. Their New York debut was

called "a superb recital," and "classical

and Flamenco playing of the very

highest order." The San Francisco

Chronicle nick-named them "the Fabu-

lous Romeros, tlie Royal Family of the

Guitar."

Two of tlie sons continued their

father's tradition of the classic guitar,

Celin's sinuous, melodic style is con-

sidered perfect for the late Romantic

composers in which he specializes.

Angel's prodigious rhythmic sense led

him to the Baroque repertoire. His

arrangement of the Goldberg Variations

has won him high praise. At Queen's

his arrangement of the aria "My Heart

Ever Faithful" will be played by the

quartet.

Unlike his brother, Pepe early re\'ealed

an uncanny feeling for fclie Flamenco

style. He became absorbed In the

music of the Gypsies living near their

home of Malaga, Utilizing the brilliant

Romero classic tedinique, Pepe's

Flamenco artistry soon became legend-

ary throughout Spain. Many of his

compositions have been written by his

fafilier in the Canto Grande style, which

dates back to the Moors of the tenth

century.

For their recital at Queen's the

Romeros \vi\\ play quartets, duets, and

music for solo guitar. Their programme

will range from Bach to a group of

Flamenco solos.
_

Grant Hall has been sold out for the

Series, and there will not be any tickets

available at the door. Students who

have tickets which they will he unable

to use are urged to give them to other

students.

M. Leon Biilcer, in reply to the

separatist views of Dr. Raymond Bar-

beau expressed last week, stated that

\vith common sense and compromise,

by both French and English speaking

Canadians "we can go on building a

great coimtry for many centiiries to

come."

Speaking on Wednesday in Convoca-

tion Hall, M. Balcer. former Minister

of Transport and M.P. for Tlu-ee Rivers

since 1949, emphasized the desire of the

contemporary Frendi-Canadian to com-

pete for an "equal share in the Canada

of 1964". especially in tlie business and

economic field:;. He spoke of tlie great

social diange which has taken place in

Quebec in the last twenty-five years,

with the Rxodus from the farms to the

cit)'. and stressed the concomitant

change of attitude and outlook.

M. Balcer spoke of the need to make

Ottawa a tnily bilingual city and made

reference to the current dispute in the

cit)' over bilingual signs. He also stated

that Canada's Civil Service should be

made more representative of its French-

Canadian citizens and he deplored the

lack of French-Canadians in the senior

posts of tlie government administration.

Separatism would only bring about

chaos and depression in his view, but

fortunately tliis extremist group is in

the minority. He concluded that "the

great majority of Frencli-Panatliflns

LEON BALCER

want to stay in Confederation and work

hand in hand with English-speaking

Canadians for a great and united

country".
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AMS
Onward

From time to time we receive complacent despatches from CUS
headquarters in Ottawa. The most recent one prides itself on the fact that

some 4,000 UBC students turned out for a get-together between UBC
AMS president Roger McAffe and CUS president David Jenkins. Appar-

ently like the Pope the two of these professional student politicians spoke

to the applauding crowds from a sixty foot high library window.

Well all we have to say is 'Thank God we are not UBC. We are

not afflicted with publicity experts as our heads who are interested in pre-

cious little else. We have had this year a sound and solid AMS, which has

achieved more than the AMSs of the last few years put together. It has

achieved things for the very simple reason that it has taken a long-run

view of the situation. It has at last found a long-run health service that

will at last work. Next year there is a good hope that the Financial reforms

of this year will result in a certain and sound budget. The credits for this

year's reforms must certainly go mainly to Ron McLeod, Maureen Law,

Bob MacMiilan, and Gord Phillopson.

The achievements of this year have been done without huge fuss and

noise and publicity, and gagging. Yet it has to be admitted that the students

of the Campus have not shown more than a sleepy and inconsistent in-

terest in student affairs. Quite probably the reason for this is that nobody

has enaged in vitriolic attacks on anyone else. We are not of the opinion

that is the duty of the AMS or the Journal or anybody else to get together

and 'Ah life is boring, let us have a crisis, They will certainly arise on

their own, \vithout the phony encouragement of us or anybody else.

We are confident that in Mr. Bob Foster, the new president and Mr. Tony
Taylor the AMS has the right mixture of overflowing ideas and adminis-

trative talent, to take the AMS into an era of change and adventure- We
hope that we will see the same firm leadership next year as we have seen

this year. We hope the tradition of light hearted, but serious administra-

tion will continue.

EDITORIAL

Who Is Responsible?
Almost everything that could have em-

erged, has emerged from our investigation

of the affair of the Library. But we would

not like to leave you with the impression

that the Library is ruled by villainous ty-

rants or by people, who haven't the interest

of the University at heart.

One of the main weaknesses of the Lib-

rary is financial. The percentage of its bud-

get that this University spends on its Lib-

rary is one of the lowest in the country. In

the year 1961, for example Queen's spent

3.9% of its budget on the Library, while

University of Toronto spent 4.7%, MpMaster
6.2%, and UBC and Alberta 4.2%,. These
last three figures represent drops from 1956.

The Queen's ifgure represents an increase

of .5% since 1956.

The finger points, not as it has so often

been pointed by members of the faculty in

the past, at the Administration of the Lib-

rary, but at the Administration of the Uni-
versity. It is their responsibility, and has
now been for nearly ten years, that the lib-

rary is notoriously and shamefully lagging

behind the other Universities in the country.

We cannot consider their Library budgeting

adequate or wise. We clearly need to concen-

trate and specialize. We clearly need to in-

crease our Library Budget.

The Editorial Board

1

You Said it

Diogenes Emerges for a Thump on His Tub
EditOT, Journal.

The under-signed tub-thumper

feels that somehow he hasn't

got his message about Fenny

Hill at the Douglas Library

across to Mabel Blower. May he

have another go? In his recent

letter to the editor (printed

under a captivating caption in

your issue of Feb. 25), ho

pointed out that Mabel's notion

of an Index of Forbidden Books

at the Library was groundless

and that Fnnmj Hill might be

borrowed simply by applying

to the Librarian.

Now, M-abel's friend Mary
Corbett, writing in the siune

issue, misconstrues this to mean
that the would-bc borrower

must apply for 'permission to

read Fanny Hill. Whence comes

this alien notion of "permitted"

reading? Not, certainly, from

Diogenes, Obviously. Mabel

(for one likes to Ihink that

Mary is writing on behalf of her

retiring friend) Jiasn't grasped

Ins explanation of the aforesaid

procedure: to wit. that it is a

precaution taken to ensure that

the book will be available for

loan to as m;my readers as pos-

sible. The alternative — placing

it in the open slacks — would
undoubtedly rcsnlt in the early

disappearance of Fonny Hill

from general circulation, for the

simple reason that the book

The application to tlie Librarian

to borrow Fanny Hill (or Tropic

of Capricorn or the Kinsey Re-

ports) is basically the same

application that is made across

the circulation desk for a host of

other titles, several hundred

times a day. There is no more
a question of permission, or

refusal, in the one case than m
the other: except of course for

the good and suIBcient reason

that the hook is already out on
loan.

This has been a lengthy com-
mentary on a plain text but it is

hoped you will agree, Mr.

Editor, on the importance of

spelling things out for Mabel.

Otherwise, there might be a

sad failure of communication

with the result that this old-

fashioned girl would go on see-

ing things under the bed. To
sum up, there is no moral or

intellectual restriction on the

reader's choice at tlie Douglas

Librar)'; and the library copy of

The Memoirs of a Womaa of

.

Pleasure {call number: x/Vl\

3348/.C65M5/1963) is as acces-

sible as was its charming heroine.

—Diogenes

A postscript: If there has been

a typographical error, and Mabel
Blower is in fact little Mabel
Bloomer who was voted the

Girl We'd Most Like To Go To

Sea In A Tub With at old

Athens U. more years ago than

one cares to remember, then

Diogenes would just like to say

-Hi Mabell

Philharmonic lallacies

would be taken out on perman-
ent loan by someone who neg-

lects the formality of signing

the card. That someone may be
n connoisseur of libertine litera-

ture who hasn't been able to buy
a copy of the book on the open
market; more likely, it is some-
one who prefers, for one reason

or another, not to buy a copy
on the open (or black) market.

And long experience has shown
that it is the Fanny Hills, not

tlie rare editions or the rich

bindings, that inevitably attract

this type of "borrower".

11 is a pity that such a pre-

caution must be taken, just as

it is a pity that a turnstile has
had to be installed in the Uni-
versity' of Toronto Library, lint

all this has nothing to do with

permission to read a book. Such
permission, dear Mabel, exists

from the moment the book is

duly catalogued and ticketed.

Editor, Journal,

The anonymous criticism

of the Philharmonia Hungari-
ca in the February 26 issue of

the Journal was a most inex-

cusable and inaccurate pile of

rot. I fail to see how the au-
thor could have such miscon-
ceived ideas of orchestra son-

ority. Phrases he used, such
as "thin-sounding, lacking in

precision, and often technical-

ly messy" are an insult (not

only) to such an esteemed and
accomplished orchestra, but
also to any number of the au-
dience who has had any ser-

ious and intelligent musical
training. The performance, on
the contrary, was superb not
only in a technical brillance

unique of dedicated and talen-

ted European musicians, but
also in dynamic and controlled

interpretation, which was
more than adequately hand-
led by the amazing young con-

ductor. Miltiades Caridis.

Most insulting of all was
the criticism of the solo ef-

forts of the members of the
group. "Inarticulate and un-
attractive", while they were
used in the criticism, are the
exact opposite of the words
that would have best descri-

bed their interpretations

And to single out the horn
player as the worst offender
is an unimaginable injustice.

Why do I say this? I am pre-

sently a professional musician
and have enthusiastically

played the French Horn for

sLx years. So I say that such
an insult as this, directed to-

wards such a virtuoso as the
first horn player of the Phil-

harmonia Hungarica is one 1

cannot lightly shrug, 1 was
once confronted with the ex-

act same solo (Tschaikowsky's

Symphony No. 5 in E minor,
second movement) when I had
occasion to perform with the

National Youth Orchestra of

Canada, and I am acutely

aware of the problems, both
in technique and of interpre-

tation, of the above-mention-

ed solo passage. It was exe-

cuted with a finesse I truly

could and did admire. It was
excellent.

I should like to point out

also that such criticisms can-

not but have a deterrent ef-

fect on attracting other high-

calibre musical groups to the
Queen's campus. In this gen-
eral interest alone I suggest
that the Journal make efforts

to at least supply more com-
petent criticisms on musical

activities in the future.

Yours most sincerely,

James V. MacDonaid

The revieiver was Tom Haili-

away. He haa as mtick musi-
cal experience as the ivriter.

Criticism, unless honest, is

nothing. He was, we feel,

honest.

—Ed.

A Word About

Athletics

Editor, Journal,

Football at Queen's is play-

ed in the fall and forgotten

in the spring, taking the ma-
jor part of our athletic fees,

and most of the interest and
energy of the members of the

Department of Physical and
Health Education with it in

its few moments of glory. I

feel that this fact is unfair

to the average student at

Queen's, for it deprives him
of an adequate opportunity

for regular exercise. Granted
that there is an intramural

program, I maintain that be-

cause it.

1. limits participation to

the few outstanding athletes

in each year in the

sports;

2. provides opportunity for

such "athletic" activities as

free-throwing and place kick-

ing and table tennis, it does
not encourage students to

maintain any reasonable stan-

dard of physical alertness—

which, in my opinion, is close-

ly related to mental alert-

ness, although not to mental
ability. Nor are the facilities

available outside the intra-

mural program adequate.

This needs to be changed.

Aa a start, I would like to see

the construction of squash
courts in large numbers-say
10-begun aa soon as possible.

When I first came to Queen's

6 years ago, I was told that

squash courts would be built

in a year or two, and I was
told the same thing again this

year. Action is needed to pro-

vide all students with equal

athletic rights, and it appears
reasonable to start with
squa.sh courts, perhaps aided

bv H reduction in the football

budget.

Sincerely,

Fii\Ai\i]iAL mmim
Last fall the Journal made a number of criticisms of the

financial arrangements at Queen's. Those criticisms did not

amount to an effort- at short term pruning. They amounted to

a long term dig- at the situation.

The Horrible Truth ....

The most important thing that we had to say then was

that the $500 (now 735) provided for the clubs on Campus

was quite inadequate. The reason the figure was so low this

year was because special grants were made very early in the

year to the Band and to WUS. The increases in fees for both

these organisations will make these special grants unnecessary

in the future. The grants amounted to $3,000, and so theoretic-

ally about $3,000 should be freed for distribution to the clubs.

In practice this won't work out because there have been various

honoraria increases this year. All the same there should be

an extra $1,600 available for the clubs. If their grants do not

amount to at least a total of $2,000, the Journal will be

entitled to cry both loud and long next year.

.... Chases the Favoured Men

One of the aspects of the Journal story last fall was the

comparative analysis it did of the AB of C. This was not an

endeavour to smear that all in all honourable body. It was to

point out as clearly and emphatically as possible that if we go

by financial figures the Intercollegiate sports and their admin-

istration are considered four times as important as all the other

things the AMS does put together. We thought then and we
conimue to tnink mat mis amounts to 'bGANDALOUS
DISPARITY'. We thought then and we continue to think that

generally the AB of 0 is honourably and honestly administered,

by an agreeable and loyal staff, who deserve the gratitude of

the Campus.
,

.

Of course it is difRcult to separate policies and people. The
fact remains that the AtJ of C, however vehemently it may be

gainsaid, that the AB of C (and its hundred or so competing

Athletes) absorb a huge amount of the interest fees, half in

fact, while another quarter go to the Union.

This year the interest fees are being somewhat reduced by
the fact that the Administration is assuming responsibility for

the increased student health programme. This was an excellent

reform.
;

team With Sound Proposals

All the same changes are still needed. We propose the

following:

• The figure for the clubs is not nearly high enough.

Queen's, as a leading University, cannot afford to have a poorly

financed (and because of that second-rate Debating Union).

It cannot afford to turn down the requests of clubs (partic-

ularly musical clubs). Stingy grants mean second-rate extra-

curricular activities, and second-rate extra-curricula activities

means an apathetic Campus (and that, gentlemen, you at

present have).

• The gran^ to the AB of 0 should be maintained at

its present level. A reserve, made up of 7 per cent of the annual

AB of C income would be .built up over the years. It should be
devoted to improving the outdoor sports facilities which are

at present inadequate in the extreme. That is to say we obviously

and definitely need new playing fields somewhere, and when
the University doubles that need will be more than urgent
We obviously and definitely need more Tennis courts. We
obviously and definitely need more Track and Field equipment
We obviously and definitely need to make some study of the

program at R.M.C.

• There should not be extra grants for those organ-
isations already receiving a definite amount from the fees.

At the same time as making these proposals we would like

to acknowledge the cooperation and long-sightednesa of this
year's Athletic Board of Control, and of the Budget and Finance
Committee.
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Tricolour Awards "Each year a number of awarth are given to graduating students in recognition of their conlri-

btilion to Queen's campus activities. These Tricolor awards make them juembers of an honorary

smicfy. Tuclvc more members were added this ijenr. Here are their pictures below."

BOD MACMILL AN TLM MERRETT

LOST

I pair brown overshoes in ihc Union.

Please phone 546-9877 and ask for

Gerry or leave them in ihe Union
cloaliraom if you have taken Ihcm by

mislake.

One pair Gresvig "Kandahar" (blue)

Skis which relumed on the first bus

from Saturday's ski meet. Would any-

one knowing their whereabouts please

contact D. McTaggart, Leonard Hall,

EM. 294.

FOR RENT
Two bedroom apartment for 3 or 4.

Folly furnished. Good location. Avail-

able May I to September I. Phone
Nancy Page, BXI. 491, after 6 p.m.

Summer apartment for rent. Fur-

nished apartment on West St., suitable

for 2 or 3. with 2 bedrooms. Available

May 1-Sepl. 1. S85 a month. Please

phone Jean Daley at 542-2705.

Good guys to sublet! Now is your

chance to spend five (5) fun-paeked

months in the only apartment on
campus to ouldraw Gr.mt Hall and the

Gym combined for a Saturday night

party. Can hold Ihrce to four people.

Enjoy these outslanding features: 2

bedrooms, kitchen, private purple bath-

room, washing machine, dining room.

CLASSIFIED
living room, fireplace, cellar, front and

back yards, enormous shelf space,

location half block from Students'

Union, 9 female inhabitants in the up-

stairs apartments. Call the "good

guys" at 546-0926 or drop by yourself

to 178 University and look the pad

over. But hurry, will take first offer

which meets the rent.

TYPING
For eflicient typing of theses, term

papers, etc.. please phone Mrs. Pegler,

546-7692; Mrs, Lusk, 542-3877.

FOUND
I pearl necklace, 2 cull links (1

from each of 2 sets), I Eversharp

pencil with initials, 1 gold pin. Apply

AJvlS Ofhce.

RIDES WANTED
A ride to Ottawa Friday afternoon,

March 6 Call Anne Groves, Ext. 483.

A ride for 2 to Oshawa Friday,

March 6. Preferably aflcr 5. Call

Elaine Mountjoy at local 481.

WANTED
Wanted to rent, one good set of

Geology 1 notes for Ibis weekend.

Will pay. 546-2883.

FOR SALE
Offers — one used hand crank

mimeo duplicating machine for sale,

Phone Dob Haugh, 542-1968.

NOTICES
4th east and east-centre of Leonard

Hall wish to report the discharge, over

the weekend, of Admiral Cwlaw's

seamen.

Mr. and Mrs. V. H. Ritzel take

pride in announcing the "fifth" birth-

day o£ their 170 pound son James. Jim

is the only 5 year old in McNeill House

still on the bottle. Happy fiirthday.

King.

CRUNCH WIGHTMAN lakes

pleasure in announcing the release of

his room-mate, GEORGE E.

BROWNE, having paid his debt to

society, and enriching the coffers of

the City of Kingston. Although the

court room action was fast iujd excit-

ing, attendance was meagre. As a

result, the silver collection was less

than expected. iVnyone still wishing to

buy a tag can phone 548-8830.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 28

ART VIGILANTES: Deadline for

submission of applications for Arts and

Science Vigilantes is lo-day! Applica-

tion forms are still available at 247,

Morris Hall.

International House Club: General

Meeting of all members at eight

o'clock. The new executive will be

elected for next year. Afterwards

there will be the usual parly. This will

be the last official activity for this

year, so come out and join the fun.

Arts '64: Final year party at the

Yacht Club on Feb. 28 at 8:30p.m.

S1.50 per couple at the door. Every-

one turn out for our last social event

as a year.

Newman Club Annual Relrcat with

Father Belyea, C.B.S. Mass lonighl

at 5 p.m. at St. lames' Chapel. Satur-

day Mass at 5 p.m. at the Chapel.

SIGNPOST
Sunday Morning Mass and Communion
Breakfast at St. James' Chape! at

9:30 a.m. Everybody welcome.

Arts "67 Year Parly: "A Night at the

Hungry i". Friday. February 28 from

8:30- 1:00 at Braun's Cafeteria (Rail-

way St.). 25c. with year card; 50c.

without it.

SUNDAY, MARCH 1

Movies by John MacLatchy in the

Science Club Rooms, Suadiiy, March

1 at 8;30p.m,

The Annual Meeting of the Levana

Society will be held at 2 p.m. in Ban

Righ Common Room. The proposed

merger between the Arts and Science

Societies will be presented for debate,

Members of the Society arc urged to

attend.

MONDAY, M.\RCH 2

Year elections will be held Monday.

March 2 at 6:30. Highlight will be

election of permanent executive for

Arts '65. Even those graduating this

year are eligible for pwsitioos on the

permanent executive, so be sure and
come. Elections for next year's execu-

tive will also be held. Don't miss this

important general meeting.

Arts '65 year elections wilt be held

at 6:30 in Dunnmg Hall Auditorium.

Nomination-, for permanent executive

will be accepted at ihis time. Eleclion

of permanent officers will be by ballot

on Thursday and Friday and results

announced at the scad, party.

TUESD.W. M.WCH 3

Queen's Badminton Club elections

will be held Tuesday, March 3 at

9:J0p,m in the Gym. Also plans to

use the surplus funds will be discussed.

All interested please be pr^ent.

Hamilton Board of Education

AN EXPANDING SYSTEM REQUIRES

Secondary School Teachers

IN ALL SUBJECT AREAS

Representatives of the HamUtOD Board of Education

will be on Compus to Interview Graduating Students

on

MARCH 2 and MARCH 3

We invite you to arrange an interview through the

University Employment Bureau.

MR. D. A. COOPER,

Superintendent of Secondary Schools

MRS. D. G. COOKE,

Chairman, Board of Education.

DR. G. E. PRICE.

Director of Education,

exam
,
,think

blank
guess

scribble
times
up
pause

things go

better,!
^with
Loke

FILTER

Pdu/&>:6
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How To Succeed . . In Canada LcvaDa S.C.M. Seminar Will Meet

Mr. Carl A. Pollock, presi-

dent of Dominion Electrohome

Industries Ltd., spoke to about

eighty students in Dunning

Hall last Tuesday night, as the

final guest of the year of the

Commerce Club. Mr. Pollock

proceeded to give a personal

history of his company.

It began when his father

founded a small "Hornless"

phonograph company in hum-

ble circumstances before the

first World War in New York

City. The business sold records

also and later manufactured

"Phonola" brand radio sets.

Kitchener, Ontario became the

location of its permanent head

office.

After the War, the company

expanded into cabinet-manu-

facturing for its radio compon-

ents. By 1925, it had stepped

into the battery radio market.

Mr. Pollock, a graduate of the

University of Toronto and Ox-

ford, England, joined the com-

pany's engineering department

in 1930.

An amalgamation of three

companies into Electrohome

Ltd. took place in 1936. The

year of 1938 saw Electrohome's

entry into the decorative furni-

ture market for the first time

under the brand name of Del-

craft. The scheme of employees

sharing in company profits was
also adopted in the same year.

World War II shifted Elec-

trohome into the production of

aircraft winga, rudders, seats,

and radios. Po.st-War union

strife was averted. Electro-

homes' workers chose to form

a private rather than an air-

craft-affiliated union. Furni-

ture production was stepped

up.

In 1951, Mr. Pollock's father

died—and with him went the

old ways.

Mr. Pollock took to the helm

immediately. He injected new
life into the company. Televi-

sions rolled off the production

lines for the first time. High

fidelity phonographs were
brought in during 1953 and

Addiction On Campus
"At least 30% of undergra-

duate students are "drugging"

their way through college",

according to one third-year stu-

dent, here, it was reported to-

day in the Canadian Register

published in Kingston. An un-

named Queen's student had ac-

counted for a reporter of the

Canadian Register, his personal

experiences with piUs, used be-

cause "It was a simple case of

not having enough waking hrs

to accomplish this amount of

work I felt necessary. The stu-

dent, who has had straight A's

1 1 lierested in worldiii; on
Oitccn's Journal Technical Staft

ne.xl vc.^r'^' No experience ncces-

Kury. Inslruclion courses to be
l-iven by i|i]iililieil Cnnniliitii

Joiiniulisis ni'vl Inll. CuntucI
Toiiv Tii-ivrll 5-10-2400 or Oli

IliiwrvU'livii r.10-0U!)7.

Bt. fllark'H

SERVICES 0:30n.ni.

11:00 o.in.

Two blocks N.E. of sladium

Corner of Earl & Vietorui Sts.

Rev. Roy Oswaid
(t-uihcran Student Chaplain)

Phone 5'12-7!34

through college reported that;

"In every other way but intel-

lectual T am a mess. I no longer

feel able to mix with others

socially, or if I do, it is as if

I am on the Outside looking in

... 1 know I am caught in a

vicious chain, but I wouldn't

dare stop now. The effects of

sudden withdrawal can be pret-

ty drastic and I usually wait

until summer for that.

The student also reported

that "medical students do a

fair business selling prescrip-

tion-type pills because of their

easy access to them. Cutting in

on their trade however are the

student nurses who give them
to their boy-friends free of

of charge."

The Journal spoke with sev-

eral medical students about

this charge. To their knowledge,

none of the medical students

was engaged in such a practice.

Other students to whom the

Journal spoke felt that the sta-

tistics and the opinions of the

student were grossly over-rat-

ed, and that the problem of

"drugging" was not very sev-

ere,

Michael Marrello

E03A Princess Street
Phone 642-37U

Prize Winner in Hair Styliytg

business spurted full speed

ahead.

By 1957, sales exceeded 51^--

000.000. A new plant was erec-

ted. Dominion underwent rig-

orous diversification and re-

novation. Luxuries and neces-

sities for the home and office

—

electric organs, humidifiers,

stereo-phonics, lamps and neon

lights—were put on the market.

In 1962 sales escalated to $20,-

000,000 and topped the §24,-

000,000 mark in 1963.

Mr. Pollock then spoke on

business policies and goals. A
company exists for more than

accumulating "greenbacks". It

has a social as well as an econ-

omic purpose. He stated that

business for him was a role of

dedication. Success and perpe-

tiuty depend on the delegation

of responsibilities to each and

every employee. Initiative must
be encouraged.

Mr. Polock stressed the tre-

mendous importance of engin-

eering in his occupation. Tech-

nology coupled with market re-

search were keynotes of Elec-

trohome's prosperity during

the '50's.

LEVANA POSITIONS

a) Levana Journal Editor

b) Levana Formal Convenor

c) Project Convener

d) Su2ie Q Convenor

e) Grad Dimier Convenors

(2)

f) Student Faculty Dinner

Convenor

g) Tea Dance Convenor

h) Blazer Convenor

i) Ribbons Convenor

j) Student-Faculty Commit-
tee (2)

k) Representatives to Leva-

na Council (2 from each

year)

I) Levana Representative

to Union House Council.

Applications for Levana Re-

presentatives to Union House
Council msut be submitted in

writing, by March 5. Applica-

tions for other positions must
be submitted to Marg Thomp-
son, 402 Johnson Street, or to

Ann Ketcheson, 59 West Street.

PATTON'S CLEANERS
and

SHIRT LAUNDERERS

Wally Elmer — Prop.

Dial 548-4292 — 546-6480

349 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO
The Nicest Cleaning in Town

6:]5a.mln (he Chapd:
The Siir-niiiinit ..( ll,..

Loid's Siii-iTF en,,, rw.
IM-l It, r,iii I, .-it 1.., Il„ WlI

mr dI the cl.un-li.)

11:00 ii.ro. HOW FAITH
SATISFIES-.

TI^ HEART OF VOUR
FAITH-.

Mr. DovicUon will prencb

nil services.

(III|Hlmets Pniteb

ll:00njii. Seven Ctiriitian Iio-

|>eralivcs (S) "Live"

7:30pjn.TliE living LtTe.

(7) "And die Unruly
MtiaW'.

8:«p.m. YouUi Fclionslilp.

A Vrry Cordial Inv'ilation

To AU Qiuen'i StuAenU

Decide
On Sunday March 1 at 2 p.m.,

the Levana Society will hold

annual meeting in Ban Righ

Common Room. At present the

Society is considering the feasi-

bility of a merger with the Arts

and Science Society in an at-

tempt to spark the interest of

faculty students, and to create

a more functional society. Any
structural changes must be de-

bated and approved by the stu-

dents in the Society. Levana

—

spare an hour of your time,

consider the proposed struc-

tural changes and attend the

annua] meeting of your society

on Sunday.

Debaters Excel

In TouriiameDts
Queen's debating team ach-

ieved a first division standing

in the Impromptu Touraament

hosted by Western on the 14-

16 of February. Bill Rankin,

Law 66, and Don Carmichael,

Arts '66 represented Queen's,

In this first session they up-

set favoured St. Michaels, the

tournament champions last
year. After defeating Huron

College the team lost to Pitts-

burgh on the topic: "Women
should be barefoot, pregnant,

and in the kitchen". University

of Toronto narrowly defeated

Pittsburgh in the champion-

ship round.

In the final standings Queen's

edged their R.M.C. rivals.

BYLAW
BY LAW NO. U
"A.M.S. Constnbles

Scclion 1. The A. B. of C. shall ensure

that

(i) the follovwni! is printed on all

student atltletic cards and on oil

tickets of GcnerfJ admission to

football Eames in Richardson
Stadium: "The holder of this

tigkct is liable to be searched

for alcoholic bcveraces on en-

trance into and al anv lime while
in nichardson Stadium."

(ii) a prominent siE". cnminc a

statement similar to that in (i)

be placed at each location where
tickeii ,^rc sold. The A.M.S. exe-
cutive shall recommend to the

administnjtion that a similar pro-

lision be outlined in the Uoiver-
sitv calendars."

Hotel La Salle

Dlne ln THE Famous Colony Room

Specializing in

Delicious Charcoal Broiled Steaks

Direct from Our Dining Room Grill

Special Arrangements for Banquets & Dances

Bagot & Princess 548-3361

House of Sounds

STUDENTS
GET 20 % OFF ON ALL L.P. RECORDS

at

House of Sounds
Don't Re Ashamed To Tel! You Go To Queens

0: 00 a.m. Holy CommunioD

ILOO a.in.Uoly Communion

7:00 p.m. Evenintt Prayer.

S:lApjD.Coffec nour

Wednesday 4.M p.m. Onmn
Rrcilol und Lcnlen mnli-
IntiuLis.

^t. JVnbtclu'B

^rcBbiilerian <llljurcl|

Prineesa L Clergy Sis.

Rev. Mm V. PutniUQ. BA.,
Minister

Dirtelor of Praise,

Brian Stnrt, ARCCO,
SUNDAY SERVICES

IMH)i,,rii..M.)mh.i; WonJii,.
Sfri^.nr 'NO CONDEM-
NATION".

7:00 p.m. EveniiiK Wonhip
S.Tn,„„: "THE WAY TO
si'iHrniAL PowKiV
;-30|i,ni, "Rndia Minialry"
CKLC.

H: 15 p.m. Youth FtlW-sliip.

TUESDAY, 7:30 PM.
Prayer ami Bililc Sluilv Hour
COME AND WORSHIP

To Dispel Falsehoods
The SCM will be sponsoring

its annua! freshman seminar

again this fall. The seminar

will be led by Dr. A. Coleman.

The aims of the Seminar are

to furnish a better and a more

pliable understanding of the

Christian faith in our modem
age. It will try to dispel some

prematurely conceived false-

hoods of the Church. It certain-

ly does not set out indoctrin-

ate.

Pai"ticipating is not overly

exacting. Interested students

are asked to read five assigned

books during the Summer holi-

days. They will be eventually

be requested to speak on rele-

vant topics before other stu-

dents in the Seminar and chal-

lenge the views of their fellow

members.
All applications should be

taken to some member of the

SCM before Sat., March 7.

the fACtS

BeneAtn

the c^Azzle

All diamonds loolc dazzling at first

glance but only an expert jeweler can

tell a diamond's true value. Cut. bril-

liancy, color, clarity and weight are all

important. We liave llic scientific in.-

slrumcnts as well as llie knowledge and

reputation to lielp you make jlie right

diamond choice.

@)
MEf.i&ES

AMERICAN GEMiOCIETY

KiNNEAR D'ESTERRE
diamond merchants 168 Princess St.

For Dry Cleaning and

Shirt Laundering
SERVICE. QUALITY, CONVENIENCE

Our Store at 314 Barrie Street Near Princess Is Convenienr

and Anxious To Serve You
Same Day Service on Request

In by 10 a.m. Ready by 5 p.m.

Save 20% by Using Our Services at- Leonard Hall

Available to All Students

Dial 548-4407

FOR PICKUP & DELIVERY SERVICE

Cleland & FlindaU
DRY CLEANERS

314 Barrie Street

SHIRT LAUNDERERS
851 Princess Street

Wherever you're heading after grad-

uation, you'll find one of Royal's more than 1.100
branches there to look after you. Meanwhile, anything
we can do for you, here and now ? Drop in any time.

ROYAL BANK
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'Bronze Baby" up for Grabs this weekead
by ANN GROVES

Journal Sports Reporter

Queen's Basketball Team play host to Western, McGill. and
Toronto this week-end. This is the first time in three years since
the tournament has been held here; the last time Queen's won
th- WJAU Trophy, the "Bronze Baby." This could be a good sign!
Predictions are that Queen's has a very good chance as the girls
have beaten all the teams except Western. Western is the defend-
ing champion.

MemLers of the team are: Forwards, Virginia Freeman and
Ann Hall (co-captains), Jo Bascom, Lynn Fuzzen, Mary Lynn
Racher, Chris Ward, Karen Watson; Guards, Bev Keiih, Ann
Powlesland. Marcia Roszell, Jane Simmonetl, Sharon Fritz. The
co:!ch is Anne TumbuU.

The teams arrive on Thursday evening and the schedule is

as follows:

Friday: 10:00 A.M. McGill vs. Toronto
11:30 A.M. Queen's vs. Western
7:00 P.M. Toronto vs. Western
8:30 P.M. Queen's vs. McGill

10:00 P.M. Punch Party at Ban Righ
Saturday: 10:00 A.M. Western vs. McGill

11:30 A.M. Toronto vs. Queen's
4:30 P.M. Banquet, McLaughlin Room, Student's Union

See you there

!

JOURNAL
SPORTS *

ATTENTION

Attention 'Flagging' sports

\vrilers the sports staff

are planning ahead for

next year. We are looking

for Anyone Interested in

doing work for the best

part of the Journal. Con-

tact "The Bearded-Pro-

phet (ie) B. Bailey Loc.

380 NB Girls are not dis-

criminated against. The

Sports Dept. is very broad

minded.

Levana Athletic Coiinca Elections

Voting will take place Mon-
day and Tuesdl\y, Maxch 2
and 3 at Ban Righ, 11:30-1:00,

and 5:15-6:00.

Gymnasium 2:30 p.m.

Union 12:00-1:00.

Voters have their athletic

card to vote.

The following are seeking

election; the first two names
have been approved by the

LAC Board.

Basketball: Elaine Daley, Sher-

ry Howlan, Barb Murphy, .

Monia McLaughlin.

Hockey: Diane Nihil, Lou

Hunt.

Badminton : Sue Carr-Harris,

Joyce Hetherington, Joan

Loucks.

Swimming: Carolyn Pascoe,

Sue Cheshire.

Tennis: Pat Sisty, Chris Wes-

terley.

Tranck and field: Marion Jones

Jean Daily.

Soccer: Chris Ward, Marilyn

Picard, Cathy Smith.

Treasurer: Sharon Fritz. Hea-

ther Chambers,

The other members of the

Board that have received their

position either by previous el-

ections or acclamation are:

President: Han-iet MacGregor.

Secretary: Jan Siraraonette.

Cruling; Jane Tnissler.

AMS Athletic Stick: Bev Keith.

Arts '67 Rep: Di Finlay.

Arts '66 Rep: Cheryl Elliott.

Archerj'; Linda Brooker.

Bowling: Mami Wood.

VolleybaJI: Judy Wright,

Journal Represent at i^'te. Ann
Reid.

Canadian Intercollegiate Hockey Championships - March 13 - 14
the future ???

SHAFT
Last Tuesday the Toronto Varsity Blues hockey team

voted not to compete in the Canadian Intercollegiate Hockey
Tournament to be held in Kingston at the Community Centre

on March 13th & 14th. They said it was too close to their

final exams and felt the three weeks spent in practicing for

the tournament could be better used in studying. It sems
th Varsity squad, while not only being good hockey players,

are also intellectuals.

E. J. Deans, one of the directors of the tournament when
approached on Wednesday night, said that the University de
Montii^al had been approached to play in the tournament to

make up the foursome. The Western Intercollegiate League
will be represented by the University of Alberta at Edmonton.
The Mai-t:me Intercollegiate League will have a bit of a fight

between St. Dunstan's and the University of New Brunswick
to seek out the league champion.

and the past • . .

CANADA'S FIRST HOCKEY CHAMPS

The first hockey game in Ontario was played in the harbor
of Kingston opposite Tete du Ponte Barracks in January of 1885.

The idea of the game sprung from within the confines of R.M.C.
For that past fall Queen's had beaten R.M.C. in rugby and the

cadets hoped to regain their lost laurels by beating Queen's at

hockey.

The rumour was immediately jumped on by Messers F. Bis-

marck, Booth, H. Pirie and L. Irving and they negotiated for the

match to take place in the rink at the foot of Princess St. The next
problem confronting the teams was obtaining sticks they got

from the polo players at the local roller rinks.

The puck to be used was the ingenious idea of J. E. Booth
who cut a lacrosse ball in a hexagonal disc. The referee was S.

Griffin and the only rule was that the players could not raise

their sticks above their shoulders. Due to the bandstand which
was situated in the middle of the rink (imagine!) It was decided
that the team who best took advantage of same would have a
decided edge. Fi-om the start to the fini.'sh the game was fought
skibbornly by both sides. In the first half there was no goals In

tlie second half both teams came out to fght to the finish until a

goal was scored. The teams went up and down until Lenno.x Ir\'inff

(Art's 86) got the puck. From his defence position he skated
through the R.M.C. team and shot on the cadet's goalie. His first

shot was stopped but he batted the rebound into the goal for the

game's only score. There are those from R.M.C, of course who say
that the R.M.C. goalie and a defencemen where off tightening the

goalie's skate but no one could make a good Queen's believe that

story.

Two trophies that remain from that first hockey game played
in Ontario can be seen in the trophy case at the gym. There is

a stick used in the game presented by A. G. Cunningham Esq. of

Art's '91 and the puck used in the game presented Colonel Lennox
Irving Art's '86 who scored the winning goal.

9
THE UNIVERSARY CUP—Now held by the McMaster Mar-

lins, last year's national intercollegiate hockey champions, this

cup will be fought over for the Canadian Championship again

this year at the Memorial CentVe on Mai'ch 13 and 14. Teams

from the four college hockey leagues across Canada will parti-

cipate in the tournament. The cup was donated last year by

Queen's University and The Royal Military College in recog-

nition of the first intercollegiate hockey game that was played

between the two on the ice of Kingston harbour in 1885.

Queen's won that first one 1-0.
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Jn Mentotff o/

Jb^lan Z)homaS

Too BOon, it is all too soon

Laments our chMhood'a horn

Husky and cool at the dose

of its dove-note afternoon.

Too soon, a red fox echoes

Old on the hunted hill

Where dewfaU mirrors the dawn

And dawn lides out for a kill

It is too soon, too aoon

Wails the unripened barley

To flailing storms; too soon

Pipes the last frail leaf in the

valley.

A poet can seem to show

Animal, chMd and leaf

In the light of eternity, though

It is but the afterglow

From his consuming Icve,

The spill of a fabulous dawn

Where animal, leaf and child,

Timelessly conceived.

With time are reconciled.

What grief so forlorn as our

grief

When such a man must go

Still teeming with songs unbomf

Now we remember om
Who lived in a plume of words,

Sang with a fountain's panache.

Dazzled like elate roofs in sun

After rain, was flighty as birds

And alone as a mountain~ash.

The ribald, inspired urchin

Leaning over the lip

Of his world, as over a rock pool

Or a lucky dip,

Found everything briUiant and

virgin

Like Adam, who went to school

Only with God, and like Adam
He gave that world a tongue.

It has outlived, outsang

Elegies, for always

He drew from creation's

fathomless

Grief a pure drop of praise.

C. DAY LEWIS

Improve The Library!?!

The Students Suggest
The following is a summary of a re-

port on "The Function of Libraries"

drawn up following a workshop dis-

cussion at the 1964 (J-U.B.—S.C.M.

Education Seminar, "Grade 14".

The Role of the Library

In order for the university to ad-

vance beyond being merely Grade 14,

its course structure must be based on

its books and not simply on texts

and lectures as is now the case in

too many general courses. In order to

accomplish this integration between

the library and the university course

structures, greater faculty- library

consultation is needed.

Priorities: Book-Buying

With the present inadequacy of the

university buying policy on both

graduate and undergraduate levels,

because of limited funds, the need

for priorities is acute. Here again

the problem is one of integration

leading to specialization. It is sug-

gested that the university should

give first priority to undergraduate

studies, with the idea of doing one

task well by providing adequately

for the various undergraduate, and

especially the new, courses. How-
ever, the importance of scholarly

work by professors and graduate

students is not to be under-rated and

the role the university must play in

the attraction of these persons is

recognized as posing the central

difficulties. Herein lies the problem

of reconciling the two: the desperate

need for undergraduate materials to

serve the numerical majority and the

need for more advanced information

for the use of the more specialized

minority. The decision must rest with

Queen's, but certain suggestions were

offered, such as a concentration on

Canadian and Ontario material

(pamphlets, etc.) which might other-

wise remain insignificant. Finally, it

was pointed out that most rare

books and original manuscripts are

unnecessary luxuries under the pre-

sent circumstances and should give

way to more primarily-needed mater-

ial.

Accessibility and Availability

Several familiar complaints were

registered concerning the inadequate

number of certain books, the hours

of access to them and the existing

stacks arrangements. Paperbacks,

since they are less expensive and re-

quire less space, might be considered

for multiple copies of much-needed

books. The Reading Room is becom-

ing, to an increasing degree, a mere

undergraduate reference room, as

more and more of the books are put

on reserve for over-night use only.

If only those currently in demand

were restricted thus and even then,

made available to the student earlier

in the evening it would serve the

two-fold purpose of being a further

aid to the student and a deterrent to

book thefts, since the latter are

spurred mainly by the over-restrict-

ive philosophy concerning their use-

Stacks open to all (and observing

some more reliable check than the

present honour system) and adher-

ence to library rules by professors

and graduate students (to replace

the relatively unbounded liberty they

enjoy in removing books for months

or years on end) would ease the

situation and, it is believed, lift much

of the compulsion to break regula-

tions. A proper library use course (I

remember a very advantageous one

in History 2) given to fir3(>-year stu-

dents soon after registration would

make the facilities of the library pro-

perly known and hence available.

Vitality

A rather novel and unique observa-

tion of Douglas Library was that it

is "rather stale". A certain amount

of advertising or propaganda might

serve to awaken lethargic students to

its existence and proffered useful-

ness, while the opening of channels

of communication between library

and students would allow a certain

amount of participation and expres-

sion of discontent with its operation.

Campus Focus

The library has been treated as a

building to house and make books

available. The following suggestions

have been offered with a view to help-

ing make the library a more vital

campus centre and a less inhuman

institution. In a sense, they are lux-

uries which should not be offered

Quarry

3%%evetent J4l3tot^
This One elegy by the noted British poet C. Day Lewis appeared

first not in a learned quarterly, but in the Queen's undergraduate literary

magazine, Quarry. Mr. Lewis was Dunning Trust Lecturer thai year, and

he gave the previously unpublished poem to the editors of Qxtarry S, an

issue dedicated to the memory of Dylan Thomas,

Quarry has not had many such adventure in its thirteen-year history.

But It has performed its proper function, which is to encourage and

develop new writers. Not all, of course, contmue in the vein in which

they began. Charles Taylor, son of E. P. Taylor and editor of Quarry Jf,

is now far-eastern correspondent for The Toronto Globe and Mail, but

was then capable of such lines as

Yet still we grope

For self acroes

The bedsprings of

The night—
.Idterature's loss is sometimes journ-

alism's gain.

Quarry k is chiefly notable for the

contribution of Peter Hancock (now
with the Department of External

Affairs), who gave us a sort of ex-

istentialist hymn to the tune of

'Jack and Jill":

Stumbling, fumbling, up
We go

In Freedom, Truth and Jargon;

Bloated, aU

We reel and fall

And retch a pail of Sartre.

Quarry 7 saw the advent of Colin

Norman, a frequent contributor in

recent years. Mr. Norman appeared

again in Quarry 8 and became editor

of Quarry 9. This contained his story,

"A Matter of Indifference", which

was later published in the Vancouver

magazine Prism, and -which won
honourable mention in Best Amen-
can Short Stories 1962, edited by

Martha Foley and David Burnett.

This annual has given encourage-

ment to many promising writers,

among them J. D. Salinger.

Charles Stone, editor of Qmrry 10

(now with the Department of Ex-

ternal Affairs), noted in his anniver-

sary issue thai in the first ten issues

"love and the Bomb and search for

the self are the dominant themes,

most writers ringing the changes

vrilh an intensity which is at times

encouraging and at times appalling.

As one might expect, the quality over

the years has ranged from quite im-

pressive to bad."

But Quarry appears to have attain-

ed a certain maturity. In recent years

it has been in increasing demand at

university libraries in Canada and

until the book situation is less

critical, but they are important if the

library is viewed as the centre of the

academic process. Under present cir-

cumstances, the library is so forbid-

ding that it discourages, rather than

encourages, use-

1. A coffee room, or at least a coffee

machine, should be provided in

the building,

2. In conjunction with this, there

should be a lounge offering com-

fortable chairs & facilities for con-

versation. The washrooms are

scarcely adequate for this purpose.

6. Students will smoke ; facilities

should be provided for them —
perhaps even a smoking reading

room.

4. The reading room could be made

less uncomfortable — eg. better

chairs, individual desks, carpeted

floors.

5. Typing rooms and small rooms for

students working on group pro-

jects are highly desirable.

6. Basically, the library must over-

come the outlook which it seems to.

hold that scholarship and discom-

fort somehow go together.

Part 2

Williams Report

the United States. Why, just the

other day the present editor was re-

minded anew of this by a request

from the Library of Congress.

Quarry 10 introduced Tom Eadie,

who became editor of Quarry 12.

Eadie, like Norman and Marshall

before him, has published work in

magazines outside Queen's. Marshall

alone has had poems accepted by
Prism, Tlve Fiddlehead, Canadian

Forum, Canadian Poetry, Delta,

Limbo, Alphabet and The Tamarack
Review- Quarry is hopeful that its

younger contributors will continue

this tradition of expansion.

It is just possible that Quarry
may be becoming the centre of some
fairly siiynificant literary develop-

ments. Last year's Quarry, edited by
Tom Eadie, drew more praise than

any of its predecessors. It presented

the remaining old stalwarts and it

introduced exciting new voices. We
hope in this year's issue to do the

seme. Indeed, we think we have.

BARRY BRICK

Editob's Note ; This article on

Quarry is being published to acquaint

you with (he tradition of the student

prose and poetry tnagazine, and to

encourage you to support this effort

xohen it appears this vumth.

Mr. Williams opened his discussion

of methods of improving library re-

sources by discussing the pros and
cons of inter-library co-operation.

He suggested that a greater co-ordin-

ation of resources is only possible if

all libraries record their holdings in

a union catalogue (a sort of central

clearing house for requests), and
make the resources of each available

to every other both by lending and
by filming processes. He said, how-
ever, that it is not enough to share

resources if their total is inadequate.

"The Canadian total is clearly in-

adequate . . . Individual universities

. . , may be tempted to rely on co-

operation excessively and embark on
programmes for which their own re-

sources are seriously insufficient . . .

The holdings of other libraries are

an enormously valuable supplement

. . . but by no means a substitute . .

."

"To suggest that a library's acquis-

ition policies ought to be influenced

by the holdings of other libraries is

to imply that a certain amount of

specialization in collecting is desir-

able . , . This premise is sound, but

it can be used in drawing extreme . .

.

conclusions . . . A library is not

justified in buying specialized pub-

lications that may be used once in

twenty years when it is not supplying

all of those that are in frequent de-

mand, and it cannot starve most de-

partments ... in order to build up

creat collection in one or two

favored fields. Intensive specializa-

tion by libraries could only reflect

intensive specialization in instruction

and research by the universities

themselves."

"To decide to build only upon

strength is to freeze the existing sit-

uation . . . however it would be

equally foolish to advocate that each

library ignore all others ... A col-

lection that is perfectly balanced may

be excellent for undergraduate pur-

poses . . . but . . . exceptional strengtii

. . . distinguishes a great from a

certain outstanding collections in the

national interest ... in the United

States sixty libraries have accepted

special responsibilities for collecting,

with acquisitions promptly listed in

the National Union Card Catalogue

to make them available promptly by
interlibrary loan or photographic re-

production. This collecting is at the

expense of the participating librar-

ies.

This plan makes these publications

available to Canadian Universities

and "Canadian universities . . . may
strengthen the library economy of

the continent as much by raising the

general level of their research collec-

tions as they could do by duplicating

the more specialized of the publica-

tions acquired under this plan .
."

"Speculative buying is essential to

the building of a great collection, and
the rewards are sometimes remark-
able, as in the case of the Slavic

materials that Harvard collected for

years before American scholarship in

g-nerat had taken any particular in-

terest in Slavic studies. But Can-
adian libraries, the surveyor believes,

are under such great pressure to

repair known deficiences in collections

for subjects in which they are offer-

ing graduate work that they would
find it difficult to re-allocate substan-

tial funds and do much more than

they are now doing toward strength-

ening their best collections.

"If the problem is indeed a nation-

al problem, and beyond the means
of the individual university, then a
national solution must be lound."

The Canada Council has made a few
grants to support improvement of

library collections in certain fields

. . . Extension of a programme of this

kind . . . would be thoroughly desir-

able . . . the Canada Council is a

logical source for such funds ... it

has made substantial gi-ants for

'capital' expenditures of universities,

by which building has been meant
mediocre research collection Books are a much better and

Perhaps the universities ought to more permanent investment for a un-

agree among themselves to develop iversity than buildings."



RCMP, Johnny-on-the-Spot
Sunday, Febiuaiy 23, two residents of Leonard Hall were approuchcd by a young man who attempted to sell them

some benzedrine tablets, commonly known as "pep pills". That afternoon the two students contacted the RCMP and
reported their encounter with the "pusher". Hey agreed to help tiie constables apprehend the person who had approached
ihem.

Tlie constable came on the campus shortly after noon the following Wednesday, and waited at Leonard Hall for

the exchange, which occurred at the front door shortly afterward. The RMCP constable agreed to purchase the tablets at

25c. each, and paid the culprit in marked bills. \Vhen the suspect produced the pills, he was hauled off. The entire affair

was completed by one o'clock.

The students concerned wish to emphasize that tlieir onl)' motive was to eUininate the immediate menace. They did
not agree to any long term surveillance, nor were they remunerated for their efforts.

JOURNAL
CULLEN, BOHEMIAN MONARCH

Foster To Initiate

Investigation Of AMS

Vol. 91 KINGSTON. ONT., TUESDAY, MARCH 3, 1964 «
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No. 38

Bob Foster, new President of the AMS
announced plans Thursday for a special

Commission to investigate Student

Government at Queen's.

Outlining the scheme, Mr. Foster said

that he hoped that it would be an

exhaustive investigation of all aspects

of Student Government. He particu-

larly hoped that the Commission would

investigate the priorities of the AMS. In

the past, he went on, relations with the

administration have been on a rather

vague basis. He was anxious that this

question be clarified. He added that he

did not think the proposed Commission

would conflict with the Stmctures Com-
mission. Amongst other things that

commission is weighing the possibilities

of electoral reform on Campus.

Foster said the Commission would be

dravm from as wide as possible. He
was confident tliat a representative ot

the Administration would sit on the

Commission. There would, of course,

be a member of AMS. He said that he

had already approached Mr. Bob Little,

an ex-President of the AMS, and also

H. Patrick Glenn, late of UBC.

He felt that the report might be very

significant for some other Universities ot

Canada, and said he was confident that

it would not simply amount to a defence

ot the "status quo".

Arts Grad Party at LaSalle Hotel

Arts '65 Social Convenor Dave Smith reports that this year's Graduation

Dance should be the largest ever. Almost 900 mvitations have been sent out

to all members of Arts '64 and '65.

The Party will take over most of the LaSalle Hotel this Friday night, with

dancing and entertainment going on in three different areas: Tlie Burgundy Room,

with Brian Brick's Orchestra; The Colony Room, featuring accordionist Alfie

Mohr; and the upstairs Mezzanine and Salons, where up-tempo music wiU pre-

vail. The affair will get underway at 9:00 p.m., and will end at no particular hour.

Smith and Co-Convenor Donna-Rae Gibney promise interesting and func-

tional favours to all who attend, and assure that all the LaSalle's Dming and

Lounge facilities will be open to the guests. In addition, three very low-priced

bars will t>e operating m the building for the party and snacks for those who

need them, will be free. Anyone who has not yet received his invitation to this

cUmatic affair should phone Donna Rae Gibney at 542-6024 or Dave Smith at

388.

Invitations will be needed as tickets ot admission, and arc not transferable.

Announcement of results of election of permanent officers will be rmde.

Gibson and Hannah Are

Elected to Board of Trustees

Classical Colleges to Back Lesage

In Quebec Taxation Autonomy Bid
by Jeon-Pierre Bourduas

Last spring there were bombings in

Montreal. In late summer a large quan-

tity of dynamite disappeared from a

train yard. On the 30th of January a

Montreal armory was raided and one

hundred and three weapons stolen,

including machine guns, field mortars,

and rocket launchers. A large number

of FLQ members are now behind bars,

and a well infortned Marxist magazine

in Montreal says that in at least one

jail, every criminal has become a

separatist.

In three years, one quarter of the

students and one quarter of the profes-

sionals in Quebec have become strong

separatists. They are the actual and

future ^lite of Quebec.

The last Congress of NFCUS was also

the last of an organization in which

young French Canadians saw a picture

of the federal government, which, to

the French, has always been taking

power out of the hands of the provinces.

Even though CUS has a bi-cultural

make up in its e.\ecuti\'e, the French

Canadians are still troubled in going

nlong with the pan-Canadian organiza-

tion. The tlu'ee larger French speaking

universities, if they had to make the

choice between a Union Gdn^rale des

Etudiants du Quebec and a Canadian

Union of Students would definitely

choose UGEQ.

The organization uniting classical

colleges, FAGECCQ, has announced

that it will march to Quebec City to

show Jean Lesage tliat FAGECCQ
members are all behind his request for

more taxation powers. In Quebec, it

seems that the three French Universities

and Unions will also march on Parlia-

ment.

All this shows a profound dissatis-

faction in Quebec toward the Canadian

political union. Is Canada worth it?

Do we behove in our coimtry? Are we
ready to search for a solution to this

challenge to our way of life?

CUS, well aware of this challenge, has

taken the initiative and asked top French

Canadian students and top English-

J.
Douglas Gibson. O.B.E., of Toronto,

General Manager of the Bank of Nova

Scotia has been elected to the Board of

TiTistees of Queen's University it has

been announced, following a recent

meeting of the Board.

Mr. Gibson. 54, was chief of economic

research with the Wartime Prices and

Trade Board in Ottawa. He is a director

of the Imperial Life Assurance Com-
panv of Cimada, and the Toronto

General Tnists Corporation.

It was also reported to the Board that

Dr. Jason Albert Hannah, 64, of Toronto

has been elected as an alumnus repre-

sentative on the Queen's Board of

Trustees. Dr. Hannah is Managing

Director of Associated Medical Services.

He is a graduate of Queen's (B.A.

1926, M.D.,C.M. 1928). He was a noted

researcher in pathology and is the

organizer of Associated Medical Ser-

vices. A member of the Toronto Flying

Club and the Ontario County Flying

Chib, Dr. Hannah is an ardent pilot.

In 1962-63 Dr. Hannah was President

of tlie Ontario College of Physicians

and Surgeons,

Mr. Gibson is a graduate of the Uni-

versity of Toronto in economics. He is

the author of "Canada's Economy in a

Changing World" (1949), and a former

editor of the Bank of Nova Scotia

Review. He is a Past President of the

Canadian Political Science Association

and currently Chairman of the National

Council of the Canadian Institute of

International AIFairs.

New International Centre Proposed

speaking Canadian students to meet in

Quebec City this August for a week
long seareli for the causes and possible

solutions to this unhappy situation. CUS
is being very careful to ensure that the

views of as many Canadian students as

possible are being considered.

The CUS secretariat has already con-

tacted many top political and constitu-

tional experts in order to obtain quali-

fied texts so that every participant in

;he study at Quebec City will have the

best possible documentation on the

matter.

Application forms for the Seminar, "A
New^ Concept of Confederation", are

now available at the AMS Office.

The CUS Seminiu- will be held at

Laval University in Quebec City from

.\ugust 31 to September 6. and xviU host

150 delegates from CUS member univer-

sities, and several representatives from

other student organizations.

The co-directors of the Seminar are

Jacqucs-Yvan Morin, a professor of law

at the Universit)' of Montreal, and

Ronald St. John MacDonald. a professor

of law at the Universit)' of Toronto.

Findings of the week long seminar

will he used to form the basis of tho

brief to be submitted to the Royal Com-
mission on Biculturalism and Bilingual-

ism by CUS, ensuring that it will be one

of the most exhaustively prepared

countn,--wide representations of the

Commission.

The results of the Seminar will also

lia\'e great bearing on legislation to be

passed by the CUS Congress in Toronto,

which convenes one week after the close

of the Seminar.

Inlcrestefl students should obtain

application forms from the AMS Office

immediately- The applications will be

re\newed by a local selection committee

of student leaders and faculty members

before being forwarded to the CUS
StHTct;iriat, Alt interested should apply

liv Friday. March 6.

What's that you soy—exams coming!

Lniversity Remains Unconvinced
A new International Centre has been proposed for the space between the Union and the Gymnasium.

The Rotar)' Club has offered to donate $40,000 if the Board of Trustees will do the same lo finance the new building,

Although the University is not convinced that this is the best location for tlie Centre, the costs of putting it elsewhere

are prohibitive. There are several advantages: (1) Janitorial service from the Union will be convenient. (2) It will be close

to the campus. (3) There will be no land cost. (4) Use of common fiicilities with the Union, e.g. lieaUng, will cut costs

and provide more space. (5) By putting it near the Union maximum integiation of Canadian and foreign students may be

attained.

A plaque would be placed inside the main entrance acknowledging the university's gratitude to the Rotary Club and

other contributors.

At the moment the plans are in the hands of the architects, Marshall and Merretf.

Sex
It is the current trend among the

journalists of our day lo exploit

the above word to their own mer-

cenary ends. Fortunately we of

the Qtieen's Journal are above

this sort of thing. If you ^vouId

like to help with the bigger, better,

cleaner Joiintal next year come to

the Journal Offices from 7 to 9

o'clock tonight or contact Brian

Bailey at 380.

See abo Page 4.
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EDITORIAL

Facing the Pharmacists
Now that peace has descended on Kingston (the profound peace of

the exam terror) there is time to think of many things, of cabbages. Kings,

the Ubyssey, and the lead story in the 'Canadian Register'.'- As is to be

expected of the Rtginler they made absurd use of that courageous and

necessary article, which spoke of the problem of quack medicines and

drugs on Campus. By heading their story "30% of Students are Drug-

ging their Way through College" they came periously close to the borders

of libel, but they wisely added the word 'charged'. This was in 'Register'

tradition; for ever since they published a favourable report of Sir Arnold

Lynn, whom we regard as a notorious Fascist, we have held them in dire

suspicion.

Yet it is high lime somebody at some University made some outspoken

comments on tranquillizers, pills, 'drugs', whatever you like to call them.

Their widespread existence in all parts of all communities is clearly

evident, and, far from seeking the demise of 'quackery' in the last thirty

years, we have seen it rise to quite unparalleled heights. The victims of

this quackery base their actions on the belief that these pills are capable

of curing depression, headaches, over intake of alcohol, the need for sleep,

and even chronic laziness. These deluded dolts may take doctor's recom-

mendation of these things seriously, they forget that Doctors have a vested

interest in sickness on as wide a scale as possible.

However considerably the pills bring temporary relief, they are at

bottom simply a form of escapism. They are designed for those who are

so weak willed that they allow their work to get on top of them, or take

seriously those professors who show a pathological tendency to overwork

their students. Sometimes they are taken by those who have broken their

heart in love. Yet surely the answer to the problem of work, or love, or

angry parents, is not these weak little white vessels of escape, but a strong

resolve to overcome the difficulty. The answer is not to throw away self-

respect, but to overcome difficulty and make it stronger.

The problem of Queen's are presumably far smaller in this respect

than at other Universities where the problem has not been brought out into

the open. We can for a change take the 'Register' seriously for despite

the fact that they made illegitimate use of a very necessary article, they
have brought into the open a problem, which no other University has had
the courage to bring into the Open.

Glimpse for Glory of Debaters

Out Debating Union has completed its most successful and

stimulating season in years, ^^venty members were tutored in

weekly impromptu sessions by Professor Fraser of the Faculty

of Law. A series of campus debates were vi-ell attended as

well. The inter-varsity tournaments each featured twenty

speakers. The last, for cash awards, impressed the faculty of

law judges with its 'very high calibre'.

A Low Budget restricted the eight members to McGill, Wes-
tern and Toronto. All finished in the first division; but good
standing at these tournaments requires thorough experience

against excellent opposition. This requires money, and the

team hopes for a higher budget next year. The top Canadian
Universities (though we overstate the case when we call them
that) Toronto, UBC, and thirdly McGill allot |0.85-$1.10 per

student to debating. Queen's budget is 8 cents per student.

The situation will be aggravated next year, when first and
second year speakers swell the Union to about forty speakers
of -whom twenty-five should qualify for the intercollegiate team.
To cope with the problem, the executive is increasing its size

vrith two new members. With a more generous budget. Queen's
can earn prestige in an area, where for the last few years she
has abdicated her claims to prestige.

You Said it . .

.

Happy Little Liberals

Editor JoumoX,

Many thanks for the

excellent coverage you
gave to this year's Cana-

dian University Liberal

Federation. (CUIjF)

However I would like to

make an admission to the

article. Dave Cook, hav-

ing been elected as Presi-

dent of the Ontario Uni-

versity Liberal Federa-

tion, sat on the CULF
executive in 1961-62 aa re-

gional vice-president for

Ontario.

EUen Clark

Thanks for the note.

We should add to that

Dave was also National

Policy Chairman.

Ed

Quoted

IBM
IBM

AMS Wheel to

Man: "I hear that

likes all its young em-

ployees to wear sober grey

flannel suit and drive

conservative grey 62
fords."

IBM Mm: "Oh I no, no,

no ! We've got away from

all that. Look at me. 1 am
wearing a dark brown

suit.
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Discouraged

Editor Journal,

I regret that my literary

style is incapable of mat>-

ching that of the artful

Diogenes. My article,
which appeared under the

Block and Cleaver cut,

not written with particu-

lar reference to Diogenes'

original letter (which ap-

peared in the same issue

of the QJ). It was writ-

ten as a result of actual

discussions with other
students who felt that

Fanny Hill ought to be

locked up. The very fact

that there are students in

the humanities who think

that censorship is essen-

tial is what disturbed me.
This sort of thinking

should encourage educa-

tors to re-exaraine their

aims as regards the edu-

tional process- It should

also encourage educators,

in this particular case, to

make this book generally

available.

May I suggest to Dio-
genes that there are more
worthwhile occupations

than trying to convince

Queen's students that be-

cause a book is available

from the Head Librarian

that it is in fact available.

Surely there are large

numbers of interested stu-

dents on this campus who
would find a personal re-

quest to the Head Librar-

ian for this book embras-
sing, and who would he
effectively discouraged

from reading the book
simply by the necessity of

having to apply for it in

person to Mr. Gundy.

Sincerely,

Mary Corbett

Prehistoric

Editor Journal,

Re your condensation

of Miss MacDonald's arti-

cle on "student drugging",

there are a few salient

points that should be

brought to light

Miss MacDonald un-

doubtedly believes that
what she has written is

what she was told and is

true, but

1. Much of Miss Mac-
Donald's research was
gathered at 4:15 a.m. at

a party following the Le-

vana Formal;

2. For the hour pre-

vious to this she was un-
der the impression that
she had been riding a
brontosaurus bareback;

3. When her escort
came to quiet her, she ran
to me shouting "We are

done oop—here comes the

wicked trynosaurus;"

4. During our conver-

sation, she was reclining

in an armchair, her eyes

half closed, alternately

singing a song about a
Scottish clergyman who
cut his wife into nine pie-

ces and threw them into

the Firth of Clyde and
weeping

;

5. What I had meant
to say was that our or-

ganization makes 30o^

profit on the drugs it sup-
plies—not that it serves

30% of the students.

I offer this information
only in hope that it may
clarify a few misunder-
standing which may have
arisen on campus.

Yours,

Gordon Watt,

Meds '66

Belated

Editor Journal,

Methinka the Journal

doth protest too much.

The honourable editor
sees that the Leonard

Foundation awards are
restricted by colour to the

white race, by religion to

Protestants and by ori-

gin to those of British des-

cent The honourable edi-

tor promptly assumes that

the "dashing" Col. heon-
ard purposely set out to

slight the rest of the
world.

Col. Leonard did not

necessarily assume that

white Anglo-Saxon Pro-

testants were superior. It

would be well to consider

that these foundation

awards rest not on any
assumption of inequality,

but more probably on a

desire to help a specific

group of people whom he

knew best.

Even if the honorable

editor's drastic assump-

tion 'Were right, and the

next quake that shakes

the Douglas Library may
be the Colonel turning ov-

er in his grave, the solu-

tion is not to close our

eyes and hand the money
back. It keeps on growing
at compound interest, In-

stead, the honourable ed-

itor's hypothetical
"Queen'sman of charac-

ter" should surely take

the money and set out by
his effort and example to

foil Col. Leonard's wicked
and monstrous scheme for

a master race of WASPs.

Youra,

Norm Cameron

Mental Retardation

Those Monstrous Hospitals

Iditor Journal,

I cannot let Micheal Sanders' interesting article

on Mental Retardation ("Catalyst") pass by with-

out making some additional comments on this pro-

blem.

With reference to the Ontario Hospital at

Smith's Falls, I would question very seriously the

statement "every possible avenue is explored for

these children in oixler that they may live a happy

life."

It is probably reasonably accurate to say that

the children are receiving "complete medical care"

in that there are presently six residents physicians

and one or two part-time physicians whose job it is

to look after physical problems which arise. But

unfortunately, in view of the number of children

involved, the doctor has to rely on referrals from

the ward-aids. The aids are usually quite compe-

tent, but are handicapped by the fact that often

there are only three aids on a ward of fifty or more
patients.

The writer's statement that "children with emo-

tional problems receive psychiatric treatment" would

be very satisfying if it were true. At Smith's Falls,

there are two qualified psychiatrists (for 2700 chil-

dren ! ) , the Superintendent and the Assistant Super-

intendant, both of whom are tied-up most of th<-'

time with administrative work.

Regarding "psychological services" which are

purported to provide intellegence testing and pro-

gress reports in personality and social areas", per-

haps it is pertimeiit to point out that there is not

one qualified psychologist at Smiths Falls (i.e. M.A.

in clinical psychology). The three psychologists pre-

sently there are recent graduates working on there

MA..'s, who are doing a very good job in view of

their limited experience, but who are receiving no

direction or supervision. Recently a qualified social

worker has joined the staff, but the majority of

the social work is done by a very small number of

of teachers or people who have not received train-

ing in this field. As to the "reguiar progress notes",

this is hardly possible vrith the present staff-patient

ratio.

A great deal of money has gone into the build-

ing of institutions like the one at Smiths Falls, and
I am sure the local politicians are very proud of

their achievement. After all the hospital is a great

boon to the local economy, comparing most favor-

ably with the Hershey Chocolate Factory. And ob-

viously it is politically advantageous for one admin-

istration to point out that they were responsible

for the accommodation of 2700 mentally retarded

children. But clearly "room and board" is not

enough-

It is hard to believe that medical people were

consulted in the designing of this hospital. Even to

the layman, the impracticability of a hospital this

size is obvious. And would it not have made more
sense to have built this institution close to a uni-

versity! Attracting professional men would not

have been the problem it is now; physical and men-
tal care would have been more intensive; the re-

search potential would have been realized; and tea-

ching material for medical and psychology students

would have been boundless.

No, Mr. Sanders, I cannot believe that " we need
more provincially sponsored schools such as at

Smiths Fails". In fact this monstrosity of a building

will remain (for many years I am sure) a monument
to a major step backwards in the battle against men-
tal retardation.

TERRY PIRTH
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Life Insurance

Premier Bettered 60 Bids

Summer Near The Fjord

And did Maide Marion summon

Scribe to vaultz of Cav of Nic to

discover if yon spastic, jaundiced

pateh obzerved on frail ehestz of

fuzzy-cheeked ones of fac of eartz

is verily to be displayed by said

clodz as their label. And did faire

Maide convulse in (n + 1) gales

of laughter upon affirmation of

same, but did also exprezz com-

passion over their obviouzly

minizcule IQ'z.

And did faire Maide also

exprezz pleazure with new chiefs

of Warriorz of most glorious Fac

who, being of late chozen by saide

renowned Warriorz, were made

leaderz of the Land of Con

during numerouz rites by frozen

Pond of Ont. And did Maide

Marion reach high state of esteem

for retiring leaderz, and did wish

goode fortune to saide new

leaderz.

And did Maide Marion declare

memo to Scribe; would only

burial of noze as per worm of

book of multi manuscriptz bring

success of spring. For will axe of

mighty Dad of most noble Fac

fall swiftly in last battle round

with Fac, and banish Tnany luck-

lezz Golden Warriorz to outer

darkness of other facz.

And did quick brown fox leap

- joyously over indolent canine

mired down in mudz of spring in

Town of Kingz.

OTTAWA. - If Canadian stu-

dents were as smart as everyone

says they are, more of them would

buy CUS life assurance.

'For years Canadian students

screamed that we should take

advantage of our numbers and

get a cheap life insurance plan,"

says Dave Jenkins, National Presi-

dent of the Canadian Union of

Students,

"So CUS (then NFCUS) called

for bids from all Canadian insur-

ance companies. We had actu-

aries and lawyers examine over

60 bids. Canadian Premier Life

put fonvard the best — and no

other company has been able to

beat it since,"

"But," says President Jenkins,

"it is amazing how little concern

students have for their own
welfare. Don't they realize that

they have obligations to otliers,

like their parents, that would not

now be met in the event of sudden

death. Don't students realize tliat

the good health they now have

may suddenly vanish — but that

if they have a CUS policy with

'guaranteed insurability' then they

will be able to buy bfe insurance

in the future regardless of their

health.

Students can still get coverage

this term from Canadian Premier

Life, even though the February

15 deadline for applying by mail

is past. "Simply telephone Cana-

dian Premier Life or check with

your CUS chairman." says

Jenkins.

NOTE; Tliis plan is NOT a com-

mercial plan. It is part of STU-
DENT ACTION in Canada, and

in fact, it was originally called

for by many college newspaper

editors.

THERE'S A MEETING
HERE TONIGHT

The new editorial boonl of next
year's Journal is Uiaking its plans.

Ad enlarged stoR ts port of these

plana and openings in the staff arc

ovailable.

Interviews for posStions will be
held in tbe Jounial officer tonii-lil

from 7 to 9. Lock ot experience

can be made up for with interest

and a few days in Ihc joumoliTOi

school which will be conducted
early next year. (Editorial board
also take note that you nill lie

responsible for intcrviewind with-

in your n«n department). MeelinR
with the editor for editorial hoaril

at S p.m.
Definite pbnncd imprcvemcnis

promise to make next year's paper
dne worthy of Ihc name. Our
motlo will be, "Let's put the

Journal buck io journalism."

Debaters do well in fonrnament
Last week-end an affirmative

and a negative team from the

Queen's University Debating

Union participated in the McGill

Winter Carnival Debating
Tournament. The largest of its

Ml

LEVANA POSITIONS

a) Levana Journal Editor

b) Levana Formal Con-

venor

0) Project Convenor

d) Suzie Q Convenor

e) Grad Dinner Convenors

(2)

f) Student Faculty Dinner

Convenors (2)

g) Tea Dance Convenor

h) Blazer Convenor

1) Ribbons Convenor

j) Student-Faculty Com-

mittee ( 2 representa-

tives)

k) Representatives to

Levana Council (2

from each year)

1) Levana Representative

to Union House Coun-

cil

Applications for Levana

Representative to Union

House Council must be sub-

mitted by March 4. Other

applications must be sub-

mitted by March 18. All

applications must be sub-

mitted in writing to Marg
Thompson, 402 Johnson

Street, or to Ann Ketcheson,

59 West Street.

kind in Canada, the Tournament

involved teams fram as far apart

as UBC and Dalhousie in Canada,

and Columbia and Harvard in

the United States. While neither

tlie aifirmative team of Brenda

Merjerrison and Mike Murray nor

the negative of Jim Page and

Robert Blair won, both accredited

themselves well, winning a total

of six out of nine debates (the

three debates were lost by a total

of 3M points), to finish well up in

the first division, It was an en-

coiu-aging finish for Queen's who
for the past few years had .ihown

poorly in intercollegiate competi-

tion. Combined with first division

standings at both the lUDL and

Western toumaiments, it provides

a solid foimdation for building

in future years.

A six-week summer school will

be held at the University of Oslo

from June 27 to August 7, 1964

and applications from Cana-
dians would be welcome.

General and advanced courses

are availiible in . Art, Crafts,

History, Music, Language and
Literature of Norway, Inter-

national Relations, Geography,

Economics, Politics, and Social

Problems.

In addition, the International

Teachers' Institute will offer

courses in "Educational System of

Norway" iaid "Physical Educa-

don in Scandinavia". Special

courses will be "The Industries of

BURN THE HERESY OUT OF THEIR BLACK HIDES

yi/^/^ (Cullen)

Students Want Tax Exemption

OTTAWA. - Delegates to the

annual Canadian University

Liberal Federation Convention

ten days ago voted to give stu-

dents a $3,000 income tax

exemption.

They also passed resolutions

providing for a Federal develop-

ment corporation to promote

Canadian control over national

SICK SONG FOR SLUGS
The following lament in the

folk idiom appeared in the British

humour magazine Punch sevend

weeks ago. We republish it here

as a ray of hope during this

continent's darkest hour.

TRICOLOR '65

There will be a meeting

of all those interested in

working for Tricolor aext

year, in the co-ed lounge

(alKJve Journal Office) on

Thursday, March Sfch at

7:00 p.m. We need photo-

graphers, layout artists,

darkroom workers etc. We
need You.

CRAZE OVER
Where have all the Bealles gone.

Short time pa-assing, . .

Topped the cliarts with every song

Short time ago:

Now we're stuck with Beatle wigs

(Christmas slio-opping).

When will we e\'er learn.

When will we ever learn?

resources and essential manufac-

turing industries. Delegates called

for the establishment of govern-

ment investment fimds for areas

in Canada, not now realizing

(heir fidl economic potential be-

cause of lack of investment

capital.

The students pressed the

government to support across-the-

board tariff cuts. Delegates also

passed resolutions calling for an

increase in tlie aanount of credit

available to both Canadian

farmers and other primary pro-

ducers.

St. Remy
MOTOR SERVICE LTD.

Bagol Slreet-Kingston-Ma-eOeO

FLOWERS SAY IT

Especially

BEST

For Beautiful Corsagea or Flowers for Any Occasion

339 Princess Street Phone: 546-6604

Norway", "Medical Care and Pub-

lic Health Services in Nor^vay".

All lectures are in English.

A limited number of scholar-

ships covering fees, but not trans-

portation, tuition, room and

board, total approximately 5360

for the sue weeks and, in the

special courses, approximately

$500.

Further information may be

obtained from Mrs. Lorraine B.

Carlson, Admimstrator. Univer-

sity of Oslo International Summer
School, c/o St. Olaf College,

Northfield, Minnesota, 550557,

U.S.A.

CLASSIFIED
LOST

Black-rinuncd man's glassM, Ple?ise

phone Don Beattie. Load 38t.
Vaiwiwll Car Key. Phone Hoy at

3SS, ot Don n 391.

WANTED TO RENT
Wanted, Small Apartment, from May

1 to Sept I. Call Dave, days at

542-99S1 and ovenfaigs from 6 p.m. lo

8 p.m. at 542-6231.

Wanted To Rent, one or two brd-

room, furnished apartment, from Mav
10 lo May 22. Please call 546-1768
and ask for Julio anytime after Bpjn.
March 4.

PERSONAL

J. C wi^s to thank buddies for

their kind thoughts and concern \vWch
was totally imnetcssiiry as it turned

out. Nickels refunded on Tuesday,

FOR SALE
A iHannony 4-string Banjo,

diord book and case,

Hubert Hogle at 385.

HO.
with

Phono

Qoeen's S.C.M.

SEMINAR '64

Seminor '64 is a study group with a difference. Tlie difference is that

it is much more demanding on the participants than are ordinary

study groups. Frequently University students engage in night-

long discussions on various topics. Christianity may be con-

sidered but all too often the discussion becomes a pooling of

ignorance. But Seminar '64 is different. Because of die study

involved {last year, for example, Dostoevsky's Crime and Punish-

ment was one of the books studied) in Seminiir '64 knowledge-

able discussion takes place.

Purpose is to make a disciplined effort to explore tlie meaning and

implication of the Christian faith in a fresh manner.

Who is Eligible? Participation will be restricted to members of the

present freshmen class with A or B overall standing at Christmas.

Applicabons will be welcomed from men and women of all

faculties who are seriously interested in studying the Clirisb'an

faith whether or not they consider themselves to be Christian.

Open minded, honest agnostics can make an invaluable contri-

bution to the Seminar.

Procedure. The Seminar will begin with an introductory meeting

{very brief) at the end of March. During the sunttner members

will read four or five books (cost, about $6.00) and write essays

about them at regular intcrvnk. These common books will be

discussed during the Fall term. Additional individual reading

and assignments will be gi\'en during the year involving the

preparation and deliver\' of two papers to the group.

Demands. The Seminar will require time and intellectual effort

approximately equal to that for one Honours course. Each par-

ticipant will be expected to give prioritj- to Setninar '64 over any

other extra curricular actiWty (to discuss other such activities

\vith the Seminar leader and to accept his veto on too great

dispersal of energy.)

The Leader of Seminar "64 will be Professor John Coleman, Head of

the Department of Mathematics, who initiated this particular

programme and led similar groups at the University of Toronto

and Queen's. If there are more eUgible applicants than can be

reasonably accommodated in one group, consideration will he

given to the formation of another group.

Talk this over. If you wish to discuss the Seminar ^vidi those who have

been involved in it other years, the follo\vijjg students could be

approached: Peter Taylor, Moira Beattie, John Baldwin, Judy

Todd, Bill James, Sandy Schoficid, David Glnssco, Austin Hender-

son, Tim Meirett.

Application Forms may be obtained from the following persons:

Peter Taylor, Leonard Hall; Syril Symes, Leonard Hall; Moira

Beattie, Adelaide; Tim Merrett. McNeill. They must be submitted

by Saturday. March 7th to the same persons, or by mail to S.CM.,

c/o Uni\'ersity P.O.

You will be notified within two weeks thereafter whether or not

your Application has been accepted.

GUAR.ANTEED PROTECTION AND SAVINGS -

Plus High Dividends

If will pay you to see or call

STEPHEN HOUGHTON, B.A., C.L.U. - Bef. 542-7602

D. B. BOUGHTON, B.Sc., C.L.U. - Res. 548-4552

K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U. - Be*. 546-0032

M. EMMETT ADAM - Rc*. 542-6782

1^ The Mutual Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA

191 Princcn St., Tel. 546-1405

Branch Manager A. E. Nelson. C.L-V.
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^ Quebec:
public building was being \^^^^

r>nppfl Tn^itle the buildinc ibe
'

A Canadian Cuba ^
dedicated. Inside the buildin^

expected pomp and pageantiy

were on hand, the speeches and

tesHmonials rambling on, Outside

the building, the pageiintry watf

even more pronounced. Tliere,

youth was the order of the day

and soon began to outshine the

fashionable glitter within.

Evidently a very different dedi-

cation was taking place on llio

outside. Same flashy show, but

very difFerenl actors. The trap-

pings were different and even the

language spoken — latinate and

sprinkled full of slang - clashed

discordantly mth the measured

Anglo-Saxon tones echoing within.

Furthermore, the voice outside

spoke the language of defiance:

their "dedication" was clearly

designed to obstruct the official

ceremonies.

It was a full-scale demonstra-

Hon, in fact. Outside, in the public

square, hundreds of young men

and women were shouting their

disapproval of the building and its

occupants. But not for long.

The police made short order of

it. Five hundred policemen, fifty

of them on horseback, invaded the

square and dispersed the stubborn,

1>ut fortunately agile, demonstra-

tors. The official ceremonies con-

cluded without incident.

It all happened just to the north,

across the border in Quebec. The

PART I by The Moderator (excIasiTe to CUP)

(In NovcnihiT, 1963, Caiuidmn Univcrsilij Press invited a

learn of umlcr-rcsearchcrs to French Canada to do a series of

articles on Quebec jor Tlic Moderator, an American student

tmigazine of opinion. Tlie joHowing article was prepared by three

American students from interviews twiJi students, piofessors,

sejmaiisls. and others in Ottawa. Montreal. Quebec and Shcr-

brooke. This is Part I of liow tlwij tiew our current problems.)

Itcuiar

unique

BOOKSHOP 14 Monlttol St.

time: November, 1962. The par-

demonstration was not

to the town. Montreal, nor

to the region - others have taken

place since. The demonstration is

t)'pical, however, and what's more,

.symptomatic. It is ejq>eciaUy

symptomatic, in fact, when re-

garded through the eyes of two

men who saw the demonstration.

One is English-Canadian, the

other, Frencli - a Qu6b6cois. Each

has a different, equally biased,

view of the event.

"Every beard in Montreal was

there. Black leather jackets, motor-

cycle boots — the works." Tlie

English-Canadian clearly has no

syimpathy for the others who filled

the square that November day. He

maintains that the rabble was un

representative of the city and of

the Province in general,

Tlie Qu6b6cois disagrees. Ho
and his friends were in tiie square,

he says, to protest against what

they thought to be an unjust social

situation. The new building, he

maintains, was not to be made
public at all. Instead it was to be

resened, in effect, for the sole use

of the rich English-Canadian class

in Montreal. As a cultural centre,

the new building {actually a com-

plex of buildings), ought to serve

the whole community. But tickets

are rarely sold to the general

public, he claims, and when they

are. they are prohibitively priced.

Tlie invasion of tlie Royal Cana-

dian Mounted Police to disperse

the crowd is, for the youn;

Qu6b(?cois, symbolic. "We are \ii

a p

not so ^^^^ '1"^ cannot be recon-

led. Someone is going to be the

victor and someone the van-

quished. The situation has forced

me to take a stand, because when

the horses charge the crowd, you

are either on top of the horses or

underneath."

A CANADLVN CUBA. The

thought is surely an unpleasant

one. But what the young

Qu6b6cois is saying is that his

Pro\ince is in revolt. The cultural

center which he feels does not

serve his commimity is only one

of his many felt grievances, some

of which are economic, some politi-

cal, some cultural, and some

combination of all three. Mostly

because of his grievances he feels

like a Qu^b^cois first, and a

Canadian second. He thinks that

his "nation." Quebec, must get

what it wants soon, or otherwise it

must mobilize to a man, socialize

like mad, and become, in effect, a

Canadian Cuba.

No nation expects to die. The

million French-Canadians, 85%
of whom live in Quebec, consider

tliemselves in some sense a nation.

As such they have two alternatives

before them; on the one hand, as

the young Qu^bdcois suggests,

they could decide that the only

wav to solve their problems is to

secede from Canada. On the other

hand they could choose to give up

Dsition," he says, "where the two

blocks, English and French, can-

to a certain extent their language

and culture in return for an in-

creased role in the Canadian

government.

No nation expects to lose a limb,

either. The t\velve million English-

speaking Canadians who live

almost exclusively in the nine other

Provinces are coming to under-

stand the gravity of die situation

and, through their government,

are trying to cope \vith it. Like

the young Anglo-Saxon Canadian

at Uie Montreal demonstration,

these Canadians don't think rabble-

rousing or the extreme, secession,

will get the French-Canadians

very far. They prefer to have both

sides in the dispute \vork toward

biculturalism. To that end the

Canadian Government has estab-

lished a Royal Commission on

Biculturalism to explore the prob-

lem and reeommend ways in which

French and English Canadians can

liA'e as equals. The problem which

the Commission must face are

staggering. Perhaps the best way

to see these problems is to examine

French-Canadian grievances and

the demands made by those who

choose to secede, those who com-

prise the Separatist Movement,

The key problems that French-

Canadians face are: lack of a

French-Canadian managerial class

to match the rapid industrial

growth in Quebec; a minority

language and minority culture

which hinders their participation

in the process of industrialization;

the domination of politics and

education by the Catholic Church;

and an outmoded education system

which does not provide the essen-

tial skills related to economic

growth. The first of these prob-

lems depends largely on the others

which therefore must be solved

first.
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A BilLL4ll m IILU (jlJEBeC

by TOM FARLEY

On the frontier ao cold strode a Union Jack bold,

And a beautiful strider was he

!

When he spied in the shade an exceeding fair maid

All dress'd in a flower-de-lys,

Lit! Lit!

All dress'd in a flower-de-lys

!

Up rose his bright sword, with "Acknowledge your lord.

And pledge me your fi-del-itee
!"

But she cried in alarm, "What a powerful arm!

And there's no one about, sir, but me,

Mimi!
There's no one about, sir, but mel"

In a trice she revealed she'd no weapons concealed

In the folds of her flo^ver-de-lys.

And there on the frontier in the Spring of the year

She pledged him her fi-del-itee!

One-two-three!

She pledge him her fi-del-itee!

"Now swear you'll be good while I'm far in the wood,"

This Puritan soldier, said he

And away without fear strode the brave grenadier

To tame this ferocious countree.

Tree! Tree

To tame this ferocious countree I

He'd scarce turned his back when (Alas and alack

For Republican per-fidee!)

Up stepp'd Uncle Sam, who just don't give a damn.

And said, "How about trying me,

Mimi?
Now, how about trying me?"

O she shook her long hair, en avant & derrifire.

As perplexed as a maiden could be!

"Sir, it's not that I find your advances unkind.

But the Cur6 won't let me," said she

Chi-chil

"The Curfi won't let me," said she.

Then back on his track strode bold Union Jack

As quickly as stride could he

!

"How dare you, sir, harry the maid I'm to marry.

And gaze on her pi-etty French knee!"

("Nenni !")

"And gaze on her pretty French knee!"

Then sly Sam to attack our brave Union Jack

And defy her protector-to-be.

Says, " A plague upon you, sir, you're out to seduce her

Your wicked old self," says he,

"Hee ! hee

!

Your virtjious self," sneers hel

Says Jack, "Don't you linger! Nay, lift but a finger,

Her virtue defended shall be!

While I'm her true wooer no harm shall come to her

Till happily wedded are we!"

{"Qui, oui")

"Till happily wedded are we!"

Then with glowering phiz, back to money and biz

Uncle Sam his sly self took he;

But he snarled as he went in his vile discontent,

"She's just a belle dame sans merci"

("Si, si!")

"She's just a belle dame sans merci"

Well, Sam he's retreated, the Union's completed,

But just as they're married, smiles she:

"Ce n'est pas trts exacte, votre BNA Acte

—

And who wears the pants we shall see,

Ch^rie

!

And who wears the pants we shall see I"

He was kissing her mouth. East West North and South,

And a bit hard of hearing was he!

So on Parliament Hill he is kissing her still

While she tells him what's what.—And who's free?

MIMIl
She tells him what's what and who's free!

So ye conquerors bold, be ye never so old.

When a pretty young conquest ye see,

Just be sure your contract is no BNA Act

Ere ye fondle her flower-de-lys.

Lit! Lit!

Ere ye fondle her flower-de-lys

!

{Cowrtesy of 'Saturday Night')
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Stephen Leacock

An Image of Greatness
Reprinted by Permission of Author and Publisher

By MICHAEL SANDERS

"Lord Ronald . . . flung himself from the room, flung him !elf upon his horse and rode madly off in all directions." Now
quoted in every country where people love laughter, this immortal sentence unleashes the genius of its author. Stephen

Leacock. O. Henry, Mark ISvain or Will Rogers could have written that, but they didn't. But Stephen Leacock was an equal

among them.

"Who was that man?" you say.

The story begins before you and I were bom, back at Swanmoor in Hampshire, England in 1869. In a letter to L.eacock,

many years later, a solicitor from Swanmoor thought it unlikely that Leacock was bom in that town. Thinking back to his

birth, the vintage Leacock wrote: "I don't know if this was one on Swanmoor or on me, whether Swanmoor was not fit to

be born in, or whether I had not the required class for Swanmoor ... In any ease Swanmoor may have picked up since."

Soon after Stephen was just aware of his early boyhood in Victorian England, the Leacocks moved in 1876 to Georgina

County in Ontario. With a display of sportsmanship, young Stephen thought it best to accompany them. When twelve years

old, Stephen was sent off to boarding-school, Upper Canada College, in Toronto. Although a bright student who graduated as

head boy, Stephen's reminiscences of this school were decidly unfavorable as Leacock was later to spend eight years of

his life there as a teacher in what he called "the most dreary, the most thankless, and the worst paid profession in the world."

Searching for challenge during these dreary years, Leacock studied part time at the University of Toronto earning his

B.A. degree with honors. It was during these undergraduate student days that young Leacock wrote his "Boarding-House Geo-

metry", a mere two pages in length, but much greater in impact. Do you remember that "The landlady of a boarding-house is

a parallelogram — that is, an oblong figure, which cannot be described, but which is equal to anything", that "A landlady can

be reduced to her lowest terms by a series of propositions", that "The clothes of a boarding-house bed, though produced ever

so far both ways, will not meet" ? Or "Any two meals at a boarding-house are together less than two square meals" ? Young
Stephen meant every word of it! All totalled he stayed at seventeen different boarding houses. And although not kindly, these

words are probably those of the kinder man disguising a more distasteful life spent as an undergraduate.

Becoming seriously intex'ested in political economy, Leacock attended graduate school at the University of Chicago and
wrote a treatise on "The Doctrine of Laissez Faire". On June 16, 1903, he faced his Ph.D. examining committee and the question

was asked of him: "Mr. Leacock, discuss for us the tax system of the State of Illinois." Totally unprepared for this, Leacock

replied forthrightly ; "Gentlemen, let me say that I know nothing of the tax system of the State of Illinois, but, if you will

allow me, I will speak on the theory of values." Speaking brilliantly, he received his doctorate in political science and economics,

"magna cum laude". The meaning of this degree, said Leacock, was that the recipient had been examined for the last time
in his life and was prouonced full. Hereafter, no new ideas could be imparted to him.

It must be mentioned that

in 1901 he began a warm asso-

ciation with McGill University

in Montreal, which lasted for

thrity-six years. It was in

1936 at the age of sixty-five

years, that Leacock was forced

to retire from McGill as Head
of the Department of Political

Science and Economics, a posi-

tion he had held with unparal-

leled distinction sinCe 1908.

Leacock felt extremely bitter

about enforcement of the sixty-

five year age limit since he

wanted to continue lecturing.

After all, he had given distin-

guished service; now his toes

were stepped upon. Said he: "I

was then (1936) retired, much
against my will, on grounds of

senility, having passed the age

of sixty-five." There is little

doubt that even near his death,

some nine years after Princi-

ipal Morgan of McGill had en-

forced Leacock's retirement,

that Leacock was still bruised.

You see, Leacock had a rich,

fertile mind and a superb

memory, even until his death;

he was always witty, always

quick and to be branded as a

"senile old man" was sheer

ignominy.
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Renovated Post Office Reopens,

New Features Added for Students

KINGSTON" — The Queen's

University Post Office opened

Monday following extensive

renovations to the Richardson

Hall facilities in order to pro-

vide faster and more efficient

service to staff and students.

Several new features have

been added including the sell-

ing of money orders. The post

office has been designated the

official lost and found centre

for the campus where lost

articles found on the campus
may he turned in and claimed

by their owners.

Plans call for the installa-

tion of a stamp vending ma-
chine beside the mail boxes at

the aide of Richardson Hall in

order to provide 24-hour stamp

service and relieve congestion

"at the wicket.

Inside, the former wall, with

its two small wickets has been
replaced by a modem steel

counter with convenient open-

ings surrounded by glass.

Speedier and more accurate
sorting will be possible with
new pigeon-hole racks in the

office. Earlier mail deliveries

are planned for some buildings

on the campus as a result of

the faster sorting arrange-
ment.

A bright new paint job has
been done to provide a more
attractive atmosphere.

The renovations were carried

out in two weeks while the post

office facilities were tempor-
arily housed in Ellis Hall.

Leacock lectured widely in

Montreal, but his scope was

internationally he lectured
throughout the British Empire.

It was not until the fall of

1936, however, that he had the

opportunity to lecture across

Canada. His tour was a brim-

ming success, as he reported

dramatically from Winnipeg in

his letters back home: "It is

just like a come-to-Jesus par-

ade. I talked at the Fort Gary
Hotel and a little before the

meeting they said, 'This is the

record for seats except for the

Queen of Rumania' and later

'The Queen is nowhere.' " From
Victoria he wrote: "they

laughed and cried, just about;

never was there anything like

it, they said." Interestingly,

this description is very similar

to Leacock's account of Charles

Dickens as a public speaker for

in his biography of Dickens.

Leacock ^vrote; "Dickens' (sic)

audiences were quite truly car-

ried away. They laughed, they

sobbed, they were in 'ectasy'

and Dickens controlled them
with hand and voice and eye
— like a magician."

Although Leacock was by
profession an economist and
political scientist, he certainly

did not make his great mark in

these fields. In fact, n few of

his contemporaries thought
that he wrote some foolish

things which ought not to have
been written. But he did

achieve a certain stature as a

political scientist wifrlfrthe pub-

lication in 1905 of his "Ele-

ments of Political Science"

which was widely used as a
textbook.

Despite all his contributions

in the field of economics and
political science, Leacock is re-

membered and loved through-

out the world wherever there

is laughter, because he contri-

buted much of it. As a humor-
ist he has few equals. He is

the Canadian equivalent of the

Americans' beloved Mark
Twain.

Most of Leacock's prolific

literary output was created at

his summer home in Orillia.

Ontario. This was in fact the

place which Leacock parodied in

his "Sunshine Sketches of a

Little Totvn". Leacock had a

large country house there on

the Old Brewei-y Bay, and he
Used to say of his visitors, "if

they like the name Old Brew-
ery Bay, they're all right. They
can have anything on the place.

I've known that name. Old

Brewery Bay, to make people

feel thirsty by correspondence

as far away as Nevada." Here

on the Bay, Stephen Leacock

was able to relax during the

summers for he had once said

that he was now able to stop

thinking for months at a time.

With his inimitable sense of

the ridiculous, he wrote: "I

have a Iai"ge country house —
a sort of farm which I carry

on as a hobby ... ten years ago

the deficit on mj' farm was
about a hundred dollars; but

by well-designed captial ex-

penditure, by drainage and at-

tention to greater detail. I have

gotten it into the thousands."

Note: This article has been

re^printed by permission of Au-
tJiorand Publisher. The ]-cmai>i-

der ivill aitpcar in a forthcom-

ing issiie of the Jounw.}.

SWEATERS
by
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Students Arrested

Held In Albany Jail
ALBANY. GEORGIA (CUP) — Mary Suzuki, from Sir

George Williams University. Montreal, vowed to continue her

fast in the Albany jail where she has been since her arrest on
January 27 during a Quebec-to-Cuba protest march.

The Carleton spoke to Albany Assistant Chief of Police.

Leslie Summerford, who said the hunger strike was a "lot of

bull". "They tell a lot of lies about what they do and what they
are doing." he said bluntly. "They've been eating all along."

Michael Newman of Vancouver, with the co-ed. was fined

$102 or 30 days in jail on February 4th. Miss Suzuki has not

come to trial.

They were charged along with several others with "failing

to obey the lawful command of an officer."

In Monti-eal last weekend students marched in protest over

the arrests in front of the United States Consulate.

And in London, England, members of Britain's Committee
of 100 demonstrated outside the U.S. Embassy protesting the

arrest of one of their members in Albany. They charged that

John Papworth was assaulted twee.

Albany police denied that Papworth had been assaulted.

The spokesman said Papworth was arrested for failing "to obey

an officer, idling and loitering" and was taken into custody after

twice ignoring requests to leave the police station where some
of his companions were being held.

Wherever youre heading after grad-

uation, you'll find one of Royal's more than 1,100

branches there lo look afteryou. Meanwhile, anything

we can do for you, here and now? Drop in any time.

ROYAL BANK

FILTER
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CUP Roundup
By JUDY MYERS

VANCOUVER — The Iri-

mester system will mate its first

appearance io Canada with the

opening in 1965 of Simon Frascr

University.

Chancellor Gordon Shrum said

the university will have three 16-

week terms, and of these the stu-

dents will ordinarily attend two.

Voluntary attendance at tJiree

terms will be possible and will

allow a student to complete a

fotir-year course in two and two-

thirds years. Created by the

British Columbia legislature last

March, the university will open

to receive 3.000 students by the

fall of 1965.

Tbs system, which has been

proposed or adopted in man than

35 American universities, was

strongly recommended in a recent

report by the Canadian Universi-

ties Foundation.

The report found that the tre-

meslcr scheme would make the

most effective use of university

fecilitics while maintaining an

adequate level of service to stu-

dents and providing adequate re-

search Pacihties for members of

the faculty.

The report concluded that only

if the scheme were adopted would

Canadian universities be able lo

cope with the great increase in the

amount of knowledge to be

mastered and the increased eniol-

ment foreseen in the next decade.

TORONTO — "God has often

been portrayed as a bc-whisttered

old despot who sits up in Heaven

Apathy and Mischosen Name

Hamper Interfaculty Choir

By BRUCE RIDDICK

In 1955 Professor H. G.

Sampson founded the Inter-

Faculty Choir. He directed it

until 1962 with the exception

of one year.

The name of the group was

an unfortunate choice. The

name was originally intended

to indicate that students of

any faculty could join. How-

ever, the name seems to imply

two different things. First of

all, it implies that the organi-

zaton is composed of members

of the faculty, the staff. This is

not so. It is strictly a student

group. Someone might also

infer from the word, choir,

that the srroup is mainly con-

cerned with religious music.

This again ia not so. It is really

a glee club, but that name is

already used.

The main purpose of the

Inter - Faculty Choir is to'

gather a number of students

together who like to sing. Due

to the lack of publicity, the

general apathy of the majority

of the students and the name;

few students have joined.

However, the Inter-Faculty

Choir is enjoying a small blos-

soming. There are more mem-
bers than there have been

since Professor Sampson gave

it up. The choir hopes to be

able to put on a concert next

year and possibly participate in

an exchange visit with a few

universities.

The choir's musical interest

is not religious hymns by any

means. They prefer to sing in

the more popular folk son?

style. However, their folk

songs are not the commercial-,

ized variety, but are more

authentic.

The Inter-Faculty Choir will

have their elections soon. Un-

der the guidance of a strong

executive, the choir may even

become a rival to the Glee Club.

Students To Help With

Red Cross Blitz
Monday. March 9 is ResidenHal Blitz Night for the Kingston

Brancli of the Canadian Red Cross. The Society has set it's campaign

objective at $.15,000.

Bart Dalton, chaiman for the campaign drive, revealed that 900

oon\-assers wH take part in tlie Monday ni^fs Blitz. Included will

he students from Queen's University and nurses from the Kingston

General niid Hotel Dieu Hospitals.

The funds will be used during the year to assist the Red Cross

in i-nrr)'in^ on the Societj's service in the community.

and gazes down ominously at

mankind. But we know through

our conceptual powers that there

is nothing up there but a couple

of Spumiks and a dead dog."

So said Professor Northrop

Frye, principal of Victoria Col-

lege and an ordained minister in

a lecture at University of Toronto

last Thursday. An eminent

scholar in the fields of theology,

philosophy and literature. Dr.

Frye gave a brief outline of his

religious thesis.

The essence of Dr. Frye's re-

ligious theory, as reported by the

Toronto Varsity, is that* religious

reality exists only in human under-

standing. It is impossible to find

God through scientific reasoning

because our conception is a limit-

ing barricade.

It is stupid to assert or deny

that God exists because this is not

within the realm of human percep-

tion, "Unless the Divine takes a

human form, there is nothing in

the Divine worth bothering

about," he said.

In order to lind reality in re-

ligion, one is confined to the arti-

culation of one's beliefs through

symbolism. The historical ap-

proach to religon is highly un-

satisfactory, Dr. Frye said. The

Bible and other sacred books, al-

though usually shaded down into

"authentic history*', are really col-

lections of myths.

Dr. Frye loosely defined relig-

ion as being "whatever a man
wants to identify himself with." A
man's beliefs are not what he says

or thinks he believes, but what

his actions show he believes. In

this way he identifies himself with

the symbols of his actions.

He said die Bible turns on

aphorisms and parables because,

as in art, symbolism does not re-

strict mental approaches. It is so

written that there is no possibility

of definitive belief in anything but

the mythical presentation itself.

Thus symbolism becomes the only

language for something existential;

for something that is both under-

standable and inexhauslable.

Symbolism, says Dr. Frye, is the

key to what reliejon is all about,

but not the key to the 'Truth",

which is something lhat cannot be

known. Tl is impossible to base a

religion on pure faith in something

unknown because this leads to a

"desperate insecurity."

Dr. Fr>'e concluded by assert-

ing that symbolism is the only

satisfying way of approaching re-

ligion. Saying "i believe in God"

or "I am an atheist" only provokes

the response, "So what?"

siG-N post!
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Quwn's Christiiui FelSowahip invites

jou to Crossronda in St. James" Cliurch

ilnJl, Union St., at 7;S0 p.m. Genera!

inetLiiig anil elcclioii of the 1901-05 ex-

ecutive. Dr. George Bush will speak.

The Enclisli Club will meet on Tues-

day Mnrdi 3 ol 4:00 p.m. in the Levi-

nnril Hull East Common Room lo henr

Mr, Fred EurioBer. Mr. Euriniter will

pvc a (nlk on l3ie ploys of Edward
AlW. All students of Englisli ore iti-

'

Queen's Badminton Club will hold

elections at 10:00 p.m. Also surplus

bank funds will he discussed. All inter-

ealcd please be present.

THURSDAY. MARCH 6

"Computere" is the topic of llie Mnlli

and Physics Club meetinR tliis Thursday.

A Uilk on iDmpulet pmBnimmiiig will

be given by Dr. J. A. N. Lee and there

will b6 a dcmonslnilion on the IBM
lOiO. Room 2J4 in Ellis Hull nl 7;00

p.m. All arc weJcome.

NOTICE

The Canadian Red Cross will be con-

ducting their nalional fund roisinB diiiu

on Mondaj-, Mareb Otb. LevnniUs will

be acting as canvuisers on the QuecTi's

cnmpus. Only es cents from each stu-

dent would make Q total contribution

of 8900.00. How about cominj; acnis'

tor Uie Red Cross? Any members of

Levniia who would be interested in can-

vn.sjing Leonard Hall, the Union, etc.,

pica c contact Joanne Basconi eslen -jnu

mo. Even ten minutes of your lini'

would ba appreciated.

The Dmma Guild is holding their

general meeting TONIGHT at 7:30 in

the Dmma Lounge, (basement of Con-

vocalion Hall). All members are urged

to l>c present and anyone else inter-

ested is cordially invited.

Newman Qub Retreat
By JUDY MYERS

Queen's annual Nevraaan Club retreat was held in St. James'

Chapel last Thursday through Sunday. This year we were indeed

fortunate to have with us as retreat master Father Dave Belyea,

who teaches English and Theology at St. Michael's College, Un-

iversity of Toronto. In addition to evening Mass and lectures,

there was a half hour lecture at Ellis Hall at noon Friday and

a communion breakfast on Sunday morning.

Those of us who remember Fr. Belyea's previous talks

to us on "Catcher in the Rye" and "Man, Woman and God",

felt as though we were meeting with an old and respected friend

;

those of us encountering him for the first time were drawn by

his candor and his realistic attitude toward life.

Fr. Belyea spoke to us on a variety of subjects, each re-

freshing and a little unusual. From Neitzsche and Sartre and

their atheistic views to Cardinal Newman and his ideas on the

meaning of a university, Father quickened our interest and our

imagination. He told us about the Epic of Gilgamesh, the oldest

epic known to man, and its depiction of man's interest in and

absorption with the idea of death. "If man resigns himself to

ending with death, then he must become materialistic," Father

said. "The way we live can be interpreted basically as our

personal answer to the question, "what is the purpose of human,

existence ?"

One of Fr. Belyea's most stimulating talks was on Mauriac's

book. The Son of Man. "Christ", he said, "quietens the radical

anguish hidden deep in man't heart."

Fr. Belyea left us with many new thoughts which have in-

spired us with renewed faith and given us ideas for reflection.

The small sacrifice of time involved was more than made up

for by the rich benefits reaped.

Golden Opportunity for

Amateur Shutterbugs!!

If you have taken, are

taking, or plan to take

some vivid portraits and

characteristic illustrations

of campus life, drop a

copy off at the Journal

office for use as stock

photos. The dormant gen-

ius will be paid $2.00 on

publication of his photo

and given a portraiture of

Yousef Karsh autograph-

ed by Brian Bailey. Sub-

mit as many photos on

whatever diverse topics

you wish.

Book Sale

SEVERAL HUNDRED CLOTH AND

PAPER BOUND BOOKS

GREATLY REDUCED IN PRICE

Pickwick Book Shop

14 MONTREAL STREET

Proposed Arts and Science

Constitutional Revisions

In Defence of

A Film Classic
Modem American society

has the rather curious tend-

ency to judge art forms by the

standards of the present era.

This is most common in the

film art, and for this reason

many people found All Quiet on

the Western Front rather un-

real.

This, however. Is not a valid

criticism of a movie which was,

\^hen it was prodiiced, a strong

protest against the American

concept of war, that is, the

belief in the moral innocence

of America. To to-day's soph-

isticated movie audiences, who
have been satiated with excel-

lent "war-peace" films, All

Quiet on the Western Front

lost the impact which it once

had. But though the acting at

times lacked insight and depth

and therefore tended to be

stilted and unrealistic, the

original power of the theme

was not lost. The futility of

war, portrayed best in the two

schoolroom scenes, was dra-

matic and moving. The pair of

boots, symbolizing the survival

struggle which overcame ties

of friendship and compassion,

the quick remorse of the sold-

ier when he realized that Paul

was remonstrating him, and

later scene where he eagerly

pulled the boots on were very

effective. And the central sceiie

of the movie, in which the men
spoke of war, combined hum-
our, pathos and a strong moral,

to provide the brilliant culmin-

ation of the theme of the

futility of war.

All Quiet on the Western

Front indeed deserves its repu-

tation as a film classic, and the

powerful theme will justify

this, though film techniques

change and improve. The

photography was in places

superb and prevented the

lengthy battle scenes from be-

coming tedious.

PEGGY MORTON

DELETE ABTICLE VI. Scriion 5

UEPLACB WITH;

SECTION B — Tuuiiicc

(d) Overall financial pnlicy and Uk-

iiivestiealioti of any financial quealioTi

which miEhl arise duriuR the session thttU

CHitiJli-d by the finniicinl Committee

fJmired by the treasurer.

(b) The Trraisuier ahull be respon-

sible for tie presentation to the execu-

tive of a stalemenl of poliry

bii'lRet for the forllicominjt year. Thu
budKFl shall be prescnletl no Uler than

Orlober 30.

(e) The Trwi'urer »h(Jl within l«o

wcclis oflcr installation of llie offiecra

Rive bonds lo the Society to Die amciiin'

ul one Ihousflud dollars (#1000.00). Hp
sholl liuvp i-linri.'c ot the (unils of the

Soeiely and shall pay all bills an direct-

ed by the Executive nclioR for Uie So-

ciety. He Aall be the financial (»nvenor

ot nil social fuDCtions held by the So-

ciety with the exception ot the Arts and
Sicienre Formal.

The Trwuurer »liidl. within one week
utter the yenr elections, call A meetinit

of the duly elected year treMUiets to

insist lliem in kccpitiK Ihcir account-.

He bIibII aim nblain a member of the

final year in Coninirrce to audit tbr

inink' of thr year lodelica,

(ill Tbp Treasurer ahnll set that i>

finn of uecoiintanls. sppoinlcd by tlir

csoculivp, an ill Is all accoiinl* ot the

Society and the books of the Treaiorer.

(e) All cheques and financial docu-

ments must bo tinned by the Fraridetit

end TitMarer,

(t) Requests for Rrants. donations

or honouraria to any individuBl, society,

team, or ciub must be submitted in

writing to Ihv Flimnniul Committee and

be accompanied by a budRel. Tliis re-

que-l shall be brouabt before the cxecu-

tjve by the Fimmcial CommitlH) Chnir-

man (tlie *easurcr) with a rtcoramenda-

lion for nnpropriale action.

(g) All oommiltces ol the Society

shaU submit budt^cls to the Financial

QjmmiUce before any monies arc urant-

cd.

(h) No pari of the Society » funds

is to be spent on private dinners, dances,

or social functions.

(i) Any surplus left over from the

proceeds ot an Arts and Science function

^ibII rei'erl to the Soeiely.

Tlie Treasurer is to submll the aml-

itcd report ot lh^ eipendilure ot the

MARCH IS

RED CROSS
NTHM O

Society lo the Treasurer o(
1

report

funds of Ul<

the University.

ARTICLE IX SccUon S

DELETE "The Arts and
fund." ".

. . other . .

ARTICLE IX SccdoQ 0
DELETE "There shall be

manager."

+
People Helping People

IN SO MANY WAYS

Michael Marrello

ROSA Princess Street

Phone 542-8714

Prize Winntr in Hair StyUvfj

give

generously

Red Cross Blitz Night

Monday, March 9 th
6:00 TO 9:00 p.m.
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ihe intramural scene
Although it is virtually con-

ceded that Sc. '66 has won the

Bews Trophy for this year, the

(^J will reserve a run-over of the

year's events until next week
when a more final standing can
be appraised. Points to date are

up as follows:

Sc. '66 45,682

Sc. '65 4,0479

Arts '65 . 38.391

Arts '67

Arts '66

26,630

22,773

Arts '65*s only hope of winning

the Bews rested with its strong

teams and almost all hopes of

winning were crashed out last

weeV when they lost in the basket-

ball semi-finals to PHE by one

point scored in the last ten

seconds of the game. It was a

real thriller. PHE went on to

beat Sc. '67 in the same fashion

by scores of 33-46 and 48-33 to

take the series by only two points.

In the other team sports,

though. Arts '65 did not choke,

but came through \vith champion-

ships in hockey and in water polo.

In hockey they defeated a stub-

bom Arts '67 by scores of 3-2 and
3-0. In \vater polo, they upset

highly favoured Arts '64 by two
goals.

In intramural siding, M. *69

won the team championship with

Law and Sc. '67 close behind.

Individual results were as fol-

lows:

Downhill: J. Dirama, M. '69

Slalom:
J.

Dinmna, M. '69

R. Papson, Sc. '67

tie

Cross Country: F. Tanner, Law
Alpine Combined:

J. Dimma,
M.'69

Skimcister: F. Tanner, Law
In free throwing, Chris Niclioll

of Arts "67 beat defending cham-
pion Cord Canning of Aits *65 by
a score of 71-68 baskets/100 to

win the championship. In the

semis. Canning beat Mulling Sc.
'66 and Nichofi beat B. Morrison,

Sc. '65.

In table tennis. Rick Fishe of

Arts '67 won the championship by
beating Don Brad of Aits*65.

Brad was the champion two years

ago. In the semis. Brad had
beaten Cedric Anderson of Arts
'65 while Fishe defeated Don
hlcKinley, last year's champion.

In singles badminton, Graham
Hews, Arts '64, defeated last year's

champion Mike Beaumont. Arts

*66, to win the championship,

doubles badminton is the only

sport not yet completed, but at

the semi-final stage, the favour-

ites are last year's champions
Mike Beaumont and John iSouth-

weU.

e. BAILEY

We, the JOURNAL SPORTS STAFF, would like to tJwnk

the following for their contHbutions this yean

Al DeQuetteville, Peter Kennedy, Carl Breckenridge, Wayne Trusty,

Doug Bowie, Dave Fortier, Dave Preston, Ann Groves, Doug Bowie,

John Shaw, Gord Love, Bill McCarthy, Merv Graf.

^ij6
signed, B. Bailey & M. Fitton mike nrroN

Close Season With a|Loss'

Tlie basketball season ended as it began for Queen's in Toronto

on Siiturday night. Avenging an earlier upset suffered at the hands

of the Gaels, the Varsity Blues snowed them under 105-75, before

an enthusiastic Hart House crowd.

Larry Ferguson once again led the Gaels attack, and despite

missing two games he finished the season as the Gaels high scorer.

Dave West ^\'as. as iisual, Toronto's top man and tlie flashing guard's

performance gave liim the league's scoring championship after being

runner-up last year.

The Gaels' record of 3 wins and 9 losses won't set the world on

fire, but even in defeat they played a lot of fine ball, and with only

Al Baisbeek of the starting team due to graduate, they are in a posi-

tion to be strong contenders next year.

CUS Examines

Proposed Loans
CUS is carefully examining

the proposals for interest-free

loans to students mentioned in

the speech from the throne.

Mr. Jenkins aaid that CUS
was grateful for the interest

shown in student welfare. He
stressed that consideration of
tlie matter should not be post-

ijoned. "We want action," he
said.

"Consultation with the pro-

vinces should begin immediate-

ly so that final agreement can
be arrived at during the Do-
minion-Provincial conference

March 31."

This was necessary, said the

CUS President, because "we
do not want the federal gov-

ernment interfering in affairs

which are strictly provincial

responsibilities under the NBA
Act."

Mr. Jenkins stated "we will

do anything to improve stu-

dent welfare and will work for

any student loans which do not

cross the boundaries of provin-

cial rights."

The federal plan would give

students interest-free loans for
the period of their university

training, repayable over a

"reasonable period"—likely a
number of years.

A federal spokesman said

this would involve no provin-

cial participation, but the pro-

vinces would definitely have to

be consulted.

Canadian Union of Students

french speaking vice-president,

Ronald Montcalm, says that the

federal government's proposed

student loans are a violation of

provincial rights.

The student vice-president

said: "I think that the propo-

sal of the Federal government
made in the throne speech is a
direct interfere in a provincial

matter."

He stated that "the federal

government should give back
the "tax" field so that the pro-
vinces may be able to carry out
their responsibilities-"

hockey

Results

LAVAL 7 - QUEEN'S 7

PERIOD 1:

1. Queen's, Nishikawa

(Windover) 3:16

2. Laval, Paquet (Doucet,

Tremblay) 8:05

PERIOD 2

No Score

PERIOD 3:

3. Queen's, Colvin 1:43

4. Laval, Doucet, (Guy,

Paquet

)

2:17

5. Queen's, Hay (Hunt) on
penalty to MacNab 4:52

6. Queen's, Van Brunt

(Weston, Jones) 7:06

7. Laval, Roy 11:05

8. Laval, Lachance (Roy,

Martell) 11:28

9. Queen's, Van Brunt 11:36

10. Laval. Lachance

(Martell, Roy) 11:55

11. Queen's, Hay (Windover,

Nishikawa) 13:13

12. Laval, Ste. Marie

(Dufour, Guy) 14:46

12. Laval, Lachance

(Martell) 17:28

14. Queen's, MacNab
(Mitchell, Jones)

(Derbyshire out) 19:25

20 minutes in penalties.

MONTREAL 6 - QUEEN'S 3

PERIOD 1:

L Montreal, Cusson

(Delorme, Lefort) 0:48

2. Queen s Colvin

(Mitchell) 1:13

3. Queen's, Dinsmore

(Colvin) 2:57

4. Montreal, Delorme

(Cusson, Lefort) 15:03

5. Montreal, Lefort 19:18

PERIOD 2:

6. Montreal, Lefort

( Granger

)

P8RIOD 3:

7. Montreal, Delorme

(Cusson. Lefort) 5:30

8. Queen's, Van Brunt

(Windover) 14:51

9. Montreal. Delorme

(Cusson, Lefort) 16:03

28 minutes in penalties.

-- -' --.Midi.

4-'

Spotts

Cntkudiastd

Positions for next year's

JOURNAL SPORTS

STAIT

are still open until

9 p.m. tonight

when final selections

will be made.

See Mite Fitton

at the QJ Office

Tonight from 7 (o 9 p.m.

NOTICE

TO ARTSMEN
The ,\rts and Science

Society will be making the

following appointments at

an open meeting on Wed-
nesday, March 11 in the

McLaughlin Itocm in the

Union at 6:30 p.m.:

Chief Jiistice

Arts Formal Convenor

Concert Convenor

Clubroomis Committee

Chairman

Band Exchange Chairman

Symposium Convenor

Fall Fair Convenor

Athletic Stick

Business Manager —
Typing Service

.-Vrts Journal Editor

Pubhc Relations OflBcer

Two Representatives to

Student-Faculty Com-
mittee

AMS Welcoming Com-
mittee

AMS Building Fund

Snowball Committee

.111 applications are to be

submitted by 6:30 p.m.

Wednesday, March 11 to

Jim Sbapland or Tom Kin-

near, both in Leonard Hall.

GIRLS' BASKFTBALL AT QUEEN'S LAST WEEK-END

/ippli(]iit:ons

Applications for next

year's CUS Committee
will be received at the

AMS Office until Friday

March 6th.

Application for CUS
Seminar 'A New Concept

0 f Confederation' which

is to be held at Laval Uni-

versity- this summer. Aug-
ust 31st to September 6th,

will be received at the

AMS office until Friday

March 6th on forms avail-

able at said office.
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Written Late on a Sunday Night
Probably the greatest cause of to-

day's religious apathy is the inability

of man's mind to conceive an un-

shakeable sense of the thing known

83 "God". From our earliest encoun-

ter with the term and thereafter, we

have, most of us, grappled, in our

o^vn minds, with this elusive and per-

plexing concept. We were driven to

do it because it had somehow been

impressed upon us that something

beneficial would accure from the abi-

lity to say that we believed in God.

"Society smiles upon the believer:

therefore, I believe". Yet the results

f our mental exertions were never

too fruitful and may be likened unto

a series of evolutionary forms of

God ; each beginning with doubt; pro-

ceeding through logical reasoning

and examination of environment, to

a coneept of God. which would even-

tually dissolve under the forces of a

more powerful logic and of a keen-

er observation of nature. Those who

became dissatisfied with the results

of their efforts and who had arrived

at their 'wit's end', ao to speak, turn-

ed either to atheism, agnosticism, or

abatentionism, depending on their

views tow ards religion in general, as

a more satisfying approach. Of the

remaining believers there will be

some who can not say with convic-

tion that they know God; but, they

sense intuitively the righteousness of

a belief in God. Finally, there re-

mains a small percentage whose be-

liefs in God are unassailable and

constant. But even among these few,

there will not be many able to put

the reasons for their faith into words

capable of generating the same belief

in others. Why should this be ao?

The first and basic problem is in

proving that a "God" exists. Let me
say right now that this cannot be

done in any sort of scientific man-

ner and one would be well advised

to drop all notions that the answers

can be arrived at through a scienti-

fic reasoning process. Man's intel-

lect discovered God when he first

asked himself, "Why?". Long Before

man began to learn the answers to

the question of "How?" (and I can't

stress too much the difference bet-

ween the two), he had asked himself,

"Why?", and he could not come up

with the answer. He still can't and he

never will. That is, there will never

be an answer which will satisfy his

intellect as do his answers for the

questions of "How?".
Man's intellect did not 'create'

God, as some of our high-browed

friends would have us believe. God

is the "Why"? of creation and has

existed since the beginning of time.

The beginning of time is equally hard

to cope with probably because the

concepts is part of the overall con-

cept of God. But what a shallow and

pompous thing it is to think that God

is a fiction of the mind. All of the

majour religions, embracing over

half of the population of the world,

are based on a belief in a "God" of

basically the same delineation. Fur-

thermore, these religious have wea-

thered centuries of doubtful minds

without loss of this unifying belief.

So many cannot be so wrong!

No! God does exist and to find God

one needs only to keep asking one-

self, "Why?".
Why do I happen to be reading

this? Why do I happen to be sitting

on this chair, or standing on this

floor, or walking on this street? Why

is there food to eat? Why do I eat

while others starve? Why are there

bombs and why do we kill with them?

Why is there love among friends and

hatred among enemies? Why is there

happiness in people's hearts and

why does sadness overcast others?

Why are there earthquakes and hur-

ricanes; and why are there bridges

and skyscrapers? Why are there lies;

and why are there people ready to be-

lieve them? Why ore there stupidity

and ignorance; and why are there

ingenuity and knowledge? Why is

there injustice; and why is there

compassion? Why are there stars in

space and darkness in the night?

Why are there colours in our skins

and discrimination in our eyes? Why
does the candle burn to shed its

light? Why is there life? And death?

Are all these things reconcilable?

Yes ! God is why.

Pick anything: be it animate or in-

animate: be it tangible or intangi-

ble: and man can describe it and ac-

count for it in the space and time co-

ordinate system. But -who can tell

you why it should be that way? To
know is to realize the wonder of God.

PARI II

Students Versus Kingstonians
"Kingston is proud oif Queen"^,

but is Queen's proud of Kingston?"

The complaint was voiced recently at

a city council meeting, and with good

reason. Queen's involvement in the

community is at present appallingly

limited ; the university really is an in-

ward-looking enclave. This helps ex-

plain the ej<tradordinary sense of

community and spirit at Queen's but

it also accounts for many 'town-gown'

misunderstandings and conflicts-

Obviously, the student who is not

from Kingston will not normally be-

come deeply involved in the affairs

of the city. Quite probably, he will

never be a devoted Wkig - Standard

reader. Yet both university and com-

munity would benefit greatly both

from increased contact and from the

improvement of Queen's - Kingston

relations which could result. For ex-

ample, city and university officials

might someday work together to

eliminate sub-standard student hou-

sing and limit the all-too-comnion

practice of racial discrimination.

More Queen's support for Kingston

cultural attractions, and vice versa,

would benefit all concerned. Certain-

ly, Queen's would welcome more tol-

erant city attitudes on such matters

as university expansion and statue

painting.

Thus, a problem exists; likely it

always will. Still, steps towards its

easing would seem to be desirable.

Approaches, on Queen's part, may
come from the university itself or

from the students, either individually

oi- through the AMS.
On an institutional basis, there

1 he Standing Still Race
If Jesus Christ came back to the

world he would go to Cuba sooner

than live in one of today'a capitalist

societies.

At the root of the capitalist sys-

tem is self-gratification, and the

freedom of a capitalist democracy is

essentially the freedom for self-gra-

tification. Self-gratification is as vi-

cious as men make it, and the appe-

tite for profit tends to be insatiable-

The respectability of this self-gra-

tification establishes its own ethics

of success and the 'good' life. Jack

Jones Junior of General Motors ia a

'success story' because Jack Jones

Junior has succeeded in climbing

over everyone else's hack, and he

knows where his loyalties are, like

all successful, respectable yes-men.

Capitalism puts its haloes around
despicable callous little vermin whose
lives are devoted to making profits,

and more profits.

For Christianity, and presumably

some Christians, a source of sin is

the self—fertile with envy, pride jea-

lousy, hate, lust and greed. These

arch sins of Christianity are sancti-

fied by any capitalist process. It is

impossible to be a real Christian and

a capitalist, or supporter of capital-

ism, at the same time. It is impossible

to love your neighbour as yourself

when to survive you have got to climb

over his back. The ethics of living

and letting die stop at very 111 tie.

Take away God, and most Russians

are probably more Christian than

raoet Americans, and Christianity

never did the idea of God much good
anyway- Westerners condemn the

materialism of Communist societies,

and yet are far more the victims of

materialism.

This basic opposition between hu-

man love and self - gratification

hangs over Western society like a

black sun, and thrives in a state of

well organized respected hypocrisy.

Capitalists are vile animals.

North American capitalism has

created a civilization of self-gratifi-

cation, a monument of greed. In the

eyes of the rest of the world this

does not stand for many worthwhile

human values, and neither does the

idea of freedom to eat and be eaten.

Because of this basic opposition

between capitalism and human love,

odd things go on in the world in the

name of both. Catholic puppeU are

supported in Buddhist countries.

Fascists are supported by Catholics

and the United States in a war
against Republicans, the United

Fruit Company strangles popula-

tions, and guns are sold to govern-

ments devoted to apartheid and col-

onialism. War and suffering do not

get in the way of profit for capital-

ists. GiieT-nica is a cry not just

against Fascism, but against its lar-

ger embodiment, world capitalism.

Western society, especially North
American society, thus falters under

the basic opposition between capital-

ism and human love, which together

with the respectability of greed and

the ethics of capitalism, consistently

destroying the humanity of the soc-

iety, and the humanity of whatever

it comes in touch with. Art, love and

humanity wage continual war against

capitalism, and now in the world

capitalism is losing. Its children are

deformed.

There is only one ansioer: end

War.

There is 07ily one way to end War :

that is by bringing Ca/pitalism

to an end ....

To fight against War is to fight

against the Capitalist State.

To fight against the Capitalist

State is the only honourable aiid

hunuine course open to thinking

meji aiMl women.
The North American civilization

is being quickly destroyed by the hu-

man poverty of its material wealth.

LoTig live Cuba.

Rick Johnstone

cp4 Chinese Z)ape3l%y.

Tiger—soft, amber, bamboo fur

Padding past the bridge, meek.

Discreet

Yet fierce

To guard Thy master rampant

Astride Thy back. The Madarin,

Sleek.

And smug in certain safety.

One slender twist of liair

Cr.ils pendant on the middle

Of his head

hi his left hand, a paper scroll;

hi his right he holds

A lantern to light Thy way;

But h£avy. aitd bright

To blind Thine eyes.

0. G. Mott

seems to be tremendous potential,

given the will to act. The university

has long felt a sense of responsibility

to the national and provincial com-

munities. Surely it should extend its

concern to the local level. It might be-

gin with a vastly increased local ex-

tension program, featuring night

courses, special courses for outstand-

ing high school students, workshops

in drama and music, and increased

contact by means such as coaching

clinics, between the physical educa-

tion department and high school and

community athletics.

Students too would seem to have

at least some responsibility to the

community, though they must be ex-

empted from some normal obligations

in order to pursue most effectively

their education.

The AMS, which has at least be-

gun to act by naming a committee to

investigate the problems, could take

numerous steps. For example, the

AMS president should occasionally

call on the mayor and perhaps speak

to city council on student problems

in Kingston. Open House could be

expanded in scope and made an an-

nual affair, with real effort made to

gBt Kingstonians to attend. AMS
executive members and other inter-

ested students might well speak to

local ser\'ice clubs, on university af-

fairs and on general issues, such as

the Confederation crisis, on which

there is substantial student interest.

Contact at the individual level would

seem to be both the most difficult to

achieve and potentially the most re-

warding of the three levels. Town-
gown conflict would be substantially

moderated if more Kingstonians dis-

covered that students were in fact

human beings. One proposal in this

regai-d involves the creation of a

settlement house type agency to put

students interested in doing some
form of volunteer work in contact

with local organizations needing aid.

Form all forms of contract could

come many direct benefits and many
more arising from the more intan-

gible element of warmer relations

between Queen's and Kingston. The
current Building Fund - Grand Thea-

tre Fund"Competition" ( or lack of

cooperation) only re-emphasizes the

necessity of making a start towards

such an improvement.

Doug McCalla

In part one, I stated that one of

the more obvious causes was due to

the difficulty in arriving at a belief

in God- To my mind, it is not a prime

prerequiste that one must have an

unshakeable belief in God, or any
belief in God at all, in order to have

a personally acceptable religion. It

all depend-H on what constitutes a re-

ligion. A religion without God is, at

best, a code of behaviour for human
beings which allows them to live to-

ther on the same planet. All religions

which account for the Malthusian

nightmare that we are born into a

world filled with neighbors and
which try to make the horrible

thought a little easier to bear. I

think that it would make the problem

a lot easier to solve if people would

separate God from religion in their

minds. God is God. He exists com-

pletely independent of man. God can

be held accountable for man but man
is not accountable to God. Man is

and must be accountable to man
only. This is where Christ comes into

the picture. Christ taught that man
should account for their actions to

the rest of society. This, in effect is

the doctrine, "Love thy fellow man."

Christ's religion led him into a belief

in God. But there were, no doubt,

many other Jews whose beliefs in

God were as fervent as his; so this

was nothing new. Jesus sensed that

something "was amiss in the society

about him. The average member of

that society had a hazy notion that

God existed and that He was sup-

posed to be a benevolent creature

who among other things, was respon-

sible for the 'good life' that man
was enjoying. This notion persists

to-day, only man has now a tendency

to take more of the credit himself.

The Testament provided them with

a good insight into the nature of God
and still does. Since the nature of

everything is the nature of God,

Christ realized that what was lack-

ing was the true definition of the

nature of man's role in the overall

picture of things. What was wrong
with the moral code set up in the

Testament was epitomized in the doc-

trine of 'an eye for an eye'. Man's

attitude towards man was the wrong
one,

I guess we can thank God that

Christ's mind was a wise and per-

cei\'ing one. He was able to see the

problem facing mankind and he was
able to come up with the best pro-

gramme for rectifying it. The great

task which he had to perform lay in

making other see what he saw. This

took a great deal of courage because

what he was preaching, in the eyes

of the establishment, was essentially

heresay. So great was this task and
so blind were the people to the direc-

tion in which they were heading, that

Christ, in the end, realized that the

only way in which he could put it

across was to sacrifice his life. If

Lhare ever was an injustice done unto

a man, it was in the cnicifixion of

Christ. Not only did he die for man-
kind; he died because of mankind.

He openly allowed himself to be mur-
dered by his people in the hope that

they would realize what they had

done and would realize in it the truth

in what he taught.

The question of the existance of

Christ is silly. T*he question of a be-

lief in Christ depends upon whether

or not one can realize the profound

wisdom of his message. The ques-

tion of Christianity depends upon
whether one is able to lead a 'Christ-

like' life.

The least we can do is admire

Christ : the most we can do is follow

his example. This can be done with-

out sacrificing the good things in

life.

Doug Sprott
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Student-Faculty

Library Committee

Recommended

By BOB FOSTER

At the recent provincial conference of

the Canadian Union of Students the

decision was reached to attempt to estab-

lish formal contact with the new Depart-

ment of Universities to be established by

Premier John Robart's Provincial Govern-

ment. This indicates a growing realiza-

tion and acceptance by university stu-

dents in their affairs beyond those of an

extra-curricular nature.

This attitude at Queen's is evident from

such activities as Academic Roundtable,

the Education Seminar, the Confedera-

tion Seminar, and the like. Further, we

have maintained a substantial degree of

autonomy and exercised it well. In

short, we have effectively handled our

own affairs.

A present area of serious complaint is

our Douglas Library. It is not enough

to find solutions in the coffee shop.

Perhaps a solution to this problem

would be the establishment of a Student-

Faculty Library Committee. This Com-

mittee would serve in an advisory capacity

to the librarian. Its membership would

consist of three students appointed by the

A.M.S. executive; three faculty members

appointed by the administration; and the

librarian by his appointee. Tlie librarian

or his appointee would act as chairman

due to his intimate knowledge and under-

standing of library procedure and policy.

Tlic terms of reference for this Com-

mittee would include advising on lending

procedure, hours, studying facilities,

acccssability of books, and purchasing

of books.

The acceplance of this idea rests

more with the students than any admini-

Ftralivc body. Perhaps its chances of

effective success are limited. However,

it is time we accepted this responsibility

and attempted to influence effectively our

library and its procedures and policies

under which we work.

THE SPREADING CHESTNUT

Commission Appointed.

Foster Calls For StrSng Slate

New AMS President Bob Foster

has slated strong appointees for the

Committee chairmen for next year

In doing this he has showed that he

is concerned to extend the activities

of the AMS, and bring new prestige

to the committees-

Vice President of the AMS Tony

Taylor has been appointed to chair

the Student Government Commis-

sion. With the widespread changes

in student government that have

been envisaged in some quarters, this

liiteroatioDal House

(Ilub Makes Requests

International House Club ia now

moving into a transition period from

being just an ordinary club to one

which will be a very important part

of the new International Centre. In

order to prepare for this, the club

needs every assistance, and for this

we are appealing to the A.M.S.

International House Club would

like the A.M-S. to appoint members

of their body to sit on its executive.

Participation would be in these re-

gards :

L To head Sub- Committees.

a. Panels and guest speakers

b. International Night

c. Orientation Committee

d. Advertising Committee

2. In the general capacity of advi-

sing and counselling.

The members would be full voting

members BUT are expected to par-

ticipate only if they are interested,

not just because this has been an

appointed job by the A.M.S. The

number of seven has been mentioned,

one from each faculty. However,

this seems a little too many, and

the club would prefer four interes-

ted persons. The number and the ap-

pointments are left to the discretion

of the A.M.S.
Ellen Clark

promises to be one of the most chal-

lenging positions of all.

Another significant appointment

is that of George Thompson as chair-

man of the Committee, which is lo

look into the problems of relations

between town and gown. Kingston

born and bred, third-year law stu-

dent Thompson is likely to bring

new light to bear on the old problems

that have galled Kingstonians for

generations.

It is difficult to predict the out-

come of this committee investigation

into the needs of theatre at Queen's.

New Building Fund Chairman Anne

Ketcheson will be faced with carry-

ing the committee through a year of

what may well turn out to be change.

One of the hot spots of this year's

executive will go to Frank Whitting-

ham, senior grad rep. The position is

that of the chair of the Budget and

Finance Committee,

One of Foster's new ideas is that of

a coordinator of activities. Tlie man

chosen for this job is senior Meds

Rep, Clare Brant. It will be hi.^ res-

ponsibility to see that none of tlie

unfortunate clashes of activities that

occurred this year occurs ne,xt year.

Briefs Wanted (In

Stodeut RoverDmeDt

Foster wants briefs. That is what

he says. He wants briefs about stu-

dent government. He told the Jour-

nal that he thinks that he can get

the most effective report by his

newly appointed Commission on Stu-

dent Government, if he gets briefs

from as many sources as possible.

He said that he would like the briefs

to be addressed to the AMS office

by September this year. He added

that he would almost certainly be

getting briefs from responsible fig-

ures outside Queen's and Kingston.

TO DEMOLISH PHYSICS BDILDW'G!

Termed Structurally Unsound
And Aesthetically Horrible

In sensational moves today, sour-

ces close to the Principal said that

the New Physics Building was to be

demolished forthwith. Engineers ter-

med the building structurally un-

sound, and 'aesthetically horrible'.

Commenting on the situation, Na-
thaniel P. Zulch, a street cleaner,

told the Journal he had overheard an
architect mention that 'it was only

a design that had been rejected by

McGiir. 'That', he went on, 'meant

that it was not all that suitable for

its present location.' The Street Clean-

er while admitting that he was not a
man of great sophistication, said

that he thought that the building

looked from Queen's Crescent like a
censored, censored, censored, censor-

ed.

It has been revealed that the circu-

lar, and not an elliptical design, did

not make the best use of the avail-

able space. Furthermore the weight

of recent engineering classes (who
are termed 'heavier than usual') has

caused the building to sag. It is also

reported that a family of Raccoons

have made their nest in the centra!

.services-

Tn furthei' developments this week
it was learnt that the hole being ex-

ploded for the Library is to be filled

in. Apparently this is intended to

provide Summer Work for students.

The Central Ontario Universal Plan-
ning Board had informed us that

Queen's does not need a Library
Extension. The reason given was
that the average number of average
books per average student was avtr-

age.

Not least of the events of this week
was the startling revelation that the

University Trustees have decided to

reverse their traditional policy. They
intend to cease to award the cheapest
contracts for the worst buildings. It

was further revealed that they even
intend to appoint a trained member
of the Faculty to carefully vet and
guide all architectual plans. This re-

port cannot be continued. Our Repor-
ter was so staggered by this develop-

ment that he passed out.

Applications
Applications for next yeai^t-

CUS Committee u/tr u-z

ed at the AMS Office until Fri-

day March 6th.

Application for CUS Semin-

ar 'A New Concept of Confed-

eration' which is to be held at

Laval University this summer.

August 3Ist to September 6th,

will be received at the AMS
office until Friday March 6th

on forms available at said of-

fice.

Toronto Group To Present Ploy

"Christ in the Concrete City"

The Company of Pilgrims, the

official acting arm of the Chris-

tian Drama Council of Canada
will perform at the evening

church service of Princess

Street United Church, March
15, at 7:00 p.m.

This play, within the limits

imposed by a cast of six, at-

tempts to portray the Passion
f\f .rfiqii-) rhrigf

. .

Since its formation in 1955,

the Company of Pilgrims has

performed in well over 150

churches. Members of the cast

are dedicated actors and church

men who wish to remain anony-

mous-

The play is being sponsored

by the Princess Street United

Church Young People's Union.

A collection will be received.

All are Welcome.

SPRING
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EDITORIAL

A 2 en Year Challenge
rrhe next ten years may well

turn out lo be among the most

significant in the History of Can-

ada. Only time will tell whether

we have just periodic outbreaks

of Quebecois discontent, or

whether this present disturbance

is something subtler and more

significant. Only time will tell

if we will find enough teachers

to govern the expansion of the

Universities in the next ten years.

The years are bound to be

full of excitemcni, they are also

full of danger. The most insidi-

ous one is tJial, before we realize

we may see that Confederation

has broken up, and that we are

thrown increasingly into tlie laps

of the Americans. We would

then find that our half articulate

Dationalism was indeed frustrat-

ed.

Yet wc are bound to benefit

from these ten years whatever

happens. !f we are to live with

Quebec we are going to do a

good deal of stiff soul searching;

if we are to break with Quebec,

the resultant closer relalions with

America will bring us greater

wealth if nothing else.

It is hard to believe that the

majority of the population mil

easily sell their independence for

American dollars. This is

especially true of Queen's that

has, unlike McGill and UBC
been strikingly free of American

influence.

Under our own strong admin-

istration the Qucen'smen have

every reason to face the years

to come with confidence that

they have the most unified Un-

iversity in the country, and if

they can inject some of the life

that lies beneath the surface, they

could well have one of the best in

North America.

. » , In A Brighter Light
There are a few things that need to be said about the Editorial

that we ran in our last issue entitled 'Facing ilie Pltarmacisls'. First

of all it is obvious that most Doctors most of (he time are interested

in curing their patients, and in their welfare.

Secondly if we gave the impression that wc were in agreement

witli the substance of the story in tlie 'Register,' that was not the

ifiipression we intended. We think it most improbable that Benze-

drine is used on Campus by more than 1 or 2 per cent of the

University population. In any case it is virtually impossible to

Und out hgurcs on this sort of thing. The only possible outlet is

from a graduate Doctor, imder prescription, and to prescribe Benze-
drine on false pretences is worth a Doctor's medical career. Benze-
drine in Hospital is under conlinuaj lock and key and could be only
ot>[ained by 'Petty Pilfering",

We do feel that iranquilhzers are used on Campus, and we
would be dishonest to ourselves, if we did not publicly condemn
their use. It is lo Tranquillizers, and lo the other while little mon-
strosities that wc were referring when we mentioned 'quackery'.

-•.Tt, vLJuiiiiui; lo assert tliat ihcy arc ttiien-us^- m-cxcesr-Era~E5
mitigated HI'.

We cannot accept the view that it is io the interest of the
Public Relation of the University to hush this sort of Uiing up. If
it is not caught in the bud, it will eat away at the lives of a good
many. Their lives are more important, as someiliing as temporary,
and absurd as a good name dishonestly earned.

Nevertheless Ihc use made by the Canadian Register was ir-

responsible in the extreme. It is obviously not true than 30 per
cent of Qucen'smen are drugging their way through college. It

is on the other hand true that it is high time on all tlie Campuses
that editors spoke out against these ills that exist on their campuses
as well.

Last Comment {??)
Editor, Journal

Western society must examine
its values and relate them to its

way of life. Capitalism means
many things, and economics
students might well get out of
their text books and study the

Spanish Civil War. Society

means more than a price system

and an exploitable market.

Truth must be rough where

evils are well set.

Rick Johnstone
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lo Friend And Foe Alike

It is tune for us to thank our readers for their never

f8ihng use of the Journal — as a beer mat, or as a paper

Sat, or sometimes even as reading material. We'd particularly

like to thank the Jackson Press for their never failing tolerances

of all our efforts, and their persistent cooperation. To our

enemies we send our respects. May you long enjoy our

friendly enmity. To our friends we send our profound thanks.

They include some of our readers, but most of all those, who

have done so much to keep the Journal in print. Some of

them are hanging on our front page tree, they include: Mary

Corbett, Dave Dodge, Brian Bailey, Peggy Morton and all

their assistant editors, people like Bruce Little, Mike Fitton,

Cheryl Eliot, Eleanor Neelands, Judy Myers. Then of course

there are the technical boys headed by Tony Tugwell and

Oly Hawrylyshyn, who have done so much to keep the

Journal on its feet. Then again' there are the Cartoonists and

the Typists, who have to put up with so much. The futiue of

the Journal is secure in the hands of Brian Bailey. May it

return to its rightful place as one of the leadmg University

papers in Canada.

Quarry to Lome ofAge
There was something significant about his initials

And the majority of his disciples said

That he carried the sins of the ancestral past

Upon his narrow head.

As these opening lines of the satirical poem "Pacifist" indicate. Quarry 13 is

not vrilhout a healdiy quota of humour. It has, of course, the irrepressible Tom

Eadie peddling his "true" anecdotes:

my regrettably dead father used

(god, i can hear him now)

to tell the story of an acquaintance

caught in the Act

with a serving wench

at the age of 83

"A Midsummer night's Dream for the FLQ,"

You Said it . .

.

A Momentary Descent
Editor, Journal

It is with reluctance that

I descend into Mr. Ricky

Johnstone's playpen to

answer The Standing Still

Race'. Search for contro-

versy — not truth — inspir-

ed the teen-aged infant's

polemic.

The root of capitalism

is the price system, which

allocates resources and dis-

tributes income through the

workings of free markets.

Self-gratification, greed and
racism are human failings

not exclusive to capitalist

countries — witness the

systematic extermination of

Soviet Jews.

Has Mr. Ricky Johnstone

read The Capitalist Mani-
festo? American Capitalism?

Has the muck-raking Mr.
Ricky Johnstone abandoned
his idol, the master journal-

ist Camus?

Does the juvenile icono-

clast Johnstone understand

that yellow journalism is

much worse than the apathy

agamst which it is dkected?

Finally, if Cuba and
Russia are so swell ('Long
live Cuba') why the hell is

Rebel Johnslone here and
not there?

Sheathe your pen, Mr.
Ricky Johnslone, We bid

you bon voyage as you sail

of! into the Red sunset.

R. Malt

iCulliPraii (!if(nrrl|

SERVICES 0;30ii.ra,

II:0On.io.

Two blocks N.E. of siodium
Comer ot Enrl & Victoria SLi,

Rev, Rov Oswald
(Lulhernn Sludcnl Cliaplain)

Phone 542-7134

And SO on to an exceedingly droll

surprise ending. Another national bard,

at a loss what to do on a winter day in

Kingston, sings the glories of the Can-

adian landscape;

we observe the ice today is like stained

glass done

with Canadian good taste —
rather like a big black and grey marble

stretched flat for miles,

a thick and variable child's mystery

full of lines, jagged cracks and grey mix,

a crystal ball revealing the occasional

frozen fish.

Quarry has, of course, more substan-

tial fare for the serious-minded. For the

first time there appears a group of poems

in French, several of whose authors have

already made their mark on. the literary

world of French Canada, Gatien 1^-

pointe, author of several books of poetry,

won the prestigious prix du Maurier

when he was still at university in Paris,

and has also won the thhrd poetry prize

of the Provmce of Quebec. Cecile

Cloutier has published several books of

poems, and Jean-Paul Plante is about to

publish liis first collection. Quarry has

been very fortunate in obtaining, largely

through the efforts of MUe. Cloutier, such

distinguished young contributors from

French Canada.

She has been similarly fortunate in

her illustrators. TTie cover (which is, m-
cidentaliy, another first — the first un-

veiling of nudes in Quarry) is by Donn
Moullon of the Art Centre, who has pre-

viously done covers for American maga-

zmes, the best known being The Report-

er. Inside is a fine new pen sketch by
Ralph Allen, Queen's resident artist and

one of Canada's most interesting young

painters. Lay-out and design are by
Peter Battey-Pratt, who made last year's

Quarry such an attractive issue.

This artistry complements the English

poetry, much of which is about (bet

you'd never guess) love. But the per-

ennial subject is treated with considerable

variety of mood and tone. There is both

gentle disillusionment:

Nearness like a landmark falls away
And memories like gulls are harrying

Sghcnham Street

9;lfio.niIn Ihe Chi>pe\:
Divine Worsliip (Tho
Chapel ia reached by the
William Street door at
the rear of the church.)

:00n.m.—"THE QUALITY
OF MERCY."

7;S0p,ni.— Evpniiie Worship
in lie Chapel.

vid on will preach nt

oil services.

^t. fumes' CCljiircli

O:00a.ni. Holy Communion

11:00 o.m. Holy Communion

7:00 p.m. Evening Prayer.

Wednesday 8: 00 o.i

Communion
Holy

Wcftnesdny *,4J} p.m. OrEnn
Rccilal and Lenten medi-

Theseparated voyager. A new diminished

day

Unfolds iruiifferenlly, and in its abysses

All force is spent, all causes lose their

way.

and broad humour:

So here we are again, the question being

Shall we turn over the old engines

One more time?

Don Bowell tells a light and lovely

but nevertheless pointed tale of a gu-1.

an "unopinioned" butterfly and some

thorny roses. Bill Downes investigates

the erotic associations of a railroad yard:

She lurks among you and in me, aching,

till

I would lie into the clay with the tubes

eyes wet and round,

and listen to the shunted cars rebound

and crash.

And adoring,

feel in my fingertips our affirmation,

the stiff pressure of this supporting day.

In the department of prose Quarry

offers a panorama that includes a number

of sprightly book reviews, a sensitive

story by the talented newcomer, Nancy

Beckett, a perceptive review article about

French-English relations in Canada by

Margaret Slavin Dyment, and a vivid

impression by Rick Johnstone of one tky

Ui Spam.

Johnstone is also represented by poems

that convey an equally alive and vibrant

response to the most Latin of countries.

Tom Marshall continues the European

theme with a poem^ set in Deimiark, and

an impressionistic description of the

acropolis under a full moon:

the queen of heaven in asceruiency we
climbed

her moon and marble hill

and all her fire of tide gathering

we dreamed below

as all her days were dreamed on clean

columns

The list of contributors also includes

Poppy Gemmell, Kig Vanderleck, A. C.

L. Holmes, Lindsay Coleman, and others.

The magazina will hit the stands (or the

barricades) about March 15.

—^Barry Brick

(ffhalnierB Utiitril

CCliurcli

1 1.00 a.m.—SEVEN CHRIS-
TIAN IMPERATIVES
(6) "GO".

7.30 p-m.—The Living ol Life

(B) "TN THE SER-
VICE OF GOD"

Queen's Theological Choir will

sinR.

A Very Cordial InL-itation

To AS Queen's Sttidenls

PrcBbgtcriiin (flljurcl]

Prince's & Clergy Sla.

Rev, Man V. Putnam, B.A.,

Minister

Director of Praise.

Brian Start. ARCCO.

SUNDAY SERVICES

1 1:00 a.m. Morning Worslilp

7: (K) p.m. Evening Worship

7:30 p.ra, "Radio Ministry"
CKLC.

8; 15 p.m. Youth Fellowship,

TUESDAY, 7:30 P.M.

i

Prnypr anil Bible Study Hour

1 COME AND WORSHIF
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Quebec: A Canadian Cuba Leacock Leaves His Legacy
PART II By the Moderator (exclusive to CUP)

The Qu^bficois maintain that

French is being replaced in

Quebec by English as the ac-

cepted tongue. They feel doub-

ly slighted by this turn of

events because their ancestors

got to Canada first: they

made up nine-tenths of the

population of Canada in 1963

when the English came in and
"colonialized" them- French

has since gradually been low-

ered to the status of a family

language.

Today, though Canada is of-

ficially bi-Iingual, English is

the language of business and
public affairs. If a French-

Canadian wishes to partici-

pate in the world of big busi-

ness or big politics, he must
learn English and more or less

forget about his mother ton-

gue. Frenh-Canadians consider

a countryman who has made a

success in business or public

affairs a sell-out and even a

traitor for this reason. How
can he remain truly French-
Canadian, the nationalists say,

if he does not apeak French as

his first language? Thus the

language barrier acts to divide

P^ench-Canadian among them-

selves as well as to inflame the

inter-cultural dispute.

The problems of church dom-

ination and inadequate educa-

tion are closely related; one

cannot be examined separately

from the other. Education in

Quebec has for two centuries

been run by the Catholic

Church. The Church School

Commissions have always em-

phasized the humanities. As a

result, educated Fi*ench-Cana-

^iana hfiw.,l\p'*K...';'*tl'fi?ein.Tri6,

or the ministry, than politics,

business, or science and tech-

nology. Two reasons for this

emphasis on humanities have
been proposed: some explain

it as the natural result of Cath-
olic emphasis on saving the
soul rather than on saving the
world; others, and these in-

clude the Separatists, claim
that the Catholic clergy i-ecei-

ved their sovereignty over po-
litics and education in Quebec

from the British in 1763. In

return, the story goes, the cler-

gy agreed to keep French-Can-

adians intellectually backward

and emotionally pacified.

The control of the Church

over politics in Quebec is un-

usual even for a Catholic na-

tion. For example, the Church
runs a morning radio pro-

gram on the eve of provincial

elections. On June 20, 1956, the

broadcast went, in part, as fol-

lows:

Sovereign authority, by what-
ever government it be exer-

cised, comes solely from God
... it is then an absolute er-

ror to believe that authority

comes from the multitude,

from the members, from the

people, to pretend that auth-

ority does not belong simply

to those who exercise it, but

rather that they hold only a

simple mandate, always revoc-

able by the people. This error,

which dates from the Refor-

mation, is based on the princi-

ple mistake that man has no

other master than his own rea-

son.

Clearly popular participa-

tion in political decisions is not

being encouraged by such a

broadcast. And behind the
broadcast lurks control of the

political process itself.

Since 1959, however, the hold

of the clei'gy over politics and
education has weakened. Before

that time the Church was close-

ly implicated in the corrupt

practices of the Quebec pro-

vincial government under Mau-
rice Duplessis. During the '50's,

Duplessis refused millions of

dollars in federal aid to educa-

Wfien'fie'dled'in 1959, liberals

like R^n^ L<Svesque came out of

hiding and worked with the
new Lesage government to ini-

tiate reforms. Millions of dol-

lars extorded from the Feder-
al government by thinly-veiled

threats of Separatism are now
being plowed directly into ed-

ucation. The Church is conse-
quently losing its monopoly
in the field.

The sudden increase in sup-
port for education has had im-

Chile Summer
A representative from

Queen's will be chosen to spend
six weeks in Chile during the

summer of 1965. He or she will

have an opportunity to travel

with 40 other Canadian stu-

dents, examining the religious,

cultural, scientific, sociologi-

cal, historical, political and ec-

onomic aspects of Chile.

Applicants for the 16th

WUSC International Seminar
should apply to the Registrar

or phone 542-4575. The dead-

line is March 16. The scholar-

ship has a value of $1500. Ap-
plicants must have a good wor-

Ski Club Elections

The final meeting of the
Queen's Ski Club for this j^.ir

was held Wednesday night at

Ellis Hall for the purpose of
electing officers for next year.

Elected were Rod Follwell

President, Jane Baillie Secre-
tary. Following the elections

the treasurer gave the financial

statement of the Ski Club and
after the confusion subsided,
Tom excused himself in order
to catch a plane to Austria.
The meeting was then adjourn-
ed.

king knowledge of Spanish by
the summer of 1965, be able to

forego part of their summer
working period, and be i-etum-
ing to Queen's in the fall of
1965. 1965 tuition fees will be
waived, but he should be ready
to supply $300 of the $1500
scholarship.

The seminar will include
lectures, plenary sessions, panel
discussions, and study groups.
In addition to an orientation
course, introductory sessions,
travel within Chile, and inten-
sive study in small groups, the
seminar will include a residen-
tial seminar of about two
weeks. Ample free time will be
allotted to the participants to

pursue their own interests
and to discuss with Chilean
counterparts.

mediate effects far beyond
the classroom. Educated Que-
b^cois are being turned out in

far greater numbers. The ed-

ucation they have received,

furthermore, is no longer fit-

ting them out for placid accep-

tance of the status quo: the

new education and university

atmosphere has attuned them
to the need of their Province
and to the alternatives for
growth available to it.

These young educated French-
Canadians form the back-

ground of the Separatist Move-
ment. According to a recent

survey published in Maclean's

Magazine, 13% of all French-

Canadians are avowed Separ-

atists; among university stu-

dents the figure rises to 25%'-

and this figure understates the

case. While these secession-

minded students quarrel among
themselves over what form
Separatism is to take after its

primary goal has been achiev-

ed, they are united by their na-

tionalism and are increasingly

coming together on details. In

fact, more and more student

Separatists chapters are affi-

liated themselves with the
views of the Rassemblement

pour rindependance Nationale

(Assembly for National Inde-

pendence), a party founded by

Marcel Chaput in 1961.

The RIN today holds no

elective offices in the Federal

o r Provincial governments.

But its program is clearly de-

fined: if it were voted into

power in Quebec tomorrow, it

would secede from Canada on

the day after and continue with

the nationalization oi~induB-
v.ica, me iiijciaiii,iii,iun of gov-

ernment, state control over aid

to education, and other equally

centralizing measures.

Separatism has been com-
pared with Castroism for ob-

vious reasons: the measures it

strives for are radical, statist,

and anti-clerical; the Separa-

tists feel that nationalization

of industry must be used to rid

Quebec of the "curse of foreign

exploitation." But Separatists

are rarely communists. They
are nationalists, pure and sim-
ple.

Currently, the foremost hot^

bed of Separatism lies in and
around the University of Mon-
treal. Run by the Catholic cler-

gy, the University is the scene

of in-fighting between French-
Canadian students and the gov-

ernmental authorities. Cam-
paigns by students, sparked
by caricatures in the school

paper, The Latin Quarter, have
helped precipitate the immin-
ent resignation of the priest-

rector. He will be replaced soon

by a secular educator. On the

other side of the coin, there

are some students, apparently

who are paid to keep tabs on
the Separatist movement for

the Federal government. Word
has it that the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police pays twenty
students in the University of

Montreal alone to seek out and
inform on their most secession-

minded peers.

Leacock's contribution was
in large part his philosophy of

life-rugged, honest and indivi-

dualistic. His personal appear-

ance depicted this. He looked

like a professor of the old

school! Leacock had sparkling

blue eyes and his hair always

"covered his head thickly and

crept down his forehead in a

fetlock not easily kept brushed

down."

Although he wore expensive

clothes, his suits were tailored

for comfort, not style. He was
not a man for convention ei-

ther in clothes or custom. Ste-

phen Leacock was too great a

man for this. He must have

shocked one of the haughty

faculty members at McGill one

day when the man poked his

head in Leacock's room and

Leacock called out, "Come in

professor, and hear a decent

lecture for a change." But he

laughed good-naturedly. His

humor was never piercing and
this is why he was a humanist

of the highest order.

In 1910, when "Literature

Lapses" was published, Lea-

cock's long regime began. Do
you remember his story, "My
Financial Career"? about Lea-
cock's first bank deposit-about

!i poor human being who was
so rattled upon entering a bank
that he went to deposit fifty-

six dollars but in error filled

out a 'savings withdrawal' slip

fused the teller when he asked
to have money in "fifties" and
"sixes". After this frightful

and embarassing experience oc-

curred, Leacock stated: "Since
then I bank no more. I keep
my money in cash in my trous-

ers pocket and my savings in

silver dollars in a sock." That
was the beginning of an era
of a humorous man who more
than anything else radiated
sympathy in his writings.

It seems odd that one of the
most treasured pieces of writ-
ing in the entire Leacock col-

lection is "Oxford As I See It"

which is not a burlesque con-
coction of myosis and hyperbole
It is in fact the most moving
vindication of an outdated sy-
stem of education which stilt

produces the world's greatest
minds. Says Leacock: "The Ox-
ford student learns nothing of
. . . plumbing, electric wiring,

gas-fitting or the use of a blow
torch." Furthermore, "profes-
sors themselves are not keen

PART II

on their lectures. If the lectures

are called for they give them;

if not, the professor's feelings

are not hurt." Chides Leacock,

"There are men at Oxford who
have rested their brains this

way for over thirty years; the

accumulated brain power thus
dammed up is said to be colos-

sal."

But Leacock found the clue

to Oxford's success and in es-

sence the idea was an integral

part of Leacock's personal phil-

osophy of life whether or not
he knew it. It was the manner
in which groups nf students
would gather round their tutor
and have him smoke his pipe
at the students and go over
their lessons informally. Lea-
cock the humorist wrote that
"a well-smoked man speaks
and writes English with a grace
that can he acquired in no
other way." Trite, you say?
Few statements in the English
language are more deeply

meaningful.

In an attempt to know how
the man really thought, I have
pursued many times, Leacock's

uncompleted autobiography,

"The Boy I Uft Behind Me".
For a man whose good fun and
rib-tickling nonsense has dou-

bled people up with paroxysms
of laughter and once made a
man fall out of his seat, this

document is introspection it-

self. It is even sad. He tells

wistfully of his early school

years, both as student and
then as teacher; the remaind-

er of his vigorous life after

tHiR is not recotded, nor
will it ever be recorded in the

moving, personal style of Ste-

phen Leacock for he died in

1944, without having time to

give this testimony fo the

world.

But I know what Leacock
thought of life and growing
old. In 'My Remarkable Uncle'

written after his triumphant

tour of the Canadian West,

Leacock includes an essay en-

titled "Three Score Years and
Ten-The Business of Growing
Old." Leacock describes how
life can be traced by noting the

way strangers address you.

Said Leacock: "You begin as

'little man' and then 'little boy'

because a little man is littler

than a little boy, then 'sonny'

and then *my boy' and after

that 'young man' and presently

the interlocutor is younger than

yourself and says, 'say. Mis-

ter.' I can still recall the thrill

of pride I felt when a Pulhnan

porter first called me 'doctor'

and when another one raised

me up to 'judge', and then the

terrible shock it was when a
taxi man swung open his door
and said, 'step right in, dad."

After all these words, what
common thread is there of the
man in his work? He was some-
times gruff and decidely shorl>

tempered. Devoted to his fam-
ily and work, he has given us
many pleasure filled-houfs with
his rich human legacy.

©I'm ©
HIGHLIfiHTS
This Friday, Music Round

the World, 7 p.m. features

Songs of Unrequited Love; at

8 :30 p.m. Magazine presents

Research into Tunnel Diodes,

and an original story "Th
Prince Passed By. by Margaret
Angus. Saturday, personality
at 7:30 discusses the Univer-
sity Concert Series; and at

7:45 Academy Award Nomin-
ated Songs for 1964 are revued
on Broadway Music. Also on
Sat. Campus Talent provides
A party of the year's High-
lights.

Snortin' with Morton
We, the news staff, are sick

and tired of being unbiased.

We know that our copy of Cam-
pus Reporter explains that
news should never be opinion-

ated. And we have tried. But,

dammit, we have opinions too.

We think the disgusting ob-

scenity of certain unnamed ar-

ticles in the Journal should be

stopped herewith in order to

protect the purity of the aver-

age low-intellect Levanite. We
think that the Honourable So-

ciety of Levanites not only de-

House of Sounds

STUDENTS
GET 20 % OFF ON ALL L.P. RECORDS

at

House of Sounds
DoD't Be Ashamed To Tell You Go To Queen's

Hotel La Salle

Dine in the Famous Colony Room

Specializing in

Delicious Charcoal Broiled Sleaks
Direct from Our Dining Room Grill

Special Arrangements for Banquets & Dances

Bagot & Princess 548-3361

PATTON'S CLEANERS

SHIRT LAUNDERERS

Wally Elmer — Prop.

Dial 548-*292 — 546-6480

349 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONTARIO
The Nicest Cleaning in Town

serves the name of low-intel-

lect, but should be removed
from this campus in order to

preserve the chastity of Queen's
males. We think that the foot-

ball budget should be expanded
ad nauseum because, after all,

Queen's is football, isn't it?

And we think that there
should be a fine for any Queen's
man who does not buy at least

six Go Gaels Go buttons in the
football season, because we do
want to encourage school spirit,

don't we? And we think that
there should be an AMS con-
stable at every private party
to assure that the high moral-
ity of Queen's students is re-

tained at its present level. And
we think that this nonsense
about a Queen's theatre should
be stopped because it might
conflict with football game at-
tendance. And we think that
Queen's students should boycott
the establishments in the town
where hard liquor is served.
And we think that if this is a
pretty incoherent editorial we
have perhaps been reading the
Journal too much this year.

Michael Marrello

B03A Prioceas Street
Pfcon© 642-3714

Prize Winner in Hair Styling
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«T. JOHN'S, NFLD. - The

MUSE, the student newspaper of

the Memorial University of New-

foundliuid. reports that the Coun-

cil of the Students' Union, in an

emergency general meeting, have

given President Peter Strong a

vote of confidence to carry on as

council head for this year. Strong,

along vvith at least one other CSU
member, had been implicated in,

tlie MUSE charges that student

funds were being misused for

items whidi inchided meals in,

the University Dining Hall and

taxis cliarged to the MUSE
account.

The four and one half hour

council meeting probably attrac-

ted the largest number of stu-

dents ever to attend such a

.gathering. Many students

expressed shaken conBdence in

the CSU.

Peter Strong, in his opening

statement to the meeting, said that

Uie responsibility for any mis-

spending on the part of the CSU
must ultimately rest with him; he

foH responsible for the actions of

each member since, if the chargesi

were true, diey would involve

corruption and reflect on thei

whole council.

After much discussion, with

oliarges being laid and refuted,

a student rose to speak stating

tliat it was e\'ident from recrimi-

nations made in tlie meeting ihut

there was much dissention within

tho council He then called for

the resignation of President

Strong, who replied tliat other

councillors would also resign and

their resignations would be most

damaging to tlio council. He
admitted tliat the council had

-been responsible for misuse oE

funds but stated that only the

nogative aspects were being

pointed out. He therefore asked

that tlie council be allowed to

continue, investigate its faults,

correct tliem, and redeem itself.

A ten minute recess was called

during which the CSU members

CUP Roundup
retired and held a vote of confi-

dence in the President. Shortly

after the Chairman announced

that Peter Strong had been given

a vote of confidence.

CLASSIFIED

NIAGARA FAU^, ONT.

(Special). — Engineering depart-

ments of Canadian universities

were criticized on Friday for

"narrow - minded" in their

approach to liigher education,

during a panel discussion at tlie

imnual meeting of the Association

of Professional Engineers of

Ontario.

Derek Chase, a professional

engineer from Peterborough,

charged tliat overcrowding of

engineering curricula with formal

lectures and excessive homework

was preventing engineering stu-

dents from engaging in university

activities which would develop

leadership qualities.

"Such qualities are needed if

they are to rise above the status

of technicians," said Mr. Chase,

who is employed as an applica-

tion engineer in the civilian

atomic power department at

Canadian General Electric.

Mr. Chase advocated introduc-

tion into universities of the dis-

cussion-session type of training as

well as providing more oppor-

tunity for pubhc speaking and

debate by students.

He also recommended that

engineering departments encour-

age the writing of three or four

laboratory reports a year to ensure

that students "master this import-

ant aspect of engineering com-

munication."

Close professional control of

post-graduate training, he said,

would fulfill "a crying need for

wise Itiiilerdiip at cvtrrj icvel -oT'

a society which is becoming more

and more technically oriented."

OTTAWA. - Two Canadian

students, Midiael Newman from

Vancouver and Mary Suzuki from

Montreal, are sitting in jail in

Albany, Georgia.

Tlieir plight was brought

before the Representative

Assembly of Carleton University

by Cathy Rosenberg who told the

R.A. Tuesday the "walkers" had

left Quebec City last May. They

planned to walk to the American

base at Guantanamo, Cuba.

Their trouble began in Decem-

ber when they entered Georgia.

The "walkers" i n c 1 u d ed

Negroes. Miss Roseberg said

while the main concern of the

group is witli international peace,

Siis cannot be separated from

ci\il liberties.

They were arrested in Macon,

Griffin and Americas. Georgia.

On December 23 they were

arrested in Albany for parading

without a licence. When they

refused to co-operate i with the

arrest (they sat down in passive

resistance), a furtlier charge of

refusing to obey the order of an

ofBcial wos laid.

Electric cattle-prodders were

used to force them to co-operate

and the group was jailed, she

said.

On January 16 they were

released. They were jailed again

Januar)' 27 when they again

began their march through

Albany, after failing to obtain a

permit.

They have been in jail ever

since, and during that time have

been on hunger strike.

Miss Rosenberg asked the R.A.

for 1^75 to print up mimeographed

copies of a 15-page brief out-

lining the make-up and objectives

of the walk and detailing its pro-

gress to tlie present time.

They gave her (be money.

Lady's black leather handbag in

Science Club Rooms, March 1. Please

phone 548-^032.

FOR RENT

Quid, comfortable, convenient room,

opposite Leonard Hall. Light house-

keeping optional. Free parking. Gentle-

man. Phone 548-7174 evenings.

Luxury waterfront apartment, near

Yacht Club. Room for 3-4 occupants.

6 large rooms. Available June I.

Phone i48-8594.

Unfurnished aparlmenl oa Brock

Street. Available March 15—Sept. 1.

Suitable for Uirec. Fealures: four

spacious rooms, bath, basemen I,

entrance, private driveway. Nejtl door

to 150 single females. 5 blocks from
University, 1 block from Fort. SlOO
month. CaJI Bill after 6:00 p.m.

546-9565.

Great apartment, from May ! to

Scpl. 1, Big living-room with fireplace,

2 bedrooms. kitchen, bathroom.

Features a turquoise and black bath-

room, and balcony. Completely

furnished, On West St. Rent, $85 a

month. Phone 546-9857 or 546-1564

for details.

WANTED
One student, to share large fumished

apartment with three others during

summer months. Contact Marty
Mendes or Mcrv Graf at 542-8447 or

90 Clergy St. W.

Three or four room apartment. May
to September. Musi be within a few
blocks of Union and Collingwood.

Call Bruce Ferguson or John Isbisler,

at 548-8145.

Ride to Toronto, March 6 at 1:30.

Call Sarah Tracey, 490. Will share

expenses.

ARTS '67

Applications will be accepted for

Male Assistant Athletic Stick who will

be a non-voling member of the year
executive. Send to John Argue, Room
343, McNeill House by March 15.

Also applications are wanted for

Publicity Director {glorified sign

painter) who will be a non-voting

member of the year executive. Send to

Ed Chown in Room 505, Leonard Hall

or Cathy Downs, Room 330, Chown
Hall, by March 15.

SIGNPOST
FRIDAY, MARCH 6

Queen's Christian Fellowship invites

you to a Splash Parly at Ihc Queen's

Pool from 8:00-9:OOp.m. Refresh-

ments following at the Youth Centre,

9:00 p.m.

SATURDAY, MARCH 7

Last Chance Smash sponsored by
Queen's Badminton Club, 8:00 -

1:00 p.m. at the Yachl Club. Bar is

subsidized and closes at 11:30. Stag

or Drag, SOc.

TUESDAY, MAKOH 10

VE3VX-QUAREC meeli in the

Science Clubrooms at 7:30 for a

review of the year, presentation of

awards, and election of Publicity

Manager and other important offices.

Final meeting of the Spanish Club
with elections, lilms and a good party.

The fun and rcftcahmentg -will malte

offices on tlie campus by some of the

most polished of politicians as we
elect next year's executive — the

executive with the St.900 budget.

The Faculty of Law will hold two
moot courts in Macdonnld Hall. In
the afternoon at 2:30 Mr. D. Hardt-
man, Q.C„ will preside; counsel will

be R. Ostiguy, W. Rankin, F. Nebutele
and A. Smith. Mr. K. Ross of Belle-

ville will preside al Ihe evening court,

which begins at 8:15. Counsel will be
J. Chenier, E. Thorns and P. Mc-
Naughton.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 25

Professor Karl Erdmann of the
University of Kiel, Germany, will ^ve
a public lecture on 'The German
Problem — Result of Germany's
History?" McLaughlin Room, 8:00

sent to every Canadian Member

of Parliament and to the Press.

An addih'onal 200 copies will be

distributed on campus. Miss

Rosenberg told the R.A. she hopes

publicity of the Albany jailing

would result in government action

being taken to right the situation,

or at least to make the public

aware of it.

The last concert in the

Spring Series wll be beld

March 10, Dunning Hall at

8:30p.m. The players will

be the Albeneri Trio, piano,

\'io!in and cello.

8:00 p.m. Place, 77 Alwmglon Ave.

WEDNESDAY, NIARCH 11

Mr. Marcel Cassir of KLM will be

on campus to answer any questions

concerning the KLM plan for student

employment in Holland this summer,

2:00 p.m., John Orr Room in the

Union.

THURSDAY, NLUICH 12

Important final meeting of Queen's

CUCND in Committee Room 3, Stu-

dents' Union. Election of next year's

executive and plans for next year. AJI

members please attend,

WUSC — The annual general meet-

ing of the World University Service

of Canada will be held at International

Hou^c, 181 University Avenue. Come
and see the lovely girls, hear the

annual reports, view the jockeying for

some of the most coveted elective

QUEENS BANDS. Please return

all uniforms, music, and instruments to

Grant Hall on Sunday, March 8, 2:00-

6:00 p.m. or call Mike, 542-6969.

These articles must be in this week.

Tho very good friends of Miss

Barbara Hall and Mr. Harvey Beres-

ford wish to announce their recent

marriage. The wedding took place at

Boucher House on Saturday, Feb. 29,

on the occasion of Miss Hall's fifth

birthday. Miss Hall was attended by
her two room-mates and Mr. Bcres-

ford by Mr. Tom Learic as best man.
Miss Virginia Kidd ofBciatcd and the

wedding party was made complete by
the presence of Miss Hall's father

carrying a shot gun. Heartiest con-

gratulations and best wishes are

extended to the happy couple who
honeymooned al the exclusive Blue
Room.

the fACts

Beneath

tlie 6AZZle

All diamonds look dozzlhi« at first

glance hut only an expert jeweler con

tell a ditimond's true value, Cut, bril-

liancy, color, clnrily and weight arc all

ini|>orlant. We hnve the scicnlific in,-

sltuincnls ns well as the knowlcdfic and

reputtilion to lidp you make the right

diamond cliolce.

AM»ICAN GEM SOCIETY

KlNNEAR D'ESTERRE
diomond merchants 168 Princess St.

Contribute to the Red
Cross on Monday, March
the 9th, National Red
Cross Day. 25 cents from
each student would make
a total contribution of

$900.00.

I

There will be Levanites

]

.canvassing on campus
I

Monday.

Historian To

Give Address

At Queen's
Dr. Karl Dietrich Erdmann,

President of the Association oB

German Historians, will be giving

a public lecture at Queen's Uni-

versity, on Wednesday, March 25.

'Professor EicJmetr of Queen's

announced that Dr. Erdmann'si

topic would be "The Germatt

Problem ~ Result of Germany's

Historyr

Dr. Erdmann is currently on a

lecture tour of North American;

universities. He is a Professor of

Contemporary History at the Uni-

versity of Kiel, and is a specialist

on the Weimar Republic and the

Third Reich, He has also been a

prominent member of the German

UNESCO Commission.

His lecture at Queen's is being]

jointly sponsored by the German
and History Departments. It will

take place in the McLaughlin

Room, Students' Union, at 8 p.m.

on Wednesday, March 25,

Senior Seminar

WiU Study

Niebuhr Work
Applications are now being

accepted for the S.C.M. Senior

Seminar next year. Any prospec-

tive third, fomth year, or gradu-

ate student is eligible to apply,

Tlie standard text for the Seminar

will be Reinhold Niebuhr's The

NatuTC and Dcstlmj of Man.

Only twenty years old, this book

is already a classic interpretation

of Christian thought and is noted

for its incredible insight into the

human predicament, Participants

-SllLt^ requ ired to read tbis^bopk

will individually present papers to

the Seminar at fortnightly meet-

ings next year. Emphasis will be

placed on reading and writing; an

attempt will be made to discip-

line the participant's approach to

his material. This will be the

second Senior Seminar at Queen's;

the first has spent this year in a

study of the works of Dietrich

Bonhoeffer.

Applioarion should be made in

writing, before March 14, to Peter

D. Taylor, Leonard Hall.

Professor W. Sagcr, of the

Ontario College of Education,

Toronto, and Mr. R. W. Froats,

Assistant Superintendent of

Secondary Education, Eastern

Ontario Division, Department of

Education, are visiting the Uni-

versity on Monday, March 9.

1964, and will meet with final

year students who are interested

in High School Teaching and

the requirements for Profes-

sional Cerlificales. Professor

Sager will speak on tho Entrance

Requirements and Programmes
offered by the Ontario College

of Education.

The meeting will be held in

Ellis Hall at 4:30 p.m. on Mon-
day. March 9, 1964.

For Dry Cleaning and

Shirt Laundering
SERVICE. QUALITY. CONVENIENCE

Our Store at 314 Barrie Street Near Princess Is Convenient

and Anxious To Serve You
Same Day Service on Request

In by 10 a.m. Ready by 5 p.m.

Save 2070 by Using Our Services al Leonard Hall

Available to All Students

Dial 548-4407

FOR PICKUP & DELIVERY SERVICE

Cleland & Flindall

DRY CLEANERS
314 Barrie Street

SHIRT LAUNDERERS
861 Princess Street
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GjAE,L SCORING
Page 3

PLAYER
COLVIN
VAN BRUNT „
WESTON
JONES
MITaiELL
WINDOVER
DINSMOHE
NISillKAWA ,

HAY
JODOIN
CUNNINGHAM
HUNT
STEVENS
MACNAD
KOLESNIK
LOUGH

Goals: for - 56 -
TOTALS

Against - 70

Goolsl
12

Points

19
16
16
15
14
U
9
7
5
5
3

I

1

1

127
Derbyshires Average 5.83 «

,. P W L
StandinE

. ,. 12 3 7
Lcadine Scorer Dili CoMn (I'i) (7) for 19 pis'.

P-I.M
10

14
22
2

0
10
10
0

125
mis per eame

T Pts

West Repeats Trophy Win
cappedDave West capped a sensa

tional seasoa by being named

winner of the Dr. W. A. Potter

Trophy as the University of To-

ronto basketball player "who in

the opinion of his team-mates is

the most worthy member of the

team."

It is the second year in a row

West has taken the annual award.

It is also likely the highest

average ever compiled In a senior

intercollegiate schedule of 10 or

more games. Gene Rizak's aver-

age of 25.7, established over 10

games for McMasler in 1960-61,

was recognized as previous all-

time high.

West, Toronto

Raphael, Waterloo

Willianison, WesteriL

BoEdas, Toronto . .

Fcrpison, Queen's

Horv^A. Windsor
, .

IF LACK OFilTALENT
IS KEEPING YOU FROM APPLYING
FOR A QUEEN'S JOURNAL POSITION

ask yourself what made this motley growp apply

LEFT TO RIGHT — Tony Beetle, Scrofulojis Mtke, Johnny "Eh!", Flagpole Hogle, Mod-
mon Lawrie, The Beardless Bearded Prophet, The "^ay^mifA Bus, Privy Councillor Bob
Toxicob Kristjonson, Little Bru, Brother Stewart.

WE DO PROMISE YOU A GOOD TIME THOUGH. SO IF YOU
WRITE, INTERVIEW, DRAW, TAKE PICTURES, TYPE, CAR-
TOON, LAY OUT, OR JUST MAKE OUT

SEE HUBERT HOGLE
BILL HENDERSON
DAVE DODGE
or MIKE FITTON SOON

Mitchelson, Western ., 12 183 15,5

Friesrnuth, Windsor 12 168 14.0

Evans, Queen's 10 140 14.0

Daiv, McMaster
. ,, ,.12 165 I3.S

JOURNAL

SPORTS

HOCKEY
ALL

STARS
Goalie — •Gemier, Laval;

••Walters, McGiU. Defense —
Sinclair, U. of T. and Tressider.

U. of M.; ••Awrey, U. of T. and

Speyer, U. of T. Centre —
•Apps, MacMaster; ••Colvin,

Queen's. Right Wing — *S.

Montieth, U. of T.; ••Cusson, U.

of M. Left Wing — 'H. Mon-
tieth, U. of T.; **Bouclier, U. of

M.

•—denotes First Team

**—denotes Second Team

The above All Star team was

selected by the players and

coaches of four of the teams in

the Senior Intercollegiate Hockey

League. The poll was the pro-

duct of the Journal Sports Staff

under the direction of hockey re-

porter John Shaw. Unfortunately

not all the ballots were returned

from some of the teams but the

team is a good cross section of

the best players in the league.

JOURNAL'
SPORTS

CP Pts Ave

12 314

12 304 25.2

12 215 21.7

10 187

10

12

Shot In Arm For

"World's Most Beautiful Sport"

The Queen's Gymnastic Team
wound up die season's gymnastic

circuit in competition with U. of

T., and R.M.C. in a U. of T. In-

intational Gymnastics Meet on
Saturday last. This event was the

strongest sho^ving which the

team has made to date, the team

failing to come out on top by a

mere 0.7 points (U. of T.— 144.2,

Queen's— 143.5, R.M.C.— 141.6)

Had the judging and the scor-

ing system conformed with

O.Q.A.A.A. stipulations, Queen's

would have won.

NewJ

The future of gymnastics has

been given a strong shot in the

arm due to the perserverence of

the members of ihc team and their

coach Mr. R. L. Lund,

equipment is in the ofEng for

year and the team is eag

awaiting [li^j|^ wlien the

use it. It is hoped that with the

new accomodations, the student

body, will get a chance to see

same of the "World's most

Beautiful Sport" (Sports Illustrat-

ed) in their own backyard.

Don't Forget The Canadian Inter-
collegiate Hockey Championships at

The Memorial Centre
Next Friday and Saturday

WHO?
Who are these seven Queen'smen Why are they all dressed

the same? Curious — Then join the gang sis a JOURNAL
SPORTSWRITER and find out. Get inside information on all

the big sports events on campus — first-hand! Discover your

hidden talent for influencing the masses! Yes, YOU. Oh. and
if you like parties Call Mike at 516-0280. Today. Now.
WANTED: One Intramural Sports Reporter — preferably male
OT female. Similarly, one Sports Clubs editor. CLUB PRESI-
DENTS: Exercise your right lo see your club's activities in

print. Notify any of this year's Sports staff timnedielely.
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Rory's Story

For the last issue of the year, 1 have

been persuaded to briefly lift my

boycott of the Journal in order to

immortalize the highlights of Rory's

romantic adventures at Queen's,

According to Mr. Leishman (let us

avoid libel by affirming that we are

referring solely to Mr. Bory Leishman)

die most outstanding episode of his first

year took place during the Varsity at

Queen's football game. During the first

three-quarters, he successfully ran a

Whfle Mr. Leishman's second year

was only somewhat uneventful his third

year calamitous. Having been

cajoled to take part in a debate during

initiations before an audience of fresh-

men Bory desperately dilated at great

length on the deplorable nature of sin

at Queens University. As a conse-

quence, he was unable to get a date for

the rest of the year. However, due to

the short memories of Queen's girls, his

amorous escapades were soon recom-

menced witli, so he lamented, not

relay of hotdogs and pop from one end
^^^^^^ ^^^^^^

of the stands, where sat his current
^^^^^^ ^eoame quite agitated while

describing how his ordeal of tramping

through the balance of a wintry night

last term was compounded by his being

without money, having lost his key to

his boarding house, ond his being

dressed (at 15' F^enheit) only in a

toga! Nevertheless, dreadful as was that

occurrence, Mr. Leishman avows that

the nadir of his checkered career was hit

when, during this year's Arts Formal, he

accidentally anointed a splendidly

attired young lady with a glass of ginger

ale. "Nothing", asserted Leishman with

great emphasis and contrition, "could

have been more mortifying."

VWien asked why he didn't give up

in disgust, Rory serenely rephed, "Ah,

but Queen's girls are so nicel"

-QJ Reporter

e

e

r and beans apples and wine

a weekend,

lost,

on a feral wheel of cerebral sight,

tliat deposits naught

nor

aggregates.

T
h

i

s body once a child

given waxj

to

pleasures of added years and miseries

on agencij for the a^lutinator.

I

n a moment's reflex impromptu

a mind on rochs with

Fixed . .

.

Queen's lady, to the other end of the

stands, where, by a Imagnificent feat of

emergency improvisation, he had

managed to seat his old flame who had

suddenly and unexpectedly arrived for a

surprise visit. Rory informed your

reporter that it is stQl too painful to

relate the consequences of the disaster

which overcame this valiant enterprise

during bhe fourth quarter when, by a

stroke of the most extraordmarily bad

luck, the two girls chanced to meet.

rye

seas and sees ru>t

nor

aggregates,

but knotos.

—sZyou

poem of the year

backwash

The Welland Canal

Like a fioozy in hard times

Who sat too long

ot the bar

passed water

through her well-worn channel

and sighed for a

long >

hard

ship.

-Tom Marshall

Reprinted without permission from-

Catalyst, February, '64.

We would Like to Thank
Let me say first that I am not now,

nor have I ever been, a dope addict.

But before I leave to take a $500

a week job writing exposds for the

Canadian Re.gister, I have been asked

to express some pithy (Easy, proof-

reader!) thoughts on the subject of

Journal Writitig As We Know It

- Today, or How to Earn Absohitely

Nothing in Only One Hour A Week.

There are obvious advantages.

Alter all, what could be more re^var-

ding than helping your fellow stu-

dent to understand his relation to the

important issues of the day—separ-

atism, (Quebec), or Why NFCUS
Doesn't Stop Here Anymore, or sep-

aratism (Graduate Society). Public

service gives one humility, and we

on the Journal have so much humili-

ty we're a little embarassed about it

—you know, cornering the market

and all. Seeing one's name in print

is especially humbling. If one is es-

pecially clever ? ? ?, he can even slip

his name into print a few extra times

with no one the wiser. I might add

that as one dedicated to the expan-

sion of the capabilities of the com-

mon typewriter, I welcome the op-

portunity to drive proof-readers and

typesetters mad by putting as much

as I can in italics. Very humbling.

Of course, not all is unrestrained

hilarity. We have our serious side.

Frankly, one of the things that dis-

turbs me is that the proofreaders

proofreaders let simple tiping mis-

takes slip through occasionally. And

sometimes the typesetters make

SHRDLU mistakes .that ruin the

-3475&'r/? aethetic beauty of one's

prose. But as the Journal sinks slow-

ly in the East (being of somewhat

unorthodox bent) none of us rats

complain much, as we run like hell

to get off.

Charley Gordon

As the Q} year 6.5-64 closes, we would like to extend our sincerest thanks

to our regular Block and Cleaver columnists, John Isbister and Charley Gordon,

as well as to Barbie Holmes, our sometime Feature planner, and to Brenda

Marjerrison, who came to type whenever we sent out an SOS. But we are

saving our heartiest thanks for YOU, our long-suffering Features readers, whose

nimiljers varied so greatly bet\veen our lapses into Pornography (Sparling

Mills) about which we were severel)' - and properly - chastized, and our

adventures into totahtarianism (Student Government) about which nobody,

and understandably so, seemed to care. It's been fun though, and thanks and

best wishes always!

Mary Corbetl,

Dave Dodge,

Co-editors, Q] Features Page

The that

Firmly In My Memory

-the leaves on the medical buildings in October

^e sight and sadness of tvvo plain girls, sitting on tlie third floor stairs of

if they could

was

Chown Hall. Wondering, the night of the Levana Formal,

borrow a record player and listen to it unHl blackout,

-the \'alue of sarcasm as an academic weapon

-the earsplitting noise after the complacent Kingston landladies infonn you

their rooms are "all filled up". SLAM

-the incredibly rude way ^is same sub-species take (or refuse to take)

telephone messages,

-die sound of the ice, breaking and leaving for the sea, to 1962.

-the sound of the dogs, barkmg in their cages on Street,

-the bravado of some people who didn't expect to fail

-the violence of the non-violent objectors

-the annual aura of exhaustion on the Montreal to Kingston train

_lhe udiness of ignorance - witnessed when one of our organized adminis-

trators shouted at a foreign exchange student because he could not mtmt

his way tlirough this year's registration obstacle race

-the indispensibihty of two phrases: "Thus we see" and "It is perhaps" for

writing essays

-the fascination of conversational medicine

^e thought that if these are reaUy the best years of oar lives, we had better

hope for a miracle in the next six weeks

and so, my friends you sail out on to the-great sea of Me. Whats

that you say — you can't swim? Good bloody luck.

^ —poppu gemmeU

Parody

year
«/

This article is dedicated to the proposition that everyone likes to get

an honourable mention sometime in his or her life as a reference—just in

case his or her honour is ever questioned. Sufficient justification, don't

you think? for the following honourable mentions of:

Best Squid of the Year, shared by Mabel Blower and the boys over on

Leonard Field.

Gentleman of the Year to Rick Johnstone for his discretion during the

'Gentleman Jim' episode.

lanitor of the Year to that gentleman who drew the QJ's attention to the

need for some revisions in Library policy.

Lady of the Year to poppy gemmell for her unfailing courtesy in answer-

ing one question ('When?') which QJ spot-checkers believe she

might have been asked as many as 8,759 times within a two

month period.

Machine of the Year to Ralph Clench for his fantastic organization of re-

gistration and final exam timetables.

Most Public-Minded Group of the Year to the QJ staff who kept everyone

informed about coming events regardless of time or place or

effort. (?)

Most for the Least Award ot the Year to our charming, penny-pinching

AMS.

Officc-Boy of the Year to Martin Ware who put the Journal back on its

feet—or dope kick—^by his unflagging efforts to supply caffein,

nicotine, etc. to the QJ staff in the wee, small hours.

Organization Man of the Year also to Martin Ware for reasons so abvious

as to render explanations superfluous.

Mary Corbett

Since alia worldza stage, an alia peepl players,

(\Vhatever that meens) (English for),

they can be parodied. I have been askedta.

Their ages being seven. (Composite?)

See first our infant. 'Mewling and pewking in

THE EDITORIAL PAGE? THE AMS MUSTA BIN NUTZl

And then the reporters creeping like snail umvillingly to press night.

Like tonite. Thatz wy im writing.

But then it is the last jemal and who the censored cares.

And we have poets writing their sonnets to their mistress' censored.

You can't be too carefid these days.

Ah campus scandal-the breth of life lo those who don't hke workin

Did you here that she didn go home for two dayzan her landlady foned

the police an she got trown out. .

."

an the libery. Pop oops, no more libery.

Well who goz to the libery anyway. Frosh. Thatz who.

So who cares about frosh anyway. Frosh. Thatz who.

Let em. And then the soldier. RMC CADETS? Get the fcensored

frosh out of my parodyl

And then the judge . . . now were back to the AMS again?

They do something I guess. Are you serious? Didja ever go ta meeting.

Ate you SERIOUS? All tliey ever do is talk.

So? What does ANYONE ever do around here? Point well taken.

Proceed, Thers somthing here about leannslippered pantaloon.

With spectaclesnshrunken shanks. Idunno. Keep going.

And then thers second childhood. Great. So whoz out

of there first yet? And mere oblivion? Sans eyes, sans

teeth, sans evrything? Great! Put that in )ust the way it is.

Reminds me of Profs. Hey, you cant rite that. I dont care.

This Shakspere stuff is grete eh? Yeh. Almost as good as the

lieetles . . . Beatles? Hey, how do you spell them. Never mind.

Put Bugs. Have you seen the timetable. Nope, i nevr lookatem.

Howcome? What if you got a conflict. Conflict? I never

write exams anyway. Waste of time. Much nicer here.

So where are we anyway?

Orchids to . , ,

. . , to Tom Marshall for restraining himself when asked for the 32nd time

"When is Catalyst coming out?" However, in all modesty, he assures us tiiat

it will he better than last year's,

... to Professor W. E. C. Harrison who not only held his classes in tho

hospital but let his students eat all his candies. His dissoving discs would never

have dissoved if his suggestion of last fall that tlie university put benches on

the campus had been carried out. He had to hold his classes on the ground.

-D. & C.






